During the course of the eighteenth century, when the death penalty came to be regarded as too severe a punishment for certain categories of capital offence, there was frequent recourse to the transportation of convicts to penal colonies outside of Britain and Ireland as an alternative. Initially, transportation of convicts was to North America, but after the American War of Independence, New South Wales came to be used as the first Australian penal colony.

Legislation to permit the transportation of convicts from Britain to New South Wales was passed in 1784. Equivalent Irish legislation, enacted in 1786 and with further legislation in 1790 to make transportation from Ireland more effectual, permitted the transportation of convicts from Ireland from 1791.
termination of the transportation system in 1853, some 160,000 persons were transported to Australia, approximately 26,500 of whom left from Ireland.

This list of convicts has been compiled from several record sources from the archives of the former Office of the Chief Secretary for Ireland, the Convict Department of which was responsible for oversight of the transportation of convicts. These are:

**Transportation Registers, 1836-1857**

When a sentence of transportation was passed on a convict by a court sitting held at the local assizes or quarter sessions, the court officer in each county, the clerk of the crown, was required to furnish details to the government authorities in Dublin Castle, so that arrangements could be made to convey the convict to the port for embarkation on the next available vessel. When the details were received they were entered into registers by clerks in the Convict Department. These details recorded include the convict's name, age, date of conviction, term of transportation, crime, name of trial judge and name of sessions or assizes where tried. The registers also have a *remarks* column usually indicating the name of the ship on which the convict sailed and the date of sailing, whether the convict was discharged or pardoned, or if the convict died before embarkation. From about 1848, probably due to the increase in numbers receiving such sentences, there is a deterioration in the standard of compilation of the entries in the registers and of the level of detail given, particularly with respect to recording the eventual fate of the convict. They therefore cannot, in this later period, apart from verifying that an individual received a transportation sentence, be cited as proof of transportation. The registers originally spanned the entire period the system was in operation, but those covering the years 1790 to 1835 were destroyed in the fire at the Public Record Office in the Four Courts in 1922.
Where an entry exists in a transportation register relating to a convict, the **Record Reference Code** in the following list will include the letters “TR” in the citation.

**Prisoners’ Petitions and Cases, 1778–1835 and Convict Reference Files, 1836-1853**

Petitioning the Lord Lieutenant, who was the Crown’s representative in Ireland and could exercise the prerogative of mercy, was the only real hope of obtaining a commutation of sentence. Petitions, or “memorials”, were prepared by the convict or by a representative and referred directly, in the first instance to the Lord Lieutenant. He then referred them, via the Convict Department of the Chief Secretary’s Office, to the trial judge, the local constabulary and sometimes to the governor of the local gaol to confirm statements made by the convict protesting innocence, age, size of family, or state of health as mitigating factors. All petitions were investigated thoroughly. The accumulations of documents which gathered as investigations progressed are known as Prisoners Petitions and Cases, from 1778 to 1835, and as Convict Reference Files, from 1836 to 1853. Some prisoners' petitions were in the custody of the Public Record Office in 1922 and, like the early transportation registers, were destroyed.

Where a prisoner’s petition or a convict reference file relating to a convict exists, the **Record Reference Code** in the following list will include the letters “PPC” or “CRF” in the citation.

**Free Settlers’ Papers, 1828-1848**

This small series, spanning the years 1828 to 1848, contains information relating to the relatives of transported convicts, usually wives and/or children, who were emigrated to join their convict relative at the expense of government. The papers include applications for free passages either from individuals resident in Ireland or from ticket of leave convicts in Australia seeking to have spouses or children join them.
Where papers exist relating to the emigration of a relative of a transported convict, the **Record Reference Code** in the following list will include the letters “FS” in the citation.

**State Prisoners Petitions, 1796-1799 and Fenian Papers, 1867-1868**
These two small series of documents relate to individuals who were convicted of treason due to involvement in United Irishmen activities that culminated in the Rebellion of 1798, or who were participants in the Fenian Rising of 1867.

Where papers exist relating a transported convict, the **Record Reference Code** in the following list will include either the letters “SPP” or “FP” in the citation.

This list of surviving records was compiled in 1988 to celebrate the Australian Bicentenary and microfilm copies of the original documents cited in the list were presented to the Government and people of Australia by the Government and people of Ireland. These microfilm copies are available in the National Library of Australia and in State Libraries.
This PDF document can be searched using the search box or by pressing Ctrl + F to search for a particular name, place or word.
Entries in this list are arranged alphabetically by surname and each entry may contain the following information:

- **Surname**: The surname of the convict
- **First name**: The first name of the convict. In some cases only an initial may be noted
- **Alias**: An alias by which the convict was known
- **Sex**: The sex of the convict; M for male, F for female, U for unknown
- **Age**: The age of the convict
- **Place of trial**: The place where the convict’s trial was held
- **Place of imprisonment**: The place where the convict was remanded while awaiting transportation
- **Date of trial**: The date on which the convict’s trial was held
- **Date of document**: The date of the records concerning the convict
- **Description of crime**: Description of the crime for which the convict was convicted
- **Sentence**: The sentence handed down to the convict
- **Name of ship**: The name of the ship on which the convict was to be transported to Australia
- **Name of petitioner**: The name of any person who petitioned the Chief Secretary on the convict’s behalf
- **Relationship of petitioner**: The relationship of the petitioner to the convict, i.e. father, wife, landlord
- **Record reference code(s)**: The National Archives reference code(s) for records concerning the convict
- **Record microfilm number**: Number of the microfilm reel on which the record appears
- **Comments**: Any additional comments regarding the records.
Surname: -; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in the late Rebellion (1803);
Record reference code: PPC 934;
Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerston works, Co Dublin. Contains a character reference for each from Edward Clarke of Palmerston works with whom the convicts were serving apprenticeships.

Surname: ABBINGTON; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Hannon;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 27/07/1843; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5 p.136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 A 7;
Comments: Convict is the only support for a widowed mother and five children.

Surname: ABBOT; First name: N;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ABBOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imp.;
Record reference code: TR 4 p.56; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 A 11

Surname: ABBOTT; First name: RUSSELL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 A 32;
Comments: Convict is a butcher by trade. Convict's father, Francis, resides in Lisburn, Co. Antrim.

Surname: ABBOTT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 54

Surname: ABBOTT; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 40;
Comments: Correspondence in connection with the murder of a Mr. Carters in the Queens Co. in which the convict was believed to be implicated.

Surname: ABRAHAM; First name: HARRIETT;
Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 05/10/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: ACHESON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10 p.10; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 A 6; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854 File missing.

Surname: ACHESON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 18/01/1840; Description of crime: Theft of chisel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 61

Surname: ACHESON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 22; Comments: Convicts wife, Matilda Hamilton, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: ACHESON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Name of ship: WATERLOO; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Matilda Hamilton, residing in Derryvullen, Co Fermanagh.

Surname: ACHESON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: WATERLOO 1831; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Matilda Hamilton. Cannot be found.

Surname: ACHESON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife’s name, Matilda Hamilton.

Surname: ACRES; First name: ESTHER; Alias: Aeres;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: ADAIR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Isabella Cork; Date of document: 21/08/1823; Description of crime: Being concerned in a mail robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: William Adair; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 1804;
Comments: Petitioner resides at McKinn near Turlough, Co. Mayo. Claims that his son is deranged. Endorsed: was embarked on board the Isabella in a good state of health

Surname: ADAIR; First name: JAMES;

Surname: ADAIR; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: ADAIR; First name: JAMES;

Surname: ADAIRS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 37
Surname: ADAMS; First name: NANCY;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 193

Surname: ADAMS; First name: BARBARA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7 p.216

Surname: ADAMS; First name: DAVID A.;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1 p.2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 A 9; Comments: Convict resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim, where he was born and is a cooper by trade. Convicts father is a grocer by trade and resides in Hill Street, Belfast

Surname: ADAMS; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 01/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1 p.80

Surname: ADAMS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 2 mths imp.; Record reference code: TR 5 p.145

Surname: ADAMS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 139

Surname: ADAMS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 155

Surname: ADAMS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim; Record reference code: TR 7 p.103

**Surname**: ADAMS; **First name**: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

**Surname**: ADAMS; **First name**: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 128

**Surname**: ADAMS; **First name**: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths imp.; Record reference code: TR 6, P 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 A 4

**Surname**: ADAMS; **First name**: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths imp.; Record reference code: TR 4, P 1

**Surname**: ADAMS; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 14/06/1822; Description of crime: LARCENY IN A HOUSE; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1589; Comments: Prays for leave to be admitted to bail. Endorsed: his excellency has nothing to do with business of this nature, give this no answer.

**Surname**: ADAMS; **First name**: MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 A 1; Record reference code 2: TR 4, P 193; Comments: The convict has a widowed mother and there are four small children in the family
Surname: ADAMS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ADAMS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 20/05/1825; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Adams; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 2510;
Comments: Convict had served in the Galway Militia for many years and acted as a Constable in the Co of Roscommon at one time. Petitioner resides at Ballinasloe, Co Galway. States they have four children. Several character references.

Surname: ADAMS; First name: NATHANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 A8

Surname: ADAMS; First name: NATHANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above is the details of their previous convictions

Surname: ADAMS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing tobacco; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 15;
Comments: Convicted with John Miller and others.

Surname: ADAMS; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 39(F)

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: Clarke;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 124

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: Clarke;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 196

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Stephenson;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, P 360

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: MARY; Alias: Clarke;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 55(F); Comments: Other defendant, Sarah Johnson (alias Adamson)

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: MARY; Alias: Clarke;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 360

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: SARAH; Alias: Johnston or Johnson;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 55(F); Comments: Other defendants, Mary Adamson (alias Clarke) and Margaret Adamson (alias Stephenson)

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Date of trial: / /; Record reference code: TR 10, P 360
Surname: ADAMSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 55

Surname: ADAMSON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ADLEY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Down; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ADRIAN; First name: U;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Not tried; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 07/10/1798; 
Record reference code: SPP 245 Prisoner seeks to be allowed emigrate to America

Surname: ADRIAN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Treasonable offences; 
Record reference code: SPP 423; Comments: Prisoner is a painter by trade and was arrested in Belfast in July 1798

Surname: AERES; First name: ESTHER;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 297; Comments: Convict unfit for transportation

Surname: AERES; First name: ESTHER;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co.; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 300

Surname: AGEE; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1809; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 2

Surname: AGNES; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Felony of gold watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 271

Surname: AGNES; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: AGNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1796; Description of crime: Being a whiteboy and administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 1; Comments: Convict states that he has since enlisted for Foreign Military Service

Surname: AGNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1796; Description of crime: Being a whiteboy and administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 1; Comments: Convict states that he has since enlisted for Foreign Military Service.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 05/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 85(F)

Surname: AGNEW; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 269

Surname: AGNEW; First name: BETTY;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 1(F)

Surname: AGNEW; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Accessory to murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, P 165; Comments: Convict accused of being an accessory to the murder of Henry Mc Williams.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Accessory to murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, P 165 Convict accused of being an accessory to the murder of Henry Mc Williams.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 1(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 A 26; Comments: Convict resides in Ballymena, Co. Antrim where she was born. Convict reference file contains memorial from the convict, stating she is aged 50 years.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, P 75; Comments: Sentence commuted to discharge on condition of emigration.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex'; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Accessory to murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1836 A 3; Record reference code 2: TR 1 P 165; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother James, for the same offence. Both are married with small families.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex'; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Accessory to murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1836 A 3; Record reference code 2: TR 1 P 165;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Henry, for the same offence. Both are married with small families.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Londonderry; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc115;
Comments: A return of criminal cases brought under the consideration of the Lord Lieutenant from 1 July - 31 Dec 1836.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Londonderry; Sentence: Death, commuted Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc115;
Comments: A return of criminal cases brought under the consideration of the Lord Lieutenant from 1 July - 31 Dec 1836.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 A 2;
Comments: Prisoner was a blacksmith, from Middletown, Co Armagh.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of document: 24/06/1847;
Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: List of prisoner's families who have applied to and obtained the sanction of the Government Authorities to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wife's name, Catherine Agnew.

Surname: AGNEW; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of document: 15/07/1847;
Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wife's name, Alicia Agnew.

Surname: AHER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 21/05/1867; Description of crime: Treason felony; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1867 C 19
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Surname: AHERN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 22;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: AHERN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 34

Surname: AHERN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 105

Surname: AHERN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 92;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: AHERN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 26(F)

Surname: AHERN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

Surname: AHERN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 31/07/1844; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imp.;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 23

Surname: AHERN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 113

Surname: AHERN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim; Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imp.; Record reference code: TR 3, P 211

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 222

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 206

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney; Record reference code: TR 9, P 47

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 30/09/1842; Description of crime: Stealing from warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yr imp.; Record reference code: TR 4, P 35; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 A 1 Convict is a cooper by trade.

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 12 mths imp.;
Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 99

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 25; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, February 1852.

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 107

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 107

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 25/09/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 43

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 158; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/02/1851

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 12, P 148
Surname: AHERN; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

Surname: AHERN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 46

Surname: AHERN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 193

Surname: AHERN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 25/09/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 302

Surname: AHERN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 236; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856

Surname: AHERN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 A 10; Comments: See also CRF 1851 A 3, G 3

Surname: AHERN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1852; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: Rodney; Record reference code: TR 12, P 149

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: AHERN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 16/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 43

Surname: AHERN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 23;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1956 Convict previously convicted, no other details given

Surname: AHERN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 37

Surname: AHERN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 26;
Comments: Convict previously convicted but charge not given Ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: AHERN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 38

Surname: AHERN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 36

Surname: AHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprize; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 152
Surname: AHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 151; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: AHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 152

Surname: AHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1851

Surname: AHERN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 26

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 104

Surname: AHERN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, P 102; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/09/1852

Surname: AHERN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 10/10/1856; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 14, p 189;
Comments: Cork Michaelmas Sessions Cork Prison 31/01/1857 Mountjoy Female Prison 22/09/1858

Surname: AHERN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship at Cork; Date of trial: 29/04/1823; Date of document: 26/11/1823; Description of crime: Firing at the police patrol; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1802; Comments: Character reference from Henry Harrison, Castle Harrison, Co. Cork, with whom convict worked as a labourer. Supports a mother and four sisters and has a brother.

Surname: AHERN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise, Cork; Date of trial: 28/04/1823; Date of document: 19/12/1823; Description of crime: Firing at a police patrol in Co. Limerick; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1803; Comments: Letter reporting that the signatures attached to a testimonial declaring the convict's innocence are forgeries and stating that he is a notorious Whiteboy and one of the principals concerned in the attack.

Surname: AHERN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Tipperary; Date of document: 13/04/1832; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3625; Comments: Convict was convicted of stealing sheep which he had purchased from Patrick Lah-ey. Included is an affidavit of a witness to the transaction, stating, he attended the trial but through some mistake was not called to give evidence.

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 20/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3674; Comments: Letter, keeper of Limerick Gaol, acknowledging receipt of warrants respiting convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 27/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transp. for 7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 A 4
Surname: AHERN; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A49;  
Comments: Convicts daughter Margaret Ahern, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Carrick on Suir.

Surname: AHERN; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 5;  
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, daughters name. Margaret.

Surname: AHERN; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1828;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Children residing at New Street, Carrick.

Surname: AHERN; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/02/1831; Description of crime: Theft of meal and potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Widow Ahern; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;  
Record reference code: PPC 3534;  
Comments: Petitioner states that the convict was involved with a party from Askeaton, Co Limerick who plundered the stores for food in June 1830 when the county was in a state of starvation. Petitioner resides in Askeaton and has one other son.

Surname: AHERN; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 09/1844; Description of crime: Abduction of Ellen Condon; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Ahern and Self; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;  
Record reference code: CRF 1844 A 7;  
Comments: Prisoners place of residence given as Youghal, Co Cork. Occupation: Shopkeeper sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: AHERN; **First name**: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 08/05/1867; Date of document: 08/06/1867; Description of crime: Treason Felony; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1867 A 2; Comments: See also CRF 1867 C 19

Surname: AHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Daughter's name, Margaret.

Surname: AHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: AHERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 16/09/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 A 3

Surname: AHERN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork County Gaol; Date of trial: 01/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 5; Comments: List of free settlers (wives and children of convicts) who have arrived at the Penitentiary House, Cork. Daughters name, Margaret.

Surname: AHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: AHERNE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, P 30
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Surname: AHERNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 1827; Description of crime: STEALING £25; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Aherne (alias Keily); Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3348;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his wife for the same offence. States they have five children. Petitioning to be either released or permitted to take their children with them. Character references including a Parish Priest.

Surname: AICKEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 42

Surname: AIKIN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardship in Belfast; Date of document: 17/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 361; Comments: A native of Ballywater, Co. Down.

Surname: AIKIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1822; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Anne Curley, residing at Innis Skyne, Co Cavan.

Surname: AINSWORTH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/03/1822; Date of document: 22/07/1822; Description of crime: Larceny in a house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1588; Comments: Convicts has served in the army since he was 15 years old, five of which he spent in the West Indies and two in England and Ireland. Second petition dated 28 Nov. 1822.

Surname: ALCOCK; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1849; Description of crime: Felonious attack; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 A 7 Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855 File missing.

Surname: ALCOCK; First name: BEMJAMIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Felony of lead; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 A 24; Comments: Convicts mother resides at No. 3 Meath Market, off Earl Street, Dublin.

Surname: ALCOCK; First name: W. H.;

Sex: U; Date of document: 08/03/1804; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 861; Comments: Convict is petitioning from New South Wales. Australia where he has served four years of his sentence. States he was appointed assistant engineer of the colony. Convict was a captain in the Wexford Regiment before his conviction.

Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: RACHAEL;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 11

Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 6

Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Having stolen pig in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 1(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 A 29; Comments: Convict two sons were transported for the same offence. Convict states that her husband has died since her conviction leaving her with ten children.

Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 8; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 A 2
Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 7, P 105

Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 7, P 108; Comments: Convict had previously been sentenced to 7 yrs transportation but sentence had expired

Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 9

Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: ALEXANDER; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ALEXANDRA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ALFED; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 10/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 11

Surname: ALFRED; First name: MAUAIME (MAUREEN);
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 210

Surname: ALISSON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 29

Surname: ALLEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 85(F)

Surname: ALLEN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 195

Surname: ALLEN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 41; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: ALLEN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 85(F)

Surname: ALLEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 08/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 241

Surname: ALLEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Assault and felony money; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
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Record reference code: TR 1, P 76

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 388

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Date of document: 15/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 6 mths imp.; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 240; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 A 1

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/11/1844; Date of document: 18/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 A 1

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 13/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 153

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 13/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 153

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 216; Comments: Convict died in Depot, 18/05/1849

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney;
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Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 35; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/06/1851

Surname: ALLEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 41(F)

Surname: ALLEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 13(F)

Surname: ALLEN; First name: MICHAEL ROBERT; Alias: L'Estrange, Richard;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Uttering forged draft and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 48

Surname: ALLEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 108

Surname: ALLEN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Date of trial: CA 1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Unknown; Record reference code: TR 9, P 6

Surname: ALLEN; First name: ROWLEY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, P 128

Surname: ALLEN; First name: ROWLEY;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny, shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33

Surname: ALLEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Date of document: 02/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 223; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 A 2; Comments: Convict died in Depot

Surname: ALLEN; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 247

Surname: ALLEN; First name: PETER; Alias: Kelly;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61

Surname: ALLEN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/1816; Description of crime: Burglary; Record reference code: PPC 1315; Comments: Bill of Indictment. Convict resides in St. Peter's Parish, Dublin City.

Surname: ALLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/10/1836; Date of document: 25/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault causing bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 A 7; Record reference code 2: TR 1 P 153; Comments: Convict resides in Ballinverick, Co. Limerick. Parents are living.

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 13/11/1798; Description of crime: Arms robbery; Name of petitioner: James Cleland; Record reference code: SPP 320; Comments: Prisoner is a native of Clonig, Co. Down

Surname: ALLEN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/02/1839; Record reference code: FS 1839 110; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Hobson, residing in Partadown, granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Surname: ALLEN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick-on-shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 06/05/1828; Description of crime: Possessing a forged £1; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Armagh; Record reference code: PPC 3354; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: ALLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: ALLEN; First name: MICHAEL ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 A 21

Surname: ALLEN; First name: M.R.;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/11/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: ALLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: HENRY PORCHER 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Margaret Austin, residing at Sandaragee.

Surname: ALLEY; First name: DORRIAN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 73(F)

Surname: ALLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 151;
Comments: Convict died in gaol 26/03/1851

Surname: ALLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 151

Surname: ALLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ALLEYN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 37

Surname: ALLISON; First name: ISABELLA;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Tyrone.

Surname: ALTERIDGE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 18/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 25

Surname: ALTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 75; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 A 5; Comments: Convict has four children and is a shoemaker by trade.

Surname: ALTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 1834; Description of crime: Firing at the guard in Chamber Street, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Luke Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Family Friend; Record reference code: PPC 3722; Comments: Convicts father is a housekeeper in Mill Street, Dublin. Petition not dated, possibly 1834.

Surname: ALWAY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 20/12/1837; Description of crime: Theft of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 54

Surname: AMBROSE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 153

Surname: AMERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 15/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 54th Regiment.
Surname: AMERY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 54th Regiment.

Surname: AMES; First name: BELL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 279

Surname: AMOROUS; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 16th Regiment.

Surname: AMOS; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 A 7

Surname: AMOS; First name: BELL;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: AMVIOUS; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 02/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 16th Regiment.

Surname: ANCLES (ANDES); First name: RODDY;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 1

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 276

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted; Record reference code: TR 11, P 45(F)

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 71

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 348

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security found; Record reference code: TR 13, P 233

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Brady or Wilson or Walsh;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 22/09/1840; Description of crime: Theft of window blinds, rug and sheets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 228

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted 7 yrs transportation; Record reference code: TR 1, P 61

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 51
Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 A 4;
Comments: Convict discharged, no other details given

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 58;
Comments: Convict tried at Lifford Assizes.

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Unlawfully breaking into dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 39

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Theft of a brass figure from a cart; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 49

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 222

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imp.;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 1 Convict discharged from gaol, 00/02/1847, no other details given

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Misdemeanour and horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs and 3 mths imp.;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47
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Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 13/11/1851; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 57

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bride;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 1

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/07/1836; Description of crime:
Larceny of a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 A 1;
Comments: Tried at Ballymena, Co. Antrim

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime:
Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 24

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: ROBERT SMITH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 06/08/1847; Description of crime: Theft of satin and vesting; Sentence:
Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 54

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 26/12/1839; Description of crime:
Theft of beef; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 60

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime:
Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 24

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, P 100

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 144

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 11, P 51

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Belfast; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Date of document: 09/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Ellen Anderson and Self; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: CRF 1845 A8; Comments: Petitioner is a teacher in the National School in Belfast. Her residence is given as 5 York St Belfast. Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hubbard;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: ANDERSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 A 1

**Surname:** ANDERSON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 01/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 A 7

**Surname:** ANDERSON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** ANDES; **First name:** RODGER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 A 3; Record reference code 2: TR 5, P 1

**Surname:** ANDOE; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/12/1800; Description of crime: Involved in rebel activity in Kildare;
Record reference code: PPC 236;
Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict.

**Surname:** ANDOE; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Date of document: 20/06/1798; Description of crime: being a member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: John Andoe; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: SPP 53;
Comments: Convict was arrested on the 19 June. Petitioner is a private in the Crumlin, Dublin, Light Dragoons

**Surname:** ANDOE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 06/10/1799; Description of crime: Involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Mary Andoe; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: SPP 424;
Comments: Petitioner is the widow of Matthew Andoe, late of Brookstown, Co. Kildare, a farmer. Petitioners son John was executed in Naas

**Surname:** ANDREW; **First name:** DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 115

Surname: ANDREW; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 29/08/1803; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict & Andrew Drinan; Record reference code: PPC 804; Comments: Convict is porter brewer by trade and resides in Cork city.

Surname: ANDREWS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 7

Surname: ANDREWS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of Mannanstown House, Co. Meath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others; Record reference code: PPC 1080; Comments: Convict was convicted with 11 others fro the same offence. Some of the convicts were tenants on the Mannanstown Estate, Co. Meath.

Surname: ANDREWS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1834; Description of crime: Being absent from his house; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3723; Comments: Convict has a family (no details given), and resides in Naas, Co. Kildare. Petition not dated, possibly 1834.

Surname: ANDREWS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex'; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 24/07/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 A 5; Record reference code 2: TR 1 P 7

Surname: ANDREWS; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: ANGLESEA; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

Surname: ANGLESY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney; Record reference code: TR 11, P 147

Surname: ANGLIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 24/04/1810; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3995; Comments: Letter, requesting to be informed of the Lord Lieutenants decision regarding the convict, whom he had recommended for a conditional pardon. Endorsed: 'Anglin respited the 14 April till further order.'

Surname: ANGUISIH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imp.; Record reference code: TR 2, P 103; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 A 30

Surname: ANO; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 23/05/1800; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: See comments; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 233; Comments: Convict acquitted of charges but rearrested and confined without trial in Geneva Barracks from where he was to be transported. A native of France, served in the army for 9 years soldiering in the German Dragoons quartered at Kilkenny.

Surname: ANSON; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 209

Surname: ANTHONY; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 15/03/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, P 57

Surname: ANTHONY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 11/1844; Date of document: 01/05/1845; Description of crime: Desertion from the 77th Regiment; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 A 5

Surname: ANTHONY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 09/11/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 77th Regiment.

Surname: ANTHONY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 77th Regiment.

Surname: ANTHONY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 09/11/1844; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16; Comments: Military convict 77th Regiment.

Surname: ANTWHISTLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 3

Surname: ARBUTHNOT; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 3

Surname: ARCHBOLD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 31
Surname: ARCHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death; Name of ship: Calcutta; Record reference code: TR 2, P 48

Surname: ARCHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 122; Comments: Convicts parents are deceased. Convicts father who was an Attorney, resides in Philipsburgh Avenue (Dublin). Other defendant: James Dunne.

Surname: ARCHIBOLD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 A 4; Comments: The convict died in gaol 05/06/1851

Surname: ARDERRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/06/1839; Description of crime: Theft of basket and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 56

Surname: ARGEE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 230

Surname: ARGEE; First name: RUTH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 339

Surname: ARMLLE; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Armstrong, Margaret;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 74

Surname: ARMITRAGE; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1856

Surname: ARMOUR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of letters; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self and Mary Armstrong; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 5, P 130; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 A 4; Comments: Prisoner worked in Longford post office. Petitioner's residence given as Bryanstown, near Longford.

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 353; Comments: Convict previously convicted of felony

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare; Record reference code: TR 11, 49 F

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 127

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JAMES; Alias: Clarke.;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2
Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 105

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9. P 41(F)

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 21/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 112(F)

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 69

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 181

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JOHN; Alias: Noon;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta; Record reference code: TR 2, P 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 A 25

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim; Record reference code: TR 9, P 60

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bride;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 2

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 17/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 382

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Armille, Eliza;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 74 (F)

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 92(F)

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 101

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 209

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 15;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 25

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 134

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 8

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/06/1854; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 45; Comments: Hon. Baron Pennefather, June Commission.

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Princess Ship, Cork.; Date of document: 27/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Martha Armstrong; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 102; Comments: Convict has children but no details given and originally from Monaghan. Several character refs., all Magistrates for Co.Monaghan

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 A 14; Record reference code 2: TR 3 P 105

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board tender, Belfast; Date of document: 02/01/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Martha Armstrong; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 54;
Comments: Convict is tried at the War Office. Petitioner states that her husband was an Innkeeper for twenty years and that they have five children

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Margaret Travers; Relationship of petitioner: Sister;
Record reference code: SPP 425;
Comments: A son of Robert Armstrong of the Royal Irish Dragoons

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/12/1824; Date of document: 1825; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2513;
Comments: Convict served as a maid to Richard Dillon, Exchequer St, Dublin (Prosecutor), and has a 2 year old child.

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Date of trial: 11/12/1824; Date of document: 09/1825; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Rosanna Stephens; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 4213;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Rosanna Stephens (petitioning on her own behalf) and James Finn for the same offence.

Surname: ARMSTRONG; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: ARNELL; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security found;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 73(F)

Surname: ARNOLD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1837; Description of crime: Theft of grate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 53
Surname: ARNOLD; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 34

Surname: ARNOLD; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Irvine;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: ARNOLD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ARTERY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Doran;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 7, P 82; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 A 6

Surname: ARTHURS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing two pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: ASH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost of Dublin; Date of document: 12/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 2 brothers; Record reference code: SPP 426; Comments: See also Michael and Thomas Ash

Surname: ASH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost of Dublin; Date of document: 12/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers; Record reference code: SPP 426; Comments: Certificate of character signed by James Johnson, landlord. See also John and Michael Ash

Surname: ASH; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: ASHCROFT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 01/07/1823; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: George Ashcroft; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: PPC 1805; Comments: Convict was convicted for being in the company of a girl who stole a wallet containing £5.5s. Petitioner served 11 yrs in the army.

Surname: ASHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security found; Record reference code: TR 11, P 35

Surname: ASHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict will not surrender his arms.

Surname: ASHE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict will not surrender his arms.

Surname: ASHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict will not surrender his arms.

Surname: ASHWOOD; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 35

Surname: ASKEWS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 5, P 198; Comments: Convict executed on 18/03/1843

Surname: ASPEL; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: On board a prison ship; Date of document: 17/08/1799; Description of crime: On suspicion of being disaffected; Name of petitioner: Honor Aspel; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 427; Comments: A native of Ballydarda, Co. Wexford

Surname: ASPILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of document: 27/09/1800; Description of crime: Burglary; Name of petitioner: Convict & James Aspill; Record reference code: PPC 235; Comments: James Aspill convicted of same crime. Both petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military Service.

Surname: ASPILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of document: 27/09/1800; Description of crime: Burglary; Name of petitioner: Convict & Thomas Aspill; Record reference code: PPC 235; Comments: Thomas Aspill convicted of same crime and both petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military Service.

Surname: ASPINEAL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 35

Surname: ASTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: ASTLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Theft and breaking and entering; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 9; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Cork, 30th April 1854.

Surname: ASTLER; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 354

Surname: ASTLER; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 50; Comments: Convict has been confined since the 23 April, on no apparent charge. Prays to be brought to trial at the next assizes in Antrim or to be admitted to bail

Surname: ATCHESON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of document: 08/09/1827; Description of crime: Stealing four geese valued @ 4s; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Mary Atcheson; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3259; Comments: Convict was convicted with her mother Mary, for the same offence. Both reside at Donaghadee, Co Down. Convicts father has been in Naval Service for over 40 years. Second petition received 11 Dec 1827.

Surname: ATCHESON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of document: 08/09/1827; Description of crime: Stealing four geese valued @ 4s; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Ann Atcheson; Record reference code: PPC 3259; Comments: Convict was convicted with her daughter Ann, for the same offence. Both reside at Donaghadee, Co Down. States her husband has been in Naval Service for over 40 years. Second petition received 11 Dec 1827.

Surname: ATKIN; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 234; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: ATKIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 1, P. 94.; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/5/1836.

Surname: ATKINS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the governments information, convicts tried by him.

Surname: ATKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/04/1847; Date of document: 25/07/1853; Description of crime: Forgery of Bank of Ireland notes; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1853 A 4

Surname: ATKINSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 150

Surname: ATKINSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 9 mths. imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, P 121; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 A 23

Surname: ATKINSON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 03/08/1826; Description of crime: Theft of goods worth 2 shillings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3018; Comments: Refers to a former petition submitted on her behalf a few days ago.
Surname: ATKINSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ATKINSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Name of ship: MARTHA 1818; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Rebecca Atkinson, residing in Enniskillen Parish, near Five Mile Town, Co Tyrone.

Surname: ATSSEN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 10/07/1838; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 11; Comments: The Surname is open to interpretation

Surname: ATTERIDGE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 131; Comments: Convict detained on hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: ATTERIDGE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surname: ATTERIDGE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 A 6; Record reference code 2: TR 1, P 31; Comments: Convicts mother Honora Sullivan, resides in Bangan, Aughadown Parish Barony of West Carbery, Co. Cork.

Surname: ATWOOD; First name: FRANCES;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 27(F)

Surname: AUDERSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co\]; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 39 F; Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: AUGHEM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 88

Surname: AUGUSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: AULIFF; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault and highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 187

Surname: AUNGIER; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 12, P 168

Surname: AUNGIER; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 A 3

Surname: AUNGIER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 A 8

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: AUSTEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: AUSTEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: AUSTIN; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 181

Surname: AUSTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 A 2;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843 Convict is a pipe maker.

Surname: AUSTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Forgery; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3724;
Comments: Convict is an Engraver by trade and resides in Richmond, Co. Dublin. States he was apprehended with Ferdinand Meaurant for the same offence. Petition not dated, circa 1796 - 98.

Surname: AYLMER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Castle; Date of document: 13/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 349;
Comments: Wishes to be allowed go to England
**Surname:** AYLMORE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Antrim; Date of trial: CA 02/1822; Date of document: 15/06/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of £28; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2191; Comments: Convict is a native of Carlingford, Co Louth. Several character references.

**Surname:** AYLWARD; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of money and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 226

**Surname:** AYLWARD; **First name:** ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 50; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/06/1857

**Surname:** AYLWARD; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be executed, 27/07/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 10; Comments: Sentence commuted.

**Surname:** AYLWARD; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 10; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 A 35

**Surname:** AYLWARD; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 90

**Surname:** AYLWARD; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 22/06/1839; Description of crime: Possessing stolen wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 A 12; Comments: Convict resides in Dublin City with her widowed mother and brother.
Surname: AYRES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 56

Surname: BACON; First name: MARY; Alias: Leavis;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 235

Surname: BAGG; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Carrick-on-Suir; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel; Date of document: 20/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 31

Surname: BAGGE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 181

Surname: BAGGIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BAGLEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/04/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 127

Surname: BAGLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulk.

Surname: BAGNALL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 9

Surname: BAHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: BAHANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 14

Surname: BAHILLY; First name: JOHANNA; Alias: Rahilly;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 344

Surname: BAILEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 191; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: BAILEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, P 251

Surname: BAILEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/08/1842; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62

Surname: BAILEY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Brady;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 27/03/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Surname: BAILEY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 79;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/06/1851

Surname: BAILEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/07/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 188;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: BAILEY; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 21/07/1841; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 41;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: BAILEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny of linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 2

Surname: BAILEY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 41

Surname: BAILEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots;
Record reference code: PPC 1323;

Surname: BAILEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 24/08/1836; Sentence: Transportation failing security; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 53; Comments: Letter in reply to George Bailey's (convict's father) application on behalf of his son, stating that the convict will be returned to Antrim gaol if sufficient security can be given.

Surname: BAILEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing two pieces of linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: BAILY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/02/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 211

Surname: BAILY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Daily;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 101

Surname: BAILY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 75; Comments: Convict died Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/06/1851

Surname: BAIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Theft of handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 54

Surname: BAIRD; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 173

Surname: BAIRD; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 240

**Surname:** BAIRD; **First name:** MARY; Alias: Pendergast;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 277

**Surname:** BAIRD; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 5

**Surname:** BAJAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

**Surname:** BAKER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 71

**Surname:** BAKER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 152

**Surname:** BAKER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, P 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 B 40; Comments: Prisoner resided in the Parish of Skull, Co. Cork.

**Surname:** BAKER; **First name:** NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted; Record reference code: TR 3, P 101; Comments: Convict sentenced to death. Commuted to transportation for life and further commuted to transportation 14 years.

Surname: BAKER; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 2; Comments: Convict was detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: BAKER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted transp.life, commuted to 14 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 41; Comments: Convict sentenced to death. Commuted to transportation for life and further commuted to transportation 14 yrs. Convict resides in Loughnane, Kings County. States that he and his brother are the only support of his widowed mother.

Surname: BAKER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BAKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 23

Surname: BAKEY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 10(F); Comments: Australasia (embarked), 00/06/1849

Surname: BAKEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia;
Surname: BAKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 10, P 33;  
Comments: Ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1855

Surname: BAKEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;  
Record reference code: TR 9, P 23

Surname: BALDWIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 261

Surname: BALDWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 156

Surname: BALDWIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Theft of watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 233

Surname: BALDWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;  
Comments: Committed 21 Jan 1835.

Surname: BALFE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Comments: Convict sentenced to 1 mth imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs. The convict is a farmer by trade. He supports his aged and infirm parents.

Surname: BALL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BALL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: BALL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BALL; First name: AUSTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 27

Surname: BALLANCE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 38

Surname: BALLARD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 19

Surname: BALLERSBY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 2
Surname: BALLON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 85

Surname: BALMER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1850; Description of crime: Court Martial - Absent without leave; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 50; Comments: Military convict. Private 2ns Battalion 1st Foot.

Surname: BALY; First name: HARY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 37

Surname: BAMBRICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/02/1858

Surname: BAMERALL; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Bleuinralt;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 96

Surname: BANAGHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of document: 26/07/1814; Description of crime: Breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1295; Comments: Reports stating that the convict was pilloried at Elphin, and that a clergym had to be removed by force for attempting to inform the crowd that the convict was innocent. Other defendant: Michael Murry

Surname: BANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 14

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: 
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 75

Surname: BANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/01/1852; Description of 
crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 61; 
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/03/1855

Surname: BANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway Town; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow 
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, P 104; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: BANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: 
Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 29(F); 
Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: BANE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Behan;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Behan; 
Date of trial: 01/02/1850; Date of document: 
09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BANETT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/11/1840; Description of crime: 
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 212

Surname: BANETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/06/1843; Description of 
crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, P 22; 
Comments: Convict was detained in Kilmainhan Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843
Surname: BANIN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 95; Comments: Convict unfit for transportation

Surname: BANKES; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 29

Surname: BANKS; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 25/03/1800; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 238; Comments: Convict has been in prison since 22nd May 1798. Has a wife and five children. Resides at Aungier St., Dublin City. Cabinet maker by trade. Several character references including the sheriff and clergymen of St Peter's parish, Dublin

Surname: BANNEN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1798; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 55; Comments: Prays to be liberated to attend to his corn crop and to be permitted to remain in this country and not forced to go abroad. States he has a wife

Surname: BANNER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 44

Surname: BANNON; First name: JOHN; Alias: 17;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 1

Surname: BANNON; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 92

Surname: BANNON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Date of document: 12/08/1844; Description of crime: Assault of George Watson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, P 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 B 46; Comments: Discharged by order of Queen's Bench Ordered to Depot on 13/08/1844 Petitioner's residence given as Bawn, near Nenagh. Petitioner's occupation: Farmer

Surname: BANNON; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 10/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 193

Surname: BANNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Felony from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: BANNON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of document: 01/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com.12 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 6

Surname: BANNON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845misc16

Surname: BANNON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BANNON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 10/07/1844; Description of crime: Felony of a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Bannon & P Bannon; Relationship of petitioner: Sister and Uncle;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 B 39;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Clonnaganna, near Roscrea.

Surname: BANNON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20;
Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.

Surname: BANNON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: BANNON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: BANNON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: BANON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/10/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 163;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths imprisonment with hard labour, 17/02/1848

Surname: BANON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 95; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: BANON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BANTE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Brereton;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault on Michael McDonnell; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 100;
Comments: See also Michael Dolan

Surname: BANY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assault on house; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 55

Surname: BARBER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Bleach Green robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 1;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/05/1855

Surname: BARBER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: F; Description of crime: Suspected of stealing a mare and sheep;
Record reference code: PPC 1345

Surname: BARCKEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege and robbery; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: BARCLAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 16/12/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 6;
Comments: Convict has been confined 15 months and is awaiting trial. Requests to be granted bail as he has a wife and three children. Endorsed, 'To be admitted Bail'.

Surname: BARDEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 38(F)

Surname: BARDEN; First name: AGABUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 111

Surname: BARDEN; First name: AGABUS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, (discharged);
Record reference code: TR 9, P 86;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: BARDEN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 361

Surname: BARDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 223

Surname: BARDEN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 172

Surname: BARDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: BARDON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a gelding; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: BARK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 26/12/1819; Description of crime: Possessing forged noted; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Surname: BARKER; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: BARKER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 13/11/1823; Description of crime: Robbery in Belfast; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Surname: BARKLEY; First name: HARRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;

Surname: BARLOW; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: BARLOW; First name: MARY JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 262; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1856

Surname: BARLOW; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 151; Comments: Convict previously convicted, no other details given

Surname: BARLOW; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 189

Surname: BARLOW; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 160; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 B 72 Convict resides in Fintona, Co. Tyrone with his wife and five children.

Surname: BARNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 71 F

Surname: BARNES; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 207; Comments: Convict has two children, (both named)

Surname: BARNES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 382; Comments: Sentence was commuted on condition of emigrating
Surname: BARNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Stealing cart wheels; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: BARNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 150

Surname: BARNES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 27/10/1830; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Barnes; Relationship of petitioner: Stepmother;
Record reference code: PPC 3477;
Comments: Petitioner resides in Dublin.

Surname: BARNES; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BARNET; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 247

Surname: BARNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1837; Description of crime: Assault and theft of jacket and money; Sentence: Death, commuted to 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 51

Surname: BARNEY; First name: KEENAN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Passing stolen notes; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Rose Keenan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 477;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to transportation or foreign military service. Character ref. Jonathan Lee, cotton weaver with whom Barney Keenan had served as an apprentice.

**Surname**: BARNICLE; **First name**: WILLIAM;

- Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
- Record reference code: TR 10, P 188;
- Comments: Convict previously convicted, no other details given

**Surname**: BARNSIDE; **First name**: JAMES;

- Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
- Record reference code: SPP 352

**Surname**: BARNVILLE; **First name**: WILLIAM;

- Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
- Record reference code: TR 10, P 188;
- Comments: Convict previously convicted, no details given

**Surname**: BARNWALL; **First name**: ANDREW;

- Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
- Record reference code: TR 4, P 105

**Surname**: BARNWALL; **First name**: KYRAN;

- Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
- Record reference code: TR 1, P 140;
- Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

**Surname**: BARNWELL; **First name**: JAMES;

- Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 22/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
- Record reference code: TR 6, P 183

**Surname**: BARNWELL; **First name**: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison; Date of document: 20/03/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner and T Barnwell; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers; Record reference code: SPP 428; Comments: See also Thomas Barnwell

Surname: BARNWELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison; Date of document: 20/03/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner and G Barnwell; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers; Record reference code: SPP 428; Comments: See also George Barnwell

Surname: BARON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 153

Surname: BARON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BARR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 120; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 10 yrs commuted to transportation 7 yrs

Surname: BARR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 40; Comments: Convict had previous conviction, no other details given

Surname: BARR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 171

Surname: BARR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Theft of candles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 54

Surname: BARR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/06/1837; Description of crime: Theft of hat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 57

Surname: BARR; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp.10 years, commuted to transportation 7 year; Record reference code: CRF 1840 B 60; Comments: Convict has a wife and child. Convict reference file contains a memorial from the magistrates and inhabitants of Coleraine, Co. Londonderry.

Surname: BARRAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing money; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 15 Aug 1834.

Surname: BARRAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 99; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: BARRAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Appearing in arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Sept 1834.

Surname: BARRAY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1847; Date of document: 09/08/1847; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 40

Surname: BARRET; First name: JOHN;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BARRET; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 10/06/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 1;
Comments: Convicts wife Bridget barret, residing in Co. Mayo requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: BARRET; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/03/1830; Date of document: 18/02/1831; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3534A

Surname: BARRETE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Date of document: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing & receiving money, false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 B 35

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 34;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Theft of goods valued £5.00; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 130
Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 105;
Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849 Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOSHUA;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Felony and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 34

Surname: BARRETT; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 59

Surname: BARRETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/07/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 B 34;
Comments: Convict lives in the parish of Kilcomman.

Surname: BARRETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/02/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 39;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: BARRETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 120;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: BARRETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 188; Comments: Convict previously convicted, no other details given

**Surname:** BARRETT; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 153

**Surname:** BARRETT; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 89

**Surname:** BARRETT; **First name:** PIERCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 145

**Surname:** BARRETT; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 153

**Surname:** BARRETT; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 113

**Surname:** BARRETT; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 153

**Surname:** BARRETT; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 114; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/11/1853
Surname: BARRETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 155

Surname: BARRETT; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surname: BARRETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 164; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: BARRETT; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 203

Surname: BARRETT; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: James;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Theft of trousers and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 58

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 163

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 228

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 42

Surname: BARRETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: BARRETT; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Edward Barrett;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 161

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 25

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 41; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: BARRETT; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

Surname: BARRETT; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 161

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JAMES; Alias: Francis;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58
Surname: BARRETT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 31/10/1856; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 14, p 30; Comments: Tried Cork Michaelmas Sessions. Detained Mountjoy (17/12/1856) and Spike (12/10/1856).

Surname: BARRETT; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of two Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contain briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: BARRETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 03/1826; Description of crime: Stealing Wheat; Sentence: Transportation for 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Richard Barrett; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2726; Comments: Petitioner served in the 12th Regiment of Foot. Convict is an only son. Petition received 31 Mar 1826.

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has recieved a warrant respiting the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: BARRETT; First name: MARY;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 03/1810; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing stockings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour.

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 352

Surname: BARRETT; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BARRETT; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Barrett; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 1

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 10 feb 1834

Surname: BARRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 08/10/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of £4 and a loaf of bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Barrett; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2192; Comments: Petitioner's husband (deceased) was a soldier. States that she resides at Whiterock, Co Wicklow. Includes testimonial from neighbours of the convict's family.

Surname: BARRETT; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Rebellion;
Surname: BARRETT; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 27 Feb 1799.

Surname: BARRETT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 36; Comments: Convict was convicted with his father Andrew, for the same offence, but the latter was acquitted

Surname: BARRETT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 72; Comments: Convict was convicted with Timothy Crowley and several others for the same offence

Surname: BARRETT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 36; Comments: Convict was convicted with seven others for the same offence.

Surname: BARRETT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 36; Comments: Convict was convicted with seven others for the same offence.

Surname: BARREY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Surname: BARRIGAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: 11/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 209; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: BARRIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/03/1858

Surname: BARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 B129; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1837 Convict resides in Bennelsbridge, near Athy, Co. Kildare with his wife and five children.

Surname: BARRINGTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 25/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 5(F); Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: BARRINGTON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 29/03/1827; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ann Barrington; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3055; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides in Queens Co. 2nd petition dated 13 April 1827.

Surname: BARRON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Surname: BARRON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 151; Comments: Convict died, 13/12/1847

Surname: BARRON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 157; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: BARRON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BARROW; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 31

Surname: BARROW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 151; Comments: Convict died, 13/12/1847

Surname: BARROW; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 92

Surname: BARROW; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 164

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BARROW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 16/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 B 57; Comments: Prisoner died in Kilmainham gaol on 7 Dec 1847

Surname: BARROW; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: BARRY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 28; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 13/10/1836

Surname: BARRY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 234

Surname: BARRY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Midlothian,; Record reference code: TR 12, P 270; Comments: Midlothian (embarked), 00/11/1852

Surname: BARRY; First name: (DANIEL);

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 28; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted to 6 mths imprisonment

Surname: BARRY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 22

Surname: BARRY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 28; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/06/1850

Surname: BARRY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/12/1841; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 B 3; Comments: The convict supports his family, which consists of an aged mother and father and five sisters.

Surname: BARRY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 14/07/1852; Description of crime: Attempted murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 07/08/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, P 6

Surname: BARRY; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: BARRY; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 22

Surname: BARRY; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 40; Comments: Convict died in Cork County Gaol, 17/11/1850

Surname: BARRY; First name: HANNAH;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 25(F)

Surname: BARRY; First name: HONORA; Alias: Cashman, H; Haly, H;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 153

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 143

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money and brogues; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 157

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 29;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/08/1850

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 25;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 29;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1851

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 20;
Comments: Convict previously convicted, no other details given Convict died in Co. Cork Gaol, 28/05/1854

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 189;
Comments: See also: Daniel Carroll and John Mc Kore

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 25;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/08/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 34; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 10 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: SHEEP STEALING; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 103

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1837; Description of crime: Assault and theft of jacket and money; Sentence: Death, commuted to 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, P 51; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 B164

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 79; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1837

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 157

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 28

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 34

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 30

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1855

Surname: BARRY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 2 mths); Record reference code: TR 6, P 233

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment and Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, P 345; Comments: Convict sentenced to 1 mth imprisonment and afterwards transportation 7 yrs

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 43(F)

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 43(F)

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 310

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/08/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, (or bail 6 mths); Record reference code: TR 6, P 251

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 236; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/06/1858

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 204

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Description of crime: Stealing cushions and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 301

Surname: BARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 72

Surname: BARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: BARRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 33; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 3 mths himself 40s and 2 2 securities £1.00 each to keep the peace for 7 yrs

Surname: BARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1850; Description of crime: Robbery and burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 256; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: BARRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1858

Surname: BARRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 102; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: BARRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 171

Surname: BARRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 108

Surname: BARRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 168; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B 7;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/11/1853

Surname: BARRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1851

Surname: BARRY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 163; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 11, P 98; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 10, P 156

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 135; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/12/1854

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, P 102; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 B 11; Comments: Prisoner resided in the Parish of Abington, Co. Limerick.

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 28

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 7, P 158; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 39

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict Ref. File: C.21, 1836

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 1 mth and 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 156

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 11, P 98; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/09/1852

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 74; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: BARRY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/11/1843; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 279

Surname: BARRY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, P 24

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 37

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a chain and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 41; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHANNA; Alias: Crawley;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing quilt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 301

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 91; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 30; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 153; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 03/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 80; Comments: Convict detained, 31/05/1839

Surname: BARRY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 40; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: BARRY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 204; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 6, P 208

Surname: BARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836
Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 04/04/1846; Date of document: 17/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Michael Barry; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 6, P 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 B 20; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Charleville, Co. Cork.

Surname: BARRY; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Thurles, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1856; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 09/04/1856

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 19/02/1823; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1811; Comments: Convict was convicted on account of the abuse he gave at the time his wife (since transported) was apprehended for possession of stolen garments.

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: BARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/07/1827; Description of crime: Murder of Richard Cross of Limerick; Name of petitioner: William O'Brien; Record reference code: PPC 3129;
Comments: Convict and two others were named by the petitioner (petitioning on behalf of his brother, Henry) for the murder of Richard Cross. O'Brien states that his brother was convicted on the evidence of Patrick Riley (a cousin of the convict) as an act of revenge.

Surname: BARRY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 39; Record reference code 2: TR 1 P 28

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp.10 years, commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 B 59

Surname: BARRY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dubcannon, Co. Waterford; Date of document: 03/02/1798;
Record reference code: SPP 56;
Comments: Character reference from the curate of Lorum, Co. Carlow, stating that the convict resides in Knocklonegad, Union of Lorum, Co. Carlow

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 24/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 429;
Comments: A native of Killefaddy in the barony of Loughlinshillin, Co. Derry, a weaver

Surname: BARRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Destroyed the property of William Cox;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 24 feb 1834

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: LLimerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BARRY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELlicherry;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulk.

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/1822; Date of document: 19/03/1824; Description of crime: Absence from home; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Michael Barry; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 2194;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother. Petition states that they have a mother, 2 brothers and 2 sisters dependent on their support.

Surname: BARRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/1822; Date of document: 19/03/1824; Description of crime: Absence from home; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Thomas Barry; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 2194;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother. Petition states they have a mother, 2 brothers and 2 sisters dependent on their support.

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault on James Noonan; Sentence: Trans 7 years commuted 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 29 Convict resides in Camas, near Newcastle, Co Limerick.

Surname: BARRY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 21

Surname: BARRY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: T life commuted to 9 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 131
Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Killarney, County Kerry; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 39;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children residing in Ballybrack, Killarney, Co Kerry

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Killarney, County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 64

Surname: BARRY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 04/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 26;
Comments: Also included in the file is that of Thomas Bourke, sentenced to 1 month imprisonment for cutting timber.

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BARRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Date of document: 18/01/1853; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 20 years; Name of petitioner: Self & Rose Barry; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 B 2

Surname: BARRY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Barry; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1832 1;
Comments: Petitioner resides in the Parish of Rathcormac, Co. Cork. She asks for a free passage to New South Wales for herself and her children.

Surname: BARRY; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Barry; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1832 1; Comments: Petitioner resides in the Parish of Rathcormac, Co. Cork. She asks for a free passage to New South Wales for herself and her children.

Surname: BARRY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: BARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: BARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: BARTAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BARTLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Administering poison; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 112
Surname: BARTLEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Judith Bartley; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 38;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Finnor, Urlingford, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: BARTLY; First name: CARTY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 187;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: BARTLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 254

Surname: BARTON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, July '57;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 60

Surname: BARTON; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 07/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 78 F; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 B58;
Comments: Convict is a native of Limerick City and the sole support of her mother and two children.

Surname: BARZIER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 84;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: BASKERVILLE; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 18/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 247; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 B 6

Surname: BASSEL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Convict committed 18 March 1834.

Surname: BATES; First name: MARCELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 122(F); Comments: Convict detained, 10/1/1839

Surname: BATESON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 2

Surname: BATLE; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 196

Surname: BATTERSLEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: BATTS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BATTS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: BAULAVERY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 5

Surname: BAUTE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Brereton;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Assault on Michael Mc Donnell; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 100

Surname: BAWN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Ryan, Thomas;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: BAXTER; First name: JOHN; Alias: Costello, John;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 1;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/08/1854

Surname: BAXTER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 10/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 40; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 B66 Convict resides in Clonmallon, Co. Westmeath

Surname: BAXTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Description of crime: Robbery at Newtownards, Co. Down; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Hannah Wallace; Relationship of petitioner: otherdefendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3109;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Hannah Wallace, who petitions on her own behalf. Petition received 12 June 1827.

Surname: BAYLEE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 112;
Comments: Convict also convicted of robbery of arms and was sentenced to transportation 7 yrs, same trial date

Surname: BAYLEE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Sentence: T 17 years commuted to 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 B 44;
Comments: Convict was sentenced to consecutive sentences of 10 years and 7 years.

Surname: BAYLEE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/1841; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 17 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc 1;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of two crimes and was sentenced to 10 years for one, and 7 years for the other.

Surname: BAYLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 239;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: BAYLY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BAYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 154;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James, 12/1/1854 and discharged from Spike Island, Cork

Surname: BAYNES; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 154

Surname: BAYNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 154;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/1/1854 and discharged from Spike Island, Cork

Surname: BEACHAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 17/11/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 55

Surname: BEACON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 26;
Comments: Convict is the mother of 4 children.

Surname: BEADLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BEAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 12/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 73

Surname: BEAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/03/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 139;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: BEAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of document: 18/06/1805; Record reference code: PPC 1154; Comments: Report of the Sheriff of Cork of prisoners not received in Cork as expected.

Surname: BEAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BEAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, Kildare; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 30/03/1836; Description of crime: Aiding and abetting in shooting; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B15; Comments: Convict resides in Co Kildare.

Surname: BEAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queen's Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 66; Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas and Patrick Dunne for the same offence. See also CRF 1838 D 68.

Surname: BEAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queen's Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 66; Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas and Patrick Dunne for the same offence. See also CRF 1838 D 68.

Surname: BEAHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 243

Surname: BEAHAN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Surname: BEAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/04/1837; Description of crime: Theft of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 50

Surname: BEAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 76;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: BEAMISH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 40

Surname: BEAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 215

Surname: BEAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of window curtains; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 221

Surname: BEAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony silver; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 53

Surname: BEAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Bell;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2
Surname: BEARDE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: destroyed the property of William Cox; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 24 feb 1834

Surname: BEARNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 10

Surname: BEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: BEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 160; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 B 32; Comments: Warrant dated 28/07/1843. Convict lives at Ballycomasney, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: BEASLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 331

Surname: BEATES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 03/12/1856

Surname: BEATTY; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 19

Surname: BEATTY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 65 F; Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: BEATTY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 49

Surname: BEATTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 11/03/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 69

Surname: BEATTY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 33; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: BEATTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 70

Surname: BEATTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 1; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/06/1855

Surname: BEATTY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 144;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/10/1836 Convict Ref. File: B.35, 1836

Surname: BEATY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Lifford; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 - commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 54

Surname: BEATY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 150; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment

Surname: BEATY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tullamore, County Offaly; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 23/07/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 35

Surname: BEAUMONT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of document: 1826; Description of crime: Possessing forged banked notes; Sentence: Transporation for 14 yrs.; Record reference code: PPC 2727; Comments: petitioning to be permitted to transport himself and family to America. Petition received in the year 1826

Surname: BECHE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 253

Surname: BECHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 36

Surname: BECK; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 16

**Surname:** BECKETT; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 197

**Surname:** BECKHAM; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 155; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 03/09/1857

**Surname:** BEECH; **First name:** MARTIN; Alias: Brien;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 08/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 94; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** BEENAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 30; Comments: Convict died in Cork County Gaol, 15/05/1850

**Surname:** BEENE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 154

**Surname:** BEEVAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 04/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 18; Record reference code 2: TR 5, P 165;
Comments: Prisoners residence given as Parish of Kilmore, near Nenagh, Barony of upper Ormond, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: BEEVANS; First name: TOM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: Absence from home; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2143

Surname: BEGLEY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 33;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs, unless bail in 3 mths himself in 20s and 2 securities £1.00 each to keep peace 7 yrs

Surname: BEGLEY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Midlothian;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 1 (F);
Comments: Midlothian (embarked), 00/11/1852

Surname: BEGLEY; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/09/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 1 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 46

Surname: BEGLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 290

Surname: BEGLEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 128

Surname: BEGLEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 73

Surname: BEGLIN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 217

Surname: BEGLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1850; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, P 201

Surname: BEHAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 10 (F); Comments: Australasia (embarked), 00/06/1849

Surname: BEHAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 137

Surname: BEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 50

Surname: BEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 21; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: BEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: BEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 69

Surname: BEHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 40(F)

Surname: BEHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 195

Surname: BEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Attempted murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 119;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict Ref. File: B.15, 1836

Surname: BEHAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855

Surname: BEHAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 72;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/00/1853

Surname: BEHAN; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony clock, pictures & other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 51

**Surname: BEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;**

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 137

**Surname: BEHAN; First name: CATHERINE;**

Sex: F; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Description of crime: Stealing a large sum of money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 B 55; Comments: Convict resides in Newbridge, Co. Kildare.

**Surname: BEHAN; First name: THOMAS;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname: BEHANE; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 28/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Trans 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B135; Record reference code 2: TR 2 P50 Convicts mother resides at No. 4 Cole Alley Meath St. Dublin. Convict is the eldest of four children.

**Surname: BEINCE; First name: LUKE;**

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 41

**Surname: BEIRNE; First name: ANNE;**

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 12/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 301

**Surname: BEIRNE; First name: ANNE;**
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 46(F)

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 196;
Comments: Convict detained in Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing bed curtains; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 232

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Appearing armed, theft of arms, assault; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 124;
Comments: Convict accused of appearing armed, taking arms, assault and endangering life

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Sentence: Death, 08/08/1848;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 136

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 125

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 01/12/1835; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Mc Dermot;
Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3715;
Comments: Petitioner (petitioning on his own behalf) was convicted of forging signatures on a petition.
Surname: BEIRNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of document: 02/04/1831; Description of crime: Taking possession of a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3535; Comments: Convict was convicted with his master, Hugh Mulvey, for the same offence. State his widowed mother and six children are dependent on his support. 2nd petition received; 10 Sep 1831. Includes character ref signed by several including the curate of Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim, dated 8 Mar 1831

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 34

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/1847; Date of document: 10/08/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Beirne; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 46; Comments: Prisoner resided in Gillstown, Strokestown, Co Roscommon.

Surname: BEIRNE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 05/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 19

Surname: BELFOUR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 12/1821; Description of crime: POSSESSING STOLEN GOODS; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1574; Comments: Convict has a widowed mother and two infant sisters.

Surname: BELL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 61(F)
Surname: BELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/06/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 B71 Convict has a wife and two children.

Surname: BELL; First name: JACOB;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 B25; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 10 yrs commuted to imprisonment

Surname: BELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 8

Surname: BELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/03/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 3

Surname: BELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1844; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 3

Surname: BELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 3; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: BELL; First name: MARY ANNE; Alias: Quigley, Grace;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 181
Surname: BELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/07/1843; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 57

Surname: BELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 8

Surname: BELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Possession of coining implements; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 70

Surname: BELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 2;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: BELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 176;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: BELL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co, Antrim; Date of document: 22/06/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Jane Bell; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1439;
Comments: Convict has six children

Surname: BELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 28;
Comments: Convict Refernce File contains a memorial from the inhabitants of Donaghmore Parish, Co. Down, on behalf of the convict.

**Surname:** BELL; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hillsborough, Co. Down; Date of document: 08/08/1797; Description of crime: Suspected on seditious acts; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Record reference code: SPP 51; Comments: Convict was arrested with Samuel, Andrew, and William Cowan, and confined since the 22 June. Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail

**Surname:** BELL; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 121; Comments: Convict's wife Mary Ann resides in Belfast, Co Antrim.

**Surname:** BELL; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: Bean;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of trial: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** BELLANE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the sheriff has received a warrant respiting the execution of the convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

**Surname:** BELLETT; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 35; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 17/01/1854

**Surname:** BELLINGER; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, P 13
Surname: BELTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Date of document: 06/07/1852; Description of crime: Robbery from person with wounding; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 108

Surname: BELTON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/02/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 B 8; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/03/1843. Convict lives in Bray, Co. Wicklow, and has a widowed mother, Mary, and six brothers and sisters.

Surname: BENAWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 142; Comments: Convict died in Sligo Gaol, Co. Sligo, 21/02/1850

Surname: BENETT; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 1; Comments: See also: Ref. B.11

Surname: BENN; First name: CORNELIUS; Alias: Hudson, Joseph;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 203

Surname: BENNET; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 279

Surname: BENNET; First name: JOHN; Alias: Walsh;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Date of trial: 02/1867; Date of document: 08/1867; Description of crime: Treason; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 years; Name of ship: HOUGOUMONT;
Surname: BENNETT; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94

Surname: BENNETT; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: BENNETT; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Date of document: 08/1844; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Margaret Grace; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 5, P 245; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 B 48; Comments: Petitions residence given as 55, Lower Kevin St., Dublin. Prisoners husband named as Robert Bennett.

Surname: BENNETT; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 25; Comments: Convict died in gaol

Surname: BENNETT; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 253

Surname: BENNETT; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 44

Surname: BENNETT; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/06/1807; Date of document: 20/04/1809; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1235; Comments: Convict has three children and a husband in Naval service.

Surname: BENNETT; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/06/1798; Name of petitioner: Sophia Bennett; Record reference code: SPP 57; Comments: Prays that her husband will be admitted to bail. States that his family reside near Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford and that his father was murdered by the rebels, their house burned and his mother, sisters and brothers, taken prisoners by the rebels. Petitioner is a native of England.

Surname: BENNETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BENNETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 09/1844; Date of document: 14/04/1845; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 24; Comments: Prisoner was a member of the 66th Foot Regiment. His father's residence is given as 20 James St, Kensington.

Surname: BENNETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 26/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 66th Regiment.

Surname: BENNETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 66th Regiment.

Surname: BENNIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 298
Surname: BENNIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board guardship; Date of document: 22/06/1798;
Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 58;
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial. States he was employed as a clerk and
shopkeeper with a merchant in Green Street, Dublin and had served his apprenticeship
with a Tobacco merchant in Dublin City

Surname: BENNIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander at Dublin; Date of document: 16/04/1799;
Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 430;
Comments: Late of Grafton St.

Surname: BENSEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 2;
Comments: Convict wife Alicia Bensen, 4 Mabbot St, Dublin requests a free passage to
new South Wales

Surname: BENSLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Limerick city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of
trial: 12/03/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Uttering forged
noted; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: BENSON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime:
Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 68(F)

Surname: BENSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/04/1837; Date of document: /
/; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 49

Surname: BENSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 40; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: BENSON; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 82

Surname: BENSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1843; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: BENSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 154; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: BENSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 74; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: BENSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 284

Surname: BENTLEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 133

Surname: BENTLEY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: BENTLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: BENTLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 1832; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Bently; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3627; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides at No 2 Bridgefoot Street, Dublin City.

Surname: BENTLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Prison; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Date of document: 1849; Description of crime: Passing forged note; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Name of petitioner: Bridget Doogan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1851 B 5

Surname: BEOLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly, 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 163

Surname: BEONGHENE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 65

Surname: BERACRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 135
Surname: BERESFORD; First name: HENRIETTA;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 275

Surname: BERESFORD; First name: HENRIETTA;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BERGAN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 84

Surname: BERGAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 59 F; Comments: Convict may have been convicted with Mary Doherty

Surname: BERGEN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 86

Surname: BERGEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown Gaol; Date of document: 24/05/1799; Name of petitioner: V Darby; Record reference code: SPP 409; Comments: A native of Co Tipperary.

Surname: BERGIN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 104
Surname: BERGIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 B39; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: BERGIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: Maryboro, Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Date of document: 28/06/1845; Description of crime: Coining implements in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CADET; Name of petitioner: Ellen Bergin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 5, P 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 B 29; Comments: See also: William Bergan, TR 5, P 151. Prisoners brother, William Bergin, also convicted. Petitioner's residence given as Churchfield, near Maryboro, Queens County.

Surname: BERGIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Possession of coining implements; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 66; Comments: See Patrick Lawlor

Surname: BERGIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 90

Surname: BERGIN; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 95(F)

Surname: BERGIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on entering into his own security in £10.00, to keep the peace and be of good behaviour for 7 yrs, 16/02/1855
Surname: BERGIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Bestiality; Sentence: Death; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, P 124

Surname: BERGIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Maryboro, Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Date of document: 28/06/1845; Description of crime: Possession of coining implements; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CADET; Name of petitioner: Ellen Bergin; Relationship of petitioner: Sister-in-law; Record reference code: TR 5, P 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 B 29; Comments: See also: James Bergin, TR 5, P 150. Prisoners brother, James Bergin, also convicted. Petitioner's address given as Churchfield, Maryboro, Queens County.

Surname: BERGIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing cloths; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3 P 86; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 42

Surname: BERGIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens, Co.; Date of document: 07/04/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Captain Jury; Record reference code: SPP 316; Comments: A native of Clonmore, Queens Co.

Surname: BERGIN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/02/1825; Description of crime: Pawning plates property of his employer; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Bergin; Relationship of petitioner: wife; Record reference code: PPC 2515; Comments: Convict was employed as a servant to Connell O Connell (the prosecutor) for 13 years. Petitioner states they have eight children, eldest 15 years and youngest 3 years. Petition received 21 Feb 1825.

Surname: BERHAGRA; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/08/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: E. & H. Berhagra & others; Relationship of petitioner: Children; Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 51;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of the murder of her husband. Petitioners request that she be allowed to live with her daughter in Van Diemen's Land.

Surname: BERIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 27

Surname: BERKELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 73

Surname: BERKLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 21/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 27 F;
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 50(F)

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 140;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 91

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 185; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 29; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1840

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: JAMES; Alias: Hancon, James;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 89

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 234

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/06/1832; Description of crime: Felony of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 42

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 B 41; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/08/1843. Convict has a wife, Harriet, and a large family.

Surname: BERMINGHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: BERNCE; First name: LUKE;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 41

Surname: BERNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 174

Surname: BERNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/04/1837; Description of crime: Assault on dwelling with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 140

Surname: BERNE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

Surname: BERNE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 229; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: BERNE; First name: THADY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Forcibly taking a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

Surname: BERNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

Surname: BERNE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 171

Surname: BERNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BERNES; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep killing and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 252

Surname: BERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 03/1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 18; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his father and sister and resides in Co. Carlow.

Surname: BERRANE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 109

Surname: BERRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 43

Surname: BERRY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 82

Surname: BERRY; First name: LOUGHLIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 170

**Surname:** BERRY; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;  
Record reference code: TR 10, P 94;  
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

**Surname:** BERRY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, P 154

**Surname:** BERRY; **First name:** ROSANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther;  
Record reference code: TR 11, P 66 F;  
Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

**Surname:** BERRY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;  
Record reference code: TR 2, P 53(F)

**Surname:** BERRY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Attacking the house of Patrick Hayes;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;  
Comments: Committed 30th Dec 1833

**Surname:** BERRY; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Patrick Hayes;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;  
Comments: Committed 30 Dec 1833

**Surname:** BERRYMAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Stealing from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: BERRYMAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballymena, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of 25 shillings; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 63;
Comments: Convict was born in the Parish of Magilligan, Co Londonderry.

Surname: BERSON; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: BERTRAYE; First name: WILLIAM R;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BERTRIDGE; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 192

Surname: BERTRIDGE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 192

Surname: BERTRIDGE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BERVNE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BERWICK; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 76(F)

Surname: BERWICK; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of an old tub; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 134; Comments: Convict was born in the 88th Regiment in which her father had served. States she has an eleven year old son.

Surname: BEST; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, P 1

Surname: BEST; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 6, P 3; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: BESTIE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/05/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 84; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/07/1853

Surname: BESTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 135; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/12/1851

Surname: BESTONS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 30

Surname: BESTOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 208

Surname: BESUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 141

Surname: BETHILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 190

Surname: BEVCARY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Accessory to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 338

Surname: BEVIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 165

Surname: BEWYER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 03/06/1850; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, P 160; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/09/1858

Surname: BIDLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Theft of coat; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Surname: BIGGINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BILL; First name: JOHN; Alias: Walker.;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Theft of coat; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs.;

Surname: BILLANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: Theft of coat; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p95.

Surname: BILLANE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Theft of coat; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 105.

Surname: BILLON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow.; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Theft of coat; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;

Surname: BINGHAM; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict/people of Armagh;
Record reference code: PPC 1814;
Comments: Parents living. Petition certified by several. Father named David.

Surname: BINIONS; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 17/05/1820; Description of crime: Offering a forged 30s note; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1438;
Comments: Convict is a carpenter by trade and has a wife and seven children. States he served 10 yrs in New Ross guards and 3 yrs in the Enniscorthy Infantry.

Surname: BINNETTS; First name: BRIAN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13.

Surname: BINNS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1846; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6, p 60.

Surname: BIRCHFORD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 25/10/1836; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81.

Surname: BIRD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 24/01/1849; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Blenheim, July ’51; Record reference code: TR 8, p 150.

Surname: BIRD; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 B 64

Surname: BIRD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 7, p 76.; Comments: Notation: Convict ordered to be.discharged, 14/2/1855.

Surname: BIRD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Bird; Relationship of petitioner: mother; Record reference code: PPC 2517;
Comments: Petitioner's husband was killed in military action. States she has four children and resides at Montgomery St Dublin. Petition received in 1825

**Surname:** BIRD; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

**Surname:** BIRD; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** BIRMINGHAM; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone.; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109 F

**Surname:** BIRMINGHAM; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Edenderry, Kings; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: Murder, Mary & Netty Gratton, Lord Harberton servant; Record reference code: PPC 197; Comments: Report from the Provost of Edenderry Prison, King's co. Crime committed on 5th June 1798.

**Surname:** BIRMINGHAM; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/05/1799; Name of petitioner: John Birmingham; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 432; Comments: Petitioner is a native of Dalgan, Co. Galway. Prisoner os a Clerk to Martin Kirwan, Attorney, Dublin City

**Surname:** BIRMINGHAM; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of document: 24/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 16

**Surname:** BIRMINGHAM; **First name:** WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT 1818;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BIRNEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others had embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Co.Monaghan

Surname: BIRNIE; First name: C;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Barracks in Belfast; Date of document: 22/08/1798;
Description of crime: high treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 330

Surname: BIRNIE; First name: CLOTWORTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799;
Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: BIRNIE; First name: CLOTWORTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison; Date of document: 04/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 433;
Comments: Late of Belfast City, a Ship broker

Surname: BIRNIE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Lifford; Date of document: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 B 21

Surname: BIRRANE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 10/07/1839;
Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;

Surname: BIRRANE; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 63; Comments: Convict is the eldest son of eleven children and resides in Newtown Ellard, Co Limerick.

Surname: BISHOP; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/08/1838; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 58.

Surname: BISHOP; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 18/11/1841; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60.

Surname: BISHOP; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 13/09/1841; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60.

Surname: BISHOP; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham,Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 6.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 B217; Comments: Notations: Convict confined to prison, 8/11/1837. Convict resides in Armagh City.

Surname: BISHOP; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/03/1825; Description of crime: Accessory to theft of cushion; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Edward Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 4151; Comments: Petitioner states he is serving in the Army and during his absence he left the convict with his grandfather Michael Murphy. Crime was committed in Thomas St, Dublin.

Surname: BISSETT; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 03/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Surname: BITE; First name: OWEN; Alias: O'Reilly;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/06/1838; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 119.

Surname: BITTLES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Name of ship: Bangalore, (Jan '48);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 55.

Surname: BIVIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh, Co.Tipperary; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: BLACK; First name: ADAM;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh.; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 7.

Surname: BLACK; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 31/10/1843; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 313.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 B 47;
Comments: Convict is a widow with five children.

Surname: BLACK; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone.; Date of trial: 17/11/1843; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 313.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 B 39;
Comments: Convict is a widow with five children.

Surname: BLACK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh.; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 7.
Surname: BLACK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 30/01/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT '52; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84.

Surname: BLACK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58.

Surname: BLACK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 08/08/1822; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1599; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to military service. States he has served in the army since 1798 in different corps, all listed.

Surname: BLACK; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 29/04/1823; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1815; Comments: Convict has five children.

Surname: BLACK; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 09/06/1797; Name of petitioner: Margaret Black; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 7; Comments: Convict was confined to gaol on no apparent charge and is awaiting trial. Petitioner states that her husband is a publican by trade and resides in Belfast Co. Antrim

Surname: BLACK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Linen Hall Barracks; Date of document: 07/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 59; Comments: Prays to be liberated. States he was serving an apprenticeship with a Surgeon in Newry, Co. Down at the time of his arrest.

Surname: BLACK; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Record reference code: PPC 3896; Comments: Letter, Joseph Glenny, Law Agent, requesting that he be permitted access to the convict (and three others) to prepare their defence. Convicts were removed from Newry Military gaol and discharged by the court of the King’s Bench but later re-arrested

Surname: BLACK; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/1843; Date of document: 09/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: FS 1850 4; Comments: Convict's daughters, Sara and Ann Black, residing in Raphoe, request a free passage to New South Wales. Their brother, William, emigrated to America, where he died.

Surname: BLACKBURN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 13/04/1836; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Surprize, May '36; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152.

Surname: BLACKBURNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of document: 20/05/1836; Description of crime: Swine Stealing; Record reference code: FS 1836 3; Comments: Convict requests that his wife and children be granted a free passage to accompany him to New South Wales

Surname: BLACKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/01/1823; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1816; Comments: Convict kept an established lodging house in Belfast. Has been in the army since 1798 and volunteered his service on 14 April in the 90th Foot Reg, and was discharged on account of his ill health but later re-enlisted for further service. Has a wife and six children

Surname: BLACKE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 05/11/1823; Description of crime: POSSESSING FOGED NOTES; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict/Margaret Mathews; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 1817; Comments: Both convicts convicted of same crime. Blacke married with four children. Several signatures with Dublin addresses offering security for convicts' future conduct.

Surname: BLACKEE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Portadown, County Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rioting and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc3; Comments: Convict is a farmer and resides in Cushenagh, near the post town of Portadown, Co Armagh.

Surname: BLACKLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P. 3.; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/5/1855.

Surname: BLACKWOOD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Obtaining castor oil under false pretences; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above is the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: BLADE; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27(F); Comments: Notations: Martin Luther (embarked), June '52.

Surname: BLAIR; First name: CINTHIA;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down.; Date of trial: 27/12/1852; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 13, p 178.
Surname: BLAIR; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare.; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 62

Surname: BLAIR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 22/06/1844; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3.

Surname: BLAIR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/06/1837; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5 (F)

Surname: BLAIR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh.; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 189.

Surname: BLAIR; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh.; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 211.

Surname: BLAIR; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 18/10/1851; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 2.;
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Smithfield Prison, 24/3/’53.

Surname: BLAIR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City.; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173.

Surname: BLAIR; First name: CHRISTIAN;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 11/03/1835; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: BLAIR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BLAIR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: BLAKE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/04/1837; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Calcutta, Apr ’37; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 24/03/1853; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 13, p 168.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk (28/03/1836); Date of trial: CA 04/1836; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life.; Record reference code: TR 1, p03.; Comments: Notations: Convict Ref. File: 1836, B 17.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 29/10/1841; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Death, (hanged).; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164.; Comments: Convict to be hanged, 17/4/1839.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 5, p 164.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 26/07/1842; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs, commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 77.; Comments: Notations: See also Blake, Peter (TR4 P 77) and Millarky, Peter.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennistimon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 14/01/1851; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford.; Date of trial: 11/07/1838; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: ELPHINSTONE NOV ‘38; Record reference code: TR 2, p 117.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192.; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/7/’55.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 26/07/1842; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs, commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 77.; Comments: Notations: See Blake, Mathew and Mullarky, Peter (TR4 P 77)

Surname: BLAKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Navan, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT '52; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennistimon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 14/01/1851; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18.; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/3/'55.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford.; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: LARCENY; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, p 388.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BLAKE; First name: CATHARINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2196; Comments: Convict has a husband and four children. Petition received 4 Dec 1823.
Surname: BLAKE; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Being a rebel and a robber;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict should not be discharged.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime:
Felony in dwelling house, frightening inhabitant;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B17;
Comments: Magistrate's report.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1845; Date of document: 1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 18

Surname: BLAKE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of document: 24/09/1842; Sentence: Transportation 15 commuted Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: George Blake; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 33;
Comments: Convicted with brother, Martin.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of document: 24/09/1842; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 commuted Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: George Blake; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 33;
Comments: Convicted with brother, Peter.

Surname: BLAKE; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation, beating the inmates; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11
Surname: BLAKE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BLAKELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 30/07/1839; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life.;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 9.;
Comments: Notations: Convict sentenced, 24/8/1839.

Surname: BLAKELY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 171; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, Michael, for the same offence. Both convicts are victuallers by trade and have been the sole support of their sister Catherine since the death of their parents. Convicts reside in Athy, Co Kildare

Surname: BLAKENEY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 16/06/1853; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 180.;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 5/5/58.

Surname: BLAKENY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 79.;
Comments: See also his brother, Patrick Blakeny.

Surname: BLAKENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare.; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 79.;
Comments: See also his brother, Michael Blakeny.

Surname: BLAKES; First name: ADAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 2.

Surname: BLAKEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 222.

Surname: BLANCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 12/01/1837; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47.

Surname: BLANCHFIELD; First name: JAMES; Alias: Blanfield;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 23/11/1799; Description of crime: A rebel leader; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 403; 
Comments: Recommended for transportation by the Captain of the Fethard Infantry and others

Surname: BLANFIELD; First name: JAMES; Alias: Blanchfield;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/11/1799; Description of crime: On suspicion of being concerned in treasonable act; Name of petitioner: Prisoner & Thomas Grimes; 
Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: BLEAKE; First name: CATHARINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry.; Date of trial: 10/10/1837; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Diamond, Nov ’37; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56 F

Surname: BLEAKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Murder of his child, Felix; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1840 B 47; 
Comments: Convict has one other child. Convict reference file contains a petition from Anne Finly (convicts sister) on his behalf. States she resides in Armagh.

Surname: BLEMINS; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Date of document: 27/01/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 4

Surname: BLENNERHASSET; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1835; Date of document: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony of a piece of corduroy and assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 A 56; Comments: Convict's father Giles Blennerhasset resides in Killarney, Co Kerry.

Surname: BLEVINS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: BLEVINS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6, p 200.

Surname: BLIKELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BLINY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 8, p 275.

Surname: BLOOMER; First name: SARAH J.;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh.; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 8, p 189.

Surname: BLUE; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1.;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 7/2/1856.

Surname: BLUETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Lismore; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford.; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 157.;

Surname: BLUETT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 13/12/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168.;
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Cork Female Depot, 8/8/55.

Surname: BLUIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 01/1841; Date of document: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 11;
Comments: Blair was orginally from Paisley, Scotland and serving in the army of Ireland.

Surname: BLUITE; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Having stolen wheat on her possession;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 10 feb 1834

Surname: BLUNDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 30/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125.

Surname: BLUNTT; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38.

Surname: BODEL; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193.

Surname: BODY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life.; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1854 B 36; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), Oct ‘49.

Surname: BOE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 375

Surname: BOGUE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BOHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Description of crime: Stealing two cows; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Bohan; Record reference code: PPC 3146; Comments: Convict has a young family (no details given). Petition received: 10 August 1827.

Surname: BOHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: BOHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BOHANE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Bowen;

Sex: M; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife's name, Judith Bohane or Bowen.

**Surname:** BOHER; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-Shannon; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Taking money of Ian Connell against his consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

**Surname:** BOIL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 29/04/1823; Description of crime: STEALING FOWL; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life.; Record reference code: PPC 1818; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of his health. Prosecutrix was his mother in law.

**Surname:** BOLAN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/05/1800; Description of crime: Stealing a pistol and 4 ball cartridges; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict\other defendants; Record reference code: PPC 278; Comments: Crime took place at a house in Killinagh, Co. Kildare.

**Surname:** BOLAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/05/1800; Description of crime: Stealing a pistol and 4 ball cartridges; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict\other defendants; Record reference code: PPC 278; Comments: Crime took place at a house in Killinagh, Co. Kildare.

**Surname:** BOLAN; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 02/08/1802; Date of document: 30/08/1804; Description of crime: STEALING A BANK NOTE VALUED £1.14.1; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1098; Comments: Report memorandum and letter in connection with the case. Convict has one child States her husband was involved in the crime but was never apprehended.

**Surname:** BOLAND; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 26/04/1832; Description of crime: Attack on house; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Francis Boland; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3628; Comments: Included is a letter from John Lopdell, Co Galway, stating that the convict and his brother Michael have been tenants on his estate in Fahy, Co Clare since 1 May 1831. Character references from the inhabitants of Feakle Parish, Co Clare where the convict was born. Parents reside in same Parish

Surname: BOLAND; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, King's Co.; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 10/05/1812; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4033; Comments: Letter, High Sheriff of Kings County, recommending that the convicts sentence be mitigated to foreign military service.

Surname: BOLAND; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1828; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 82; Comments: Convict reference file contains correspondence in connection with the convict stating that he was transported in 1828 but returned illegally in 1838 and has since been living in the Parish of Mount Shannon, Co. Clare.

Surname: BOLAND; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 169; Comments: Convict has a wife and family and his mother is dependent on his support.

Surname: BOLAND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 18 Oct 1834.

Surname: BOLES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3725;
Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children. Refers to a former petition submitted by his wife on his behalf. Convict states he was executing the orders of a warrant directed to him by the Sheriff of Dublin to arrest the victim Walter Irwin. Petition not dated, circa 1821 - 28

Surname: BOLES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/08/1836; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 40; Comments: Convicts wife and children declined the offer of a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: BOLES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: MORLEY 1828; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Bell Hawkes, residing near Stroketown, Co Roscommon.

Surname: BOLES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: MORLEY; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Sarah Bell Hawkes.

Surname: BOLES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Sarah B Hawkes.

Surname: BOLGER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 19; Record reference code 2: TR 1 P 13; Comments: Not sent.

Surname: BOLGER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder of McCheney; Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: BOLGER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 51

Surname: BOLLARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Murder of a sheriff; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BOLTON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1841; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 7; Comments: Convict served in 20th Regiment of Foot for 2 years. Tailor by trade. John Brady also registered under the same reference number.

Surname: BOLTON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing gold watch; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: BOLTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of document: 04/1828; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Bridget Bolton; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3356; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides in Kilkenny City. States two of her sons were killed in military action at Rangoon in the East Indies in 1825 and 1826 respectively.

Surname: BOLTON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/03/1824; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2518;
Comments: Convict was imprisoned in Maryborough gaol, Queens Co 16 Aug 1823 and later removed to Kilmainham. States he is a paralytic and has lost the use of his limbs. Petition received in the year 1825.

Surname: BOLTON; First name: ANNE; Alias: Byrne; Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 40; Comments: Married to convict John Byrne (CRF 1841 B 40) convicted at same time

Surname: BOLTON; First name: EDWARD; Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing gold watch; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: BONNAR; First name: JOHN; Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BONYRGE KELLY; First name: HUBERT; Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: BOOKER; First name: THOMAS; Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 24/05/1823; Description of crime: Selling a stolen mare; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1819

Surname: BOOKER; First name: THOMAS; Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Booker, residing in Cavan Town.

Surname: BOORMAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: BOOTH; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11 P55; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B44

Surname: BORLAND; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 25/12/1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 60; Comments: Prays to be liberated. States he has wife and seven children and resides in Shergrim, parish of Cappagh, Co. Tyrone and is a saddler by trade.

Surname: BORLAND; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk prison; Date of document: 17/01/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 435; Comments: A native of Shergrim in the parish of Cappagh, Co. Tyrone, a saddler

Surname: BORRAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Commited 10 May 1834.

Surname: BOUGH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: BOUGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 116

Surname: BOUGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT; Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 47; Comments: Convict supports a widowed mother.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 71; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co.Kerry; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1441; Comments: Convicts has a wife and fifteen children and grand children. Includes several character references from inhabitants of Glenville, Co. Cork.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life.; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing names of convicts tried by him.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Armed attack on house in Co. Limerick; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1865; Comments: Convict was transported on the 03 June 1822.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of document: 01/04/1826; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2730; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children and three orphans of his late brother.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 26/03/1811; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 4004; Comments: Convicts parents are living. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for 7 years.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 24/02/1812; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4010; Comments: Convict states he has a Brewing business in Thurles Town.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: JULIA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 50; Comments: Convict is married with one child.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3 P 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 21

Surname: BOURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 2, P 167; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 3; Comments: Convict is a native of Co. Cork.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork gaol; Date of document: 22/06/1798; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Raymind Barry; Record reference code: SPP 344

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 28/05/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 8; Comments: Convict has been confined since the 23 May. Requests to be removed to a more comfortable apartment in the gaol

Surname: BOURKE; First name: B.W;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BOURKE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 05/02/1808; Description of crime: Shooting and wounding Mary Humphreys; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1224; Comments: Convict's father David lived on the land of Garrydoolas, Co Limerick and was murdered on the night the convict's house was attacked. Convict wounded Mary Humphreys in an attempt to arrest his father's murderers. Convict resides in Chantersland, Co Tipperary

Surname: BOURKE; First name: BARBARA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Westport, County Mayo; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Waylaying and assault; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Thomas Jeffers; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 3413; Comments: Convict was convicted with five others for waylaying and assaulting petitioner and his brother. Petitioning against the possible release of the convicts.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentence on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/09/1825; Name of petitioner: Denis & Nicholas Maher; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 4218; Comments: Petitioners were found guilty for harbouring the convict in Cross Patrick, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: JULIAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: T 7 years, commuted to 8 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 20

Surname: BOURKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1843; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1843 B 11; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Convict lives in Drumkeeran, Co Fermanagh

Surname: BOURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1843 B 34; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children to support.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 12; 
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of entering the house of Thomas Bradshaw of Coolready, Co Limerick, and stealing his firearms.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Thurles; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 04/1847; Date of document: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 45

Surname: BOURKE; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/05/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Bourke; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 22

Surname: BOURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of document: 03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 10; 
Comments: Prisoners residence given as Cragg, Co Tipperary.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of document: 03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 10; Comments: Prisoners residence given as Gurtavartnouge, Co Tipperary.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 10/08/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 8; Comments: Convict's wife, Margaret Bourke, residing in Co Cavan, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: BOURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BOURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: BOURKE SMITH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/06/1798; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 353; Comments: A native of Burrisoleigh

Surname: BOW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: ASIA 1825; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife residing in Castlecomer, Co Kilkenny.
Surname: BOWDERAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 03/1846; Date of document: 23/04/1846; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 17

Surname: BOVE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1832; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 116; Comments: Convict reference file contains a petition from the convict's father John residing in Castlecomer, Co. Kilkenny.

Surname: BOVE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: BOVE; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Thurles, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 18/08/1836; Description of crime: Assault, causing grievous bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 61; Comments: Convict resides in Killinan, near Thurles, Co Tipperary with his wife and child.

Surname: BOWELL; First name: RACHEL;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 10/11/1827; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3262; Comments: Convict states she was committed to gaol by the constable of Kilkenny city, for being an abandoned character.

Surname: BOWES; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 26/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc96; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Kildare.

Surname: BOWES; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: BOWNASS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 31/01/1846; Date of document: 06/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Joseph Bownass; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 6; Comments: Petitioners residence given as 29, Mountrath St., Dublin. Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: BOWTER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BOXOM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BOYCE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Boyle, George;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 38

Surname: BOYCE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 01/1849; Date of document: 20/10/1852; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: BOYD; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 6, p 4.

Surname: BOYD; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs.; Name of ship: John Calvin, Jan '48; Record reference code: TR 6, p 225.

**Surname:** BOYD; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Calcutta, Apr '37; Record reference code: TR 2, p. 36.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 B133; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/3/1837.

**Surname:** BOYD; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down.; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 9, p 19(F)

**Surname:** BOYD; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6, p 259.

**Surname:** BOYD; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 8, p 186.

**Surname:** BOYD; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, commuted 2yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 5.

**Surname:** BOYD; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2.

**Surname:** BOYD; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 10/02/1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 61; Comments: Prays to be admitted to bail. States he is a grocer by trade and resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim with his mother and sister

Surname: BOYD; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 25/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: transportation life; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Boyd; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 2

Surname: BOYD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 144; Comments: Convict resides in Glack, Co Londonderry.

Surname: BOYD; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: T 10 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Samuel Boyd; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 11

Surname: BOYD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BOYD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BOYD; First name: ALEX;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Boyd residing in the liberty of Coleraine.

Surname: BOYD; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: BOYEE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Boyce, John.;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/06/1845; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford.; Date of trial: 23/02/1848; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 7, p 111.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs.; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 62; Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides in Clouterim, near Longford, with her seven children. States convict is their sole support. Sentence commuted 18 months imprisonment.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/02/1840; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Waverly, (July '49); Record reference code: TR 6, p 273.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim.; Date of trial: 12/10/1847; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 7, p 97.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 1, p 67.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford.; Date of trial: 23/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 7, p 111.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 163.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 07/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 4, p 201.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 24/04/1826; Description of crime: Rape on Bridget Costello; Name of petitioner: Convict and B. Costello; Record reference code: PPC 2756; Comments: Petitioning for permission to marry in the prison gaol and to be released until the next assizes.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: NED;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On transport vessel; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 05/1826; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Boylan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2936; Comments: Convict was tried at the Lent Assizes. Petitioner resides in Kells, Co. Meath. States she has six children.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dublin Bay; Date of document: 30/06/1826; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Boylan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3017; Comments: Convict has six children. Petitioner resides in Kells, Co. Meath.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 31/10/1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 49; Comments: Convict resides at Old Kilmainham, Dublin with his parents.

Surname: BOYLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 173; Comments: Convict resides in Kildalkey, Trim, Co Meath.

Surname: BOYLE; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 1, p 6.; Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, 31/10/"36.

Surname: BOYLE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Belfast Gaol, 8/7/1852

Surname: BOYLE; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32; Comments: Notations: Died at Spike Island, 29/3/1850

Surname: BOYLE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: BOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life.;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 B112

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh.; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 90

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Shan Boyle.;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford.; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 20 years;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 170; Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Bride ship, May 1851.

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 119

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 13 p 1

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 4
Surname: BOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3 p 165

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13 p 119; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 7/7/1858

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan.; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9 p 134

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan Gaol; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, NOV 1852; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 9 p 194; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B7

Surname: BOYLE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9 p 194; Comments: Embarked on Phoebe Dunbar June 1853

Surname: BOYLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 194

Surname: BOYLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 p 50(F)
Surname: BOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 15 years commuted to 3 1/2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 9 p 1;
Comments: Removed from Smithfield

Surname: BOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 09/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON, APR '54; Record reference code: TR 12 p 14

Surname: BOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6 p 24

Surname: BOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow.; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7 p 173

Surname: BOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6 p 125

Surname: BOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6 p 104

Surname: BOYLE; First name: SHANE; Alias: John;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle and sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 20 years; Record reference code: TR 9 p 170; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 B 20; Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Bride ship, May 1851.

Surname: BOYLE; First name: STEPHENSON;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down.; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 43

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1846; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6 p 60

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Description of crime: LARCENY IN A HOUSE; Sentence: Death reprieved to further orders; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1593; Comments: Convict prosecuted by his mother in law. Prays further relief. Wife living. Petition received 24 June 1822.

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Burning his own house; Sentence: Death reprieved or till further orders; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1598; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to confinement. States he was maliciously charged by his mother-in-law.

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B163; Record reference code 2: TR 2, p 47

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Drogheda, Co. louth; Date of document: 11/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 62; Comments: Letter from Edward Handman, Drogheda, Co. louth, on behalf of the convict stating that he was informed that the convict was arrested for having no pass, at the time the rebels were defeated at Knitstown, Co. Meath. Prays that he may be liberate

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 10;
Comments: List of free settlers on board the transport Margaret, wife’s name, Catherine Craig

Surname: BOYLE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 B3; 
Comments: Convicts wife Catherine Craig, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resides in Ballyshannon, Co. Donegal

Surname: BOYLE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/09/1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6; 
Comments: List of free settlers, sons, for whom a free passage has been provided to New South Wales on board the St Vicent, male convict ship, son's name, Manus and Edward

Surname: BOYLE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE; 
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2; 
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Catherine Craig

Surname: BOYLE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; 
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife’s name Catherine Craig

Surname: BOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BOYLE; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BOYLE; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of document: 24/10/1804; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 864; Comments: Convict resides at Carrickamongan. parish of Stranorlar, Co. Donegal.

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: CA 08/1821; Date of document: 14/12/1824; Description of crime: Attempted arson; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2199; Comments: Convict has been imprisoned four years and was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. States he was convicted on the evidence of his mother in law for attempting to burn his own house.

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 25

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** GEORGE; Alias: John Boyce;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 38; Comments: Prisoners residence given as Cloondalgan, Co Galway.

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 44

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Catherine Craig.

**Surname:** BOYLE; **First name:** CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 33

Surname: BOYLE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BOYLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-Shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: BOYNE; First name: AGNES;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare.; Date of trial: 05/04/1843; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 259

Surname: BOYNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Waverly, July '49; Record reference code: TR 6 p 273

Surname: BOYNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 p 127

Surname: BOYNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3726; Comments: Convict was a clerk to Robert Haig, distiller of Irishtown (Co. Dublin). Petition not dated, circa 1801 - 06.
Surname: BRABAZON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 72; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless bailed in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 2 p 33(F)

Surname: BRACHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 15/10/1838; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 p 67

Surname: BRACKEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6 p 170

Surname: BRACKEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond.; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6 p 121

Surname: BRACKEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare.; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10 p 122; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Cork, 23/10/1853

Surname: BRACKEN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: White, Thomas or (James);

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 10 p 79

Surname: BRACKEN; First name: JAS; Alias: White, Jas; Bracken, Thos;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 10 p 79
Surname: BRACKEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 216

Surname: BRACKEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: BRACKEY; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Smith.;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh.; Date of trial: 18/07/1843; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5 p 6;
Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham, Dublin, 21/8/1843.

Surname: BRACON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan.; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 134

Surname: BRADBURN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 03/04/1852; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12 p 189

Surname: BRADER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Hyde Park Barracks, NSW; Date of document: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs Comm. to Transportation 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Guinan; Relationship of petitioner: Daughter;
Record reference code: FS 1837 19

Surname: BRADFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 17
Surname: BRADFORD; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the
jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BRADIM; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon.; Date of trial: 28/12/1848;
Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 137

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description
of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13 p 161;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 5/2/1857

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of
crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 346

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry.; Date of trial: 18/03/1840;
Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 p 120

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 03/12/1836; Description of
crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1 p 89

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Date of
document: / /; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of ship: BLENHEIM, JULY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 98

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BRADLEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 160

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 2

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal.; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7 p 37

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Brady, James.;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, NOV 1852; Record reference code: TR 9 p 1

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry.; Date of trial: 25/07/1853; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, FEB 1855; Record reference code: TR 13 p 88

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, SEPT 1850; Record reference code: TR 9 p 120; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 B 18; Comments: Convicted with John Sheilds and John Mc Clintock.

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 147; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/11/1855

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BRADLEY; First name: MARY; Alias: Carroll;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4 p 203

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone.; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 p 290

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 p 2

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo.; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 150

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 148

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: WINIFRED;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 83(F)

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 14/03/1800; Description of crime: Carrying arms in the company of rebels, Tipperary; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 254; Comments: Convict is a farmer by trade and has a farm in Tipperary. Resides at Slatt, Queen's Co.
Surname: BRADLEY; First name: WINNY;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 37
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 09/10/1798; 
Record reference code: SPP 348

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballinamore; Date of document: 19/04/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 14
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Bowlin, residing at Kilmore, Glenmorah.

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; 
Record reference code: FS 1832 6
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Bowlin, residing at Kilmore, Glenmorah.

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE 1826; 
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Elizabeth Riley, residing at Abbey St, Dublin.

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BRADLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim.; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Description of crime: GRIEVOUS ASSAULT; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 110

Surname: BRADLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 14/07/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a hat valued at 2s.6d; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1437; Comments: Convict's mother, four brothers and sisters are dependent on his support. States he has worked all his life in Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim.

Surname: BRADLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus,Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 29/06/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a hat valued at 2s 6d; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1444; Comments: Includes several character references.

Surname: BRADLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery and murder; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BRADLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BRADSHAW; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 18/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3 p 258

Surname: BRADSHAW; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8 p 216

Surname: BRADSHAW; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 07/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 299

Surname: BRADSHAW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 years (7 years); Record reference code: TR 3 p 155; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 15; Comments: Convict has a wife and nine children.

Surname: BRADSHAW; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding’s journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulk.

Surname: BRADSHAW; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway;
Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 45; 
Comments: Convict resides in Co. Cavan.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 17

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh.; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; 
Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 69; 

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; 
Date of trial: 02/03/1846; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Name of ship: HYDERABAD; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 14/04/1836; 
Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; 
Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Havering; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 145

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation life.;
Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 14/07/1845; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 23

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, SEPT 1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh.; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: BRADY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 193

Surname: BRADY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 156

Surname: BRADY; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 17

Surname: BRADY; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 125; Comments: Notes: Convict previously convicted of larceny.

Surname: BRADY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth.; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 287

Surname: BRADY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 25/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 233

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow.; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: CATTLESTEALING; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/04/1846; Description of crime: COW STEALING; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, p 174

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare.; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: LARCENY; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 6; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 4/2/1858

Surname: BRADY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 06/06/1843; Date of document: 24/01/1844; Description of crime: Theft of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Brady; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: TR 5 p 245; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 B 1; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 94 Meath St., Dublin.
Surname: BRADY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Receiving and possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8 p 193

Surname: BRADY; First name: AUGUSTUS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Theft of book; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 7 P 56; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 B 60

Surname: BRADY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/05/1844; Description of crime: Theft of coat and waistcoat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 246

Surname: BRADY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years, commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4 p 195; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 34

Surname: BRADY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 09/02/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13 p 43

Surname: BRADY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 15

Surname: BRADY; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1842; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 9

Surname: BRADY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 p 61; Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, 23/3/1837.

Surname: BRADY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh.; Date of trial: 29/12/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3 p 196

Surname: BRADY; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Wilson; Anderson; Walsh.;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 22/09/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3 p 228

Surname: BRADY; First name: GREGORY;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6 p 55

Surname: BRADY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City.; Date of trial: 02/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7 p 235

Surname: BRADY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 15

Surname: BRADY; First name: HUGH; Alias: Briddy, Hugh.;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6 p 24

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, APRIL 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 79; Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, 25/3/1837.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin.; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14; Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, Dublin, 20/3/1843.

Surname: BRADY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin.; Date of trial: 19/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years.; Record reference code: TR 9 p 23

Surname: BRADY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years.; Record reference code: TR 13 p 181; Comments: Notes: Discharge ordered 30/01/1857.

Surname: BRADY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/02/1840; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years and 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3 p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 9; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: BRADY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: William Feb. '55; Record reference code: TR 12 p 117
Surname: BRADY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4 p 19

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim.; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 98;
Comments: Notes: Convict detained in Smithfield at some stage.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim.; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 97;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained at Smithfield at some stage.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1845; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 1

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Reilly, James.;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Date of document: 14/08/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 B 48;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Spike Island at some stage.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4 p 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 B 15;
Comments: The convict supports his aged widowed mother. Also included in the file are papers relating to James Bailey and G. Hughes, fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/07/1845; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation life.; Record reference code: TR 6 p 23

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 10 p 79; Comments: Notations: Ship Bride (embarked), May 1851

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan.; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 139

Surname: BRADY; First name: PAT.;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1858; Record reference code: TR 9 p 21

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8 p 18

Surname: BRADY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim.; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 109; Comments: Notations: Convict Reference file: B 1, 1841.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2 p 55f

Surname: BRADY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 p 59

Surname: BRADY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 14/05/1851; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 55; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged 08/05/1855.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6 p 87; Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Spike Island at some stage.

Surname: BRADY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 18

Surname: BRADY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9 p 18

Surname: BRADY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim.; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7 p 96; Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Smithfield at some stage.

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 p 116

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare.; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 9 p 91

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 16; Comments: Notations: Convict previously convicted for felony. Convict ordered to be discharged 11/07/1855.

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3 p 64

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation life.; Record reference code: TR 3 p 19

Surname: BRADY; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim.; Date of trial: 09/10/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 109

Surname: BRADY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 19/10/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 58

Surname: BRADY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan.; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPTEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 8 p 129

Surname: BRADY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Brien.;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9 p 131

Surname: BRADY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 13/05/1800; Description of crime: Felony; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 252; Comments: Petitioning for a trial. Several character references.

Surname: BRADY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 28/05/1800; Description of crime: Felony, in Co. Wicklow; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 253; Comments: Petitioning for a trial. Several character references.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/1799; Description of crime: POSSESSION OF STOLEN BANK NOTES; Record reference code: PPC 109; Comments: Memorandum reporting that convict had informed on his accomplices in the robbery and disclosed a conspiracy to murder John Gerrard and another. States Brady will be respited for a short time till further discoveries are made.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Spear;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tomgraney, Co. Clare; Date of document: 01/05/1816; Description of crime: Murder and felony; Record reference code: PPC 1317; Comments: Letter from Michael Callaghan, Tulla, Co. Clare, in connection with the behaviour of the Magistrate for Co. Clare, stating that he had the convict and other notorious criminals from the county gaol.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 04/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1436; Comments: Convict's mother is crippled. States he resides in Co. Kildare.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Carrick-on-Shannon; Place of imprisonment: Co.Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/03/1826; Date of document: 04/04/1826; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2733; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to military service. States he is about 6' tall.

Surname: BRADY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 03/1810; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Selling a stolen pencil case and compass; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 107; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother who has two other children

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Selling counterfeit money; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B168; Record reference code 2: TR 2 p 14; Comments: Convict resides in Co. Cavan and is his parents' only son

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 11/07/1845; Date of document: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 3; Comments: Prisoner was granted a discharge on condition that he emigrated to America.

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board the Lively Tender; Date of document: 22/11/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 318
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow town; Place of imprisonment: On board lively tender; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 24/09/1798; Description of crime: Tendering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Catherine Brady; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 64; Comments: Prays mitigation of his sentence. States they have seven children

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 12/06/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 10; Comments: Convict has been confined for 9 months. Requests to be liberated on bail. States his two brothers were killed in military action under the present government.

Surname: BRADY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 10/05/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 9; Comments: Petitioning to be permitted to join the 78th Regiment of Foot in the West Indies in which his brother has lately enlisted

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow Assizes; Place of imprisonment: The Minerva at Cork; Date of trial: 03/1798; Date of document: 11/03/1799; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Catherine Brady; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 436; Comments: Late of Tygraney, Co. Wicklow, a miner. Petitioner prays that she and her 6 young children may be permitted to accompany her husband

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Andrew Carr, Pat Byrne;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139; Comments: See under Andrew Carr.

Surname: BRADY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BRADY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: BRADY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: BRADY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 15/04/1831; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3537; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children and resides in the Parish of Killevey (Killevny, Co Galway). States he is a stone mason by trade.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Shooting at a person; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 7; Comments: Convict is registered with Peter Bolton under same ref no, due to error in registration. Has wife and 2 children to support.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 23/07/1841; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 30

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Stolen wool; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 3 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 12

Surname: BRADY; First name: GREGORY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of document: 08/10/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Brady; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 63

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of document: 11/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Nabby Brady; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 56; Comments: Petitioner lived in Esker, Co Longford.

Surname: BRADY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond depot; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: BRADY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Lee, Thomas;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: PHOENIX 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Kelly, residing at Carrick St., Kells.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 67; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 B 25

Surname: BRADY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Co Longford; Date of document: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Philip Brady; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 29;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Curramore, Co Longford.

Surname: BRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BRADY OR BREADY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: HENRY PORCHER;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, Bridget Cooper, residing at Kilbeggin, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: BRAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11 p 90;
Comments: Notations: Convict's second felony Convict ordered to be discharged 07/11/1857

Surname: BRAIMON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 15/03/1841;
Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 4, P. 76.

Surname: BRAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: BRAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 22/06/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 54

Surname: BRANAGAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone.; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Name of ship: Blenheim, July '51; Record reference code: TR 8, P. 161.

Surname: BRANDLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 6, P. 55.

Surname: BRANDON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 9, P. 190.

Surname: BRANDOR; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 13, P. 208.; Comments: Notations: Convicts discharge ordered 27/03/1855.

Surname: BRANIGAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone.; Date of trial: 18/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 10, P. 248.

Surname: BRANKIN; First name: PATRICK;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Place of imprisonment</th>
<th>Date of trial</th>
<th>Description of crime</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Record reference code</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRANKIN</td>
<td>PATRICK</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Co. Armagh.</td>
<td>02/11/1844</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Transportation for 7 yrs.</td>
<td>TR 5, P. 7.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANMON</td>
<td>ANDREW</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Armagh</td>
<td>25/10/1844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CRF 1845 misc2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANNAGAN</td>
<td>PATRICK</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Londonderry City.</td>
<td>18/06/1852</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Transportation for 7 yrs.</td>
<td>TR 12, P. 102.</td>
<td>Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/09/1855.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANNAN</td>
<td>LUKE</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Co. Roscommon.</td>
<td>30/06/1840</td>
<td>Receiving</td>
<td>Transportation for 15 yrs.</td>
<td>TR 3, P. 148.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANNAN</td>
<td>WILLIAM</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20/06/1835</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FS 1835-6 A 1</td>
<td>Convicts wife, Margaret Thompson, granted a free passage to New South Wales.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANNAN</td>
<td>BRIDGET</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>Armagh</td>
<td>13/08/1824</td>
<td>Possessing a piece of stolen corduroy</td>
<td>Transportation commuted to 7 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict;</td>
<td>PPC 2200;</td>
<td>Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to transportation to join her mother and father who were transported from Derry to New South Wales some time ago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANNAN</td>
<td>SALLY</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 08/1823; Description of crime: Theft of linen cloth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2201; Comments: Convict kept a lodging house. States she has one child. Petition received in 1824.

Surname: BRANNAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 18 Oct 1798.

Surname: BRANNAN; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 23/07/1836; Date of document: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc20; Comments: Return of female convicts considered unfit to undergo sentence of transportation Convict ordered to be discharged 3 July 1838.

Surname: BRANNELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6, P. 175.

Surname: BRANNEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/07/1840; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 3, P. 105.

Surname: BRANNIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/03/1839; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 3, P. 139.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 52; Comments: Convicts widowed mother, three sisters and one brother, reside in Bowilk, Aughramullan, Co. Monaghan. States they are dependant on the convicts support.

Surname: BRANNON; First name: JOHN;
Surname: BRANNON; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry.; Date of trial: 23/07/1836; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 1, P. 167.

Surname: BRANNON; First name: SUSAN;

Surname: BRANNON; First name: HENRY;

Surname: BRANNON; First name: JOHN;

Surname: BRANNON; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: BRANNON; First name: JOHN;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BRANNY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/03/1832;  
Record reference code: PPC 3629;  
Comments: Letter, Governor of Down Gaol, acknowledging receipt of orders for the reprieve of several prisoners sentences (all named).

Surname: BRANON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon.; Date of trial: 11/10/1842;  
Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;  
Record reference code: TR 4, P. 150.

Surname: BRANTON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Branton, Thomas.;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath.; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs.;  
Record reference code: TR 3, P. 183.

Surname: BRASNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BRASSIL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.;  
Record reference code: TR 6, P. 28.

Surname: BRASSIL (BRAZIL); First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of document: 22/07/1846; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house, and robbery; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 36

Surname: BRASSILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/51;  
Record reference code: TR 8, P. 24.
Surname: BRASSILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/06/1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 4;  
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Brassill, residing near Six Mile Bridge, Co. Clare requests a free Passage to New South Wales

Surname: BRASSINGTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex'; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Date of document: 13/03/1836; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 1, P. 176.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 131;  

Surname: BRASSINGTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/12/1801; Date of document: 1801; Description of crime: Stealing lead, property of a manufacturer, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & Owen Doran;  
Record reference code: PPC 670;  
Comments: Owen Doran convicted of same offence. Several character references including signature of Brassington's employer.

Surname: BRATTON; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1838; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;  

Surname: BRATTON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 1 year imprisonment;  
Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 21

Surname: BRAWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of ship: John Calvin, (1848);  
Record reference code: TR 6, P. 289.

Surname: BRAWRAN; First name: EDWARD;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BRAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/’51;
Record reference code: TR 9, P. 111.

Surname: BRAY; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1845; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 6, P. 127.

Surname: BRAZELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Rape;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 01 Jan 1834

Surname: BRAZIL; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 9, P.22.

Surname: BRAZIL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BRAZILL; First name: ROBIN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 22/01/1847; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation life.; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 100

Surname: BRAZILL; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 24/11/1801; Description of crime: Being involved in the Rebellion (1798);
Record reference code: PPC 3944;  
Comments: Letter requesting an order for the convict's liberation. States he became an approver on condition of being sent abroad.

**Surname:** BREADY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 6 p 199

**Surname:** BREADY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation life.;  
Record reference code: TR 5 p 77;  
Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, 26/04/1843.

**Surname:** BREAGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** BREANY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 8 p 132;  
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island 26/08/1851

**Surname:** BREDA; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 22/11/1796; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Philip Johnson;  
Record reference code: SPP 10;  
Comments: Praying that the convict may be admitted to bail and that his wife be permitted to visit him in gaol

**Surname:** BREEDANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1837; Description of crime: Pawning two whips; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 201;  
Comments: Convict resides at Tea Lane, Ballinasloe, Co Galway.

**Surname:** BREEN; **First name:** CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/10/1846; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6 p 338

Surname: BREEN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6 p 99

Surname: BREEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12 p 164; Comments: Notations: Convict has previous conviction for felony. Convict died at Spike Island, 06/08/1854

Surname: BREEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Brien, James.;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1847; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6 p 188

Surname: BREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 12 p 45

Surname: BREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/03/1837; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation life.; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2 p 79; Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, 25/03/1837

Surname: BREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8 p 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 B 52

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BREEN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford.; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 13 p 146

Surname: BREEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford.; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10 p 388; Comments: Notations: Convict has previous conviction for felony.

Surname: BREEN; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone.; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Death commuted to 1 year imprisonment.; Record reference code: TR 5 p 313

Surname: BREEN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Cork City.; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9 p 41; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: BREEN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry.; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12 p 64

Surname: BREEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry.; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9 p 47

Surname: BREEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1846; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6 p 9; Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Spike Island at some stage.
Surname: BREEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan.; Date of trial: 16/07/1853;
Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 13 p 105

Surname: BREEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh.; Date of trial: 09/03/1843;
Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5 p 74;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, Dublin, 20/03/1843

Surname: BREEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 08/06/1800; Description of crime: Murder of Shaw, Deansfort, Co. Wexford; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict, M Cullen, A Darey;
Record reference code: PPC 256;
Comments: Character reference: Lieut. Colonel W. Buchanan, Royal Irish Artillery. Michael Cullen and Andrew Darey convicted of same crime. Convict has been imprisoned since 1799.

Surname: BREEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 25/05/1816; Description of crime: Forgery;
Record reference code: PPC 1319;
Comments: Memorandum states that the convict has been a public nuisance and an active agent in circulating forged notes for a long time.

Surname: BREEN; First name: BARRY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 3626;
Comments: Memorandum from Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respiting the execution of the convict's sentence until further order

Surname: BREEN; First name: MILES;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Date of document: 18/11/1798; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Catherine Breen; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: SPP 65;
Comments: Prays that her son may be liberated. States that they reside in Tomnahulla, Co. Wexford. Included is a testimonial from Capt. Bowman of the Hyde Park Cavalry.
stating that the convicts father and brother were killed in the rebellion and the family's house was burnt to the ground, thus mother and sisters are destitute.

Surname: BREEN; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: transport ship Dublin; Date of document: 04/08/1798; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A certificate of character signed by 6 inhabitants of Gorey and Arklow

Surname: BREEN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Bryan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1801; Date of document: 31/05/1836; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 31; Comments: There is evidence that discrepancies existed among the prison records with regard to the convicts name. It is therefore possible that the convicts real identity is Michael Bryan who was aged 25 and transported for life from the Queens Co on board the 'Atlas' on 28 Nov 1801

Surname: BREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9); Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot. Constantly plotting escape.

Surname: BREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: BREENE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: RECEIVING; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6 p 29; Comments: Notations: Convict died on 04/04/1848.

Surname: BREENE; First name: JOHN (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: RECEIVING; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6 p 101;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Spike Island at some stage.

Surname: BREENE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8 p 22; Comments: Notations: Convict died 25/08/1849 in Newgate.

Surname: BREENE; First name: ROGER; Alias: Breene, Rody.;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 22/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13 p 107

Surname: BREHANY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon.; Date of trial: 28/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 150

Surname: BREHENY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 B 4; Comments: The convict supports his widowed mother.

Surname: BREHENY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo.; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 9 p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 B 5; Comments: Convict lives in Reckly, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: BREHENY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Hill.;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9 p 72

Surname: BREHENY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Judge, John.;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6 p 146
Surname: BREIGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford.; Date of trial: 26/02/1840;
Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 p 125

Surname: BREIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841;
Description of crime: COW STEALING; Sentence: Death commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4 p 157

Surname: BREIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1848;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 147

Surname: BRENAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny.; Date of trial: 27/03/1850;
Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 335

Surname: BRENAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny.; Date of trial: 21/06/1852;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12 p 224;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: BRENAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny.; Date of trial: 10/04/1841;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4 p 94

Surname: BRENAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry.; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 77;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained at Spike Island.
Surname: BRENAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry.; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 77;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Spike Island at some stage.

Surname: BRENAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the Insurrection Act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: BRENAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: FS 1836 5;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Walsh requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: BRENAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 3 Sept 1833

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: ANDREW; Alias: Brerman, Andrew.;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life.;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 33

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, SEPT 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 109

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare.; Date of trial: 18/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4 p 247

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath.; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9 p 180

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford.; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACKFRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10 p 388; Comments: Notations: Convict had previous conviction for felony.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh.; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3 p 231

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 59; Comments: Notations: This is convict's third conviction

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13 p 218; Comments: Notations: Convict's discharge ordered 30/04/1858

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6 p 357

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow.; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5 p 215

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 357

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford.; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11 p 66

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 p 120

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath.; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPTEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 180

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 p 58

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry.; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 87

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 153

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Carrick on shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on shannon Gaol; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Date of document: 12/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 B 19

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 26

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 09/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 40;
Comments: Notations: Convict died at Philipstown Prison 25 December 1855

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 59(F)

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford.; Date of trial: 03/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 288

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 61(F)

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan.; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, FEBRUARY 1855;
Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare.; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 81

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life.;
Record reference code: TR 5 p 105;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, Dublin, 27/04/1843.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 207;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged 04/04/1856

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh.; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 9;
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island 11 November l852

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow.; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Richmond;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 14

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Date of document: 07/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: TR 5 p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 B 50;
Comments: Notations: To be kept back for present. See Gavegan, Michael, TR 5 p 153

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny.; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13 p 66; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged 22/04/1857

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down.; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10 p 66; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island 18/01/1852

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/01/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 p 47

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1 p 79

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2 p 42; Comments: Notations: Convict Report No. M181.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3 p 13

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Ballina, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of trial: 11/01/1844; Date of document: 01/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 5 p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 B 4; Comments: Stolen goods the property of Messrs. Scott of Ballina, received by prisoner from Mary O'Hara.
Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6 p 170

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 63

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath.; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3 p 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 51

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo.; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8 p 120

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13 p 119; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged 21/05/1857

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow.; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9 p 14

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow.; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5 p 9; Comments: Notations: Convict detained in Kilmainham, Dublin.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim.; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years.; Record reference code: TR 4 p 194

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjeee; Record reference code: TR 7 p 139;
Comments: Notations: See Kennedy, Daniel, and Costelloe, Patrick, both TR 7 p 139

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon.; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 142;
Comments: Notations: Convict discharged and sent to America from Smithfield 7 June 1850 See Commins, James and Gardiner, Michael both TR 9 p 142

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan.; Date of trial: 05/03/1849;
Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 63 (F)

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 98(F)

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City.; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11 p 67(F)

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/10/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 155;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Spike Island.
Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway.; Date of trial: 14/03/1851;
Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 11 p 63;
Comments: Notations: Convict pleaded guilty. Died at Spike Island 7 November 1853.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 98

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow.; Date of trial: 05/07/1836;
Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life.;
Record reference code: TR 1 p 13;
Comments: Notations: Put on board hulk 22/07/1836.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 121

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo.; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12 p 131

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford.; Date of trial: 04/04/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 273;
Comments: Notations: Convict was previously convicted.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry.; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 113
Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 06/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6 p 173

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6 p 216

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath.; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8 p 172

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath.; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, SEPTEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9 p 180

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8 p 125

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8 p 51; Comments: Comment: Described as an idle vagrant and vagabond

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 23/01/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10 p 231
Surname: BRENNAN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin.; Date of trial: 29/03/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5 p 247

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 05/10/1836;
Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1 p 80

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 25/10/1836;
Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1 p 81

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 06/04/1836;
Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1 p 77

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny.; Date of trial: 03/01/1849;
Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 90

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 15/03/1850;
Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BRIDE, MAY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 207

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City.; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9 p 27(F)

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1795; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 52;
Comments: Petitions for permission to take his son with him and also to bring to justice a set of coiners in Dublin. States he has served as military recruiting officer for 7 years.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: On board 'Regalia'; Description of crime: Possessing stolen trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: REGALIA; Name of petitioner: M O'Neill, P Brennan; Relationship of petitioner: Sister and Father; Record reference code: PPC 2735; Comments: Convict's father resides at No. 16 Fade Street, Dublin. States he served in the army 15 years. Convict is one of nine children. Petitions received in 1826.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/06/1828; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3727; Comments: Letters from Joseph Hamilton, on behalf of the convict, stating that he believes she is deserving of consideration. (First pages of one letter are missing). Second letter dated 6 June 1828.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 30/03/1810; Date of document: 09/04/1810; Description of crime: Stealing two bullocks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 3990; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of enlisting in foreign military service.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 181; Comments: Other defendant: Garret Martin.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assaulting house; Sentence: T life commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 132

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 29/03/1845; Date of
document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of document:
07/04/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Grand jury;
Record reference code: SPP 316;
Comments: A native of Clonmore, Queens CO.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/09/1796; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 2;
Comments: Convict states that he was in Military Service employed as a recruiting officer
and that his father and brother fought and fell in the late America

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Alexander/New Geneva; Date of document:
18/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Brennan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: SPP 437;
Comments: A native of Dranagh, Co. Wexford

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be
provided on board the Thomas Harrison, Wife's name Margaret Thompson

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided
on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Margaret Thompson

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to
New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Thompson, residing at
Clough, Parish of Ballymere.
Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: BARNEY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding’s journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation, (17 June 1805).

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: BARRY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding’s journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Date of document: 16/12/1825; Description of crime: Possessing stolen trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Pat Brennan; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 2519;
Comments: Petitioner served in the Louth and Meath Militia 15 years till he was wounded in 1807. Since he has served as a Bugler and Trumpeter. Resides in Dublin with his wife and family.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 23/04/1836; Description of crime: Attacking cabin and administering unlawful oath; Sentence: T life commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 13
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Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 91;
Comments: Convict has a brother living in Glasgow, Scotland. See Anne Meenan CRF 1836 M91

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Threatening James Mc Cormack; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 183;
Comments: Convict resides in Castlecomer Colliery, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Rape;
Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 14;
Comments: Convicted with P Bana and others (CRF 1841 B 14)

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 10/07/1844; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc23;
Comments: Sheriff requests order of removal for prisoner.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/09/1796; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 2;
Comments: Convict states that he was in Military Service employed as a recruiting officer and that his father and brother fought and fell in the late American war.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 08/04/1852;
Surname: BRENNAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 30

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 48

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Margaret Thomson.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Margaret Thompson.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales or who cannot be found. Wife’s name, Margaret Thompson.

Surname: BRENNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: BRENNOCK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary.; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12 p 135

Surname: BRERDY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BREREFAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BRERETON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12 p 91; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/10/1856

Surname: BRERETON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath.; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13 p 218; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 7/4/1858

Surname: BRERETON; First name: JOHN; Alias: BANTE;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 3 p 100

Surname: BRERETON; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BREERTON; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Carvey;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Record reference code: TR 13, p 218; Comments: See under Catherine Carvey
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Surname: BRESLAND; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal.; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10 p 307

Surname: BRESLAND; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal.; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs.; Name of ship: J. W. Dare, Dec '57; Record reference code: TR 11, P. 15(F)

Surname: BRESLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone.; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 153

Surname: BRESLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh.; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: BRESNAHAN; First name: CONNOR; Alias: Cornelius.;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154

Surname: BRESNAHAN; First name: CORNELIUS; Alias: Connor.;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick.; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154

Surname: BRESNAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation life.; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181
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Surname: BRESNAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 10/09/1846; Description of crime: Firing a pistol; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Bresnahan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 40; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as care of Patrick Carthy, Black Castle, Cashel.

Surname: BRESNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry.; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89

Surname: BRETH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath.; Date of trial: 20/10/1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 229

Surname: BRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny.; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: BRETT; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: BRETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Mountjoy Prison, 18/2/1853

Surname: BRETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28
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Surname: BRETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/01/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, SEPTEMBER 1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 151

Surname: BRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Date of document: 21/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 14

Surname: BRETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: / /; Name of ship: MARINER;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 2;
Comments: List of those whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wifes name, Nancy Brett

Surname: BRETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/08/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B21;
Comments: Convicts wife granted a free passage to New South Wales. She normally resided near Tubbercurry, Co. Sligo, But was in England when the offer of a free passage was made

Surname: BRETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery of a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 96;
Comments: Convict's parents are living.

Surname: BRETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/1842; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 34

Surname: BREW; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare.; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: BRIAN; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BLACKFRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: BRIAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: BRIAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/2/1855

Surname: BRIAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/3/1851

Surname: BRIAN; First name: LUCY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 253

Surname: BRIAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 329

Surname: BRIAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: BRIAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 12/01/1816; Description of crime: Rape; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1320

Surname: BRIAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: O'Brien;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft of a diamond ring; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3829; Comments: Convict states he has enlisted for general service in Colonel Falkins Regiment, Included is a letter stating that a captain of an armed ship has agreed to take the convict on board and requesting that he be liberated to take up Military Service. No date, circa 1801-06

Surname: BRIAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1843 B 2; Comments: Convict has a wife and child dependent on his support.

Surname: BRIAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 2 Dec 1834.

Surname: BRIANS; First name: BETTY; Alias: Bryans;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Castleblaney; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 35

Surname: BRICK; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1830; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Brick; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 3

**Surname**: BRICKET; **First name**: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: BRICKLEY; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

**Surname**: BRIDANE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, APRIL 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

**Surname**: BRIDE; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, p 118

**Surname**: BRIDE; **First name**: MICHAEL; Alias: Bryan, Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing a horse, intending to steal skin; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, OCT. 1849; Record reference code: TR 6, p 114; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

**Surname**: BRIDGEMAN; **First name**: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

**Surname**: BRIEN; **First name**: PAT;
Surname: BRIEN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing irons and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 43

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON, APRIL 1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 24

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 15

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 162;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 32

Surname: BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, SEPT 1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47

Surname: BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 B 41

Surname: BRIEN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: O'Brien;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/02/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: House robbery with menace and threats; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE, FEBRUARY 1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136

Surname: BRIEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: BRIEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: BRIEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 99

Surname: BRIEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

Surname: BRIEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: BRIEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 26/06/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

Surname: BRIEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1837; Description of crime: Theft of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: SHEEP STEALING; Sentence: Transportation 7 years.;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 32;
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 31/5/1853

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford.; Date of trial: 13/07/1853; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, FEBRUARY 1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 131

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 08/05/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 30;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 4/5/1855

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing butter and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/2/1855

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, FEBRUARY 1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 26; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/2/1858

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 48

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 261

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 6/5/1857

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 19/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1837; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 166

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Beech, Martin;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, APRIL 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94; Comments: Notations: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/3/1837 Other defendant Thomas Connor

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 11/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 252

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: J. W. DARE, DECEMBER 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64(F)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2,

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 193

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

**Surname:** BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DIAMOND, NOVEMBER 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104(F)

**Surname:** BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 15(F)

**Surname:** BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 200

**Surname:** BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76(F)

**Surname:** BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 2/4/1856

**Surname:** BRIEN; **First name:** MARY; **Alias:** Jane Willis;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 25/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACKFRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

**Surname:** BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into warehouse and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 260

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p 166

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 164

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON, 1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: O'Brien, Michael;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, SEPTEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 29/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 179; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 27/12/1852

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing flour and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/5/1857

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Writing threatening notices; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155; Comments: Notations: Convict detained on Bride ship, May '57. Ordered to be discharged, 16/12/'56.

**Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 30/07/1845; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 6, p 179; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 B 43

**Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p. 166

**Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/07/1849; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling of D. Ryan; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

**Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

**Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 6/6/1851

**Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;**

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 80
Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing Bullocks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B 23

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/02/1838; Description of crime: Assault and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166;

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/03/1846; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, SEPT 1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 204

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Bullock stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 25;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 5/11/1856

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1852; Description of crime: Stealing cloak and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: See also; William Hogan TR 12, p 21

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66(F)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DIAMOND, NOV 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25(F)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 189

Surname: BRIEN; First name: BARTH;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

Surname: BRIEN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 04/06/1852; Description of crime: Felony and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 200

Surname: BRIEN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 211
Surname: BRIEN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 66(F)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 05/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yearsrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 14 (F)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford.; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 236;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/6/1858

Surname: BRIEN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City.; Date of trial: 31/10/1836;
Description of crime: Assault and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 222

Surname: BRIEN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, JULY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: BRIEN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City; Date of trial: 05/04/1839;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 175

Surname: BRIEN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 37

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/3/1857

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork.; Date of trial: 13/12/1849; Description of crime: COW STEALING; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, JULY 1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 34

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Thomas Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 8, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 B 24; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/4/1855 Petitioner's address given as Peacock Lane, Cork.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Description of crime: Putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 8/11/1858

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 181

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE, FEB 1858; Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Stealing in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 130

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 255;
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 2/10/1852

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 21;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 5/2/1856

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing vest and having previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 42;
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Co. Cork, 24/5/1851

Surname: BRIEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 164;
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co Cork, 6/8/1854

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64(F)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ELLEN; Alias: McDonnell, Elennor.;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 40(F)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 278

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years failing bail; Record reference code: TR 7, p 281

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1845; Description of crime: Theft of quilt and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848;
Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation
life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 1849;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1843;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Breen, James.;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1847;
Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 88

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1842;
Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Browne, William;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of
crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of
crime: STEALING A MARE; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158;

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/06/1847;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 207
Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 26/06/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 260;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/2/1855

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 28

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 89(F)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 35; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 B 4;
Comments: Convict worked for Edmund Gould, merchant and miller.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 39;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 8/12/1854

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged.
Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 207

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACKFRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: BURGLARY AND FELON; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 40

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Theft of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, SEPT 1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 57

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: THEFT O HANDKERCHIEF; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B13; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/2/1857

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 123; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 B 37

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a bed; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Winning money at thimble rigging; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/01/1848;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 17

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Maddigan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/08/1823; Date of document: 22/11/1823; Description of crime: Absence from home and using a false name; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1823;
Comments: Convict was using name of Maddigan which he claims is his mother's name. He had previously been charged with the same crime in Limerick but was released on bail. Requests to be admitted to bail.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 02/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 51;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Convict reference file contains a testimonial from an inhabitant of Castletalbot, Co. Wexford.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/10/1838; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 98

Surname: BRIEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B132; Record reference code 2: TR 2, p 22;
Comments: Tried with William Walsh at Spring Assizes
Surname: BRIEN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc26;
Comments: List of convicts declared unfit to undergo sentence of transportation, includes details of convicts’ physical features.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 18/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Power and others;
Record reference code: SPP 363;
Comments: A native of Raheen

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 18/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Power and others;
Record reference code: SPP 363;
Comments: A native of Raheen

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years - commuted to 2 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 15 (F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 B 53

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 9

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 22/06/1837; Description of crime: Theft of firearms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Catherine Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 4

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 31/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Entering and robbing a house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: BRIEN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/10/1800; Description of crime: Being involved in break-in during the Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: PPC 627;
Comments: Document is a list of Court Martials.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 25/09/1804; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Colonel Browne;
Record reference code: PPC 862;
Comments: Petitioner resides at no. 5, Fitzwilliam St., Dublin. Convict is a soldier by profession.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: ELLINOR;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding’s journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;  
Record reference code: PPC 1176;  
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the  
jails in Cork awaiting transportation. (17 June 1805).

Surname: BRIEN; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Description of crime:  
Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Brien;  
Relationship of petitioner: Father;  
Record reference code: PPC 2520;  
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his parents, widowed sister and her three children, Resides at Marly, Co Carlow and is a Carpenter by Trade. Several character references from the inhabitants of Marley. Petition received in the year 1825.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 09/07/1836;  
Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 33

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/03/1837; Description of  
crime: Petty Larceny; Sentence: Transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 150

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of  
crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 34;  
Comments: Report of the Medical Attendant of Kilmainham gaol, Dublin. A description is  
given of the convict's physical features.

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clogher, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of  
document: 10/05/1844; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods (potatoes);  
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: CRF 1844 B 32

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep  
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 B 35

Surname: BRIEN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 B 38

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of document: 1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter of Thomas Sherlock; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Surname: BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: BRIEN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh, Co.Tipperary; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork Co; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: BRIEN-ARDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder of H. Boyle; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, OCT. 1849;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

Surname: BRIENS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, APRIL 1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: BRIERLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: Assault with intent to disable; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 64; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 56;
Comments: Convict's wife resides at No. 6 Chancery Place, Dublin City with their three children.

Surname: BRIERLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/1828; Date of document: 11/04/1828; Description of crime: Stealing and killing two sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3358;
Comments: Convict is a victualler by trade. States he served in the 23 Regiment of Foot and fought in the Peninsular War in which he received severe wounds which have left him with only partial sight in one eye. Convict has a wife and six children. Second petition not dated

Surname: BRIERTON; First name: TOEDENILL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: BRIERTON; First name: FREDERICK;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 40;
Comments: The only person in the file is that of David Browne, fined for unregistered arms. The file for Frederick Brierton is under (CRF 1842 B3).

Surname: BRIERTON; First name: FREDERICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 13

Surname: BRIGGS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: BRIGGS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of trial: 18/03/1846; Date of document: 23/03/1846; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anna Briggs (Anna Arnold); Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 B 14;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of forging the signature of Samuel Vesey on receipts, in order to obtain money.

Surname: BRIGGS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 17/07/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege and robbery; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: BRIGHAM; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 431; Comments: Prays to be liberate with permission to return to England.

Surname: BRIODT; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 24

Surname: BRION; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: J.W. DARE, DECEMBER 1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 305

Surname: BRION; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a donkey; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: BRISCOE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 190; Comments: Notations: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 15/11/1836

Surname: BRISCOE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLACKFRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: BRISLAWN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Grangegorman Prison, 28/12/1852

Surname: BRISNEN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 08/1822; Date of document: 22/12/1824; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict & David Mullowny; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 2202; Comments: Convict was convicted with David Mullowny for the same offense. States he has a wife and five children.

Surname: BRISON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: John Calvin; Record reference code: TR 6, p 225

Surname: BRISSLAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Bresland; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 28; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Ballybofey, Parish of Stranorlar, Co. Donegal.

Surname: BRITAIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: BRITT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/11/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Surname: BRITT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 133; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 4/6/1856

Surname: BRITT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1841; Description of crime: Shooting at Robert Finn; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: BRITT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/01/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE, FEBRUARY 1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136

Surname: BRITT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 2, p 166

Surname: BRITT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 17/08/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 41

Surname: BRITTAHN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of document: 13/11/1852; Name of ship: RODNEY; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Made several escapes.

Surname: BROADHURST; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/06/1837; Description of crime: Obtaining desk under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: BROCK; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 06/02/1825; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and others; Record reference code: PPC 2615; Comments: Convict petitioning with others (not all named) from Cork Penitentiary for mitigation of their sentences. Convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: BROCK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 10/12/1824; Description of crime: Theft of a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2203; Comments: Convict states that he purchased the heifer at the fair of Castleplunkett, Co Roscommon.

Surname: BRODER; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, SEPTEMBER 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 47; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 6/11/1856

Surname: BRODER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/5/1836

Surname: BRODER; First name: DENIS; Alias: Browder;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 12/08/1812; Description of crime: Offences under the Whiteboy Act; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4040; Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict requesting that his sentence be commuted on account of his youth.

Surname: BRODER; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 26/04/1813; Description of crime: Being caravats; Sentence: Death respited; Name of petitioner: Convict & Patrick Maraga; Record reference code: PPC 4046; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Maraga for the same offence. States he is the sole support of his mother and seven children. Covering letter for petition sent on behalf of the magistrates of Co. Cork, (petition not included in file).

Surname: BRODER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: T life commuted to T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 G 31

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 30/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 241

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Date of document: 22/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elenor Broderick; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 5, P 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 B 19; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Kirwan's lane, Galway. Petitioner claims prisoner was 13 years old.

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: J.W. Dare, DEC '51; Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Date of document: 27/09/1851; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B 48

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, FEBRUARY 1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/4/1858

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 35(F)

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a ram; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 38; Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: T life commuted to 14 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 116;  
Comments: Other defendant: Martin Kane.

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B140; Record reference code 2: TR2 p 65;  
Comments: Convict resides in Galway.

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 41

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Brooder;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: TR 9 p 31

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway town; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/06/1804; Description of crime: Conspiring to assassinate Earl of Carhampton;  
Record reference code: PPC 867;  
Comments: Letter from Thomas Dawson in connection with the case.

Surname: BRODERICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 11/08/1804; Description of crime: Involved in assassination of Lord Carhampton;  
Record reference code: PPC 877;  
Comments: Convict resides with his widowed aunt who owns a public house. Included are several character references from inhabitants of Dublin.
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Surname: BRODERICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 21/08/1839; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Broderick; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: FS 1839 141

Surname: BRODICAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Date of document: 21/09/1801; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Daniel Brodican; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: PPC 632; Comments: Husband is a tailor. Asks that his wife, who is 6 months pregnant, be released or returned to prison in Dublin until her child is born.

Surname: BRODIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195

Surname: BRODY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: BURGLARY AND ROBBERY; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/11/1855.

Surname: BRODY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

Surname: BRODY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

Surname: BRODY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 29/07/1825; Description of crime: Attempted robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2521;  
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: BRODY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BROE; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Brophy;  
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Description of crime: Shooting John King in the Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation;  
Record reference code: PPC 260;  
Comments: Letter from inspector of Wexford Jail requesting that a representation be made to the Lord Lieutenant on behalf of the convict. The convict has a wife and several children, no details given.

Surname: BROE; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board guardship; Date of document: 29/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: SPP 66 Prays to be liberated. States he was arrested for coming to Dublin without a pass. Convict has a wife and two children and resides in Blessington, Co. Wicklo

Surname: BROGAN; First name: BARBARA;  
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo.; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

Surname: BROGAN; First name: CATHERINE;  
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Black Friar;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 296

Surname: BROGAN; First name: JAMES;  
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: BROGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: BROGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p 30

Surname: BROGAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: BROGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 37; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/9/1856

Surname: BROGAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: BROGAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: BROGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 170

Surname: BROGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6;
Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wife's name Ellenor Brogan.

Surname: BROGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship, Thomas Harrison, wife's name Ellen Brogan.

Surname: BROGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 LIST 4;
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the Convict Penitentiary House at Cork, and waiting a passage to New South Wales. Convict's sons, Thomas and Peter.

Surname: BROGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 09/06/1835; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1828; Name of petitioner: Ellen Brogan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1835 1;
Comments: Petitioner requests a free passage to New South Wales for herself and her family.

Surname: BROGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 25/08/1827; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Name of petitioner: Ellinor Brogan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3340;
Comments: Convict has six children. Petitioner's address given as Scariff.

Surname: BROGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol.

Surname: BROGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons' names, Thomas and Peter.

**Surname:** BROHAL; **First name:** ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 222

**Surname:** BROHAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/01/1798; Name of petitioner: W L Purdon;
Record reference code: SPP 438;
Comments: A native of Killaloe

**Surname:** BROLAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WAVERLY, FEBRUARY 1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

**Surname:** BRONEY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 05/01/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 85(F)

**Surname:** BROODER; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19;
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/2/1857

**Surname:** BROODER; **First name:** DANIEL; Alias: Broderick;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a table cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

**Surname:** BROOKES; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 19/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: BROOKS; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 259

Surname: BROOKS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1851; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, FEBRUARY 1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/5/1857

Surname: BROPHY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132

Surname: BROPHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Brady; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle; Record reference code: TR 6, p 294; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 B 38

Surname: BROPHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 215

Surname: BROPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 187

Surname: BROPHY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 10; Comments: Notations: Convict died at Spike Island Prison, Cork, 26/7/1858

Surname: BROPHY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Theft of paper; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: BROPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: BROPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 208; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/9/1856

Surname: BROPHY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Devereux;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 1/3/1856

Surname: BROPHY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: BROPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 24; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother James, for the same offence. States their mother, who has been a widow for four years, is dependent on their support

Surname: BROPHY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132

Surname: BROPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 208; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 8/10/1851

Surname: BROPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1839; Description of crime: Theft of handcart; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: BROPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 51

Surname: BROPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307

Surname: BROPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 24; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, Thomas, for the same offence. States their mother, who has been a widow for four years, is dependent on their support.

Surname: BROPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 138

Surname: BROPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111

Surname: BROPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of a cow and heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/9/1855

Surname: BROPHY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/06/1838; Description of crime: Theft of handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: BROPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/07/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 12, p 224; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 B 25; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Grangegorman Prison, 6/8/1855

Surname: BROPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

Surname: BROPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: BROPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/07/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 12, p 76

Surname: BROPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queen's Co.; Date of document: 22/12/1800; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3937; Comments: Letter, sheriff of Queen's Co., stating that he received an order respiting the sentence of Peter Brophy which he presumes is intended for the convict Patrick Brophy.

**Surname:** BROPHY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc23; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Mullingar Gaol, Co. Westmeath.

**Surname:** BROPHY; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 04/04/1799; Name of petitioner: General Johnson; Record reference code: SPP 394

**Surname:** BROPHY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: A sergeant in a rebel army; Name of petitioner: V Darby; Record reference code: SPP 409

**Surname:** BROPHY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE REBELLION (23\07\1803); Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter form John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim, Down in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost prison and Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin.

**Surname:** BROPHY; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 25/06/1848; Description of crime: Felony of an ox; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

**Surname:** BROPHY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

**Surname:** BROSNAHAN; **First name:** MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 101

Surname: BROSNAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 114

Surname: BROSNAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/2/1855

Surname: BROSNAHAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 23/07/1825; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Name of petitioner: Mary Brosnahan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2676; Comments: Convict resides at Buttevant, Co Cork and has five children.

Surname: BROSNAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: BROSNAHAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: BROSNIHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 3/5/1855
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Surname: BROTHER; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Butler, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1848;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: BROTHERS; First name: J.;

Sex: U; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 4058;
Comments: Recommendation from the Recorder for the mitigation of the sentences of several convicts.

Surname: BROUGHAHALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, APRIL 1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 79;
Comments: Notations: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 25/3/1837

Surname: BROUSTERE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1810; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1278;
Comments: Includes letter from the Gaoler of Castlebar, Co. Mayo in response to complaints made by the convict, stating that the convict is an old offender and has been in Castlebar gaol before and recommending that he should be transported.

Surname: BROWDER; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71;
Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 12/1/1854

Surname: BROWDER; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 115
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Surname: BROWDER; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: BROWDERLL; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 156

Surname: BROWFFIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: ARmagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4s

Surname: BROWN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 211; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 8/7/1856

Surname: BROWN; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 22

Surname: BROWN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Armed burglary and damage to property; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 25; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his three sisters and their families, and resides in Co. Tipperary.

Surname: BROWN; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 05/06/1839; Description of crime: Theft of shawls and cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225
Surname: BROWN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 63(F)

Surname: BROWN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DIAMOND, NOVEMBER 1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2(F)

Surname: BROWN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 46

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 10/08/1842; Description of crime: House breaking and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing (2 counts); Sentence: Transportation 15 years + 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 44;
Comments: Convict sentenced to 15 years transportation on each count, the sentences to run consecutively.
Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; Comments: Notations: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 6/4/1853

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137; Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/6/1856

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from Cork warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 133; Comments: Notations: Convict detained on board hulk, 3/8/1836
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Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/04/1842; Description of crime: Theft of snuff box; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, FEBRUARY 1855; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 136;  
Comments: Notations: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/2/1858

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 164

Surname: BROWN; First name: KENNEDY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 171

Surname: BROWN; First name: KENNEDY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 108

Surname: BROWN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 352

Surname: BROWN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Black Friar; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 296

Surname: BROWN; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and having previous conviction; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 13, p 227

Surname: BROWN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 35

Surname: BROWN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1858.

Surname: BROWN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 7, p 85; Comments: See Shea, Patrick

Surname: BROWN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: 22/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny, (2 counts); Sentence: Transportation 7 years + 3 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 153; Comments: Two sentences of 7 years and 3 years to run consecutively.

Surname: BROWN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, King's Co.; Date of document: 28/07/1820; Description of crime: Being in a house of suspicious character; Sentence: Transportation failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1442

Surname: BROWN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 25/08/1823; Date of document: 07/10/1823; Record reference code: PPC 1825;
Comments: List of people who are acquainted with the convict some with whom he was employed. Character reference from Patrick McMahon, painter of the town of Clones, Co. Monaghan, with whom he was employed. Convict is a painter by trade. Apprehended in Fermoy, Co. Cork

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of document: 15/04/1823; Description of crime: Accosting Michael Sheely; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others;
Record reference code: PPC 1826;
Comments: All three convicts were convicted of abducting Sheely and forcing him to take the oaths of whiteboyism.

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/11/1823; Date of document: 14/11/1823; Description of crime: Theft of £400; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1828;
Comments: Convict's son appears to have been involved in the crime.

Surname: BROWN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc14;
Comments: Memorandum of letters and parcels sent to Sydney, New South Wales on board the 'Isabella'. Includes entry for one letter sent to the convict, care of Sir George Phillips, Sydney.

Surname: BROWN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Appearing armed, breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convict's physical features.

Surname: BROWN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 B 33;
Comments: Convict is a blacksmith by trade.

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;
Surname: BROWN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 17;
Comments: Convicts wife, Jane Byrne, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: BROWN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Power, residing at Barrack St, Waterford.

Surname: BROWN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: EDWARD 1831;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Jane Byrne, residing at 28 Dolphins Barn, St James, Dublin.

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2);
Comments: military convict in the 55th regiment

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/05/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in rebellious activity; Record reference code: PPC 871; Comments: Memorial on behalf of the convict. States convict has a large family (no details given).

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of document: 24/04/1827; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 3 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3359; Comments: Petitioning for initial sentence of transportation to be carried into effect. States he spent 23 years in Military Service, 11 of which he served as Sergeant Major of the Bengal Artillery in the East Indies.

Surname: BROWN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 30 Oct 1798.

Surname: BROWN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Acts of rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 27 Feb 1799.

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 B 20

Surname: BROWN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: BROWN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 23

Surname: BROWN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of document: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 40

Surname: BROWN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: BROWN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Frances Brown residing at Irishtown, Athlone.

Surname: BROWN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Bridget Brown resided at 48, Mecklenborg St., Dublin.

Surname: BROWN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: BROWN; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BROWN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 247

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Child murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, p 290

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12(F)

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: J. W. Dare; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33(F)

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARCILLA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 68(F)

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 13/01/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 109

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 175

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 16/07/1851; Description of crime: Obtaining money by false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 116

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 12/02/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84
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Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 150

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Clinton;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony earring and brooch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 273;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown, 21/12/1854.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a musket; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 102;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork, 23/03/1837.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a musket; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 113;
Comments: See TR 2, p 102

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: BROWNE; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Surname: BROWNE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony iron bars; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: BROWNE; First name: HENRY; Alias: Browne, H. Augustus;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1846; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: BROWNE; First name: H. AUGUSTUS; Alias: Browne, Henry;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1846; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: BROWNE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 60; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1839; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: BROWNE; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 22/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65

Surname: BROWNE; First name: FRANCES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless sureties found within 6 months;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 112(F)
Surname: BROWNE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/11/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 310

Surname: BROWNE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 16/10/1852; Date of document: 05/11/1853; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 12, p 253; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 B 52; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/12/1856. See also Document Reference CRF 1853 B 25 - File missing.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1842; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: BROWNE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, OCT 1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/06/1858.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: BROWNE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 113;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 25/04/1843.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/08/1847; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 54

Surname: BROWNE; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1842; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: BROWNE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheets; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

Surname: BROWNE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony iron; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44(F); Comments: Convict accompanied by child.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 35(F)

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 207

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 207

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1857.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 231

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 224

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 10/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113; Comments: See TR 2, p 102

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Comments: Convict detained at Cork, 23/03/1837. See TR 2, p 113.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, OCT. 1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/06/1858

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing calfskins and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Bride, 00/05/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: BROWNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: BROWNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 25/04/1843.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 01/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BROWNE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1840; Description of crime: Having forged notes in possession; Sentence: T 14 years commuted to 3 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 52

Surname: BROWNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 40;
Comments: Convict died in Cork County Gaol, 12/06/1851.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74

Surname: BROWNE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 36

Surname: BROWNE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 15/01/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1845; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 39

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Drogheda, Co. Louth; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 72; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 26/10/1851

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/02/1840; Description of crime: Felony bottle of coloured water; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 6; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1837

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a bank note; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Delap;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 years commuted to 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170; Comments: Convict Reference File B 170

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony plank; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 195

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Felony umbrella; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1855.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 86; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 66; 
Comments: Convict is a smith and farrier by trade and has a wife and six children (two sons and four daughters).
Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of tithe proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial;
Record reference code: PPC 3712;
Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co.Cork.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queen's Co.; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 3 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3729;
Comments: Petitioning for his original sentence to be enforced. States he spent 23 years in Military Service in the East Indian Company. Petition not dated, circa 1828-33.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of document: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: T 10 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 48

Surname: BROWNE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/09/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers, sons, for whom a free passage has been provided to New South Wales on board the St Vincent, male convict ship, Sons name, Edward and John

Surname: BROWNE; First name: LAURENCE;
Surname: BROWNE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/05/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 7;  
Comments: List of wives of convicts who are recommended by the Governor of New South Wales for the indulgence of a free passage to that colony to join their husbands. Wifes name Mary Power.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 9;  
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife's name Mary Power

Surname: BROWNE; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co.Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co.Waterford;  
Description of crime: As a vagrant;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;  
Comments: COMMitted 19 July 1835

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;  
Description of crime: Tumultuous riot;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;  
Comments: Committed 21 July 1834

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin; Date of document: 1803;  
Description of crime: Uttering forged bank notes; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 791;
Comments: Convict has wife living, no other details given. States that he has been a servant for many respectable families including George Sturgion, Mecklinburgh St., Co. Dublin and Mr. Rochfort, Clogrennan, Co. Carlow.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/01/1808; Description of crime: Stealing 23 sheep; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1225;
Comments: Letter in response to the judge's recommendation for a conditional pardon on the grounds of this being the convict's first offence.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 11/1823; Description of crime: Theft of £400; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2205;
Comments: Convict is a native of Canterbury, Kent, England and resides at No 66 Dame St, Dublin. States he has a wife and three children. Petition received 31 March 1824.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Description of crime: Assault and robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 11 Feb 1799.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others had embarked on the Rowena.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of document: 12/04/1831;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3539;
Comments: Convict resides in Kinacullue, Co Mayo.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 19/04/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: T life commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B5

Surname: BROWNE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 03/1825; Description of crime: Fatally wounding John Connor; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Athlone; Record reference code: PPC 4148; Comments: Convict is a constable in the town of Athlone. Petitioning against any mitigation of the convict's sentence. Petition received; 31 Mar 1825.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1835; Date of document: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Assault and highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 41; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother William, for the same offence and sent to New South Wales. Convict's mother Mary Browne (a widow) petitions from Killarny Co Kerry for a free pardon for her two sons.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Maliciously wounding seven cows; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 162

Surname: BROWNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc2

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Possessing a base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 51

Surname: BROWNE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 22;
Comments: Brother of James Browne (CRF 1841 B 22). Both support their widowed mother.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 22;
Comments: Brother of Denis Browne (CRF 1841 B 22)

Surname: BROWNE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 20/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 B 14;
Comments: Convict has a wife and 2 children to support.

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BROWNE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Strbane, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh gaol; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Date of document: 15/11/1849; Description of crime: Possing false coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Sarah and Lydia Browne; Relationship of petitioner: Daughters;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 B 46

Surname: BROWNE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 58

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BROWNE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of
document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: BROWNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Date of trial: 1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence:
Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 B 22

Surname: BROWNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BROWNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BROWNLEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document:
05/09/1827; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name
of petitioner: Convict and C Brownlee;
Record reference code: PPC 3186;
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Character references including the
Curate of Moy (Co Monaghan) stating that the convict and his parents were residents of
Portadown, Co Armagh. Second petition dated 22 Sept 1827.

Surname: BROWNLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: On transport in Kingston; Date of
trial: 1827; Date of document: 03/1828; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen cow;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Brownler; Relationship of
petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3360;
Comments: Convict was born in Ballintaggart, Portadown, Co Armagh and was brought up
in the butchering business. Petitioner states they were married four years ago and moved
to Co Tyrone where convict set up a partnership with Benjamin Hamilton purchasing
cattle and with whom he was convicted. Convict has two children.
Surname: BROWNRIGG; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56

Surname: BROWNRIGG; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: BROWNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: BROWNY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: BRUETUR; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BRUIN; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Attempting to rescue a woman arrested for stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 B 27; Comments: Convict's sentence was remitted on condition that he went to Canada.

Surname: BRUSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of trial: 06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny of oatmeal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 105; Comments: Convict was convicted with his wife for the same offence. Convict is a native of Aghalee Parish, Co. Antrim, where he resides and is a tailor by trade.
Surname: BRUSH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BRUTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: BRUTON; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Intending to murder; 
Record reference code: PPC 3909; 
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BRUTON; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1858.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway, 26/11/1847; Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/12/1857.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony in house and frightening inmates; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 26/04/1843

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p 18

Surname: BRYAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189; Comments: Convict detained until further order.
Surname: BRYAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Whitby, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 2, p 118(F)

Surname: BRYAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: BRYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, p 383

Surname: BRYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 281

Surname: BRYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 251

Surname: BRYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 281

Surname: BRYAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 6, p 223; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 B 9

Surname: BRYAN; First name: DANIEL;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: 7 years commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 45

Surname: BRYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

Surname: BRYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/08/1839; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 14/04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 229; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 98

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JIM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 250; Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Prison, 00/03/1842.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 92

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 16/02/1854.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling and putting fear; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 234; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 14/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 99

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 15/01/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 100; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 26/04/1843.

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855.

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66(F)

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 02/11/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 222

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 299

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 247

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 109

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 109

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 145

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: T life commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 13

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Surname: BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Bride, Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing horse with intent to steal skin; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, OCT 1849;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 114;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

Surname: BRYAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: BRYAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Soliciting to attack Police Barrack; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 256

Surname: BRYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 234;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 95

Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175

Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 111

Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 291

Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 15/07/1799; Description of crime: Possession of stolen bank notes; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Capt. Richard Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Magistrate for Kildare;
Record reference code: PPC 105;
Comments: Petitioner asks William Hoare Hume to intervene on the part of the convict to have his sentence mitigated to service in the army. Convict was a servant to Capt. Doyle and resided in Wicklow.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MOSES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 14/05/1801; Sentence: Death.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 636; Comments: 2 character refs. Convicts resides at Tubberoon.

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** WILLIAM L ABRAHAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1813; Description of crime: MURDER OF PETER CASSIDY; Name of petitioner: Mary and Patrick Cassidy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother and brother; Record reference code: PPC 1281; Comments: Petitioning for an official order to be granted to the officer of the commanding forces at Naas, Co Kildare to assist Patrick Cassidy to arrest the convict and his accomplices. Convict is a farmer and resides in Baltiboys, Co Wicklow. Other defendants; George and John Darkere

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 W 69; Comments: Convict was convicted with William Walsh for the same offence. Convict's father, James, resides in Youghal, Co. Cork.

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/04/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: T Fitzgerald; Record reference code: SPP 378

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough Queens Co.; Date of document: 15/12/1798; Description of crime: Attending a meeting of the United Irishmen; Sentence: Death, Commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 67 Convict has a wife and seven children

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412 A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

**Surname:** BRYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;
Surname: BRYAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of John Leamy; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 09 May 1835

Surname: BRYAN; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 1780; Date of document: 13/11/1780; Description of crime: Convicted under the Whiteboy Act; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Loftus, Edward; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 3; Comments: Petitioner is a magistrate for the counties of Kilkenny and Wexford

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin prison ship; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the Jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others had embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Co Kilkenny.
Surname: BRYAN; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict was sent from Kilmainham, Dublin.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/09/1837; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: T 7 years, commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 190

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MATT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 51

Surname: BRYAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 10/08/1836;
Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 65;
Comments: Convict resides in New Ross, Co Wexford with his wife and three children.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 04/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc95;
Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Wexford gaol.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 07/07/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 177;
Comments: Convict worked in the tailoring business and was employed in Waterford.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 12 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 182

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 B 30;
Comments: Convict is a cattle dealer.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20; Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 19/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: O'Brien;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 B

Surname: BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Breen;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 31

Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BRYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ARCHDUKE CHARLES 1813; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Doolin, residing at Ballingarry.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Sullivan, residing at Scariff.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 21 Jan 1835.

Surname: BRYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Birr, King's County; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, King's County; Date of trial: 29/10/1836; Date of document: 07/11/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 51

Surname: BRYANS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

**Surname:** BRYANS; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

**Surname:** BRYANS; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castleblayney; Date of trial: 04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a sack of oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 B 34; Comments: Convict resides in Castleblayney, Co. Monaghan.

**Surname:** BRYNE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** BRYNE; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Govt Prison; Date of trial: 07/08/1851; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** BRYON; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: Ryan, William;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851.

**Surname:** BUCH; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204

**Surname:** BUCHA; **First name:** SARAH; Alias: Charlotte;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN, NOV. 1852; Record reference code: TR 12, P 209

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BUCHANAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 37; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown, 20/06/1854

Surname: BUCHANAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 40; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and was ordered to be released 12/04/1855 from Spike Island, Co. Cork.

Surname: BUCHANAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 58

Surname: BUCHANAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 04/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to 10 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1854 B 23

Surname: BUCHANAN; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan Gaol; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death - commuted to Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1851 B 34

Surname: BUCHANNON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

Surname: BUCHANNON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 10 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Surname: BUCHANON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny (2 counts); Sentence: Transportation 7 years + 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 150;
Comments: Transportation sentences to run consecutively.

Surname: BUCHANON; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7(F)

Surname: BUCHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: BUCK; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 22

Surname: BUCKHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castle Barracks, Limerick; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Date of document: 31/12/1845; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 55;
Comments: Prisoner was a member of 66th Foot Regiment.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 06/12/1847; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Name of petitioner: Convict & Thomas Buckley; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 B 8;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Kanturk, Co. Cork.
Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed within 6 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 251

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 14 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, OCT 1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/10/1857

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James, 12/01/1854 and was discharged from Spike Island, Co. Cork.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 17/03/1841; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34
Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Date of document: 01/05/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless security given within 3 months; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 308; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 B 26

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31(F)

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 258

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 199

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Forgery & obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years after 1 year imprisonment; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 B 67

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 29

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/08/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 6, p 37

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 34

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: TIMOTHY (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 36;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Date of document: 15/09/1853; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of petitioner: John Buckley; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 56; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 B 47;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Parish of Cullin, Co. Cork.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 34

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: TIMOTHY (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 29

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 147

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 37;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1838.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 10/03/1845; Description of crime: Assault with intent to do bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 192

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 39

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Concealing himself with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DAVID; Alias: Bennett, David;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 21/08/1843.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 22

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37; Comments: Convict died 02/04/1849.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 33

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny and arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 11/12/1853.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 36; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31;

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: LEWIS; Alias: Dolan, Hugh;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: House-breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1809; Date of document: 25/10/1809; Description of crime: Stealing a scarlet cloth; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convicts in Cork Gaol.; Record reference code: PPC 1247;

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of document: 19/05/1823; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jeremiah Buckley; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 1824; Comments: Convict is from Cork City and an only son

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of document: 15/05/1839; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc 1; Comments: Convict is the wife of a soldier serving in the 5th Regiment on foreign service, and has a seven year old son. Convict Reference File contains a petition from the Mayor.
of Limerick on behalf of the convict's son, requesting that he may be permitted to join his mother.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/09/1839;
Record reference code: FS 1839 115;
Comments: Convicts wife, Julia Donnahy, residing in Cork granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Guildhall, Cork; Date of document: 01/06/1826; Sentence: Transportation failing bail; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Buckley; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2915;
Comments: Petitioner resides in Cork City. States her husband died 2 years ago, leaving three children.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 19/04/1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 21;
Comments: Convict reference file contains a character reference from the Parish Priest of Enniskeen, Co Cavan.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Date of document: 20/07/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc17;
Comments: Return of deaths on board the Middlesex! Convict died of Dysentery on 3 Jan 1840.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 B 36

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar; Date of trial: 10/03/1845; Date of document: 01/04/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: John & Sarah Buckley,Self; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 13;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of entering the house of James Roarke in Co Westmeath. Prisoners residence given as Ballinabarna, Co Westmeath.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 28; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales. Wife's name, Julia Demehy.

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: JERMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 23/08/1833; Date of document: 20/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: BLENHEIM; Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 54; Comments: There was confusion as the whether Buckley was sentenced to Transportation life or Transportation 7

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Riot assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: BUCKLEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BUCKLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: BUCKLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering;
Surname: BUCKLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: BUGGY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 166

Surname: BUGGY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 83;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/05/1858.

Surname: BUIITEHAELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BULGER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 14

Surname: BULGER; First name: LEWIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Description of crime: Being involved in Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & Mary Bulger; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 277;
Comments: Convict was acquitted of being involved in the Rebellion, but since detained. Father of six children. Character reference from Major of the Wexford Brigade.

Surname: BULGER; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder (during the 1798 rebellion);
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: BULGER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 B 53

Surname: BULL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 96

Surname: BULMAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 130

Surname: BUNTIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: CourtMartial/Magherafelt; Date of trial: 06/1798; Date of document: 23/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 440;
Comments: Late of Magherafelt, Co. Derry

Surname: BUNTIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/05/1806; Description of crime: Stealing a quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, Mary A Buntin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1189;
Comments: Convict has four children.

Surname: BUNTING; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 2

Surname: BURCHILL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25

Surname: BUREHALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 27 Feb 1836.

Surname: BURFORD; First name: MICHAEL;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BURGES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 30/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: BURGES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BURGES; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BURGESS; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 216

Surname: BURGESS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tullow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Date of document: 04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Esther Burgess; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Surname: BURGESS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1836; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: BURGESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others;
Record reference code: PPC 3847;
Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: BURGESS; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tullow, County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Date of document: 04/1845; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 15;
Comments: Prisoners daughter, Mary Burgess, also convicted.

Surname: BURK; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/08/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 210;
Comments: See Catherine Mara

Surname: BURKE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65(F)

Surname: BURKE; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Kennedy;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 26/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50(F);
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman, 10/01/1839.
Surname: BURKE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 187

Surname: BURKE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 259

Surname: BURKE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

Surname: BURKE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Australasia;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: BURKE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 181;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/05/1857.

Surname: BURKE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 159;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/01/1857.

Surname: BURKE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

Surname: BURKE; First name: DANIEL;
Surname: BURKE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854.

Surname: BURKE; First name: DORAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: BURKE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 30/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 82(F)

Surname: BURKE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 189; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1859.

Surname: BURKE; First name: ANN; Alias: Haly;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24(F)

Surname: BURKE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: BURKE; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1842; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: BURKE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 230

Surname: BURKE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73(F)

Surname: BURKE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 251

Surname: BURKE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless bailed; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: BURKE; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 254

Surname: BURKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 48

Surname: BURKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71
Surname: BURKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of hay; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: BURKE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 238

Surname: BURKE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 281

Surname: BURKE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/03/1856.

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 03/05/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 61;
Comments: Convict sent to Lunatic Asylum, Dundrum, 03/06/1859.

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 01/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 B 43;
Comments: Discharged.

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/01/1846; Date of document: 16/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of petitioner: Margaret Burke; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 95; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 B 3
Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136 Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1838.

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery and shooting with pistol; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 186

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139; Comments: See also Michael Meagher & John Burke

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1850;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Goat stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 181

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 50

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 34

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of Bank of Ireland notes; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 138; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/11/1857.

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Maiming cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/00/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45; Comments: See also Joseph Roche, TR 12, p 45

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 75; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, 07/03/1848.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARGARET;
Surname: BURKE; First name: MARGARET (SNR);

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARGARET (JNR);

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Date of document: 23/09/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 12, p 246; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 B 46; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 246; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/10/1856.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64(F)

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 258

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARY;
Surname: BURKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 281; Comments: Convict died 30/04/1848.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Maria, 00/03/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p 87

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, 19/05/1855.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 56; Comments: Convict supports a wife, infant and aged parents.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855.
Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing sheep and lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 50; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/01/1852.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: BURKE; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 02/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 146; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 B 27;
Comments: Convict was employed as an attorney’s clerk in Dublin.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MOSES (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 13/04/1847;
Description of crime: Larceny of mutton; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 223;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MOSES (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island,
Cork; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of mutton; Sentence:
Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 223

Surname: BURKE; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description
of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of
crime: Felony hens and cock; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1852;
Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 75;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/02/1854.

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date
of trial: 28/06/1836; Description of crime: Riot and aggravated assault; Sentence:
Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 100; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 B 47;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836. Convict resides in the Parish of
Kilkerrin, Co. Galway and is the sole support of his mother, wife and three children.

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 30/07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 70

Surname: BURKE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Bangalore; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: BURKE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 99

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Bangalore; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 26/04/1843.

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 8; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1858.

Surname: BURKE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, SEPT. 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 282; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857.

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK (JNR);

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of letters; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/03/1853.

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 164; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island, Co. Cork, 10/06/1854.

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BURKE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: BURKE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854.

Surname: BURKE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34

Surname: BURKE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: AUSTRALASIA, JUNE 1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 10(F)

Surname: BURKE; First name: SUSANNA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Forgery of Bank of Ireland notes; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown, 10/04/1855.

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60
Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115; Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, 26/04/1853.

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857.

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 116

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 141

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS; Alias: John;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Date of trial: 17/03/1850; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Fr Patrick Morrisey; Relationship of petitioner: Parish priest; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B8

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 05/01/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 25/04/1843.

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Attack on the Glenbower Police Barracks; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 154; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855.

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1855.

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 149; Comments: Certified lunatic, 31/12/1854.

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: King’s Co; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/03/1858.

Surname: BURKE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a bullock; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

Surname: BURKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: BURKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 08/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

Surname: BURKE; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: BURKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of document: 27/03/1820; Description of crime: Attempted Murder; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: John Cahill; Relationship of petitioner: Employer; Record reference code: PPC 1443; Comments: Convict was employed with petitioner for over 40 years as a steward and rent collector.

Surname: BURKE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 30/07/1814; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ann Burke; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4068; Comments: Petitioner is a widow sixteen years. States her three sons are in military service. Included is a letter from the Recorder, stating that he does not feel that the convict is a proper object for mercy as she is an abandoned prostitute.

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN TRACEY;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queen's Co.; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2736;
Comments: Convict served almost 11 years in the army. States he has a wife and a large family, no details given. Petition received in 1826.

Surname: BURKE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2737;

Surname: BURKE; First name: PENELLOPE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in rape; Name of petitioner: Ladies of Co. of Galway;
Record reference code: PPC 3730;
Comments: Petitioners, petitioning for mitigation of convict's sentence, state convict is in an advanced state of pregnancy. Petition not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: BURKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/07/1814;
Record reference code: PPC 4064;
Comments: Letter on behalf of the Governors of the Dublin House of Industry, recommending that the convict (and several others) be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: BURKE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 15;
Comments: Prisoner lived in Ballingarry. He claimed he was getting married at the time the crime took place.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Mary tender; Date of document: 27/11/1798; Description of crime: Being involved with the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 68;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children and is a weaver by trade and resides in Tinehely, Co. Wicklow. Includes several character references.
Surname: BURKE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardhouse in Nenagh; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 441;
Comments: Late of Nenagh, Co. Tipperary

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Alexander; Date of document: 26/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 442;
Comments: A native of Tinnehely, Co. Wicklow. Weaver. Enclosing a certificate of character signed by several inhabitants of Tinnehely

Surname: BURKE; First name: JANE; Alias: Cusack;

Sex: F; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: / /;
Comments: See under Jane Cusack

Surname: BURKE; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 4 feb 1834

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Robbery of arms;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 28 Jan 1834

Surname: BURKE; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BURKE; First name: GEOFFRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BURKE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Limerick Gaol; Description of crime: Purchasing stolen lace to the value of 6 pence; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 748; Comments: Convict has father, two sisters, Mary & Ellen and a brother, Edward living. Letter from convict to his mother (15/07/1802) and letter of appeal from his mother to Lady Glandore to intervene on her son's behalf (17/07/1802). Convict is a clerk to Mr Dwyer, Six Clerks' Office, 22 Ormond Quay, Dublin

Surname: BURKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Date of document: 30/08/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a sovereign; Name of petitioner: Mary Burke; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2524; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides in the town of Galway. States convict is a tailor working in Dublin. Two sons serving in the Army in the East Indies. Several character references.

Surname: BURKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 18/11/1825; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Thomas & Mary Burke; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 2525; Comments: Petitioners reside in the Town of Galway. States the convict went to Dublin to practice his trade as a tailor.

Surname: BURKE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: BURKE; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: BURKE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).
Surname: BURKE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Description of crime: GAOL BREAKING AND ROBBERY;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 29 Jan 1799.

Surname: BURKE; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 211;
Comments: Convict served as an apprentice tailor to his father James and resides at No 16 Fishers Lane, Dublin City.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MILES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Act of Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 16 Oct 1798 and was held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: BURKE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway Town; Place of imprisonment: Galway Town; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 20/05/1836; Description of crime: Felony of a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 25;
Comments: Convict resides in Galway Town.

Surname: BURKE; First name: MILES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/06/1836; Date of document: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Breaking and entering house and theft therein; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 27;
Comments: Convict was employed as an attorney's clerk in Dublin. Other defendants; Patrick Reilly, Patrick and Hannah Lennon.

**Surname:** BURKE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 14/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 60; Comments: Convict resides in Castlebar, Co Mayo with his wife and three children.

**Surname:** BURKE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 38; Comments: Convicted with John Doheny - CRF 1842 D 38.

**Surname:** BURKE; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 47

**Surname:** BURKE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 26/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 B 2

**Surname:** BURKE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 B 4

**Surname:** BURKE; **First name:** MICHAEL; **Alias:** John;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/07/1845; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 B 34

**Surname:** BURKE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1849; Date of document: 1849; Description of crime: Harming cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Burke; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 B 39

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of document: 14/09/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 60

Surname: BURKE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 6;
Comments: Prisoner's residence given as townland of Murcallee, Barony of Fassadineen, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mls 1

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Whelan;
Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Catherine Fitzpatrick.

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Patrick;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 4

Surname: BURKE; First name: GEOFFREY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4
Surname: BURKE; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Galway Town County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Gaol; Date of trial: 07/1849; Date of document: 10/11/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 B 59

Surname: BURKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Carroll, residing at Ballahuby.

Surname: BURKE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Gearn, residing at Motherany.

Surname: BURKE; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BURKE; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing firearms; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BURKE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing a jacket; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Maining cattle; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/09/1848; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway town; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 29/04/1848; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Ireland-Australia Transportation Records

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 14/08/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 10/04/1846; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 29/04/1848; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 30/04/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/09/1848; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 20/02/1850; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Kings co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike island; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5
Surname: BURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Date of document: 02/06/1852; Description of crime: Feloniously stealing sheep; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 5

Surname: BURN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Maria, 00/03/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: BURN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 08/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: BURN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/10/1856.

Surname: BURN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Uttering a forged £1 note; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3732;
Comments: Crime committed in Church Street, Dublin. Convict states she is an orphan. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28.

Surname: BURN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BURNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** BURNE; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59(F)

**Surname:** BURNE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPTEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

**Surname:** BURNE; **First name:** JOSEPH; Alias: Byron;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing bullocks; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 85

**Surname:** BURNE; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 39;
Comments: Convict removed to depot, 14/03/1844.

**Surname:** BURNE; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 B 22;
Comments: Convict's parents are living.

**Surname:** BURNE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 412;
Comments: A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

**Surname:** BURNE; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/03/1831;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B18;
Comments: Convicts wife Jane Mc Entee, was stated not to be deserving of a free passage to New South Wales,

Surname: BURNE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Patrick Dalton;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1846;
Record reference code: TR 6, P70;
Comments: See under Patrick Dalton

Surname: BURNE; First name: HUGH; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/08/1805; Description of crime: Treasonable practices;
Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY 1805;
Record reference code: PPC 1168;
Comments: Report of Robert Harding, Cork, in connection with the preparations for the Tellicherry’s sailing, stating that the convict and John Dwyer and their wives occupy one of the hospitals on the ship.

Surname: BURNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: BURNE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BURNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BURNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BURNE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Rioting in Drury Lane, Dublin; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BURNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: BURNET; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 314

Surname: BURNETT; First name: BRIAN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: BURNETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony books and paper; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 49

Surname: BURNETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: BURNETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Date of document: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony of books and paper; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc19; Comments: Return of convicts reported as unfit for transportation to New South Wales. Includes the Medical officer's comments.

Surname: BURNETT; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BURNS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: BURNS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26

Surname: BURNS; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 02/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119; Comments: Convict died, 20/05/1848.

Surname: BURNS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: BURNS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: G. Gallagher; G. Keating;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 04/11/1837.

Surname: BURNS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Mc Stravock;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: BURNS; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: T life commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: BURNS; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: BURNS; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: BURNS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 B 111

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 28/07/1843.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 10; Record reference code 2: CRF 1854 B 2; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 10 years after 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37; Comments: Convict died in Co. Cork Gaol on 21/02/1851.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 205; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 23/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 4

Surname: BURNS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: BURNS; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Byrne, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: BURNS; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Bourns, Thomas;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 118

Surname: BURNS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 9

Surname: BURNS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

Surname: BURNS; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 200

Surname: BURNS; First name: RUTH; Alias: Kinkare;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 7

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Date of document: 27/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1838.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 37

Surname: BURNS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 283

Surname: BURNS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 275

Surname: BURNS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 208; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857.

Surname: BURNS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, p 343
Surname: BURNS; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/06/1843;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 302

Surname: BURNS; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/11/1844;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 308

Surname: BURNS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: BURNS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

Surname: BURNS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 20/07/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 235

Surname: BURNS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 33

Surname: BURNS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: BURNS; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 102; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/03/1857.

Surname: BURNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 127

Surname: BURNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 174

Surname: BURNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 25

Surname: BURNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/11/1855.

Surname: BURNS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: BURNS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25

Surname: BURNS; First name: PATRICK;
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Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15

Surname: BURNS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: BURNS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: BURNS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856.

Surname: BURNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 10

Surname: BURNS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 36; Comments: Convict's father Daniel, resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim and is a Cotton Weaver by trade. States that he and his other son Patrick were convicted of the same crime, but sentenced to 12 months imprisonment.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the Exchequer, listing for Government's information convicts tried by him. Recommends mitigation of sentence to transportation for life to take effect immediately.
Surname: BURNS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 20/07/1846; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Edward Campbell;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 32;
Comments: Prisoner escaped from Smithfield Prison and was not recaptured.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 39

Surname: BURNS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others;
Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: BURNS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Name of ship: WATERLOO;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Jane Macaty, residing near Ballybay

Surname: BURNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BURNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 15/07/1836; Date of document: 15/07/1836; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Kennedy; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 47; Comments: Convict was convicted with James Burns and Patrick Leahy.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Surname: BURNS; First name: GEORGE;

Surname: BURNS; First name: ANNE;

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Surname: BURNS; First name: CATHERINE;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: BURNS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 07/11/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BURNS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BURNS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: WATERLOO; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Jane Macaty.

Surname: BURNS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales or who cannot be found. Wifes name, Jane Macaty.

Surname: BURNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: BURNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: BURNS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 07/11/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: BURNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;

Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1844; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 15/07/1844; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

Record reference code: TR 5, p 146

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1838; Description of crime: Having in possession a stolen pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/10/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 213

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1858.

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 02/08/1797; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Record reference code: SPP 49; Comments: Convicts come from Belfast, Co. Antrim. State they are receiving no form of gaol allowance

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 16/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: BURNSIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 15/07/1844; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: BURRANE; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109

Surname: BURRELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: MANGLES 1828; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Floy, residing in Church St, Dundalk.

Surname: BURROWES; First name: TERESA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: BURROWS; First name: ST. JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 05/03/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 443; Comments: Late of Moneybeg, Co. Carlow

Surname: BURTCHAEL; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 14/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 8; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/03/1858.

Surname: BURTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: BURTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: BURTON; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed; Record reference code: TR 6, p 253

Surname: BURTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1846; Date of document: 30/05/1846; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 25

Surname: BURTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Having a stolen saddle in his possession; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 05 May 1834.

Surname: BUSH; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island, Co. Cork, 28/08/1850.

Surname: BUSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26(F)

Surname: BUSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 08/08/1822; Description of crime: Conviction under Whiteboy Act; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1770; Comments: Convicted under the Whiteboy Act for carrying a message. Has a wife and family

Surname: BUSH; First name: REV, JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 1799; Sentence: Ordered to depart from the Kingdom; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 444
Surname: BUSHE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: BUSHE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(F)

Surname: BUSHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: BUSHE; First name: REV, JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 07/12/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 69; Comments: Prays to be liberated to procure bail

Surname: BUSNAHAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/04/1846; Description of crime: Stabbing with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169

Surname: BUSTARD; First name: ADAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 31/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 31

Surname: BUSTARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 32

Surname: BUSTED; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: BUSTEED; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BUTCHER; First name: CAROLINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after other convicts had embarked on the Rowena.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: GEOFFREY;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 204

Surname: BUTLER; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 03/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 9(F)

Surname: BUTLER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/05/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B18

Surname: BUTLER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 166

Surname: BUTLER; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: BUTLER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 06/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 236;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of counterpane; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Australasia;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: BUTLER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: AUSTRALASIA, JUNE 1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 10(F);
Comments: Australasia (embarked), 00/06/1849.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 230

Surname: BUTLER; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50(F);
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman, 07/11/1837.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Bourke, Bridget;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 87(F)

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City; Date of trial: 12/08/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 295

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70(F)

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 5, pp 215-16; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 B 14

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 216

Surname: BUTLER; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 48; Comments: Convict had served in the 88th Regiment of Foot and has two sons serving in the army and four daughters aged 6 to 14 years.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JUDY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 15

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 31/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 190

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: BUTLER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony of shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 B 5; Comments: The convict supports two small children.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 133

Surname: BUTLER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145; Comments: Convict died, 18/04/1849.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: BUTLER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Possession of stolen mutton; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 B 50

Surname: BUTLER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: BUTLER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/09/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 32

Surname: BUTLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 86

Surname: BUTLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 105

Surname: BUTLER; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Brother, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: BUTLER; First name: NELSON;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE OCT. 1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14 Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and died in Spike Island.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 15/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: Bangalore 21/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Breaking, entering and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 70; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown, 13/03/1855.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing 3 pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 08/11/1837.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70(F)
Surname: BUTLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139

Surname: BUTLER; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow Town; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Co. Waterford; Date of document: 01/03/1800; Description of crime: Concealing a gun in his house; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Butler; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 268; Comments: Convict has wife and five children. 2nd petition dated 17/10/1800. Several character references including one from M. Whaley stating that the convict leased a farm from his mother in the city of Wicklow.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/03/1800; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 269; Comments: Letter from John Howden, Columbine, reporting the assumed drowning of Joseph Butler who was on board a transport vessel to Australia.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/04/1800; Description of crime: Robbery in Mullingar; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: convict; Record reference code: PPC 270; Comments: Convict prays mitigation of sentence to foreign military service.

Surname: BUTLER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 1814; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: APPEARING ARMED AND BREAKING AND ENTERING HOUSE; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others; Record reference code: PPC 1286; Comments: Convict was convicted with four others under the Whiteboy Act for the same offence. Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick Co. Down; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 04/07/1822; Description of crime: Stealing four pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1594;
Comments: Convict had served in the Navy for several years. Resident of Newry, Co. Down. Supports wife and mother.

**Surname:** BUTLER; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of document: 08/04/1822;
Description of crime: Stealing four pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1602;
Comments: Convict has served several years in the navy and has a wife and family.

**Surname:** BUTLER; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of document: 12/07/1822;
Description of crime: Stealing four pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1605;
Comments: Convict served over seven years in the Royal Navy and had a limb amputated. Has dependent wife and mother.

**Surname:** BUTLER; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 09/1845;
Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 7

**Surname:** BUTLER; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of document: 28/03/1813; Description of crime: Murder of his wife, Esther; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Foreman of Jury;
Record reference code: PPC 4044;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of the convict's sentence to transportation for life.

**Surname:** BUTLER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Felony dwelling house; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 17; Record reference code 2: TR 1 p 201;
Comments: Convict was living in service with a farmer at Glanbane, Co. Kerry at the time of his arrest.

**Surname:** BUTLER; **First name:** MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of document: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1848 B 5

Surname: BUTLER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 24 October 1833

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BUTLER; First name: BARRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.
Surname: BUTLER; First name: BARNEY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLYCHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: BUTLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 119

Surname: BUTLER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 B 26

Surname: BUTLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis; Date of document: 08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Butler;
Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 50

Surname: BUTLER; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 31/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Butler; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 F 15

Surname: BUTLER; First name: J;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BUTLER; First name: MICHAEL;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 25 feb 1835.

Surname: BUTTARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, SEPTEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 41

Surname: BUTTARD; First name: ADAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, SEPTEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 41

Surname: BUTTERLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/07/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128

Surname: BUTTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BUXTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 98

Surname: BYARS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: CA 06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: BYERS; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 31/10/1836.

Surname: BYERS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc 2; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: BYRAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 291

Surname: BYRAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: BYRAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: BYRN; First name: JAMES;

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 04/01/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/05/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 B 38; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as 21 Coombe, Dublin.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JANE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55(F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1855.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 16/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 21/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony form; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 54

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 239

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony linen and flannel; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 60

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1836; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 67; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 53; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 B212 Convicts mother resides at No. 75 Bride St. Dublin

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85; Comments: See also; John Byrne

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/08/1842; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 B 39; Comments: In this file is also the file of John Brady and others, imprisoned for non-payment of fines. The convict has a mother and two children to support.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: William, 02/01/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 164 Ordered to be discharged, 26/04/1858.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DENIS; Alias: Bryan;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/05/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 92

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: Essex, 26/03/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, P 228; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 11
Surname: BYRNE; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Edward Faeney;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island;
Date of trial: 06/02/1848; Description of crime: horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 79

Surname: BYRNE; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Edward Faeney;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island;
Date of trial: 06/02/1848; Description of crime: horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 B26

Surname: BYRNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 26/02/1848;
Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 168;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/07/1852

Surname: BYRNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 50;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44(F)

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/10/1850;
Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Australasia;
Surname: BYRNE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 08/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault and stabbing; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes from a hedge; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony gauze veil; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42(F);
Comments: Convict transported with her two children.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 232
Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Allen;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 247

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 5(F)

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84(F)

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny as subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71(F)

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony bed clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony waistcoating; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 259

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/06/1852.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/10/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CONNOR; Alias: Ryan, Connor;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: BYRNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 61

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42(F);
Comments: Convict transported with her two children.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 79

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Williams, James;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 61

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony of shirt and hosiery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 03/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 218

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony bonnet; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, p 88

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dalton, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/08/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of waistcoating; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 85; Comments: See also; Patrick Byrne

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 24/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony tarpaulin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN (SNR);
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/10/1853.
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 16/03/1836.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, APRIL 1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 11

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, OCT. 1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 28/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 9

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/08/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony silver plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 187

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 13/10/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 168

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1844; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/02/1840; Description of crime: Theft of saddles from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 40; Comments: Convict married to Anne Bolton on 28 July 1841 in Carlow Gaol.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 74; Comments: Convict died, 30/01/1848.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: BYRNE; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 79

Surname: BYRNE; First name: LEWIS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, P 74

Surname: BYRNE; First name: LEWIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary of out-house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 188

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 318

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 03/01/1844; Date of document: 13/01/1844; Description of crime:
Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 71F; Comments: Convict tried at Wexford Assizes.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 22F

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 21/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 209; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of prisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 9, P 7(F)

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Theft boots and trousers; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 226

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 B 66

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 84; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1857. Ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, SEPTEMBER 1849; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 60

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55; Record reference code 2: CRF 185 B11 #VALUE!

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 16/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Housman, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 71; Comments: Convict transferred to Newgate.
Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 60

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 03/01/1844; Date of document: 13/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: John Clarke and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local clergy/Landowner; Record reference code: TR 5, P 287; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 B 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1841; Description of crime: Theft of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 232; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 B 51; Comments: Convicts mother resides at No. 15 Bow Street, Dublin.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/11/1839; Description of crime: Theft of sack and other property; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 226

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Attempt of arson; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 84(F)

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 388

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 283
Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 180;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1857.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 290

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 277;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/07/1842; Description of crime: Theft of watch; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 233

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 291

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/11/1837; Description of crime: Theft of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 43F

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 216

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Poisoning a cow; Sentence: Death, commuted to 4 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 301; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 40

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 293

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 213

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY; Alias: Flanagan or Toole;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1858.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 159; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a house and stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 73F

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/12/1838; Description of crime: Theft of boots and other articles; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 60

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 9; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 04/08/1843.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 178

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1840; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 125

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 34; Comments: Convicts father and five brothers and sisters are dependant on his support.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from church; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 95

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 52; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 08/10/1849; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 59

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/07/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 171

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 164

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 111

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 14; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 77

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 43

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 178

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/01/1841; Description of crime: Felony boards; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 58

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 96

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 116 Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1838.

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 64

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: Connor;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 45; Comments: Convict died in Newgate, 01/01/1855.

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: See comments; Record reference code: TR 2, P 178; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 B19; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 10 yrs commuted to 6 mth imprisonment.

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 49; Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales. Convict Reference File contains a petition from the convict's brother Andrew, of Tobinstown, near Tullow, Co.Carlo on the convict's behalf.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 16; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 31/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 14

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony hat and handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 54

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 184

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 222

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: BYRNE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 103

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary of an out-house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 188

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ROSE; Alias: Denning, Anne;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 280

Surname: BYRNE; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of chair; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 232

Surname: BYRNE; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 239; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/07/1836.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: SIMON; Alias: Ralph, Simon;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 132

Surname: BYRNE; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/08/1839; Description of crime: Felony curled hair; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 57

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 273; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/06/1851.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 67

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 70

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/05/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 77

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 54

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 239; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/07/1836.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/06/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 57

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 48

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony harness; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 55

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Burns, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of lead from a house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 49

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 184

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 43

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Felony of a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted to 1 mth; Record reference code: TR 6, P 104

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 158

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 16;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1855.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 93

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 91

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/01/1859.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Hamilton, William;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 104

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to kill; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 144; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 B 13;
Comments: Convict resides in the Queen's Co. States his wife is pregnant with their second child.
Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony bag and corks; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 81

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 100; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 58

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/04/1840; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 183

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 43; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1854.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 57; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 11/02/1853.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 157

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 55; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/11/1855.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 62

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Date of document: 1838; Description of crime: Highway Robbery (robbery of watch); Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Name of petitioner: Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47; Record reference code 2: PPC 3731; Record microfilm number: Roll 17; Comments: Petitioner states that the convict was the sole support of his three orphan sisters and requests mitigation of his sentence. Petitioner resides at 105 Townsend Street, Dublin.

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** --;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Rathdrum, County Wicklow; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: BURGLARY; Sentence: transportation.; Record reference code: PPC 627; Comments: Document is a list of court martials. Crime committed in the year 1798.

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathdrum, County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/10/1800; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Treasonable and seditious practices; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 627; Comments: Document is a list of court martial

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathdrum, County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/10/1800; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: TREASONABLE AND SEDITIOUS PRACTICES; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 627; Comments: Document is a list of court martials.

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 29/05/1801; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Edward Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 643;
Comments: Convict resides at Donaghmore Parish, Co. Wicklow, several char. refs including the Vicar of Donaghmore, Co. Wicklow. Convict was convicted of harbouring the notorious rebel Dwyer and his gang.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva, Waterford; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 29/05/1801; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Edward Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 643;
Comments: Convict resides at Donaghnore Parish, Co. wicklow. Several char. refs. including the Vicar of Donaghmore, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1816; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1318;
Comments: Convict has five children, eldest aged nine years.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: TERENCE; Alias: Chance;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 04/1816; Date of document: 20/06/1817; Description of crime: Conspiring to robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 1402;
Comments: Letter stating that the government's levy may be extended to the convict on condition of transportation.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 16/06/1827; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3097;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Moran on the evidence of Daniel Doran Petitioning on his own behalf who was accomplice to the crime.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/07/1814;
Record reference code: PPC 4064;
Comments: Letter on behalf of the Governors of the Dublin House of Industry, recommending that the convict (and several others) be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Green St. Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1600; Comments: Convict was a calico glazier by trade who resorted to selling vegetables and eggs when business became bad to support his wife and five children, the eldest 14 years old.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/06/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1829; Comments: Petitioner prays to be permitted to accompany her husband with her child to Australia.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 31/10/1823; Date of document: 11/11/1823; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1831; Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade and had worked in the city and county of Dublin, has a wife and three children. Several character references.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 02/06/1823; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1833; Comments: Petitioner, a widow resides at Ransford Street, Dublin.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Wexford County; Date of document: 23/10/1823; Description of crime: Possessing a few yards of waistcoating; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1834; Comments: Refers to a former petition, which she had submitted. Convict is a Hawker of soft goods by trade. Husband deceased, mother of three children eldest 7 yrs old.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 07/05/1823; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1835; Comments: Convict resides in the parish of Ballmakill, Queens Co. and has a wife and four children. Several character references.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 08/04/1825; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2677; Comments: Convict is a native of Queen's Co. and is the only support of an aged widowed mother and three children. States he is a butcher by profession and resides in Castlecomer, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1826; Date of document: 26/04/1826; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of watch; Sentence: Transporation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2738; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and is a poulterer by trade. Resides in Fleet Market, Dublin. Several char. ref. from inhabitants of Dublin City.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Date of document: 20/03/1826; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: John Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: father; Record reference code: PPC 2809; Comments: Convict was convicted with two others for entering the house of Andrew Elliott of Clontred, Co. Westmeath, threatening his wife with a pistol and ordering them to leave the country. Petitioning for respite of the convicts sentence. Petitioner is a farmer by trade and resides at Dunburn, near Moate

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter from Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex'; Date of document: 14/04/1836; Description of crime: Theft of a foot ring; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: James & Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 3721; Comments: Convict is the eldest of five children. Petitioner James Byrne states he served 14 years in the Army, and fought in the Peninsular War.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery of a watch; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: PPC 3731; Comments: Petitioner states that the convict was the sole support of his three orphan sisters.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3733; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. States he was acquitted of an alleged robbery but was convicted for a murder committed 7 years ago. Character reference signed by the inhabitants of Ballinakill, Queens Co. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft and pawning a cloak and a pair of shoes; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3734; Comments: Convict has two children and is 5 months pregnant. States her husband and mother are dependant on her support. Petition not dated, possibly post 1821.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 3735; Comments: Letter, Edward Trevor, on behalf of the convict, stating that the convict has been imprisoned for the best part of his sentence and suggesting that he should be discharged. Letter not dated, circa 1830's.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 12/03/1812; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Street robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 E 20

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 181;
Comments: Other defendant: Garret Martin.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of a bag and cloak; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 226;
Comments: Other defendant: Garret Martin.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a half sovereign; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/08/1825; Description of crime: Stealing silk; Sentence: Transportation for life (or 7 years); Name of ship: BROTHERS, 1827;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc 3;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales in the year 1827. Convict reference file contains a letter from the Government House in Sydney, enquiring about the
length of her sentence, which the convict maintains is only for 7 years. Other defendant: Bridget Leonard

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/10/1838; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 7; Comments: Convict is a chandler by trade and resides in Dublin.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: T for life commuted to T for 10 yrs.; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 30

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 60; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his widowed mother and two sisters residing in Roscommon.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/05/1836; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 9; Record reference code 2: TR 1 P 81

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 9 (F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 B 4; Comments: Convict’s husband is a miller by trade. States they have six children.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 18/10/1846; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 R 32

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 11/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self;

Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 52

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Naas; Date of document: 26/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Lord Carysfort; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord;

Record reference code: SPP 346

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Naas Gaol; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;

Record reference code: SPP 317;
Comments: Petitioner is a widow with 5 small children living at Tipper, near Naas, Co Kildare.

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Lively (Tender); Date of document: 22/11/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;

Record reference code: SPP 318

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** JONATHAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/06/1798; Name of petitioner: John Bell;

Record reference code: SPP 319

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender in Dublin Bay; Date of document: 19/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others;

Record reference code: SPP 365;
Comments: A native of Pallice, Co. Wexford.

**Surname:** BYRNE; **First name:** GARRETT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender in Dublin Bay; Date of document: 19/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 365; Comments: A native of Pallice, Co. Wexford

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow gaol; Date of document: 23/12/1799; Description of crime: Killing Isaac Langrill during rebellion at Gorey; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 390; Comments: A native of Ballingate, Co. Wexford.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The lively tender, Cork; Date of document: 02/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 415

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/06/1799; Description of crime: ROBBERY; Name of petitioner: M Aylmer; Record reference code: SPP 408

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard tender Dublin; Date of document: 22/10/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of taking the United Irishmens oaths; Name of petitioner: James Dillon; Record reference code: SPP 70; Comments: Prays that he may be liberated. States convict is a native of Monkstown, Co. Dublin and has a wife child.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther Ship; Date of document: 17/12/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of seditious practices; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 71; Comments: Prays to be liberated. States he has a wife and four children and resides in Dublin

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MATHEWS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender Dublin; Date of document: 30/11/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict and Eliz. Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: mother; Record reference code: SPP 72; Comments: Prays to be liberated convict resides in Coolbawn, Killpipe Parish, Tinehely, Co. Wicklow and is the sole support of his parents and family

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Mary in Dublin; Date of document: 04/09/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Ann Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 73 Convict resides in Ballycanon, Co. Wexford and is the sole support of his widowed mother. Included is a testimonial from the inhabitants of Ballycanon

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Barracks; Date of document: 03/08/1798; Name of petitioner: Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: SPP 74; Comments: Convict was employed as a servant to Wogan Browne of Castle Browne, Co. Kildare, and has a mother and five children dependant on his support.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard prison ship; Date of document: 10/08/1798; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Eliza Brownrigg; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts employer; Record reference code: SPP 75; Comments: Convict was arrested on no apparent charge. Petitioner states that he has been employed with her husband Lieutenant Brownrigg of the Camolin Infantry, Co. Wexford for several years

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A List of Prisoners signed by Major Sirr

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Secretary of the United Irishmen; Record reference code: SPP 416; Comments: Formerly a schoolmaster in Cabinteely
Surname: BYRNE; First name: MOGUE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship at Dublin; Date of document: 22/02/1799; Description of crime: Involved in the 1798 rebellion; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A native of Gurteen, Inch, Co. Wexford. Certificated of character signed by the Captain of the Coolgreany Cavalry.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/08/1798; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A native of Anagh, Co. Wexford, a weaver by occupation. Certificate of character signed by Thomas and Ors.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Calling up the rebels on the night of rebellion; Name of petitioner: jacob Poole; Record reference code: SPP 445 Is an apprentice to Francis Conway. See also Patrick Byrne

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Calling up the rebels on the night of rebellion; Name of petitioner: jacob Poole; Record reference code: SPP 445 Taken up on information of neighbours in New Row. See also Darby Byrne

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Rathdrum; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 05/03/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Sentence: to serve abroad for life; Name of petitioner: Thomas Acton; Record reference code: SPP 446

Surname: BYRNE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender in Dublin bay; Date of document: 18/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 447; Comments: Lived at Scarnagh, near Arklow, Co. Wicklow

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;
Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther tender; Date of document: 16/01/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of seditious acts; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 448; Comments: Certificate of character signed by Hugh Parker formerly a captain in the 27th regiment of Foot and later Town Major of Dublin

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Bromsel Dublin Bay; Date of document: 23/02/1798; Description of crime: Participation in rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 449; Comments: A native of Redcross in the Barony of Arklow, Co. Wicklow

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 12/1799; Name of petitioner: Bridget Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 450; Comments: A native of St. Mary Parish

Surname: BYRNE; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther Dublin; Date of document: 26/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 451; Comments: A native of Brittas, Co. Wicklow, carpenter. Petition is certified by Francis Penrose and members of the Wicklow Infantry

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Lady Castlereagh; Record reference code: SPP 452

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Gate; Date of document: 17/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 453; Comments: Late of Grafton St. Dublin Bookseller and stationer

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Barracks; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: SPP 455
Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Plunkett;
Record reference code: SPP 456

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/07/1799; Description of crime: A leader in rebellion at Arklow and Tinahely; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: SPP 457;
Comments: A native of Ballymanus, Co Wicklow

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PAT; Alias: Andrew Carr, James Brady;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1841;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139;
Comments: See under Andrew Carr.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: DUBlin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 04/1802; Description of crime: Stealing three books; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 286;
Comments: Books had been stolen from John Watson of Inns Quay, stationer in Dublin with whom the convict had been employed as a servant. Convict was also at one time a letter carrier in the Post Office in Dublin city. Several character references from past employers. Convict has a wife and six children, eldest son aged 20 yrs

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/04/1800; Description of crime: Passing money stolen from mail coach; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 290;
Comments: Convict had served in the army on the continent and was wounded at the siege of Toulon in France. Ever since has served as a recruiting officer.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/08/1800; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 291;
Comments: Letter on behalf of convict requesting respite of sentence for two months.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathdrum, County Wicklow; Date of trial: 03/02/1800; Description of crime: TREASONABLE & SEDITIOUS PRACTICES& HARBOURING REB; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years.;
Record reference code: PPC 627;
Comments: Document is a list of Court Martials.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder of George Butler;
Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 12/10/1825; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2526;
Comments: Refers to a former petition which he had submitted. States he is in a bad state of health.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/09/1825; Date of document: 26/09/1825; Description of crime: Theft of £47; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2527;
Comments: Convict is a jobber by trade.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/05/1825; Date of document: 14/07/1825; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2528;
Comments: Convict is the only child of petitioner. Father deceased. Petitioner resides in Dublin.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/05/1804; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in murder of Colonel Browne;
Record reference code: PPC 868;
Comments: Letter from Richard Mandesy in connection with the case.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/04/1804; Description of crime: Rebellion and being present at murder Col. Browne;
Record reference code: PPC 869;
Comments: Letter from J. Pattison, Captain of the 21st Fusiliers, reporting the convict's arrest. Crime was committed on 23/07/1803.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 26/03/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection (23/07/1803);
Record reference code: PPC 870;
Comments: Letter in connection with the case. Other defendant: Michael Rodgers.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of document: 18/06/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in a gang; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 875

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 05/02/1805; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of sheets; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1102

Surname: BYRNE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 15/01/1824; Description of crime: Possessing stolen waistcoating; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2208; Comments: Three petition including a covering note from a member of the London Royal College of Surgeons on convicts behalf. Convict is a widow with three children. Ist petition received 8 Aug 1823.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/05/1826; Date of document: 21/05/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of a cloak and pair of shoes; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2927; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of being pregnant. States she has three children and a mother dependent on her support. Convict carried on a business of selling goods purchased from pawnbrokers. Character references from John Archbold, 37 Eccles St Dublin. 2nd & 3rd petition received in 1826

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others had embarked on the Rowena.
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Surname: BYRNE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and James Hope; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3872; Comments: Convict was apprehended with James Hope, his partner in a timber trade business in John Street, Dublin where they reside, Petitioning to be brought to trial or discharged. Petition not dated, circa 1802-04.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 20/05/1799; Description of crime: Theft of tea; Name of petitioner: George Hudson; Record reference code: PPC 3903; Comments: Petitioner (petitioning on his own behalf) states he was convicted for carrying tea for the convict and Darcy, both confined in New Geneva for the same offence.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/06/1799; Description of crime: Possessing stolen bank notes; Record reference code: PPC 3905; Comments: Notes in connection with convict's case. States convict received the bank notes from the mail robber, James Hughes, and was indicted for harbouring Hughes and other robbers. Convict resides in Clonskea, Co Dublin.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Insurgency; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Stoaghugh;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Being a rebel leader; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.
Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Being a rebel leader;
Record reference code: PPC 3908;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 29/04/1836;
Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 23

Surname: BYRNE; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc100;
Comments: List of convicts received on board the Hulk from Wicklow gaol.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc100;
Comments: List of convicts received on board the Hulk from Wicklow gaol.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of money and a watch; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 128

Surname: BYRNE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a veil; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 151;
Comments: Convict resides with her husband Patrick, at No 58 Marys Lane, Dublin City and has two children aged 7 years and 1 year.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 12; Comments: Convict's father, Laurence, resides at No 4 Johnsons Court, Dublin City with three other sons and four daughters. States he is a builder by trade.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stolen goods in possession; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 21

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 07/02/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: ESSEX; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc 2; Comments: Prisoner was transported to New South Wales in March 1836, and seeks a commutation of his sentence to transportation for 14 years.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 03/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 B 1

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 01/08/1849; Date of document: 10/1849; Description of crime: Felony of watch, chain and money; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Donald; Relationship of petitioner: Aunt; Record reference code: CRF 1849 B 40

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 26/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 43

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1;  
Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to Van Diemen's Land.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 B 27

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of trial: 27/04/1854; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Forgery and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 B 33

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 56

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: MATHEW; Alias: Murphy;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2
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Surname: BYRNE; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/12/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: ARTHUR;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/11/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/08/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: MEDINA 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Mary Gallagher, residing in the Parish of Meeden, near Mullingar.

Surname: BYRNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: BYRNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BYRNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BYRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: BYRNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Date of document: 20/10/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: BYRNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 07/08/1851; Date of document: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1
Surname: BYRNES; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 226

Surname: BYRNES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 110

Surname: BYRNES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 6, P 110

Surname: BYRNES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 175

Surname: BYRNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 22/03/1841; Description of crime: Waylaying and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 18

Surname: BYRNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836.

Surname: BYRNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 24

Surname: BYRNES; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: BYRNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 32

Surname: BYRNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/09/1847.

Surname: BYRNES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing six pounds from a house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 108; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and is a Tailor by trade.

Surname: BYRNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: BYRON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 90

Surname: BYRON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 113

Surname: BYRON; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Burne;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Attacking bullocks; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85

Surname: BYRON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 231; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/07/1857 (or 18/01/1851).

Surname: BYRON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 232; Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, 25/11/1851.

Surname: BYRON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Date of document: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 3

Surname: BYRON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Date of document: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 3

Surname: CACEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 59

Surname: CADAGEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 27

Surname: CADDEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 211; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1856.

Surname: CADDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CADDLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 232

Surname: CADDLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 54; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/06/1853.

Surname: CADEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/01/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 131

Surname: CADLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: CADOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: CA 07/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 27

Surname: CAESY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Vagrant; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 03 August 1833

Surname: CAESY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Having stolen notes in his possession; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Jan 1836.

Surname: CAESY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: having a stolen note in his possession; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 23 dec 1836.

Surname: CAFFANY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 95

Surname: CAFFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 152; Comments: See also; Patrick Cuffe, TR 6, P 152.

Surname: CAFFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Committing a rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 18 April 1835

Surname: CAFFERKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 188
Surname: CAFFERKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 120

Surname: CAFFERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: See comments;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 73;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths imprisonment.

Surname: CAFFERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 41

Surname: CAFFERY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 90

Surname: CAFFERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 55

Surname: CAFFERY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: CAFFRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3686;
Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respite the convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: CAFFREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 121

Surname: CAFFREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1853; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 92

Surname: CAFFREY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 79

Surname: CAFFREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Carrick on Shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of document: 06/04/1827; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3088; Comments: Char. ref. from Parish priest and rector of Ardcarn, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: CAFFREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. W/Meath; Date of trial: 09/03/1826; Date of document: 14/03/1826; Description of crime: robbery; Sentence: Death.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2739; Comments: Petitioning for respite of sentence. Convict has a wife and five children. States he served in the Army for several years but was discharged on loosing an arm fighting in the Peninsular war.

Surname: CAFFRY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 303

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CAFFRY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 137

Surname: CAFFRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 183

Surname: CAFFRY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony coat, vice and other articles; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 63

Surname: CAFFRY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/06/1856.

Surname: CAFFRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony gown and shirt; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 54

Surname: CAFFRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CAFFRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 109

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 152

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 64F;
Comments: Convict died in Grange Gorman Gaol, 12/12/1852.

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing an ashtree (and former conviction); Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/06/1855.

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 79;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/04/1857.

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 21;
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Brown, residing at Newmarket, Co Cork was granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wifes name Margaret Brown
Surname: CAGNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 4;
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the Convict penitentiary house at Cork and waiting a passage to New South Wales, sons, Thomas and Michael

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Name of ship: ELIZA;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Brown, residing at Newmarket, Cork.

Surname: CAGNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, Michael and Thomas.

Surname: CAHAINE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 26

Surname: CAHALAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Coghlan;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 29

Surname: CAHALEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 160

Surname: CAHEY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Surname: CAHIL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 7(F)

Surname: CAHIL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1934;
Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act of being absent from their homes.

Surname: CAHILE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co.Waterford; Description of crime: charged with insurrender;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committe 26 August 1835

Surname: CAHILE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with insurrender;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 26 August 1835

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 134;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Intent to poison; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 69F; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 17
Surname: CAHILL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: CAHILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 201; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 69; Comments: The convict has a husband and four children. She was convicted with her brother Owen Brady and his wife, they were sentenced for 10 years. Also in the file is that of Laurence Coogour, imprisoned for three months for a rescue and Peter Clyne, assault and sentenced to 2 months imprisonment

Surname: CAHILL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: CA 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

Surname: CAHILL; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 230

Surname: CAHILL; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 12 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 153; Comments: Convict tried at Summer Assizes.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: CONOR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 148

Surname: CAHILL; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 04/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 257

Surname: CAHILL; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 191; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1858.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 75

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 138

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 114

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 157

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 13

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony whiskey; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 81

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 159

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 17/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 148

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 108

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 156

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 221

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 230

Surname: CAHILL; First name: LEWIS;
Surname: CAHILL; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 02/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 136

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 123

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 10, P 335

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 11, P 37F

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1849; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 60

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 59

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 25/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Athy, Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 79

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny of pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 89

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 111

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 143; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 07/1836; Date of document: 21/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C45;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836 Other defendants named in CRF 1836 C45: Patrick Curly and John Coghlan.

**Surname:** CAHILL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 184

**Surname:** CAHILL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kilrush, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of trial: 27/10/1843; Date of document: 20/02/1844; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Bridget Cahill; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 3, P 17; Record reference code 2: TR 3 P 17; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Milltown Malbay, Co. Clare.

**Surname:** CAHILL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1836; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 186; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836.

**Surname:** CAHILL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 118; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857.

**Surname:** CAHILL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 20; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/02/1853.

**Surname:** CAHILL; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856.
Surname: CAHILL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Bail in 1 mth or transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 199

Surname: CAHILL; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Murray;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony goods value £20.00; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 50

Surname: CAHILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33

Surname: CAHILL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 111

Surname: CAHILL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 224

Surname: CAHILL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 150

Surname: CAHILL; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 08/04/1827; Description of crime: Abduction of Alicia Murphy; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and P. Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3064; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Walsh for the same offence. Convict states he intended marrying Alicia Murphy. Refers to a former petition.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Date of document: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 48

Surname: CAHILL; First name: FARRELL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 09/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Mr. Blair; Record reference code: SPP 458

Surname: CAHILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 23/06/1800; Name of ship: ANN; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 306; Comments: Asks to be pardoned in order to enlist. Convict was a recruiting officer for the Westmeath Rangers. convict was a recruiting officer for West Meath Rangers. Transport vessel bound for Botany Bay

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 02/10/1799; Sentence: Transportation.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 307; Comments: Convict resides at Wildfield, Co. Kilkenny and has a wife and children. Several character references including the Minister of Wildfield. Convict resides at Wildfield, Co. Kilkenny and has a wife and family, no details given

Surname: CAHILL; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 18/03/1829;
Description of crime: Being involved in a riot; Name of petitioner: Widow Cahill;
Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3473;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his nephew Brian Kelly, for the same offence. Riot
took place in Gort (Co. Galway). Convict has one brother.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Riot;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 157;
Comments: Convict’s mother resides at Parsonstown, Kings Co. Convict is an only son.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 28/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 51;
Comments: Convict resides in Knockanacree, Co Tipperary and is a jobber by trade.
Convict is the sole support of his widowed father and five children.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 11;
Comments: Convict lives at Cloncully, Queens Co and has a wife Anne and five children.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilrush; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 10/1843;
Date of document: 05/1844; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Name of petitioner:
Bridget Cahill; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc 3;
Comments: Stolen horse belonged to Samuel Taylor. Petitioner’s residence given as
Freigh, Ennistymon, Co Clare.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 16/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: CAHILL; First name: -;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 04/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CAHILL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with abduction; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: A return of convicts awaiting trial in Waterford Gaol. Convict was committed on 13 March 1834.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: CAHILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CAHILL; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of new South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Catherine Cahill, residing in the Parish of Ballyhogue, Co Kerry.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 march 1835.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of
crime: Murder of William Horris;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 1 Feb 1834.

Surname: CAHILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial:
26/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: CAHILLANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description
of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 114;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856.

Surname: CAHILLANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description
of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 114

Surname: CAHILLANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description
of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 70;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/11/1855.

Surname: CAHOON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 16/01/1798; Name of
petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 76;
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial. States he is a Muslin manufacturer by trade and
resides with his wife and children in the parish of Lambeg, Limatrune, Co. Down

Surname: CAHOON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 28/07/1797; Name of
petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 11;
Comments: Convict has been confined since Jan. 1797. Requests to be admitted to bail. States he is a Muslin Weaver by trade and resides with his wife and family in Lisnattrunk, Co. Down

Surname: CAILIN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 23/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 17

Surname: CAIN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Murder of John Lanigan; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 149

Surname: CAIN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Pick-pocketing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 177

Surname: CAIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 55

Surname: CAIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 4; Comments: See also; Archibald Hamill - TR 5, P 4 James Mc Dermott - TR 5, P 4

Surname: CAIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Queen’s Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 151

Surname: CAIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 64;

Surname: CAIN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1839;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 286

Surname: CAIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Stealing 2 pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 23/03/1836.

Surname: CAIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;
Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 148; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C199 Convict resides in Kilbarrow, Co. Tipperary with his wife and family.

Surname: CAIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder of Bridget Cain; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C45;
Comments: Convict Report No. C.45. Convict resides in Bagnelstown, Co. Carlow and was related by marriage to the victim.

Surname: CAIN; First name: RANDAL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: See comments;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 122; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 34;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for life commuted to 14 mths imprisonment.

Surname: CAIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 77
Surname: CAIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 142

Surname: CAIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 07/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 130

Surname: CAIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 24/04/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc 3;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales. Convict Reference File contains a petition from the convict in Penrith, New South Wales, requesting a mitigation of his sentence. States he left six motherless children in Ireland.

Surname: CAIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CAIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CAIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CAIN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Rebellion;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 29 Jan 1799.
Surname: CAIN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 249; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: CAIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/11/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 1

Surname: CAIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CAIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CAIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: CAIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: CAINE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 120

Surname: CAIR; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 60; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/04/1850.

Surname: CAIRNS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 56

Surname: CAIRNS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 55

Surname: CAIRNS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 05/01/1846; Date of document: 02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 53; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 C 7

Surname: CALAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: CALAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 123

Surname: CALAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/05/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 50

Surname: CALALY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/01/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 148

Surname: CALBERT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 33(F)

Surname: CALBERT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 331

Surname: CALDWELL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 136

Surname: CALDWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/04/1816; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1331; Comments: Memorial from Thomas Bernard, Castle Bernard, Kinnitty, Kings county, on behalf of the convict, requesting mitigation of his sentence to transportation. Convict is the Postmaster at Kinnitty, Kings Co. and has a family (no details given

Surname: CALDWELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1797; Name of petitioner: John Caldwell; Record reference code: SPP 459; Comments: A native of Harmonyhill, Co. Antrim, Linen merchant. Has sent his 6 children to America, intends to follow them but requires further time to dispose of his property

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ABBEY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 12/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 269

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ANASTATIA;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 06/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 125(F)

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: (ATTY);

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 284; Comments: See TR 3, P 10(F)

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: (ATTY);

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: CA 03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 101(F); Comments: See TR 3, P 284

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/06/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 50

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 221

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 227

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 206; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/08/1859.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 19/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 275

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: See comments; Record reference code: TR 6, P 250; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 34

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 29

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 10, P 41; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/07/1852

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 32

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 7, P 22; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 75; Comments: Convict detained at Ennis Gaol, 25/07/1848.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DENIS;
Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a plough; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 34

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 34

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 22/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, P 119; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 26/04/1843.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 33

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 12/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 157; 
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Depot, 26/10/1854.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, P 29; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 197

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 301

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/02/1845; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 247

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 14(F)

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 15

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 57

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 75; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C313 Convict resides in Co. Kerry and is the principle support of his widowed mother and four children

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny meal; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 37

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** JERRY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 34

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 66

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 40;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1838.

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 77;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857.

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: CA 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 118

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 139

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 154
Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 34; Comments: The convict supports a wife and four children. Also in the file is that of Michael Coulan, fined for unregistered arms, and Thomas Connors, imprisonment for assault (CRF 1842 C 78).

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 29

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 184; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1857.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1851.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 27; Comments: Convict died, 24/05/1849.
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing shoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 154

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 30

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 41

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 274

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 26F

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a turkey and is a former convict; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 11(F)

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Gallivan;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 11(F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged by direction of Lord Lieutenant, 00/07/1853.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of gun; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 173

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 39

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBRT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 184

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/08/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 29; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1858.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 99

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 101

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 26; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 47

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 30;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/04/1853.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: ELPHINSTONE 04/09/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 117

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 26

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 69
Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MURPHY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing books; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 32; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/03/1849.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 29

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 25; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 125

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 22

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 32; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/11/1853.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 40;
Comments: Convict's sentence was commuted and he was ordered to be discharged from Newgate 01/12/1854.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 153; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/06/1857.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 162; Comments: Convict detained at Cork, 21/03/1837.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 69; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 34

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 158

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 192; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/02/1852.
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 33

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 38; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny and breaking house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 124; Comments: Convict is a slater by trade.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 72

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 102; Comments: Convict detained at Cork, 23/03/1837. See also; TR 2, P 113

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 113

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 15/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 155; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island, Co. Cork, 08/03/1854.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 197

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** CATH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 78(F)

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 131

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 145; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855.

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 237

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/1806; Date of document: 26/04/1809; Description of crime: DESERTION; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1237; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.

**Surname:** CALLAGHAN; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: ASSAULT; Sentence: Death committed to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1629; Comments: Prays further mitigation of sentence.
Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 27/07/1822; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1639; Comments: Prays further mitigation of sentence. States he has petitioned before.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 24/06/1823; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1837; Comments: Prays to be sent off at the first opportunity. Has been imprisoned two years.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Bandon; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Date of document: 21/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: ARABIAN; Name of petitioner: Joseph Sheahan & others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 9; Comments: Prisoner was declared unfit for transportation.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 120; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Denis, for the same offence. States they are the sole support of their widowed mother Ellen, who resides in Tuathnadromon Co. Cork.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 120; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Timothy, for the same offence. States they are the sole support of their widowed mother Ellen, who resides in Tuathnadromon, Co. Cork.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Thurles, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 05/02/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of document: 31/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: William Callaghan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 10

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Peasley Gaol; Date of document: 10/04/1799; Record reference code: SPP 460; Comments: A Native of Ballywilliam, Co. Derry and a butler to Charles, banker of Richmond Lodge near Hollywood, Co. Down. Arrested with his wife in Scotland where they went to find employment with their 6 children. Petitioner and his wife are both held in Peasly gao

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Princess at Cork; Date of trial: 06/1799; Date of document: 04/10/1799; Description of crime: Depredations committed on Rev. Stopford; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Callaghan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 461; Comments: A native of Cloghroe, near Blarney, Co. Cork, a certificate of character signed by several dated 24 August 1799

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Delany;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 38; Comments: Convicts wife, Elizabeth Mc Evoy, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Delaney;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Elizabeth Mc Evoy, residing at Rosenallis, West Town, Mount Mellick, Queens Co.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: SILVESTER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 04/06/1800; Name of petitioner: Convict & T Callaghan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 305;
Comments: Thomas and Silvester Callaghan were convicted of same crime. Petitioners pray removal to County Gaol to await trial. Convict was working with his father at the time of his arrest.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Dublin; Date of document: 04/06/1800; Name of petitioner: Convict & S Callaghan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 305;
Comments: Thomas and Silvester were convicted of same crime, Petitioners pray removal to County Gaol to await trial. Convict was working with his father at the time of his arrest.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 01/11/1825; Description of crime: Rape; Name of petitioner: Mary Callaghan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2530;
Comments: Petitioner states she is dependent on her son's support as her husband is a lunatic.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of document: 13/07/1824; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2211;
Comments: Petitioning for free pardon to go to America with his family.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1823; Description of crime: Absence from home;
Record reference code: PPC 2212;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his house States he resides at Kilmaclenine, Co Cork. Petition received in the year 1824.
Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/1824; Date of document: 24/07/1824; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2214; Comments: Convict had served in the 88th Regiment Foot for eight years and 11 months, (encounters listed).

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Abduction of Catherine Owens; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Catherine and her brother; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor and brother; Record reference code: PPC 3366; Comments: Convict was convicted with two others (Cremin and Stackpole) for the same offence. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences. Petition not dated, probably 1828.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of trial: 31/07/1817; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Burglary and theft of meal; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict, Mary Callaghan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4090; Comments: Convict has five children, eldest 10 years. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Convicts petition dated, 12 Sept 1817; Mothers petition dated 4 Aug 1817

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Rape and abduction; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 16; Comments: Convicted with Denis Mc Carthy and other convict (CRF 1841 Mc 16)

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of document: 12/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny of six knives; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 67; Comments: Convict resides in Cork City. Convict was discharged.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation;
Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1849; Date of document: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Theft of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1849 C 32

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Date of document: 31/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1853 C 46

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Eliza Mc Evoy.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1821; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them.

Surname: CALLAGHAN; First name: ANTHONY JR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CALLAN; First name: JAMES;
Surname: CALLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 126

Surname: CALLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 134

Surname: CALLAN; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 59

Surname: CALLAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, P 182

Surname: CALLAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 1, P 61

Surname: CALLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 90; Comments: Convict resides in Kilkeraly, Co. Louth.

Surname: CALLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Markethill, County Armagh; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 53; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: CALLAN; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CALLANAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 322; Comments: Convict died at Grange Gorman, 03/12/1850.

Surname: CALLANAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 29

Surname: CALLANAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 60; Comments: Re-entered in Vol. 3 P54

Surname: CALLANAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 54

Surname: CALLANAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 90

Surname: CALLANAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk'Surprise'Cove, Cork; Date of document: 28/04/1827; Description of crime: Petty larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3124;
Comments: Convict resides in Co. Cork and has six brothers and sisters, dependant on his support. States his parents are deceased.

Surname: CALLANLAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Cove, Cork; Description of crime: Petty larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3173;
Comments: Convict father is deceased. States he is the sole support of his mother and six brothers and sisters. Petition received 5 Sept 1827.

Surname: CALLEHAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 47

Surname: CALLELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 128

Surname: CALLELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 201

Surname: CALLELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 128;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855.

Surname: CALLEN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 8

Surname: CALLEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 04/12/1827; Description of crime: Highway robbery; 
Record reference code: PPC 3294; 
Comments: Letter. Peter Flanigan, convict's prosecutor, requesting some renumeration for the expense incurred in prosecuting. Other defendants, Patt Rountree and Bernard Monaghan.

Surname: CALLERY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 139

Surname: CALLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 13; 
Comments: The convict supports his mother and five other children.

Surname: CALLIGAN; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Revenue offence; Name of petitioner: Widow Calligan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: PPC 3751; 
Comments: Petition not dated, circa 1831.

Surname: CALLIHY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; 
Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 8

Surname: CALLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/11/1838; 
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 85

Surname: CALLINAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 08/11/1842; 
Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 118
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Surname: CALLINAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: See comments;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 159;

Surname: CALLINAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 4

Surname: CALLINANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CALLOORY; First name: TIM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 20;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/03/1853.

Surname: CALLOWAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: King’s Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Assaults as to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 96

Surname: CALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 183;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 26/04/1843.

Surname: CALNAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 31;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856.
Surname: CALNAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 31

Surname: CALNAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 210

Surname: CALNAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CALOCIE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CALVIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Forged note; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 14; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C257; Comments: Convict's parents, George and Margaret, reside in the parish of Lavey, Co. Cavan

Surname: CALWELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 21/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 54

Surname: CALWELL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 1

Surname: CAMB; First name: JAME;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 297

Surname: CAMERON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 225

Surname: CAMEY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 23

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 129; Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: CA 03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 5(F)

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ANN JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 194

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 269

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ANNE; Alias: Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 3(F)

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 61

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of a pair of sheets, (value 5s); Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 63F;
Comments: Other Defendant; Anne Higgins.

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs, discharged;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 274; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 27

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 67;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836.

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 20/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 50

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 166

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: See comments;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 175; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 49;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs commuted to 1 yr imprisonment and was detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1838.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 74(F)

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, 301

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 301

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony rug; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 49

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: HANNA;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 3(F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/07/1855.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing five cows; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 90

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 3
Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 86

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 170;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/03/1852.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/183;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1827 C172;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1837. Convict has wife and family and resides in Co. Tyrone.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 37

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1839; Description of crime: Found guilty of larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 43

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 42;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Dublin, 26/03/1844.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony lead and horse sheet; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 26/11/1856.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 04/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 04/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny, robbing a man; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 116

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 16;
Comments: Convict (removed) to Mountjoy Gaol, 02/03/1852.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 125

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: CA 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: See comments;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 16(F);
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths imprisonment. Detained at Grange Gorman, 10/01/1839.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 298

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 20/07/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 18
Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 185; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 213

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: CA 06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 206

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 291

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and felonious conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 223; Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MARY JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACKFRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, P 351; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 68; Comments: Embarked as free settler. The convict has a child.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 223
Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 21

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 88

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, P 45; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 C 36

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 13/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 6; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C 185; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1837. Convict resides in Carrick Breda, Co. Armagh.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/04/1846; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 198

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Date of document: 21/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: See comments; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 C 60; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs commuted to 9 mths.
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 58

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 9, P 170

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 166

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 6; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/12/1856.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 39

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 58; Comments: See also; TR 11, P 39

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ROSE A;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 290

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 2

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: STEWART;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 198

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 179

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 06/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, P 173

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 31/10/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Unknown; Record reference code: TR 7, P 112

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 31/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 148

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 53; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/04/1853.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony jugs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 59

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** PETER; Alias: John Byrne;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of document: 1816; Description of crime: Burglary;
Record reference code: PPC 1362;
Comments: Document is a Bill of Indictment. Convict resides in Killiney, Co. Dublin.

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 22/09/1794; Description of crime: Robbery a mare from John Reilly; Sentence: Death commuted to transporation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 41;
Comments: Document is a certificate of conviction

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots;
Record reference code: PPC 1323;

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots;
Record reference code: PPC 1323;

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 08/11/1816; Description of crime: Assault; Name of petitioner: Andrew Campbell; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 4075;
Comments: Petitioner resides in Dunemana, Co. Tyrone. Petition endorsed: 'to be admitted to bail'.

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/09/1823; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ISABELLA; Name of petitioner: Ann Campbell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1839;
Comments: Petitioner prays to be permitted to join her husband in New South Wales with her two children.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Kingtown, Dublin; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 05/09/1827; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery of arms; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3188; Comments: Convict has a large family (no details given). Arms were taken from a house in Dungaoly, Co Louth. Several character references including a Parish Priest of Cregan, Co Londonderry.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/09/1801; Description of crime: High treason, possesing arms and ammunition; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: PPC 664; Comments: Convict's wife deceased. for life.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation, (17 June 1805).

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 04/03/1828; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years failing bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and William King; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3365; Comments: Petitioners state that they have been confined since September 1825. States they have been confined since Sep 1825. Petitioning for remission of sentence or to be sent to the Public Pent. 3rd petition dated 5 May 1828

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JOHN; Alias: John Taylor; John Fletcher;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1834; Description of crime: Robbery of silver and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Comments: Convict has a wife Mary Ann, residing in Manchester, England.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: JAMES; Alias: -;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Description of crime: Stealing lead from a roof; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 126; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children and is a slater by trade.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing five cows; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 11

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 55

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9); Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot. Constantly plotting escape.

Surname: CAMPBELL; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Date of document: 06/09/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to T 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Martha Campbell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1853 C 51

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Date of document: 06/09/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to T 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self & Martha Campbell; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1853 C 51

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/11/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

**Surname:** CAMPBELL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a cow; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** CAMPION; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 224; Comments: Convict died at Grange Gorman, 20/04/1857.

**Surname:** CAMPION; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: See comments; Record reference code: TR 8, P 145;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs commuted to 5 yrs imprisonment.

Surname: CAMPION; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 90

Surname: CAMPION; First name: PIERCE;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, 16/08/1838, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR2 p137; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 112; Comments: Convict resides in Coolkenny, Rathdowney Parish, Queen's Co.

Surname: CAMPION; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 198

Surname: CAMPION; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 95

Surname: CAMPION; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Name of petitioner: Patrick Campion/Others; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers; Record reference code: SPP 462 A native of dunmore, Co. Kilkenny

Surname: CAMPION; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: CAMPION; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20; Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.

Surname: CAMPION; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: CAMRAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 17/10/1836; Date of document: 22/10/1836; Description of crime: STEALING A COW; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 55; Comments: Convict resides in Antrim with his wife and five children.

Surname: CANAGHER; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CANANEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 61 F

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 104

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 67; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 09/04/1854.
Surname: CANAVAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C240 Convict's mother Mary, resides at No. 35 Hudson Entry, Belfast.

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 121

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen mutton; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 2

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 72

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 27/07/1843; Description of crime: Assault with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 136

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 119

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 136

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1839; Description of crime: Felony plate and money; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 54

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 75

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1848; Date of document: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 79

Surname: CANAVAN; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Kanavan;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Alexander; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 399; Comments: A native of Ballinglin of Co Wexford.

Surname: CANAVIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 22/12/1831; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Widow Canavin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3542; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Charles for the same offence. character references.

Surname: CANAVIN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Dublin; Date of document: 22/12/1831; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Widow Canavin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3542; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Daniel, for the same offence. character references.

Surname: CANDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 87

Surname: CANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 83(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C184 Convict resides in Tuam. Co. Galway.

Surname: CANE; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 124

Surname: CANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2215; Comments: Convict had served five years in the Militia. States he has 3 orphaned sisters and a brother dependent on his support. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: CANFIELD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 114

Surname: CANIE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 119; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Depot, Dublin, 04/05/1850.

Surname: CANLEN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 13/07/1840; Description of crime: Unlawful combination and conspiracy; Sentence: See comments; Record reference code: TR 3, P 127;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs commuted to 1 yr imprisonment.

Surname: CANNACK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 02/08/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 49

Surname: CANNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house & terroising people; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: CANNAVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 29/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 46

Surname: CANNELLY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CANNING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of handkerchief; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 3187; 
Comments: Convict states he has an aged mother and three children to support. Petition received 12 Sept 1827.

Surname: CANNING; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Date of document: 15/02/1834; Description of crime: Poisoning her husband; Sentence: Death; 
Record reference code: PPC 3713; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Martin for the same offence. File contains correspondence in connection with the case.

Surname: CANNING; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Eliza Cannon;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne Canning/Cannon; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 21; Comments: Petitioners residence given as 8 Upper Kevin St, Dublin.

Surname: CANNON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 113

Surname: CANNON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 173; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836.

Surname: CANNON; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 39; Comments: Convict tried at Lifford Assizes.

Surname: CANNON; First name: DUDLY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 66

Surname: CANNON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 290

Surname: CANNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and intimidation; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 126;  
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol.

Surname: CANNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, P 132

Surname: CANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, P 11;  
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol of cholera, 06/10/1854.

Surname: CANNON; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;  
Record reference code: TR 8, P 99;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855.

Surname: CANNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;  
Record reference code: TR 7, P 97;  
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol.

Surname: CANNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 19/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PEstonjee Bomanjee 00/10/1849;  
Record reference code: TR 8, P 99

Surname: CANNON; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Loonan, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;  
Record reference code: TR 13, P 72;  
Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes.
Surname: CANNON; First name: MICHAEL (REV);
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 02/10/1799; Name of petitioner: General French;
Record reference code: SPP 407

Surname: CANNON; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Eliza Canning;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne Cannon/Canning; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 21;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 8 Upper Kevin St, Dublin.

Surname: CANNON; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-Shannon; Date of document: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 50;
Comments: Prisoner died in gaol, 24 August 1847.

Surname: CANNY; First name: HONOR;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 03/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 113

Surname: CANNY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 35;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855.

Surname: CANNY; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 21

Surname: CANNY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 28/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855.

Surname: CANNY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 61; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 21/08/1843. Convict lives in Milltown, Co. Clare, and is a Carpenter by trade.

Surname: CANNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 35

Surname: CANNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 03/05/1832; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Name of petitioner: Honora Canny; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1832 2; Comments: Petitioner resided in Ballinacally, Co. Clare.

Surname: CANON; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Prison; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 10, P 58; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 53; Comments: Convict tried at Lifford Assizes. Previous conviction of rape 1850

Surname: CANON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and frightening inhabitants; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 56; Comments: Returned from Bermuda 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island.

Surname: CANOVAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged.

Surname: CANOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: CANOVAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 14/04/1842; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 47; Comments: The convict is in Sydney, Australia. The petition is sent in by his wife requesting free passage for herself and their daughters to Australia. The convict's wife is 34 years of age. The file is in with the file of John Canty (CRF 1842 C 47)

Surname: CANTAGUE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 177

Surname: CANTERBERRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board John/Esther; Date of document: 06/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Gill and others; Relationship of petitioner: Inhabitants of Arklow; Record reference code: SPP 398; Comments: A native of Arklow Parish

Surname: CANTERBURY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/07/1850; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 84

Surname: CANTFIELD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Surname: CANTILLON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 218;  
Comments: See under Cantulon

Surname: CANTILTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, P 178;  
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and was ordered to be discharged, 23/08/1856.

Surname: CANTRELL; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 13, P 117;  
Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes and was ordered to be discharged, 12/03/1857.

Surname: CANTULON; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Cantillon;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, P 218

Surname: CANTWELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, P 188

Surname: CANTWELL; First name: ELIEA;

Sex: U; Age: 42; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, P 246

Surname: CANTWELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Surname: CANTWELL; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Maliciously killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs;

Surname: CANTWELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Sentence: Transportation failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1610;
Comments: Convict prays to be transported as he has no prospect of procuring bail. Endorsed: he cannot be transported until the expiration of six months.

Surname: CANTWELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship/ Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1798; Date of document: 01/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of petitioner: Captain Rolleston;
Record reference code: SPP 315;
Comments: A native of Silverhills, King's Co.

Surname: CANTWELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of document: 01/03/1823; Description of crime: Smuggling tobacco; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & E Madigan;
Record reference code: PPC 2074;
Comments: Both convicts were convicted of the same offence.

Surname: CANTWELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Description of crime: Smuggling tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Magistrates & Gentlemen;
Record reference code: PPC 3860;
Comments: Petitioning on behalf of the convict and three others (all named) who were convicted of smuggling tobacco at the last Spring Assizes for the county. Two petitions not dated; circa 1821-28; 1833-34.

Surname: CANTY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 198
Surname: CANTY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 30

Surname: CANTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny of gold coin and banknotes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 74

Surname: CANTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 06/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 167

Surname: CANTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 12/03/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 103 Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1838.

Surname: CANTY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 14 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, P 112

Surname: CANTY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing hay and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 29; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/05/1852.

Surname: CANTY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 04/02/1823; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1841
Surname: CANTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: 26/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 47;
Comments: The convict is in New South Wales.

Surname: CAOLAHAN; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 30/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 122

Surname: CAOLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: CAPERLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 126

Surname: CAPLES; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CAPLES; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARABINE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: 1815; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation; Name of ship: GUILFORD 04/12/1815;
Record reference code: PPC 1324;
Comments: Memorial from the Magistrate of Co. Sligo on the convict's behalf. Convict has a family (no details given).
Surname: CARAHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 62

Surname: CARAY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARBERRY; First name: CORMICK;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 32; Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes.

Surname: CARBERRY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 180

Surname: CARBERRY; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 337

Surname: CARBERRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 266; Comments: Convict tried at Mullingar Summer Assizes. Died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/09/1851.

Surname: CARBERRY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 154

Surname: CARBERY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 90

Surname: CARBERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 12/09/1799; Record reference code: SPP 463; Comments: A native of Boleny in the parish of Gorey, Co. wexford. Bail bond and character reference signed by the protestant inhabitants of the Manor of Wingfield, Co Wexford

Surname: CARBERY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison Tower, Dublin; Date of document: 09/09/1804; Description of crime: Suspected of disaffection; Name of petitioner: Catherine Carberry; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 884 A; Comments: Convict resides at Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh; states his father is deceased.

Surname: CARBERY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilmainham, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/03/1807; Date of document: 17/09/1808; Description of crime: Stealing a bridle and saddle; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1227; Comments: Convict has a wife and 4 children.

Surname: CARBURY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Armagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/1824; Date of document: 27/10/1824; Description of crime: Robbery; Record reference code: PPC 2217; Comments: Convict is an orphan and was raised by the parish of Drumglass, Co Tyrone. States he received no sentence.

Surname: CARDELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony plate; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 63

Surname: CARDON; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 23 Feb 1799.

Surname: CARDWELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 16/11/1823; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 1910; Comments: All three convicts convicted of same offence, convict resides in Downpatrick Co. Down and has a wife and family, a widowed mother and several orphans depend ant on his support.

Surname: CARDWELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3736; Comments: Memorandum stating that Judge Moore requests that the convict is not removed for the present from Down Gaol for transportation. Not dated, post 1822.

Surname: CARE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Down; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years failing security within 8 months; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3368; Comments: Convicted at the last Summer Assizes in Down. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: CAREN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARERY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Taking forcible possession; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Sept 1834.

Surname: CARERY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Taking forcible possession; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Sept 1834.

Surname: CARERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: A riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Sept 1834.

Surname: CARERY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: A riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Sept 1834.

Surname: CARESS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 57

Surname: CAREW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 147

Surname: CAREW; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 229; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857.

Surname: CAREW; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 204

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CAREW; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Murder of Michael Keesham; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 52

Surname: CAREY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 11; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield prison, 10/08/1855.

Surname: CAREY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 64

Surname: CAREY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony tea; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 81

Surname: CAREY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from Cork warehouse; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 28

Surname: CAREY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 17/08/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: CAREY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 10/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: CAREY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 151

Surname: CAREY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 346

Surname: CAREY; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 94; Comments: Convict convicted of being an accessory after the fact and receiving stolen goods.

Surname: CAREY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 10/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 256

Surname: CAREY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 145

Surname: CAREY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 122; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/04/1853.

Surname: CAREY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 76

Surname: CAREY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 151

**Surname:** CAREY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 88; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 08/04/1853.

**Surname:** CAREY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 11

**Surname:** CAREY; **First name:** ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 50(F)

**Surname:** CAREY; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/02/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 50

**Surname:** CAREY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 95

**Surname:** CAREY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Date of document: 23/07/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C37; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 30/07/1836. Convict resides in the parish of Kilmihill, Barony of Clonderalaw, Co. Clare.

**Surname:** CAREY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 110

Surname: CAREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 69

Surname: CAREY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation and larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, P 21

Surname: CAREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1842; Description of crime: Felony of pleated coaster; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62

Surname: CAREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 10/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: CAREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1835; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 23; Comments: See also; Martin Carey, TR 1, P 23.
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1847; Date of document: 21/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 4

Surname: CAREY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 23;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836. See also; John Carey, TR 1, P 23.

Surname: CAREY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 28

Surname: CAREY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: CA 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: See comments; Record reference code: TR 2, P 62(F);
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs commuted to 1 yr imprisonment, 12/12/1837.

Surname: CAREY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 78;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857.

Surname: CAREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/09/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 148

Surname: CAREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 94;
Comments: Convict convicted of being an accessory after the fact and receiving stolen goods.

Surname: CAREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 30/11/1822; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1609

Surname: CAREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 07/05/1832; Description of crime: Whiteboyism; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants (Galway); Record reference code: PPC 3634; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of convict's sentence. State the convict was not guilty of any act of violence other than involving himself in attempts to have wages increased and land rents reduced.

Surname: CAREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh; Date of document: 26/09/1846; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Matthew Boyd Birney; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 48; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Five Mile Town, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: CAREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 21/08/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Richard Carey; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 92; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Parkstown, near Thurles, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: CAREY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar gaol; Date of trial: 20/07/1798; Date of document: 24/09/1798; Description of crime: Forged a pass; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 464

Surname: CAREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: FS 1839 104;
Comments: Wife's name Mary Fahy

Surname: CAREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co.Cork; Place of imprisonment: Sydney New South Wales; Date of trial: 03/1834; Date of document: 01/03/1837; Description of crime: Combination; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Carey; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 6

Surname: CAREY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Rebel Captain and suspected of murder;
Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: CAREY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 82;
Comments: The convict has lived in Charlotte St, for 40 years. The convicts mother resides at 33 Cross Kevin St, Lamlscourt, Dublin.

Surname: CAREY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing turf; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 88

Surname: CAREY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1835; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 8;
Comments: Convict resides in Ballyphilip, Co Tipperary and has a wife and four children.

Surname: CAREY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 28/10/1839; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 143

Surname: CAREY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 22

Surname: CAREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/09/1847; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 70; Comments: Prisoner died in Co Cork Gaol.

Surname: CAREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1854 C 6

Surname: CAREY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 02/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 89th Regiment.

Surname: CAREY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: CAREY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: CARHIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1836; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 80

Surname: CARLAND; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 13, P 176; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on petition (on medical grounds), 15/01/1862.

Surname: CARLAND; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 11, P 74F; Comments: Convict tried at Omagh Summer Assizes.

Surname: CARLAND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 23/08/1852; Description of crime: Found in house with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 102; Comments: Convict previously convicted of felony and ordered to be discharged, 22/08/1852.

Surname: CARLAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 04/05/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 102; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/07/1856.

Surname: CARLELM; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony flour; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 233

Surname: CARLETON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 1

Surname: CARLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 198; Comments: See also; TR 6, P 199
Surname: CARLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 199; Comments: See also; TR 6, P 198

Surname: CARLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Date of document: 1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 30

Surname: CARLETON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 13; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.

Surname: CARLETON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 37; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 23/03/1837.

Surname: CARLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Stealing 3 lambs; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 126

Surname: CARLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 136 Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 23/03/1838.

Surname: CARLIGAN; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the
jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CARLILE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin;
Date of trial: 18/07/1823; Date of document: 26/10/1823; Description of crime: Robbery;
Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1842;
Comments: Convict is a native of Tullamore, Co. Offaly. Several character references.
Parents living. Second petition dated 29 Nov 1823.

Surname: CARLIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1842;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 44

Surname: CARLINGTON; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin prison ship; Date of document: 1805; Sentence:
Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: CARLISLE; First name: SELINA;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1840; Description
of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 218

Surname: CARLOWN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document:
31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: CARLTON; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 148;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856.
Surname: CARLY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: On board a vessel; Date of document: 1801; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 750;
Comments: Convict has mother living and he has been crippled in one leg since birth.

Surname: CARMET; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 243;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856.

Surname: CARMICHAEL; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 31/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 12 mths. imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 291; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 55

Surname: CARMICHAEL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 193

Surname: CARMICHAEL; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 16/03/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 12 mths. imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 44

Surname: CARMODY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 187

Surname: CARMODY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/12/1835; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 105;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, 18/05/1836.
Surname: CARMODY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin; Record reference code: TR 6, P 247

Surname: CARMODY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 77(F)

Surname: CARMODY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 11(F)

Surname: CARMODY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 29

Surname: CARMODY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1858.

Surname: CARMODY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: CA 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 164; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, 13/10/1836.

Surname: CARMODY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of document: 28/03/1811; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 4003; Comments: letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, stating he cannot recommend the convict for mercy.
Surname: CARMON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 96

Surname: CARMY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: On a hulk in Cork; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 13/08/1823; Description of crime: Embezzlement of letters and money in Ennis PostOff; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1840; Comments: Prays to be sent off on next ship. Second petition dated 10 Aug 1823.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 123

Surname: CARNEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 195

Surname: CARNEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 20; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 23/06/1857.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 03/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 243; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Surname: CARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 190

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 for yrs commuted 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 103

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 18

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 229;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/2836.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 33;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 33;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 03/04/1837.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 87

Surname: CARNEY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 02/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 42

Surname: CARNEY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 29/11/1825; Date of document: 20/01/1826; Description of crime: Stealing a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Hugh Gallin; Relationship of petitioner: Step father; Record reference code: PPC 2741; Comments: Petitioner served in the army for 17 yrs. Resides at No. 91 Bride Street, Dublin

Surname: CARNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/03/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of Wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Residents of the parish; Record reference code: PPC 2742

Surname: CARNEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 01/05/1810; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3997;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sentence to Military Service. Character ref. from R. French, late Sheriff of Co. Galway, with whom the convict had lived in Service. Endorsed: Inform Mr. French that the Lord Lieutenant cannot comply with the prayer of the prisoners petition.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: T for 7 years, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 89

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Date of document: 25/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 33

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: MURDER OF ISACC LAUGRIL; Record reference code: PPC 626; Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Rebellion and robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 15 Feb 1799.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: NAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Being a chief in the Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy; Place of imprisonment: Athy; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Date of document: 25/07/1845; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self & Mary Carney; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Surname: CARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARNEY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Name of ship: JOHN BARRY 1821;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Carney, residing in the parish of Kilbegnet, Co Galway.

Surname: CARNEY; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of document: 06/03/1839; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Honora Carney; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 160

Surname: CAROLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 26/03/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 117

Surname: CAROLAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 101;
Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes.

Surname: CAROLAN; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Name of ship: HADLOW, 1820;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Ann Carolan, residing at Baileborough, Co. Cavan.

Surname: CAROLIN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 04/02/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Anne Carolin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 156

Surname: CARPENTER; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 55 F; Comments: Convict tried at Trim Assizes.

Surname: CARPENTER; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 360; Comments: Convict tried at Trim Assizes.

Surname: CARPENTER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Date of document: 25/03/1844; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 25; Comments: Prisoner served in the Queen's County Constabulary.

Surname: CARPENTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: CARR; First name: ANDREW; Alias: James Brady; Pat Byrne;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: CARR; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/11/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 209
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Surname: CARR; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 72;
Comments: See John Kelly

Surname: CARR; First name: CELCILIA;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow and sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 217

Surname: CARR; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 46

Surname: CARR; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 94;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855.

Surname: CARR; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 145

Surname: CARR; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/12/1855.

Surname: CARR; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 139
Surname: CARR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 71; Comments: Convict died, 11/06/1849.

Surname: CARR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Date of document: 21/08/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, P 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 78

Surname: CARR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 51; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/02/1855.

Surname: CARR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow and sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 76

Surname: CARR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a jinnet and ass; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs commuted 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, P 104

Surname: CARR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 297; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 8

Surname: CARR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 23(F)
Surname: CARR; First name: AMRY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.N. Dar, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F)

Surname: CARR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, P 213

Surname: CARR; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: White, William;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189; Comments: Convict detained in gaol, 26/09/1839.

Surname: CARR; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 132

Surname: CARR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 70

Surname: CARR; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 199

Surname: CARR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 76

Surname: CARR; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Cleary, Thomas;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Garden robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 148; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 29; Comments: The convict has a wife and infant child to support. Also in the file is that of John Conroy, fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: CARR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 56; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/07/1854.

Surname: CARR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 158

Surname: CARR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 09/01/1797; Description of crime: Perjury; Name of petitioner: Convict; Comments: Enquiry into the possiblity of receiving money in lieu of the ration of alcohol granted to prisoners every night, as his wife is in need of additional financial support. She is in the final stage of her pregnancy.

Surname: CARR; First name: ADAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 03/1835; Date of document: 15/06/1837; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Catherine Carr; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 7

Surname: CARR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CARR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the
jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CARR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Date of document:
25/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Relationship
of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 C 38

Surname: CARR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Name of ship: CANADA 1815;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit
the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them.

Surname: CARRAGAN; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Description of crime: Theft of 3 oxen;
Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2609;
Comments: Convict has a wife, four children and a mother dependant on his support.
States he stole the oxen from his master, Charles Barnwell. Several character referen-
ces. Petition received in the year 1825.

Surname: CARRAHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Glaway; Date of trial: 26/07/1842;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 77

Surname: CARRALE; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document:
07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: CARRALL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description
of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 69

Surname: CARRGHEN; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 183; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/04/1836. Convict Ref. File: C.15, 1836.

Surname: CARRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/03/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 57

Surname: CARRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 29/08/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 57

Surname: CARRICK; First name: JOSEPH JEROME;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 12

Surname: CARRICK; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/1839; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 12; Comments: Convicts father John is dependent on his support.

Surname: CARRIG; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARRIGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Enniskillen Assizes; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 10, P 320

Surname: CARRIGAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 1(F)

Surname: CARRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford Assizes; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 155; Comments: Ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855.

Surname: CARRIGAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 131

Surname: CARRIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 75

Surname: CARRIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: CARRIGG; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 189; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/02/1854.

Surname: CARRIGGE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 1799; Record reference code: SPP 466; Comments: A writ of Habeas Corpus served for the removal of the prisoner to New Geneva

Surname: CARRIGGE; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis gaol; Date of document: 20/12/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 465;
Comments: Parish priest of kilfenora, Co. Clare

Surname: CARROHER; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in the abduction of E Knox;
Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 15

Surname: CARROL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 1;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 03/02/1836.

Surname: CARROL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: CA 04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 62(F)

Surname: CARROL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/01/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 470;
Comments: Two proper people have provided bail for prisoner's future good conduct

Surname: CARROL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Patrick Murray;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 31 march 1835

Surname: CARROL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Destroying the property of John Bull;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 3 march 1834
Surname: CARROL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARROL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARROL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARROLAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted to 1 mth imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 137;
Comments: Convict Report No: H.46. See also: Owen Halfpenny, James Keelan & Patrick Ginitty.

Surname: CARROLAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Carroll;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Date of document: 26/08/1814; Description of crime: Burglary;
Record reference code: PPC 1285;
Comments: Letter from the Magistrate of Trim, stating that the convict's son was tried in Trim at the Summer Assizes in 1813 for Highway robbery, found guilty and sentenced to death but on account of his youth his sentence was committed to transportation

Surname: CARROLL; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: 17/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Whitby, 09/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 220

Surname: CARROLL; First name: ALLY;
Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 258

Surname: CARROLL; First name: BERNARD;
Surname: CARROLL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 71 F;
Comments: Carroll was previously convicted for felony.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 194

Surname: CARROLL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 299

Surname: CARROLL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 139;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 204;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836.
Surname: CARROLL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 189; Comments: See also: John Mc Kone & John Barry.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1812; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: CARROLL; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 26/06/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 155

Surname: CARROLL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Date of document: 05/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 30; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 28; Comments: Convict discharged with Thomas Carroll. Prisoner was convicted of the manslaughter of Dr. Michael Quarry at a dwelling house adjoining the patent Saw Mills in Cork City.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1849; Description of crime: Felony in a chapel; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 153

Surname: CARROLL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 78; Comments: Convict was convicted with his son Owen and several others for the same offence.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: DORAH;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F)

Surname: CARROLL; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 108; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 61; Comments: Convict resides in Ballinamona, Co. Limerick.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 21/10/1846; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 147

Surname: CARROLL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 139; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Date of document: 26/05/1848; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Bessy Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 7, P 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 63; Comments: Petitioner resided in Enniskillen.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 145

Surname: CARROLL; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Surname: CARROLL; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: William Mullen;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 121

Surname: CARROLL; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing leather; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 88

Surname: CARROLL; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 122; Comments: Convict tried at Naas Assizes. See TR 11, P 76.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Naas, Co. Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 76; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/03/1852.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 51; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 46; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/06/1858.
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Murder of John Lanigan; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 149

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 113; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/06/1852. See also: Patrick Carroll, TR 9, P 113.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1849; Description of crime: Shooting; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 99; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 85

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1848; Description of crime: Shooting at; Sentence: Transportation for 15 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 172; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 55; Comments: The convict has a wife and six small children to support. Also in the file are the petitions for J. Gilcreist, F. Clarke, Alexander Wilson, fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 107

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 125

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 6, P 208

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 156

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 101

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 141

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 59

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 186;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs, 1 mth imprisonment not expired and was detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836.

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 113

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 186;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836.

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 149

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 25

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 114

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 04/07/1847; Record reference code: TR 6, P 36

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 176; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 170

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 2, P 30; Comments: Convict tried at April Assizes.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 2 mths imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 105; Comments: Convict sentenced to 2 mths imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/04/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 164

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony cloak and other articles; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 47

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 03/01/1848;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 173

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTON.JEE BOMAN.JEE 00/10//1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 190 Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Returning from transportation; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 152

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Having coining implements in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 87;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Government Gaol, 06/03/1855.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 57

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN; Alias: Mc Cann, James;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 60

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 39

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 12/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 157

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 113

Surname: CARROLL; First name: LUCY;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 200; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clonmel; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 64 F Convict tried before Clonmel Summer Assizes.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clonmel; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 286

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 262

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 26/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 210

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 10/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 108

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/04/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 247

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 19(F)

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 17/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 95(F)

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 212

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 89(F)

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/05/1844; Date of document: 13/06/1844; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Patrick Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Husband;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 246; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 38;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing money from Mr. Terence Brennan.
Petitioner's address given as 7, Bedford Row, Dublin.

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 344

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 319

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 318

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 40(F)

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 126

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 47

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 48;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown, 10/07/1855.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 196;
Comments: Convict tried at Trim Assizes.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Farrell;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery of Indian meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 136

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 123

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a donkey; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 33
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 79

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 28

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 30;
Comments: Convict died in Cork Gaol, 19/08/1850.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: NEILL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 160

Surname: CARROLL; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 110

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 106

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 57;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island, Co. Cork, 24/01/1854.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 09/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 52

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/08/1847; Description of crime: Felony watches and clock; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1950; Record reference code: TR 7, P 54

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 113; Comments: See also: John Carroll, TR 9, P 113.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 136

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Murder of John Lanigan; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 149; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C249 Convict was executed on 12 August 1837

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 121

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny of watch and money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 89

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving and possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 77; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/12/1857.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 01/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 87

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/08/1855.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 07/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 33

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;

© National Archives, Ireland
Record reference code: TR 2, P 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 28 Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 23/03/1838.

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 04/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 164

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 137

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 155

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 256; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs after 2 mths imprisonment.

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.N Dan, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 76

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** TERESA;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 227
Surname: CARROLL; First name: TERESA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.N Dar, 00/12/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F)

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 166

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 34; Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, 23/03/1854.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 41; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 195

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medweay; Record reference code: TR 6, P 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 66

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Date of document: 05/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 30; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 28; Comments: Convict discharged with Denis Carroll, TR 5, P 30. Prisoner was convicted of the manslaughter of Dr. Michael Quarry at a dwelling house adjoining the patent saw mills in Cork City.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Date of document: / ; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 73

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 166

Surname: CARROLL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 137

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 16/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony of parasol; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 60

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 34; Comments: Convict tried at Ennis Assizes and was ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1856.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 145

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 32

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 282; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Government Gaol, 02/07/1851.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 90; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 98

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 2

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 76

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Drogheda Co. Louth; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 51

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/07/1822; Description of crime: CONVICTION UNDER WHITEBOY ACT; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of document: 06/04/1816; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1334; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Carroll for the same offence. Letter from the Bishop of Clonfert, Co. Galway, enquiring as to how he should apply for mitigation of the convicts'sentence to transportation. States one of the convicts was a blacksmith on his estate and the other a labourer employed by so
Surname: CARROLL; First name: ELIAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 12/07/1816; Record reference code: PPC 1335; Comments: Letter from William Hale, stating that the certificate of character alleged to have been signed by him on behalf of the convict and enclosed with the convict’s petition, dated 24th April 1818, was intended for another person.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 16/03/1795; Description of crime: Theft of 1 gelding; Sentence: Death commuted to transporation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 53; Comments: Certificate of conviction

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/1799; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 122; Comments: Carroll accused of pawning goods to the value of 4 shillings and 8 pence the pro perty of his employer Peter Bayly, Gardiner Place, Dublin. Convict has a wife who is ill. 3 young children and mother and is a servant by occupation.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin,Provost; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Robbery of James Moore; Name of petitioner: Margaret Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 123; Comments: Convict has 5 children

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/02/1823; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1843; Comments: Petitioning on behalf of her two sons, who were both tired for the same offence. Convicts' father was killed in military action.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/02/1823; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1844; Comments: Petitioning on behalf of her two sons Mathew and James who were tried for the same offence, convict's father was killed in military action.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/03/1823; Record reference code: PPC 1927; Comments: Carroll's name was given in a statement by an informer, Owen Sweeney as one of a gang involved in Whiteboy activity in Co. Limerick. Address given at Tourneen Feenan, Bruna Parish.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/1824; Date of document: 27/07/1825; Description of crime: Theft of linen cloth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2679; Comments: Convict states she supports her aged mother by selling fruit.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: BRIEN;

Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 06/10/1827; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3217; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Loughcrue, Co Meath. States he was convicted at the Spring Assizes.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of trial: 1827; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation of Edward Synge; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3299; Comments: Gaol clerk's return of details of convict's case. Convict was tried at the Spring Assizes and granted a respite until further orders.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/03/1832; Record reference code: PPC 3629; Comments: Letter, Governor of Down Gaol, acknowledging receipt for the reprieve of several prisoners'sentences (all named).
Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 99;  
Comments: Other defendant: Thomas Stapleton.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Assault; 
Sentence: T 7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;  
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 48

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc 31;  
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation for life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 78;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with his father, Denis and several others for the same offence.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/1840; Description of crime: Assault; 
Sentence: T 7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;  
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 128

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 25/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; 
Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 20;
Comments: Prisoner’s residence given as Castletown, King’s Co.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of trial: / /; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 324;
Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 23/12/1799; Name of petitioner: William Nicholson;
Record reference code: SPP 367;
Comments: A native of Ballydavid, Co. Tipperary, See also William Carroll

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 23/12/1799; Name of petitioner: William Nicholson;
Record reference code: SPP 367;
Comments: A Native of Ballydavid, Co. Tipperary, See also John Carroll.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Shinrone, King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman and a rebel sergeant; Sentence: To serve in his Majesty's army; Name of petitioner: V Darby and Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 409;
Comments: A native of Kilballiskea, King’s Co.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Ravensworth; Date of document: 10/08/1798; Description of crime: Taking the oath of the United Irishmen; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 77;
Comments: Prays to be liberated. States he was a wife and four children and resides in Hurlingford, Co. Kilkenny. Included are several character references.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Tender at Cove, Co. Cork; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 31/07/1798; Description of crime:
Taking the United Irishmen’s oath; Sentence: Transportation 3 years; Name of petitioner: John and Mary Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: SPP 78; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother William for the same offence. Both convicts reside in Ballydavid Co. Tipperary and are the sole support of their parents.

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Onboard tender at Cove; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 31/07/1798; Description of crime: Taking the United Irishmen’s oath; Sentence: Transportation 3 years; Name of petitioner: John and Mary Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: SPP 78; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John, for the same offence. Both convicts reside in Ballydavid, Co. Tipperary and are the sole support of their Parents.

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A list of prisoners signed by Major Sirr

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 08/03/1799; Description of crime: Aiding the French in the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: H Knox and Rev. Conway; Record reference code: SPP 467 Late of Carrowcrin in the parish of Ardagh, Co. Mayo

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Richard Goeing; Record reference code: SPP 468

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 05/11/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 467; Comments: Arrested in a shop in Grafton St.

**Surname:** CARROLL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/08/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 471
Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Brumshill tender; Date of document: 22/02/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 472;
Comments: Late of Ravens St., Dublin

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMESM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, King's Co; Date of document: 11/02/1800; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 301;
Comments: Testimonial of Shaw Cartland for whom convict and his father had worked at one time.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE INSURRECTION OF 23 JULY 1803;
Record reference code: PPC 1093;

Surname: CARROLL; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Connor;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 11/10/1825; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ellen Barrett; Relationship of petitioner: Daughter;
Record reference code: PPC 2533;
Comments: Petitioner states her mother was in the care of a lunatic asylum in Cork before her removal to the Co. gaol.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 10/01/1825; Date of document: 23/02/1825; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2534;
Comments: Convict served in the Navy for 17 years (encounters listed). States he has a wife and child.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/05/1825; Date of document: 20/05/1825; Description of crime: Stealing flax seed; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2536; Comments: Convict has four children; wife deceased

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 27/02/1804; Description of crime: Possessing stolen banknotes - mail coach robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & people of Louth; Record reference code: PPC 894; Comments: Convict has a wife and ten children.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: SYLVESTER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of document: 27/02/1827; Description of crime: Assisting in theft of a cow; Sentence: Imprisonment till bail procured; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3369; Comments: Convict states he cannot procure bail. Parents living.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 05/10/1830; Description of crime: Stealing some wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3479; Comments: Convicts parents are living.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 18/04/1831; Description of crime: Assaulting a soldier; Name of petitioner: James Cassin; Relationship of petitioner: not given; Record reference code: PPC 3543; Comments: Petitioner petitioning on behalf of the convict. Convict resides in Tipperary.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: PPC 3876; Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict and one other, requesting that mercy may be extended to them. No date.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Princess, at cove Cork; Date of document: 01/12/1799; Description of crime: BEING CONCERNED IN MAIL COACH ROBBERY; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3928; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother William, for the same offence. Convicts reside in the parish of Burris, Barony of Eliogarty, Co Tipperary and are farmers by trade; parents are living. Character reference signed by the inhabitants of Ballydavid, Co Tipperary

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Princess at cove Cork; Date of document: 01/12/1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in United Irish practices; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3928; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John for the same offence. Convicts reside in the parish of Burris, Barony of Eliogarty, Co Tipperary and are farmers by trade; parents are living.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/01/1837; Description of crime: Robbery of cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 215; Comments: Convict has a large family.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 30/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc111; Comments: Convict was received on board the hulk from Queens County gaol but was considered unfit for embarkation on account of having a bad itch. See also CRF 1836 Misc 116.
Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 249

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 1827; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C312 Convict was transported to Parramatta, New South Wales. Convict's mother Mary a widow resides in Ennis, Co Clare with her two daughters. State convict is a carpenter by trade

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1832; Description of crime: Returning from transportation illegally; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 50;
Comments: Convict was convicted of manslaughter at the Clonmel Assizes, Co Tipperary in March 1832, and sentenced to transportation life. He was transported to New South Wales but after four years there, escaped and returned to Ireland. Included is a petition from the inhabitants of Roscrea, Co Tipperary on his behalf

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery and violence; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 55

Surname: CARROLL; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Breaking and entering house and theft of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 117;
Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade and resides in Ballinamona, Co Limerick. See also CRF 1839 C 61.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MARY; Alias: Brady;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 12

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 99; Comments: The convict went on hunger strike.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 20; Comments: Prisoner's residence stated as Castletown, Kings County.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of document: 11/1847; Description of crime: Firing at person; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 75; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Corraugh, Co Wicklow.

Surname: CARROLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1847; Date of document: 17/09/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Alexander Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 66

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of document: 15/08/1847; Description of crime: Firing at person with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 47

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: CARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of document: 10/09/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Moved to Newgate prison.
Surname: CARROLL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Date of document: 31/05/1853; Description of crime: Possession of coining implements; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self & Mary Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1853 C 37

Surname: CARROLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARROLL; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: BORODINA 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Anne Carroll, residing at Auglish.

Surname: CARROLL; **First name:** MOSES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: REGALIA 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Sarah Brown, residing at Brabazan Row, adjoining Newmarket Liberty, Dublin

Surname: CARROLL; **First name:** DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: HOOGLEY 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, Julia Connors, residing near Tipperary Town.

Surname: CARROLL; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Demanding Arms with intention to rob; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 3

Surname: CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: CARROLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CARROLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 92

Surname: CARROLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 92

Surname: CARRON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co.Donegal; Date of trial: 04/1820; Date of document: 09/08/1820; Description of crime: Assault; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1448

Surname: CARRON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: T 10 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 33
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Surname: CARROTHERS; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Samuel;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 57;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/07/1836.

Surname: CARROTHERS; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life commuted trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 P 7;
Comments: Convicts wife, Ann resides in Clogher, near Hillsborough, Co Down, with their five children. Other defendant; Henry Pantradge.

Surname: CARROTHERS; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Samuel;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: CARRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 83; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 C 31

Surname: CARRY; First name: BARTHOLMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 90; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/12/1857.

Surname: CARRY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and injuring cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 91

Surname: CARRY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: CARSON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 250

Surname: CARSON; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W Dare, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 17(F); Comments: See TR 10, P 310.

Surname: CARSON; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 310; Comments: See TR 11, P 17(F)

Surname: CARSON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 33

Surname: CARSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 196

Surname: CARSWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep killing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 159; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for life commuted to 6 mths imprisonment and hard labour.
Surname: CARTER; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 79; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 25/03/1837.

Surname: CARTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Name of petitioner: John Carter; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 6, P 214; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 40; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 75th Foot Regiment. Petitioner's residence given as Parish of Burgord, County of Sollop, England.

Surname: CARTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 140; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836.

Surname: CARTER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855.

Surname: CARTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing Butter; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88 Committed 29 Aug 1833

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 2(F)

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JULIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing quilt; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 302; Comments: Convict died in Grange Gorman Gaol, 21/05/1853.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing buckets and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 275

Surname: CARTHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony cotton cord; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 42(F)

Surname: CARTHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 259

Surname: CARTHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from an outhouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 77

Surname: CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Whitby, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 206

Surname: CARTHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 31; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Armed burglary and damage of property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/05/1852; Description of crime: Entering a house with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 163
Comments: Convict had been previously convicted and was ordered to be discharged, 11/04/1856.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: SILVESTER;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: House breaking and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 11

Surname: CARTHY; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 164;
Comments: Convict ordered to discharged, 02/06/1858.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/04/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 224

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing hay and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 23;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1856.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 09/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 32

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 177

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing ropes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 32

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Carthy, Denis;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing harness and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 27; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/08/1853.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing straw and 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/05/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged by direction of Lord Lieutenant, 00/07/1853.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 264

Surname: CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing barley and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 32

Surname: CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 29

Surname: CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 37

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 205

Surname: CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/08/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 10; Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Donoghue, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 08/12/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;  
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be  
provided on board the convict ship, Thomas Harrison wife name Margaret Donoghue  

Surname: CARTHY; First name: NICHOLAS;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of  
document: 23/06/1800; Sentence: Transporation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Rose  
Carty; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;  
Record reference code: PPC 296;  
Comments: Petitioner prays that her son be pardoned and permitted to emigrate with her  
Father deceased  

Surname: CARTHY; First name: RICHARD;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of  
trial: 07/1836; Date of document: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: STEALING HENS;  
Sentence: Trans life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 71;  
Comments: Convict has two children.  

Surname: CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 01/1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;  
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free  
passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Margaret Donoghue.  

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN;  

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of  
trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 43  

Surname: CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;  

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/05/1852; Date of  
document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Entering with intent to steal; Sentence: 7  
years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34  

Surname: CARTHY; First name: JOHN;  

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Date of  
document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Surname: CARTIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 81(F); Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs unless bailed in 3 mths to keep peace.

Surname: CARTIVELLE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 March 1835.

Surname: CARTON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 82(F)

Surname: CARTRIGHT; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 198

Surname: CARTY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 16; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 18/05/1836.

Surname: CARTY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 214

Surname: CARTY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Sending a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 158

Surname: CARTY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 144; Comments: See TR 3, P 151

Surname: CARTY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 222

Surname: CARTY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/06/1858.

Surname: CARTY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Having a mould for coining shillings; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 230

Surname: CARTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 58

Surname: CARTY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 125(F)

Surname: CARTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into church & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856.

Surname: CARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Larceny of gold coin and bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 74

Surname: CARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 21; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 80; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths imprisonment.

Surname: CARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856.

Surname: CARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 32

Surname: CARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 214; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855.

Surname: CARTY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 76

Surname: CARTY; First name: MATHEW; Alias: Mathias;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/10/1836; Date of document: 22/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, P 192; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836C 117

Surname: CARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony reticules money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 65

Surname: CARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 72

Surname: CARTY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Mc Carthy;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 57

Surname: CARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: False notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 187

Surname: CARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 179; Comments: Convict died, 01/06/1849.

Surname: CARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 77

Surname: CARTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 136

Surname: CARTY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854.

Surname: CARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

Surname: CARTY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Forgery of a bill of £25.00; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 133

Surname: CARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 103

Surname: CARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Having a mould for coining shillings; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 230

Surname: CARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/08/1838; Description of crime: Murder of his wife; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 167; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 94; Comments: Convict has one son aged 12 years who was the only witness to the crime.

Surname: CARTY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 60

Surname: CARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder J.H. Bayley; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, P 147

Surname: CARTY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of document: 29/08/1820; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Record reference code: PPC 1462; Comments: Convict petitioning on his own behalf.

Surname: CARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas. Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1490; Comments: Prays liberty to enlist in Military Service. States he has a widowed mother

Surname: CARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co. Louth; Date of document: 1827; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3172; Comments: Convict has a wife, parents living. Several character refs. Petition received 4 Sept 1827

Surname: CARTY; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 22/10/1827; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3280; Comments: Convict has a large family, no details given. Several char. refs. including the parish priest of Kiltoom. Co. Roscommon.

Surname: CARTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Wexford gaol; Date of trial: 12/02/1799; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Aiding the murder of Loyalists at the gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 473; Comments: A certificate of character signed by several Wexford loyalists

Surname: CARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CARTY; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CARTY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/08/1805; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1103; Comments: Memorial of John Atlmer, Kildare, on the convicts behalf.

Surname: CARTY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 71; Comments: Convict resides in Callan, Co Kilkenny where he was born and is a Baker and spirit retailer by trade.

Surname: CARTY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 229; Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides at No 131 Church Street, Dublin.

Surname: CARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: CARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: CARVEY; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Brerton;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 218; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/04/1858.

Surname: CARVILLE; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 218

Surname: CARWN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: CASERLY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 74

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 145

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 66

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1859

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/08/1840; Description of crime: Murder (crossed out), highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 34;
Comments: Convict tried for murder at Spring Assizes, 00/00/1840 and for highway robbery at Summer Assizes, 17/08/1840

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and injuring cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 91;
Comments: See also: Jeremiah Casey, TR 4, P 91; James Casey, TR 4, P 91; Michael Casey, TR 4, P 91; Thomas Casey, TR 4, P 91

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 42

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 29

Surname: CASEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 160

Surname: CASEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 41

Surname: CASEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 165

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Attack in Cappoquin Police Barrack; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, P 255; Comments: Convict tried at Waterford Assizes

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Unlawful assault and injuring cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 91; Comments: See also; James Casey, TR 12, P 91; Michael Casey, TR 12, P 91; Thomas Casey, TR 12, P 91; Jeremiah Casey, TR 12, P 91

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 285

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1855

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 332

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 24 Also included are a brother and sister, Patrick and Catherine.

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 123

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 217; Record reference code 2: CRF 1855 C5; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, (30/07/1836) Convict Ref. File: C. 5, 1836. Convict was convicted with his father James for the same offence. Both convicts are natives of Carrickbeg, Co. Waterford.

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/03/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 170; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 157

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

**Surname:** CASEY; **First name:** JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 38(F)
Surname: CASEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 252

Surname: CASEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 259

Surname: CASEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 76

Surname: CASEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/08/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 228; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 mth imprisonment

Surname: CASEY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 103

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 109

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 74

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing swine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 153; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/08/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 86

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1846; Description of crime: Attacking flour carts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 181

Surname: CASEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King’s co; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Assault with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, P 137; Comments: Convict tried at Tullamore Assizes

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island, Co. Cork, 15/10/1850

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, P 143

Surname: CASEY; First name: ALLEN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 217; Comments: See also under Ellen Casey, TR 6, P 217

Surname: CASEY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 270; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: CASEY; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Uttering forged receipt; Sentence: T 7 yrs commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 11

Surname: CASEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 29/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 279

Surname: CASEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 331

Surname: CASEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 255

Surname: CASEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 322; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 24; Comments: The convict has a family of children, she is a widow. Also included are two brothers, Patt and John.

Surname: CASEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 27

Surname: CASEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, P 156

Surname: CASEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 30/07/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, (to be hanged, 13/08/1836); Record reference code: TR 1, P 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C47; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836 Other defendant, Michael Leahy

Surname: CASEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick Assizes; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, P 97

Surname: CASEY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Felonious attack; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, P 93

Surname: CASEY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 91; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: CASEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 138; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: CASEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 354; Comments: See P 217
Surname: CASEY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 217;
Comments: See P 354 Entered with male convicts

Surname: CASEY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/05/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 12(F);
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1851

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Maliciously assaulting James King; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 127;
Comments: See: Patrick Prunty, TR 4, P 127

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 51

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 113

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 217; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C5;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836 Convict Ref. File: C.5, 1836 . Convict was convicted with his son John for the same offence. Both convicts are natives of Carrickbeg, Co. Waterford.

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 82;  
Comments: Convict died, 10/03/1849

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, P 121

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, P 107

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Mick;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and injuring cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Comments: See also: Jeremiah Casey, TR 12, P 91; James Casey, TR 12, P 91; James Casey TR 12, P 91; Michael Casey, TR 12, P 91

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;  
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/04/1853

Surname: CASEY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 9, P 180

Surname: CASEY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, P 22

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;
Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 55

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 34;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/03/1852

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 156

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 109

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 170

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 31

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/05/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 30;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/05/1855

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 255

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1856 See also: Patrick Quinn, TR 11, P 136

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 77; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/04/1853

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 24 Also included are a brother and sister, John and Catherine.

Surname: CASEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 143

Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 31;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 108

Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 33

Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and injuring cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 91;
Comments: See also: Jeremiah Casey, TR 12, P 91; James Casey, TR 12, P 91; James Casey, TR 12, P 91; Michael Casey, TR 12, P 91

Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 99

Surname: CASEY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 140;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: CASEY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: CASEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 102; Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, 23/03/1837 See also: TR 2, P 113

Surname: CASEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 113; Comments: See also: TR 2, P 102

Surname: CASEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 29

Surname: CASEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: CASEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 25/08/1794; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault, Waterford; Sentence: Death commuted to transporation Life; Record reference code: PPC 39; Comments: Documents is a certificate of conviction

Surname: CASEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administrating oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life.; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the Exchequer listing for the Government's information convicts tried by him.
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Surname: CASEY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 22/04/1823; Description of crime: Felony; Name of petitioner: Johanna Shea; Relationship of petitioner: Victim;
Record reference code: PPC 1846;
Comments: Petr. and her daughter were abducted by the convict and his gang at her house in the Barony of Tulla, Co. Clare. Prays that the convict may not be admitted to bail.

Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 22/04/1823; Description of crime: Felony; Name of petitioner: Johanna Shea; Relationship of petitioner: Victim;
Record reference code: PPC 1846;
Comments: Petitioner and her daughter were abducted by the convict and his gang at her house in the Barony of Tulla, Co. Clare. Prays that the convict may not be admitted to bail.

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 05/09/1827; Description of crime: Attack on Denis Cleary's house; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3177;
Comments: Petitioning to be admitted to bail. States he has a large family (no details given) and is a Farmer by profession; resides in Kilmallock, Limerick. Several character refs. and a copy of the convict's committal (dated 20 Aug 1827) to the County Gaol, are included in the file

Surname: CASEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: William and James Ship; Date of document: 09/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 474

Surname: CASEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CASEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex Kingstown; Date of document: 04/08/1827; Description of crime: Robbery of £3-£4; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3333;
Comments: Convict is a Private Soldier in the 65th Regiment. Petitioning for remission of sentence to be permitted to rejoin the Regiment. States he is from Newcastle, Co Wicklow.

Surname: CASEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/01/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a plate; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 162;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: CASEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 186;
Comments: Convict resides in Charleville, Co Westmeath, where he has been employed as a Herdsman for the past twenty-six years.

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 22;
Comments: Also included in the file in the letter from the Connor family requesting permission to join their father.

Surname: CASEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1865; Date of document: 11/10/1866; Description of crime: Treason Felony; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 years;
Name of petitioner: Jeremiah Casey; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1866 C 43;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Mitchelstown, Co Cork.

Surname: CASEY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 03/1849; Date of document: 20/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Denis Cotter and others; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 C 23

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CASEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 49

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: CASEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Joan Casey, residing in the Parish of Rockhill, Bruff, Co Limerick.

Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: CASEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 11;
Comments: Prisoner resided at Granahan, Co Roscommon.

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 11;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Killashee, Co Longford.

Surname: CASEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/05/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: 10 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CASEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: CASH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 138

Surname: CASH; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 168

Surname: CASH; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, P 195; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/04/1843

Surname: CASHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro Gaol; Date of document: 13/04/1798; Description of crime: Being disorderly; 
Record reference code: SPP 609; 
Comments: Arrested in the house of J Drumm of Iry, Queens Co, a publician. See also John Corman Junior.

Surname: CASHANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery; Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; 
Record reference code: PPC 3555;
Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offence. State they were confined 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: CASHEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1846; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 129

Surname: CASHEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 198

Surname: CASHEN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 14/04/1838; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 48;
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged.

Surname: CASHER; First name: HONORA; Alias: Cashman or Daly;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 25(F)

Surname: CASHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 143

Surname: CASHIN; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/12/1849; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 175

Surname: CASHIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/08/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 13(F)
Surname: CASHIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 256

Surname: CASHION; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes and food; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 252

Surname: CASHMAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Casher, H or Daly, H;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 25(F)

Surname: CASHMAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 349

Surname: CASHMAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 66 F;
Comments: Convict tried at Waterford Assizes

Surname: CASHMAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Barry, H; Haly, H;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 153

Surname: CASHMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 22;
Comments: Convict died in Cork Co. Gaol, 13/01/1855

Surname: CASHMAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 06/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 24

Surname: CASHMAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: CASHMAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 19/02/1867; Date of document: 13/07/1867; Description of crime: Treason felony; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Cashman; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1867 C 27; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Francis St, Waterford.

Surname: CASHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman Prison; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Cashman; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 106

Surname: CASIDY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: CASKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Carrickfergus,Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 30/01/1822; Sentence: Transportation to New South Wales.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1640; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence. Suffers from epilepsy and has a wife and family No details given. Endorsed with a statement by the prosecution who believes the convict to be innocent of the crime which he had him convicted.

Surname: CASOLIN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CASS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 94;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: CASSELS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 15/01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money from house of employer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 46

Surname: CASSEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 8

Surname: CASSEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 130;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855

Surname: CASSIDAY; First name: KITTY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 92(F);
Comments: Convict Report: C. 206

Surname: CASSIDEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 63(F)

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CASSIDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 67;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/12/1853; Description of crime: Breaking and entering house and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 127;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 08/12/1858

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 89

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 305; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 1;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 96

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 194

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, P 53

**Surname:** CASSIDY; **First name:** CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 57

**Surname:** CASSIDY; **First name:** ESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 193

**Surname:** CASSIDY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 23

**Surname:** CASSIDY; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 194

**Surname:** CASSIDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny and several grievous assaults; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 1

**Surname:** CASSIDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 56

**Surname:** CASSIDY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony goat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 59

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 137

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 102

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 134

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/03/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 62

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 230; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/04/1858

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 357

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/09/1845; Description of crime: Felony of iron kettle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 271
Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 351

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Date of document: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Name of petitioner: Catherine Cassidy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, P 147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 9;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Forkill, Co. Armagh.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 71;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/02/1856

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Date of document: 12/03/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 129; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 17;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment. Prisoner convicted of Perjury in obtaining the renewal of a Civil Bill Decree for two pounds against Patrick Duffy.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 182

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 12 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 44

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 209

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 194

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 209; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, Dublin, 24/04/1843

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 103; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Cassidy (possibly brother) for the same offence.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony of waistcoating; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 61

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 185; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 07/08/1799; Description of crime: Stealing from employer Jonas Greewe; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 121; Comments: Convict is originally from Dublin and is a servant by trade.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc27; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Mullingar Gaol, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc27; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Mullingar Gaol, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/1847; Date of document: 22/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 60; Comments: Discharged due to ill health.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 28/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 10/05/1825; Date of document: 16/06/1825; Description of crime: Theft of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation fpr 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2537; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Character reference from inhabitants of Carderry (Carbury, Co. Kildare).

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Gaol, Co. Dublin; Date of document: 02/11/1803; Description of crime: Leading a gang of rebels; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 792; Comments: Convict has wife, four children and parents living. He is a shoemaker by trade and resides at Naas, Co. Kildare. Two references including one from the Curate of Naas, Co. Kildare.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Attempted assassination of Naval Officer; Record reference code: PPC 794; Comments: Letter from John Gifford to William Taylor reporting that he has no particulars of the crime committed by convict, other than the fact that he was in the company of a number of others who were arrested soon after the attempted assassination.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co Westmeath; Date of document: 05/10/1836; Description of crime: Neglecting to renew a Grocers Licence; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 9

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 103; Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas Cassidy (possibly brother) for the same offence.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: STEALING TWO PAIRS OF STOCKINGS; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above and the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: CASSIDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ANN & ANNELIA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife residing at 58 Blessing-ton St, Dublin.
Surname: CASSIE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16;
Comments: Military convict 5 th Regiment.

Surname: CASSIN; First name: U;

Sex: U; Date of document: 22/09/1804;
Record reference code: PPC 889;
Comments: Letter from Sir L. Parsons, Parsonstown, Birr, Kings Co. in connection with the case.

Surname: CASSURE; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Sullivan, Bridget;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 56(F)

Surname: CASTLES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 28/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 215

Surname: CASWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Feloniously and maliciously killing a sheep; Sentence: Trans life, commuted to 6 months imprisonment.;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 174

Surname: CASY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork Co; Date of trial: 08/05/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: CATEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 28

Surname: CATHCART; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Wilful murder; Sentence: To be hanged by the neck; Record reference code: TR 9, P 69; Comments: Convict sentenced to be hanged by the neck until his body be dead, 09/08/1849 and his body to be buried within the precincts of the gaol. Detained on Bride

Surname: CATHEART; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 250

Surname: CATHERWOOD; First name: JOHN; Alias: Sinclair, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown, wife residing at Kilmayle, parish of Ramoan, Co.Antrim

Surname: CATTIGAN; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Abduction of Anne Scally; Sentence: Death, commuted 2 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 268

Surname: CAUFIELD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 110

Surname: CAUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 187

Surname: CAULDWELL; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Description of crime: Rape; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2210;
Comments: Petitioning to be released on bail. Petition received 1 May 1824.

Surname: CAULEN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 13/07/1840; Description of crime: Unlawful combination and conspiracy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 127; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment.

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, P 213; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 104

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Date of document: 20/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 6; Comments: Prisoner was a native of Newry.

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/07/1843; Description of crime: Shooting; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 95; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: EUPHIMINA MERIGIVINA;

Sex: U; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin; Record reference code: TR 6, P 273
Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 114

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Uttering false notes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 25

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 44

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 160

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 156

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: SALLY;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F)

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: WINNY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: REV.,
Sex: M; Date of document: 18/08/1811; 
Record reference code: PPC 1264; 
Comments: Anonymous letter on behalf of the convict.

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: 'Princess' New Geneva,; Date of document: 12/08/1801; 
Sentence: Transportation; 
Record reference code: PPC 3943; 
Comments: Two letters in connection with arrangements to transfer the convict to Athlone to give evidence at the trial of Stephen Glynn.

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/07/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; 
Record reference code: SPP 79; 
Comments: Two letters from G Hunt, Jerpoint, near Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny, on behalf of the convict, Stating the convict is a farmer and has a wife and large family and resides in Levitstown, Co. Kildare. Requests that he may be liberated as he is innocent of the charge

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CAULFIELD; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Caulfill;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 31

Surname: CAULFILL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Caulfield;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens CO; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1801; Date of document: 31/05/1836; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 31; 
Comments: There is evidence that a discrepancy existed among the prison records with regard to the convicts name. It is therefore possible that the convicts real identity is Michael Caulfield who was aged 25 and transported for life from the Queens Co on board the 'Atlas' on the 28 Nov 1801

Surname: CAULFILL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Caulfield;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens CO; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1801; Date of document: 31/05/1836; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 31; Comments: There is evidence that a discrepancy existed among the prison records with regard to the convicts name. It is therefore possible that the convict's real identity is Michael Caulfield who was aged 25 and transported for life from the Queens Co on board the Atlas on the 28 Nov 1801

Surname: CAULIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 156

Surname: CAUPBELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: CAURUANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, P 218

Surname: CAUTFIELD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of potatoes and sacks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 49

Surname: CAVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 114; Comments: See TR 11, P 70

Surname: CAVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 70;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

**Surname:** CAVAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Birr Co Offaly; Date of document: 22/02/1800; Description of crime: Drinking seditious toasts; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 304;
Comments: Several character references from inhabitants of Killyan Co Offaly. Convict served in the Army for forty years twenty of which were spent abroad, he took part in several battles in America. Resides at Killyon Co Offaly

---

**Surname:** CAVANAGH; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 29(F);
Comments: Convict died in Grange Gorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1853

---

**Surname:** CAVANAGH; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 9(F);
Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes

---

**Surname:** CAVANAGH; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 138;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, co. Cork, 07/09/1850

---

**Surname:** CAVANAGH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 35;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment. Also in the file is that of Charles Callaghan fined for taking timber.

---

**Surname:** CAVANAGH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 159;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 1; Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/04/1853

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, P 45

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Navan, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Date of document: 07/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Maria Kavanagh; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 5, P 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 41; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/03/1844. Prisoner was convicted of stealing a silk pocket handkerchief at Bellewstown Races. Petitioner's residence given as 4, Red Cow Lane, Dublin.

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 15; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/09/1857

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 125; Comments: Convict was employed with the Ordinance Survey of Ireland at the time of his conviction.

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1842; Description of crime: Felony of roll of tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62
Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Brown;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 201

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 127

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 307

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 53; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 95(F); Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 67

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 115; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Felony of a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 92

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 144

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 232;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 186

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: ELENOR;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 282

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 82

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 06/1799; Description of crime: Having pikes; Name of petitioner: Major Farier;
Record reference code: SPP 475
Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 1800;
Description of crime: Concerned in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 300

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Marybourough, Queens Co; Date of document: 29/04/1800;
Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commutted to transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 476;
Comments: Covering note for a letter from Charles Eustace, prossector, recommending respite on respite on account of useful information which the convict has given.

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: ELLENOR;
Sex: F; Date of document: 24/05/1806;
Record reference code: PPC 1208;
Comments: Surgeons journal of attendance on the convicts left behind after the last embarkation.

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: GARRET;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Disturbing Rarks speech;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2
Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CAVE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 47;
Comments: London - only entered in embarkment book See TR 7, P 42

Surname: CAVE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 42;
Comments: See TR 8, P 47

Surname: CAVENAGH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 157;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1851

Surname: CAVENAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 157;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/11/1857

Surname: CAVENAGH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 170

Surname: CAVENDISH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 198

Surname: CAVENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 97

Surname: CAVENY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 214; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/01/1850

Surname: CAVERAGH; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CAVISH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a Rebel captain; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 2 Dec 1798.

Surname: CAWLAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 127
Surname: CAWLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 31/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 131

Surname: CAWLEY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 120; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 39

Surname: CAWLIN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Norman;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 123

Surname: CAWLIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kells; Place of imprisonment: Trim; Date of trial: 12/10/1846; Date of document: 25/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 59; Comments: Prisoner died in prison on 25th October 1846.

Surname: CAY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 23

Surname: CAYNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 72

Surname: CELEBERT; First name: GARRET;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: See comments; Date of document: 20/05/1800; Description of crime: Stealing two cows; Sentence: Transportation to Betany Bay; Name of ship: GUARDSHIP; Name of petitioner: Convict & M Mulvihill;
Record reference code: PPC 322; Comments: Petitioning for trial. Mulvihill convicted of same crime. Included statement Co Waterford, of the events by which both convicts were implicated in the crime with which they were unjustly charged (20 May 1800). Convict has large family. No other details given and resides at Alea Parish, Co Limerick, Farmer by trad

Surname: CENNAMON; First name: MARY; Alias: Clunamon, Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 259

Surname: CERMMOND; First name: MARY; Alias: Sullivan;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 305

Surname: CHALKS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/08/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 40

Surname: CHAMBERLAIN; First name: THEOPHILUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 1814; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: APPEARING ARMED AND BREAKING AND ENTERING HOUSE; Sentence: Death;
Name of petitioner: Convict and four others;
Record reference code: PPC 1286;
Comments: Convict was convicted with four others under the Whiteboy Act for the same offence. Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 164

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Possessing stolen apparel and £20.00; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 133;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 03/08/1836
Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 8

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Violent assault and highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, P 138; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/10/1846; Description of crime: Obtaining goods & money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 165; Comments: Convict accused of obtaining goods and money under false pretences

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Date of document: 07/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C31; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836 Convict was employed as a messenger and clerk with Messrs. Harney Gloss and Co. of Belfast. Convicts parents reside in Lambeg, Co. Antrim.

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: See comments; Date of trial: 1790; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Attempted Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 120; Comments: Convict was imprisoned in Derry Gaol later removed to Newgate Prison Dublin. Petition includes a cover note from R Heyland, Dominick St., Dublin advising that the petition be considered. Convict aged 50-60, has a wife, one daughter, one sister and is a weaver by trade

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: J;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of document: 05/12/1798; Record reference code: SPP 80;
Comments: Note from the convict requesting his books and papers which were promised to him

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 18/03/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 476;
Comments: Has received a verbal order to depart from the country, requests the favour of a written communication on the subject

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Vagrant;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 03 Aug. 1833

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Description of crime: Felony;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 23 Feb 1799.

Surname: CHAMBERS; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CHANCE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/02/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 198;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/03/1843

Surname: CHANCE; First name: TERENCE; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M;
Comments: See under Terence Byrne

Surname: CHAPMAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1853; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 181;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: CHAPMAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Larceny, (second conviction); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: CHAPMAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 300

Surname: CHAPMAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 300

Surname: CHAPMAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Felony whiskey and cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 36;
Comments: Convict is a shoemaker by trade and resides with his widowed mother, at no. 21, Golden Lane, Dublin City.

Surname: CHAPMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 40;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: CHAPMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: 12 months imprisonment commuted to trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 29;
Comments: Convict is a Cooper by trade.
Surname: CHAPMAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CHARLES; First name: MARIA;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 203

Surname: CHARLES; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 3;
Comments: Convict lives in Lucan, Co. Dublin, with his mother, Mary, Father, and five brothers and one sister and is their only support.

Surname: CHARLETON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CHARLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 136

Surname: CHARLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 12/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc34

Surname: CHARLTON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 22/09/1836; Description of crime: Having stolen bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 21;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836 Second trial date given, 22/10/1836

Surname: CHARLTON; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 291

Surname: CHARTRES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilrush, County Clare; Date of trial: 04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: T 7 years, commuted to 15 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 111

Surname: CHASTY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 220; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: CHAWNER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Date of document: 04/04/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of petitioner: Adam Mitchell & others; Relationship of petitioner: Clergy & Magistrates; Record reference code: TR 5, P 107; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 C 9; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of murdering his daughter, Mary Anne Chawner, and was sentenced to death. The sentence was commuted. The principal witness was his other daughter, aged 7.

Surname: CHAWNER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro, Queens Co; Date of document: 24/12/1819; Description of crime: SEE COMMENTS; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1624; Comments: Convict lived with his mother and worked as a labourer.

Surname: CHAWNER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: CHEERL; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny and arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 27

Surname: CHEEVERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 77

Surname: CHEEVERS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 248

Surname: CHERRLRLEY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

Surname: CHERRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 61;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 and removed from Westmoreland, ship

Surname: CHERRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 246

Surname: CHISDALE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CHISHOLM; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Date of document: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 21; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 72th Foot Regiment.

Surname: CHRISTIAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 65

Surname: CHRISTIE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 87(F)

Surname: CHRISTIE; First name: GEORGE; Alias: 9;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 216; Record reference code 2: CRF 1854 C 27

Surname: CHRISTIE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 216; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs (following previous sentence of transportation 7 yrs - in all transportation 14 yrs)

Surname: CHRISTIE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 2; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/01/1855

Surname: CHRISTIE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 38

Surname: CHRISTIE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/10/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 203

Surname: CHRISTOPHER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 10/08/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, P 255; Comments: Convict tried at Wexford Assizes

Surname: CHRISTOPHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 24 Oct 1833

Surname: CHRISTOPHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: CHRISTOPHER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: CHRISTY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 215; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: CHRISTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 215; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836
Surname: CHRISTY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bailed; Record reference code: TR 2, P 2

Surname: CHRISTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 2

Surname: CHRISTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newry, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick Co Down; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing clothes from house; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 194; Comments: Convict has a wife and child. Convicts parents are living.

Surname: CHURCH; First name: CAROLINE; Alias: Cassidy, Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 232

Surname: CHUTE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 31/07/1844; Date of document: 14/09/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Margaret Chute; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 5, P 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 58; Comments: Sentenced commuted to transportation for 7 years. Petitioner's residence given as Doneraile, Co. Cork.

Surname: CHUTE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 31/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CHUTE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: CINNAMOND; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 209; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843

Surname: CINRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 173

Surname: CIRAKE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 163

Surname: CITCHLEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 30/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CIVIL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 136

Surname: CLAFFY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and 3 mths imp.; Record reference code: TR 13, P 72

Surname: CLAFFY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 17/08/1836; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C61; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836 Convict Ref. File: C.61, 1836 Convict resides at Clonfinlough, parish of Clonmacnoise, King's Co.
Surname: CLAFFY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 183

Surname: CLAFFY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 65;
Comments: The convict was convicted with others. Also in file C 65 is the petition of James P. Carmody, fined for failing to turn up for jury service.

Surname: CLAFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County King's; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 3 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 72;
Comments: Convict sentenced to 3 mths imprisonment after transportation 7 yrs

Surname: CLAFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/03/1832;
Record reference code: PPC 3637;
Comments: Letter from the Governor of Tullamore Gaol, King's Co, Acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convict's sentence.

Surname: CLANCEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 55

Surname: CLANCHEY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 114

Surname: CLANCHEY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CLANCHY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 192

Surname: CLANCIE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 207

Surname: CLANCY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/08/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 mths); Record reference code: TR 6, P 251

Surname: CLANCY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to kill; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 51; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C233 Convict has a wife and five children and resides in Dublin

Surname: CLANCY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 143

Surname: CLANCY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 26

Surname: CLANCY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 131; Comments: Convict died in (hospital) gaol, 04/12/1850
Surname: CLANCY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin;
Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 158

Surname: CLANCY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 157

Surname: CLANCY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 32;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: CLANCY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing calico (former convict); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.N. Dare 00/12/1857;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 11(F)

Surname: CLANCY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 140;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/03/1858 See also: Michael Demter, TR 13, P 140

Surname: CLANCY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 154;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/06/1851

Surname: CLANCY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 134

Surname: CLANCY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 270

Surname: CLANCY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 94; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/01/1857

Surname: CLANCY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 104

Surname: CLANCY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 145

Surname: CLANCY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Entering a counting house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 154; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 13 Convict sentenced to death, (to be hanged), for having carnal knowledge of a

Surname: CLANCY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: CLANCY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 111

Surname: CLANCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 9

Surname: CLANCY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 30/07/1837; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of petitioner: William Clancy; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: FS 1837 8

Surname: CLANCY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: CLANCY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballintrebek, County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Sligo Prison; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 18/08/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: T 10; Name of petitioner: Michael & Hanna Clancy; Relationship of petitioner: Father and Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc 4

Surname: CLANCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: CLANE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: CLANEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/01/1838; Description of crime: Assault arising from combinations; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 11; Comments: Convict’s wife, Abigail, resides in Swift’s Alley, Dublin City with their five children.

Surname: CLANEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 01/07/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: T 7 years increased to T 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 43

Surname: CLANSEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 130

Surname: CLANY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 67; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857 and was ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: CLARE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 71; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment

Surname: CLARE; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation.

Surname: CLARE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 269;
Comments: Convict is a Weaver by trade resides in Kilkenny City with his wife and seven children.

Surname: CLARK; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 201

Surname: CLARK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 188

Surname: CLARK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 04/12/1796; Description of crime: Breaking gaol; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Earl of Farnham; Record reference code: PPC 60; Comments: Convict was removed to the Cove in Cork to await transportation.

Surname: CLARK; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 50; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial, in Co. Antrim or admitted to bail.

Surname: CLARK; First name: ALEX;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast Provost Prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: CLARK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF1845 misc4

Surname: CLARK; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 66;
Comments: File missing

Surname: CLARK; First name: ROSANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 25

Surname: CLARK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Johanna Murphy.

Surname: CLARK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Johanna Murphy.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: MARY; Alias: Adamson, Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 55 F;
Comments: See also: Adamson, Mary; Stephenson, Margaret Convict was convicted with Sarah Johnson, alias Sarah Adamson

Surname: CLARKE; First name: MARY A;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 318

Surname: CLARKE; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/01/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 191

Surname: CLARKE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: CA 1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: CLARKE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Ass stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 156

Surname: CLARKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for life commuted to 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 8141 C 68

Surname: CLARKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 156

Surname: CLARKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C 182; Comments: Convict is a smith by trade and has a large family.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 126

Surname: CLARKE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 19

Surname: CLARKE; First name: ROSE; Alias: Gorman;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 253
Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 9, P 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 80; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 15 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 87; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation for 14 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 126

Surname: CLARKE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 140

Surname: CLARKE; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 42(F)

Surname: CLARKE; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 194

Surname: CLARKE; First name: CATHARINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 32(F)

Surname: CLARKE; First name: CATHARINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 04/1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 21;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: CLARKE; First name: CATHARINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 186

Surname: CLARKE; First name: CONNER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 140

Surname: CLARKE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 106

Surname: CLARKE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 287

Surname: CLARKE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 305

Surname: CLARKE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 06/1839; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 206

Surname: CLARKE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 14; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 17;
Comments: Convict has a widowed mother and two sisters living at home. Convict also has three brothers serving in the army.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 241

Surname: CLARKE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 72;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 04/02/1857

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Armstrong;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 2

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing iron bar; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 131
Surname: CLARKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 39

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 84

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Cleary, James;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/10/1846; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 72

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 2

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 193

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 16/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 262

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 16/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 262; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 3

**Surname**: CLARKE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 60

**Surname**: CLARKE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 60

**Surname**: CLARKE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony sheets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 52

**Surname**: CLARKE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 69

**Surname**: CLARKE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/07/1840; Description of crime: Being a member of a secret society; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 24

**Surname**: CLARKE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 17

**Surname**: CLARKE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 156

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 180

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 14

Surname: CLARKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 218

Surname: CLARKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony of a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 221

Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 128

Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 71

Surname: CLARKE; First name: U;
Sex: U; Date of document: 1816; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1328; Comments: Letter from W. Atkinson, on behalf of the convict, requesting a mitigation of his sentence to transportation. States the convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of document: 23/06/1822; Description of crime: Suspected of pick-pocketing; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1618; Comments: Convict is a native of Co Louth, the only son of a widow. Crime took place in the town of Balibay, Co Monaghan.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 10/08/1822; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1630; Comments: States she received the notes as change in Banbridge Market where she had been selling muslin. Has five children without a father.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 82

Surname: CLARKE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 352

Surname: CLARKE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of document: 01/02/1798; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 81; Comments: Convict has been confined for 12 months on no apparent charge. Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship Thomas Harrison. Wife’s name: Johanna Murphy.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Johannah Murphy, residing at Clashmore, Co Waterford.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Johanna Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 31

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Donegal; Date of trial: 19/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CLARKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 25/09/1804;
Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Colonel Browne;
Record reference code: PPC 862;
Comments: Petitioner resides at No. 5, Fitzwilliam St., Dublin. Convict is a soldier by profession, other defendant: John Brien.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 67; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others;
Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.
Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 42;
Comments: Convict resides in Blackditches, Blessington, Co Wicklow.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/08/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: CLARKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: CLARKE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CLARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name Johanna Murphy.

Surname: CLARKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CLARKEN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 140

Surname: CLARKIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly; Record reference code: TR 6, P 279

Surname: CLARKIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 17/07/1812; Date of document: 17/07/1812; Description of crime: Murder of Robert Hughes; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1271; Comments: Covering letter and report of the trial included.

Surname: CLARKSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 173

Surname: CLASE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 90

Surname: CLASSAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 14/11/1822; Description of crime: Stealing harness; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1637; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.

Surname: CLASSIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Classin, residing at Newton Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
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Surname: CLAUCHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: CLAVIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 100

Surname: CLAVIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, P 105

Surname: CLAYTON; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony plate and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 51

Surname: CLEAR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, P 126

Surname: CLEAR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 84; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: CLEAR; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 84

Surname: CLEAR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 273

Surname: CLEARKIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 137

Surname: CLEARY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 318

Surname: CLEARY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 24(F)

Surname: CLEARY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 09/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 189

Surname: CLEARY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 64 F; Comments: See also: TR 10, P 373

Surname: CLEARY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 373; Comments: See also: TR 11, P 64 F

Surname: CLEARY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/01/1837; Description of crime: Stealing £18.00; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 65(F)

Surname: CLEARY; First name: CONOR;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 98

Surname: CLEARY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 85

Surname: CLEARY; First name: ELENA;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 276

Surname: CLEARY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: 3 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 305;
Comments: Convict sentenced to 3 mths imprisonment if security not given themselves £5.00 each and 2 securities in £2.00 cash, then transportation 7 yrs

Surname: CLEARY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and felony in house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 145;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 02/10/1853

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 41; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/06/1851

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tullamore, King's Co; Place of imprisonment: King's County Gaol; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Date of document: 29/03/1844; Description of crime: Stealing fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: William Costelloe; Record reference code: TR 5, P 106; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 27; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Lisduff, King's County.

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Clarke, James;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/10/1846; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 72; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 68; Comments: File missing.

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/05/1853; Description of crime: Stealing flour, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 20

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 144; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, Co. Dublin, 11/10/1836

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 110

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 114
Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 153

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 181

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on Saturday, 07/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 84

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway, 19/11/1849; Record reference code: TR 6, P 190

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C23; Comments: Convict Ref. File: C.23, 1841 Character reference from: Kennedy, Michael

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/02/1848; Description of crime: House robbery with menace and threat; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 09/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 136

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 10
Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOS; Alias: Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 32

Surname: CLEARY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 258

Surname: CLEARY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 85(F)

Surname: CLEARY; First name: MARY; Alias: Doyle, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 195

Surname: CLEARY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 172

Surname: CLEARY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 26

Surname: CLEARY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding Thomas Williamson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 28; Comments: Convict supports his widowed mother.

Surname: CLEARY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 111

Surname: CLEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 28; Comments: Convict died in Cork Gaol, 02/05/1857

Surname: CLEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 156

Surname: CLEARY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 144

Surname: CLEARY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 234

Surname: CLEARY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Jos;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 32

Surname: CLEARY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 34

Surname: CLEARY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1846; Description of crime: Robbery and putting in bodily fear; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 180

Surname: CLEARY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Obtaining goods by false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31

Surname: CLEARY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow county; Place of imprisonment: Carlow county; Date of document: 26/04/1823; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: See Comments; Relationship of petitioner: Brother and sisters; Record reference code: PPC 1852; Comments: Petitioners pray mitigation of convict's sentence on the grounds that he is their only support as both parents are dead. Several character references.

Surname: CLEARY; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 10/04/1825; Description of crime: Attempted robbery at Roscrea; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Winnifred Cleary; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: PPC 2745; Comments: Petitioner is the eldest of seven sisters. States that her parents and sisters are dependant on the convict's support.

Surname: CLEARY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of document: 12/03/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: James Cleary; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 21; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Burncourt, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: CLEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 24/07/1797; Name of petitioner: Michael Flynn; Record reference code: SPP 13; Comments: Convict resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim. Petitioner states that the convicts parents and six younger sisters are dependant on his support

Surname: CLEARY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 19/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Capt. Caldwell; Record reference code: SPP 477; Comments: Worked for the Hon. David La Touche for the past 4 years and petitioner can prove that the prisoner was not with the rebels

Surname: CLEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary county gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: CLEARY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Princess at Passage(ship; Date of document: 29/01/1802; Description of crime: Harbouring a gang of robbers; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 751; Comments: Convict has wife living, is a farmer by trade and resides at the Curragh, Co Kildare. Several character references. Memorial from Col John Wolfe (24/02\ 1802).

Surname: CLEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CLEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 64

Surname: CLEARY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 135; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged.

Surname: CLEMENT; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 35
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Surname: CLEMENTS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Byron, John;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 101; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857.

Surname: CLEMENTS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: John Byron;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 101; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857

Surname: CLEMENTS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 76(F)

Surname: CLEMENTS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from persons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 199; Comments: Convict died, 13/12/1847

Surname: CLEMENTS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 199; Comments: Convict died, 13/12/1847

Surname: CLEMENTS; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/1824; Date of document: 15/11/1824; Description of crime: Possessing utensils for coining; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2226; Comments: Convict states that he has an aged wife and family and his eldest son was killed in Military action. Second petition received 11 May 1824.

Surname: CLENCH; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: CLENNDERING; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny of wearing apparel; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 15; Comments: Convict is a widow with four sons.

Surname: CLENDINNING; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 89

Surname: CLENDINNING; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: CLENNON; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 13/03/1837; Description of crime: Taking unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2 P 89; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 95; Comments: Convict's mother, Judith (a widow), resides in Knockanoran, near Durrow, Co. Kilkenny, with her nine children and is dependant on the convict's support. Convict was living in Dublin at the time of his arrest.

Surname: CLERK; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CLERKIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 87
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Surname: CLERKIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 18/03/1832; Sentence: Death respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3638;
Comments: Letter from the Governor of Monaghan Gaol, acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convict's sentence (and two others) until further orders.

Surname: CLERKIN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CLERKIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CLERKIN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CLERNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 176;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: CLESHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/10/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 72

Surname: CLEXTON; First name: BAILLIE;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 90

Surname: CLICKETT; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 137

Surname: CLIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 82

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 234

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, (or bail); Record reference code: TR 6, P 352

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Felony from a church; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 72; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/04/1852

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: JUDE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, P 218

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 352
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Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: MARY JUNE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 14/08/1841; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 283;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted 3 mths if sureties £5.00 & two £2.00 paid.

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 83

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 76;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/08/1855

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Dogherty; Relationship of petitioner: Aunt;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 36; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 55

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/02/1858

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing oatmeal and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 32

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermoy, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 27/08/1824; Date of document: 18/06/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2227; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for tendering an illegal oath. Petition received 18 June 1824.

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of document: 03/08/1830; Description of crime: Being in a house where a bag of malt was found; Sentence: Bail; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3480; Comments: Convict resides at Clackane, Co. Sligo.

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermoy, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3740; Comments: Convict was arrested under the Insurrection Act (crime not given). Petition not dated,circa 1821-8, 1833-4.

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CLIFFORD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Stealing bread and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 22; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/09/1856
Surname: CLINCE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 243

Surname: CLINCH; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: CLINCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 11, P 132; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/07/1852

Surname: CLINCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/08/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 76; Comments: Convict's mother resides in Lucan, Co. Dublin. Convict supports his mother and three other children.

Surname: CLINTON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony 3/5 sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 60

Surname: CLINTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: CLINTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 139

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CLINTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 89(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 123; Comments: Convict has one child and is a Dealer by trade. States she was returning from the Fair of Skreen, Co. Meath on the day the offence was committed.

Surname: CLINTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/03/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 148

Surname: CLINTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Clinton; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 130

Surname: CLINTON; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 28; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales. Wifes name, Mary Coyle.

Surname: CLISHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 76

Surname: CLOAGHESSY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: CLOAGHESSY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 234;
Comments: See also: TR 11, P 144

Surname: CLODOUGH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 181;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1857

Surname: CLOGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 89; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 140;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment with hard labour, acknowledged 17/07/1837 and ordered to be discharged due to ill health

Surname: CLOGHER; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 98(F);
Comments: Convict Report No: C.237

Surname: CLOGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life, commuted trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 237

Surname: CLOGHER; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life commuted trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 237

Surname: CLOGHERTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing ewe with intent to steal carcas; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 218

Surname: CLOGHERTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/08/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 77; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: CLONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellin (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: CLONLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 93; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/09/1855

Surname: CLONNILE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: CLOONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 104; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: CLOONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CLOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, P 132 Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855
Surname: CLOONEY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva barracks; Date of document: 16/01/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Clooney; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 478;
Comments: Prisoner was a carpenter in New Ross. A certificate of character signed by several inhabitants of New Ross is attached

Surname: CLOONY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 252

Surname: CLOSDIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 181

Surname: CLOSE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 10

Surname: CLOSE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Date of document: 23/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Name of petitioner: Daniel Dickinson & others; Relationship of petitioner: Clergy & Magistrates;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 7; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 C 3;
Comments: Prisoner's residence was in Banbridge, Co. Down.

Surname: CLOSE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 9

Surname: CLOSE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 20/07/1844; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CLOSE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; 
Record reference code: CRF1845 misc4

Surname: CLOSSY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, P 23; 
Comments: Convict detained on board Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: CLOUGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 94; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 308; 
Comments: Convict was discharged.

Surname: CLOVERDAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CLUFF; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176; 
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CLUKIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 250

Surname: CLUNAMON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 259;
Comments: See also: Mary Cennamon, TR 6, P 259

Surname: CLUNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 192; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/01/1853

Surname: CLUNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Arson and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 62; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: CLUNE; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 192

Surname: CLUSKEY; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Clusky;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 21

Surname: CLUSKEY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/02/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 49

Surname: CLUVANT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 80

Surname: CLYDE; First name: WILLIAM HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Uttering a forged order; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Surname: CLYDESDALE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: T 7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 56

Surname: CLYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 90; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/01/1852

Surname: CLYNE (KLYNE); First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1831; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Clyne (Klyne); Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3578; Comments: Petitioner states convict was transported to New South Wales in Jan 1831 and is now working as a Herdsman in Hunters River for George Bayland. Petitioning to be permitted to take her four children to Australia. States she resides in Duna mona near Castlebar, Co Mayo. Earlier pet (not dated, possibly 1831)

Surname: CLYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 10; Comments: list of free settlers on board the transport Margaret, wife's name, Bridget Feeny

Surname: CLYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B15; Comments: Convict's wife Bridget Feeny granted a free passage to New South Wales, she resided in Ballinafad

Surname: CLYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Bridget, residing in Ballinafad

Surname: CLYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife’s name Bridget Feeny

Surname: CLYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Bridget Feeny.

Surname: COAKLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 251

Surname: COAKLEY; First name: DAN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 25; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 89

Surname: COAKLEY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 36;
Comments: Convict (detained) at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: COAKLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 27;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/02/1853

Surname: COAKLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: COAKLEY; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a hen; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 68; Comments: Convict was convicted with Judith Cokeley, Norry Shea, Mary and Margaret Shea. Convict is a widow with three children and resides in Cork.

Surname: COAKLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COAKLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Guild Hall; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 13/04/1825; Description of crime: Stealing swine; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2538; Comments: Convict has a wife, five children and parents, dependant on his support. Character reference from inhabitants of Ovens, Cork.

Surname: COAL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/04/1800; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Sarah Coal; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 310; Comments: Prays pardon and permission for her husband to transport himself to America. Convict has wife and small family, no details given. Serveral character references from the Ministers and inhabitants of Parish of Kilhaughto. Convict from Parish of Kilhaughto

Surname: COALMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 06/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 165; Comments: Convict discharged after completing one year's imprisonment from 31/08/1847

Surname: COAN; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 151

Surname: COAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 259

Surname: COANE; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 10/07/1854; Description of crime: Appearing in arms by night; Sentence: Transportation 14; Record reference code: CRF 1854 C 49

Surname: COATES; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/11/1810; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1253; Comments: Letter from the convict requesting liberty to transport himself and wife and six children to America.

Surname: COATES; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/10/1810; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1254; Comments: Report stating that the convict was not transported on account of his ill health.

Surname: COATES; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1810; Description of crime: Theft of a valice; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3986; Comments: Petitioning for liberty to regain his health and settle his personal affairs, after such time he will return to gaol and transport himself to another country. Convict' wife is pregnant with their sixth child (eldest is 5 yrs). States he has two farms in Kildare

Surname: COBBE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 10/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary of a meeting house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 137
Surname: COBIE; First name: ANNE; Alias: Farrell, Anne;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Midlothian; Record reference code: TR 11, P 55F; Comments: See also: Anne Farrell, TR 11, P 55 F

Surname: COBREAVY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: COBY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1836; Description of crime: Possessing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 171

Surname: COBY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Possessing a forged notes; Sentence: Trans 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 61; Comments: Convicts widowed mother is dependant on his support. Other defendant; George Stephens.

Surname: COCHERN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 7

Surname: COCHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 125; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/04/1853

Surname: COCHRAN; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Date of document: 07/1844; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 46;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment.
Prisoner occupation given as Flax dresser and Weaver. Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: COCHRAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 128;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: COCHRAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 201

Surname: COCHRAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Possessing coining implements; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 8

Surname: COCHRAN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Conolly;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Description of crime: ABDUCTION FOR ANNE SHEWBRIDGE; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Richard Cochran;
Relationship of petitioner: Brother in law;
Record reference code: PPC 1461;
Comments: Convict has four children. Petitioner states she has a sister living in Carlow.

Surname: COCHRAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 1798; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 82;
Comments: Prays that his case may be investigated and refers to a former petition which he had submitted.

Surname: COCHRANE; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 5

Surname: COCHRANE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 195

**Surname:** COCHRANE; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** COCHRANE; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** CODDINGTON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 101; Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes

**Surname:** CODDINGTON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Date of document: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Membership of Ribbon Society; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1853 Misc16

**Surname:** CODDINGTON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Being a member of the Ribbon Society; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** CODE; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 48

**Surname:** CODY; **First name:** ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 12(F)

Surname: CODY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder of E. Madden; Sentence: Death, 09/03/1845; Record reference code: TR 7, P 136

Surname: CODY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 137

Surname: CODY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a kid; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 23; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/08/1854

Surname: CODY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 107; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C 197; Comments: Convict is a native of Co, Clare.

Surname: CODY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 38

Surname: CODY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 174

Surname: CODY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, P 34 Convict died at Spike Island Depot, Co. Cork, 17/04/1858

Surname: CODY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder of E. Madden; Sentence: Death, 01/03/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 136

Surname: CODY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 84

Surname: CODY; First name: RYRAN(?);

Sex: U; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94

Surname: CODY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of document: 22/07/1846; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house, and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 36

Surname: CODY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Murder of soldiers of the Wexford Regiment; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 83; Comments: Prays to be admitted to Bail. States that he was acquitted of the said offence but still remains confined. Convict is a mason and stone cutter by trade and resides in Ballydaggin, Co. Wexford.

Surname: CODY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/07/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B5;
Comments: Convict's wife granted a free passage to New South Wales, she resided in Kilmanagh.

Surname: CODY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/08/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 29; Comments: Convict's wife, Ellen Rafter, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: CODY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CODY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: ELIZA 1829; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Ellen Rafter, residing at Kilmanagh.

Surname: COEMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 51; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 128

Surname: COEN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 118; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his father, two brothers and sisters.

Surname: COENEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 07/08/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 77(F)

Surname: COFFEE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 307

Surname: COFFEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 23; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: COFFEE; First name: JANE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 mths); Record reference code: TR 6, P 250

Surname: COFFEE; First name: JEREMAIH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33

Surname: COFFEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 159; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: COFFEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 153

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 16(F)

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 327

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 112

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, P 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/04/1858

Surname: COFFEE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 112; Comments: See also: Michael Coffee, TR 4, P 112

Surname: COFFEE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 17

Surname: COFFEE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 77

Surname: COFFEE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 99

Surname: COFFEE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 159; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/03/1843

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MARY;

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MARY;

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MARY;

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MARY;

Surname: COFFEE; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: COFFEE; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: COFFEE; First name: U;
Surname: COFFEE; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1833; Description of crime: Common Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Coffee; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; 
Record reference code: FS 1837 9

Surname: COFFEE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Committing a rape; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; 
Comments: Committed 18 April 1835

Surname: COFFEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Committing a rape; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; 
Comments: Committed 18 April 1835

Surname: COFFEE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others; 
Record reference code: PPC 2143; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: COFFEE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176; 
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: COFFEE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Thomas Murphy;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City, County Dublin; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 73

Surname: COFFEE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1843; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: T life; Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 46; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John.

Surname: COFFEE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Date of document: 08/07/1853; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Coffee; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1853 C 41

Surname: COFFEE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Appearing with fire arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 01 July 1834.

Surname: COFFERY; First name: -;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: COFFEY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 20(F)

Surname: COFFEY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/02/1843; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 191

Surname: COFFEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/07/1858

Surname: COFFEY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 21(F)

Surname: COFFEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 64; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/06/1854

Surname: COFFEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 11, P 72; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: COFFEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 114; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: COFFEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick on Shannon; Date of trial: 1813; Date of document: 10/07/1813; Description of crime: Stealing 3 heifers; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1280; Comments: Convict has seven children. Includes memo stating that the convict's sentence will not be commuted.
Surname: COFFEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of trial: 1813; Date of document: 10/07/1813; Description of crime: Stealing three heifers; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1280; Comments: Convict has seven children. Includes memorandum stating that the convict's sentence will not be commuted.

Surname: COFFEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/1822; Date of document: 10/08/1822; Description of crime: SUSPECTED OF PICK-POCKETING; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Coffey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1619; Comments: Petitioner from near Newport, Co Tipperary, prays for mitigation of sons’ sentences, both convicted in Nenagh. Husband deceased.

Surname: COFFEY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/1822; Date of document: 10/08/1822; Description of crime: SUSPECTED OF PICK-POCKETING; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Coffey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1619; Comments: Petitioner from near Newport, Co Tipperary, prays for mitigation of her sons’ sentences, both convicted in Nenagh. Husband deceased.

Surname: COFFEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 27/08/1822; Description of crime: Possessing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Coffey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1631; Comments: Prays mitigation of the sentence passed on her two sons Thomas and Thady. States she is a widow with 7 children. Address: Cragg, Co Tipperary.

Surname: COFFEY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Description of crime: Possessing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Coffey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1631;
Comments: Prays mitigation of the sentence passed on her two sons, Thomas and Thady. States she is a widow with 7 children. Address: Crag, Co Tipperary.

**Surname:** COFFEY; **First name:** THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Convict ship Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1822; Date of document: 23/04/1823; Description of crime: Concealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and Mary Coffy; Relationship of petitioner: mother; Record reference code: PPC 1853;

Comments: Convict and his brother Thomas were convicted for concealing a gun in their mothers house at Crag, Co. Tipperary. Refers to a former petition. Convict is a farmer by trade and the sole support of his widowed mother and seven children. Mothers petition on her sons behalf dated 17 Sept. 1823. Several char. refs

**Surname:** COFFEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1822; Date of document: 23/04/1823; Description of crime: Possessing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Thady and Mary Coffey; Relationship of petitioner: Brother and mother; Record reference code: PPC 1853;

Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Thady for concealing a gun in their mothers house at Crag, Co. Tipperary and sent from Cork prior to the date of petition. Petitioner is petitioning on his own behalf.

**Surname:** COFFEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/11/1808; Description of crime: Stealing a large quantity of muslin and calico; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3976;

Comments: Letter from a member of the commission before whom the convict was tried recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Other defendants: John Penroy and Christopher Hickey.

**Surname:** COFFEY; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, King's Co; Date of document: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Tumultuous assembly; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Maurice and Mary Coffey; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 11;

Comments: Petitioners reside in Tullamore.

**Surname:** COFFEY; **First name:** TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 24/06/1843; Description of crime: Robbery of a gun; Sentence: T 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 56;
Comments: Convict lives in Remeen, Co Clare.

Surname: COFFEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 48;
Comments: Two men named Ryan and Deer were convicted for the same crime in 1846. Prisoner voluntarily stated that he was responsible for the crime, but his petition claims he was innocent. He lived in Newport, Co Tipperary.

Surname: COFFY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 50(F);
Comments: Convict detained at Grange Gorman, Dublin, 07/11/1837

Surname: COFFY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1846; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 119

Surname: COGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 39

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 49;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/01/1858

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 30

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 95

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 240

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 34

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 156; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/04/1852

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: COGLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1847; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 86

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1827; Date of document: 20/10/1827; Description of crime: Assault and robbery of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Francis Coghlan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3245; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother William for the same offence. Several character references including Bryan Butler Maguire, with whom the convict had served for three years.

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1827; Date of document: 20/10/1827; Description of crime: Assault and robbery of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Francis Coghlan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3245; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Richard for the same offence. Several character references.

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: ELPHINSTONE, 8 SEPTEMBER 1838; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc 5

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Coghlan; Record reference code: PPC 2539; Comments: Convict had enlisted in the Army prior to his arrest. Petition recieved in the year 1825.

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 08/01/1824; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2229; Comments: Convict has a wife and family, no details given. Covering letter from wife. Catherine for petitioner, dated 8 Jan 1824. Convict resides at Whiskey Hall, Bruff, Co Limerick and is a dog teacher by profession.

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 90; Comments: Convict has a wife and family to support.

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 03/1833; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Life trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 96; Comments: Convict supports of his aged father.

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 03/1833; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Life trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 96; Comments: Convict supports of his aged father.

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, County Offaly; Date of trial: 07/1836; Date of document: 21/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of waistcoat and money; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C45; Comments: Other defendants; Patrick Curly and Patrick Cahill.

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Possessing a forged note; Sentence: Trans, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 96

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, County Offaly; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assisting in rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Surname: COGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, County Offaly; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted trans life;

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: John D Creedon and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy;

Surname: COGHLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;

Surname: COHANE; First name: JUDY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/10/1823; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of pantaloons; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Surname: COHILLANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;

Surname: COHOLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;

Surname: COIEY; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 194; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/04/1850

Surname: COKELEY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a hen; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 68; Comments: Convict is a widow with four children and resides in Cork. Other defendants; Judith Coakley, Norry Shea, Mary Shea and Margaret Shea.

Surname: COLBERT; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 11, P 155; Comments: Robert Samll (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: COLBERT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 112(F)

Surname: COLBERT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 175

Surname: COLBERT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/01/1858

Surname: COLBERT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 157

Surname: COLBERT; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: COLBURN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 31/12/1838; Description of crime: Stealing poultry; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 34

Surname: COLDERS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 95

Surname: COLDOUGH; First name: U;
Sex: M; Date of document: 15/08/1798;
Record reference code: SPP 84;
Comments: Letter from Peter Burrows, Leeson St., Dublin on the convicts behalf offering to provide bail for his release.

Surname: COLDWELL; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 211;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: COLE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 261

Surname: COLE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 160;
Comments: Second trial, dated, 26/08/1843

Surname: COLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/11/1855

Surname: COLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 296; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment

Surname: COLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 8, P 136; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 210

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 219

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, (12/10/1839); Record reference code: TR 3, P 211

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 35

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: CONNOR;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 13

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 49

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 46; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 123

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 87; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 73

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 123; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment, 26/06/1850

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 188; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/11/1855

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 128; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/05/1850

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 373

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 78

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MARY-ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 1(F)

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Malicious assault by thriving (vitrol); Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 12, P 48

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Posting threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 228; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C7; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict resides in the parish of Killare Co. Westmeath.

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 27/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 123

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Posting a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 228; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C7; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment and was ordered back, 13/04/1836

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1845; Date of document: 21/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of purse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 C 42; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a purse belonging to a Mr. Greaves in Cobh. Prisoner's address given as Peacock Lane, Cork. Occupation: Labourer. Sentence commuted to transportation for 7 years.

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 15/01/1844; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 155

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 147

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 142

**Surname:** COLEMAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 32;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/04/1852

**Surname:** COLEMAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 70

**Surname:** COLEMAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 8

**Surname:** COLEMAN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 26; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 97

**Surname:** COLEMAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 128;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/09/1852

**Surname:** COLEMAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of trial: 03/1793; Description of crime: Robbery of fire arms; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 45;
Comments: Certificate of conviction.

**Surname:** COLEMAN; **First name:** CATHERINE;
Surname: COLEMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 05/02/1800; Description of crime: Robbery of J Pollock; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 335;
Comments: Letter from prosecutor Dunshaughlin, Co Meath, seeking a respite of convict's sentence until after the next assizes to enable Pollock with the help of convict to bring the gang of robbers involved in the crime to justice (5 Feb 1800).

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: 'Peggy' Hulk; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection (23/07/1803); Sentence: Foreign Military Service; Name of petitioner: Convict & M. Coleman; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 890;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, Michael for the same offence. Convict resides at Francis St., Dublin. Parents and two sisters are living.

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: 'Peggy' Hulk; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection (23/07/1803); Name of petitioner: Convict & B. Coleman; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 890;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, Bernard for the same offence. Convicts reside at Francis St., Dublin; parents and two sisters are living.

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 01/1847; Date of document: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of flour; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 52

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of document: 10/09/1852;
Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1;
Comments: Moved to Newgate Prison.

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit
the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Bridget Coleman,
residing in Parish of Killglass, Co Sligo.

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: MARTIAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COLEMAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COLEY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1838; Description of crime:
Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 25(F)

Surname: COLFER; First name: JOSHUA;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford Gaol; Date of document: 01/03/1799;
Description of crime: Participation in 1798 Rebellion; Name of petitioner: J Kennedy;
Record reference code: SPP 410

Surname: COLGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime:
Administering poison to his wife; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of
ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 124;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/05/1874
Surname: COLGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 54

Surname: COLGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 2

Surname: COLGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 3639; Comments: Letter, Governor of Roscommon Gaol acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) until further orders.

Surname: COLGAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther ship; Date of document: 08/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Mr Hamilton; Record reference code: SPP 479; Comments: A character reference signed by Mr. Eiffe is attached

Surname: COLHURST; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 114

Surname: COLISHEM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 76

Surname: COLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 04/04/1853; Date of document: 23/04/1853; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Name of petitioner: Self;
Surname: COLLEARY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of document: 02/05/1820; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1445

Surname: COLLERAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 121

Surname: COLLERY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 23/06/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 144; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C 103;
Comments: Convict has a wife, Jane, and six children.

Surname: COLLERY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Carberry;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 282;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: COLLERY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballymote, County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 24/06/1837; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 155;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: COLLETON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Date of document: 03/09/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 C 36

Surname: COLLEY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 20/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 150; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: COLLIER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 20/01/1846; Date of document: 30/05/1846; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 27; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 70th Foot Regiment.

Surname: COLLIER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1842; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 73

Surname: COLLIGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 292; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 10

Surname: COLLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 119

Surname: COLLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 40; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: COLLIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 40; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: COLLIGAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 04/08/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 176; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C57;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: COLLIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Richard Holmes;
Record reference code: SPP 371

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 88

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 20;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged, 08/06/1838

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1841; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 59

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MOYANT; Alias: Daman;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 274

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 108

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes from a workhouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 33

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 155; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 124; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, co. Cork, 12/12/1853

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Stealing barley; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MORTIMER;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 9, P 189; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849
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Surname: COLLINS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 22;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly, 16/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 163

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 72

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C9;
Comments: Convict sentenced to death commuted to transportation life commuted to 18 mths imprisonment

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1842; Description of crime: Maliciously killing a goat; Sentence: To be hanged, 03/02/1842;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 104

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 92

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 18

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 01/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportion 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 159;
Comments: Convict detailend on board hulk Surprize, 03/07/1836

Surname: COLLINS; First name: AJMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 34

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Two shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 75

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 25;
Comments: Convict died, 07/06/1847

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 37;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/03/1854

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;
Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 171; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1856

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 107; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 25

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 35

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing head; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JEREMIAH; Alias: Collins, Denis;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 34

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 254

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 204; Comments: Convict died in Grange Goramn (Female) Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/06/1854

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a shift; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 122; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs after 1 mths imprisonment and was ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 22; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ABRAHAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 133; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855
Surname: COLLINS; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 70(F)

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 224

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 258

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: COLLINS; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 32;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: COLLINS; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 56

Surname: COLLINS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F)

Surname: COLLINS; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33

Surname: COLLINS; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 32

Surname: COLLINS; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing kids; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/12/1853

Surname: COLLINS; First name: APTRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, P 70; Comments: Convict died, 17/01/1857

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Co.Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 114

Surname: COLLINS; First name: APTRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 74

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Burke, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 74; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 34

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Stanton;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 37

Surname: COLLINS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 149

Surname: COLLINS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 108; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: COLLINS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 143

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P P83; Comments: Convict detained at Grange Gorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: COLLINS; First name: SIBBY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 246

Surname: COLLINS; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 10

Surname: COLLINS; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 7; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/12/1853

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Abduction of Bridget Truadly; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 149; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C248; Comments: Convict Report No. C.228 Convict resides in Knocklough, Co. Meath.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 9, P 189; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/07/1844; Description of crime: Posting notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 23

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 2

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad
00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 87

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 56;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: COLLINS; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cow stealing; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 113

Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Shooting at; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 151;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation life commuted 14 yrs penal servitude from date of committal, 16/11/1849 and detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/08/1836; Description of crime: Having goods stolen in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 41;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 26/08/1836

Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad
00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 82

Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 144;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 234

Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Description of crime: Threatening notice and appearing in arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 164

Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 30/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 141

Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Shooting at; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 9, P 107; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 15/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny of watch; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 138; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 75

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 30; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 154; Comments: See John Maher, TR 11, P 154
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Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 154;
Comments: Convict sentenced to 1 mth imprisonment, pay a fine of 6s and transportation for 7 yrs

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 100;
Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/05/1853

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 30

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 27;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 39;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 11/02/1836

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 108

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DORAH;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/05/1839; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transp. 7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 210; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 84

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony (vilentia); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 225; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 48;
Comments: Convict is married with three children.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F);
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged by direction of Lord Lieutenant, 00/07/1853

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 02/11/1845; Date of document: 01/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 253; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 C24;
Comments: Convict discharged on medical certificate. See: C.24 - 1846 Prisoner was discharged because of poor health.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 76(F)

Surname: COLLINS; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: Cullenane;
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Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 198; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: COLLINS; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 191; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/06/1858

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 76

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 108

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/08/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 33

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 10; Comments: Convict tried at Cavan Spring Assizes

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1841; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 171

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly, 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 48

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C 228; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation life commuted 18 mths imprisonment and was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary of house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 133

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 32

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes from a work house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 33

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from the person with violence; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 81; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849 See also: John Moran, TR 8, P 81

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 1;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 09/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 102

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 202

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 82

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 38; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/04/1856

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 2

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 193

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1857;

Record reference code: TR 9, P 177

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 13, P 43;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, P 259

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, P 66

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1851; Date of document: / / ; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;

Record reference code: TR 11, P 64 F;

Comments: Convict tried at Clonmel Assizes

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, P 373

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 09/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 302

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/01/1843; Description of crime: Having in her possession stolen goods; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 279; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 10;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment, (11/03/1843)

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 181;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/03/1857

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 208

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 145;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1857

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Longford City; Date of trial: 20/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 226;
Comments: Convict (detained) at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 88

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 193

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Collins;
Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 1616;
Comments: Petition from Newtownsands. Barons of Iraghticonnor, Co. Kerry. Convict is a weaver by trade. Convicted for king present at the administration of an unlawful oath.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: HARIET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/08/1823; Date of document: 26/11/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a watch; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1855;
Comments: Convict has a mother and two children dependant on his support.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: PURCHASING STOLEN ARTICLES; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mothers,wives and sisters;
Record reference code: PPC 1926;
Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline the events of the crime for which the convict stand accused.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/05/1814; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Record reference code: PPC 4058; Comments: Recommendations from the Recorder for the mitigation of the sentences of several convicts. States convict is to be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/07/1814; Record reference code: PPC 4064; Comments: Letter on behalf of the Governors of the Dublin House of Industry, recommending that the convict (and several others) be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 99; Comments: Other defendant: Thomas Stapleton.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of document: 03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 36; Comments: Discharged due to ill health.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/10/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 3; Comments: Convict wife applied for a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 31/07/1844; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 31/07/1844; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: House burning in October 1798; 
Record reference code: PPC 626; 
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Monaghan; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 2540; 
Comments: Convict is a native of Roscommon and has a father and three younger brothers dependant on his support. Petition recieved 2 April 1825.
Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cork; Date of trial: 1825; Description of crime: Pick pocketing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Owen Collins; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2541; Comments: Includes two statements dated 29 September 1825. Petition received 14 January 1825.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: COLLINS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1807; Date of document: 22/08/1808; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and Elinor Collin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1226; Comments: Convict petitioning to be permitted to transport himself and family consisting four children to Berbice, Newasterdam, where they have been bequeathed property by Edward Donnolan, brother of his wife.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of document: 05/04/1831; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3544; Comments: Convict has a wife and resides in Rathfyland, Co. Down; mother living. States he is a labourer by trade. 2nd petition dated, 17 April 1831.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Setting fire to a house; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 211;
Comments: Convict was convicted with David Lynch for the same offense.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Attacking a house; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 68;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and resides in Co Limerick.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 21;
Comments: Convict a Labourer, has a wife and children.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/01/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: T 7 years com 2 years impt;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 14;
Comments: See 1843 C 10

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Date of document: / ; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 10/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: COLLINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 20

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: COLLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1;
Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: COLLINS; First name: P;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COLLINS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COLLINS; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Mary Collins;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 80

Surname: COLLINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Date of document: / /; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: COLLINS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Donovan, residing at Redaderra, Glen Barony, West Carbery.

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 20/11/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 6; Comments: Convict's wife, Bridget Collins, residing in Athlone, request a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation in arms; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: 10 years transportation;

© National Archives, Ireland
**Surname:** COLLINS; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: 10 years transportation;

**Surname:** COLLISON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 08/1846; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Self;

**Surname:** COLLISSON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1846; Description of crime: Attempt to compel to give up ground; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted 7 yrs;

**Surname:** COLLISTER; **First name:** MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

**Surname:** COLLOPY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

**Surname:** COLLOSSY; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;

**Surname:** COLREAVY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting and dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Surname: COLREAVY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 22/07/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen heifers; Sentence: Unknown;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 127

Surname: COLREAVY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 17;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Depot, 00/12/1847

Surname: COLREAVY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of document: 09/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: F.J O'Reilly & 2 Others;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 68;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield prison 7 Dec 1847.

Surname: COLTER; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing hair and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 20

Surname: COLUM; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 275

Surname: COLVIN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 1;
Comments: Convict tried at Lent Assizes and detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: COLWELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Lifford gaol; Date of trial: 16/10/1799; Date of document: 22/10/1799; Description of crime: Involved in a riot; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 385;
Comments: Wishes to join his Majestys service as he has a wife and family to support

Surname: COLWELL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Taking a pistol; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 49;
Comments: Convict resides with his family in Oldcastle, Co Meath.

Surname: COMANANE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 256

Surname: COMANS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Connors;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 116;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: COMANS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Connors;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 116;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: COMBER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: CA 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Whitby, 09/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 237

Surname: COMER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 9(F)

Surname: COMER; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 189

**Surname:** COMER; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 189; Comments: Convict tried at Cavan Assizes

**Surname:** COMERFORD; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony sack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 57

**Surname:** COMERFORD; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 260; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

**Surname:** COMERFORD; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 120

**Surname:** COMERFORD; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 60

**Surname:** COMERY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Date of document: 03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: William Lyons and others; Record reference code: CRF 1849 C 18

**Surname:** COMEY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 173; Comments: See also: John Conry, TR 6, P 173 John Conry, TR 6, P 173

Surname: COMISKIE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 32

Surname: COMISSTEAD; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 55(F)

Surname: COMLEN; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 79; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COMMANE?; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 84

Surname: COMMISKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Navan, County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1838; Description of crime: Theft of three barrels of wheat; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 136; Comments: Convict has a wife and children.

Surname: COMMISKY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: COMMONS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 89(F)

Surname: COMMONS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 98; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: COMMONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1626; Comments: Convict had served for several 7 years in the army in the 23 Light Dragoon and rifle Brigade in France and other places. Petitioner received on 27 July 1822.

Surname: COMMONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway Town; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Attempted robbery in Galway; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1638; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to military service having served in the 23 Light Dragoon and Rifle Brigade. Has a wife, family and aged parents dependant on him

Surname: COMMONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 24/03/1832; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Myles Commons; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3641; Comments: Petitioner resides at Waterview, Parish of Lacca, Barony of Athenry, Tuam, Co Galway.

Surname: COMMORY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 114

Surname: COMMOSKEY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 12; Comments: Convict is a Shoemaker and Cobbler by trade and is the only support for his mother.

Surname: COMMUOKEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 143

Surname: COMOR; First name: JOHN; Alias: McCormick;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/04/1843; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 57

Surname: COMYN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of document: 26/08/1816; Description of crime: Challenging the crown solicitor to a dual; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1322; Comments: Convict has a brother.

Surname: COMYN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 10/06/1799; Description of crime: On suspicion; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 480 Late of Leighlin bridge, Carlow, apothecary

Surname: COMYNS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: On board the Mary Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 17/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Death, Commuted; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Comyns; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 85; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides in Lucan Village, Co. Dublin

Surname: CON; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 262
Surname: CONAHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Shooting with intent; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted 13/01/1869; Record reference code: TR 9, P 43

Surname: CONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Duncannon, Co. Waterford; Date of document: 24/05/1798; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 86; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Included is a letter from Duncannon Fort, reporting that the convict attempted to take his own life and requesting that he be released.

Surname: CONAWAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 20/08/1832; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3697; Comments: Covering letter for a memorial (not included in file), submitted by Rev. Peter Brady and Rev. Pat O'Donohoe, on the convicts behalf.

Surname: CONBOY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/07/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 24

Surname: CONBOY; First name: BROWN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of document: 24/04/1816; Description of crime: Malpractice as Tithe collector, bribery of Baliff; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1332; Comments: Convict is the Tithe collector for Co. Leitrim and Longford.

Surname: CONCANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp 10 yrs, commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 40; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 45; Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 10 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: CONCANNON; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 29/03/1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C33; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836 but was unfit for transportation Convict is a native of Tuam, Co. Galway. States his wife who is pregnant with their first child is also a native of Tuam

Surname: CONCANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 76

Surname: CONCANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Friendship convict ship; Date of document: 28/08/1799; Description of crime: taking an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: C. Bermingham; Record reference code: SPP 481

Surname: CONCANNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 10/10/1830; Description of crime: Stealing tobacco; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3482; Comments: Convict resides at Tuam, Co. Galway. 1st petition dated, 24th September 1830.

Surname: CONCANNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 07/1830; Date of document: 15/01/1831; Description of crime: Theft of tobacco; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3546; Comments: Convict resides in Tuam, Co. Galway.

Surname: CONCAR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 82

Surname: CONDAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Forgery of a will; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 131; Comments: See Andrew Henahan

Surname: CONDAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Breaking a window of a chapel; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 27 Sept 1834.

Surname: CONDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CONDL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 203; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: CONDON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 50(F)

Surname: CONDON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing flannel and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 194

Surname: CONDON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing in a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, P 21

Surname: CONDON; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 154; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Bride, 00/05/1851

Surname: CONDON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 166

Surname: CONDON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 31

Surname: CONDON; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 67 F

Surname: CONDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: CONDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 233

Surname: CONDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 34; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843. Convict lives in Cullinagh, Co. Tipperary. Convict was convicted with his brother, William.
Surname: CONDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 105;
Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: CONDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 22;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/10/1857

Surname: CONDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 158;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONDON; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 73(F)

Surname: CONDON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 25(F)

Surname: CONDON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 275

Surname: CONDON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 146;
Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849
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Surname: CONDON; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 202

Surname: CONDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 92; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, P 131

Surname: CONDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 149; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/02/1851

Surname: CONDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/07/1856

Surname: CONDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: CONDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 91
Surname: CONDON; First name: PIERSE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 154

Surname: CONDON; First name: RICHARD; Alias: Connell, John;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 41;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: CONDON; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Conlon;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 80

Surname: CONDON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 156

Surname: CONDON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 79

Surname: CONDON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 35

Surname: CONDON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/11/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 23

Surname: CONDON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 34; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843. Convict lives in Cullinagh, Co. Tipperary. Convict was convicted with his brother, John.

Surname: CONDON; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/04/1818; Date of document: 28/05/1820; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1452

Surname: CONDON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/03/1822; Date of document: 17/05/1822; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Thomas Condon; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 1641; Comments: Convict from Creves, Co. Limerick was sent by his employer for a sick cow and stayed over night with a friend. On his return he was arrested for being absent from his house. Supports his parents.

Surname: CONDON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick gaol; Date of document: 21/11/1799; Description of crime: Allowed persons to remain in his house after 9.00; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 482; Comments: kept a club in his house in the liberties of Limerick City

Surname: CONDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CONDON; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts recieved at Cork.

Surname: CONDON; First name: PIERCE;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CONDON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 177;
Comments: Other defendant; Martin Bryan.

Surname: CONDON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen gown; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 297;
Comments: Convict mother resides in Tramore, Co Waterford.

Surname: CONDON; First name: PIERCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Thurles, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/11/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 132;
Comments: Convict resides in Ballinahow, Co Tipperary.

Surname: CONDON; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Date of document: 18/11/1846; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 55;
Comments: The prisoners daughters, Catherine and Bridget Condon, were transported on a separate ship in Nov 1846.

Surname: CONDON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary;
Record reference code: FS 1847 1;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Condon, residing in Burn Court, near Cloghane, Co Tipperary, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: CONDON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of William Horris;
Surname: CONDREN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Sentence: Death, commuted to trans; Name of petitioner: James O Neil; Relationship of petitioner: Other convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3832;
Comments: Petitioner (petitioning on his own behalf) mentions that he was in hospital at the same time as convicts brother John. States convict was transported on the last ship and that his father had also been transported but later returned. Petition not dated, circa 1814-19

Surname: CONDREN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: James O'Neil; Relationship of petitioner: other convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3832;
Comments: Petitioner (petitioning on his own behalf) mentions that the convict was in hospital at the same time as him and that the convicts father had been transported but returned home. States his brother Andrew Condon was sentenced to Death which sentence was later mitigated to trans. Petition not dated circa 1814-19

Surname: CONDRON; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Dunne, Ellen;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/04/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 181;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless security given within 3 mths and was ordered to be discharged, 17/02/1859

Surname: CONDRON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1815; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes and other valuables from house;
Record reference code: PPC 1305;
Comments: Bill of Indictment.

Surname: CONDRON; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Date of document: 18/11/1846; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: SAMUEL BODINGTON;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 55;
Comments: Prisoner's daughters, Catherine and Bridget were place on board the Arabian November 1846.
Surname: CONEELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing glass bowls; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 29(F); Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: CONEELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: CONEELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 12/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: CONEHEAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Shooting with intent; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, P 43; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: CONERLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, P 21

Surname: CONERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Rioting; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 27 July 1835

Surname: CONERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Rioting; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 22 July 1835

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Daniel Robin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 25 nov 1833

Surname: CONERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Patrick Corhan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 25 Nov 1833

Surname: CONERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Taking forcible possession; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Sept 1834.

Surname: CONEY; First name: FESTY;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: CONEYS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 63

Surname: CONGIAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 19; Comments: The convict is the mother of a large family. Also in the file is the memorial of Hugh Clerkin, fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: CONHOPE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1815; Date of document: 04/09/1817; Description of crime: Stealing silver spoons; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4110; Comments: Convict is a native of Credewhill, Herefordshire, England and had served in the 62th Regiment of Foot for five years.

Surname: CONIFFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 09/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 183; Comments: Convict died, 05/07/1848

Surname: CONINGHAM; First name: ALEXANDER (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 01/11/1824; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Alexander Coningham (Sr); Record reference code: PPC 2231; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sons sentence to Military Service.

Surname: CONIVEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 120; Comments: Convict died on Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/05/1851

Surname: CONLAN; First name: BERNARD; Alias: Nolan, Bernard;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 127

Surname: CONLAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/02/1846; Description of crime: Compelling Dr. Finn to quit his dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 27

Surname: CONLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, P 10

Surname: CONLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 144

Surname: CONLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/02/1846; Description of crime: Threatening Dr. Finn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 27; Comments: Convict was convicted for Maliciously compelling Dr. Finn to quit his dwelling

Surname: CONLAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 65 F; Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852 Convict tried at Omagh Assizes

Surname: CONLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/02/1846; Description of crime: Threatening Dr. Finn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 27; Comments: Convict was convicted for Maliciously compelling Dr. Finn to quit his dwelling

Surname: CONLAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Feloniously administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 125; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life but to recommended to Gort for 12 mths imprisonment and security to keep the peace themselves in £20.00 each and 2

Surname: CONLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1846; Description of crime: Compelling Dr. Finn to quit his dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 27; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment

Surname: CONLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: T 4, P 104

Surname: CONLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Kildare; Date of document: 01/04/1818; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4114; Comments: Convict states that he is the sole support of his aged father and a large family Petition is signed by the inhabitants of Naas, Co Kildare, where the convict reside.

Surname: CONLEY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 212

Surname: CONLON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 276

Surname: CONLON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 27; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: CONLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 105

Surname: CONLON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 150

Surname: CONLON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 276

Surname: CONLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/07/1838; Description of crime: Assault with intent to injure P. Hyland; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 129; Comments: Convict resides in Killane Parish, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: CONLON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: CONLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Dublin; Date of document: 07/09/1827; Description of crime: highway robbery; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3183; Comments: Convict is a native of Ardee Parish, Co Louth. Several character references from the inhabitants of Ardee (Co Donegal).

Surname: CONLON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CONLON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 182

Surname: CONLON; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 14; Comments: The convict supports a wife and 5 small children.

Surname: CONLON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1849; Date of document: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: FS 1850 2; Comments: Convicts husband, Bryan Conlon, requests a free passage to New South Wales. He resides care of William Crilly, 11 Thomas Street, Limerick.

Surname: CONLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CONMIE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 120

Surname: CONN; First name: ALFRED;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from prison; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 2; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/05/1854

Surname: CONN; First name: MAXWELL; Alias: Alfred;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1854 C 19
Surname: CONNAGHY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 147; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 mth imprisonment

Surname: CONNAN; First name: CONNOR; Alias: Connein, Connor;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 29

Surname: CONNANGHTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 117

Surname: CONNARTY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 355

Surname: CONNARYTTON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 150

Surname: CONNAUGHTIN; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 72

Surname: CONNAUGHTON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 91
Surname: CONNAUGHTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 117

Surname: CONNEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 77; Comments: Convict detained Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: CONNEELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 76

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 93

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 93

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 67; Comments: See also John Conneely

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing meat; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 29(F); Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONNEELY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 322

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: FESTUS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 72

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 250

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 213; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/06/1858

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 67; Comments: See also: Bartholemew Conneely

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 23

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 82
Surname: CONNEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 73

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 62;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/09/1858

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 56;
Comments: Convict died in Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 20/07/1856

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 94;
Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 29(F);
Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852 Convict tried at Galway Summer Assizes

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 322

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 77
Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a ewe with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 73

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 74

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Relationship of petitioner: BANGALOREf;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 73

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 94;
Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852 Convict tried at Galway Assizes

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 82;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/12/1850

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 72

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 74
Surname: CONNEELY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10, P 94; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852 Convict tried at Galway Assizes

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 75; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 94; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/06/1852

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 19/09/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 483; Comments: Late of Cahermorris in the parish of Anadown, Co. Galway recognizance taken out by William Robinson and Patrick Silke, both of Drumgriffin, Co. Galway

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of document: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 31; Comments: Prisoners residence given as Gowlane, near Clifden, Co Galway.

Surname: CONNEELY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 30

Surname: CONNEEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Surname: CONNEIN (CONNEIW); First name: CONNOR; 

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 29

Surname: CONNEL; First name: JOHN; 

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 33; 
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 3 mths himself in 40s and 2 surities of £1.00 each to keep peace for 7 yrs

Surname: CONNEL; First name: THOMAS; 

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 22; 
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment

Surname: CONNELE; First name: MICHAEL; 

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Unknown; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 158; 
Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: CONNELL; First name: ANDREW; 

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 26

Surname: CONNELL; First name: BRIDGET; 

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/01/1846; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 357
Surname: CONNELL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 11(F)

Surname: CONNELL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/07/1840; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 211

Surname: CONNELL; First name: CONNOR; Alias: Cornelius;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Attacking habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 156;
Comments: See also: John Ryan, TR 9, P 156 William Ryan, TR 9, P 146

Surname: CONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 81

Surname: CONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 mths);
Record reference code: TR 6, P 32

Surname: CONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 155;
Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: CONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 153
Surname: CONNELL; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 03/08/1836; Description of crime: Tendering an oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C75; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836 Convict resides in Mylane. Co. Cork and is a labourer by trade. States he has a wife and five children.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Highway larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 38; Comments: Convict died, 07/06/1847

Surname: CONNELL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 23

Surname: CONNELL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: CONNELL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 37; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: CONNELL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Robbing a chapel; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 35; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: CONNELL; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: CONNELL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 177

Surname: CONNELL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 43; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 138; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1856

Surname: CONNELL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 14(F)

Surname: CONNELL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 203

Surname: CONNELL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing turkeys and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 301

Surname: CONNELL; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 114; Comments: Convict ordered back with Cornelius Naughton, Patrick Finn and Thomas Toomey

Surname: CONNELL; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 48(F)

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 39

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 163

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 106

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 96

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving clothes and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JEFFREY;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 194; Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes, Cork

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHANNA; Alias: Sullivan, Julia;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing geese and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 302

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 25

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 34

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 28/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, P 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 39; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment. Convict is a Slater by trade.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 88; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and was ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856
Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 07/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 30

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 34

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 72

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing bags and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 11, P 67; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 64

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 90; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island, Co. Cork, 21/02/1854

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 215; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN; Alias: Condon, Richard;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, P 41; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 193

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 35

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 11, P 159; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 42;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 36

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 32

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 70(F)

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 24 F

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 74 F;
Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

**Surname:** CONNELL; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther;

Record reference code: TR 11, P 14(F);

Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

---

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 4, P 210

---

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

---

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 2, P 24(F)

---

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/04/1851; Description of crime: Breaking a cartilage and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;

Record reference code: TR 11, P 35 F

---

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, P 224

---

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 12, P 191;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856

---

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 199

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Whitby, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 210

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 163; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 00/05/1836

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 34

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 38

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 106

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 24; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Depot, 24/12/1848

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 11/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, P 72; Comments: Convict tried at Summer Assizes

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/07/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 34

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 32; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 113

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement of letter from post office; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: John McCarthy;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1853; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, P 21

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 157; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/04/1854

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 103

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MORTO;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, P 84

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/02/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, P 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/02/1858

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 140

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 18

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 112; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 153; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 158; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 24;
Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/05/1852; Description of crime: Having coining implement in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 23;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Carroll, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 175

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 30;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 27

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 25;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/02/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 182

Surname: CONNELL; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 151

Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 70;
Comments: Convict died at Kilkenny, 04/02/1860

Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 120;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1856

Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 32;
Comments: Convict tried at Spring Assizes

Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 37

Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 80

Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 30

Surname: CONNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: CONNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 47; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/07/1852

Surname: CONNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 37; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/02/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 34

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 158

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 52; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;
Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 144; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838 Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 18/10/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 139

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1845; Date of document: 12/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 C 36; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing 34 pounds of butter from a dairy in Togher, Cork and of stealing 4 spoons belonging to a Mr. Boyce. Prisoners occupation given as tailor.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 20; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/09/1854

Surname: CONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 98; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/12/1854

Surname: CONNELL; First name: ELIAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 27/05/1816; Description of crime: Robbery of 23 chains from a carpenters workshop; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1326; Comments: Letter from the Sheriff of Cork in relation to the convicts character. States he is a notorious bad character and was tried on the same day for a murder of which he was acquitted. Convict resides in Cork City.

**Surname: CONNELL; First name: LAURENCE;**

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1819; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 1338; Comments: Report of the magistrate for Co. Limerick, stating that one of the gang named McNamara who was responsible for the robberies, has been arrested and that he has no doubt of the convicts innocence.

**Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

**Surname: CONNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 10/09/1823; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1857; Comments: Convict resides at Salt Hill, Co. Limerick and has a wife and children, no details given.

**Surname: CONNELL; First name: ANNE; Alias: Connell, Nancy;**

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: Guild Hall, Cork; Date of document: 13/08/1823; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen piece of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1863; Comments: Convict is a mother of eleven children.

**Surname: CONNELL; First name: DANIEL;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1934; 
Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 01/09/1827; Description of crime: Armed attack on a horse; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3171; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to transportation for life. Convict was convicted at the last Cork Assizes for attacking the horse of George. F Low in Co. Cork producing a gun.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 1832; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3643; Comments: Convict has a wife. Petition not dated possibly 1832.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 31/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 55; Comments: Convict was convicted with John English, for the same offence.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 1846; Date of document: 08/10/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 47

Surname: CONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 06/10/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Ellen Moriarty; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 102

**Surname:** CONNELL; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 23/12/1799; Name of petitioner: William Nicholson; Record reference code: SPP 367; Comments: A native of Holycross Parish, Co. Tipperary

**Surname:** CONNELL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** CONNELL; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** CONNELL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** CONNELL; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Date of trial: 26/08/1825; Description of crime: Accomplice to a robbery of 2 shirts & pantaloons; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Connell; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2544; Comments: Petitioners family lived under Sir George and Sir Robert Gunning of Haughton, Northamptonsire, England for 100 years. States she came to Ireland with her husband and family some years ago. Husband is dead six years. Petition received in the year 1825

**Surname:** CONNELL; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of document: 06/04/1825; Description of crime: Stabbing his brother in law (named); Sentence: Death, Respited; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2545; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Military Service. States he married in November 1821 at the age of 19 years, his wife was over 41 years old.
Surname: CONNELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kerry.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cork; Date of trial: 08/04/1828; Date of document: 10/05/1828; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years, failing bail within 6 mths; Name of petitioner: John Donohue; Relationship of petitioner: Stepfather;
Record reference code: PPC 3374;
Comments: Convict was convicted under Vagrant Act. Petitioner states that the convict has been removed to the Hulk at Cove, Cork to be transported, after only one month in gaol & that bail can be procured. Letter to Local Inspector of town gaol stating that in the event of bail being procured, orders for the convicts discharge 182

Surname: CONNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3743;
Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children. Petition not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 26/11/1799; Description of crime: Attempted rescue of prisoners; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: PPC 3915;
Comments: Char ref from the Magistrates and Gentlemen of Bakestown, Parish of Hoylcross, Co Tipperary, where the convict resides, stating that he is a labourer by trade and has a wife and family. Ref endorsed; to be discharged.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing;
Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 194;
Comments: Convict had six children, only three of whom are living.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 169; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kingston, John;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 101; Comments: Convict is the only son and support of his widowed mother Ellen and two sisters, who reside in Killgan, Co Kerry.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Aiding and abetting in a rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 47

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 16/08/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: T life com T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 51; Comments: Convict is the only support of his father James.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Daniel Connell; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1845 T 3; Comments: After a renew of the case, the prisoner returned from Van Diemens Land to Smithfield prison in May 1847.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife residing care of R.P. Irwin, 10 Blessington St, St Anns, Dublin

Surname: CONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 14 feb 1835.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Nov 1834.

Surname: CONNELL; First name: PATRICK JNR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: CONNELL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: CONNELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CONNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 10 years transportation;

© National Archives, Ireland
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** CONNELL (OR CONNOLLY); **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/10/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname:** CONNELLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 193

**Surname:** CONNELLAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Date of document: 09/07/1846; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Connellan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 16; Comments: Sentence commuted to one year imprisonment.

**Surname:** CONNELLAN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1846; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Connellan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 16

**Surname:** CONNELLAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1846; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Connellan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 16

**Surname:** CONNELLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 09/07/1846; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Connellan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 16

**Surname:** CONNELLEY; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C277;

© National Archives, Ireland
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales. Convict reference file contains a petition from the convict requesting to be permitted to return home. Convict had lived in Tullivoheen, near Clifden, Co Galway with his wife and three children

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 27(F); Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep, intent to steal carcass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 218

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Donnelly;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Bail in 2 weeks or transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 65 F

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 298

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 75; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Felonious attack with intent to murder; Sentence: To be hung, 10/05/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 12(F)

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 95; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 74

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of document: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 33; Comments: Discharged July 1848.

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: PATSY;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Date of document: 25/04/1828; Description of crime: Possessing two stolen notes; Name of petitioner: Mary Connelly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3375; Comments: Convict was acquitted of the charge but remains in gaol. Petitioning for her son to be admitted to bail. Petitioner is a widow. Several character reference including a Curate.

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Date of document: 10/04/1828; Description of crime: Possessing two stolen pound notes; Name of petitioner: Mary Connelly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3376; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides near Meatmarket Lane, Mary Street, Limerick. Character reference signed by several inhabitants of Limerick.

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C202; Comments: Convict resides in Co Galway.

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 298 Convicts wife is also sentenced to trans

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: CO Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 45; Comments: Convict was convicted with Bartholomew Connelly, for the same offense. Both convicts reside in Ballinahinch, Ballindoon Parish, Co Galway.

Surname: CONNELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 50(F)

Surname: CONNER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 23

Surname: CONNER; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 12/12/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 422

Surname: CONNERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 109

Surname: CONNERS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 294

Surname: CONNERS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: CA 02/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: CONNERS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia;

Surname: CONNERS; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin;

Surname: CONNERS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: CONNERS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798);

Surname: CONNERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Taking fire arms;

Surname: CONNERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder Maurice Hackett;

Surname: CONNERY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: CONNERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc 3; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Connery (possibly brother) for the same offense. Both convicts escaped from Waterford County gaol on 22 May 1836, but were recaptured 28 March 1838.

Surname: CONNERY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 07/04/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 10

Surname: CONNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 22

Surname: CONNIEFF; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/09/1856

Surname: CONNIY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Assault and inflicting bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 139; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: CONNLHENAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33
Surname: CONNOLL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 29; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/01/1855

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, P 33(F)

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 218; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless within 6 mths gives bail herself f £10.00 and 2 in surities of £5.00 each

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, P 258

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 197

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/06/1858

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of pen-knife; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 61

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 139

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Forgery on Bank of Ireland; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 152;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/02/1854

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 54

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/06/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 68

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C7;
Comments: See C7/1843

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C1;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 163;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Carrolly, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 18

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 92

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 124;
Comments: Convict died in Depot, 29/03/1846

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 94;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 145

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 2

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony sugar; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 227

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 88

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 40; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 201; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C17; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836 Convict resides in Emly, Co. Tipperary.

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony hoisery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 54

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Intent to steal and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 39; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 33(F)

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Tranportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 58

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony two shawls; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 72; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment, 12/12/1837

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 203

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: BETTY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 109(F)

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/09/1857

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 11(F)

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 10/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 118(F)

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 152

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 80; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1853; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 19

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 35; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 53

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 224

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** FELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, P 177; Comments: Convict discharged on condition that he emigrates

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, P 145; Comments: Convict sentenced 1 mth imprisonment, then transportation 7 yrs

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 20; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 30; Comments: Convict was a Constable by profession and has a wife, one daughter and a son.

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 8, P 1; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 82

**Surname:** CONNOLLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1849; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Dillon; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 147; Comments: See also: Richard Connolly, TR 8, P 147
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Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10, P 266; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 101

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 29

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 33

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 70(F)

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen cow hide in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 90

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 113

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 170

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 97

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Gardener;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 222

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Gardener;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C250; Comments: Convict Report No: C.250 Convict resides in Ardcart, near Drogheda, Co. Louth.

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 22/04/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 138

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;
Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony coats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 62

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 202

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a blanket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 36

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 124; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1851

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1856

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: LOUISA;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 242; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of
crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs; Name of ship:
Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 37(F);
Comments: Convict Report No: C.250

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARGARET (JNR);

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime:
Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 218;
Comments: See also: Margaret Connolly (Snr), TR 8, P 218

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARGARET (SNR);

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime:
Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 218;
Comments: See also: Margaret Connolly (Jnr), TR 8, P 218

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Athy, Co. Kildare;
Date of trial: 29/12/1843; Date of document: 07/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing
potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 259; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 43

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY (JNR);

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 189;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 27(F)

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F);
Comments: Convict detained at Grange Gorman Gaol, King's Co, 07/11/1837

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 6

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 126

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Killing cow and stealing carcas; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 51;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/09/1857

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: f; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C21;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict Ref. File: C.21, 1836

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Donnolly;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Find bail within 1 fortnight; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 65(F);
Comments: Convict sentenced to find bail within a fortnight of fined £2.00 and transportation 7 yrs

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 14/08/1790; Description of crime: MURDER; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 29; Comments: Convict spent 6 years in foreign military service under the command of Admiral Rodney and took part in the siege of the Ville de Paris at Gibralta.

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 08/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 42

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Princess Guardahip; Date of document: 03/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Archer; Record reference code: SPP 366

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender Cork; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Making pikes; Sentence: To serve on board the fleet; Name of petitioner: T Brownrigg; Record reference code: SPP 484; Comments: A journeyman late of Killadeenin in the parish of Newcastle, Co. Wicklow

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Penitentiary, Cork; Name of petitioner: Anne Connolly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: PPC 2547; 
Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides at 33 Moore St., Dublin. Petition received 18 March 1825.

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176; 
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; 
Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 166

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Trans life commuted trans 7years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 250

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: KILLING SHEEP WITH INTENT TO STEAL; Sentence: Trans 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 253; 
Comments: Convict resides in Clonamore, near Ballybay, Co Monaghan.

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 08/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Trans 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 279; 
Comments: Convicts wife and child reside in No 33 Marrowbone Lane, Liberty Dublin.

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; 
Sentence: Trans 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 293; 
Comments: Convict resides in Clonamor, near Castleblaney, Co Monaghan.
Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 12;
Comments: Convict is the second eldest son of five in his family. Convict reference file contains a petition from the convicts mother Catherine, residing at No 29 Garden Lane, Dublin.

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 45;
Comments: Convict was convicted with John Connolly for the same offense. Both convicts reside in Ballinahinch, Ballindoon Parish, Co Galway.

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted trans 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 56

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Athy; Date of trial: 12/12/1843; Date of document: 23/04/1844; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc 5

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of document: 26/03/1845; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 11

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of document: 08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 38

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1
Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9);
Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot.

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Date of document: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 89

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 29/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Surname: CONNOLLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: CONNOLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow Town; Date of document: 04/05/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1457;
Comments: Petitioning for permission to take his wife and two children with him to New South Wales.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 77;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/11/1853

Surname: CONNOR; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 198

Surname: CONNOR; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 234

Surname: CONNOR; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 220

Surname: CONNOR; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 138
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Surname: CONNOR; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/10/1849; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 48

Surname: CONNOR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 07/05/1848; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 124; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 37

Surname: CONNOR; First name: GEORGE WELLINGTON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 68

Surname: CONNOR; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 3

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1853

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 121; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Appearing armed at night; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 74; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C201 Convict resides in Ventry, Co. Kerry with his children.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 120; 
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs at expiration of 3 mths imprisonment and at present under sentence of 3 mths imprisonment at hard labour

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assambly and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 136

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 172

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 35; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1851

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 79

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 257

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/06/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 271

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 72;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 235

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 216

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of document: 27/09/1836; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 117; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C96;
Comments: Convict removed to County Hospital, 08/10/1836

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 320
Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 38(F)

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 228

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY; Alias: Clarke;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 210

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Bail in 6 mths or transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 285

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 327

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 273

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31(F)

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY; Alias: Foley;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: CONNOR; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 48

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 44;
Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1832

Surname: CONNOR; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 78;
Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: CONNOR; First name: AGNES;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Whitby, 09/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 210;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 25/01/1839

Surname: CONNOR; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be sent to District Lunatic Asylum;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 117;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BARTH;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 26

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BERNARD;
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Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 87; Comments: Convict lost two fingers while working in a factory. Convicts mother resides at No. 5 Kenedys Pad, of Smithfield, Belfast.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 125; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 26; Comments: The convict has a wife and five children to support. The convict was convicted with four others. Also in the file is that of Edward Cassidy, imprisoned for excise laws.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 273

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 87(F)

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 331

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 286

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 242
Surname: CONNOR; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Stealing linen sheets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 222

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 105

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of a brogue; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 252; Comments: Convict died at Grange Gorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/10/1849

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 228; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Misdemeanor; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 120

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Date of document: 08/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 9, P 85; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 C 39

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 79

Surname: CONNOR; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 84; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONNOR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 61

Surname: CONNOR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 114; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: CONNOR; First name: DEBORÁ;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 257

Surname: CONNOR; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1855

Surname: CONNOR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbing bleach green; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 1; Comments: Convict died in Belfast Gaol, 20/09/1950

Surname: CONNOR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 152
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Surname: CONNOR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 189

Surname: CONNOR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 170;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: CONNOR; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 2

Surname: CONNOR; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony of table cloth and other articles; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 59;
Comments: Convict has a young family, an aged mother and two sisters denpendant on him.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1843; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Stealing notes, money etc.,; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 48;
Comments: (This man was tried and convicted at Dublin City, 23/04/1843 and sentenced to 7 yrs)

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 195;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/04/1843

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 99

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 115

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 70; Comments: Convict died in Tralee Gaol, Co. Kerry, 22/07/1857 See: Reg. No. 723

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 86; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 115

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 11, P 70; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and wounding; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 99

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 70

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 2

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery of John Tally; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 94; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Felony from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 126

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 155

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 41

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;
Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 50

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 08/10/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 46

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1842; Description of crime: Administering poison; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 25

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 87

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 110

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 86; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony of gowns; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 60

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 88

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Maryboro, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 14/07/1845; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 164; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 C 35; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of killing his wife, Catherine.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 78; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 26/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 90; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: T 7, P 92

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 151; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/08/1838; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 58

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL ERAGHT;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 74

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MURTA;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 83

Surname: CONNOR; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 79

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/10/1856

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, P 45

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 182

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 4; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 41;
Comments: Convicts parents, John and Betty, resides in Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim. Convict is the only son and support of his parents.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 76

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 86

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Byrne, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 45;
Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/01/1855

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony of a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 43

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 49

Surname: CONNOR; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 85

Surname: CONNOR; First name: SARAH;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 219

Surname: CONNOR; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 51;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 4 mths imprisonment, 13/04/1851

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THERESA;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Felony blanket and quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 232

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 71;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 13/12/1855

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C178;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837 Other defendant: Martin Beech, (alias Brien) Convict resides in the kings Co.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THERESA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Felony blanket and quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 232

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: CA 10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 72
Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; Date of document: 08/10/1844; Description of crime: Theft of a stable lamp; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 68

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, P 115

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 70

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of a scarf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 49

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 172

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, P 254

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 79

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 154

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1794; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault, Dublin; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 40; Comments: Document is a certificate of conviction

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Date of document: 13/04/1799; Description of crime: Stealing 3 Guineas; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John and Judith Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 114; Comments: Convict is an only son

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork Habour; Date of document: 12/11/1822; Description of crime: Burglary of house in Limerick; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1607; Comments: Letter, Castle Island, Co. Kerry suggesting that the convict be remanded in Cork gaol till the next amizes to give evidence against some of the principal leaders of the insurgents. Endorsed'sailed on board the on the 9th Nov.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Description of crime: Suspected of passing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1614; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence. States she has five children and one on the way. Address, Ardnare, near Ballina, Co. Mayo. Petition received 17 June 1822. Convict is a weaver by trade.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of document: 25/11/1822; Description of crime: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1620; Comments: Letter, Magistrates of Co Tipperary, apposing the liberation of the convict before he is tried under the Insurrection Act and stating that there is sufficient evidence
to convict him of the several outages which he was committed.  

Covering letter from Lord Duwally for memorial, to same effect, 25 Nov 1822

Surname: CONNOR; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; 
Date of trial: 20/02/1823; Date of document: 21/04/1823; Description of crime: See 
Comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1866;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from his 
home on the night of the 29 Jan 1823.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Richmond penitentiary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; 
Date of document: 22/07/1823; Description of crime: Theft of plate and garments; 
Sentence: transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 1867; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children and is a carpenter by trade.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 01/08/1823; 
Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 1868; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Cahill;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. 
Kerry; Date of document: 29/03/1823; Description of crime: Theft of £5.15s; Sentence: 
Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 1869; 
Comments: Convict was employed as a collector of county charged. An only child and 
sole support of his widowed mother.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountmillick, Queens Co.; Date of document: 10/07/1823; 
Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 1930; 
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial and requests to be removed to Maryboro, Queens 
County to await for trial.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Description of crime: Coining counterfeit money; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3132; Comments: Convict has a wife, three children and an aged mother dependant on his support. States he resides Velvestown in the Parish of Buttevant, Co. Cork. Several character references from the inhabitants of Buttevant Parish. Petition received 9 July 1827

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of document: 10/11/1827; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen horse; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict and E Dalton; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3258; Comments: Convict was convicted with Edward Dalton for the same offense. Convict is a native of Ballymore, Co Dublin.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Record reference code: PPC 3650; Comments: Letter, (Governor of Wicklow Gaol), acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convicts sentence and several others.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 81; Comments: Other defendant: John Ferguson.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 133

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 08/10/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 140; Comments: Convict resides in Richardstown, Co. Louth and is a Labourer by trade. Other defendant: James McDaniel.
Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford Town; Date of trial: 07/1831; Date of document: 09/05/1840; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 1;
Comments: Covering note for a petition (not included in file) on behalf of the convict.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of document: 14/09/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self and Honora Connors; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 44

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of document: 04/02/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 59

Surname: CONNOR; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 58

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CHRIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 324;
Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board the Thomas; Date of document: 07/07/1798; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 326

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard House of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Description of crime: Being United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 332 Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Aiding and arresting in rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: William Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Co- Accused; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M 61

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue; Record reference code: SPP 400; Comments: His brother was executed for robbing arms.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 05/11/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Foreign military service; Name of petitioner: Bridget Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 87; Comments: Convict was declared unfit for military service and was released but has since rearrested. Petitioner resides in Kilquiggan parish, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender; Date of document: 07/06/1798; Record reference code: SPP 88; Comments: Letter from John Egan, Ely Place, Dublin on the convicts behalf requesting that he may be discharged

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender Dublin; Date of document: 30/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Record reference code: SPP 89; Comments: Character reference from the inhabitants of Banagher, Kings Co. on behalf of the convict stating that he is a farmer and has a wife and four children and resides in Ballyeighter, kings Co.
Surname: CONNOR; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 26/02/1799; Description of crime: Taking the oath of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 485; Comments: A grazier from limerick. refers to certificate and bail bond previously sent and has not had a reply

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CONNOR; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CONNOR; First name: LEWIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CONNOR; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CONNOR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 30/01/1805; Description of crime: Being a member of a gang of robbers in Naas.; Record reference code: PPC 1119; Comments: Report on the changes for which the convict was arrested, stating that the convict is a native of Co Wexford and that he came to Naas, Co Kildare after 23 July 1803. Other defendant; Thomas Lane.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/12/1805; Date of document: 1806; Description of crime: Stealing four cows; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutors; Record reference code: PPC 1192; Comments: Convict lived with his employer (a farmer) in Rathkenny, Co Meath.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Date of document: 10/06/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2233; Comments: Convict was convicted under The Insurrection Act for being absent from his home. Petitioner refers to a former petition. Address given at Fermoy, Co Cork.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: CA 02/1824; Date of document: 30/11/1824; Description of crime: Receiving stolen flax; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2234; Comments: Character references gaoler of Londonderry, stating that the convict was instrumental in preventing an escape.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: CA 08/1821; Date of document: 23/12/1824; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2235; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of trial: CA 08/1822; Description of crime: Attack on house; Sentence: Trans to Botany Bay; Name of petitioner: Convict & William Connor; Relationship of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 2236;
Comments: Convict was convicted with William Connor for the same offense. States he has a wife and seven children. Petition received 19 May 1824.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of trial: CA 08/1822; Description of crime: Attack on house; Sentence: Trans to Botany Bay; Name of petitioner: Convict & Chan Connor; Relationship of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 2236;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Charles Connor for the same offense. States he is the only son of a widowed mother with a large family of female orphans.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Co Waterford; Date of document: 30/09/1799; Name of petitioner: John Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3916;
Comments: Petitioner is a Carpenter by trade and resides at No 12 Loftus Lane, St Marys Parish, Co Dublin. Char ref signed by several inhabitants of Dublin.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 260;
Comments: Convict resides in Ventry, in the Parish of Dingle, Co Kerry with his wife and children.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Stealing dried fish; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 56

Surname: CONNOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 72; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 1842; Description of crime: Attacking property and stealing arms; Sentence: T life; Name of petitioner: John Connor Catherine; Relationship of petitioner: Son and Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc 5

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F;
Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of document: 28/05/1844; Description of crime: Sheepstealing; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 36

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Date of document: 23/10/1844; Description of crime: Petty larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Anne Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 65;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 15/04/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: James Mulcahy and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local clergy & Magistr; Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 14;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: DEBORA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 10/04/1845; Date of document: 23/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CONNOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Edward Norman; Relationship of petitioner: Rector of Brosna; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 1;
Comments: Petitioner requests a free pardon for the convict.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Dublin; Date of document: 05/11/1847; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 77; Comments: Prisoner died in prison, 3 Nov 1847.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 25; Comments: The convict is a labourer.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 88; Comments: The convict is an orphan.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of 2 calves; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 90

Surname: CONNOR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: CONNOR; First name: LEWIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CONNOR; First name: BERNARD;
Surname: CONNOR; First name: LEWIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of
document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of
document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Gaol;
Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence:
Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 34

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Dublin; Date of document: 15/10/1851;
Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 101

Surname: CONNOR; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: 1840; Description
of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: FS 1840 15;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Connor, residing in Ventry, near Dingle, Co Kerry,
requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: CONNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: CONNOR; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; 
Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF Misc1854 34

Surname: CONNOR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: 10 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY; Alias: Donovan;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 113; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/01/1853 See also: Patrick Farrell, TR 9, P 113

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 34

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MAY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 11(F)

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing swine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 155

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 179; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: House-breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 17/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 133

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Lawless, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 60

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 190

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 135;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/02/1858

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 28;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 90

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Unknown;

Surname: CONNORS; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation life;

Surname: CONNORS; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: CONNORS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway;

Surname: CONNORS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/05/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 105; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/04/1843

Surname: CONNORS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 188

Surname: CONNORS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 255; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: CONNORS; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 307; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 77; Comments: Convict lives in Kilmacomma, Co. Tipperary and her husbands name is Daniel Dwyer

Surname: CONNORS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 275
Surname: CONNORS; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny (2 counts); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (2 counts); Record reference code: TR 3, P 252; Comments: Convict previously convicted, no other details given

Surname: CONNORS; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 231

Surname: CONNORS; First name: AUSTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 32

Surname: CONNORS; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 10(F)

Surname: CONNORS; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F)

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 338

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CATH;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Date of document: / / ; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 249

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CATHAL;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 12

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 195

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 299

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CECILIA;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 270

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 27

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: CONNORS; First name: CON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 30; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONNORS; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: CONNORS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 152; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1855

Surname: CONNORS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 40; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONNORS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/04/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 170

Surname: CONNORS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 106; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONNORS; First name: ELENOR;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny & breaking & stealing cartilage; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 196; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: CONNORS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/05/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 228

Surname: CONNORS; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 14(F)

Surname: CONNORS; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/07/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 218

Surname: CONNORS; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 29

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 90; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle killing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 112

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES; Alias: Fogarty, James;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 04/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, P 182

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/11/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 101

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 231; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/05/1852; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 23

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 272

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 22; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/08/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 34

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 234

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 17/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 133

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 33

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 186; Comments: Convict detained on board Surprise, 18/05/1836 Convict resides in the Queens Co.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/06/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 185

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 153; Comments: Convict doed in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/02/1854

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 111; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 16/08/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, been convicted of felony before; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 274; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/03/1852

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing swine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 155

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny and subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 22

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 90

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 23; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment
Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Possessing forged Bank of Ireland note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 164

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 88; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1855

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 138

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 156

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 34; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/06/1854

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 163

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: CONNORS; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 246; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1857

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Martin, John;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Depot; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 129

Surname: CONNORS; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 115

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 189

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 303

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 388

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 302

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 299

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 98

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 273; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/04/1854

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY (JNR);

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Possessing forged Bank of Ireland note; Sentence: Transp.14 yrs, commuted to 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 286; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 32;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 14 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY; Alias: Mc Call, M;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 358

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 343

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Midlothian;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 5(F);
Comments: Midlothian (embarked), 00/11/1852

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY (SNR);

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 194

Surname: CONNORS; First name: STEPHENS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 135;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/01/1851

Surname: CONNORS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 27

Surname: CONNORS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 100;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: CONNORS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 154;
Comments: Convict ordered by Lord Lieutenant, 28/07/1853

Surname: CONNORS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary of outhouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 156;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: CONNORS; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 108

Surname: CONNORS; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 109;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged 04/03/1857

Surname: CONNORS; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted discharge;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 84;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: CONNORS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 C 62;
Surname: CONNORS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 115

Surname: CONNORS; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 27(F)

Surname: CONNORS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 130; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Depot, Co. Dublin, 03/11/1847

Surname: CONNORS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Unknown; Record reference code: TR 6, P 207

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/08/1816; Date of document: 24/08/1816; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: PPC 1389; Comments: Certificate of conviction.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick, Co.; Date of trial: 20/04/1822; Date of document: 05/05/1823; Description of crime: Armed attack on house in Co. Limerick; Sentence: Death respited; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1865; Comments: Convict was convicted with four others, two of whom were his brother, John and Michael, both were transported on the 03 June 1822.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 10/09/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Name of petitioner: Anne Connors; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2680; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home after sun set. Petitioner resides in the Parish of Butterant, Co Cork. States her son is the sole support of a blind father and six daughters. Convict is a Tailor by trade.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter of her infant; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 19; Comments: Convicts widowed mother and four brothers reside in Stratnakilly, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 02/04/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc28; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Waterford County Gaol.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Possessing forged bank notes; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/1840; Description of crime: Robbery of 19 shillings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 29; Comments: Convict resides in Ballina, Co. Mayo.
Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 19 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1934

Surname: CONNORS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castle; Date of document: 10/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Lord Donoghmore;
Record reference code: SPP 486;
Comments: Petition asks that the prisoners wife be allowed to visit him

Surname: CONNORS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Fermoy, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 07/01/1831; Date of document: 26/03/1831; Description of crime: Robbery of geese; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Mary Mahony; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3545;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Mary Mahony, for the same offense.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798);
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: CO Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 43

Surname: CONNORS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 20

**Surname:** CONNORS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 20

**Surname:** CONNORS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 20

**Surname:** CONNORS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Maryboro convict depot.

**Surname:** CONNORS; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 01/01/1851; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Richmond depot.

**Surname:** CONNORS; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Date of document: 10/05/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 26; Comments: Convicted with Edward Horan, Daniel Conway, John Mc Grath.

**Surname:** CONNORS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 60

**Surname:** CONNORS; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Date of document: 02/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 84

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 03/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: CONNORS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 25/05/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(8)

Surname: CONNORS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: MEDINA 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Connors, residing in the Parish of Newcastle, Co Limerick.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Edward Cuddy; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 1 feb 1835.

Surname: CONNORS; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Martin;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Thomas Connors; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 29

Surname: CONNORS; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CONNORS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CONNOUGHTON; First name: CELIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 281

Surname: CONNSFORD; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Spellans;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 338

Surname: CONNY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Ryan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 204; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: CONNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 108; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children, eldest is 4 years old and resides in Middletown, parish of Tyan, Co Armagh.

Surname: CONNYGHAM; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony blankets and sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 228

Surname: CONOLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 126

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 21/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 98(F); Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/11/1837

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1858

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 35; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 86

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/07/1848

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Dillon; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 147;
Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849 See also: James Connolly, TR 8, P 147

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardship at Cobh; Date of document: 31/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Archer;
Record reference code: SPP 358

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of document: 19/11/1804; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Charles O'Hara;
Record reference code: PPC 878

Surname: CONOLLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 209;
Comments: Convict resides in Prosperous, Co Kildare.

Surname: CONOLOGUE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 193

Surname: CONOLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 31/03/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 109

Surname: CONORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 108

Surname: CONORY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 30/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 8
Surname: CONRAHY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 L 44;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Edward Lalor, for the same offence. Convict was transported in 1839.

Surname: CONRAHY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 51

Surname: CONRAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 12/11/1799; Description of crime: Stealing gooseberries; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants (Tennihinch);
Record reference code: PPC 3923;
Comments: Petitioning on behalf of the convict.

Surname: CONRAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Tendering an illegal oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 119

Surname: CONRAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony book; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 62

Surname: CONRAY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CONREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 100;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836
Surname: CONRON; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: CONRON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/02/1798; Description of crime: Confess to being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Power French; 
Record reference code: SPP 487; 
Comments: Requests a protector for prisoner

Surname: CONROY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 222

Surname: CONROY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Name of petitioner: Self; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 124; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 22; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: CONROY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; 
Record reference code: TR 10, P 95; 
Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: CONROY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 124

Surname: CONROY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONROY; First name: ELLEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 290

Surname: CONROY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 300

Surname: CONROY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 124;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1832

Surname: CONROY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 300

Surname: CONROY; First name: JEREMAIH;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 186;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: CONROY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Bail in 1 mth or transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 199

Surname: CONROY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 139
Surname: CONROY; First name: MARK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 53

Surname: CONROY; First name: MARY;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 252

Surname: CONROY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co.; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 124; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 22

Surname: CONROY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 138; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: CONROY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 90

Surname: CONROY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 165

Surname: CONROY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 140; Comments: Convict detained on baord hulk, 10/08/1836

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CONROY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 72;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/04/1853

Surname: CONROY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 48

Surname: CONROY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 98

Surname: CONROY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Description of crime: Failing to appear as a witness; Name of petitioner: Widow Conroy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2746;
Comments: Convict was imprisoned for failing to appear as a witness at the Maryborough Assizes in the Queens Co. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: CONROY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Being concerned in a homicide; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 66;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two daughters and resides in Stradbally, Queens Co.

Surname: CONROY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Derry; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 16

Surname: CONROY; First name: MARY;
Surname: CONROY; First name: COLM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: CONRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 33(F)

Surname: CONRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 114

Surname: CONRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 31/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 131;
Comments: Convict died, 29/04/1849

Surname: CONRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 114

Surname: CONRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 173;
Comments: Also under: John Coney, TR 6, P 173 John Cormy, TR 6, P 173

Surname: CONRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 148; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: CONRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 250

Surname: CONRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 31/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 131

Surname: CONRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 63; Comments: Convict tried at Galway Assizes

Surname: CONRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 75; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: CONRY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 11, P 67; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CONRY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 31/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 131

Surname: CONRY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 93

Surname: CONRY; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/01/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, P 114

Surname: CONRY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33(F)

Surname: CONRY; First name: FISDY;

Sex: U; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 74; Comments: Convict died in depot, 27/05/1849

Surname: CONRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 31; Comments: Convict resides in Middletown, Co. Armagh and has three children. States his wife died since his confinement.

Surname: CONRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convicts was committed on 18 Oct 1798.

Surname: CONSIDINE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 208

Surname: CONSIDINE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 21

Surname: CONSIDINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 22

Surname: CONSIDINE; First name: MORTY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of trial: CA 10/1836; Date of document: 28/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C72; Comments: Convict is a land surveyor and writing clerk by profession.

Surname: CONSIDINE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a young heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 91

Surname: CONVERRY; First name: DUNCAN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 07/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 125

Surname: CONVERY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 239

Surname: CONVEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Conroy; Conway;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CONVEY; First name: ALICE OR ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: CONVICTS; First name: -;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Date of document: 19/11/1842; Sentence: 15 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 97;
Comments: 1840 - 38 Were transported 1841 - 31 Were transported 1842 - 74 Were transported A total of 143 were transported

Surname: CONVILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 171;
Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: CONVILLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Margherafelt, County Derry; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Date of document: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Patrick Conville; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 16

Surname: CONWAY; First name: AUGUSTINE;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 150;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 30/05/1853

Surname: CONWAY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 373

Surname: CONWAY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 64 F; Comments: Convict tried at Clonmel Assizes

Surname: CONWAY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 297

Surname: CONWAY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 297

Surname: CONWAY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/10/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 331

Surname: CONWAY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/08/1858

Surname: CONWAY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 4

Surname: CONWAY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Date of document: 08/08/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: CONWAY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 179

Surname: CONWAY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Forging an order for dwelling of goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 176

Surname: CONWAY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 297

Surname: CONWAY; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 322

Surname: CONWAY; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: Cannon, Francis;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 99

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 116;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/12/1858

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 158
Surname: CONWAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 85; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/05/1853

Surname: CONWAY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 60; Comments: The convict was sentenced with his wife Bridget.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, P 73

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 180

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 185

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1851

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 149
Surname: CONWAY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 11(F)

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 157

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 297

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 11(F)

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1856

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 141; Comments: Convict resides in Bunavie, Co. Limerick.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 34
Surname: CONWAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 154;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 119;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1857

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 94;
Comments: Convict died, 20/03/1848

Surname: CONWAY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/11/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 23

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1855 Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 27/04/1855

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 188;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/02/1852 See Reg. 1406

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 157; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Gaffney;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 177; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Conway, Robert;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 99

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 22

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 63; Comments: Convict discharged by order of Lord Lieutenant, 11/11/1854

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: Assault and intended highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 45

Surname: CONWAY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 63; Comments: Convict discharged by order of Lord Lieutenant, 11/11/1854
Surname: CONWAY; First name: ROBERT; Alias: Conway, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork;
Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 99

Surname: CONWAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 113

Surname: CONWAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 63;
Comments: Convict discharged by order of Lord Lieutenant, 11/11/1854

Surname: CONWAY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 113

Surname: CONWAY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 98;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: CONWAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William,
00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 156

Surname: CONWAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 99
Surname: CONWAY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 1790; Date of document: 18/05/1790; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Lord Mountjoy; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 26; Comments: Petitioner is landlord to the convicts nephew on Rash Estate, Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Description of crime: Theft of two handkerchiefs; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3087; Comments: Convict resides in Ballymena, Co. Antrim. Refers to a former petition which he had submitted signed by a High Sherrif and Protestant rector. Petitioner received 10 May 1827.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry, Co. Derry; Date of document: 23/11/1827; Description of crime: Assaulting and beating Charles Curtin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3296; Comments: 2nd petition dated also 23 Nov, 1827.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: MANUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athlone; Date of trial: 18/08/1846; Date of document: 25/11/1846; Description of crime: Disobeying a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 61; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 88th Foot Regiment.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Cork; Date of trial: 04/1798; Date of document: 28/12/1798; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 90; Comments: Letter from John mulhall, On the convicts behalf

Surname: CONWAY; First name: J;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 19/08/1798; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 91;
Comments: Prays to be released on bail. States he has a wife and five children and his mother dependant on his support

**Surname:** CONWAY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** CONWAY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** CONWAY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Athy, Co Kildare; Date of document: 21/03/1799;
Name of petitioner: Michael Conway; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3899;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sons sentence to Foreign Military Service. Petitioner is a merchant in Dublin City.

**Surname:** CONWAY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 18/09/1799;
Description of crime: Hogging cattle; Sentence: Military Service; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3911;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children and resides in Kilkerrig, Co Galway.

**Surname:** CONWAY; **First name:** EUGENE;

Sex: M; Age: 73; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C315;
Comments: Convicts wife Catherine, resides in Kanturk, Co Cork with their two children.

**Surname:** CONWAY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 14/01/1831; Date of document: 06/08/1842;
Description of crime: STEALING A WATCH; Sentence: Life trans; Name of ship: BUSSORAH MERCHANT;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 80;
Comments: The convict sent to Syndey, New South Wales, Australia. The convict was born in the army and his uncle died in Egypt in 1801 while on military service. The convict
is non in Port Macquarie, N.S.W. The convicts father served in the Dublin Police, he now resides at No 7. Sinnott St, N.S Dublin. Also in file J Cahil

Surname: CONWAY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Assisting in concealing stolen property; Sentence: 7 years trns;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 60;
Comments: The convict was convicted with her husband. The couples 2 children, Isabella aged 9 years and Maryann aged 7 years are to travel with them. Also in the file is that of John Carroll, fined in an Excise case.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 6

Surname: CONWAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 29

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9);
Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot. Constantly plotting escape.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Name of ship: LORD SIDMOUTH 1821;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Eleanor Conway, residing in Ferbane, Kings Co.

Surname: CONWAY; First name: PATRICK (SR);

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Riot and assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.
Surname: CONWAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COODY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 15/05/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 7;
Comments: List of wives of convicts who are recommended by the Governor of New South Wales for the indulgence of a free passage to that colony to join their husbands. Wifes name, Ellen Rafton.

Surname: COODY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Name of ship: ELIZA;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Ellen Rafter, residing in the Parish of Kelmannah

Surname: COODY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife's name Ellen Rafton

Surname: COODY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/11/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 8;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, arrived at the convict penitentiary house, Cork, Wife’s name Ellen Rafton

Surname: COOGAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 47

Surname: COOGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Passing a forged bank note; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 135; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C290; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837 Convicts mother resides in Garrinteggart.

Surname: COOGAN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony cloak and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 65

Surname: COOGAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Date of trial: 1813; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1282; Comments: Memorandum stating that the convict and his brother (names not given), and old offenders and have been tried for different offences including murder, of which they were acquitted.

Surname: COOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: COOGAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Desertion; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: COOHIL; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Martin Toole;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 01/04/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 19

**Surname:** COOHILL; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 90

**Surname:** COOK; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 37

**Surname:** COOK; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 212

**Surname:** COOK; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 33;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/01/1855

**Surname:** COOK; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of document: 15/04/1823; Description of crime: Accosting Michael Sheehy; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others;
Record reference code: PPC 1826;
Comments: All three convicts were convicted of abducting Sheehy and forcing him to take the oaths of whiteboyism.

**Surname:** COOK; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Receiving and possessing stolen property; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 36;
Comments: Convict resides in Ballybay, Co Monaghan.

**Surname:** COOK; **First name:** HENRY;
Surname: COOKE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Date of document: 25/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former count for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, P 7(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 C 22

Surname: COOKE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33

Surname: COOKE; First name: GOERGE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 60

Surname: COOKE; First name: JANE; Alias: Young;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 74(F)

Surname: COOKE; First name: JOHN; Alias: O'Neill;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C173; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: COOKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 18/05/1844; Record reference code: TR 5, P 162

Surname: COOKE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 10; Comments: Convict died in Depot, 25/10/1848

Surname: COOKE; First name: MARSHALL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 50

Surname: COOKE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 10; Comments: Also under: Mathew Cute, TR 6, P 10

Surname: COOKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 61; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment

Surname: COOKE; First name: RACHAEL;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 315; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless 2 sureties in 50 s each within 2 mths

Surname: COOKE; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 131

Surname: COOKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of metal pot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 59
Surname: COOKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 3

Surname: COOKE; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 232

Surname: COOKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, Co.Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 01/1835; Date of document: 27/06/1835; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yr imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3716

Surname: COOKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 21/12/1797; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 14;
Comments: Convict prays to be admitted to bail. States he has a wife and five children. Endorsed:'to be admitted to bail'.

Surname: COOKE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/09/1799; Name of petitioner: lord Powerscourt;
Record reference code: SPP 488;
Comments: Petitioner suggests that the prisoner should be released and encloses a certificate of character signed by 10 persons

Surname: COOKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 28/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 489

Surname: COOKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: COOKE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 08/01/1806; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1193; Comments: Convict is a native of Durham, England and is a soldier by profession.

Surname: COOKE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict should not be discharged.

Surname: COOKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Green St, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc15

Surname: COOKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COOKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: COOKER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COOKSY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulk.

Surname: COOLAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 108

Surname: COOLAHAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 3639; Comments: Letter, Governor of Roscommon Gaol, acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convict's sentence (and several others) until further orders.

Surname: COOLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 10(F); Comments: Australasia (embarked), 00/06/1849

Surname: COOLEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 23

Surname: COOLINGS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Killing a goat; Sentence: Death commuted to 12 mths impment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 5

Surname: COONAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 230; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: COONAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/01/1848; Description of crime: House robbery with menace; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 00/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 136

Surname: COONAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 230; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/08/1851

Surname: COONAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 230; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/11/1854

Surname: COONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 323; Comments: prisoner lived at Ballystanley, Kings Co., See also Timothy Meagher.

Surname: COONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 105

Surname: COONERTY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 20

Surname: COONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 95

Surname: COONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 148

Surname: COONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 72

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 177; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Date of document: 23/03/1844; Description of crime: Attacking houses by night of Patrick Gibbons; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 23

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from person & malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 136; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Date of document: 28/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing (heifers); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, P 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 81

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing wool; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 206

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 74

Surname: COONEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

Surname: COONEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 125; Comments: Convict died, 23/03/1841

Surname: COONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 76

Surname: COONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 193

Surname: COONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 18

Surname: COONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 20; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 26

Surname: COONEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 171

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 116; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/04/1858

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Date of document: 28/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing (heifers), (2 geese); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, P 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 81

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and frightening inhabitants; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 142

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing sheets/clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 235

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 75; Comments: The convict has a wife and three children to support. Also the file of Thomas Callaghan, fined for unregistered arms.

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 78

**Surname:** COONEY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 27/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 37

Surname: COONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: COONEY; First name: THOAMS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 15/04/1827; Description of crime: Burning the house of John Mannins;
Record reference code: PPC 3308;
Comments: Convict is a native of Ballyneale near Carrick. States he has four brothers living abroad. One in Newfoundland and two, John and Richard, who have been 13 yrs in New York. One other brother, James lives in Ballyneale and one sister Joan, is married to a pigjobber and resides in Thedart. Convict is a labourer

Surname: COONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: F; Date of document: 19/04/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: EARL ST. VINCENTS; Name of petitioner: Mary Cooney; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 1874;
Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides at Walkin St., Kilkenny.

Surname: COONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Description of crime: FAILING TO APPEAR AS AWITNESS; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: William P Cooney; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 2747;
Comments: Convict was selling jewellery in Hawkins St, Dublin, when accused of the offense. Petitioner states convict is the sole support of his parents and three children. Petition endorsed 'Transported on the 'Regalia', not recommended on a general reference'. Petition received 25 Jan 1826

Surname: COONEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Cooney; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 94
Surname: COONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: COONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1844;
Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc27;
Comments: Sheriff requests prisoners immediate removal for transportation.

Surname: COONEY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 28/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: 10 year Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 11

Surname: COONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: COONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens Land; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 06/05/1845; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Thomas Dillon;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 10

Surname: COOPER; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 1(F)

Surname: COOPER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/11/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 209;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1856

Surname: COOPER; First name: ISAAC;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 32

Surname: COOPER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 4

Surname: COOPER; First name: JOHN CORCODILE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 144

Surname: COOPER; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 164

Surname: COOPER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 29/03/1820; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Record reference code: PPC 1490; Comments: Letter in connection with the convict.

Surname: COOPER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: COOPER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: COOPER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: COOPER; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: COOPER; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: COOPER; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: COOTE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Felonious assault & robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1857;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 112

Surname: COOTE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Felonious assault & robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 177

Surname: COOTE; First name: ROBERT M;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 177

Surname: COOTE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 32;
Comments: The convict has a wife and family to support. They reside at Golden Lane, Dublin. Also in the file is that of Martin Connolly fined for failing to do Jury Service.

Surname: COPE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 35

Surname: COPELAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/01/1849; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 47

Surname: COPELAND; First name: SOPHIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/08/1839; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 226

Surname: COPELAND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 9

Surname: COPELAND; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny previously convicted; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 273

Surname: COPPINGER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny from car; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 29

Surname: COPPINGER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from car; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 29
Surname: COPPINGER; First name: THOMAS JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 24; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1858

Surname: COPPINGER; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 31

Surname: COPPINGER; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: COPPLETON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Doherty, Hugh;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 161

Surname: CORBET; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 217; Comments: Convict Ref. File: C.3, 1836

Surname: CORBET; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/11/1837; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 166

Surname: CORBET; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Hanberry;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 227

Surname: CORBET; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 97; Comments: Convict tried at Limerick Assizes

Surname: CORBETT; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing fish and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 37; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CORBETT; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 31

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 76

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JAMES; Alias: Dee, James;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault and highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 185; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1858

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 43 F

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 344
Surname: CORBETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, P 160; 
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 21; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 35; 
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 mth imprisonment from 00/06/1849

Surname: CORBETT; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; 
Record reference code: TR 10, P 299

Surname: CORBETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 194

Surname: CORBETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 23

Surname: CORBETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 124

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CORBETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in house, frightening inhabitants; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 187

Surname: CORBETT; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 156

Surname: CORBETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 55

Surname: CORBETT; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Hanbury;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 10;
Comments: Convicts husband, John Hanbury resides in Mackens Hotel, Dawson Street, Dublin City, where he is employed as a waiter. States they have one child. Convict was transported.

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 26th August 1835

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 3;
Comments: The crime was committed at Kilmahumma, Co Waterford.

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 13/08/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 35;  
Comments: Convict resides in Meelick, Co Clare and is a labourer by trade. States he has a mother, three young brothers and two sisters dependant on his support.

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultuously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 May 1834.

Surname: CORBETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: CORBIT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 26/07/1823; Name of petitioner: Convict and 7 others; Record reference code: PPC 2209; Comments: Convict and 7 others convicted for different crimes petitioning to be sent off to one of the Colonies. All convicts are from Co Clare. Petition received 30 Nov 1824.

Surname: CORBITT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 233; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CORBITT; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/02/1812; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: PPC 1272; Comments: Covering note for a petition from the convict and James Richardson. Report is not included.

Surname: CORBOY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 148; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855
Surname: CORBOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 92

Surname: CORBOY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 92

Surname: CORBOY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder of Pat Gleeson; Sentence: Death, 04/03/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 136

Surname: CORBY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Possessing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 171

Surname: CORBY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Comments: See under William Curboy

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 126; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 29

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 180; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Unlawfully taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 166; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 40; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838 Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 Convict resides in Rathcline, Co. Longford.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 86

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/05/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/06/1855

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 week imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 7, P 55; Comments: Convict sentenced 1 week imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 343

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 343

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/01/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 222; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836
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Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1848; Description of crime: Demolishing a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blemheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, P 93

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 38

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 149

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 19/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 166

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of a ewe sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 132; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 264

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 256; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 67; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment. Anne Larney also in the same file both charged with the same crime.
Surname: CORCORAN; First Name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 343

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 12/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from persons; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 139; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 196; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 112

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 72; Comments: Also in the file is that of Charles Carleton, fined for taking boards from a neighbours house.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Corkeran;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny (stealing a hat); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 1, P 41; Record reference code 2: PPC 3745; Record microfilm number: Roll 17; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836 Convict states he is a sawyer by trade and resides in Cork City. Petition not dated. Character references, signed by several, are attached to petition stating they would have no hesitation in employing convict on his release from gaol.
Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 19; Comments: Taken out of Waverly, 16/02/1839. Convict Reference File contains a petition from the inhabitants of Roscrea, Co. Tipperary, on the convicts behalf.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 95

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 224

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 152

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 96; Comments: Convict ordered to discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/11/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 166

**Surname:** CORCORAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 6, P 90

**Surname:** CORCORAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, P 171

**Surname:** CORCORAN; **First name:** U;

Sex: U; Date of document: 20/03/1816; Description of crime: Robbery of a house;

Record reference code: PPC 1325;
Comments: Letter from Lord Desart, requesting that the convict be permitted to plead guilty on condition of transportation. States that the convict has been concerned in most of the robberies in the County of Tipperary.

**Surname:** CORCORAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 1825; Sentence: Transporation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Corcoran; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;

Record reference code: PPC 2719;
Comments: Petitioner refers to a former memorial submitted by her, on her sons behalf.

**Surname:** CORCORAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Contempt of court;

Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc 7

**Surname:** CORCORAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of document: 18/02/1841; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting a rape;

Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 2;
Comments: Convict is awaiting trial.

**Surname:** CORCORAN; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;

Record reference code: SPP 342;
Comments: Prisoner is willing to go to America provided passage is paid and is allowed time to prepare.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King’s Co; Date of document: 03/1848; Description of crime: Whiteboy Offences; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: James Corcoran; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 45;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Ballybritt, Kings Co.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Board/Columbine & Mary; Date of document: 09/1798; Description of crime: Illegal taking of arms; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 314;
Comments: A native of Dromoyle, Kings Co.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Board/ Columbine & Mary; Date of document: 09/1798; Description of crime: Illegal taking of arms; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 314;
Comments: A native of Dromoyle, Kings, Co.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 11/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and neighbours;
Record reference code: SPP 397;
Comments: A native of Syerla in the parish of Clonfeacle, Co. Tyrone, arrested while on business in Mayo.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 02/01/1799; Description of crime: Had possession of a pike;
Record reference code: SPP 418

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/07/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 33;
Comments: Convicts son, Thomas residing with Patrick Burke English at Tower St, Parish of St Marys, Limerick, was granted a free passage to New South Wales.
Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: LARKINS 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Son, Thomas Corcoran, residing with Mr Patrick Burke English Tower St, Parish of St Marys, Limerick.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Cork; Date of document: 17/09/1825; Description of crime: Possessing stolen bed curtains; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Corcoran; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2550;
Comments: Petitioning for removal of her son to the Dublin Penitentiary. Petitioner aged 50 years resides in Kilkenny and has two daughters.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 17/06/1826; Description of crime: Forgery; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3051;
Comments: Petitioner to be admitted to bail. Convict has three children (eldest 6), wife is deceased. States he is a Smith by trade. Second petition dated 25 June 1826.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Description of crime: Robbery in Co. Meath; Sentence: Death, reprieved; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3744;
Comments: Convict is a Cooper by trade and resides in the town of Drogheda, Co. Louth. States his mother is living. Petition not dated, circa 1817-21.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 3837;
Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict (and two others) requesting that the convicts case be given consideration. States the convict was not present when the crime was committed.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 31/12/1835; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 65; Comments: Convict was born in England.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Taking two guns; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16 Convict was convicted under the White Boy Act and was transported.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Son's name, Thomas.

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CORCORAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: LARKING 1829; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Son's name, Thomas (died 3 years previously).

Surname: CORDERRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/03/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 15/05/1844; Record reference code: TR 5, P 3

Surname: COREY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 203

Surname: COREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 17; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment and detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/04/1843

Surname: COREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 23; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: COREY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 23; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: CORKE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Cook;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 93; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: CORKERAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 29

Surname: CORKERAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Description of crime: Stealing a hat; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3745;
Comments: Convict is a Sawyer by trade and resides in Cork City. Character reference signed by several, stating they would have no hesitation in employing the convict on his release from gaol. Petition not dated, circa 1835-38.

**Surname:** CORKERRY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 46

**Surname:** CORKERRY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/02/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** CORKERRY; **First name:** JOHN (SNR);

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from stores; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 40; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** CORKERRY; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 31

**Surname:** CORKERY; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 244

**Surname:** CORKERY; **First name:** JEREMAIH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 37

**Surname:** CORKERY; **First name:** JEREMIAH (JNR);
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Date of document: 24/08/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 100; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 55; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Depot, Co. Dublin, 23/08/1847.

Surname: CORKERY; First name: JEREMIAH (SNR);

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 100; Comments: Convict died in gaol

Surname: CORKERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 84

Surname: CORKERY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: CORKERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 104; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/01/1852

Surname: CORKERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CORKORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 26

Surname: CORLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 03/07/1799; Name of petitioner: P Nolan and J Murphy; Record reference code: SPP 490; Comments: A native of Rushfield, Co. Mayo. Petitioners offer bail of £50 for the prisoners future good conduct

Surname: CORLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CORMACAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 104

Surname: CORMACAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 67; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/01/1855

Surname: CORMACK; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 182

Surname: CORMACK; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 182

Surname: CORMACK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Ryan; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, P 150

Surname: CORMACK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/08/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Surname: CORMACK; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 230

Surname: CORMACK; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 257

Surname: CORMACK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 138;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/04/1854

Surname: CORMACK; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be executed, 25/08/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 75

Surname: CORMACK; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 05/08/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 38

Surname: CORMACK; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 05/08/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 38

Surname: CORMACK; First name: U;
Sex: U; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 10

Surname: CORMER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 40; Comments: Also under: Pat Connor, TR 6, P 40

Surname: CORMICAN; First name: J.;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of document: 06/04/1816; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1334; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Carroll for the same offence. Letter from the Bishop of Clowfert, Co. Galway, enquiring as to how he should apply for mitigation of the convicts sentence to transportation. States one of the convict was a Blacksmith on his estate, the other was employed as a labourer by his son

Surname: CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 127; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/04/1854

Surname: CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 205; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: CORMICK; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 148

Surname: CORMICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 164

Surname: CORMICK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 88
Surname: CORMICK; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted free pardon; Record reference code: TR 2, P 122

Surname: CORMICK; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 08/01/1799; Name of petitioner: A Cormick; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 368

Surname: CORMICK; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: CORMICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict should be discharged.

Surname: CORMICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CORMICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Unlawfully seizing arms; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CORMICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97
Surname: CORMY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 173

Surname: CORNEALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/07/1853; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 110

Surname: CORNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CORNERFORD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 246; Comments: Convict tried at Summer Assizes 1853, and ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1858

Surname: CORNWALL; First name: MARY JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 2(F)

Surname: CORNWALL; First name: WILSON;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/03/1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 120

Surname: CORNYN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/01/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 110

Surname: CORR; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 229; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: CORR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 147

Surname: CORR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 112; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs after expiration of 9 mth imprisonment for larcenies

Surname: CORR; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 75

Surname: CORR; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 2, P 109 F

Surname: CORR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1838; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, P 166

Surname: CORR; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Mary Corr; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1835 2;
Comments: Petitioner requests a free passage to New South Wales for herself and her children

Surname: CORRAHER; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/03/1841;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc 1;
Comments: Convict New South Wales.

Surname: CORRAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 7

Surname: CORRAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: CORRAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CORRAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: CORREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T7 years com to 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 42;
Comments: Convict is the only support of four younger sisters.

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 146
Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 70

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 172

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 171; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Date of document: 29/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 68; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 82

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Felony quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 232

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 84; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 9, P 73(F)
Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 53 F;
Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 180

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 123;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/08/1836; Description of crime: Stabbing with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 80

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 224;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 154

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 30/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 9;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/01/1850

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 123;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Theft bank notes, receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C21;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836 Convict lived asa servant with his prosecutor, Christopher Beatty, a farmer near Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh.Convict is a native of Clanish parish.

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 85;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless security within 3 mths himself in £5.00 and 2 sureties in £2.1 each and ordered to be discharged, 02/01/1856

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: SARAH ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs(or bail in 3 mths);
Record reference code: TR 6, P 258

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 151

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/08/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 80

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 69

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 188

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 23/03/1799; Description of crime: Stealing 3 guineas from Edward Hyland; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: James and Liz corrigan; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 110; Comments: Several character references including friends and neighbours living in Francis St. Dublin.

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 16/08/1836; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 101

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assaulting and stabbing Francis Corrigan (Murder); Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 59

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Theft of 20 lbs of lead; Sentence: Trans 7 years commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 54

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: 7 year trans; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 111; Comments: Convicted with Thomas Murphy and others.

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 111; Comments: Convicted with Thomas Murphy and others.

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1854 C 50; Comments: D.O. 1857.

Surname: CORRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CORRIGAN (CONIGAN?); First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Imprisonment 4 mths; Record reference code: TR 1, P 13; Comments: Convict sentenced 4 mths imprisonment, then transportation 7 yrs, to begin 17/08/1836

Surname: CORROTHERS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CORRY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 10(F); Comments: Australasia (embarked), 00/06/1849

Surname: CORRY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 197

Surname: CORRY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 31

Surname: CORRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 194

Surname: CORRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: CORRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 23

Surname: CORRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CORTER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of shirt; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CORTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: CORWILL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 230;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment, 01/05/1849

Surname: CORY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 34

Surname: CORYEWE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 88

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 269

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: BARTLEY;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 74

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 305

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Ass stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 156

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony of boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 56
Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 152;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 162

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 300

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 136

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 88

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Robbery of Henry Warren; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Francis Cosgrave; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 116;
Comments: Character ref. Richard Mezcer, Merrion Rd Dublin certicies to Cosgraves behavior during his employment with him as coachman and postman. Convict has four child ren.

Surname: COSGRAVE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder of James Mulvany; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 88;
Comments: Convict was convicted with James Mulvany, for the murder of his grandfather.

**Surname:** COSGRAVE; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Description of crime: Possession of pistol & Conspiracy to com robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 39

**Surname:** COSGRAVE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Ellen Cosgrave; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 11

**Surname:** COSGRIFF; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 76(F)

**Surname:** COSGRIFF; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 07/1836; Date of document: 04/08/1837; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Johanna Cosgriff; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; 
Record reference code: FS 1837 10

**Surname:** COSGROVE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Unlawful murder of James Mulvany (Snr); Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 124

**Surname:** COSGROVE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Wilful murder of James Mulvany (Snr); Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 123; 
Comments: See James Mulvany

**Surname:** COSGROVE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 72

Surname: COSGROVE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Assembling and imposing unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 171

Surname: COSGROVE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Entering a house & stealing there in; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 88

Surname: COSGROVE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 91; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1858

Surname: COSGROVE; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Wire, William;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 103

Surname: COSGROVE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 37

Surname: COSGROVE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: MARINER 1827; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Mains, residing at Bundrey St., Berrenagh.
Surname: COSKER; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Perjury;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: COSS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1836; Date of document: 06/09/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C41;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836 Certificate attached from physician, Maryboro Gaol, that John Coss in unable to Convict resides with his wife at Mullaghavard, Queens Co.

Surname: COSS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 186;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: COSS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Date of document: 15/09/1801; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: inhabitants (Queens Co);
Record reference code: PPC 653;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military Service.

Surname: COSS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 25/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: COSSIADE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/01/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 88

Surname: COSSINE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Surname: COSTAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 90

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 108

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 189;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 03/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 72;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/01/1851

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 100

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 45;
Comments: Convict died at Ennis Depot, 22/04/1853

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 4
Surname: COSTELLO; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 183

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 137;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/04/1856

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 343

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 144

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 75

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 124

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 101;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836
Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 71;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/11/1853

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/02/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 52;
 Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/10/1852

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JOHN; Alias: John Baxter;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 1;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/08/1854

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing arms; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 106

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Date of document: 14/08/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 114; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 100

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 148

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: LAUNCELOT;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836
Surname: COSTELLO; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 14

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 268

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 72;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/02/1853

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Compelling Pat Ward to quit employment; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 117; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 119;
Comments: Convict taken out, 04/09/1838. Convict resides in the Parish of Ballymahon, Co. Longford.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Felonious attack; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 186

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 100;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: COSTELLO; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 40

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Date of document: 14/08/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 114; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 100

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmain, Co Mayo; Date of document: 15/04/1822; Description of crime: Being a Ribbonsman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1634;
Comments: Convict from Kilmain, Co Mayo, has a family, no details given.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/03/1823;
Record reference code: PPC 1929;
Comments: Costellos name was given in a statement by an informer. Owen Sweeney, as a one of a gang involved in Whiteboy practises in Co. Limerick. Address given at Brusna.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/03/1823;
Record reference code: PPC 1929;
Comments: Costellos name was given in a statement by an informer. Owen Sweeney as one of a gang involved in whiteboy practises in Co. Limerick, given at Brusna.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 12/06/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 32

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway; Date of document: 28/03/1811; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 4003; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending him for mercy. Other defendant: Michael Gill.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther tender; Date of document: 09/1798; Description of crime: Being involved with the rebels; Name of petitioner: Jane Costello; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 92; Comments: Prays that her husband may be liberated, states they reside in Kilbride, Co. Wicklow and have three children. Convict is a labourer by trade

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF1836 misc94

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: IAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 10/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Surname: COSTELLO; First name: JEFFERY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 18 Oct 1798.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Edmond;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of trial: 09/08/1817; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Burglary and theft of meal; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict and several other; Record reference code: PPC 4090; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Petitions dated 24 Aug 1817. Convict has a family (no details given).

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: LAUNCELOT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 14/04/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 43; Comments: Convict resides in Castle Otway, Co Tipperary and is employed as a Servant.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Date of document: 20/07/1840; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc17; Comments: Return of deaths on board the Middlesex! Convict died of Dysentery on 16 Jan 1840.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/07/1834; Description of crime: Firing at with intent to maim; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: BLACKWELL; Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 37; Comments: Convict served in the 30th Regiment of the British Army and was sentenced to death after firing at his Sergeant. Convicts fathers name is John.

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 02/09/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 74

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Date of document: 08/09/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 73

Surname: COSTELLO; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 106

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 148

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 73

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 112

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 234
Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of money and goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 207; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Grevious bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 153

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 72

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 109; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 232; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 173; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 112
Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 104

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 178

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 30; Comments: Convict died in Ennis Gaol, Co. Clare, 27/04/1851

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1848; Description of crime: Assault with intent to wound J. Gleeson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 139; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855 See also: Daniel Kennedy, TR 7, P 139

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Date of document: 14/01/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 10, P 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 9; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 178

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 22/04/1824; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen lamb; Sentence: Trans for 7 years;
Name of petitioner: Bridget Costelloe; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2239;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Culkeen near Dunmore, Co Galway. States convict is the sole support of petitioner and three children. Second petition dated 18 May 1824 Third dated 27 July 1824.

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 26;
Comments: Convicted with Michael Costello and others.

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Tran life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16;
Comments: Other defendant; Thomas Farrell.

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 44;
Comments: Convict resides in Kilquane, Co Kerry and was living in Service in the house of the prosecutions father, at the time the offense was committed.

Surname: COSTELLOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 26;
Comments: Convicted with others.
Surname: COSTELLOW; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens, Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 95

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 134;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, (no date given) See also: James Pollard, TR 7, P 134

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mary, a tender in Dublin; Date of document: 03/10/1798; Description of crime: Taking the oath of the United Irishmen; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 93;
Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade and resides in Ballycleny, near Roscrea, Kings Co States his widowed mother and seven children are dependant on his support.

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 11/1798; Description of crime: Being absent from his house; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Costigan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 94;
Comments: Petitioner states that they have six children, and reside in Boley, Queens Co.

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Shinrone; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship Dublin; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Confessed to being involved in the rebellion; Sentence: To serve in the army and navy; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 491;
Comments: Late of Ballyclary, Kings Co.

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 10/03/1800; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 312; 
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial. Has been imprisoned eleven months on no change. Character references from Lord Enniskillen who states that he has known the convict for several years. (11 years 1800)

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 09/1800; 
Record reference code: PPC 313; 
Comments: Letter from convict requesting release from prison. States he received word from Lord Enniskillen informing him that he had intervened on his behalf and expected that he had been liberated. (Sept. 1800). Widowed mother living.

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 30/11/1800; 
Record reference code: PPC 314; 
Comments: Cover note from Lord Enniskillen for a letter which he received from convict requesting once again his intercession in procuring his liberty. States he heard four months age that he was to be discharged (30 Nov. 1800)

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; 
Record reference code: PPC 3909; 
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict was sent from Drogheda, Co Louth. 

Surname: COSTIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 26/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Self; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 43

Surname: COSTILLAN; First name: TRACEY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 264

Surname: COSTIN; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 7, P 155; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COSTINE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 197

Surname: COTTAR; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Templemore; Date of trial: 06/07/1847; Date of document: 09/08/1847; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 42; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 70th Foot Regiment.

Surname: COTTAR]; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: COTTEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 79

Surname: COTTENHAM; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 89; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/07/1852

Surname: COTTER; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 175

Surname: COTTER; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing gingham; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: COTTER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76 (F)

Surname: COTTER; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: COTTER; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1857

Surname: COTTER; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 13 (F)

Surname: COTTER; First name: HANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76 (F)

Surname: COTTER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 33

Surname: COTTER; First name: JOHN; Alias: Fitzgerald, Thomas;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 32
Surname: COTTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1856

Surname: COTTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 146; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: COTTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 260; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

Surname: COTTER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 302

Surname: COTTER; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 7, P 23; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COTTER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33; Comments: Convict died in Ennis Convict Depot, Co. Clare, 28/09/1852

Surname: COTTER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 34

Surname: COTTER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: COTTER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/10/1858

Surname: COTTER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing geese and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 36

Surname: COTTER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 84; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COTTER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 35; Comments: Convict died, 00/00/1847

Surname: COTTER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Cork; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict, Mary Cotter; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3111;
Comments: Convict has six children and has been married 15 yrs wife refers to a former petition which she had submitted on her husbands behalf. Several char. refs. only one petition dated. received 16 June 1827

**Surname:** COTTER; **First name:** ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 17 Dec 1836

**Surname:** COTTER; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** COTTERVILLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 165; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment

**Surname:** COTTON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** COTTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 13/01/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16; Comments: Military convict 5th Regiment.

**Surname:** COTTRELL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of goods; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 93

**Surname:** COTTUR; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 4
Surname: COUBAY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: COUGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 40 (F)

Surname: COUGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76(F)

Surname: COUGHEAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Threatening Jame Mc Cormack; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 183; Comments: Other defendant; Patrick Brennan.

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 32; Comments: Convict returned from Gibraltar and discharged, 08/11/1855

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 106

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 286
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Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 75 F; Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 01/01/1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 100; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 6; Comments: Convict resides in Philipstown, Kings Co.

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dungannon, County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 135; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 71

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Elphinstone; Record reference code: TR 2, P 96; Comments: Elphinstone (embarked), 04/09/1838 Convict Report No: D.51

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 2, P 84

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 126; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: ANSTYE;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 197

**Surname:** COUGHLAN; **First name:** ANSTY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 7, P 192

**Surname:** COUGHLAN; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;

Record reference code: TR 6, P 144

**Surname:** COUGHLAN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 6, P 252

**Surname:** COUGHLAN; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Record reference code: TR 10, P 41;

**Surname:** COUGHLAN; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a gown and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;

Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Record reference code: TR 11, P 26;

**Surname:** COUGHLAN; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, P 274

**Surname:** COUGHLAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 180

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 76

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 175;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/01/1854

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Elphinstone;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 96;
Comments: Elphinstone (embarked), 04/09/1838 Convict Report No: D. 51

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1838; Description of crime: Felony copper and lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 60;
Comments: See: Spelman, Michael

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Limeric City; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 24/12/1823; Description of crime: Stealing garments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1854;
Comments: Convict is a widow with three children.

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 1800;
Record reference code: PPC 319;
Comments: Letter from Jonah Barrington acting on a request to intervene on behalf of the convict whom he states was a man of substance and who had just recovered from a dangerous illness.

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3746;
Comments: Convict is a Farmer and resides with his brother on William Bleasy’s estate, Co. Cork. States his ancestors for many generations lived under different landlords on the same estate. Petition not dated.

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise'Cove,Cork; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendants;
Record reference code: PPC 3750;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas Culhane, Edward Sheehy and James Sheahan under the Insurrection Act for the same offence. Convict has a wife and four children; parents are living. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28 (possibly 1822)

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Being concerned in a riot; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3380;
Comments: Convict was convicted for being involved in a riot in which a man was badly wounded and later died as a result of his injuries. Riot took place in the village of Timoleague, Co. Cork. Convict resides near Clonakilty, Co. Cork. Petition not dated, possibly 1828

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 03/09/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: COUGHLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 48

Surname: COUGHLANE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 26

Surname: COUGHLANE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 26

Surname: COUGHLANN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a stocking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 3

Surname: COUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 172; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/06/1853

Surname: COUGHLIN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Coglan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 12/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: COUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 140; Comments: Convict discharged on surgeons report, 00/02/1837 Convict Ref. File: C.45, 1836

Surname: COUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 22

Surname: COUGHLIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Possessing forged Bank of Ireland note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 59 F; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 14 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: COUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/10/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 74; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: COUGHLIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 27

Surname: COUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 23; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: COUGHTAN; First name: KEARIN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: COULEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 242

Surname: COULLEN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 194

Surname: COULTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 46

Surname: COULTER; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 193

Surname: COULTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Barracks in Belfast; Date of document: 22/08/1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 330

Surname: COULTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: COULTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison Belfast; Date of document: 16/03/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Deborah Coulter; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 492
Surname: COULTER; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 66; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny of old gown valued @ 2s; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 62; Comments: Convict has five children.

Surname: COULTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1801; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Coulton; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 659; Comments: Prays mercy and consideration. Convict has large family, no details given.

Surname: COULTRY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: CARRYING PROVISION FOR THE USE OF THE FRENCH ARMY; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 4 Dec 1798.

Surname: COUNIHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of trial: 03/1824; Date of document: 13/12/1825; Description of crime: Robbery of £1; Record reference code: PPC 4230; Comments: Letter from Oliver Mason, Kilmore, Co Kerry on behalf of the convict.

Surname: COUNSEY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 92

Surname: COURAHY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 144

Surname: COURALEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F);
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/11/1837

Surname: COURAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: COUREY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 19

Surname: COURLEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 75;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/01/1853

Surname: COURNANE; First name: DEBORA;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 219

Surname: COURNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 74

Surname: COURNANE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 87;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COURRY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: COURTENAY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/08/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 27

Surname: COURTENAY; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: COURTENAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: COURTENAY; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 44

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 05/08/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 114

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony tub; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 52

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 3 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, P 145; Comments: Convict unfit for transportation, 31/08/1843 See: Bernard Ruddy, Chalres Plunket, Henry Fee & John Mc Enuff) TR 4, P 145
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Surname: COURTNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 62

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary of a counting house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 29

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/05/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 261

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery & former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 11;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/10/1854

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 153;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/05/1853

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 178

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 116

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony spirits, wine and port; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 60

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 04/1845; Date of document: 01/09/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 45

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk in Dublin; Date of document: 16/12/1830; Description of crime: Failing to produce bail; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Courtney; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: PPC 3484; Comments: Petitioner states their parents are deceased. Address given at High Street, Newry, Co. Down.

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Killing with intent to steal one sheep; Sentence: Trans life, commuted 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 198

Surname: COURTNEY; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 04/1845; Date of document: 01/09/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 C 45

Surname: COURY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 232

Surname: COURY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a cow and heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 74
Surname: COURY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a ewe sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 218; Comments: Convict convicted of stealing a ewe sheep with intent to steal its carcas and skin

Surname: COURY; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 15/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 90

Surname: COURY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transporation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 86

Surname: COUSEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 25/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: COUWY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes and food; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 252

Surname: COVENAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: COVENTRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COVENTRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COWAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 119; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COWAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 44

Surname: COWAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 66; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/00/1853

Surname: COWAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 218

Surname: COWAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 1

Surname: COWAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10, P 25; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: COWAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Date of document: 18/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - Com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 97; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 23; Comments: Convict transmitted from Smithfied Gaol to Carrick-on-Shannon Goal, 20/03/1848

Surname: COWAN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hillsborough, Co.Down; Date of document: 08/08/1797; Description of crime: Suspected on seditious practices; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Record reference code: SPP 51; Comments: Convict was arrested with his two brothers, Andrew and William and Samuel Bell and confined since 22 June. Pray to be brought to trial on admitted to bail Included is a character ref. from the vicar of Magheradrool, Co. Down

Surname: COWAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hillsborough, Co. Down; Date of document: 08/08/1797; Description of crime: Suspected of seditious practices; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Record reference code: SPP 51; Comments: Convict was arrested with his two brothers. Samuel and William and Samuel Bell are confined since 22 June. Pray to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. Included is a character reference from the Vicar of Magheradrool, Co. Down

Surname: COWAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hillsborough, Co. Down; Date of document: 08/08/1797; Description of crime: Suspected of seditious practices; Name of petitioner: Convict/J Cowan/3 others; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts Uncle; Record reference code: SPP 51; Comments: Convict was arrested with his brothers Andrew and Samuel and Samuel Bell and confined since 22 June. Pray to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. Included is a character reference from the vicar of Magheradrool, Co. Down

Surname: COWAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: COWAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Prison; Date of document: 15/06/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: removed to Smithfield prison. Protestant prisoners.

Surname: COWAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing 2 powder; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: COWAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: COWBA (CORNBA); First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a shift; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 27;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/11/1851

Surname: COWELL; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony sheets and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 56

Surname: COWELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: 7 trans commuted to 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C11;
Comments: Convict is filed with CRF 1841 C 11 - who is Thomas Connell.

Surname: COWEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 18

Surname: COWEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, P 95; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: COWEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: COWLEY; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 147

Surname: COWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: COWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 28/10/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 223

Surname: COWLEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 16/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10, P 58; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COWLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 02/04/1823; Description of crime: Suspected of Acts of Vagrancy; Name of petitioner: Convict and 3 others; Record reference code: PPC 2017; Comments: Convict was arrested wirh 3 others on the 15 March 1823 in Gorey Co Wexford. A Carpenter by trade.
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Surname: COWLING; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Found guilty of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 43

Surname: COWRAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of trial: 07/1826; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Trans for 7 years;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3213;
Comments: Convict states he is suffering from an ulcerated leg. Petition received 8 Oct 1827.

Surname: COWRAN; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Laurence;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/07/1839; Description of crime: Stealing bed linen; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 109;
Comments: Convicts father resides at No 1 Camden Row, Dublin and is dependant on his supp- ort.

Surname: COX; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Mansfield;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 195;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1858

Surname: COX; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 141

Surname: COX; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Shooting at James Amos; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/05/1836 Convict Ref. File: C.25, 1836

Surname: COX; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 138

Surname: COX; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 180

Surname: COX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 32; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: COX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Date of document: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Shooting at James Amos; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 168; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C25; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836 Convict Ref. File: C.25, 183 Convict was convicted with Denis Cox for the same offence. Both convicts reside in Co. Longford. John Cox was employed as a shepherd with Lord Forbes

Surname: COX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, P 97

Surname: COX; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 102

Surname: COX; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 175; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: COX; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 225; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1858

Surname: COX; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 99

Surname: COX; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 183; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: COX; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 36

Surname: COX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/07/1800; Description of crime: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 324; Comments: Convicted of High Treason for commanding a rebel party and plundering the house of Richard Gervas Ker for arms. Convict was pardoned on condition of transporting himself but was re-arrested and awaits trial. Included is a report from General Drummard, Newry (21 July 1800) on the case & a letter from Richard Gerva

Surname: COX; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: COX; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: COX; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford Town; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Date of document: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Attempt on the life of James Amos; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 25; Comments: Convict was convicted with John Cox (Cousin) for the same offense. Both convicts reside in Castleforbes, Co Longford. Denis Cox was employed as a Game Keeper with Lord Forbes.

Surname: COX; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 03/1827; Date of document: 11/01/1845; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 21

Surname: COX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: COY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 10(F); Comments: Australasia (embarked), 00/06/1849

Surname: COY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 23;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 24;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: COYE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 74

Surname: COYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 93

Surname: COYLE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 6

Surname: COYLE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 195; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 14

Surname: COYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 94

Surname: COYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 27/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 34;
Comments: Convict taken out, 04/09/1838

**Surname:** COYLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 69

**Surname:** COYLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and shooting at Bryan Kilbride; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C23;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836 Convict Ref. File: C.23, 1836

**Surname:** COYLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 42;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment

**Surname:** COYLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a gelding; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 123

**Surname:** COYLE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 290

**Surname:** COYLE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Date of document: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and shooting at Bryan Kilbride; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C23;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836 Convict Ref. File: C. 23, 1836

**Surname:** COYLE; **First name:** OWEN;
Surname: COYLE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 23/07/1841; Description of crime: Robbery of fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 18

Surname: COYLE; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Mack, Coyne, Mc. Donagh;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Liffod, Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Date of document: 09/1844; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 62; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of theft of 20 shillings from John Long.

Surname: COYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 26/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, P 73

Surname: COYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 19

Surname: COYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: See comments; Date of document: 27/07/1800; Record reference code: PPC 325; Comments: Flanagan convicted of same crime. Letter reprot that the convicts are to be tri ed at Athy and sent to Naas Gaol to await trial. States the men stole Lord Liet rims cows, robbed Mr Thompson's house and are part of a gang who were resposible for the murder of J. Corley and his mother(27 July 1800)

Surname: COYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc23; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Mullingar Gaol, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: COYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 14/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Patrick Shea and ors; Record reference code: SPP 493;
Comments: Late of 6 Tighe St., Parish of Saint Pauls, Dublin. Recognisance signed by Thomas Baxter and William Garrigan, Cooke St. Dublin

Surname: COYLE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Donegal; Date of trial: 19/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: COYLE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: COYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: See comments; Date of document: 24/07/1800;
Record reference code: PPC 325;
Comments: Flanagan convicted of same crime. Letter reporting that the convicts are to be tried at Athy and sent to Naas Gaol to await trial. States the men stole Lord Lietrims cows, robbed Mr Thompsons house and are part of a gang who were responsible for the murder of J Corley & his mother (27 July 1800)

Surname: COYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/08/1800;
Record reference code: PPC 326;
Comments: Flanagan convicted of same crime. Letter form Magistrate, Co. Kildare reporting that the convicts had arrived in Athy but as the Kings evidence was not available, the trial was postponed.(09 Aug 1800).

Surname: COYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Date of document: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C23

Surname: COYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Date of document: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C23
Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Tras 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 137; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children.

Surname: COYLE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: COYNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/11/1851; Description of crime: Ripping & stealing bed affixed to house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 85; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: COYNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery highway; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: London; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 181

Surname: COYNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/07/1852; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 C 51

Surname: COYNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary & felony at Sir. E. Blackereys; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 58; 
Comments: Character Ref: Magan (alias Mc Mahon), Patrick, TR 4, P 58

Surname: COYNE; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary & felony of Sir. E. Blackerey's property; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 232

Surname: COYNE; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Mack, Mc Donagh, Coyle;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 26/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, P 73

Surname: COYNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 30; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: COYNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Roscommon; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb valued at 6 s; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict, Thomas Coyne; Relationship of petitioner: Son; Record reference code: PPC 3057; Comments: Convict has six children and resides in Boyle, Co. Roscommon, wife deceased. Convicts son Thomas, attends school under the Patronage of the most Rev. Lord Bishop of Aconry, Co. Mayo. Convicts petition received. 3 Nov 1827. sons petition received 14 April 182

Surname: COYNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 01/10/1827; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, Thomas Coyne; Relationship of petitioner: Son; Record reference code: PPC 3201; Comments: Convict has six children (eldest 16 years), mother deceased. Sons petition received 10 Oct 1827; convicts first petition received 24 Sept 1827.

Surname: COYNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: COYNE; First name: AUSTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 W 32

Surname: CRABB; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 47

Surname: CRABB; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing linen; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 58; Comments: Convict supports a wife and 4 small children.

Surname: CRADDOCK; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money, goods & chattles; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 238

Surname: CRADDOCK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money, goods & chattles; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 15; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 14 yrs commuted 3 yrs imprisonment

Surname: CRADDOCK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing 5 cloth caps; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 152; Comments: See also: Patrick Trihy

Surname: CRADDOCK; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money, goods, and chatels; Sentence: 14 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 15

Surname: CRAFORD; First name: ROBERT LINDSEY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Derry; Date of document: 03/07/1827; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3130; Comments: Convict states he comes from Scotland and is an heir to 'splendid estates and titles.' He was visiting friends in Moneymore, Londonderry, where he was arrested for the alleged crime. Refers to two former petitions which he had submitted

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CRAFS; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CRAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 170

Surname: CRAIG; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 93; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: CRAIG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 1; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CRAIG; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 24; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Depot, Co. Dublin, 16/11/1847

Surname: CRAIG; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony blanket and tent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 65

Surname: CRAIG; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Date of document: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 8; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 85
Surname: CRAIG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 89

Surname: CRAIG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 24

Surname: CRAIG; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 194

Surname: CRAIG; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Murder of her child; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 1(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C171 Convict's parents resides in the parish of Finvoy, Co. Antrim.

Surname: CRAIG; First name: MATILDA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 186

Surname: CRAIG; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855

Surname: CRAIG; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 89

Surname: CRAIG; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 1

Surname: CRAIG; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: CRAIG; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva barracks; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Name of petitioner: S Atkinson; Record reference code: SPP 494; Comments: A native of Fews, Co. Waterford.

Surname: CRAIGAN; First name: ROBERT;

Surname: CRAIGE; First name: GEORGE;

Surname: CRAIGHTON; First name: CHARLES;

Surname: CRAITON; First name: JAMES;

Surname: CRALPEY; First name: MATHEW;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname:** CRAMBER; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of trial: 26/03/1825; Description of crime: Robbery of £10 and 10 shillings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2555; Comments: Convict has two children, husband serving in the Army. Petition recieved in the year 1825.

**Surname:** CRAMER; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 191

**Surname:** CRAMER; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Trans commuted 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 276

**Surname:** CRAMPSIE; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1836; Comments: Letter of notification to Mary Crampsie (convicts wife), stating that the law must take its course.

**Surname:** CRAMPTON; **First name:** MARY; Alias: Mouahan, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 39 F; Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

**Surname:** CRAMSIE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Having a stolen sheep in his possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 165; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** CRAMSIE; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Surname: CRANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing in a counting house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 34

Surname: CRANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 39;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/02/1850

Surname: CRANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 47

Surname: CRANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 30

Surname: CRANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 12/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CRANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CRANELL; First name: PHILLIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther Ship; Date of document: 13/01/1799; Name of petitioner: William Godkin and ors;
Record reference code: SPP 495 Certificate of character signed by several yeomen and inhabitants of Gorey, Co Wexford
Surname: CRANISH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 8;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/04/1854

Surname: CRANNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 34

Surname: CRANNELL; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Tender 'Mary', Dublin; Date of document: 27/09/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 95;
Comments: Prays to be liberated, states he resides in Ballinacarrig, Co. Wexford and is the sole support of his mother and four children. Included is a character reference from the inhabitants of Gorey, Co. Wexford

Surname: CRANNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 104

Surname: CRATOCK; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 250

Surname: CRATTAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: CRAUGHWELL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 75

Surname: CRAVEN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter of Martin Carie; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 34; Comments: Convict resides in Ballard, Kings County.

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 2(F)

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 C 61; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown, King's Co, 10/01/1854

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of two pistols; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 82; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 90

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/03/1843; Description of crime: Taking a gun; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 31; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843. Convict is a Farmer at Glenlara, Co. Limerick.
Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 25

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: LETITIA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 353; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless within 3 mths they* give security to keep the peace themselves in £5.00 each and securities in £2.10 each

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 216

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged by direction of Lord Lieutenant, 00/07/1853

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 3

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 114

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 139

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Carnally abusing girl under 10 yrs; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, P 66; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 11/04/1826; Description of crime: FAILING TO APPEAR AS AWITESS; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2751; Comments: Convict has four children

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 25/04/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 15; Comments: Convict prays to be informed of the nature of his offence

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/01/1799; Description of crime: Involved in 1798 rebellion; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Capt. Crawford; Record reference code: SPP 496; Comments: A hatter from Ballymena, Co. Antrim.

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 14/05/1826; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Crawford; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2901; Comments: Convict was born in the Parish of Comba, Co Down. Petitioner states he is the sole support of herself (a widow), and three younger children.

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 24/03/1831; Date of document: 28/03/1831; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3548; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children.

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CRAWFORD; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CRAWFTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, P 94

Surname: CRAWLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

Surname: CRAWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, P 70;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: CRAWLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia;  
Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

Surname: CRAWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 41; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CRAWLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 8, P 149; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: CRAWLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 195; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CRAWLEY; First name: U;

Sex: U; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Honora Crawley; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3169; Comments: Convict has six children. Petition states her husband was employed by messers. Michael Harriet and Elizabeth Condon, merchants of Cork city, for 11 years. Petition received 1 Sept 1827.

Surname: CRAWLEY; First name: JOHANNA; Alias: Barry;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p301

Surname: CRAWTCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 27

Surname: CRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CREA; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: CREAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Description of crime: Being absent from his home; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3747; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act, for being absent from his dwelling house after sunset. States his widowed mother and two sisters are dependant on his support. Refers to two magistrates of Co. Limerick for character references. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28

Surname: CREAGH; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 32

Surname: CREAGH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 21(F)

Surname: CREAGH; First name: GLANVILLE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Bangalore; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 59

Surname: CREAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 217; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 03/02/1836

Surname: CREAGH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Surname: CREAGH; First name: B;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CREAGHAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 282

Surname: CREAGHTON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Description of crime: Attempted embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2752;

Surname: CREAHOH; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 73

Surname: CREAHOH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 73

Surname: CREALY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 10

Surname: CREAMER; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 140

**Surname:** CREAMER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 94;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/08/1857

**Surname:** CREAMOR; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 76(F)

**Surname:** CREAMOUR; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 32

**Surname:** CREAN; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 73 F

**Surname:** CREAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony cloak and shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 207

**Surname:** CREAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 24/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 175

**Surname:** CREAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 83;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 21/02/1854
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Surname: CREAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 208; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CREAN; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Crien, William;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/02/1855

Surname: CREAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Date of document: 15/08/1844; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Anne Crean; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 52; Comments: Prisoner convicted of stealing a white pocket handkerchief valued at six pence.

Surname: CREANE; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: CREARY; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: CREATON; First name: BRIDGET;

Surname: CREED; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 109

Surname: CREED; First name: JOHN;

Surname: CREEDAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: CREEDON; First name: JOHN;

Surname: CREEGAN; First name: PETER;

Surname: CREELEY; First name: PETER;

Surname: CREEVY; First name: LACKEY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CREEVY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CREGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 51; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 18/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 266

Surname: CREGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 1828; Date of document: 01/05/1828; Description of crime: Possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3384; Comments: Convict is a widow with nine children; mother living aged, 88 years. States she was convicted at the Spring Assizes (trial place not given).

Surname: CREHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/05/1823; Date of document: 14/08/1823; Description of crime: Under Insurrection Act; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1879; Comments: Convict was convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from his house for two hours.

Surname: CREIGHTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a blanket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 47(F)

Surname: CREIGHTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/08/1837; Description of crime: Obtaining bottles under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 52

**Surname:** CREIGHTON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony of (sinew); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 44

**Surname:** CREIGHTON; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 15/03/1837;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc25;
Comments: Medical Inspectors report.

**Surname:** CREIGHTON; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted T life, commuted 3 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 83;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Edward, for the same offence. Convict was employed as a Herdsman to Edward B. Reade of Newtown, Co. Clare, and has a wife and five children.

**Surname:** CREIGHTON; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted T life, commuted 3 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 83;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Denis, for the same offence.

**Surname:** CREILLY; **First name:** STEWART;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 2

**Surname:** CREMEN; **First name:** DENIS; Alias: Creme;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 28;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

**Surname:** CREMEN; **First name:** DENIS; Alias: Creme;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 28;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: CREMIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 35

Surname: CREMIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 103

Surname: CREMIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 36;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless bail in £5.00 in 3 mths

Surname: CREMIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Cork; Description of crime: Possessing stolen money; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Cremin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 1449;
Comments: Convicts mother resides in Cork Street, Cork.

Surname: CREMIN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Abduction of Catherine Owens; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Catherine & John Owens; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor & brother;
Record reference code: PPC 3366;
Comments: Convict was convicted with two others (Stackpole and Callaghan) for the same offense. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to enable her to marry the convict. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: CREMIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown Kings Co; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from the person;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 C 52
Surname: CREAMMIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 07/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 46

Surname: CREAMMINS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 51

Surname: CREAMMINS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 156

Surname: CREAMMINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 159; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857

Surname: CRENNAN; First name: DENIS; Alias: Cremer;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 28; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: CRENNIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 26

Surname: CRIBBEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 73; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/12/1850
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Surname: CRIBBEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: CRIBBENS; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 211

Surname: CRIBBINS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 92

Surname: CRILLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 127

Surname: CRILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 43; Record reference code 2: CRF 1854 C 13;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1851

Surname: CRILLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 148

Surname: CRILLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 1
Surname: CRILLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 56

Surname: CRILLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 7, P 56

Surname: CRILLY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 54

Surname: CRILLY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Rioting in Drury Lane, Dublin; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: CRILLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Elizabeth Crilly, residing at 37, Liffey St., Dublin.

Surname: CRIMEEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 222

Surname: CRIMINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 98
Surname: CRIMMEEN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Date of document: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 100; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 22

Surname: CRIMMEEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 151

Surname: CRIMMINS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 97;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: CRIMMINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 165

Surname: CRINEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony carpet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 228; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 23;
Comments: The file also concerns the cases of James Carrigan, imprisoned for failing to turn up as witness, and Owen Cluskey and Cornelius Cahill whose case was discharged.

Surname: CRINNEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault on habitation; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 228;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: CRINNIONE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
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Surname: CRINNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a carpet; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 72

Surname: CRIRE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/07/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 169

Surname: CRITCHLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 30

Surname: CRITCHLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CROAGH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 178

Surname: CROAK; First name: JEREMAIH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly, 16/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 163

Surname: CROAK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 137

Surname: CROAK; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 35 F;
Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: CROAK; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Bryanor, Doody;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 246

Surname: CROAK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CROAK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CROAKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 95

Surname: CROAKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from workhouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 34

Surname: CROAKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 14/06/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 498 A mason from Killenaule, Co. Tipperary. Certificate signed by principal inhabi- tants of Killenaule attached

Surname: CROAKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 31/07/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 45; Comments: Prisoner was convicted for rape of Anne Daly in Ballingarry on 27 May 1844. Richard Williams also convicted. Prisoners residence given as Ballingarry, Co Tipperary. Sentence commuted to transportation for 7 years.

Surname: CROAKEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 122; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1852

Surname: CROAKS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 49

Surname: CROAL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 30; Comments: The convict has two sons and one daughter. Also in the file is a memorial for Patrick Cooney and P. Coyne, fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: CROCE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 72

Surname: CROFTS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/05/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 41; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/07/1853

Surname: CROFTS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 108
Surname: CROGIER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CROKE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 14(F)

Surname: CROKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/08/1853

Surname: CROKER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 11, P 158; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CROKERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Date of document: 07/06/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and theft of Bank notes and coins; Sentence: Trans 7 years to 12 months impt and hard labour; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 27

Surname: CROKN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 43; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island, Co. Cork, 06/03/1855

Surname: CROMEE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation after 1 mth imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, P 296; Comments: Convict sentenced 1 mth imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs
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Surname: CROMEEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Archer; Record reference code: SPP 366

Surname: CROMEEN; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: CRONAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 147

Surname: CRONAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 19

Surname: CRONAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 62; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: CRONANE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Tumultuous riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 committed 21 July 1834

Surname: CRONE; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 89; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: CRONEEN; First name: ELLEN;
Surname: CRONEEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1841; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 27

Surname: CRONEEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 34

Surname: CRONEEN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 231; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CRONEEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 30/03/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 170

Surname: CRONEEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc22; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Waterford County Gaol.

Surname: CRONEN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 27

Surname: CRONIN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 13(F); Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: CRONIN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 65

Surname: CRONIN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 38

Surname: CRONIN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 26; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/05/1853

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1856

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 85

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 26

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 22; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C245 Convict resides in Mallow, Co. Cork with his children

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 103; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 38

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 30

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 26; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/02/1851

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 30

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, P 72; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 39; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/01/1858
Surname: CRONIN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 237

Surname: CRONIN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 210

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 129

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 130; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 10 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/01/1857

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 38

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1845; Date of document: 20/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 C 44; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a silk pocket handkerchief from a Mr. Cavanagh at the Cobh Regatta. Sentence commuted to transportation for 7 years.
Surname: CRONIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 181

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 29

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 153; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: CRONIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31(F)

Surname: CRONIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

Surname: CRONIN; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 15/10/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 225

Surname: CRONIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 30

Surname: CRONIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: CRONIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 173

Surname: CRONIN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: 0;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/10/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: CRONIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing rope and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 21; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island gaol, Co. Cork, 22/03/1853 See also: Patrick Desmond, TR 12, P 21

Surname: CRONIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 26; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/05/1852

Surname: CRONIN; First name: SYLVESTER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 114; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856
Surname: CRONIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 130; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: CRONIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: CRONIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 112

Surname: CRONIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/10/1856

Surname: CRONIN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 17/08/1820; Description of crime: Burglary robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict/and defendant; Record reference code: PPC 1450; Comments: Other defendant, Patrick Mc Mahon

Surname: CRONIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 03/02/1820; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1453; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: CRONIN; First name: U;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Offence against Revenue Laws; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the Exchequer, listing for the governments information, convicts tried by him. Convict previously recommended for remission of sentence.

Surname: CRONIN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 26/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: M.O’Connor and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 77

Surname: CRONIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Co.; Date of trial: 03/03/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 2389; Comments: Convict was convicted with two others under the Insurrection Act for being unlawfully assembled with others during the day, and driving cattle from the lands of Cushduff in the Barony of Muskerry, Co. Cork. Petition received 20 March 1824

Surname: CRONIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 7

Surname: CROOK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: SPP 411

Surname: CROOKS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, P 88; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/09/1858

Surname: CROONEN; First name: LAURENCE;
Surname: CROSBIE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 44

Surname: CROSBIE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony jaunting car; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 56

Surname: CROSBIE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/02/1840; Description of crime: Attempt at robbery and murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 148

Surname: CROSBIE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony brass forcing (pin)/(pump); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 52; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C296

Surname: CROSBIE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 57; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: CROSBY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 122(F)

Surname: CROSBY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: CROSBY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 161;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: CROSBY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 4;
Comments: Convict's wife, residing at Mill St, Belfast was granted a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Isabella Clark.

Surname: CROSBY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison. Wife's name Isabella Clark.

Surname: CROSBY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expence of Government. Wife, Isabella Clark, residing in Mill Street, Belfast.

Surname: CROSBY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/1840; Description of crime: Attempt to rob and murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 60

Surname: CROSBY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Isabella Clark.

Surname: CROSBY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;  
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Isabella Clark.

Surname: CROSBY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON 1831;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;  
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Isabella Clark.

Surname: CROSKEY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, P 46;  
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/02/1851

Surname: CROSLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender in Dublin; Date of document: 10/04/1799;  
Description of crime: Concerned in a robbery; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;  
Record reference code: SPP 499;  
Comments: Son of Patrick Crosly, Farmer, Rush, Co. Dublin

Surname: CROSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/06/1844; Description of crime: Forged draft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, P 60

Surname: CROSS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, P 62

Surname: CROSS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing land and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, P 28;  
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/03/1854

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CROSS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years after 3 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 10, P 230; Comments: Convict sentenced 3 mths imprisonment and then transportation 7 yrs

Surname: CROSS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 157

Surname: CROSS; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford gaol; Date of document: 09/04/1799; Name of petitioner: General Grose; Record reference code: SPP 356

Surname: CROSSAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 4

Surname: CROSSAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 C 132

Surname: CROSSAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1852; Date of document: 19/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 12, P 102; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 C 1; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 12/04/1855 Prisoner's residence given as Castlegrove, Co. Donegal.

Surname: CROSSAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions. Convict was tried at different intervals for six other offences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Place of trial</th>
<th>Date of trial</th>
<th>Description of Crime</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Record reference code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CROSSLEY</td>
<td>ELIZABETH</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Wexford</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>Felony</td>
<td>Trans 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment</td>
<td>CRF 1837 C 224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSSLEY</td>
<td>ELIZABETH</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Wexford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CRF 1836 Misc94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSSTON</td>
<td>MARGARET</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Cork City</td>
<td>12/04/1839</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>TR 3, P 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROTHERS</td>
<td>ROBERT</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>County Antrim</td>
<td>07/04/1841</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>TR 4, P 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROTHERS</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Philipstown, Kings Co</td>
<td>07/04/1841</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>PPC 3486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROTHERS</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Philipstown, Kings Co</td>
<td>07/04/1841</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>PPC 3486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROTTY</td>
<td>CATHERINE</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>County Waterford</td>
<td>26/06/1847</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>TR 7, P 278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments: Petitioner and convict were married in October 1829. States convict was 5 years in the 92nd highland regiment of foot guarneteed in Parsontown, Kings Co. Character reference including the curated of St. Marys, Newross, Co. Wexford.
Surname: CROTTY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 203

Surname: CROTTY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 156; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/06/1853

Surname: CROTTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Attack on Cappoquin Police Barrack; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 255; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: CROTTY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76(F)

Surname: CROTTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 162; Comments: Convict detained at Cork, 21/03/1837

Surname: CROTTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: CROTTY; First name: MANUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 165
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Surname: CROTTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Date of document: 13/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Name of petitioner: John Crotty; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 6, P 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 C 29; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Youghal, Co. Cork. He claims that his family once held great power, and that they are closely acquainted with the Duke of Devonshire.

Surname: CROTTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: CROTTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: CROTTY; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 34

Surname: CROTTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 24 Oct 1833

Surname: CROTTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 05/04/1831; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3549; Comments: Convict lived with a family as a servant in Ardmore, Co. Waterford until his conviction. Character references signed by several, including the rector of Ardmore.
Surname: CROTTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Possessing stolen sheep; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 288;
Comments: Convicts wife Judith, resides with their four children in Clonmel, Co Tipperary.

Surname: CROTTY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of geese; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 36

Surname: CROTTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: House robbery;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;

Surname: CROTTY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 11 March 1835.

Surname: CROTTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co waterford; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 14 May 1834.

Surname: CROTTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CROUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 146;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: CROUGH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/01/1843; Description of crime: Greivous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 158

Surname: CROUGH; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1843; Description of crime: Greivous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 158

Surname: CROUGH; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1853; Description of crime: Setting fire to a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 135;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/04/1852

Surname: CROUGHWELL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 65;
Comments: Convict tried at Tullamore Spring Assizes

Surname: CROW; **First name:** LANCE (LAURENCE);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 3

Surname: CROWE; **First name:** ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F);
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/11/1837

Surname: CROWE; **First name:** DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 158

Surname: CROWE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 6, P 181

Surname: CROWE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 17

Surname: CROWE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/01/1848; Description of crime: Accessory before the fact of murder; Sentence: Death, 19/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 22

Surname: CROWE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 20; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/07/1852

Surname: CROWE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 23; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: CROWE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 87; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/08/1855

Surname: CROWE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: CROWE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1810; Date of document: 01/04/1810; Description of crime: Robbing linen from a Bleach Green; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: John Hancock; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 3989; Comments: Petition for mitigation of convicts sentence to transportation for life included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, stating that as the convict was caught in the act of committing the crime and has been convicted of cow stealing before, he would prefer to leave the case to Lord Lieutenan

Surname: CROWE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 45; Comments: See; Mary Mallowney CRF 1836 M45

Surname: CROWE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/02/1843; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: T 7years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 21; Comments: Convict who lives at Gleneneagh was convicted with his brother Thomas.

Surname: CROWE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Catherine Mullins, residing in the Parish of Manister.

Surname: CROWEEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings old Castle, Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 07/1822; Description of crime: Attack on Lord Bantry; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1633;
Comments: Convict was on his way to his fathers the night he was arrested. Suffers from epilepsy, has a wife and nine children. On borad a transport bound for Botany Bay.

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 154; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/06/1853

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: BARTH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 25

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Lismore, County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Date of document: 23/11/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Maurice Power; Relationship of petitioner: Clergyman; Record reference code: TR 5, P 181; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 C 69; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C196

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 29

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 36; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/06/1851

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/05/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/05/1858

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 27

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 66 F; Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 24(F)

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 36

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 85; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26; Comments: Convict detained, 31/05/1839

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 115

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 383

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 34

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing bread and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76(F)

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/11/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 69

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing cows; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 22; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 30

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing lead and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Pick pocket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 40

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/11/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 15(F)

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 27

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 36

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/05/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/04/1856

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, P 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 65; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852
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Surname: CROWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 34

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing land and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 26

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing land and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 44; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/11/1854

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY JERRY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26; Comments: See also: Timothy John Crowley

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26; Comments: See also: Timothy Jerry Crowley & Dennis Crowley

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 113; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1814; Date of document: 26/08/1814; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 4066;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that
the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life.

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 03/1823; Date of document:
22/05/1823; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1881;
Comments: Convict served seven yrs in military service. Second petition dated 6 Sept
1823

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence:
Transportation for 7 years failing bail in 6 month; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3749;
Comments: Convict states he trades in Hardware. Petitioning to be released on bail.
Petition not dated, circa 1821-28.

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: DAVIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cove, Cork; Description of crime: See comments;
Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Residents of Parish,Cork;
Record reference code: PPC 2242;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being implicated in a dis-
pute by tenants on the land of Caruvoulda, Parish Desertserges Co Cork. Several
character references. Petition received 3 Mar 1824.

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: CA 06/1822; Description of
crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2243;
Comments: Convicts father is deceased. States he is the sole support of a mother, brother
and sister. Several character references. Petition received 2 Jan 1824.

Surname: CROWLEY; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial:
26/03/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence:
Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: CROWLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 109

Surname: CROWLY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 04/05/1799; Description of crime: Tendering oaths; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 500;
Comments: A native of Bandon, CO. Cork

Surname: CROWLY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/02/1837; Description of crime: Stripping a child of its frock and bib; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 169;
Comments: Convict resides in Pikes Lane, Cork City, with her husband David and two children.

Surname: CROWLY; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 72

Surname: CROWLY; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Jerry;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 72;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Denis and Jeremiah Crowly and several others for the same offense.

Surname: CROWLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 72;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Timothy Crowly and several others for the same offense.

Surname: CROWLY; First name: JEREMIAH; Alias: John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 72;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Denis and Timothy Crowley and several others for the same offense.

Surname: CROWLY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 36; Comments: Convict was convicted with seven others for the same offense.

Surname: CROWLY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 36; Comments: Convict was convicted with seven others for the same offense.

Surname: CROWLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 36; Comments: Convicted with seven others for the same offense.

Surname: CROWLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork Co; Date of trial: 13/12/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: CROWTHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow and bullock; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 45; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C24; Comments: Report C.24. Convict was ordered to be discharged, 5 April 1838.

Surname: CROZIER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 7

Surname: CRUDDEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CRUDDIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: CRUISE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Stealing plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland;

Surname: CRUISE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: CRUISE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1816; Description of crime: Highway robbery;

Surname: CRUISE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 24/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Maragret Cruise; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;

Surname: CRUISE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 24/01/1825; Name of petitioner: Convict;

© National Archives, Ireland
Comments: Petitioning for release on bail. Covering letter endorsed by the Crown solicitor stating that the convict should be tried for attempting to pass a forged note. Convict resides in the village of Graignechullaire, Dunmore, Co. Galway

Surname: CRULEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 78

Surname: CRUMEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 30/09/1799; Description of crime: Robbing money from James Kavanagh; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 317; Comments: Convict resides at Curraghlana in the Parish of Kilpipe, Co. Wexford and Wicklow, and has a wife and small children, no other details given. Labourer by trade. Several character references including Justice of the Peace for Co. Wicklow and Wexford, all other inhabitants of the Parish of Kilpipe

Surname: CRUMEEN; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1847; Date of document: 22/04/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 16; Comments: Prisoners husband was also sentenced to death, and was executed on 30 April 1847

Surname: CRUMMER; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (30/04/1847); Record reference code: TR 6, P 48

Surname: CRUMMER; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (30/04/1847); Name of ship: John Calvin; Record reference code: TR 6, P 256; Comments: John Calvin (embarked), 00/01/1848

Surname: CRUMP; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/12/1798; Name of petitioner: J.W.O'Donnell; Record reference code: SPP 310;
Comments: See also Richard Gibbons

Surname: CRUMP; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: J W O'Donnell;
Record reference code: SPP 369;
Comments: Prisoner wishes to be sent to England

Surname: CRUNCH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CRYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 142

Surname: CRYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: burglary; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: CUDDEHY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: CUDDEN; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 247
Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin; Record reference code: TR 6, P 247

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 161; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 53; Comments: Convict lived in the Curragh, Co. Tipperary. Convict has a widowed mother and sisters. Convict was convicted along with John and Michael Seymour.

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 30

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: HENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 73; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1839; Description of crime: Conspiracy and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 3, P 90

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: DONORA (HONORA);
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin; Record reference code: TR 6, P 247

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: LUKE;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 150; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin; Record reference code: TR 6, P 247
Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 157

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen note; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 205;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of trial: 15/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny of gold watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 100;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: CUDDIHY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 74; Place of trial: Thomastown, Co.Waterford; Date of trial: 06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 17;
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged.

Surname: CUDDY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Byrne;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 178

Surname: CUDDY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 225

Surname: CUDDY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Date of document: 14/08/1844; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Convict ordered to depot, 13/08/1844 and discharged by order of Queen's Bench Prisoner was convicted of a felonious assault on George Watson, with intent to disable him or the cause him grievous bodily harm on 8 July 1844. Michael Bannon and Michael Hogan also convicted

Surname: CUDDY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 192

Surname: CUDDY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony long coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 44(F)

Surname: CUDDY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 73

Surname: CUDDY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: CUDDY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony cassimere; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C 186; Comments: Convicts father and one brother and five sisters reside in the Earl of Meaths Liberty, Dublin and were at one time Silk Manufacturers.

Surname: CUDDY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 178

Surname: CUDDY; First name: DENNIS;
Surname: CUDDY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CUFFE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 112;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: CUFFE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 C 48;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843. Convict has a wife and child.

Surname: CUFFE; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 88

Surname: CUFFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 349

Surname: CUFFE; First name: PAT; 

Surname: CUFFE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 09/07/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 12, P 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 C 44

Surname: CUFFE; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 281; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless within 6 calendar months she can give security herself in £5.00 cash and one surily in £1.00 for future good

Surname: CUFFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Riot and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, P 93; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 41

Surname: CUFFE; First name: FARRELL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board the Lively Tender; Date of document: 22/11/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 318

Surname: CUFFE; First name: FARRELL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Lively tender, Cork; Date of document: 02/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 415

Surname: CUFFE; First name: FARRELL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 21/08/1790; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 96; Comments: Requests to be liberated for five weeks to settle his affairs before being transported.

Surname: CUINANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 132
Surname: CULBERSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 40; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 16/04/1855

Surname: CULBERT; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: CULBESON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 53

Surname: CULHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 111

Surname: CULHANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, P 112; Comments: See also: Patrick Dempsey, TR 9, P 112 Michael Nash, TR 9, P 112

Surname: CULHANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise'Cove,Cork; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendants; Record reference code: PPC 3750; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Coughlan, Edward Sheehy and James Sheahan, under the Insurrection Act for the same offence. Convict has a wife and five children. Petition not dated, Circa 1821-28 (possibly 1822).

Surname: CULINANE; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1841; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 206

**Surname:** CULL; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/07/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death on 15/09/1848; Record reference code: TR 8, P 147; Comments: See also: William Cull, TR 8, P 147

**Surname:** CULL; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 174; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

**Surname:** CULL; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/07/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death on 15/09/1848; Record reference code: TR 8, P 147; Comments: See also: Laurence Cull, TR 8, P 147

**Surname:** CULLA; **First name:** HONORA; Alias: Cullen;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/05/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 307; Comments: Ref. C.63

**Surname:** CULLA; **First name:** HONOR;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/05/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname:** CULLA; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 02/05/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

**Surname:** CULLAGH; **First name:** THOMAS;
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Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 164

Surname: CULLAGH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/01/1841; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 10;
Comments: See also: Thomas Hinds or Hines, TR 4, P 156

Surname: CULLAGH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: T 10 pardoned;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 10;
Comments: The convict was sentenced with Thomas Hines (CRF 1841 H10).

Surname: CULLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others;
Record reference code: PPC 3847;
Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: CULLAN; First name: HONORAH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Thurles; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 63;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a pound note from Bridget Bryan.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 65

Surname: CULLEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony knives and razor straps; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 58
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Surname: CULLEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 54

Surname: CULLEN; First name: AMRGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 226

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MARGARETTA;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 131; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 14

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 155; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 131; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 332
Surname: CULLEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Whitby, 09/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 196

Surname: CULLEN; First name: AMRY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 37(F)

Surname: CULLEN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony furniture; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 79;
Comments: See also: Patrick Cullen

Surname: CULLEN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 142

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 223

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony furniture; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 79;
Comments: See also: Owen Cullen

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 179
Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Caulin, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 196

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Patrick Cawlin;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 124

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 144

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 196;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 124

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 25

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 50

Surname: CULLEN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 195

Surname: CULLEN; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 313

Surname: CULLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/07/1842; Description of crime: Felony of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62

Surname: CULLEN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 194

Surname: CULLEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 200; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: CULLEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 229; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/06/1858

Surname: CULLEN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/12/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 82

Surname: CULLEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CULLEN; First name: ENEAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/10/1841; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 134

Surname: CULLEN; First name: GARRETT;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/04/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 53

Surname: CULLEN; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 C160;
Comments: Convict is a native of Ringsend, Dublin and is a labourer by trade. States he has a wife and five children.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Feloniously stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 66;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 49

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 45;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/10/1856

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 50

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 166; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 38; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 10 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony of purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 61

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 142

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 08/06/1800; Description of crime: Murder of Shaw, Deansfort, Co. Wexford; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict, J Breen, A Darcy; Record reference code: PPC 256; Comments: John Breen and Andrew Darcy convicted of same crime. Character reference: Lieut. Colonel W. Buchanan, Royal Irish Artillery. Convict has been imprisoned since 1799.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 81; Comments: Other defendant: John Ferguson.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.
Surname: CULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 166; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 57

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 28/11/1798; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Magistrates of Wicklow; Record reference code: SPP 97; Comments: Recommending the convict for mercy, state he resides in Dunran, Co. Wicklow

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 15/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Lord Rossmore; Record reference code: SPP 502; Comments: Prisoner's father is a tenant of the petitioner at Ballinahinch

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: REBEL CAPTAIN AND SUSPECTED OF MURDE; Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kilkenny City.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: CONISTANCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3908;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 256;
Comments: Convict resides in Kilmactrany, Co Sligo with his wife and ten children.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 T 37;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Moses Tobin for the same offense.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 1831; Sentence: Trans life; Name of ship: CAPTAIN COOK 1832; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 80;
Comments: Letter, Government House, Sydney, Australia, inquiring about the term of the convict's sentence, which the convict claims is transportation 7 years.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years, commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 70;
Comments: See CRF 1839 C 57.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/03/1831; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CAPTAIN COOK; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 3

Surname: CULLEN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Elizabeth Cullen, residing at 34, Plunket St., Dublin.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: -;

Sex: F; Date of document: 06/11/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 2; Comments: Convicts daughter, Bridget Cullen, residing at 4 Sycamore Alley, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: CULLEN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of document: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 1

Surname: CULLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CULLEN; First name: OWEN;
Surname: CULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: CULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: CULLEN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Gort; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: CULLENANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 63;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: CULLERARE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: CULLETON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/08/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 166

Surname: CULLETON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
**Surname: CULLIAN; First name: BRIDGET;**

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 232

**Surname: CULLIGAN; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 24

**Surname: CULLIN; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 85

**Surname: CULLINAN; First name: ELLEN;**

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 191;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/06/1858

**Surname: CULLINAN; First name: EDMOND;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

**Surname: CULLINAN; First name: MICHAEL (JNR);**

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 32;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/03/1848 See also: Michael (Snr) Cullinan, TR 6, P 30

**Surname: CULLINAN; First name: MICHAEL (SNR);**

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CULLINAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 29/05/1820; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Convict and H.Cullinan; Relationship of petitioner: Convict's Daughter; Record reference code: PPC 1446; Comments: Convict's daughter and granddaughter are confined in gaol for murder. Convict resides in Menhee, Co. Clare.

Surname: CULLINAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Halloran;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 29/05/1820; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Convict and E.Cullinan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1446

Surname: CULLINAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Shinrone; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 01/11/1799; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of petitioner: Richard Ashton and ors; Record reference code: SPP 503; Comments: A Native of Camgort

Surname: CULLINAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/05/1800; Description of crime: Being a Sergeant in the United Irishmen; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 316; Comments: Several character references including a Magistrate for Co. Offaly.

Surname: CULLINAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Shimone, County Offaly; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 06/07/1801; Description of crime: Being a Sergeant with the United Irishmen; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Michael & James Cullinan; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers; Record reference code: PPC 651; Comments: Convict resides at Red Gate, Parish of Shimone, Kings Co Offaly.
Sex: M; Place of trial: Shimone, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 13/12/1801; Description of crime: HIGHWAY ROBBERY; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants, Kings Co; Record reference code: PPC 660; Comments: Covering letter from John Lloyd, Gloster, Rascnea for the petition and recommending that the convict be released (21 Dec 1801).

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 38

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 35

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 197

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a ram; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 93

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing gingham and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 12(F)
Surname: CULLINANE; First name: LAMBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 30

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing boots and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney. 00/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 27; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary of a country house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 41

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 36

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 32

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 72

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: HUMPHREY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 56

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/12/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1852 C 79

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1867; Date of document: 26/05/1867; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life; Record reference code: CRF 1867 C 15; Comments: See also CRF 1867 Mc 19

Surname: CULLINANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1867; Date of document: 06/06/1867; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life; Name of petitioner: Mathew Minch; Relationship of petitioner: Chairman of Athy T C; Record reference code: CRF 1867 Mc 19; Comments: See also CRF 1867 C 15

Surname: CULLINANER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 06/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 24

Surname: CULLINASSE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: T 7 yrs commuted to 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, P 24

Surname: CULLINE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of
trial: 09/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of
ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 30

Surname: CULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 20;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/09/1853

Surname: CULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 190

Surname: CULLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of
crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 149

Surname: CULLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway
robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 99;
Comments: Other defendant : Thomas Stapleton.

Surname: CULLY; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Minerva; Date of document: 26/06/1799;
Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 504;
Comments: Discharged from the Leicester Fencibles and was on his way to Dublin to
return to his native country, England, when the rebellion broke out. Took work in Carrick
on Shannon as a stocking weaver where he was arrested

Surname: CULNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing;
Sentence: Trans, commuted 6 months imprisonment;
Surname: CULPHERSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Newry; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick; Date of document: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Sarah Culpherson; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 34

Surname: CULREAVY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 18/02/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Record reference code: CRf 1840 Misc 2

Surname: CUMAN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 221

Surname: CUMESKY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 25

Surname: CUMIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, P 79

Surname: CUMING; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 19/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 340; Comments: Wishes to be allowed emigrate to America with Government assistence.

Surname: CUMISKEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 147
Surname: CUMMANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: CUMMENTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 96

Surname: CUMMESKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 128

Surname: CUMMINGHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Meath.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 245

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, P 146

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, P 56

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder Denis Mahon; Sentence: To be hanged on Wednesday, 21/03/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, P 142; Comments: See also: W. Gardiner, TR 9, P 142 Martin Brennan, TR 9, P 142

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 44

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/03/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 93

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 155

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1840; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 290; Comments: Transportation 7 yrs unless she finds security in 3 mths herself of £10.00 and 2 surities of £5.00

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from home; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 29

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 162

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 104(F); Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/12/1837; Description of crime: Conspiracy to rob and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 C10 Convict's father, Peter, is a potato trader and resides with his five children in James Street, Dublin

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder of Mary Flynn; Sentence: Death on 25/04/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Date of document: 06/02/1851; Description of crime: Assault and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Edward Cummins; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 10, P 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 14

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 149

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: CUMMINS; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 7

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 11

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 29

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 260; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 163; Comments: Convict ordered to Depot, 13/08/1844

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: LACKEY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 1820; Description of crime: Being concerned in Ribbonism; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Cummins; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1451; Comments: Convict has six children.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryboro, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro, Queens Co.; Date of document: 30/11/1821; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1585;
Comments: Letter from Lord Norbury, on behalf of the convict and one other, requesting that they be sent to Cork for transportation.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of trial: 1821; Description of crime: Purchasing Stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1613;
Comments: Prays release from confinement and states he can be recommended by the Rev. John Treacy, parish priest of Rathdoney, Queen's County. Convict's parents dependant on his industry.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Purchasing three stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1617;
Comments: Parents living.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 07/06/1822; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Cummins; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1635;
Comments: States husband had been sent on board a transport in Cork but was removed after the intervention of the Parish Priest of Killyman, Dungannon, and sent to the Penitentary in Dublin. Has six children. Several character references from the inhabitants of Killyman

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of document: 25/05/1823; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: PPC 1882;
Comments: Letter from magistrate, Co. Clare, outlining details of the affair and praying mitigation of sentence. Convict's three brothers, Patrick, Thomas and Michael were also convicted of the same offence.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 20/06/1827; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict/Margaret Murray; Relationship of petitioner: Other convict; Record reference code: PPC 3116; Comments: Convict and Margaret Murray, petitioning to be permitted to take their children to New South Wales. Convict states she has three children, Catherine, 13 yrs, Ally, 11 yrs, and Michael, 7 yrs, now inmates in the house of Industry in Cork city

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender at Dublin; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 505; Comments: Has a public house in Church St. Dublin

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of document: 05/04/1831; Description of crime: Killing a horse; Name of petitioner: James & Margaret Cummins; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 3550; Comments: Petitioners reside at Roscrea, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict should not be discharged.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 23/03/1825; Name of petitioner: Convict & Francis Magowan; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 4143; Comments: Convicts requesting a reply to a memorial which they had submitted. Convict resides in Mullaghdrim, Co Down.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 12/08/1844; Description of crime: THEFT; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 55; Comments: Patrick Duan also convicted. Sentence commuted to imprisonment.
Surname: CUMMINS; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 21/05/1867; Date of document: 08/06/1867; Description of crime: Treason felony; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1867 C 19

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Maryboro convict depot.

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CUMMINS; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of horsecomer; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CUMMION; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 110;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: CUMMOSKY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Navan, County Meath; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery of wheat; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 91;
Comments: Convict reference file contains a memorial from the convicts prosecution (his employer), petitioning against any mitigation of the convicts sentence.

Surname: CUNAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/07/1852; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 87

Surname: CUNAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 221

Surname: CUNANE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 50;
Comments: See also: TR 3, P 221

Surname: CUNANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 111;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: CUNANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 113;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: CUNANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: CUNEEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1753; Record reference code: TR 9, P 129

Surname: CUNEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 285

Surname: CUNIFFE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing one sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 6, P 93

Surname: CUNIFFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing shop goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 62

Surname: CUNIFFE; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 18/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 241

Surname: CUNINGHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 29/04/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 172

Surname: CUNION; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 48

Surname: CUNNALTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

Surname: CUNNANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 92

Surname: CUNNANE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CUNNEEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 13/06/1823; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1911;
Comments: Convict is mother of six children.

Surname: CUNNEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: CUNNEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: CUNNEER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: CUNNEER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 19;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/05/1853

Surname: CUNNEFF; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 188

Surname: CUNNIFF; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 95

Surname: CUNNIFF; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Date of document: 09/09/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Kitty Cunniff; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 97

Surname: CUNNIFFE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing copper; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 79

Surname: CUNNIFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 94

Surname: CUNNIFFE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: CUNNIFFE; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.- commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 9

Surname: CUNNIFFS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 50 F

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 182

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 28;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 04/02/1855

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 91

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 142;
Comments: Convict died in Roscommon Gaol, Co. Roscommon, 31/12/1850

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/08/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 35; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 73;
Comments: Also in the file is that of Richard Collier, fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 81 F;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless bail herself for £5 & 2 securities of £2.10 each

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 116;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 30

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 90

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 170

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/01/1837; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 55; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 C 27

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F)

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Security and keep the peace for 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, P 285; Comments: Security and keep the peace for 3 mths otherwise transportation 7 years

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 89(F)

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/10/1839; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 211; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 C 136

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Felony of a quilt; Sentence: Unknown; Record reference code: TR 8, P 224

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, P 55

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F)

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 41;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 50;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 69

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 55;
Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/06/1852

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 203; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 10

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 147

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 192; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: J;

Sex: U; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 10

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1859

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 70

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 127; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838 Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 60

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 73

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 8(F)

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 193

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Stealing bread, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1857

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/08/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 35

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 11/07/1853; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 72

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 141; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 153

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 114

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 108; Comments: Convict returned from Gibraltar and ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Causing a threatening note to be written; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 228; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 151

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 130

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 8(F)

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 214

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 144; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/10/1836 Convict Ref. File: B. 35, 1836

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 8(F)

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 366

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Child stealing and larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 287

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 114

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 110

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1858

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Breaking & theft of copper valued @ £4; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 224; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/10/1854

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 173

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 32

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 136

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 7, P 42

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 82

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 215

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 4

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: DAVIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Description of crime: Pick pocketing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Widow cunningham; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2753; Comments: Petitioner states five of her sons were killed fighting in the Penninsular war. Petition endorsed:'2 signatures forgeries' Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 20/03/1820; Description of crime: Robbery; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1459; Comments: Convict has a family, no details given.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: FERDINAND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: Abduction for Anne Shewbridge; Sentence: Death, Commuted transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1460

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 09/08/1817; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Burglary and theft of oatmeal; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict & several others;

Record reference code: PPC 4090;
Comments: Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Petition dated, 24 August; 26 August 1817. Character references from the inhabitants of Rathnee where the convict had held land

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing linen; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;

Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 123

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: DAVIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 05/05/1826; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2908;
Comments: Convict is a native of Belfast, Co Antrim and Co Down. States he was reared in the cotton business. Character references.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mayo; Date of trial: 23/03/1824; Date of document: 24/03/1824; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2245;
Comments: Convicts parents and deceased. States he is the sole support of six orphans. Character references from Two Magistrates for Co Mayo, a Parish Priest and Chaplain.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/03/1826; Date of document: 20/07/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of £5; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2991;
Comments: Convict was an apprentice to a Calico printer in Belfast, Co. Antrim and Down. States he has a wife and children (no details given); parents living.
Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining
after embarkation or board the Rowena. Convict comes from Co Waterford.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 166

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing a gun;
Sentence: Trans 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 73

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Date of document:
25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of calico; Sentence: 2 months in house
of correction;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trail at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim,
and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above and
the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 C 2;
Comments: Convict lives in Youghal has a widowed mother Mary.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Date of
document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy, Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849;
Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transporation 10; Name of petitioner: Self
and other convicts;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Govt Prison;
Date of trial: 03/06/1851; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: DAPHNE 1819;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Convicts wife, Catherine Kelly, residing at Killargey, Co Leitrim.

Surname: CUNNINGHAM; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 03/06/1851; Date of document: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Felony of a handkerchief; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: CURBOY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Corby, William;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 63;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1857

Surname: CURE; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 229; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: CURE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Howard;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, P 135

Surname: CURE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/1848; Date of document: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 47

Surname: CURIGHT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/03/1855

Surname: CURLEW; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 24

Surname: CURLEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F)

Surname: CURLEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder of James Curley; Sentence: To be hanged on Tuesday, 31/07/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, P 181; Comments: See also: Martin Curley, TR 9, P 181

Surname: CURLEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: CURLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 12(F)

Surname: CURLEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on Tuesday, 31/07/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, P 181; Comments: See also: Denis Curley, TR 9, P 181

Surname: CURLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33(F)

Surname: CURLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, P 183; Comments: Convict Ref. File: M.3, 1836

Surname: CURLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 142

Surname: CURLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: CURLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 140; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836 Convict Ref. File: C.45, 1836

Surname: CURLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 18; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/09/1853

Surname: CURLEY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Possessing coining implements; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 52; Comments: Convict resides in Tubbemacduagh, near Kinvara, Co Galway.

Surname: CURLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CURLY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Possessing implements for coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 72

Surname: CURLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 261

Surname: CURLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 35

Surname: CURLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, County Offaly; Date of trial: 07/1836; Date of document: 21/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of waistcoat and money; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 45

Surname: CURMEEN; First name: LUKE; Alias: Curren;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 149

Surname: CURRAN; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 89; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/07/1853

Surname: CURRAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/07/1852; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 87

Surname: CURRAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 80

Surname: CURRAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 221

Surname: CURRAN; First name: ENEAS;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 13/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 7, P 8

Surname: CURRAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 13

**Surname:** CURRAN; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/04/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 62

**Surname:** CURRAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing promissory notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 11

**Surname:** CURRAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 61

**Surname:** CURRAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 2

**Surname:** CURRAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F)

**Surname:** CURRAN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

**Surname:** CURRAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 33(F)

**Surname:** CURRAN; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 250

Surname: CURRAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 18

Surname: CURRAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 18

Surname: CURRAN; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 293

Surname: CURRAN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 194; Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/03/1853

Surname: CURRAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: CURRAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/05/1804; Record reference code: PPC 1058; Comments: Lords Powerscourt's report on the convict's arrest at the three rock mountain in Co. Wicklow. Other defendant: William O’ Brien

Surname: CURRAN; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1822; Date of document: 21/03/1822;
Description of crime: SEE COMMENTS;
Record reference code: PPC 1622;

Surname: CURRAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 202;
Comments: Other defendant: James Tegart.

Surname: CURRAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 333;
Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during Rebellion period. Prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: CURRAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexaner tender, Dublin; Date of document: 16/08/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 98;
Comments: Prays to be admitted to bail

Surname: CURRAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 05/07/1799; Record reference code: SPP 506 Certificate of character signed by several gentleman inhabitants of Ballina

Surname: CURRAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CURRAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 26/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: CURRAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the Rebellion (23/07/1803); Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim, Down in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost prison and Kilmain- ham, Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: CURRAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 24/06/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4; Comments: List of prisoners families who have applied to and obtained the sanction of the Government Authorities to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Margaret Curran.

Surname: CURRAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: CURRAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: Currane; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 115

Surname: Currane; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Date of document: 16/05/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Margret Currane; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 11, P 70; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 C 46

Surname: Currane; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER
00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 218

**Surname:** CURRANE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 191;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

**Surname:** CURRANE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 79

**Surname:** CURRANE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Goat stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 C 69;
Comments: Prisoner was a Carpenter, and resided in the Barony of Iveragh, Co. Kerry.

**Surname:** CURRANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/01/1823; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1885;
Comments: Letter, Killaney, Co.Kerry, stating that the convict has offered to give information on condition of mitigation of sentence, about the principal perpetrators of the outrages committed in the Co. of Kerry.

**Surname:** CURREEN; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 76(F)

**Surname:** CURREEN; **First name:** EMERA;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 250

**Surname:** CURREEN; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, P 77

**Surname:** CURREN; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, P 248

**Surname:** CURREN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;

Record reference code: TR 2, P 127

**Surname:** CURREN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing 2 ewe sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, P 73

**Surname:** CURREN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, P 20

**Surname:** CURREN; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail);

Record reference code: TR 6, P 326

**Surname:** CURREN; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years trans;

Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 70;

Comments: The convict has a wife and a family to support. Also in the file is the file of Thaddy Coffey, fined for unregistered arms.
Surname: CURREN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 38

Surname: CURRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 129;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/03/1852

Surname: CURRIN; First name: CONNOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 150

Surname: CURRIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Possessing unlicenced arms;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: CURRIN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: CURRNAE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 114

Surname: CURRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 90

Surname: CURRY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 351

Surname: CURRY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 40; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: CURRY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 84

Surname: CURRY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Aquitted on the grounds of insanity; Record reference code: TR 10, P 353; Comments: Convict aquitted on the grounds of insanity and to remain in custody until Her Majesty's pleasure be known

Surname: CURRY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 40(F)

Surname: CURRY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny on 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 357

Surname: CURRY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, P 59
Surname: CURRY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 201

Surname: CURRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 4

Surname: CURRY; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 252

Surname: CURRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 03/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 241

Surname: CURRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 90

Surname: CURRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 18

Surname: CURRY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 2

Surname: CURRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/04/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: CURRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: CURRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 66; Date of document: 1803; Description of crime: Failing to deliver goods, which he was estimated; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 798;
Comments: Convict has wife and three children living. Character reference signed by the inhabitants of Kevin St., and high St., Dublin.

Surname: CURRY; First name: MARY; Alias: Hyland, Connor;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 24/05/1843; Sentence: Trans Life; Name of ship: PALAMBAM; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 9

Surname: CURTAGNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: CURTAIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 134;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: CURTEN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 99;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/11/1855

Surname: CURTIN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 266

**Surname:** CURTIN; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 27;
Comments: See also: William Curtin, TR 4, P 27 Cornelius Guince, TR 4, P 27

**Surname:** CURTIN; **First name:** DAILY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 177;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Depot, 04/05/1849

**Surname:** CURTIN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 113;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1856

**Surname:** CURTIN; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from gaol; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 26(F)

**Surname:** CURTIN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 34

**Surname:** CURTIN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/10/1851

**Surname:** CURTIN; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 87; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: CURTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 114

Surname: CURTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: CURTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: CURTIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 151; Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/05/1851

Surname: CURTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: CURTIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 32

Surname: CURTIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/03/1858

Surname: CURTIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 155

Surname: CURTIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: CURTIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death(20/04/1841), commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 C 19; Comments: See also: Cornelius Guince, TR 4, P 27 David Curtin, TR 4, P 27

Surname: CURTIN; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 30/04/1815; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1303; Comments: Letter from the High Sheriff of Limerick, disapproving of the pardon granted to the convict stating that he is a notorious bad character and the leader of the 'night walkers and rioters' of the neighbourhood.

Surname: CURTIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to life trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 19; Comments: Convicted with William Curtin CRF 1841 C 19

Surname: CURTIS; First name: ANNE; Alias: Curtes;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, unless bail 6 mths;
Surname: CURTIS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 21; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: CURTIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 355

Surname: CURTIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 58(F)

Surname: CURTIS; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly, 00/07/1849; Record reference code: TR 6, P 273

Surname: CURTIS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 9

Surname: CURTIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: CURTIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: CURTIS; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: JAIDINE 25/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 40; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C274 See also CRF 1837 C311

Surname: CURTIS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony cap; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 54

Surname: CURTIS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 117;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/03/1857

Surname: CURTIS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 122;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: CURTIS; First name: THOMAS (SNR);
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, com. to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 C 5

Surname: CURTIS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony in house and scaring inhabitants; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 128 Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/04/1838

Surname: CURTIS; First name: U;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Jane Curtis; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2754;
Comments: Testimonial from the Minister and Church Warden of St Michan’s Parish, Dublin.

Surname: CURTIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Trans 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16

Surname: CURTIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CUSACK; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: CUSACK; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 246

Surname: CUSACK; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/03/1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 84

Surname: CUSACK; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/08/1847; Description of crime: Felony watches and clock; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 54

Surname: CUSACK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: CUSACK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: CUSACK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Killing a lamb with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: CUSACK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;

Surname: CUSACK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 28/01/1848;

Surname: CUSACK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;

Surname: CUSACK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;

Surname: CUSACK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/04/1846; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;

Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Rockfield, near Roscommon.
Surname: CUSACK; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 24

Surname: CUSACK; First name: JANE; Alias: Burke;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: CA 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 5(F)

Surname: CUSACK; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship Belfast/Wtrf; Date of document: 14/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Arthur Roney; Record reference code: SPP 384; Comments: See also Hugh Roney

Surname: CUSACK; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship in Belfast; Date of document: 26/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Rose Cusack; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 507; Comments: A native of Struille, near Downpatrick

Surname: CUSACK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison; Date of document: 03/12/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 508; Comments: A Publican, late of Plunkett St., Dublin

Surname: CUSACK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 891; Comments: Convict has a family. States his wife is deceased.

Surname: CUSACK; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1828; Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Jane Gordon, residing at Cloombigny, Taughmaconnell.

Surname: CUSACK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 1839; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Margaret & Timothy Cusack; Relationship of petitioner: Children; Record reference code: FS 1839 146; Comments: Wife joined husband in 1833.

Surname: CUSACK; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Armagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: CUSHANE; First name: MICAHEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 27/07/1833; Date of document: 09/06/1847; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 25; Comments: Prisoner disputed the length of his sentence, claiming it was 7 years, not life.

Surname: CUSHEN; First name: EDMUND; Alias: Edward;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 110

Surname: CUSHEN; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Edmund;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 110; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: CUSHEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 110; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: CUSHIEN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 143; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/05/1852

Surname: CUSICK; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 301

Surname: CUSKER; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Riot, assault and burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 111

Surname: CUSSACK; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Mc Cormack;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 62; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857

Surname: CUSSEN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 153

Surname: CUSSEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKALND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 153

Surname: CUSSEN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 1839; Description of crime: Attack on house and theft of arms; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc 8; Comments: Petition from the convict's sisters and daughter, requesting that he may be permitted to return. States convict is seventeen years in Botany bay.
Surname: CUSTOLO; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 240

Surname: CUTE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 10; Comments: See also: Mathew Cooke, TR 6, P 10

Surname: CUTHBERT; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of document: 01/02/1798; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 99; Comments: Prays to be released from gaol for two months to settle his affairs before emigrating to America. States he was forced to sell his house and furniture in Belfast, Co. Antrim and that his wife and child had to leave the north and move to Dublin

Surname: CUTHBERT; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 06/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 16; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. Endorsed: 'To be tried at Carrickfergus', in Co. Antrim

Surname: CUTHBERT; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrigfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Fort George, Scotland; Date of trial: 19/04/1797; Date of document: 03/1800; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 315; Comments: Prays liberty and permission to emigrate with his family in accordance with the stipulation of the Irish Government which he signed in July 1798, or that his wife and niece be permitted to come and reside with him in Scotland. Convict is one of the Irish State Prisoners

Surname: CUTHBURT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Green St., Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 06/1820; Date of document: 05/03/1822; Description of crime: A street
robbery of £15; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict/B Nowlan/C Moore;
Record reference code: PPC 1753;
Comments: All three convicted of the same crime.

Surname: CUTHBURT; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford gaol; Date of document: 16/09/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 509;
Comments: Had been home for 2 months after been discharged from service in the navy, when the rebellion broke out

Surname: CUTTY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 130

Surname: CUWEEN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of document: 29/09/1823; Description of crime: Larceny; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1883;
Comments: Convict is a widow with six children.

Surname: DA;Y; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing banknotes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 32

Surname: DAAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 164;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/12/1851

Surname: DAERY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 32
Surname: DAGGER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: CA 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 24

Surname: DAGLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 163

Surname: DAHY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Stealing shirt, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: DAILEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 1

Surname: DAILEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 12/01/1822; Description of crime: Theft of clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1658;
Comments: States he left Derry for Dublin with the intention of joining a ship but was arrested in Omagh. Served in the Army and Navy for 12 years.

Surname: DAILY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 97

Surname: DAILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 7
Surname: DAILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault and riot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 81;
Comments: See also: Patrick Kehoe

Surname: DAILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 101

Surname: DAILY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 8

Surname: DAILY; First name: WILLIAM HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 03/1822; Description of crime: Stealing his employer's shoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Name of petitioner: Convicts;
Record reference code: PPC 1649;
Comments: Convict had served 14 years in the Navy. On discharge he returned to his native country to carry on his trade as a Blacksmith in the town of Armagh, Co. Tyrone. Two later petitions dated, 14 June 1822; 16 July 1822.

Surname: DAILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: DAILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DAILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: DAKLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 24

Surname: DALAHUNT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 128

Surname: DALEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 282

Surname: DALEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 80

Surname: DALEY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: DALEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony rug; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 49

Surname: DALEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: DALEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 111

Surname: DALEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 128

Surname: DALEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 95

Surname: DALEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony gown and shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 44

Surname: DALEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 11(F)

Surname: DALEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 33(F)

Surname: DALEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 383

Surname: DALEY; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 58

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DALEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/09/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 58

Surname: DALEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 107

Surname: DALEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony hat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 66

Surname: DALEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 21; 
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/02/1853

Surname: DALEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 98; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: DALEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/10/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DALEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Newry, County Down; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc30; 
Comments: Return of convicts tried at the General Quarter Sessions.
Surname: DALEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Date of document: 05/09/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 12, P 232; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 D 41; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Caherconlish, Co. Limerick.

Surname: DALEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/1843; Date of document: 1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 8; Comments: Prisoner convicted of stealing cloth from the premises of William Fitzgibbon and Co Cork. Prisoners residence as parish of St Anns, City of Cork.

Surname: DALEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DALEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DALEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1821; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Convicts children residing in the parish of Kilworth, Co. Cork.

Surname: DALEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: DALEY OR DAWLEY; First name: MALACHI;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: LONACH 1825; 
Record reference code: FS 1828 1; 
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, Bridget Connors, residing at Newmarket Co. Cork.

Surname: DALLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 146; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1855

Surname: DALLON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bonamjee; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 207

Surname: DALTERA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103

Surname: DALTON; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 272

Surname: DALTON; First name: ALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 259

Surname: DALTON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 77(F)

Surname: DALTON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 281

Surname: DALTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 D 19; Comments: Convict has a mother and two sisters.

Surname: DALTON; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/04/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 224

Surname: DALTON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of a gun; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 192; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: DALTON; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1840; Description of crime: Uttering a forged promissory note; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 164

Surname: DALTON; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/07/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 191; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: DALTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 D 40

Surname: DALTON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 157

Surname: DALTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 72; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 110

Surname: DALTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 109

Surname: DALTON; First name: JAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 27

Surname: DALTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 110

Surname: DALTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 260; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: DALTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 122; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 37; Comments: Convict resides in Castlebar, Co. Mayo.

Surname: DALTON; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 89

Surname: DALTON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, P 319

Surname: DALTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1851

Surname: DALTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: DALTON; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Date of document: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Nicholas Dalton; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 7, P 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 D 47

Surname: DALTON; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Burne, John;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 70

Surname: DALTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 127; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1856

Surname: DALTON; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Mulligan;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/03/1860

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 205

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 208

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony (of velvet purse and money); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, P 75

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 124

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** WILLIAM; Alias: John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 04/01/1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 234; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of document: 10/11/1827; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen horse; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict & Maurice Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3258;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Maurice Connor, for the same offence. Convict is a native of Ballymore Eustice, Co Dublin.

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/12/1807; Description of crime: Stealing some wine; Sentence: Transportation; Relationship of petitioner: ; Record reference code: PPC 3967;

Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that he be granted a pardon on condition of enlisting in the Militia. States he has a large family.

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** GARRETT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Uttering a forged promissory note; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29;

Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convicts' physical features.

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Suspected robbers and Rebels in Arms;
Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY;
Record reference code: PPCV 1176;
Comments: Dr. Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the Hulks and in the jails in Cork.

**Surname:** DALTON; **First name:** GARRETT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1839; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Trans life, commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 22
Surname: DALTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 02 April 1834.

Surname: DALTON; First name: E;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DALTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: DALTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of trial: 09/01/1841; Date of document: 1841; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 - Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 40

Surname: DALY; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: F; Age: 70; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 230

Surname: DALY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 40(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 242; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836
Surname: DALY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 338

Surname: DALY; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 164

Surname: DALY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: CA 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 16(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/11/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 272; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 36

Surname: DALY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 354; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 36

Surname: DALY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: McDonagh, Bridget;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 59(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 6, P 93

Surname: DALY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 13/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 228

Surname: DALY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 53(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 81

Surname: DALY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 202

Surname: DALY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 111

Surname: DALY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/11/1842; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62

Surname: DALY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/05/1853; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/05/1858

Surname: DALY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DALY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 164

Surname: DALY; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Neville, Daniel;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 34

Surname: DALY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 22

Surname: DALY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 D155

Surname: DALY; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 38

Surname: DALY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 130;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/02/852, Reg. 1406

Surname: DALY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 32
Surname: DALY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 114

Surname: DALY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny in house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 27

Surname: DALY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 57

Surname: DALY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Soliciting to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 1 yr imprisonment

Surname: DALY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 46; Comments: Convicted with John Lonegan.

Surname: DALY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 18/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of woollen clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 299

Surname: DALY; First name: ELENOR;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 18/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 329

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DALY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 42(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 38(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 53(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving and possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: DALY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 234

Surname: DALY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 298

Surname: DALY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/04/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 224

Surname: DALY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 191

Surname: DALY; First name: HONORA; Alias: Casher, H; Cashman, H;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 25

Surname: DALY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1841; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: T 7 yrs, commuted to 15 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 D4

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 19

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 27

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 120

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 112; Comments: Convict was previously convicted of pig stealing on 15/01/1841 and sentenced to transportation for 7 yrs

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: DALY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: CA 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/02/1836

Surname: DALY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: DALY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing plaid and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;

Surname: DALY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding; Sentence: Transportation for life commuted to 15 yrs;
Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 12/10/1857

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 128

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 71

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN (JNR);
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from car; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 29;
Comments: See also: Eugene (Snr) Druddy

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 27

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 03/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony (of a handkerchief); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 75

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN (SNR);
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from car; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 29;
Comments: See also: Eugene (Jnr) Druddy

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 06/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 53

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 16/04/1847; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 100

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 13

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 113

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/01/1848; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to kill Mr. Bayley; Sentence: Death, 04/03/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 136

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 98; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 130;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1850

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 58;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/01/1854

Surname: DALY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 224

Surname: DALY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 20/01/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 278

Surname: DALY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 240

Surname: DALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/08/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 228

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony of coat and boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 273

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 232

Surname: DALY; First name: MARY; Alias: Holy, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 55 F

Surname: DALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 213

Surname: DALY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 104;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DALY; First name: MATILDA; Alias: Feley;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 9(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 63

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 23

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, P 98 Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1853

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Received stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 100; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/08/1855

Surname: DALY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 115

Surname: DALY; First name: NANCY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 59(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 32

Surname: DALY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 19; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 D31; Comments: Convict Report No: D.31. Convicts father Owen, resides in Collops, near Kingscourt, Co. Cavan.

Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/02/1843; Description of crime: Robbery and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 45

Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 120

Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, P 79

Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 213

Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/02/1855
Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30

Surname: DALY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/08/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 79; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/06/1852

Surname: DALY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/041853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 56

Surname: DALY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 31; Comments: Convict died in Cork Gaol Hospital, Co. Cork

Surname: DALY; First name: ROSANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 261

Surname: DALY; First name: ROSANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, P 78(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 23(F); Comments: See also: Sarah Daly, TR 9, P 19
Surname: DALY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: CA 1849; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 19(F)

Surname: DALY; First name: SYLVESTER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 29

Surname: DALY; First name: TERESA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 252

Surname: DALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 56

Surname: DALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 85

Surname: DALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 56

Surname: DALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 81

Surname: DALY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 84

**Surname:** DALY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 205; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

**Surname:** DALY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony cap; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 54

**Surname:** DALY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: King’s Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery, armed; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 99

**Surname:** DALY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 134

**Surname:** DALY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 193

**Surname:** DALY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 137

**Surname:** DALY; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 31

Surname: DALY; First name: WILLIAM HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 19/05/1822; Description of crime: Theft of employer's shoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1653

Surname: DALY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co Westmeath; Date of document: 10/05/1822; Description of crime: THEFT OF CLOTHES; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Daly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1660; Comments: Petitioner prays mitigation of sentence to confinement in the County Gaol. Has nine children.

Surname: DALY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 11/03/1822; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1662; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to confinement. Tried before Baron Pennefether. Character reference of the Inspector and Governor of the Gaol.

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 17/02/1823; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1887; Comments: Convict is a native of Kilmachany parish, Co. Sligo, has a wife and family, no details given. Several character references from the inhabitants of Kilmachany.

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRf 1840 C 78; Comments: Convict was convicted with Denis and Owen Carroll and several others for the same offence.

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: DALY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitations; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, P 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 39; Comments: Convicted with John Daly - CRF 1842 D 39.

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of trial: 06/1846; Date of document: 03/08/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRf 1846 D 32

Surname: DALY; First name: BRIAN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Date of document: 12/12/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: John Ogle; Relationship of petitioner: Neighbour; Record reference code: SPP 339

Surname: DALY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 342; Comments: Prisoner is willing to go to America provided passage is paid and is allowed time to prepare.

Surname: DALY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs-com.to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 D 6

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 02/07/1846; Date of document: 27/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 D 44
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Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bishopstown Gaol; Date of document: 26/05/1799; Name of petitioner: G Vesey and R Holmes; 
Record reference code: SPP 371 See also Bryan Daly, petitioner recommends that the prisoner be transported

Surname: DALY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork gaol; Date of document: 26/05/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: G Vesey and R Holmes; 
Record reference code: SPP 371; 
Comments: See also John Daly, Petitioner recommends that the prisoner be transported

Surname: DALY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Athlone, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Sloop Lively, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 29/09/1798; Description of crime: Seditious practices; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: SPP 100; 
Comments: Prays to be admitted to bail. states that he was arrested with his brother Murtagh, who was executed for the same crime. Convict resides with his father Thomas, a linen manufacturer and farmer, in the parish of Kilmanaghan, Kings Co.

Surname: DALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 11/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and neighbours; 
Record reference code: SPP 397; 
Comments: A native of Syerla in the parish of Clonfeacle, Co. Tyrone arrested while on business in Mayo.

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown Gaol; Date of document: 24/05/1799; 
Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: V Darby; 
Record reference code: SPP 409

Surname: DALY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Minerva at Cobh; Date of document: 03/07/1799; 
Record reference code: SPP 510; 
Comments: Wishes to know when the vessel is due to sail in order to have prisoner's father prepare some items for his son's departure

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford Gaol/New Geneva; Date of document: 1799

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Longford Gaol; Date of document: 1799;
Description of crime: Implicated in disturbances at Granard; Sentence: Transportation;
Name of petitioner: Thomas & Margaret Daly; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: SPP 511

Surname: DALY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 12/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Catherine Corbett; Relationship of petitioner: Aunt;
Record reference code: SPP 512

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DALY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 07/08/1839;
Record reference code: FS 1839 124;
Comments: Convicts wife, Elizabeth Curtin, residing at Highmount, near Charleville, Co. Cork granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: DALY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Date of trial: //; Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 02 July 1835

Surname: DALY; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 06/1800;
Description of crime: ROBBERY OF J POLLOCK; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 337;
Comments: Second petition for pardon dated 02-08-1800.

Surname: DALY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 09/01/1800; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 342; Comments: Prays consideration for mercy.

Surname: DALY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE REBELLION (23/07/1803); Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim, Down in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost prison and Kilmainham, Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: DALY; First name: TIM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of document: 10/10/1803; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 801; Comments: Convict has wife, one infant and mother with six children living.

Surname: DALY; First name: MALACHY (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 03/1823; Date of document: 02/07/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of the price of a cow; Sentence: Death commuted to trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Sons; Record reference code: PPC 2245; Comments: Convict and his two sons were convicted for the same offense. Convicts are labourers by trade and reside at Gooseberry Hill, Co Cork. Several character references. First petition received 3 Dec 1824, Second petition dated 2 July 1824.

Surname: DALY; First name: MALACHY (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 03/1823; Date of document: 02/07/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of the price of a cow; Sentence: Death commuted to trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Father and brother; Record reference code: PPC 2245; Comments: Convicts father and brother were convicted for the same offense. Convicts are labourers by trade and reside at Gooseberry Hill Co Cork. Several character ref First petition received 31 Dec 1824, Second dated 2 July 1824.

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 03/1823; Date of document: 02/07/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of the price of a cow; Sentence: Death commuted to trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Father and Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2245; Comments: Convicts father and brother were convicted for the same offense. Convicts are labourers by trade and reside at Gooseberry Hill, Co Cork. Several character references. First petition received 31 Dec 1824, Second dated 2 July 1824.

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 68

Surname: DALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Description of crime: Attacking dwelling house of Michael Costello; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 E 5; Comments: Convict resides in Corbally, near Kilkee, Co Clare with his wife Ellen, and children. Other defendant; Michael Egan.

Surname: DALY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others; Record reference code: PPC 3847; Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: DALY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery and bank notes theft; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 39;
Comments: Convicted with Cornelius Daly, CRF 1842 D 39. Also in the file - James Dalton, unrujintered armed, fined.

Surname: DALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 83;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales. Petition from the convicts wife states that the convict was returning home from work in Co Waterford where he was draining bogs when he was implicated in the assault.

Surname: DALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/06/1838; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc 5;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales.

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: CO Cork; Date of trial: 14/06/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 54;
Comments: Convicts father Charles, resides in Mallow, Co Cork and is a Carpenter by trade. Convict is also a Carpenter by trade.

Surname: DALY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 15;
Comments: The convict has a wife and four children to support.

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: 15 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 65; Comments: The convict was convicted with John Claffy and others.

Surname: DALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 D 39; Comments: Convict lives with her mother, Johannah at Merry Lane, Cork.

Surname: DALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Date of document: 04/1844; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 13; Comments: The prisoner was convicted of attacking the dwelling house of David Robinson, Kilkenny. Michael Hackett was also convicted. Prisoners residence given as Westcourt, near Callan, Co Kilkenny. Occupation given as Farmer.

Surname: DALY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 D 11

Surname: DALY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Louth; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 19

Surname: DALY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: DALY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Comments: Convicted with John Lonegan
Surname: DALY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DALY; First name: THADY;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/03/1839; Name of petitioner: Michael Daly & Family;
Record reference code: FS 1839 153;
Comments: Emigration case.

Surname: DALY; First name: THADY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DALY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: DALY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DALY; First name: E;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DALY; First name: P;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DALY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: DALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: DALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: DALZELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: DAMAN; First name: MAYANT; Alias: Collins;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 274

Surname: DAMEL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 258

Surname: DANAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 99
Surname: DANAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 234

Surname: DANAHER; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 108

Surname: DANAHER; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 102

Surname: DANAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 144; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: DANAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 100; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: DANAHER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 190

Surname: DANAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: DANAHEY; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1850 D 26

Surname: DANAHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 191

Surname: DANAHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, P 87; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1855

Surname: DANAHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 38(F)

Surname: DANAHY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, P 85

Surname: DANAHY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 137

Surname: DANAHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/03/1800; Record reference code: PPC 340; Comments: Letter Dublin Castle to Ralph Marshall referring him to the Civil Office, Dublin in reply to his enquiry regarding the convict. Included is a character reference from Marshall, Tralee, Co Kerry requesting that the convict be granted a trial
Surname: DANAHY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 23/05/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 21;
Comments: Convict is the eldest son of Patrick and Anne Danaghy, residents of Shinana, near the Post Town of Chareville, Co Cork.

Surname: DANALDSAN; First name: P;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1830 Misc94

Surname: DANGREEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 57

Surname: DANIEL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dungannon, Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 12/07/1851; Date of document: 15/07/1851; Description of crime: Having coining tools; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: George Daniel; Relationship of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D54

Surname: DANIEL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, (25/08/1847);
Record reference code: TR 7, P 84;
Comments: See also: Walsh Henry

Surname: DANIEL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 134;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/05/1855

Surname: DANIEL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DANIEL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 94

Surname: DANIEL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: DANIEL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 158

Surname: DANIEL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 204; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/10/1850

Surname: DANIEL; First name: PATRICK FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 201; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DANIEL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 75; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/03/1853

Surname: DANIEL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Shop stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 184

Surname: DANIEL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 147; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: DANIEL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 154; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: DANIEL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respiting the execution of the convict (and several others) pending further orders.

Surname: DANIEL; First name: CAMIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: tender in Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 30/09/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: John Parsons; Record reference code: SPP 345

Surname: DANIEL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Stealing a silver spoon; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 33; Comments: Also in the file is that of William Donworth fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: DANIEL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny and appearing in arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 31 Jan 1835.

Surname: DANIHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 78

Surname: DANNAHER; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 D 34

Surname: DANTON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 28/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 8

Surname: DAOLING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: DARAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 3

Surname: DARBEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 171; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836 and ordered back 25/05/1836 Sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: DARBY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 225

Surname: DARBY; First name: PETER;
Surname: DARBY; First name: RYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 20

Surname: DARBY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford Gaol; Date of document: 24/10/1798; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 270; Comments: Prisoner has a wife and four children, an aged father and a sister who is a widow with seven children to support.

Surname: DARBY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co Louth; Date of document: 25/04/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of 5s/10d; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 15; Comments: Convict was serving in the 77th Foot Regiment in Liverpool, England and was on leave in Ireland, at the time the offense was committed. Convict widowed mother resides at Clones, Post Town, Co Monaghan.

Surname: DARBY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Athy, Co Kildare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Riot and malicious assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 59; Comments: Convict was employed in breaking stones on the high road from Graney to Rathvil-ly, Co Kildare, prior to his conviction.

Surname: DARCEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 172

Surname: DARCEY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 161

Surname: DARCEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 172

Surname: DARCEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newry, County Down; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc30; Comments: Return of convicts tried at the General Quarter Sessions.

Surname: DARCEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander, Dublin; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 101; Comments: Prays to be liberated on condition of taking the oath of Allegiance to his Majesty and giving security for his future good conduct. States he resides in Tomcoil, Kilnenon Parish, Co. Wexford. Endorsed,'from every enquiry I find petition an object of mercy'

Surname: DARCEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Alexander; Date of document: 21/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Rev John Clarke & ORS; Record reference code: SPP 514; Comments: A native of Tomcoil, parish of Kilnenor, Co Wexford, a son of Gabriel Darcey.

Surname: DARCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 08/05/1848; Description of crime: Murder and felony; Sentence: Death, 23/03/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 124

Surname: DARCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 151
Surname: DARCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 35

Surname: DARCY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 41

Surname: DARCY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 138

Surname: DARCY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 151; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: DARCY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of money, appearing in arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 155

Surname: DARCY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 33

Surname: DARCY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 92
Surname: DARCY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Felony - cattle; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 1

Surname: DARCY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 105;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/06/1849

Surname: DARCY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: DARCY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 16;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/0000 (Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/11/1859)

Surname: DARCY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 06/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: DARCY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/04/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65

Surname: DARCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 78
Surname: DARCY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Assault dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: DARCY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 05/12/1853

Surname: DARCY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 6, p 54; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: DARCY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239

Surname: DARCY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing a ewe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: DARCY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Writing and sending threatening letters; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: DARCY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 37

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DARCY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 127; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: DARCY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 97; 
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: DARCY; First name: RODY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Tendering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

Surname: DARCY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 08/06/1800; Description of crime: MURDER OF SHAW, DEANSFORT, CO. WEXFORD; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 256; 
Comments: John Breen and Michael Cullen convicted of same crime. Character references from Lieut. Colonel W. Buchanan, Royal Irish Artillery. Convict has been imprisoned since 1799.

Surname: DARCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 08/05/1799; Description of crime: Involved in unlawful practices against state; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 127

Surname: DARCY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; 
Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3686; 
Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: DARCY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 06/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 398;
Comments: A native of Kilcarra. Petition certified by the Earl Kergystor.

Surname: DARCY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexandria Prison Ship; Date of document: 16/01/1799;
Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 401;
Comments: A native of Ballinaglin, Co Wexford. See also James Darcy.

Surname: DARCY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexandria Prison Ship; Date of document: 16/01/1799;
Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 401;
Comments: A native of Ballinaglin, Co Wexford. See also Peter Darcy.

Surname: DARCY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender, Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 12/1798;
Name of petitioner: James Doyle;
Record reference code: SPP 421;
Comments: A native of Co. Wexford.

Surname: DARCY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Alexander, Dublin; Date of document: 17/01/1799;
Name of petitioner: John Hughes and ors; Relationship of petitioner: Yeomen from Gorey;
Record reference code: SPP 421;
Comments: A native of Ballyglin near Gorey, Co. Wexford. See also James Darcy.

Surname: DARCY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander Dublin Bay; Date of document: 17/01/1799;
Name of petitioner: John Hughes and ors; Relationship of petitioner: Yeomen of Gorey;
Record reference code: SPP 421;
Comments: A native of Ballyglin near Gorey, Co. Wexford. See also Peter Darcy.

Surname: DARCY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/07/1799; Description of crime: A sworn United Irishman;
Name of petitioner: Joseph Hopkins & ORS;
Record reference code: SPP 515;
Comments: A Blacksmith, late of Shilelagh, Co Wicklow.
Surname: D'ARCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 78

Surname: D'ARCY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 06/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 89(F)

Surname: D'ARCY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/04/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 65

Surname: D'ARCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: D'ARCY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Date of document: 24/01/1847; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Sarah D'Arcy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 D 4; Comments: Petitioner resided in Warrenpoint, Co Down.

Surname: D'ARCY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DARDIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Jenny; Date of document: 15/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 516; Comments: Late of North King St, Dublin, a Carpenter.

Surname: DAREY; First name: BRIDGETT;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: DAREY; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 321

**Surname**: DAREY; **First name**: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: DARGAN; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname**: DARGAN; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

**Surname**: DARGAN; **First name**: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 04/1803; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection (23/07/1803); Name of petitioner: Jane Dargan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 900; Comments: Convict has a Dairy business in Dublin City and is a native of Co. Westmeath.

**Surname**: DARKERE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 1813; Description of crime: STEALING THREE HEIFERS; Name of petitioner: Mary & Patrick Cassidy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother and brother; Record reference code: PPC 1281; Comments: Petitioning for an official order to be granted to the Officer of the commanding forces at Naas, Co Kildare to assist Patrick Cassidy to amest the convicts and his accomplices. Convict is a farmer and resides in Baltiboys, Co Wicklow. Other defendants; George Darkere and William L Abraham Bryan

**Surname**: DARKERE; **First name**: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1813; Description of crime: Murder of Peter Cassidy; Name of petitioner: Mary and Patrick Cassidy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother and Brother; Record reference code: PPC 1281;
Comments: Petitioning for an official order to be granted to the officer of the commanding forces at Naas, Co Kildare to assist Patrick Cassidy to arrest the convicts and his accomplices. Convict resides in Carrigacor, Co Wicklow. Other defendants; John Darkere and William L Abraham Bryan

Surname: DARLING; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: BEING CONCERNED IN THE LATE REBELLION (1803);
Record reference code: PPC 934;
Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerston works, Co Dublin. Contains a character references for each from Edward Clarke of Palmerston Works with whom the convict were serving apprenticeships. Convict and his brother Patrick were serving as Calico Printers.

Surname: DARLING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: BEING CONCERNED IN THE LATE REBELLION (1803);
Record reference code: PPC 934;
Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerston Works, Co Dublin. Contains a character reference for each from Edward Clarke of Palmerston Works with whom the convicts were serving apprenticeships. Convict and his brother Luke were serving as Calico Printers.

Surname: DARLING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: BEING CONCERNED IN THE LATE REBELLION (1803);
Record reference code: PPC 934;
Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerston works, Co Dublin. Contains a character references for each from Edward Clarke of Palmerston works with whom the convict were serving apprenticeships. Convict and his brother Luke were serving as Calico Printers.

Surname: DARLING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of trial: 12/07/1826; Description of crime: Passing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3021;
Comments: Convict has a wife and nine children. Several character reference including the curate of Killashandra, Co. Cavan. Other dependant: John Elliot. Petition received: 10 August 1826.

Surname: DARMODY; First name: JOHN;
Surname: DARMODY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 218

Surname: DARMODY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: DARMODY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/07/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/01/1858

Surname: DARNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 1822; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1654; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence. Has a wife and family. No details given.

Surname: DARRAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/11/1807; Record reference code: PPC 1214; Comments: File contains a letter from the convict to his wife Ann. and one from his wife to Lady Littleholes, requesting her intervention on the convicts behalf. Convict resides in Marino, Co Dublin.

Surname: DARRAGH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 02/03/1866; Date of document: 07/04/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life; Record reference code: CRF 1866 D 14; Comments: Prisoner was a sergeant in the 1st Batallion, 2nd Regiment of Foot.

Surname: DARRIG; First name: JOHN; Alias: Ryan, John;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: DASHWOOD; First name: FREDERICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: DASHWOOD; First name: FREDERICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: DAUL; First name: AUSTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: DAUNT; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: DAUNT; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

Surname: DAUNT; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DAUNT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 39;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: DAUNT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: DAUNT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 69; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 46;
Comments: Prisoner was not transported, due to old age and ill health.

Surname: DAVAHEX; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: DAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1852;
Record reference code: FS 1852 4;
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Davan, residing at Church Street, Tipperary, requests a free passage to Van Diemens Land.

Surname: DAVERN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 209

Surname: DAVERN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: DAVERN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 76

Surname: DAVERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: DAVEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: DAVEY; First name: CORNELIUS; Alias: Darcy Cornelius;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on 'James', 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: DAVEY; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: Daly;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: DAVEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: DAVID; First name: BARBARA;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: DAVID; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1855

Surname: DAVID; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/05/1839; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: DAVID; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: DAVID; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: DAVIDSON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Description of crime: Embezzling money, letter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: DAVIDSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 176; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843

Surname: DAVIDSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield prison; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Date of document: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 46; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D50

Surnaem: DAVIDSON; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Connor;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 171;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (18/08/1836)

Surnaem: DAVIDSON; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 trs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surnaem: DAVIDSON; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 01/07/1836; Date of document: 01/08/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of pair of stockings; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 65;
Comments: Convict resides with her widowed mother at No 17 Fishers Lane, Dublin.

Surnaem: DAVIDSON; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 10/1844; Date of document: 01/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 1;
Comments: Prisoner was a letter carrier for the General Post Office, Dublin and was convicted of opening a letter and stealing £5 from it.

Surnaem: DAVIDSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1845; Date of document: 31/12/1845; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 41;
Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 79th Foot Regiment.

Surnaem: DAVIDSON; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

**Surname:** DAVIES; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

**Surname:** DAVIES; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

**Surname:** DAVIES; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: The Minerva at Cove; Date of trial: 11/1797; Date of document: 29/05/1799; Description of crime: Seditious practices; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Davies; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 518;
Comments: Contains a letter from the prisoner to his wife and one to Lord Castlereagh.

**Surname:** DAVIES; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 25/07/1805; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1106;
Comments: Memorial of Colonel De Bernice, appealing for mitigation of the convicts sentence; states convict is a soldier. Included is a copy of a character reference taken from Regiments books.

**Surname:** DAVIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

**Surname:** DAVIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

**Surname:** DAVIN; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219A

Surname: DAVIN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Davorn;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 11/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 76

Surname: DAVIN; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Davis, Bridget;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: DAVIS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Shooting; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174

Surname: DAVIS; First name: AUSTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 56; Comments: Died in Ennis Depot, Co. Clare, 22/04/1853

Surname: DAVIS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 221

Surname: DAVIS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 14/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 219; Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register

Surname: DAVIS; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Davin, Bridget;

Sex: F;
Surname: DAVIS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 230;
Comments: Convict died on 13/05/1848 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: DAVIS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: DAVIS; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 224

Surname: DAVIS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 09/07/1845; Description of crime: Infanticide; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: DAVIS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: DAVIS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: DAVIS; First name: HEWSON;

Sex: U; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56
Surname: DAVIS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony [reticule] and handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 22

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 47

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a cow with intent to steal it; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 mth imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 188;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: DAVIS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: DAVIS; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Davis, Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: DAVIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (11/10/1836)

Surname: DAVIS; First name: MARY; Alias: Davis, Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: DAVIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: DAVIS; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: DAVIS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Felony planes and saws; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: DAVIS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: DAVIS; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing asses; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: DAVIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Attempt to burn a house; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: DAVIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/04/1854

Surname: DAVIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: DAVIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1853; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43

Surname: DAVIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Felony of a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: DAVIS; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Johnston, William;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

Surname: DAVIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Record reference code: PPC 3650;
Comments: Letter, (Governor of Wicklow Gaol), acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convict's sentence and several others.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a quilt; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 D 13

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 97; Comments: Other defendant: Patrick Flanagan.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 14/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 30/10/1846; Date of document: 04/12/1846; Description of crime: Attacking a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 47; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 3rd Foot Regiment.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Lively, Tender; Date of document: 22/11/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 318

Surname: DAVIS; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during Rebellion period. Prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 31/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Convict, Catherine Davis; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 102; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he has a Public House in South Earl Street, Dublin and has five children.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lively, Tender, Dublin; Date of document: 21/08/1798; Description of crime: Seditious practices; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 103; Comments: Prays to be released for seven weeks to settle his affairs before being transported. States he has a wife and four children.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 28/01/1799; Description of crime: On Suspicion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 363; Comments: Arrested in Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny

Surname: DAVIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 364

Surname: DAVIS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/05/1799; Description of crime: Made pikes; Name of petitioner: B O'Neal Stratford; Record reference code: SPP 395

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Lively tender, Cork; Date of document: 02/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 415

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar Gaol; Date of document: 06/05/1799; Description of crime: Administering the oath of the United Irishmen; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 517
Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: transportation 10yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 04/1802; Description of crime: Disaffection; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 901; Comments: Convict is a baker by trade. States he has two brothers serving in the Royal Scottish Regiment; father is living. Convict had served in the City of Dublin Militia.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Date of document: 18/06/1805; Record reference code: PPC 1154; Comments: Report of the Sheriffs of Cork of deficiencies not accounted for among the divisions of convicts sent to Cork. States convict is a native of the Kings County.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 04/10/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 41; Comments: Convict resides in Urlingford, Co Kilkenny with her husband and children.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/05/1797; Date of document: 1797; Description of crime: Stealing cows; Sentence: Death, commuted to trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3884; Comments: Petition not dated, circa 1797.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny of tools; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment, commuted to trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 9; Comments: Convict resides with his parents John and Elizabeth at No 110 Great Britain Street, Dublin. Convict had previously been convicted and imprisoned for other felonies.
Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 38; Comments: Convict served with the British Legion in Spain in 1835.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 D 8; Comments: Convict who is an umbrella maker, has a wife four children and an aged mother to support.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DAVIS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 09/07/1845; Date of document: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Infanticide; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Henry Pakenham & others; Relationship of petitioner: Governors of Hospital; Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 18; Comments: Petitioners states that prisoner suffered from epilepsy and that she may have been insane.

Surname: DAVIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self and other convicts; Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: DAVIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DAVISDON; First name: ANDREW;
Surname: DAVISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 3; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1853

Surname: DAVISON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony stockings; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: DAVISON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/03/1856

Surname: DAVISON; First name: -;

Sex: U; Date of trial: 1809; Date of document: 02/05/1810; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1256; Comments: Letter from Hugh Crawford, Belfast, Co. Antrim, recommending that the convict be sent to the West Indies on a merchant ship.

Surname: DAVONIE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs and 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict was sentenced to an additional 12 mths imprisonment at the termination of the first sentence for riot at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co. Convict died at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1856.

Surname: DAVORAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from barracks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DAVOREN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: DAVOREN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: DAVORIAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: DAVORIN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: DAVORIN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855

Surname: DAVORIN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt Prison; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: DAVORIN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: DAVORIN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: DAVORN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Davin, Michael;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 76

Surname: DAVY; First name: BRIDGETT;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: DAVY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69

Surname: DAVY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a gown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 13

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 7;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D75

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 146; Comments: To depot, 14/03/1844

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Returning from transportation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 119; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: PATRICK (2ND);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: TIM; Alias: Denehy, Tim;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administrating unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administrating unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing, for the Government's information, convicts tried by him

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/03/1846; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 9

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/07/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 32; Comments: Convict's wife, Eliza Curtin, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County limerick; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 5; Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Eliza Curtin
Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Eliza Curtins, residing at Fermagh.

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Eliza Curtin.

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife’s name, Eliza Curtins.

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Elizabeth Curtin, residing in Ballyclough.

Surname: DAWLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Eliza Curtains.

Surname: DAWLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/03/1846; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 159

Surname: DAWLY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 15/05/1836

Surname: DAWNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/02/1851

Surname: DAWNEY; First name: NANNO;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: DAWNEY; First name: NANNO;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31

Surname: DAWNY; First name: WILLIAM (SENIOR); Alias: Downy, William;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58

Surname: DAWSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/01/1859; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 160; Comments: Convict served in the 9th Foot Regiment General Court Martial Limerick Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/02/1859 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/10/185

Surname: DAWSON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

Surname: DAWSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239

Surname: DAWSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: DAWSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 04/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: TR 6, p 18; Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: DAWSON; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: An ill vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: DAWSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: DAWSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: DAWSON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 24/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: DAWSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 125

Surname: DAWSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 86; Comments: Convict resides in Co. Wicklow. Other defendant: Michael Farrell.

Surname: DAWSON; First name: SUSANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DAWSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: DAWSON; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1804; Record reference code: PPC 902; Comments: Document is a testimonial from Pat Maguire, with whom the convict had been employed for eight years prior to his arrest. States the convict is a Linen weaver by trade and has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: DAWSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: DAWSON; First name: SUSANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DAY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: DAY; First name: JUNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 286

Surname: DAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: DAY; First name: RICHARD; Alias: Dea, Richard;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 4/11/1856

Surname: DAY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1848; Description of crime: Maiming Cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: DAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Soliciting to murder; Sentence: Transportation life com 1 yrs impt, 02/10/1845; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119; Comments: Convict's name struck through from register

Surname: DAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 30

Surname: DAY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: DAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 26/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF1845 misc4

Surname: DAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr. Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork.

Surname: DAY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 67; Comments: The convict has a very young family. The convict her husband were keepers of an infamous house.

Surname: DAY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: DAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of document: 20/07/1845; Description of crime: Soliciting a man to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 20; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of soliciting William Butler to murder John Duffy of Banagher.
Surname: DAY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DCAIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DE VORS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DEA; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 07/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 102

Surname: DEA; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 132

Surname: DEA; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 114

Surname: DEA; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 236; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1850

Surname: DEA; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 12, P 232; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 D 34; Comments: See also: Horora (Jnr) Dea
Surname: DEA; First name: HONORA (JNR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 232; Comments: See also: Horora (Snr) Dea

Surname: DEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 177

Surname: DEA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a hen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 302

Surname: DEA; First name: MATHEW; Alias: Den, Mathew;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, P 130

Surname: DEA; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, P 99; Comments: Convict sentenced death commuted transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs, 00/12/1848, for service at Bermuda (See 370 Govt. 1856) and ordered to be

Surname: DEA; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 13/04/1826; Description of crime: Stealing a few pieces of bacon; Sentence: transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2758; Comments: Convict is the wife of Patrick Dea, a labourer in limerick city and has five children with one on the way.

Surname: DEADY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Receiving and possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 18; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/05/1853

Surname: DEADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 131

Surname: DEADY; First name: MARY; Alias: Dealy;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 71 F

Surname: DEAKY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 23

Surname: DEALLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 153

Surname: DEALY; First name: MARY; Alias: Deady;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 71 F

Surname: DEALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 247

Surname: DEAN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843

Surname: DEAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 31/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 218

Surname: DEAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 31/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 14

Surname: DEAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 18; Comments: See also: Thomas Dean, TR 4, P 18

Surname: DEAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 14

Surname: DEAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/03/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 15

Surname: DEAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 18; Comments: See also: Mathew Dean, TR 4, P 18

Surname: DEAN; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 14/04/1794; Description of crime: Forgery of counterfeit money; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 42; Comments: Document is a cert of conviction

Surname: DEAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Barracks, Dublin; Date of document: 05/1799; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Catherine Dean; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 128; Comments: Convict’s father deceased. Father, grandfather and three uncles served in the army.

Surname: DEANE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 113

Surname: DEANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/11/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1856

Surname: DEANE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 79

Surname: DEANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 64(F)

Surname: DEANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, P 120

Surname: DEANE; First name: SYLESTER;
Surname: DEANE; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/12/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3930; Comments: Letter in connection with a petition submitted by the convict's mother and signed by the inhabitants of Rosenallis, Queen's Co. States the convict had been sent away without trial.

Surname: DEANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 28/05/1799; Name of petitioner: General Johnson; Record reference code: SPP 519

Surname: DEASEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 53 (F)

Surname: DEASEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 53 (F) See sister, Bridget Deasy.

Surname: DEASEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 121

Surname: DEASEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 121
Surname: DEASHY; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Hussey, Johana;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 24 (F)

Surname: DEASY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 37

Surname: DEASY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing shirts and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 38;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/12/1850

Surname: DEASY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/12/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 33

Surname: DEASY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 112

Surname: DEASY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 181

Surname: DEASY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Kilpatrick, John;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 74

Surname: DEASY; First name: REV. BERNARD;
Surname: DEASY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 06/05/1799; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: SPP 521;
Comments: A native of Hollymount, Co. Mayo. Bail offered to magistrates of the Barony of Kilmain and certificate of character signed by several of the inhabitants of Hollymount.

Surname: DEAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing horse with intent to steal skin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 114

Surname: DECKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 125

Surname: DEE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Corbett, James;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault and highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 185;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1858

Surname: DEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 154;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Rape and aiding; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 22/09/1855;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 80;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/09/1857
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Surname: DEE; First name: THOMAS (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 154

Surname: DEE; First name: THOMAS (SNR);

Sex: M; Age: 72; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 154;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856

Surname: DEE; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: DEE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DEEDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 261

Surname: DEEDY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 161

Surname: DEEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 100;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1842; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 62

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony and administering an oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 186

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: T life commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, P 10

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 132

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 9; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Queen’s Co; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 132

**Surname:** DEEGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony rug; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 54

**Surname:** DEEGAN; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 21(F)

**Surname:** DEEGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Riot and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Name of petitioner: Loughlin Deegan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 7, P 98; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 D 16; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Gloster, King's Co.

**Surname:** DEEGAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 151

**Surname:** DEEGAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 390; Comments: Convict died at Grange Gorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/02/1851

**Surname:** DEEGAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 39 (F)
Surname: DEEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1798; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: R. Dundas;
Record reference code: SPP 331

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 03/03/1798; Description of crime: Endeavouring to seduce two sergeants of Militia; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 104;
Comments: Prays to be liberated. States he has a wife and four children and resides in Kilcullen, Co Kildare.

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 31/12/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc2

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/05/1804; Description of crime: Concealing a pike in their house;
Record reference code: PPC 903;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his son Martin for the same offence. Documents are memorials from Thomas Cosley, Stradbally Hall, Stradbally, Queen's Co. on behalf of the convict stating that they lived immediately adjoining his demense. 2nd memorial dated: 1 April 1804, included references from people in Stradbally

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/05/1804; Description of crime: Concealing a pike in their house;
Record reference code: PPC 903;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his father, John, for the same offence. Documents are memorials from Thomas Cosley, Stradbally Hall, Stradbally, Queen's Co. on behalf of the convicts, stating that they live immediately adjoining his demense. 2nd memorial dated: 1 April 1804. References from people in Stradbally

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DEEGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 66

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: DEEGAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: DEEHAN; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Londonderry.

Surname: DEEHIG; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, P 43 (F)

Surname: DEEHY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 158

Surname: DEELY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 193

Surname: DEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, P 86

Surname: DEENY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Receiving money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 131

Surname: DEER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DEERING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Date of document: 07/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to disable; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Name of petitioner: John Deering; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 6, P 187; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 25; Comments: Petitioner resided in Bawnmore, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: DEERING; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 16; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: DEEVY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DEGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Description of crime: Being a vagrant and breaking windows; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2562; Comments: Petitioning to be transported with the other convicts from the prison as he convict procure bail. Petition recieved 6 April 1825.

Surname: DEGNAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DEGNANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 246

Surname: DEGNANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 119; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/05/1851

Surname: DEIGENANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 130

Surname: DEIGNAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 21

Surname: DEIGNANE; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 129; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/05/1852
Surname: DEILY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 40; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Depot, Co. Cork, 28/04/1854

Surname: DEIRNAN; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 192

Surname: DEKEHAB; First name: ABRAHAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Writing threatening notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 157

Surname: DELAGHAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a gelding; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 176; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: DELAHUNT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/01/1842; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: DELAHUNT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 60

Surname: DELAHUNT; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 12/1824; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Delahunt; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2563; Comments: Petitioner resides in Castletown, Rathdowney, Queens County. Petition received 26 February 1825.
Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: ALICE; Alias: Foley;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 316

Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 83

Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 234

Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 144;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/11/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 261;
Comments: Convict died, 21/03/1848

Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 148;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1856

Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 153

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 137; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P 84

Surname: DELAHUNTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 03/11/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 D 42

Surname: DELAMERE; First name: JEREMIAL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/1798; Date of document: 10/04/1800; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; 
Record reference code: PPC 346; 
Comments: Cover note for a statement of convict informing on others involved in United Irishmen. Convicted of possessing a musket, two powder horns & shot bag & for being a Captain in the Rebellion. Several defendants listed.

Surname: DELAMERE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823; 
Record reference code: FS 1830 1; 
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife residing at Kiltoughbred

Surname: DELAMON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 235

Surname: DELAMORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DELANE; First name: MATHEWS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 03/12/1819; Description of crime: Assisting in a petty robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Judith Delane; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1473; Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade and resides in Clonmel, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: DELANEY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 253

Surname: DELANEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Felony in house & scaring inhabitants; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, P 147 See also: Thomas Maher, TR 8, P 147

Surname: DELANEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 01/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 64

Surname: DELANEY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 58; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 137; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: DELANEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 79

Surname: DELANEY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 11, P 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D 73

Surname: DELANEY; First name: FENTON;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 11

Surname: DELANEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloth and bonnet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 35

Surname: DELANEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 41

Surname: DELANEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Date of document: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: T 10 yrs commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 6, P 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 48

Surname: DELANEY; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Denver;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85

Surname: DELANEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 24/06/1809; Description of crime: DESERTION; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs. Commuted to military service; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1238; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children and is a native of Dublin city. States he served in the Army for 9 years in the 66th regiment and was discharged in Gibraltar. Convict rejected military service as commuted sentence.
Surname: DELANEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queen's Co.; Date of document: 07/04/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable Practices; Name of petitioner: Grand Jury; Record reference code: SPP 316; Comments: A native of Clonmore, Queen's Co.

Surname: DELANEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown Gaol; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 15/04/1799; Description of crime: House robbery and treasonable practices; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: V Darby; Record reference code: SPP 409; Comments: Requesting a stay of execution.

Surname: DELANEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DELANEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Date of document: 20/07/1840; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc17; Comments: Return of deaths on board the Middlesex Convict died of Fever on 9th August 1839.

Surname: DELANEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DELANEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 24/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 5th Dragoon Guards.

Surname: DELANEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1854 D 31; Comments: Now in Western Australia.
Surname: DELANEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Thomas Martin;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 21/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 D 31

Surname: DELANEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: DELANEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 30/04/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from dwelling; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: DELANY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 75; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 259

Surname: DELANY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 226

Surname: DELANY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 7(F)

Surname: DELANY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 64(F)

Surname: DELANY; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Denver;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85

Surname: DELANY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 154

Surname: DELANY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 17/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 166

Surname: DELANY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Murder of J. Potts; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 3, P 90

Surname: DELANY; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F)

Surname: DELANY; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 40(F)

Surname: DELANY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 7, P 76

Surname: DELANY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin;
Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Assault with intent to maim; Sentence:
Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 70;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838. Convict
resides in Queen's County. Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: DELANY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime:
Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 137

Surname: DELANY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork;
Date of trial: 06/08/1847; Description of crime: Obtaining lead under false pretences;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Jane Delany; Relationship of
petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 50;
Comments: Petitioner's address given as 31, Great St., Dublin.

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime:
Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 79

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Honish, George;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1841; Description of crime:
Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 60

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime:
Possession of coining mould & base coins; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 1 year
imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 135

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime:
Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL
00/04/1853;
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Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN (SNR);
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Possession of coining mould & base coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 135

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dunne, Thomas;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 10

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 58

Surname: DELANY; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 318

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 253

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from building; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 364; Comments: Convict discharged by direction of the Lord Lieutenant, 00/07/1853

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, P 98 Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 132

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 306

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 364

Surname: DELANY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 94

Surname: DELANY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/03/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 145; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: DELANY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 23/03/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 136; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Ireland-Australia Transportation Records

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DELANY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 148

Surname: DELANY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 84

Surname: DELANY; First name: PAT;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore 28/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, P 154

Surname: DELANY; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 125(F)

Surname: DELANY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 135; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: DELANY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 132

Surname: DELANY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 107; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857
Surname: DELANY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: DELANY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, P 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 24 Detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: DELANY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 17/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 166

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dunne, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10

Surname: DELANY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 137; Comments: Crime was committed in March 1798

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARAGRET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 21/10/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a child's garment valued at 1s.8d; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1895; Comments: Convict is mother of two children eldest 3 yrs old.

Surname: DELANY; First name: ELINOR;
Surname: DELANY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 165;
Comments: Convict's father, John resides in Rathnew, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Counterfeiting coins; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 168;
Comments: Convict is a carpenter by trade and resides in Durrow, Co. Kilkenny.

Surname: DELANY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 88;
Comments: Other defendant: Denis Kelly.

Surname: DELANY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 46;
Comments: Convict's wife, Margaret Cavanagh, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: DELANY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison. Children's names: Mary, Ellen, James.

Surname: DELANY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1831;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Cavanagh, residing at Thurles.

Surname: DELANY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1800; Date of document: 31/03/1800; Description of crime: Possessing stolen glass bottles; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 381; Comments: Petition states that the convict is on board a ship under orders for immediate sailing. Convict has an aged parent, four brothers and sisters. Labourer by trade.

Surname: DELANY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft of an Iron gate; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2248; Comments: Included is a report from the Chief of Constables stating that the petition is a fabrication; and that the convict had previously been confined in the Hardwicke Penitentiary for theft under the name of George Tyrrell, Petition received 30 Jan 1824

Surname: DELANY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft of an Iron gate; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2248; Comments: Included is a report from the Chief of Constables stating that the petition is a fabrication and that the convict had previously been confined in the Hardwicke Penitentiary for theft under the name of George Tyrrell, Petition received 30 Jan 1824

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Dublin City.

Surname: DELANY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 34

Surname: DELANY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault and shooting; Sentence: Trans life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16

Surname: DELANY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: DELANY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; 
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Children's names, Mary, Ellen, and James.

Surname: DELANY; First name: KIERAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DELANY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; 
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Margaret Cavanagh.

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DELANY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1831; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; 
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name Margaret Cavanagh.

Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: DELANY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: DELAP; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D 40

Surname: DELAP; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Browne;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 years commuted to 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 170; Record reference code 2: CRF B 170

Surname: DELAY; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 28

Surname: DELEANY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co.; Date of document: 31/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3699;
Comments: Letter, Governor of Queen's Co. Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: DELENY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 39;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: DELL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Michael Denn;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of trial: 22/10/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 33

Surname: DELOOY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 198

Surname: DELUHERY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 35

Surname: DELVIN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: CA 10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 296;
Comments: Convict sentenced 1 mth imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs

Surname: DEMINEY; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Date of document: 24/08/1822; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1671;
Comments: Refers to two former petitions which he had submitted and which were verified by the signature of the parish priest of Killashandra, Co. Cavan.

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 119

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 234

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 144
Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, P 33(F)

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Maria, 00/03/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, P 192

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 90

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Killing ewes, intent to steal carcasses; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 104

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/10/1846; Date of document: 19/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 361; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 6; Comments: Convict died, 26/05/1848. Prisoner lived in Bray, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 56
Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs from 30/06/1840; Record reference code: TR 3, P 73

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, P 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D 35; Comments: See also: Michael Culhane, TR 9, P 112 Michael Nash, TR 9, P 112

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 95

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Maria, 00/03/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, P 192

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Prison; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 148; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D 15

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 232

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board tender Dublin; Date of document: 30/09/1798; Description of crime: Participated in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 343; Comments: Prisoner surrendered at Navan
Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: PHELIN;

Sex: M; Age: 69; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough Gaol; Date of document: 15/08/1799; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 522

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10 P234; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D18

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Date of document: 30/10/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Jane Dempsey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2250; Comments: Petitioner states that the Rev D Robinson is a neighbour and has known the family 30 years.

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Date of document: 30/10/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Jane Dempsey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2250; Comments: Petitioner states that the Rev D Robinson is a neighbour and has known the family 30 years.

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self and other convicts; Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: DEMPSEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DEMSTER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 140;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/03/1858 See also: Michael Clancy, TR 13, P 140

Surname: DEN; First name: MATHEW; Alias: Dea, Mathew;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 130

Surname: DENAGHY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DENAHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 17

Surname: DENAHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 17

Surname: DENAHY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 115

Surname: DENAHY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 70; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1855

Surname: DENAHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33

Surname: DENAHY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/02/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 6 mths. imprisn.; Record reference code: TR 1, P 39 See also: Patrick Barrett, TR 1, P 39

Surname: DENAHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/10/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 219

Surname: DENAHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 28

Surname: DENAHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of tithe proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: DENAHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena.
Surname: DENAHY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1818;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Margaret Tierney, residing at Freemount.

Surname: DENCHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 252;
Comments: Convict died, 31/05/1847

Surname: DENEHAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a bullock; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 102

Surname: DENEHY; First name: TIM; Alias: Dawley, Tim;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 30;
Comments: Convict died in hospital, Co. Cork Gaol, 00/04/1850 See No. 114

Surname: DENEHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 259

Surname: DENIS; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 35 F

Surname: DENMEAD; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 230;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1856

Surname: DENN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 164;
Comments: Convict died, 00/02/1847

Surname: DENNAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 18/10/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 203;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 mths imprisonment (00/06/1849)

Surname: DENNAHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 20(F)

Surname: DENNAHY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 20/08/1817; Description of crime: Shooting at Brudewell Plummer; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 4089;
Comments: Letter from the Jury and Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life; Endorsed; Pardon on terms proposed.

Surname: DENNAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Dennau, James;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 48

Surname: DENNAU; First name: JAMES; Alias: Dennan, James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 48;
Comments: See under James Dennan

**Surname:** DENNEHAN; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

**Surname:** DENNEHAN; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

**Surname:** DENNEHY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 218

**Surname:** DENNEHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 154; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/06/1853

**Surname:** DENNEHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing ass and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, P 29

**Surname:** DENNEHY; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Sullivan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

**Surname:** DENNELLAN; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, P 33; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/12/1854

Surname: DENNENY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, P 177

Surname: DENNENY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 year transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1850 D 8

Surname: DENNEY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Denny, James;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/01/1839; Description of crime: Accessory to a felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 95

Surname: DENNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/05/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 39

Surname: DENNIGIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 143

Surname: DENNING; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Trans 10 years commuted to 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 6; 
Comments: Convict who is a widow with a family bought five shirts knowing them to be sto- len.

Surname: DENNIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/10/1852; Description of crime: burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1856

Surname: DENNISON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, County Offaly; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc 6

Surname: DENNISTON; First name: HANS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 13/10/1803; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3953; Comments: Petitioning for liberty. Writing is badly faded and barely legible.

Surname: DENNY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or security 6 months; Record reference code: TR 3, P 206; Comments: See also: Ellen Mc Carthy and Margaret Murphy

Surname: DENNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 18; Comments: Convict unfit for transportation

Surname: DENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 23/05/1845; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 27

Surname: DENT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 72; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 18
Surname: DENT; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 174

Surname: DENT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 9, P 60; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849 Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: DENT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts recievied at Cork.

Surname: DENT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Presenting a pistol; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 23; Comments: Convict resides in Ballinagh, Co Cavan.

Surname: DENTE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, P 87; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: DENVER; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Delaney;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85; Comments: See under Daniel Delaney, TR 3, P 85

Surname: DEOLIN; First name: ESTER;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony till and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 225

Surname: DEOLIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DEONE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DERHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, P 107;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: DERKIN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Scallan, John;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/05/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 176

Surname: DERMODY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 322

Surname: DERMODY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 164;
Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: DERMODY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to rob; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 51; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 D158 Convict resides with his parents Edward and Mary at No. 5 Cathedral Lane.

Surname: DERMODY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 73

Surname: DESARNL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 16/01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money from house of employer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 46; Comments: This Surname is open to interpretation

Surname: DESMOND; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Bail in 3 months or transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, P 28

Surname: DESMOND; First name: HUMPHREY;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, P 38

Surname: DESMOND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: DESMOND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/04/1836; Date of document: 19/12/1836; Description of crime: Cutting lead to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, P 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 C47 Convict resides in Cork City with his parents and is the sole support of two other children in the family.

Surname: DESMOND; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 31
Surname: DESMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/06/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 32

Surname: DESMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: DESMOND; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Lynch;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 211

Surname: DESMOND; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 210

Surname: DESMOND; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: DESMOND; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 345

Surname: DESMOND; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 20;
Comments: Convict was pardoned by official order, 17/05/1861

Surname: DESMOND; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/03/1852; Description of crime: Rape of a child; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 34

Surname: DESMOND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, P 24; Comments: Convict died in Co. Cork Gaol, 23/03/1853

Surname: DESMOND; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Cronin;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing rope and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, P 21; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/03/1853

Surname: DESMOND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 12, P 34; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/04/1854

Surname: DESMOND; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, P 30

Surname: DESMOND; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: DESMOND; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 12, P 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/07/1856 but died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co., 10/11/1856
Surname: DESMOND; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 160

Surname: DESMOND; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ATLAS 1816;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife deceased. Child residing at Tracton Abbey.

Surname: DESPARD; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony debentures, watches and money; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 1 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 245; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 D 34;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 mth imprisonment. Convict lives at 21 Capel St. Dublin, with her husband George, who is a Carpenter, and her eight children.

Surname: DEVANE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 154;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: DEVANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Attempting to compel to give up land; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 182

Surname: DEVANE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Felonious stabbing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 138;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 79

Surname: DEVANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1848; Date of document: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 58; Comments: Petitioner lived in Milltown, near Dingle, Co. Kerry.

Surname: DEVANE; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Dwan, Duan;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 55; Comments: See Cummins, Wilkam.

Surname: DEVANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1846; Date of document: 02/09/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 18

Surname: DEVANNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D19; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836

Surname: DEVANNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 119

Surname: DEVANNY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 173
Surname: DEVANY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 102;
Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: DEVANY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 18/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 81

Surname: DEVANY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 95;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: DEVANY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: ASSAULT AND ROBBERY;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 11 Feb 1799.

Surname: DEVARE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 163;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation life commuted to 2 years imprisonment

Surname: DEVELIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mary Tender Dublin; Date of document: 08/08/1798; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Develin; Relationship of petitioner: Sister;
Record reference code: SPP 105;
Comments: Prays that he may be liberated. Petitioner states that their parents and six children in the family are dependant on the convict's support. Included is a character reference from the inhabitants of Gorey, Co Wexford, stating that the convict has always lived in Kildermott, Co Wexford.
Surname: DEVELIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 30/06/1799; Record reference code: SPP 523; Comments: A native of Co. Wexford. Certificate signed by 7 persons.

Surname: DEVELIN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/02/1804; Record reference code: PPC 906; Comments: Letter from Robert Shaw, Merrion Square east, Dublin, with whom the convict had been employed, requesting his release.

Surname: DEVELIN; First name: U;

Sex: U; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection (23/07/1803); Record reference code: PPC 907; Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: DEVELIN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: DEVEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/1852; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1852 D 31; Comments: George Deven was imprisoned for 6 months.

Surname: DEVEREAUX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork New Prison; Name of petitioner: N. May and M. Deveraux; Record reference code: SPP 524; Comments: A native of Sheelbaggan, Co. Wexford. A list of charges made against prisoner and copies of affidavits are attached.

Surname: DEVEREAUX; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 75
Surname: DEVEREUN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 39

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, P 177

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 77

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1897; Comments: Prays permission to be sent to the gaol in Cork at his own expense to enable him to say farewell to his wife and child. Endorsed: "That he will be sent to Cork previous to his transportation when his family may see under the usual regula- tion

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/10/1798; Description of crime: Taking part in the 1798 rebellion; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: SPP 341

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Brophy;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 12 p 158

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/12/1799; Name of petitioner: General Grose; Record reference code: SPP 383

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Gaol; Date of document: 15/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Tobias Rosseter; Record reference code: SPP 525; Comments: A native of Ballybritt, near Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford.

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford Gaol; Date of trial: 07/1798; Date of document: 27/03/1799; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 526

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/06/1800; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: John Devereux; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 348; Comments: Petitioner states he is blind & has a wife & 4 daughters to maintain & depends upon the support of his son. Prays his release.

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/07/1800; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 383; Comments: Letter: Dublin, on behalf of the convict requesting mitigation of sentence for the sake of his parents and sisters.

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Provost Gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 11/11/1803; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 810; Comments: Convict has four children living but wife deceased, is a gold smith by trade and resides at No. 3, Blackhall Row, Dublin.

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 60; Comments: Convicts wife resides with their eight children in Ardfinam, Co Tipperary.

Surname: DEVEREUX; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1
Surname: DEVERIX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1836; Description of crime: Grevious bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 201;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/02/1836

Surname: DEVERIX; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 28/08/1836; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen note; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 205; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D102;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836 Convict is a pig jobber by profession and has a wife and orphan sister dependant on his support. NB for convict reference file CRF 1836 D102 see correction film

Surname: DEVERIX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/08/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 165

Surname: DEVERIX; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: DEVERUE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 11/04/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: M Wainright;
Record reference code: SPP 374

Surname: DEVIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 30/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 D 39

Surname: DEVINE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: DEVINE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 147

Surname: DEVINE; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1844; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 246

Surname: DEVINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1849; Description of crime: Stealing flannel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 33;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/09/1852

Surname: DEVINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years commuted;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 89;
Comments: Convict discharged on condition of emigration

Surname: DEVINE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 265

Surname: DEVINE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 76

Surname: DEVINE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Theft of 2 shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Havering;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 75
Surname: DEVINE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 290;
Comments: Convict sentenced to transportation 7 yrs unless she finds security in 3 months herself in £10.00 and 2 surities in £5.00

Surname: DEVINE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/08/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 24(F)

Surname: DEVINE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 74; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs,commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 3;
Comments: Also in the file, Anna Donnelly, Breach of Licence act, fined.

Surname: DEVINE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony sack; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 66

Surname: DEVINE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 204;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: DEVINE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 14/07/1845; Description of crime: Threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 23

Surname: DEVINE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony watch and handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 56

Surname: DEVINE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/11/1848; Date of document: 22/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Bussell; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;

Record reference code: TR 8, P 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 D 1

Surname: DEVINE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Place of imprisonment: hulk 'Essex', Dublin; Date of document: 16/05/1825; Description of crime: Theft of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, William Devine; Relationship of petitioner: Father;

Record reference code: PPC 2763;
Comments: Convict is the eldest of nine children. Mother deceased. Convict was later detained in the hulk 'Surprise' at Cove, Cork. Fathers petition received 19 Jan 1826.

Surname: DEVINE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co Westmeath; Date of document: 31/03/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a sum of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict Patrick Gray; Relationship of petitioner: See comments;

Record reference code: PPC 2682;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Gray for the same offence. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Military Service. States he is 5'9 in height.

Surname: DEVINE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;

Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 75;
Comments: Other defendant : Patrick Ryan.

Surname: DEVINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;

Record reference code: SPP 324;
Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin.

Surname: DEVINE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Prison; Date of document: 11/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 527; Comments: Prisoner has consented to emigrate, prays that he may not be sent to Hamburg, wishes to go to America.

Surname: DEVINE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 D 2; Comments: Convict lives at No 10 Meath Street, Dublin with his mother Margaret who is a Grocer.

Surname: DEVINE; First name: P;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DEVINY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony of notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, P 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: DEVITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1846; Description of crime: Assault, endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, P 27

Surname: DEVITT; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, P 37

Surname: DEVITT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Leitrim County Gaol; Date of trial: 29/02/1844; Date of document: 06/03/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 7; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 13/02/1844. Rape took place in Drumshambo, Co. Leitrim.
Surname: DEVITT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 201;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: DEVITT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 201;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: DEVITT; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Date of document: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D55

Surname: DEVLAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny (convicted of 2 larcenies); Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 143

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Making base coin; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 277

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 1

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 195

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DEVLIN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 5, P 209

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: Medway; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 200

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 43

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: Medway; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 144

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 5, P 212

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: JANE; Alias: Turner, Jane;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 312

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 1 year imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 115; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 64

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1842; Description of crime: Felony of trousers and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: DEVLIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 109(F);
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless she finds security within 3 mths for her good behaviour - herself of £10.00 and 2 securities in £5.00 each

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing above the value of £5.00; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 6;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/10/1854

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of document: 17/05/1820; Description of crime: Robbery of a woollen shop in Lurgan, Co. Armagh; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1467;
Comments: Convict is a linen weaver by trade and was employed outside Lurgan, Co. Armagh before his conviction.

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 21/07/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 908;
Comments: Convict was arrested in August 1803 with his wife and family (three sons and four daughters). States that his wife and five children were later released, but that his sixteen years old son and one daughter are still being detained.

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Strabane, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/1815; Date of document: 26/08/1817; Sentence: Trans, commuted to 1 yr imprisonment.; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4095

Surname: DEVLIN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years;
Surname: DEVLIN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 09/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 31

Surname: DEVOREN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 286

Surname: DEVOY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 259

Surname: DEVOY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, P 149

Surname: DEVOY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mary Tender Dublin; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 106; Comments: Prays to be liberated. States he is a Victualler by trade and resides in Coleslane Market, St Marys Parish, Dublin and has a wife and four children and his mother in law, dependant on his support.

Surname: DEVOY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lovely Peggy'prison ship; Description of crime: Suspected of disaffection; Name of petitioner: Alice Devoy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 910; Comments: Convict has a family (no details given) and resides at Coleslane, (Dublin). Included is a character reference from B. Hovendon, a Colonel in the Army.

Surname: DEVRIG; First name: THOMAS;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 115; Comments: Convict died, 11/08/1848

Surname: DHUY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 88

Surname: DICHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny and receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 90

Surname: DICK; First name: ZACHERIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/04/1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 31; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment and was detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Lisburn; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of trial: 07/1798; Date of document: 18/03/1799; Description of crime: Treason and Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 528; Comments: A grocer from Crumlin, Co. Antrim.

Surname: DICKSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 1

Surname: DICKSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 248

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DICKSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/03/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 171

Surname: DICKSON; First name: LOUISA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary in a Roman Catholic Chapel; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 211

Surname: DICKSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 54

Surname: DICKSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 46

Surname: DICKSON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Offering and putting away forged note; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 80

Surname: DICKSON; First name: REV. STEELE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast Provost Prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413; Comments: Sailed for Scotland 25 march 1799

Surname: DICKSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DICKSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
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Surname: DIERNAN; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DIERNAN; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: DIFFELY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 172

Surname: DIFFEN; First name: WILLIAMM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of document: 04/1799; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 130;
Comments: Convict states his family has always lived under Lord Gosford, Market Hill, Armagh. Orignally from Armagh and yeoman by trade.

Surname: DIFFILLY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Date of document: 24/08/1847; Description of crime: Taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 172; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 47

Surname: DIFFIN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 233

Surname: DIFFOLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Horse breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 182;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856
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Surname: DIGAN; First name: THOAMS;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Attempting to seduce two Cork Militia; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 317; Comments: A native of Kilcullen Bridge.

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony looking glass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: John Calvin; Record reference code: TR 7, P 207; Comments: John Calvin (embarked), 00/01/1848

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 25; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Assault with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 125

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 79; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1837

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 78

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 285

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 D 53; Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides with his sister in Rathnamudagh, Dysart Parish, Co. Westmeath and is dependant on his support.

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of trial: 16/08/1824; Date of document: 18/09/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: MANGLES (1826); Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 201; Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales where he arrived on the 18th February 1826. Convict reference file contains documents in connection with a query regarding the duration of the convict sentence.

Surname: DIGNAM; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: DIGNAM (DIGNUM); First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 183

Surname: DIGNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 142

Surname: DIGNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 182

Surname: DIGNAN; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Assisting in an act of robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to trans; Name of petitioner: Ann Dignan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2253; Comments: Convict was later detained at the Cove of Cork. States they have four children. Petition received 10 Dec 1824.

Surname: DIGNAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: ROBBERY OF £5 AND 10P; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Ann Dignan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2253; Comments: Convict was later detained at the Cove of Cork. States they have four children. Petitioner received 10 Dec 1824.

Surname: DIGNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: DIGNAN (DEIGNAN); First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from ship; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10, P 25; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852 See also: Deignan, James

Surname: DIGNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Newtown Hamilton, Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 21/06/1844; Date of document: 14/08/1844; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 7; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 41

Surname: DIGNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 21/06/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DIGNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Surname: DIGNUM; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Malicious assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Maria Dignum; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 3 P183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D33

Surname: DIGNUM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 18;
Comments: The convict supports his father and 4 sisters. Also in the file in that of Peter Dunne, fined unregistered arms.

Surname: DIGNUM; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Ann Mc Dermott, residing at Kilberry.

Surname: DILLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 08/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 107;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, 23/03/1837

Surname: DILLANE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 299

Surname: DILLANE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 9(F);
Comments: Convict removed to Clare Gaol, sentence having been commuted to imprisonment, 29/05/1854

Surname: DILLANE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 105; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DILLANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 105; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DILLANE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 99

Surname: DILLANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 113; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/05/1853

Surname: DILLANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1845; Date of document: 28/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 D 26; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of the manslaughter of Patrick Grady at Ballyblake, Co. Limerick.

Surname: DILLANE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 99; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 18 mths hard labour
Surname: DILLANE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 105;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DILLION; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832;
Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3686;
Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: DILLION; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/08/1843; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5 P 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 D 42;
Comments: Convict has a wife, Ellen, and one child. Convict served for 16 years in India with the 4th Light Dragoons. Convict’s father was a revenue officer for many years.

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 25;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/04/1853

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 144;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 233

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Date of document: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D 49; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836 Convicts mother Anne, resides in Queens Co. states convict is her only son and support of himself and five other children.

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 214; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 44

Surname: DILLON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony basket and quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 227

Surname: DILLON; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 207; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

Surname: DILLON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 180

Surname: DILLON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 153; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: DILLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 7;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: DILLON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/07/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 136

Surname: DILLON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 136

Surname: DILLON; First name: PATER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 78

Surname: DILLON; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 31/03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 182

Surname: DILLON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/05/1844; Description of crime: Obtaining money under forged orders; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 60

Surname: DILLON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 116

Surname: DILLON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 121; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: DILLON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 214

Surname: DILLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 132

Surname: DILLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: Loughrea, County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Date of document: 22/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 78; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 44;
Comments: Prisoner was released on health grounds, and was said by the prison surgeon to be almost 80 years old.

Surname: DILLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 128

Surname: DILLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 91;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Depot, Co. Dublin, 11/02/1848

Surname: DILLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony harness; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 55

Surname: DILLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 120; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 53;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment
Surname: DILLON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 301

Surname: DILLON; First name: CAHTERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Soliciting to murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 11/08/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 48(F)

Surname: DILLON; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 41(F)

Surname: DILLON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857

Surname: DILLON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/08/1843; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 48

Surname: DILLON; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 69 F

Surname: DILLON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 123
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 181

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from post office; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 122; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 132; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Government Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/03/1851

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/12/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 50; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1860

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 229; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict Ref. File: K.11, 1836

Surname: DILLON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 18/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Powers and others; Record reference code: SPP 363; Comments: A native of thomastown, Co. Kilkenny

Surname: DILLON; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: tender in the liffey; Date of document: 08/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Peter Locker; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord; Record reference code: SPP 382;
Comments: A native of Rathcoole

Surname: DILLON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1798; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary and Alice Dillon; Relationship of petitioner: Daughters; Record reference code: SPP 107; Comments: Pray that their father may be liberated. Convict is a Merchant and resides in Bridge Street, Dublin City. Petitioners state that they are dependant on his support as their mother is deceased.

Surname: DILLON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of document: 05/11/1801; Description of crime: Being present at the murder of William Cooper; Record reference code: PPC 675; Comments: Convict resides at Ballymoracrew, Co. Wicklow. Character references signed by the inhabitants of Hacklestown, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: DILLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: CO Carlow; Date of trial: 19/1841; Description of crime: Petty Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 62; Comments: The convict supports his widowed mother.

Surname: DILLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Date of document: 20/11/1847; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 D 57

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: John Dillon; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1853 D 40

Surname: DILLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18
Surname: DILLON; First name: -;
Sex: M; Date of document: 15/04/1841;
Record reference code: FS 1841 1;
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Dillon, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: DILWORTH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 153

Surname: DIMENEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 22/10/1822; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1651;
Comments: States that his prosecution had him convicted to prevent him from suing for illegally holding land which had been left to the convict by his deceased father. Crippled mother dependant on his support.

Surname: DIMINEY; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 08/12/1822; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1914;
Comments: Convicts father is deceased, mother living, younger brother absconded to America

Surname: DIMOND; First name: ROGER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 16/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Nancy Dimond; Relationship of petitioner: Sister;
Record reference code: SPP 529;
Comments: A native of Ballydermot in the parish of Ballyscullin, Co. Derry.

Surname: DIMWORTH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 101

Surname: DINAHY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 28/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Ralph Marshall; Record reference code: SPP 530

Surname: DINAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 17

Surname: DINAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/02/1840; Description of crime: Altering £1.00 bank notes to £10.00 note; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 21

Surname: DINAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a bedpick; Sentence: Transportaiton 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 275

Surname: DINAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/11/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: John Dinane; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 6, P 132; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 8

Surname: DINAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 30

Surname: DINANE; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 270

Surname: DINEEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DINEEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 37

Surname: DINEEN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/07/1815; Description of crime: Breaking and entering a house; Sentence: Death; 
Record reference code: PPC 1304; 
Comments: Letter requesting a respite of the convicts sentence to enable further investigation into the case.

Surname: DINEEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DINES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 6; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/04/1843

Surname: DINES; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, P 154

Surname: DINES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 12/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1843 D 23; 
Comments: Convict lives in Portadown, Co Armagh and has 2 sisters.

Surname: DINNAHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 11, P 33; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 3 mths by himself, in 40 shs and 2 surities £1.00 each to keep the peace for 7 yrs and ordered to be dis-

Surname: DINNEEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 306

Surname: DINNEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 108

Surname: DINNEEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: DINNINGEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 20/06/1822; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1647; Comments: Convict states that his prosecution had him convicted to prevent him from suing for a property left to the convict by his deceased father. Mother living.

Surname: DINNINGEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 13/03/1822; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1657

Surname: DINNING; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 114
Surname: DININNY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 18/09/1822; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1663; Comments: Convict was tried before Judge Bushe. Several signatures in testimony to Convicts petitioner including the curate of Killisandra.

Surname: DINOW; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 92; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/01/1854

Surname: DIRRAN; First name: EUGENE; Alias: Sullivan, Eugene;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 34; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths hard labour

Surname: DISKIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 75; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/06/1848

Surname: DIVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: DIVANE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 D 8; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DIVANE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 31(F); Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: DIVANNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 72

Surname: DIVER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny by servant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 40; Comments: Convict detained, 31/05/1839

Surname: DIVINE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 186

Surname: DIVINE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 159

Surname: DIVINE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots; Record reference code: PPC 1323; Comments: Report of the Provost of Strabane, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: DIVINE; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Mary Divine; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 11

Surname: DIVINE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1854 D 13

Surname: DIVINE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: DIXON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: DIXON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 4

Surname: DIXON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 120; Comments: Convict also sentenced 12 mths imprisonment at expiration of former sentence for riot at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/00/1855

Surname: DIXON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 51

Surname: DIXON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 57; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DIXON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR , P 77

Surname: DIXON; First name: MARY; Alias: Morrisey;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Passing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 95 F; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 57; Comments: Convict had previous to her conviction, been admitted to the Richmond District Lunatic Asylum in 1837.

Surname: DIXON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 60

Surname: DIXON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/05/1856

Surname: DIXON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 188; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DIXON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 60; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/06/1850

Surname: DIXON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Uttering a forged 30 shilling note; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 167;  
Comments: Convict is a shoe maker by trade and resides in Francis St. Dublin, with his wife and children.

Surname: DIXON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 15/10/1804;  
Description of crime: Harbouring a rebel;  
Record reference code: PPC 912;  
Comments: Letter from the convict to Randal MacDonald of Allens Court, thanking him for his assistance.

Surname: DIXON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/03/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: T 7years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1843 D 28;  
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged on 15/May/1843.

Surname: DIXON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Date of document: 18/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1853 D 8

Surname: DLINNON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, P 8(F)

Surname: DLOAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, P 60

Surname: DOBBIN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799;  
Record reference code: SPP 412;  
Comments: A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

Surname: DOBBIN; First name: BART;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: DOBBINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: DOBBINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: DOBBS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 1

Surname: DOBBS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 200

Surname: DOBBS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Sentence: Transportation - pay security for 3 months; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc18

Surname: DOBBS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: DOBBYNE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 204

Surname: DOBSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, P 62; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/12/1858

Surname: DOBSON; First name: MARY (JNR0);

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 194

Surname: DOBSON; First name: MARY (SNR);

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: DOBSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 116; Comments: Convict died, 13/02/1851

Surname: DOCLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 05/1790; Description of crime: MURDER; Sentence: Transportation.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 30; Comments: Convict has four young children and was pregnant at the time the petition was made.

Surname: DOCTOR; First name: JAMES; Alias: Hoctor, James;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 6, P 121

Surname: DOCTOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 301
Surname: DODD; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 213

Surname: DODD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Rioting & theft of property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 172

Surname: DODD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 01/11/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 108;
Comments: Prays that his case may be investigated. States he has a wife and eight children.

Surname: DODD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of document: 25/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 14;
Comments: Convicts wife, Ann Dodd granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Rathcoole, Co Dublin.

Surname: DODD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1829; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife’s name Anne Connolly

Surname: DODD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship Thomas Harrison, wife’s name Anne Connolly

Surname: DODD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to
New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Anne Connolly, residing at Rath
coll.

Surname: DODD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin, Gaol; Date of document: 1801; Name of
petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 671;
Comments: Prays permission to enlist in Foreign Military Service.

Surname: DODD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 12/03/1824; Description
of crime: Robbery of £5 and 10p; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Dodd;
Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2256;
Comments: Petitioner resides in the Parish of Kiltullan, Barony of Ballintuber, Co Roscom-
mon. Character references from the Convicts Landlord. Redmond Kelly of Swine- field, Co
Roscommon.

Surname: DODD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 12/03/1824; Description
of crime: Robbery of £5 and 10p; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner:
Mary Dodd; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2256;
Comments: Petitioner resides in the Parish of Kiltullar, Barony of Ballintuber, Co Roscom-
mon. Character references from the convicts landlord. Redmond Kelly of Swine-field, Co
Roscommon.

Surname: DODD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of
document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: DODD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked on board convict ship 'Surrey'
at Dublin. Sons names, John, William and Richard.
Surname: DODDS; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 D45;
Comments: Convict Report No: D.45

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 2

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1836; Description of crime: Stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 200;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 65(F)

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and stealing plate; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 148

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 22/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sacks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 147

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 57

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 113

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 81(F); Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 3 mths to keep the peace for 7 yrs

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, P 4

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 115

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 33

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 9

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 92; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D36; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 51

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony goat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 60

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Feloniously tending an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 94; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837 Crime committed with Laurence Dunne

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 33; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/04/1837

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 77;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 200;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 10 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 77(F)

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 218;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted, provided she give bail within a month herself in £20.00 and 2 surities in £10.00 each to keep the peace for 7

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 92;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Clyde, 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 152

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1836; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 176;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of document: 19/08/1820; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1474; Comments: Convict is a dealer by trade and resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim/ Dowm, with his five children.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 11/03/1812; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4013; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of enlisting for Military Service. Included is a letter from the Lieutenant of the 5th Regiment, stating that he has obtained the consent of two Judges to take the convict into Regiment provided its approved.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 03/1810; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing sheets; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 07/09/1846; Date of document: 16/09/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Dogherty; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, P 272; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 41

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 35; Comments: The convict supports his mother, wife and children.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 02/01/1852; Date of document: 15/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and grievous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: SARAH;  
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: vagrancy and robbery;  
Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict & ten others;  
Record reference code: PPC 3555;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offense. State they were confined 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: BIDY;  
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery;  
Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others;  
Record reference code: PPC 3555;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offence. State they were confined for 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: ANNE;  
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery;  
Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others;  
Record reference code: PPC 3555;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offence. State they were confined to 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: CATHERINE;  
Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Vagrancy;  
Sentence: Trans 7 years failing bail;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 60;  
Comments: Convict was discharged.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: BERNARD;  
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Co Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 P32; Comments: Convict was convicted with John Pearse and two others for the same offense.

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/03/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15; Record reference code: CRF 1850 D 59

Surname: DOGHERTY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: DOHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Description of crime: Robbing a house of fire arms; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict & Daniel Darmody; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3757; Comments: Convict was convicted with Daniel Darmody for the same offence. Robbery took place in a house in Ballygurteen, Barony of Ikerrin, Co. Tipperary. Convicts resides in Gurtnagoona, Barony of Ikerrin, Co. Tipperary. Parents are living. Petition not dated, circa 1830-33

Surname: DOHENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 158

Surname: DOHENY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/05/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Name of petitioner: Catherine Doheny; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2257; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home. Petitioner states convict is a native of fennor, Co Tipperary and that the family had
just moved to Graigpadeen, Co Tipperary from Urlingford, Co Kilkenny, where they had been living for some years. Petition received in the year 1824

Surname: DOHENY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/05/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Name of petitioner: Catherine Doheny; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2257;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home. Petitioner states convict is a native of Fennor, Co. Tipperary and that the family had just moved to Graigpadeen, Co. Tipperary from Urlingford, Co. Kilkenny, where they had been living for some years. Petition receivied year 1824

Surname: DOHENY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Life trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 38;
Comments: Also convicted with the convict was Thomas Burke.

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 16/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 262

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 285

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 144

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 44;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/02/1855
Surname: DOHERTY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 269

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 102

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 149;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: DOMNICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 54;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: DOMINIC;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 173;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1836; Description of crime: Feloniously stealing various articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 56;
Comments: Crime was committed on 02/12/1835 and the goods stolen were the property of B.G. Humphrey and were valued at 15 shillings or upwards. Convict detained at

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DOHERTY; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 312

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 140

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 02/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 37;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 40

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 13

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing, 2 convictions; Sentence: Two 10yr sentences;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 108;
Comments: Convict died in depot, 24/01/1849

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 162;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1857

**Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony umbrella; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, P 54

**Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/01/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 120

**Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 78; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1858

**Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10, P 171; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

**Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 108

**Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 18; Comments: Convict probably convicted with 3 others

**Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;**
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 165

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 140

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 113; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARGARET JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 287

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 43 F

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 345

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARGARET JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 1(F); Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen’s Co; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 59 F; Comments: Convict may have been convicted with Catherine Bergan

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 240; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless within 3 mths she finds security to keep the peace, herself in £5.00 and 2 surities in £1.00 each

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 216

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 53 (F)

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 313

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/09/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 272

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 24/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 18

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 40

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 269

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 76

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 43

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 87; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/02/1853

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 40

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 41
Surname: DOHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, P 75

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 119; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/11/1854

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 25/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 148

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 1

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 178

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/06/1823; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Bridget Doherty; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1899; Comments: Petitioner is a widow with six children and resides at Park near the city of Londonderry.

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 03/12/1836; Sentence: Transportation 14; Record reference code: FS 1836 9;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Doherty, residing in Buncrana, Co. Donegal, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/04/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 8; Comments: Convict request that his wife and children be granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Sentence: Life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of document: 20/06/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc84; Comments: Note requesting that no decision is reached regarding the convict without consulting the writer.

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Ennis County Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 78; Comments: Convicts father Connor, resides in Kilmurry, Co Clare, and is a Farmer.

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 28/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Lifford; Place of imprisonment: Lifford; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Date of document: 19/03/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence:
Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: James Doherty and others; Relationship of petitioner: Father and Inhabitants; Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 10; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of murdering James Friel on 27 February 1845. Petitioner's residence given as Tullynadal, Barony of Kilmacranan, Co Donegal. Following a number of petitions and widespread publicity in newspapers, the sentence was commuted on 21 April 1845, the day before the planned execution.

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Description of crime: Murder of James Friel; Sentence: Death commuted to life; Name of petitioner: James Doherty; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 10; Comments: Father of convict lives at Tullynadal, Co Donegal.

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: ROSA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: DOHERTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname:** DOHERTY; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 31/05/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of shawl; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** DOHERTY (BOHERTY); **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 28

**Surname:** DOLAN; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: Brennan;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 11; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

**Surname:** DOLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, P 177

**Surname:** DOLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 11, P 112; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

**Surname:** DOLAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 322

**Surname:** DOLAN; **First name:** MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 99; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MINERVA, 18 AUGUST 1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 255; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 D 52; Comments: Convict was transported to Sydney under another convicts name, Ann Materson, with whom it would appear she had swopped identities. Ann Materson was later transported on the 'Isabella', 5th March 1840.

Surname: DOLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 357

Surname: DOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, P 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/06/1858

Surname: DOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault on Michael Mc Donnell; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 100; Record reference code 2: CRf 1840 D 33; Comments: See also: John Bante alias Brereton, TR 3, P 100. Convict has a wife and two children.

Surname: DOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 99

Surname: DOLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOLAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 172

Surname: DOLAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 166

Surname: DOLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 65

Surname: DOLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 116

Surname: DOLAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, P 116; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless bailed over for 6 mths to keep the peace and was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/11/1837

Surname: DOLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 183

Surname: DOLAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 11, P 132; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DOLAN; First name: HUGH; Alias: Buckley, Lewis;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: DOLAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Brennan;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 11; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: DOLAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Singer;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 92

Surname: DOLAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Singer;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Selling counterfeit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 155

Surname: DOLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 31/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 D17; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment Convict Ref. File: D.17, 1841

Surname: DOLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 52

Surname: DOLAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Surname: DOLAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/1801; Description of crime: HARBOURING A GANG OF ROBBERS; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 753;
Comments: Convict has wife, 4 children and mother living.

Surname: DOLAN; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow Gaol; Date of document: 1805;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork, .

Surname: DOLAN; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: DR Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: DOLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc17;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Martin, for the same offense. Convict has a wife and three children residing at Banagher, Co Galway.

Surname: DOLAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc17;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Patrick, for the same offense.

Surname: DOLAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Doran;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Lonford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Prison Dublin; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 D 16
Surname: DOLLARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 30;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOLLARD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 15/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a sworn United Irishman; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Henry Briscoe and others; Relationship of petitioner: Neighbours;
Record reference code: SPP 386;
Comments: A native of Ballytarsney, Co. Kilkenny

Surname: DOLLARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 10/1797; Name of petitioner: Patrick Dollard; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle;
Record reference code: SPP 17;
Comments: Prays that the convict may be admitted to bail. Petitioner is a farmer and resides in Balcommen(Balcunnin), Co. Dublin

Surname: DOLLARD; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison; Date of document: 17/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 531

Surname: DOLLARD; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: DOLON; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 127

Surname: DOMAKAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 6 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 6 others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co. Tipperary.

**Surname:** DOMAKAM; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and six others; Record reference code: PPC 2270; Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co. Tipperary.

**Surname:** DOMAN; **First name:** ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 46

**Surname:** DOMHOE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 137; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/03/1853

**Surname:** DONAGH; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 256

**Surname:** DONAGHA; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 93

**Surname:** DONAGHEN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 26; Comments: Convict died, 13/04/1849

**Surname:** DONAGHAE; **First name:** HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Stealing gun from goods of Michael Young; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 101

Surname: DONAGHOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 80; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 07/04/1832; Description of crime: Houghing (hoging) sheep; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Sons; Record reference code: PPC 3655; Comments: Convict was convicted with his two sons Michael & Martin, for the same offense at the Last Spring Assizes for the County. Petitioners state their brothers Mathias was also indicated of the crime but later acquitted. Petitioners reside in the Parish of Monivea, Barony of Tiaquin, Co Galway. Several char refs

Surname: DONAGHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 07/04/1832; Description of crime: Houghing (hoging) sheep; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Father and Brother; Record reference code: PPC 3655; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Martin and Father, Patrick, for the same offense at the Last Spring Assizes for the County. Petitioners state their brother Mathias was also indicated of the crime but later acquitted. Petitioners reside in the Parish of Monivea, Barony of Tiaquin, Co Galway. Several char re

Surname: DONAGHOE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 07/04/1832; Description of crime: Houghing (hoging) sheep; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Father and Brother; Record reference code: PPC 3655; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Michael and father Patrick, for the same offense at the Last Spring Assizes for the County. Petitioners state their brother Mathias was also indicated of the crime but later acquitted. Petitioners reside in the Parish of Monivea, Barony of Tiaquin, Co Galway. Several char re

Surname: DONAGHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: GOVERNOR READY 1829; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary O'Neill, residing at Drowbridge St, Cork.
Surname: DONAGHUE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 50(F)

Surname: DONAGHUE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 112; Comments: Convict Ref. File: D.3, 1836

Surname: DONAGHUE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 30/10/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 85

Surname: DONAGHUE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/06/1852; Description of crime: Felony and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 200; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: DONAGHUE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 30/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF1845 misc2

Surname: DONAGHUE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Place of imprisonment: Cork depot; Date of trial: CA 03/1822; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Description of crime: theft of two cows; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and others; Record reference code: PPC 2273; Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held from transportation on account of his ill health, 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824, 3rd dated 6 Aug 1824

Surname: DONAGHUE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: DONAGHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 120

Surname: DONAGHY; First name: JOANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 301

Surname: DONAGHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1853; Record reference code: TR 7, P 153

Surname: DONAGHY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Name of petitioner: Mary Donaghy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2683; Comments: Convict is a linen Weaver by trade and has five children. Petition received 25 April 1825.

Surname: DONAGHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 19/08/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a suit of clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Joseph Donaghy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2569; Comments: Petitioner resides at Clones, Co. Monaghan.

Surname: DONAGHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Castlefergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of document: 11/05/1826; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of cloth; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2903; Comments: Convict has a family (no details given). States she supported her family by the sale of soft goods. Convict was convicted with Maria Murray.

Surname: DONAGHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim; Date of document: 20/06/1826; Description of crime: Stealing cloth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2932; Comments: Convict is a widow with four children whom she states are in the care of inhabitants of Belfast, Co. Antrim and Down. Other dependant; Maria Murray.

Surname: DONAGHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 48; Comments: Convict resides in Derelin, Co Fermanagh and has a wife and two children.

Surname: DONAHOE; First name: DORATHY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 268; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment

Surname: DONAHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony money, spoon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 52

Surname: DONAHOE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 14; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment See also: Edward Bulger, TR 7, P 14

Surname: DONAHUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: DONALDSON; First name: ALEX;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 10;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: DONALDSON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 2 F

Surname: DONALDSON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 2

Surname: DONALDSON; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 5;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/05/1836

Surname: DONALDSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/08/1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault and assembling in arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 9

Surname: DONALDSON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen lock; Sentence: 1 month imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above and the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: DONALDSON; First name: ALEX;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 D 48

Surname: DONALL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 1

Surname: DONAVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 22; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/08/1855

Surname: DONAVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 29

Surname: DONAVAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 32

Surname: DONAVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 24; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/11/1853

Surname: DONAVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 110; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: DONDAL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 107; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DONEGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 11, P 33; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths in 40 shs and two sureties in £1.00 each and keep the prece for 7 yrs

Surname: DONEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 108

Surname: DONEGAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 136

Surname: DONEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: CA 04/1836; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 18; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DONELLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 22/03/1824; Date of document: 25/03/1825; Description of crime: Rape of Ann McCormick; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2570; Comments: Petitioning to be released on bail to marry Ann McCormick. 2nd Petition dated 25 June 1825. Convict resides at Cordiggan, Parish of Laragh, Co. Cavan.

Surname: DONELY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 28

Surname: DONGHERTY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Passing base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 193

**Surname:** DONIGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 8, P 177; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

**Surname:** DONLAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Description of crime: Attacking homes by night; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 152; Comments: See also: Patrick Tiernan

**Surname:** DONLAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 122; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

**Surname:** DONLAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76

**Surname:** DONLON; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: 6 mths imprisonment and security; Record reference code: TR 5, P 250; Comments: Convict sentenced 6 mths imprisonment and security, or in default 7 yrs transportation

**Surname:** DONLON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 127

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DONLEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Sulivan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 112;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: DONNEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim. Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of Mannanstwon House, Co. Meath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1080;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 11 others for the same offence. Some of the convicts were tenants on the Mannanstown Estate, Co. Meath.

Surname: DONNEGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 18/03/1823; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: Ass Burglary and robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 2019;
Comments: Convict was responsible for the conviction of 2 other convicts who were tried on his evidence for assault and burglary. Documents one petitioners from the mother and wife of the 2 convicted men.

Surname: DONNEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 D 27

Surname: DONNELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a bull; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 100;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: DONNELAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Donlon;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of document: 03/1844; Description of crime: Attacking the house of Michael Rush; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 10; Record reference code 2: TR 5, P 152;
Surname: DONNELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/03/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 84

Surname: DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 190

Surname: DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 48

Surname: DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 158;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: DONNELL; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 157;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857

Surname: DONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 23/05/1853; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 Misc32;
Comments: A letter from the prisoners relation, Sgt P O ' Donohue, 33rd Regiment, Salford Barracks, Manchester, seeks information about the convict.

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DONNELL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 Nov 1834.

Surname: DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 18 May 1834.

Surname: DONNELLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 194

Surname: DONNELLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 106

Surname: DONNELLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 76

Surname: DONNELLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Sentence: transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: DONNELLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Disarming a soldier; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 14 Feb 1799.
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Surname: DONNELLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Date of document: 04/1845; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 G 9; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of attacking a dwelling house.

Surname: DONNELLON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, P 78

Surname: DONNELLON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 282

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 04/04/1843; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 290

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 212

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Felony previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 355

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 01/1836; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 21;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Maria, 00/03/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, P 189

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, previously convicted; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 382

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 382

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Forging a promissory note; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 160; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D35; Comments: Convict was employed by his uncle Edward Donnelly in the Limerick City at the time of the offence. Convict was enlisted in Foreign Service July.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; Date of document: 02/07/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Donnelly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 5, P 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 42; Comments: Convict sentenced 1 week imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs. Prisoner is said to be resident in Co. Longford.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 74

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 51;
Comments: Also in the file is that of Patrick Donoghue, unregistered arms.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 10/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 218

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 177

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 161;
Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly, 00/07/1849;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 273

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 233

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Date of document: 04/12/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 25; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 55;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Depot, Co. Dublin, 01/12/1847
Surname: DONNELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Stealing from a person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 144; Comments: Convict discharged from Bermuda, 00/04/1855

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 46

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 10

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Date of document: 19/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, P 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D12

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly, 00/07/1849;
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Surname: DONNELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 73(F)

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 232

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: BESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Date of document: 24/09/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 241; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 D 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 297

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/10/1838; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 44(F)

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 244

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 242
Surname: DONELLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 111

Surname: DONELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 159;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs Convict Report No: Mc 197

Surname: DONELLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 116

Surname: DONELLY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: DONELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 132

Surname: DONELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/03/1862

Surname: DONELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 139
Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mc Donald;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1844; Date of document: 09/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self and Anne Donnelly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 6; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 12;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844. Prisoner was convicted of stealing money from Charles Timiney, in Portadown. Prisoners residence given as Monaghan Town. His father's occupation is stated as thatcher

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 21

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 3

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 14;
Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838 Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 100

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/07/1836; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted 18 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 229;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836
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Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 152

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 23

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 23

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 14;
Comments: Convict sentenced 1 mth imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs. The convict has a wife and family to support. Also in the file is that of Thomas Dowling - imprisoned for assault and Patrick Dunne, unregistered arms, John Deegan.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 235

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 142; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 30/12/1816; Description of crime: Stealing a hat; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 4078;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and two others) be granted a free pardon; endorsed: 'The three prisoners recommended not to be embarked but not to be discharged until further orders'. Convict has a wife and four children

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 19/08/1822; Description of crime: Assisting in robbery at Castlecarfield, Co. Tyrone; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1650; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to confinement: supports a deaf husband and three children.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 22/08/1822; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1661; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence. Convict has a wife and a family of daughters.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to trans. 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 197; Comments: Other defendant: Benjamin Mc Knight.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 10/07/1846; Date of document: 08/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 38

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/07/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 6; Comments: Convict's wife, Susanna Donnelly, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Name of ship: SOPHIA 1828; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Susannah Brady, residing in the Parish of Kill.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 11/03/1825; Date of document: 05/04/1825; Description of crime: Burglary at Ballsmill, Co. Armagh; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 2571; 
Comments: Convict is an apprentice to a Brogue maker and has ten brother and sisters, parents living. States his father, James, served years in the Army on the continent under the Duke of York. Father's address given at Lower Ward,Dundalk, Co. Louth

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 11/08/1826; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 3049; 
Comments: Refers to a former petition and medical report which he had submitted.

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 15/06/1805; 
Record reference code: PPC 1155; 

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;  
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena.

**Surname:** DONELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 11/11/1799;  
Description of crime: Being concerned in Mail coach robbery; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 3924;  
Comments: Petitioning for a trial. Refers to two former petitioners which he had submitted. Petition endorsed; concerned in mail coach robbery at Drogheda, Co Louth.

**Surname:** DONELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;  
Description of crime: Mail coach robbery;  
Record reference code: PPC 3909;  
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

**Surname:** DONELLY; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1833; Sentence: Trans;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc19;  
Comments: Covering note for memorial on behalf of the convict (memorial has not survived) stating that the convict has been held back from Transportation on account of ill health.

**Surname:** DONELLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832;  
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

**Surname:** DONELLY; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;  
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Susanna Brady.

**Surname:** DONELLY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** DONELLY; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: DAVID;

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: TERENCE;

Surname: DONNELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Surname: DONNER; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DONNER (DORMER); First name: JOHN;
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Comments: Convict was not transported

Surname: DONNOLLY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 42; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: DONNOLLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 42; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: DONNOLLY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 14/07/1822; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1648; Comments: Prays liberation on account of his wife and eight daughters.

Surname: DONNOLLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Greene, James;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1846; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 39

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 256

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, P 208
Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: JUDE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 288

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 50 F

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 77

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 240

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 200; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/08/1856

Surname: DONOGHOE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Felonious assault & abusing female child; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 153

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 107

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/05/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 110; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/04/1854

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 30

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 89; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 31; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/07/1851

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1858

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 38

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 137

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/02/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 56; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 56(F)

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/05/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/06/1855

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 10/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 110

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 24; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, P 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1858

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 108

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: RUSSELL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Galway County; Date of document: 31/03/1822; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1655; Comments: Convict states that his son, mathew was charged for the same crime at a later trial but acquitted on account of the contradictory evidence of the prosecution. Prays mitigation of his sentence.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 15/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Donoghue; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 10

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of document: 25/04/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 16; Comments: Discharged.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: CONNOR;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 02/10/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ralph Marshall and others; Record reference code: SPP 532; Comments: A son of Bartholomew Donoghue of Meenoline, Co. Limerick.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena. Convict comes from Co Westmeath.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 69; Comments: Convict was employed with a Merchant in the town of Templemore, Co Tipperary.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans commuted 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 15; Comments: Convict resides in Killonan, in the Liberties of Limerick City.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 56; Comments: Convict is a native of Woodlawn, Lord Ashtons residence Co Galway and has resid- ed for the past 8 years in Templemore, Co Tipperary.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: PETER; Alias: Dillon John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 13/12/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 D 5;
Comments: Convict lives with his father Maurice Dillon at 3 Lacys Lane, off Merrion St, Dublin.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 31/03/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Judith Donoghue; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 14; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Urlingford, Co Kilkenny./

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 15/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 years; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 1st Batallion, 24th Foot Regiment.

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 D 46

Surname: DONOGHUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: DONOHO; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 208

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Date of document: /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 18; Comments: Convict died in gaol, 06/04/1839 See also: Philip & Michael Donohoe

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 18;
Comments: See also: Philip & Pat Donohoe

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PAT; Alias: Donovan;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony spade; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 56

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 13(F)

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 18

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 148

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 79

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/08/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 77

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 175;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

**Surname:** DONOHOE; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary of an out-house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 9, P 188;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

**Surname:** DONOHOE; **First name:** BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 285

**Surname:** DONOHOE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 114

**Surname:** DONOHOE; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 204

**Surname:** DONOHOE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 173

**Surname:** DONOHOE; **First name:** BARTLY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 50

**Surname:** DONOHOE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 119;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/06/1857
Surname: DONOHUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 138

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 152

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: CONSTANTINI;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 97

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 218

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 22/03/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, P 128

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 67; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1857

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 209; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1857

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 09/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 81

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony of boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 56

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 104

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and (7 yrs); Record reference code: TR 10, P 254; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/01/1852

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 77

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 96

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 105

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: BARTLY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 57; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island, Co. Cork, 22/02/1854

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 10/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 16; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 50

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/12/1857

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 176; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 18

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 D 42; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Michaek, for the same offence. Convict resides in Mullahome, Co. Cavan.

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/07/1839; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 20

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 173

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 146

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Attack on dwelling house and assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 T 18; Comments: Convict was convicted with Peter and Phill Tully for the same offence. Convict resides in Moneycass, Co. Cavan.

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing a cow with intent to steal; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of shoes from a shop; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 2573; 
Comments: Petition recieved 21 July 1825.

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/05/1823; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; 
Record reference code: PPC 2150; 
Comments: Petitioner states that the convict was the sale support of himself and three children since the death of her husband John Ryan at the Battle of Waterloo. Includes two character references from employers of the convict with whom he had served as a labourer

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Trans 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 42; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Philip for the same offense.

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Date of document: 15/03/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 9

Surname: DONOHOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 51
Surname: DONOHUE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Richmond Gaol Pent; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Name of ship: CANADA 1815;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicet the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Alice Donohoe residing with her mother, Mary Owens, in the Parish of Summerhill, Co Meath.

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: MORGAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicet the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Donohoe, residing in Bruff, Co Limerick.

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DONOHUE (DONOHUE); First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 67; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 68(F)

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: CELIA;
Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1841; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 238

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 155

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/11/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 35

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 30; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D53; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836 Convict was born in Bantry, Co. Cork where he lived until 1835 when he moved to Fermoy, Co. Cork to work on the harvest. States he has a wife and child.

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 22
Surname: DONOHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Attacking a police barracks; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE, MAY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 254; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 D 41;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 84;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 116;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 35;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: (MARY) NORRY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 295

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 110

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DONOHUE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 90;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 149;
Comments: Convict respitted until further orders, 28/10/1848

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 47;
Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 83;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 139;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to disable; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 154

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: Mullingar; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/03/1822; Date of document: 03/09/1822; Description of crime: KILLING A SHEEP; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1656; Comments: Prays to be removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Suffers from a gum disease.

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 26/08/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 D 50

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 26/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc96; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Kildare.

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of document: 10/09/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Moved to Newgate prison.

Surname: DONOHUE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/11/1840; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: FS 1840 4; Comments: Convict's wife, Bridget Donohue, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: DONONGUUE; First name: KITTY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 8, P 195; Comments: Australasia (embarked), 00/06/1849

Surname: DONONOE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 110

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DONONOE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: DONOUGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/10/1803; Description of crime: Suspected rebel; Name of petitioner: Rose Bagnall; Relationship of petitioner: Landlady; Record reference code: PPC 790; Comments: Petitioner states that on 26/07/1803, sixteen armed men, one of whom was later identified as Robert Emmet commandeered her house. A few days later her two lodgers were arrested on suspicion. Convict hasife and nine children, and was a lodger for six years with petitioner

Surname: DONOUGHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Harbouring rebels; Name of petitioner: Rose Donoughoe; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3758; Comments: Convict has nine children, eldest is 15 years. Petition states her husband was arrested on giving information concerning some French Officers who had entered their home. Petition resides in Rathfarnham, Co. Dublin. Petition not dated, circa 1801-06

Surname: DONOUGHUE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 38; Comments: Convict died, 30/09/1847

Surname: DONOUGHUE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 27

Surname: DONOUGHUE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/07/1823; Date of document: 06/11/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a trunk; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1901;  
Comments: Crime took place at the fair of John Wells, Kilkenny. Convict is a labourer by trade and the sole support of his widowed mother and widowded sister and three orphans. Several character references.

Surname: DONOUGHUE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: The William & James, Dub.; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 533; 
Comments: Was a Gardener with several respectable families in Dublin and Clare.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 rs; Name of ship: Havering; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 30

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 34

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, P 64; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, P 22

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1841; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transp. 7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 D 63; 
Comments: The convict was convicted with others.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/08/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 28/08/1841; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 03/07/1836

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 31; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/07/1853; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 21

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 132

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 25

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 32

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 33

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 10/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 27

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 72

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 90; Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 28/06/1858

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 29

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from a chapel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 30

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 8, P 26

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 1 mth; Record reference code: TR 6, P 253

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 228

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 99; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 77(F)

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 104(F)

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 274

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a blanket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 274

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 25/10/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 103; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 D 194; Comments: Convict has an aged father, sisters and nieces dependant on his support.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 113

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 189

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 33

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 41; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 31
Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 38

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a shift and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 194

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: BARTH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 48(F)

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Sailed in 10 mths;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 12(F)
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/08/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, P 251

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/07/1853; Description of crime: Stealing shirt, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/06/1858

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 197

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 28

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 25

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 29

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Felony heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 30

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, P 38

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 164

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 29

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 7, P 31

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/05/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a walet and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 30; Comments: Convict died in Cork Co. Gaol, 03/05/1852

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 31

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 31

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 37

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Bangalore; Record reference code: TR 7, P 31

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DENNIS TIM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 28; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 254

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony of silver goblet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 61

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 181; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Martin Luther; Record reference code: TR 11, P 14(F); Comments: Martin Luther (embarked), 00/06/1852

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 275

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 250

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 26

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 32

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 29

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Felony heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 30

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering;

Record reference code: TR 8, P 30

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 13, P 118;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1857

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/05/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855;

Record reference code: TR 13, P 20;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/06/1858

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 9, P 33

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, P 43;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, P 35;

Comments: Convict died, 01/05/1849

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, P 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/12/1857

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 25; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/03/1855

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing boots and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 38; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/12/1854

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 10/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 27

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 35

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 6, P 38

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 33; Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Soliciting to attack police barracks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, P 256

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 177; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 33

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 37; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 29; Comments: Convict died in gaol hospital

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 34; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/03/1852
Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 95

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/05/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856 and died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/04/1857

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 26; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/06/1853

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 33

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 27; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/02/1851

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 52

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 30; Comments: Convict died, 21/04/1849
Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 38

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 33;
Comments: Convict sentenced, 24/05/1839 and detained, 31/05/1839

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 60

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 164

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/07/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 195;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 35;
Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849 Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1853

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 119

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 172;
Comments: Convict resides in Mountheaton, Kings Co.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Gaol; Date of document: 24/09/1798; Description of crime: High Treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 313;
Comments: See also Thos Harnett

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 17/12/1798; Description of crime: Being involved in rebellious activity; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 110;
Comments: Convicts parents are dependant on his support. States he resides in Ballincours ey, near Clonakilty, Co Cork.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of document: 18/10/1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 111; Comments: Prays to be admitted to bail. States he is a Corn Merchant by trade and resides in Cork.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Tender, Dublin; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 109; Comments: Prays that his case may be investigated. States he served four years in the North Cork Militia.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork county gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Surname: DONOVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: CO Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Date of document: 01/08/1843; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc 6

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: John D Creedon and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 71

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings County; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1851 D 38

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, residing in Skibereen, Co. Cork.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Honora Donovan, residing in Skibereen, Co. Cork.

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; 
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: M;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of meal; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: DONOVAN (DINIGAN); First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, P 33; 
Comments: Convict died in Hospital of Cork Gaol, 06/01/1850

Surname: DONOVAN (DONOHOE); First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony spade; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 56

Surname: DOOAY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1847; Date of document: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Dooay; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; 
Record reference code: CRF 1848 D 46

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DOODY; First name: BRYANOR; Alias: Croak, Margaret;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 246

Surname: DOODY; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 114; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1856

Surname: DOODY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 10(F); Comments: Australasia (embarked), 00/06/1849

Surname: DOODY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 46

Surname: DOODY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 32

Surname: DOODY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/07/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 112

Surname: DOODY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 85; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/02/1858
Surname: DOODY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/03/1823;
Record reference code: PPC 1929;
Comments: Doody's name was given in a statement by an informer, Owen Sweeney, as one of a gang involved in Whiteboy practices in Co. Limerick. His brother was also implicated. Address given at Skalane.

Surname: DOODY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 28/05/1824; Description of crime: Abducting a lady; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2260;
Comments: Convict lived as a servant with Rev. John Parker of Glenquin, Co. Limerick from his enlist years. States he has a wife and family, no details given. Several character references.

Surname: DOODY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 28/05/1824; Description of crime: Abducting a lady; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2260;
Comments: Convict lived as a servant with Rev. John Parker of Glenquin, Co. Limerick from his earliest years. States he has a wife and family. No details given. Several character references.

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 344

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/09/1838; Description of crime: Felony hens; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 59

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1857;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 30

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 21; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/05/1850

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 211; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 11(F)

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 344

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 60

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Suspected of practising as a quack doctor; Record reference code: PPC 914; Comments: Letter from Christopher Clinch, Peamount, requesting the convicts release on the grounds that he was arrested on suspicion only and that he has since received good character references from people in Co. Kildare.

Surname: DOOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1800; Date of document: 26/07/1800; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 361; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.
Surname: DOOGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: T 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 D 41;
Comments: Convict works as a Labourer.

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 331

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Patrick Doolan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 25;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a watch belonging to a Mr. John Connors. The petitioners residence is given as Evans lane, Clonmel. His occupation is given as mason, and the prisoner was his apprentice.

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 172

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 24(F)

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel & other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 63;
Comments: See also: William Doolan, TR 4, P 63

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: GILES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 156

**Surname:** DOOLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony spoons and tongs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 50

**Surname:** DOOLAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 1 mth; Record reference code: TR 6, P 253

**Surname:** DOOLAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 224; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1860

**Surname:** DOOLAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 300

**Surname:** DOOLAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

**Surname:** DOOLAN; **First name:** PAT; Alias: Cahill, Pat;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, P 90

**Surname:** DOOLAN; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony in house, frightening inhabitants; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 138; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/07/1853

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 145

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 105

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 158

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 112

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel & other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 63; Comments: See also: George Doolan, TR 4, P 63

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 100; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 915; Comments: Convict has a wife and large family, no details given and is a shop keeper in Naas, Co. Kildare where he resides.

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: castlebar, County Mayo; Date of document: 02/04/1827; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Thomas B Vandeleux; Record reference code: PPC3090; Comments: The Petitioner is the judge before whom the convict and two others, John K Lynes and John Fallon, were tried for the same offense. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to transportation for life.

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 23/12/1822; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1642; Comments: Convict has been in prison 2 yrs and 6 months and was kept back from transportation on account of his age and ill health.

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 27/04/1832; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 3657; Comments: Three letters, acknowledging receipt of warrants respiting the convicts sentence till further orders. 3rd letter dated, 4 May 1832.

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Date of document: 12/03/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 34; Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Egan, residing in Nenagh, Co Tipperary, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: DOOLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/09/1858

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: DORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W Dare, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F)

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 74

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DOOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Felony of pocket book; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 58

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 138;
Comments: Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 256

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 139

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 138

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 132;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 111
Surname: DOOLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10, P 94; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of trial: 23/10/1844; Date of document: 02/11/1844; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 46

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/03/1826; Name of petitioner: William Dooley; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle; Record reference code: PPC 2765; Comments: Petitioning for a second trial for his nephew. Address given at Longford.

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a Tender, DN; Date of document: 02/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 112; Comments: Letter from Sir Lois Parsons in favour of the convict. Included is a character reference from the Magistrates and inhabitants of Eglish, Kings County, stating that the convict and his family reside in Ballyboy in the same county.

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co. Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 3 July 1835

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of document: 1800; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Surname: DOOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens City; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 08/08/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 7

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted to 2 years impt;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 32

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Date of document: 05/1844; Description of crime: Pick pocketing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Hannah Dooley; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 17;
Comments: Prisoner and his brother were convicted of stealing a pocket handkerchief. Petitioner's residence given as Francis St, Borough of Cork.

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 25/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Date of document: 05/1844; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Hannah Dooley; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 17;
Comments: Prisoner and his brother were convicted of stealing a pocket handkerchief. Petitioner's residence given as Francis St, Borough of Cork.

Surname: DOOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4
Surname: **DOOLEY**; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 23/10/1844; Sentence: 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: **DOOLEY**; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: **DOOLEY (DOOLAN)**; **First name**: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of pair of boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 10, P 364

Surname: **DOOLING**; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 96

Surname: **DOOLING**; **First name**: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 7, P 56

Surname: **DOOLING**; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 8, P 125; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: **DOOLING**; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 134

Surname: **DOOLING**; **First name**: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76(F)

Surname: DOOLING; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Heifer stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 89; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DOOLING; First name: LAURENCE;

Surname: DOOLING; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DOOLING; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DOOLING; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DOOLING; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DOOLING; First name: JOHN;
Surname: DOOLING; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 38; Comments: Convict resides in Northgaove, Queens Co and is the sole support of his parents and four sisters.

Surname: DOOLING; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 31/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: DOOLING; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of a flat; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: DOOLY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 30

Surname: DOOLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 30

Surname: DOOLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 30

Surname: DOOLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 65; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 D197; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DOOLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 164

Surname: DOOLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 186; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DOOLY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 156

Surname: DOOLY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, (Transportation for 7 yrs); Record reference code: TR 3, P 90; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 D 25; Comments: Convicts father Denis, resides in Kilkenny City.

Surname: DOOLY; First name: RODGER;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 136; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838 Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: DOOLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 8, P 38; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: DOOLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board tender Dublin; Date of document: 30/09/1798; Name of petitioner: John Parsons; Record reference code: SPP 345

Surname: DOOLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/06/1805; Record reference code: PPC 1153; Comments: Report of the Sheriffs of Cork on the arrival of convicts ordered for transportation. States that much injury may arise to the publics tranquility, if the convict is not transported. Endorsed; Dooley has not been tried on sentenced; Convict resides in Co Cork

Surname: DOOLYY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Renown, Prison Ship; Date of document: / /0000; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: DOONAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 D 18

Surname: DOONAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 9, P 69; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: DOONER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Threatening Patrick Ward; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 116; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 17; Comments: Convict accused of unlawfully compelling Patrick Ward to quit his employment and was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838. Convict resides in the Parish of Ballymahon, Co. Longford. Convict was convicted with Owen Costello, for the same offence. See CRF 1838 C 119

Surname: DOONER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1838; Sentence: Trans life, commuted trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16;
Comments: Other defendant; Thomas Farrell. Convict resides in Darogue, Parish of Shrule, Co Longford.

Surname: DOONER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16;
Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Longford.

Surname: DOONEVAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 61

Surname: DOONICAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 301

Surname: DOONICAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 118(F)

Surname: DOONICAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 301

Surname: DOONIGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 252

Surname: DOONIGAN; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 198; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** DOORAGAN; **First name:** DOLLY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 D 16; Comments: Convict lives at Aughaga in the parish of Drimmard, Co Longford with her seven children.

**Surname:** DOORLEY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 94; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** DOORLEY; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 8, P 87; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

**Surname:** DOORLEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, P 83

**Surname:** DOORLEY; **First name:** PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Pent Dublin; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 11/04/1826; Description of crime: Passing a bank bill for £10; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Doorley; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3046; Comments: Petitioners address given at Kinnilky.

**Surname:** DOORNIAN; **First name:** ED;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of document: 04/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 30

Surname: DORAN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Stolen bank notes in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 69

Surname: DORAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 270

Surname: DORAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 259

Surname: DORAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Date of document: 24/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 7; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 24; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment. Prisoner was convicted of stealing copper from a Mr. Kidd's distillery. His occupation is stated as 'collecting old rags, Iron, Copper'. He is said to be a native of Armagh

Surname: DORAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/12/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 2

Surname: DORAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 139

Surname: DORAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: DORAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 37(F)

Surname: DORAN; First name: JEREMAIH;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Clare City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DORAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Mack, J.;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85

Surname: DORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny (convicted before); Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, P 48

Surname: DORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 66; Comments: Convicted ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1856

Surname: DORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 175

Surname: DORAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 194

Surname: DORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing wheat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 6, P 110

Surname: DORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 145

Surname: DORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Green St., Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Jail; Date of trial: 13/02/1844; Date of document: 16/02/1844; Description of crime: Breaking and entering; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 4; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of breaking and entering a house and removing quantities of copper and lead which belonged to Thomas Hunt of Love Lane, Dublin.

Surname: DORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 55

Surname: DORAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/11/1840; Description of crime: Stealing an ass (donkey); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 91; Record reference code 2: CRf 1840 D 68; Comments: Convict parents resides in Ballyhack, Co. Wexford and are dependant on his support.

Surname: DORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony silk and money bag; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 77
Surname: DORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny County Gaol; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Date of document: 08/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Name of petitioner: Mary Doran; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 7, P 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 D 20

Surname: DORAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/09/1839; Description of crime: Felony book blanket and jewelery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 43(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 D199; Comments: Convict was employed as a servant in a hotel in Sackville St., Dublin at the time of her arrest. convict father Felix is a native of Northern Ireland and resides at No. 3 Flood St. Dublin.

Surname: DORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 20/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 51

Surname: DORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1850; Description of crime: Illegally assembling & damaging property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 10, P 126; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 118

Surname: DORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 127

Surname: DORAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 232; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/02/1854

Surname: DORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, P 53

Surname: DORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 04/04/1825; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2576; Comments: Convict was an executioner for six years in Galway Gaol. Petitioning to be permitted to remain in Gaol to act as an executioner he fears for his safety if he is removed to the Hulk Surprise at the Cove of Cork.

Surname: DORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in the late rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 934; Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerstown works, Co. Dublin. Contains a character reference for each, from Edward Clarke of Palmerstown works with whom the convicts were serving an apprenticeship.

Surname: DORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in the late rebellion (1803); Record reference code: PPC 934; Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerston works, Co. Dublin. Contains a character reference for each, from Edward Clarke of Palmerstown Works with whom the convicts were serving apprenticeships.

Surname: DORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in the late rebellion (1803); Record reference code: PPC 934;
Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerstown Works, Co. Dublin. Contains a character reference for each, from Edward Clarke of Palmerstown Works with whom the convicts were serving apprenticeships.

**Surname: DORAN; First name: DANIEL;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of document: 16/06/1827; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3097; Comments: Petitioning for liberty. Convict was admitted an approver, granted mercy and committed to Richmond Bridewell, for informing on his accomplices, Thomas Byrne and Patrick Moran, 2nd Petition dated 18 May 1827.

**Surname: DORAN; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 K 28

**Surname: DORAN; First name: THOMAS;**

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 4; Comments: Convicted with Richard Shirley.

**Surname: DORAN; First name: DENIS;**

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 29/04/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 534; Comments: Certified by James Gordon, rector of the Parish of Killegney and Cannaway and seven others.

**Surname: DORAN; First name: MARY;**

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Abandoning her child; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 23 march 1835

**Surname: DORAN; First name: WILLIAM;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF1845misc 4

Surname: DORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 1801; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 676; Comments: Character references - one member of Grand Jury.

Surname: DORAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/12/1801; Date of document: 1801; Description of crime: HIGH TREASON, POSSESING ARMS ANDAMMUNITION; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & J Brasington; Record reference code: PPC 670; Comments: Convict has a wife and 4 children. James Brasington convicted of same offence. Several character references including the signature of employer and landlord of convict.

Surname: DORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: DORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Name of ship: HOUGHOUMONT; Record reference code: FP 126; Comments: Prisoner resided in East Morland Place, Dublin.

Surname: DORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 01/05/1867; Date of document: 11/05/1867; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life; Name of petitioner: John Butler and others; Relationship of petitioner: Dublin residents; Record reference code: CRF 1867 D 14

Surname: DORAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: DORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: DORE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 61; Comments: Convict discharged

Surname: DORE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 D 15; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 104; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 D 30

Surname: DOREEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 222

Surname: DORGAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: DORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 34

Surname: DORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing goats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 27

Surname: DORGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 35

Surname: DORGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 27

Surname: DORGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 29

Surname: DORIAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DORIGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 163; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: DORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 26

Surname: DORMER; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 207; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/03/1854

Surname: DORNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 18/04/1822; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1668; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence. Outlines the circumstances for which he stands convicted. Has a wife and four children. Dealer by trade. Address; Fermoy, Co Cork.

Surname: DORNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: On board Tender, Dublin; Date of document: 18/08/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 113; Comments: Prays to be liberated. States he is the sole support of his widowed mother and resides in Tigglin, Co Wicklow.

Surname: DORNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship at Dublin; Date of document: 06/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Dorney; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 535; Comments: Late of Tigglin, Co. Wicklow, a son of John Dorney.

Surname: DORNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 11/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 535; Comments: A native of Tigglin, Co. Wicklow, a Slater by trade. Discharged 7th November 1799.

Surname: DORNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Navy Hospital; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3874; Comments: Convicts parents are living. Refers to a former memorial which he had submitted Petition not dated, circa 1798-1801.

Surname: DOROGHAN (DONOGHAN); First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: DORRIAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/06/1857

Surname: DOUAGHEY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 21/07/1843; Description of crime: Stealing hens and chickens; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 230

Surname: DOUDALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 1

Surname: DOUDLE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 22; Comments: Convict tried with John Doudle

Surname: DOUDLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 22;
Comments: Convict tried with David Doudle

Surname: DOUGALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 4

Surname: DOUGALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 43;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/01/1852

Surname: DOUGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 9;
Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DOUGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 5;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs or 3 mths imprisonment and paid bail Ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1857

Surname: DOUGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Date of document: 20/10/1852; Sentence: 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: DOUGALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DOUGALL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Maguire;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 73 F

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 73(F)

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 215; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 241

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 110(F); Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless she finds security for good behaviour

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing leather; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted; Record reference code: TR 8, P 69; Comments: Convict returned to Enniskillen Gaol, Co. Fermanagh, 15/06/1850

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 10, P 248; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

**Surname:** DOUGHERTY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 5

**Surname:** DOUGHERTY; **First name:** JANE MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 194

**Surname:** DOUGHERTY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 9, P 105; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

**Surname:** DOUGHERTY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 231

**Surname:** DOUGHERTY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 171

**Surname:** DOUGHERTY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Killing a lamb with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

**Surname:** DOUGHERTY; **First name:** EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 20/10/1799; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 182; Comments: Petitioning for liberty to enlist in Foreign Military Service. Convict has 6 Children, wife deceased.

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 1796; Date of document: 1796; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Foreign Military Service; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 58; Comments: Petitioners Officers of the 1st Regiment of Fencibles, quartered in Longford, requesting the convict be permitted to return to the Regiment with which he had served.

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 28/07/1822; Description of crime: Robbery of a waistcoat and handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1669; Comments: Convicts father is blind.

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/04/1824; Date of document: 12/05/1824; Description of crime: Breaking and entering a house; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2259; Comments: Convict has a wife and small family (no details given) and an aged mother dependant on his support.

Surname: DOUGHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/04/1824; Date of document: 12/05/1824; Description of crime: Breaking and entering a house; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2259; Comments: Convict has a wife and small family (no details given) and an aged mother dependant on his support.

Surname: DOUGHLAS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary of building within curtilage; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 174;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: DOUGLAS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/06/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 250

Surname: DOUGLAS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 201

Surname: DOUGLAS; First name: A. JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 73(F)

Surname: DOUGLAS; First name: CAROLINE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 5(F)

Surname: DOUIGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 3, P 18; Comments: Convict executed, 25/03/1839

Surname: DOURISH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: DOURNEEN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1800; Name of petitioner: Convict & John Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 368; Comments: John Doyle convicted of same crime.
Surname: DOVAN; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: DOW; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in a murder; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3890;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. States he had lived in the service of Mr Mullen of Rathcoole, Co. Dublin since his infancy before moving to Dublin where he had been employed as a post chaise driven in Mary St. until the time of his arrest

Surname: DOWD; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 145

Surname: DOWD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Assault with intent to do bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 83

Surname: DOWD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony candles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 61

Surname: DOWD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/07/1836; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 229;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: DOWD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/07/1836; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 229;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836
Surname: DOWD; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 111

Surname: DOWD; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: DOWD; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, P 136

Surname: DOWD; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 77

Surname: DOWD; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 83;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: DOWD; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 7;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: DOWD; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855
Surname: DOWD; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 25;
Comments: Convict has a wife Jane and three children and resides in Charlemont, Co Armagh, where he was employed as the Parish Clerk and School Master. Convict had lived in Derrygortrevy Glebe, Dungannon, Co Tyrone.

Surname: DOWD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: DOWD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 D 19

Surname: DOWD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DOWDAL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 107; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 D180;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment Convict Report No: C.228

Surname: DOWDAL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods watches; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 56;
Comments: Convict resides in Drumard, Co Londonderry.

Surname: DOWDALL; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 05/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 42; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: DOWDALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony wines, spirits and pork; Sentence: Transp 14 yrs, commuted to 3 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 D 49; Comments: See also: William Courtney

Surname: DOWDALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 6, P 73

Surname: DOWDALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Lively Tender, Dub; Date of document: 10/08/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict, William Dowdall; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 114; Comments: Convict resides in Ballymote, Co Sligo. Convicts father resides in Ballygannon, Co Wicklow and is a Copskeeper to Lord Holmes of the Isle of White. States his son is the only assistance to his family.

Surname: DOWDALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexandria at Dublin; Date of document: 01/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 536; Comments: A native of Ballymote, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: DOWDE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1837; Description of crime: Felony chairs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 48

Surname: DOWDELS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 3

Surname: DOWDLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 189; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/03/1855

Surname: DOWDLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 23; Record reference code 2: Crf 1836 D61; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836 Convict is a cooper by trade and has a wife and four children residing in Scanif Co. Clare. Convict reference file contains memorials from Catherine his wife petitioning to be permitted to join her husband in New South Wales

Surname: DOWDLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 40; Comments: The convict has a wife and 2 infant children to support.

Surname: DOGE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 1830; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3476; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Refers to a former communication of his behalf.

Surname: DOWENS; First name: PATRICK; Alias: McCormack, Pat;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 139

Surname: DOWER; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DOWER; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 97;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: DOWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 217;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 18/03/1812; Description of crime: Demanding arms; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 4016;
Comments: Letter from a member of the Grand Jury before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of enlisting in Military Service.

Surname: DOWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co.Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co.Waterford; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 03 July 1835

Surname: DOWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 28/08/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 67;
Comments: Convict resides in Carrageen, in the Parish of Grange, Co Waterford.

Surname: DOWER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a Rebel and robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.
Surname: DOWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DOWERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 173

Surname: DOWEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;  
Record reference code: TR 6, P 2

Surname: DOWEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: TR 2, P 3

Surname: DOWISH; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin;  
Date of trial: 08/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, P 3;  
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: DOWISH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DOWLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, P 200;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1856

Surname: DOWLAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 138;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: DOWLAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life, commuted trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 237;
Comments: Other defendant; Michael Clogher.

Surname: DOWLAN (DOOLAN); First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 140;
Comments: Convict Report No: C.237

Surname: DOWLEY; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Having stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 101

Surname: DOWLEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 19;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1856

Surname: DOWLINE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 38

Surname: DOWLING; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 45(F)

Surname: DOWLING; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 225

Surname: DOWLING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a bank note; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 186; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOWLING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny of a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 107

Surname: DOWLING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 5, P 105

Surname: DOWLING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 95

Surname: DOWLING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony till and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 D 10; Comments: Convict who resides in the Parish of St. Michan has a widowed mother and three children who are dependant on him.

Surname: DOWLING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/07/1852; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 76

Surname: DOWLING; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 224; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: DOWLING; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 9; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: DOWLING; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 121; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/02/1856

Surname: DOWLING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 81

Surname: DOWLING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 30/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, P 54

Surname: DOWLING; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 263

Surname: DOWLING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 112(F)

Surname: DOWLING; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 58

Surname: DOWLING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 144

Surname: DOWLING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1847; Date of document: 07/09/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Name of petitioner: Frederick Dowling; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 37; Comments: Petitioner resided in George’s St., Kingstown.

Surname: DOWLING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 90

Surname: DOWLING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 56; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: DOWLING; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 113

Surname: DOWLING; First name: ROSE; Alias: Doran;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony book, blanket and jewelery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 43(F); Comments: Convict removed from Diamond, 15/11/1837
Surname: DOWLING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship 'Surprise';
Date of document: 07/08/1823; Description of crime: Attack on house; Sentence: Transportation to Botany Bay.; Name of petitioner: Bridget Dowling; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1904;
Comments: Convict has four children Several character references including one for John Butler with whom convict had worked as a labourer from 1819-1820.

Surname: DOWLING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of document: 09/06/1832;
Record reference code: PPC 3658;
Comments: Letter, Govenor of Maryborough Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respit-ing the convicts sentence till further orders.

Surname: DOWLING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/07/1832;
Record reference code: PPC 3659;
Comments: Letter, requesting an answer to a memorial submitted on the 29th June 1832 by the inhabitants of Mayo on the convicts behalf.

Surname: DOWLING; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of imprisonment: On board a Tender; Date of document: 21/09/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman;
Record reference code: SPP 115;
Comments: Letter from Mathew Cannon on the convicts behalf.

Surname: DOWLING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault;
Sentence: 2 years hard labour and trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 T15;
Comments: Convict resides in Rahealy, Co Kilkenny and is the sole support of his parents and six sisters. See James Tone CRF 1836 T15.

Surname: DOWLING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 10/1835; Date of document: 15/11/1839; Description of crime: ATTEMPTED MURDER BY DROWNING; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 75;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales. Convict reference file contains a letter from the Magistrate before whom the convict was tried, recommending a mitigation of the convicts sentence.

Surname: DOWLING; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DOWLING; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: DOWNARD; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 185;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1857

Surname: DOWNES; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 51

Surname: DOWNES; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Abduction and rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 102; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D127;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: DOWNES; First name: ARTHUR;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 1;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/08/1857

Surname: DOWNES; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 193

Surname: DOWNES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 81

Surname: DOWNES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 102

Surname: DOWNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 13; Comments: Convict later convicted of murder at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, and sentenced to death commuted transportation life but died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin,

Surname: DOWNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 32

Surname: DOWNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/05/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 61; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/03/1855

Surname: DOWNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1837; Description of crime: Abduction and rape; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, P 113; Comments: See also: TR 2, P 102

Surname: DOWNES; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 1

Surname: DOWNES; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 161

Surname: DOWNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 537; Comments: A journeyman Gunmaker in Carrick, Co. Tipperary. A reference signed by several residents of the City of Kilkenny, where petitioner resided for some years.

Surname: DOWNES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 08/03/1801; Description of crime: HIGH TREASON, POSSESING ARMS ANDAMMUNITION; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 668; Comments: Statement in connection with convicts trial.

Surname: DOWNES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 27/03/1801; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 672; Comments: Convict was convicted for being a Captain in the 1798 Rebellion. States he resided at his father house at Adamstown, after the Rebellion.

Surname: DOWNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing heus and a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1852 D 1

Surname: DOWNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 42(F)

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: CATHERINE JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 193

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 3

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 36

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: William, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, P 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/05/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 160; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 10 yrs commuted free pardon

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 2; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1843

Surname: DOWNNEY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/05/1843; Description of crime: Felony box and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 245

Surname: DOWNNEY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 234

Surname: DOWNNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 144

Surname: DOWNNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/08/1843; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death, 05/09/1843; Record reference code: TR 5, P 95; Comments: See also: Michael Mullins

Surname: DOWNNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 11, P 84; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: DOWNNEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 198

Surname: DOWNNEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 189

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 232; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Felony goat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 58

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, comm. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: John Baldwin and others; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest; Record reference code: TR 6, P 179; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 1; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 165; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/02/1851

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856
Surname: DOWNEY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 148

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 13/05/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D29; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836 but was ordered back to gaol, 02/06/1836 Convict resides in the parish of St. Nicholas, Galway Town.

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 24

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard a convict ship; Date of document: 24/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Downey; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 396 Late of the corps of the Royal Irish Invalids

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 29; Comments: Convict is a Butcher by trade, and the sole support of his widowed mother and four children. All reside in Mallow, Co Cork.

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to life trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 R 26; Comments: The convict was convicted with Patrick Rockett (CRF 1841 R 26) The convict supp- orts his aged mother plus his brothers and sisters.

Surname: DOWNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Name of ship: HOUGOUUMONT; Record reference code: FP 134;
Comments: Prisoner was born in Australia - He resided near Fnnistogue, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: DOWNING; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 158; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: DOWNING; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 173; Comments: Convict Ref. File: P.20, 1841

Surname: DOWNING; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 162; Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/03/1837

Surname: DOWNING; First name: PATRICK (JNR);
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, P 254; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: DOWNING; First name: PATRICK (SNR);
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, P 254; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: DOWNING; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/09/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 33; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/08/1854
Surname: DOWNING; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DOWNING; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M;  Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery of 17s 6d; Sentence: Trans 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc20;  
Comments: Petition from the convicts sister, Anastatia.

Surname: DOWNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;  Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare.; Date of document: 24/03/1827;  
Description of crime: Murder of Timothy Anglia; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others;  
Record reference code: PPC 3053;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with two others for the same crime. States he is married with a family, no details given.

Surname: DOWNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M;  Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 24/03/1827;  
Description of crime: Murder of Timothy Anglia; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others;  
Record reference code: PPC 3053;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with two others for the same crime. States he is married with a family, no details given

Surname: DOWNS; First name: PATRICK;  Alias: Mc Cormack;

Sex: M;  Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny;  
Sentence: Trans 7 years com 2 yrs imprisonment;  
Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 61;  
Comments: The convict has one male child. The file of Patrick Neil is also included.

Surname: DOWNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;  Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1827;  
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;  
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Honorah Gilligan, residing at Miltown Malboy.

Surname: DOWNY; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 110

Surname: DOWNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 172; Comments: Convict died in Depot, 09/05/1849

Surname: DOWNY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into a dairy & stealing butter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 126; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/11/1851

Surname: DOWNY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1836; Description of crime: Assault and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 222; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 03/08/1836

Surname: DOWNY; First name: WILLIAM (SNR);

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 58

Surname: DOWNY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 29; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted transportation 10 yrs, 08/03/1854 and ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855

Surname: DOWRD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 90

**Surname**: DOWRISH; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 4

**Surname**: DOWUGAN; **First name**: DOLLY;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, P 285; Comments: Convict sentenced 1 mth imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs

**Surname**: DOWZER; **First name**: ALLY;

Sex: U; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar; Record reference code: TR 10, P 390

**Surname**: DOYCE; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 58

**Surname**: DOYLE; **First name**: ELLENOR; Alias: Carroll;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 71 F

**Surname**: DOYLE; **First name**: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 08/11/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 118

**Surname**: DOYLE; **First name**: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Auckland; Record reference code: TR 8, P 83; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 D 32; Comments: Lord Auckland (embarked), 00/09/1852

Surname: DOYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony tub; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 52

Surname: DOYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 92

Surname: DOYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 154; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: DOYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/03/1853; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 43; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs followed by 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: DOYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 49

Surname: DOYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 231; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/11/1855

Surname: DOYLE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85

Surname: DOYLE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 27; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DOYLE; First name: TOBIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: DOYLE; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 248; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/01/1853

Surname: DOYLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 9, P 90; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DOYLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 8, P 179; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857 Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 00/10/1849

Surname: DOYLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation of James Ryan; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Surname: DOYLE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 188

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 15

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 303

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 06/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 329

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Duke of Cornwall; Record reference code: TR 9, P 41(F)

Surname: DOYLE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 250

Surname: DOYLE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: CA 07/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 163; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 13/10/1836
Surname: DOYLE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death, commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, P 329

Surname: DOYLE; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 24; Comments: Also in the file s that of Francis Duffy, Fined.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 209

Surname: DOYLE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 59

Surname: DOYLE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 54

Surname: DOYLE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Riot and aggravated assault; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 D 39; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children dependant on him.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1841; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 94
Surname: DOYLE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 3

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 235

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony celico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 88

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Elleanor Carroll;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1850; Record reference code: TR 11, P 71 F

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 234

Surname: DOYLE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/03/1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, commuted 3 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 120; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 D 16; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 10 yrs commuted 3 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DOYLE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 162; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: DOYLE; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony sacks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 62

Surname: DOYLE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 8

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 47

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/12/1839; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felony house stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 60

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Pat Noulan;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/04/1840; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 63

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Date of document: 29/10/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 D 37

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 4 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, P 13; Comments: Convict sentenced 4 mths imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs, 17/08/1836 and was detained on board hulk, 18/08/1836

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;
Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad; Record reference code: TR 7, P 167

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 119

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 80; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/10/1857

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of saddle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 168

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 147

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony bolster cases and Indian rubber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 59

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 127;
Comments: Convict not transported

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/06/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 57

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 84;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 54

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 171

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 19/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 74

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 36; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/09/1851 See: Reg. 920

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 48

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, P 78

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony of cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 59

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 53

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, P 80

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 175

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 219

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1849; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 53; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1855

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 141; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 88; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 99

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 215

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, P 18

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 35

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 104; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 52; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 59

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 60; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/01/1851

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 142; Comments: Convict died in hospital of Roscommon Gaol, 26/03/1850

Surname: DOYLE; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 55; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1837

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 227

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Ivors, Valentine;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 303

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 23(F)

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 263

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARY; Alias: Haitty;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 245

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 272

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny of shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 6, P 263

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 2, P 34(F)

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, P 246

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, P 302

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony sugar; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, P 227

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, P 120;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/12/1855

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, P 137

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony in the dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1856

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/01/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 95

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 7, P 139

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 86

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Demanding money with menaces; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 11, P 84; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs, after expiration of 5 mths confinement for other offences

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 112; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing 2 pigs and an ass; Sentence: 3 mths hard labour and transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 7;
Comments: Convict sentenced 3 mths hard labour and transportation 7 yrs. The convict supports three children. Also in the file is that of Peter Dougherty, fined for assault.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 23/10/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 175

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 214

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Assault to do bodily harm under statute; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 180

Surname: DOYLE; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/08/1839; Description of crime: Felony silk and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 57

Surname: DOYLE; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 184

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony coat and vest; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 59

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of blanket and petticoat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 60

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 189

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 61

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony shirt and vest; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, P 81

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, P 57

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to kill; Sentence: Death, (26/11/1836); 
Record reference code: TR 1, P 81

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 D 39; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother and eight children.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony ginger beer and soda water; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, P 65

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony table clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland;
Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 119;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/04/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 22

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder of a child; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 17;
Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1867

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 15/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 9;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 163;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/05/1855

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 165;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/08/1850

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 58

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 188

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 41; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 D131; Comments: Convict resides at the Strawberry Beds or Lower Lucan Road, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 139

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 10

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** ROBERT; Alias: Story;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony shirt and hoisery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 80

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** EDWARDS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 917

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 04/06/1804; Record reference code: PPC 918;
Comments: Three testimonials from including the inhabitants of Nass, Co. Kildare where the convict was born and resides.

Surname: **DOYLE; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 919; Comments: Convict has three children and a pregnant wife, states that he is the proprietor of a public house at No. 16 Plunkett Street, Dublin and resides at Tippermills, Co. Kildare. Included are character references from the inhabitant of Kilcullen and Naas, Co. Kildare.

Surname: **DOYLE; First name: TERENCE;** Alias: William;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: 'Hyren' Poolbeg; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Suspected of being involved in the insurrection; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 921; Comments: Convict is an apprentice to Myles Duigan, a grocer of Grafton Street, Dublin. States his parents are living at Ricketstown, Co. Carlow.

Surname: **DOYLE; First name: WILLIAM;** Alias: Terence;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard prison ship; Date of document: 10/09/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 922

Surname: **DOYLE; First name: PATT;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2768; Comments: Petitioning for permission to take his wife and three children with him. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: **DOYLE; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1816; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1341

Surname: **DOYLE; First name: ANDREW;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 18/05/1799; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 133;

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1816; Date of document: 21/09/1818; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1419;
Comments: Letter giving details of the convict’s conviction.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Drogheda; Date of document: 03/05/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1906;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Tullow, Co. Carlow. 2nd Petition dated 10 June 1823. Several character references from the inhabitants of Tullow Co. Carlow.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of document: 11/09/1825; Description of crime: Theft of £2.50; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2577;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 02/07/1825; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Nicholas Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2578;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Garryard, Co Kerry. Refers to a former petition submitted on behalf of his son.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 31/03/1825; Description of crime: Taking a musket; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Nicholas Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2684;
Comments: Convict resides with his family at Garryard, Listowl, Co Kerry. Several character references from the Magistrates and inhabitants of Co Kerry. Four later petitions received in the year 1825.
Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 D 57

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, Co, Down; Date of document: 27/10/1805; Description of crime: Offering a forged bank notes; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Michael Dooley; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3961; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sons sentence to transportation. Petition is a farmer by trade and resides in Co. Down. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending a mitigation of his sentence to transportation for life

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of document: 31/10/1805; Description of crime: Offering a forged bank notes; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3962; Comments: Letter in connection with the convicts case including a report of the evidence given at the trial.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 18/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Powers and others; Record reference code: SPP 363; Comments: A native of Raheen

Surname: DOYLE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provage; Date of document: 10/08/1798; Description of crime: Arrested for making pikes; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 345; Comments: Prisoner is a blacksmith and a native of Old Connell near Bray.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: DOYLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Lord Carysfort;  
Record reference code: SPP 346;  
Comments: See also John William Doyle.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Lord Carysfort;  
Record reference code: SPP 346;  
Comments: Arrested naer Arklow, see also John and Thomas Doyle.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner;  
Record reference code: SPP 333;  
Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during rebellion period, prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Tender, Dublin; Date of document: 07/09/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: SPP 116;  
Comments: Prays to be released. States he has a wife and three children and resides in the Parish of Kilmacanoge, Co Wicklow.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander,Guardship,DN; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: SPP 117;  
Comments: Prays to be released on condition of taking the Oath of Allegiance to his Majest y and entering into security for his future good conduct, States he is a Labour- er by trade and resides in Ballymoney, Co Wexford, with his wife and nine child- ren. Includes several character references

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander, Guardship, DN; Date of document: 25/09/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 118; Comments: Prays to be released on condition of taking the Oath of Allegiance to his majesty and entering into security for his future good conduct. States he is a Labourer by trade and resides in Gorey, Co Wexford with his wife child. Includes several character references

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard John/Esther; Date of document: 06/10/1798; Name of petitioner: John Bass and other; Relationship of petitioner: Inhabitants of Gorey; Record reference code: SPP 399; Comments: A native of Corcannon, Co. Wexford

Surname: DOYLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Arklow, County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 11/09/1798; Description of crime: Possessing gun powder; Record reference code: SPP 119; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John and John Doyle (possibly cousin), by Court Martial for the same offense. Includes several testimonials to the convicts innocence, stating that they reside in the town and Parish of Arklow, Co Wicklow, and also a report on their arrest

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Arklow, County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 11/09/1798; Description of crime: Possessing gun powder; Record reference code: SPP 119; Comments: Convict was convicted with John and Thomas Doyle (possibly cousins to the convict) by Court Martial for the same offence. Includes several testimonials to the convicts innocence, stating that he resides in the town and Parish of Arklow, Co Wicklow and also a report on their arrest

Surname: DOYLE; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander guardship Dub.; Date of document: 19/11/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 120; Comments: Prays to be released. States he is a journeyman by trade and resides in Lucan, and has 3 motherless children. Includes a character reference from the curate of Rathmolyon, Co. Meath where the convict was born

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On coard tender Dublin; Date of document: 28/06/1798; Description of crime: Being a member of the United Irishmen; Record reference code: SPP 121; Comments: Testimonial from Capt. Beauman on the convicts behalf, stating that the convict has a wife and resides in Ballyloughlin, Gorey, Co. Wexford. Convict was compelled by the rebels to join in the Battle of Arklow, Co. Wicklow

Surname: DOYLE; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 01/02/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Widow Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 538; Comments: Two sons of Widow Doyle recommended for liberation by the Sherriff of Queens Co., their christian names are not given.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Transport ship at Dublin; Date of document: 19/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 539; Comments: A native of Ballymoney, Co. Wexford. Character certified by several Royal Protestants.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 19/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 540; Comments: A native of Cork St., Dublin, a Clothier.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 30/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 541; Comments: A coal porter and lived for many years at the North Strand, Dublin.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John & Esther at Dublin; Date of document: 02/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 542; Comments: A labourer from the parish of Moyglare, Co. Meath. Certificate of character from Henry Divin, minister of megearl.
Surname: DOYLE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The John prison ship; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 543

Surname: DOYLE; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: William & James Tender; Date of document: 10/10/1799; 
Name of petitioner: G.McEntagart, Mayor Drogh.; 
Record reference code: SPP 544; 
Comments: Arrested in or near the Phoenix Park by the Park Keeper.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: William & James, Dublin; Date of document: 03/07/1799; 
Name of petitioner: Robert Atkins; 
Record reference code: SPP 545; 
Comments: A native of the Parish of Kilcavan, near Gorey, Co. Wexford.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell Prison; Date of document: 18/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 546; 
Comments: Prisoner had served for 18 months in Mr Lalouches Corps of Yeomanry, certified by the inhabitants of Kilcullen.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 16/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Loyalists of Newtown; 
Record reference code: SPP 547; 
Comments: Certificate of character signed by several inhabitants of Newtown, Co Wexford.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/05/1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 10; 
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Doyle, requests a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Athlone

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6;
Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wif's name Catherine Kelly.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;

Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of Free Women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship Thomas Harrison, wife's Catherine Kelly

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 18/05/1839;

Record reference code: FS 1839 112;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Doyle, residing in Athlone, granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOSHUA;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 09/08/1800; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen bank note; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC 359;
Comments: Petitioner prays respite of sentence. Convict has a wife and one child. Several character references.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Crimes committed in the Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict & M Doukeen; Relationship of petitioner: See comments;

Record reference code: PPC 368;
Comments: Michael Doureen convicted of same crime.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 23/09/1800; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC 377;
Comments: Convict resides at Ballyshonogue, Co. Wicklow and has a wife and three children.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 09/04/1800; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 384

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 23/10/1800; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 385; Comments: Prays liberty to settle his affairs or immediate trial. Convict is a native of Talbotstown, Co. Wicklow and resides at Francis St., Dublin. Grocer by trade. Several character references.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1799; Date of document: 12/06/1800; Description of crime: Endeavoring to pass 2 stolen bank notes, 1 guinea ea; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 471; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence on grounds of ill health. Convict had been married just 3 weeks to William Kane before the crime.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Provost Marshalsea; Date of document: 30/03/1801; Sentence: No charge; Name of petitioner: convict; Record reference code: PPC 673; Comments: Prays his case be given consideration. States he has been in prison for 21 months. Parents living.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/07/1803; Description of crime: Treasonable activities; Record reference code: PPC 807; Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade and resides at Kill, Co. Kildare. Statement of William Williams testifying to Doyles innocence (1803).

Surname: DOYLE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Petty Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 935; Comments: Report of William H Hume. States convict resides at Baltinglass, Co. Wicklow.
Surname: DOYLE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow Gaol; Date of document: 1805; 
Record reference code: PPC 1174; 
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen horse; 
Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 2909; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176; 
Comments: Dr. Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulk and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Embezzling property from employee; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Patrick Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; 
Record reference code: PPC 2262; 
Comments: Petitioner resides at No. 10 Ormond Market, Dublin City. States that the family have lived in the Parish of St. Michans, Dublin City, for over a century. Convict was employed with Messrs. Robertson, jewellers in Dublin. Several character references. Petition received 26 April 1824

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Embezzling property from employer; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Patrick Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; 
Record reference code: PPC 2262; 
Comments: Petitioner resides at No. 10 Ormond Market, Dublin City. States that the family have lived in the Parish of St. Michans, Dublin City, for over a century. Convict was employed with Messrs. Robertson, Jewellers in Dublin. Several character reference. Petition received 26 April 1824

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; 
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to cause grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H37; Comments: Convict is a Lath Maker by trade and resides in Dublin. other defendant; John Hudson.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life commuted trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 27; Comments: Convict resides in Tipperkevin, Ballymore Eustace, Co Dublin. States he is crippled as a result of an injury to his right leg.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/1836; Date of document: 03/08/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 54; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Crookstown, Co Kildare.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 16/08/1836; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 101

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/04/1828; Description of crime: Disposing of a cow not paid for; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Doyle (alias O'Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3452; Comments: Petitioner is pregnant, with her sixth child, and resides at no. 70 Thomas St., Dublin.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Co Waterford; Date of document: 19/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Catherine Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3918; Comments: Convict is a coal porter by trade and resides in the Parish of St Thomas Co Dublin. Char ref from the inhabitants of St Thomas. States convict was sent to New Geneva without any trial.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Possessing stolen bank notes; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of trial: 05/1798; Date of document: 12/09/1799; Description of crime: United business; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Ferns; Record reference code: PPC 3913; Comments: Petitioning on the convicts behalf. Convict has a wife and six children. States he is a Farmer by trade and resides in Tombrack, Co Wexford. Included are Security bonds for the convicts future good conduct.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 26/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc96; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Kildare.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DOYLE; First name: LAURENCE;

Surname: DOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan gaol; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Date of document: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1849 D 10

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of document: 10/09/1852; Sentence: Transportation 15; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Moved to Newgate prison.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of document: 15/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Spike Island.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Catherine Kelly.

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DOYLE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1851 D 29

Surname: DOYLE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: BORODINO 1828; Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Ann Murphy, residing at Knockroa, Kinkenel.

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MILES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: COUNTESS OF HARCOURT 1822; Record reference code: FS 1830 1;

Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Sarah Thackaberry, residing at Clennegal.

**Surname:** DOYLE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Name of ship: ISABELLA; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;

Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife residing in Co. Carlow.

**Surname:** DOYNE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 25/05/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 6, P 75;

Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

**Surname:** DOYNE; **First name:** BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther Ship Dub; Date of document: 26/09/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 122 Convict was arrested at a Public house in Dorset St. Dublin and detained since the month of May on no charge

**Surname:** DPYLE; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 51

**Surname:** DRACY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing calico and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 25;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: DRACY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/02/1840; Description of crime: Altering £1 bank notes to £7 notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 21

Surname: DRADDLY; First name: EUGENE;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 29

Surname: DRAY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 71 F

Surname: DRAY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep, intent to steal carcas; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 114

Surname: DRAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 84

Surname: DRAY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny in a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 168; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 D 24;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DRAY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Date of document: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 D 29; Comments: Prisoner resided at Granges Road, Kilkenny.

Surname: DRAY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 1848; Description of crime: Larceny from a shop; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 W 24

Surname: DREIM (?); First name: JAMES WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 3

Surname: DRENNAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 1

Surname: DRENNAN; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Date of document: 08/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D65

Surname: DREW; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony drawers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 62

Surname: DREW; First name: JOHN; Alias: Drewry;
Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 109; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: DREW; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 97;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: DREW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 156

Surname: DREW; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Date of document: 04/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 44; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D25

Surname: DREW; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a coat and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 27;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855

Surname: DREW; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 185

Surname: DREW; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Date of document: 22/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans; Name of ship: NAVARINO;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 43;
Comments: The convict was transported to Van Dieners land. Also in the file is that of Edward Donlor, fined for having arms.

Surname: DREWRY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Drew;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 109;
Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: DREWY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1842; Description of crime: Throwing vitriol; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 35

Surname: DRILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 18/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 243; Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/01/1840

Surname: DRILL (?); First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 61

Surname: DRINAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 29/08/1803; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict & George Andrew; Record reference code: PPC 804; Comments: Convict is porter brewer by trade and resides in Cork City.

Surname: DRISCOL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Throwing vitriol with intent to murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, P 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DRISCOL; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 31

Surname: DRISCOL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 170

Surname: DRISCOL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 22 feb 1834

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 32; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/01/1855

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 37

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Blenheim, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, P 28

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 27

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 34

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/05/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 72;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/02/1852 See Reg. 1406

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Attempted poisoning; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 42;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/04/1858

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Collins;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 25;
Comments: Convict died, 31/05/1847

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 25;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1857

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 41;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing freize; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 37;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 37; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/07/1853

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 39; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/02/1853

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 37

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, P 87

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 26

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny wheat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Name of petitioner: Richard Thomas & others; Relationship of petitioner: Clergy & magistrates; Record reference code: TR 8, P 30; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 D 42
Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 38

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 155

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 10/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 108; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 D191;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 6 mths imprisonment

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Date of document: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 D 13;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/04/1848

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 26

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Black Friar;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 199

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing timber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 274

**Surname:** DRISCO; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 26

**Surname:** DRISCO; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: London;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 37

**Surname:** DRISCO; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing hay and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 28;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

**Surname:** DRISCO; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/05/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1856

**Surname:** DRISCO; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 38;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

**Surname:** DRISCO; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 20(F)

**Surname:** DRISCO; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar;
Surname: DRISCOLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 154;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/01/1853

Surname: DRISCOLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 35

Surname: DRISCOLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 30

Surname: DRISCOLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 38;
Comments: Convict died, 30/04/1848

Surname: DRISCOLL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, P 19;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/01/1857

Surname: DRISCOLL; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 275

Surname: DRISCOLL; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House; Date of trial: CA 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 36; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 198

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Leahy;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 9; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Hogan offered a free passage to New South Wales. Wife res- ided in Clover Hill, Co Cork.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 8; Comments: Convicts children granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 22/10/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6; Comments: List of free settlers, Convicts wives with their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales wifes name, Mary Hogan

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list od the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Mary Hogan
Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Hogan, residing at Blackrock, near Cork.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Name of ship: BORODINA 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Dacey, residing at Killineen.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, children's names, Mary, Eleanor, John

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co. Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 22 feb 1834

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 47;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Callaghan and several others for the same offense.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;  
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Margaret Dacey.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;  
Description of crime: Assault;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;  
Comments: Committed 4 Nov 1834.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;  
Description of crime: Riot and assault;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;  
Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DRISCOLL; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: DRISDEN; First name: CHARLES FREDERIC;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/09/1799;  
Record reference code: SPP 548;  
Comments: A request for particulars relating to the character of the prisoner who was apprehended near Belfast.

Surname: DRISEVE (DRISCOL ?); First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 6, P 207; Comments: Convict appears on Spike Island Records

Surname: DRISLANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 25(F)

Surname: DRIVER; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 246; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: DRIVER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 114; Comments: Convict removed from Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin to Castlebar Gaol, Co. Mayo, 08/05/1849

Surname: DROHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 148

Surname: DROHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: DROHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 24 Oct 1833
Surname: DROMGOOLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 26/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 243

Surname: DROUGHT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Felonies (cutting and wounding); Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 6, P 121;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: DROUGHT; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony of boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 59

Surname: DROUGHT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 164;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/05/1855

Surname: DROUGHT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: DROUGHT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Govt Prison; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: DROUGHT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DROUGHT; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Date of document: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny on former conviction; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: DRUAGHER; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 259

Surname: DRUKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 230

Surname: DRUM; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from home; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 305

Surname: DRUM; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 104

Surname: DRUM; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of notes and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 73

Surname: DRUMLAN; First name: FRAN;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 69

Surname: DRUMMOND; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 3;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/03/1844

Surname: DRUMOND; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 43 F

Surname: DRURY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/02/1840; Description of crime: Altering £1 bank notes to £10 notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 21; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 D 8; Comments: Convict resides in Limerick City and has a wife and six children.

Surname: DRURY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843 See also: Maurice Drury, TR 5, P 84

Surname: DRURY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: DRURY; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1843; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 D 20; Comments: See Drury , Pat (TR 5, P 84) Convict has a wife and eight children. Convict was convict with his brother, Patrick.

Surname: DRUSCOLL; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 29;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: DRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others; Record reference code: SPP 379; Comments: Arrested in Belfast in 1797

Surname: DRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham prison; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 354

Surname: DRY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 09/1797; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 123; Comments: Prays mitigation of his sentence. States that his brother, Thomas who was arrested with him has been granted amnesty under the late act as a state prisoner

Surname: DRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmarnham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Description of crime: treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 18; Comments: Prays to be admitted to bail or brought to trial

Surname: DRY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Assizes; Place of imprisonment: Cork Gaol; Date of trial: 11/09/1797; Date of document: 10/01/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Banishment for life to Botany Bay; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 549; Comments: Prisoners brother is held in Kilmarnham gaol under sentence of Banishment.

Surname: DUANE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, P 216

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DUANE; First name: FESTUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 73; Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/08/1851

Surname: DUANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: DUANE; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 74

Surname: DUANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 29/07/1845; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 178; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 D 29

Surname: DUANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, P 22

Surname: DUCEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary of house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: DUCEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 23

**Surname:** DUCK; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** DUCKE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 90

**Surname:** DUCKE; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Family residing at Capanachush, Templenow.

**Surname:** DUCKETT; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/02/1826; Date of document: 13/02/1826; Description of crime: Theft of a brush valued at 1s; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Richard Duckett; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 2769;
Comments: Petitioner resides at No 82 Pill Lane, Dublin and is aged 69 years.

**Surname:** DUCY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 292

**Surname:** DUCY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 258

**Surname:** DUDDY; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee; Record reference code: TR 7, P 114

Surname: DUDDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 67; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: DUDLEY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 34

Surname: DUDLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 21/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 27 F; Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: DUDLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 36; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/03/1853

Surname: DUDLEY; First name: WELLINGTON;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 D 15; Comments: Convict taken out of Waverly, 16/02/1839. Convict resides in Burrisokane, Barony of Lower Ormond, Co. Tipperary and has a wife and family.

Surname: DUDMAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 132

Surname: DUFF; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Date of document: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: John Duff; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: TR 6, P 272; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 34; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 61, Barrack St., Dublin.

Surname: DUFF; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony britches; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 47

Surname: DUFF; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Uttering forged draft; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 61

Surname: DUFF; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 52; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/10/1853

Surname: DUFF; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 55; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1857

Surname: DUFF; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 46; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/04/1856 See also: John Duffy, TR 12, P 46

Surname: DUFF; First name: PAUL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/02/1842; Description of crime: Malicious beating and ill-treating 2 men; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 9;
Comments: See also: John Short, TR 4, P 52. Also in the file, Michael Dowling, fined for unregistered arms.

**Surname:** DUFF; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a bullock; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 131

**Surname:** DUFF; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 16/08/1804; Description of crime: Suspected of being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 925; Comments: Convict resides at Maynooth, Co. Kildare. States his parents are living. 2nd petition dated 02/11/1804. Included are several character references.

**Surname:** DUFF; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of two Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

**Surname:** DUFF; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 23/10/1801; Description of crime: Stealing a few pounds of lead; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 677; Comments: Convict has a large family, no details given. Several character references stating convict worked as a bricklayer for fourteen years in Dublin.

**Surname:** DUFFEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/09/1819; Date of document: 17/03/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a saddle with other items; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1466

**Surname:** DUFFEY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 09/04/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1472; Comments: Convict is a Cooper by trade.

Surname: DUFFIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1858

Surname: DUFFIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: DUFFY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony ahndkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland; Record reference code: TR 2, P 56; Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1838

Surname: DUFFY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 15/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 19

Surname: DUFFY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 15/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 193

Surname: DUFFY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/07/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 4

Surname: DUFFY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 33(F)

Surname: DUFFY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 305

Surname: DUFFY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 276; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs and 3 mths imprisonment, which expires 01/04/1840

Surname: DUFFY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a frock coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 221

Surname: DUFFY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 243; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1856

Surname: DUFFY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/01/1846; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 213

Surname: DUFFY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 177; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless within 3 mths he gives security to keep the peace himself in £5.00 and 2 surities in £2.10 each
Surname: DUFFY; First name: ELLINOR;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 201; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 21; Comments: The convict has a husband and six children. Also in the file is that of Thomas Duffy, fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 93; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/02/1857

Surname: DUFFY; First name: HUBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie; Record reference code: TR 8, P 75; Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 80

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Date of document: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 D 15; Comments: Discharged.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/02/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 52

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 132

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 19

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 158;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, P 18;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 151

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Lord Dalhousie;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 59;
Comments: Lord Dalhousie (embarked), 00/04/1852

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 52; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

**Surname:** DUFFY; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Patrick Duff;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 46; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/04/1856

**Surname:** DUFFY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 53

**Surname:** DUFFY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 188; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

**Surname:** DUFFY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 84; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

**Surname:** DUFFY; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 235

**Surname:** DUFFY; **First name:** MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/10/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 272

**Surname:** DUFFY; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 211; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Australasia; Record reference code: TR 9, P 5(F)

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 08/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 271

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 262

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 219

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 58

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 98

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 139; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment with hard labour

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/01/1846; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 213

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 D 54; Comments: The convict has done military service.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, P 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 D 15

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 201

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 137; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, P 76

Surname: DUFFY; First name: NEAL; Alias: Hagerty;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 159; Comments: Convict Report No: Mc 197

Surname: DUFFY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 150

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 201; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/07/1855

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/07/1840; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 D 38; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 15 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Calcutta, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 119; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing wool; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 132; Comments: See also: Laurence Gallagher
Surname: DUFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 25/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 95

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 127

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Dungannon, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield and Omagh; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self and Catherine Duffy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 177; Record reference code 2: TR 5, P 177;
Comments: Prisoner's residence was in Co. Tyrone.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 124;
Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 196

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Rodney, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, P 128

Surname: DUFFY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 172;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Government Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/10/1850

Surname: DUFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 2;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1843

Surname: DUFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 51;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/07/1857

Surname: DUFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 137;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment with hard labour

Surname: DUFFY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Geegan;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 138

Surname: DUFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 41

Surname: DUFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a horse toway; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: Waverly, 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, P 48

Surname: DUFFY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/01/1846; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 213

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/06/1799; Date of document: 22/06/1799; Description of crime: Stealing lead from Vacant house, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 134; Comments: Convict has young family, no details given and is a bricklayer by trade.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 16/11/1823; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 1910; Comments: All three convicts were convicted of same offense. Convict resides with his parents in Downpatrick, Co. Down. Second petition is from the convicts’ father dated 1 Oct 1823.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/03/1825; Description of crime: Possessing a carcass of a stolen heifer; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & James Duffy; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2584; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother for the same offense. Both are Butchers by trade. States they bought the heifer at the Fair of Middletown, Co Armagh, Convicts were confined in Monaghan Co Gaol but later removed to Dublin. Petition received 29 April 1825

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/03/1825; Description of crime: Possessing a carcass of a stolen heifer; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Patrick Duffy; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2584; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother for same offense. Both are butchers by trade. States they bought the heifer at the Fair of Middletown, Co Armagh. Convict has a wife and child. Convicts were confined in Monaghan Co Gaol but later removed to Dublin. Petition received 29 April 1825

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JAMES;
Surname: DUFFY; First name: PAT;

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DUFFY; First name: BRIAN;

Surname: DUFFY; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: C.Batten, G.Moore & others; Relationship of petitioner: Pawnbrokers; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoner was an assistant pawnbroker to Mr. Lawrence Mackey, Tullamore, King's Co.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard house of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 332; Comments: Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue; Record reference code: SPP 400

Surname: DUFFY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Drogheda gaol; Date of document: 27/01/1799; Record reference code: SPP 550; Comments: Arrested on the evidence of James Mc Anasson. See also James Mc Anasson.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: DUFFY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/07/1800; Date of document: 26/07/1800; Description of crime: Stealing sheep from Nicholas Brown; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 372; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to transportation. Convict has wife and small children, is a labourer by trade and resides at Dunshaughlin, Co. Meath.
Surname: DUFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/01/1803; Description of crime: Suspected rebel; Name of petitioner: Rose Bagnall; Relationship of petitioner: Landlady; Record reference code: PPC 790; Comments: Convict lived as a servant with petitioner for four years. Petitioner states that on 26/07/1803, 16 armed men, one of whom was Robert Emmet commandeered his house and a few days later two lodgers were arrested in suspicion.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/07/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the Rebellion at Maynooth (1803); Record reference code: PPC 1005; Comments: Document is a statement of evidence. Other defendant; Richard Lyons.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Name of petitioner: Mary Duffy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3759; Comments: Petitioner states she procured a bail bond as required for her husband but he has not yet been released. Petition not dated, circa 1818-31.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Conway; Relationship of petitioner: Local Curate; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Conway; Relationship of petitioner: Local Curate; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 02/04/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 13; Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation for 7 years.
Surname: DUFFY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings CO; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: DUFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 85; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Life;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: DUFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Sentence: Commuted; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: DUGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge;
Record reference code: TR 5, P 42;
Comments: Convict deatined at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843 and ordered to be discharged, 10/08/1844

Surname: DUGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 22
Surname: DUGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of document: 12/09/1814; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 4070;
Comments: Letter ordering the convict to be liberated on bail.

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 2 mths;
Record reference code: TR 12, P 24;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless bail within 2 mths to keep the peace himself in £5.00 and 2 surties in £2.10 each

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Having base coin; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: Pestonjee Bomanjee;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 28;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/04/1858 Pestonjee Bomanjee (embarked), 29/04/1858

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 107

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 145;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: DUGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony box candles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 59

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Comments: The convict has a wife and six children to support. Also in the file is that of James Donnelly, fined for unregistered arms.

**Surname:** DUGGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Date of document: 29/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, P 107; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 D 60

**Surname:** DUGGAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36

**Surname:** DUGGAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Amazon, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, P 148

**Surname:** DUGGAN; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 206

**Surname:** DUGGAN; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 27

**Surname:** DUGGAN; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 206

**Surname:** DUGGAN; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 36

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 31; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D5; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836 Convict resides at Gortroche in the Parish of Ballyhooly, Fermoy, Co. Cork with his wife, Elizabeth and children.

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 27

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 106

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 30; Comments: Convict died in Cork Gaol Hospital, Co. Cork

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 164

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 348

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J.W. Dare 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, P 45 F

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 274

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Phoebe Dunbar; Record reference code: TR 11, P 97; Comments: Phoebe Dunbar (embarked), 00/06/1853

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 56

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 31

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 98(F); Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs or security in bail of £5.00

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 159; Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 07/06/1855

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a sack and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 11(F); Comments: Convict died in Cork County Gaol, 03/05/1853

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 149; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/08/1859

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/02/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 22

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, P 104; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; Record reference code: TR 8, P 106

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, P 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1856

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, P 168

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: ROGER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Hyderabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, P 107

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 31/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, P 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 D13

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Description of crime: Inflicting grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, P 110

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 36

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 85

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Duggin;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 40; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 152; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/12/1853

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Robert Small; Record reference code: TR 10, P 154; Comments: Robert Small (embarked), 00/04/1853

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: WILLIAMM;

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: PAT;
Surname: DUGGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 D 60

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 D 60

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newtownards; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Hosp; Date of document: 13/05/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of ship: DUKE RICHMOND; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 28; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a quantity of lead. He was rejected by ships surgeon as being unfit for transportation.

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DUGGAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: DUGHAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of document: 1803; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 806; Comments: Convict’s parents living and has a brother in the army. Cotton weaver by trade.

Surname: DUHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Cow and sheep stealing, 2 convictions; Sentence: 2 sentences of transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 108

Surname: DUHIG; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, P 13(F)

Surname: DUHIG; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 110

Surname: DUHIG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 29/03/1823; Description of crime: Theft of five shillings; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1912

Surname: DUHIGG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Demanding money with intention to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, P 30; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DUHIGG; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 36; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Ryan and Patrick Hayes for the same offence.

Surname: DUIDAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: DUIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: DUIGAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: DUIGEHAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Medway; Record reference code: TR 7, P 117

Surname: DUIGENAN; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 124; Comments: Requests to submit to terms granted to State prisoners under the amnesty act States he is a grocer by trade and resides in Dublin City with his wife and six children

Surname: DUIGENAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 01/02/1799; Name of petitioner: A Duigenan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 551; Comments: Address of petitioner is Grafton St.

Surname: DUIGENAN; First name: MILES;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Lord Castletreagh; 
Record reference code: SPP 552; 
Comments: Requests a proper warrant for the committal of prisoner to Kilmainham.

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 126; 
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 125; 
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny goods & receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 99

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 126; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 D 8; 
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, P 174

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Havering; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 99

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 22/04/1847; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 12

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 22/04/1847; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 12

Surname: DUIGNAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 22/04/1847; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 12

Surname: DUINEEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/10/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 28

Surname: DUKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, P 25; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/02/1854

Surname: DUKE; First name: CLONA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Gaol breaking and robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 16 Jan 1799.

Surname: DUKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 27 Feb 1799.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: DUKE; First name: GEORGE;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of crime: Rebellion;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record reference code: PPC 3898;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 27 Feb 1799.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: DULHUNTY; First name: THOMAS;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Date of document: / /;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record reference code: TR 3, p 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: DULLARD; First name: NICHOLAS;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record reference code: TR 11, p 132;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be dishcarged, 25/05/1855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: DULLARD; First name: THOMAS;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record reference code: TR 9, p 93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: DUMBAR; First name: HUGH;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 20/07/1844;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: DUMPHY; First name: JOHN;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery of Indian meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record reference code: TR 7, p 156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: DUMPHY; First name: JUDITH;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 11/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: DUMPHY; First name: FINTAN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 D 40

Surname: DUNAGH; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109(f); Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless she finds security within 3 mths for her own good behaviour, herself of £10.00 and 2 securities of £5.00 each

Surname: DUNBAR; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 20/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 7

Surname: DUNBAR; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mc Dowell;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Uttering forged drafts; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81

Surname: DUNBAR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/05/1858

Surname: DUNBAR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126

Surname: DUNBAR; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing money; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 22 Spet 1835

Surname: DUNBAR; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: DUNBAR; First name: HUGH; Alias: James Lyle;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 09/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Self and Others; Relationship of petitioner: Justices of the Peace; Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 37

Surname: DUNBAR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: DUNCAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to hulk, 23/01/1836 See also: Robert Leary

Surname: DUNCAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: DUNCAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: DUNCAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co Donegal; Description of crime: Obstructing an officer in his duty; Name of petitioner: Convict & Thomas Thomsit; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3871; Comments: Convict was apprehended with Thomas Thomsit for the same offense. Petitioning for a license to be granted to John Deering, one of his majestys counsel, to plead for them at next assizes at Lifford. Petition not dated.

Surname: DUNDON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 193

Surname: DUNDON; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

Surname: DUNDON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

Surname: DUNDON; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/09/1856

Surname: DUNDON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23

Surname: DUNDOW; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 31/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2
Surname: DUNE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 247

Surname: DUNGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: DUNGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: DUNGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: DUNGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187

Surname: DUNGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: DUNGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143

Surname: DUNHILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing ropes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

Surname: DUNHILL; First name: SMUEL;

Surname: DUNLAGHAN; First name: OWEN;

Surname: DUNLAP; First name: JAMES;

Surname: DUNLAP; First name: JOHN;

Surname: DUNLAP; First name: JAMES; Alias: Browne;

Surname: DUNLAP; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: DUNLAY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Dunlea, Jas;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

Surname: DUNLEA; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 154;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: DUNLEA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 195;
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/03/1856

Surname: DUNLEARY; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Dunleary, Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 82(f)

Surname: DUNLEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitirm; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 94;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: DUNLEAVY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 82 F

Surname: DUNLEAVY; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Date of document: 28/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self and Ann Dunleavy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 177; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 D 12

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: DUNLOP; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 296

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 18

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: MARTHA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 59 F

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DUNLOP; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 60; Comments: Convict has a small child.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11

Surname: DUNN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 244

Surname: DUNN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: DUNN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: DUNN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DUNN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: DUNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 152;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/12/1854

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 158

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 111

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 156
Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: DUNN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

Surname: DUNN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony sheets, shirts etc.;; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

Surname: DUNN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felony tea tray; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: DUNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1842; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: DUNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/03/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 181

Surname: DUNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 196; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 D 12

Surname: DUNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/05/1855

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 30

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/05/1853

Surname: DUNN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 111

Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/04/1844; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23

Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23
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Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 30

Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/06/1842; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted 3 weeks imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 158;
Comments: Cf: Pat Treacy, TR 4, p 158

Surname: DUNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/10/1841; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing in a counting house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: DUNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 44

Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'lovely Peggy' Dublin; Date of document: 14/10/1804; Description of crime: Suspected accomplice to attack on Mansion House; Name of petitioner: Convict, William Poole; Relationship of petitioner: See Comment;
Record reference code: PPC 929;
Comments: Convict was a servant at one time to the Lord Mayor of Dublin. Letter from Wm. Poole: son of the late Lord Mayor on behalf of the convict, Dated 14 Oct 1804.

Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 14/01/1816; Description of crime: Possessing a forged £5 note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1342;  
Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children. Includes several character references.

Surname: DUNN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Suspected a stealing a mare and sheep;  
Record reference code: PPC 1345

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 18/06/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict, Bridget Dunn; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;  
Record reference code: PPC 930;  
Comments: Convict has three children and resides in Naas, Co. Kildare. States he is a publician by trade. 2nd petition dated 28/06/1804.

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 26/11/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 931;  
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life;  
Record reference code: CRf 1839 T 13;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother in law Patrick Travers for the same offence.

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas Gaol; Date of document: 04/12/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices;  
Record reference code: SPP 325;  
Comments: Convict wishes to be allowed go to America.

Surname: DUNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Co. Waterfrd; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 05/07/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ann Dunn;  
Record reference code: SPP 125;  
Comments: Convict resides in Ballymoyle, near Mount Mellick, Queens Co. and has a large family of children, no details given.
Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 126 Prays to be released

Surname: DUNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mountmellick; Place of imprisonment: On board Friendship; Date of document: 21/06/1799; Description of crime: Being present at the swearing of some men; Name of petitioner: Neighbours & Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 553;
Comments: A native of Ballymoyle, near Mountmellick, Queens Co. Certified by several inhabitants of Mountmellick.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/07/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B8;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Doyle granted a free passage to New South Wales. She lived originally in Co. Kildare, but married another man after her husbands conviction and not be traced

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/06/1838;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A59;
Comments: Convicts wife Margaret Murphy granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Humewood Baltinglass

Surname: DUNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Name of ship: HERCULES 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Mary Doyle residing at Celbridge, Co Kildare
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Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Name of ship: EDWARD 1831;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Murphy, residing at Humewood, Baltinglass, Co Wicklow.

Surname: DUNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 21/08/1800; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC369;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to transportation. Convict has a family, but no details given. Resides at Co. Kildare.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 07/1800; Description of crime: Having information concerning hidden arms; Name of ship: ANNE OF LONDON; Name of petitioner: Mary Dunn; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 374;
Comments: Convict was released by the writ of HABEAS CORPUS but was re-arrested on the same charge. Resides at Co. Wicklow, is a farmer by trade and has a family, no details given.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 83; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Second petition dated 15 June 1824.

Surname: DUNN; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Date of document: 18/06/1805;
Record reference code: PPC 1154;
Comments: Report of the Sheriffs of Cork of deficiencies not accounted for among the divisions of convicts sent to Cork. States convict is a native of the Kings County.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr. Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the Hulks and in the jails in Cork.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 83; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 03/07/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and five others;
Record reference code: PPC 2435;
Comments: Petitioning to be discharged or removed to Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from Transportation on account of his ill health. Complaints of which are detailed.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of document: 09/05/1799; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Peter Dunne; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3901;
Comments: Convict was convicted with brother John and brother in law, James Thorpe for the same offense. Petitioner states that they were ordered to be discharged but the Gaoler has refused to release them.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of document: 09/05/1799; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Peter Dunne; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3901;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother James and brother in law James Thorpe for the same offense. Petitioner states that they were ordered to be discharged but the Gaoler has refused to released them.
Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Act of Insurgency;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1836; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc22;
Comments: Convicts father resides in Loughlinstown, Co Dublin and is a labourer by trade.

Surname: DUNN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16;
Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from the Kings County.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/1833; Date of document: 15/10/1839; Description of crime: Attempted murder by drowning; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 70;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales where he has been assigned to Robert Campbell, No 6 Georges Street, Syndey. Convict had been living in Clonmore, Kings County, before his conviction. Convict reference file contains a petition from Bryan Dunn, Clonmore, Convicts uncle on his behalf

Surname: DUNN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of document: 1844; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Imprisonment and hard labour - 12 months; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 33;
Comments: Stolen money was the property of Frances O'Hara.

Surname: DUNN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk; Date of trial: 02/1845; Date of document: 21/04/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 15
Surname: DUNN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1833; Date of document: 18/01/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: John Dunn; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 2

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Margaret Murphy.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Mary Doyle.

Surname: DUNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with sheep stealing; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 15 Aug 1834.

Surname: DUNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: COUNTESS OF HARCOURT 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, residing at Kilcock, Co Kildare.

Surname: DUNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 21/06/1839; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Esther Rourke;
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Record reference code: FS 1839 143

**Surname:** DUNN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: HERCULES 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Mary Doyle.

**Surname:** DUNN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 30 Nov 1834.

**Surname:** DUNN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 19 Nov 1834.

**Surname:** DUNN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultuously assembled;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 10 May 1834.

**Surname:** DUNN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

**Surname:** DUNN; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Louth; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname:** DUNN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Surname: DUNNAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: DUNNE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 159

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 172

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 92;
Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/04/1855

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Violent assault and highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 138
Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; 
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary ham; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 67

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 14/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 159

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 62(f)

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Morrissy, John;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 90

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 140; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: DUNNE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 08/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

Surname: DUNNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of ham; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: DUNNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72

Surname: DUNNE; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: DUNNE; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Condron, Catherine;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/04/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/02/1859

Surname: DUNNE; First name: ETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 290

Surname: DUNNE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: DUNNE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: DUNNE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Making base coin and possession of implements; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 72

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 121

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/04/1838

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Burglaries and attempting to enter dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Flynn, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 6, p 208; Comments: See Spike Island Records

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JULIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/05/1857

Surname: DUNNE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Feloniously taking an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRf 1837 D132; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837 Convict resides with his mother Mary and four sisters in the Kings Co.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of trial: 14/07/1845; Date of document: 15/09/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 3 mths); Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 329; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 D 30

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 190; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Surname: DUNNE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: AUSTRALASIA;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 214

Surname: DUNNE; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony ham; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: DUNNE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 64(f)

Surname: DUNNE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Having forged bank note in possession; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 104(f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 32;
Comments: Name Struck Through.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony shawl and gown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 227
Surname: DUNNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 364

Surname: DUNNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 40(f)

Surname: DUNNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39 F

Surname: DUNNE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/02/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 133

Surname: DUNNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Stealing a gun from the goods of Michael Young; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 D 26; Comments: Convict was also convicted of stealing a gun from the goods of Edward Walsh and was sentenced to transportation 7 yrs after expiration of 1st sentence. 2nd conviction - sentenced to 7 years after expiration of 1st sentence. Convict resides in Killurine, Kings County

Surname: DUNNE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: DUNNE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/11/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175
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Surname: DUNNE; First name: DAVIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony candles, soap and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a mace; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: ELPHINSTONE, 04/09/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 96

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony grate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL (JNR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: 16071838; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137; Comments: Convict Report No: D.50

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 172

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 101

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL (SNR);

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137; Comments: Convict Report No: D.50

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 04/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny of clothing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 107; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1857

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony umbrella; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony caps and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1837; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: DUNNE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 162

Surname: DUNNE; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 17/11/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bailed in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 299

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony meal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 82; Comments: See also: Bottom of p 81

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony saw and jacket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 172

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 132

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 8

Surname: DUNNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: DUNNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: DUNNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: DUNNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 21/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony communion chalice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: DUNNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

Surname: DUNNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 149;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1857

Surname: DUNNE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard prison ship; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Liz and Catherine Dunne; Relationship of petitioner: Wife and Mother; Record reference code: PPC 926;
Comments: Convict has three children and a pregnant wife. States he is a labourer by trade and resides in Painstown, Co. Kildare.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 20/07/1824; Date of document: 04/03/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a bed and cloak; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2586;
Comments: Convict states he was instrumental in preventing an escape from the gaol.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 25/01/1826; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2772;
Comments: Father living. Crime committed at Smithfield in Dublin City,

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Misdemeanor committed in house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 D 24;
Comments: Convicts mother has been a widow since 1827 and has one other younger son. Convict reference file contains a petition from the convicts mother stating that she is dependant on the convicts.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 134;
Comments: Convict has a wife (who is blind) and one child.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 04/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Dunne; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 22; Comments: Petitioner’s residence given as Athy, Co. Kildare.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 324; Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said in South Earl St., Dublin

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Brumskil at Dublin; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Susanna Dunne; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 554

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 10/11/1848; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M26

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 07/02/1800; Description of crime: Stealing pewter quart from Mr. Mullen; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 379;
Comments: Convict prays mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military or Naval Service. Has a wife and two children

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 51

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C21

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 50;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his father, Michael, for the same offense. Both convicts reside in Kilbricken, Queens County.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Trans 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 54;
Comments: Convict has a brother sewing in the 84th Regiment.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 66;
Comments: Convicts father John resides in Clondeglass, Queens Co and is a Farmer. Convict was convicted with his brother Patrick, for the same offense. See also CRF 1838 D 68.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Marborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 66;
Comments: Convicts father John, resides in Clondeglass, Queens Co and is a Farmer. Convict was convicted with his brother Thomas, for the same offense. See also CRF 1838 D 68.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: DUNNE; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Date of document: 02/03/1844; Sentence: Trans; Name of ship: GREENLAW;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 D 53;
Comments: The surgeon superintendent recommended that the prisoner was too ill to travel on the ship, but later discovered that she had been playing tricks in order to give the appearance of sickness.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 28/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Maryboro convict depot.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 14/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

Surname: DUNNE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DUNNE; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 16/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny of wool from the Custom House; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: FS 1852 5;
Comments: Convicts daughters Mary and Bridget Dunne, residing at 2 Brewery Yard, Lower Mechlinburgh Street, Dublin, request a free passage to New South Wales.
Surname: DUNNIGAN; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 371

Surname: DUNNING; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 3, p 306

Surname: DUNNING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Passing forged note to Bank of Ireland for £1.00; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 171; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: DUNNING; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: DUNNURY; First name: JEREMAIH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/07/1853

Surname: DUNNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 11

Surname: DUNPHY; First name: FENTON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: DUNPHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1857

Surname: DUNPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: DUNPHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Perjury before grand jury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/03/1836

Surname: DUNPHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1836; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 137; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 16/02/1836

Surname: DUNPHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 04/1836; Date of document: 16/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny of a coat valued at 2s; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 17; Comments: Convict has five children residing with their grandmother in Kilkenny City, eldest is aged 10 years and youngest 4 years. Convict reference file contains petition from the children and memos instructing that the children be permitted to join their mother in Australis as free settlers

Surname: DUNSHEA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Name of ship: MARTHA; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Jane Fleming, residing in Lisburn, Co. Antrim.
Surname: DUNSTAN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Receiving and possessing stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: DUNSTER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 29/03/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: DUNWORTH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D 3

Surname: DUPLEX; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/04/1853

Surname: DUPLEX; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing fowl being a subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: DURGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/05/1853

Surname: DURKAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted transportation 7 yr;
Surname: DURKAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 21

Surname: DURKIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 08/07/1856; Description of crime: Assault of dwelling and robbery of wines; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 114;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 14 yrs commuted 4 yrs penal servitude, by order 19/04/1860 and was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/09/1851, at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/06/1857 and at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/06/1860
Convict escaped from Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin and was re-captured, 00/06/186

Surname: DURKIN; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Abduction riot and assault; Sentence: Death, commuted 18 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: DURKIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 100;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: DURKIN; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 105;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: DURKIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 35

Surname: DURKIN; First name: SARAH;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: F; Place of trial: Carrick on Shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of trial: 12/07/1826; Description of crime: Theft of a dish of suet; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2990; Comments: Convict was employed for many years as a servant maid but was unemployed prior to this offense. Crime committed at the market of Jamestown, Co. Leitrim. Petition received 28 July 1826.

Surname: DURKIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 05/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 56; Comments: Convicts family reside in Wexford Town.

Surname: DUSEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: DUYER; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathdrum, County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/02/1800; Description of crime: Treasonable & seditious practices & harbouring reb; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 627; Comments: Document is a list of Court Martials.

Surname: DVILEAVY; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: DWAN; First name: RODY; Alias: Duane, Roger;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1858

Surname: DWINE; First name: MARGARETTA;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: King’s Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 28/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 144; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: DWYCE; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Description of crime: PETTY LARCENY; Record reference code: PPC 935; Comments: Report of William H Hume. States convict was arrested for being related to Dwyer who was involved in the 1798 Rebellion and the Insurrection of 1803. Other defendants; Bryan Develin, Arthur Develin.

Surname: DWYEE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Green Street, Dublin; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Dwyee, Mary Dwyee; Relationship of petitioner: Father, Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2774; Comments: Convict was an apprentice to a carpenter in Dublin City. Petitioner states his son is the chief support of his parents and four children. Petition signed by several inhabitants of Dublin City. Convicts parents reside at No 3 Infirmary yard. Francis Street, Dublin. Both petitions received in the year 1826

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 17/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Fahey;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: DWYER; First name: ALEXANDER STEPHEN ABBOTT; Alias: Dwyer, Stephen;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: DWYER; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted to 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104(f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 D 95

Surname: DWYER; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70(f)

Surname: DWYER; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/11/1838; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: DWYER; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing timber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: DWYER; First name: BRIAN; Alias: Dyer;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: DWYER; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 17/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: Dwyer; First name: David; Alias: Michail, David;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep and clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 26

Surname: Dwyer; First name: Denis;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 85

Surname: Dwyer; First name: Denis;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 24;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/01/1858

Surname: Dwyer; First name: Denis;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 44;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1858

Surname: Dwyer; First name: Edmond;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 181

Surname: Dwyer; First name: Elizabeth;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 11/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

Surname: Dwyer; First name: Ellen;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DWYER; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 37 F

Surname: DWYER; First name: HANNAH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: DWYER; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: DWYER; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felony of sacks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: DWYER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 135

Surname: DWYER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

Surname: DWYER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1846; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: DWYER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: DWYER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: DWYER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: DWYER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: DWYER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156; Comments: Convict died at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/03/1850

Surname: DWYER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/12/1857
Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felony of fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 D 13

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Firing with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 164

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164
Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony stayes and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1843; Description of crime: Felony wine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1837 See also: TR 2, p 113

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113; Comments: See also: TR 2, p 102

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forcible possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 149; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment with hard labour See also: William Dwyer

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN (SNR);

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156;
Comments: Convict detained for present, 00/06/1841 See also: Joseph Dwyer, TR 4, p 156

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 154;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1857

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 108;
Comments: Convict’s sentenced commuted, 02/01/1849

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 118;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1857

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 156;
Comments: Convict detained for present, 00/06/1841 See also: John Dwyer, TR 4, p 156

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 94

Surname: DWYER; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 14/02/1844; Date of document: 20/02/1844; Description of crime: Felony;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 279; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 D 6;
Comments: Convict unfit for transportation, 20/11/1843. Prisoner and another woman were convicted of attacking a man with knives in a brothel and stealing his money, on 2 November 1843.

Surname: DWYER; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Date of document: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Dwyer; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 8, p 237; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 D 43

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods, previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71 F

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Weir;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/08/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 322

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 30/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: DWYER; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/05/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from home; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 25(f)

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 249

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Security within 3 mths or transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 308;
Comments: Convict discharged

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85(f)

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11(f);
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/06/1858

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 181;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1857

Surname: DWYER; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 158;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/01/1854

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1842; Description of crime: Grevious bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113; Comments: Convict also convicted at the same trial of unlawful assembly and sentenced 12 mths imprisonment and on a second count of grevious bodily harm, sentenced 6 mth hard labour, all to be served after completion of former sentence (T 7) See also: Michael Maher, TR 4, p 113 and Andrew Molony, TR 4, p 11

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felonious assault, shooting with intent to disable; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Comments: See also: Cornelius Flynn, TR 4, p 157

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/04/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 D 59; Comments: Convict detained, 31/05/1839. Convicts mother is dependant on his support.

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 96

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1856

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: DWYER; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: DWYER; First name: STEPHEN; Alias: Alexander Stephen Abbott;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: DWYER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony bottle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: DWYER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: Tr 2, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: DWYER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: DWYER; First name: THOMAS;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: DWYER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into chapel and stealing therefrom; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted penal servitude; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50; Comments: Convict's sentenced commuted, 17/12/1856

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of carpenter's tools; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 10 yrs, 08/03/1854; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93; Comments: See also: Thomas Shea, TR 7, p 93

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Forcible possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 149; Comments: See also: John Dwyer

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 134

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Date of document: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 3 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: L. C. and M. Dwyer; Relationship of petitioner: Brother and sisters;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 164; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 D 55; Comments: Petitioners resided in Cappoquin, Co.Waterford.

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 79;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/09/1857

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 D 45

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90;
Comments: Convict transported to Bermuda on the Norman Morrison, 00/12/1856

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/04/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/01/1856

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Waterford City; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City;
Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Date of document: 03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and
robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Name of
petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 162; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 D20

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Fahey;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1853; Description of crime:
Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 116;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856

Surname: DWYER; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary;
Date of document: 27/04/1816; Description of crime: Being absent from his house;
Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1343;
Comments: Convict was convicted for being absent from his house on the night a
statement was sworn against him. Letter from the very Rev. Richard Bagwell, Dean of
Clogher, on behalf of the convict, stating that he was falsely charged.

Surname: DWYER; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Date of document: 11/04/1816; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1344;
Comments: Two letters from Lord Hawarden, Dundrum, Cashel, Co. Tipperary, on behalf
of the convict, requesting that his sentence be mitigated to transportation. Convict resides
in Dundrum,Cashel with his parents and six sisters.

Surname: DWYER; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board prison ship; Date of document: 1803; Name of
petitioner: Anne Dwyer; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 932;
Comments: Convict has four children and resides at No. 24 Braithwaite Street, Dublin.
Included are character references from inhabitants of Dublin. Other defendant; Hugh
Byrne.

Surname: DWYER; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of document: 10/1821; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1575;
Comments: Letter, Local Gaol inspector for Wicklow, enquiring as to whether there is a magistrate from the place where the convict resided who could give him a char reference.

Surname: Dwyer; First name: James;

Surname: Dwyer; First name: Michael;

Surname: Dwyer; First name: Timothy;

Surname: Dwyer; First name: William;

Surname: Dwyer; First name: John;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forcibly taking and holding possession of lands; Sentence: Trans. 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 154

**Surname:** DWYER; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 166; Comments: Convict resides in Demone, Co. Tipperary.

**Surname:** DWYER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing two cows; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 195; Comments: Convict resides in Charville, Co. Cork with his mother and eight brothers and sisters.

**Surname:** DWYER; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co.; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1848 S 9

**Surname:** DWYER; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 555; Comments: A native of seven churches, Co Wicklow.

**Surname:** DWYER; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 26/08/1837; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Michael/William Dwyer; Relationship of petitioner: Sons; Record reference code: FS 1837 13

**Surname:** DWYER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
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Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: DWYER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: DWYER; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1844;
Record reference code: CRF1845 misc2

Surname: DWYER; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 678;
Comments: Prays liberation and states that he was arrested because his son (Michael Dwyer) was convicted of being a United Irishman. Several character references convict resides at Eadstown, Co. Wicklow. Convict later detained at New Geneva Barracks, Co. Waterford

Surname: DWYER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Green Street, Dublin; Date of document: 1826; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Dwyer; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3052;
Comments: Petitioner states that the convict was the chief support of his parents and four sisters and brothers. Petitioner resides at No 3. Infirmary yard, Francis St, Dublin. Petition endorsed; not recommended on a General reference.

Surname: DWYER; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Peggy Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 09/11/1803; Name of petitioner: Anne Dwyer; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 808;
Comments: Convict has wife and family, no other details given. Character reference from William Bradford, No. 13 Braithwaite St., Dublin and charles Haskins, Sunnien St., Dublin. Date of petition 17/11/1803.

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison, Dublin; Date of document: 08/08/1803; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1159;
Comments: Memorandum stating that the convict had escaped from Limerick gaol but was later apprehended in England and sent back to Limerick under Military warrant and committed to the Provost on 08\08\1803.

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/08/1805; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY 1805; Record reference code: PPC 1168;
Comments: Report of Robert Harding, Cork in connection with the preparation for the Tellicherry's sailing, stating that the convict and Hugh Byrne and their wives occupy one of the hospitals on the ship.

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and six others; Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co Tipperary.

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of document: 13/09/1824; Description of crime: Stealing cloth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Glennon; Relationship of petitioner: Grandmother; Record reference code: PPC 2297;
Comments: Petitioner resides at No. 17 Irwine Street, Dublin. States she reared the convict from his infancy.

Surname: DWYER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and six others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: DWYER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others;
Record reference code: PPC 3847;
Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: DWYER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 88;
Comments: Convicts parents Mary and Edward, reside in Dublin City.

Surname: DWYER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 6;
Comments: Convicts parents Edward and Mary, reside at No 56 South Great Georges Street, Dublin City.

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Manslaughter of Timothy Kelly; Sentence: Trans life commuted 10 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 21;
Comments: Convict resided in Linclon, Co Tipperary and has a wife four sons and four daug- hters. Convict was found guilty with his wife, sons and daughters.

Surname: DWYER; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname**: DWYER; **First name**: MARY; Alias: Bridget Dwyer or Devine;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 14/07/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or bail within 3 months; Name of petitioner: Self;

Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 17;

Comments: Bail was paid. Prisoner states that she was a native of Newtowndaly, Parish and Barony of Leitrim, Co Galway.

**Surname**: DWYER; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: DWYER; **First name**: JUSTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: DWYER; **First name**: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: DWYER; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: / /;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: DWYER; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: DWYER; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;

Record reference code: CRF 1851 D 32

**Surname**: DWYER; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: TELLICHERY 1806;

Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Children residing at 3, Brown St, Earl of Meath's Liberty, Dublin.

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 16 Nov 1836.

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: DWYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: DWYER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork Co; Date of trial: 30/10/1850; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: DWYERS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Bail 2 weeks to keep peace or transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 62(f)

Surname: DWYRE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: DWYRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Surname: Dwyre; First name: Thomas;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a warehouse and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 157;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

Surname: Dyarmott; First name: John;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: Dyas; First name: William;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 114

Surname: Dyee; First name: James;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Description of crime: Stealing a cow and a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3077;
Comments: Convict states he was convicted by his prosecutors in order that they might possess his property consisting of two mills and land. Convict has six motherless children and resides in Co. Sligo. 1st petition received: 3 May 1827, 2nd 23 Aug 1827

Surname: Dyer; First name: Anne;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/03/1853; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 215;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: Dyer; First name: Arthur;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 15/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: Dyer; First name: James;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1853; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 110

Surname: DYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Robbery of £28.00; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 107

Surname: DYER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: DYER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Date of document: /; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 143; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/05/1851

Surname: DYER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: DYER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Robbing from master - £28; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: DYNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/02/1852

Surname: DYNAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29

Surname: DYNAUR; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: DYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147

Surname: DYWER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Putting away forged Bank of Ireland note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104(f)

Surname: EADY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: EAGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony bag and duplicates; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 54

Surname: EAGAN; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Lindsay, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 292

Surname: EAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56
Surname: EAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 106

Surname: EAGAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 64(f)

Surname: EAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: EAGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 224

Surname: EAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 104

Surname: EAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 99;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: EAGAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Mahon, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 36;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/05/1847

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: EAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: EAGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: EAGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Security for 3 yrs or transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307

Surname: EAGAR; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing security in 6 mths; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: EAGAR; First name: (NATHANIEL);

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: EAKINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119

Surname: EAMES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: EAMES; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/03/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: EARDLEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: EARDNER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 62; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/12/1857

Surname: EARL; First name: HOLLAND;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: On prison ship; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 19/08/1823; Description of crime: Purchasing stolen articles; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict bridget Earl; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1920; Comments: Convict had served several years with the Irish Yeoman in the Irish rebellions of 1798 and 1803, and is a broker by trade, operating in Meath St. Dublin. petitioner resides at 23 Whitefriar St., Dublin. Convict has three children. Included is a letter from the convict to his wife 14 Aug 1823

Surname: EARL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1803; Record reference code: PPC 811; Comments: Convict is a school teacher by trade. Statement by Honor Gainer in support of convicts testimony (31/08/1803).

Surname: EARLEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: EARLEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: EARLEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1850 E 5

Surname: EARLS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 53

Surname: EARLS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Stealing promissory notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

Surname: EARLS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179

Surname: EARLS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72; Comments: Convict died in depot, 13/10/1840

Surname: EARLS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: EARLY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: EARLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;

Surname: EARLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 03/03/1846; Date of document: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and 1 mth; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Self;

Surname: EARLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: EARLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of document: 21/06/1820; Description of crime: PASSING FORGED NOTES; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict.;

Surname: EARY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;

Surname: EASON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing gingham and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: EASTDONE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 10; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 5(f)

Surname: EATEN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/06/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of concealing arms; Name of petitioner: Anne Eaten; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 127;
Comments: Petitioner states that her husband had just been 3 days in the employment of one Byrne in Church St., Dublin when the place was raided by the guards who found some pikes concealed in the yard and arrested the convict

Surname: EATON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 240

Surname: EATON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: EATON; First name: GLEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: EATON; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 08/1835; Date of document: 18/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: FS 1836 11;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Eaton, requests a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Killarney

Surname: EATON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.
Surname: EBBIT; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Date of document: 1/1; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: EC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/38;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 4; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 15;
Comments: Convict is a Sheep Dealer by trade and the principle support of a mother and large family. States he resides in Ballybraden, Co. Antrim. Also see CRF 1841 Mc 3.
File missing

Surname: ECCLES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 171;
Comments: Convict was sentenced transportation 7 yrs & transportation 14 yrs for 2 counts of larceny

Surname: ECCLES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: EDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not given; Date of trial: 02/09/1856; Description of crime: Unknown;
Sentence: Penal servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 159;
Comments: Regiment: 18th Foot

Surname: EDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not given; Date of trial: 15/03/1861; Description of crime: Unknown;
Sentence: Penal servitude 8 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 164;
Comments: Regiment: 18th Foot

Surname: EDENS; First name: HIGGINSON;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Place of trial</th>
<th>Date of trial</th>
<th>Description of crime</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Record reference code</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDGAR</td>
<td>HANS</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Co Down</td>
<td>25/07/1832</td>
<td>Receiving stolen goods</td>
<td>14 years transportation</td>
<td>CRF 1846 Misc 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGAR</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>County Antrim</td>
<td>05/04/1836</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>TR 1, p 1</td>
<td>Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGELEY</td>
<td>ANNE</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Cork City</td>
<td>24/06/1836</td>
<td>Larceny from person</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>TR 1, p 46</td>
<td>Convict is not a native of Cork. Place of origin not given.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGELEY</td>
<td>JOSEPH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>County Cork</td>
<td>12/04/1838</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>TR 2, p 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGELEY</td>
<td>ANNE</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>County Cork</td>
<td>24/06/1836</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation for 7 years</td>
<td>TR 1 P 46; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 E 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDGEWORTH</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1816</td>
<td>Cork City</td>
<td>20/06/1817</td>
<td>Conspiring to rob</td>
<td>Transportation for 7 years</td>
<td>PPC 1402; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 E 3</td>
<td>Letter stating that the government's levy may be extended to the convict on condition of transportation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Surname: EDGEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2(f);
Comments: Convict removed from Diamond ship, unfit for transportation

Surname: EDGEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary(DN; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Date of document: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc20;
Comments: Return of female convicts considered unfit to undergo sentence of transportation.

Surname: EDMANSAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: EDMONDS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: EDWARDS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: EDWARDS; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not given; Date of trial: 19/05/1863; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 166;
Comments: Regiment: 10th Hussars This prisoner will be discharged from the service at once signed E. Whithouse, Military Secretary, 25/06/1863/65

Surname: EDWARDS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: AUSTRALASIA, 00/06/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 10(f)

**Surname:** EDWARDS; **First name:** CAROLINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

**Surname:** EDWARDS; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

**Surname:** EDWARDS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Sacrilege and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

**Surname:** EDWARDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Date of document: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com.to 12 mths imprisonment;

Record reference code: TR 6, p 200; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 E 2

**Surname:** EDWARDS; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 13, p 181;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1857

**Surname:** EDWARDS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship 'Surprise'; Date of trial: 03/1823; Date of document: 02/07/1823; Description of crime: Receiving goods under false pretences; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and J Edward; Relationship of petitioner: Father;

Record reference code: PPC 1918;

Comments: Convict is a native of Lisburn, Co. Antrim and taught the Lancastrian school of Lisburn for four yrs and in Danaghy parish. Second and third petition dated 07 Oct 1823 and 07 Nov 1823 respectively, convict is an only child and sole support of his parents

**Surname:** EDWARDS; **First name:** HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: EDWARDS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life

Surname: EDWARDS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: CA 02/1823; Date of document: 14/01/1824; Description of crime: Receiving goods under false pretence; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2266; Comments: Convict is the only son and support of his aged parents; Resides at Lisburn, Co Antrim. States his father has been a member of the Orange Society since 1796. Two other petitioners received in the year 1824.

Surname: EDWARDS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrifergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cork; Date of trial: 02/1823; Date of document: 14/01/1824; Description of crime: Recieving goods under false pretence; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2266; Comments: Convict is the only son and support of his aged parents; Resides at Lisburn, Co. Antrim. States his father has been a member of the Orange Society since 1796. Two other petitions recieved in the year 1824.

Surname: EDWARDS; First name: M; Alias: Hugh;

Sex: M; Record reference code: PPC 3762; Comments: Page with convicts name and endorsed: 'See Kennedy' possibly on alias.

Surname: EDWARDS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 72; 
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/11/1853

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cloths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: James;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 73; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/07/1858

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/01/1858

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 92
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/09/1855

Surname: EGAN; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Assault, assaulting habitation & appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: EGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/05/1836

Surname: EGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Assault, assaulting habitation and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: EGAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 252

Surname: EGAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1840; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 114

Surname: EGAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: John;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/07/1858

Surname: EGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: EGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: EGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 19/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, previously convicted; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/02/1857

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190
Surname: EGAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony of silver plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 E 21; Comments: Convict has a wife and family and had worked as a Servant in Co. Louth for many years.

Surname: EGAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: EGAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64 F

Surname: EGAN; First name: KIRAN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: EGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: EGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 262

Surname: EGAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Eaton;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 157; Comments: See also: Anthony Fahy, TR 9, p 157

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 6 mth.imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 E 1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: EGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: EGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 16/04/1842; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: EGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1846; Date of document: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Catherine Egan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, p 213; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 E 1; Comments: Petitioner resided in Barony of Clonlonan, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: EGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 91; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1858

Surname: EGAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Felony spoons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 1840; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Feloniously wounding Michael Mc Namara; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 101; Comments: Convict Report No: E.1

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 95

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Had in possession adie(?) for coining; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Maiming cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 177; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/09/1853

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72; Comments: See also: Thomas Wallace, TR 8, p 72

Surname: EGAN; First name: VINCENT;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 19/03/1857; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal servitude, 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 159; Comments: Regiment: 39th Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/06/1857, Philipstown Gaol, King's Co and Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/07/1860

Surname: EGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/02/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94

Surname: EGAN; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Birr, County Offaly; Date of document: 11/08/1823; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: PPC 1919; Comments: Letter of application to have a convict confined in a house of connection. Convict was convicted under the Prevention act, no details given.

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted to transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 E 1; Comments: Convict resides at Shannon Harbour, Kings Co. and is the sole support of his parents and family.

Surname: EGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 27/05/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 E 1; Record reference code 2: TR 5, P 307

Surname: EGAN; First name: C;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 1788; Date of document: 1788; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: See comments; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1; Comments: Petitioner W Warren, Justice of the Peace and W Lightbourne, Alderman of Dublin Includes an examination of convict against his accomplices in several robberies

Surname: EGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 12/08/1802; Date of document: 30/08/1804; Description of crime: Stealing apples from an orchard in Knockfinn; Sentence: Transportation 7 years.; Record reference code: PPC 1098; Comments: Report memorandum and letter in connection with the case.

Surname: EGAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 24/02/1831; Description of crime: Stealing meat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Egan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3559; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and aged 73 years. States convict is a widow with two children.

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Assault on Michael Costello; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 E 5; Comments: Convict resides in Kilkee, Co Clare and is the sole support of his widowed moth- er Anne, and eight children. Other defendant: William Daly.
Surname: EGAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1830; Date of document: 17/09/1830; Description of crime: Stealing meat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Egan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3491; Comments: Convict is a widow with two children. Petitioner has been a widow 12 years and resides in Sligo.

Surname: EGAN; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 16 Oct 1798 and was held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: EGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/1839; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: T 7 years, commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 E4

Surname: EGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: EGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Comments: See under Mary Lynam

Surname: EGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Gove Prison; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1851 E 7

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt Prison; Sentence: Transportation 15; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1
Surname: EGAN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 21/06/1842; Description of crime: Shooting at person; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 E 2

Surname: EGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1842; Date of document: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of Gun; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 E 3

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: EGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: EGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: EGAR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 240

Surname: EKINS (EKENES); First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 08/06/1805; Sentence: Transportation to Botany Bay;
Record reference code: PPC 1121;
Comments: Memorial of Samuel Cooper on behalf of the convict. Other defendant (locker).
Surname: ELDEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Keane, James;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/03/1848

Surname: ELGEE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: ELINN; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 16/02/1836; Date of document: 08/08/1836; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 G45

Surname: ELISON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 08/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: ELKIN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109(f); Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 7 yrs unless security within 3 mths for her good behaviour herself £10.00 and 2 securities in £5.00 each

Surname: ELLARD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136

Surname: ELLARD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2
Surname: ELLIGOTT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: ELLIGOTT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: ELLIGOTT; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: ELLIGOTT; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 18/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 E 8

Surname: ELLIOT; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 14/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 280

Surname: ELLIOT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Depot, Co. Dublin, 28/02/1848

Surname: ELLIOT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick on Shannon; Place of imprisonment: Leitrim; Date of trial: 12/07/1826; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3013;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Character reference signed by the Earl of Enniskillen. Petition received: 7 August 1826.

Surname: ELLIOT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/02/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: ELLIOT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wifes name, Mary Elliot, formerly Shaughnessy.

Surname: ELLIOTT; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: ELLIOTT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen cow in possession; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: ELLIOTT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: ELLIOTT; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or security given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47(f)
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: ELLIOTT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/02/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: ELLIOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 18; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: ELLIOTT; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administrating oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him

Surname: ELLIOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes and implements for forging; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Darling; Relationship of petitioner: Other dependant; Record reference code: PPC 3021; Comments: Convict was implicated in the crime for which the petitioner (petitioning on his own behalf) was convicted. Petitioner states that the convict was later arrested and convicted for the above crime. Petition received: 10 August 1826.

Surname: ELLIS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 01/11/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 309

Surname: ELLIS; First name: HENRY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Surname: ELLIS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 05/07/1843; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 74;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: ELLIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 05/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 74;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: ELLIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 E 3;
Comments: Michael Crowe, imprisoned for the same offence.

Surname: ELLIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: ELLIS; First name: JOSHUA;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony hat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: ELLIS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 85(f)

Surname: ELLIS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Date of
document: / /; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 306

Surname: ELLIS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of
crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38;
Comments: Convict died, 27/03/1849

Surname: ELLIS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co.
Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence:
Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 119;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: ELLIS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of
crime: Larceny from Cork warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: ELLIS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham,
Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 05/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence:
Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 74;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: ELLIS; First name: THOMAS THOMPSON;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 11/07/1846; Description of
crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth
Ellis; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 E 2

Surname: ELLIS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar;
Date of document: 17/09/1800; Description of crime: Stealing money from Patrick
Muckendon; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & four
others;
Record reference code: PPC 510;
Comments: Convict has three children. Thirteen references from inhabitants of Bowsbridge, St. James Parish, Dublin including a parish priest and church warden. All five convicts convicted of same offence.

Surname: ELLIS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/10/1801; Description of crime: Stealing a five guinea note; Record reference code: PPC 711;
Comments: Thomas Maxwell convicted of same crime. Letter from High Sheriff, Co. Westmeath recommending the two convicts as objects of compassion on the grounds of their innocence of the alleged crime. Bridget Judge found to be sole culprit.

Surname: ELLISON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 08/01/1841; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: ELROY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 126;
Comments: Convict ordered to be disharmed, 08/08/1857

Surname: ELVINE; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/01/1846; Date of document: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted transportation 2 yrs; Name of petitioner: John Gallagher; Relationship of petitioner: Son;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 258; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 E 1;
Comments: Petitioner's address given as Foyle St., Londonderry.

Surname: ELWOOD; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 214;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/05/1851

Surname: EMERSON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 30;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: EMMETT; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Lrod Carysfort; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord;
Record reference code: SPP 346

Surname: ENGLAND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 13/07/1844; Date of document: 22/07/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self and Mary England; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 E 1;
Comments: Prisoner's residence was Ballaghmore, near Borris-in-Ossory, Queens County.

Surname: ENGLAND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens co; Date of trial: 13/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: ENGLAND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens County; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: ENGLAND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 13/07/1844; Sentence: Life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 163

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1837; Description of crime: Having possession of forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Surname: ENGLISH; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 195

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny cows; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comment: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/11/1855
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145;

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 E4

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Comment: Convict detained, 31/05/1839
Record reference code: TR 3, p 100;

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 34
Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 233;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JUDE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31(f)

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: ,AURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 91

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 204;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/11/1855

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25; Comments: Convict died, 29/05/1849

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1858

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Theft of a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 74; Comments: Convict has five children ad states his wife and one child died destitute as a result of his imprisonment.

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp. 7 years,commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF1840 C55orE3;
Comments: Convict was convicted with John Connell for the same offence.

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard house of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798;
Description of crime: Being United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 332;
Comments: Seeking to be liberated and offering bail

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue;
Record reference code: SPP 400

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 6 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 6 others. Details of crime not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co Tipperary.

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and six others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/01/1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Six months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 E 21

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: ENGLISH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: ENGLISHBY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 133

Surname: ENNIS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: ENNIS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: ENNIS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 26/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

Surname: ENNIS; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 268

Surname: ENNIS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: ENNIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: ENNIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Date of document: / ; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 139

Surname: ENNIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: ENNIS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Shean;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 142

Surname: ENNIS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 30/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: ENNIS; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 215

Surname: ENNIS; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 85;
Comments: See also: John Doran/John Muck
Surname: ENNIS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 185

Surname: ENNIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: ENNIS; First name: PAT; Alias: Eiffe, Pat;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: ENNIS; First name: RICH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: ENNIS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bailed in 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: ENNIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 143

Surname: ENNIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 77; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/11/1857

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: ENNIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/1816; Description of crime: Burglary; Record reference code: PPC 1315; Comments: Bill of Indictment. Convict resides in St. Peter's Parish, Dublin City.

Surname: ENNIS; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Street robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 E 20

Surname: ENNIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender in DUb; Date of document: 16/10/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: James Ennis; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 128; Comments: Prays that his son be admitted to Bail. States that the convict was serving his apprenticeship to Nicholas Cully, a baker in Dublin City at the time of his arrest. petitioner resides in Movally, Co. Kildare and is a farmer

Surname: ENNIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of money and watch; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 128; Comments: Convict was convicted with Andrew Byrne.

Surname: ENNIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ENNIS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Shone;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Sentence: Life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: ENRIGH; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Cutting and stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 108

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1855

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 131

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 108

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 307

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343
Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 281

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 113

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 155;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 9 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: Breach of the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mothers,wives and sisters; Record reference code: PPC 1926; Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline the events of the crime for which the convicts stand accused.

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Mary Enright; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3761; Comments: Convict has six children. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28, 1833-4.

Surname: ENRIGHT; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cattle stealing - 2 cows; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: EOKLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: ERRICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

Surname: ERWIN; First name: JACOB;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53

Surname: ERWIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 18/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 195

Surname: ERWIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 18/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: ERWIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: ERWIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 18/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: ESLAR; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 352

Surname: ESLAR; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of document: 29/01/1798; Description of crime: High Treason; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 129; Comments: Prays to be admitted to bail and not to be sent to America. States he lost a hand in an accident which has left him unable to perform any labour other than the running of his tavern. States he has a wife and 2 children. Includes 2 later petitions

Surname: ESMOND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: ESPREY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: ESSREY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 122

Surname: ESTLAR; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others; Record reference code: SPP 379; Comments: Arrested in Belfast in 1797

Surname: ESTLAR; First name: ALENANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 01/12/1797; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 19; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he owns a public house in Belfast, Co. Antrim and has a wife and two children

Surname: EUSTACE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing promissory notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 E4

Surname: EUSTACE; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1855; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 13; Comments: Convict's sentence commuted to 6 yrs from 30/09/1956 & to 3 yrs from 15/12/1857 Detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/12/1855 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/11/1856

Surname: EUSTACE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/05/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 940;
Comments: Report of John Bell stating that the convict and his family are well known rebels and that his mother keeps a public house in Dirty Land (Dublin).

Surname: EUSTACE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Possessing stolen bank notes; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: EUSTACE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/04/1838; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc 7; Comments: Letter, Dublin Castle, acknowledging receipt of application on the convicts case and stating that he has already been transported.

Surname: EUSTACE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing stolen spades; Sentence: 6 weeks imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: EUSTACE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 28/04/1838; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Farmers Of Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1838 E 4

Surname: EVANS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/09/1855

Surname: EVANS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/01/1856; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs altered penal servitude 6 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 59;
Comments: Letter to Under Secretary Relative to this prisoner’s sentence, 19/01/1856

**Surname:** EVANS; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony gown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

**Surname:** EVANS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 20/06/1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 94

**Surname:** EVANS; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

**Surname:** EVANS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Abduction and reveiving stolen goods; Sentence: 12 mths imprisonment then transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 282;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

**Surname:** EVANS; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 F

**Surname:** EVANS; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 31/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 2;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

**Surname:** EVANS; **First name:** MAY; Alias: Mc Kidney;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/05/1851; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 74 F

Surname: EVANS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 231; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/08/1856

Surname: EVANS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 07/11/1857; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal servitude, 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 159; Comments: Regiment: 76th Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/12/1857 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/09/1858

Surname: EVANS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 67

Surname: EVANS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, commuted; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 E 3; Comments: Discharged 28 January 1854.

Surname: EVANS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: EVANS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co Westmeath; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3270;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children and resides in Killyland, Barony of Kilcoursey, Kings County. Several character reference. Petition received; 1 Dec 1827.

Surname: EVANS; First name: HAMPDEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 29/08/1798; Description of crime: High Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 130; Comments: Prays to be granted time to settle his affairs before leaving the country. States that he wishes to move to Hamborough stopping off in England to spend some time with his family there

Surname: EVANS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow gaol; Date of document: 15/07/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Spike Island prison.

Surname: EVANS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: EVANS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: EVELYN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry, County Derry; Place of imprisonment: Derry; Date of document: 29/10/1827; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3281; Comments: Convicts parents and family are dependant in his support. Char, refs. from the inhabitants of Porglenone, Co. Antrim, where the convict was born.

Surname: EVENESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 24/12/1846; Date of document: 22/02/1847; Description of crime: Striking a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 E 2; Comments: Prisoner was a gunner and driver in the Royal Regiment of Artillery.

Surname: EVERARD; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1851

Surname: EVERARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A list of prisoners signed by Major Sirr

Surname: EVERETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 88

Surname: EVERS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: EVERS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1842; Description of crime: Malicious assaulting Peter Kenney; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: EVERS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Theft of pistol, gunpowder & shot of John Sullivan; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127; Comments: See also: Patrick Quinn, TR 4, p 127

Surname: EVIOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: CO Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 09/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1847 E 4; Comments: Prisoner died in Richmond Convict Depot, 28 Feb 1848.

Surname: EVOY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: EWING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry, Co Derry; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of cloth; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2587; Comments: Convict is married with one child. Petition received 27 April 1825.

Surname: EWING; First name: SAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: EWINGS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: EYES; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a cow with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

Surname: EYRES; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 E 5

Surname: EYRES; First name: -;

Sex: M; Record reference code: FS 1840 21; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Eyres, requests a free passage to New South Wales. She was in Dublin at the time of the petition, having travelled up from Limerick.

Surname: FABY; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Surname: FADDEN; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/11/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 113

Surname: FADDEN; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/11/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 243;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: FADDEN; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Burglary, sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 34

Surname: FAGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 268

Surname: FAGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: FAGAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: FAGAN; First name: ESTHER; Alias: Maher, Esther;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 286

Surname: FAGAN; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 F 13

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 228;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict Ref. File: K 11, 1836

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 50;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857

Surname: FAGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: FAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 120

Surname: FAGAN; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 289

Surname: FAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 31/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 128

Surname: FAGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191

Surname: FAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: FAGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 19; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: FAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding Pat Mc Dermott; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1815; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes and other valuables from house; Record reference code: PPC 1305; Comments: Bill of Indictment. Convict resides at St. Michen's Parish, Dublin City.

Surname: FAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1815; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes and other valuables from house; Record reference code: PPC 1305; Comments: Bill of Indictment. Convict resides at St. Michen's Parish, Dublin City.

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/1824; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2600; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of his age and ill health. Petition received in the year 1825.

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 20/10/1800; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and James Fagan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 387; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother James for the same offence. States he has a wife and two children and one on the way. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Military Service.

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 20/10/1800; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & J Fagan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 387; Comments: James Fagan was convicted with his brother John for the same offence. Petitioning mitigation of sentence to military service.

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city Prison; Date of document: 24/11/1802; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Owen Fagan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 756; Comments: Convict's brother who was sentenced to transportation at the same time, died in prison in 1801.

Surname: FAGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Description of crime: Stealing two cows; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ann Fagan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;

© National Archives, Ireland
Record reference code: PPC 3763;
Comments: Convict has two children. Convict was convicted with his brother James for the same offence. Both were sent from Newgate Gaol, Dublin to Cork where James died of a fever. Petitioner states her husband is dangerously ill. Petition not dated, possibly post 1800

Surname: FAGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Trans 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 15

Surname: FAGAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Name of ship: LORD SIDMOUTH 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Ann Fagan, residing at Aedbracken, near Navan, Co Meath.

Surname: FAHERTY; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: FAHERTY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a cow and heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: FAHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a cow and heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: FAHERTY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 03/05/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 61;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: FAHERTY; First name: RODGER;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1853

Surname: FAHERTY; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1856; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 53; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/12/1856 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/10/1857

Surname: FAHERTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1848; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: FAHEY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: FAHEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: FAHEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/06/1852

Surname: FAHEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 189
Surname: FAHEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72;
Comments: Convict detained, 31/05/1839

Surname: FAHEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a building and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63

Surname: FAHEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

Surname: FAHEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy govt prison; Date of trial: 07/03/1855; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Thomas Philby and others; Relationship of petitioner: Villagers;
Record reference code: CRF 1856 F 8

Surname: FAHEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Gaol of Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: FAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 21/08/1824; Date of document: 24/08/1824; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2269;
Comments: Petitioning to take his wife and two children with him. Convict resides in the Parish of Imphrick, Fermoy, Co Cork.

Surname: FAHILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 21/08/1824; Date of document: 24/08/1824; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2269;
| Surname: FAHY; First name: HONOUR; |  |
|-----------------------------------|  |
| Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27(f) |  |

| Surname: FAHY; First name: JOHN; |  |
|-----------------------------------|  |
| Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/03/1853 |  |

| Surname: FAHY; First name: JOHN; |  |
|-----------------------------------|  |
| Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214 |  |

| Surname: FAHY; First name: JOHN; |  |
|-----------------------------------|  |
| Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 104 |  |

| Surname: FAHY; First name: JOHN; |  |
|-----------------------------------|  |
| Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 23/03/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 F 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/04/1838 |  |

| Surname: FAHY; First name: JOHN; |  |
|-----------------------------------|  |
| Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 10/03/1855; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 117; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/09/1855 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/07/1856 Convict transported to Bermuda on the Norman Morrison, 00/12/1856 |  |
Surname: FAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/06/1858

Surname: FAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: FAHY; First name: JUDITH; Alias: Sally;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Dublin; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 28;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/10/1836

Surname: FAHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 104(f)

Surname: FAHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85(f)

Surname: FAHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing calf with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20

Surname: FAHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 78
Surname: FAHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 08/09/1851 commuted transportation life; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43 F

Surname: FAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/07/1857

Surname: FAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 6 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: FAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: FAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: FAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94

Surname: FAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Surname: FAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 192;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/06/1851

Surname: FAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/12/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: FAHY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: FAHY; First name: PETER; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;

Surname: FAHY; First name: SALLY; Alias: Judity;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 28;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/10/1836

Surname: FAHY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/04/1838; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 95; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 F 52;
Comments: N.S.T.

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 124

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Date of document: 03/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 F 7; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of the willful murder of John Byrne. Sentence commuted to transportation for life.

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 96

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Not guilty; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict not guilty, but to be kept until the Lord Lieutenant's will be known, being of unsound mind

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78
Surname: FAHY; First name: WENNEFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 246

Surname: FAHY; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 157;
Comments: See also: Michael Egan, TR 9, p 157

Surname: FAHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 195;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: FAHY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: FAHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: FAHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 6 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co Tipperary.

Surname: FAHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and six others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: FAHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling; Sentence: 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FAIR; First name: DUDLEY;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

Surname: FAIRBROTHER; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Pent; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena. Convict comes from Wicklow.

Surname: FAIRLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: FAIRTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FAIVER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: Faley; First name: Michael;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 403; Comments: Convict resides at Oughterard, Co, Galway. Parents living. Several character references.

Surname: Faline; First name: Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Committing a rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 18 Oct 1834.

Surname: Falins; First name: Malachi;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: Falkner; First name: John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/09/1854

Surname: Fallon; First name: Barny;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Rebellion; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 16 Oct 1798 and was held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: Fallen; First name: Richard;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: Fallen; First name: Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from home; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FALLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/03/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 5;  
Comments: Convict requests his wife, Mary Mc Manus to seek a free passage to New South Wales, his wife resides in Athlone, Co. Roscommon

Surname: FALLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1838; Description of crime: Having coining tools; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 141

Surname: FALLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co.Roscommon Kings Co; Date of trial: 20/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 192; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 21;  
Comments: File not there.

Surname: FALLON; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: FALLON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(f)

Surname: FALLON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Theft of 2 cwt Indian meal & wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 131;  
Comments: See also: James Mc Cormack, TR 7, p 131

Surname: FALLON; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 93

Surname: FALLON; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(f)

Surname: FALLON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 281

Surname: FALLON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 262;
Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/04/1858

Surname: FALLON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/01/1853

Surname: FALLON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 192; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 64

Surname: FALLON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 228;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: FALLON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: FALLON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 77;
Comments: See also: Jos Fanning, TR 9, p 77

Surname: FALLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1842; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: FALLON; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 105;
Comments: Convict gone to Cork Depot, 15/11/1836

Surname: FALLON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/07/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: FALLON; First name: RODY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 83;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: FALLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 77;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/08/1851
Surname: FALLON; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Farrell;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: FALLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of document: 02/04/1827; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Death, Commuted to transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3090; Comments: Convict petitioning Lord Churchill to solicit Lord Crofton and lady Charlott, with whom the convict had served as a footman in Montague sq., London, to interfere on his behalf. refers to Nobleman and gentleman in Co. Roscommon for char, refs Included is a memo from Thomas B Vandeleur, the judge who tried the convict

Surname: FALLON; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 12/03/1822; Description of crime: Stealing five shillings; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1680; Comments: Watch maker by trade.

Surname: FALLON; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: FALLON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast Provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: FALLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/10/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 3; Comments: Convicts wife applied for a free passage to New South Wales
Surname: FALLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athlone, Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 10/1836; Date of document: 29/08/1836; Description of crime: Stealing half a crown; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 F 49; Comments: Convict resides in Co Roscommon and has a wife and six children.

Surname: FALLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/10/1836; Description of crime: Uttering base coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 34; Comments: Report of the Medical Attendant of Kilmainham gaol, Dublin. A description is given of the convict's physical features.

Surname: FALLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Maryboro convict depot.

Surname: FALLON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1854 F 8

Surname: FALLON; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 03/1839; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Fallon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 161

Surname: FALLOONA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FALLS; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (unless security); Record reference code: TR 11, p 37 F
Surname: FALLS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 335

Surname: FALLS; First name: ROSE; Alias: Magrath;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 F

Surname: FALOON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 17/09/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 556;
Comments: A native of Drumhirk in the parish of Kilmud, Co Down. Recognizance of William Kearns and James Bell for £25.00 each for the prisoners future good conduct.

Surname: FALVEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: FALVEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64;
Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/02/1854

Surname: FALVEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 154

Surname: FALVEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Murphy;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/08/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 41;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 26/08/1836

Surname: FALVEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 210

Surname: FALVEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: FALVEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 22;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: FALVEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Date of trial: 26/05/1863; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal servitude, 6 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 167;
Comments: Regiment: 53rd H.R.H. the field marshal, commanding in chief has approved of there 2 convicts being discharged from the service at once, 18/08/1864 See also: Levi Card (M), TR 4, p 16

Surname: FALVEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Thurles, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Included details of convicts physical features.

Surname: FALVEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 27/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 557;
Comments: Arrested in Macroom. Character reference signed by several inhabitants of his own county.
Surname: FAMERTY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: FAMEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Tamey;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: FANAROGHER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140

Surname: FANDY; First name: PHELIM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: FANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 37

Surname: FANNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/05/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

Surname: FANNIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: FANNIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 14 years transportation, commuted to 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 F 7

Surname: FANNING; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 323

Surname: FANNING; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 241

Surname: FANNING; First name: DANDY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: FANNING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1853; Date of document: 21/07/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (24/08/1852), commuted transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 F 14

Surname: FANNING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 11

Surname: FANNING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 268

Surname: FANNING; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Maliciously killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 150

Surname: FANNING; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing 6 sheep; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: FANNING; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 17/04/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1 P 202; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 5; Comments: Convict resides in Rathleasty, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: FANNING; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp.10 years, commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 89; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 F 18; Comments: The convict has a wife and infant child to support.

Surname: FANNING; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 26/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: FANNING; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 F 23

Surname: FANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 79; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837. Convicts parents, Patrick and Mary resides in Streamstown, Co. Tipperary.
Surname: FANNON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148

Surname: FANNON; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: AUSTRALASIA; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219 A

Surname: FANNONG; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: FAOTT; First name: CALLAGHAN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a plough; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 34

Surname: FAR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 105; Comments: Convict resides with his wife Mary, in Kilcam, Ballywenny, Co. Tyrone, where he was born.

Surname: FARDEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 1800; Date of document: 14/04/1800; Description of crime: Robbery of seven shillings; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Judith Farden; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 395; Comments: Petitioner prays for her husbands Liberation. Several character references C Convict has eight children and resides at Kilgobbin Co Dublin. A stone cutter by trade.

Surname: FARLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: FARLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: FARLEY; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

Surname: FARLEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 80;
Comments: Convict is a native of Lexlip, Co. Kildare and has a wife and three children.

Surname: FARMER; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: FARMER; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Peake;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 279

Surname: FARMER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 23/07/1826; Description of crime: Stealing linen cloth; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2988;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: FARNON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FARR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159; Comments: Convict Report No: Mc 197

Surname: FARR; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: FARRAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: FARRAGHER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: FARRAGHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James, 12/01/1854 Discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: FARRAGHER; First name: MICAHEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 16/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: FARRALL; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 07/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 558; Comments: See also Dennis Farrall.

Surname: FARRALL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 07/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 558; Comments: See also Andrew Farrall,

Surname: FARREL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 16/04/1799; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Name of petitioner: Elizabeths Farrel; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 559; Comments: A native of Ackragar, near Mountmellick, Queens Co.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/01/1842; Description of crime: Felony of tarpaulin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 F 20

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Date of document: 04/08/1845; Description of crime: Posting a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 124; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 F 15; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of posting a threatening notice, but was granted a new trial, for November 1845.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 F 20

**Surname:** FARRELL; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Assault to rob; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 105; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

**Surname:** FARRELL; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 205

**Surname:** FARRELL; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

**Surname:** FARRELL; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 289

**Surname:** FARRELL; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 255

**Surname:** FARRELL; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 7(f)

**Surname:** FARRELL; **First name:** ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: FARRELL; First name: GERALD;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44

Surname: FARRELL; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 322

Surname: FARRELL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: To give bail within 1 mth or transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/08/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 80
Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 113;
Comments: See also: M. Connors, TR 9, p 113 John Quigley, TR 9, p 113

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/07/1836; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 229;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 184

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 121

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 140;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted to 1 yr imprisonment with hard labour Convict Report No: F.95

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 01/1848; Description of crime: Felony tarpauling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a gelding; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY, 26/11/1847;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 47

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 90

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Assault to rob; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 65

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 93

Surname: FARRELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/10/1842; Description of crime: Riot and aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: FARRELL; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 303

Surname: FARRELL; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: FARRELL; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 104

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THADY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 46

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 01/03/1838; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation of John Hastly; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 116;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sending a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 136;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: FARRELL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: FARRELL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 15/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: FARRELL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: FARRELL; First name: WINEFRED;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 19/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 319

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 121;
Comments: Convict Report No: F.104

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 48

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 25; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork See also: Fennell, James, TR 6, p 25

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and stealing plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/08/1851 and was re-convicted in Kerry, 00/00/1859

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 122

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/12/1857

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 123

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony bed clothes and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1837; Description of crime: Felony basket and keg of brandy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 126

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 19/01/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 109

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JUDY; Alias: Lynch, J.;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37(f)

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 21/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 20/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 279

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/12/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/03/1858

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 99

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 154

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 289

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 55

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 40(f)

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 08/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 212; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 F 18

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 F 14

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 190; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 94
Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 15/03/1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death (19/04/1836), commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836 See also: John Mc Ardle

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 09/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/06/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 144

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 126

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery of Indian meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 F26

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 68(f)

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/07/1836; Date of document: 23/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 88; Record reference code 2: CRf 1836 F 43;
Comments: Convict is a widow with six children and resides in Dublin. States she supported her family and widowed mother by working as a Washerwoman.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 198
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, (or bail in 1 mth);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 315

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1836; Date of document: 13/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 16; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 46; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANNE; Alias: Cobie;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55 F;
Comments: See under Anne Cobie

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: FARRELL; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 2 yrs hard labour; Name of petitioner: Mary Anne Farrell; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 F 16

Surname: FARRELL; First name: BRIAN; Alias: Griffin, Brian;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 124;
Comments: See also: Brian Griffin, TR 11, p 124

Surname: FARRELL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 55(f)
Surname: FARRELL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing £14.00; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 65(f)

Surname: FARRELL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: FARRELL; First name: BRYAN; Alias: Griffin;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, (or bail in mths);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 251

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 293

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/02/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: To give bail in £5.00 each and 2 surities;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 325; Comments: Convict sentenced to give bail in £5.00 each and 2 surities for each in £2.10 for their future good behaviour within 3 mths otherwise transportation 7 yrs

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 364

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queen’s Co; Date of trial: 08/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 299

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1849; Description of crime: Breaking & entering building and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/10/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 F 67; Comments: Convict is a Dealer by trade and resides in Trim, Co. Meath, with his wife.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: U; Alias: Doyle;

Sex: U; Date of document: 31/07/1816; Description of crime: Assault on a girl; Record reference code: PPC 1347; Comments: Letter from Encas Mc Donnell, Newgate Gaol, Dublin, stating that he overheard some convicts in the Gaol speaking of the convicts innocence.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: SUSANNA;

Sex: F; Date of document: 08/11/1799; Description of crime: Stealing goods from a shop in Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 139; Comments: Convict seeks pardon and permission to accompany her husband in Foreign Military Service, as he had enlisted in a regiment and was under orders to be sent abroad on service. Convict has three daughters, one 6 months old.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1799; Description of crime: STEALING GOODS FROM ASHOP IN DUBLIN; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Rose & P Farrell; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Surname: FARRELL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 20/04/1809; Description of crime: Carrying arms; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1240; Comments: Letter from the convicts brother, Edmond, Fethard, Co. Tipperary, on his behalf.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick-on-shannon; Place of imprisonment: Lonford; Description of crime: Theft of a cow; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2593; Comments: Petition received 18 April 1825.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Date of document: 03/04/1826; Description of crime: Accomplice to robbery of £2; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Margaret Farrell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 2776; Comments: Convict is a native of Cavan and is a trader of soft goods.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/05/1814; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Record reference code: PPC 4058; Comments: Recommendations from the Recorder, for the mitigation of the sentences of several convicts. States convict is to be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PETER;

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATT;

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery of a purse; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1839 T 26; Comments: Convict was convicted with Jane Thompson for the same offence.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 17; Comments: Prisoner was from Cotton, Co. Leitrim.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 342; Comments: Prisoner is willing to go to America provided passage is paid and is allowed time to prepare.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 342; Comments: Prisoner is willing to go to America provided the passage is paid for and is allowed time to prepare.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: BRIAN;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Date of document: 20/01/1798; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Richard Mungrave; Record reference code: SPP 311; Comments: A native of Monagara, Co. Wexford, See also Thomas Magrath.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Carroll;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156; Comments: See under Michael Carroll.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: FARRELL; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 05/10/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 131; Comments: Prays to be released. States he has a wife and 11 children and resides in the parish of Castle Mc Adam, Co.Wicklow. Includes several character references from the inhabitants of Castle Mc Adams

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 16/10/1798; Description of crime: For writing a letter, rebellious activity; Name of petitioner: Mathew Farrell; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 132; Comments: Prays that his son may be admitted to Bail. Petitioner resides in Kilkenny and is a Hatter by trade. Includes character reference from the inhabitants of Kilkenny City

Surname: FARRELL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of imprisonment: A tender in Dub Harbour; Date of document: 13/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 560; Comments: A native of Coolanerl, Co Wicklow.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 22/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Farrell; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 561; Comments: A native of Pluckerstown, Co Kildare.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: DANEIL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/04/1799; Record reference code: SPP 562; Comments: A native of Redcross, Co Wicklow. James Farrell.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Gate; Date of document: 25/08/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 562; Comments: See also Daniel Farrell.
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 20/02/1799; Name of petitioner: William Frederick; Record reference code: SPP 563; Comments: Was employed by the Late James Frederick, brother of the petitioner who was a woolen draper in Parliament st Dublin.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: On board the Alexander; Date of document: 21/04/1799; Sentence: Te be sent to the Prussian Service; Name of petitioner: James Farrell; Record reference code: SPP 565

Surname: FARRELL; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 13/06/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 13; Comments: Convicts wife Mary Farrell residing in Ashford, Co. Wicklow requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: FARRELL; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 29/12/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 12; Comments: Convict wife Eleanor Farrell, residing in the wood of Allen, Co Kildare, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 18/10/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Breaking and entering a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/07/1800; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 390; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to transportation.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1800; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 391; Comments: Several character references.
Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: On board a ship; Date of document: 05/1800; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 392;
Comments: Patrick Farrell has a wife & four children resides at Siskin, Co Carlow. Several character references.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 26/02/1800; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 393;
Comments: Prays mercy on the grounds of ill health.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/08/1799; Sentence: Transportation for 3 years.; Record reference code: PPC 394;
Comments: Convict resides at Acragar, Mountmellick, Queen's Co.,cotton spinner by trade Several character references, all inhabitants of Mountmellick, Queen's Co.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES; Alias: William;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/1824; Date of document: 19/10/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of £4; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2271;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Ellen Burke for the same offense. States he has served in the army for 7 years and 88 days. Convict was detained as a result of an error, under the name William. Two other petitions received in the year 1824

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 18/12/1803; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 813;
Comments: Convict has wife and three children living and is a carpenter by trade. Farrell worked for 7 years with David Weir, building contractors. Character reference from John Lock, landlord to convict's father in Rathcoole, Co. Dublin.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: EDWARD;
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Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Hiram ship; Date of document: 25/07/1804; Description of crime: Drinking in an unlicenced house in Crumlin, Dublin; Name of petitioner: J Farrell, Edward Croker; Relationship of petitioner: Mother, Landlord; Record reference code: PPC 944; Comments: Convict is a Tenant of Edward Croker, Magistrate of Dublin, Ruthland Square, Dublin. Convict resides in Dolphins Barn, Dublin and his mother in Palmerstown, Co Dublin. States convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/07/1804; Description of crime: Attempting to liberate his brother Edward (prison); Name of petitioner: John Farrell; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 945; Comments: Petitioner resides in Palmerstown, Co Dublin.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 1804; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: PPC 946; Comments: Abstracts of evidence for the convict's prosecution. Crime was committed on 02\02\1804.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Record reference code: PPC 1155; Comments: Report of the Sheriffs of Cork of deficiencies not accounted for among the divisions of convict for Co Carlow sent to Cork.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding’s journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the gaols in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding’s journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the prison ships and in the gaols in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Date of document: 24/05/1806; Record reference code: PPC 1208; Comments: Surgeon's journal of attendance on the convicts left behind after the last embarkation.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES; Alias: William;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 19/10/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of £4; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2271; Comments: Convict was convicted with Ellen Burke for the same offense. States he has served in the army for 7 years and 88 days. Convict was detained as a result of an error under the name William. Two other petitions received in the year 1824.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: -;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Throwing stones at a window; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: PPC 3837; Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict (and two others) requesting that his case be given consideration. No date.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1842 F 14; Comments: The convict was convicted with Michael Farrell, CRF 1842 F 14.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: STEALING TWO HEIFERS; Sentence: Trans 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 19; Comments: Convict had served in the 18th Royal Regiment of Foot and was discharged on account of an injury he received in action.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 03/1838; Description of crime: Throwing a stone at a window; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16; Comments: Convicts father William, resides in Crieve, near Longford.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Longford.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JUDITH; Alias: Judith Dwyer;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Co Kildare; Date of document: 10/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 F 14

Surname: FARRELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Cow and horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: MEDWAY - 26TH DEC 1847; Record reference code: CRF 1854 F 27

Surname: FARRELL; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: FARRELL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of
document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship:
HENRY PORCHER 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are
recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the
purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Elizabeth Welsh, residing in the parish of Kilashee.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of document: 15/07/1847;
Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waveley convict ship to join
their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Daughters names, Catherine, Jane
Maria, Sally, Alicia, Eliza and Ellen Farrell.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of
document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing pig; Sentence: 7 years
transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: FARRELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1831; Date
of document: 1839; Description of crime: Stealing Oatmeal; Sentence: Transportation;
Name of petitioner: Eleanor Farrell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 145

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Lurgan; Date of trial: 27/10/1843; Date of document: 12/1843;
Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Charles
Farrell; Relationship of petitioner: Husband;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 F 18

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1835; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: SURREY;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 F 20;
Comments: Granted a free pardon in 1836 after arriving in N.S.W but refused to leave the colony or accept a free passage to Ireland.

Surname: FARRELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FARRELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FARRELLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: FARRELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: FARRELLY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/03/1843; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 14; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 F 7;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843

Surname: FARRELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
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Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

**Surname:** FARRELLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** FARRELLY; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

**Surname:** FARRELLY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a ewe; Sentence: Transportation life;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

**Surname:** FARRELLY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Having in possession a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

**Surname:** FARRELLY; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 155; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 F 26;
Comments: Discharged.

**Surname:** FARRELLY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 124

**Surname:** FARRELLY; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: FARRELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: FARRELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan gaol; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Date of document: 08/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: James Montgomery & others; Relationship of petitioner: Farmers; Record reference code: CRF 1849 F 12

Surname: FARRELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FARRENS; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: FARRENT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: FARRINGTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/10/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: FARRINGTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;

© National Archives, Ireland
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

**Surname:** FARRY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 11/09/1799; Record reference code: SPP 566; Comments: A weaver in the parish of Newport Pratt, Co Mayo. Recognisance of Stephen Blackburn, Samuel Morris and Prisoner.

**Surname:** FATHY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: FRIENDSHIP; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the government.

**Surname:** FATTY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** FAUGHLIN; **First name:** BARRARD; Alias: Reynolds;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

**Surname:** FAUGHER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18; Comments: See also: Patrick Faughner

**Surname:** FAUGHER; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18; Comments: See also: John Faughner

**Surname:** FAUL; **First name:** RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: FAUL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 37

Surname: FAULKNER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 28/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FAULKNER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98(f)

Surname: FAULKNER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 87

Surname: FAULKNER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 15/11/1860; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal servitude, 6 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 163; Comments: Regiment: Rogue H. Artillery Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/07/1861

Surname: FAULKNER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Date of document: 09/04/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Sarah Faulkner; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 F 8; Comments: Petitioner resided in the Parish of Loughgall, Co. Armagh.
Surname: FAULKNER; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FAUSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of document: 17/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 F 14

Surname: FAWLLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 18

Surname: FAWSETT; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: FAY; First name: MAURICE; Alias: Dermody;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 182

Surname: FAY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: FAY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 322

Surname: FAY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 04/10/1838; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40;
Comments: Convict committed crime with William Ria, John Fay and Francis Manning

Surname: FAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70

Surname: FAY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852(3)?; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: FAY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 332

Surname: FAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 222

Surname: FAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief and cans; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43(f)

Surname: FAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/05/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212
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Surname: FAY; First name: MAURICE; Alias: Dermody;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: FAY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: FAY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 18

Surname: FAY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: FBAIDS; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 70; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 24/04/1828; Description of crime: Poisoning a child; Sentence: Trans commuted; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3355;
Comments: Convict has fourteen children.

Surname: FEA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 10/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B16;
Comments: Convicts wife declined the offer of a free passage to New South Wales due to ill health

Surname: FEA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Name of ship: BOYNE;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to
the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Mary, residing near Lacken

Surname: FEA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: BOYNE;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Mary Prile.

Surname: FEAE; First name: PAT; Alias: Pat Feahan;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Rathkeale County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 F 22

Surname: FEAGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 150;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843

Surname: FEAGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard a tender Dublin; Date of document: 28/11/1798; Description of crime: Being a leader in the rebellion 1798;
Record reference code: SPP 133;
Comments: Letter from the Magistrates of Co. Wicklow, recommending that the convict be pardoned. Convict resides in Rathmore, Co. Wicklow

Surname: FEAGH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee,County kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: Breach of insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mothers,wives and sisters;
Record reference code: PPC 1926;
Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioner outline the events of the crime for which the convicts stand accused.

Surname: FEAGH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: Breach of the Insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mothers, wives and sisters; Record reference code: PPC 1926; Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline the events of the crime for which the convicts stand accused.

Surname: FEAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: Breach of the Insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Mothers, wives and sisters; Record reference code: PPC 1926; Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline the events of the crime for which the convicts stand accused.

Surname: FEAGH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: Breach of the Insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mother, wives and sisters; Record reference code: PPC 1926; Comments: Convict was with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline the events of the crime for which the convict stand accused.

Surname: FEAGH; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: BREACH OF THE INSURRECTION ACT; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mother, wives and sisters; Record reference code: PPC 1926; Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline the events of the crime which the convicts stand accused.

Surname: FEAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 113

Surname: FEAHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Goat stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: FEANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/04/1853

Surname: FEARIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 18/07/1850; Description of crime: Uttering a forged cheque for £100.00; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 224

Surname: FEARNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

Surname: FEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: FEE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of gown and table cloth; Sentence: Unknown; Record reference code: TR 7, p 99

Surname: FEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: FEE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Trans 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1840 F50; Comments: Convict is married to jane Madull, both are natives of Currin , Co. Monaghan.
Surname: FEE; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 02/04/1824; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 2287; Comments: Covering letter for a petition (not enclosed) from Catherine Fee on behalf of her son.

Surname: FEE; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/08/1840; Description of crime: Feloniously entering a house; Sentence: 10 years trans, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 F 16

Surname: FEEHAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49

Surname: FEEHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/04/1854

Surname: FEEHAN; First name: KYRAN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 201; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836 Convict Ref. File: F 11, 1836

Surname: FEEHELY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Attempting to compell to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: FEEHELY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150
Surname: FEEHILLY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FEEHILLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Compelling Mc Caffrey to quit his place of abode; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 94; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: FEEHILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 26/07/1844; Date of document: 20/08/1844; Description of crime: Assault and shooting; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 F 17; Comments: Convict ordered to depot, 13/08/1844. Prisoner was convicted of firing at Mr. William Lee. A new trial was ordered, because the Crown was found to be wrong in rejecting the prisoners challenge of a juror at the original trial.

Surname: FEEHILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: FEEHILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: FEEHILLY (FEELY); First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 29/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 2; Comments: Prisoner pleaded guilty to stealing a gun belonging to Archibald Gerrard of Killyclough.

Surname: FEEHON; First name: KYRAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Date of document: 13/03/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 1 P 201; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 11; Comments: Convict resides in Roscrea, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: FEELICITY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: FEELY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 185

Surname: FEELY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Smith;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: AUSTRALASIA; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46(f)

Surname: FEELY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 90; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/01/1853

Surname: FEELY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing banknotes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Comments: Convict died at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 03/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843
Surname: FEELY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 207

Surname: FEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/05/1852

Surname: FEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Having possession instruments for coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 96; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/07/1853

Surname: FEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Whiteboyism; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 F 18; Comments: Convict resides in Grenanstown, Co. Tipperary with his wife and six children.

Surname: FEELY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 1817; Date of document: 28/07/1817; Description of crime: Stealing a shop keeper's drawer and cash; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Fihelly & 2 oth; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 4090; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Supple and James Roche for the same offense. Convicts petition endorsed; the law to take its course; Fathers petition dated, 23 Oct 1817 states convicts mothers died leaving five children. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, stating he has no mit

Surname: FEELY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 23/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 30;
Comments: Convict Reference File contains a petition from the inhabitants of Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh on behalf of the convicts.

Surname: FEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: FEEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: FEENAGHTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: FEENAGHTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: FEENAGHTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 18/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151

Surname: FEENAGHTY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: FEENEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 10/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 F 69;
Comments: Convict is a Labourer by trade and resides in Cartron Troy, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: FEENEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 67

Surname: FEENEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 104

Surname: FEENEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 14/10/1846; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: FEENEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174

Surname: FEENEY; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 53; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/05/1855

Surname: FEENEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/12/1854

Surname: FEENEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 07/04/1837; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc 6; Comments: Letter enquiring if the convict is to be sent to Kilmainham, Dublin. States he is a Military convict.
Surname: FEENY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 298

Surname: FEENY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: FEENY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/06/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 213

Surname: FEENY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: FEENY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: FEENY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Abduction of Ann Scally; Sentence: Death, commuted 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: FEENY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/04/1857

Surname: FEENY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 127

Surname: FEENY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc23; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Mullingar Gaol, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: FEENY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 06/1841; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: 15 year trans commuted to 2 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 F22

Surname: FEENY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offense; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: FEERRY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/06/1841; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: FEERUCK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 215; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

Surname: FEGAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: FEGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of leather hat case; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: FEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: FEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

Surname: FEGAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 42; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: FEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: FEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 77; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/11/1857

Surname: FEGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/09/1836; Description of crime: Assault and felony; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: FEGAN; First name: LAURENCE;
Surname: FEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 90; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 31/04/1824; Description of crime: Theft of two sheep; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2592; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Petition received 26 July 1825.

Surname: FEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: FEGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of document: 07/08/1804; Name of petitioner: John Hussey Burgh; Record reference code: PPC 947; Comments: Convicts father is petitioner's tenant. Convict resides in Donore, Co Kildare.

Surname: FEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 31/03/1824; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2971; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of his age and ill health. Petition received: 18 July 1826.

Surname: FEHELY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 F 22

Surname: FEHILLY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 118; Comments: Convict Report No: F.116. Convict has a wife Honora, and five children.

Surname: FEHILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 13(f)

Surname: FEIGH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: FEIGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: FEIGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbing arms; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 F 21

Surname: FEIGHAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 F 20; Comments: The convict's brother David has already been sent to the Penal Colony.

Surname: FEIGHAGH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 F 20; Comments: The convict is the brother of James (CRF 1841 F 20). He has already been sent to the colonies.
Surname: FEIGHERY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: FEIGHRY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857

Surname: FEIHAN (?); First name: KYRAN;
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: To be hanged; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203

Surname: FEILD; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: FEILY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Having coining implements in his possession; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 F 39

Surname: FELAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin Barracks; Place of imprisonment: On board tender Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 30/10/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 134; Comments: Convict states he was recommended by the court of enquiry for discharge but is still in confinement

Surname: FELTIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARINER 1827; Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government, wife Frances Peppard, residing in Ferns.

Surname: FEMAGHTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: FENAGHTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: FENELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 10/01/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Walter Kavanagh; Record reference code: SPP 567; Comments: A native of Miltown, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: FENELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1856

Surname: FENELON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

Surname: FENERTY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: FENGLISH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: FENICK; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 243;
Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 29/11/1853

Surname: FENLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Having in possession stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

Surname: FENLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 09/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 189

Surname: FENLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Accomplice to a murder; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 141;
Comments: Petitioner prays for a fair trial and a respite from prison to prepare his defence.

Surname: FENNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 25;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork See also: James Farrell, TR 6, p 25

Surname: FENNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: FENNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 F 27; Comments: Convict states he was on his way to his sisters house in Co. Limerick when the offence was committed.

Surname: FENNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Description of crime: Ellenboro Act; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: FENNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 25/09/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 568; Comments: A native of Kilteely, Co. Limerick. Certified by Mr Gibbons and others claimed to be forgeries by the letter of Mr Grady

Surname: FENNELL; First name: -;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Attack on Rev. W. Galway of Limerick; Record reference code: PPC 729; Comments: Letter for Rev. Galway requesting mitigation of sentence to transportation (4th July 1801).

Surname: FENNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 26/08/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 18; Comments: Prisoner gave information about a wanted criminal, William Fogarty, in an effort to have his sentence commuted.

Surname: FENNELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board Columbine & Mary; Date of document: 09/1798; Description of crime: Illegal taking of arms; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 314; Comments: A native of Dromoyle, Kings Co.
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Mary tender, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 27/10/1798; Description of crime: Theft of arms; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 135 Prays mitigation of sentence. States he resides in Dromoyle, near Binn, Kings Co with his parents and is a labourer by trade. 2ns petition dated 15 Nov 1798.

**Surname:** FENNELY; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

**Surname:** FENNERAL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 23/08/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 569; Comments: A worsted weaver, native of Randford St., in the parish of St. Luke, and liberty of Thomas Court and Donore,Dublin City, Recognisance attached

**Surname:** FENNERAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

**Surname:** FENNERTY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 22/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

**Surname:** FENNERTY; **First name:** FRANCES;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1858

**Surname:** FENNESSY; **First name:** MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: FENNESSY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: FENNESSY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Darby Maher; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mics88; Comments: Committed 07 July 1834

Surname: FENNIGAN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: FENNILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: FENNOA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 238

Surname: FENNOUGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50(f); Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/11/1837

Surname: FENTON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66 F

Surname: FENTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing butter and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: FENTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 15

Surname: FENTON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FENTON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Date of document: 27/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 F 17; Comments: Convict is a native of Newbridge, Co Kildare and was living in Limerick where he was employed as a clerk.

Surname: FERELY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Killing a ewe with intent to steal carcas; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: FERGOS; First name: AOSTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 96; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/03/1855

Surname: FERGSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Assault and felony watch; Sentence: Death, commuted transporation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: FERGUS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/10/1799; Name of petitioner: General French;
Record reference code: SPP 407;
Comments: A farmer from the Barony of Murrish, Co Mayo.

Surname: FERGUS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 08/11/1799; Description of crime: A leader in the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 570;
Comments: A native of Murisk, near Westport, Co. Mayo, a farmer

Surname: FERGUS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 948;
Comments: Convict is a native of Co Galway and resides in Thomas Street, Dublin. States he trades in stockings.

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 52; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 134;
Comments: Convict resides at No. 44 Newmarket, Dublin City, and is the sole support of his mother and five children.

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 98;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 288

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/07/1848; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: MATILDA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1839; Description of crime: Assault and felony of shawl; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: SMAUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 69

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 19/03/1846; Date of document: 02/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 F 9; Comments: Prisoner states that he is from Carrickfergus.

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus Gaol; Date of document: 13/02/1798; Name of petitioner: W. Skeffington; Record reference code: SPP 329

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Sligo gaol; Date of document: 26/07/1799; Description of crime: Had 2 pikes in his possession; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 571

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F1; Comments: See under James Cullen

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FERGUSON; First name: -;

Sex: F; Date of document: 24/05/1806; Record reference code: PPC 1208; Comments: Surgeons journal of attendance on the convicts remaining after the last embarkation

Surname: FERGUSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 81

Surname: FERHIG; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: FERIS; First name: AGNES;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 310; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged by direction of Lord Lieutenant, 00/07/1853

Surname: FERKINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: FERRALL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of Mannanstown House, Co. Meath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others; 
Record reference code: PPC 1080; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with 11 others for the same offence. Some of the convicted were tenants on the Mannanstown Estate, Co. Meath.

Surname: FERRALL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Royal Exchange, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: SPP 136; 
Comments: Convict states he surrendered his arms but was taken by the Kings Co. militia brought to Loughlinstown camp and from thence to Dublin. States he has no means of supporting his wife and family.

Surname: FERRALL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 21/05/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being a United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 572 Late of Drumkeelan, Co. Leitrim

Surname: FERRALLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Breaking into the house of Thomas Donoghue; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: FERRELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FERRIGAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: FERRIGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 46

Surname: FERRIN; First name: JULIA;
Sex: F; Age: 58; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: FERRIS; First name: HONOR;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felony after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 243; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1858

Surname: FERRIS; First name: JEREMAIH;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: FERRIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46
Surname: FERRIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/10/1853; Description of crime: Felony dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board Norman Morrison, 00/12/1856

Surname: FERRIS; First name: FREDERICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 16 Oct 1798 and was held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: FERRY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: FERRY; First name: SIMEON;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33

Surname: FERTEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 175

Surname: FERTH; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

Surname: FESTING; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 14/04/1859; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 161;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/07/1859 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/04/1860 Regiment: 2nd Batallion S.F. Guards

Surname: FETHERSTON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 25; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 F 12;
Comments: The only item in the file is a letter from G.R. Fetherston, concerning the transportation of 2 convicts in 1827.

Surname: FETHERSTON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 124;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged

Surname: FETTIS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/01/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation, (or bail in 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

Surname: FFEAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FFMAHER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of document: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Name of ship: ]; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 3

Surname: FFMC GINNIS (GUINESS); First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Date of trial: 17/10/1850; Description of crime: Robbery of £300;
Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 14

Surname: FIALEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 23;  Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 03/02/1836

Surname: FIANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148; Comments: Convict detained on Birde ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: FIBEY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151

Surname: FIDDLER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/05/1862; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal servitude 14 yrs commuted 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 165; Comments: Regiment: 25th Foot, 2nd Batallion Convict to be discharged from the service on expiration of penal servitude

Surname: FIELD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to rob; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 88

Surname: FIELD; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, P 89; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 F 24

Surname: FIELD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 12/03/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 573; Comments: A ribon engine weaver of Dublin City. Arrested at 8 South Earl St., a public house, where the prisoner worked and lodged.

Surname: FIELD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1842 F 17

Surname: FIELD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FIELDING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: FIELDS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 276

Surname: FIELDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: FIELDS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140; Comments: See also: Thomas Fields; A 38; TR 01/07/1842; TR 4, p 140 John Murray; A 28; TR 01/07/1842; TR 4, p 140 John Murray; A 28; TR 22/07/1842; TR 4, p 140

Surname: FIELDS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140; Comments: See also: John Murray; A 28; TR 01/07/1842: TR 4, p 140 John Murray; A 28; TR 22/07/1842; TR 4, p 140 Thomas Fields; A 38; TR 22/07/1842; TR 4, p 140

Surname: FIELDS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151

Surname: FIELDS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 17/11/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 55

Surname: FIFE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 153

Surname: FIFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 160; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FIFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 7

Surname: FIFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FIGUE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 173; Comments: See also: Pat Fyne, TR 6, p 177

Surname: FIHILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FINAGHTY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 50;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/11/1857

Surname: FINAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commute transportation life commuted 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 F 33

Surname: FINAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

Surname: FINAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath and riot; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 155;
Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 2 yrs and 5 mths imprisonment, 22/08/1843 and detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: FINCHELY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Date of document: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 216; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 F 13

Surname: FINCHLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

Surname: FINEGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 111

Surname: FINEGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: FINEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36; Comments: Also known as Patrick Flanagan Convict Report No: F 97

Surname: FINEGAN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: FINEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 18/07/1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 100

Surname: FINEGAN; First name: (JUGG);

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kerry.

Surname: FINEGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FINEN; First name: MARGARETTE;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 175;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: FINES; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 17/08/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 574;
Comments: Arrested in a public house in Clonee, while returning from visiting his mother in Co. Meath

Surname: FINGAR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 155

Surname: FINGLAS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 17/07/1812; Date of document: 17/07/1812; Description of crime: ASSAULT;
Record reference code: PPC 1271;

Surname: FINIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life

Surname: FINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 172

Surname: FINLAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 208
Surname: FINLAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow Gaol; Date of document: 1805;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: FINLAY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 6;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: FINLAY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: FINLAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/02/1843; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 F 4;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843. Convicts parents William and Cather, live in Downpatrick. Convicts wife, Mary has been given a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: FINLAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: FINLAY; First name: MARGARET JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

Surname: FINLAY; First name: MATILDA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 1(f)

Surname: FINLAY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 09/06/1823; Description of crime: Selling stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1927;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence on grounds of ill health accused by a cancer of the face and throat.

Surname: FINLAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Ellen Finlay; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 F 20

Surname: FINLAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: SPP418

Surname: FINLAY; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardship Belfast Lough; Date of document: 20/04/1799; Sentence: To serve in the prussian Service; Name of petitioner: James Finlay; Relationship of petitioner: Fahter;
Record reference code: SPP 575;
Comments: A weaver, late of Knockbracken, Co. Down

Surname: FINLAY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 80; Place of trial: County Monagahan; Place of imprisonment: Cork depot; Date of trial: CA 1822; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Description of crime: Selling stolen linen; Sentence: transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health, 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824, 3rd dated 6 Aug 1824.

Surname: FINLAY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 08/1823; Date of document: 22/03/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Francis Finlay; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 2274;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Corley, Co. Monaghan and is aged 72 years.

Surname: FINLAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1826; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Rev Henry Mc Phillips; Relationship of petitioner: Curate Of Trugh;
Record reference code: PPC 3050;
Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children and resides in the Parish of Carrickmacross, Co Monaghan, on behalf of the convict and signed by the Catholic Bishop of the Diocese and several others.

Surname: FINLAY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 03/07/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and five others;
Record reference code: PPC 2435;
Comments: Petitioning to be discharged or removed to Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Complaints of which are detailed.

Surname: FINLAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document: 03/06/1828; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Rev. Henry Mc Phillips; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor;
Record reference code: PPC 3393;
Comments: Petitioning to revoke sentence. Convict has a wife and several children (no details given) and resides in the Parish of Carrickmacross, Co. Monaghan. Included is a note requesting referral of convict's case to the judge who tried him. Petition not dated, possibly 1828

Surname: FINLEY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 172

**Surname: FINLEY; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 173

**Surname: FINLEY; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

**Surname: FINLEY; First name: ALEXANDER;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

**Surname: FINLON; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Record reference code: SPP 567; Comments: See Patrick Fenelan

**Surname: FINLY; First name: CHARLES;**

Sex: M; Age: 80; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Cork depot; Date of trial: CA 1822; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Description of crime: Selling stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and others; Record reference code: PPC 2273; Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824, 3rd dated 1824.

**Surname: FINN; First name: ELLEN;**

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

**Surname: FINN; First name: HANNAH;**
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 75 F

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 244

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 1; 
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 03/02/1836

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 100

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 237; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 168; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1856

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Surname: FINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 113;
Comments: See also: TR 2, p 113

Surname: FINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 56;
Comments: See also: TR 2, p 113

Surname: FINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 85

Surname: FINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: FINN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 241;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: FINN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1849; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: FINN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Naas, Co.Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Richmond prison; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 F11; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: FINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 114; Comments: Convict ordered back with Cornelius Naughten, Thomas Toomey and Francis Connell

Surname: FINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing promissory notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 13; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: FINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14

Surname: FINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 15/07/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843

Surname: FINN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 33

Surname: FINN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/07/1854

Surname: FINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98 (f)

Surname: FINN; First name: UNKNOWN;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: FINN; First name: DENIS (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 234; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: FINN; First name: DENIS (SNR);

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 234; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: FINN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 100

Surname: FINN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: FINN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 86; Place of trial: Guild Hall Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 09/04/1825; Description of crime: Coining counterfeit tokens; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2594

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** LUKE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 04/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Ann Finn; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 576; Comments: A clerk, late of Gorey, Co. Wexford. Certified by two magistrates who recommend his liberation

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 01/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 577; Comments: A native of Gurteen, Co. Galway. See also Thomas Finn

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 02/09/1800; Date of document: 06/09/1800; Description of crime: High treason; Record reference code: PPC 397; Comments: Several character references including trial judge recommending the convict for mercy. Second petition dated 23\0\1800.

**Surname:** FINN; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 20/07/1800; Description of crime: High treason; Record reference code: PPC 398; Comments: Convict had surrendered his arms after the insurrection having obtained protection but was re-arrested and has since been in prison 15 mths. Two letters in connectin
with the case and one from the convict’s council, Longford, request ing that his client be informed as to what he is to expect, dated 10 July 1800

Surname: FINN; First name: JOHN JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Cork; Date of document: 09/02/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 950;
Comments: Convict is a merchant and resides in Cork. States his mother and sister, one living.

Surname: FINN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 949;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given) and resides at Patrick Street, Dublin.

Surname: FINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 25/03/1831; Description of crime: Passing counterfeit coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3562;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: FINN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Callender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: FINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 11/12/1824; Date of document: 09/1825; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Rosanna Stephens; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 4213;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Rosanna Stephens (petitioning on her own behalf) and Jane Armstrong for the same offense.

Surname: FINN; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc27; Comments: Convicts father, Thomas, resides in Tipperary Town.

Surname: FINN; First name: DENIS (JUNIOR);
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 04/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc95

Surname: FINN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 04/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc95 List of convicts received on board the hulk from Wexford Gaol.

Surname: FINN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 T 3; Comments: Prisoner returned from New South Wales to Ireland in 1847 for a new trial.

Surname: FINN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of document: 15/07/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Ellen Finn.

Surname: FINN; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FINNAMORE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FINNAMORE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 39;
Comments: Convict was convicted with James Bergin for the same offence.

**Surname:** FINNAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and searching for fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170;

Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** FINNANAMORE; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of document: 1839; Description of crime: Affray; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Bridget Finnemanore; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;

Record reference code: FS 1839 157

**Surname:** FINNEGAN; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

**Surname:** FINNEGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 163;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1855

**Surname:** FINNEGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 90

**Surname:** FINNEGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 150;

Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/08/1850

**Surname:** FINNEGAN; **First name:** JOHN;
Surname: FINNEGAN; First name: PETER; Alias: Maguire, John;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: FINNEGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/07/1809; Date of document: 18/10/1809; Description of crime: CARRYING ARMS; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1241;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Includes several character references.

Surname: FINNEGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 F 14

Surname: FINNEGAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of document: 31/12/1847; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 F 1;
Comments: Died.

Surname: FINNEGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: FINNEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FINNEGAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: FINNEION; First name: WILLOAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 143; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: FINNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153; 
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/07/1853

Surname: FINNER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 242

Surname: FINNERAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 F 18; 
Comments: Convicts father John, resides at Harbour Lane, Ballinasloe, Co. Galway. States he had seven sons, four of whom are dead; Convict is the youngest.

Surname: FINNERAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athlone; Date of document: 31/03/1800; Description of crime: Robbery of Colonel Dillon; 
Record reference code: PPC 400; 
Comments: Letter from Athlone, reporting on the arrest of convict.
Surname: FINNERAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 F 28

Surname: FINNIGAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 32

Surname: FINNIGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: FINNIGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: FINNIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: FINNIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 124

Surname: FINNIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Felony after previous convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 164;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855

Surname: FINNON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 125

Surname: FINNUCANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 11/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FINNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/06/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 951; Comments: Convict has a wife and is a tobacconist by trade. States his father is aged 97 years.

Surname: FINTIN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836 Ordered back, 05/07/1836

Surname: FINUCANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Date of document: 04/10/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 13, p 208; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 F 22; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: FINUCANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: FINUCANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 103;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1857

**Surname:** FINUCANE; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 28/08/1799; Description of crime: Involved with the United Irishmen in Co. Clare; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Finucane; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: SPP 578;
Comments: Prays that the prisoner be sent to serve on the Hebe where petitioners three sons already have distinguished themselves, that prisoner might follow their example

**Surname:** FISHER; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

**Surname:** FISHER; **First name:** SARAH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 263;
Comments: See also: Sally Keenan, TR 5, p 263

**Surname:** FISHER; **First name:** THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co.Cavan; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: Theft of a house; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1476;
Comments: Convict has a family. States he is a landowner.

**Surname:** FITSMAURICE; **First name:** OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Rsocommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 192

**Surname:** FITSSIMONS; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 3 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 32;
Comments: Convict discharged
Surname: FITTON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: FITTON; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 44 F; Comments: Convict probably tried with her sister, Mary

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN; Alias: Brien;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 175; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72; Comments: Convict discharged, 03/04/1857
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Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: CAT;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 23(f)

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of a hair chain, (value of 5 shillings); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63 F

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 163

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 F 29; Comments: The convict has a wife and eight children to support.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted imprisonment, 15/08/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 19

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102; Comments: Convict absolutely discharged, 24/10/1862

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1855

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment and hard labour

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 218

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 02/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 9;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 173;
Comments: Convict commuted 12 mths imprisonment at hard labour, 07/04/1849

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 252

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 262

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 235

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: GARRETT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 37 F; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 F41

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a candlestick and 4 candles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/10/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of shawls; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony of watches; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 69

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 54;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/03/1853

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 183;
Comments: See also: Chief J. Doherty's letter to Mc Gibbs, 06/03/1842

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/05/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery within cartilage etc.,; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 109;
Comments: Convict Report No: R.31

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/10/1856

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 151

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 153
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/06/1854

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RPBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 156

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 130

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 116

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/04/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 103

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony pigs cheeks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43(f)

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38(f)

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 256

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 114

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 70;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in an outhouse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 77

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 79

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 87;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/08/1853

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Breaking into a chapel and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 85;
Comments: See also: Richard Kelly
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WININFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1842; Description of crime: Felony watch and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 95; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/04/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 109

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 217; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 39
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN (JNR);
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 159; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/09/1853

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 159; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/06/1853

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 169

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Assault under the statute; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31(f)

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38(f)
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 266

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARK;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a hay fork; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Coining 3 counterfeit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 139;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 186

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 260;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24(f)

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: CA 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 261
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 44 F;
Comments: Convict probably tried with her sister, Bridget

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 232;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 230;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/12/1852
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 203

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 9; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 114

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/04/1858

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/04/1858

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/04/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 115

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 154; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/07/1852

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 80

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/03/1854

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/05/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 137

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/01/1853

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 99

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/10/1856

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Writing threatening letters; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 185

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony timber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 114

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/11/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 35

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 57
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 27

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 17/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 133

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 90;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/01/1858

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 113;
Comments: See also: TR 2, p 102

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 12 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 74;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1837 See also: TR 2, p 113
Convict is a native of Co. Limerick.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 20/04/1848;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Calf stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 115;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/03/1852

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Calf stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 70

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 159;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/06/1855

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 149

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Felony tools basket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 20/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 153

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Cotter, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 32

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 164

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 122;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1856

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/03/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 67;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board Norman Morrisson, 00/12/1856
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/04/1845; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Fitzgibbon;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/01/1852

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 20; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/02/1854

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Cork; Date of trial: 1797; Date of document: 02/01/1799; Description of crime: ACCOMPLICE TO MURDER; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 142; Comments: Petition endorsed with a recommendation for consideration signed William Bray. Convict has a wife and 5 young children and is a steward by profession. Several character references.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 20/03/1823; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1928; Comments: Convict was acquitted of murder received sentence of transportation. Petitioner states that his brother was also convicted at the same time and sentenced to transportation. Convict resides at Ballymorris, Co. Cork and has a widowed mother and second brother. Several letters to do with the reward for the convic

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kenmare, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 16/04/1827; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Fitzgerald; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3074; Comments: Petitioner is a widow, aged 64 yrs and resides in Killarney, Co. Kerry. Convict is a victualler by trade. Other defendant: Laurence Sullivan. 2nd Petition received 18 May 1827.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/02/1831; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Patrick Lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3582; Comments: Convict was convicted on the evidence of Patrick Lynch. Petitioner petitioning on his own behalf.
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 22/05/1832; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of blankets; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3660; Comments: Convict has three children, eldest 8 years old. Crime was committed in Limerick City.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 139; Comments: Convicts father, Thomas, is a Carpenter and Builder by trade and resides in White Hall, Co. Dublin.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 F 15; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother. States he resides in Hugginstown, Co. Kilkenny.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 05/1846; Description of crime: Robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Fitzgerald; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 12; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Ballydaniel, near Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Castle; Date of document: 13/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 349; Comments: Wishes to go to England
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Princess tender, Cork; Date of document: 20/08/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 137; Comments: Refers to an application made by the Marquis of Waterford on his behalf to procure bail

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: LATTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. W/Meath; Date of document: 10/08/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 138; Comments: Parys to be liberated or admitted to bail. States he has six children

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: SARSFIELD MAURICE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/09/1799; Record reference code: SPP 579; Comments: A native of the town of Dungarvan, Co. Waterford. Certificate of character signed by the principal inhabitants of Dungarvan.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 28 Jan 1834

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 22 July 1834

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 10/04/1845; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16
Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Sentence: Life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 23/03/1824; Description of crime: Theft of a bullock; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2275;
Comments: Convict has six children. Petition signed by the magistrates of Co. Mayo. Endorsed: the signatures appear to be forgeries. Petition received 10 May 1824.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1800; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Fitzgerald; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 952;
Comments: Petitioner is a widow with seven children and resides at No 4 Crow Street, Dublin. States convict is a clerk by profession. Other defendant; Philip Long.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Date of document: 23/04/1828; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Felix Fitzgerald; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3394;
Comments: Petitioner a widower resides in Baldoyle, Co. Dublin. States there are eleven children in the family dependant on the convict's support.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.
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Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 15/05/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 F 13;
Comments: The convict has a wife and 7 children to support, they live near Midleton in Co Cork. Farmer by trade.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 28/04/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Fitzgerald; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 7;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Doneraile, Co Cork.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Bandon; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 14/11/1845; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 25;
Comments: Prisoner resided in the Parish of Skull, West Cork.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 20

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self and John Fitzgerald; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 F 7

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 31/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 F 27

**Surname:** FITZGERALD; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 F 21

**Surname:** FITZGERALD; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** FITZGERALD; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** FITZGERALD; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** FITZGERALD; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Prison; Date of trial: 19/11/1850; Description of crime: Attempted Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: BRIDE;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 F 42

**Surname:** FITZGERALD; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Pig stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 10 Feb 1836.

**Surname:** FITZGERALD; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

**Surname:** FITZGERALD; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1832; 
Record reference code: FS 1832 3; 
Comments: Wife, Honora Cowdon, and three children, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: LONACH 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Honora Cowdon, residing in parish of Michead, Barony of Cowdon and Clongibbon, Limerick

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Margaret Magrath, residing in Thurles.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 24/01/1845; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 26/11/1844; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16; 
Comments: Military convict 4 Dr Gols.

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FITZGERALD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FITZGERLAD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 04/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 3 mths; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 206

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 94

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 94

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/09/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 244

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168;
Comments: Convict died in Cork County Gaol, 21/06/1853

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 156;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/01/1852

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/03/1823; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 2110;
Comments: Letter, Limerick, reporting the conviction of convict and Patrick Nevill.
Surname: FITZGIBBON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: LONACH 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Bridget Murphy, residing in Cashel.

Surname: FITZGIBBONS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 20/06/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 14;
Comments: Convicts wife Margaret, requests a free passage to New South Wales. She resides at kilmore, Co.Clare

Surname: FITZHARRIS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: FITZHARRIS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Date of document: 17/11/1836; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to rob; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 55

Surname: FITZHARRIS; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a outhouse and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/05/1853

Surname: FITZHARRIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/09/1856

Surname: FITZHARRIS; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 30/08/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 580; Comments: A native of Tubber, Dunlavin, Co. Wicklow, recognisance enclosed

Surname: FITZHENRY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 12/12/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61

Surname: FITZJAMES; First name: UNKNOWN; Alias: Maguire;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 11/03/1852; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 37

Surname: FITZMAURICE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/09/1856

Surname: FITZMAURICE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: FITZMAURICE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 75; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 F 7; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FITZMAURICE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934;
Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: FITZMAURICE; First name: JAMES GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison Ship, Cork; Date of document: 1823; Description of crime: Theft of arms; Sentence: Death commited to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1935;
Comments: Convict is a father of eight children.

Surname: FITZMAURICE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Capital felony;
Record reference code: PPC 3766;
Comments: Note stating that the convict has been granted a respite of his sentence. Endorsement on note states the sentence of death was not passed on him, no date, circa 1822-27.

Surname: FITZMAURICE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Honora Fitz- maurice, residing in Parish of Racal, Newcastle, Co Limerick.

Surname: FITZOUNGE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 23(f)

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 335

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 219
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/04/1853; Date of document: 03/12/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 F 27; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: English, Bridget;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Having in possession forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104(f)

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/04/1856

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48(f)

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 123

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 40(f)
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/02/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 246

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89(f)

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing chain; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/03/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 137

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 229; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836 but was unfit to travel, certificate by surgeon to gaol attached

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: HUGH;
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Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/05/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 1 yrs imprisonment;
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 17; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 24

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 159

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 91; Comments: See also: William Fitzpatrick

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Killing 2 cows; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69; Comments: See also: Alexander Jones and John Fitzpatrick

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing flax yarn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 87

**Surname:** FITZPATRICK; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

**Surname:** FITZPATRICK; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

**Surname:** FITZPATRICK; **First name:** JOHANA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(f)

**Surname:** FITZPATRICK; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71;
Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co.Dublin, 01/03/1855

**Surname:** FITZPATRICK; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855

**Surname:** FITZPATRICK; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

**Surname:** FITZPATRICK; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 17

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 55

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN SHIRLEY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Killing 2 cows; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 69;
Comments: See also: Alexander Jones & James Fitzpatrick

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN (SNR);
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 98

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 119;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/01/1855

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 277; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 F 31

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 307

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(f)

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 194;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharge by order of the Lord Lieutenant, 28/11/1851

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/05/1839; Description of crime: Felony bottle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1859

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118; Comments: Convict's sentence commuted by Lord Lieutenant to transportation life, to be sent back, 14/03/1841

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18; Comments: Convict Report No: F.12

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 F 13

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1848; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 119; Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/07/1852

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 33

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/02/1854

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery, former conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/04/1851

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 09/04/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Murder of J. Henderson; Sentence: Death;

Comments: Convict executed, 12/08/1848

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: To give bail in 1 mth or transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: TAKING POSSESSION OF MANNANSTOWN HOUSE, CO. MEATH; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: U;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Date of document: 30/08/1822;
Record reference code: PPC 1677;
Comments: Acknowledge from William Patton, Nenagh, Co. Down, of letter informing him
of a respite granted to the convict on whose behalf he had petitioned, no details given of
sentence on crime.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1826;
Date of document: 12/04/1826; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of Callice and a
bonnet; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and C Fitzpatrick;
Record reference code: Sister;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her sister for the same offense. Both reside at
Dunlurgan, Co. Kildare.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1826;
Date of document: 12/04/1826; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of Callice and a
bonnet; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict B Fitzpatrick;
Relationship of petitioner: Sister;
Record reference code: PPC 2777;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her sister for the same offense. Both reside at
Dunlurgan, Co. Kildare.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: AUGUSTINE;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of
petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3062;
Comments: Petition received 17 April 1827

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing
a lamb; Sentence: Transportation, commuted to 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 106

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime:
Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transp.for life, commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 110

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRf 1845 M 29

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 06/1799; Date of document: 10/04/1799; Description of crime: A captain of rebels; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: C A Coote; Record reference code: SPP 378

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during Rebellion period. Prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during rebellion period. Prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Birr, kings Co; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 28/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Record reference code: SPP 140; Comments: Convict was convicted by Court martial with his brother for the same offence. Convicts parents reside in Boveen, kings Co. Includes several char.refs and one from John Lloyd, Co. Tipperary stating that the convicts were born on his land

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Birr, Kings Co; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 28/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman;
Record reference code: SPP 140; Comments: Convict was convicted by court martial with his brother James for the same offence. Convicts parents reside in Boveen, kings Co. Includes several char. refs. and one from John Lloyd, Co. Tipperary, stating that both convicts were born on his lan

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Brunswick tender Dublin; Date of document: 11/08/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 139; Comments: Prays to be discharged. States that his widowed mother and nine sisters are dependant on the support of himself and his brother, also confined for the same offence. Letter from Mr. Rochfort on the convicts behalf.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Alexander Prison ship; Date of document: 26/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 414

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mountrath; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 14/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 583 late of Clonehir, Queens Co., a farmer. Recognisance and certificate of character attached

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Date of document: 1799; Record reference code: SPP 581; Comments: A son in law to Rorke, a farmer of Dunruah, between Milltown and Currahah

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 11/12/1799; Name of petitioner: Charles Asgall; Record reference code: SPP 582; Comments: Agrees that Fitzpatrick should be released

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Appearing in arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 17 Dec 1833

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF1845 misc2

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 09/11/1824; Description of crime: Theft of a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2277;
Comments: Convict has seven children, eldest is 14 years old.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/12/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a bottle of whiskey; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2278;
Comments: Convict had served in the Navy from an early age. States he has three children. Character references. Petition receivied 13 February 1824.
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/06/1805;

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow Gaol; Date of document: 1805;
Comment: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comment: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Brunswick Tensee; Description of crime: Being a member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3873;
Comment: Convict states his mother and nine sisters are dependant on the support of his brother (also a prisoner on board the same tender) and himself. Petition not dated, circa 1798-1801.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Kells, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbing a shop; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 63

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Killing two cows; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 J 10;
Comment: Convict was convicted with his brother James and Alexander Jones, for the same offence. Convict is married and has a family.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Killing two cows; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 J 10; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John and Alexander Jones for the same offence. Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 F 12; Comments: See also CRF 1839 F 14

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 F 14; Comments: Convict has a child, aged 7 years.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Borris-in-Ossory; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of document: 12/11/1845; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Martin & Catherine Fitzp; Relationship of petitioner: Children; Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 23

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 31/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 F 12

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Date of document: 31/05/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of letters; Sentence: Transportation commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 F 9
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Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 F 20

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: J;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of document: 13/07/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Mountjoy prison.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 F 22

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/11/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/08/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Prison; Date of trial: 03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 F 28

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Fitzpatrick, residing in the Parish of Mohill, Co Leitrim.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: SOUTHWORTH 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife residing at Freshford, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JOHN;
Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 02/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing a bonnet; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FITZPATRICK; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: FITZPATRIK; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 08/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 125;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/07/1851

Surname: FITZSIMMONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/02/1839; Description of crime: Felony of several articles; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 P 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 f 46;
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged.

Surname: FITZSIMMONS; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 29/07/1824; Date of document: 17/11/1824; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2279;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.

Surname: FITZSIMMONS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Description of crime: Stealing two pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3767; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Two petitions, not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: FITZSIMMONS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: FITZSIMMONS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 03/1835; Date of document: 1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: FS 1840 17; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Fitzsimmons, residing in Donaghadee, Co Down, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: FITZSIMON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/01/1842; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: FITZSIMON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2; Comments: f

Surname: FITZSIMON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 08/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny of Calico; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 305; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 F 10; Comments: Convict has three children. Convicts husband Terence Fitzsimon, is a Bricklayer by trade.

Surname: FITZSIMON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny (receiving stolen goods); Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Surname: FITZSIMON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/02/1839; Description of crime: Stealing articles of tin; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 3 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 F 11

Surname: FITZSIMON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparafl; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 F 15

Surname: FITZSIMON OR DOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Having a plate for making £5.00 notes; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 30/08/1839; Description of crime: Felony coal and breast pins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Doyle;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Felonious abduction of an infant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 271

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict Ref. File: K 11, 1836

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 F 16; Comments: The convict has a wife and family to support.

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 61

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60
Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Having forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: ELPHINSTONE, 04/09/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 96

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: 3 mths imprisonment if security not given;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 305;
Comments: Convict sentenced 3 mths imprisonment if security not given in £5.00 and 2 securities in £2.10 each then transportation 7 yrs

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 08/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY, 09/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 197
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Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 77

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 30/10/1823; Description of crime: Possessing two stolen pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1938; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Wife resides at Bennins Court near Francis Street.

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict was sent from Kilmainham, Dublin.

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of trial: 26/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing two heifers; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 29; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children.

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Trans life, commuted trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 72; Comments: Convict's wife resides at No 30 Lower Exchange Street, Dublin.

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: FITZSIMONS; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** FITZWILLIAM; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 15; Comments: Convict reside in Dublin with his wife.

**Surname:** FLAHAVAN; **First name:** MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

**Surname:** FLAHER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co.Dublin; Date of trial: 27/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony beef; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board Surprize, 18/05/1836
Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 95;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27(f)

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/4/1857

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ELPHINSTONE, 04/09/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 96

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 113

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 29/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime: Burlary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/03/1853

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/07/1852; Description of crime: Placing stones on the Midland railway; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/03/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Date of document: 07/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Daniel Flaherty; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 F 16;
Comments: Prisoner’s occupation given as Shoemaker. Petitioners residence given as Moneygall, Kings County.

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Maiming cattle; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75; Comments: Convict detained on Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27(f)

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 34(f)

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 12(f)

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** CONNOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 256;
Comments: Convict unfit for transportation, 22/11/1843

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 258

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** ESTHER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 204;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

**Surname:** FLAHERTY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 202
Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 F 1; Comments: Convict Ref> File: F 1, 1841 Name struck through

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 133

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1856

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57; Comments: Convict died in Depot, 26/03/1853

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255
Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 62; Comments: Convict died in Ennis Depot, Co. Clare, 22/04/1853

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of document: 14/08/1827; Description of crime: Suspected homicide; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3152; Comments: Convict has a wife (pregnant) and two children.

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: BRIEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt Prison; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: FLAHERTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** FLAKER; **First name:** JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

**Surname:** FLANAGAN; **First name:** ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Rape and aiding; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 F 12; Comments: See also: Stephen O'Brien. Convict resides in Banagher, Kings Co.

**Surname:** FLANAGAN; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94

**Surname:** FLANAGAN; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: House Breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/04/1858

**Surname:** FLANAGAN; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 273; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 F 29

**Surname:** FLANAGAN; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: U; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling and putting inmates in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/04/1856

**Surname:** FLANAGAN; **First name:** JAMES;
| Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JAMES;                                                                                   |
| Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 166 |
| Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 164 |
| Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JANE;                                                                                   |
| Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 119 |
| Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;                                                                                    |
| Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53(f) |
| Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;                                                                                    |
| Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony of spoons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59 |
| Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;                                                                                    |
| Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 164 |
| Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;                                                                                    |
| Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 148 |
| Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;                                                                                    |
| Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony hats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; |
Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 173

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 239;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/07/1836

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 164

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 9(f)

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 299

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/09/1853
Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: King’s Co; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Byrne or Toole;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1858

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(f)

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 85; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 F 21; Comments: Convict wife Mary resides in Naas Co. Kildare.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Lifford; Date of trial: 25/07/1845; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 F 17

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 20/02/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Fraudulent confession of desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 51; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/07/1853

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 170

**Surname**: FLANAGAN; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 150

**Surname**: FLANAGAN; **First name**: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

**Surname**: FLANAGAN; **First name**: PAT;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 74

**Surname**: FLANAGAN; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/08/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 12 mths imprisonment;

Comments: Convict Report No: F.97 Convict also known as Peter Finegan

Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

**Surname**: FLANAGAN; **First name**: WILLIAM; Alias: Donnegan, William;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

**Surname**: FLANAGAN; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing trousers and former convictions; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Record reference code: TR 11, p 28

**Surname**: FLANAGAN; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 13, p 88
Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 128;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 75;
Comments: Convict taken out of vessel, 1 yrs imprisonment from 10/10/1837. Convict resides with his wife and children at No. 46, Bridgefoot Street, Dublin.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 14;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/09/1857

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1840; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 109

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 113;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbing Blech Green person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 1

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 173

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: WILLWAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/02/1797; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 144;
Comments: Order for removal of Flanagan to Wexford Gaol to await trial. Includes a letter from Baron Frederick Flood, Newtown Co Kikenny recommeding that his life be spa- red for further investigation into the robberies. Suggest transportation. Life

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of document: 07/01/1818; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1421

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and Robert Galvin; Record reference code: PPC 1679; Comments: Robert Galvin, convict's brother-in-law was convicted for the same crime. Convict states that they were prosecuted out of revenge. Several character references including the minister for Kilkeevin, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 30/09/1800; Record reference code: PPC 3934; Comments: Lett, stating that a warrant from the Lord Lieutenant is necessary for the convict's confinement.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans.for life, commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 97

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRf 1840 F24 Convicts parents reside in Feohonough near Newcastle, Co. Limerick and are dependent on his support.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne Flanagan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 5;
Comments: Prisoner lived in Ballymahon, Co. Longford.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne Flanagan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 5;
Comments: Prisoner lived in Ballymahon, Co. Longford.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne Flanagan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 5;
Comments: Prisoner lived in Ballymahon, Co. Longford.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 412;
Comments: A List of convicts signed by Major Sirr

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 21/05/1799; Description of crime: Confessed to being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Jane Flanagan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 584;
Comments: Certified by the gentlemen and magistrates of Queens Co.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF1836 misc94

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/08/1800;
Record reference code: PPC 326;
Comments: Coyle convicted of same crime. Co. Kildare reporting that the convicts have arrived in Athy but as the King's evidence was not available the trial was postponed (09 Aug 1800).
Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Hyrom ship; Date of document: 04/1803; Name of petitioner: Ann Flanagan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 957;
Comments: Petitioner states she is pregnant. Convict is a cutler by trade. Father is living.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of document: 29/04/1791; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 3880;
Comments: Letter, the inhabitants of Newry, Co Down, requesting that the convict is not granted a pardon or a reprieve of his sentence other than transportation. Stat- es the convict who resides in Newry Town, is a villain and a robber and has oft- en been in Downpatrick Gaol for various offences

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: FELONIES COMMITTED DURING THE REBELLION; Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 8 Dec 1798.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex Dublin; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc28;
Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc100;
Comments: List of convicts received on board the Hulk from Wicklow gaol.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 34;
Comments: Report of the Medical Attendant of Kilmainham gaol, Dublin. A description is given of the convict's physical features.
Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Date of document: 20/07/1840; 
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc17; 
Comments: Return of deaths on board the Middlesex! Convict died of Diarrhoea on 28 Oct 1839.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1853 F 13; 
Comments: Discharged, April 1854.

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 F 7

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: ROSE-ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 F 12

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1850 F 18

Surname: FLANAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FLANAGHAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/07/1800; 
Record reference code: PPC 325; 
Comments: John Coyle convicted of same crime. Letter reporting that the convicts are to be tried at Athy & sent to Naas Gaol to await trial. States the men stole Lord Leitrim's cows, robbed Mr Thompson's house & are part of a gang who were resonsable for the murder of J Corley & his mother (27 July 1800). Tailor by trade

Surname: FLANEAGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Having implements for coining in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 143

Surname: FLANELLY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/05/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/10/1856

Surname: FLANERY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: FLANIGAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: FLANIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/03/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90

Surname: FLANIGAN; First name: ROSE ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 233; Comments: Convict removed to Dundrum Lunatic Assylum, 15/02/1860

Surname: FLANIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of document: 02/04/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a handkerchief; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Flanigan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2595; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Military Service. Petitioner is a Private in the 75th Foot Regiment.
Surname: FLANIGAN; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: FLANIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods knowing them to be stolen; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: FLANIGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods knowing them to be stolen; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: FLANNAGAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 144

Surname: FLANNAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 144

Surname: FLANNAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24;
Comments: Convict died Spike Island Gaol. Co. Cork, 26/05/1857

Surname: FLANNAGAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 144
Surname: FLANNAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 20/08/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 585;
Comments: Certified by E Grange of Smithfeld and Bow St. Brewery and others

Surname: FLANNAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others;
Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: FLANNEGAN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 01/07/1822; Description of crime: Robbery of a neighbour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Eliza Falannagan; Relationship of petitioner: mother;
Record reference code: PPC 1687;
Comments: Petitioning on behalf of her son and Roderick Galvin, her son in law, Convicted of the same crime. Several character references including the minister for Kilkeevin union, Co Roscommon and Ballidough, Limerick.. Both convicts have families, no details given

Surname: FLANNERY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1825; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 222;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: FLANNERY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Date of document: 29/03/1845; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Name of petitioner: Patrick Flannery; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 302; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 F 6;
Comments: Prisoners father served in the 6th Dragoon Guards until 1814, and then in the Roscommon militia.

Surname: FLANNERY; First name: BRIDGET;
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Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 45 F

**Surname:** FLANNERY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

**Surname:** FLANNERY; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

**Surname:** FLANNERY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1846; Description of crime: Assault, endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 27

**Surname:** FLANNERY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 F 6; Comments: Convict, his wife Jane, and two children live at 94, Meath St. Dublin. Convict father has been a Police Sergeant for 16 years.

**Surname:** FLANNERY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing ammunition; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 71; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1826. Convict resides in Bogagh, Co. Westmeath, and is a Labourer by trade.

**Surname:** FLANNERY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: FLANNERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: CYLDE, 08/02/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 157

Surname: FLANNERY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

Surname: FLANNERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 08/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: FLANNERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 08/06/1822; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Name of petitioner: Mary Flannery; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1685;
Comments: Address; Nenagh, Co. Tipperary, has a large family, no details given.

Surname: FLANNERY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 F 3;
Comments: Convict was granted a Free pardon, 19 Jan 1839.

Surname: FLANNERY; First name: -;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of document: 23/06/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: FLANNIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 04/03/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 217

**Surname:** FLANNIGAN; **First name:** PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

**Surname:** FLANNINGAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 04/03/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 217

**Surname:** FLANNIRY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 99;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

**Surname:** FLANNON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/06/1842; Description of crime: Illegally selling eggs; Sentence: Fine;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 40;
Comments: Convict has a wife and children.

**Surname:** FLATTERY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Forging base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 F 40;
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.

**Surname:** FLATTERY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tower, Dublin Castle; Date of document: 25/04/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 958

**Surname:** FLEASSETT; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16
Surname: FLEECE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78; Comments: See also: Walter Fleece

Surname: FLEECE; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/05/1850

Surname: FLEETWOOD; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836 See also: Sarah Hurley, TR 1, p 46

Surname: FLEMING; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: FLEMING; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70(F)

Surname: FLEMING; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 F 30; Comments: The convict supports a wife and family.

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary with arms an out-house & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing timber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 67

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 91

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 08/07/1843; Description of crime: Posting a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: CA 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 23; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 03/02/1836

Surname: FLEMING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: FLEMING; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 270

Surname: FLEMING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: CA 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 13/10/1836

Surname: FLEMING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 218

Surname: FLEMING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75

Surname: FLEMING; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 4 mths imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 13; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/08/1836

Surname: FLEMING; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/06/1855

Surname: FLEMING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: FLEMING; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26(f)

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1858

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 4

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/12/1851

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

Surname: FLEMING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: FLEMING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing plough irons and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: FLEMING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of document: 08/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com.12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1848 F 26

Surname: FLEMING; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of document: 1799; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Surname: FLEMING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 16/08/1836; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: FLEMING; First name: -;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Name of petitioner: Magner Horan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother (defendant);
Record reference code: PPC 3862;
Comments: Petitioner (petitioning on her sons behalf) states that the convict was used by her own parents to pass forged notes. Petition not dated, circa 1806-07.

Surname: FLEMING; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Rape and Robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of Convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Clonmel Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 F 37

Surname: FLEMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: DORA;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 20/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71 F

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment and then transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 09/08/1856; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 159; Comments: Regiment: North Tipperary Militia. Convict sentenced transportation 14 yrs commuted penal servitude 4 yrs commuted penal servitude 2 yrs, 05/01/1858 Detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/09/1856 & Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/06/185

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/05/1850

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 26/01/1799; Description of crime: ROBBERY; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 145; Comments: Prays pardon and permission to enlist in Foreign Military Service. Convict servant by trade.

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 11/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Rev. Isaac Barr; Record reference code: SPP 586

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Killrush, Clare; Date of document: 1828; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3396;
Comments: Petition from convict complaining of the conditions in which he has been confined for eight days. States he resides in the town of Killrush, Co. Clare. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Charged with murder;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 30 Jan 1834.

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ASIA 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Mary Gillaspey, residing in Parish of Megrownah.

Surname: FLEMMING; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Murder of Mary Maloney;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 25 Jan 1836.

Surname: FLENELL; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

Surname: FLETCHER; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 230

Surname: FLETCHER; First name: DAVID; Alias: Taylor;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen plate; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: FLETCHER; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 45(f)

Surname: FLETCHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: FLETCHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's co; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Felony dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 67;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/04/1853

Surname: FLETCHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's co; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 124;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: FLETCHER; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 70; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 45(f)

Surname: FLETCHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of wearing apparel; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FLINN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 178; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1858

Surname: FLINN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: FLINN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony box, money and duplicant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: FLINN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204

Surname: FLINN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 18; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/07/1836 and ordered back, 05/08/1836

Surname: FLINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: FLINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: FLINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FLINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 69; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 mth imprisonment;

Record reference code: TR 6, p 223

Surname: FLINN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: FLINN; First name: LACKEY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: FLINN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: FLINN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 287

Surname: FLINN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 76;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: FLINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Stealing 1 lamb; Sentence: Transportation life;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 126
Surname: FLINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Date of trial: 1813; Description of crime: Stealing £100 from a prisoner; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1282;
Comments: Memorandum stating that the convict had escaped from Trim gaol before where he was confined for passing stolen Bank Notes but was later re-arrested and sentenced to be flogged with 12 months imprisonment.

Surname: FLINN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/04/1823; Description of crime: Stealing two shirts and a table cloth; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Biddy & Honor Doyle;
Relationship of petitioner: Unknown;
Record reference code: PPC 1941;
Comments: Convict had been charged with sheep stealing but was acquitted.

Surname: FLINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1825; Date of document: 10/08/1825; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in a robbery; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2598;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. States he was employed with Edward Byrne, is a Lime burner in Kimmage, Co Dublin. Character references.

Surname: FLINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/1825; Date of document: 03/02/1826; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Ann Flinn; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2778;
Comments: Convict was employed as a messenger in a stock exchange in College green, Dublin for 3 yrs. Father served in the Army. Petitioner resides at No. 11 Georges Quay, Dublin. Character ref. from employers. received in the yr 1826

Surname: FLINN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Coldbath Fields, London; Date of document: 16/03/1799; Record reference code: SPP 587;
Comments: A letter to his father requesting aid to go to America, if he is liberated, as he fears for his life should he return home

Surname: FLINN; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 LIST 4;  
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the Convict Penitentiary House at Cork, and waiting a passage to New South Wales. Convict’s sons, Daniel and Jerry.

Surname: FLINN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6;  
Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wifes name Mary Lahey.

Surname: FLINN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/10/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 6;  
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Lahey, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: FLINN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: FLINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny County Gaol; Date of document: 1805;  
Sentence: Transportation;  
Record reference code: PPC 1174;  
Comments: List of convicts recieved at Cork.

Surname: FLINN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 09/08/1836;  
Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 F 53

Surname: FLINN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 26/07/1836;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc96;  
Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Cavan gaol.

Surname: FLINN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 F 19;
Comments: The convict has a wife and 2 children to support.

**Surname:** FLINN; **First name:** MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 9 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 10

**Surname:** FLINN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, Daniel and Jerry.

**Surname:** FLINN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Mary Lahey, residing at Castletown Roach.

**Surname:** FLOND; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

**Surname:** FLOOD; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 247

**Surname:** FLOOD; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Date of document: 12/09/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
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Surname: FLOOD; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: FLOOD; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27(f)

Surname: FLOOD; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 6, p 207

Surname: FLOOD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 12/03/1841; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 99

Surname: FLOOD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273

Surname: FLOOD; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153

Surname: FLOOD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120
Surname: FLOOD; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 101;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: FLOOD; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board 'Lovely Peggy'; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 960;
Comments: Convict states his mother and two children are living.

Surname: FLOOD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board 'Lovely Peggy'; Date of document: 15/10/1804; Description of crime: Suspected of being involved in the Insurrection; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 961

Surname: FLOOD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 18/02/1804; Description of crime: Rebellious activity;
Record reference code: PPC 962;
Comments: Convict is a farmer and owns a flour mill. States he reside in Yeomanstown, Co. Kildare.

Surname: FLOOD; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: FLOOD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin City; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 06/11/1798; Description of crime: Being concerned in the rebellion 1798; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 141;
Comments: Prays to be admitted to bail. states he is a Miller by trade and resides in Newhall, Co. Kildare with his wife and 3 children. Includes a letter from Joseph Sabine on the convicts behalf stating that he has been a tenant for the past 12 years on his estate
Surname: FLOOD; First name: PAUL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Onboard prison ship Dub.; Date of document: 12/11/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 142; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or released. states his widowed mother and four sisters are dependant on his support. Includes a letter from Nicholas Wesley, Merrion Sq., Dublin, stating that the convicts father lived as a Gardener with John Whealey until his death, 5 years ago

Surname: FLOOD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell; Date of document: 12/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 588; Comments: Late, of Newhall, Co. Kildare, a miller

Surname: FLOOD; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/05/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of a Sailor; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Flood; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2896; Comments: Petitioner resides in Kells, Co. Meath. Crime committed in Barrack St, Dublin.

Surname: FLOOD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex Kingstown; Date of document: 1827; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Robert Flood; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 3351; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children. Petitioner states that the convict is his only brother.

Surname: FLOOD; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/08/1807; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1216; Comments: Two letters, Killiney, Dublin on convicts behalf petitioning for remission of sentence. Second letter dated 14 Aug 1807.

Surname: FLOOD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1824; Date of document: 23/02/1824; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Susanna Flood; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2281; Comments: Convict is a native of Ballyporeen, Co. Tipperary. Character references, including the son of the landlord on whose estate the convict was born.

Surname: FLOOD; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Green St, Dublin; Date of trial: 24/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc15

Surname: FLOOD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: FLOOD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Bridget Flood residing near Balbriggan.

Surname: FLOODY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 10/10/1835; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 37; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Convict escaped on his way to the Hulk Essex in 1836 and was rearrested in 1838.

Surname: FLOYDE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1836; Description of crime: Felony coats and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: FLUKER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 201
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Surname: FLUSK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: FLYN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/00/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 79;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/05/1858

Surname: FLYN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 95

Surname: FLYN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 15/09/1847; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: FLYN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 36;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 7 others for the same offense.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1850; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 90

Surname: FLYNN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1850; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 138
Surname: FLYNN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31(f)

Surname: FLYNN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: FLYNN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: CA 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16(f)

Surname: FLYNN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3

Surname: FLYNN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 116; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 F 13; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838. Convict resides in Cloonee, Parish of Killoe, Co. Longford.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32(f)

Surname: FLYNN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: CA 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76(f)
Surname: FLYNN; First name: BRIDGET (SNR);

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 32(f)

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 341

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 251;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Flaherty;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1858; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 128;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/05/1858

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 29

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Felonious assault, shooting with intent to disable; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34; Comments: Convict sentenced transportation 10 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment with hard labour from date of conviction.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/03/1850

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26
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Surname: FLYNN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 32;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing timber and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/02/1853

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DENIS EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 34;
Comments: Convict declared unfit for transportation at depot

Surname: FLYNN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FLYNN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 220;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: FLYNN; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Feloniously breaking warehouse & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 66
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 29

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 29

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 134

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 29

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 126

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 33

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dunne, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/01/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

Surname: FLYNN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 164
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Surname: FLYNN; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 374

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64 F

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Mahony;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny, 2 previous convictions; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 236;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/04/1857

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/09/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 167; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 F 70;
Comments: Convict was discharged.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1854; Description of crime: Robbing her master; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 223;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/09/1861
Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Name of petitioner: Dorothy Flynn; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 10, p 315; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 F1

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(f); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/07/1855

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 28

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 9 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 162

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 87

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Date of document: 12/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 97; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 F 10; Comments: Prisoner died, 12th August 1847.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/03/1844; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191
Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 100;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a door and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 38;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/06/1851

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 214;
Comments: Convict died, 03/12/1848

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ELPHINSTONE, 04/09/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 96

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 103

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 111;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Depot, Co. Dublin, 30/07/1849

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 71;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/07/1854

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 F 36;
Comments: Convicts father, John, resides in Cooldereha, Kings Co.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, p 100;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 29;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/07/1857

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 154; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/12/1851

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 29/03/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 105

Surname: FLYNN; First name: ROSE ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: FLYNN; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 248;
Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/08/1851

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house & unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 125

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: CA 1839; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 26

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/01/1841; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Posting street notices; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 130

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/08/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 44;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1858

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 28

Surname: FLYNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: FLYNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FLYNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co, Roscommon; Date of document: 01/08/1820; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Michael Flynn; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 1478; Comments: Convict resides in Boyle Town, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 27/04/1804; Description of crime: Suspected of treasonable practices in Insurrection; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 964; Comments: Convict has a family (no details given).

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, Respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Thomastown, County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Date of document: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 F 12; Record reference code 2: TR 5 P 95; Comments: Prisoner's occupation given as Shoemaker. Address given as Merchant's Lane, Kilkenny.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 26/12/1845; Date of document: 09/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Sarah Flynn; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 26; Comments: Petitioner resided at 139, Upper St., Dublin.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 11

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 19/09/1799; Record reference code: SPP 589; Comments: A carpenter, late of Killaghey, Kings Co. formerly of the parish of Milena. Recognisance and certificate of character

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardhouse/Mountjoy Sq.; Date of document: 14/04/1799; Description of crime: A principal leader in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Lord Altamount; Record reference code: SPP 590; Comments: Requests that the prisoner should be removed to a place of security. An order that the prisoner be detained at the Provost is attached.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 13/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Roche; Record reference code: SPP 591; Comments: States that sufficient bail has been lodged for the release of prisoner

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Appearing in arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 9 Sept 1835

Surname: FLYNN; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hynam Guard Ship;
Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Co.; Date of trial: 03/03/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Relationship of petitioner: See comments;

Record reference code: PPC 2389;
Comments: Convict was convicted with two others under the Insurrection Act for being unlawfully assembled with others during the day, and driving cattle from the lands of Cushduff in the Barony of Muskerry, Co. Cork. Petition received 20 March 1824

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 19/03/1831; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC 3565;
Comments: Convict states he is the sole support of his mother and family.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 23/04/1828; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC 3398;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Includes character references from the Ordnance Office, Cork Harbour where convict had been employed as a labourer and boatman, date 22 October 1827.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 12 mths imprisonment;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 F 13

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony;

Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 23 Feb 1799.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 27 Feb 1799.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc25; Comments: Convict's mother Margaret, resides in Longford.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 F 5

Surname: FLYNN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths & armed attacks; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Whiteboy Act and was transported.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 72; Comments: Convict was convicted with Timothy Crowley and several others for the same offence.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 72; Comments: Convict was convicted with Timothy Crowly and several others for the same offence.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: FLYNN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Thomastown; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20;
Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 22/04/1847; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 12

Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FLYNN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/11/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of document: 04/06/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 F 27

Surname: FLYNN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of document: 04/06/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 F 27

Surname: FLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3
Surname: FLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 B 36; Comments: Convict was convicted with seven others for the same offense.

Surname: FLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 16/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FLYNNE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: FLYNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 69; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 22/02/1847; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 223

Surname: FLYNNE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 26/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 69

Surname: FLYNNE; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: FLYNNE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 69; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: FLYNNE; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9);
Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot. Constantly plotting escape.

Surname: FLYNNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847;
Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: FLYNNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847;
Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: FMURRAY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: FNOONAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 10;
Comments: Convicted with William Shaw CRF 1852 S 10

Surname: FOBIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Committing a rape;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 18 April 1835

Surname: FOGARTHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of document: 28/08/1843; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 14;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 F 12

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/06/1851

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/03/1846; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Death, 24/04/1846; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 161; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 F 12

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: WILLIAM;
Surname: FOGARTY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/05/1847; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Killing a lamb with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 99

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 150

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Connors, James;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 04/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 163

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 F 9
Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 158;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 120

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony rope; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 11/08/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 113

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM JOHN DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 67 F

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 110;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/10/1855
Surname: FOGARTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted 2 yrs hard labour; Record reference code: TR 6, p 109

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/11/1850; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Date of document: 23/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 E 3; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836. Convict is a Farmer and resides in Firmount, Parish of Terryglass, Co. Tipperary, with his wife and four children.

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life commuted 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 101

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1846; Description of crime: Threatening notice and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180
Surname: FOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: CA 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 203;  
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 13, p 116;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/12/1854

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 08/09/1846; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 25

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of document: 07/1846; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 20

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 01/04/1845; Description of crime: Possession of forged pound note; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 5;  
Comments: Prisoner was a shopkeeper in Tipperary town.

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy;  
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1;  
Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: F;
Surname: FOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 66th Regiment.

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Date of document: 18/05/1834; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 18 May 1834.

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: FOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 20/05/1822; Date of trial: 22/06/1822; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation; Description of crime: See Comments; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1676; Comments: Convicted under the insurrection Act on the grounds of being absent from his mothers house on 2 nghts. Spent 13 yrs out of the country, during which time he served in the 11th Reg. of foot in Gibralta and when discharged went to USA to work. Arrested after few days return. Father deceased. Shoemaker by trade

Surname: FOGERTY; First name: THOMAS;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: FOGERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing money; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 17 Aug 1833

Surname: FOGHERTY; First name: -;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Clonmel, Kings Co; Date of trial: 30/09/1800; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: STEALING A PISTOL AND 4 BALL CARTRIDGES; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 627; Comments: Document is a list of court martials.

Surname: FOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/03/1853

Surname: FOLAND; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 3

Surname: FOLDEN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Killing a goat with intent to steal carcass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 98

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 183

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing corn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 164

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Felony till and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Cork; Date of trial: 12/12/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Surname: FOLEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 04/11/1848; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/04/1856; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 29;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/09/1856 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/06/1857

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 88

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 217;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PAT; Alias: Gear, Pat;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234
Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 144;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/06/1853

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 86;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/12/1853

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 78;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/04/1847

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Cutting and stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 104;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/07/1853

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing geese and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 112

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 75

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Date of document: 09/05/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Johanna Foley; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 F 9;
Comments: Petitioner's residence is given as Keal, near Mallow, Co. Cork.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 108;
Comments: Convict escaped from gaol, 05/05/1839 and was recaptured, 29/09/1839

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 21/03/1856

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 06/05/1867; Description of crime: Knowing about and not reporting an intended mutiny; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 169; Comments: Regiment: Royal Artillery Convict also convicted of fenianism and was detained at Mountjoy Goal, Co. Dublin and later at Willbunk Gaol, London, England, 03/07/1867 Warrant information also give

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 20(f)

Surname: FOLEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: FOLEY; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MAGANT;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31(f)

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 388

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 306

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 184

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARY; Alias: Folan;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway City; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1844; Date of document: 22/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 253; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 F 8

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 19/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 221

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 39(f)

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARY; Alias: Connor;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 191; Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/04/1856

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony frock; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MATILDA; Alias: Daley or Daly;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 9(f)

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 28/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 116; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 19/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 56

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: FOLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71 F

Surname: FOLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 14/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 131; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 03/07/1836

Surname: FOLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Pigeon House, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 220; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 11/10/1836

Surname: FOLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181
Surname: FOLEY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 259

Surname: FOLEY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

Surname: FOLEY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 300

Surname: FOLEY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 222

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 84

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 151

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing corn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs in not surety etc.;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 260

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 158;
Comments: Convict released from Lusk Gaol on license dated 26/02/1859

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1841; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: FOLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 29

Surname: FOLEY; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: FOLEY; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing corn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: FOLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 184
Surname: FOLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 26/11/1856

Surname: FOLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 150

Surname: FOLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/12/1837; Description of crime: Conspiracy to rob and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: FOLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/06/1857

Surname: FOLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: FOLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: FOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: FOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 23/08/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 168;
Comments: Convict was in military service and court martialed in Dublin, sent from Mountjoy Gaol to London, 24/10/1866; convicted of fenianism and sent from England to Australia 00/10/1867 Other information regarded warrents etc. give

Surname: FOLEY; First name: GALLAGHER;

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, Co.Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 1818; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1483;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. Petitioning for permission to take his six year old son with him.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 13/08/1822; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1675;
Comments: Prays to be sent to New South Wales where he intends to join his brother. Endorsed; he was before kept back on Baron Smiths application on his behalf.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork penitentiary; Date of trial: 1818; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Stealing one cow; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1684; Comments: Convict is a native of Kerry, Has a wife and four children.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1818; Date of document: 1822; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1688; Comments: Prays liberation or transportation to Botany Bay. has a life and four children.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 11/1822; Date of document: 21/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1942; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home one night. Has a wife and three children.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 28/03/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a silver watch valued at £1.10s; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2602; Comments: Convicts father served in the Army for 27 years is a native of Clonmel, Co Tipperary.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 24/08/1827; Description of crime: Stealing meat; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Ellen Foley; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3158; Comments: Convict has two children.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 28 August 1835

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 28/03/1800; Description of crime: Being involves in the rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 404; Comments: Convict has father living and resides at Co. Kildare. Letter of recommendation from Baron Hugh Hill, Cavendish Row, Dublin on behalf of convict.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/04/1800; Record reference code: PPC 405; Comments: Note from Baron Hugh Hill, Dublin Cavendish Row to civic office, requesting that he be informed of the outcome of the convicts case.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 17/04/1800; Date of document: 29/04/1800; Description of crime: Wounding William Flinn; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 406; Comments: Petitioner prays that his case be considered on the grounds that the original date of trial arranged at a later date at short notice giving him no time to call upon his witnesses.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: ELLENOR;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, Male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Londonderry.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. Westmeath; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Burglary; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3399; Comments: Convicts mother (aged 70 years) and sister are dependant on his support. States his brother has being in the Army for twenty two years and fought in the Battle of
Waterloo.Convict resides at Killahee, Co. Westmeath. Several character ref. including the Parish priest of Miltown. Petition not dated, possibly 1828

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork penitentiary; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3769;
Comments: Petitioning to be transported at next opportunity. States he has been imprisoned five years. Petition not dated, circa 1822.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 166

Surname: FOLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Perjury;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 73

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 51

Surname: FOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 25/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: FOLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 23/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19;
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Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 5th Dragoon Guards.

**Surname:** FOLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/05/1867; Date of document: 01/06/1867; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1867 L 6; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the Royal Regiment of Artillery.

**Surname:** FOLEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1852 F 29

**Surname:** FOLEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 Feb 1835.

**Surname:** FOLEY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Abandonding her child; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 28 Nov 1834.

**Surname:** FOLEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname:** FOLEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** FOLKS; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of document: 03/12/1823; Description of crime: Theft of cotton yarn; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: William Folks; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: PPC 1945; Comments: Convict had escaped form Cork City gaol but was re-arrested in Tralee Co. Kerry. Has three children. Petitioner served Twenty five years in Military service, twenty of which were spent in the East Indias.

Surname: FOLON; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 75; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, 23/03/1838

Surname: FO'NEILL; First name: JEFFREY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 O 11

Surname: FONLON; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: TR 2, P 75; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 F 17; Comments: Convict resides in Shanahill, Parish of Keelgarylander, Milltown, Co. Kerry.

Surname: FOODY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that Colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Mc Anneyh, residing at Castle Connor.

Surname: FOOLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mullin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1848 F 24

Surname: FOOLEY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: FOONE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Sullivan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: CO Cork; Date of document: 11/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: James Sullivan Foone; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1847 F 17

Surname: FOOT; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: FOOT; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36; Comments: Convict died on 24/05/1849

Surname: FOOTE; First name: PATRICK THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: FOOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 07/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 35

Surname: FORAN; First name: ALICID;

Sex: U; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 11/02/1839; Description of crime: Recieving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: FORAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/03/1857; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 90; Comments: Convict was detained in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/05/1857, and later in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 26/01/1858

Surname: FORAN; First name: JAMES;

Surname: FORAN; First name: MARY;

Surname: FORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: FORAN; First name: ALICIA;

Surname: FORBES; First name: ANNE;

Surname: FORBES; First name: ANNE;
Surname: FORBES; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: Tr 9, p 193

Surname: FORBES; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 14/12/1798; Description of crime: THEFT O A COW; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Lord Bantry;
Record reference code: PPC 78;
Comments: Petitioner states he was petitioned by the inhabitant of the town of Dunmanway to intervene on the part of the convict. Convict resides at Dunmanway, Co. Cork

Surname: FORBES; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: FORBES; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex'; Date of document: 1828; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Forbes; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3400;
Comments: Petitioner states she is pregnant with her fourth child. Address given at 90, Townsend Street, Dublin. Certificate from inhabitants of Dublin of verification of the facts outlined in the petition. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: FORD; First name: HONOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 322

Surname: FORD; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

Surname: FORD; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 247

Surname: FORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179

Surname: FORD; First name: KATE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: FORD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: FORD; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: French, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143;
Comments: Convict detained in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: FORD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 19/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 237

Surname: FORD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/08/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: FORD; First name: STEPHEN;
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Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BONNANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 75

Surname: FORD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 153

Surname: FORD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1849; Description of crime: Setting fire to a house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BONNANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: FORD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, unless she gives bail; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27 F

Surname: FORD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Northgaol, Cork; Date of document: 18/07/1822; Name of petitioner: Margaret Sarsfield; Record reference code: PPC 1477; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: FORD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: Felony and burglary; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and M. Ford; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 1482; Comments: Convicts brother Michael, was convicted for the same offence. Both convict are under 20 yrs of age.

Surname: FORD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: Felony and burglary; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and R. Ford; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 1482;
Comments: Convicts brother Richard was convicted for the same offence. Both are under the age of 20 yrs.

Surname: FORD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Guild Hall, Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 17/04/1822; Description of crime: Stealing Cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1678;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to confinement. Has a wife and seven children.

Surname: FORD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 17/05/1822; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1686;
Comments: Convict has four motherless children, eldest six years old. Mother of convict dependant on his support.

Surname: FORD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FORD; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Kean, residing at Carranenan, Carheen Leigh

Surname: FORDE; First name: MARY; Alias: Bartty or Bartly;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 73 F

Surname: FORDE; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former convictions; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 194
Surname: FORDE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing buckets and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

Surname: FORDE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 35;
Comments: Convict died on Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/07/1852

Surname: FORDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 75;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/03/1848

Surname: FORDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: FORDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: FORDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and certificate of former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 50;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/09/1857

Surname: FORDE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Sagerton, John;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BONNANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 94; Comments: Convict detained in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: FORDE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 6, p 247

Surname: FORDE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50

Surname: FORDE; First name: MARY; Alias: Bartley;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73 f

Surname: FORDE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of candles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34

Surname: FORDE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 9, p 74

Surname: FORDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 F 10

Surname: FORDE; First name: WINNEY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 220

Surname: FORDE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Anne Forde; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2603; Comments: Convict has one child. Petition received 9 April 1825.

Surname: FORDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 05/09/1827; Description of crime: Rape on Bridget Cunniffe; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3226; Comments: Convict has a wife and a family (no details given). Several character references. Requests reply to the petition be sent to a merchant in Loughnea, Co Galway

Surname: FORDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 40; Comments: Convict is the eldest son of five children and the sole support of his mother and family, residing in Arklow, Co Wicklow.

Surname: FORDE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 F 37; Comments: Convict reference file contains a memorial from the inhabitants of Kingstown, Co Dublin, on behalf of the convict.

Surname: FORDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FOREPANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101
Surname: FORGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/01/1840; Date of document: 29/04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing ropes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Fogarty; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1840 F 9; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 9, South Cumberland St., Dublin.

Surname: FORGE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BONNANJEE,00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: FORHAR; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48 F

Surname: FORIHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31

Surname: FORISTAL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 13/02/1822; Description of crime: Killing two sheep; Name of petitioner: Catherine Forristal; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1689; Comments: Convict has been confined two years. Served as a ploughman for William Newport. Father of nine children.

Surname: FORREST; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/08/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24 F

Surname: FORRESTAL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Place of imprisonment: Penitentiary, Cork; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 26/11/1822; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Parish priest; Record reference code: PPC 1477; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children.

Surname: FORRESTAL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Charles Tottenham; Record reference code: SPP 592; Comments: Requests that the prisoner be transmitted to Waterford

Surname: FORRISTAL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 19/04/1823; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & M. Forristal; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 1944; Comments: Convict has been confined three years. Had eight children, three eldest died from Typhus. Included is a letter (partly torn) from his wife informing him of their death (12 April 1823). Convict resided at Slieveroe in the Liberties of Waterford

Surname: FORRISTAL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 2605; Comments: Convict has a wife and large family of daughters (no details given). States two sons died while he was in prison. Convict has been confined for 5 years. Refers to character references given by gentlemen in Waterford and to William Newport, Banker in whose employment the convict had lived for several years

Surname: FORSTER; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: FORSTER; First name: CHARLOTTE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 296

Surname: FORSTER; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing stockings; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: FORSTER; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 5

Surname: FORSTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: FORSTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 29/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of spoons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: FORSTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 4

Surname: FORSTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14

Surname: FORSTER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 252

Surname: FORSTER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: FORSTER; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 8 F

Surname: FORSTER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 103;
Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FORSTER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 103;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: FORSTER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 132

Surname: FORSYTH; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 306

Surname: FORSYTH; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 201

Surname: FORSYTH; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FORSYTHE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 24

Surname: FORTUNE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: FORTUNE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 11/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: FORTUNE; First name: MARTHA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 09/1799; Description of crime: Accomplice to murder; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: GUARDSHIP; Name of petitioner: Hannah Fortune; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 407;
Comments: Several character references, from magistrates and inhabitants of the Parish of Donamore, Co. Wexford.

Surname: FOSTER; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Date of document: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Robert & Elizabeth Foster; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 277; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 F 19

Surname: FOSTER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: FOWIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ANSHANA, 25/06/1844; Record reference code: TR 8, p 185

Surname: FOWLER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Having £20 in possession & receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 133; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 03/08/1836

Surname: FOWLER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 17/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: FOWLER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 31/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: FOWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow Gaol; Date of document: 31/05/1800; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 409; Comments: Character references James Synes, No. 7, Hume St., Dublin with whom the convict was employed as land and house steward on 11/03/1793 for one year and later as rent collector for his estates in Co. Wicklow and Carlow until June 1798

Surname: FOWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 410; Comments: Convicts house and mill situated near the town of Cloyne, Co. Cork was burned by a detachment of the military. Has a wife and family. Petition received 29 Oct. 1800.

Surname: FOWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: See comments; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 411; Comments: Convict accused of being a leader of a rebel gang in the Rebellion and burning a house in Buckstown, Co. Wexford. Prays liberation or bail to await trial. Statements of the events for which Fowler stands accused and a letter from the prosecutor giving an account of the convict's attempt to burn another house

Surname: FOWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 626; Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: FOWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Being a Wexford Rebel;
Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. Convict was a Rebel in Co Wexford

Surname: FOWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FOWLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FOWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: FOX; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/00/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 1

Surname: FOX; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: FOX; First name: ELISA;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1832; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 f

Surname: FOX; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 21 F

Surname: FOX; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony lamb skin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9; Comments: Convict died in Kilmainham Depot, 09/08/1849

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a banknote; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 125

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 143

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116; Comments: Convict died in Co. Longford, 00/05/1850

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 81; Comments: See also Patrick Reilly

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN; Alias: Shea, John;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/01/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 84

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIN, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180

Surname: FOX; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: FOX; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs., commute to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 196; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 58

Surname: FOX; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 243

Surname: FOX; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55 f

Surname: FOX; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: FOX; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony (laundry) handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: FOX; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193
Surname: FOX; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: FOX; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 F 24; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

Surname: FOX; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY, 26/11/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

Surname: FOX; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: FOX; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121; Comments: Convicy ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1850

Surname: FOX; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

Surname: FOX; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Mulvihill;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32
Surname: FOX; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: FOX; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1853; Description of crime: Assault by stabbing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1858

Surname: FOX; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214

Surname: FOX; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: FOX; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co Louth; Date of document: 21/07/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1479; Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade and resides in Drogeha, Co. Louth, states he has a wife and five children.

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk cove at Cork; Date of document: 14/01/1825; Record reference code: PPC 2579; Comments: Letter of enquiry on behalf on the convict. Refers to a former petition submitted on behalf of the convict.

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 03/02/1825; Description of crime: Theft of remngats of Marseilles; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne Fox; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2606; Comments: Petitioner refers to a former memorial submitted on her sons behalf and signed by twenty seven respectable merchants in (Dublin) City. Petitioner resides at 52 Pill Lane (Dublin). Second petition received 25 Feb 1825.

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, P 222; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 F 20

Surname: FOX; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of document: 04/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 30

Surname: FOX; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 08/07/1799; Description of crime: Alledged to have been a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Thomas Perry; Record reference code: SPP 593; Comments: A native of Cuggagh, Doon, Co. Limerick. Bail bond for prisoners release attached

Surname: FOX; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and childrens, embarked on board the Pyramus, female convict ship, wife's name Bridget Hanlon

Surname: FOX; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/09/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 23;
Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Hanlon, residing between Tullamore and Philipstown in Kings Co, was granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: FOX; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Bridget Hanlon

Surname: FOX; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Bridget Hanlon, residing at Dorough.

Surname: FOX; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin prison ship; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: FOX; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of document: 28/03/1801; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 682; Comments: Prays liberation and states that he can obtain security for his future good conduct from inhabitants of Rutland Square.

Surname: FOX; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2283; Comments: Convict has a wife and family, no details given. Petition received on 4th March 1824.

Surname: FOX; First name: -;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 28/11/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Fox; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2284;
Comments: Refers to a former letter on her sons behalf.

Surname: FOX; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others;
Record reference code: PPC 3847;
Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: FOX; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3879;
Comments: Convict has a wife and child; parents are living. States he is a Cotton Weaver by trade. Convict was rejected for Naval Service on account of his ill health. Petition not dated, circa 1801-06.

Surname: FOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Date of document: 26/04/1849; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Rachel Cliford; Relationship of petitioner: Bigamous wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 F 9

Surname: FOX; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Bridget Hanlon.

Surname: FOX; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FOX; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Mary Moore.

Surname: FOX; First name: MARGARET;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: FOX; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: REGALIA 1826;  
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;  
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife residing at Castle lane, Lurgan.

**Surname**: FOX; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1828;  
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife residing in the Parish of Longford, Galbally.

**Surname**: FOX; **First name**: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Leitrim;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: FOX; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: FOX; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname**: FOXE; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

**Surname**: FOXE; **First name**: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: FOY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

Surname: FOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 8; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 F 31; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield, 00/01/1850. Convict resides in Melick, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: FOY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: FOY; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 92 F

Surname: FOY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 176; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 26/08/1845

Surname: FOY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted to 18 mts impris; Record reference code: CRF 1840 F38

Surname: FOY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M;  Record reference code: FS 1836 list 10;  Comments: list of free settlers on board the transport Margaret, wife's name, Mary Moore, cousin's name Ellen Foody

Surname: FOY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/08/1836;  Record reference code: FS 1836 B14;  Comments: Convicts wife Mary Moore and cousin Ellen Foody granted a free passage to New South Wales. They resided in Ballina, Co. mayo

Surname: FOY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Name of ship: EDWARD;  Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;  Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wifes name, Mary Moore, residing in Co Mayo

Surname: FOY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;  Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;  Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife's name Mary Moore

Surname: FOY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;  Record reference code: PPC 3038;  Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena.

Surname: FOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799;  Record reference code: PPC 3908;  Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: FOY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Surname: FOY; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 28;
Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales.
Daughters names, Mary and Anne.

Surname: FOY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FRANCE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/04/1805; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1110;
Comments: Memorial of Gabriel Stokes, Carnallaway, Kilcullen Bridge, Co Kildare, on behalf of the convict.

Surname: FRANCIS; First name: JONATHAN;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 F 28;
Comments: The convict is Belgian by birth. The convict has a wife to support.

Surname: FRANCIS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/07/1845; Description of crime: Felony of ribbon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: FRANCIS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 26/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: FRANE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded;
Surname: FRANKLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 08/1823; Description of crime: Convicted under Insurrection Act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Franklin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2285; Comments: Petitioner resides at Bansha, Co. Tipperary. Several character references including Parish Priest of Bansha.

Surname: FRANKLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 19; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Keegan and several others for the same offence.

Surname: FRANKLIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 19; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Keegan and several others for the same offence.

Surname: FRANKLTN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 24/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: FRANT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/01/1857 See also Patrick Trant

Surname: FRASIER; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11 F
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Surname: FRAVERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FRAWLEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21

Surname: FRAWLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 16/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 262

Surname: FRAWLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: FRAWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/12/1855

Surname: FRAWLEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 05/04/1836; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: FS 1836 15;
Comments: Convict's wife Abigail requests a free passage to New South Wales. She resides in the parish of Kilmury Co. Clare

Surname: FRAWLEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 F 33;
Comments: Convict resides in Mount Shannon, Barony of Clonderlaw, Co Clare.

Surname: FRAWLY; First name: SINON;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1851; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: FRAYNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 21/04/1836; Description of crime: Forgery promissory note; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: FRAYNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 26/07/1808; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Death;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3972;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given). States he is a tailor by trade and resides at No. 42, Marlborough Street, Dublin.

Surname: FRAYNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FRAYNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 21/04/1836; Date of document: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Forging a promissory note; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 F 9;
Comments: Convict was granted a free pardon, 25 April 1836.

Surname: FRAZER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: FRAZIER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 54
Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen decanter; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above is the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: FREAHAN (FREHAN); First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 113

Surname: FREEBURN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and stealing therefrom; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151

Surname: FREEHILY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: FREEL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/03/1855

Surname: FREEL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1855; Description of crime: Subsequent felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 128;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/09/1855 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/07/1856

Surname: FREELE; First name: MARGERY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 15/03/1826; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation, failing bail within 6 months; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Surname: FREEMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: FREEMAN; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 250

Surname: FREEMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/10/1798; Description of crime: Participation in the 1798 rebellion;
Record reference code: SPP 341

Surname: FREENEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FREIL; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2607;
Comments: Petitioning for permission to take her 3 year old child with her to Australia. Several character references. Petition received 30 June 1825.

Surname: FRENCH; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a filly; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 149; Record reference code 2: CRf 1837 F 103;
Comments: See William French

Surname: FRENCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FRENCH; First name: MARY ANN; Alias: Steward Frances;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 1, p 200

Surname: FRENCH; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Ford Michael;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: FRENCH; First name: JAMES L;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: FRENCH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a filly; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 149

Surname: FRENCH; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

Surname: FRENCH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: FRENCH; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/1823; Date of document: 16/04/1823; Description of crime: Possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1946; Comments: Convict resides at Ballymore Parish, Co. Westmeath, and served as a maid with her prosecution (not named). 2nd petition dated 14 May 1823.

Surname: FRENCH; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/11/1798; Description of crime: high treason; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: SPP 143;
Comments: Letetr suggesting that an example be made of all traitors

Surname: FRENCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/11/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: FRENCH; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tippeary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FRENCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FRENCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: FREWEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/09/1848; Description of crime: Setting fire to a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 147;
Comments: Set fire with intent to injure Margaret Wallis See also Kelly Michael, TR 8, p 147

Surname: FREWEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 11/08/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 113
Surname: FREWIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Harbouring a felon; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: Tr 7, p 101

Surname: FRIAR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BONNANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53; Comments: Convict detained on Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: FRIAR; First name: ALLY;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 250; Comments: See also Ryan Ally

Surname: FRIHY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: FRITH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/04/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen cow hide in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 90

Surname: FRITH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 16/10/1856; Description of crime: Cattle stealing and previous conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 4 yrs P.S.; Record reference code: TR 14, p 49; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/12/1856 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/10/1857 and later at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/06/1860

Surname: FRITH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/1806; Date of document: 1806; Description of crime: Uttering a forged notes; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3963;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. Char. refs. from a chaplain.

Surname: FROBES; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: FROST; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 97;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: FROST; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: FROST; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 05/05/1857; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 159;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/06/1858 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/02/1859 and later at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 30/04/1861

Surname: FROST; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of document: 10/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: transportation to the West Indies for life;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 144;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Includes two letters from Henry D'Estere, Limerick on the convicts behalf stating that he is a tenant on his land

Surname: FROST; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 10/10/1799; Name of petitioner: George Smyth;
Record reference code: SPP 594

Surname: FRYAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 03/1826; Description of crime: PASSING A FORGED NOTE; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3025; Comments: Convicts husband died three years ago leaving three children. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: FUGUCE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: FULHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 1, p 168; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 F 32

Surname: FULKER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athlone; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Date of document: 04/12/1846; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 30; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 41st Foot Regiment.

Surname: FULLAM; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 31/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 190

Surname: FULLERTON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 F; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 F 125

Surname: FULLERTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newtown; Place of imprisonment: The frienship/Waterford; Date of document: 09/06/1799; Description of crime: Being a rebel; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Fullerton; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 595;
Comments: A baker, late of Donaghadee, Co. Down. Certificate of character and bail bond attached

Surname: FULLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife residing cape of Mr Hudson, Summerhill, Dublin.

Surname: FULTAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: FULTON; First name: CHARLOTTE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 259

Surname: FULTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Felonies entering a house and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

Surname: FULTON; First name: JOHNSTON;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Having implements for coining in their possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8; Comments: See also Hodgin James, TR 4, p 8

Surname: FULTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 3

Surname: FULTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FULTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/04/1826; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Connolly; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: PPC 2783; Comments: Convict is a carpenter by trade in Dublin. Petition and children dependant on the convicts support. Petitioner resides at No. 5 Upper Exchange Street, Dublin Several character refs.

Surname: FULTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: FULTON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: FUNAGYSTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: FUREY; First name: BESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Second larceny conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63 f

Surname: FUREY; First name: ROSANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 256

Surname: FUREY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a sack with shop goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: FURLONG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/07/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: FURLONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Breaking and entering dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 146

Surname: FURLONG; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Date of document: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 195

Surname: FURLONG; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 164;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/04/1856

Surname: FURLONG; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 20/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71 f

Surname: FURLONG; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 301

Surname: FURLONG; First name: PATRICK;
Surname: FURLONG; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 F 39;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his wife Mary, for the same offence.

Surname: FURLONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 196

Surname: FURLONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 03/04/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: FURLONG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Furlong & Pris; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 596;
Comments: A Taylor from the town of Wexford. Character reference dated 1 March 1799 attached.

Surname: FURLONG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Robbery;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 7 Feb 1835.

Surname: FURLONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Surname: FURLONGE; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 133

Surname: FURNIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: FURY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 145;
Comments: Convict detained on Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: FURY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 145;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: FURY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: FURY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc11;
Comments: Petition from the convicts father, Michael, of Mullingar, Co. Westmeath, on his sons behalf. States his wife and seven children are dependant on the convicts support.

Surname: FURY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 956;  
Comments: Convict has a wife and large family (no details given) and resides at Lockardstown, Conry Parish, Co Westmeath. States he is a labourer by trade. Several character references including a parish priest and a previous employer.

Surname: FURY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Sligo Prison; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Date of document: 26/09/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Fury; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 F 39

Surname: FUTTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Unlawfully seizing arms; Sentence: 7 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: FUTTON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: FUZZLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: FWANLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 108

Surname: FYNES; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176; 
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: FYNN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 01/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 577; Comments: A native of Gurteen, Co. Galway. Recognisance entered by Nicholas Fynn and Michael Donoughue. See also John Fynn

Surname: FYRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: FYRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 173; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin See also Figue, Pat TR 6, p 173

Surname: GABBETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 G 103; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother.

Surname: GABIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: GADDES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of document: 27/11/1824; Description of crime: Theft of a quantity of Linen yarn; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2288; Comments: Convict to be transported to New South Wales.

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: BARTHOLO;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 18

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1849

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/03/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 133

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny second offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny second offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55 f

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/12/1853

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 120
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Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 177;  
Comments: See also Comway, Patrick TR 10, p 177

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 189;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1856

Surname: GAFFNEY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/02/1857; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 15, p 207;  
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/05/1857 and later at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/11/1858

Surname: GAFNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 08/01/1850; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 100;  
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/02/1852

Surname: GAFNEY; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted to 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: GAFNEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted to 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18
Surname: GAFNEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender; Date of document: 25/07/1798; Description of crime: Using improper language; Name of petitioner: convict; Record reference code: SPP 145; Comments: Prays to be released. States he is a parchment manufacturer by trade and the sole support of his parents and three children. includes character ref. from the inhabitants of Earl of Meaths liberty, Dublin City, stating that the convict resides in Cork Street, Dublin.

Surname: GAGNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Margaret Brown.

Surname: GAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co. Louth; Date of document: 25/03/1824; Description of crime: Stealing hemp from employer; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2289; Comments: Convict is a native of Newry, Co. Down. Father died 21 January, 1819. States he has a mother and three children dependent on his support.

Surname: GAHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 16; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836.

Surname: GAHAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 15/05/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 G 1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836. Convict reference file contains memorials from the convicts brother John, who is the Parish Priest of Rathvilly, Baltinglass, Co. Wicklow, on his brothers behalf.

Surname: GAHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 224.
Surname: GAHAN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1826; Date of document: 26/07/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of watch and hat; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2986

Surname: GAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 20/07/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of a sailors cloths; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2996;
Comments: Convict was employed in Cabinteely, Co. Dublin before his conviction. States he has a mother and seven brothers and sisters dependent on his support. Included is a list of former employers of the convicts all residents of Dublin

Surname: GAHAN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Cummins;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 09/08/1836; Sentence: Transportation, commuted 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 G44

Surname: GAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/07/1832;
Record reference code: FS 1832 4;
Comments: Wife, Rose Kennedy, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: GAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MARY 1819;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Rose Kennedy, residing at Mr. George Thompson’s Clonscreigh Castle, near Mill Town, Dublin

Surname: GAHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MARY 1819; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Rose Kennedy, residing at Mr George Thompsons, Clonscreigh Castle, near Mill Town, Dublin

Surname: GAHANAGHAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 306

Surname: GAHANS; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 21 Jan 1835.

Surname: GAHEGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 115

Surname: GAHEGAN; First name: LAWERNCE;

Surname: GAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 183; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: GAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony sack and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: GAINER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 1

Surname: GAINON; First name: OWEN; Alias: Hanaway;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 20/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony rapes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: GAINTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 31/07/1817; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 4090; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life.

Surname: GALAUGHER; First name: -; Alias: Gallagher;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 26/08/1817; Description of crime: Robberies; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and several other; Record reference code: PPC 4090

Surname: GALBRAITH; First name: FARRELL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 144

Surname: GALBRAITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/12/1850; Description of crime: LARCENY; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: G.P.O. means general post office, Co. Dublin

Surname: GALIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: GALL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179

Surname: GALLAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Sentence: 20 yrs transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny and putting off bad coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Date of document: 23/01/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136; Record reference code 2: TR 5 P 136; Comments: The stolen sheep were the property of Edward Dean J.P. Prisoner is stated to be a native of Westport.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 3 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: OLIVER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/04/1837

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 87;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/08/1843; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 1

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 08/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 131

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Vagrany; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bailed in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, p 82 F

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim city; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1 F

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** ANN; Alias: McCloskey;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 265

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 155

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 219

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BNAGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Manorhamilton, Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on shannon; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Date of document: 29/06/1844; Description of crime: Inflicting grevious bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 G 21;
Comments: Assault took place on 13 April 1844. Thomas Duggan also convicted. Prisoner is stated to be a native of Dromahair.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony of linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 5 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 G 13

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: CONNELL; Alias: Cornelius;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 12 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/07/1851

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: See also Gallagher, Connell

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Coining base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 31/10/1845; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted 9 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 G 7

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Reilly, Ellen;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 88; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 G 12

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 161;
Comments: Convict died on Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/05/1853

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 159

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Unknown; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERBAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 125;
Comments: Convict detained on Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 15

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAS;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1
Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 31/08/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1853

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JANE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 28, p 210

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN; Alias: Conagher;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 201;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 159

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 132; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 3;
Comments: Convict resides in Co. Mayo.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 67

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 143

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing wool; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** MADGY;

Sex: U; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Throwing object with intent to injure; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 256

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 246; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G3

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, p 87; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** GALLAGHER; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing 8 lambs; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 G 20;
Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 188;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Gilforn, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 44; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 G 28;
Comments: The convict has a wife and large family to support.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Felony of lace; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 79;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 87

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Killing a calf with intent to steal the carcase; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/00/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 143

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony Shawls; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Forgery of Bank Notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 02/08/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 108; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1955

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1957

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 31/10/1845; Description of crime: Pig Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/04/1794; Description of crime: Burglary of house; Sentence: Death commuted to transport for life.; Record reference code: PPC 43; Comments: Document is a certificate of conviction.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 31/10/1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of the mansion house in Co.Meath; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 965; Comments: Convict is a Labourer by trade and reside in Carns, Co. Meath. States his mother is a widow with four children. Character references from the minister of Dunleek Parish, Co. Meath and W. Hamilton with whom the convict had been employed

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 11/03/1812; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4013; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of enlisting for Military Service; Endorsed: 'Gallagher unfit for service.'

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 83

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Gallagher; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1846 G 2

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Burns G., Keating G.;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham 04/11/1837

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: the Lively tender Dublin; Date of document: 04/10/1798; Description of crime: Charges of rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 146; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence and permission to emigrate to America with his wife

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Donegal; Date of trial: 19/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Lifford Gaol; Date of document: 06/1802; Description of crime: Stealing sheep;
Record reference code: PPC 816;
Comments: Convict was originally from Donegal but at the age of 19 years he moved to Strabane, where he worked and lived with a farmer for 3 years.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim. Co Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: HIGH TREASON; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1080;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 11 others for the same offence. Some of the convicts were tenants on the Mannanstown Estate, Co Meath.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co. Donegal; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2938; Comments: Text of petition is incoherent. Received: 26 June 1826.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: FELONIES COMMITTED DURING THE REBELLION; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny of a piece of cotton vauled @ 4s 6d; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 G 27; Comments: Convict is married with two children.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 G 21; Comments: The convict has an aged wife, seven children to support.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, Co.Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co.Donegal; Date of document: 10/08/1844; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self and Mary Gallagher; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1844 G 26; Comments: While in prison Gallagher claimed that another prisoner Donald Mc Keeny had confessed to him that he raped and murdered Mary Doherty.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Newry, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick; Date of trial: 01/1845; Date of document: 12/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 G 8

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: -; Alias: Galaugher;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: PPC 4090

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation - commuted to 2yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self & Mary Gallagher; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1847 G 29;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Tuam, Co Galway.

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 G 26

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GALLAGHER; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: GALLAGHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co. Louth; Date of document: 14/05/1824; Description of crime: Possessing stolen calico value 4 shillings; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2291;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family and resides at Dillenaray, Co. Armagh. A steward and farmer by trade. Several character references from employer and Parish Priest.
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Surname: GALLAHER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24; Comments: Convict detained on board Blenheim Ship, 00/07/1857

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a pot and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: JAMES; Alias: Sheridan, James;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: JAMES; Alias: Sheridan, James;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 230

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/06/1841; Description of crime: Killing a ewe sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 134

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 16/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny in House; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on 19/08/1856

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 132

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 7; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 3555; Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offence. State they were confined to 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GALLAHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: GALLAHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Seizing arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR3, p 108

Surname: GALLAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/10/1804; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 966

Surname: GALLANGHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 21/07/1843; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39

Surname: GALLANGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39

Surname: GALLAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24

Surname: GALLEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/08/1838; Description of crime: Felony Spoons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: GALLERY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 205; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1859
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Surname: GALLEY; First name: DALVEY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 1

Surname: GALLIGAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of Arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: GALLIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 69

Surname: GALLIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Date of document: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs; Name of petitioner: James Black and others; Relationship of petitioner: Jurors; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 G 10

Surname: GALLINAGH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing Cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 67

Surname: GALLIOAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: GALLIVAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 28

Surname: GALLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR, 00/07/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: GALLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: GALLIVAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: GALLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 191; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: GALLIVAN; First name: MORTIMER;

Sex: U; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Having cowing implements in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/07/1851

Surname: GALLOGY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

Surname: GALLON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 11/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GALT; First name: NATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/10/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: GALT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 02/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 G 5; Comments: The convict has a family to support.

Surname: GALTS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: GALUNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: GALVEN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1857

Surname: GALVEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/10/1845; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 192

Surname: GALVIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing flour and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/07/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: GALVIN; First name: EDMUND;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 34;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/05/1855

Surname: GALVIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 148;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: GALVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname: GALVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 35

Surname: GALVIN; First name: MARGARGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kildare Town; Date of trial: 13/03/1846; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 291

Surname: GALVIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in one month;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 253

Surname: GALVIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and commuted to imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 16; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 144

Surname: GALVIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: GALVIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: GALVIN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 1643;
Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing fro the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: GALVIN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict/ Luke Flanagan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother in law;
Record reference code: PPC 1679;
Comments: Luke Flanagan, convicts brother in law was convicted for the same crime. Convicts state that they were prosecuted out of revenge, Several character references including the minister for the union of Kilkeevin, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: GALVIN; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1934;
Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: GALVIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 01/02/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, wife's name, Dorothy Watson

Surname: GALVIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the Free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship, Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Catherine Fanaughty

Surname: GALVIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Catherine Fanaughty

Surname: GALVIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Name of ship: EDWARD 1831;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Fanaughty, St Marys, Athlone.

Surname: GALVIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athlone; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Galvin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 15

Surname: GALVIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: GALVIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Catherine Fanaughty.

Surname: GALVIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Galvin, residing at Connaught St, Athlone.

Surname: GALWAY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 307

Surname: GALWAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTORJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188; Comments: Convict detained in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GALWAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134

Surname: GALWAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 40; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GALWAY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 84

Surname: GALWAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GALWAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship, Cork; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 1823; Description of crime: Smuggling Tobacco; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1950; Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: GALWAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 09/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: POSTONJEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 G 34

Surname: GAMBIN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 G 39

Surname: GAMBION; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/07/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25

Surname: GAMBLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

Surname: GAMBLE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 55

Surname: GAMBLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 22/06/1858; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: GAMBLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: GAMBLE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: GAMBLE; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 248;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/08/1851

Surname: GAMBLE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 46;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: GAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE DOMANJEE, 02/10/1848;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: GANLEY; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: MEDINA 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Ganley, residing in Ballytuba, Co Roscommon.

Surname: GANLY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3771;
Comments: Convict has a wife. Refers to a former petition signed by inhabitants of Co. Roscommon. Petition not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: GANLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 09/08/1817; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & several others;
Record reference code: PPC 4090;
Comments: Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life.

Surname: GANNON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be executed, 11/04/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 14

Surname: GANNON; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Kelly, Eliza;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: GANNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Stealing wool; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: GANNON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

Surname: GANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 31/07/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: GANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128

Surname: GANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Name of petitioner: Ann Gannon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 G 24

Surname: GANNON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing Ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 81

**Surname:** GANNON; **First name:** MARGARETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 124

**Surname:** GANNON; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1853; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116

**Surname:** GANNON; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing silver cross; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61

**Surname:** GANNON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 96; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/10/1857

**Surname:** GANNON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 13/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 170

**Surname:** GANNON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 31/07/1841; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

**Surname:** GANNON; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: GANNON; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 218

Surname: GANNON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Killing 3 sheep with intent to steal the carcases; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: GANNON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of document: 25/10/1832; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 3663; 
Comments: Convict has seven children. Petition signed by several including the Vicar of St Nicholas (Co Limerick) and the Magistrate for Co Galway.

Surname: GANNON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document: 25/05/1839; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Cormack Connell; Relationship of petitioner: Father-in-law; 
Record reference code: FS 1839 152

Surname: GANTLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 26/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

Surname: GARD; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: GARDE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 29/06/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Anne Garde; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 G 17; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 1 Coleraine St, Dublin, and in a later petition as 4 Lurgan St, Dublin.

Surname: GARDENER; First name: JOHN; Alias: Connolly;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: GARDINER; First name: ANNE; Alias: Harrison;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 248

Surname: GARDINER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 01/07/1844; Date of document: 30/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 305; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 G 23; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing three shillings and seven sixpences from Pat Gorman.

Surname: GARDINER; First name: DORA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 213

Surname: GARDINER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 21; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, Thomas, for the same offence. Convict's widowed mother, two sisters and a brother are dependant on their support.

Surname: GARDINER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Cattlestealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Surname: GARDINER; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

Surname: GARDINER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder Denis Mahon; Sentence: To be hanged, 21/03/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 142;
Comments: Convict commuted to transportation for life, 05/03/1849 See also Commins, Jas and Brennan, Martin

Surname: GARDINER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 145; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 21;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, James, for the same offence. Convicts widowed mother, two sisters and a brother, are dependant on their support.

Surname: GARDINER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 02/09/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude, 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 165

Surname: GARDINER; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 G 6

Surname: GARDINER; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Margaret Sawyer;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: GARDINER; First name: ANNE; Alias: Anne Haughton;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29
Surname: GARDNER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 1;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: GARFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 9 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 17

Surname: GARGAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 10;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: GARGAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: GARGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER; Alias: Geoghan;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in the late rebellion (1803);
Record reference code: PPC 934;
Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerstown Works, Co. Dublin. Contains a character references for each, from Edward Clarke of Palmerstown Works, with whom the convicts were serving apprenticeships.

Surname: GARITY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 10;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1858

Surname: GARLAND; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

**Surname:** GARNELL; **First name:** LYDIA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16

**Surname:** GARNER; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Robbery of a watch; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and Jane Mc Cree; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3566; Comments: Convict was convicted with Jane Mc Cree, for the same offence. Petition not dated, possibly 1831.

**Surname:** GARNOR; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE, MAY 1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

**Surname:** GARRA; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

**Surname:** GARRAHY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 24

**Surname:** GARRAHY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

**Surname:** GARRAHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: GARREHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: GARRETT; First name: JOHN; Alias: James Harris;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 25/10/1859; Sentence: Penal Servitude, 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 161; Comments: Convict detained in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/03/1860 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/04/1861

Surname: GARRETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 10; Comments: N.S.T.

Surname: GARRY; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 357

Surname: GARRY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Michael McKeroey;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 67

Surname: GARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GARTLAND; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125
Surname: GARTLAND; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt Gaol;
Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Date of document: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Pig
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 G 49

Surname: GARTLANG; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of
crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE,
00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 117

Surname: GARTLANY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of
crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 118

Surname: GARTY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/10/1839; Description of
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: GARTY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 12/10/1839; Description of
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: GARVAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of
crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 103

Surname: GARVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of
crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 102;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855
Surname: GARVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 109; Comments: Convict resides in Ballinacuma, Co. Limerick.

Surname: GARVEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: GARVEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing fund security; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: GARVEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: GARVEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/03/1857

Surname: GARVEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103

Surname: GARVEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 53; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/01/1858
Surname: GARVEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting Dwelling House; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/07/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 143

Surname: GARVEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 99

Surname: GARVEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Louth; Date of document: 19/03/1832; Record reference code: PPC 3665; Comments: Letter, Sheriff of Louth, acknowledging receipt of warrant respiting the convict sentence till further orders.

Surname: GARVEY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 30/09/1800; Record reference code: PPC 3934; Comments: Letter, stating that a warrant for the Lord Lieutenant is necessary for the convicts confinement.

Surname: GARVEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Carrick on shannon; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation, commuted to 13 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 80

Surname: GARVEY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: GARVEY; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of trial: CA 1798; Date of document: 20/12/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable Practices; Sentence: transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 147;
Comments: Prays to be granted the states allowance as he has no means of subsistence since his relatives are in Co. Mayo. Includes two warrents for the convicts detention

Surname: GARVEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 01/05/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: R Aldridge; Record reference code: SPP 597; Comments: Asks if there would be any objection to allowing the prisoner transport himself to America.

Surname: GARVEY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/08/1800; Name of petitioner: Captain French; Record reference code: PPC 415; Comments: Petitioning on behalf of convict that he be permitted to exile himself from Ireland and Great Britian without any implication of guilt. Petitioner resides at 2, Parliament St., Dublin.

Surname: GARVEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: GARVEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal the body; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: GARVIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 262

Surname: GASKIN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: GASON; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: House robbery; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: GASON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: GASSA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: GASTEN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; 
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1842 G 31; 
Comments: The convict has 5 daughters - Mary Anne, Jane, Elizabeth, Margaret and Catherine - 3 of whom are married.

Surname: GATELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/10/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152

Surname: GATELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: GATELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 183

Surname: GATELY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: GATELY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: GATELY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Date of document: 27/09/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Name of petitioner: Honor Gately; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G42

Surname: GATELY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: GATELY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 22/12/1824; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2295;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children. States he was to keeper of the Pound at Brideswell, Parish of Camma, Barony of Athlone, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: GATILY; First name: JOHN; Alias: John Moran;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 01/12/1843; Sentence: T 10

Surname: GATILY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: LORD SIDMOUTH 1821;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, Judith Goyne, residing in Co Roscommon

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: GAUGH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: GAUGHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 153

Surname: GAULL; First name: NATHAN;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Co Antrim; Date of document: 16/01/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Gaull; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 G 4;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Ballycastle, Co Antrim.

Surname: GAULT; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 G 36

Surname: GAULT; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: GAUNEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: GAVAGAN; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: GAVAN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9 p 128; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/01/1852

Surname: GAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A58; Comments: Convicts wife Dorothy Watson granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: GAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: GAVEGAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: James Brennan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Description of crime: Attacking house; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 153

Surname: GAVEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/03/1846; Description of crime: Shooting; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: GAVGHAGAN; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years, commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

Surname: GAVICAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Gavegan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Date of document: 17/07/1844; Description of crime: Attacking dwelling house, administer unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 B 50; Record reference code 2: TR 5, P 153

Surname: GAVIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 10/07/1844; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc23; Comments: Sheriff requests order of removal for prisoner.

Surname: GAVIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Date of document: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 G 23

Surname: GAVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131

Surname: GAVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1853; Date of document: 30/08/1853; Description of crime: Assulting and injuring habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 G 30; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Castletown, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: GAVIN; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a cow and heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: GAVIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: GAVIN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/06/1855
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Surname: GAVIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a Hand-kerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 67;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: GAVIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Date of document: 10/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 G 15;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: GAVIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: GAVIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: GAVIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/01/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Richard Gavin; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 151;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to transportation. Convict is sweeper of water-fountains in Dublin City.

Surname: GAVIN; First name: ABRAHAM;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Richard Gavin; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 151;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to transportation. Convict is sweeper of water-fountain in Dublin City.

Surname: GAVIN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1834; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 G24; Comments: Convict ref. file contains a petition from the convict's mother on her son's behalf, stating that she is a widow and has four daughters and resides in Co. Clare. Convict is stationed at Mount pleasant the residence of the Major General Stewart, New South Wales

Surname: GAVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list of the free women and children, for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Convict ship, Thomas Harrison, wife's name Dorothy Watson

Surname: GAVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON 1830; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Dorothy Watson, residing in Co Wicklow.

Surname: GAVIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GAVIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 25/02/1841; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc 6; Comments: The convict has a widowed mother and sisters. There is no indication why the convict was transported.

Surname: GAVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Date of document: 10/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 G 15

Surname: GAVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 01/1836;
Surname: GAVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: LORD SIDMOUTH 1820;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine Hogan, residing at Clonmel, Co Tipperary

Surname: GAW; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 284

Surname: GAYNA; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Imprisonment 1 mth, commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 136;
Comments: Convicts sentence was later commuted to 2 mths imprisonment and then ordered to be discharged

Surname: GAYNER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 02/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 R 21

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1849; Date of document: 04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Thomas Gaynor; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 G 13

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: DANIEL;
Surname: GAYNOR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 G 30

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Felorious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 02/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 G 27

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to disable; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 189; Comments: Convict detained on Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 242

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 101

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72; Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 25/09/1855

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on 01/12/1854

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/10/1824; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2610; Comments: Convict has one child aged 4 years. Character references from inhabitants of Dublin. Petition received 26 March 1825.

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of document: 21/03/1846; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 G 7

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 LIST 4;  
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the Convicts Penitentiary House at Cork and waiting a passage to New South Wales. Convict's son, John.

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 08/12/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;  
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Anne Carney

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1828; Date of document: 06/06/1837; Sentence: Transprotation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Anne Gaynor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;  
Record reference code: FS 1837 16

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Gaynor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;  
Record reference code: PPC 3772;  

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;  
Record reference code: PPC 3909;  
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: LUKE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years and 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 G 26

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1842; Date of document: 01/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Gaynor; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc10

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 06/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 D 25

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3; Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from penitentiary House Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Son’s name, John.

Surname: GAYNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Anne Carney.

Surname: GEAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 31/07/1845; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 98; Comments: Convict commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: GEANE; First name: ANNE; Alias: Swiney;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12

Surname: GEANY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: GEANY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: Tr 8, p 39

Surname: GEAR; First name: PAT; Alias: Foley Pat;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: GEARE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 10/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 166; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: GEARON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90

Surname: GEARON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: GEARTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: GEARY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/09/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a frock and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 13

**Surname:** GEARY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

**Surname:** GEARY; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 162

**Surname:** GEARY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/08/1851; Description of crime: Receiving cow knowing it to be stolen; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

**Surname:** GEARY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1855

**Surname:** GEARY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 5

**Surname:** GEARY; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: CA 09/1798; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 148;
Comments: Prays to be released, states he has a wife and four children

**Surname:** GEARY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2
Surname: GEARY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: GEARY; First name: HONORA; Alias: Goodwin;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 07/1830; Date of document: 29/12/1830; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3495;
Comments: Convict has one child. States she married Edward Goodwin, a private soldier in the 64th regiment of foot. Convict served for 3 years with Thomas Martyn, Ballinahinch Castle prior to her marriage.

Surname: GEARY; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/05/1867; Date of document: 08/06/1867; Description of crime: Treason felony; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1867 G 9

Surname: GEARY; First name: ALEX;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: GEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/06/1857; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 162;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1855

Surname: GEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 164;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride Ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: GEE; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: GEEGAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Duffy;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: GEEHAN; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 250

Surname: GEELAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: GEELAN; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 174

Surname: GEELAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 04/1841; Description of crime: Daylaying; Sentence: Transportation 7 year; Record reference code: CRF 1841 G 9; Comments: The convict has a wife and four children to support.

Surname: GEESON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 62

Surname: GEGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: GEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and felony in dwelling house of W. Maher; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: GEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: GEGAN; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc 7

Surname: GEIRN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GELSIMON; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/10/1857; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 152

Surname: GELSIMON; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 152

Surname: GELVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 28/03/1838; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation of Mary O'Brien; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Mc 12;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Edward Mc Manus for the same offence. Convict resided in Soran, Co Longford.

Surname: GEMNON; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Mullen Denis;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: GENERAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 173; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GENTLE; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Date of document: 24/05/1806; Record reference code: PPC 1208; Comments: Surgeons journal of attendance on the convicts left behind after the last embarkation.

Surname: GENTY; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/1843; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 G 8; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: GEOGHAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Geoghan- an, residing near Tyrrel's Pass, Co Westmeath.

Surname: GEOGHAN; First name: MAY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 249

Surname: GEOGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

Surname: GEOGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22

Surname: GEOGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/07/1838; Description of crime: Attack on house and assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 129; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Conlon for the same offence. Convict resides at Loughanavally, Churchtown Parish, Co Westmeath.

Surname: GEOGHEGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 263

Surname: GEOGHEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/07/1838; Description of crime: Felonious assault to maim and disfigure P Hyland; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171; Comments: See also Patrick Kelly and Patrick Conlon

Surname: GEOGHEGAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67

Surname: GEOGHEGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/06/1839; Description of crime: Obtaining paper under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 55; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 G 45
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Surname: GEOGHEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Brumskil at Dublin; Date of document: 22/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Geoghegan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 598; Comments: Late of Hammondstown, Co Meath.

Surname: GEOGHEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 02/1836; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: FS 1836 16; Comments: Convicts wife Bridget Geoghegan, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: GEOGHEGIN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/06/1839; Description of crime: Obtaining paper under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: GEORGE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: GEORGE-KING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 05/11/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude, 4 (yrs); Record reference code: TR 14, p 163; Comments: Convict served in the 13th Foot Regiment and was Court Martial in Fermoy, Co. Cork. Detained in Mountjoy Gaol, Dublin, 11/01/1861

Surname: GEORGES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 315

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116
Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assaults; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 75;
Comments: Hilary Sessions, Grace's Old Castle Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/12/1856

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault on Henry Jones; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 G 18;
Comments: See John Geraghty Age 22. Convict reside in Ballinamore, Parish of Temple Michael, Co. Longford with his wife and child.

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated Assault on Henry Jones; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123;
Comments: See John Geraghty Age 20

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 181;
Comments: Trinity Sessions Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/04/1858

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing 2 ewe sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 139;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Date of document: 04/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 77; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 G 18; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of thre manslaught[...]

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted, Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170; Comments: Convict detained Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/04/1837

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 75

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 04/01/1842; Description of crime: Larcen[...]

Record reference code: CRF 1842 G 11
Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Failure to turn up in court; Sentence: Fine;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc13

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/01/1851;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: GERAGHTY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 110;
Comments: Trinity Sessions Convict ordered to be discharged 09/07/1857

Surname: GERAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343;
Comments: Rathkeale Session

Surname: GERAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/12/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: GERATY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Date of document: 18/11/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Geraghty; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 10, P 266; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 G 32

Surname: GERETY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death recorded (cancelled); Record reference code: TR 1, p 232; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: GERETY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 266; Comments: Moate Quarter Session Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/12/1854

Surname: GERMAINE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: GERRAGHTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 18/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 315

Surname: GERRARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: GERRATY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: GESHON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165

Surname: GESTAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: GIBB; First name: JAMES (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1841; Description of crime: Bleach green robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 G 10

Surname: GIBBENS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GIBBINS; First name: D;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GIBBON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 5

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/05/1853

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault and grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 26; Comments: Convict has a wife and children.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 88

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 320

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 320

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/05/1851

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious Assault and grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 137; Comments: Convicts sentence was commuted to 2 years imprisonment with hard labour

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/02/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing security; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/02/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 232
Surname: GIBBONS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/05/1853

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 240

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 120;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Government Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/01/1850

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 195;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 55
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Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Adminsitrating unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 1643;
Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, Listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him. Recommends the convicts sentence be delayed till next winter when it may be decided if he should be discharged on giving security.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: J W O'Donnell;
Record reference code: SPP 369;
Comments: Prisoner wishes to be sent to England

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 04/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable Practices; Name of petitioner: Ephraim Hutchison;
Record reference code: SPP 599;
Comments: A native of Newport Pratt, Co Mayo.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 18/10/1799; Description of crime: Involved in the 1798 Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 600;
Comments: Lived on the estate of the Earl of Attamount and Hon Denis Brown in Mayo.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;  
Description of crime: Rebellion;  
Record reference code: PPC 3898;  
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 26 Dec 1798 and was one of the persons proclaimed by General French’s proclamation for Rebellion.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter;  
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Conway & others;  
Relationship of petitioner: Curate & Parishoners;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12;  
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy;  
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 91;  
Comments: Convicts father resides in Rathmullen, Co Donegal. See Anne Meenan, CRF 1836 M91.

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1847 W 32

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: T 7;  
Record reference code: CRF 1854 G 28

Surname: GIBBONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 7 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: GIBBS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1824; Date of document: 16/07/1824; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Eleanor Gibbs; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2296; Comments: Convict states he had a book-selling business in Bedford Row, Dublin, but was forced to give it up when her father died. He continued to sell books to support his mother. Mother resides at No. 74 Fleet Street, Dublin. Several character references. Mothers petition received in the year 1824

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: GIBBY</th>
<th>First name: JOHN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Date of document: 01/05/1804; Record reference code: PPC 969; Comments: Report on the convicts arrest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: GIBBY</th>
<th>First name: JOHN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 07/05/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the Rebellion in Palmerstown; Record reference code: PPC 972; Comments: Two reports in connection with the convicts escape from the gaol.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: GIBLAN</th>
<th>First name: JOHN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Demanding arms with intent to shoot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: GIBLAN</th>
<th>First name: MICHAEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Demanding arms with intent to shoot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: GIBLEY</th>
<th>First name: JOHN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in the late rebellion, 1803; Record reference code: PPC 934;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerstown works, Co. Dublin. Contains a char, reference for each from Edward Clarke of Palmerstown works with whom the convict were serving an apprenticeship.

Surname: GIBLIN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 111

Surname: GIBLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Demanding fire arms with intent to shoot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 127

Surname: GIBLIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a waistcoat with former convictions; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 26/08/1853

Surname: GIBLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

Surname: GIBLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 G 23; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 18/04/1838. Convict has nine orphans dependant on his support.

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: ANDREW; Alias: Keogh, John;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY, 26/11/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 47;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and was discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan Gaol; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder of child; Sentence: Death recorded, commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: AUSTRALASIA, 00/06/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 G 8; Comments: Convict commuted to transportation for life, 29/03/1849

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 51

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony boot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 40

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 03/03/1835; Date of document: 19/04/1840; Description of crime: Violent assault and highway robbery; Sentence: death commuted to trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 G38 Convict ref. file contains a petition from the convicts widowed mother, on his behalf. Convict was trans.

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1800; Description of crime: Stealing shawls off bleach
ground of W. Guiness; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: JOHN AND
ESTHER; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 430;
Comments: Includes a character reference from William Guiness stating that he
prosecuted Edward Gibney in suspicion only and recommends his release.

Surname: GIBNEY; First name: CONOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit
the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Gibney, residing
in Cavan Town.

Surname: GIBSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1837; Description of
crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 131;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: GIBSON; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Smith;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/01/1852; Description of crime:
Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 246;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 7/02/1856

Surname: GIBSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 230

Surname: GIBSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of
crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: GIBSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 210
Surname: GIBSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G15

Surname: GIBSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 136;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: GIBSON; First name: SANUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 67

Surname: GIBSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 14/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 10;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GIBSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 108

Surname: GIBSON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 259

Surname: GIBSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dublin; Date of document: 20/05/1825; Description of crime: Theft of knives and forks from Cart in Belfast; Sentence: Trans for 7 year; Name of petitioner: Ellen Gibson; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2611;
Comments: Petitioner resides in Belfast, Co Antrim Co Down. Convict is a weaver by trade.

Surname: GIBSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 20/08/1832; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 3697;
Comments: Covering letter for a memorial (not included in file) submitted by Rev. Peter Brady and Rev. Pat O'Donohoe, on the convicts behalf.

Surname: GIBSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 39;
Comments: Convict was convicted with James Bergin for the same offence.

Surname: GIBSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/03/1797; Description of crime: Malpractise;
Record reference code: SPP 21;
Comments: Letter from Lord Mountjoy on behalf of the convict requesting that he be admitted to bail. States he was approached by a tenant on his estate in Co. Tyrone, who gave the convict a good character.

Surname: GIBSON; First name: MARGERY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GIBSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing books; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: GIBSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing a bank note; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: GIBSON; First name: ROBERT;
Surname: GIBURY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W. Meath; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Trans 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRf1839 Misc 27; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Mullingar gaol, Co. Westmeath

Surname: GIEERE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 21; Comments: Convict was commuted 2 yrs imprisonment in consequence of a point reserved for the consideration of the 12 judges convict was not sentenced until Summer Assizes, 1839

Surname: GIFF; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GILASCONE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: GILBERT; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: GILBERT; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther; Date of document: 11/03/1799; Description of crime: Suspected as being a deserter; Name of petitioner: John Sherwood and others; Record reference code: SPP 601; Comments: Late of Arklow, Co Wicklow, A shoemaker.
Surname: GILBOY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151; Comments: Convict commuted to 1 yrs imprisonment, 24/06/1848

Surname: GILBRIDE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing sheets/clothing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: GILCHREST; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110; Comments: Convict was detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GILCHRIST; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 173; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GILCHRIST; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 G 34

Surname: GILCREST; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: GILDA; First name: CONDY;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Received stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58
Surname: GILDEA; First name: CONDY;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: GILDEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 G 10; Comments: Convict has a wife, Mary and five children. Convict lives at Derwin, Co. Mayo, and was convicted with his brother Richard.

Surname: GILDEA; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136

Surname: GILDEA; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 08/04/1831; Description of crime: Being with an illegal assembly; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3567; Comments: Convict was convicted for being involved within a mob who were on their way to petition their landlords for more time to pay their rents. States there are six children in his family.

Surname: GILDEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: GILES; First name: DONNAGH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: GILES; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 G 30

Surname: GILFEATHER; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 7; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: GILFORD; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Gallagher, Patrick;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 4, p 44

Surname: GILGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 335

Surname: GILGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of trial: 15/03/1826; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2784; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children. Petitioner received in the yr 1826.

Surname: GILHAM; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 02/09/1799; Description of crime: On suspicion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 602; Comments: Lived in Wexford with relations for 10 years, had returned to Dublin where he assisted his father in his business making drums and toys until arrested.

Surname: GILHOOLY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 143

Surname: GILHULY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Imprisonment 1 mth and then Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: GILIGAHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1818; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Giliga- han, residing in Castle Carberry, Co Kildare. She arrived in New South Wales, with her child, on board the Brothers, 2 Feb 1827

Surname: GILKINSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: GILL; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 G 7

Surname: GILL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: GILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony Cows; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: GILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Having coining implements; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 103

Surname: GILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/10/1851; Description of crime: Felony after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 121; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: GILL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GILL; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: GILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Appearing armed and compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 164

Surname: GILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 G 7; Comments: The convict has a wife and six children to support.

Surname: GILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57; Comments: Convict ordered for absolute discharge, 16/08/1856

Surname: GILL; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 G 57;
Comments: Convict father served in the 83rd Regiment of Foot. States one of his sons is a Sergeant in the 83rd Regiment and another died in Military action on the Island of Solone.

Surname: GILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Galway; Date of document: 28/03/1811; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 4003;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending him for mercy. Other defendant: Thomas Costello.

Surname: GILL; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of document: 11/04/1828;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3402;
Comments: Convict has a wife and large family (no details given) and resides at Kilcommon. Character reference from Magistrates of Co. Mayo.

Surname: GILL; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836;
Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 21

Surname: GILLAM; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Description of crime: A Wexford Rebel;
Record reference code: SPP 411

Surname: GILLAM; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: GILLAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting Mary Gleacy with intent to murder her; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 150;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851
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Surname: GILLAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: GILLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 216

Surname: GILLAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Hargaden, Patrick;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 103

Surname: GILLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: GILLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: GILLAN; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Kennedy;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 G 8

Surname: GILLANDERS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 61

Surname: GILLANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/11/1855

Surname: GILLASPY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: ASIA 1825; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, residing in the Parish of Megownagh, Co Mayo.

Surname: GILLEEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Gilleece, James;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life, 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Comments: Throwing vitriol at Ann Kieran with intent to disfigure her.

Surname: GILLEGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105; Comments: See also Gillegan, James, TR 5, p 105 Gillegan, Thomas, TR 5, p 105

Surname: GILLEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105; Comments: See also Gillegan, Thomas, TR 5, p 105 Gillegan, Christopher, TR 5, p 106

Surname: GILLEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105; Comments: See also Gillegan, James, TR 5, p 105 Gillegan, Christopher, TR 5, p 106

Surname: GILLEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 04/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 G 12; Comments: The convict is the chief support of the family. The convicts father has done military service for the Crown.

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: JOHN; Alias: McIlnath;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 167; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 04/04/1836; Description of crime: Stealing shirts and articles, value 53 & upwards; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 56; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/03/1852

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony umbrella and cap; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 172

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 03/05/1828; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Patrick Quinn; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3455; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Quinn. Petitioner petitioning on his own behalf. Convict has a brother, Michael.

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: GILLESPIE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15; Record reference code: CRF 1854 G 13

Surname: GILLESPY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of document: 29/03/1832; Sentence: Death respited; 
Record reference code: PPC 3666; 
Comments: Letter, Governor of Sligo Gaol, acknowledging receipt of warrant respiting convict sentence till further orders.

Surname: GILLICK; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; 
Record reference code: SPP 412;  
Comments: A list of prisoners signed by Major Sirr

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 11; 
Comments: Convict detained in Gaol, 24/05/[1836]

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: ANNE; Alias: Rigney, Anne;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 301

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 300

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 69

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Quenns Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 150

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 104; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

**Surname:** GILLIGAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** GILLIGAN; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

**Surname:** GILLIGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Date of document: 03/1844; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 G 6; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Lisagoal, Co. Roscommon.

**Surname:** GILLIGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 102; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

**Surname:** GILLIGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

**Surname:** GILLIGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856
Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Demanding arms with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 03/03/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/04/1839; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from a person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 121; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/10/1800; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 424; Comments: Prays consideration and liberation on bail. Convict has a family, no details given, is a bit maker by trade and resides at 21 Phoenix Park, Dublin. States he has been employed by some of the most eminent saddlers in Dublin.
Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Entering house and demanding fire arms; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 120;
Comments: Convict resides in the Kings Co.

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Anne Gilligan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 14

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Lurgan, County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 12/1836; Date of document: 24/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc31;
Comments: Convict is detained in Armagh gaol and is awaiting trial for being concerned in a murder.

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Riot; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 48;
Comments: Convict resides in Lumcloon, Barony of Garrycastle, Kings Co, with his mother.

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 52

Surname: GILLIGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Bridget Gilligan residing at Clonard, Co Meath.

Surname: GILLIKAN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Was of Forristals party, passed a false name; Record reference code: SPP 411

Surname: GILLINAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Whiteboy Act and was transported.

Surname: GILLINAUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1838; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation of Mary O'Brien; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 116; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: GILLMORE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1841; Description of crime: Felony books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: GILLUK; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: GILLVILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GILMARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GILMARTIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 13/10/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 124; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 G 5

Surname: GILMARTIN; First name: LARTY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GILMER; First name: MARY;

Surname: GILMER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: GILMER; First name: MARY;

Surname: GILMER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 15/07/1839; Description of crime: Convicted as a vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: GILMORE; First name: HUGH;

Surname: GILMORE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

Surname: GILMORE; First name: JOHN;

Surname: GILMORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: GILMORE; First name: MARY ANN;

Surname: GILMORE; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: GILMORE; First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: GILMORE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1841; Description of crime: Felony of tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: GILMORE; First name: WILLIAM;
Surname: GILMORE; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ELPHUSTINE, 04/09/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 117

Surname: GILMORE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: GILMORE (GILMOUR); First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 G 2

Surname: GILMOUR; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 G 2

Surname: GILMOUR; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on Saturday, 21 August; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 G 35; Comments: Convict commuted to transportation for life

Surname: GILMOUR; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2
Surname: GILMOURE; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: GILNEER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99; Comments: Convict died in Carrick on Shannon Gaol, 16/02/1850

Surname: GILROY; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 9

Surname: GILROY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 97

Surname: GILROY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: GILROY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Sally Gilroy, residing at Hollymont.

Surname: GILROY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, Sarah Rowland, residing at Hollymount, Co Mayo.

**Surname:** GILTON; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY, BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

**Surname:** GINITTY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137; Comments: See also Edward Carolan Owen Halfpenny James Keelan

**Surname:** GINNA; **First name:** MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/1837; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 75; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 23/03/1838

**Surname:** GINNANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 28/1799; Name of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 603; Comments: A native of Co Mayo.

**Surname:** GINNAW; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 256

**Surname:** GINNAW; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112

**Surname:** GINNAW; **First name:** TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: GINNELL; First name: PHILIP; Alias: McGinnell, Philip;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/11/1851

Surname: GINNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: GINNS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Magee, James;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: GINTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: GINTY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: GINTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GIRAN; First name: SARAH; Alias: (or Guirong);
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 154; Comments: Trinity Sessions, Carrickfergus

Surname: GIREN; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 211

Surname: GIVEN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: GIVEN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 195; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: GIVENNEY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: (or McGiveny);

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Larceny pick pocket; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 3/12/1856

Surname: GLANCY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 71; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 72

Surname: GLANCY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 155; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 G 22; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: GLANCY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Having a stolen cow in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: GLANCY; First name: ROSANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/04/1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47(F)

Surname: GLANNON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony 2 lambs; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: GLASHEEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 229; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: GLASS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: GLASS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of document: 19/06/1800; Description of crime: House breaking; Name of petitioner: Convict and 4 others; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 448; Comments: All convicts convicted of the same crime. Prays permission to enlist in the Light Dragoons. Convict has wife and family, resides at Newtownards, Co.Down and is a yeoman in Newtownards Infantry.

Surname: GLASS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GLAUNNY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26

Surname: GLAUVEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 93; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/06/1848

Surname: GLAVIN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: GLAVIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: GLAZIER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony Calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: GLEASAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 31 Jan 1835.

Surname: GLEENAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths hard labour; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199

Surname: GLEESAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: GLEESANE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: GLEESANE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: GLEESE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Felony in the Dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: GLEESON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: GLEESON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: GLEESON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83

Surname: GLEESON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31
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Surname: GLEESON; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 8/11/1856

Surname: GLEESON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 114; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 20/10/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 101

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious and grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 04/05/1855

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/02/1858

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118

Surname: GLEESON; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: GLEESON; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 58; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: GLEESON; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GLEESON; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious and grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: GLEESON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: GLEESON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1846; Date of document: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 247; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 G 14; Comments: Prisoner died in Grange Gorman Depot, 28 July 1847.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 45; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged

Surname: GLEESON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115

Surname: GLEESON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/12/1851

Surname: GLEESON; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/04/1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: GLEESON; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Appearing armed and attempting to compel to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: GLEESON; First name: DENIS (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 G 30; Comments: Convict was convicted with his son William for the same offence

Surname: GLEESON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/07/1856; Description of crime: Bestiality; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life 01/08/1856; Record reference code: TR 14, p 121; Comments: Convict commuted 4 yrs penal servitude, 02/08/1859 Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 16/12/1856 Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 23/09/1857 Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/12/185

Surname: GLEESON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: GLEESON; First name: HONORA;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny flannel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: GLEESON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious and grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Grevous Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 G 46; Comments: Convict resides in Commane, near Nenagh, Co. Tipperary with his wife and family.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Fraud on Chelsea Hospital; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERBAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: GLEESON; First name: LILY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 259

Surname: GLEESON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 262
Surname: GLEESON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

Surname: GLEESON; First name: MARY; Alias: Keeffe, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 251; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 G 6; Comments: Sentence was commuted on the grounds of insanity.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 135; Comments: Convict detained at Nenagh Gaol, Co. Tipperary, 27/03/1848

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault and injuring habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204
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Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208;
Comments: See Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, records

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a quilt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Buckly;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 255;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/08/1855

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/08/1856; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted penal servitude;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 158;
Comments: Convict served in the North Tipperary Militia Convict tried with Thomas Devereux

Surname: GLEESON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: GLEESON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: GLEESON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 G 30;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his father Denis for the same offence

**Surname:** GLEESON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 G 27

**Surname:** GLEESON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

**Surname:** GLEESON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security in 6 months; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 205

**Surname:** GLEESON; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Description of crime: Stealing two pigs; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Gleeson; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: PPC 3206; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother James, for the same offense. Petitioner is a widow with three other children and resides in Neragh, Co Tipperary. States she is dependant on her sons support. Petition received 27 Sep 1827.

**Surname:** GLEESON; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Description of crime: Stealing two pigs; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Gleeson; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: PPC 3206; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Michael, for the same offense. Petitioner is a widow with three other children and resides in Neragh, Co Tipperary. States she is dependant on her sons support. Petition received 27 Sept 1827.

**Surname:** GLEESON; **First name:** GREGORY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; 
Record reference code: PPC 3626;
Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respite the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Name of ship: ASIA;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the secretary of state for his Majestys gracious allowance, Children, Ellen Margaret Mary and Thomas residing in nenag

Surname: GLEESON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B 22;
Comments: Convicts children granted a free passage to New South Wales. they originally lived in Nenagh, Co. Tipperary but left for various parts of the country

Surname: GLEESON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Date of document: 18/05/1839;
Record reference code: FS 1839 114;
Comments: Convicts children, Ellen, Mary and Thomas were granted a free passage to New South Wales. The family originally resided in Nenagh, Co. Tipperary

Surname: GLEESON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 26/07/1823; Name of petitioner: Convict and 7 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2209;
Comments: Convict and 7 others convicted for different crimes petitioning to be sent off to one of the colonies. All convicts are from Co Clare. Petition received 30 Nov 1824.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 31/07/1826; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3000; Comments: Petitioning for permission for his wife, Mary, to accompany him to New South Wales.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Theft of a horse; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 60; Comments: Convict is a farmer and resides in Commaun More, near Borrisoleigh, Co Tipperary.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 13/04/1844; Description of crime: Abduction and seduction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 G 15; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of seducing Margaret Brien who had entered into a treaty marriage with prisoner's brother John Gleeson. Prisoner's residence is given as Hogheranenagh, Co Tipperary. Occupation given as farmer.

Surname: GLEESON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: CO Tipperary; Date of document: 12/08/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self & Francis Gleeson; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1847 G 28

Surname: GLEESON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 14 commuted to Transportation 10; Name of ship: AMAZON, 1854; Record reference code: CRF 1852 G 19

Surname: GLEESON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: CONSPIRACY TO OBTAIN MONEY UNDER FALSE PRETENCES; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 G 21

**Surname:** GLEESON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** GLEESON; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

**Surname:** GLEN; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

**Surname:** GLEN; **First name:** ELLEN; Alias: Harvey, Ellen;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Date of document: 11/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 G 18;
Comments: See Harvey, Ellen TR 9, P 74

**Surname:** GLENNAN; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Date of document: 24/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs, com 12 months hard labour; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 199; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 G 7

**Surname:** GLENN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

**Surname:** GLENNAN; **First name:** CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 13/03/1837; Description of crime: Taking an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: GLENNAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 10/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 118

Surname: GLENNAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/08/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 124

Surname: GLENNAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GLENNON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 60; Comments: (See Glennon, Pat p 59)

Surname: GLENNON; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Toole, John;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death [executed 19/03/1840]; Record reference code: TR 3, p 183

Surname: GLENNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 116; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 131; Comments: N.S.T.

Surname: GLENNON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: GLENNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: GLENNON; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 249

Surname: GLENNON; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

Surname: GLENNON; First name: PAT;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: GLIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: GLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: GLINDON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 18 mths. imprisonment.;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 126; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 G 5;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836. Not Sent.
Surname: GLINN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 262

Surname: GLINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary City; Date of trial: 08/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179

Surname: GLISSAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 229;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 07/05/1857

Surname: GLISSAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 229;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/05/1857

Surname: GLONEY (SLONEY); First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Leitrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GLOSHER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 2 months imprisonment; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 79

Surname: GLOSTER; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

Surname: GLOSTER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 114; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1857

Surname: GLOSTER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: GLOSTER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 G 43; Comments: Convict has five children.

Surname: GLOVER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 182; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: GLOVER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 1799; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 193; Comments: Letter of recommendation from the Magistrates of Co. Down that the convict should be granted mercy in terms of transportation or Foreign Military Service.

Surname: GLOWRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 17/06/1842; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 105

Surname: GLUIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 201

Surname: GLUSON; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

**Surname:** GLYNN; **First name:** AUSTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony hat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

**Surname:** GLYNN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 86; Comments: Convicts mother Margaret, resides in Ballinasloe, Co. Galway.

**Surname:** GLYNN; **First name:** ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1856; Description of crime: Assault and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 226; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (18/05/1836)

**Surname:** GLYNN; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: McHago, John;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

**Surname:** GLYNN; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Appearing armed and compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 164

**Surname:** GLYNN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** GLYNN; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 95

Surname: GLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 G 27; Comments: Convicts parents are living.

Surname: GLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 133

Surname: GLYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 153

Surname: GLYNN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 C 65

Surname: GLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 24

Surname: GLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 18/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 81

Surname: GLYNN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: GLYNN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Dowd, Patrick;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 83

Surname: GLYNN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted Transportation 10; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: GLYNN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 228

Surname: GLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/08/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: GLYNN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: GLYNN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 18

Surname: GLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 26/04/1820; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Patrick Glynn; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 1487
Surname: GLYNN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/08/1801; Description of crime: Assault and robbery on Col. Dillion;
Record reference code: PPC 3943;
Comments: Two letters in connection with arrangements to transfer Francis Caulfield from New Geneva, Waterford, to give evidence at the convicts trial.

Surname: GLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 26/03/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: FS 1836 17;
Comments: Convicts wife Bridget Glynn, requests a free passage to New South Wales. She resides at Kilbegley, parish of Creagh, Co. Roscommon

Surname: GLYNN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: GLYNN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: GLYNN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict has been confined since the last Assizes.

Surname: GLYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Description of crime: Robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 16 Oct 1798.

Surname: GLYNN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Comments: The convict is a blacksmith by trade, he is the chief support of an aged father and four sisters.

Surname: GLYNN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: County Cork; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 08/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Name of ship: NAVERINA; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc 8

Surname: GLYNN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 65; Comments: The convict was convicted with John Claffy and others.

Surname: GLYNN; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Glinn;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of document: 23/12/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 G 38; Comments: Prisoner pleaded guilty to manslaughter of Mathew Keane, of Ennis.

Surname: GOBAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin, 03/04/1837

Surname: GOBRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15

Surname: GODDER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856
Surname: GODFREY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/06/1852

Surname: GODFREY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 244

Surname: GODFREY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 96

Surname: GODFREY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/10/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 157

Surname: GODFREY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: GODFREY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: GODFREY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc 2

Surname: GODFREY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 27/01/1845;
Surname: GODFREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 04/02/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 G 4

Surname: GODSELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 39;
Comments: Convict detained on board a hulk, 11/02/1836

Surname: GODSIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/05/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: GOFF; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony money and shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: GOFF; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 125

Surname: GOFF; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 159

Surname: GOFF; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 13/06/1799; Sentence: To be transported to Prussia to serve in F Service; Name of petitioner: Mary Goff; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 604;
Comments: A native of the city of Dublin.

Surname: GOFF; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 20/06/1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: J. S. Troy;
Record reference code: SPP 605;

Surname: GOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: GOGARTY; First name: MORGAN;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony meal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 82;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per 'James', 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony meal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

Surname: GOGARTY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: GOGARTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful billing of the use of arrears; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 57;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/01/1849 - Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GOGGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: GOGGARTY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 202; Comments: Other defendant: James Tegart.

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Date of document: 15/09/1848; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 G 33

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny (former conviction in this case); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/06/1857

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 214

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 202; Comments: Other defendant: James Mc Tegart.

Surname: GOGGIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GOGGINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Date of document: 03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 214; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 G 5

Surname: GOGGINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 27/08/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: George Carter; Record reference code: SPP 606; Comments: A native of Slieverow, Co Galway. Certificate of character and recognisance attached.
Surname: GOHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 289; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 G 35;
Comments: The convict supports her widowed mother.

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 306

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: HANNAH; Alias: (or Olden);

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1857; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 207;
Comments: Enniskillen Spring Assizes Convict detained at Grange Gorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/05/1857 Mountjoy Female Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/01/1859 Name underlined. Convict died in Mountjoy Female Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/07/185

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/10/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: GOLDEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kildare; Date of trial: 30/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/09/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbing a church]; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Kiely;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 04/1824; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2299

Surname: GOLDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Date of document: 31/07/1853; Description of crime: House robbery and administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 G 25

Surname: GOLDING; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: GOLDING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: GOLDING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 97;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: GOLDFLING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: GOLDRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 19

Surname: GOLDSPRING; First name: MARY; Alias: Sisk, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing fowl and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G3

Surname: GOLDSPRING; First name: MARY; Alias: Fitzgerald, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 13

Surname: GOLEHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: GOLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 29/08/1830; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3496; Comments: Convict has a family (no details given) and resides in the Parish of Dunmore, Co. Galway. Character reference signed by the parish priest and curated of Dunmore.

Surname: GOLLOHOE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Theft of arms from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 G 53

Surname: GOLPHIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Robbery from person and assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 122

Surname: GOLPHIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/01/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1852 G 17

Surname: GONEEN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: GOOD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted transportation 7yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 90; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 G 16; Comments: Convict is not from Kildare.

Surname: GOOD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137

Surname: GOOD; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/05/1853; Description of crime: Stealing wheat, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1857

Surname: GOOD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Macroom, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Imprisonment for 12 months; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 71

Surname: GOOD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GOODE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: House Breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/07/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: GOODEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of document: 15/10/1827; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3230;
Comments: Convict has two children. Character references from a Doctor of Portarlington, Queens Co.

Surname: GOODEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athlone, County Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/12/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 164;
Comments: Convict served in the 4th Lt Dragoons Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1866

Surname: GOODFELLOW; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109 (f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 G 93

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 306

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 122; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 185

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Date of document: 19/06/1844; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 133; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 G 20; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of assaulting Anne Corr, and stealing one shilling and four pence from her. Jane Kellet and James Goodman were also convicted.

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 12/12/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 402

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: ROWLAND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 12/12/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 402

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: ROWLAND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 10/12/1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict and R Goodman; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: SPP 149; Comments: Convict was arrested with his brother, Rowland for the same offence, prays to be granted state allowance for their subsistance. Convict is a Sawyer by trade.

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: ROWLAND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 10/12/1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict and R Goodman; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: SPP 149; Comments: Convict was arrested with his brother, Robert for the same offence. Prays to be granted state allowance for their subsistance. Convict is a Slater by trade.

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: ROWLEY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 607; Comments: A Sleator by trader. See also Robert Goodman.

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 607 A Sawyer by trade. See also Rowley Goodman.

Surname: GOODMAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: GOODWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 weeks imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 145

Surname: GOODWIN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Surname: GOOLD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Eleanor Goold residing in Co Roscommon.

Surname: GOOLDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Riotous assault and assaulting dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 124;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1855

Surname: GORDAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 90

Surname: GORDAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 25/12/1823; Description of crime: Passing a forged note; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1957;
Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: GORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 352

Surname: GORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GORDON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: GORDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 87

Surname: GORDON; First name: ELLEN; Alias: McLally;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 21;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: GORDON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 1

Surname: GORDON; First name: HENRY RAPHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Date of document: 07/1848; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 G 22;
Comments: Convict was detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GORDON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 145

Surname: GORDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 11/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny - stealing a quantity of carpetting; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 46

Surname: GORDON; First name: JOHN STEWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/03/1843; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 127;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843

**Surname:** GORDON; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: Jourdan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a goat; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856 (Indecipherable due to election)

**Surname:** GORDON; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 11/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

**Surname:** GORDON; **First name:** MARY; Alias: Carty;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 04/04/1836; Description of crime: Stealing skirts, value 5s; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 56;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** GORDON; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

**Surname:** GORDON; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 44;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on condition of emigrating. Order sent to governor of Philipstown Depot, 27/11/1854

**Surname:** GORDON; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: Gorman, James;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Surname: GORDON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/10/1850

Surname: GORDON; First name: HARRIETT;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/12/1821; Date of document: 20/06/1822; Description of crime: STEALING GAMNTS; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict/M Kinsly/C Walker;
Comments: All three convicted of same crime.

Surname: GORDON; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Date of document: 15/11/1823; Sentence: Transportation;
Comments: Letter, Whitehall, in acknowledgement to an enquiry on behalf of the convict in Van Diemeis Land, stating that the Lord Lieutenant does not percieve any circumstances in the case to warrant recommending the convict for mercy.

Surname: GORDON; First name: JAMES; Alias: Gorman, James;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 22/09/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Comments: zprays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he has a family.

Surname: GORDON; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/09/1797; Description of crime: Treasonable Practises; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Comments: zprays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he has a family.

Surname: GORDON; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 02/08/1797; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others;
Comments: Convicts come from Belfast, Co. Antrim. State they are receiving no form of gaol allowance.
Surname: GORDON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Assault with intent to murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 8 Feb1834

Surname: GORDON; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: GORDON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: GORDON; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: GORDON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Waterford City

Surname: GORDON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Act of Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 16 Oct 1798.

Surname: GORDON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 27 Feb 1799.

**Surname:** Gordon; **First name:** Patrick

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Gordon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1847 G 3; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Augaward, Co Fermanagh.

**Surname:** Gordon; **First name:** Samuel

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of document: 13/06/1853; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF1853 Misc 42

**Surname:** Gordon; **First name:** Thomas

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

**Surname:** Gordon; **First name:** David

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Name of ship: Earl St Vincent 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Gordon, residing at Magheradrool, Co. Down.

**Surname:** Gore; **First name:** Arthur; Alias: Whelan, James

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

**Surname:** Gore; **First name:** John

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 114; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/00/1851

**Surname:** Gorey; **First name:** William
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856 See James Gorey

Surname: GOREY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: GOREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856 See William Gorey

Surname: GOREY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: GOREY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kells, County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 13 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 76

Surname: GOREY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentence on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: GORGAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny and farmer conviction; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: GORHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/06/1854

Surname: GORHAM; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing 2 sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

Surname: GORHAM; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: GORHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing 2 sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

Surname: GORHAM; First name: JOHN; Alias: King, Peter;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Date of document: 20/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 G 26

Surname: GORHAVAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Bourke, Cassey;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855

Surname: GORIHEEN; First name: PATRICK D;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 112;  
Comments: Convict detained on board huld, 30/07/1836

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 58;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/06/1850

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 180;  
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Uttering and having base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 9; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/12/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 127

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 26/07/1852; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 102

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11; Comments: Convict died in Maryborough Gaol, 18/02/1853
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Surname: GORMAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/07/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/07/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/03/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 G 9; Comments: Convict was discharged in order to marry the victim one, Catherine Maher.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 20;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 253;
Comments: See Clarke Rose at above reference

Surname: GORMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: GORMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: GORMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 05/03/1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (failing bail in 6 mths); Record reference code: TR 1, p 133; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 03/08/1836

Surname: GORMAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: GORMAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: GORMAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214

Surname: GORMAN; First name: WINFRED;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/07/1853; Description of crime: Attempt at drowning; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 208

Surname: GORMAN; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 205

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111

Surname: GORMAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: GORMAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: GORMAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: GORMAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

Surname: GORMAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 120; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 G 34

Surname: GORMAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 79

Surname: GORMAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

Surname: GORMAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232;
Comments: See Ryan, Edmond, TR 10, p 232

Surname: GORMAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Toomey, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168;
Comments: Hil Sessions E.R. [East Riding] Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/01/1857
Surname: GORMAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 212; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (11/08/1836)

Surname: GORMAN; First name: HUGH (THE YOUNGER);

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177; Comments: A.B. Longford Ass. Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11; Comments: Lent Ass.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Felony a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Pretending to be a deserter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207; Comments: Convict convicted also of obtaining money under false pretences

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1853; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1857
Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/01/1853

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1853; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 G 3

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/02/1854

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Date of document: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 106; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 G 25

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict died in Ennis Depot, 01,02,1853

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Gordon, James;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: GORMAN; First name: LUCY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 253; Comments: See also Rose Gorman/Clarke and Rose Sharkitt

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 277

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MARGARETTE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: High Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, (00/05/1836)

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 160; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 G 31; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838. Convicts parents James and Bridget, reside in the Parish of Clogher, Co. Tyrone. Other defendant: Michael Maginn.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1857

Surname: GORMAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting Habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 105; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and was discharged later from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of document: 07/06/1823; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1959; Comments: Convict is the sole support of a widowed mother and five children.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 06/1848; Date of document: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 G 29

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 20/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 608;
Comments: Late of the parish of Kilbride, Co Meath. Bail bond and certificate of character attached.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN JUNIOR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva and Provost; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Gorman; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: SPP 609;
Comments: A native of Glebe, Queens Co.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on Board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales wifes name Marcell Gorman

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JACK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Surname: GORMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GORMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1802; Description of crime: Robbery of William Finigan of Sallock Wood; Name of petitioner: Foreman and Grand Jury;
Record reference code: PPC 759;
Comments: Petitioners request that a public example be made of the convict.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1802; Description of crime: Robbery of William Finigan of Sallocks Wood; Name of petitioner: Foreman and Grand Jury;
Record reference code: PPC 759;
Comments: Petitioners request that a public example be made of the convict.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1836; Date of document: 28/07/1836; Description of crime: Accomplice to robbery of money from shop; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 G11;
Comments: Convict reference file contains memorials from the convict's parents James and Bridget, residents of Ballinnagora, in the Parish of Clogher, Co Tyrone. State there are four sons and two daughters in the family.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/09/1836; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc33;
Comments: Petition from the convict's mother residing in Clogher, Co Louth.

Surname: GORMAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 68

**Surname:** GORMAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Tyrone.

**Surname:** GORMAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 G 28; Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

**Surname:** GORMAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** GORMAN; **First name:** LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: DAPHNE 1819; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife residing in Gormanstown.

**Surname:** GORMAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: LORD SIDMOUTH 1821; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Gorman, residing at Mary St. Dublin.

**Surname:** GORMAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of document: 15/07/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Catherine Gorman.

**Surname:** GORMAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** GORMLEY; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 68

**Surname:** GORMLEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Having stolen sheep in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 68;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** GORMLEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Shooting at a person; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 140;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** GORMLEY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 27/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 G 20

**Surname:** GORMLY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 200;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** GORMLY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 214; 
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: GORMLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: GORMLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

Surname: GORMLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/03/1832; Sentence: Death respited; 
Record reference code: PPC 3666; 
Comments: Letter, Govenor of Sligo Gaol, acknowledging receipt of warrant respiting convicts sentence till further orders.

Surname: GORMLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to kill; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 70

Surname: GORMLY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GORMLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GORMLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: GORMON; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 21/08/1837; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Gorman; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 17

Surname: GOROD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/03/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 12 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3 P 120; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 5

Surname: GOROD(S); First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/03/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: GORRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/08/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 40;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 06/08/1855

Surname: GORRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/10/1847; Description of crime: Receiving and having stolen cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 17

Surname: GORRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 76; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/10/1847; Description of crime: Receiving and having stolen cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 17;
Comments: Convict died, 25/01/1848

Surname: GOUGH; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Date of document: 27/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 G 21

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: GOUGH; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 69

Surname: GOUGH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, commuted to transp. 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 65; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 30;
Comments: Convict's father resides at No. 6, Black Pitts, Dublin.

Surname: GOUGH; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of table cloths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: GOUGH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1852; Description of crime: Setting fire to a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 135;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/04/1852

Surname: GOUGH; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 102

Surname: GOUGH; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 150;
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he has a wife and four children

Surname: GOUGH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 9;
Comments: Convicted with Patrick Murphy and others.

Surname: GOUGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Name of petitioner: James Masden and Ors; Record reference code: SPP 616; Comments: A native of the parish of Turlough, Co Mayo.

Surname: GOULDING; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony Handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND; 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: GOULDING; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: GOULDING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: GOULDING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/03/1856

Surname: GOULDING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/12/1824; Date of document: 26/03/1825; Description of crime: Accomplice to felony in a house; Sentence: Trns for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Niblock; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2655; Comments: Petitioner is the mother of the convict by a former marriage; resides at No 7 South King Street, Dublin. Convict worked as a servant in an old house.

Surname: GOULDING; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ANN & ANNELIA;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Children residing at Castle- Nugent, near Granard, Co Longford.

Surname: GOURHAM; First name: JOHN; Alias: King, Peter;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 75

Surname: GOURLEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Leitrim; Date of trial: 1828; Date of document: 04/06/1830;
Description of crime: Manslaughter; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3497;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and resides in Carrick on shannon, Co. Leitrim. States he served 18 years and 180 days in the 27th Regiment of foot and fought in the Battle of Waterloo.

Surname: GOWER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/10/1838; Description of crime: Obtained goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: GOWNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 08/07/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 218;
Comments: G.G.L. 28/07/1843

Surname: GRACE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 226

Surname: GRACE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 216
Surname: GRACE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85

Surname: GRACE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 09/07/1845; Date of document: 07/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting Habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 G 19; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of attacking the house of Murtha Horohan in Rathmore, Co. Carlow. Prisoner was a labourer, and his residence is given as Crophill, Co. Kildare.

Surname: GRACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony chair and lace; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: GRACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Aggravated Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/03/1843

Surname: GRACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork,

Surname: GRACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: GRACE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: GRACE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: GRACE; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: GRACE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony chain; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: GRACE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 186

Surname: GRACE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 27/05/1847; Date of document: 28/09/1853; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, (00/05/1849); Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 75; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 G 31; Comments: (Crime committed in Kilkenny) Name etc entered in both Dublin TR6, p 75 and Kilkenny TR 6, p Convict sentenced by the Court of Queen's Bench Prisoner was a native of Kilkenny

Surname: GRACE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29
Surname: GRACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Robbery of 15/6; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: GRADDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 108;
Comments: See William Graddy

Surname: GRADDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: GRADDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 108;
Comments: See Michael Graddy

Surname: GRADDY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kerry City; Date of trial: 20/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: GRADDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: GRADDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial;
Record reference code: PPC 3712;
Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press
cuttings from the Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: GRADDY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 G 31

Surname: GRADY; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204

Surname: GRADY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Hurley, A;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: GRADY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: GRADY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkeeny; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

Surname: GRADY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: GRADY; First name: CATH.;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 252
Surname: GRADY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 31/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 288

Surname: GRADY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1857 See Murphy Daniel, TR 12, p 54

Surname: GRADY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 104; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/01/1853

Surname: GRADY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: GRADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Felony of clothes etc; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 8/11/1855

Surname: GRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Assault habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106

Surname: GRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 100; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin
Surname: GRADY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 G 4;
Comments: The convict has a wife and five small children to support.

Surname: GRADY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 196

Surname: GRADY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 269

Surname: GRADY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

Surname: GRADY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: GRADY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 101

Surname: GRADY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: GRADY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98

Surname: GRADY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 196

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 154

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GRADY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 90

Surname: GRADY; First name: ROGER;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 1797; Date of document: 23/01/1799; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 152; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to enlist in army. Convict has four children.

Surname: GRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 02/04/1823; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1961; Comments: Convict has a wife and family, no details given.

Surname: GRADY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: the Alexander tender; Date of document: 25/08/1798; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Grady; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 151; Comments: Prays that her husband maybe released. States they reside in Gorey, Co. Wexford and have four children. Includes several character references

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A47; Comments: Convicts wife Mary Eagan, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She had already emigrated to America. Convicts daughter, Mary Grady, also granted a free passage.

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: BORODINA 1828; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Egan, residing at Templetony.

Surname: GRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/02/1839; Record reference code: FS 1839 107; Comments: Wife, Mary Morrissy, residing in Limerick, granted a free passage to New South Wales
Surname: GRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: GRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2143;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: GRADY; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: GRADY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: GRADY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: GRADY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 14/09/1836;
Description of crime: Stealing a pair of shoes;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc29;
Comments: Convict is imprisoned in Roscommon gaol awaiting trial. File contains a petition from his mother residing in Boyle, Co Roscommon.
Surname: GRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, King's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Date of document: 04/1845; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: William & Mary Grady; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: CRF 1845 G 9;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of attacking a dwelling house.

Surname: GRADY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Mary Egan.

Surname: GRADY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 24/06/1847;
Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: List of prisoners families who have applied to and obtained the sanction of the Government Authorities to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Mary Grady.

Surname: GRADY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Gready;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Grady, residing at Newcastle, Clonmel, Co Tipperary.

Surname: GRADY; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1832;
Record reference code: FS 1840 14;
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Grady, seeks a free passage to New South Wales. She resided near Ennis, Co Clare.

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: BORODINA 1828; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name Mary Egan.

Surname: GRADY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: GRAFFIN; First name: CATHARINE; Alias: Gratten, Cath.;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 283; Comments: See Graffin, Ally, TR4, p 283

Surname: GRAFFIN; First name: ALLY; Alias: Gratten, Ally;

Sex: U; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 283; Comments: See also Graffin, Cath.

Surname: GRAGH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Galway town.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 248

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: CHARLOTTE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Enniskillen,Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of trial: 29/06/1844; Date of document: 07/09/1844; Description of crime: Stealing ribbons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Creighton Graham; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 5, p 248; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 G 29;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing ribbons and other material from the shop of Terence Ingoldsby, Silk merchant, Enniskillen. Petitioner's address is given as Derryadd, near Lisnaskea.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Grimes, Edward;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death recorded commuted Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 139;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (18/05/1836)

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: EMILY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: Scott Francis;

Sex: F; Age: 34;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 69

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 62; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 G 8;
Comments: Convict resides in the Town of Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh with his family.
Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 6

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Ballymena, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 G 31;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a quantity of cloth from a person named White in Ballymoney on 4 April 1844.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 months;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 99

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: GRAHAM; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 20/07/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 181

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: MARY; Alias: Smith, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 276

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/06/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 45; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/10/1856

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 G 51; Comments: Convict has five children; wife is deceased. Convict Reference File contains a petition from the convicts brother James, of Lisnoon, Parish of Clones, Co. Fermanagh, on his behalf.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/08/1853

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: GRAHAM; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Grimes, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 23;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/07/1825; Description of crime: Theft of £3.15s; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2614;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sentence on account of his wife being pregnant Character references from H Seymonr, 45 Baggott St Dublin, with whom the convict lived as a servant for four years till March 1824.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 02/1825; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2615;
Comments: Convict petitioning with others (not all named) from Cork Pententiary for mitigation of their sentences. Convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 1825; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2720;
Comments: Petitioning to be transported on next ship. Refers to a former memorial which he had submitted. States he has been confined 2 yrs.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 15/03/1837;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc25;
Comments: Medical Inspectors report.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Date of document: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 G 41;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Belfast.
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Date of document: 20/01/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 G 7; Comments: Prisoner resided in Belfast.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: EDWARD;

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JAMES;
Comments: Convict was tried and convicted with Denis Maher. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to transportation to New South Wales.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Cork City.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1834; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 37; Comments: Convict resides in Tullymacrieve, Forkhill Parish, Co Armagh.

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GRAHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GRAHAME; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: GRAHAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: GRAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1824; Description of crime: Theft of one sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2310; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Refers to Rev. M. Smith and Rev. Dean French of Elfin for a character reference. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: GRAIL; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 G 35

Surname: GRANAHAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Inflicting grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: GRANAHAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Inflicting bodiy harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58

Surname: GRANAHAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Date of document: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Francis Maguire; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest; Record reference code: CRF 1851 G 16

Surname: GRANAHAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Date of document: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Francis Maguire; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest; Record reference code: CRF 1851 G 16

Surname: GRANAHAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Date of document: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Francis Maguire; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest; Record reference code: CRF 1851 G 16

Surname: GRANNEL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 21/06/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 611; Comments: A native of Raheen Darig in the parish of Bolavouge, Co Wexford. Certificate of character and bail bond.
Surname: GRANNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 116; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: GRANT; First name: ADAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: GRANT; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/03/1851; Description of crime: Felony dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 43; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/04/1856 and Philipstown Gaol, Co. Dublin, 29/09/1860

Surname: GRANT; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 204

Surname: GRANT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 233; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 G 4; Comments: Prisoner was a native of Newry.

Surname: GRANT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

Surname: GRANT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83
Surname: GRANT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, gaol; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Date of document: 19/09/1850; Description of crime: Having moulds for making base coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Name of petitioner: Margaret Grant; Relationship of petitioner: mother; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G 43

Surname: GRANT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Date of document: 23/05/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Margaret Grant; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 12, p 168; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 G 14; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1856

Surname: GRANT; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94

Surname: GRANT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: GRANT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/01/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: GRANT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 183
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, 10/02/1850

Surname: GRANT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/03/1841; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 G 11

Surname: GRANT; First name: U;

Sex: U; Date of document: 11/08/1816; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1349;
Comments: Letter from James Horan, Maryborough, Queens Co., on behalf of the convict, requesting that his life be spared.

Surname: GRANT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a convict ship; Date of document: 24/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Philby Grant; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 396 Late of the corps of the Royal Irish Invalids

Surname: GRANT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 16/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Judith Grant; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 612;

Surname: GRANTFIELD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 72;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1851

Surname: GRANY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 46
Surname: GRATTAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of saddle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 51

Surname: GRATTEN; First name: ALLY; Alias: Graffin, Ally;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 283

Surname: GRATTEN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Graffin, Cath.;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 283

Surname: GRATTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 96;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GRATTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 96;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GRAVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 74

Surname: GRAVE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Sentence: 7 yrs transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: GRAVEL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: GRAWNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 07/01/1799; Description of crime: having pike heads in order to join the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 362;
Comments: A native of the parish of Munterconnaught, Co. Cavan

Surname: GRAWNY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 07/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 362;
Comments: A native of the parish of Munterconnaught, Co. Cavan, a farmer. See also Patrick Grawny.

Surname: GRAY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 76;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

Surname: GRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 15/07/1843; Description of crime: Subordination of perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 month imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 145; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 G 21

Surname: GRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 28/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: GRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing and stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: GRAY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 182

Surname: GRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing security within 3 mth; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: GRAY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing security within 3 mth; Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: GRAY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: GRAY; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Jail; Date of trial: 12/01/1844; Date of document: 13/01/1844; Description of crime: Maliciously shooting; Sentence: Transportation life commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 G 1

Surname: GRAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1; Comments: Convict died in Belfast Gaol, 18/11/1857 see C. Reg. 1116

Surname: GRAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3

Surname: GRAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 18/06/1827; Description of crime: Burglary and administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Record reference code: PPC 3122; Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas and James Mc Greal for the same offense, at the Spring Assizes. States the jury recommended mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: GRAY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 16/03/1804; Description of crime: Treasonalbe practices; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 970; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given), and resides in Co. Kildare. States he is an Attorney by proffession and had a practice in Co. Wexford before the 1798 rebellion after which he bought a farm in Co. Kildare.

Surname: GRAY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/05/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion in Co. Kildare; Record reference code: PPC 979; Comments: Letter recommending that the convict be detained for questioning. States convict resides in Athy, Co. Kildare. Other defendant: Henry Hughes.

Surname: GRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 173; Comments: Convict was convicted with John Dowery for the same offence.

Surname: GRAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 30/03/1846; Date of document: 30/05/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 G 13; Comments: Prisoner was a gunner in the Royal Regiment of Artillery.
Surname: GRAY; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: GRAY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 28/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: GRAY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: GRAY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: GRAY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of socks; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above is a record of previous convictions. Convict was convicted of several offences at different intervals

Surname: GRAY; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of document: 15/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Alice Gray; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 G3;
Comments: Petitioners resided in Dundalk. She was tried on the same charges, and acquitted.

Surname: GRAYNOR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 146; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GREADY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 87

Surname: GREADY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 03/01/1846; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: GREADY; First name: JOHANA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9 p 38

Surname: GREADY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: GREADY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 03/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 613 A native of Carbury, Co Kildare.

Surname: GREAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

Surname: GREAGHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 291
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Surname: GREAHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Life commuted Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 144; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 138; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Templeboy, Co. Sligo, with his wife and four children.

Surname: GREAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transp.life,commuted Transp.7 yrs.commutted impris.; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 113; Comments: Convict has served in the 56th Regiment of Foot.

Surname: GREAL; First name: THOMAS M;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

Surname: GREALIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny on 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 357

Surname: GREALISH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GREALLY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/08/1858

Surname: GREALLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: See also Greally, Michael; Greally, Patrick Senior; TR 12, p 128 Greally, Patrick Junior

Surname: GREALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: See also Greally Patrick Senior; Greally Patrick Junior; TR 12, p 128 Greally James

Surname: GREALLY; First name: PATRICK JUNIOR;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: See also Greally, Michael; Greally, Patrick Senior; TR 12, p 128 Greally James

Surname: GREALLY; First name: PATRICK SENIOR;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: See also Greally, Michael; Greally, Patrick Junior; TR 12, p 128 Greally James

Surname: GREALLY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Morrissey;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 186; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: GREALLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: GREALLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/08/1839;
Surname: GREANY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 91

Surname: GREANY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153

Surname: GREANY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 78; Comments: Convict detained at Richmont Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GREANY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 156

Surname: GREANY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: GREANY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: GREARY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: GREDLY; First name: PATRICK;  
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/05/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 61;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/12/1853

Surname: GREEHY; First name: JOHN;  
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 23;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: GREEMAN; First name: JAMES;  
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 90

Surname: GREEN; First name: ANNE; Alias: Varian, Anne;  
Sex: F;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 13

Surname: GREEN; First name: CORNELIUS;  
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 91;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: GREEN; First name: EDWARD;  
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: GREEN; First name: HENRY;  
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Twice received stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2
Surname: GREEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/06/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58 

Surname: GREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 G 37; 
Comments: The convict supports his aged parents.

Surname: GREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 22/02/1844; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 129; 
Comments: Second trial date given - 13/03/1844

Surname: GREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 89; 
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GREEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21; 
Comments: Convict was not sentenced until Summer Assizes, 1839, in consequence of a point - reserved for the consideration of 12 judges

Surname: GREEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: GREEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: GREEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 66

Surname: GREEN; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 218; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 18;
Comments: N.S.T.

Surname: GREEN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 158

Surname: GREEN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 42

Surname: GREEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 35;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/05/1855

Surname: GREEN; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

Surname: GREEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Tendering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139
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Surname: GREEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: GREEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1855

Surname: GREEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: GREEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198

Surname: GREEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1840 G 41; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children

Surname: GREEN; First name: ALLEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 12/11/1824; Record reference code: PPC 2311; Comments: Letter, Belfast, enquiring of the result of a memorial submitted by the convict.

Surname: GREEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Plundering during the late Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 1 Dec 1798.
Surname: GREEN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast; Date of trial: 14/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 G 2;
Comments: Convict has a son aged 7 years.

Surname: GREENAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: GREENAN; First name: KITTY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 14/07/1838; Description of crime: Murder of her child; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 13

Surname: GREENAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison;
Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: GREENANE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GREENE; First name: (GEORGE); Alias: George, Mr/Sir;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and 2 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

Surname: GREENE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 81;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837. Convict was convicted with his son, Thomas, for the same offence and for which the son was sentenced to twelve months imprisonment. Convict has ten children.
Surname: GREENE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kildare City; Date of trial: 22/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony (of 2 watches); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 103

Surname: GREENE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Donoghoe, Daniel;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/03/1846; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 39

Surname: GREENE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 5/11/1855

Surname: GREENE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 31/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: GREENE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: GREENE; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Power, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: GREENE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/10/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 183

Surname: GREENE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony of waist coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 133; Comments: Convict was detained on board huld, 03/02/1836

Surname: GREENE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork gaol; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death Comutted transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 1851; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G38

Surname: GREENE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/08/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death on 24 Sept commuted to Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32

Surname: GREENE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, 24/04/1843

Surname: GREENE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: GREENE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: GREENE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of document: 16/05/1820; Description of crime: Stealing twon cows; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Greene; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1488; Comments: Petitioner resides in Allenwood, Co. Kildare. States she has been a widow for twenty two years.
Surname: GREENE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co, Kildare; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 23/06/1820; Sentence: Transportation fro 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1489; Comments: Convict resides in Allenwood, Co Kildare with his mother and five children.

Surname: GREENE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1825; Date of document: 14/07/1825; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of one piece of satin; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2616; Comments: Convict has one child aged 2 years.

Surname: GREENE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 13/05/1825; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Michael Greene; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2617; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, Michael for the same offense. Both reside with their mother and six sisters at Carrick-on-suir, Co Tipperary.

Surname: GREENE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 13/05/1825; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and John Greene; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2617; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, John for the same offense. Both reside with their mother and six sisters at Carrick-on-suir, Co Tipperary.

Surname: GREENE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 14 Aug 1833

Surname: GREENE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Forging a receipt; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Surname: GREENE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 G 30

Surname: GREENHILL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing wheat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: GREENLEY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: GREER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: GREER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 2

Surname: GREER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: GREER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of document: 30/01/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 152;
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail states he has wife and family
Surname: GREER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 21/08/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 153 Prays to be released for five weeks to settle his affairs before leavong the country

Surname: GREER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 1837; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Eliza Greer; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 18

Surname: GREGG; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: GREGG; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112; Comments: See also Gregg, Patrick ) TR 9, p 112 Walsh, Timothy )

Surname: GREGG; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112; Comments: See also Gregg, Michael ) TR 9, p 112 Walsh Timothy )

Surname: GREGORY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: GREGORY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 13/11/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 163;
Comments: Convict was belonged to the 96th Foot General Court Martial, Dublin Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/01/1861

Surname: GREGORY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: GREGORY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: GREGORY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Date of document: 30/03/1822; Description of crime: Concerned in a robbery of £6; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Catherine Grogory; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC2789; Comments: Convict has a family, no details given. Petitioner resides at Ballydoolagh, Co. Fermanagh.

Surname: GREGORY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GREGORY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex' Cork; Date of trial: 03/1826; Date of document: 22/07/1826; Description of crime: Theft of £6; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Gregory; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2981; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh.

Surname: GREHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 34; Comments: Report of the Medical Attendant of Kilmainham gaol, Dublin. A description is given of the convict's physical features.

Surname: GREHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121; Comments: Convict was also commuted 2 yrs imprisonment from 10/10/1837

Surname: GREHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security.....£5 (paid); Record reference code: TR 2, p 98

Surname: GREHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 19/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 144; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: GREHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 16/07/1842; Description of crime: Having ribbon papers in his possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 G 27; Comments: The convict ahs a wife and small child to support.

Surname: GREHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 13/10/1827; Description of crime: Possessing stolen sheep and lamb; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3228; Comments: Convict has a widowed mother and a sister and brother dependant on his support. Character references from the inhabitants fo Adrigor, Co Cork, stating they have known the convict since his childhood.

Surname: GREHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life,commuted to trans.7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 P 144; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 G 118; Comments: Convict resides at Seaview (Co.Wicklow on Co. Wexford) with his wife and four children.

Surname: GREHAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 21; Comments: Convict resides in Grangemore, Co Sligo with his wife and four children.

Surname: GREIG; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: GREILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 156

Surname: GREILL; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 156

Surname: GREIR; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: GRENAN; First name: PETER; Alias: Guerin;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 126; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: GRENAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 144

Surname: GRENAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Mr/Sir George;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a Watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs 2 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

Surname: GRENNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: GRENNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: GRENNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: GRENNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 07/1838; Description of crime: Murder of her child; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 58

Surname: GRENNLEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Gumley, John;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 122

Surname: GREVILEE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GREY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 133
Surname: GREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 13/07/1860; Sentence: Penal servitude 4;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 162;
Comments: General Court Martial (Fermoy, Cork) Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/08/1860 Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/05/1861

Surname: GREY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: GREY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 124

Surname: GREY; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/03/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: GREY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/07/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 24

Surname: GREY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Louth; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: GRIBBEN; First name: CHARLOTTE JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/07/1853; Description of crime: Murder of her infant child; Sentence: To be hanged, 27/08/1853 com. transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 154

Surname: GRIBBEN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/02/1852

Surname: GRIBBEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/01/1856

Surname: GRIBBEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rioting; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 3

Surname: GRIBBLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/09/1855; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4; Record reference code: TR 14, p 158; Comments: Convict served in the 50th Foot Regiment Convict was detained at Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 26/11/1856 Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/05/1857

Surname: GRIBBON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 54

Surname: GRIBBON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted Transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 G 6; Comments: The convict supports his widowed mother. He has served some time as an apprentice to a Shoemaker.

Surname: GRIBBS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 107

Surname: GRIENE; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: GRIER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/04/1851; Description of crime: Base coin; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE, 00/05/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: GRIER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 8/12/1854

Surname: GRIER; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 1 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 119

Surname: GRIER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft of a bundle of cloths; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3568; Comments: Convict is a bricklayer by trade. Requests that a reply to his petition be sent to Thomas Grier, Rathfarnham, Co Dublin. Petition is signed by several including the Parish Priest of Rathfarnham, stating he has known the convict since his infancy. Petition received April 1831

Surname: GRIER; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GRIFFEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 5
Surname: GRIFFEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 17

Surname: GRIFFEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Breaking and stealing from a church; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 37;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: GRIFFEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted to 9 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 110

Surname: GRIFFEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: ALICE; Alias: Griffith;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTTER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 213

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 323
Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW (OR MARTIN);
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow and sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 76; Comments: Convict was detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: BRIAN; Alias: Farrell, Brian;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: BRYAN; Alias: See Farrell Bryan;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony keys and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 month and afterwards Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 156

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 1 month and 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/09/1853

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/12/1856

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin 23/03/1838

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Griffith, Edward;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: HONOR;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1845; Description of crime: Cow and sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 217

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 71

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/05/1853

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 150

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 104; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 18/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 84

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 09/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 262

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** MARTIN; Alias: Griffin, Bartholomew;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 76

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 216

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81
Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 62;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/01/1855

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 99;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/08/1847

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 19;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1856

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: OLIVER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 36
Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing (2 counts); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs then 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856 AB. QS. Killarney, Tralee and Listowel

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1830; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72
Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 28;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 79

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 79

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE, 00/05/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 127;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/01/1858

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted life; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 7

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 109

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 99; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8; Comments: Convict died at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/05/1850

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 25/05/1827; Description of crime: Felony; Name of petitioner: Owen Griffin; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3102; Comments: Petitioner resides in Derry, Co. Cork with his wife Abby. Other defendant Eleanor Hely. Char. ref. from the pastor of Aghabologue.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administering an oath; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him. States Griffin is a fit object for immediate transportation.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 23/04/1823; Description of crime: Possessing flesh and pelts of two stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1963;  
Comments: Convict resides in Tralee, Co. Kerry, is a widow and has seven children. Includes character references from keeper of Tralee Gaol.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot;  
Date of trial: 04/1823; Description of crime: Killing sheep and stealing carcasses;  
Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 1964;  
Comments: Convict has five children and a mother dependant on her support. Petition received 28 August (1823).

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 80; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of document: 01/03/1823;  
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 1966;  
Comments: Convict states he stole the sheep to feed his thirteen children and grand children.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 1825; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 2619;  
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and resides at Baltovin, Co Kerry; A farmer by trade. Petition received 16 May 1825.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 19/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;  
Record reference code: SPP 614

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Brimston; Date of document: 15/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 615;
Comments: Late of Bishop Street.

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Tumultuous riot;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 21 july 1834

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** JERIMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare Gaol; Date of document: 1805;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 01/05/1823;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 2038;
Comments: Convict was responsible for the conviction of Daniel Lynch sentenced to transportation. Document is a petition submitted by Lynch’s father on his sons behalf. It outlines the events and refers to Griffin's conviction.

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 08/05/1827; Description of crime: Being concerned in a robbery of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others;
Record reference code: PPC 3335;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her brother and his wife for the same offence.

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 08/05/1827; Description of crime: Being concerned in a robbery of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others; Relationship of petitioner: Sister and wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3335;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his sister and wife for the same offence.

**Surname:** GRIFFIN; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 08/05/1827; Description of crime: Being concerned in a robbery of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her husband and his sister for the same offence.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 04/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 G 21;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 G 23;
Comments: The convict supports a wife and four children.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DANIEL (MRS);

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 G 23;
Comments: The convict is the wife of convict file no CRF 1841 G 23, mother of his 4 children.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Date of document: 19/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 and 1 year imprisonment; Name of petitioner: John Bealty; Relationship of petitioner: Foreman of Jury;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 G 3

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MARY; Alias: Sullivan or Maguire;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ALMORAH 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Children residing at Yellow Road, Tralee.

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Date of
document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: GRIFFIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10
years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: GRIFFITH; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description
of crime: Stealing a gold & silver watch valued at £14; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: GRIFFITH; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Griffin, Edward;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/06/1845; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: GRIFFITH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime:
Felonious Assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BRIDE, 00/05/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 195

Surname: GRIFFITH; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1853; Description of crime:
Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 43

Surname: GRIFFITH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime:
Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: GRIFFITH; First name: REBECCA;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 250

**Surname:** GRIFFITH; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/06/1845; Date of document: 29/08/1845; Description of crime: Stealing eggs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Griffith; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 L 16

**Surname:** GRIFFITH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

**Surname:** GRIFFITHS; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Western Australia; Date of trial: 05/02/1853; Date of document: 09/03/1855; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1855 G 20

**Surname:** GRIFFITY; **First name:** ALICE; Alias: See also Griffin;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

**Surname:** GRIFFY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 13

**Surname:** GRIFFY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 21
Surname: GRIFFY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1853; Description of crime: Robbery of shop; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 13;
Comments: See Brother Thomas Griffy

Surname: GRIFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1853; Description of crime: Robbery of shop; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 13;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/08/1857 See also his brother Patrick Griffy

Surname: GRIMBLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 G 33

Surname: GRIMES; First name: ANN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: GRIMES; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 262

Surname: GRIMES; First name: CATHARINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 248

Surname: GRIMES; First name: EDWARD; Alias: See Graham, Edward;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 139

Surname: GRIMES; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: GRIMES; First name: JOHN; Alias: Driver, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114; Comments: Convict removed from Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin to Castlebar Gaol, Co. Mayo 08/05/1849

Surname: GRIMES; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 152; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/11/1855

Surname: GRIMES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: GRIMES; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 262

Surname: GRIMES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 Yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G23

Surname: GRIMES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Date of document: 14/04/1849; Description of crime: Robbery and burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Eliza Galvin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G23; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: GRIMES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: GRIMES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLEINHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 7, p 127; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GRIMES; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: GRIMES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Breaking and stealing from a church; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GRIMES; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Selling base coin; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 G 8; Comments: Convict has a wife and nine children.

Surname: GRIMES; First name: POLLY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

Surname: GRIMES; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40
Surname: GRIMES; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Graham, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: GRIMES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1808; Date of document: 29/06/1809; Description of crime: Stealing a coat valued at ten shillings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1242;
Comments: Convict is a native of Belfast, Co. Antrim/Down and has a wife and family. States he is Flax Hackler by trade and also in the Navy for several years under Lord Nelson at the Battle of Copenhagen.

Surname: GRIMES; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Selling base coins; Sentence: Trans 15 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 B27;
Comments: Convict was convicted on the evidence of Thomas Bruin

Surname: GRIMES; First name: POLLY; Alias: Graham, Polly;

Sex: F; Date of document: 17/08/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Grimes or Graham; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 G 28;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as the townland of Drummullen, Cookstown.

Surname: GRIMES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 11/04/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: M Wainright;
Record reference code: SPP 374

Surname: GRIMES; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Art Herdsman;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/11/1799; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 403;
Comments: Recommended for transportation by Captain of the Fethard Infantry and others,

Surname: GRIMES; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Westport, County Mayo; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Waylaying and assault; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Thomas Jeffers; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 3413;
Comments: Convict was convicted with five others for waylaying and assaulting petitioner and his brother. Prosecutor petitions against the possible release of the convicts.

Surname: GRIMES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 95

Surname: GRIMES; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of 2 sheep; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: GRIMLEY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Maguire, James;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Conspiracy to obtain money under false pretences; Sentence: 1 month imprisonment and transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 49; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 G 11;
Comments: Daniel Mc Guigan also convicted.

Surname: GRINEN; First name: THOMAS (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of document: 28/03/1811; Description of crime: Abducting Mary Bermingham; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 4003;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict and his father Thomas, and brother John, were tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of Transp. for life. States that the girl was abducted so that Patrick Grinen (yet to be apprehended) could marry her. No recommendation given to convicts father & brother
Surname: GRINEN; First name: THOMAS (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of document: 28/03/1811; Description of crime: Abducting Mary Bermingham; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 4003;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict and his two sons, Thomas and John, were tried, stating he cannot recommend the convict and his son John for mercy, but that Thomas, on account of his youth, may be pardoned on condition of transportation for life

Surname: GRINNAW; First name: DEBORA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: GRINNIN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 73;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: GROADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 126

Surname: GRODEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 G 36;
Comments: Convict resides in Clifden, Co. Galway.

Surname: GRODON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 02/08/1797; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others;
Record reference code: SPP 49;
Comments: Convicts come from Belfast, Co. Antrim. State they are receiving no form of gaol allowance

Surname: GROGAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: GROGAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: GROGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46

Surname: GROGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Roe;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857

Surname: GROGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 90; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 G 15; Comments: Convicts parents are dependant on his support.

Surname: GROGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 107; Comments: Convict detained in Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: GROGAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Cregan;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen clothes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: GROGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147

Surname: GROGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GROGAN; First name: ENEAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 8 Jan 1799.

Surname: GROGAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/04/1842; Description of crime: Attacking a house; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1850 G 7

Surname: GROGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Anne Cunningham, residing at Knockanally.

Surname: GROUT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85

Surname: GROUT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 107;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother and six children. Convict reference file consists of a petition from the convicts mother Ann (residing in Castlecomer, Co Kilkenny), stating that her husband left for America in April 1837 and she has since received news of his death.

**Surname:** GRUMBLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro - Queens Co; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing - pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1854 G 25

**Surname:** GRUMLEY; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

**Surname:** GRUMLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1855

**Surname:** GRUMLEY; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Green St, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony - Handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc15

**Surname:** GRUMLY; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing money (nine pounds seven shillings); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (26/03/1836)

**Surname:** GRUNBLETON; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/00/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 12

**Surname:** GUALY; **First name:** PEGGY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: GUARD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: GUBBIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (unless bailed in 6 months);
Record reference code: TR 1, p 167

Surname: GUBBY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: GUBBY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 07/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 G 29;
Comments: The convict supports his 3 older brothers.

Surname: GUERAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 9 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: GUERIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 191;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: GUERIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: GUERIN; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1854; Description of crime: Aiding in Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 230;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1860

Surname: GUERIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: GUERIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 100;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/11/1855

Surname: GUERIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 191

Surname: GUERIN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Maloney;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: GUERIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 114

Surname: GUERIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 09/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22

Surname: GUERIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Pententiary; Date of document: 24/06/1823; Description of crime: Swindling; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1968

Surname: GUERIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 08/1822; Date of document: 11/06/1823; Description of crime: Theft of £5 from a letter; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1969; Comments: Covering letter for certificate of good behaviour from the Govenor of Limerick Gaol.

Surname: GUERIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W28; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol held back from trans. on account of ill health.

Surname: GUERIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: GUERIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 22/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: GUESS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 2

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: GUESS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

Surname: GUESTAN; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 18/05/1854

Surname: GUGGERTY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: GUICY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: GUIHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74

Surname: GUILFOYLE; First name: ELIZ;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 40

Surname: GUILFOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Sending threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD EUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: GUILFOYLE; First name: SALLY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: GUILFOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/09/1801; Record reference code: PPC 695; Comments: Letter from L'Estrange, Tarbert regarding convict's desertion in which he recommends a court martial. Convict deserted from the King's County Militia while on guard and joined the Rebels.

Surname: GUILFOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 F28; Comments: Convict's parents reside at Roscrea, Co Tipperary.

Surname: GUIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: GUIL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: GUILLAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: GULLHODY; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Assault to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105

Surname: GUILLIGAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Carmody;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1 P 164; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 G 10; Comments: Convict resides in St. Marys Parish, Limerick City and has a family of daughters Convict was tried under the name 'Carmody' that of her second husband.

Surname: GUILLUKAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict was mistaken for a man by the name of Gillam.

Surname: GUILMARTIN; First name: MATTHIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: GUINAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: GUINAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Date of document: 16/12/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to trans. for 14 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 G 31; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex (18/05/1836). Convict has six children and resides in Attenkee, Kings Co. States he is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: GUINAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex (18/05/1836)

Surname: GUINAN; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: See Ginnan, Timothy;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110
Surname: GUINAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship; Date of document: 21/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Charles Berry;
Record reference code: SPP 617;
Comments: Arrested in Kings Co.

Surname: GUINAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 28/08/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 18;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Guinan, requests a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in the parish of Gillan, Kings Co.

Surname: GUINAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Hyde Park barracks, NSW; Date of document: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs comm. transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Guinan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 19

Surname: GUINAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Commuted T 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 G31

Surname: GUINANE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: GUINANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robber; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 117;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/11/1857

Surname: GUINANE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding; Sentence: Transportation life;
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Surname: GUINANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Description of crime: Ellenboro Act; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: GUINCE; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (20/04/1841) commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27;
Comments: cf Curtin, David, TR 4, p 27 cf Curtin, William, TR 4, p 27

Surname: GUINEA; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 29

Surname: GUINEA; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow and heifer; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 98

Surname: GUINEE; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 36;
Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/01/1853

Surname: GUINEY; First name: CORNELUIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 31/03/1823; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others;
Record reference code: PPC 1970;
Comments: All five convicts were convicted of the same offense. Convict resides at Knockavanne, Co. Cork.

Surname: GUINEY; First name: CORNLUIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 31/03/1823; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others;
Surname: GUINEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 31/03/1823; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others; Record reference code: PPC 1970; Comments: All five convicts were convicted of the same offense.

Surname: GUINEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 31/03/1823; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others; Record reference code: PPC 1970; Comments: All five convicts were convicted of the same offense.

Surname: GUINNES; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 19; Comments: Convicted with William Curtin CRF 1841 C19.

Surname: GUINNESS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transp.for life, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 106

Surname: GUINY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 185

Surname: GUINY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

**Surname:** GUIREY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/04/1846; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

**Surname:** GUIRKE; **First name:** ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 222

**Surname:** GUIRONE; **First name:** SARAH; Alias: Giran;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 154

**Surname:** GUILR; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 7/02/1856

**Surname:** GUIRY; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

**Surname:** GUIRY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder Mr John Keeffe; Sentence: To be hanged 01/08/1939; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

**Surname:** GUIRY; **First name:** LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 82; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his parents, Laurence and Honora, and five sisters.

Surname: GUIRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 10/1830; Date of document: 20/03/1831; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict and Michael Hayes; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3570

Surname: GUIITY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: GUIVER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes (see comments); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 131; Comments: Convict also stole sovereigns, silver from the person of Michael Owens

Surname: GUMBLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a pint (sic) and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1857

Surname: GUMED; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GUMLEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Grennley, John;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 122

Surname: GUMLEY; First name: JEFFREY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 30/01/1798; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 154; Comments: Prays to have his case taken into consideration

Surname: GUMLEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 23/03/1836; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 G 3

Surname: GUNNERILL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 4 Nov 1834.

Surname: GUNNING; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 133; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: GUNNING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life com. 1 yrs impt, hard labour; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140

Surname: GUNNING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 13/07/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105

Surname: GUNNING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 G25

Surname: GUNNING; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Carrett William;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72

Surname: GUNNING; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 08/05/1832; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 3668; Comments: Letter, Sheriff of Tipperary, stating that there has been a clerical error in an order he received respiting the convicts sentence.

Surname: GUNNING; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: GUNNING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. W/Meath; Date of document: 05/11/1798; Description of crime: Being a sergeant of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 155; Comments: Prays to be admitted to bail. States he is a private in the Moyashall Cavalry and his mother and children and are dependant on his support

Surname: GUNNING; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Date of document: 02/12/1798; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion 1798; Record reference code: SPP 156; Comments: Two letters on convicts behalf, one is endorsed 'this man was ordered to be bailed'.

Surname: GUNNING; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Date of document: 23/12/1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner & Daniel Higgins; Record reference code: SPP 618; Comments: A native of Mullingar, Co Wesmeath,

Surname: GUNNING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 15/03/1816; Date of document: 05/02/1851; Description of crime: Administering illegal oaths; Sentence:
Transportation for life; Name of ship: TUNY; Name of petitioner: Catherine Gunning; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1851 G 14

Surname: GUNSHENAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: GURNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: GURREN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: GURREN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/02/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 60; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/09/1851

Surname: GURREN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: GUTHERY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: GUY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Surname: GUY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1798;  
Record reference code: SPP 337;  
Comments: Recommended for liberation on the character given by James Hamilton, Dunboyne Castle and Rev. Irvine of Normans Grove.

Surname: GUY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexandria Prison Ship; Date of document: 02/10/1798;  
Name of petitioner: Prisoner;  
Record reference code: SPP 347

Surname: GUY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Alexander; Date of document: 30/06/1799;  
Description of crime: Involved in the Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Charles Hamilton;  
Record reference code: SPP 619

Surname: GUYNN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7;  
Name of ship: MORLEY 1827;  
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Judy Smith, residing at Ballymun, Dublin.

Surname: GVIHAN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: GYNOR; First name: JAMES (JOHN);
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;  
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: HACKER; First name: ELYAH;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Desertion and stealing necessaries; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 13, p 29;
Comments: Military convict General Court Martial

Surname: HACKET; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 25/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc; Comments: Convicts mother resides in Boytonrath, Middlethird, Co Tipperary.

Surname: HACKETT; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 236; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: HACKETT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny of £35.00; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 249

Surname: HACKETT; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

Surname: HACKETT; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 200

Surname: HACKETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 13

Surname: HACKETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/01/1839; Description of crime: Tendering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 163
Surname: HACKETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 3; Comments: Convicts parents reside in Ballybrien, Co. Limerick and are dependant on his support.

Surname: HACKETT; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Date of document: 12/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self & Elizabeth Hackett; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 7, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 30; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/07/1852

Surname: HACKETT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: HACKETT; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99

Surname: HACKETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 74; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HACKETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: HACKETT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 164

**Surname: HACKETT; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

**Surname: HACKETT; First name: PAT;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

**Surname: HACKETT; First name: PHILIP;**

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/11/1850; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H30

**Surname: HACKETT; First name: PIERCE;**

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (30/07/1836)

**Surname: HACKETT; First name: RICHARD;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be executed, 15/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: See Thomas noonan TR 13, p 130

**Surname: HACKETT; First name: THOMAS;**

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 72
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Surname: HACKETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/11/1853

Surname: HACKETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel. County Tipperary; Date of document: 20/04/1826; Description of crime: CONCERNED IN A ROBBERY OF £6; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Michael Phelan; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 2790; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of convicts sentence to transportation otherwise. Convict was convicted with Daniel Meany for the same offense. Convict resides at Mealiffe, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HACKETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: HACKETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 18 April 1835

Surname: HACKETT; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Tumultuous riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 21 July 1834

Surname: HACKETT; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Tumultuous riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 21 July 1834

Surname: HACKETT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 05/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: FS 1850 3; Comments: Convicts son, Michael Hackett, an inmate of the Limerick Workhouse, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: HACKETT; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 01/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: HACKETT; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Tumultuous riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 21 July 1834

Surname: HADDIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 10; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/11/1854

Surname: HADDOCK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 250; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: HADE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 263

Surname: HADNETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation - commuted to 2yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 2
Surname: HAFFEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 11/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 351;
Comments: Arrested in Belfast in April 1797

Surname: HAFFEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 354

Surname: HAFFEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others;
Record reference code: SPP 379 Arrested in Belfast in 1797

Surname: HAFFEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 30/01/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 157 Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail

Surname: HAFFEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 17/11/1797; Description of crime: High Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 23;
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he is a taylor by trade and resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim with his wife and children

Surname: HAFFREY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Monaghan

Surname: HAFFY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 27/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 176
Surname: HAFFY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 620; Comments: Request 8 - 10 weeks to settle his affairs in Belfast and get sufficient money to pay passage for himself and family to a foreign land.

Surname: HAGAN; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 15/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: HAGAN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Seven years if not bailed in 1 month; Record reference code: TR 10, p 353

Surname: HAGAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 172

Surname: HAGAN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: HAGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3; Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/06/1848

Surname: HAGAN; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 117;
Comments: Convict resides in kingstown, Co. Dublin.

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a gold watch £10, & a silver watch £4; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120;
Comments: See Denis Griffity and Daniel Higgins

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 4

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Robbery of place; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 75

**Surname: HAGAN; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname: HAGAN; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 126

**Surname: HAGAN; First name: PAT;**

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

**Surname: HAGAN; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/07/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

**Surname: HAGAN; First name: DANIEL;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of document: 01/05/1823; Description of crime: Abducting Catherine Boyd; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1973; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health, Has seven motherless children.

**Surname: HAGAN; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Riot; Sentence: Imprisonment failing payment of fine; Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 86

**Surname: HAGAN; First name: PATRICK;**
Surname: HAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard house of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Description of crime: Being United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 332; Comments: Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: HAGAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue; Record reference code: SPP 400; Comments: Was employed as a bailiff to George Murphy.

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/1795; Date of document: 24/08/1797; Description of crime: Defenderism; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 23A; Comments: Letter from Eugene Mc Kenna, Curate of Raheny, Co. Dublin on the convicts behalf Includes a testimonial stating that the convict is a native of Ballymaculla, Co. Armagh.

Surname: HAGAN; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted Transportation 7 year; Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 19

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Description of crime: Stealing tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 15; Comments: Convicted with John Miller and others.

Surname: HAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Having forged notes in Possession; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3
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Surname: HAGARTY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/09/1850; Description of crime: Felony - Drafts on Bank, Bacon and Hams; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: HAGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 02/01/1857; Record reference code: TR 12, p 105; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/12/1857

Surname: HAGARTY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Duffy, Neal;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to transp.7 yrs.; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 197

Surname: HAGERTY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254

Surname: HAGERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 12 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged, 13/07/1857

Surname: HAGERTY; First name: NEAL; Alias: Duffy, N;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159

Surname: HAGERTY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: HAGGERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: HAGHEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: HAGNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Fermanagh.

Surname: HAHERTY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 177; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Bride, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/08/1856

Surname: HAHESY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 03/12/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Hahesy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 621; Comments: A native of Ballingarra, Co Waterford,

Surname: HAIDS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Lamb, John;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Tipperary City; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HAIGNEY; First name: NANCY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of document: 24/12/1817; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4113; Comments: Letters in connection with the convict's case stating that she is an epileptic.

Surname: HAILARAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: HAITTEY; First name: MARY; Alias: Doyle, Mary;

Surname: HALARAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Murphia, Julia;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46

Surname: HALBERT; First name: GERALD;

Surname: HALBERT; First name: MAURICE;

Surname: HALDEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1853; Sentence: 14 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42
Surname: HALE; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of trial: 30/10/1845; Date of document: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Michael Blake; Relationship of petitioner: R.C. Bishop;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 H 11

Surname: HALES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Dublin; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 H 39;
Comments: Convict had deserted from the 94th Regiment.

Surname: HALEY; First name: JAMES (OR THOMAS);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 35

Surname: HALEY; First name: THOMAS (OR JAMES);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 35

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 295

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 131

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/07/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 139
Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny previous conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 112; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/01/1853

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny having previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony money and hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 1, p 61

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 136; Comments: Convict Report No. H 46 See James Keelan, Patrick Ginitty and Edward Camolan

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: ROBERT; Alias: Sillery Robert;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: HALFPENNY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary county gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

**Surname:** HALFPENNY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary county gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

**Surname:** HALFPENNY; **First name:** STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

**Surname:** HALFPENNY; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1829; Description of crime: Possessing stolen shop goods; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3498; Comments: Petitioning to be either released or transported as her health is declining due to her long confinement. Petition received: 30 September 1830.

**Surname:** HALFPENNY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/04/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 31; Comments: Convicts daughter, Rose Halfpenny granted a free passage to New South Wales. His niece, Rose Dalton also seeks a free passage. They reside in Kingscourt, Co Cavan.

**Surname:** HALFPENNY; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF CORNWALLIS 1796; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who saliclit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Alice Half- penny, residing in Dundalk, Co Louth.

**Surname:** HALION; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857

Surname: HALISSY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 289

Surname: HALISSY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 99; Comments: Convict died in Gaol

Surname: HALL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 236

Surname: HALL; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 185; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 40; Comments: Convicts occupation is a Sailor. Convicts mother is dependant on his support.

Surname: HALL; First name: HONOUR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: HALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin
Surname: HALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 9

Surname: HALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

Surname: HALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Date of document: 14/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 13;
Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836. Convict is a native of Dungannon Co. Tyrone but resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim with his wife, Margaret and five children, where he carried on a business as Grocer and was also employed as a Labourer and general assistant in a Brewery

Surname: HALL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 153

Surname: HALL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: HALL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

Surname: HALL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 109;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857
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Surname: HALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 149;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/05/1858

Surname: HALL; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: HALL; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 159

Surname: HALL; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6

Surname: HALL; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 282

Surname: HALL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/05/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in the late rebellion (1803);
Record reference code: PPC 934;
Comments: List of convicts arrested at Palmerstown Works, Co. Dublin. Contains a character reference for each, from Edward Clarke of Palmerstown Works with whom the convicts were serving apprenticeships.

Surname: HALL; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 05/01/1812; Description of crime: Murder of Patrick Byrne; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Jane Hall; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 4009; Comments: Convict has three children and is a Locksmith by trade. Several character refs. including the inhabitants of Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford, where the convict was born. The murder was committed in Aungier St., Dublin. Included are statement and letters in connection with the case and recommending mitigation of the convicts sentence.

Surname: HALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: HALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: HALL; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of document: 22/03/1831; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3571; Comments: Convict is the eldest son of George Hall, a labourer, residing in Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford. States there are two other children in the family. Includes a character references from Richard Radcluff (Parish Priest).

Surname: HALL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Description of crime: Felony of a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3785; Comments: Convict has a wife. States his Father (deceased), had served in the 28th regiment. Petition not dated, possibly post 1824.

Surname: HALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/12/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 21; Comments: Convict is a Soldier in the Royal Artillery.

Surname: HALL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife residing at Ballycahane.

**Surname:** HALLAGAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 85; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 36; Comments: Convict is a native of Kildare. States his parents are deceased.

**Surname:** HALLAHAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

**Surname:** HALLAHAN; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 349

**Surname:** HALLAHAN; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 159; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 9/11/1855

**Surname:** HALLAHAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk'Surprise'Cove, Cork; Date of document: 16/07/1827; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Westropp Carey; Record reference code: PPC 3135; Comments: Refers to a former petition which the convict had submitted.

**Surname:** HALLAHAN; **First name:** JOANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of document: 28/04/1847; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H8; Comments: Prisoner died on 25 April 1847.

**Surname:** HALLAN; **First name:** SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: HALLEHAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28

Surname: HALLERAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1858

Surname: HALLESSEY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: HALLIDAY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 143

Surname: HALLIDAY; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 143

Surname: HALLIGAN; First name: WILLIAM JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Forged banknotes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 6

Surname: HALLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 85
Surname: HALLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 9

Surname: HALLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: HALLIGAN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pleading guilty of manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 183;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (10/08/1836)

Surname: HALLIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 79;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837 See also Richard Walker and Michael Maguire

Surname: HALLIGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/11/1817; Date of document: 31/12/1817; Description of crime: Felony of butter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1409;
Comments: Convict is a labourer and worked in the New Bridal, Harold's Cross, Dublin.

Surname: HALLIGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/11/1817; Date of document: 31/12/1817; Description of crime: Felony of butter; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1409;
Comments: Convict is a labourer and worked in the New Bridal, Harold's Cross, Dublin. States he has a wife and four children. Includes several character references.
Surname: HALLINAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 3/12/1857

Surname: HALLINAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: HALLINAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 277

Surname: HALLINAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary City; Date of trial: 14/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 180; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 H 4

Surname: HALLINAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: HALLINAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 26/07/1823; Name of petitioner: Convict and 7 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2209;
Comments: Convict and 7 others convicted for different crimes petition to be sent off to one of the Colonies. All convicts are from Co Clare. Petition received 30 Nov 1824.

Surname: HALLINAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: HALLINSEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 210

Surname: HALLISEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: HALLISEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 79

Surname: HALLISEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 26

Surname: HALLISSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: HALLISSY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

Surname: HALLISSY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2 P 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 144;
Comments: Convict resides with his wife in Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HALLISSY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 22/01/1841; Description of crime: Stealing bed clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 23; Comments: The convict is the mother of 3 children. Her husband is a shoemaker by trade, living at Kinsale, Co Cork.

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/08/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 60; Comments: Convict was detained, 22/08/1839. Convict resides in Cork.

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1855

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on the completion of 4 yrs penal servitude

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Surname: HALLORAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and assaultsing habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 190;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 57

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 H 25;
Comments: See also Halloran, Patrick ) TR 9, p 112 Halloran, John Maurice )

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: JOHN MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 112;
Comments: See also Halloran, John ) TR 9, p 112 Halloran, Patrick )

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** LEWIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 24/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 207;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 232;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing glass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 61;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1841; Description of crime: Felony of bib and pilloreen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 163; 
Comments: Convict was detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (00/05/1836)

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 194; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Col. Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a claf with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 195; 
Comments: See also Bridget Allen, TR 8, p 195

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulding habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

**Surname:** HALLORAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 29; 
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin Convict died in Depot, 07/10/1848

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HALLORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 83;
Comments: See John Marshall, John McLoughlin and Thomas Marshule

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 78;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 13/03/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 112;
Comments: See Halloran, John Maurice ) TR 9, p 112 Halloran, John )

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary City; Date of trial: 22/07/1845; Description of crime: Posting and threatening notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 75

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/10/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30
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Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp.for life, commuted to 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 109

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballinrobe, County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/1839; Date of document: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing timber; Sentence: Trans; Name of ship: MIDDLESEX, CAPT MUNO 1839;
Record reference code: CRF1839 Misc 6;
Comments: Petition from the magistrates of convicts parish on behalf of his destitute wife and family praying that she may be permitted to join her husband with her child- ren. Includes in copy of the convicts letter to his wife from Syndey.

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Midleton, County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 H 58

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Cullinan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Ennis County Clare; Date of document: 29/05/1820;
Record reference code: PPC 1446;
Comments: See under Honora Cullinan
Surname: HALLORAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 28/05/1842; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Fine; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 36

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 26; Comments: Convicted with Michael Costello and others.

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1852 H 6

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 53

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 58

Surname: HALLORAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co.Cork; Name of ship: QUEEN ISABELLA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Halloran, residing in Ennis, Co. Clare.

Surname: HALLOWAY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 10;
Comments: Convict resides in Trim, Co. Meath and is a Labourer by trade. States he has a one child and a mother dependant on his support.

Surname: HALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 201; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk (28/03/1836)

Surname: HALPENNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 58; Comments: The convict supports a sickly wife an eight young children.

Surname: HALPIN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: HALPIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/10/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 56; Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: HALPIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: HALPIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 21/01/1837; Description of crime: Having stolen shawl in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: HALPIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 101

Surname: HALPIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1825; Description of crime: Stealing feathers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2794; Comments: Convict is a spinster and the sole support of her parents. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: HALPIN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena.

Surname: HALPIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Limerick City.

Surname: HALPIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 1817; Description of crime: Stealing four sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4090; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Petition not dated, circa 1817.

Surname: HALVEY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 161

Surname: HALY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24
Surname: HALY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 199

Surname: HALY; First name: HONORA; Alias: Cashman, H; Barry, H;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 153

Surname: HALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 148

Surname: HALY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: HALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 27/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 87

Surname: HALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 41

Surname: HALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 20

Surname: HALY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p29; Comments: Convict died in hospital, 00/04/1850 - No. 114

**Surname:** HALY; **First name:** WILLIAM; Alias: See Hanley, William;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

**Surname:** HALY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 21/02/1828; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs. failing bail within 6 months; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3405

**Surname:** HALY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict has a wooden leg and should be discharged.

**Surname:** HALY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 35

**Surname:** HAMBERY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/10/1836; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 101

**Surname:** HAMELTON; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick Gaol; Date of document: 31/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 622

**Surname:** HAMIL; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: HAMIL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 1826; Description of crime: Passing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3008; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children. Petition received: 3 August 1826.

Surname: HAMILL; First name: ARCHBALD;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 4; Comments: See also Cain, James and McDermott, James both TR 5, p 4

Surname: HAMILL; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: HAMILL; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted 15 mths imprt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: HAMILL; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: HAMILL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: HAMILL; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Name of ship: L; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: HAMILL; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Date of document: 18/11/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: John Hamill; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 1; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Ballymena, Co. Antrim.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 11; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 3/10/1836

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 262

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: To be hanged, 21/04/1836 (see comments); Record reference code: TR 1, p 212; Comments: Convict was also commuted transportation life, commuted transportation 10 yrs Convict was detained on board hulk Essex, (18/05/1836) Convict Ref. file: Mc15, 1836

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 74

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 240

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony umbrella; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 234; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Essex (22/07/1836)

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1840; Description of crime: 2 Larcencies; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 77

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/10/1854

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 270

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 unless security; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193
Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 26; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 H 17

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 108; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 12;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and resides in Portumna, Co. Galway. Convict was in the employment of a Steam Navigation Company for ten years.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 240

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: To be hanged, 21/04/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 212; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Essex (18/05/1836) Convict Ref. File: Mc 15, 1836

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kildare City; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 104; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 03/11/1825; Name of petitioner: Hamilton; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2623; Comments: Petitioner is a widow.
Surname: HAMILTON; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: Spp 324;
Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St, Dublin.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 623

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: BENJAMIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen cow; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Brownler; Relationship of petitioner: Wife of other convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3360;
Comments: Convict was convicted with him business partner. James Brownler for the same offense. Both convicts had a cattle purchasing business in Co Tyrone.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARYANNE JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 53; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of document: 26/07/1824; Description of crime: Possessing a piece of stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2314;
Comments: Convict had eight children, five of which died. States she has been a widow since 1813.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARY J.;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of document: 17/04/1824; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: James Hamilton; Relationship of petitioner: son;
Record reference code: PPC 2315;
Comments: Petitioner is 13 years old. States his father died when he was six months old.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: James Hamilton; Relationship of petitioner: Son; Record reference code: PPC 3776; Comments: Convict is a widow. Petition not dated, circa 1822-7.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 04/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc75; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Wexford gaol.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Date of document: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc19; Comments: Return of convicts reported as unfit for transportation to New South Wales. Includes the Medical officers comments.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Derry; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: 7 year trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 21; Comments: The convict has a large family to support.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: MARY JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: MARINER 1825; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Convicts child residing in Co Monaghan.

Surname: HAMILTON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3
Surname: HAMILTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 23/03/1841; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 9

Surname: HAMING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/04/1843; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 42;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: HAMMELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 6

Surname: HAMMIL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Trans 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16

Surname: HAMMILL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 23/03/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 128;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: HAMMILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 29/07/1826; Description of crime: Possessing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2994;
Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children and resides at Drybridge, Co. Louth.

Surname: HAMMILTON; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3163; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children; parents are living. Several character references including a parish priest and a pastor of the Parish of Moy,(Co. Donegal). Petition received: 28 August 1827.

Surname: HAMMON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 H 37

Surname: HAMMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname: HAMMOND; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co.Meath; Date of document: 01/02/1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 5; 
Comments: List of free settlela, Wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, wife's name, Mary

Surname: HAMMOND; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 08/01/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 20; 
Comments: Convict requests a free passage to New South Wales doe his wife, Mary hammond and children

Surname: HAMMOND; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/08/1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 7; 
Comments: Convicts sons, Michael and Patrick, received a free passage to New South Wales, on board the Earl Grey

Surname: HAMMOND; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 01/1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; 
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Mary Hammond.

Surname: HAMPTON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: HANAFIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89

Surname: HANAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: HANAHER; First name: EDW.;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: HANAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 125

Surname: HANAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Down; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Margaret Gordon; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2302; Comments: Convict served 3 years in the Navy and on returning to Ireland was employed by Earl O'Neill as Bargeman on Lough Neagh. Petitioner states that two of his sons were killed at Waterloo and her brother by the rebels. Claims to be a relative of the Duke of Gordon. Petition received 10 April 1824

Surname: HANAWAY; First name: OWEN; Alias: Gainor;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony ropes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HANBERRY; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Corbet;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: HANBERRY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 364

Surname: HANBERRY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others;
Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Comments: Convicts petition for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: HANBERRY; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Corbit;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/01/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc 7;
Comments: The convict has a husband and infant child. The convicts husbands address is Mackers Hotel, Dawson St Dublin. The convict was transported in April 1841.

Surname: HANBURY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Name of ship: LARKINS 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the secretary of state for his Majestys gracious allowance, wife, Ellen Cole- bert, residing in Dungarvan, Co. Waterfor

Surname: HANBURY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Gort, County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 22/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 H 69;
Comments: Convict has a widowed mother and six children dependent on his support. Convicts petition is signed by several including the Church Rector of Kilvine, Co Mayo
Surname: HAND; First name: BESS;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Larceny; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: HAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony Coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: HAND; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: HAND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 05/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: HAND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/10/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 90

Surname: HAND; First name: PATT;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 05/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

Surname: HAND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: HAND; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a horse and dray; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: HAND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Drogheda Gaol & Provost; Date of document: 02/07/1799; Description of crime: Offences of the united kind; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 624; Comments: A native of Ardee, Co. Louth.

Surname: HAND; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: HIGH TREASON; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others; Record reference code: PPC 1080; Comments: Convict was convicted with 11 others for the same offence. Some of the convict- ed were tenants on the Mannannstown Estate, Co Meath.

Surname: HAND; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: HAND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: HANDCOCK; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: HANDCOCK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: HANDIBO; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Date of document: 19/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 25;
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary requests a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname:** HANDIBO; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 25;
Comments: Convicts wife, Sarah Malony, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Clara, Kings Co.

**Surname:** HANDIBO; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife’s name Sarah Molloy.

**Surname:** HANDIBO; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 4;
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the convict penitentiary house at Cork, and waiting a passage to New South Wales, Sons, William and Charles

**Surname:** HANDLEY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Sarah Malony, residing at Clashawan.

**Surname:** HANDIBO; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, William and Charles.

**Surname:** HANDLEY; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: HANDLON; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship, Dublin Bay; Date of document: 21/12/1799; Name of petitioner: J. Cowan and others; Record reference code: SPP 625; Comments: A native of Gorey, Co. Wexford.

Surname: HANDSHAW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: HANEAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153

Surname: HANEEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Limerick city; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Date of document: 20/09/1851; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 H 45

Surname: HANEL; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 28; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales. Wifes name, Ellen Murphy.

Surname: HANEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

Surname: HANFIELD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther tender; Date of document: 18/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 158; Comments: Prays to be liberated. States his father is deceased and has served for 25 yrs in the 27th regiment of Foot and that his 2 brothers are presently in military service. Includes char. refs. from the inhabitants of Leixlip, Co. Dublin where the convict resides

Surname: HANIFAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74

Surname: HANIFAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 256

Surname: HANIFIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56; Comments: Convict was detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: HANIFIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Having coining instruments in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46; Comments: cf Gallivan Mortimer TR 9, p 46

Surname: HANIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205

Surname: HANIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Assault and felony of shirt; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: HANINGTON; First name: THOMAS (TIMOTHY);
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 8; Comments: The convict supports her aged mother.

Surname: HANKSHAW; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: HANLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 23 Feb 1799.

Surname: HANLAY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 262; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 12; Comments: Also contained in file No. CRF 1841 H 12 is that of John Hearne, fined for unregistered arms.

Surname: HANLEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50

Surname: HANLEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 319

Surname: HANLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31
Surname: HANLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1856

Surname: HANLEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Smyth, John;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: HANLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1850; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 H 45

Surname: HANLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: HANLEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 93; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H17

Surname: HANLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD (00/09/1850); Record reference code: TR 6, p 130

Surname: HANLEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Donegal City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 77

Surname: HANLEY; First name: JOHN;
Surname: HANLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: HANLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1823; Date of document: 27/11/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1924; Comments: Memorial of the clergymen and parishioners of Creacorat, Co. Limerick on behalf of the convict. States that the convict was the sole support of a father and young family.

Surname: HANLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Wexford.

Surname: HANLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 29/06/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 56th Regiment.

Surname: HANLEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: BORODINE 1828; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Cockrane, residing in the Parish of Bullchall, 11 miles from Kilkenny.

Surname: HANLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: BORODINO 1828; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the
purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Bridget Owen, residing at Loughmore, near Thurles

Surname: HANLON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/11/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 209; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1856

Surname: HANLON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny being convicted of Felony before; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 388; Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/06/1851

Surname: HANLON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 243

Surname: HANLON; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 71

Surname: HANLON; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1856

Surname: HANLON; First name: DERMAID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

Surname: HANLON; First name: EDMUND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

**Surname:** HANLON; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

**Surname:** HANLON; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

**Surname:** HANLON; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1

**Surname:** HANLON; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony silver plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

**Surname:** HANLON; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: Bermingham, James;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

**Surname:** HANLON; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

**Surname:** HANLON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86
Surname: HANLON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Passing base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: HANLON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 79;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 25/03/1837

Surname: HANLON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Date of document: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: James Hanlon and others; Record reference code: TR 3, p 146; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 H 9

Surname: HANLON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 10/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 10

Surname: HANLON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: HANLON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: HANLON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony books, jewellery and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: HANLON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 143

Surname: HANLON; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 148; 
Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HANLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BRIDE (MAY);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 H 8; 
Comments: Convict was detained on board Bride ship Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin Convict was declared unfit and was ordered to be discharged 09/05/1855

Surname: HANLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: HANLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 25; 
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843. Convict lives in Adare, Co. Limerick.

Surname: HANLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 137; 
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/05/1853

Surname: HANLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Surname: HANLON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing metal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

Surname: HANLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: HANLON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/04/1799; Description of crime: Robbery of William Ennis; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Two magistrates;
Record reference code: PPC 157;
Comments: Petitioning for the transportation of convict for the safety of the Ennis family and property. Several character references including magistrates certifying the bad character of the convict.

Surname: HANLON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: John Hanlon; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 2626;
Comments: Petitioner states that his daughter left home 2 years ago with an itinerant pedlar and was innocently implicated in the robbery for which she stands accused. Petition received 30 May 1825.

Surname: HANLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 25/04/1799; Description of crime: A deserter; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 626;
Comments: Late of Co. Kildare. Joined the Clane Yeomanry prior to the rebellion. Returned home to protect his wife and family who were being threatened by the rebels and was forced to join the local rebels.

Surname: HANLON; First name: AMELIA;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 24/11/1825; Date of document: 21/05/1826; Description of crime: Stripping a child; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convicts parents; Record reference code: PPC 2905; Comments: Convict comes from a large family (no details given).

Surname: HANLON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petition for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: HANLON; First name: JANE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 19/03/1825; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Owen Mc Cauley; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 4157; Comments: Convict petitions on his own behalf.

Surname: HANLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 64; Comments: The convict has a wife to support.

Surname: HANLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 01/01/1851; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Richmond depot.

Surname: HANLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Date of document: 05/1853; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 H 30

Surname: HANLY; First name: ANN; Alias: Heanley, Nancy;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Record reference code: TR 12, p 218
Surname: HANLY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 229;
Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Essex, (18/05/1836)

Surname: HANLY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: HANLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, discharged;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 262; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 H 50

Surname: HANLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 279;
Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: HANLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 232;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: HANLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of a gun; Sentence: Death recorded, commuted transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 192;
Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Surprize (30/07/1836)

Surname: HANLY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 232;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857
Surname: HANLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1836; Description of crime: Grevious bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict detained on borad hulk (30/07/1836)

Surname: HANLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 39; Comments: Convict has a wife.

Surname: HANLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Manly;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 12/09/1852

Surname: HANLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Endangering life and riotous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152; Comments: Convict died on 05/04/1848

Surname: HANLY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 144; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: HANLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 77

Surname: HANLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/08/1843; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: HANLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: HANLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Robbery and administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation life;

Surname: HANLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on 8 September next;
Comments: Convict was executed

Surname: HANLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;

Surname: HANLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: HANLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1837; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: HANLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Surname: HANLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 15

Surname: HANLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 111; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HANLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

Surname: HANLY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Hannah, William;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: HANLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 20/03/1812; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death, Commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4018; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children and resides in Creevaguin, Co. Roscommon. Included are several letters in connection with the convicts case recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of trans.Final letter from the Recruit Officer, 12th Regiment. He enlisted convict for Military Service, requests releas

Surname: HANLY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: TR 2, P 77; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 73; Comments: Convict was convicted with her sister Margaret, for the same offence. States her mother is dependant on her support.

Surname: HANLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1838 H 73; Comments: Convict was convicted with her sister Bridget for the same offence.

Surname: HANLY; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: HANNA; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: HANNA; First name: BESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 6, p 259

Surname: HANNA; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: HANNA; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53

Surname: HANNA; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 258; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 H 21

Surname: HANNA; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life, com. to 3 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 H 21

Surname: HANNA; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: HANNA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Date of document: 04/05/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 H 19

Surname: HANNAH; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Hanly;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: HANNAH; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1828; Date of document: 02/12/1839; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Thompson; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 136

Surname: HANNAHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

Surname: HANNAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: HANNAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 163; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

Surname: HANNAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a swine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 295

Surname: HANNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery of Arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

Surname: HANNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 262; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 H 28

Surname: HANNAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Ryan, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66

Surname: HANNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: HANNAN; First name: THADEUS;

Sex: U; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 months;
Surname: HANNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Having coining implements; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR7, p 103

Surname: HANNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR3, p 144

Surname: HANNAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 37;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: HANNAN; First name: THADDEUS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 11/04/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 O 1

Surname: HANNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 11/04/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 O 1

Surname: HANNAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 28;

Surname: HANNAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship/Dublin; Date of document: 01/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: To serve in the army and navy; Name of petitioner: Captain Rolleston; Record reference code: SPP 315

Surname: HANNAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard ship in Dublin; Date of document: 23/11/1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Record reference code: SPP 159; Comments: Letter from Samuel F Rolleston requesting that the convict be liberated on his security for his furance good conduct

Surname: HANNEEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 45

Surname: HANNEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 H 21

Surname: HANNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 110; Comments: License 19/1/1860. No. 6

Surname: HANNELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc37; Comments: Convict resides in Kilcarey, Co Tipperary and is a labourer by trade.

Surname: HANNEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 144; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 38;
Comments: Convicts parents are living.

Surname: HANNIFIN; First name: MARY; Alias: Mary Wallace;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of document: 10/05/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 H 13; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a basket of potatoes belonging to Thomas Shea Prisoners residence given as Toneavane, Co Kerry.

Surname: HANNIGAL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16

Surname: HANNIGAN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Artrim City; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

Surname: HANNIGAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 165; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Essex (18/05/1836)

Surname: HANNIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/05/1853

Surname: HANNIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 85

Surname: HANNIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/05/1804; Description of crime: High treason;
Surname: HANNON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: HANNON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00.06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: HANNON; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: HANNON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: HANNON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 160

Surname: HANNON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 108;
Comments: Only entered in embarkation book

Surname: HANNON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: HANNON; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 104

Surname: HANNON; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Abbington, Charles;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 136

Surname: HANNON; First name: CONNOR;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: HANNON; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: HANNON; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 289

Surname: HANNON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Felonious assault, assaulting habitation & armed; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 182;
Comments: Convict Ref. File, E 2, 1841

Surname: HANNON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin 9; Date of trial: 06/08/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 47

Surname: HANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling house of James Farrell; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: HANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 12/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: HANNON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 315

Surname: HANNON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/03/1857

Surname: HANNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of document: 04/04/1823; Description of crime: Illegal possession of a horse; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1975; Comments: Convicts wife deceased has four children, several character references. Second petition not dated.

Surname: HANNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: A robbery of arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 5 march 1834

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HANNON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 20/04/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: HANNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1844; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: HANNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Navy hospital, Dublin; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 627; Comments: Late of Ballystanley, Kings Co.

Surname: HANNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/06/1844; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1844 H 3

Surname: HANO; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: HANORA; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 H 2

Surname: HANOWHILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307; Comments: G.G.L. 23/04/1843

Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 126;
Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Surprize, (30/07/1836)

Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: ELLEN;

Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: MARY;

Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: WILL (OR JOHN);

Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Powell;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: THOMAS OR DENIS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 13/05/1816; Record reference code: PPC 1353;
Comments: Convict is a clerk in a brewery in James St., Dublin. Letters in connection with the convicts true identity.

Surname: HANRAHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.; Record reference code: PPC 1643;
Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: HANRATTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 15

Surname: HANRATTY; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 11/08/1800; Description of crime: Theft of flax valued at 3 or 4 shillings; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 444;
Comments: Cover note for letter on behalf of Catherine Hanratty. Convicts mother praying mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military Service. Both parents have lived all their lives as tenants in Nele (Drogheda). Convict is a flax dresser by trade. Three other sons serving in the army

Surname: HANSON; First name: MARK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Dundalk; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Govt Prison; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: HANTLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HANTLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: HANTON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/03/1854

Surname: HANTON; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Huiton Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods and former felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168; Comments: Convict ided in Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co. 27/12/1853

Surname: HANVEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Down; Date of document: 27/07/1826; Description of crime: Theft of 8 stones of oats; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3005; Comments: Convict states he has an aged mother dependent on his support.

Surname: HANWELL; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony of Jewellary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: HAP; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: HARA; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: HARA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/08/1853; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 29
Surname: HARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: HARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: HARA; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1853; Description of crime: Feloniously abusing a child; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged absolutely, 29/10/1863 See also Edmond McNamara

Surname: HARA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing butter and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 302;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged by direction of Lord Lieutenant July 1853

Surname: HARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: HARAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 256

Surname: HARAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HARDIMAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: HARDIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 46;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/08/1855

Surname: HARDING; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 209;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin (28/03/1836) Convict Reference File: Mc31, 1836

Surname: HARDING; First name: HONORA; Alias: Heffernan;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: I.W. DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64;
Comments: May have been convicted with Alen Walpole

Surname: HARDING; First name: HONORA; Alias: See Heffernan, Honora;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: HARDING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Attempting to compel to quit and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: HARDING; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Heffernane, Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary City; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

**Surname:** HARDING; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr. Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks, and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17th June 1805).

**Surname:** HARDLY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/11/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

**Surname:** HARDY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3;
Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

**Surname:** HARDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

**Surname:** HARDY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Security in 3 mths otherwise transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

**Surname:** HARDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a hogshead; Sentence: 4 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above concerns their previous convictions.

**Surname:** HARDY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing sacks; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above concerns their previous convictions.

Surname: HARDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: HARDYMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/04/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136

Surname: HARE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: HARE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: HARE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: HARE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 153

Surname: HAREN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HARFORD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 12/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: HARGADEN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Gillan, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing cows; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 103

Surname: HARGRAVE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony blanket, sheet and carpet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: HARGROVE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman

Surname: HARGROVE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Record reference code: SPP 160; Comments: Letter from Abraham Bragnell, Princes Street, Cork, on behalf of the convict requesting that he be given a trial. States convict is from Limerick

Surname: HARKANS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Mary Harkans; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 20

Surname: HARKANS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Mary Harkans; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 20

Surname: HARKIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282; Comments: G.G.L. 14/02/1844

Surname: HARKIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 102; Comments: Convict detained in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/05/1854

Surname: HARKINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

Surname: HARKINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Sheep stealing; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

Surname: HARKLEY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: HARKNESS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: HARLAY; First name: -;
Surname: HARLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: HARLEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hurley, John;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 111;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HARLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: HARLIN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 07/04/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 50

Surname: HARLOW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/09/1856

Surname: HARLOW; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommom; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 110;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1857
Surname: HARLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: HARLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: HARMAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: HARMAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 208;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: HARMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 83;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: HARNETT; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 45

Surname: HARNETT; First name: CORRY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 28;
Comments: Name struck through - dead

Surname: HARNETT; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: HARNETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 66;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/02/1854

Surname: HARNETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/12/1841; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: HARNETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAXON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 73;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1857

Surname: HARNETT; First name: MAUCE;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: HARNETT; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 313;
Comments: See also Simon Donovan

Surname: HARNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: HARNEY; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, P 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 H 7

Surname: HARNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: HARNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: HARNEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 309; Comments: Name struck through

Surname: HARNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

Surname: HARNEY; First name: JAMES (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: HARNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: HARNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: HARNEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 20/08/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H6; Comments: Convict has six children.

Surname: HAROLD; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lively tender dublin; Date of document: 10/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Dr. Troy; Record reference code: SPP 161; Comments: Petitioner seeks permission for Rev. Barnaby Murphy ot Townsend St. Chapel to be allowed visit prisoner on board the 'Lively'

Surname: HAROLD; First name: REV. JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of imprisonment: Minerva at Cork; Date of document: 28/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 628; Comments: A pastor in the parish of Rathcool, Co. Dublin. Prays to be removed from the Minerva which is due to sail for botany bay.

Surname: HARON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/01/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: HARPER; First name: HANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: HARPER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling and putting inmates in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda James 12, 07/01 and died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HARPER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Moulds for coining in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 41; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Kilcoan, Co. Wexford.

Surname: HARPER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of trial: 10/03/1845; Date of document: 15/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Jane Harper and self; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 5, p 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 H 11; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing £140 from his employer, James Robinson of Burleigh Hill, near Carrickfergus.

Surname: HARPER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 10/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: HARPER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 15/07/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Jane Harper.

Surname: HARPUR; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: HARPUR; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: HARPUR; First name: ARTHUR;

Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Jane Harper.
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: HARRET; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co. Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: As a vagrant; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 19 July 1835

Surname: HARRICK; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

Surname: HARRIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1839; Description of crime: Assault and felony of shawl; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: HARRIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/12/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 262

Surname: HARRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90

Surname: HARRIGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1845; Date of document: 08/09/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Judy Harrigan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 H 33; Comments: Prisoner was from Bridgetown, Co. Clare.

Surname: HARRIGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: HARRIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a Brass plate; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: HARRIGTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 13

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 107

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 99

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/10/1850 Name struck through

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 44; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/11/1851 See Reg. 1169 Everything struck through - see 1851 book

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/11/1851 Reg. 1169

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: MARGARET; Alias: See Regan Margaret;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 3

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/08/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 months); Record reference code: TR 6, p 251

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: MARY; Alias: Regan Mary;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/07/1866; Description of crime: Fenianism; Sentence: Penal Servitude life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 168;  
Comments: Convict served in the 61st Foot Regiment and was court martial in Dublin; sent from Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin to Pentonville, London, 04/09/1866 and then from England to Western Australia, 00/10/1867. Other information regarding warrants etc also given

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 37;  
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 21;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/03/1854

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 28

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/09/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/10/1851

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a shift and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/01/1855

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 105

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1848; Date of document: 04/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 04/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 3

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/04/1799; Date of document: 22/09/1802; Description of crime: Stealing a box containing £5; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 686; Comments: Prays liberation to return to England, his country of origin. Served thirteen years in the army. Convict held back from Transportation on account of disability. Character references from High Sheriff of Dublin.

Surname: HARRINGTON; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 16/08/1830; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3499;
Comments: Refers to a former petition submitted on his behalf and signed by the sheriff of the County and six other gentlemen.

**Surname:** HARRINGTON; **First name:** DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Catherine Harrington, residing in Byrne Lane, Old Market, Cork.

**Surname:** HARRINGTON; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 26/10/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp 7 yrs, commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 195; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 H 54;
Comments: Convict is married to Henry Harris, a Constable in the Local Police Force, in the town of Belfast, Co. Antrim, and was employed as House Keeper in the Police office.

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/01/1841; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 23

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cow stealing; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 72

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 9;

© National Archives, Ireland
Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/08/1844

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: Garrett John;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 26/10/1859; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 161; Comments: Convict served in the 58th and 5th Foot Regiment General Court Martial Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/03/1860 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/04/186

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1837; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 131; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** CLEMENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 18/03/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a web of brown linen; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1497

**Surname:** HARRIS; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1826; Description of crime: THEFT OF PLATE; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Charles Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 2815; Comments: Convict was convicted with Charles Kelly for the same offense. Petition from Charles Kelly on his own behalf, Names the convict as a defendant. Petition received 5 April 1826. Kelly was granted respite.

**Surname:** HARRISON; **First name:** ANNE; Alias: Gardiner Anne;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 5, p 248

**Surname:** HARRISON; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Mullan, John;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2

Surname: HARRISON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 92

Surname: HARRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of document: 11/04/1827; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Sarah/Ann Harrison; Relationship of petitioner: Mother and wife; Record reference code: PPC 3069; Comments: Petitioners reside in Belfast, Co. Antrim. States convict supported his parents and eight children. Convict is the father of one child.

Surname: HARRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 11/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 351; Comments: Arrested in Belfast in April 1797

Surname: HARRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 352

Surname: HARRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 354

Surname: HARRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others; Record reference code: SPP 379; Comments: Arrested in Belfast in 1797

Surname: HARRISON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 50; Comments: Convict was arrested in Belfast, Co. Antrim on the 17th April and confined on no apparent charge. Prays to be brought to trial at the next Assizes in Antrim or to be admitted to bail

Surname: HARRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 08/10/1799; Name of petitioner: M. Harrison and prisoner; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 629

Surname: HARRISON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 10/1847; Date of document: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 42

Surname: HARROLD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony money and watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51

Surname: HARROLL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1843; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: HARROW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: HART; First name: CELIA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 08/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 291

Surname: HART; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: HART; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 117

Surname: HART; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

Surname: HART; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/11/1851; Description of crime: Stealing shirts second convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 13

Surname: HART; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 7; Comments: Convict is a deserter from the Army. States his wife is pregnant.

Surname: HART; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 200

Surname: HART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 17/09/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 165; Comments: Convict served in the 36th Foot Regiment General Court Martial Curragh Camp Kildare Convict ordered to be discharged, T.A.L., 01/03/1864

Surname: HART; First name: JAMES; Alias: Hort James;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255
Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony lead paper; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 44

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 29

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/06/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 103

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Making counterfeit coins; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hunt, John;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 174; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 H 11

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 5;
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged, 16/02/1858
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Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HART; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: HART; First name: MATTY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: HART; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of trial: 31/07/1847; Date of document: 25/09/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, p 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 48

Surname: HART; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: HART; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29
Surname: HART; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/03/1844; Description of crime: Assault and appearing in arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: HART; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1856

Surname: HART; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110; Comments: Convict was detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HART; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Shanly, Thomas;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96

Surname: HART; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31; Comments: Convict died in Cork Gaol, Cork, 14/01/1850 Name struck through

Surname: HART; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29; Comments: Convict died in Gaol. Name struck through

Surname: HART; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857
Surname: HART; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 101;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857

Surname: HART; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: HART; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 31/10/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 9;
Comments: Convict died on 02/04/1848

Surname: HART; First name: HENRY; Alias: William;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co.; Date of document: 20/04/1826; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict, Ellen Hart;
Record reference code: PPC 2797;
Comments: Convict had several in the Army for several years and was discharged due to an injury received while fighting. States he and his wife were employed as a cook and butler with Colonel Thomas Woolridge in Athlone. Wifes petition received in the year 182

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Date of document: 07/07/1798; Description of crime: Arrested and detained without charge; Name of petitioner: Self and C Humphrys;
Record reference code: SPP 162;
Comments: Petitioner temporarily resident at house of Mrs A Whyte, Back lane while awaiting an opportunity to go to St.Helena to rescue property of deceased brother

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 24/04/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 630

Surname: HART; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HART; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: HARTE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1855; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 69; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged his sentence having been commuted 17/09/1855 Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/09/1855

Surname: HARTE; First name: HANAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or to be bailed within 8 mths; Record reference code: TR 8, p 205

Surname: HARTE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: HARTE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: HARTE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

Surname: HARTE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23

Surname: HARTE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1856

Surname: HARTERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HARTFORD; First name: ANN; Alias: Farrell;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95(f)

Surname: HARTFORD; First name: ANN; Alias: Farrell, A;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95

Surname: HARTFORD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony cloak and shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: HARTFORD; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Date of document: 27/05/1798; Description of crime: Being a member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 163

Surname: HARTFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship; Date of document: 23/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Marshall Causland; Record reference code: SPP 631; Comments: Petitioner can produce sufficient bail should the prisoner be liberated.

Surname: HARTHALL (HAITNALL); First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny committed on the high seas; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 28

Surname: HARTIGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: HARTIGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/04/1856

Surname: HARTIGAN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny and receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: HARTIGAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: HARTIGAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: HARTNALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony on high sea; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28; Comments: Convict at Admiralty Commission

Surname: HARTNALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 04/03/1844; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc 7; Comments: Prisoner states that he is English, and has been a mariner all his life. He was captain of the Mary Anne.

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing railway chairs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Walsh Eliza;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/08/1840; Description of crime: Murder and Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34; Comments: See also James Casey

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 20
Surname: HARTNETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 185; Comments: Convict was detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 29

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of two Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cutting from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Co. gaol; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: convict; Record reference code: SPP 164; Comments: Petitioner states he was committed to prison and held without being charged or tried.

Surname: HARTNETT; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 11/12/1847; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 41; Comments: Prisoner died in Cork County Gaol, 11 Dec 1847.

Surname: HARTNEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/03/1857

Surname: HARTRIGE; First name: C;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HARTUATH; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/11/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: HARTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 235

Surname: HARTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: HARTY; First name: CATH.;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 45

Surname: HARTY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 45

Surname: HARTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 205; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 50; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk, (30/07/1836). Convicts father, William, resides in Springfield, Barony of Lower Ormond, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny and embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 32; Comments: Convict was discharged by 12 judges

Surname: HARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 177; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/03/1852

Surname: HARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 34

Surname: HARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 21/05/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 31; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (28/03/1836)

Surname: HARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/03/1812; Description of crime: Murder of Patrick Coffy; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 4014; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Included is a character reference from Theobald Ryan.

Surname: HARTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: HARVEY; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Glen, Ellen;
Sex: F; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: HARVEY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 3; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 03/02/1836 Convict ordered back, 18/04/1836

Surname: HARVEY; First name: FRANCES;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: HARVEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857

Surname: HARVEY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 1, p 61

Surname: HARVEY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 270

Surname: HARVEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170; Comments: Convicts name struck through

Surname: HARVEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

Surname: HARVEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: HARVEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: HARVEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

Surname: HARVEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a plate and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 171; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Essex, (18/05/1836)

Surname: HARVEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 31/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9; Comments: Convicts name struck through.

Surname: HARVEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 4/11/1854

Surname: HARVEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: tender in the Liffey; Date of document: 08/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Peter Locker; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord;
Record reference code: SPP 381

Surname: HARVEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 14;
Comments: Other people in the same file.

Surname: HARVEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Escape of a prisoner; Sentence: Imprisonment - 8 months;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 14;
Comments: Convicted with prisoner file no CRF 1841 H 14. Also included in the file of James Hawson, fined for false weights.

Surname: HASETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 164;
Comments: cf Blake, Joseph, TR 5, p 164 Meara, Michael, TR 5, p 164 Hassett, Philip, TR 5, p 164

Surname: HASKETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: HASLETT; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 08/09/1797; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 24;
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. Convicts two children have died since his confinement. States he resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim

**Surname:** HASLIP; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 20/08/1836; Date of document: 22/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1 P 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 77

**Surname:** HASSAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Wilful murder of William Moran; Sentence: To be hanged, 04/03/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228; Comments: Convict Ref. File: K 11, 1836

**Surname:** HASSETT; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork on 02/02/1851

**Surname:** HASSETT; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing property of his master; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 20

**Surname:** HASSETT; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 13/08/1866; Description of crime: Desertion and mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal Servitude life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 168; Comments: Convict served in the 1/24th Foot Regiment. General Court Martial Dublin. Convict removed from Mountjoy to Pentonville Gaol, London, 24/10/1866. Convicted of 'Fenianism'. Sent from England to Western Australia, 00/10/1867 Other information re warrants etc supplied

**Surname:** HASSETT; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing a cow with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194
Surname: HASSETT; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 17

Surname: HASSETT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: HASSETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing a cow with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: HASSETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (28/03/1836)

Surname: HASSETT; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 164;
Comments: cf Blake, Joseph, TR 5, p 164 Meara, Michael, TR 5, p 164 Hassett, John, TR 5, p 164

Surname: HASSETT; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship, Cork; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1979;
Comments: Convict was in Nenagh, Co. Tipperary looking for work arrested for being out of doors after hours. Resides at Feacle, Co. Clare, labourer by trade, supports five orphans, petition received on the 31 Aug 1823, Char. ref. parish priest of Feacle

Surname: HASSETT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 1845; Date of document: 1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 18; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Knockane, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HASSETT; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1845; Date of document: 1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 18

Surname: HASSETT; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 15/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude for life; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 1st Batallion, 24th Foot Regiment.

Surname: HASSETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation beating the inmates; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: HASSETT; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation beating the inmates; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: HASSINGTON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98

Surname: HASSITT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: HASTINGS; First name: JULIAN;
Surname: HASTINGS; First name: JULIAN;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: HASTINGS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: HASTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/07/1848; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Sentence: Death on 8th August;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

Surname: HATCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison; Date of document: 01/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 632

Surname: HATHESMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 96;
Comments: Convict report No. H. 68 Convicts name struck through

Surname: HATTER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Gorey; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barrack; Date of document: 07/11/1798; Description of crime: Involved in the rebellion 1798; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 165;
Comments: Petitioner is a protestant farmer of the Moore in the parish of Ardameen in Co. Wexford. Petitioner is over 50 years old

Surname: HAUYESY; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

**Surname:** HAUGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1825; Description of crime: Burglary and fire arms; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Haugh; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4242; Comments: Petitioner is a widow with six children (including convict). Petition not dated circa 1828-29, 1830-33.

**Surname:** HAUGHEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

**Surname:** HAUGHEY; **First name:** JAMES;

**Surname:** HAUGHEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** HAUGHEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** HAUGHEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** HAUGHEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** HAUGHEY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 14/11/1824; Description of crime: Possessing stolen cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2318;
Comments: Convict states she is far advanced in pregnancy and has three children, the eldest 7 years.

Surname: HAUGHEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted T 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 H 53;
Comments: Convict resides in Co Fermanagh and has a brother Bernard, living in Cornagague, Clones Parish, Co Fermanagh.

Surname: HAUGHIAN; First name: CHARLOTTE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

Surname: HAUGHTON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/03/1852

Surname: HAUGHTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 28/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 215;
Comments: G.G.L. 14/02/1844

Surname: HAULIHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: HAUNAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: HOOGHLY 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Cain, residing at Bow lane, Downpatrick.
Surname: HAUNTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

Surname: HAURAHAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307

Surname: HAURAHAN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Powell, Margaret;
Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 9, p 13

Surname: HAURAHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault (armed and by night); Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

Surname: HAURAN; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 114

Surname: HAURIHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 9; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/08/1843

Surname: HAVECON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 7

Surname: HAVEN; First name: BERNARD;
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Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 56;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/05/1851

Surname: HAVENEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 187;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1854

Surname: HAVERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 99;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: HAVERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 19;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: HAVERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: HAVERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: HAWES; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.
Surname: HAWEY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: HAWKES; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Hawkins;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Date of document: 12/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Name of petitioner: Bessy Hawkes; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 88; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 H 43

Surname: HAWKES; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 40; 
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: HAWKINS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Killing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/10/1856

Surname: HAWKINS; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Hopkins;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 186; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857

Surname: HAWKINS; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Hawkes;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 88

Surname: HAWKINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 104;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855

Surname: HAWKINS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/06/1856; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 86;

Surname: HAWKINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: HAWKSHAW; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: HAWTHORN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 9

Surname: HAWTHORNE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender; Date of document: 12/01/1799; Description of crime: Concerned in a conspiracy at Athlone; Name of petitioner: Major Sandy;
Record reference code: SPP 417;
Comments: Formerly attached to the Royal Downshire Militia

Surname: HAWTHORNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft; Name of petitioner: Mary Hawthorne; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3572A;
Comments: Petitioner states convict's father is a painter and glazier by trade but is unable to work on account of receiving severe burn. Petitioner states the family are dependent
on the convict’s support. Address given at Chapelizod, Co Dublin  

**Surname:** HAY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

**Surname:** HAY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford gaol; Date of document: 10/10/1798; Description of crime: Involved in the 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: John Purcell; 
Record reference code: SPP 166; 
Comments: Petitioner originally from Ballinkeale in Co, Wexford

**Surname:** HAY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford Gaol; Date of document: 26/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 633; 
Comments: Prays to be allowed to usual allowances granted to state prisoners.

**Surname:** HAY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; 
Record reference code: PPC 3907; 
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

**Surname:** HAYAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 5

**Surname:** HAYCOCK; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens co; Date of trial: 23/03/1810; Date of document: 09/04/1810; Description of crime: Theft of a gelding; Sentence: Death; 
Record reference code: PPC 3990; 
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life or enlistment in Foreign Military Service.

**Surname:** HAYDEN; **First name:** ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1850; Description of crime: Transport at large; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318; Comments: See Memo in margin i.e. this convict escaped and having being retaken was convicted for 10 yrs.

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 93; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 23/03/1837. Convict resides in Ballynalackin, Ballyragget Parish, Co. Kilkenny with his two sisters, Catherine and Alicia. Convicts parents are deceased.

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 186

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 95
Surname: HAYDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 95;
Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/06/1843

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 137; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 18;
Comments: Convict died in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/01/1849

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 12/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1854 H 2

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony silk dresses; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/01/1852 Convicts name struck through

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1857. Convict died in gaol, 20/12/1857. See Reg. 376 sp pris 1856

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Date of document: 18/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 186; Record reference code 2: CRf 1836 H 11;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836). Convict is a Carpenter by trade and resides in Kildellig, Queens Co., with his wife and five children.

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Quinlan, William;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 93

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy Gaol, Co Kildare; Date of document: 09/06/1801; Description of crime: Robbery of house of William Cunningham, Queens Co; Name of petitioner: Thomas Wheller; Record reference code: PPC 744;
Comments: Convict claims to be a victim of mistaken identity on account of the similarity in appearance between himself and Luke Hayden.

Surname: HAYDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 20;
Comments: Convict lives in Clone, Co Kilkenny and has agreed to marry the victim Mary Granny. Convict worked as a Servant.

Surname: HAYDON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 207

Surname: HAYE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a guardship; Date of document: 13/10/1798; Description of crime: Detained without charge or trial; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 169;
Comments: Petitioner is a tailor in Dublin City.
Surname: HAYES; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1846; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder P. Clarke; Sentence: Death (30/04/1846); Record reference code: TR 6, p 180; Comments: Convict was executed cf Rice, Patrick, TR 6, p 180 or Bourke, Patrick, TR 6, p 180

Surname: HAYES; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115; Comments: Convict was detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1856; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged Convicts name struck through

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 30; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 26/4/1843.

Surname: HAYES; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 118

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 91;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1858

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: HAYES; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: HAYES; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 295

Surname: HAYES; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Date of document: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Bridget Hayes; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, p 310; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 H 4; Comments: Petitioner lived in John St., Limerick.

Surname: HAYES; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/11/1848; Date of document: 20/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, p 237; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 58

Surname: HAYES; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Killing and stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 20/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 278

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 164; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (13/10/1836)

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43; Comments: This convict may be the same one tried the following day at the same court for arson as no ship entry was made after her name.

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43; Comments: She may have been tried for receiving stolen goods the previous day.

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 114
Surname: HAYES; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/09/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: HAYES; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: HAYES; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 131;
Comments: Convict discharged on completing 2 yrs imprisonment, 25/08/1847

Surname: HAYES; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: HAYES; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: HAYES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: HAYES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 33;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.

Surname: HAYES; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 224

Surname: HAYES; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 224

Surname: HAYES; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 228;
Comments: Convict not fit, 14/02/1844

Surname: HAYES; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 251

Surname: HAYES; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 37

Surname: HAYES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: HAYES; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 231

Surname: HAYES; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

Surname: HAYES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 21/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22

Surname: HAYES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Accessor to uttering Provincial Bank of Ireland; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 10; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 26/04/1843. See Hyde, Denis) TR 5, P 159 Lahey, Patrick ) TR 5, P 159. Convict who lives in Drumbane, Co. Tipperary, has a wife and six children, who wish to be transported along with the convict.

Surname: HAYES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Breaking into a warehouse and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: HAYES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee gaol, Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Date of document: 15/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H35

Surname: HAYES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged having been pardoned by the Lords justices 10/08/1857

Surname: HAYES; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Killing a lamb with intent to steal it; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 208; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 114; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H23

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/04/1854

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 175; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1857

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40

Surname: HAYES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 231

Surname: HAYES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 306

Surname: HAYES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 37

Surname: HAYES; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 180

Surname: HAYES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 226

Surname: HAYES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: HAYES; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 26; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 58; Comments: Convict Report No. H. 58. Convict resides in Tineele, Co. Cork and is the sole support of his parents.

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to disable and assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Comments: cf. Stapleton, Thomas, TR 4, p 157

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to disable and assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Comments: cf. Stapleton, Thomas, TR 4, p 157

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115; Comments: Convict was detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857

Surname: HAYES; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1846; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: HAYES; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 184

Surname: HAYES; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Date of document: 12/05/1844; Description of crime: Concealing firearms and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Hayes; Relationship of petitioner: wife; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of having firearms concealed in the house of Nicholas Mullins of Kilkanaver, Co. Waterford, and of taking a will from the house. Petitioner's residence given as Portlaw, Co. Waterford.

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21; Comments: Convict died in Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/05/1854

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 00/10/1855

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1857

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: HAYES; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 H 13; Comments: Convict resides in Coumbeg, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HAYES; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 30/04/1840; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: HAYES; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Record reference code: TR 3, p 157; Comments: Convicts name struck through on Register

Surname: HAYES; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: HAYES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: HAYES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 10/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: HAYES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: HAYES; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Callaghan, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 69; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 34

Surname: HAYES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 98;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: HAYES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 26/10/1847;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208;
Comments: Crime and Sentence not given

Surname: HAYES; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 33
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Surname: HAYES; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: HAYES; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 40; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HAYES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 153

Surname: HAYES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 65; Comments: Other defendant: John Mac Namara.

Surname: HAYES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 124; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: HAYES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 months impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 70; Comments: Convict Ref. File: M 70, 1836 Convicts name struck through N.S.T.

Surname: HAYES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 106;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/10/1856

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** HENRY B.;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: North; Date of document: 24/09/1801; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC447;  
Comments: Prays permission to transport himself to Europe and if not that his children be permitted to accompany him to Botany Bay. Endorse to be transported in strict conformity to the condition of the pardon and in the same mode exactly as any other convict

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation;

Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 83;  
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales, and later granted a Free Pardon.

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co, Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Trans 7yrs;

Record reference code: CRf 1840 R36;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Ryan and Mathew Duhigg, for the same offence.

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** DEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of trial: 30/05/1799; Date of document: 21/09/1799; Description of crime: Being disorderly; Sentence: To serve his majesty for life; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;

Record reference code: SPP 634;  
Comments: Late of Turagh, Co. Limerick, a farmer.

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** MICHAEL;
**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The friendship, Cork; Date of document: 17/08/1799; Description of crime: Having administered the united Irishmans oath; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 635;
Comments: Late of Wexford. Certificate of character and bail bond attached.

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 27/08/1799; Description of crime: Participation in rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Elinor Hayes; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 636;
Comments: Late of Ballymurrin, Co. Wexford. Petition of several Wexford loyalists attached.

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of imprisonment: Naas and New Geneva; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Sentence: 1000 lashes and transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Jeremiah Hayes; Relationship of petitioner: Cousin;
Record reference code: SPP 638;
Comments: Enlisted in the Carlow Militia in 1797.

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/01/1836; Name of ship: SURPRISE;
Record reference code: FS 1836 21;
Comments: Convict wife Margaret Hayes residing at Gourtaclowna, Co. Limerick, requests a free passage to new South Wales

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Hayes;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 16 July 1834

**Surname:** HAYES; **First name:** PHILIP;
Surname: HAYES; First name: HENRY B;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Comments: Letter from the Convict to the Right Honorable Earl Hardwicke reporting on the deplorable conditions and treatment of the convicts in Australia and on the ship Hercules.

Surname: HAYES; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Clare County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork

Surname: HAYES; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the prison ships and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 10/1830; Date of document: 20/03/1831; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict & John Guiry; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3570

Surname: HAYES; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others; Record reference code: PPC 3847; Comments: Petition for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. Convict is from King’s County.

Surname: HAYES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H9; Comments: Convict reference file contains a character reference on the convict's behalf, from the Parish Priest of Balina and Boher, Co Tipperary.

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Cork.

Surname: HAYES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1849; Date of document: 24/02/1855; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Mary Hayes; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF1855 Misc 13

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: HADLOW 1820; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the crown. Wife, Mary Madden, residing in Co. Tipperary

Surname: HAYES; First name: JAMES; Alias: Smith, William;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/04/1852; Record reference code: FS 1852 3; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Hayes, residing in Clare Street, Limerick, requests a free passage to Australia. She states that she was separated from her husband in Dublin in 1843, and knew nothing of his transportation until he wrote from Australia

Surname: HAYES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HAYES; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** HAYMAN; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

**Surname:** HAYNES; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 10; Comments: Ordered to be discharged, 28 January 1838.

**Surname:** HAYNES; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

**Surname:** HAYOR; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 01/04/1851 (commuted); Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Comments: Commuted to transportation for life

**Surname:** HAYS; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125; Comments: Convicts name struck through

**Surname:** HAYSE; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin
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**Surname:** HAYSE; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Counterfeit coin in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

**Surname:** HAZELDINE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 109;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** HAZLETT; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 229

**Surname:** HEAD; **First name:** MARGARET; Alias: Daly, Margaret;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

**Surname:** HEAD; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 30/07/1800; Description of crime: Stealing a gold seal for Thomas Adams, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Head; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 445;
Comments: Petitioner pregnant at time of petition. Note of recommendation for mercy from prosecutors of the convict. Character references: Robert Cornwall, Myshall Lodge, with whom Philip Head had served as a Butler for four years. (25th Sept. 1800)

**Surname:** HEADE; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 26;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843. Convict lives with his widowed mother, Catherine at Lisnamrock, Co. Tipperary.

**Surname:** HEADON; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: HEADON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 150; 
Comments: Convict was granted discharge on condition of emigrating name struck through on Register

Surname: HEADON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Alexandria; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Cornwall; 
Record reference code: SPP 639; 
Comments: A native of Co. Carlow. Arrested at Nowlans of Merrion where he was employed.

Surname: HEADON; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/1824; Date of document: 24/06/1824; Description of crime: Stealing one sheep; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 2320; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. Character references including a Parish priest and a Minister of the Union of Kilkeevan, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: HEADRON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

Surname: HEAFY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; 
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/11/1851 see Reg. 1169

Surname: HEAFY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 
00/12/1857;
Surname: HEAFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Goat stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 28;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: HEAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: HEAGARTY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 38;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HEAGNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/05/1852

Surname: HEAGONY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Patrick & Eliza Heagony; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: PPC 3777;

Surname: HEALEY; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Heeney, Martin;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 34;
Comments: Convict died Convicts name struck through on Register

Surname: HEALEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 229; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

**Surname:** HEALEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836 Convict Ref. File: H 5, 1836

**Surname:** HEALEY; **First name:** LUCRETIA;

Sex: F; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Her husband was a convict who arrived in New South Wales on board the Dorothy, 1820.

**Surname:** HEALEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Healey, residing care of Mr John Quinn, Grocer, Broad St, Limerick.

**Surname:** HEALLISEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

**Surname:** HEALLY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: 2nd Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63

**Surname:** HEALLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44
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Surname: HEALLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1840; Description of crime: Obtaining coal under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: HEALLY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 03/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted discharged; Record reference code: TR 5, p 155; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: HEALLY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 284

Surname: HEALLY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony of bedclothes etc; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 67; Comments: DEAD (Note: Second entry on this page for T. Healy, crime felony of clothes is probably same person)

Surname: HEALLY; First name: LAUNCELOT; Alias: John Heally;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newry; Date of trial: 20/10/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: John Byrne and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1846 H 36; Comments: Prisoner resided in the Parish of Tullylish, Co. Down.

Surname: HEALON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/12/1834; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE 1827; Record reference code: FS 1836 19; Comments: Convicts wife Mary Daly granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: HEALPIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 21/01/1837; Description of crime: Having in possession a stolen shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: HEALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: HEALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be handed on 5th August; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: HEALY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 125; Comments: Convict Report No. N 125

Surname: HEALY; First name: OLIVER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30.05.1855

Surname: HEALY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: HEALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151

Surname: HEALY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a jinnet and a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: HEALY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/02/1857

Surname: HEALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: HEALY; First name: TERENCE; Alias: Heally, Terence;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Record reference code: TR 1, p 67

Surname: HEALY; First name: TERRY;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1843; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: HEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/07/1856; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 81; Comments: Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, 19/09/1856 and Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 13/08/1860

Surname: HEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 13/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 59; Comments: The convict is the only guardian of a widowed mother and a group of orphans.

Surname: HEALY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/02/1855

Surname: HEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: HEALY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 21; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836). Convict has a wife, two children, a mother, two brothers and two sisters dependant on his support.

Surname: HEALY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: HEALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 116

Surname: HEALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31; Comments: Convicts name struck through on Register - died 08/12/1847

Surname: HEALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169; Comments: Convicts name struck through on Register
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Surname: HEALY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Date of document: 07/1848; Description of crime: Assembling and imposing unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 37;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin Convict ordered to be discharged

Surname: HEALY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: HEALY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Surname: HEALY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: HEALY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 09/02/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 22

Surname: HEALY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Returning from transportation; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 24;
Comments: Convict died in Co. Cork Gaol, 25/02/1853

Surname: HEALY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: HEALY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony of Rugs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: HEALY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 01/08/1848; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: HEALY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: HEALY; First name: DAVID; Alias: Healy, Denis;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: HEALY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Administering poison with intent to kill; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71

Surname: HEALY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: HEALY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154
Surname: HEALY; First name: ELISA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 57

Surname: HEALY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 362

Surname: HEALY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: HEALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 80

Surname: HEALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 230;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/07/1853

Surname: HEALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/12/1840; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 148

Surname: HEALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 117

Surname: HEALY; First name: JAMES (JOHN);
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: HEALY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1854 H 29

Surname: HEALY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 164;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: HEALY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 72;
Comments: Convict was discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: HEALY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 42;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1866

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 66;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1856

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 54;
Comments: Convict was setnt to Richmond Lunatic Asylum, Co. Dublin
Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1843; Date of document: 21/08/1844; Description of crime: Posting notice and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 H 33; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of posting a threatening notice on the dwelling house of John Carr, Edmund Ryan, Michael Ryan and Martin Ryan were also convicted.

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/09/1857

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 122

Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/02/1855

Surname: HEALY; First name: JULIA;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: HEALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 277; Comments: 7 yrs transportation unless she gives security to pay £30 and two securities in £20 each.

Surname: HEALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 19/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 316; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: HEALY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 239

Surname: HEALY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Assault and burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 111

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 18/05/1819; Date of document: 1819; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Lucretia Healy; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts wife; Record reference code: PPC 1431; Comments: Convict has five children. Includes several character references.

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 13/08/1839; Description of crime: Being a deserter; Record reference code: CRF1839 Misc12; Comments: Petition from the convict's father John, on his son's behalf, stating that the convict was born in Co. Mayo

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Baltinglass; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 24/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Bridget Healy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 640; Comments: Late of Wheelamgrove, Co. Kildare. A servant. Certificate of character and bail bond attached.

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/09/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 6; Comments: List of free settlers, Sons, for whom a free passage has been provided to New South Wales on board the St Vincent, male convict ship, Son's name John

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/08/1836; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A60;
Comments: Convicts son offered a free passage to New South Wales

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Ellen Piggott, residing in the Parish of Middleton.

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder of Freeman brothers; Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Guild Hall, Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Suprise' Cork; Date of trial: 03/09/1823; Date of document: 10/07/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2321;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home. States he has a wife and three children.

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/03/1828; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Healy(alias Carroll); Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3406;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales in 1825.Petitions for a reply to a letter she had submitted to the Lord Lieutenant and which had been signed by the Governor of New South Wales, granting her & her child a free passage to join her husband.Petition endorsed:‘she is to go in the next vessel.

**Surname:** HEALY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/09/1836; Date of document: 12/11/1836; Description of crime: STEALING A COW; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H 33; Record reference code 2: TR 1, p41; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: HEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 26/03/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H 5; Comments: Convict resides in Shekeree, Parish of Killarney, Co Kerry.

Surname: HEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 18/12/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 L9; Comments: The convict was sentenced with convict referred to in CRF 1841 L9. The convict supports his aged parents.

Surname: HEALY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 06/02/1843; Description of crime: Attacking house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 8; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 12/9/1843.

Surname: HEALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 31

Surname: HEALY; First name: EAMET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1826 Misc 2

Surname: HEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 56th Regiment.
Surname: HEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: HEALY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 34

Surname: HEALY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: ANNE AND AMELIA 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the Colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Healy, residing in Parish of Cleanor, Co. Cork.

Surname: HEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 01/11/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing butter; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: HEALY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of assault; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: HEANLEY; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 218;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/08/1855

Surname: HEANNAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Surname: HEANY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: HEANY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Patrick Heany; Relationship of petitioner: father;
Record reference code: PPC 1983;
Comments: Convict is a dealer by trade. Crime committed at Ballila fair. Petitioner resides at Cootehill, Co. Cavan.

Surname: HEAR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/11/1799; Description of crime: Robbery of 18 quineas; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Thomas Waldran;
Record reference code: PPC 158;
Comments: Pwttitioning for Patrick Hear and himself.

Surname: HEARAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/05/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: HEARDON; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HEARE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: HEARLANE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 83;
Comments: (not entered before, only in embarkation book)

**Surname: Hearn; First name: Catherine;**

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 27/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp. 7 yrs, commuted to 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 300; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 14; Comments: Convict’s name struck through on Register. Convict has been employed at washing. Since been convicted, convict’s husband has deserted her.

**Surname: Hearn; First name: Johanna;**

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67

**Surname: Hearn; First name: John;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

**Surname: Hearn; First name: Michael;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 157; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 02/07/1852

**Surname: Hearn; First name: Patrick;**

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/01/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

**Surname: Hearn; First name: Francis;**

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/10/1799; Name of petitioner: T. Mc Kenna; Record reference code: SPP 641; Comments: His relation, Dr. Thomas Hearne is head of the Catholic Clergy of the Diocese of Waterford.

**Surname: Hearn; First name: Nancy;**

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Assisting in the Murder of Mat Searler;
Surname: HEARNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 03/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 222; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 81;
Comments: Convict is a vative of Waterford and is a Cooper by trade.

Surname: HEARNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 120;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: HEARNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HEARNS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 98

Surname: HEARNS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 26/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: HEARNS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary in a chapel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

Surname: HEARON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Govt.Prison,Dub; Date of trial: 02/05/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felonious Rape; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: HEARON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 06/05/1851; Date of document: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Felonious rape; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: HEARTNEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 230;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 30/01/1851

Surname: HEARY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: HEARY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Date of document: 31/05/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Philip Heary; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 H 33

Surname: HEASLIP; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.
Record reference code: TR 1, p 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 90

Surname: HEASLIP; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 08/07/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 14;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: HEASSATT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: HEATH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: HEATH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 02/1799; Description of crime: ROBBERY OF 18 QUINEAS; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 159; Comments: Petition endorsed with a recommendation for mercy signed by the Local Inspector of Longford Gaol. Convicts mother is living, father served as a private in the army for 16 years and was killed in action on the Continent, 1794.

Surname: HEATHCOTE; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/09/1855; Sentence: Penal servitude for life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 158; Comments: Convict served in the 50th Foot Regiment Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/12/1863

Surname: HEATHERMAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing geese and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194

Surname: HEATLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattlestealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 132

Surname: HEAVENY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 28/02/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Maryboro convict depot.
Surname: HEAVY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Attempting to drown with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 216

Surname: HEAVY; First name: MARIA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Attempting Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: HEAVY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 36; Comments: Convict is eldest son of his family who are dependent on his support.

Surname: HEAVY; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/02/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 11; Comments: Convict has a wife, Margaret and eight children.

Surname: HEAZY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

Surname: HEDE; First name: U;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 16/12/1799; Name of petitioner: Lord Fingal; Record reference code: SPP 357; Comments: Prisoner sent from Rathoath, CO. Meath

Surname: HEDIAN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 171
Surname: HEDIAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 171

Surname: HEDIAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 171;
Comments: Convicts name struck through on Register

Surname: HEDZN; First name: DARBY S;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Murder of Matthew Searter;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 29 Feb 1836.

Surname: HEEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: HEELACE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forgery;
Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: HEELAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 26/03/1842; Description of crime: Assault;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 30;
Comments: Convict has aged parents and family dependent on his support.

Surname: HEELAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forgery;
Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HEELAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1846; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Ellen Heelan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 H 33; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Rock Hill, Co. Limerick.

Surname: HEELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: HEELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: HEENAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: HEENAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of document: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Heenan and Self; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 19

Surname: HEENAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 02/08/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: HEENEY; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Healey, Martin;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34; Comments: Convicts name struck through on Register

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HEEVES; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 84

Surname: HEFFERIN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 23/05/1822; Date of document: 25/03/1825; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2693;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home after sun set. States he has a wife and three children.

Surname: HEFFERMAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/02/1841; Description of crime: Coining sixpences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: HEFFERMAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 16/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing hay and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1849; Description of crime: Making base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27
Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Harding;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64;
Comments: Convict may have been convicted with Alen Walpole

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Harding;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Plucking wool; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JOHN (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JOHN (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 256

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163; Comments: Convict was detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (03/02/1836)

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/07/1842; Description of crime: Felony blankets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: MICK;
Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 133; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk, 03/08/1836

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1856

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: RODY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Making counterfeit coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1856

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after one mths imprisonment; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 114; Comments: Convict resides in Tullamore, Kings Co.

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: NED;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 29/06/1799; Name of petitioner: J. W. O'Donnell; Record reference code: SPP 642; Comments: A native of Newport.

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 10/08/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2326; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home after sunset. Resides at Kilfenny, Co. Limerick and is a Schoolmaster by profession. Several character references.

Surname: HEFFERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: CANADA 1815; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Elizabeth Sheehan, residing at Coolclough.

Surname: HEFFERNANE; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Harding, Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: HEFFERNANE; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.
Surname: HEFFERNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 85

Surname: HEFFERNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: HEFFRAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HEFFY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 3712;
Comments: Convict was convicted with several others members of the Heffy family for the same offence at the Summer Assizes for 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs of the evidence for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime committed, Castlepooke

Surname: HEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1841; Description of crime: Convicted of abduction with intent to defice jdgmt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs + Death;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 131;
Comments: (Death Recorded struck through) Convict Ref. File: H, 19-1841

Surname: HEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 3

Surname: HEGAN; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms;
Surname: HEGANY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Lynch, James;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: HEGAR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 44

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: HONORA; Alias: Curtin, Honora;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12
Surname: HEGARTY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 113

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 77

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 102

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 16

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bailed in 3 months;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 82

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/02/1837; Description of crime: Obtaining money by fraud; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Retaining money by fraud; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 27; Comments: Everything struck through on Register

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 41; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 H 26

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 05/07/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 162; Comments: Convict served in the 14th Foot Regiment. General Court Martial. Curragh Camp, Kildare. Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/08/1860 and Spike
Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01.05/1861. Committed suicide in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin by hanging himself, 08/06/186

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co. Donegal; Date of document: 03/02/1818;
Record reference code: PPC 4087;
Comments: Letter, sheriff of Co. Donegal, reporting on the conduct of several convicts in the Gaol and stating that the convict has been received into his custody.

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbing shop goods; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: HEGARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: HEGERTY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: HEHER; First name: BART;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: HEHER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing 2 sheep with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: HEHER; First name: HONORA;
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Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

Surname: HEHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: HEHIR; First name: ANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Thieving hen food; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

Surname: HEHIR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Thieving hen food; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

Surname: HEHIR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 28; Comments: Convict was detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/10/1836

Surname: HEHIR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 299

Surname: HEHIR; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Thieving hen food; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

Surname: HEHIR; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191
Surname: HEHIR; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856

Surname: HEHIR; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: HEIFFERIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 30/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 68

Surname: HEIGHY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63; Comments: Convicts name struck through on Register

Surname: HEILEHY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/08/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34

Surname: HEILILY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 31/03/1845; Sentence: 7 yrs transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: HEINES; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 75

Surname: HEIRY; First name: JAMES;
Surname: HELANDS; First name: HUGH CLYDE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 09/12/1862; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 166;
Comments: Convict served in the 76th Foot Regiment General Court Martial, Belfast

Surname: HELEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854 Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/10/1854

Surname: HELIHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 13;
Comments: See also Tobin, James, TR 4, p 13 Convicts names struck through on Register

Surname: HELLANHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 53

Surname: HELLEHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: HELLEHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: HELLEM; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 179

Surname: HELLETT; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: HELLIHAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 12/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Edward Newson; Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 28; Comments: Petitioner was a former Mayor of Cork, and says that his son died as a result of an assault which took place during the robbery for which the prisoner was convicted. He asks that the prisoner's sentence of transportation be carried into effect

Surname: HELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: HELOHAN (HULAHAN); First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1832; Record reference code: PPC 3658; Comments: Letter, Governor of Maryborough Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respit- ing the convicts sentence till further orders.

Surname: HELY; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 25/05/1827; Description of crime: House robbery; Name of petitioner: Owen Griffin; Relationship of petitioner: Father of other defen.; Record reference code: PPC 3102; Comments: Petitioner, petitioning on behalf of his daughter, Mary accuses the convict as having included his to plead guilty.

Surname: HELY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 05/07/1800;
Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3932;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and reside in Anamoe, Co. Wicklow.
States he was arrested by an officer of the Fermanagh Regiment of Militia and confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: HEMING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 08/04/1843; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 24

Surname: HEN;Y; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HENAGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 08/05/1835; Description of crime: Burglary;
Record reference code: PPC 3718;
Comments: File contains the Brief on evidence for the Crown. Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes.

Surname: HENAGHAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 357

Surname: HENAGHAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/09/1851

Surname: HENAGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: HENAGHAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: HENAGHAN; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Conway; Relationship of petitioner: Local Curate; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: HENAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Conway; Relationship of petitioner: Local Curate; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: HENAGHAN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Conway; Relationship of petitioner: Local Curate; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: HENAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Conway and others; Relationship of petitioner: Curate & Parishoners; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: HENAHAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Forgery of a will; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131
Surname: HENAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 07/06/1858; Sentence: Life commuted Penal Servitude 12 yrs, 19/02/1867;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 160;
Comments: Convict served in the 93rd Roscommon Militia Tried in Dublin by Court Martial Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/07/1858 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/03/185

Surname: HENAHAN; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: HENBERRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Burning a house;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 21 JUly 1835

Surname: HENBERRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 21 July 1833

Surname: HENCHY; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Brennan, Ellen;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 131

Surname: HENCHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 107; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 59;
Comments: File missing.

Surname: HENCY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Surname: HENDERSON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 160

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 14/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 89;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Magee, John;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/11/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: MARTHA;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 185;
Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/01/1854

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing leather; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 216
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Surname: HENDERSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 75; Comments: Convicts name struck through

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 6; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 30/10/1800; Description of crime: desertion; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 446; Comments: Prays the he may be permitted to enlist. Convict had served asa private in the Monaghan Militia for 4 years but deserted to the 18 Light Flagoon when he was re fused permission to volunteer for a regular regiment.

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1845; Sentence: Commuted; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of trial: 04/04/1845; Date of document: 04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 15; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: HENDERSON; First name: STEWART;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HENDLEY; First name: HARRIET;
Surname: HENDRICK; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony cow in calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 56;
Comments: Convict was detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HENDRICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: HENDRICK; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1984;
Comments: Prays to be transported on next ship to Botany Bay. Petition received 22 July 1823.

Surname: HENDRIGAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison; Date of document: 27/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Hendrigan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 643

Surname: HENDRIGAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Possessing stolen bank notes;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: HENDY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 20/10/1840; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 H 52;
Comments: Convicts name struck through in Register
Surname: HENEBERRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and theft; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: HENEBERY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/08/1816; Date of document: 24/08/1816; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: PPC 1389;
Comments: Certificate of conviction.

Surname: HENEBRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 27/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: HENEBRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife’s name, Ellen Colbert

Surname: HENEBRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 08/09/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers, sons, for whom a free passage has been provided to New South Wales on board the St Vincent, male convict ship, Son's name, Michael

Surname: HENEBRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 13/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B23;
Comments: Convicts wife, Ellen Colbert granted a free passage to new South Wales. She resided in Dungarvan, Co. Waterford

Surname: HENEBRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Ellen Colbert.

Surname: HENEDRIN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 51

Surname: HENEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs impt, hard labour;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 137;
Comments: Convicts name struck through in Register

Surname: HENEGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs impt, hard labour;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 137;
Comments: Convicts name struck through

Surname: HENEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs impt, hard labour;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 137;
Comments: Convicts name struck through in Register

Surname: HENEGAN; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs impt, hard labour;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 137;
Comments: Convicts name struck through in Register

Surname: HENEGHAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 53

Surname: HENELLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: HENERY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony of articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: HENEY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: HENEY; First name: SUSANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33

Surname: HENIGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/09/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 210

Surname: HENIGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: HENIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: HENIK; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King’s Co; Date of trial: 04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 41; Comments: Convict has a wife and children to support.

Surname: HENLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a brass tapper; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: HENLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1850; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/05/1832

Surname: HENLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/09/1843; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 55; Comments: Convict is the mother of five children.

Surname: HENLION; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE 1827; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Daly, residing in the parish of Kill, Newtown

Surname: HENLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: HENLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Delivering a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and 1 mth imprisonment; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Surname: HENNE; First name: GREGORY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: HENNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: HENNE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: HENNEBERRY; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 204;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HENNEBERRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/01/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: HENNEBERRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 158

Surname: HENNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119;
Comments: cf Martin Mannion
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Surname: HENNELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/02/1845; Description of crime: Shooting at the sheriff; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Shooting at the sheriff; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 67; Comments: Convict's name struck through

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Description of crime: Possessing arms and ammunition; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1306; Comments: Convict is married to Patrick Hennessey, former of Emly Parish, who served with the Cushlake Troop of Yeomen Cavalry.

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 14/05/1832; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Hennessey; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3670; Comments: Petitioner states convict is his only son and support of the family consisting of petitioner's mother, wife and four daughters. Character reference from the inhabitants of the Parish of Clonergh.

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 5, P 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 7; Comments: Convict is a Labourer from Coolderry, Kings Co.

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 24

Surname: HENNESSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 14 Feb 1835.

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/07/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 191

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 01/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 12 mths impr, 04/12/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 295; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 68; Comments: Everything struck through except prison sentence in Register

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Burglary sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/06/1851

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Comments: Convict was detained in Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 10/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing geese and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 11

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, (18/05/1836)

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/12/1851

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway Robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855 Convict was detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112

**Surname:** HENNESSY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/04/1843

**Surname:** HENNESSY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

**Surname:** HENNESSY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/08/1856

**Surname:** HENNESSY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 8/10/1856

**Surname:** HENNESSY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Name of ship: HYDERABAD (00/09/1850); Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

**Surname:** HENNESSY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Pickpocket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, p 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 5; Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin
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Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (28/03/1836)

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny of quilt to pawn for the price of bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 77; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 132

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 21

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373
Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 20

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony kettle stand and scales; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 18; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/05/1857 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/01/1858

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny of sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: PATRICK;
Surname: HENNESSY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27; Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/02/1850 Convicts name struck through in Register

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 26

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, (00/09/1850); Record reference code: TR 6, p 208; Comments: See Spike Records

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 30/09/1816; Description of crime: Forging a clergymans signature; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1358;
Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children and resides in Tallow, Co. Waterford. Includes several character references.

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Roscrea, County Tipperary; Date of document: 11/05/1832; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: PPC 3669;
Comments: Letter, Thomas Wyse, Waterford, requesting a mitigation of the convicts sentence on account of his youth. States convicts parents are living.

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transp.10 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 37;
Comments: Name struck through

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 04/06/1842; Description of crime: Unregistered arms; Sentence: Fine £10 commuted to discharge;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 41;
Comments: Convict has a large young family.

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Tendering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transp.lfie, commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 H 9

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel Gaol, Tipperary; Date of document: 20/01/1803; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 817;
Comments: Character references from the magistrates and inhabitants of the Glen of Aherlow, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HENNESSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18
Surname: HENNESSY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: HENNESY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1807; Description of crime: Stealing some cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3965;
Comments: Petitioning to be removed to Brunnswick St. hospital as he has become paralysed on one side and risks total paralysis.

Surname: HENNIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 113

Surname: HENNINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: HENNISSEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Sentence of Death recorded;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12;
Comments: Convict died in Female Gaol, 18/04/1877

Surname: HENNISSY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony muslim; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: HENNRIGHT; First name: JEREMIAH; Alias: Ryan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 9;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856
Surname: HENNY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: HENRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 77

Surname: HENRY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony small clothes, watch and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: HENRY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 248; 
Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: HENRY; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 21/02/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152; 
Comments: Convicts name struck through on Register

Surname: HENRY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: HENRY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Making base coin; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 277
Surname: HENRY; First name: JANE; Alias: Wilson;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMONG, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: HENRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from a church; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 144

Surname: HENRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11

Surname: HENRY; First name: MANUS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 187;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/12/1851

Surname: HENRY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 months);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 250;
Comments: Convict discharged on bail Convicts name struck through on Register

Surname: HENRY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/08/1845; Description of crime: Felony of a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: HENRY; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 24
Surname: HENRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Date of document: 05/1844; Description of crime: Street robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Edward and Mary Henry; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 H 16

Surname: HENRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 98

Surname: HENRY; First name: SUSAN; Alias: McCaffrey;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: HENRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transp.10 years, commuted to transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 49; Comments: Convict supports a wife and five children.

Surname: HENRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/08/1798; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Lord Blaney; Record reference code: PPC 80; Comments: Convict convicted of offering a bribe to save his brother-in-law from prosecution Baron of Monaghan vouching for convict whose father, Grimes Henry, is living in the neighbourhood.

Surname: HENRY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/08/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: HENRY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A List of convicts signed by Major Sirr

Surname: HENRY; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus; Place of imprisonment: The lively tender; Date of trial: 1797; Description of crime: Suspicion of treasonable practices; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 644

Surname: HENRY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Carrying ammunition to the Rebels;
Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: HENRY (FAY); First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: HENSELLEY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 75

Surname: HENSEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Attacking house and stealing arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 123

Surname: HEOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: HEOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Surname: HERAGHTY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: HERAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3896;
Comments: Letter, Joseph Glenny, Law Agent, requesting that he be permitted access to the convict (and three others) to prepare their defence. Convicts were removed from Newry Military gaol and discharged by the court of the Kings Bench but later re-arrested

Surname: HERBERT; First name: ELLEN (OR MARY);

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: HERBERT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

Surname: HERBERT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 103;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: HERBERT; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 151;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HERBERT; First name: MARY (OR ELLEN);
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: HERBERT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1844; Description of crime: Felony lace; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: HERBERT; First name: OLIVER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: HERBY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/01/1854

Surname: HERDMAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 11/10/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable Practices; Name of petitioner: General Johnson; Record reference code: SPP 312

Surname: HEREN; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: HERGATON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HERING; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Mooney Bridget;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: HERLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 31/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 31

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1856

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 222

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 27; Comments: Convict died, 02/12/1847 Convicts name struck through on Register

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 27

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 102;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/10/1849

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 40;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/01/1854

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/06/1836; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 46;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1842; Description of crime: Throwing vitriol; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: HERLIHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of document: 10/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 H 32;
Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Little Island, Co. Cork.
Surname: HERON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

Surname: HERR; First name: D;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HERRAGHTY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent to steal carcass; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 123

Surname: HERRICK; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/04/1843

Surname: HERRICK; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 256

Surname: HERRICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: HERRICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/08/1856

Surname: HERROW; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/05/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/06/1855

**Surname:** HERST; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

**Surname:** HERTNAN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1850; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 100; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

**Surname:** HERWOOD; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 77

**Surname:** HERWOOD; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of document: 19/06/1800; Description of crime: House breaking; Name of petitioner: Convict and 4 others; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 448; Comments: All five convicts convicted of the same offence. Prays permission to enlist in the 18 Light Dragoons. Has a wife and family, in Newtownards, Co. Down and is a yeoman in the Newtownards Infantry.

**Surname:** HERWOOD; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of document: 19/06/1800; Description of crime: House breaking; Name of petitioner: see comments; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 448; Comments: All five convicts, convict and William Glass, Henry Stewart and John Herwood, convicted of sames offence, pray remission to enlist in the 18th Light Dragoons. Has wife and family, resides at Newtownards Co. Down and is a Yeoman in Newtownards infantry.
Surname: HESKER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79; Comments: Convict entered from gaol return Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1855

Surname: HESKIN; First name: EDMUND;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/08/1862; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 166; Comments: Convict served in the 57th Regiment General Court Martial, Cork

Surname: HESSIAN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Hession;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 02/04/1844; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 H 12; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of administering an unlawful oath to Margaret Ryan for the purpose of inducing her to marry the prisoner's brother Denis Hessian.

Surname: HESSON; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: HESSON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 224; Comments: Convicts name struck through in Register

Surname: HESSON; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23; Comments: Depot 26/06/1844 Convicts name struck through on Register

Surname: HESSON; First name: DENIS; Alias: Hessiane;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 02/04/1844; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 H 12; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of administering an unlawful oath to Margaret Ryan, for the purpose of inducing her to marry him.

Surname: HESTIAN; First name: RICHARD; 

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: HESTIN; First name: PATRICK; 

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of document: 05/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1496; Comments: Convict has a widowded mother.

Surname: HESTIN; First name: PATRICK; 

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 12/04/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1494

Surname: HETHERINGTON; First name: MARY; 

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 299

Surname: HETHERINGTON; First name: JAMES; 

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: HETHERINGTON; First name: JAMES; 

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HETHERINGTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grangegorman; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: HEUSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Mullingar; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: CRF1839 Misc23 Calender of convicts confined in Mullingar gaol, Co. Westmeath

Surname: HEVERAN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/1822; Date of document: 24/12/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2630; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home after sunset. States he has a wife and six children.

Surname: HEVISTON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 111; Comments: Convicted with G Murphy and others.

Surname: HEVRATING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: HEWIT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3197; Comments: Convict has a wife (pregnant) and five children; mother living. Burglary and robbery took place in a house in Moneguill, Co Tipperay. Petition received 20 April 1827.

Surname: HEWITT; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 04/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136

Surname: HEWITT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 04/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 50; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 15; Comments: Convict has been at sea since he was 15.

Surname: HEWITT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: LARCENY; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Comments: See O'Neill, John and Large, James

Surname: HEWSAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HEWSON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HEWSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145

Surname: HEYBURN; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: HEYBURN; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony gown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 207

Surname: HEYDEN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 04/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

Surname: HEYDEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Navy Hospital; Date of document: 20/11/1798; Description of crime: Detained without charge; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 167

Surname: HEYDEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 49

Surname: HEYLAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 111; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, Michael, for the same offence. But convicts are orphans and reside in Shandon, Cork City.

Surname: HEYLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 111; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Edmond, for the same offence. Both convicts are orphans and reside in Shandon, Cork City.

Surname: HEYLAND; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: HEYLAND; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: HEYLAND; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1848; Date of document: 19/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc2

Surname: HEYLAND; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1848; Date of document: 19/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: HEYLAND; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: HEYLAND; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: HEYWOOD; First name: JOHN; Alias: Millington (M);

Sex: M; Date of trial: 19/07/1859; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 161;
Comments: Convict served in the 13th Lt. Dragoons General Court Martial, Dublin Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/08/1859 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/05/186

Surname: HICKEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163;
Comments: Convict was detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (13/10/1836)
Surname: HICKEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59; Comments: Convicts name struck through

Surname: HICKEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: HICKEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 252

Surname: HICKEY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/05/1836; Description of crime: Felony of a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: HICKEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/01/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 06/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 163; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HICKEY; First name: DAVID (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26

Surname: HICKEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104
Surname: HICKEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after a former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1855

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 31/03/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143; Comments: See also Stephen Hickey

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 36; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/12/1836

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 121; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin
Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/03/1844; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death (18/05/1844); Record reference code: TR 5, p 162; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1844; Description of crime: Felony of carpet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Stickey;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Felony of money from person of prosecutor; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 137; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (16/02/1836)

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Date of document: 29/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 45
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Surname: HICKEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 54, p 150;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 28/01/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 23

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 27;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Stickey, M;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 117;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1858

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 201;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, (18/05/1836) See also Daniel, Patrick Hickey, Thady

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 04/02/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 136

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/11/1853

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 159;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Assault and administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death com. Transportation life com. 1 yr impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 7; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register Convict Ref. File: H 9, 1836

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: HICKEY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 31/03/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143

Surname: HICKEY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 201; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (18/05/1836)

Surname: HICKEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

Surnaem: HICKEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/10/1847; Description of crime: Aggravated assault and appearing in arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 92; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surnaem: HICKEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Date of document: 03/05/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 H 17; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surnaem: HICKEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

Surnaem: HICKEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 9; Comments: Convict has seven children, eldest aged 10 years.

Surnaem: HICKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony sponges; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surnaem: HICKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 79; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register
Surname: HICKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Description of crime: Breaking into a counting house and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 30;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HICKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 99;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: HICKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 154;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: HICKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 154;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See Comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MOGUE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 15/08/1799; Description of crime: ROBBERY OF 18 QUINEAS; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 161;
Comments: Hickey has wife, 2 children and father living and is a farmer by trade, resides at Moneytucker, Wexford. Father living. Several character references all of Enniscorthy, Co Wexford.
Surname: HICKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Six mile bridge, Clare; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 18/01/1825; Description of crime: Possessing a pistol; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2631; Comments: Convict has a wife and family, no details given and resides at Bridge Town, Co Clare. A farmer by trade.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: ANDREW (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of document: 09/05/1832; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Andrew Hickey; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3671; Comments: Petitioner states the convict is the only support of his parents and family. Character references from the inhabitants of the Parish of Mulick, Co Clare where the convict and his family reside.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of trial: 1825; Date of document: 08/05/1835; Description of crime: Burglary; Record reference code: PPC 3718; Comments: File contains the Brief on evidence for the Crown. Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/11/1808; Description of crime: Stealing a large quantity of muslin and calico; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3976; Comments: Other defendants: John Coffey and John Penroy.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp.for life, commuted to 3 months imprisonment;
Surname: HICKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Gang to fingall to commit murderers;
Record reference code: SPP 411

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 412 A list of convicts signed By Major Sirr

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Alexander; Date of document: 10/01/1799;
Description of crime: Suspicion of Being with the rebels; Name of petitioner: H Brownrigg and ors;
Record reference code: SPP 645;
Comments: a native of Knockbog in the parish of Ardamine, Co. Wexford, certificate of character signed by several Gentlemen and yeoman of the vicinity of Gorey

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/1839;
Record reference code: FS 1839 120;
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Broughton of Glanbreeda, Co. Tipperary, grante a free pass-age to New South Wales

Surname: HICKEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Sentence: Commuted;
Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 03/1822; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes;
Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitions with seven others to be discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824, 3rd dated 1824

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison, Dublin; Date of document: 30/04/1804; Description of crime: Possessing a sword; Record reference code: PPC 1001; Comments: Report on the convict's arrest. Other defendant: Mathew Loughlin.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/07/1823; Date of document: 04/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Thomas Hickey; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2327; Comments: Convict and his brother Thomas were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their home after sunset. Convicts were born in the Townland of Dunmurry, Co. Kildare. Character references (Part of the text is missing).

Surname: HICKEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/07/1823; Date of document: 04/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and John Hickey; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2327; Comments: Convict and his brother Thomas were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their home after sunset. Convicts were born in the Townland of Dunmurry, Co. Kildare. Character reference. (Part of the text is missing).

Surname: HICKEY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwax process; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 2912; Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petition to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H23; Comments: Convict resides in Upper William Street, Limerick City, with his wife Catherine and children.
Surname: HICKEY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Co. Cork; Date of document: 20/05/1832; Name of petitioner: Andrew Hickey (Senior); Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3778; Comments: Address for reply to petition given care of George Morgan, Shannon View, Limerick

Surname: HICKEY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3779; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. Convict's father is a mechanic by trade. Crime was committed in Harold's Cross, Co. Dublin. Petition not dated, circa 1807-13.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: MONGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: HICKEY; First name: COAKLEY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H 17

Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Passing a stolen note; Record reference code: CRF 1838 H 76; Comments: Bail

Surname: HICKEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1844;
Surname: HICKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Date of document: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Catherine Hickey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1851 H 53

Surname: HICKIE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: HICKIE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co.Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co.Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 28 Jan 1834

Surname: HICKIE; First name: TOBIAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultuously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 May 1834.

Surname: HICKLEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 157

Surname: HICKMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast; Date of trial: 03/03/1847; Date of document: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Striking a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 9; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 38th Foot Regiment.

Surname: HICKS; First name: CELIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

Surname: HICKS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 18

Surname: HICKSON; First name: MARY; Alias: Supple, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46

Surname: HICKSON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: HICKSON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hickey, John;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 121; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HICKSON; First name: JOHN C.;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 30/12/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 978

Surname: HICKY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: HIFFERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 26/08/1814; Description of crime: Stabbing and killing cows; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 4067;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict and John Hiffernan (brother) were tried, recommending that they both are pardoned on condition of transportation for life.

Surname: HIFFERNAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 26/08/1814; Description of crime: Stabbing and killing cows; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 4067;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict and Patrick Hiffernan (brother) were tried, recommending that they both are pardoned on condition of transportation for life.

Surname: HIGGANS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Omagh Tyrone;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 15/09/1792; Description of crime: Burglary of house; Sentence: Death commuted to transporation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 43;
Comments: Document is a certificate of conviction

Surname: HIGGENS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HIGGENS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 93

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of 1 pair of sheets (value 5 shillings); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63;
Comments: Convicted with Catherine Campbell
Surname: HIGGINS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 272

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Date of document: 25/09/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852(3); Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H46

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 220

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1836; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: CECILIA;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 322; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 63; Comments: G.G. 17/11/1843. Convicts husband John, is a finisher of the law.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a gold and a silver watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120;
Comments: See Denis Griffity and James Hagan

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 215

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: FARDY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Pocket Picking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 24/08/1853
Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 249

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 09/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 99

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Stabbing police constable; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 20

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 88;
Comments: Convicts parents are dependant on his support.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 77;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 155

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing turf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/06/1857

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 15/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny being previously; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 386

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/10/1858

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11
Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77;
Comments: Convict died of suffocation Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 28

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 114; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 H 63;
Comments: Convicts parents and nine children reside at Shannon View, in the Liberties of the City of Limerick and are dependant on the convicts support.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 282;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 91; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 h7

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 192; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 1;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836 Transportation life commuted to 2 yrs impt Convict ordered back 04/08/1836

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/12/1858

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 93

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/04/1855

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 131; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 75

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/08/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Bestiality; Sentence: Judgement of death recorded; Record reference code: TR 9, p 184; Comments: Judgement of death commuted to transportation life

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31; Comments: Convict on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/08/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1846; Date of document: 31/03/1847; Description of crime: Demanding Fire Arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 H 5; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Tomgraney, Co. Clare; Date of document: 01/05/1816; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Record reference code: PPC 1317; Comments: Letter from Michael Callaghan, Tulla, Co. Clare, reporting the behaviour of the magistrate for Co. Clare, stating that he had the convict and other notorious criminals released from the county gaol.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 14/05/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.committed 2 yrs. confinement; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3675

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 H 48;
Comments: Convict resides in Limerick City and is the principle support of his parents and seven brothers and sisters, of whom he is the eldest.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim; Place of imprisonment: Trim; Date of document: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Higgins; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 H 6

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: W;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 01/02/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5;
Comments: list of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, wife's name, Ellen Connolly

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Ellen Connolly

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/07/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 11;
Comments: Convicts wife, Ellen Connolly, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in the Parish of Carrigtohill.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Ellen Connolly

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 4;
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the Penitentiary house at Cork, and waiting a passage to New South Wales, convicts sons, Jeremiah, John, Patrick, and David

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Name of ship: FORTH 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Ellen Connolly, residing at Carricktoohill.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Date of trial: 23/06/1824; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Higgins; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2328;
Comments: Petitioner has been a widow eight years and has three children. A fruit seller by trade. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: CEBIA (SIBBY);

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Theft of 3 yards of Calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3408;
Comments: Convict is a maid by trade and resides with her two sister at Knappagh, Managh, Co. Mayo; parents deceased. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: JOHN; Alias: John Hagan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of trial: 06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 5;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Ellen Connolly.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Comment: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, Jeremiah John, Patrick and David.

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HIGGINS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 10/10/1853;
Comment: Four years P.S.

Surname: HIGGS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 151

Surname: HIGGS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 31/12/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: HIGGS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: HIGGS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: HIGHLANDS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: HIGINS; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Felony of boot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: HIHIR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 10/04/1850

Surname: HILAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: HILBURN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: HILBURN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/06/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 192

Surname: HILE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co. Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of his brother brother James Hile; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 19 July 1835

Surname: HILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 50; Comments: Convict died in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843. Convict has a wife, Elizabeth, and six children to support.

Surname: HILL; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony bed-clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

Surname: HILL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: HILL; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 46

Surname: HILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: HILL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1

Surname: HILL; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bailed within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 9, p 63; Comments: Convict discharged having forwarded security required, 00/04/1849

Surname: HILL; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Watson, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 6, p 233

Surname: HILL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 29/03/1847; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: HILL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 03/07/1855

Surname: HILL; First name: JACOB;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49

Surname: HILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1837; Description of crime: Conspiracy to rob and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 166; Comments: Convict reference file contains a petition from the convicts wife, Mary Anne, residing in Meath Street, Dublin, and also the couples marriage certificate.

Surname: HILL; First name: JAMES; Alias: Breheny, James;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: HILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 15/03/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 unless bailed in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged.

Surname: HILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

Surname: HILL; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Chalks, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/08/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40

Surname: HILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120

Surname: HILL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

Surname: HILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: HILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony coat and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63; Comments: See Mathew Caffrey

Surname: HILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 124; Comments: Other defendant: Daniel Mulholland.

Surname: HILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Date of document: 20/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self and Mary Hill; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 4; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 36 Winetavern St., Belfast.

Surname: HILL; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Robert Hill; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 36; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Clarkhill, Parish of Killmagan, Co. Down.

Surname: HILL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New prison; Date of document: 20/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 646; Comments: Had a printing business in Dublin for the past 20 years

Surname: HILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: HILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond depot; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Smithfield prison.

Surname: HILLBURN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp. 10 years, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2 P 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 79

Surname: HILLOCK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 198

Surname: HILLOCK; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 11; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: HILLOOLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 298

Surname: HILLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 32

Surname: HILLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: McCrony;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 23; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838. Convict has a wife and two children. Includes character reference from the Parish priest of Termonamongan, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: HIMLER; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Hunter, William;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HINCHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: HINCEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing a ewe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: HINCEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: HINCEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: PHOENIX 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Esther Murphy, residing at Brabason Row, St Lukes.

Surname: HINCHIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/09/1847; Date of document: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 19

Surname: HINCHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 17/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 262

Surname: HINCHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1845; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 27

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: HINCHY; First name: PATRICK (OR THOMAS);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 83;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: HINCHY; First name: THOMAS (OR PATRICK);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 83;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: HINCHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: HINCHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: HINCHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the gaols in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: HINCHY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Esther Hinchy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3006;
Comments: Petition received 3 August 1826.

Surname: HINCHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 28
Surname: HINCKLER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, Co.Antrim/Down; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 84

Surname: HIND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: HINDS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 41; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: HINDS; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Hines;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/01/1841; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156; Comments: (Convict was granted a free pardon) Convict Ref. File 1841 H 10 cf Cullagh Thomas Convicts name struck through from Registe

Surname: HINDS; First name: RICHARDS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 18/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Power amd others; Record reference code: SPP 363; Comments: A Native of Thomas town, Co. Kilkenny.

Surname: HINEHAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: HINES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, pardoned;
Surname: HINES; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Derry county gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;  
Record reference code: PPC 1174;  
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: HINKS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro, Queen's Co.; Date of document: 01/04/1824;  
Description of crime: Accomplice to murder; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: John Hinks; Relationship of petitioner: Father;  
Record reference code: PPC 2329;  
Comments: Petitioner is a native of Worcester, England and is a tailor by trade. Convict and family reside in Templemore, Co. Tipperary. Several character references including the High Sheriff and Parish Priest of Templemore.

Surname: HINLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: HINLEY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Haly, William;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing freize; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: HINNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 214;  
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HINSHAW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 12
Surname: HIPPS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/02/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 12/05/1849 Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/06/1858

Surname: HIRES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: HISHEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: HISLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of document: 04/04/1828; Description of crime: House breaking and assault; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Sabina Hislan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3410; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides in Athlone, Co. Westmeath. (Document is torn and part of text is missing). See also PPC 3780

Surname: HISLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3780; Comments: Covering letter for a petition (not included in the file) from the convicts mother, recommending the convict as a deserving case. No date, circa 1828-33. See also PPC 3410

Surname: HISTON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 14 yrs, 12/09/1857; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: HISTON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 16/03/1826; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Record reference code: PPC 3033; Comments: Magistrates report of several convictions in Limerick. Convict was convicted for being a principal in an attack between two parties at Shanagolden in the Barony of Lower Connello in which two people were killed.

Surname: HITCHCOCK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, (00/09/1850); Record reference code: TR 6, p 37; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HOAR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 14/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 99

Surname: HOAR; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/1836; Date of document: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 76; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836. Convict is married with six children and resides with her husband, John, a Stone Mason, in Kilkenny City.

Surname: HOAR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: HOARE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/04/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 269; Comments: G.G.L. 21/04/1843

Surname: HOARE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 8/04/1856

Surname: HOARE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H40

Surname: HOARE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/08/1800; Date of document: 11/06/1817; Description of crime: Uttering a forged bank note; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Edy Lacy; Relationship of petitioner: Brother in law; Record reference code: PPC 1356; Comments: Convict is a native of Ballingarry, Co.Limerick. Includes an extract from a Parish register recording the convicts date of birth (22nd Jan. 1785) and Baptisimal (26th Jan. 1785).

Surname: HOARE; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 03/08/1800; Description of crime: Receiving forged bank notes; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & J Hoare; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 689; Comments: Convict has wife & children and resides at Ballingarry, Barony of UpperConnelloe several character references. Both convicts convicted of same offence.

Surname: HOARE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 03/08/1800; Description of crime: Receiving stolen bank notes; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & M Hoare; Record reference code: PPC 689; Comments: Convict has wife and 5 children and resides at Ballingarry Parish, Barony of Upper Connelloe, Co Limerick. Both convicted of same offence. Several character references.

Surname: HOARE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitenitary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Limerick City.

**Surname:** HOARE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** HOAUR; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** HOBAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/07/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (31/08/1845) com. life;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 90

**Surname:** HOBAN; **First name:** THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 120

**Surname:** HOBAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

**Surname:** HOBAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 112

**Surname:** HOBAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1839 H 57;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Anthony for the same offence. Convicts are the sole of their widowed mother.
Surname: HOBAN; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 H 57; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John for the same offence. Convicts are the sole support of their widow mother.

Surname: HOBAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 32

Surname: HOBBS; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Chester Castle, England; Date of document: 06/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3922; Comments: Convict was arrested in Bolton, Lancashire in England. States he had enlisted in the Dublin Militia with his son Robert, but was discharged on account of having scurvy in his legs.

Surname: HOBSON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44

Surname: HOCTOR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/07/1850; Description of crime: Felonious wounding; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: HOCTOR; First name: JAMES; Alias: Doctor, James;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 121

Surname: HOCTOR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95; Comments: Convict was transferred from the Havering to the Pestonjee Bomanjee transport vessel

Surname: HOCTOR; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Date of document: 14/03/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Hoctor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, p 164; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 H 5

Surname: HODDEN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 1; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 00/04/1843. Convict is a native of London and has a wife, Mary.

Surname: HODGENS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 14/07/1853; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: To be hanged, 08/08/1853; Record reference code: TR 13, p 105

Surname: HODGIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Having implements for coining in their possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8; Comments: See also Fulton, Johnston, TR 4, p 8

Surname: HODGINS; First name: JAMES (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: HODNETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1846; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Surname: HOEY; First name: BARTHOMOMEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/03/1850, name struck through from Register

Surname: HOEY; First name: LAWRENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Killing 2 ewes with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: HOEY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: HOEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 H 50

Surname: HOEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: HOEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HOEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 63
Surname: HOGAN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 52

Surname: HOGAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 222

Surname: HOGAN; First name: BRIDGET, ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony cake; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: HOGAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

Surname: HOGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: HOGAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 21; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HOGAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, p 205

Surname: HOGAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: HOGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 08/11/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: HOGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41

Surname: HOGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 32; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HOGAN; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: HOGAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Richmond prison; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Date of document: 04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 9, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H28

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing leather; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1845; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 20

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 201; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, (18/05/1836)

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: ]; Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault on Robert Hobbs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179;
Comments: [Convict resides in Ballinderry, Co. Tipperary]

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault on Lydia Elizabeth Hobbs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179;
Comments: [Convict resides at Ballinderry, Co. Tipperary]

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 79;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island, Co. Cork, 13/10/1850 - name struck through from Register

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 113;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling and stealing there from; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/02/1856

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: [Spragg];

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault on Robert Hobbs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 179

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing 2 gowns, property of Anne Flinn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 29; Comments: Convict Report No. H 29. Convict resides in Garryard, near Nenagh, Co.Tipperary, and is the sole support of three sisters.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing goats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault and shooting at; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 186

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 10/08/1866; Description of crime: Desertion and mutinous conduct [Fenianism]; Sentence: Penal Servitude life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 168;
Comments: Convict served and was sentenced by General Court Martial in Dublin; transferred from Mountjoy Gaol, Dublin and to Pentonville Gaol, London, 24/10/1866 and from hence to Western Australia, 00/10/1847. Other information re warrants etc given

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/10/1851. See Reg. 1168

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/07/1854; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life [com Penal Servitude 14yrs];
Record reference code: TR 13, p 131;
Comments: Convicts sentence was commuted to penal servitude 14 yrs by Royal Warrant
dated 07/10/1860 and reprieved by order of Lord Lieutenant and discharged, 02/09/1854
Commutation of sentence may apply to Thomas Power in same book, TR 1, p 131

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 29/12/1847;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208;
Comments: Entry in Register: all on Spike Island return

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime:
Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 100;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime:
Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime:
Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 178;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/01/1849

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MALACHI;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime:
Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 201;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (18/05/1836)

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/04/1858

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Higgins, Margaret;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 210

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 201; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (18/05/1836)

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 272

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 34
Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 157

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 163;
Comments: Convict ordered to depot, 13/08 Discharged by order of the Queens Bench Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a box; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1844; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 114

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1855; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 120; Comments: Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, 30/04/1855 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1856. Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/02/1871. Probably convicted with Timothy Regan/Ryan

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857. Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 17

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 19/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Hugan, Michael;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1844; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, 21/05/1852

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/12/1854

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 03/05/1852

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1857

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 02/07/1845; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 29/12/1853

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 104; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1855

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 133

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/01/1857; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 14; Comments: Entry struck through from Register see Penal Servitude Book for 1857

Surname: HOGAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1844; Description of crime: Riot appearing armed by night and admin. oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted discharge, 03/02/1845; Record reference code: TR 5, p 78; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register See Kerrigan, Austin, TR 5, p 78

Surname: HOGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 29

Surname: HOGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: HOGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

Surname: HOGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: HOGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize (03/07/1836)
Surname: HOGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 19/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855 See Hogan, M.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: HOGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/01/1848; Description of crime: House robbery with menace and threat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 04/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136; Comments: cf Coonan, Patrick, TR 7, p 136 Whelan, M., TR 7, p 136

Surname: HOGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be removed to Dundrum Lunatic Asylum, 10/05/1856. (Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856)

Surname: HOGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 201; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (18/05/1836)

Surname: HOGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: HOGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 130

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** WILLIAM; **Alias:** (or Brien);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 21

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex', Dublin; Date of trial: 10/1826; Date of document: 07/03/1827; Description of crime: Robbery of a watch; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC 3093;

Comments: Convict and his family, resided in the parish of gaoltown, Co. Kildare. Several char. ref. including Thomas P Thacken, inspector, states the convict was employed by the corporation as a labourer for two years until the time of his arrest.Convict has a widowed mother, two brothers and a sister.

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 26/04/1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;

Record reference code: PPC 3316;

Comments: Letter, Grunane, Co. Tipperary, on behalf of the convict, requesting a reply to a memorial which was submitted on the 16 April 1827.

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 16/04/1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter of Charles Mc Carthy; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: R Southcote Mansergh; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts Landlord;

Record reference code: PPC 3321;

Comments: Convict was convicted with three others members of his family for the same offense. Petitioner states that the convicts family have been tenants of the Manserghs on the Grunmane estate for over a century. Convict is the child support of his widowed mother aged 80 yrs

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of document: 27/05/1822; Description of crime: Assault and rioting;

Record reference code: PPC 1730;

Comments: Two letters, Abbeyleix, Queens Co. recommending that Hogan and two other convict changed with the same crime, be released on bail as they are required at home for the potatoe sowing season.
Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick city; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1989; Comments: Convict was convicted for being out of doors before daybreak. States he was on his way to Limerick city to get money for a coat from his stepfather. Convict is a smith by trade and a native of Adare, Co. Limerick. Petition received 20 June 1823. Several char. ref

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Transport vessel cork; Description of crime: SEE COMMENTS; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Hogan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1990; Comments: Convict has three children. Petition received 7 Aug 1823.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co.; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1991; Comments: Convict is a father of three, wife living. Petition received 4 May 1823. Several character references including parish priest.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 28/04/1823; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ellen horan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1995; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother William under the insurrection act for being out of doors before daybreak. Petitioner states her sons left early to travel far to dig potatoes. Father was murdered by the Nenagh yeomen. convict wife deceased has two children

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel. County Tipperary; Date of document: 16/04/1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter of Charles McCarthy; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: R. Southcote Mansergh; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts landlord; Record reference code: PPC 3321;
Comments: Convict was convicted with three other members of his family for the same offense. Petition states that the convicts family have been tenants of the Manserghs on the Grunancne estate for over a century, Convict has a wife and four children

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 16/04/1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter of Charles McCarthy; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: R Southcote Mansergh; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts landlord; Record reference code: PPC 3321;
Comments: Convict was convicted with three other members of his family for the same offense. Petition states that the convicts family have been tenants of the Manserghs on the Grunane Estate for over a century. Convict has a wife, five children, two brothers and three sisters dependant on his support

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 16/04/1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter of Charles Mc Carty; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: R Southcote Mansergh; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts landlord; Record reference code: PPC 3321;
Comments: Convict was convicted with three other members of his family for the same offense. Petitioner states that the convicts family have been tenants of the Manserghs on the Grunane Estate, for over a century. Convicts parents are living

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1837; Description of crime: Robbery of sacks; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 94;
Comments: Convict resides in Nenagh, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 45;
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Hogan, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Nenagh, Co Tipperary.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 22/10/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife's name Margaret Toohy

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Margaret Toohy

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Tooey, residing at Kilroan.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: As a vagrant;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 3 March 1834

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation;
Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2143;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Suprise' Cork; Date of trial: 28/04/1823; Date of document: 05/01/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPc 2332; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home after sunset. Petitions for mitigation of sentence to foreign military service.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Name of petitioner: Catherine Hogan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3781; Comments: Petitioner requests a reply to a former memorial submitted on the convicts behalf. Petitioner resides at No. 3, Temple Court, Dublin City. Not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H29

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Date of document: 19/08/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self and Jurors; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 28; Comments: Prisoner was a native of Shragh.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Date of document: 19/08/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 28; Comments: Prisoner was a native of Ballinderry.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 21/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude for life; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 5th Dragoon Guards.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 H 26; Comments: Also CRF 1848 H 23

Surname: HOGAN; First name: P;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of document: 20/08/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 29

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/01/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Mc Beath, residing at Greeanana, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Manners, residing at Ballycahane.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Hogan, residing in the parish of Kilbeggan, Co Westmeath.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Catherine Hogan, residing in Kilmacadavane, Co. Clare.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 22/11/1844; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence and Felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 23;
Comments: Convicted with Patrick Kerrigan.

Surname: HOGAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Gort; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 22/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** HOGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** HOGARTY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs and 1 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143; Comments: Convict was sentenced to 1 yr imprisonment after expiration of initial sentence for rioting at Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co. Sentence 1 yrs imprisonment was remitted on 31/01/1859.

**Surname:** HOGEKINS; **First name:** ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/12/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 134

**Surname:** HOGG; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

**Surname:** HOGG; **First name:** PHILIP; Alias: Mackean;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 93; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1854

Surname: HOGG; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wickloe gaol; Date of document: 21/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Mr Cupples; Record reference code: SPP 647; Comments: A native of Lisburn, joined the Antrim Regiment of Militia where he became an officer. Certified by the inhabitants of Lisburn

Surname: HOLAHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 250

Surname: HOLAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Record reference code: FS 1840 20; Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Holahan, residing in Kanturk, Co Cork, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: HOLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131; Comments: See Arthur Helen and Thomas Mulloney

Surname: HOLAND; First name: JOHN; Alias: Boland, John;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 121

Surname: HOLDEN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855
Surname: HOLDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 90; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 25;
Comments: Convicts parents reside at No. 5, Boot Lane, Dublin City. States they have seven children, four of whom are boys.

Surname: HOLDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 23;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HOLDEN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Watson, Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 294

Surname: HOLDEN; First name: SARAH, JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: HOLDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 H 27;
Comments: Convict resides in Coolaleen, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: HOLEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 127;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857

Surname: HOLEN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny wool; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: HOLIMAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 384

Surname: HOLINAN; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Pickles, James;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/05/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM (JULY 1851);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 34;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/04/1844; Description of crime: Assault and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: HOLLAND; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/05/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1842; Description of crime: Felony of coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony of a quill; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/07/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 222; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1856

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co.Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107; Comments: Convict died on 31/03/1849

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 15/07/1799; Description of crime: ROBBERY OF 18 QUINEAS; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 162; Comments: Medical certificate, Thomas Take, Surgeon, 42 Bride St, Dublin who had treated the victim for his injury. Also a statement testifying that no prosecution had been intended (15 July 1799) signed by Edward Burnet.

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respite the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: HOLLAND; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 15/05/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 20

Surname: HOLLANT; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: HOLLERAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/06/1839; Description of crime: Stealing timber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

Surname: HOLLERAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855
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Surname: HOLLERAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 06/1839; Date of document: 1840; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: FS 1844 1;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Holleran, residing in Ballinrobe, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: HOLLIDAY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: CA 1842; Description of crime: Having stolen cowhide in possession; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 14;
Comments: The convict has a wife and four children, he is a Weaver by trade.

Surname: HOLLINGSWORTH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 45

Surname: HOLLIS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 17/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: HOLLOHAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 20/01/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 187

Surname: HOLLORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: HOLLYWOOD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 284; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 H 1;
Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Drumlease, Co. Leitrim.

Surname: HOLMES; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: HOLMES; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 163;
Comments: Convict was detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (13/10/1836)

Surname: HOLMES; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: HOLMES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

Surname: HOLMES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Stealing silver watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: HOLMES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 94

Surname: HOLMES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 37;
Comments: Convict ordered to Antrim Gaol, 04/11/1837
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Surname: HOLMES; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, 123

Surname: HOLMES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

Surname: HOLMES; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

Surname: HOLMES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: HOLMES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking etc; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 127;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 24/01/1853 [1855]

Surname: HOLMES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 18/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 164

Surname: HOLMES; First name: HESTER (ESTHER);

Sex: F; Date of document: 30/07/1825; Description of crime: Confiscation of 30s note; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Holmes; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2635;
Comments: Petitioner resides at No 42 Dolphins Barn, Dublin. States she had three sons but two died. Second eldest son John living in Corfu. Eldest daughter died in child birth.
Surname: HOLMES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2 P 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 134;
Comments: Convict resides with his wife, Hannah and children in Clongown, Kings Co.

Surname: HOLMES; First name: ESTHER; Alias: Etty;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 16/12/1825; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, Catherine Mead; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4236;
Comments: Convict's mother states two of her sons (Daniel and Phelim) died in military service and a third John Meade is serving in the 28th Regiment of Foot. Convict is a Dressmaker by trade.

Surname: HOLMES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newtownards, County Down; Date of trial: 12/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 H 30;
Comments: Convicts wife is expecting their sixth child. States that his parents and own family are also dependent on his support.

Surname: HOLMES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 10/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: HOLNAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: HOLOHAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 133;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/07/1857

Surname: HOLTON; First name: ROBERT HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 31; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: HOLY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of sheets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: HOLY; First name: MARY; Alias: Daly, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

Surname: HOLYWOOD; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Longford Town; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: HONAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (03/07/1836)

Surname: HONAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: HONAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: HONAN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: HONEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

Surname: HONISH; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Delany, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1841;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 60;
Comments: See under John Delany.

Surname: HONOHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 30;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: HONORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 23/07/1827; Date of document: 30/07/1827; Description of crime: Stealing a tub valued cost 1 shillings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3142;
Comments: Convict is an only son; Father is deceased. States he is a labourer by trade. Several character reference including an inhabitant of Newtown, Co. Carlow, who states he has known the convict since his childhood. 2nd petition dated received: 23 August 1827

Surname: HONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 26/10/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 650;
Comments: A native of Derrynamuck in the parish of Donaghmore, Co.wicklow, consists of bail bond and certificate of character signed by several inhabitants of the vicinity of the Glen of Imale.

Surname: HOOBAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 07/1845; Date of document: 09/08/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death,
commuted transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self and Mary Hooban; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 29;
Comments: Prisoner was a native of Connemara.

Surname: HOOLAHAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 120

Surname: HOOLAHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1;
Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: HOOLEHAN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 28;

Surname: HOOLEHAN; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 187

Surname: HOOLEY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: HOONAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Robbery of arms and assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 28 Nov 1833
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**Surname:** HOONAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Robbery of arms and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 28 Nov 1833

**Surname:** HOORIGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

**Surname:** HOPE; **First name:** GERALD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 25/04/1816; Description of crime: Possessing forged stamps; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Catherine Hope; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1351; Comments: Convict is a proprietor of a coffee house in Sackville St., Dublin. States his wife is pregnant with her first child.

**Surname:** HOPE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict & Bernard Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3872; Comments: Convict was apprehended with Bernard Byrne, his partner in a Timber Trade business in John Street, Dublin, where they reside. Petition to be brought to trial or discharged. Petition not dated, circa 1802-04.

**Surname:** HOPKINS; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/08/1843; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

**Surname:** HOPKINS; **First name:** BARTLY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield gaol; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Date of document: 24/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H26

**Surname:** HOPKINS; **First name:** CATHERINE; Alias: Hawkins;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 186;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 131;
Comments: Convict died in Trim gaol on 10/01/1851

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 136;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 66

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballina, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 03/1811; Date of document: 12/03/1812; Description of crime: Implicated in the shooting of Mary Canna; Name of petitioner: Stephen/Sally Hopkins; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 1224; Comments: Convict is an only child.

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 1832; Description of crime: Stealing 7 hanks of yarn; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3672; Comments: Petition not dated, possibly 1832.

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 01/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, Wife's name Eliza Williamson

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B1; Comments: Convicts wife Eliza Wiilaimson granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resides at Carrickfergus.

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2; Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Eliza Wiilaimson, residing at Bellineary

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 25/03/1828; Description of crime: Possessing base coins and forged notes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3411; Comments: Petitions to be released on bail. Convict resides in Athlone, Co. Roscommon. States her father Richard Hopkins, who was a farmer from Loughrea, Co. Galway, left her
£200 when he died. The money was left in the custody of Francis Lynch, Lanberry, Co. Roscommon

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: U;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Longford; Date of document: 1824; Name of petitioner: Bryan Hopkins; Relationship of petitioner: Grandfather;
Record reference code: PPC 3782;
Comments: Petitioner requests a reply to a former memorial submitted on the convict's behalf. Petition not dated, circa 1824.

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Castlebar; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 1830; Description of crime: Possessing 7 hanks of yarn valued cost 2/6d;
Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3783;
Comments: Convict is a widow. States she is the sole support of her mother and three sisters. Several character references. Petition not dated, circa 1830.

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/04/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 12

Surname: HOPKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Eliza Williamson.

Surname: HOPPS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 120

Surname: HOPTON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hore, John;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 198

Surname: HORA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs imprt with hard lab.; Record reference code: TR 5, p 137; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs 1 mth imprt first exported; Record reference code: TR 1, p 186; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: HORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: HORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132

Surname: HORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: HORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Date of document: 1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life com 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 H 25; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register Prisoner was from Parsonstown, Kings County.

Surname: HORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: HORAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

Surname: HORAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 174

Surname: HORAN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 8, p 100

Surname: HORAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/12/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 57

Surname: HORAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: HORAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 306

Surname: HORAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 1
**Surname:** HORAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94

**Surname:** HORAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

**Surname:** HORAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 105

**Surname:** HORAN; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Doran, John;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 66

**Surname:** HORAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

**Surname:** HORAN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 189

**Surname:** HORAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 186; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

**Surname:** HORAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilmainham, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/02/1806; Date of document: 26/07/1809; Description of crime: STEALING
A COAT VALUED AT TEN SHILLINGS; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1244;
Comments: Convict has a family no details given.

Surname: HORAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See Comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: HORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 28/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ellen Horan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 1995;
Comments: Convict was convicted, with his brother Denis under the insurrection act for being out of doors before day break. Petition states her sons left early having far to travel to dig potatoes. Father was murdered by the Nenagh yeoman.

Surname: HORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co.; Date of document: 05/05/1812; Description of crime: Escaping from Birr Gaol, Co. Offaly; Sentence: Death, commuted to Military Service; Name of petitioner: Convict & Patrick Scally; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 4043;
Comments: Convict was convicted with P.Scally for escaping from Birr Gaol where they had been confined for a 'misdemeanor'.Both convicts were granted pardon on condition of enlisting in Military Service,but reported unfit. Document in file endorsed: To be liberated on giving security for their good behaviour

Surname: HORAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 157;
Comments: Convict reference file contains a memorial from the convicts brother. Patrick (a Farmer), residing in Demone, near Cashel, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: HORAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: COW STEALING; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc32; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: HORAN; First name: MATHIAS;


Surname: HORAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others; Record reference code: PPC 2143; Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: HORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others; Record reference code: PPC 2143; Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: HORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Magner Horan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3862; Comments: Petitions for mitigation of sentence to military service. States his two brothers and two cousins are prepared to join with him. Convict is a native of Tipperary. Petition not dated, circa 1806-07.

Surname: HORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter;
Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Conway; Relationship of petitioner: Local Curate; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: HORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 30/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc111; Comments: Convict was received on board the hulk from Queens County gaol but was considered unfit for embarkation on account of having a bad itch See also CRF 1836 Misc 116.

Surname: HORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Date of document: 10/05/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 26; Comments: Convicted with Daniel Conway, Michael Connors, John Mc Grath.

Surname: HORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: HORAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: HORAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: HORE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 173; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HORE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hopton, John;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198

Surname: HOREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180

Surname: HOREY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180

Surname: HORGAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

Surname: HORGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/07/1856; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 20; Comments: Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 16/09/1856, Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 26/06/1857, Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/10/1858 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/08/1859.

Surname: HORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 27

Surname: HORGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31

Surname: HORGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/11/1853

Surname: HORGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/09/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 13/04/1852

Surname: HORGAN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74

Surname: HORGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: HORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 27/05/1844; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 H 21; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of the murder of John Whelton.

Surname: HORGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 40

Surname: HORGAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 40

Surname: HORIGAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/05/1824; Description of crime: Stealing runnetts; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Dennis Horigan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2335; Comments: Convict and family reside in the Parish of St. Finn, Co. Cork. Petitioner is a blacksmith by trade. Several character references from the residents of Cork City.

Surname: HORISH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: HORISH; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Delany John;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: HOROGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/04/1824; Description of crime: Stealing runnets; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Denis Horogan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2431; Comments: Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: HORRIGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Accessory after the fact to dwelling house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21

Surname: HORRIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856
Surname: HORRIGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: HORRIGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: HORRIGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Brass plate stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: HORT; First name: JAMES; Alias: Hart, or Brien;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 11/06/1852

Surname: HORTON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: HORTON; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Hocton, William;
Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 138  

Surname: HORY; First name: JOHN; Alias: McAuliffe, John;

Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 34  

Surname: HOUGH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 6 mths impt;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 119;  
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register. N.S.T.

Surname: HOUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: HOUGH; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life com to 18 mths impt;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 17;  
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837 Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HOUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: HOUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing etc; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: HOUHGEGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

**Surname**: HOUGHEY; **First name**: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 9

**Surname**: HOUGHTON; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

**Surname**: HOUGHTON; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast; Date of trial: 14/05/1847; Date of document: 09/08/1847; Description of crime: Striking a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation 14;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 18;
Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 48th Foot Regiment.

**Surname**: HOUIGAN; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 19/01/1831; Description of crime: Robbery of garden; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3615;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Rody, for the same offence. Petitioner petitioning on his own behalf.

**Surname**: HOULAHAN; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in a building; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 80;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/10/1856

**Surname**: HOULAHAN; **First name**: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 H 63;
Comments: Convicts family reside in Limerick City.

**Surname**: HOULAHAN; **First name**: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/07/1819; Date of document: 10/04/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a sheet to pawn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1492; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: HOULAHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 20/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3674; Comments: Letter, keeper of Limerick Gaol, acknowledging receipt of warrants respiting convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: HOULEHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

Surname: HOULIHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 188

Surname: HOULIHAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Vaughan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29

Surname: HOULIHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing brass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: HOULIHAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Ryan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 259
Surname: HOULIHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/06/1854

Surname: HOULIHAN; First name: ROBERT; Alias: Noonan Patrick;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death com transportation life (09/03/1844); Record reference code: TR 5, p 114

Surname: HOULIHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: HOULOHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath & assaulting a master; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 13

Surname: HOUMEEN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Passing forged bill; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 25; Comments: The convict is 4 years married and has 2 children, he supports the family plus his feeble mother in law.

Surname: HOUNAGH; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 109

Surname: HOURAGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855
Surname: HOURAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: HOURAHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Petty Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 H 45

Surname: HOURAHANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: HOURAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: HOUREGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: HOUREHANE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing pork and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: HOURICAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

Surname: HOURICAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mulligan; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: TR 6, P 146; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 H 12

Surname: HOURICAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 38

Surname: HOURICANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 146; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/12/1847

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 221

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life com 9 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H25

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 10

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow and heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 15/02/1853

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Being accessory after the fact to a house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 168

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: MATHEW; Alias: Kelly, James;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/01/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on 08/02/1839; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 15/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death com Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 21/02/1848; Name of petitioner: P. Quaid, W. Welsh & other; Relationship of petitioner: Clergy and magistrates; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 7; Comments: Petitioners resided in Broadford and its vicinity.

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22; Comments: Everything struck through from Register - convict died, 13/02/1848

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 92;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72;
Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72;
Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: RODY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 19/01/1831; Description of crime: Robbery of a garden; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3615;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Michael, for the same offence. Petitioner petitioning on his own behalf. Convict was employed by the agent for the canal company in Limerick city.

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626;
Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respiting the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: HOURIGAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of document: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 20

**Surname:** HOURIGAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of document: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 20

**Surname:** HOURIGAN; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 12;
Comments: Convict was convicted with James Kelly for the same offence.

**Surname:** HOURIHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/01/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 18;
Comments: Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/02/1857 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/11/1857

**Surname:** HOUSMAN; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Byrne, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71;
Comments: Convict was transferred to Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** HOUSTON; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

**Surname:** HOUSTON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 24/09/1798; Description of crime: Charged with being a United Irishman; Sentence: o; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 168 Petitioner occupied the office of Steward of Mercers Hospital

**Surname:** HOWARD; **First name:** BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p 9

Surname: HOWARD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 299

Surname: HOWARD; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Stewart, Marie;

Sex: F; Date of trial: //; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: HOWARD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1845; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life com 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 D 26; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of the manslaughter of Patrick Grady, at Ballyblake, Co. Limerick.

Surname: HOWARD; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony piece of cheque; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: HOWARD; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 10, p 343; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 H 3; Comments: Convicted with memorialist for same offence. David Burns, Patrick Foley, Patrick Dooley, Patrick Shea. All imprisoned.

Surname: HOWARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182
Surname: HOWARD; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: HOWARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony cow; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: HOWARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

Surname: HOWARD; First name: JOHN; Alias: McGraue, John;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 157; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HOWARD; First name: JOHN; Alias: Cure, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

Surname: HOWARD; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26

Surname: HOWARD; First name: MARIA; Alias: Stewart, Maria;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208; Comments: Convict known by three other names given at above reference

Surname: HOWARD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 7, p 99

**Surname:** HOWARD; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 21/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death respited, com transportation life to America; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 8

**Surname:** HOWARD; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1856

**Surname:** HOWARD; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

**Surname:** HOWARD; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

**Surname:** HOWARD; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1850; Description of crime: Unlawfully assembling and injuring property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126

**Surname:** HOWARD; **First name:** STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 H 22; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843. Convicts who lives at Granagh, Co. Limerick is the only support for a father and three nieces

**Surname:** HOWARD; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

Surname: HOWARD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32

Surname: HOWARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Mullingar; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Trans 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1839 Misc 27; Comments: Calender of Convicts confined in Mullingar gaol, Co. Westmeath

Surname: HOWARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Trans 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W28; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol held back from trans due to ill health.

Surname: HOWARD; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Unlawful assembley; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 4; Comments: Convicted with Richard Shirley.

Surname: HOWARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: HOWARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1
Surname: HOWE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: HOWE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 33

Surname: HOWELL; First name: ADAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: HOWELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: HOWELL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Duncannon Port, Ship; Date of document: 05/03/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Catherine Howell; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: SPP 649;
Comments: A native of Dunkit, Co. Kilkenny

Surname: HOWICK; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 203

Surname: HOWLEY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in three months;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: HOWLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/10/1855

Surname: HOWLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 21

Surname: HOWLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 21; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/03/1854

Surname: HOWLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 10; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HOWLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1800; Date of document: 25/03/1800; Description of crime: HIGH TREASON; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & Anne Howley; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 443; Comments: Petition from mother states that he is to be sent to New Geneva, Waterford to await transportation. Father deceased, three other children in the family.

Surname: HOWLIN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Being involved in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: HOY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 131

Surname: HOYE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: HOYE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Alexander ship; Date of document: 24/06/1799; Description of crime: Using seditious language/drinking disloyal toasts; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 651;
Comments: A taylor from the city of Dublin, arrested in a public house in Aungier St., certified by several master taylors of the city if Dublin

Surname: HOZZ; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: HUDSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: HUDSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to kill; Sentence: Death to be executed 26/11/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 37;
Comments: Convict has a wife Bridget, and three children and a mother and two sisters dependant on his support. States he is a sawyer by trade and resides in Dublin City.

Surname: HUDSON; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Benn, Cornelius;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 203

Surname: HUDSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1842; Description of crime: Non registered arms; Sentence: Fine £10 reduced to £3; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 39

Surname: HUDSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 17/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 170; Comments: Petitioner seeks to be allowed to go to America and expresses his inability to procure security against his return

Surname: HUDSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 04/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 652; Comments: Has been instructed to prepare to sail to Hamborough, wishes to decline the offer as he would prefer to accompany Mr Evans abroad. Seeks time to settle his affairs

Surname: HUDSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/05/1799; Description of crime: Carrying stolen tea; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3903; Comments: Convict was convicted for carrying stolen tea for Darcy and Byrne now in New Geneva, Waterford & for stealing said tea. Convict states he was removed from New Prison, Dublin to New Geneva before his trial and was sent on Board the convict ship Friendship in the Cove of Cork. States he is car man

Surname: HUESTON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 201

Surname: HUGAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Hogan, Michael;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144

Surname: HUGAN; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 75

**Surname:** HUGGINS; **First name:** MARGARET; **Alias:** or Hogan;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 210; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 1;
Comments: The convict has a widowed mother, and there are two other children in the family. She also has three cousins in Wales.

**Surname:** HUGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 07/1830; Date of document: 03/02/1831; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Henry Hughes; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 2573;
Comments: Petitioner refers to a former memorial which he had submitted on his brothers behalf dated, 22 Dec 1830. Convict's mother is living.

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death com transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 218

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 195

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 112

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1844; Date of document: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, com.to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Margaret Hughes; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 4; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 H 17;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Bohatten, Co. Fermanagh.
Surname: HUGHES; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 87

Surname: HUGHES; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: HUGHES; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Felony of shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: HUGHES; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 207

Surname: HUGHES; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Birr, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 05/11/1844; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 269; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 H 34; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Aughrim, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: HUGHES; First name: CORMAC;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114
Surname: HUGHES; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Compelling workmen to leave their employment; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 120; Comments: Convict was committed with James Browne. Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HUGHES; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 51; Comments: The convict supports a wife and two children.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248

Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

Surname: HUGHES; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 11/03/1842; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be executed, 20/04/1842; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HUGHES; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs com transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 10; 
Comments: The convict has a wife and five small children to support.

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** HONOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, (00/04/1852);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 54

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh Gaol; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Date of document: 02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: John Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 H 3

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 120

**Surname:** HUGHES; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 5;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/05/1857
Surname: HUGHES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 22/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 2;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1843

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 H 11

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 03/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 9

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 183;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (10/08/1836)

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 51
Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Felony of bullocks; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Forgery on bank of Ireland; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 152

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN; Alias: Smith, John;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Date of document: 26/07/1844; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Catherine Hughes and self; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 5, p 7; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 H 27; Comments: The prisoner was convicted of stealing two shillings from the pocket of William Hunter. His occupation is given as 'collecting old rags, Iron, Brass, Copper'.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Date of document: 31/08/1844; Description of crime: Shoplifting; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: James Hughes; Relationship of petitioner: Husband;
Surname: HUGHES; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: HUGHES; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140

Surname: HUGHES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: HUGHES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218

Surname: HUGHES; First name: MARY ANN; Alias: Smith;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: HUGHES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 09/06/1845; Date of document: 08/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 H 31

Surname: HUGHES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Possessing coining accoutrements; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Surname: HUGHES; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: HUGHES; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen carbine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: HUGHES; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 136

Surname: HUGHES; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of pick axe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: HUGHES; First name: PHELEY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: HUGHES; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death com transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 218

Surname: HUGHES; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony boots and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: HUGHES; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: HUGHES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: HUGHES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1836; Description of crime: Assault with a bayonet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 25;
Comments: Convict resides with his father James, at No. 24 Pill Lane, Dublin City. Convict's father states he has lived twenty five years in the Parish of St. Michens, Dublin City and has worked in the Building trade.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1849; Description of crime: Obtaining support by confessing himself deserted; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: HUGHES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 29;
Comments: Convict was detained at Dundrum Asylum, 10/01/1857

Surname: HUGHES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 31;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838. Convict has a wife and child.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/05/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion (23/05/1803); Record reference code: PPC 979; Comments: Letter recommending that the convict be released on bail. Other defendant: Nicholas Gray.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/04/1825; Date of document: 07/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a piece of ribbon; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2639; Comments: Convict has a aged mother dependant on her support. Ribbon was stolen from the Leeds Stuff Warehouse, (Dublin).

Surname: HUGHES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 324; Comments: Prisoner for many years woked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin

Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6; Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wifes name Mary Hutcheson.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 05/10/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 9; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Hughes, residing in Balbriggan, Co Dublin. She requests a free passage to Australia.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: FS 1839 140; Comments: Returned to ireland after completion of sentence

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Surname: HUGHES; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HUGHES; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 27/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: HUGHES; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Description of crime: Feloniously stabbing Thomas Thompson; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3784;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Dennis Brannigan and Henry Fee for the same offence, and for which they were sentenced to 18 months imprisonment.Convict states he is the son in law of D.Brannigan and was working with him as a butcher at the Fair of Ballibay, where crime was committed. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28, 1833-4

Surname: HUGHES; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Being a rebel;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: HUGHES; First name: TERENCE;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: HUGHES; First name: CON;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Mail robber; Record reference code: PPC 3909 Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: HUGHES; First name: HENRY;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 23/07/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 30; Comments: Convicted with John Brady and others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: HUGHES; First name: CATHERINE;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 23/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Etty Hughes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: HUGHES; First name: JOHN;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife’s name, Etty James.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Mary Hutchison.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Etty Jones, residing at 4 Coleslane Market, Upper Sackville St, Dublin.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: HUGHES; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 28;
Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales. Wife's name, Margaret Hutchinson.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Jane Hughes, residing at Phibsborough, Dublin.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: LONACH 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife residing at 114 James St, Dublin.
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Date of document: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: FS 1839 150; Comments: Convicts wife, Jane Hughes, residing in the Parish of Killabin, Queens Co, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: HUGHES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE 1827; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Mary Hutchison.

Surname: HUGHESON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 165

Surname: HUGHESON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: HUGHS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during Rebellion period, prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: HUITON; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Hanton, Michael;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: HUKINBOTTOM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: HULAN (HECLAN); First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1846; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129

Surname: HULATE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE (00/04/1852); Record reference code: TR 6, p 207

Surname: HULIHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: HULL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

Surname: HULL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

Surname: HULLAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 189

Surname: HULTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: HUME; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Violation and murder of an infant; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 H 18;
Comments: Convicts mother resides in Antrim.

Surname: HUMPHRIES; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Name of ship: I;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: HUNT; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hart, John;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 174

Surname: HUNT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 60

Surname: HUNT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 148;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/02/1856

Surname: HUNT; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 175;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: HUNT; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 196

Surname: HUNT; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 24/03/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Hunt; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1495;
Comments: Convict has four children, eldest aged 9yrs.

Surname: HUNT; First name: ROBERT A.;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc14; Comments: Memorandum of letters and parcels sent to Sydney, New South Wales on board the 'Isabella'. Includes an entry for one letter sent to the convict, care of the General Post Office, Sydney.

Surname: HUNT; First name: AWEAR;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing 2 powder; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: HUNT; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 27/07/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: HUNTER; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 H 66

Surname: HUNTER; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 09/11/1844; Date of document: 21/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 247; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 H 32

Surname: HUNTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: HUNTER; First name: JOHN; Alias: Curry, Charles;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 40; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: HUNTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

Surname: HUNTER; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Comments: G.G.L., 17/11/1843

Surname: HUNTER; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: HUNTER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: HUNTER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 53; Comments: Convict discharged from Smithfield Depot, 23/11/1854

Surname: HUNTER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - Com.to 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 200; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 H 25

Surname: HUNTER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Malicious attack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 3

Surname: HUNTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: STEALING; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2806; Comments: Convict has a wife and family. Petition signed by William Crawfond, Rector of Rathcavan, Co. Meath. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: HUNTER; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 09/11/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: HUNTER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Barracks belfast; Date of document: 22/08/1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 330

Surname: HUNTER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413 Sailed for Scotland 25 March 1799

Surname: HUNTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 28/06/1799; Description of crime: Involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: J Hodges and ors; Record reference code: SPP 653; Comments: Late of Gallanagh near Glenarm, Co. Antrim. Cerificate signed by justices of the peace for Co. Antrim

Surname: HUNTER; First name: BELLA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/01/1831; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing 3 gowns; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: HUNTER; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing two tumblers; Sentence: 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions. Convict was convicted for several other offences at different intervals

Surname: HUOLAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Huolahan, residing at Newmarket, Cork.

Surname: HUOLIHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: HUOLIHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: HUOLIHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: HUREDIN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 H 4; Comments: Also convicted was Charles Johnston commuted to 2 months imprisonment.

Surname: HUREHEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: HURIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 18/03/1832; Sentence: Death respite; Record reference code: PPC 3638; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Monaghan Gaol, acknowledging receipt of an order respiteing the convicts sentence (and two others) until further orders.

Surname: HURLEY; First name: ANNE;Alias: Grady, A;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: HURLEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 349

Surname: HURLEY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Longan, B;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 349

Surname: HURLEY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Longan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 349

Surname: HURLEY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 164; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (13/10/1836)

Surname: HURLEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a hen and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

Surname: HURLEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 151; Comments: Convict ordered to [Kilmainham]. Convict resides in Co. Cork and is the sole support of his family.

Surname: HURLEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: HURLEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 02/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from car; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 29

Surname: HURLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: HURLEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 29
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Surname: HURLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/07/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 50

Surname: HURLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 36; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H9

Surname: HURLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Having stolen property in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 217

Surname: HURLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 111;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HURLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 27;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HURLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 130;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1858

Surname: HURLEY; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24
Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 196; Record reference code 2: CRf 1837 H 82; Comments: Convict is married with two children.

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1859; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 23; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 272

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 256

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 169

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42

Surname: HURLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: HURLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 23/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing ten heifers; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 85

Surname: HURLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

**Surname:** HURLEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 143

**Surname:** HURLEY; **First name:** SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836 See also Fleetwood, Mary (TR 1, p 46)

**Surname:** HURLEY; **First name:** THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

**Surname:** HURLEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44

**Surname:** HURLEY; **First name:** WILLIAM; Alias: Donovan;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Obtaining money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and one yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/05/1853

**Surname:** HURLEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Youghal, County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 P 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 138

**Surname:** HURLEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Attacking a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years, Death; Record reference code: CRF 1839 H 55; Comments: Convict resides in White Church, Co Waterford, with his wife and children.

Surname: HURLEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: HURLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Date of document: 08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 40

Surname: HURLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Date of document: 08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 40

Surname: HURLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: HURLEY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 21/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 49

Surname: HURLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Hurley, residing in Tralee, Co Kerry.
Surname: HURLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation life com transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: HURLY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: HURLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: HURLY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: HURLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: HURLY; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 35

Surname: HURLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1 P 31; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 H 79; Comments: Convict resides in Cross Haven, Co. Cork, with his wife and children.

Surname: HURLY; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 07/05/1799; Name of petitioner: John Luttrell and ors; 
Record reference code: SPP 654; 
Comments: A farmer from Ballyadams, Queens Co. Certified by several persons of the neighbourhood of Queens Co.

Surname: HURLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/05/1835; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 22; 
Comments: Convict resided near Kinsale. He requests a free passage to Australia for his wife, Margaret Hurly and 7 children, his wife is expecting another child

Surname: HURLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Description of crime: Stealing goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 3574; 
Comments: Convict states she is the sole support of her blind sister. Petition not dated possibly 1831.

Surname: HURSON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Taking arms from house; Sentence: Transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1839 H 55; 
Comments: Convicts brother Patt, resides in Balincurry, Co Longford.

Surname: HURSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of document: 11/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 56

Surname: HUSKINSON; First name: WINNIFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Attempting to set fire to a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 42

Surname: HUSSEY; First name: JOHANNA; Alias: Deashy, Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24
Surname: HUSSEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

Surname: HUSSEY; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 322

Surname: HUSSEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1809; Date of document: 15/03/1810; Description of crime: Possessing forged stamps; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3987;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Military Service. Convict has a wife and seven children. Covering letter for petition from the Landlord of convicts father, stating he has known John Hussey for 20 yrs during which time he was a tenant of his house in Dublin, and is an eminent Distiller of excellent character

Surname: HUSSEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 25/05/1850; Description of crime: Horsestealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(8)

Surname: HUSSY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 93;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HUTCHESON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: HUTCHINGS; First name: ROBERT F;
Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony table cloths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: ELIZABETH BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony watches; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 232

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/03/1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2
Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 21/02/1799; Name of petitioner: J Hutchinson;
Record reference code: SPP 655;
Comments: A native of Dunbought in the parish of Dunaghy, Co. Antrim. Bail bond attached in which the prisoner undertakes to transport himself from the Kingdom within 2 months

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings County; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: HUTCHINSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: HUTTON; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 322

Surname: HUTTON; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 1
Surname: HUTTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179

Surname: HYDE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Accessory to uttering Bank of Ireland note; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Comments: Convict was convicted for being an accessory to uttering a Provincial Bank of Ireland note before the fact. Convict was detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin on 26/04/1843 and was ordered to be transported on 3rd August

Surname: HYDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: HYDE; First name: MARY; Alias: Hides, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Record reference code: TR 12, p 182

Surname: HYDE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: HYDES (HIDES); First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 12, p 182; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/09/1856

Surname: HYLAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 148
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Surname: HYLAND; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: HYLAND; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

Surname: HYLAND; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 139;
Comments: Convict detained on board ship Bride, 00/05/1851

Surname: HYLAND; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Date of document: 01/04/1836; Description of crime: Stealing turkeys; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 H 15;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (26/03/1836). Convict resides in Naas, Co. Kildare, with his wife Eleanor and four children, but is a native of Blessington, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: HYLAND; First name: MARK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: HYLAND; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: HYLAND; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18
Surname: HYLAND; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: HYLAND; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: HYLAND; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: HYLAND; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: HYLAND; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony of hankerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: HYLAND; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: HYLAND; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Acts of sedition; Record reference code: PPC 980; Comments: Covering note and statement in connection with the case.

Surname: HYLAND; First name: DENIS;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John & Esther at Dublin; Date of document: 10/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 656; Comments: Late of Drumooly near Edenderry.

**Surname:** HYLAND; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 14/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Honora Hyland; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 657; Comments: Certified by John Vesey and Rev French.

**Surname:** HYLAND; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 1802; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 763; Comments: Several character references including three justices of the Peace and a Curate Colgath.

**Surname:** HYLAND; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1802; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 763; Comments: Several character references including three justices of the Peace and a Curate Colgath.

**Surname:** HYLAND; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** HYNDS; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 214; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** HYNES; **First name:** BIDDY;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307

Surname: HYNES; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Luby;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 233-4

Surname: HYNES; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: HYNES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: HYNES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a lamb with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: HYNES; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault and highway robbery; Sentence: Death com transportation life com imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 H 22; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register. Discharged upon provision of security for future good conduct.

Surname: HYNES; First name: JAMES; Alias: Stynes, James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HYNES; First name: JAMES;
Surname: HYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: HYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway gaol; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Date of document: 03/04/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 H31

Surname: HYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: HYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 27

Surname: HYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97

Surname: HYNES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/05/1850

Surname: HYNES; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, (00/04/1852); Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: HYNES; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 238; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 H 22; Comments: Also in the file is that of John Rooney, imprisoned for rioting.

Surname: HYNES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a lamb with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: HYNES; First name: MAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: HYNES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

Surname: HYNES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: HYNES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation failing security within 1 month; Record reference code: TR 12, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: HYNES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: HYNES; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: HYNES; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/01/1836; Description of crime: Assault and bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 107;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 03/02/1836

Surname: HYNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1955;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: HYNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life com transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 126;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (30/07/1836)

Surname: HYNES; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: HYNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: HYNES; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 16
Surname: HYNES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: HYNES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: HYNES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 H 21

Surname: HYNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Felony 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/06/1853

Surname: HYNES; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Nolan, William;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 15

Surname: HYNES; First name: ELLIN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Guild Hall, Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 26/08/1824; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2342;
Comments: Convict is a widow with one child. Character reference from employer with whom she had served as a maid.

Surname: HYNES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Galway Town.
Surname: HYNES; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 19/04/1831; Sentence: Death respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3575;
Comments: Note from Governor of Galway Co Gaol, acknowledging receipt of notification of a respite of the convict's sentence till further orders.

Surname: HYNES; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 28 Dec 1798.

Surname: HYNES; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 H 25

Surname: HYNES; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: HYNES; First name: THOMAS OR EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: LONACH 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Massal, residing at Twol Mile House, near Rose Town

Surname: IAASSE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HEBER;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

Surname: ILCHINHAM; First name: ARTHUR; Alias: Itchingham;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 29/08/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 658; Comments: Late of Knockrobin, Co Wexford. Bail bond and character certified by the loyal inhabitants of Wexford.

Surname: ILES; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Record reference code: CRF 1841 J 15; Comments: The convict owns a small grocery business. The convict has a wife and a family fully dependant on him.

Surname: ILMUNN; First name: PEGGY, JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: IMEATON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: IMEATON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: INGLESBY; First name: BRYAN; Alias: English;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary, Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 J 22

Surname: INNES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1841; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: IRELAND; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 46;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 3/11/1856

Surname: IRELAND; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent larceny conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856

Surname: IRELAND; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc43;
Comments: Covering letter for an enclosure (which has not survived).

Surname: IRELAND; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 J 6

Surname: IRELAND; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: IRVIN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Irwin, John;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, (00/09/1850);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: IRVINE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 75

Surname: IRVINE; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: IRVINE; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Arnold, Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: IRVINE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: IRVINE; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 6;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: IRVINE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of document: 03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 J 1

Surname: IRVINE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Enniscorthy; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 21/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 I 7;
Comments: Prisoner is states to be a mariner from the town of Wexford.

Surname: IRVINE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 23/11/1844; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16;
Comments: Military convict 56 Regiment.

Surname: IRVING; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62

Surname: IRVING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 133; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 11/09/1853

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 1; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/05/1851

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: IRWIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony gown and trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: IRWIN; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 months); Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 6, p 251

Surname: IRWIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: IRWIN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/02/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 180; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/03/1857

Surname: IRWIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41

Surname: IRWIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: IRWIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony of purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 I 4; Comments: Convict has five brothers and sisters of which he is the eldest.

Surname: IRWIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 5; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged at the end of 6 yrs, 30/04/1856 Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 05/08/1857

Surname: IRWIN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: IRWIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 255

Surname: IRWIN; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Nevin, Charles;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony pocket book and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 75; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: IRWIN; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: IRWIN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs from 30/06/1840; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: IRWIN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony shoes and trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: IRWIN; First name: HENRY; Alias: Murphy;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 125

Surname: IRWIN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 I 5

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at persons with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony shoes and shawls; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 233;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1859

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony metal hammers and wrench; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

Surname: IRWIN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Irvin, John;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74

Surname: IRWIN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 18/10/1814;
Record reference code: PPC 1290;
Comments: Two letters from the convict requesting that he be permitted to remain in Roscommon gaol to await his trial.

Surname: IRWIN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 22/10/1814;
Record reference code: PPC 1291;
Comments: Letter from Major Wills, Strokestown, Co Roscommon, in connection with the convicts application, stating that his motive for wishing to have removed to Galway gaol, was that a man under the convicts influence would be free to help with enquires regarding the theft of the cattle and murder committed at the time.

**Surname:** IRWIN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16;
Comments: Military convict 65th Regiment.

**Surname:** IRWIN (ININ); **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** IRWIN (ININ); **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** IRWINE; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 1

**Surname:** IRWINE; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Mary Irvine; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 J 5;
Comments: Petitioners residence given as 27 Clyde St, Glasgow.

**Surname:** IRWINE; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/02/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

**Surname:** ISAAC; **First name:** JACOB;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

**Surname:** ISLAND; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 145; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 I 3; Comments: Convict ahs a wife and family to support. Convict was tried along with his father but his father was aquited.

**Surname:** ISLAND; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 47

**Surname:** ISLES; **First name:** MARY JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 I 2

**Surname:** ISLES; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 10/08/1841; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

**Surname:** ITCHINGHAM; **First name:** ARTHUR; Alias: Ilchinham;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 29/08/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 658; Comments: Late of Knockrobin, Co Wexford. Bail bond and character reference signed by loyal inhabitants of Wexford.

**Surname:** IVERS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 23/03/1838

**Surname:** IVERS; **First name:** PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 06/12/1798; Description of crime: Political; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 171;
Comments: Seeks is be allowed to leave Ireland without having to undertake to secure non return

Surname: IVERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine Grenman, residing at Clara.

Surname: IVORS; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Doyle, Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 303;
Comments: Convict was also known as Valentine, Margaret

Surname: JACKSON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 65; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 J 11;
Comments: Convicts parents reside at No. 46 Meath Street, Dublin.

Surname: JACKSON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 322

Surname: JACKSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: JACKSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony soap and candles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 53
Surname: JACKSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121

Surname: JACKSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing corn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: JACKSON; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 256

Surname: JACKSON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

Surname: JACKSON; First name: WILLIAM (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 48;
Comments: cf Jackson, William (Snr), TR 6, p 48

Surname: JACKSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony of money and bacon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 J 14;
Comments: The convicts father has emigrated to America.

Surname: JACKSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 48;
Comments: cf Jackson, William (Jnr), TR 6, p 48
Surname: JACKSON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, CO. Down.; Date of document: 15/04/1826; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2807; Comments: convict has a wife and 2 children. Convicts father James, resides in Raffrey, Co. Down. Convict served in the Loyal Kilinichy corps of yeoman infantry from 13 June. 1822 to July 1825. Char Ref.

Surname: JACKSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 30/03/1826; Description of crime: Purchasing stolen geese; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2808; Comments: Convict has two children whom she supported by selling fowl.

Surname: JACKSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Breaking and entering; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 9 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 J 12; Comments: Convicts father, Robert Henry, is a Police Clerk. Convict is from Manchester, in England.

Surname: JACKSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Princess; Date of document: 14/01/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: William Hawkshaw; Record reference code: SPP 406

Surname: JACKSON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 21/08/1798; Name of ship: J; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 172 Petitioner requests liberty for a month to arrange his affairs prior his depart- ure from Ireland

Surname: JACKSON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 13/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Eliz Jackson; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 659;
Comments: An Irnmonger, late of Church St Dublin.

**Surname:** JACKSON; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname:** JAMES; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 J7

**Surname:** JAMES; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: (Ryan, Patrick);

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/07/1855; Description of crime: Felonious assault on John Scanlan; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 120; Comments: Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/09/1855 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/07/1856

**Surname:** JAMES; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig and sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

**Surname:** JAMES; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1831; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 234; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (18/05/1836) Entry repeated and struck through from Register

**Surname:** JAMES; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

**Surname:** JAMES; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: JAMES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 19/03/1855; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 158; Comments: Convict served in the 30th Foot Regiment

Surname: JAMES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 15/07/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1836 L33

Surname: JAMES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Description of crime: Being armed; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H33 Convict lives with his mother.

Surname: JAMES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Description of crime: Being armed; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 33; Comments: Convict lives with his mother.

Surname: JAMESON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46; Comments: See also Wilson, Rose (ibid)

Surname: JAMESON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: JAMIESON; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/10/1843; Description of crime: Having in possession stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: JANNAHILL; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: JANNYAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/00/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: JAY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 177

Surname: JAY; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 06/02/1850; Description of crime: Attack on police barrack at Cappoquin; Sentence: Transportation 14; Record reference code: CRF 1850 J 5

Surname: JEFFERS; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: JEFFERS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/01/1842; Description of crime: Non registered guns; Sentence: Fine £10; Record reference code: CRF 1842 J 9; Comments: Convict has six orphan children.

Surname: JEKAN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Magenniss;
Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: JELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Home breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: JENKINSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 125

Surname: JENNETT; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: JENNETT; First name: STEWART;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 266

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 12/03/1845; Date of document: 31/03/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life com transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 137; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 J 3; Comments: Prisoner was from Creagh, Co. Mayo.

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 03/05/1852; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/03/1858

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/05/1836

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery and assault; Sentence: Death com transportation life com 9 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 198; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny as tenant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/03/1856

**Surname: JENNINGS; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 J 3;  

**Surname: JENNINGS; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 67;  
Comments: Convict died in Galway Gaol, 20/04/1851

**Surname: JENNINGS; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore and Smithfield; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Date of document: 26/09/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years after 1 month imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Anne Jennings and self; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 106; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 J 6;  
Comments: Convicts sentence was commuted to 2 years imprisonment . Convicts name struck through from Register. Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment and hard labour. Prisoner's occupation is given as Tailor

**Surname: JENNINGS; First name: PAT;**

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 113;  
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname: JENNINGS; First name: PAT;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Date of document: 20/03/1826; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Peter Jennings; Relationship of petitioner: Father;  
Record reference code: PPC 2809;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with two others for entering the house of Andrew Elliott of Clontred, Co. Westmeath, threatening his wife with a pistol and ordering them to leave the country. Petitioning for respite of the convicts sentence. Petitioner is a farmer by trade and resides at Dunburn, near Moate
Surname: JENNINGS; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc30; Comments: Return of convicts tried at the Quarter Sessions at Downpatrick.

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: THEOBALD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Date of trial: 28/03/1806; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery of John Mooney; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: George Jennings; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 1198; Comments: Convict resides in Co Mayo. Prosecutor is a tenant to the convict's father.

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: THEOBALD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/04/1807; Description of crime: Robbery of John Mooney; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: D.B. Daly; Record reference code: PPC 1218; Comments: Petitioner petitioning on the convict's behalf.

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years T commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 J 6

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who saliclit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Bridget Jennings, residing at Millford, Parish of Kilmaine, Co Mayo.
Surname: JENNINGS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Bridget Jennings, residing at Millford, Parish of Kilmaine, Co Mayo.

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: JENNINGS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo; Date of trial: 12/03/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: JERMAN; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Castle; Date of document: 10/07/1798; Name of petitioner: convict;
Record reference code: SPP 173;
Comments: Petitioner was formerly keeper of the turnpike of Castledermott

Surname: JERRATT; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 25/07/1855; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 158;
Comments: Convict served in the 15th Foot Regiment Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/02/1856 and Philipstown Gaol Kings Co., 28/11/1856 and was ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1860

Surname: JERVIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 07/07/1823;
Sentence: Transportation failing bail; Name of petitioner: Mary Jervis; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2000;
Comments: Convict was imprisoned on no charge. Petitioner is a widow with two children and was born and bred on the estate of William Lesley Poole at Ballyfin, Queens Co., petition received 2 June 1823
Surname: JESSAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultuously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 may 1834.

Surname: JESSOP; First name: MARY JANE; Alias: McGuiness Bridget;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 06/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 172

Surname: JOB; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: JOHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: JOHN; First name: GALLAGHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of document: 09/06/1799; Description of crime: Attempted shooting; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Record reference code: PPC 150; Comments: Includes a letter from James Ford, Dundalk stating convicts innocence, Convict was a tenant on Fords estate. Refers to the convict as an unhealthy, deaf man has 4 young children.

Surname: JOHN; First name: PURSE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardship in Belfast; Date of document: 17/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 361; Comments: A native of Ballywatter, Co. Down

Surname: JOHN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: JOHN; First name: MAHER;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/05/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 15, p 46; Comments: Detained Mountjoy 23/05/1857 and then Spike Island 08/03/1858.

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: ANNE; Alias: Fitzpatrick;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen fur; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: CAROLINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 23

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/10/1854

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 23

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: EMILY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: EMILY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: EMILY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1857

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139; Comments: Convict detained on board ship Bride, 00/05/1857

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 12, p 117

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 months);
Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 05/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 133;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 03/08/1836

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/02/1856

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 138;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/08/1850 Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 15

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 61

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 91;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: SARAH; Alias: Adamson, Sarah;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55;
Comments: Convicted with Adamson Mary, alias Clarke Mary

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Date of trial: 15/03/1864; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 167;
Comments: Convict served in the 2nd Bat. 11th Regiment. General Court Martial Fermoy, Co. Cork

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 56

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen fur; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 161
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Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1837 J 27; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Waterford Co. gaol; Date of trial: CA 06/1798; Date of document: 22/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a sworn United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 174; Comments: Petitioner seeks to be released and expresses a willingness to go to America if necessary.

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 19/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Elwood & P Lynch; Record reference code: SPP 661; Comments: Late of Derinoge, Co Mayo. Bail bond attached.

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr. Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the prison ships and in the jails in Cork, awaiting transportation (17th June 1805).

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr. Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the prison ships and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17th June 1805).

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of trial: 07/1836; Date of document: 29/09/1836; Description of crime: Theft of a web of cotton cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 J5; Comments: Convict is a widow with three children. Petition is signed by the Parish Priest of Ballymena, Co Antrim.

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: WALKER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 J 6

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a purse; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 J1; Comments: Convict who comes from 35 Less St Oldham Rd, Manchester England has a widowed mother and 4 brothers. Convict was working in Ireland with his eldest brother as a Licensed hawker when the crime was committed. Convict is a harness maker by trade

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: EMILY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Date of document: 12/09/1853; Description of crime: Larceny (after previous conviction); Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 F 20

Surname: JOHNSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: JOHNSTEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony umbrella; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: JOHNSTEN; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 6

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: SARAH; Alias: Coulter;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 27/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Diamond, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, P 109(F)

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836
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Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 214; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Possession of forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: BESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing security in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death com transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 51

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/06/1836; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 229; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, (10/08/1836)
Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 26/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 84

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of trial: Strabane, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 16/04/1844; Date of document: 26/04/1844; Description of crime: Receiving a pair of stolen boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com discharge (30/05/1844); Name of petitioner: Thomas Johnston; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 J 3; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register. Petitioners residence given as Omagh. He is stated to have served in the Enniskillen Drogoons.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ELIZA; Alias: McCall;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 74; Comments: May have been convicted with Margaret, Isabella and June McCall

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5

**Surname:** JOHNSTON; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY, (00/07/1849);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 273

**Surname:** JOHNSTON; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 10

**Surname:** JOHNSTON; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

**Surname:** JOHNSTON; **First name:** EYRE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 141

**Surname:** JOHNSTON; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

**Surname:** JOHNSTON; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs imprisonment; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 J 12;

**Surname:** JOHNSTON; **First name:** ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 213

**Surname:** JOHNSTON; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 12/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 17; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/04/1843

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 152; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1851

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/05/1842; Description of crime: Felony of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony table clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing harness; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony bonnet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/05/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony of coal out of a gate lodge; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Breaking and entering; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 9 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 48;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 17

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 213
Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN (00/01/1848);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 259

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh Gaol; Date of trial: 02/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 248;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 247

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/06/1855; Description of crime: Felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 254;
Comments: Convict was detained at Cork Gaol, 07/11/1855 and Mountjoy Female Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/09/1858

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 5;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 3

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 235; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 J 7;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY; Alias: Ramsay, Mary;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY; Alias: McCabe Mary;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 276

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony spade; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 6

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register Convict died of consumption, 11/08/1837

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death com 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 J 9; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony sheet and pillow cases; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: SARAH; Alias: Adamson;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: SARAH; Alias: Coulter;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 27/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: SARAH JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 195

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Maginnis;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder convicted of manslaughter of John Pierce; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68; Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/10/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Having a stolen sheep in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 3

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 06/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 1 month; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 J 9

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Davis;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 42; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 14/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to Hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ARCHIBALD;
Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 17/03/1822; Description of crime: Theft of blankets; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2001; Comments: Refers to former petition

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Relationship of petitioner: Liz Johnston; Record reference code: PPC 2003; Comments: Convict has three children, mother living wife residing at no. 23 Meath St. Dublin, three petitions, earliest received 13 May 1823 and latest, 11 June 1823.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 22/09/1827; Description of crime: VAGRANCY; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Peter Johnston; Record reference code: PPC 3263; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his parents and family. Petitioner resides in the parish of Keady, Co. Armagh.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3639; Comments: Letter, Governor of Roscommon Gaol, acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) until further orders.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/01/1842; Description of crime: Failing to appear in court; Sentence: Fine £10; Record reference code: CRF 1842 J 6

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY; Alias: Ramsey Mary;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/03/1842; Description of crime: Stealing butter; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 J 1; Comments: Convict was convicted with James Dolan.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 181; Comments: Other defendant: Garret Martin.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing harness; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 15/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 17/02/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 J 1

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down Gaol; Date of document: 25/04/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable offences; Name of petitioner: Mr. Price; Record reference code: SPP 419; Comments: Late of Ballymacbrenan, Co. Down. Wishes to be transported to America.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Derry Gaol; Date of document: 14/10/1799; Sentence: To go to America; Name of petitioner: Martha Johnston; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 660; Comments: Late of Ballydaly.
Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 14/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY; Alias: Bridget Brady;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Fermanagh.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Galway Town.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 166;
Comments: Other defendant; William Connolly.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a sheet; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: -;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1841 J 12; Comments: File missing.

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: SARAH; Alias: Ann;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 81; Comments: Convict convicted with Mary Anne Mc Christal (CRF 1841 Mc 81)

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 J 14

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen, County Ferm; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 07/1847; Date of document: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne Johnston; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1849 F 15; Comments: Free Settler

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Date of document: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 J 2

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JANE; Alias: Irwin, Jane;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Date of document: 27/07/1853; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 J 3
Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: JOHNSTON; First name: ALEXANDRA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: JOICE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47

Surname: JOICE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: JOLLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 1799; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 166;
Comments: Prays permission to enlist in Military Service. Convict had escaped from prison in 1791 and was rearrested in 1797. Parents deceased, one brother living who is serving in the army.

Surname: JON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: JONE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLYCHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: JONES; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855

Surname: JONES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Assault (Grevious); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: JONES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/08/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 53; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 J 7; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children dependant on his support.

Surname: JONES; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 05/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: JONES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/11/1837; Description of crime: Felony wine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: JONES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126

Surname: JONES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 9

Surname: JONES; First name: JENNY;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31

Surname: JONES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing oat sacks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 J 6

Surname: JONES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 03/04/1857; Sentence: Penal Servitude 8 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 159; Comments: Convict served in Kings....... Militia and was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/06/1858 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/02/1859. Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1860

Surname: JONES; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: JONES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: JONES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1832; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: JONES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1846; Record reference code: TR 6, p 285

Surname: JONES; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 253

Surname: JONES; First name: MARY, ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 15/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 259; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 J 5

Surname: JONES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 114

Surname: JONES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 70;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1858

Surname: JONES; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 233; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 J 2;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register. Convicts father, Isaac, was the Band Master of the 96th Foot Regiment.

Surname: JONES; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: Member of a secret society and gaol breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 64; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 J 7;
Comments: Trial postponed (Convict given a 2nd trial for gaol breaking).

Surname: JONES; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: JONES; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 22; Comments: Convict detained in Depot, 26/06/1844

Surname: JONES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: JONES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: JONES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony chain and seal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: JONES; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Killing 2 cows; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 J 10

Surname: JONES; First name: ALFRED;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/01/1853

Surname: JONES; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 255

Surname: JONES; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169/170; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 J 5

Surname: JONES; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: JONES; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: JONES; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: JONES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: JONES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 14/10/1862; Sentence: Penal Servitude 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 166; Comments: Convict served in the 2nd Batallion 25th Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial, at Athlone. States convict is to be discharged from Military Servict on expiration of sentence.

Surname: JONES; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 20/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 51; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

Surname: JONES; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 04/07/1795; Date of document: 1795; Description of crime: Theft of a pair of buckles; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 55; Comments: Convict has 2 small children and was pregnant at the time the petition was made States her husband in the Military Service in Colonel Trenchs regiment.

Surname: JONES; First name: ROWLAND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 01/02/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 662; Comments: A native of Ballinrobe, Co Mayo. Certified by J W Lynch, justified of the peace for Co Mayo.

Surname: JONES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 24/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Fleming; Record reference code: SPP 663; Comments: Lived at Miltown, Co Wiclow for 6 years.

Surname: JONES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: JONES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Prison Ship; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: JONES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others; Record reference code: PPC 2143; Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: JONES; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 13/08/1801; Description of crime: Petty Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Justice of Peace (Derry); Record reference code: PPC 690; Comments: Recommending that the sentence be mitigated to Foreign Military Service. Convict is farmer by trade and resides Co Antrim.

Surname: JONES; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Dublin; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document: 29/09/1827; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3336; Comments: Convict was tried at the Spring Assizes at Philipstown. States his parents and family are dependant on his support. Address given at Kinnegad.

Surname: JONES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 25/10/1799; Description of crime: Losing money; Name of petitioner: Robert & Elizabeth Jones; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 3920; Comments: Convict is a native of Donbigh, in North Wales. Character references from inhabitants of Dunbigh. Convict's father is a labourer by trade.

Surname: JONES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 195; Comments: Other defendant; Thomas Carroll.

Surname: JONES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 29/11/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: JONES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athlone; Date of trial: 14/05/1847; Date of document: 09/08/1847; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 J 4; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 41st Foot Regiment.

Surname: JONES; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: JONES; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Elizabeth Halloran, residing in the Parish of Cratloe.

Surname: JONES; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Mary Kennevan, residing in Parish of Cratloe.

Surname: JONES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wifes maiden name, Narah Carty.

Surname: JONES; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 11;
Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 41st Infantry Regiment, and was billeted in Stroke stown, where the crime took place Arthur Porter also convicted.

Surname: JONES; First name: STEPHEN E;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Date of trial: 12/09/1850; Date of document: 20/10/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2;
Comments: Military convict in the 49th Regiment.
Surname: JONES-ATKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: JONSTON; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or security in bail of £5; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JORDAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56

Surname: JORDAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7

Surname: JORDAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 349

Surname: JORDAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: JORDAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857
Surname: JORDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Surname: JORDAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Williams;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Comments: Convict served in the 55th Foot/13th Dragoons Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial and was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/04/1860.

Surname: JORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: JORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: JORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: JORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing candlestick and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/12/1854

Surname: JORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: JORDAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 125;
Comments: Entire entry struck out it being 1839 and will be found in Next Volume.
Surname: JORDAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY, 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 303

Surname: JORDAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: JORDAN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

Surname: JORDAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny, heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 97; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: JORDAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing 1 heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 139

Surname: JORDAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 J 16

Surname: JORDAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/01/1852
Surname: JORDAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Armagh; Description of crime: Pig stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 7

Surname: JORDAN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

Surname: JORDAN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 J 18;
Comments: The convict supports an aged mother.

Surname: JORDAN; First name: PHILIP (OR MARTIN);

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime:
Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 7

Surname: JORDAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: JORDAN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down.; Date of document: 19/04/1823; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Catherine Jordan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2004;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Character reference from Roger Murphy with whom the convict had been employed for seven yrs.

Surname: JORDAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2810;
Comments: Convict has a wife and children, no details given, Char. refs. Petition received in the year 1826.

**Surname:** JORDAN; **First name:** VALENTINE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 02/10/1799; Name of petitioner: General French; Record reference code: SPP 407

**Surname:** JORDAN; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 14/07/1801; Description of crime: Being a rebel; Record reference code: PPC 691; Comments: Letter from Mayo, reporting on error in place arranged for trial of convict states crime took place in Co. Mayo.

**Surname:** JORDAN; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing 4 cravats and a frock; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

**Surname:** JORDAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing five cotton caps; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

**Surname:** JORDAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of document: 11/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Jordan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 56

**Surname:** JORDAN; **First name:** CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: JORDAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Sarah Smyth, residing in Co Longford.

Surname: JORDON; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 7

Surname: JORDON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: JORDON; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 10; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 J 18

Surname: JORDON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/03/1838; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 J 2

Surname: JORDON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Kingstown; Date of document: 17/05/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of house in Co Wicklow; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Jordon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 2902;
Comments: Convict has two children. Petitioner resides at No 59 Middle Church St Dublin.
Surname: JORMEY; First name: LAWRENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 182

Surname: JOSEPH; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 29/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 664; Comments: A Frenchman, came with General Humburge to Kilalen and was sent to Wicklow where he was commander for 10 week before going to Dublin where he was arrested.

Surname: JOSEPH; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Being a Frenchman; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: JOUCE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of document: 31/10/1799; Description of crime: Alleged murder on the day of the battle of Ross; Name of petitioner: Pierse Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 382; Comments: Was include to enlist in the Prusian service.

Surname: JOURDAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Gordon, Patrick;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: JOWETT; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 31/05/1859; Sentence: Penal Servitude 6 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 161; Comments: Convict served in the 68th Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial Cork and was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/07/1859 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/04/1860.

Surname: JOY; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Attacking a police barrack; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254; Comments: Convict was detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: JOY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Sullivan, residing at Kelmore, Co Kerry.

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114; Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin and (died 26/11/1848)

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing towels; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/10/1857

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/07/1855

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Milan, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73
Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1849; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/09/1857

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 75;
Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin on 05/03/1852 see Reg. 1412

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Mannion, Martin;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 216;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/02/1858

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 277
Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: McHenry, M;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 94

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/07/1848; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a cow with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 154; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/12/1854

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

**Surname:** JOYCE; **First name:** MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1849; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/09/1850. Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** JOYCE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

**Surname:** JOYCE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

**Surname:** JOYCE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 6; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict Report No. J. 22

**Surname:** JOYCE; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: Joyce, Bartholmew;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 26/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 53

**Surname:** JOYCE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Surnamed: JOYCE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/07/1857 see deposit 648

Surnamed: JOYCE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 187;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/03/1856

Surnamed: JOYCE; First name: AUSTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 J 6;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six daughter who are dependant on him. Convict lives on land 50 miles from Castlebar.

Surnamed: JOYCE; First name: BARTHOLMEW; Alias: Joyce, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 26/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 53

Surnamed: JOYCE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 364

Surnamed: JOYCE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/06/1854

Surnamed: JOYCE; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 127; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 71; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1857; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 15, p 111; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 30/04/1857 and Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 26/01/1858 and died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork on 04/07/1862 from Diarrhoea.

Surname: JOYCE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1840; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 J 2; Comments: Convict resides in Co. Mayo.

Surname: JOYCE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: JOYCE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1849; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/08/1849

Surname: JOYCE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 J 6;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: JOYCE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 74

Surname: JOYCE; First name: THADY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Ass stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: JOYCE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: JOYCE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 96; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/04/1857

Surname: JOYCE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: JOYCE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: JOYCE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73
Surname: JOYCE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/03/1853

Surname: JOYCE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156

Surname: JOYCE; First name: WILLIAM (SNR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: JOYCE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: JOYCE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: JOYCE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/04/1852

Surname: JOYCE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of document: 31/10/1799; Description of crime: Alleged murder on the day of the Battle of Ross; Name of petitioner: Pierse Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 382;  
Comments: Was induced to enlist in the Prusian service

**Surname: JOYCE; First name: ELEANOR;**

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co. Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;  
Description of crime: Concealing the birth of her child;  
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc88;  
Comments: Committed 10 Oct 1835

**Surname: JOYCE; First name: ELLEN;**

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Felony of £2 and 8 shillings; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment commuted to T 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 3414;  
Comments: Convict has four children. States her father spent many years in Military Service (encounters listed). Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

**Surname: JOYCE; First name: PETER;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 21;  
Comments: Other defendant; Pat Mulloy.

**Surname: JOYCE; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Derry; Date of trial: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1843 J 6;  
Comments: Convict father served for 21 years in 44th Regiment.

**Surname: JOYCE; First name: DAVID;**

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1867; Date of document: 26/05/1867; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1867 J 2

**Surname: JOYCE; First name: DAVID;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1867; Date of document: 06/06/1867; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life; Name of petitioner: Mathew Minch; Relationship of petitioner: Chairman of Athy T C;  
Record reference code: CRF 1867 Mc 19
Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 28/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Marybورو convict depot.

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/03/1849;
Date of document: 23/02/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 J 1

Surname: JOYCE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 16/03/1849;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: JOYCE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 16/03/1849;
Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: JOYNT; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 236

Surname: JUANTON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 28;
Comments: Name entered in Register in pencil partly illegible

Surname: JUBEE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 106;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register - executed
Surname: JUDGE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: JUDGE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Breheny, John;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 146; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 J 6

Surname: JUDGE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 16

Surname: JUDGE; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: JUDGE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: JUDGE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

Surname: JUDGE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 128;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/12/1856
Surname: JUDGE; First name: LOUGHLINS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 17/01/1842; Description of crime: Possession of arms not registered; Sentence: Fine £10;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 J 7;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.

Surname: JULIAN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: (Brophy);

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 13

Surname: JULIAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 24/11/1809; 
Record reference code: PPC 1219; 
Comments: Covering note for surgeon's report on the convict's condition. States he is in perfect health to continue his confinement.

Surname: JULIEN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/11/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 35

Surname: KAEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/03/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 87; 
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James 12/01/1854 and was discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KAIN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/02/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81

Surname: KAIN; First name: ROSE; Alias: McCloskey, Rose;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: KAIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 29/03/1819; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1432;
Comments: Statement of two sentries of Roscommon gaol of an attempt by the convict to bribe them to assist him to escape, Endorsed, convict will be embarked in a few days for New South Wales.

Surname: KAIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 1825; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2643;
Comments: Convict has a wife and one child, six months old. States he is married two year Includes letter from the convict.

Surname: KAIN; First name: DANIEL AND MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Involvement in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Arklow;
Record reference code: SPP 175;
Comments: Daniel and Michael Kain are the sons of Edward Kain, a farmer of Oughill in the County of Wicklow.

Surname: KAIN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Kane;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 665

Surname: KAINAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 K 47;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John, for the same offence. His brother received sentence of 18 months imprisonment. Convict and his brother are the sole support of their widowed mother and sister and her one child.

Surname: KAIRNS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of document: 28/05/1822; Description of crime: Possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1713;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to confinement in the Dublin penitentiary. Suffers from a complaint known as 'the evil'. Parents living.

Surname: KAIRNS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Description of crime: Accomplice to robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3787;
Comments: Convict refers to a former petition. States his brother is serving in the Army under the Duke of Wellington, mother is living. Petition signed by the Vicar of Glenavy, Co. Antrim. Convict was returning from the market of Newtown Ards, Co. Down, when he was involved in the crime. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28

Surname: KANAWAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: KANE; First name: AGNES;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 225

Surname: KANE; First name: BARTLEY;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 137

Surname: KANE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: KANE; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 102
Surname: KANE; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 269

Surname: KANE; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 45;

Surname: KANE; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 228

Surname: KANE; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 K 4

Surname: KANE; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony purse money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 57;
Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KANE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: KANE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: KANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony of shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: KANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony of shoe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: KANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: KANE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: KANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 6; Comments: Convict lives with his mother Mary Mc Keown in Carrickfergus.

Surname: KANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 1

Surname: KANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and two previous summary conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 2; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/04/1853

Surname: KANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: KANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: KANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: KANE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 90; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/03/1854

Surname: KANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: KANE; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: KANE; First name: MARIA; Alias: Steward Maria;

Sex: F;
Surname: KANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1857

Surname: KANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: KANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 80;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony sugar; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: KANE; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: KANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 153

Surname: KANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony of carpeting; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: KANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 167; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 58;
Comments: Convict resides in Co. Tyrone and has a wife expecting their seventh child.

Surname: KANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

Surname: KANE; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/02/1855

Surname: KANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of document: 10/04/1827; Description of crime: Theft of £2; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3101;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim, char. refs. from the vicar general of Down and Connore.

Surname: KANE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convict's sentence (and several orders) till further orders.

Surname: KANE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 116; Comments: Convict resides in Portumna, Co. Galway.

Surname: KANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of document: 14/01/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Kane; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 1; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Ballygeeher, Parish of Mohill, Co. Leitrim.

Surname: KANE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Geneva; Date of document: 28/07/1799; Description of crime: Treason and rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Brownrigg; Record reference code: SPP 359; Comments: A native of Crone, near Redcross, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: KANE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Kain;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 665

Surname: KANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Brumskill; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Kane; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 666; Comments: A native of Oughal, Co Wicklow. See also Daniel Kane.

Surname: KANE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Brumskill; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Kane; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Surname: KANE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Concealing arms;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: KANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing brass wheels;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: KANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9);
Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot.

Surname: KANEALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: KANGLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony of saddles and bridles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: KARBY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

**Surname:** KAREY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1836 K46; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children.

**Surname:** KARGELL; **First name:** JOHN MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 1803; Description of crime: Suspected of being a Frenchman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 820; Comments: Convict was originally from Marlgin, West Prussia, but come to Ireland a short time ago in search of employment as a woollen cloth manufacturer.

**Surname:** KARR; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** KAVAHAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Abandoning her child; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 7 Oct 1834.

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Vagrancy; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 10, p 335

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** ANASTASIA;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 270

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: ANASTATIA; Alias: Kavanagh, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 293

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 187

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: CELIA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 82

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Stealing money and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 67

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Assault and rape; Sentence: Death com transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/08/1839; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel and boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** DELILIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/10/1856

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** EDMUND;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 185;
Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 24/04/1848; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 24/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

**Surname:** KAVANAGH; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (unless security);
Record reference code: TR 11, p 37
Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 11

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death com transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 120;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Felony of lead 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/02/1854

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 26/01/1867; Description of crime: Fenianism; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 169; Comments: Convict served in the 85th Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial in Dublin and was sent from Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin to Millbank Gaol, London, 23/03/1867

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 149; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 27/05/1856

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of Damask and Rule; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 88

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/08/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 11/03/1838; Description of crime: Selling a stolen cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, (00/09/1850);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life com 9 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 17;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register N.S.T.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/11/1855

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 56

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 24

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Felony of money and watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MARY; Alias: Kavanagh, Anastatia;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony of blanket and sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1855

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 11

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 125

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MINA;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony bonnets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MOSES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony from person; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 K 87

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 34;
Comments: Convict has a wife and child to support.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1841; Description of crime: Felony of books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Keon, William;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: CHARLOTTE; Alias: browning;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co.Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1807;
Date of document: 20/04/1809; Description of crime: STEALING A COAT VALUED AT TEN SHILLING; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1246;
Comments: Convicts husband was killed in the last Irish Rebellion (1803). States she has five children.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 15/03/1804;
Description of crime: Theft of account book, bills and other items; Sentence: ]; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 986;
Comments: Convict is a carpenter by trade and resides in Beresfrod street, Dublin. States his parents are living.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co.;
Date of document: 31/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3699;
Comments: Letter, Govenor of Queens Co. Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 42;
Comments: Return of convicts capitally convicted.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 09/1798; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion 1798; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 176;
Comments: Petitioneris a protestant farmer of Mullane in the parish of Killneanor, Co. Wexford. He Decalrs his innocence and that he was abducted by the rebels. Petitioners liberation is recommended upon entering into security for his good behaviour.
Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther tender; Date of document: CA 1798;
Description of crime: Involved in the 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 177;
Comments: Petitioner declared his innocence and maintained that he was abducted by rebels. Petitioner is a farmer of Johnstown in the parish of Arklow, Co. Wicklow. He has a wife and six children.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Culumbine, Dublin Bay; Date of document: 04/11/1798;
Description of crime: Suspicion of involvement in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Henry/Annesley Brownrigg;
Record reference code: SPP 178;
Comments: Prisoner is a native of Island in County Wexford.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender 'Thomas' Dublin; Date of document: 02/08/1798;
Description of crime: Involvement in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Philip Kavanagh;
Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: SPP 179;
Comments: Prisoner formerly resided with his wife in Roundwood, Co. Wicklow. His father of Rashanmoar, Co. Wicklow is agent to William Hume Esq.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Information on oath against him;
Record reference code: SPP 411;
Comments: A native of Sesskin, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 19/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Atkins;
Record reference code: SPP 404

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: SPP 412;
Comments: A list of prisoners signed by Major Sirr.
Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 1799; 
Record reference code: SPP 421; 
Comments: A list of prisoners from Co. Wexford. See also Michael Kavanagh.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 1799; 
Record reference code: SPP 421; 
Comments: A list of prisoners from Co. Wexford. Prisoner went from Wexford to Co. Meath.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender in Dublin Harb.; Date of document: 12/1798; 
Name of petitioner: James Doyle; 
Record reference code: SPP 421; 

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 02/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 668; 
Comments: A native of Ballyfarrel, Co Wexford. Certified by several gentlemen of Gorey,

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John&Esther & New Geneva; Date of document: 12/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 669; 
Comments: Late of Johnstown, Co Wicklow a farmer.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 20/04/1799;  
Record reference code: SPP 670;  
Comments: Late of Moneygarra, Co Wexford. Certificat signed by members of the Wexford Cavalry.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 24/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Michael Kavanagh (SR); Relationship of petitioner: Father;  
Record reference code: SPP 671;  
Comments: A native of Crane in the parish of Killenahugh, Co Wexford. Certificat of character and bail bond attached.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 26/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Kavanagh; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;  
Record reference code: SPP 672;  
Comments: A native of Monaseed, Co Wexford. Certificate signed by several inhabitants of the neighbourhood of Monaseed.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the John & Esther; Date of document: 17/04/1799; Description of crime: Being a Rebel; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;  
Record reference code: SPP 667;  
Comments: Late of Mullawn, Co Wexford. Certificat of character attached.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 23;  
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Kavanagh, requests a free passage to new South Wales. She resides care of Mr John Barrett. Gravel walk, Clonmel

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 01/1800; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 303;
Comments: Kavanagh prays liberation on bail to await trial. Has been in prison for 17 mths Convict was a partner in the Flour Mills of Craig, Co Kilkenny and a member of the Bowis Corps of Yeoman Cavarly

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 01/04/1801; Description of crime: Rebellious activities; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 696;
Comments: Convict later detained at Rathdrum.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathdrum, County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1801; Description of crime: Robbery at Clone and Ballyfolan; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 627;
Comments: Document is a list of convict martials.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: ELLINOR;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr. Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the Hulks and in the jails in Cork, awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3878;
Comments: Convict is a carpenter by trade. States his mother and sisters are dependant on his support. Petition not dated, circa 1801-06.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9);
Comments: Removed to Ennis Convict depot. Constantly plotting escape.

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MOSES;
Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: HUGH;

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: ARTHUR;

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: MARGARET;

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: KAVANAGH; First name: JOHN;
Surname: KAVENAGH; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Name of ship: LARKINS 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Lucy Connor, residing at Mr Doyles, 6 Coal Alley, Meath St, Dublin.

Surname: KEADY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing timber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: KEAGHRY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: killing a sheep; Sentence: Death, commuted to 10 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 97

Surname: KEAIN; First name: REYNOLD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 113;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register and died 19/04/1848

Surname: KEALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;
Comments: list of free settlers, wives and children, embarked on board the Pyramus, female convict ship, wife's name Elizabeth Keally

Surname: KEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: KEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Description of crime: Misdemeanor; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Kealy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2811; Comments: Petitioning for permission to accompany her husband in banishment. Convict has several children. Petitioner refers to a former petition which she had submitted on her husbands behalf. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: KEALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Record reference code: SPP 673; Comments: late of Ballywater, Co. Waterford. Certificate signed by magistrates and gentlemen of Fethard.

Surname: KEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B7; Comments: Convicts wife, Elizabeth kealy, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided at Goresbridge.

Surname: KEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/09/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6; Comments: List of free settlers, sons, for whom a free passage has been provided to New South Wales on board the St Vincent male convict ship, Son's name John

Surname: KEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B 7; Comments: Convicts wife Elizabeth Kealy, granted a free passage to New South Wales, She resided at Goresbridge

Surname: KEALY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder of George Butler; Record reference code: PPC 626; Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.
Surname: KEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Elizabeth Kealy.

Surname: KEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KEAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 26/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 53; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: KEAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: KEAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Kelly, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 21;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: KEAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilarush, County Clare; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing a sheet; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 K 30; Comments: Convicts father (deceased), lived in Lack in the Parish of Kilmihill, Co. Clare.

Surname: KEAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict/A kean/one other; Relationship of petitioner: Convict Mother; 
Record reference code: SPP 52; 
Comments: Convict was arrested with William Templeton in Belfast, Co. Antrim on the 17 April and confined on no apparent charge. States he is the sole support of his widowed mother who resides in Belfast town

Surname: KEAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 674; 
Comments: Was employed by James Murphy, merchant of Georges St., who undertakes to enter bail on behalf of the prisoner.

Surname: KEAN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 24/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 675; 
Comments: A native of Redcross, Co. Wicklow. Certified by several members of the Wicklow and North Cavalry.

Surname: KEANE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 130; 
Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin and died 18/09/1848

Surname: KEANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: KEANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 73; 
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEANE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 133

Surname: KEANE; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: KEANE; First name: AUGUSTUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: KEANE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

Surname: KEANE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/01/1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 108

Surname: KEANE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 104; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/04/1853

Surname: KEANE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: KEANE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/06/1857

Surname: KEANE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: KEANE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Elden, James;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/03/1848

Surname: KEANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 121;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/08/1855

Surname: KEANE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Kenna, James;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/01/1854

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 20

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 K 98; Comments: Convict resides in Kinkella, Co. Galway.

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1837; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838
Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: KEANE; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

Surname: KEANE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: KEANE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: KEANE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65
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Surname: KEANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny of a turkey; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRf 1837 K 85; Comments: Convict is a native of Tuam, Co. Galway.

Surname: KEANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: KEANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16

Surname: KEANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: KEANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/03/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: KEANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: KEANE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/08/1850. Name struck from Register
Surname: KEANE; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing ewe with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 9

Surname: KEANE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 143;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: KEANE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KEANE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - Discharged.

Surname: KEANE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: KEANE; First name: PAT; Alias: Donegan, Thomas;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: KEANE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 189
Surname: KEANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 09/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: KEANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28

Surname: KEANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 12/01/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Ellen Keane; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 16; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register. The stolen sheep belonged to John Murphy and to Ellen Deasy, both of whom lived in a distant part of the County of Cork.

Surname: KEANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1845; Description of crime: Writing a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 179; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: KEANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 140; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/03/1858
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: KEANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: KEANE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 159

Surname: KEANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: KEANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 60

Surname: KEANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: KEANE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

Surname: KEANE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/-1/1855

Surname: KEANE; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into and stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 66

Surname: KEANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Twelve months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 92

Surname: KEANE; First name: EDWARD CROOKSHANK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Exchange Buildings, Dub.; Name of petitioner: Anne keane; Record reference code: SPP 180; Comments: Prisoner is an attorney of the City of Dublin. Petitioners address is given as Chancery Lane.

Surname: KEANE; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 03/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 338; Comments: A native of the parish of Lusk, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEANE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 324; Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin.

Surname: KEANE; First name: EDWARD CROOKSHANK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Prison; Date of document: 12/01/1799; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Thomas Mooney; Record reference code: SPP 676;
Comments: Attorney at Law, Dublin City. Owes the petitioner £60.00.

Surname: KEANE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwax process; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 2912; Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same change. Petitioning to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: KEANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwax process; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 2912; Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petitioning to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: KEANE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 05/06/1826; Date of document: 07/07/1826; Description of crime: Street robbery of a waistcoat and trousers; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Patrick Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Other Dependant; Record reference code: PPC 2955; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Smith for the same offence. Petitioner (petitioning on his own behalf), refers to a memorial submitted by Keane.

Surname: KEANE; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Stealing from a dwelling house; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Mary and three others; Relationship of petitioner: Sisters; Record reference code: PPC 4090; Comments: Included is letter from the Judge before the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Petition dated 24 Aug 1817. Convict resides in Kilfree, Co Sligo and is the sole support of his orphaned sisters (eldest 10)

Surname: KEANE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 7

Surname: KEANE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Sending a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Keane & self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 34; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Prisoner came from Graffin, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: KEANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Co Longford; Date of document: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 R 18

Surname: KEANES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: KEANES; First name: SIMEON;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141

Surname: KEANEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: KEANGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: KEANY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KEANY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 366

Surname: KEANY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KEARE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KEARE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 19/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: KEAREY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: KEAREY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Kilkenny; Date of document: 26/09/1799; Description of crime: Resisting arrest; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3914; Comments: Convict is a Soldier in the Kilkenny Militia.

Surname: KEARLEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/11/1837

Surname: KEARN; First name: MOSES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: hulk 'surprise' cork; Date of trial: 1825; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret kearn; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2812; Comments: Petitioner is a widow with six children and resides at Dunroe, Co. Carlow. Father was a native of Co. Wexford. Convict was convicted at the Summer Assizes Several Char. refs. including the parish priest of Killigney, Co. Wexford. Two Petitions received in the year 1826

Surname: KEARN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Date of document: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1849 K 32

Surname: KEARNAN; First name: DAVID; Alias: Kirwan, Daniel;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Record reference code: TR 12, p 71

Surname: KEARNES; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857

Surname: KEARNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony shawl and shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: KEARNES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1838; Description of crime: Felony shawl and shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen plate; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 233
Surname: KEARNEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: not given; Record reference code: TR 8, p 224

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/08/1843; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 160

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 38; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JANE; Alias: McLoughlin, Jane;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 14/10/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Frank Kearney; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 6, p 312; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 K 34

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder of his wife; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 26

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109; Comments: Convict detained on board ship Bride, 00/05/1857

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 189; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kelly, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 10; Comments: Convict resides in Kilcullen, Co. Kildare, and is the sole support of his widowed mother and three younger children.

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into warehouse and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 260

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 92

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 230; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 26/02/1856

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1843; Description of crime: Felony Russian hair and bristles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a bridle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 28/11/1804; Description of crime: THEFT OF ACCOUN BOOK,BILLS AND OTHER ITEMS; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 988; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and resides in Bohernabreen, Co. Dublin. States his mother is aged 90 yrs. Crime was committed on 23/07/1803.

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Hulk'Surprise', Cork; Date of trial: 03/1825; Date of document: 27/12/1825; Description of crime: Attempt of a rescue;
Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Ann Kearney; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2813;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother. Several char. ref. including the Pastor of Donamine, Co. Monaghan and the castle of C. Blayney.

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C21

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Date of document: 20/07/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 7;
Comments: Return of deaths on board the Middlesex! Convict died of Dysentery on 16 Dec 1839.

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 30/12/1843; Date of document: 04/01/1844; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 1;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a quantity of hair or bristles the property of his employer, Alexander Magrath, a brush manufacturer in Dublin.

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 31

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: KEARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARINER 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Anne Halloran, residing in Ennis.

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: JOHN BARRY 1821;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicct the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Kearney, residing at Kilbegnot, Co Roscommon.

Surname: KEARNEY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: KEARNEYS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Bigamy;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 25 feb 1834

Surname: KEARNS; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 5

Surname: KEARNS; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 02/08/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within two weeks;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 92
Surname: KEARNS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 250

Surname: KEARNS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189

Surname: KEARNS; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 15

Surname: KEARNS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 176; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 19; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register. Convict works as a Smith.

Surname: KEARNS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: KEARNS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 2; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register. Convict who works as a servant is the sole support of his mother.

Surname: KEARNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90
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Surname: KEARNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/05/1849

Surname: KEARNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 164

Surname: KEARNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/05/1848; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 57;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEARNS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 357

Surname: KEARNS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 09/07/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 290

Surname: KEARNS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 commuted discharge;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 270;
Comments: Convict discharged, 11/05/1849

Surname: KEARNS; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1853; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 40
Surname: KEARNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 219

Surname: KEARNS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: KEARNS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: KEARNS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 14; 
Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: KEARNS; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 321

Surname: KEARNS; First name: SIMEON;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 12 mths imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 141; 
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEARNS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 65;
Comments: Convict was removed from the Calcutta transport ship

Surname: KEARNS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 66;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: KEARNS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 160;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KEARNS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 07/01/1823; Description of crime: Possessing stolen garments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2006;
Comments: Refers to a former petition.

Surname: KEARNS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 20/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Kearns; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 16

Surname: KEARNS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 K 27

Surname: KEARNS; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 27/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Dennis Meade;
Record reference code: SPP 678;
Comments: Bail bond of Michael Kirwan and Tim Marmen of Ballymore, Co. Westmeath, attached
Surname: KEARNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Dublin; Date of document: 1801; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 692; Comments: Requesting a trial, convict is an apprentice to a carpenter in Dublin City.

Surname: KEARNS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena.

Surname: KEARNS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kildare.

Surname: KEARNS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 26/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1856 M 29

Surname: KEARNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KEARNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (26/03/1836)

Surname: KEARNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 15/03/1799; Record reference code: SPP 677; Comments: Bail bond taken by Charles H. Higgins of Westport and Christopher Ferris of Clougher, Co. Mayo.
Surname: KEARNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KEARNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Margaret Hennessey, residing in the Parish of Ballingeary, Cahir.

Surname: KEARY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Loughrea, County Galway; Date of trial: 28/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 137;
Comments: Convict has one child and is expecting another.

Surname: KEARY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva barracks; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: Being a member of United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Catherine Keary;
Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 181;
Comments: Petitioner and her six children are dependant on the labour of the prisoner

Surname: KEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a sworn united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 679;
Comments: A native of Kilkenny City.

Surname: KEARY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Dublin City.

Surname: KEARY; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 6 month imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 25

Surname: KEASEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Joanna Keasey residing in the Parish of Rackellin, Co Limerick.

Surname: KEASON; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: KEATIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: KEATING; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Gallagher; Burns;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/11/1837

Surname: KEATING; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: KEATING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1840; Description of crime: Felony sack dress and tea; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: KEATING; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 12/04/1852

Surname: KEATING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153

Surname: KEATING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 2; Comments: Convict's father died in 1829 leaving three children, of whom convict is the eldest. Convict reference file contains a petition from his mother Bridget, residing at Naas, Co. Kildare, stating that her son is a Servant by profession, and her sole support

Surname: KEATING; First name: BARTH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: KEATING; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 383

Surname: KEATING; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 31/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 244

Surname: KEATING; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46
Surname: KEATING; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: KEATING; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: KEATING; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: KEATING; First name: ELISHA (OR ELIZA);

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: DUKE CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 293

Surname: KEATING; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Keating, Elisha;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 293

Surname: KEATING; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/02/1850; Description of crime: Stealing butter and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: KEATING; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Gallagher; Burns;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/11/1837
Surname: KEATING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Breaking and entering and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KEATING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 39;
Comments: Convict detained on hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: KEATING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 112;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

Surname: KEATING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 109;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/04/1853

Surname: KEATING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857

Surname: KEATING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/02/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 146

Surname: KEATING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: KEATING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/04/1850 - name struck through from Register

Surname: KEATING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: KEATING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 5, p 109

Surname: KEATING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 28; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/10/1836 and was later discharged.

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register - dead

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of poultry; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY A;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: KEATING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1836; Description of crime: Grevious bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, (30/07/1836)

Surname: KEATING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 9

Surname: KEATING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

Surname: KEATING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: KEATING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 16/03/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 203;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEATING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 10/08/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous Conduct; Sentence: Penal Servitude life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 168;
Comments: Convict served in the 5th Dragoon Guards and was sentenced by General Court Martial in Dublin for Fenianism. Trial commenced on 10/08/1866-24/08/1866. Convict sent from England to Western Australia in October 1867. Other information regarding warrants are given

Surname: KEATING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 159;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KEATING; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Date of document: 24/12/1816; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1363;
Comments: Letter from the inspector of Kilkenny gaol, acknowledging receipt of orders to transfer the convict for transportation. States he believes that she is innocent and that it was her brother and sister (also under the same sentence) who committed the theft

Surname: KEATING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1806; Date of document: 25/10/1809; Description of crime: Theft of a 3.5 d stamp; Sentence: Transportation fro 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convicts in Cork Gaol;
Record reference code: PPC 1247

Surname: KEATING; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of document: 15/04/1823; Description of crime: Accosting Michael Sheehy; Sentence: Transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Record reference code: PPC 1826; Comments: All three convicts were convicted of abducting Michael Sheehy and forcing him to take the oaths of whiteboyism.

Surname: KEATING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 101; Comments: Convict reside in Kinnitty, Kings Co.

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 158; Comments: Convict was discharged.

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: KEATING; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KEATING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE REBELLION (23\07\1803); Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co. Down, in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost prison and Kilmain- ham, Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: KEATING; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 28/07/1826; Description of crime: Petty robbery; Name of petitioner: People of Kilmacthomas;
Record reference code: PPC 3002;
Comments: No sentence was passed on the convict.

Surname: KEATING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict was sent from Kilmainham, Dublin.

Surname: KEATING; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 L 19;
Comments: Convicted with Mary Lee.

Surname: KEATING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KEATING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: EARL ST. VINCENT 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the Colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Honora Keating, residing at Gibbons Grove, near Charleville, Co. Cork.

Surname: KEATING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: KEATING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KEATINGE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of turkey and goose; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47; Comments: Probably stolen for Christmas Dinner!

Surname: KEATINGE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: KEATINGE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837. Other defendant: Patrick Moran.

Surname: KEATINGE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: KEATINGE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 24/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude for life; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 5th Dragoon Guards.

Surname: KEAVENEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: KEAVNEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: KEAVNY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 98;  
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register - paid.

Surname: KEAVY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 77;  
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: KECKS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/06/1805;  
Record reference code: PPC 1153;  
Comments: Report of the Sheriffs of Cork on the arrival of convicts ordered for transportation, remarking that the convict name has been omitted from the list.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Appearing armed with other and theft of gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 K 3

Surname: KEEFE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: KEEFE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: KEEFE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 29;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855
Surname: KEEFE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 112;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836. See also Keefe Philip and Riordan, Daniel.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: KEEFE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 20/02/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 months;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 281

Surname: KEEFE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 107;
Comments: Convict returned from Gibraltar and was ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

Surname: KEEFE; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: KEEFE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Assault and robbery of Indian meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Name of petitioner: P. Massey and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy & gentry;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 K 26;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Ross, Barony of Middlethird, Co. Waterford. See also CRf 1851 K17
Surname: KEEFE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/09/1854

Surname: KEEFE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: KEEFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 06/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 167

Surname: KEEFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: KEEFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 84;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: KEEFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death; Name of ship: MEDWAY, 10/11/1847;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

Surname: KEEFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 31
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Surname: KEEFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a jacket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 32

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing 2 pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (28/03/1836)

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/06/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 220; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (11/10/1836)

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 219

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 (fail bail in 6 months); Record reference code: TR 1, p 205

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Keefe, Thomas;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 27/03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 11; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836. Convict was convicted with his brother, Thomas, for the same offence. Both convicts reside in Listowel. Co. Kerry.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: KEEFE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1836; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: KEEFE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1855; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: KEEFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/09/1853

Surname: KEEFE; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836. See also Keefe Edmond, Riordan, Daniel (ibid).

Surname: KEEFE; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 23;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 05/08/1836. Convict was discharged, name struck through from Register.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 54;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KEEFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/08/1836; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 41;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 26/08/1836

Surname: KEEFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 25;
Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/06/1849. Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEEFE; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Keefe, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 27/03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 11;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836. Convict was convicted with his brother, Michael, for the same offence. Both convicts reside in Listowel, Co. Kerry.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 254;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/07/1853

Surname: KEEFE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 19
Surname: KEEFE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 225

Surname: KEEFE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 01/04/1823; Description of crime: Conspiring to make 10p tokens; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and brother; Record reference code: PPC 2007; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Francis for the same offense. Father is a farmer by trade. Second petition dated 13 May 1823.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 01/04/1823; Description of crime: Conspiring to make 10p tokens; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and brother.; Record reference code: PPC 2007; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Denis for the same offense. Father is a farmer by trade later petition dated 13 May 1823.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 1822; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1714; Comments: Prays to be removed to the Dublin workhouse to work at his trade as a tailor.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing 14 soveriegns; Sentence: Transportations, commuted 1 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 100

Surname: KEEFE; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 29/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 680

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Vagrant; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 03 Aug. 1833

Surname: KEEFE; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KEEFE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KEEFE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Dublin City.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1838 K 58; Comments: Convict resides in Waterford City. States his parents died of cholera in 1832 leaving five children dependant on his support.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 30

Surname: KEEFE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 04/1841; Description of crime: Embezzling Property; Sentence: 7 year T commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 17
Surname: KEEFE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, Patrick and Maurice.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Abandoning her child;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 30 Jan 1834.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 14 Feb 1835.

Surname: KEEFE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 16 June 1834.

Surname: KEEFER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KEEFF; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Catherine Hickey

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KEEFFE; First name: THADY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 153

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a goat and calfs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 40;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life com Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/04/1853

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 30;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 18 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 26

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/04/1857

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling over the balance of £5-0-0; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24; Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: DAILY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1857

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 101; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/10/1857

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: DANIEL (POSSIBLY DAVID); Alias: Kenny, James;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1853; Description of crime: Rape and aiding rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 13, p 19

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: DANIEL;
Surname: KEEFFE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/02/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: DENIS (JNR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 91;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856. cf Keeffe, Denis Jnr. TR 12, p 91

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 30;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/04/1857

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 42

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/09/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: JERIMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing 2 cows and a calf; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 157

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny (2nd conviction); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 139; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 17/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, (00/09/1850); Record reference code: TR 6, p 133; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/03/1856

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/08/1856
Surname: KEEFFE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 249

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MARY; Alias: Gleeson, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 251;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 229;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/12/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 months;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 75;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 74
Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: NORRIG;

Sex: U; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police escorting flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1857

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: MARY; Alias: Mary Gleeson;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Date of document: 21/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: ARABIAN; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 9; Comments: Prisoner was declared unfit for transportation.

Surname: KEEFFE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29
Surname: KEFFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A53 Convicts wife Catherine Hickey granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: KEFFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers convict's wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife's name Catherine Hickey

Surname: KEFFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 4;
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the convict penitentiary house at Cork and waiting a passage to New South Wales, Convicts sons, Patrick and Maurice

Surname: KEFFE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Description of crime: Petty Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Keeffe; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 30;
Comments: Prisoner had numerous previous convictions.

Surname: KEFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 18

Surname: KEFFE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KEFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5
Surname: KEEGAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 18/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 17/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs com 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 26; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night (Stabbing & burglary); Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 K 96

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 28/03/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/01/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156
Surname: KEEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: LAURENCE; Alias: Maguire, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Possession of coining mould; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 117;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/04/1854

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 55

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/08/1836; Description of crime: Felony cow; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny of a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 124;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 136
Surname: KEEGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 19

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 K 19

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a pocket hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Date of document: 07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Name of petitioner: James Keegan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 K20

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 266

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs and transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KEEGAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender, Dublin; Date of document: 21/03/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Michael/Margaret Keegan; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 995; Comments: Convict resides in Dundrum Village, Co. Dublin.

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: On board transport vessel; Date of document: 10/10/1827; Description of crime: MANSLAUGHTER; Sentence: Trans 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3224; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given). Several character references including the Parish Priest of Hacketstown, Co Carlow.

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of document: 10/04/1813; Description of crime: Stealing goods valued cost £13; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4045; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, favourably recommending the convict, endorsed: 'to be transported for 7 years.' Other defendant: Patrick Moore.

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender in Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 07/08/1798; Name of petitioner: James Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord; Record reference code: SPP 327; Comments: From the neighbourhood of Gorey.

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 28/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of £2. 6d; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 274; Comments: Convict was convicted with Peter Curtis. See also CRF 1837 C 311
Surname: KEEGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 07/1841; Description of crime: Riot; Sentence: 12 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 56

Surname: KEEGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 01/05/1839; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Margaret Keegan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 163

Surname: KEEHAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 62(F);
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman, Co. Dublin, 10.01.1839

Surname: KEELAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death com 1 month imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 136;
Comments: Convicts name struck through. See Owen Halfpenny, Patrick Ginitty and Edward Carrolan.

Surname: KEELAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Possession of forged bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 183;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (18/05/1836)

Surname: KEELAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 111

**Surname:** KEELAN; **First name:** SYDNEY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 5

**Surname:** KEELAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 41;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/10/1856

**Surname:** KEELEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

**Surname:** KEELEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** KEELIN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1822;

Record reference code: FS 1828 2;

Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Catherine Keelin, residing at 2, Lamb Alley, Dublin.

**Surname:** KEELTY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 11, p 61

**Surname:** KEELTY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 366
Surname: KEELTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 95;
Comments: Convict resides in Mount Eagle, Ardcarne Parish, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: KEELTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westport, County Mayo; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Waylaying and assault; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Thomas Jeffers; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor;
Record reference code: PPC 3413;
Comments: Convict was convicted with five others for waylaying and assaulting petitioner and his brother. Petitioning against the possible release of the convicts.

Surname: KEELTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westport, County Mayo; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Waylaying and assault; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Thomas Jeffers; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor;
Record reference code: PPC 3413;
Comments: Convict was convicted with five others for waylaying and assaulting petitioner and his brother. Petitioning against the possible release of the convicts.

Surname: KEELY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny of gold pin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 263

Surname: KEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 78;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 19/04/1854

Surname: KEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of two dandies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: KEELY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/00/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: KEELY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Attempting to murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 217;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEELY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 134;
Comments: Convicts Reference File contains a petition from the convicts mother (a widow), residing in Monahullen, Shilelagh, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: KEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Elizabeth Keely, residing at Goresbridge, Co Kilkenny

Surname: KEELY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 06/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and Assault; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 5;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of breaking and entering the house of Thomas Mooney in Kilmacud, Co Dublin on 21 December 1843, with the intent to commit a felony and of assaulting James Malone in the same house.

Surname: KEELY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 18

Surname: KEEN; First name: MYLES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 21;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEENA; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/01/1846; Description of crime: Threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 213

Surname: KEENA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: KEENA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Description of crime: Supposed to be a deserter;
Record reference code: SPP 412 A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

Surname: KEENAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 76;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/03/1855

Surname: KEENAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of document: 04/1848; Description of crime: Assault, riot and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Rosanah Keenahan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 K 19

Surname: KEENAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: KEENAHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: KEENAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: KEENAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 131

Surname: KEENAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

Surname: KEENAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 19; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register. Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836 Not sent.

Surname: KEENAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: KEENAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 K 42; Comments: Convicts wife resides in Ballymena, Co. Antrim with their children.

Surname: KEENAN; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/04/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 248

Surname: KEENAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: KEENAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: KEENAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 60;
Comments: (See Keenan, John, TR 8, p 59)

Surname: KEENAN; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Mortimer, Martin;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: KEENAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 248

Surname: KEENAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 (failing bail in 6 months);
Record reference code: TR 1, p 167

Surname: KEENAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74
Surname: KEENAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: KEENAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: KEENAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172

Surname: KEENAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: KEENAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 56

Surname: KEENAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/11/1837; Description of crime: Felony, porter, tobacco box and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: KEENAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 117; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 K 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838. Convicts father resides in Cloonfide, Parish of Carrickedmond, Co. Longfor. States convicts wife is in America waiting for him and their child to join her there.

Surname: KEENAN; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 12/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 255

Surname: KEENAN; First name: SALLY; Alias: Fisher, Sarah;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 263; Comments: G.G.L. 14/02/1844

Surname: KEENAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

Surname: KEENAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Prison; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 182; Comments: Petitioner is a tailor by trade and a native of the North. Petitioner has been confined for 27 months without trial. Expresses his willingness to go into voluntary exile

Surname: KEENAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: KEENAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 681

Surname: KEENAN; First name: DANIEL;
Surname: KEENAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/1835; Date of document: 26/02/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: FS 1836 24; Comments: Convicts wife Margaret Keenan residing at Culmore parish of Rasharkin, Co.Antrim requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: KEENAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KEENAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1835; Date of document: 17/10/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 K 60; Comments: Convict is a native of Dromore, Parish, Co Down and was transported to Sydney, New South Wales. Convict reference file contains a petition from the convict's father, Patrick, residing in Dromore Parish, on his son's behalf.

Surname: KEENAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 91; Comments: Convicts parents reside at Ballydermot (Co Londonderry). See Anne Meenan CRF 1836 M91.

Surname: KEENAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 1836; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc45

Surname: KEENAN; First name: SARAH; Alias: Sarah Fisher;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20; Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.

Surname: KEENE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128

Surname: KEENEDY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 78(F); Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: KEENIAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 255

Surname: KEENS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 May 1834.

Surname: KEENY; First name: CONNELL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 49

Surname: KEENY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 49
Surname: KEERAKAN; First name: RODY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: KEERAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1816; Date of document: 11/09/1816; Description of crime: Highway robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 1395;
Comments: Bill of Indictiment.

Surname: KEERAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardship Dublin Harbour; Description of crime: Involved in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 183;
Comments: Petitioner is a labourer of Knocklahane in the parish of Kilcavan, Co.Wexford

Surname: KEERANS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 139

Surname: KEERIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: KEERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 164

Surname: KEEVER; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 209
Surname: KEEVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: KEEVAN; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180

Surname: KEEVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: KEFFE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: KEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 03/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: JARDINE, 25/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40

Surname: KEHENNY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: KEHEVNEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 205; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, (30/07/1836)

Surname: KEHILLY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: KEHOE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 185; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 37; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children dependant on his support. See also CRF 1843 K 15

Surname: KEHOE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: KEHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 77

Surname: KEHOE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 12/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 95

Surname: KEHOE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEHOE; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Duiley, John;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault and riot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 K 37

Surname: KEHOE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/04/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 185

Surname: KEHOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 1 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 13; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KEHOE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/07/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: KEHOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: KEHOE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 188; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857. Ordered to be discharged 25/05/1855

Surname: KEHOE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

Surname: KEHOE; First name: BETTY; Alias: Kehoe, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny being convicted of felony before; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 388

Surname: KEHOE; First name: CATHERINE;
Surname: KEHOE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 288
Surname: KEHOE; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Kehoe, Betty;
Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 388

Surname: KEHOE; First name: FREDERICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: KEHOE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: KEHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: KEHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Description of crime: Returning from transportation; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 133; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 7;
Comments: Prisoner was transported for 7 years to New South Wales in 1842. He hid on a ship back to Ireland after a row with the supervisor of his stone-breaking gang.

Surname: KEHOE; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Date of document: 16/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 218; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 K 12; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Adamstown, Co. Wexford.

Surname: KEHOE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: KEHOE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: KEHOE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Desertion and robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: KEHOE; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Loughlin;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 06/08/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Michael W Loughlin; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 27; Comments: Prisoner had been in the care of two women since his mother had died and his father had gone to England looking for work.

Surname: KEHUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 133

Surname: KEIDY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 10
Surname: KEIDY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: KEIFE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274;
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEIFE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: KEIFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 92

Surname: KEIFF; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Name of ship: FORTH 1831;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Hickey, residing at Yellow Road, in the Liberty of the City of Waterford.

Surname: KEIFFE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 29

Surname: KEIFFE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 164;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (15/11/1836)

**Surname:** KEIFFE; **First name:** LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

**Surname:** KEIGHERY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 20/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Corker Wright;
Record reference code: SPP 683

**Surname:** KEIGHEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Maliciously killing a sheep; Sentence: Death commuted 10 mths imprisonment;
Comments: Convicts name struck from Register
Record reference code: TR 2, p 65;

**Surname:** KEIGHRY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 95

**Surname:** KEIL; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

**Surname:** KEILEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

**Surname:** KEILLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856
Record reference code: TR 12, p 137;
Surname: KEILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92

Surname: KEILLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92

Surname: KEILY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 207

Surname: KEILY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113; Comments: See also TR 2, p 102

Surname: KEILY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Comments: Convict detained in Cork, 23/03/1837. See also TR 2, p 113

Surname: KEILY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 114

Surname: KEILY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857
Surname: KEILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/03/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 108

Surname: KEILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 26;
Comments: Convict died 25/05/1849

Surname: KEILY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 156;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KEILY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1846; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: KEILY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kielly, Michael;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: KEILY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kelly, Michael;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: RE 12, p 149

Surname: KEILY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kerly, Michael;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 153

Surname: KEILY; First name: NORRIG; Alias: Keeffe;

Sex: U; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police escorting flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KEILY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857;

Surname: KEILY; First name: PHILIP; Alias: (Philip Reilly);

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/06/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;


Surname: KEILY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: KEILY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/06/1853

Surname: KEILY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: KEILY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: KEILY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: KEILY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/03/1857

Surname: KEIRNAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 11, p 16

Surname: KEIRNS; First name: MICHAEL (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: KEIRNS; First name: MICHAEL (SNR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: KELAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 17

Surname: KELAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: KELBURN; First name: SINCLAIR;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 26/04/1797; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 25; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail

Surname: KELEHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KELEHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: KELEHER; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing from shop; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: KELEHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 32; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: KELEHER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: KELEHER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: KELEHER; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

**Surname:** KELEHER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23

**Surname:** KELEHER; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Description of crime: Assisting to tender unlawful oaths; Sentence: To served abroad for life; Record reference code: SPP 684; Comments: Late of Tullgavin, parish of Ardrahan, Co. Galway. Recognisance of prisoner and others, certified by the parish priest and gentlemem of the parish of Ardrahan.

**Surname:** KELEHER; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

**Surname:** KELIHAN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administrating oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

**Surname:** KELIHAN; **First name:** JERIMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Listowel, County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 K 56

**Surname:** KELIHER; **First name:** BARTH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

**Surname:** KELLADY; **First name:** PATRICK;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: KELLEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 108; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: KELLEHEN; First name: JOHANNA;

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: CORNELIUS;

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: CORNELIUS;

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: CORNELIUS;

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/02/1850; Description of crime: Not stated; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 305

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, 15/02/1854

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing an apron and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing harness and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: KELLEHER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28

**Surname:** KELLEHER; **First name:** JULIA; Alias: (Coakley, Mary);

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

**Surname:** KELLEHER; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 228

**Surname:** KELLEHER; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195

**Surname:** KELLEHER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35

**Surname:** KELLEHER; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

**Surname:** KELLEHER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** KELLEHER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: KELLENN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 58;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/07/1851

Surname: KELLER; First name: W;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 416;
Comments: An attorney and was a member of Parliament

Surname: KELLETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 18;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

Surname: KELLETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: KELLETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 141;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843 - hanged himself Easter Monday, 1843. Name struck through from Register.

Surname: KELLETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Date of document: 25/01/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 3 months); Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 86; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 K 7

Surname: KELLEY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Endangering life and riotous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KELLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Petty robbery of flower; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Widow Kelley; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3215; Comments: Petitioner states that the convict is her sole support. Requests that a reply be sent to Henry O'Neill, Kilshelan Street, Clonmel, Co Tipperary. Petition received 11 Oct 1827.

Surname: KELLIHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLIHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72

Surname: KELLIHER; First name: JULIA; Alias: Kelliher, Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Record reference code: TR 1, p 42

Surname: KELLIHER; First name: MARY OR JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/11/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 47; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KELLIHER; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin. Died, 19/04/1849
Surname: KELLIHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/11/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 42

Surname: KELLORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: KELLS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, (28/03/1836)

Surname: KELLS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 30/09/1825; Description of crime: Rape of Bell King; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2648;
Comments: Petitioning to be permitted to marry Bull King. Convict and girl resides in the Parish of Ballymann, Co Cavan.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Barrett;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 95

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 24/06/1845; Date of document: 10/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 241; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 K 33;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 325

Surname: KELLY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 K 18; Comments: Convict parents reside at Brown Row, Belfast, Co. Antrim.

Surname: KELLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/07/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169

Surname: KELLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 47; Comments: The convict supports a wife and five children.

Surname: KELLY; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: KELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16 (F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony thread case and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: KELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 320

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/02/1840; Description of crime: Destroying her infant; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 281; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 29

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/09/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 228;
Comments: G.G.L. 17/11

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 53 (F)

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 262

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 6 months;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 210;
Comments: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to six months upon payment of £20 in two £10 instalments.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Hourigan, Mathew;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/01/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 K 12;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Mathew Hourigan, for the same offence.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 134

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 55;
Comments: Convict detained at Downpatrick Gaol, Co. Down, 15/02/1848

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/12/1854

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1855; Description of crime: Subsequent felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 128;

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Devanny, James;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128

Surname: KELLY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: KELLY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 87(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: HONORA; Alias: Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death on 03/04/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 98

Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/11/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 148

Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 52; Comments: The convict supports a wife and a very large family.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony book; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony umbrella; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony case and rings; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 56
Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony of boots and candlestick & wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: KELLY; First name: ABRAHAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin. Died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/07/1851

Surname: KELLY; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a coat and cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 222

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 23

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1837; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANDREW; Alias: Tisdall, Andrew;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1841; Description of crime: Felony coat and cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 20/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a pettycoat and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 273

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 294

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 5(F)

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony of shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 13, p 126

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET; Alias: Larkin, Bridget;

Sex: F;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRIDGET; Alias: (or McGhee);

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/11/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 209;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/06/1857

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 141

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 131

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 64 (F)

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98(F)

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 262

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 144; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/10/1836

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 77(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: KELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail); Record reference code: TR 6, p 326

Surname: KELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Murder of a child; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 4; Comments: Sentenced to die to 9/4/1842

Surname: KELLY; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: McKenna Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Record reference code: TR 12, p 262

Surname: KELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 5(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/10/1856

Surname: KELLY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167
Surname: KELLY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 55;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/02/1848

Surname: KELLY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 26/07/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 32

Surname: KELLY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 11;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Date of document: 14/07/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 15;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836. Convict resides in Slievedooly, Parish of Killofin, Co. Clare, with his wife and family.

Surname: KELLY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 127;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (10/08/1836)

Surname: KELLY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: KELLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Date of document: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 14; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844. Prisoner was conducted of stealing eleven shillings from his employer, John Dowdall of Newry. Petitioner's residence is given as Cloughunny, Parish of Forkhill, Co. Armagh.

Surname: KELLY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 116; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/11/1837

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 08/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 46
Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Entering a building and stealing there from; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 161; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 119

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 40(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloak and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZA; Alias: (Gannon);

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony coat and waistcoat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 182; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/10/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 182; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/10/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Kelly, Ellen;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony ribbon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 16/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 299

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/02/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221
Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Neill, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 294

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 209;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/08/1853; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 181;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1858

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 203

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Felony, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1857;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 21(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony sack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 233
Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 274;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/09/1856

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 193

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN (OR ELIZA);

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: John Doyle;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Gaol; Date of trial: 29/01/1850; Date of document: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Myles Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 K23;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/02/1853

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Wilson, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1844; Description of crime: House breaking and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1842; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113
Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony of cushions; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/11/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, (30/07/1836)

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/01/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 24; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/12/1857.
Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/12/1856; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 41; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/02/1857 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/11/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Bestiality; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: KELLY; First name: WINNEFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 53
Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony waistcoat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 31/12/1845; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 89; Comments: See Michael Kearney

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/06/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 175

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Kennedy, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, having previous conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing silver spoons and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 10/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction - felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Clarke, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/10/1858

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 18; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/05/1857 and Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 31/08/1860
Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER; Alias: Allen;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 61

Surname: KELLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: KELLY; First name: REYNOLDS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Appearing armed; taking arms; endangering life; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: KELLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 08/11/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: KELLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Breaking into chapel and stealing therin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 85;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: KELLY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: KELLY; First name: RODDY;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Fermanagh Town; Date of trial: 02/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 70;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLY; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 265

Surname: KELLY; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/04/1844; Date of document: 11/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted transportation 7 yr; Name of petitioner: James and Patrick Kelly;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 9;
Comments: Sentence reduced to transportation for 7 years. Prisoner had been orphaned at an early age.

Surname: KELLY; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: KELLY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: KELLY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 24/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, (00/01/1848); Name of petitioner: Mary Dunsheathe; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, p 273; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 K 16; Comments: Child: William Kelly, 2 yrs old.

Surname: KELLY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1844; Date of document: 30/09/1846; Description of crime: Stealing a bank order; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 K 32; Comments: Prisoner died in Clonmel Gaol, 8 October 1846.

Surname: KELLY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony of hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 63

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1844; Description of crime: Felony handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 23/07/1846; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 48

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 115

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted pardon; Record reference code: TR 5, p 176; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/09/1856

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19

Surname: KELLY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing lamb; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 125(F);
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from a church; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

Surname: KELLY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Larceny from church; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 255

Surname: KELLY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1857; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 23(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 163;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (13/10/1836)

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/101850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/01/1850; Description of crime: Felony purse of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: John Kearns;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 20/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony of basket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Patrick Kearns; Relationship of petitioner: Stepfather; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 19; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing and wearing apparel belonging to a Mr. Manfield of Great Brunswick St., Dublin. Prisoners occupation given as boot and shoe maker. Petitioner's residence given as 4, Molesworth St.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32
Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 10;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/04/1843

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 35

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 1;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 198;
Comments: Convict died in Depot, 13/03/1847

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony ham; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 63

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 77; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843
Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 148

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/02/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 109

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 160;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Demanding arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 156;
Comments: Not to go for the present C 6475

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 13

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 223;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years (or bail in 3 months); Name of ship: BLENHEIM, (00/07/1851);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 222;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 83;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/11/1853

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 266

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into building and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony plate and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/01/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing wheat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 110

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 105

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony shawls and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs fail bail within 3 months;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 176

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1842; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 62;
Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/05/1844; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60
Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Carr, Bryan;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs fail bail in 3 months;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 176;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843. Convicts name struck through from Register and discharged.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle maiming; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/01/1854; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 14

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 13

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1845; Description of crime: Felony of grates; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 111;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 146;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 132

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony money and watch; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary etc; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 182

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 126

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 77

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 184

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 113

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/01/1860

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Driscoll, John;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 34

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 260

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny - person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 1

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 154; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/09/1852

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/12/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Rielly, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 52; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855. Name struck through from Register.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 93

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/06/1853; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen Co; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing bacon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 151

Surname: KELLY; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 276

Surname: KELLY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 329

Surname: KELLY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: KELLY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing security in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: KENNEDY;

Sex: U; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: KELLY; First name: KENNEDY;

Sex: U; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: KELLY; First name: KITTY; Alias: (McDonel);

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 215

Surname: KELLY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199
Surname: KELLY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Date of document: 22/03/1845; Description of crime: Threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 96; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 K 13

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Murder of a child; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 20/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 115(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Kelly, Mary;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 384

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 250

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Smith, Margaret;

Sex: F; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/05/1853

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 87; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 K 80;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his wife, Eatty, for the same offence. Convicts reside in Sligo Town with their two children.

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Receiving and possessing stolen money order; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/01/1854

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 163

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/07/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 262

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony bolster pillow and sheets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY (OR HONORA);

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 76(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 21/07/1843; Description of crime: Stealing silver spoon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comments: G.G.L., 17/11/
Record reference code: TR 5, p 230

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73(F)
Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged 18/07/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Waterford City; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Date of document: 19/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 207; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 K 26

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 228;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk Essex, (03/02/1836)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 161

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 95;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Felony of a Jennet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Keily;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 149;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/01/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Monoghan, Michael;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 143;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77
Surname: KELLY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 182

Surname: KELLY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 126

Surname: KELLY; First name: NICHOLAS; Alias: Blanch, Owen;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: KELLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 201

Surname: KELLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 128;
Comments: Convict died in Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/12/1852.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: KELLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: KELLY; First name: PAT (OR THOMAS); Alias: Whelan, Walter;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Anne Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 K6

Surname: KELLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: KELLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony table cloths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony basket lead and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing security; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1841; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 10; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 137

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 14/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 208

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 18/10/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/07/1838; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to maim & disfigure; Sentence: Transportation life;
Comments: See Patrick Conlon and James Geoghegan

Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 131

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 93

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 121; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 K 136

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Walsh, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 50;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/10/1856

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Barrett;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 95

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 87;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 50;
Comments: Certified Lunatic, 31/07/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1850; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 55

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Kean, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 67

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 93

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 46

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony of a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: KELLY; First name: TERESA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a great coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 115

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 17

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Whelan, Walter;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856. See Kelly, Pat

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 125; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/06/1858

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/01/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: TOMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/05/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 71

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 72;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/09/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony sacks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Attack on the Glenbowee Police Barracks; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 216

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 27/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Meehan;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/07/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 76

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Coining and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/06/1853

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1854; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/12/1854

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/12/1852
Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Assault with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 88;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 68(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 203

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY (OR MARGARET);

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Returned for amendment;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 384;
Comments: Entry in Register states that convict's sentence was returned for amendment.

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 months;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 112(F);
Comments: Convict sentence was commuted to 18 months imprisonment - name struck through from Register.
Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/00/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/00/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 242;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 3;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin 18/05/1836

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/05/1837; Description of crime: Felony cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY; Alias: Carney, Bridget;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33(F); Comments: Convict discharged by direction of Lard Lieutenant, 00/07/1853

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 294

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 213

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 269

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 263
Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY; Alias: Sisk, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/10/1855; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation life com penal servitude 12 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 183;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork Depot, 22/07/1856 and Mountjoy Female Gaol, Co. Dublin 23/09/1858.

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 216;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/06/1858

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY; Alias: Sullivan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Stealing geese and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 195;
Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/07/1854

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 293

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 45(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 15/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 211; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1857

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 302

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2(F)

Surname: KELLY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 1 month; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Frewen, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Setting fire to dwelling with intent to injure; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 108

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/06/1844; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding John Meagher; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: KELLY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickonshannon; Date of trial: 11/03/1823; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2010; Comments: Convict was convict with his sister for the same offense. Several char. ref. including a parish priest of Kilargue, Co. Leitrim. Convict is a native of Co. Leitrim. Petition received 8 May 1823.

Surname: KELLY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Carrickonshannon; Date of trial: 11/03/1823; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Dominick Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2010; Comments: Convict was convicted with her brother for same offense. Several char. ref. including a parish priest of Kilargue, Co. Leitrim. Convict is a native of Co. Leitrim, petition received 8 May 1823.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;
Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 11/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 170;
Comments: Letter from Lieutenant Colonel B Daly of the Invalids reporting on the incident.

Surname: KELLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin;
Date of trial: 1808; Date of document: 12/02/1810; Description of crime: Stealing a pocket book; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: PPC 1258;
Comments: Memo stating that the convict had escaped from Clonmel gaol, Co. Tipperary a yr previously and was later apprehended in Drogheda, Co. Louth. Convict has an ulcerated leg which will have to be amputated.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/11/1804; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Record reference code: PPC 1060;

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 10/04/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: P. Staunton Davoren; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1891;
Comments: Petitioner, a prisoner in Kilkenny gaol confined for a debt. Prays for an enquiry into the circumstances of the escape of Kelly, with which he has been unjustly implicated. States it was the gaoler who continued the escape as the convict kelly is a nephew to the High Sheriff, Henry Anderson
Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1934;
Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 01/08/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a gun from a house; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2695;
Comments: Convict has a widowed mother and a family dependant on his support.

Surname: KELLY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/03/1826; Description of crime: Theft of plate; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2815;
Comments: Convict was convicted with William Harris for the same offense. States he served as a midshipman in the Navy under various commands. Petition received 5 April 1826 Endorsed:'Respited'.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick on shannon; Place of imprisonment: Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/03/1826; Description of crime: theft of handkerchief and ribbons; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2816;
Comments: Petition received in the year 1826

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 03/05/1827; Description of crime: Stealing two colts; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3080;

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;
Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 10/09/1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Michael Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Father to (dependant); Record reference code: PPC 3222; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Denis and John Kennedy for the murder of John Dooley at the Fair of Borris in Ossory, Queens Co on the 29th May 1827. Several statements in Testimony to Kennedys innocence, name the convict as being responsible for Dooleys death. No sentence given in pet for convicts brother

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respiting the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 K 1; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children dependant on his support.

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a clock; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 K 9; Comments: Convict, if discharged, will emigrate.

Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 01/08/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc 7
Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 01/1809; Date of document: 03/03/1812; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 4011;
Comments: Letter from the Inspector General of (Cork Gaol) recommending that the convict be pardoned on the grounds of good conduct during his confinement and the effort be made to prevent several escapes planned in the Gaol.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 20/11/1813; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4054;
Comments: Petitioning for a respite of his sentence. States he has a wife and two children.

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 81;
Comments: Other defendant: John Ferguson.

Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 202;
Comments: Other defendant: James Tegart.

Surname: KELLY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 88

Surname: KELLY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 1849; Description of crime: Feloniously and maliciously maiming two cows; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 K 11

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 G 7;
Comments: Other defendant: Thomas Griffin.

Surname: KELLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Breaking into and robbing a chapel; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 28;
Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham Gaol held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: KELLY; First name: RODY;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of trial: 02/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRf 1839 W 28;
Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham Gaol, held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc14;
Comments: Memorandum of letters and parcels sent to Sydney, New South Wales on board the 'Isabella'. Includes an entry for one letter sent to the convict an assigned servant to Patt Dankmartin, Parameta, New South Wales.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc14;
Comments: Memorandum of letters and parcels sent to Sydney, New South Wales on board the 'Isabella'. Includes an entry for one letter sent to the convict, an assigned servant to Patt Dankmartin, Parameta, New South Wales.
Surname: KELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 24/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: KELLY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 35

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of document: 20/08/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 29

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 K 28

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander Tender; Date of document: 04/11/1798; Name of petitioner: W. Brownrigg; Record reference code: SPP 335; Comments: A man by the name of Kieley has been released instead of the prisoner.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Doran;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next children, wife's name, Betty Brown

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 07/02/1799; Name of petitioner: General Fawcett; Record reference code: SPP 685; Comments: late of Purtumna, Co. Galway.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/07/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 686; Comments: Late of Johnstown, Co. Wicklow

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of document: 21/06/1799; Sentence: transportation; Record reference code: SPP 687; Comments: Late, of litte Limerick, Co. Wexford. Certificate of character and bail bond.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 10/10/1799; Record reference code: SPP 688; Comments: Late of drumdigush, parish of Kilmurry, Co. Clare. Certificate of character and bail bond

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Capt. T Kelly; Record reference code: SPP 689; Comments: Late, of Lisibroggy, Co. Galway

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 17/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Rose Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 690; Comments: Late of Stonebrook, near Ballymore, Co. Dublin and of Grange Lane, Dublin . Certificate of character attached

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/04/1799; Name of petitioner: John R Walsh; Record reference code: SPP 691 Letter implicating Kelly in a murder in Wicklow

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1833; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: FS 1836 25;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Kelly, residing at Cashel requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 04/07/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 42;
Comments: Convicts wife, Ann Deane, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in the parish of St Peters Athlone.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Doran;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/08/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 29;
Comments: Convicts wife, Betty Brown, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 15/05/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 7;
Comments: List of wives of convicts who are recommended by the Governor of New South Wales for the indulgence of a free passage to that colony to join their husbands. Wifes name Betty Brown.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6;
Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wifes name Ann Dean.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children, for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict Ship, Thomas Harrison

Surname: KELLY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship, Thomas Harrison, wife's name Catherine Boyle

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: DOROTHY 1820; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Anne Deane, residing at Monks-town, Parish of St Peters, Athlone.

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1829; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Betty Brown, residing at Kenniswell.

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1817; Description of crime: Breaking Curfew; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 20

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Doran;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/11/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 8; Comments: Lists of free settlers, wives and children arrived at the convict penitentiary house, Cork. Wife's name, Betty Brown

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** HONOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: KELLY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF1845 misc2

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: KELLY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: KELLY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 05/04/1800; Description of crime: Being present when treasonable songs were uttered; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 467; Comments: Convict has aged parents, is a carpenter by trade and resides at Drumgold, Co. Wexford. Several character ref. from the inhabitants of Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford.
Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/02/1801; Name of petitioner: S Pardons;,
Record reference code: PPC 693

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 10/04/1801; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 697;
Comments: Convicts father is a tenant on farm in Ballyroyhan, Imale character references from James Kilbee, cannycourt, landlord to convicts father. Thomas Kelly.

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trail: Clonmel Co.Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel Co.Tipperary; Date of document: 24/05/1801;
Record reference code: PPC 698;
Comments: Covering note from Major General, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary, for proceedings of Court Martial at which the convict was tried. Proceeding are not included.

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE REBELLION (23\07\1803); 
Record reference code: PPC 997;
Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim, Down in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost prison and Kilmain- ham, Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: KELLY; First name: ABBY;
Sex: F; Date of document: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr. Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the prison ships and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17th June 1805).

Surname: KELLY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KELLY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/04/1823; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery of £200; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2015; Comments: Petitioner received on 3 July 1823.

Surname: KELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of document: 22/05/1824; Description of crime: Theft of £3; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2348; Comments: Convict has two children who live with her father.

Surname: KELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/03/1824; Date of document: 01/09/1824; Description of crime: Stealing three shirts; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2349; Comments: Convict is a widow with two children. Crime committed in Dublin City.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 22/05/1824; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2352; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children, eldest 10 years. Character reference from the Parish Priest of Alascragh, Co. Galway.

Surname: KELLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2933; Comments: Convict is a widow with three children. Character reference from Parish Priest of Dungannon Co. Tyrone. Petition recieved 20 June 1826.

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/07/1826; Date of document: 28/07/1826; Description of crime: Forcibly taking £8; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3011;
Comments: Convict served in the Artillery and was discharged in 1814. States he has a wife and five children and sells 'Cast Clothes' in Thomas St., Dublin, for a living. Several character references form inhabitants of Dublin.

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3790;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Denis for the same offence, whose sentence was committed to imprisonment. Petitioner resides in Ballylarsna, Queens Co. and is a farmer by trade. Petition not dated, circa 1828-33.

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: James Redmond;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: PPC 3791;
Comments: Page with convicts name and endorsed: 'See James Redmond', possibly an alias.

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3792;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. States he is a carman by trade. Refers to a former petition submitted on his behalf. Petition not dated, circa 1801-06.

Surname: KELLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Date of document: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 F 32;
Comments: Other defendant; James Fulham.

Surname: KELLY; First name: BRIAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 18/03/1829; Description of crime: Being involved in a riot; Name of petitioner: Widow Cahill; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3473;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his uncle Andrew Cahill, for the same offense. Riot took place at Gort, Co. Galway. Petition addressed to William Gregory, the brother of convict's landlord. States convict is a tradesman.
Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim/Down; Date of document: 15/12/1830; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of shoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Beatty; Relationship of petitioner: Grandmother; Record reference code: PPC 3502; Comments: Petitioner states she has reared the convict since the death of his parents. Resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim/Down.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 10; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingtown, Dublin; Description of crime: Pick pocketing a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: James Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3572; Comments: Petitioner resides at No 2 White House Yard, Winetavern Street, Dublin. States he served 20 years in the Co Dublin Regiment of Militia. Petition not dated, possibly 1831.

Surname: KELLY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 28/06/1799; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Record reference code: PPC 3906; Comments: Letter ordering the convict's liberation. States convict resides in Rath hulk, Co Dublin.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: KELLY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: KELLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc49;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales. Convict reference file contains a memorial from his father Rodger residing in Clonaderrick Kings County.

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Kingstown, Dub; Date of document: 08/09/1836; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc50; Comments: Convicts parents reside in Granard, Co Longford.

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tullamore, County Offaly; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 23/07/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 35; Comments: Convict was convicted with Elizabeth Beaty for the same offence.

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 K 48

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 K 65; Comments: Convict is a dealer by trade and the sole support of his widowed mother and five children, family resides in Drogheda, Co Louth.

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 K 4; Comments: Convict is a Shoemaker by trade and resides in Dublin City with his wife and six children.

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 49;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his widow mother and three sisters who reside in Cormick, Boulea Parish, Barony of Longford, Co Galway.

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of Calico; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 B 14;
Comments: Convicted with Patrick Bone and others (CRF 1841 B 14)

Surname: KELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: 7 years T commuted to 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 27

Surname: KELLY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 43;
Comments: The convict has a wife and family to support.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 45;
Comments: The convict supports his sister.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Derry; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 26; Comments: The convict was convicted with Bernard Connor, he also supports a wife and 4 children.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 K 21; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 17/6/1843.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Breaking glass; Sentence: Security in 2 months or T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 K 44; Comments: Convict has had threats on his life and committed the crime so that he would be transported. Convict wishes to leave for Australia on the next ship and not wait two months.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of document: 03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 6

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 10/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc23; Comments: Sheriff requests order of removal for prisoner.

Surname: KELLY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 26/04/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 7

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Edward Kelly;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 36

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of document: 14/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 20

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 15/03/1847; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 K 8;
Comments: Prisoner died in Smithfield convict depot. 13 March 1847.

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1867; Date of document: 26/05/1867; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1867 K 16

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1867; Date of document: 06/06/1867; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life; Name of petitioner: Mathew Minch; Relationship of petitioner: Chairman of Athy T C;
Record reference code: CRF 1867 Mc 19

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: White;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1
Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1;
Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of document: 10/09/1852;
Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Moved to Newgate prison.

Surname: KELLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 28/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Maryboro convict depot.

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond depot; Date of document: 28/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

Surname: KELLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 14/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Smithfield.

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Mary Keegan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 K 36;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Pimlico, Dublin and previously in Athy, Co Kildare.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: RICHARD; Alias: Monaghan, Richard;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 K 25;
Comments: Prisoner was sentenced to transportation for 7 years in 1843 on a charge of sheep stealing but had his sentence commuted on grounds of ill health.

Surname: KELLY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 K 20

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 K 35

Surname: KELLY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 15

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 19

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: KELLY; First name: CATHERINE S.;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3; Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked on board convict ship 'Surrey' at Dublin. Sons names, Charles, Matthew and Thomas.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Betty Brown.

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: KELLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94  

Surname: KELLY; First name: GEORGE;  

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1844;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2  

Surname: KELLY; First name: MICHAEL;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4  

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4  

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;  

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Date of document: / /; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1  

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;  

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1  

Surname: KELLY; First name: WILLIAM;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: FERGUSOA 1829;  
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Bridget Kelly, residing in Drogheda.  

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1827;  
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Maria Cannon, residing in Foxall, Parish of Lagan

Surname: KELLY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/06/1839;
Record reference code: FS 1840 9;
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Kelly, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Date of document: 1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Margaret Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 162

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 141 A

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name Betty Brown.

Surname: KELLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: KELLY; First name: J;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Surname: KELLY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KELLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1844; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KELLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of shawel; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: KELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 10/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: KELLY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 12/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing asses; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: KELLY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 29/01/1850;
Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** KELLY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** KELLY (DORAN); **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** KELSH; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/09/1825; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel, property of Ann Fagan; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2652;
Comments: Convict has five children. Petition received in the year 1825.

**Surname:** KELSH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 09/12/1799; Name of petitioner: Elinor Kelsh; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 692; Comments: Potatoe factor and publican and Denmark St., Dublin

Surname: KELSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Suspected of mail robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: KELSO; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68

Surname: KELSO; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin prison ship; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: KELSO; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLIChERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KELSON; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Nelson, William;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 1; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KEMMY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Alexander Prison Ship; Date of document: 26/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 414

Surname: KEMPSEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: KEMPSEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs from 30/06/1840; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73; Comments: Convict's name may not be the correct interpretation

Surname: KENALLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: KENANE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85(F)

Surname: KENEALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/10/1854

Surname: KENEALY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing shirts and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: KENEALY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12(F)

Surname: KENEALY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 25

Surname: KENEDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 164; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, (13/10/1836)

Surname: KENEDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39(F)

Surname: KENEDY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: KENEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71

Surname: KENEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 155; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: KENEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Felony mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: KENEDY; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/01/1858

Surname: KENEDY; First name: MURTY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 03/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 699; Comments: Calims prisoner was sent to protect Lady Ormonds and was not a rebel. Certified by Thomas Earle and others, castlecomer

Surname: KENEDY; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 02/04/1823; Description of crime: Suspected o Acts of Vagrancy; Name of petitioner: Convict and 3 others; Record reference code: PPC 2017; Comments: Convict was arrested with 3 others on the 15 March 1823 in Gorey Co Wexford. A Comb maker by trade.

Surname: KENEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 08/1843; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc 9

Surname: KENEVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: KENIDY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32(F)

Surname: KENIDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

**Surname:** KENIDY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 32(F)

**Surname:** KENIHAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 207

**Surname:** KENINGAN; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

**Surname:** KENISWORTH; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted impt, 01/05/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 230

**Surname:** KENMORE; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** KENNA; **First name:** ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 53(F)

**Surname:** KENNA; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1857;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 35(F)

**Surname:** KENNA; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: KENNA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 188;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: KENNA; First name: JAMES; Alias: Keane, James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Attacking Portlaw Police Barracks; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs com 2 yrs impt, 02/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: KENNA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary, Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: County gaol Nenagh; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Date of document: 01/11/1851; Description of crime: Receiving and having in posession stolen calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 75(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 K37

Surname: KENNA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Hourse robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/03/1858

Surname: KENNA; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Surname: KENNA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 181

Surname: KENNA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/02/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death com transportation 7 yrs com 18 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 188; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 12;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KENNA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: KENNA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 132;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: KENNA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 97;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: KENNA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford City; Date of document: 20/03/1812; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 4017;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. (Letter is badly torn with part of text missing).

Surname: KENNA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/1846; Description of crime: Breaking into warehouse; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 8

Surname: KENNA; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardship Dublin Harbour; Date of document: CA 08/1798; Description of crime: involved in rebellion 1798; Name of petitioner: Mary Kenna; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 184; Comments: Prisoner is formerly of Stratford in the parish of Baltinglass in Co. Wexford

Surname: KENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 16/07/1798; Date of document: 17/07/1798; Description of crime: Invloved in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 185; Comments: Petitioner comes from Lismore, Co. Tipperary

Surname: KENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/11/1847; Date of document: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Striking a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 K 6; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 3rd Foot Regiment.

Surname: KENNA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary county gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts recieved at Cork.

Surname: KENNA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulk and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KENNA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Description of crime: Possessing stolen pigs; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2355;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and resides with his father in Nenagh Town, Co. Tipperary. Character reference from the Minister of Nenagh. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: KENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: KENNA; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Killarney, County Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 K 17;
Comments: Convict resides in Palace Parish of Fussa, Co Kerry and has been employed as a Farming Servant.

Surname: KENNA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: KENNA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Attacking police barracks at Portlaw; Sentence: Transportation 10 - commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 R 28

Surname: KENNA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: KENNEALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Youghal, County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs. commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 110

Surname: KENNEALY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/08/1840; Description of crime: Making counterfeit coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: KENNEALY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31; Comments: Convict died in Gaol, 14/07/1849 - name struck through from Register

Surname: KENNEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/01/1853

Surname: KENNEALY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Possessing base coins; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 K 12; Comments: Convict resides in Clonmel, Co. Tipperary and has a wife and five children.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 69(F)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 231

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Murphy, Anne;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: BARTH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Tullamore Kings Co; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Stealing curtains, gown, 2 apron & other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 56; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 270

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Burke;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50(F)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 18/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65(F)
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Counterfeit coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 64(F)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 231

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/08/1859

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to disfigure; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 139; Comments: cf Brennan, Martin, TR 7, p 139, Costello, Patrick, TR 7, p 139

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Date of document: 02/04/1845; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Judith Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 5, p 164; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 K 11; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Carrybeg, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DOLLY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1839; Description of crime: Assault and felony of shawl; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DONNAGH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 192;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (30/07/1836)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Making counterfeit coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 197

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Kennedy, Susan;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 209

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 246

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Wilson;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 195

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 352

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony cotton; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island, Dublin; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Name of petitioner: Jane Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 K18
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp. 7 yrs, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 10; Comments: Convicts mother, Anne, is a School teacher and support her 3 children and disabled husband.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 161; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 32; Comments: Convict comes from Glanahelty, Co. Tipperary. Convict was convicted with Martin Darcy, William Fogarty, and Henry Blake.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43
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Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 K 26

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 137;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 77;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Stealing curtains, gown, 2 aprons & other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 56;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHANA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 38(F)
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony shoe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN; Alias: (Taylor);

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tullamore Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Date of document: 03/04/1845; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted discharge; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 K 12; Comments: Convict struck through from Register

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Date of document: 07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 22

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 100; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony break basket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 25;
Comments: Convict who is a weaner by trade but unemployed at present, has a wife, Margaret and six children.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 101;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny (and receiving stolen goods); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 150

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 255

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 282

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/04/1851; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/06/1851

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Mullaly, Edward;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/09/1857

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN; Alias: McAnally, John;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 192;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (30/07/1836)
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony ropes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 17(F)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Assault with attempt to shoot; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 29;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/06/1855

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony ribbon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 261
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71(F)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 291

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76(F)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/02/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/06/1854

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1844; Date of document: 1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 181; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 31;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Writ of error - 14/12 sent to W. Kemmis. The prisoner had challenged the jury at his trial, but the challenge was not allowed, and he was convicted. He appeals for the sentence to be set aside, and for a new trial to be ordered.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 202;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of clock; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 67

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/10/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 103;
Comments: Prisoner ordered to Cork City Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/11

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 156;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - discharged. cf Cleary, John, TR 4, p 156 See Convict Ref. File: CRF 1841 C23

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Ryan;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (28/03/1836). See Convict Ref. File CRF 1836 B 17
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 186

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/09/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Counterfeit coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 8; Comments: Convict has a wife, Mary and four children to support.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at persons with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/06/1858

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Prendergast, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 205; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk (30/07/1836)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;Alias: Kelly, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a cushion; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Attempting to threat Mr Maxwell to quit employment; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 54; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin and died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/06/1853

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM (00/07/1851); Record reference code: TR 6, p 121; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/09/1857
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Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/02/1955

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Goat stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Delivering a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and one month imprisonment; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house & putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 186

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Convict has a wife and three children and lives at Mayaliffe, Co. Tipperary. Convict was convicted along with Michael and Laurence Dwyer.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: RHADY (RHODY);
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: RHODY;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 156; Comments: Convict name barely legible

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: RHODY;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 279

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ROBERT ATKINSON;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 67

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: RODY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 26/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 239
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: SUSAN; Alias: Eliza;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 209; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1845; Date of document: 27/03/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 K 9

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p 136; Comments: Convict was also commuted to 14 years penal servitude from date of conviction, 10/12/1861.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony sheep; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Felonious assault and shooting; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS TINAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/04/1857

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/02/1856

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/03/1846; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Arms robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, (00/07/1851); Record reference code: TR 6, p 121; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1849; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 150

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/1816; Description of crime: Burglary; Record reference code: PPC 1315; Comments: Bill of Indictment. Convict resides in St. Peter's Parish, Dublin City.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 04/10/1804; Description of crime: THEFT OF ACCOUN BOOK, ILLS AND OTHER ITEMS; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 989

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: TIM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 1825; Date of document: 19/04/1825; Description of crime: Conveying furniture (against owners will); Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2653; Comments: Petitioner resides at Annescale, Dingle, Co Kerry. Refers to Rev Edwin Thomas of Ballynacourty, Glebe, Co Kerry for a testimonial to Convicts character.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry, County Derry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry, Co. Derry; Description of crime: Purchasing a stolen linen cloth; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2817; Comments: Convict has a wife and nine children. Petition received 2 March 1826

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Drogheda, Co. Louth; Date of trial: 06/03/1826; Date of document: 28/03/1826; Description of crime: Passing a bad 30s note; Sentence: transportation for 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2818; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children and is a native of Ardcath, Co. Meath. Several char. refs.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 10/09/1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Michael Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3222; Comments: Convict was convicted with Martin and Denis Kelly for the murder of John Dooley at the Fair of Borris in Ossory Queens Co on the 29 May 1827. Petitioner aged 75 resides in Ballytarsna, Queens Co. States convict is his sole support. Character ref and several statements in temtimony to the convicts innonence

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 18/11/1832; Description of crime: Assaulting residence of M.P. in Co. Galway; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3676; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 13/04/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3701; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Ennis Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/10/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 K 33

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/05/1814; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Record reference code: PPC 4058; Comments: Recommendations from the Recorder for the mitigation of the sentences of several convicts. States convict is a bad character and is to be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 27/07/1814; Record reference code: PPC 4064;
Comments: letter on behalf of the Govenors of the Dublin House of Industry, recommending that the convict (and several others) be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/10/1837; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing eight sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 116; Comments: Convict was convicted with Edward Mooney for the same offence. Convict has a mother and five brothers and sisters dependant on his support and resides in Dublin City.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 84; Comments: Convict resides in Kilpurcell, near Rathdowney, Queens Co.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 75; Comments: Other defendant: Patrick Ryan.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough; Place of imprisonment: the bridewell of Cork; Date of trial: CA 04/1798; Description of crime: Membership of the United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 186; Comments: Petitioner is from Rathmore in Queens Co., he has a wife and five children

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander guardship; Date of document: 16/08/1798; Description of crime: Arrested on Suspicion of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 187

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 11/12/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 351; Comments: Arrested in Belfast in April 1797

**Surname:** KENNEDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 352

**Surname:** KENNEDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham prison; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 354

**Surname:** KENNEDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others;
Record reference code: SPP 379 Arrested in Belfast in 1797

**Surname:** KENNEDY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The princess at Cork; Date of document: 13/05/1799; Description of crime: Having been sworn; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: William Walker; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord;
Record reference code: SPP 393 A native of Clough, Co. Limerick

**Surname:** KENNEDY; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 27/07/1797; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 26; Comments: Prays that his allowance may be increased and states that his trial has been fixed for 17 Nov. 1797. Convict resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim

**Surname:** KENNEDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 50; Comments: Convict has been confined since the 17 April, on no apparent charge. prays to be brought to trial at the next assizes at Antrim or to be admitted to bail. States he is the sole support of his mother and two brothers

**Surname:** KENNEDY; **First name:** PATRICK;
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Record reference code: SPP 418

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Took arms; Record reference code: SPP 418

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, embarked on board the Pyramus, female convict ship, wife's name Bridget Kennedy

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 28/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Bridget Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 693; Comments: Earlier petition sent signed by eminent gentlemen from Mountmellick

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Shinrone; Place of imprisonment: Prison Ship at Dublin; Date of document: 19/02/1799; Description of crime: Confessed to being a united Irishman; Sentence: To serve in the army or navy for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 694; Comments: Late of Clyduff, Kings Co. Certificate of character attached.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 29/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Captain Fuller; Record reference code: SPP 695; Comments: Late of Clara, Kings Co. Breechesmaker. Bail bond and recommendation from Captain Fuller.
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 23/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 696; Comments: A cutter from Belfast.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 12/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Widow Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 697; Comments: A native of Belfast.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryboro; Place of imprisonment: The Minerva at Cork; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 29/07/1799; Description of crime: Tendering an oath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Thomas Prior; Record reference code: SPP 698; Comments: A native of Queens Co., lived within half a mile of Rathdowney.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Guardship at Dublin; Date of document: 14/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 670 A; Comments: SPP 670 A-699 are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm ref. No. Roll 23

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 10/08/1799; Description of crime: Being a rebel; Name of petitioner: Capt. W Linsay; Record reference code: SPP 671 A; Comments: Late of Drumskin in the Manor of Benburb. SPP 670 A -699 are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm ref no. roll 23

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 26; Comments: Convicts wife Bridget Hall of Ballycapple, Co. Tipperary, requests a free passage to new South Wales

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 1801; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Kennedy (Briasy); Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 694; Comments: Petitioner resides in Castlebar, Co Mayo.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Clare Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr. Harding’s journal of attendance on convicts on board the Hulk.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr. Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the prison ships and in the jails in Cork.
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/08/1824;
Record reference code: PPC 2358;
Comments: Two letter, Sheriffs of the City of Kilkenny and Prison Inspector of Kilkenny Gaol, in connection with the arrangements for the removal of the convict to the Hulk 'Suprise' at cove in Cork. 2nd dated 29 August 1824.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 11/08/1824; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2359;
Comments: Convict resides at Ardrinane, Co. Kerry. Several character references.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Pent; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Roscommon.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 02/08/1830; Description of crime: Being absent from her home after daylight; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3504;
Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides in Waterford. States her husband served in the Army for many years and on discharge was awarded the position of Royal Mail Guard which he held for 9 years till his death. States her son is in the 22nd Regiment stationed in Jamaica. 2nd Petition dated 29 October 1830

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict should be discharged being recommended by William Hume.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Felonious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 23;
Comments: Convict was convicted with John Cleary (CRF 1841 C 23).

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Green St, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc15

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/12/1843; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: T 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 K 43;
Comments: Convict was involved in politics. Convict worked in a pawn brokers as a Mercan- tile Clerk.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis; Date of trial: 11/07/1844; Date of document: 23/07/1844; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Name of petitioner: John Egan; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 21;
Comments: Petitioners states that a county magistrate who is a cousin of the prisoner's wife is trying to have the sentence commuted and that he petitioner fears for his life should this happen. Prisoner's brother Michael Kennedy was also convicted. Petitioner's occupation given as farmer

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis; Date of trial: 11/07/1844; Date of document: 23/07/1844; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Name of petitioner: John Egan; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 21;
Comments: Prisoner's brother John Kennedy was also convicted and sentenced to 10 years trans.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 09/07/1845; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 28; Comments: Petitioners residence was in Cloughjordan, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 31

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Date of document: 23/09/1852; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1853 K 15

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Western Australia; Date of trial: 08/07/1850; Date of document: 12/08/1855; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR; Name of petitioner: Bridget Kennedy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF1855 Misc 41

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Date of document: 18/09/1855; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR; Name of petitioner: Bridget Hayes (Kennedy); Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1855 K 28

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1849; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 5

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Bridget Hull.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Threatening to burn a house;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 4 Nov 1834.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 25/05/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(8)

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PIERCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine Mulcahy, residing at Clonmel.

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97
Surname: KENNEDY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation and beating the inmates; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KENNEDY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KENNEDY O'BRIEN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Pig Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: KENNELLY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KENNELLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: KENNELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: KENNELLY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: KENNERK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 16/01/1849

Surname: KENNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 90

Surname: KENNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 192; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: KENNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Attacking house and stealing arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 123

Surname: KENNILLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 235

Surname: KENNINGTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/03/1855.

Surname: KENNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - discharged

Surname: KENNY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98(F)

Surname: KENNY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 320

Surname: KENNY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: KENNY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 232

Surname: KENNY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 230

Surname: KENNY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Kerry, Anne;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27(F)

Surname: KENNY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: KENNY; First name: BESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 202; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 K 35

Surname: KENNY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 266
Surname: KENNY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: KENNY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

Surname: KENNY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1856

Surname: KENNY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: KENNY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 18/03/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 7;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836). Convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: KENNY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Murder of Hugh Moorhead; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123;
Comments: Convict's sentence passed, 1/-3/1839, Executed, 13/03/1839. Name struck through from Register.

Surname: KENNY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 110;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

**Surname: KENNY; First name: PAT;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

**Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 97; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191

**Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 K 29; Comments: Convict reside in Rosbeg near Westport, Co. Mayo.

**Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1847; Description of crime: Burglary with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

**Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

**Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 20/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/03/1855

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 152;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1845; Date of document: 28/07/1845; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 143; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 K 31;
Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Ballymahon, Co. Longford.

Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Aggravated assault (2) Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (2) Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 14;
Comments: Convict was convicted at the Spring Assizes, Co. Galway, 1840 for burglary and robbery and was sentenced to transportation for 10 yrs in addition to first sentence.Convict reference file contains petition from convict praying to be permitted to take his two children with him to New South Wales - aged 5 & 3

Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/04/1844; Date of document: 13/04/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Alicia Kenny; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 95; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 15

Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: KENNY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Surname: KENNY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 7; Comments: Convict ordered to hulk, 23/01/1836 and ordered back, 09/04/1836. Convict's name struck through from Register. N.S.T.

Surname: KENNY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLenheim, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 46

Surname: KENNY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: KENNY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5(F)

Surname: KENNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 8; Comments: cf Kenny, Jeremiah (TR 4, p 112). Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: KENNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KENNY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs from 30/06/1840; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73; Comments: See also entry crossed out TR 3, p 77

Surname: KENNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

Surname: KENNY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Milicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139

Surname: KENNY; First name: ANASTATIA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71(F)

Surname: KENNY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 255; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 42; Comments: Convict mother and six children are dependant on her support.

Surname: KENNY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14

Surname: KENNY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 49; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - died in gaol, 29/02/1840

Surname: KENNY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 120; 
Comments: Convict in Spike Island Gaol, 26/03/1854

Surname: KENNY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

Surname: KENNY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: KENNY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33(F)

Surname: KENNY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: KENNY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Fowl stealing; Sentence: Not given; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 224

Surname: KENNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1853; Description of crime: Rape and aiding rape; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19; 
Comments: See also Daniel Keeffe

Surname: KENNY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Date of
document: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Assault and burglary; Sentence:
Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 111; Record reference code 2: CRf 1848 K 3

Surname: KENNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime:
Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: KENNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 32;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/04/1853

Surname: KENNY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112;
Comments: cf Kenny, Thomas, TR 4, p 112. Sentence struck through from Register

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 172;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 77; Comments: Convict’s name entered twice on same page in Register; 1st entry struck through from Register.

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into shop and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 9

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 113

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 80(F)

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp.10 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 16; Comments: Convict has a wife, two young children, an aged mother and father, all dependant on his support.

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** LOUGHLIN;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 97

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 256

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1857; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 233; Comments: Convict detained at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/03/1857 and Mountjoy Female Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/10/1858.

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76(F)

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 238

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98(F)

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/07/1846; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 310

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 232; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/10/1856

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 06/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53(F)

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/06/1857

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of document: 29/08/1820; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Record reference code: PPC 1462; Comments: Convict petitioning on his own behalf.

**Surname:** KENNY; **First name:** ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Edenderry, Kings; Description of crime: Murder, Mary & Netty Gratton, Lord Harberton servant; Record reference code: PPC 197; Comments: Report from the Provost of Edenderry Prison, King's co. Crime committed on 5th June 1798.

Surname: KENNY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of document: 05/08/1822; Description of crime: Stealing garments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1715; Comments: Refers to previous petition. Convict was employed as a clerk with Samuel Foweke. Includes a memorial on convicts behalf, dated 30 May 1822.

Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of document: 17/01/1825; Description of crime: Possessing arms; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2654; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for having arms in his house. States he has a wife and four children.

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/05/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc29; Comments: Convict reference file comprises a game keepers certificate in the convict's name stating that the convict was appointed game keeper by Thomas Adams on the lands of Rathconwell, Curraghmore, Marlinstown, Clongowney, winetown and clownstown in Co. Westmeath.

Surname: KENNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc27; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Mullingar Gaol, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 21
Surname: KENNY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 15

Surname: KENNY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 22/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Atkins;
Record reference code: SPP 405;
Comments: A native of Killinenon, Co Wexford.

Surname: KENNY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government, wife, Elizabeth Sheens residing at Stratford

Surname: KENNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kings Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KENNY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KENNY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KENNY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder of Isacc Laugril;
Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: Assault and Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Anne Kenny; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2019; Comments: Convict was convicted with James Walsh for same offence. Petitioner, a widow states that second son James was tried on 18 March 1823, for the same offense but was acquitted.

Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Date of document: 17/06/1823; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Thomas Kenny; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2022; Comments: Petitioner states that the convict came from Co Carlow to Dublin where he the petitioner intended to set him up in a shopkeeping business. Petitioner resides at 1 Eastmoreland Place, Upper Baggot St, Dublin.

Surname: KENNY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 18 Oct 1798.

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 45; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 50; Comments: Convict has a wife.
Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway Town; Date of trial: 11/10/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 63;
Comments: Convict resides in Galway Town.

Surname: KENNY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted to 12 mth imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 8

Surname: KENNY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: KENNY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Anne Lynch;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 K 26

Surname: KENNY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KENNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KENNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KENNY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickonshannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: KENSELAH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: KENT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing shirts and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: KENT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KEOGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Duffey, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 101; Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 18/06/1855

Surname: KEOGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Duffe;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 101; Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 18/06/1855

Surname: KEOGAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: KEOGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 15;
Comments: Convict detained on board 'Bride' ship, 00/05/1857. Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: KEOGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Duffey, Duffe;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 101;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 18/06/1855

Surname: KEOGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Tendering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 51;
Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides in Corbetstown, Co. Westmeath, and is dependant on the convicts support.

Surname: KEOGAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: KEOGH; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, 14/12/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 26(F)

Surname: KEOGH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Accessory to murder before and after the fact; Sentence: Death, 27/07/1850;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: KEOGH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Felony trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 233
Surname: KEOGH; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: KEOGH; First name: GARRETT;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: KEOGH; First name: HONOUR;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(F)

Surname: KEOGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony straw bonnet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: KEOGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: KEOGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

Surname: KEOGH; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Description of crime: Housebreaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register
Surname: KEOGH; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/01/1844; Description of crime: Housebreaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: KEOGH; First name: JOHN; Alias: Gibney, Andrew;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 47

Surname: KEOGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 306; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 23

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin Cty; Date of trial: 07/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony wrench and rack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

Surname: KEOGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony money and handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: KEOGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: KEOGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 50; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/02/1856

Surname: KEOGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KEOGH; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilmainham, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin.;
Date of trial: 30/05/1803; Date of document: 21/11/1804; Description of crime: THEFT OF
ACCOUN BOOK, BILLS AND OTHER ITEMS; Sentence: Trans for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 987;
Comments: Convict served as a private in the army for two years and six months, but was
discharged on account of having a bad leg, States his widowed mother is living.

Surname: KEOGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Sheep
stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 K 15;
Comments: Convict has a widowed mother and three brothers dependant on his support.

Surname: KEOGH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/07/1798; Description of crime: Charged with breaking the
curfew; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 188;
Comments: petitioner is apprenticed to the sailmaking business of a Mark Lalor of
Georges Quay. Cahr. refs from the church wardens of St. Marks Parish are annexed.
Petitioners liberation is officially recommended

Surname: KEOGH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 30/05/1798;
Description of crime: Being in a pub while being searched for suspects; Name of petitioner: Edward/Sam Stephens; Relationship of petitioner: Employers;
Record reference code: SPP 189;
Comments: Prisoner is a journeyman cooper in the employment of his petitioners who
reside at Bishop street.

Surname: KEOGH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison; Date of document: CA 08/1798;
Description of crime: Involvement in 1798 rebellion; Name of ship: ]; Name of petitioner:
Edward keogh; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: SPP 190;
Comments: Petitioner and his wife Jane are prosperous farmers from Rathfarnham.

Surname: KEOGH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Alexandria; Date of document: 20/09/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 350; Comments: See also James Sloan

Surname: KEOGH; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

Surname: KEOGH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 20/11/1799; Record reference code: SPP 682; Comments: Late of Ely Place, Dublin City.

Surname: KEOGH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Birr; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Assisted in Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Judith Keogh; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 672 A; Comments: Late of Coolaclevan, Kings Co. SPP 670 A-699 are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm ref no. roll 23

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: KEOGH; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin prison ship; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: KEOGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.
Surname: KEOGH; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KEOGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KEOGH; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft of 51 lbs of iron; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Keogh; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3795;
Comments: Convict has been imprisoned 2 years. Petitioner states she is a widow with three children all dependant on her son's support. Convict is a slater by trade Refers to a former memorial which had been submitted a year ago on her son's behalf. Petition not dated, circa 1801-06

Surname: KEOGH; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Concerned in theft of pistols;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: KEOGH; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Kilmainham; Date of document: 19/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc 8;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing 17 bottles of whiskey from a barn owned by a Mr Magee at Parsons Green. Petitioners address given as Stillorgan, Co Dublin.

Surname: KEOGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 06/08/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2
Surname: KEOHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Receiving money under false pretences;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 01 April 1834.

Surname: KEOHANE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: KEOHANE; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Murphy, Thomas;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Surname: KEON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: KEON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 68;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield, Co. Dublin and died 22/09/1848.

Surname: KEON; First name: MICHAEL M;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: KEON; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Kavanagh;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony snuff box; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 55;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: ESY;
Sex: U; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/02/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 325;
Comments: G.G.Lane 28/07/1843

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/11/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 73; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Having and uttering false notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 11(F)

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Having forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 229;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (26/03/1836)

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 14/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing note; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 229; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 25;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (26/03/1836). Convict resides in Stone Brook, near Ballimor Eustace, Co. Dublin and is a Shoemaker by trade.

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander prison ship; Date of document: 23/10/1798; Description of crime: Member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Employer; Record reference code: SPP 191; Comments: Petitioner is the proprietress of a tavern in Black rock where the prisoner is employed selling her Malt Liquor. Prisoner is a man of more than 60 years

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 06/09/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 673 A; Comments: Arrested in Dame St. Dublin. SPP 670 A - 699 are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm ref no. roll 23

Surname: KEOUGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Having forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 32

Surname: KER; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33(F)

Surname: KER; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: KERAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: KERANS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 years failing bail; Record reference code: CRF 1838 K 75
Surname: KERAVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 172; 
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin. Convict died in Depot - struck through from Register.

Surname: KERAVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 172; 
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Depot, 23/12/1847

Surname: KERAVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 36

Surname: KERBY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: KERBY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1825; Date of document: 10/05/1839; Sentence: Transportation for life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc13; 
Comments: Petition from the convicts wife, residing in Ballinglanna, Killury Parish, Co. Kerry, requesting that her husband be granted a pardon. States she was offered a free pass to Australia with her three children but cannot go on account of ill health

Surname: KEREWICK; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 215

Surname: KERIGAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KERIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 203

Surname: KERIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 15/11/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 674 A;
Comments: Character certified by magistrates from Co. Clare. Has been employed as a clerk in the prison. SPP 670 A-699 are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref no. roll 23

Surname: KERINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 20/09/1800; Description of crime: Being involved with the United Irishmen; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 459;
Comments: Covering note for testimonial from James Poole, Paymaster and Henry Rockford, Waterford on behalf of the convict.

Surname: KERLY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Keily;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 153;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/07/1851

Surname: KERNAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 10/11/1855

Surname: KERNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 75
Surname: KERNEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 1, p 61

Surname: KERNEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/12/1852

Surname: KERNEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 32; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: KERNEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 K 20; Comments: Convict has a wife and parents dependant on his support.

Surname: KERNS; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1843

Surname: KERNS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 228; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: KERNS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1847; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61

Surname: KERNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 184; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/09/1852.

Surname: KERNS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

Surname: KERNS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 13/02/1823; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Campbell; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2023; Comments: Convict served on the Preventive Guard established at Clogherhead was on command in Drogheda at the time of the murder was committed. Has a wife and two children.

Surname: KERNS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of document: 02/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 21

Surname: KERNS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultuously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 May 1834.

Surname: KERNSSEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 77;
Comments: Convict's entry crossed out.

Surname: KERR; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KERR; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 159

Surname: KERR; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, (23/09/1851); Record reference code: TR 6, p 200; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KERR; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Depot, Co. Dublin, 18/07/1847

Surname: KERR; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/11/1855

Surname: KERR; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving and having in prossession stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: KERR; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving and having in possession stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 25(F)

Surname: KERR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing security; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

Surname: KERR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 287; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: KERR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: KERR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/02/1856

Surname: KERR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17

Surname: KERR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Rose Anna Kerr and Self; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 K 10

Surname: KERR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 54

Surname: KERR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery and assault; Sentence: Death com transportation life com 9 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 198; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See also Jennings, John (Ibid)

Surname: KERR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 133

Surname: KERR; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 76; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 28/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 50; Comments: The convict supports a wife and five small children.

Surname: KERR; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/04/1853.

Surname: KERR; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: KERR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/01/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 10; Comments: The convict supports his aged parents.

Surname: KERR; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: KERR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 160

Surname: KERR; First name: ANNE (JNR);

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277; Comments: cf Anne Kerr Snr., TR 7, p 277.

Surname: KERR; First name: ANNE (SNR);

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277; Comments: cf Anne Kerr Jnr., TR 7, p 277

Surname: KERR; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 27/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 1 yrs impt. from 12/12; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109(F); Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KERR; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 18; Comments: Convict has five children.

Surname: KERR; First name: CHARLOTTE; Alias: Richardson, Chariotte;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KERR; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 192

Surname: KERR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/07/1855

Surname: KERR; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Minerva, Cork; Date of document: 01/03/1799; Description of crime: Wounding a soldier & a military quartered (Armagh); Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Margaret, Joseph, Samuel; Relationship of petitioner: Mother, Brother, Convict; Record reference code: PPC 173; Comments: 2nd petition dated 15\3\1799. 3rd petition dated 5\6\1799. Convict served in the Navy. Included is a letter from him to his mother while on board the Minerva (25 May 1799). Father deceased.

Surname: KERR; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 27/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 37; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: KERR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of document: 06/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 25; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 3rd Foot Regiment.

Surname: KERR; First name: U;
Sex: U;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 K 9
Surname: KERR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1936 misc94

Surname: KERR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: KERR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of document: 15/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Alice Gray; Relationship of petitioner: Co-accused;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 G 3;
Comments: Petitioner was tried on same charges, and acquitted.

Surname: KERR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Louth; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: KERR; First name: P;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KERR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: KERR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KERR; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16;
Comments: Military convict 79th Regiment.
Surname: KERRICAN; First name: AUSTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1844; Description of crime: Riot appearing armed by night and an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted discharge.;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 78;
Comments: Convict's name struck through and underlined from Register - ordered to be discharged, 03/02/1845. See Hogan, Stephen, TR 5, p 78

Surname: KERRICK; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 78;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 171;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/04/1848

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 16/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 58;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/04/1853.

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 70

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 213

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 171

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: KERRIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 22/11/1844; Description of crime: Whiteboy Offence and Felony; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 K 23; Comments: Convicted with Stephen Hogan.

Surname: KERRISH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Ellenborough (Cutting); Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1858

Surname: KERRIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Firing at Coates & Morton and wounding Mortons Hse; Record reference code: SPP 411; Comments: A native of Kilpie, Co Wicklow.
Surname: KERRY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Kenny, Anne;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27(F)

Surname: KERRY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 89(F)

Surname: KERRY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 198

Surname: KERRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/10/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 188;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - discharged.

Surname: KERRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/10/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: T 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 K 20;
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 17/6/1843.

Surname: KERVAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender, Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 12/1798;
Name of petitioner: James Doyle;
Record reference code: SPP 421

Surname: KERVAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Date of document: 25/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Charles and ors;
Record reference code: SPP 675 A;
Comments: Late of Knockalahan, parishof Kilcavan, Co. Wexford. SPP 670 A -699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref no. roll 23
Surname: KERWAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 206;
Comments: Convict taken out of vessel.

Surname: KERWAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/11/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: KERWAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: KERWICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 150;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/03/1853

Surname: KERWICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 89

Surname: KERWICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KERWIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 151

Surname: KERWIN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: KETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 16/10/1847; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 4;
Comments: Transportated on 24 October 1825.

Surname: KETTLE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: KETTLEWELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 01/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 676 A;
Comments: Late of Balbriggan, Co. Meath. SPP 670 A- 699 A are to be found afterSPP 699 on the microfilm, ref no. roll 23

Surname: KETTLEWELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Murdering a Soldier;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict was acquitted by Civil Law.

Surname: KEUND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: KEVANE; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/07/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 66

Surname: KEVANY; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 K 132;

Surname: KEVANY; First name: OWEN(EN);

Surname: KEVENEY (CAVENEY); First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: KEVILL; First name: JAMES;

Surname: KEVILL; First name: MARY;

Surname: KEYNE; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: KEYS; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1858

Surname: KEYS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs [impt]; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106; Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register.

Surname: KEYS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 175

Surname: KEYS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1843; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 11; Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register. Convict is the only support for his mother and family.

Surname: KEYS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1850; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: KEYS; First name: JOSEPH (M);

Sex: M; Date of trial: 12/11/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 163; Comments: Convict served in the 67th Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial. Detained in Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/01/1861

Surname: KEYS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/04/1847; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89

Surname: KEYS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of document: 02/04/1831; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 3588; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending mitigation of convicts sentence (together with several others, all named), to transportation for life. Endorsed: 'The 6 prisoners named to be transported for life'.

Surname: KEYS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc26; Comments: List of convicts declared unfit to undergo sentence of transportation. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: KEYS; First name: EDWARD;

Surname: KEYS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 16/03/1826; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3033; Comments: Magistrates report of several convictions in Limerick. Convict was convicted under the Ellenborough Act, for being part of an armed gang who in November 1825 went to the Barony of Costlea (Costrea, Co. Leitrim), to forcibly take cattle and during which incident a man was killed

Surname: KEYS (KEYES); First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamroe; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of trial: 10/1844; Date of document: 23/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Keyes; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 2; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment with hard labour.

Surname: KICKERBY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 277

Surname: KIDD; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 210; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: KIDIAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 137

Surname: KIDNEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/08/1842; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 35

Surname: KIDNEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/08/1842; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 K 23; Comments: Convict is a Shoemaker by trade, and his mother a Gloveress by trade and if discharged would go to England to work.

Surname: KIDNEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 04/1810; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned.

Surname: KIEF; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: KIEFF; First name: LUCY;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47(F);
Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register - dead.

**Surname:** KIELLY; **First name:** JOHN; **Alias:** Rielly;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

**Surname:** KIELLY; **First name:** MICHAEL; **Alias:** Keily, M;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 231;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/12/1854

**Surname:** KIELLY; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/05/1800; Description of crime: Stealing a pistol amnd 4 ball cartridges; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict\other defendants;
Record reference code: PPC 278;
Comments: Crime took place at a house in Killinagh, Co.Kildare

**Surname:** KIELT; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** KIELTY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 172

**Surname:** KIELTY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 140;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** KIELY; **First name:** EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 08/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 46

Surname: KIELY; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Pierce, Ellen;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 12(F)

Surname: KIELY; First name: JAMES (M);
Sex: M; Age: 25; Date of trial: 18/07/1866; Sentence: Penal Servitude life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 167;
Comments: Convict served in the 53rd Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial in Dublin, convicted of Fenianism. Sent from Mountjoy Gaol, Dublin to Pentonville, England, 04/09/1866 and from England to Western Australia, 00/10/1867

Surname: KIELY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: KIELY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 78

Surname: KIELY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: KIELY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 23;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

Surname: KIELY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KIELY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: KIELY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 99

Surname: KIELY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: KIELY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: KIELY; First name: PHILIP; Alias: Quinn, Henry;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/08/1863; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction for felony; Sentence: 6 mths impt after expiration of sentence passed;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 18;
Comments: See Philip Reilly/Keily (sic)

Surname: KIELY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

Surname: KIELY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 165
Surname: KIELY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: KIELY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 29/08/1801; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 3942; Comments: Covering note (for the letters of two other convicts), mentioning that the convict John Kiely is in New Geneva.

Surname: KIELY; First name: U;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 8

Surname: KIELY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. waterford; Description of crime: Attempt to murder John Quinlan; Record reference code: CRF1836 misc 88; Comments: Committed 27 Oct 1836

Surname: KIELY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: House robbery; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 13 Jan 1834

Surname: KIELY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 26/07/1845; Date of document: 11/08/1845; Description of crime: Insubordinate conduct (shooting at Supr. Officer); Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 32; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 67th Foot Regiment.

Surname: KIELY; First name: J;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 30/11/1840; Name of petitioner: C. B. Stevenson; Relationship of petitioner: Rector of Callan; Record reference code: FS 1840 25; Comments: Petitioner asks whether convict's wife, residing in Callan, Co Kilkenny, is entitled to a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: KIELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1830 Misc94

Surname: KIENANON; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kinavan, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing 11 sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/07/1852; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 87

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Receiving sheep knowing them to have been stolen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/01/1846; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 213

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Gormly;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 161

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony horse and sheaton; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 62; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 19; 
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and was employed for many years as a Servant with various families in Dublin.

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 110

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Feloniously administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 125; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 31;
Comments: Convict was recommended to Government for 12 months imprisonment and security to keep the peace. Themselves in £20 each and 2 securities in £10 each - com 12 months imprisonment. Name struck through from Register. See also Pat Conlan

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 23/07/1816; Date of document: 12/09/1818; Description of crime: Stealing £1 note and 11 pieces of silver; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 1423;
Comments: Certificate of conviction

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3686;
Comments: Letter, Govenor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting a convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Eight months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 K 90

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 25;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Henry Walwood, for the same offence.

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: KIERNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jail in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballinamore, County Leitrim; Date of document: 19/04/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 14

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 25/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: KIERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KIERSEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 266

Surname: KIERY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: KIHEVY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: KILAHER; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KILBOLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 14/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 229;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex (18/05/1836)

Surname: KILBRIDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Date of document: 06/1844; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Transportation for life; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 17;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of soliciting Bartly Mc Kane to accompany him for the purpose of taking away the life of a man named Thomas Kilroy. Petitioner's residence given as Glosslunagh, Keadue, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: KILBRIDE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 218;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KILBRIDE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 11/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 131;
Comments: Convict died in Sligo Gaol, 11/08/1853

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KILBRIDE; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;  
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: KILBRIDE; First name: BERNARD;  
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Date of document: 20/03/1826; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Laurence Rutledge; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle;  
Record reference code: PPC 2809;  
Comments: Convict was convicted with two others for entering the house of Andrew Elliott of Clontred, Co. Westmeath, threatening his wife with a pistol and ordering them to leave the country. Petitioning for respite of the convicts sentence. Petitioner is a farmer by trade and resides at Dunburn, near Moate

Surname: KILBRIDE; First name: JOHN;  
Sex: M; Name of petitioner: James Brien and Ors; Relationship of petitioner: Neighbours;  
Record reference code: SPP 421;  
Comments: From the neighbourhood of Arklow

Surname: KILBRIDE; First name: JAMES;  
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Green St. Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 06/1825; Date of document: 14/07/1826; Description of crime: Being concerned in a robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Jane Kilbride; Relationship of petitioner: Sister;  
Record reference code: PPC 2962;  
Comments: Petitioner states that her brother was convicted in February 1826 for escaping from the Hulk. Father is living; mother died shortly after convict’s second conviction. Petitioners address given at Ballsbridge, Dublin.

Surname: KILBRIDE; First name: JAMES;  
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Dublin; Date of document: 26/07/1826; Description of crime: Being concerned in a robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Kilbride; Relationship of petitioner: Sister;  
Record reference code: PPC 2992;  
Comments: Convict had escaped from the Hulk at Kingstown, Co. Dublin for which he was convicted and sentenced to death. He was granted mercy and sentence was commuted to transportation for life.
Surname: KILCAYNE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 130;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/02/1853

Surname: KILCOYNE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: KILDEA; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/05/1858

Surname: KILDEA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 20/07/1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc 9

Surname: KILDERRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: KILDIA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 72;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KILDINE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 K 24;
Comments: Convict has a mother and seven in his family all dependant on his support.

Surname: KILDUFF; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

Surname: KILEEN; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: KILEOGNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 112;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: KILFOYLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1836; Description of crime: Grevious bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 203;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (30/07/1836)

Surname: KILFOYLE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 243

Surname: KILFOYLE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 129;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/06/1855

Surname: KILFOYLE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Comments: Convict died in Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 10/01/1855

Surname: KILFOYLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, at Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document: 13/08/1827; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3320;
Comments: Convict is a native of Roscrea and has three children.

Surname: KILFOYLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting; Sentence: Transportation life to 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 K 14

Surname: KILFOYLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97;
Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk surprise from Co Tipperary.

Surname: KILGALLAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KILGANAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Date of document: 12/09/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 K 19

Surname: KILGANON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and stealing meal and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 131

Surname: KILGANON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KILILINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: KILKELLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 193

Surname: KILKELLY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Shooting at and wounding; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: KILKENNY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141; Comments: Convict was taken out of ship. See also Michael Sharkett.

Surname: KILKENNY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 8; Comments: Convict reference file includes several character references from inhabitants of Co. Leitrim.

Surname: KILKENNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142; Comments: Convict died, 25 May 1849

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: KILKENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/07/1848; Description of crime: Feloniously receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: KILKENNY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 14; Comments: Convict's parents and widowed sister and child are dependant on his support.

Surname: KILKEREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Dery; Record reference code: SPP 370

Surname: KILLALEA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KILLALEO; First name: ED;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 31/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H19

Surname: KILLANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 56

Surname: KILLCRIEST; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/04/1847; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: KILLDEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 54; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KILLEAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 54; Comments: The convict supports a wife and family.

Surname: KILLEEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 256

Surname: KILLEEN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 222; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: KILLEEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/05/1858

Surname: KILLEEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 K 24; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KILLEEN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Surname: KILLEEN; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 33;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856

Surname: KILLEEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: KILLEEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 29/04/1867; Date of document: 01/06/1867; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1867 L 6;
Comments: Prisoner was a driver in the Royal Regiment of Artillery.

Surname: KILLEHEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transporttion 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1832;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 25

Surname: KILLEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 178;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/11/1858

Surname: KILLEN; First name: PATRICK (M);

Sex: M; Date of trial: 29/04/1867; Description of crime: Mutiny; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 169;
Comments: Convict served in the Royal Artillery (Driver) Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial Dublin. He was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin and Millbank Gaol, London, 03/07/1867. Convicted of Fenianism

Surname: KILLEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 29/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict & R Lane;
Record reference code: PPC 180;
Comments: Richard Lane convicted of same crime. Petitioning for liberty to enlist in Foreign Military Service with Captain Johnston.

Surname: KILLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 20 Jan 1835.

Surname: KILLGALLON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 1 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 13;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register N.S.T.

Surname: KILLGARRIFF; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 77;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: KILLIAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of document: 29/08/1820;
Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others;
Record reference code: PPC 1462;
Comments: Convict petitioning on his own behalf.

Surname: KILLIAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co.Roscommon; Date of document: 29/08/1820;
Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others;
Record reference code: PPC 1462;
Comments: Convict petitioning on his own behalf.

Surname: KILLIAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 P 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 K 17;
Comments: Convict has a wife and nine children (eldest aged 12 years).

Surname: KILLIHER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: KILLILEA; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 99;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: KILLILEA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of document: 31/08/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Killilea; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 K 33;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Bushfield, near Oranmore.

Surname: KILLINARDS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 111

Surname: KILLION; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: KILLODY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 118(F)

Surname: KILLOOLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1850; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/04/1858

Surname: KILLOOLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1850; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90;

Surname: KILLORLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 118(F);

Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: KILLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: KILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: KILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213

Surname: KILLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Breaking into a chapel and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: KILLY; First name: WILLIAM, C;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: KILMARTIN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 193
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/02/1853

Surname: KILMARTIN; First name: BRYAN (JNR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 193;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/02/1853

Surname: KILMARTIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1845; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: KILMARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 189;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/06/1850

Surname: KILMARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 33;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856

Surname: KILMARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

**Surname:** KILMARTIN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 06/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 100;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

**Surname:** KILMARTIN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

**Surname:** KILMARTIN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20

**Surname:** KILMARTIN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/11/1856

**Surname:** KILMARTIN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

**Surname:** KILMARTIN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/10/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 91;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

**Surname:** KILMARTIN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 02/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Surname: KILMARTIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond depot; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

Surname: KILMARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of meal; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: KILMINY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kildare, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Whiteboy offense; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Elanor Kilminy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1851 K 16

Surname: KILMURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180; Comments: Convict detained on board ship Bride - ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: KILMURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship - ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: KILMURRY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: KILMURRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Surname: KILMURRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in an outhouse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 77;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857

Surname: KILMURRY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Edenderry, King's; Description of crime: MURDER, MARY & NETTY GRATTON, LORD HARBERTON SRVANT;
Record reference code: PPC 197;

Surname: KILMURRY; First name: NEIL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/05/1800; Description of crime: Stealing a pistol and 4 ball cartridges; Name of petitioner: Convict\other defendants;
Record reference code: PPC278;
Comments: Crime took place at a house in Killinagh, Co. Kildare.

Surname: KILN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Date of trial: 08/1824; Description of crime: Possessing stolen money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2362;
Comments: Convict states he is the sole support of his mother and four children. Several character reference including the magistrate of Kilbeggan, Kings Co. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: KILPATRICK; First name: JOHN; Alias: Deasy, John;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74

Surname: KILREA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co.W/Meath; Date of document: 05/08/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1503;
Comments: Prays to be transported as soon as possible.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Date of document</th>
<th>Description of crime</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Place of trial</th>
<th>Place of imprisonment</th>
<th>Record reference code</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KILREAGHILL</td>
<td>HUGH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>13/09/1817</td>
<td>Death, commuted transportation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PPC 1364</td>
<td>Lett of application of behalf of the convict. Convicts brother James was executed at Sligo for robbery. Letter endorsed: 'no further mitigation can be given'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILREAHILL</td>
<td>HUGH</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>24/08/1817</td>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>Sligo</td>
<td>Sligo</td>
<td>PPC 4090</td>
<td>Convict was convicted with his brother James who was executed for the same offence. Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILROE</td>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>07/04/1847</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>County Westmeath</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR 6, p 215</td>
<td>Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILROY</td>
<td>JOHN</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26/06/1851</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 yrs</td>
<td>County Roscommon</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR 11, p 136</td>
<td>Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILROY</td>
<td>PATRICK</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>07/08/1848</td>
<td>Cattle stealing</td>
<td>Transportation 10 yrs</td>
<td>County Galway</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR 8, p 76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILUNERRY</td>
<td>MICHAEL</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>05/07/1849</td>
<td>Assaulting habitation</td>
<td>Transportation 10 yrs</td>
<td>County Westmeath</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR 9, p 181</td>
<td>Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIMMAGE</td>
<td>MARTIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: KIMMEINORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 72

Surname: KINAHIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/11/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 109;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register.

Surname: KINAMON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: KINAVAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kienanon, Michael;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: KINAVANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 34;
Comments: Convict died in Ennis Government Gaol, Co. Clare on 28/04/1851

Surname: KINCADE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1847; Date of document: 11/02/1847; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Mary Kincade (Mary Kelly); Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 K 5;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Leeson Hall Bridge, Dublin.

Surname: KINCAID; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1847; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61

Surname: KINE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: KINE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: KINE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 25/05/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(8)

Surname: KINEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KINEALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: KINEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

Surname: KINEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Surname: KINEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;

Surname: KING; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1846; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;

Surname: KING; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: KING; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;

Surname: KING; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: KING; First name: DAVID; Alias: Shiry, David;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, p 101; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KING; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Surname: KING; First name: ELIZA;  
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: KING; First name: ELIZABETH;  
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 253

Surname: KING; First name: ELLEN;  
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

Surname: KING; First name: FESTUS;  
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63

Surname: KING; First name: FRANCIS;  
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: KING; First name: HENRY;  
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: KING; First name: JAMES (JNR);  
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 73;  
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, died in depot, 17/07/1849

Surname: KING; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: KING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: KING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 18; Comments: Convict probably convicted with 3 others

Surname: KING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

Surname: KING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 122; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1856

Surname: KING; First name: JAMES;Alias: Boland, James;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22

Surname: KING; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 161; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/08/1858

Surname: KING; First name: JOHN; Alias: Wing, John;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30;
Comments: Convict discharged on condition of emigrating, 13/11/1854, ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

Surname: KING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 78

Surname: KING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: KING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: KING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 82

Surname: KING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: KING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 76;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/05/1850 - name struck through from Register.

Surname: KING; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 76;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/05/1850 - name struck through from Register

Surname: KING; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/05/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 37;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KING; First name: KITTY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(F)

Surname: KING; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: KING; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: KING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 63(F)

Surname: KING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(F)

Surname: KING; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 237

Surname: KING; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

Surname: KING; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: KING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: KING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 11/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 26

Surname: KING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 78

Surname: KING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a cow with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: KING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 19

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Attempt at arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 97

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** NAPPY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(F)

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/03/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 45

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** PATRICK (JNR);

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing 2 cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 1, p 23;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 30/07/1836
Surname: KING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 73; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/1844; Date of document: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 K 8

Surname: KING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1843; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 K 25; Comments: Convict is from Currabawn, near Elphin, Co. Roscommon and has a wife and six children.

Surname: KING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: KING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18

Surname: KING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: KING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95
Surname: KING; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 17;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1857 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KING; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 37;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KING; First name: PETER; Alias: Gourham, John;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 75;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KING; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 90;
Comments: Entry struck through from Register

Surname: KING; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving and having in possession stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 59;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/03/1855

Surname: KING; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 176;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (10/08/1836)

Surname: KING; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: KING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Felony pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: KING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: KING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: KING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing 2 cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

Surname: KING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to kill same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: KING; First name: THOMAS (OR MARTIN);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/03/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 117

Surname: KING; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 11, p 36;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/12/1853

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** TOBIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 4, p 77; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 K 28;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family dependant on him.

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 29/08/1827; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: transportation failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC 3323;
Comments: Convict was confined to gaol for being a vagrant. States his parents reside in Londonderry city and their he was a coach maker by trade until he was forced to retire as a result of a knee injury. Included is a letter from Govenor of Londonderry gaol 24 Apr 1827 that the convict be permitted to remain on list

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/1848; Date of document: 31/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;

Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 F 24

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen gaol; Date of document: 29/10/1799; Description of crime: treasonable practices; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: John Buchanan;
Record reference code: SPP 677 A;
Comments: SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm. ref no. roll 23

Surname: KING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Jane King; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 21

Surname: KING; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KING; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/11/1817; Date of document: 24/07/1823; Description of crime: Illegally cutting material; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2026;
Comments: Convict has been imprisoned five years and was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Has five children and lived in Dublin City 50 years.

Surname: KING; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 01/10/1824; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2363;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: KING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 04/03/1828; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T for 7 years failing bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict & Peter Campbell; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3365;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Peter Campbell under the Vagrant Act at the Lent Assizes (trial place not given), for being in the company of disorderly people. States they have been confined since Sep 1825. Petitioning for remission of sentence or to be sent to the Public Pen. 3rd Petition dated 5 May 1828

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 P 32;
Comments: Convict was convicted with John Pearse and two others for the same offence.

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years T commuted to 12 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 15

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years T commuted to 12 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 15

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Derry; Date of trial: 17/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: 15 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 26;
Comments: The convict was convicted with Bernard Connor, he also has a wife and 5 children to support.

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Depot; Date of document: 28/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

**Surname:** KING; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway town; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 K 16

Surname: KING; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KING; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KING; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: KINGALTEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: KINGLETIRE; First name: MARY; Alias: Ryan, Mary;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70(F)

Surname: KINGSMILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/04/1824; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Henry Kingsmill; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2366; Comments: Petitioner served 48 years in the Army. Resides at Banis, Co. Donegal.

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: EMILY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony boot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 221;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register.

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: EMILY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony boot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 K 58;
Comments: Convict name struck through from Register - discharged.

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a ham; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 75

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: PAUL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing freize; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Prison breach; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 83;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/12/1856

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: SAMUEL;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of document: 15/10/1824; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Ann Kingston; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2365; Comments: Convict has six daughters. Includes testimony of Edward Williamson of Rosscavey Co. Tyrone, to convict's innocence. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Possessing stolen clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Kingston; Record reference code: PPC 3796; Comments: Convict has five children; wife deceased. Petitioner states he has travelled from Mullingar, Co. Westmeath to Dublin to submit the petition, not dated, circa 1822-7.

Surname: KINGSTON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: HOOGHLY; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Ann Stanley, residing at Mallow.

Surname: KINIFF; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex Dunleary; Date of document: 01/02/1826; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Simon Kiniff; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 3039; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Simon, for the same offence. Both convicts reside in Co Westmeath. States he has a wife and four children. Char ref from the Parish Priest of Togherstown, Co Westmeath. Petition endorsed Transported.

Surname: KINIFF; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/02/1826; Name of petitioner: Convict & Martin Kiniff; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 3039; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Martin, for the same offence. Both convicts reside in Co Westmeath. Char ref from the Parish Priest of Togherstown Co Westmeath. Petition endorsed Transported.

Surname: KINKADE; First name: RUTH; Alias: Burns;
Surname: **KINKAID; First name: WILLIAM;**

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/01/1857

Surname: **KINKARE; First name: RUTH; Alias: Burns;**

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: **KINKEADE; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board the Lively Tender; Date of document: 22/11/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 318

Surname: **KINKEADE; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The lively tender, Cork; Date of document: 02/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 415

Surname: **KINMALY; First name: NICHOLAS;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36; Comments: Convict died on 21/04/1849

Surname: **KINMORE; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 19/09/1799; Description of crime: Being a sworn United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 678 A; Comments: Late of Cahermorris, parish of Anadown, Co. Galway. Bail bond and certificate of character. SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm ref no. roll 23
Surname: KINMOUTH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assault with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 19; Comments: The convict has two daughters to support.

Surname: KINNA; First name: JOHN; Alias: Woods, Thomas;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: KINNA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 22/05/1851, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: KINNALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170

Surname: KINNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 21; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 K 33; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convicts sister Mary Beatman (alias Kinnane) resides in Knock, Co. Clare.

Surname: KINNANE; First name: MALACHI;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: KINNEALLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824; Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that Colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Bridget Heir, residing in Co. Limerick.

Surname: KINNEALLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824; Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that Colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Bridget Heir, residing in Co. Limerick.

Surname: KINNEALY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 13(F)

Surname: KINNEALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: KINNEALY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of document: 04/09/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 K 24

Surname: KINNEARY; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72

Surname: KINNEEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75; Comments: cf Kinneen, Thomas, TR 8, p 75

Surname: KINNEEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 171

Surname: KINNEEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75; Comments: cf Kinneen, Patrick, TR 8, p 75

Surname: KINNELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129

Surname: KINNER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 362

Surname: KINNERY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 91; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/08/1850

Surname: KINNEY; First name: ANNE; Alias: McCullagh;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 218; Comments: Convict was given one month imprisonment and when convicted 7 yrs transportation
Surname: KINNEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: KINSELL; First name: PAT; Alias: Ahern, Pat;
Sex: M; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: KINSAY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 04/04/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 273

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: HONOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 23(F)

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 47; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/12/1836; Description of crime: Felony gown, hankerchief and boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Died, 16/09/1848

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony of a gold watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 47; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1839; Description of crime: Fraudulently claiming subsistence as a desertor; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 85

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 K 128

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: REDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Possessing bad dollars; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: KINSELLA; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: ANN AND AMELIA 1825; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife residing at Ardee St, Dublin.

Surname: KINSHELA; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167

Surname: KINSHELA; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 24/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 120; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 K 21; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex (22/07/1836). Convict resides in Nicholastown, near Athy, Co. Kildare, with his father, Terence.

Surname: KINSHELLA; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 388

Surname: KINSHELLA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 26/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc96; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Kildare.

Surname: KINSHELLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender in Dublin; Date of document: 15/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 679 A; Comments: SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm. ref. no. roll 23

Surname: KINSHELOE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Death com transportation life com transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: KINSLEY; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: KINSLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/12/1821; Date of document: 17/08/1822; Description of crime: STEALING GAMENTS; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1717
Surname: KINSLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/12/1821; Date of document: 20/06/1822; Description of crime: STEALING GAMTS; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict/H Gordon/C Walker; Record reference code: PPC 1718; Comments: All three convicted of same crime.

Surname: KINSULAH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/12/1798; Description of crime: Involved in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: F.B; Relationship of petitioner: Neighbour; Record reference code: SPP 192; Comments: Petitioner who is a cavalry captain, states that prisoner is an elderly man from Killdermott in Co. Wexford

Surname: KIRBY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail com 18 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 112(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 K 51; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KIRBY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25(F)

Surname: KIRBY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 234; Comments: Convict died at Grange Gorman, 22/06/1849. Name struck through from Register.

Surname: KIRBY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157

Surname: KIRBY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

**Surname:** KIRBY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

**Surname:** KIRBY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23

**Surname:** KIRBY; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2027; Comments: Convict was born and bred in Greenhill, Parish of Islandeady, Co Mayo and has a wife and 7 children. Petitioner received on 9th April 1823.

**Surname:** KIRBY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1825; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that Colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Johanna Neilan, residing at Killowry, near Tralee, Co Kerry

**Surname:** KIRK; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork on 18/11/1857

**Surname:** KIRK; **First name:** JAMES;
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Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

**Surname:** KIRK; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Description of crime: Feloniously injury with intent to murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 108;
Comments: Convict executed. See Patrick McCooey

**Surname:** KIRK; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Stealing from a person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 144;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board 'James', 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** KIRK; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/10/1856; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 254;

**Surname:** KIRK; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Ribbonsism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

**Surname:** KIRK; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 11/03/1820; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1504;
Comments: Convict is a native of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

**Surname:** KIRK; **First name:** FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of
document: 26/04/1820; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen horse; Name of
petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1505;
Comments: Convict is a native of Omagh, Co. Tyrone and has a wife and family.

Surname: KIRK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding’s journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the
jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: KIRK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship Surprise; Date of trial:
25/03/1822; Date of document: 19/12/1823; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen
cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2028;
Comments: Convict had been employed as a School Teacher and Parish Clerk in different
parishes in Co Down (all named and dates given). A native of Co Down, has a wife and 2
children, several character references from Parish priest. Two earlier petitions dated Feb 1823

Surname: KIRK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial:
22/10/1856; Date of document: 10/12/1856; Description of crime: Larceny from person;
Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1856 K 28

Surname: KIRK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KIRK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit
the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Isabella Kirk residing
in Downpatrick, Co. Down.

Surname: KIRKPATRICK; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: KIRKWOOD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: KIRKWOOD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: KIRKWOOD; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 352

Surname: KIRKWOOD; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 12/01/1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 193; Comments: petitioner has been confined for nine months without trial. Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. Petitioner has a wife and seven children

Surname: KIRKWOOD; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 50; Comments: Convict was arrested in Belfast, Co. Antrim on the 18 April and confined on no apparent charge. Prays to be brought to trial at the next Assizes in Antrim or to be admitted to bail. States he has a wife and seven children

Surname: KIRKWOOD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 26; Comments: The convict has a wife and 3 children to support. He was convicted with Bernard Connor.
Surname: KIRNAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: KIRVAN; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Kearnan, D;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving and having in possession stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 71

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: ANN; Alias: Dwyer, Ann;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95(f)

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: ANN; Alias: Dwyer;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95(F)

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of hat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 K 55

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Feloniously stealing of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to Hulk, 10/08/1836. See also Cullen, Hugh (ibid)

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: MALACHI; Alias: McDermott, Thomas;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 136

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: MARTHA;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 315

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Stealing arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 150; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/09/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/07/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 203; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 184

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/02/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/12/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 11/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 93

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 06/11/1822; Description of crime: Possessing three stolen pound notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1719; Comments: Convict had been removed from Carrickonshannon, Co. Leitrim to Kilaminham.

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow gaol; Date of document: 05/12/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Bridget Kirwan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 680 A; Comments: A native of Co. Wicklow. SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref no. roll23

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Carrick on shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on shannon; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3797; Comments: Convict is pregnant with her fourth child. Petitioning to be either removed to the penitentiary or permitted to take her children with her. Petition not dated, circa 1822-7.

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others; Record reference code: PPC 3847; Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1836; Date of document: 08/09/1836; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen chest containing linen/clothes; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc46; Comments: Convict resides in Exchange Street, Dublin with his wife, Mary and children.

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Taking fire arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 8 March 1835.
Surname: KIRWAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KIRWAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KIRWICK; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life com 18 mths impt. Dead.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 162;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KIRWIN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Naas County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Possessing pistol; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 K 4

Surname: KIRWIN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: KIRWIN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 23/10/1844; Sentence: 7 years;
Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: KISBY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 48;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: KISHANE; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: KISSANS; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 222

Surname: KISSOCK; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Street robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: KIT; First name: CATHENNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: The Bridewell, Cork; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 08/01/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 172; Comments: Kit has three children and secretly gave birth to another while in Gaol.

Surname: KITT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/10/1856

Surname: KITTERICK; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: KITTLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 19(F); Comments: Convict died at Grange Gorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/12/1849. Name struck through from Register
Surname: KIVENGAN; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 249;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: KLIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 86;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: KLYNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 20/04/1827; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3090;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family and resides at Ballinacleigh. Included is a letter from Thomas B Vandeleur, the judge who tried the convict requesting a mitigation of sentence to transportation for life.

Surname: KNARESBORO; First name: JOHN FITZPATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Green St, Dublin; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 171;
Comments: Knaresboro accused of seducing 2 young ladies of family & fortune. Convict arrested on 8 Sep 1797 for illegally returning from banishment & since confined in Green St, Prison. Letter advocating his innocence to the crime for which he was transported, states he returned to settle his estate

Surname: KNARESBORO; First name: J.F;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/07/1798; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 99;
Comments: Convict requests that the enclosed letter in testimony to his good character from the Lieut. Governor of Australia be given to the Ex-Governor of Australia for his consideration.

Surname: KNARESBORO; First name: J.PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Green St., Dublin; Date of document: 28/10/1804; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 984; Comments: Convict was arrested for illegally returning to heland from banishment to New South Wales. States he was granted a pardon on condition of obtaining security which he is unable to raise on account of his property having been vested in the crown.

Surname: KNARESBORO; First name: W;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 21/01/1799; Record reference code: SPP 416

Surname: KNARESBORO; First name: JAMES FITZPATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings prison Dublin; Date of document: 23/03/1800; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 497; Comments: Convict returned illegally from place of transportation. Petitions for liberty to settle his estate. States he has spent 10 yrs either in prison or in exile resulting in ill health, loss of fortune and sullied character. Fears imprison- ment in London.

Surname: KNARESBORO; First name: J FITZGERALD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Green St, Dublin; Date of document: 27/05/1806; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1199; Comments: File contains letters from the convict pleading innocence and complaining about the conditions in which he has been confined for the past 16 years.

Surname: KNARESBORO; First name: JAMES FITZPATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 04/1791; Date of document: 30/10/1792; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict, inhabitants (CW); Record reference code: PPC 3883; Comments: File contains letters from the convict, dated 1799, from Green Street Gaol, Dublin, where he has been confined since his illegal return from banishment. In a letter dated 18 Mar 1799, requesting a few days of liberty to settle the affa- irs of his Estate, convict states that should his father die,brother be heir.

Surname: KNIFE; First name: MARY; Alias: Couly;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 195
Surname: KNIGHT; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: KNIGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 78;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: KNIGHT; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 18/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 310

Surname: KNOCTOR; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of document: 24/06/1822; Description of crime: Suspected of smuggling; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mathew Knocktor;
Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 1720;
Comments: Petition is aged 85 and resides at Kilcoole, Co. Wicklow. Several character references.

Surname: KNOUSBARD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: KNOWDS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: KNOWELS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: KNOWLES; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/01/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 164; Comments: Convict was sentenced by General Court martial, Mullingar. Ordered to be discharged, 09/03/1850. Entered from discharge warrant.

Surname: KNOX; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 282

Surname: KNOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony guilt and blankets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: KNOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs com 2 yrs impt hard labour; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: KNOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 141

Surname: KNOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 01/1847; Date of document: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 K 9

Surname: KOONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 05/09/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: KUGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surname: KURNAN; First name: JOHN;

Surname: KYLE; First name: SARAH; Alias: McCormick;

Surname: KYNE; First name: AUSTIN;

Surname: KYNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Surname: KYNE; First name: MARTIN;

Surname: KYNE; First name: PATRICK;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/04/1857

**Surname:** KYNE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63

**Surname:** KYNE; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1848; Date of document: 19/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

**Surname:** KYNE; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing;
Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

**Surname:** KYRNE; **First name:** NED;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Depot, Co. Dublin, 19/04/1849

**Surname:** LACEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

**Surname:** LACEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 168;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/02/1854

**Surname:** LACEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Surname: LACEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: LACEY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: LACEY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/10/1850; Description of crime: Felony of hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: LACEY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: LACEY; First name: STEPHAN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 01/01/1851;
Record reference code: CRF1852 Misc1/8;
Comments: Removed to Richmond depot.

Surname: LACK; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Receiving and having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 62

Surname: LACKEN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 303
Surname: LACKEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 25

Surname: LACKEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Pickpocketing a handerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 L 9; Comments: Convict's widow mother resides at No 1 Butlers Court, Dorset Street, Dublin City

Surname: LACY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: LACY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: LACY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: LACY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 103

Surname: LACY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of document: 03/03/1825; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2658
Surname: LACY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board the Lively Tender; Date of document: 22/11/1798; Description of crime: treasonable practices; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 318

Surname: LACY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The lively tender, Cork; Date of document: 02/02/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 415

Surname: LACY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: HMS Alexander Dublin Bay; Date of document: 23/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: ALEXANDER; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 681 A;
Comments: SPP 670 A - 699A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm. Microfilm ref no. roll 23

Surname: LACY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: LACY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 375

Surname: LADREGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LAFFAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1856; Description of crime: Shooting at soldiers with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs com 4 yrs penal servitude;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 121;

Surname: LAFFAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 164;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/02/1856

Surname: LAFFAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 190;
Comments: Convict died in hospital in Bermuda.

Surname: LAFFAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/04/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 27;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine laffan, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: LAFFERTY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: LAFFEY; First name: BARTHOLEMEO;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 99;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: LAFFEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/01/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 18 months imprisonment;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LAFFEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 66;
Comments: Convict's name struck through

Surname: LAFFEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LAFFY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a lamb with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: LAFFY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/01/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transp.for 7 yrs, commuted 18 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1 P 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 15; Comments: N.S.T.

Surname: LAGAN; First name: ELEANOR; Alias: Loughlan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(F)

Surname: LAGAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Byrne, James;

Sex: M; Age: 18;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: LAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: LAGON; First name: LEWIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing (word indistinguishable); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

**Surname:** LAHEY; **First name:** BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

**Surname:** LAHEY; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

**Surname:** LAHEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Accessory to uttering Provincial Bank of Ireland; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843. See Hyde, Denis and Hayes, James, TR 5, p 159

**Surname:** LAHEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/08/1845; Date of document: 13/05/1846; Description of crime: Felony (of hankerchief); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, declared unfit com 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 L 13; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Prisoner was declared unfit for transportation.

**Surname:** LAHEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

**Surname:** LAHEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 13/04/1832; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Name of petitioner: Michael Ahern; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3625;  
Comments: Petitioner, petitioning on his behalf, states he purchased the sheep (which he was accused of stealing), from the convict and was convicted and sentenced to transportation 7 years.

Surname: LAHEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/10/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 6;  
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Hanlan, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: LAHEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;  
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Mary Hanlan, residing at Castle Town Roach.

Surname: LAHIFF; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 L 35

Surname: LAHIFF; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: LAHIFF; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: LAHIFF; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 109

Surname: LAHIFF; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 9 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LAHIFF; First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: LAHIFF; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: LAHIFF; First name: JOHN;

Surname: LAHY; First name: DARBY;

Surname: LAHY; First name: MARY;
Surname: LAHY; First name: MARY; Alias: Bohan;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen wool; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 137;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 16/02/1836

Surname: LAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 157

Surname: LAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

Surname: LAHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: House breaking and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: LAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1843; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 L 10;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his wife Mary.

Surname: LAINE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LAIRD; First name: MARY JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LAKELAND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (18/05/1836)

Surname: LALIFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city;
Record reference code: CRF 1836misc94

Surname: LALIFFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LALLETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 51

Surname: LALLY; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 66

Surname: LALLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 73;
Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: LALLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/04/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: LALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61; Comments: Convict died at Ennis Depot, 03/03/1853

Surname: LALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1845; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 78

Surname: LALLY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of trial: 07/1837; Date of document: 27/09/1839; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Bridget Lally; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 165

Surname: LALOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 42(F)

Surname: LALOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing fowls; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 42(F)

Surname: LALOR; First name: CAVAN;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony of bread and pistol; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 165; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LALOR; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

Surname: LALOR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 L 44; Comments: Other defendant: George Conrahy.

Surname: LALOR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: LALOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Thomas Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Owner of cattle; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 L 12; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LALOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 112

Surname: LALOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony in the dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 92; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LALOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 253

Surname: LALOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 196; Comments: Convict died in Kilkenny Gaol, Co. Kilkenny, 03/01/1855

**Surname:** LALOR; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 124; Comments: Convict died 23/04/1848. Name struck through from Register

**Surname:** LALOR; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 17/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 165; Comments: Convict died in Depot, 23/04/1848

**Surname:** LALOR; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

**Surname:** LALOR; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing wheat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** LALOR; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 10/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 118(F)

**Surname:** LALOR; **First name:** MYLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballinglass, Co.Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford.; Date of document: 1801; Sentence: Transportation.; Name of petitioner: Convict and M. Lalor; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Surname: LALOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballinglass, County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 1801; Sentence: Transportation.; Name of petitioner: Convict and M. Lalor; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 700; Comments: Character refs. from the Lower Talbotstown troop of yeoman cavalry. Both convicts convicted of the same crime.

Surname: LALOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Thomas Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Owner of cattle; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 12

Surname: LAMB; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 57(F)

Surname: LAMB; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 207

Surname: LAMB; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LAMB; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin Cnty; Date of trial: 14/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: LAMB; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59(F); Comments: Convict detained in Athy Gaol.

Surname: LAMB; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 49

Surname: LAMB; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 118

Surname: LAMB; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: LAMB; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LAMB; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LAMB; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr. Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the Hulk.

Surname: LAMB; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2
Surname: LAMB; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife residing in Kilinalee, Co Tipperary.

Surname: LAMBE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: LAMBERT; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 249

Surname: LAMBERT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 133; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin. Died in Depot, 20/03/1849

Surname: LAMBERT; First name: MAISTRE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Provost, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/12/1800; Date of document: 16/12/1800; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: William Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Employer; Record reference code: PPC 521; Comments: Several letters petitioning for mitigation of sentence to transportation. Convict is a servant by trade and originally from Spa (France). Served 7 years with petitioner since the age of 12 years.

Surname: LAMBERT; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 19/10/1830; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Anne Lambert; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3505; Comments: Petitioner is a widow with five children dependent on the convict's support. Resides in Roscrea, Co. Tipperary.
Surname: LAMBERT; First name: SACKVILLE H;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc14;
Comments: Memorandum of letters and parcels sent to Sydney, New South Wales, on board the Isabella. Includes an entry for one parcel sent to Sackville H Lambert c/o F Elland, George Street, Sydney.

Surname: LAMBY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 244

Surname: LAMER; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Lardner;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 73;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LAMER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LAMEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Larney, Michael;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 214

Surname: LAMMON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Tyrone; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 20/10/1799; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 182;
Comments: Petitioning for liberty to enlist in Foreign Military Service. Convict has wife and five children.

Surname: LAMPORT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798);
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.
Surname: LAMY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: Being absent from home; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others; Record reference code: PPC 2143;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: LAN; First name: FREDERICK; Alias: Lane, Frederick;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: LANAGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: LANAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: LANAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16;
Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Tipperary.

Surname: LANCE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: LANDEES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of document: 12/1819; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1433;
Comments: Petitioning for permission to take his eldest son (aged ten) with him to New South Wales and states he has six children.

**Surname**: LANDERGAN; **First name**: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

**Surname**: LANDERS; **First name**: GARETH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

**Surname**: LANDERS; **First name**: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery of indian meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

**Surname**: LANDERS; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of document: 12/1819; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1433;
Comments: Petitioning for permission to take his eldest son with him to New South Wales. States he has six children.

**Surname**: LANDERS; **First name**: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: LANDRIGAN; **First name**: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50(F);
Comments: Convict detained at Grange Gorman, Co. Dublin, 07/11/1837

**Surname**: LANDRIGAN; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 161

Surname: LANDRIGAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LANDY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 79;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin and ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: LANE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: LANE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1839; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: LANE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 118;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/10/1857

Surname: LANE; First name: FREDERICK; Alias: Law;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Date of document: 29/06/1836; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 23

Surname: LANE; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 275
Surname: LANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 192;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: LANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 153;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1854

Surname: LANE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 40;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: LANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: LANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 75

Surname: LANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: LANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 2 mths;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 24;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1856
Surname: LANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: LANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/04/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 181

Surname: LANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: LANE; First name: MARGRETH;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 36; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/12/1836

Surname: LANE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 82; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: LANE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Date of document: 15/05/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Johanna Lane; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 L 10; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Aglish, Co. Waterford.

Surname: LANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LANE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 28/05/1820; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC 1506;

Comments: Convict states he is loosing his sight. Prays to be released 'to crawl frot the remainder of his life among his friends'.

Surname: LANE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 13/07/1820; Description of crime: Stealing three cows; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;

Record reference code: PPC 1507;

Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children. States he brought the cows at the Blarney Fair, Co. Cork.

Surname: LANE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 29/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & D Killen;

Record reference code: PPC 180;

Comments: Danil Killen convicted of same crime. Petitioning for liberty to enlist in Foreign Military Service with Captain Johnston.

Surname: LANE; First name: SERGEANT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/05/1827; Sentence: Transportation;

Record reference code: PPC 3309;

Comments: Convict was a Barrack Master at New Ross. Several letters in connection with the case and one from Rev. George Carr enclosong a memorial from the inhabitants of New Ross on behalf of the convict.

Surname: LANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 30/01/1805; Description of crime: Being a member of a gang of robbers in Naas;

Record reference code: PPC 1119;

Comments: Report on the charges for which the convict was arrested, stating that the convict was a deserter from a man-of-war ship The Thunerer. Other defendant: William Connor (alias TRAVERS).

Surname: LANE; First name: DANIEL;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 113
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1821; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Lane, residing at John Daly’s, Cahir, Co Tipperary.

Surname: LANE; First name: FREDERICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Newgate gaol. Dublin and Down- patrick gaol, Co Down.

Surname: LANEGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 14 Feb 1835.

Surname: LANEGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 may 1834.

Surname: LANERGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70(F)

Surname: LANES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: LANG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 189;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James, 12/01/1854 and was discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: LANG; First name: JOHN;Alias: White, John;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: LANG; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/1824; Date of document: 23/10/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2383;
Comments: Convict states her husband, father and brother served in the Army.

Surname: LANG; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LANGAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 284

Surname: LANGAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (31/07/1844);
Record reference code: TR 5, p 302;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - executed.

Surname: LANGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 76;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: LANGAN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LANGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 30/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 L 27; Comments: Convict has a widowed mother, Mayr and brothers all dependant on his support.

Surname: LANGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, p 217; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LANGAN; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: LANGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170

Surname: LANGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: LANGAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Castle; Date of document: 25/04/1798; Description of crime: Member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Richard Langan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 194; Comments: Petitioner implores his son to tell all he knows about the United Irishman. Tells his son that any oath he may have taken is not binding on him.
Surname: LANGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LANGAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LANGAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1805; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 1127

Surname: LANGAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Redmond;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: PPC 3798;
Comments: Page with convict's name and endorsed: See James Redmond (possibly an alias)

Surname: LANGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Rebellion;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 19 Feb 1799.

Surname: LANGAN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 19/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: LANGFORD; First name: HENRY WATTS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: Robbery of a desk and cash; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 4058;
Comments: Recommendations from the Recorder for the mitigation of the sentences of several convicts. States convict is to be removed to Kilmainham, Dublin.

Surname: LANGSTAFF; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: LANIGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 143;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/09/1859

Surname: LANIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 92; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 L 1;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/11/1853

Surname: LANIGAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 03/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 222

Surname: LANIGAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Unlawfully assembled & maliciously injuring prty; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

Surname: LANIGAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Daltha (Irish for wicked);
Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 L 93;
Comments: Convict resides near Kilfithmone, Thurles, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: LANIGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LANNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LANNAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 L 9

Surname: LANNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LANNIGAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Breaking and entering dwelling & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1859

Surname: LANNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 08/07/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 99; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 L 90; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register N.S.T.

Surname: LANNON; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Hewroe, County Kilkenny; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 682 A; Comments: SPP 670 A -699 A are to be found after Spp 699 on the microfilm. Ref no. roll 23.

Surname: LAPPAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 8

Surname: LAPPIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: LAPPIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 03/1848; Date of document: 04/05/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 19

Surname: LARAGY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of document: 22/09/1814; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1295; Comments: Memorial from A Fuller, Woodfield, Kings Co, on behalf of the convict.

Surname: LARDNER; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Lamer, Patrick;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 73

Surname: LARDNER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LARGE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Embezzling money & letter from General Post Office; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Comments: See also Hewitt, Thomas and O'Neill, John

Surname: LARIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: LARK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 24;
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Castles, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: LARK; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Lark;
Record reference code: FS 1837 22

Surname: LARK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Mary Castles.

Surname: LARKIN; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Kelly;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: LARKIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33(F)

Surname: LARKIN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1836; Description of crime: Felony sacks and goose; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 76;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: LARKIN; First name: CATH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(F)

Surname: LARKIN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 164

Surname: LARKIN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 85; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 L13

Surname: LARKIN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 300

Surname: LARKIN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148

Surname: LARKIN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 125

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 53

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 185

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 02/07/1838; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 166; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 L 19;
Comments: Convict resides in Waterford City and is the sole support of his widowed mother and six children.

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (25/08/1847);
Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: LARKIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/12/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 262; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 16;
Comments: Convict resides in Limerick.

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 12 mths imp;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 139

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 186

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 79;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1837

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: LARKIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Date of document: 04/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: John & Margaret Whitmore; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 L 2;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 30 Brides Alley.

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 67; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1843; Date of document: 05/01/1844; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Catherine Larkin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 L 3;
Comments: Prisoner had been collector of debts due to the Tyrrelspass Charitable Loan Fund, and was convicted of the mis-appropriation of sums commited to his care. Petitioner's residence given as Ballydaly, Kings County.

Surname: LARKIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/00/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: LARKIN; First name: MALACHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 76;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/06/1856

Surname: LARKIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 83

Surname: LARKIN; First name: MARY; Alias: (Sullivan);

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56(F)
Surname: LARKIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 144;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: LARKIN; First name: MAT;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

Surname: LARKIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35;
Comments: Convict died in Ennis on 13/06/1851

Surname: LARKIN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 170

Surname: LARKIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: LARKIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/03/1854

Surname: LARKIN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Newport prison; Date of trial: 26/07/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 L9
Surname: LARKIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77; Comments: Convict died. Name struck through from Register

Surname: LARKIN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 104

Surname: LARKIN; First name: TARDY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 15/07/1852

Surname: LARKIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 11

Surname: LARKIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 133; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1851

Surname: LARKIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing wool; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/01/1853

Surname: LARKIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: LARKIN; First name: VALENTINE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 77

Surname: LARKIN; First name: JOHN; Alias: John Mitchel;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Larkin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3677;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother and family. Petitioner states convict had been employed with his landlord Mr. Nugent and occasionally attended the chief of police quartered at Marble Hill. Petitioner resides in Rehan Parish of Tynagh. Covering note 20/06/1832 is endorsed: 'Transported 7 May, acquired 16 Jun

Surname: LARKIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LARKIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: LARKIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Tipperary.

Surname: LARKIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Winford Larkin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3800;
Comments: Petitioner states she is a widow with six children. Petition not dated, circa 1828-33.

**Surname:** LARKIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/1836; Date of document: 14/11/1836; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen box; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 L 47

**Surname:** LARKIN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 L 39;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his widowed mother and six children residing in Waterford City. See also CRF 1838 L 19.

**Surname:** LARKIN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/12/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

**Surname:** LARKIN; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 07/1833; Date of document: 07/09/1840; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: FS 1840 23;
Comments: Convicts wife, Esther Larkin, residing in Laurencetown, Co Galway, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname:** LARNEY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny (stealing potatoes); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 256; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 L 10;
Comments: Convict is a wife with children, whose husband is a soldier.

**Surname:** LARNEY; **First name:** FARRELL;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Having forged Bank of Ireland notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

**Surname:** LARNEY; **First name:** MICHAEL; Alias: Lamey;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214

Surname: LARNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 136

Surname: LARNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3; Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, John and Michael.

Surname: LARRETT; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Gunning;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LARWOOD; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 114

Surname: LATIMER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dungannon; Date of trial: 07/07/1845; Date of document: 14/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 L 11

Surname: LATTEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: House robbery and violent assault; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1 P 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 I 56
Surname: LATTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: House robbery and violent assault; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 67

Surname: LAUDERS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: LAUDRIGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: John Lonegan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 L 23

Surname: LAUGH; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 1; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/03/1852

Surname: LAUGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 157; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LAUGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 157; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LAUGHLIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony of a lamb; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (22/07/1836)
Surname: LAUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 08/04/1799; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 185; Comments: Convict worked in a dairy in Moss st., Dublin

Surname: LAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas Gaol; Date of document: 22/11/1798; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Margaret Laughlin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 317; Comments: Convict formerly a farmer at Drinninstown, Co. Kildare, requests that sentence be mitigated to transportation.

Surname: LAUGHLIN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1798; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A certificate of character signed by 8 persons

Surname: LAUGHLIN; First name: MENAGHAN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: LAUGHLIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex, Kingstown; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 04/08/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc52

Surname: LAUGHNANE; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 06/1820; Description of crime: Stealing tea; Sentence: Transportation 7 years commuted to imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3801; Comments: Petition not dated, circa 1820-27.

Surname: LAUGHREANE; First name: JAMES;
**Surname:** LAUGHREN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1839 L 13; Comments: Convict has a wife and mother dependant on his support.

**Surname:** LAUGTREE; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

**Surname:** LAURENCE; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

**Surname:** LAURIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110

**Surname:** LAURY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

**Surname:** LAVAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Demanding arms with intent to shoot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 127

**Surname:** LAVELL; **First name:** ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 224

Surname: LAVELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 224

Surname: LAVELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: LAVELL; First name: DAVIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; 
Record reference code: PPC 3898; 
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was convicted on 30 Oct 1798.

Surname: LAVELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; 
Record reference code: PPC 3898; 
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 27 Feb 1799.

Surname: LAVELLE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 112

Surname: LAVELLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 32
Surname: LAVELLE; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Murphy, Thomas;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 10/1845; Date of document: 04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 L 9; Comments: Prisoner was a native of Co. Armagh.

Surname: LAVELLE; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Murphy, Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 10/1845; Date of document: 04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 L 9; Comments: Prisoner was a native of Co. Armagh.

Surname: LAVELLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Prison; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Date of document: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 L 20

Surname: LAVENY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: LAVEREY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 67; Comments: Convicted with Margaret Corcoran (CRF 1841 C 67).

Surname: LAVERTY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1(F)

Surname: LAVERTY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: LAVERY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: LAVERY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: LAVERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 15/03/1836; Date of document: 15/03/1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 21; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836. Convict resides in Ballybredon, near Ballymoney, Co. Antrim.

Surname: LAVERY; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2

Surname: LAVERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

Surname: LAVERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1

Surname: LAVERY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

**Surname:** LAVERY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 9; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/06/1845; Date of document: 29/08/1845; Description of crime: Stealing eggs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Lavery; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 L 16

**Surname:** LAVILLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112

**Surname:** LAVILLE; **First name:** MICHAEL; Alias: Murphy, Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 32

**Surname:** LAVIN; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Gavin, John;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131

**Surname:** LAVIN; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120

**Surname:** LAVIN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

**Surname:** LAVIN; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: LAVIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LAVIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 22/02/1848; Description of crime: Demanding fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 L 33

Surname: LAVINS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Stealing gown, flannel raincoat and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 56; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: LAVINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: HMS Alexander Dublin; Date of trial: 07/1798; Date of document: 08/01/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: ALEXANDER; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 687 A; Comments: SPP 670 A -699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref. no. roll 23

Surname: LAW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1832; Date of document: 28/04/1832; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3678; Comments: Convict is a native of Scotland. States he spent most of his youth serving in the East India Company Service.

Surname: LAWLAR; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to Transportation Life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 L 18;
Comments: Convict resides in Rathdowney, Queen's Co.

Surname: LAWLEE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 12/12/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 L 31;
Comments: Convict is serving in the 61st Regiment of the British Army. Convict deserted from the army in 1842 but was later found imprisoned. Convict states in a letter that he wishes to be transported so as to avoid the army.

Surname: LAWLER; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny and receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 263

Surname: LAWLER; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 269

Surname: LAWLER; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 35(F)

Surname: LAWLER; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LAWLER; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname: LAWLER; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 36; Comments: See also Lawlor Edmund, TR 3, p 56

Surname: LAWLER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10

Surname: LAWLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony brass pins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56; Comments: See also Lawlor, James, TR 3, p 56

Surname: LAWLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: LAWLER; First name: JOHN (JUN);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Death com transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, (18/05/1836). Convict taken out.

Surname: LAWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (03/07/1836)

Surname: LAWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: LAWLER; First name: JOHN (SEN);
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, (18/05/1836). Convict taken out.

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Breaking a house in the day time and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35(F)

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after a former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35(F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1856

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 322

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62; Comments: Free Pardon Crown Witness at Cork, 25/03/1857

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/06/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: LAWLER; First name: NESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 40(F)

Surname: LAWLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 26/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

Surname: LAWLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: LAWLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony coat and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 79

Surname: LAWLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90

Surname: LAWLER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: LAWLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 L 23; Comments: Convict has a wife and large family who dependant on his support.

Surname: LAWLER; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAN, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: LAWLER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: LAWLER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99

Surname: LAWLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Description of crime: A leader of Wexford Rebels; Record reference code: SPP 411

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LAWLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: LAWLER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 11;  
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict detained in gaol, 24/05/[1836]

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of money order; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny and receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 122(F)

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 04/08/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 81

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Connors, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/05/1857

**Surname:** LAWLESS; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50

**Surname:** LAWLESS; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 07/07/1856; Description of crime: Assault with intent and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 38; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy, 05/09/1856. Probably convicted with Andrew Mooney for same offence.

**Surname:** LAWLESS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

**Surname:** LAWLESS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 13/12/1798; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 97; Comments: Convicted of passing a draft on the Trustees of the Linen manufacturer for £5.12 6. Offers to reveal an important discovery to Lord Castlereagh if he is liberated. Convict is eldest son of a large family, originally from Co. Clare and Yeoman by trade. Several character references including prosecutor of defendant

**Surname:** LAWLESS; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 11/04/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: M Wainright; Record reference code: SPP 374

**Surname:** LAWLESS; **First name:** PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 10/07/1798; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 195;
Comments: Petitioner expresses a willingness to give information on the activity of the United Irishmen.

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 07/1798; Date of document: 10/06/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 683 A;
Comments: SPP 670 A-699 A are to be found after SPp 699 on the microfilm. ref no. roll 23

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE INSURRECTION OF 23 JULY 1803;
Record reference code: PPC 1093;

Surname: LAWLESS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green St, Dublin; Date of trial: 17/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc15

Surname: LAWLEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: LAWLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: LAWLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: EDMUND;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 56;
Comments: See also Lawler Edward, TR 3, p 56

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 56;
Comments: See also Lawler, James, TR 3, p 56

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 84

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 46;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/01/1858

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 34

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: NORRY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 218

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Description of crime: Having tools etc in possession for making coinage; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LAWLOR; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 28/02/1854

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 14/04/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 232; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, (18/05/1836)

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 39; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Description of crime: Breaking into a counting house and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 30; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: HENRY;

sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 J 18; Comments: Other defendant : Moses Jordan.

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Baltinglass, County Wicklow; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Lawlor; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1844 I 29; Record reference code 2: TR 5, P 199; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a quantity of bacon from the house of a Miss Cooke, and of stealing a pig belonging to Edward Doyle. While in prison, he informed the governor of a planned escape by a fellow prisoner. Petitioners residence given as Oldcourt,Blessington, Co. Wicklow. Occupation given as Farme

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Place of imprisonment: Sydney, NSW; Date of trial: 03/1834; Date of document: 02/1837; Description of crime: Stealing fireman; Sentence: transportation life; Name of petitioner: Bridget Lawlor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 23

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 08/06/1801; Description of crime: Suspicion of robbing Cork Mail Coach; Record reference code: PPC 703; Comments: Statement by convict confessing to the crime and naming his accomplices.

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Maryborough Queen’s Co; Date of document: 18/05/1801; Description of crime: Stealing 2 stone of barley meal; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & Mary Ann Lawlor; Record reference code: PPC 705

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queen’s Co; Date of document: 18/05/1801; Description of crime: Stealing 2 stone of barley meal; Name of petitioner: Convict & William Lawlor; Record reference code: PPC 705

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Date of document: 21/04/1801; Description of crime: Stealing a quantity of oaten meal; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 706

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Date of document: 21/04/1801; Description of crime: Stealing a quantity of oaten meal; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 706

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Description of crime: Robbery of a coat and handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Lawlor; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2370; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. Petitioner is a native of Clonmel, Co. Tipperary. Three petitions received in the year 1824.

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: P;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Derry; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 C 26;
Comments: The convict was convicted with Bernard Connor, he also has a wife and 3 children to support.

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/04/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 L 9

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 26/08/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Bridget Lawlor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 166

Surname: LAWLOR; First name: GARETH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LAWN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 02/04/1823; Description of crime: Suspected of Acts of Vagrancy; Name of petitioner: Convict and 3 others; Record reference code: PPC 2017; Comments: Convict was arrested with 3 others on the 15 March 1823 in Gorey, Co Wexford. A native of Kilkenny and a soldiers widow. Letter from Local Co Gaol Inspector for Wexford states that she had been imprisoned in Wexford on 2 other occassions

Surname: LAWSON; First name: U;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 684 A; Comments: SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm. Ref. no. roll 23

Surname: LAWTHER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 11/09/1857

Surname: LAWTON; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 157; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Name struck through from Register.

Surname: LAWTON; First name: ABIGAIL;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: LAWTON; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 23/02/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 9

Surname: LAYD; First name: JAMES; Alias: Loyd, James;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33

Surname: LAYD; First name: JOHN; Alias: Loyd, John;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33

Surname: LEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: LEACY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 18; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: LEADEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

Surname: LEADEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: LEADER; First name: JOHN; Alias: leydes;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96; Comments: Convict died

Surname: LEADER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/01/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29

Surname: LEADON; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 18/09/1830; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3506; Comments: Convict states he is the sole support of his widowed mother and five children.

Surname: LEAGH; First name: DAVID, SULLIVAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 29
Surname: LEAHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: LEAHEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Uttering and altering promissory notes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 244; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 L 11; Comments: Convict's mother is a widow.

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 28; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, 15/10/1836

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38(F)

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death [probably commuted transportation life]; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 10/08/1836

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LEAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 L 8; Comments: Convict was detained on board Bride ship and later in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin and was discharged on account of being unfit, 09/05/1855

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/10/1851. See Reg. 1168.

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/09/1851

Surname: LEAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 25/07/1836 commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 153; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: LEAHY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: LEAHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: LEAHY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

**Surname:** LEAHY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

**Surname:** LEAHY; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

**Surname:** LEAHY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

**Surname:** LEAHY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

**Surname:** LEAHY; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855

**Surname:** LEAHY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

**Surname:** LEAHY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: LEAHY; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 20(F)

Surname: LEAHY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Stealing shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JAMES (OR JOHN);
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1858

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: (or McCarthy);
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 00/08/1853

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/03/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 32;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk.

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 31/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 67; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Comments: Convict detained in Cork, 23/03/1837. Name struck through from Register. See also TR 2, p 113

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 67; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 08/03/1837; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113; Comments: See also TR 2, p 102

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/10/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN (OR JAMES);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1858

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 7, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853.
Record reference code: TR 9, p 29

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 12/02/1853

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1858

Surname: LEAHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: LEAHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 L 64; Comments: Convicts father, Timothy, resides in Mallow, Co. Cork and is a shoemaker by trade. Convict is the eldest son.

Surname: LEAHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: / /; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LEAHY; First name: DAVID (SENIOR);
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 1821; Date of
document: 26/05/1824; Description of crime: Abduction; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2371;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his two sons but after a period of confinement they
were released on bail. Later he was rearrested for same offence. Convict resides at
Touknafulla, Co. Limerick.

Surname: LEAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 15/07/1836; Date of document:
15/07/1836; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Kennedy; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 47;
Comments: Convict was convicted with James Burns and John Burns.

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document:
30/07/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 47;
Comments: Other defendant: Daniel Casey.

Surname: LEAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape;
Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 H 30

Surname: LEAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document:
10/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: LEAHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Date of
document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LEAMY; First name: DENIS (JAMES);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 0004/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232
Surname: LEAMY; First name: JAMES (DENIS);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: LEAMY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into a building and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/05/1853

Surname: LEAMY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 5; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, wife's name, Ellen Bourke

Surname: LEAMY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 4; Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the convict penitentiary house at Cork, and waiting a passage to New South Wales, Convicts sons James and Michael

Surname: LEAMY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 01/06/1826; Description of crime: Burning a house or cabin; Sentence: Death commuted to transprotation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2913; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Patrick, who was executed. States he has a pregnant wife and six children. His brother left a wife and five children. Refers to Rev Theobald Butler of Blanchardstown, Kilkenny, for verification of his petition

Surname: LEANE; First name: ENEAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: LEANE; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

Surname: LEANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing Money; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 24 Feb 1834

Surname: LEANEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1837; Description of crime: Grieved assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: LEAP; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: LEAREY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: LEARY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 25; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Co. Cork.

Surname: LEARY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Administering poison; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: LEARY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 236; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/08/1858

Surname: LEARY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a spade and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 13(F)

Surname: LEARY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/09/1858

Surname: LEARY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 40; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: LEARY; First name: CORRY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LEARY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112

Surname: LEARY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: LEARY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29

Surname: LEARY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/02/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: LEARY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - died, 29/05/1847

Surname: LEARY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Entering an outhouse with arms & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: LEARY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a shawl and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194

Surname: LEARY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: U; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: LEARY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Date of document: 06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 L 15
Surname: LEARY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64(F)

Surname: LEARY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/10/1839; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

Surname: LEARY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Record reference code: TR 1, p 67; Comments: See McCarthy, Honora, (TR 1, p 47)

Surname: LEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 47

Surname: LEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: LEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/07/1856

Surname: LEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 31/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LEARY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: LEARY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: LEARY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 32

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 169; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/11/1855

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1855; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 81; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/09/1855, Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 11/04/1856 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/10/1856.

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault on dwelling; Sentence: Transportation life commuted imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 31; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 13;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836. Name struck through from Register. N.S.T.

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 109;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/10/1850; Description of crime: Escaping from transportation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 130;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/01/1853

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 30;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 26;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/03/1854

Surname: LEARY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 198

Surname: LEARY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing oats and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: LEARY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14(F)

Surname: LEARY; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 193

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 252

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 09/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65(F)

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Murder of her child; Sentence: Death, [29/08/1840]; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305; Comments: Convict's sentence struck through from Register.

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARY; Alias: (or Reardon, M);

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/09/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25(F)

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: LEARY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1856; Description of crime: Buggery (sic); Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 65; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/03/1856

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 11/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 195; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/04/1843

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 20/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1851

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing hair and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: LEARY; First name: NANCY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

**Surname:** LEARY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137

**Surname:** LEARY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

**Surname:** LEARY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113; Comments: Convict detained, 31/05/1839

**Surname:** LEARY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: £20, 6 mth impt and then transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 85

**Surname:** LEARY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 23/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 111; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** LEARY; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

**Surname:** LEARY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing shirts and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LEARY; First name: QUINLAN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/05/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47

Surname: LEARY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, (00/09/1850);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 36;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LEARY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: LEARY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 40;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 05/12/1854

Surname: LEARY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 25;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: LEARY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 26;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: LEARY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 38; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LEARY; First name: TIM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: Convict died, 21/04/1848. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: LEARY; First name: TIMY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/12/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: LEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of document: 04/04/1816; Description of crime: Abduction; Record reference code: PPC 1367; Comments: Letter from the convicts counsel on his behalf. Convicts father is deceased, mother living.

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/10/1829; Date of document: 04/12/1836; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder magistrates of Co. Cork; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 L 82; Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales. Convict reference file contains a petition from the convicts son, Timothy, Thomas, Arthur and William and three daughters. Convict had lived in the Parish of Doneraile, Co. Cork.

Surname: LEARY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery and felony; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 233; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L 19; Comments: Convict detained from last vessel.

Surname: LEARY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of document: 05/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 1

Surname: LEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Gorey, County Wexford; Date of document: 06/08/1799; Description of crime: Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Adam Woodoofe; Relationship of petitioner: Cavalry officer, Gorey; Record reference code: SPP 685 A; Comments: SPP 670 A - 699A are to be found after SPP on the microfilm. Microfilm ref. no. roll 23

Surname: LEARY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/12/1839; Record reference code: FS 1839 117; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Sullivan, residing in Cork, granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: LEARY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: limerick city; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc 4

Surname: LEARY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).pso

Surname: LEARY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: LEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 21/04/1823; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2030; Comments: Convicts parents deceased since his infancy, was employed in Cork City.

Surname: LEARY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/03/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 L9; Comments: File consists of a covering note for memorials (not in file). No information given.

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/10/1829; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA; Record reference code: CRF 1838 L 45; Comments: Convict was granted a free pardon in 1838.

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1829; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LARKINS, 16 AUGUST 1829; Record reference code: CRF 1838 L 45

Surname: LEARY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: CO Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Attempting to poison her husband; Sentence: Death, commuted to Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 H 50; Comments: Convict has six children. Other defendant: Cornelius Hallissy.

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Petty Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 19/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 L 16

Surname: LEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: LEARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LEARY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LEARY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4;
Comments: Military convict in the 89th Regiment.

Surname: LEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: LEARY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 28;

Surname: LEARY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Sheepstealing and killing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LEARY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: LEATHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 30/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 L 17; Comments: Convict has a wife, Isabella, and three children, who depend on his support.

Surname: LEATHAM; First name: -;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Name of petitioner: Sarah Leatham; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3877; Comments: Convict has five children. Petition not dated, circa 1801-06.

Surname: LEATHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: LEAVEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Record reference code: PPC 3650; Comments: Letter, (Govenor of Wicklow Gaol), acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convicts sentence and several others.

Surname: LEAVIS; First name: MARY;
Surname: LEAVY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: LEAVY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 233; Comments: Convict detained from last vessel

Surname: LEAVY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Murder of her child; Sentence: Death, 29/08/1840; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: LEAVY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1855; Description of crime: Burglary, cutting and wounding; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 146; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/03/1855 and at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1856

Surname: LEAVY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: LEAVY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Date of trial: 26/08/1825; Date of document: 13/10/1825; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of wine; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2662;
Comments: Convict has a mother and blind brother dependant on his support. States his father died in Naval Service. Character references from Patrick Henry Smyth of Finglas, Co Dublin with whom convict had been employed as a servant for 7 years.

Surname: LECE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 250;
Comments: G.G.L. 14/02/1844

Surname: LECKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 7

Surname: LEDDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 125

Surname: LEDDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death recorded; Name of ship: BANGALORE, MEDWAY 26/11/1847;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

Surname: LEDGE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 266

Surname: LEDGER; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

Surname: LEDGER; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of document: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Ledger; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 28

Surname: LEDGETT; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/04/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73; Comments: See also entry crossed out, TR 3, p 77

Surname: LEDWELL; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/05/1800; Record reference code: PPC 481; Comments: Notes from(E.M Little Hole), Phoenix Park, Dublin to Alexander Marsden on behalf of Lord Cornwallis requesting Lord Cornletins notes on the trial of convict.

Surname: LEDWICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

Surname: LEE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a bullock with intent; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

Surname: LEE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 175; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: LEE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 23 (F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853
Surname: LEE; First name: BARBARA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213

Surname: LEE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85 (F)

Surname: LEE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 49

Surname: LEE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: LEE; First name: DUDLEY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/08/1855

Surname: LEE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 50 (F)

Surname: LEE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/06/1844; Date of document: 21/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 248; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 L 20; Comments: Prisoner states that her son, William Halliday, had served with the 34th Regiment in America, and that he is now serving with the 74th Regiment in Quebec, Canada.
Surname: LEE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 11 (F)

Surname: LEE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 166; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 L 9;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and is a native of Dublin. States he is a Weaver by trade.

Surname: LEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 10

Surname: LEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: LEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: LEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 109

Surname: LEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to impt;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 L 11;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register
Surname: LEE; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 13; Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/06/1848. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: LEE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: LEE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Stealing wine; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 53

Surname: LEE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: LEE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7 (F)

Surname: LEE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 293

Surname: LEE; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99

Surname: LEE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151

Surname: LEE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 L 25

Surname: LEE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 35; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LEE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 19; Comments: Convict Reference File contains a memorial from the inhabitants of Ballyjames- duff, Co. Cavan, on behalf of the convict.

Surname: LEE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 296; Comments: G.G.L. 23/04/1843

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LEE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: LEE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 188

Surname: LEE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: LEE; First name: HONARAH; Alias: Ony, Lee;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 296; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L 15; Comments: G.G.L. 23/4/1843. Convict has offered to go to America with relations.

Surname: LEE; First name: AUGUSTUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of document: 31/10/1799; Description of crime: Alleged murder during the battle of Ross; Name of petitioner: Pierse ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 382

Surname: LEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of document: 21/03/1824; Description of crime: Desertion and murder; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2372; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence. States he deserted from the Army on account of being mentally deranged and murdered his father. Two brothers were killed at the Battle of Waterloo.

Surname: LEE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1820; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: CRF 1843 L 14;
Comments: Convict has been in Bathurst Plains, New South Wales since 1820.

Surname: LEE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 L 19;
Comments: The convict was convicted with Eliza Keating.

Surname: LEE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LEE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 16 Nov 1836.

Surname: LEECH; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: LEECH; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Having forged notes in his possession; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: LEECH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 213;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/06/1858

Surname: LEECH; First name: JOHN; Alias: Washington;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1843; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 L 24;
Comments: Convict is from Lisnakea, Co Fermanagh. Convict has a wife and children.
Surname: LEEHANE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74

Surname: LEEHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Birr, Kings, Co; Date of trial: 01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 L 2

Surname: LEEHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings co; Date of trial: 01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 L 26; Comments: Convict is a Labourer by trade and resides in Birr, Kings Co. with his wife and children. States his parents are dependant on his support as he is their only child.

Surname: LEEHAWN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: LEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 78

Surname: LEEHY; First name: JOHN (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Tralee, Kerry; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: John Leehy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2897; Comments: Convict was tried at the Spring Assizes for (1826). Petitioner has five children. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: LEEHY; First name: JOHN (JUNIOR);
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Tralee, Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 07/06/1826; Description of crime: Murder at Horney, Co Kerry; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Leehy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2920; Comments: Convict is the only son and support of his parents and five sisters. Petitioner resides at Odorney, Barony of Clawmaurice, Co Kerry. Several character references.

Surname: LEEHY; First name: JOHN (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Description of crime: Murder at O'Dorney, Co. Kerry; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Leehy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2943; Comments: Petitioner states that the convict vessel is due to sail on 1 July 1826. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: LEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: LEEHY (LEELY); First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LEEN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1857

Surname: LEEPER; First name: FREDERICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Breaking into a chapel and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 101

Surname: LEERY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LEES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 14/07/1820; Description of crime: Felony of linen; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1510

Surname: LEESON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: LEESON; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony of calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

Surname: LEESON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 80; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/11/1854

Surname: LEESON; First name: SOPHIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: LEESON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: LEESON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2
Surname: LEESON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: LORD SIDMOUTH 1828; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government.

Surname: LEGGETT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70 (F)

Surname: LEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: LEHANE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: LEHANE; First name: DENIS; Alias: Murphy, Michael;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29

Surname: LEHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted imprisonment 6 months; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LEHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: LEHANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: LEHANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 192

Surname: LEHANE; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1863.

Surname: LEHANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: LEHANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: LEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, (30/07/1836)

Surname: LEIGH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26; Comments: See also Sullivan, David, TR 8, p 26

Surname: LEIGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 26;  
Comments: See also Sullivan, John, TR 8, p 26

Surname: LEIGH; First name: JOHN, SULLIVAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 30

Surname: LEIGH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 26;  
Comments: See also Sullivan, Timothy

Surname: LEIGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 L 14

Surname: LEIHANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: LEINA; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Lane;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1840 L 3

Surname: LEINSTER; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: LEISON; First name: SOPHIA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/12/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 89
Surname: LEMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/10/1855. Died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/06/1855

Surname: LEMEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Ellen Bourke.

Surname: LENAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 66; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/01/1853

Surname: LENAGHAN; First name: WINEFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 19/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 283

Surname: LENAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

Surname: LENAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting and breaking into dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: LENAHAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/07/1809; Date of document: 16/01/1810; Description of crime: Tendering a counterfeit deed; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Surname: LENANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 28

Surname: LENANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 349

Surname: LENEUGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Honor Judge, residing in the Parish of Screen, Ardnaglass.

Surname: LENEHAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tyrone City; Date of trial: 31/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 299

Surname: LENEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kildare Town; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 104

Surname: LENEHAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co.Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co.Waterford; Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 03 July 1835

Surname: LENEHAN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 02 July 1835

Surname: LENEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 L 26

Surname: LENEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852MIsc1(8); Comments: Removed to Maryboro convict depot.

Surname: LENEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Nelly Byrne, residing at Ballilagran.

Surname: LENIHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 237

Surname: LENIHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301; Comments: See also O'Connor, Mary, TR 10, p 301

Surname: LENIHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LENIHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1847; Date of document: 31/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 4

Surname: LENILAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Cove, Co. Cork; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2374; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home after sunset. States his parents are dependant on his support. Petition recieved 2 December 1824.

Surname: LENNANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 13

Surname: LENNEHAN; First name: MORRIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: As a vagrant; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 Dec 1834.

Surname: LENNON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/10/1856; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 129; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/12/1856 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/10/1857

Surname: LENNON; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 47

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LENNON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Description of crime: Stealing a silver snuff box; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 75

Surname: LENNON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: LENNON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 192

Surname: LENNON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 144; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LENNON; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: LENNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 104

Surname: LENNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Attacking a police barrack; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/01/1852. Entry struck through from Register.

Surname: LENNON; First name: LUKE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Attacking a police barrack; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

**Surname: LENNON; First name: MANUS;**

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname: LENNON; First name: MARY;**

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: False pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

**Surname: LENNON; First name: MARY;**

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

**Surname: LENNON; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

**Surname: LENNON; First name: PATRICK;**

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 46

**Surname: LENNON; First name: PAT;**

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 L 24; Comments: Convict resides in Ballymote, Co. Down with his wife and three children.

**Surname: LENNON; First name: PATRICK;**
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 25

Surname: LENNON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 161

Surname: LENNON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of trial: 14/06/1844; Date of document: 15/07/1844; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 L 16;
Comments: Convict's name struck through. Prisoner was convicted of forging a draft on the Bank of Ireland. Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment. Prisoner promised to emigrate to America if the sentence was further mitigated.

Surname: LENNON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 180

Surname: LENNON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 68

Surname: LENNON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of document: 28/02/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 F 5;
Comments: Prisoner lived in Ballymahon, Co. Longford.

Surname: LENNON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Ginevan Barracks; Date of document: 21/05/1799; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 686 A;
Surname: LENNON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Name of ship: I;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LENNON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: LENNON; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Kildare; Date of document: 31/08/1806; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1200;
Comments: File consists of a statement made by convict.

Surname: LENNON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 73; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1821; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 years.; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2033;
Comments: Convict resides at Cootehill, Co Cavan. Refused for Military Service on account of his ill health. Petition received 2 May 1823.

Surname: LENNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/06/1836; Date of document: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Breaking and entering house and theft therein; Sentence: Death, commuted Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B27;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his wife Hannah for the same offence. States he is a Cooper by trade and has five children and a widowed mother dependant on his support. Other defendants: Patrick Reilly and Miles Burke.

Surname: LENNON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 15/07/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 L33

Comments: SPP 670 A -699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref. no. roll 23
Surname: LENNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1;
Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to Van Diemen's Land with ticket of leave.

Surname: LENNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: LENNON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LENNOX; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 20

Surname: LENNY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 189

Surname: LEO; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: LEO; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 77(F)

Surname: LEO; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, (00/07/1851); Record reference code: TR 6, p 133; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 L 11; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LEO; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

Surname: LEONARD; First name: AUKETTE;

Sex: U; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L 2; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843. Convict is from Lowtherstown, Co. Fermanagh and has a mother and brother to support.

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/08/1845; Description of crime: Felony (of hankerchief); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 49

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 217; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, (30/07/1836)

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1855

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony calves; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Breaking & entering a building & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79

Surname: LEONARD; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12(F)

Surname: LEONARD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: LEONARD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LEONARD; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 232

Surname: LEONARD; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 282

Surname: LEONARD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L 25;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843 Convict and his wife, Biddy, live at Moderency, Co. Tipperary. Convict has three children. Convict works as a Labourer.

Surname: LEONARD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 53;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/01/1856

Surname: LEONARD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of hay; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 34

Surname: LEONARD; First name: THOS; Alias: McAuley, Peter;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: LEONARD; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Fitzgerald;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 29

Surname: LEONARD; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 176

Surname: LEONARD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 27/04/1867; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Penal Servitude 5 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 169;
Comments: Convict served in the Pte Military Train Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial, Dublin. Detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin and Millbank Gaol, London, 03/07/1867. Convicted of Fenianism. The field martial commanding in chief directs that this convict be retained in Military Servic

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 16/04/1827; Description of crime: Uttering two forged £1.10 notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict, Thomas Leonard.; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3065;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his father Thomas, for the same offense. Convict comes from a family of six.

Surname: LEONARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 16/04/1827; Description of crime: Uttering two forged £1.10 notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and J Leonard; Relationship of petitioner: Son;
Record reference code: PPC 3065;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his son John, for the same offense. Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN; Alias: Linnane;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 L 96;
Comments: Convict resides in Ballylongford, Co. Kerry and is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: LEONARD; First name: ROSE;
Surname: LEONARD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/08/1825; Description of crime: Stealing silk; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: ROWENA, 1826; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc 3; Comments: Convict was convicted with Anne Byrne, for the same offence.

Surname: LEONARD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: LEONARD; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of document: 21/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Leonard; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 45

Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LEONARD; First name: ELENOR;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: LEONARD; First name: ELIMOR;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr. Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: LEONARD; First name: WILLIAM;
**Surname: LEONARD; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Date of trial: 27/04/1867; Date of document: 01/06/1867; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 years; Record reference code: CRF 1867 L 6; Comments: Prisoner was a private soldier of the Military Train.

**Surname: LEONARD; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Date of trial: 24/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 54th Regiment.

**Surname: LEONARD; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 54th Regiment.

**Surname: LEONARD; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 23 Jan 1836.

**Surname: LEONARD; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname: LEPER JNR; First name: WILLIAM;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of trial: 08/03/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1843 L 4; Comments: Convict was convicted along with his father, William Snr and brother Thomas. Convict’s mother’s name is Jane.

**Surname: LESLEY; First name: ROBERT;**
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50; Comments: Convict was ordered to be kept back on account of sentence having being suspended for the present

Surname: LESLEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc16

Surname: LESLIE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 12/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 42; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: LESLIE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Robert;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 11/1844; Description of crime: Possession of stolen keys; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Leslie; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1844 L 30; Comments: The prisoner was convicted of possessing keys belonging to Rev William Jamison of Swords, Co Dublin. While in prison, he was examined in order to determine if he was insane.

Surname: LESLIE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: LESLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lissard, Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 22/08/1797; Date of document: 19/10/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 186; Comments: Convict not considered for Foreign Military Service on account of his poor health and failing sight. Has wife and seven children.

Surname: L'ESTRANGE; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1839; Description of crime: Assault with intent to ravish; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: L'ESTRANGE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 301

Surname: L'ESTRANGE; First name: RICHARD; Alias: Allen, Michael Robert;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Uttering forged draft and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LETT; First name: JAMES MOORE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/10/1798; Description of crime: Active in the rebellion 1798; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 341

Surname: LETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 29/07/1801; Description of crime: Being a rebel; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 704; Comments: Convict resides at parish of Killincooley, Co. Wexford and is a Yeoman by trade. Several character references from the inhabitants of Co. Wexford and a Justice of the Peace for the same county.

Surname: LETTUE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 306

Surname: LEVINEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Ripping lead with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34; Comments: cf Reilly, David, TR 4, p 34

Surname: LEVINGS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: LEVINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: JOHN BARRY 1821; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Frances Levins, residing in George's Parish, Dublin.

Surname: LEVY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 12/06/1832; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3679; Comments: Covering letter for a medical certificate, stating the convict is unfit to be removed to the Hulk at Kingstown Harbour, Dublin.

Surname: LEWELLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 30

Surname: LEWELLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LEWELLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: LEWIS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: LEWIS; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: LEWIS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transporation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 13(F)

Surname: LEWIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: LEWIS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Date of document: 03/04/1845; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 115; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 L 6

Surname: LEWIS; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/07/1843; Date of document: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 L 32; Comments: G.G.L. 28/07/1843. The prisoner was declared unfit for transportation by the Surgeon Superintedant on the convict ship.

Surname: LEWIS; First name: SABINA;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Date of document: 26/11/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 13, p 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 L 29; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: LEWIS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Surname: LEWIS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/03/1844; Date of document: 29/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc 9; Comments: Prisoner asks that her children be allowed accompany her.

Surname: LEXTON; First name: JAMES; Alias: Sexton, James;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (due to be executed on 10/08/1846); Record reference code: TR 6, p 28; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LEYDAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: LEYDEN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, com.to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 L 3

Surname: LEYDEN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 192; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 29; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LEYDEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 21/03/1848; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 12; Comments: Prisoner died, 18th March 1848.

Surname: LEYDEN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LEYDES; First name: JOHN; Alias: Leader, John;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 96

Surname: LEYDON; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 131

Surname: LEYDON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 19;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1857

Surname: LEYDON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: LEYDON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of document: 11/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 29;
Comments: Prisoner died in Carrick-on-Shannon Gaol, 11th August 1847.

Surname: LEYDON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 11/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 29;
Comments: Prisoner died in Carrick-on-shannon Gaol, 11 Aug 1847.

Surname: LEYDON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1
Surname: LEYDON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LEYNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: LEYNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: LEYNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: LEYNE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/03/1853

Surname: LEYNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 04/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 38

Surname: LEYNE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: ]; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 26/02/1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 28;  
Comments: Convict wife Johanna leyne residing at Killgarvan, Barony of Glanarvagh, Co. Kerry, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: LEYNE; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 L 29

Surname: LIBBY; First name: ELISHA;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1847; Description of crime: Felony coke; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 54; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: LIDDANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: LIDDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life, 00/10/1849.; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 158; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Name struck through from Register

Surname: LIDDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 28/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: LIDDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/12/1853

Surname: LIDDY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 28/01/1848; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 23

Surname: LIDDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 L 7

Surname: LIDDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death recorded - commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE, MEDWAY 26/11/1847; 
Record reference code: TR 7, P 155; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 L 18

Surname: LIDDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; 
Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 9

Surname: LIFFORD; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 200

Surname: LIFFORD; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: LIHANE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: LILLIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LILLIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 108; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 L 103; Comments: Convict is a Baker by trade and resides in Limerick City, with his wife and two children.

Surname: LILLIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 7, p 99

Surname: LILLIS; First name: DAVIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him. States Lillis is a fit object for immediate transportation.

Surname: LILLIS; First name: -;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 L 21; Comments: The convict supports the rest of her family.

Surname: LILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69

Surname: LILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Rape on child; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: LILLY; First name: U;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1847; Date of document: 02/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Lilly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 5; Comments: Petitioner’s residence given as 13, North King St. Dublin.

Surname: LINAHAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38(F)

Surname: LINAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: LINARD; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1830; Date of document: 02/09/1830; Description of crime: Theft of shawls; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick O’Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3523; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick O’Brien for the same offence. Petitioner petitioning on his own behalf.

Surname: LINCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: LINDEN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Linders, John;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: LINDEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/08/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting his wife with a hatchet; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94; Comments: Convict committed suicide on 07/08/1841. Name struck through from Register.

Surname: LINDESAY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: ANNE JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 211; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged from custody in Londonderry Gaol, 10/05/1854

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 243

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/12/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Eagan, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kildare Town; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 292

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 02/04/1846; Date of document: 06/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 L 11

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 160

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 37; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 L 17

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clogher, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1844; Date of document: 26/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 L 28; Record reference code 2: TR 5 P 177; Comments: Prisoner states that he resides in the parish of Clogher.

Surname: LINDSAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: LINDSEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59(F); Comments: Convict detained on 10/01/1839

Surname: LINDSEY; First name: MICKEY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 22/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 171; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854
Surname: LINDSEY; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Date of document: 27/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 L 5

Surname: LINDSEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: LINDSEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LINEGAR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 84;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 16/07/1853

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony cloak and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 79

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 109;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/05/1851

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery of plate; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 22;
Comments: See Owen Sullivan

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 1 month and 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 month and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 156

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Fennelly;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 384

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Rape and aiding; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 80;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged (on petition 307), 01/06/1858

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing three cows; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 L 83

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 09/1835; Description of crime: Robbery of a Beehive valued @ 1/s; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 L32;
Comments: Convict is a widow with two young children (youngest is 4 months old).

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Abandoning her infant;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 22 Feb 1836.

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LINEHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: LINEHANE; First name: JAMES;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LINIHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: LINIHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 192;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (30/07/1836)

Surname: LINIHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: LINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY, 16/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

Surname: LINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: LINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 3

Surname: LINN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 L 31; Comments: The convict has a widowed mother and an orphan family.

Surname: LINNANE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: LINNANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: LINNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: LINNANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: LINNANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 108

Surname: LINNANE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74

Surname: LINNANE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: LINNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: LINNANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: LINNANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 108

Surname: LINNANE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 74

Surname: LINNANE; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Leonard;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 L 96;
Comments: Convict resides in Ballylongford, Co. Kerry and is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: LINNEEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: LINNEEN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: LINNEHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 01/05/1852

Surname: LINNEHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1831; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, 01/05/1852

Surname: LINNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Comments: See also Burke, Myles, (CRF 1836-B27)

Surname: LINNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Comments: See also Burke, Myles, (CRF 1836-B27)

Surname: LINNY; First name: NABBAY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cavan; Date of document: 04/06/1847; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 13; Comments: Prisoner died in Cavan Gaol, 3 June 1847.

Surname: LISTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Security within 3 mths otherwise transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 5, p 308

Surname: LISTON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Security within 3 mths else transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 308

Surname: LISTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: LISTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: LITTLE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: LITTLE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 18/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 241

Surname: LITTLE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Forcible abduction; Sentence: Death commuted 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LITTLE; First name: DOROTHEA A;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74(F); Comments: Entered in Embarkation book no return from clerk of peace.

Surname: LITTLE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, (00/11/1852); Record reference code: TR 6, p 200; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 L 8

Surname: LITTLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 20/06/1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 24; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: LITTLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179

Surname: LITTLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: LITTLE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 125

Surname: LITTLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LITTLE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: LITTLE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 18/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 241

**Surname:** LITTLE; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Forcible abduction; Sentence: Death commuted 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** LITTLE; **First name:** DOROTHEA A;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74(F); Comments: Entered in Embarkation book no return from clerk of peace.

**Surname:** LITTLE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, (00/11/1852); Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

**Surname:** LITTLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 20/06/1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69

**Surname:** LITTLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1830; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179

**Surname:** LITTLE; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

**Surname:** LITTLE; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 125
Surname: LITTLE; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/1842; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 L 6; Comments: Convict has a wife, 3 children and a small farm.

Surname: LITTLE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LITTLE; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1821; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2034; Comments: Prays to be sent to Dublin Penitentiary to learn a trade and to be transported at first opportunity to New South Wales. Wife had been sent abroad in January (1823) no details given, petition received 1 July 1823, 10 Aug 1823.

Surname: LITTLEFIELD; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Margaret Littlefield; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3098; Comments: Petitioning for pardon for her husband on if not to be permitted to accompany him to Australia with their two children. Petition received 22 May 1827.

Surname: LITTLETON; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 77(F)

Surname: LITTLETON; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 27/09/1834; Description of crime: Attacking property; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc 1

Surname: LLACE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: LLIAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/11/1842; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: LLOYD; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 232; Comments: Convict conditional pardon. Emigrated to America.

Surname: LLOYD; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LLOYD; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: LLOYD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/02/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: LLOYD; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: LLOYD; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 47; Comments: Return of convicts capitally convicted.

Surname: LLOYD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of document: 02/07/1788; Description of crime: Theft of a piece of cotton; Sentence: Transportation 5 yrs; Name of petitioner: Connor, Elgletom Henry; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 2; Comments: Petitioner was a Major in the army from which convict had deserted

Surname: LLOYD; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 26/12/1799; Description of crime: Desertion; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3929; Comments: Convict served in the King's Co Militia for 4 years. States he resides in the Parish of Parsonstown, Kings Co.

Surname: LOAGNE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73(F)

Surname: LOAGUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33

Surname: LOAGUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dungannon County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Date of document: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 L 31

Surname: LOAKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LOANS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: LOCK; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Look, Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: LOCK; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Martin;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: LOCKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 03/03/1805; 
Record reference code: PPC 1123; 
Comments: Memorial of Oliver Nelson on behalf of the convict, states that convict has a widowed mother.

Surname: LOCKE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 16/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LOCKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 04/02/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Entering and breaking and stealing coats; Sentence: 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LOCKER; First name: Unknown;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/06/1805; Sentence: Transportation to Botany Bay;
Record reference code: PPC 1121; 
Comments: Memorial of Samuel Cooper on behalf of the convict. Other defendant: Ekins or Ekenes.

Surname: LOCKERY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MEDINA 1823; 
Record reference code: FS 1831 1; 
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Anne Mc Loughlin, residing in the Townland of Gorthmore

Surname: LOCKEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 10/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 15

Surname: LOCKHART; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Antrim; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LOCKMAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: McGauran, John;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: LODGE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 222; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 15; 
Comments: Convict not to be moved for the present. To be delivered up to his friends. Name struck through from Register - discharged.

Surname: LODGE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 93

Surname: LODGE; First name: FRANK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LODGET; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LODRUM; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: 
Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: LOFTUS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of 
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 36; 
Comments: Convict's name struck through - dead.

Surname: LOFTUS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/10/1852; Description of 
crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 113; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/08/1858

Surname: LOFTUS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: 
Assaulting dwelling & administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life 
commuted discharge; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151; 
Comments: See also William Loftus, Michael Loftus and Patrick Loftus. Name struck 
through from Register.

Surname: LOFTUS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: 
Assaulting dwelling & administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life 
commuted discharge; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151; 
Comments: See also John, William and Patrick Loftus. Name struck through from 
Register.

Surname: LOFTUS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling & administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted discharge.;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 35;
Comments: See also John, Michael and William Loftus. Name struck through from Register Convict was convicted with his brothers William and John, for the same offence. All three convicts reside in Kilmarteige, Co. Sligo.

Surname: LOFTUS; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 53;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/04/1857

Surname: LOFTUS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling & administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted discharge;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151;
Comments: See also John Loftus, Michael Loftus and Patrick Loftus. Name struck through from Register

Surname: LOFTUS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT 1818;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Elizabeth Murphy, residing at Crossmalina.

Surname: LOG; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (24/04-08/05) commuted life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 199;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged (by petition), 25/05/1858

Surname: LOGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 279
Surname: LOGAN; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 3;
Comments: Convicts parents resides at No. 33, Cross Kevin Street, Co. Dublin.

Surname: LOGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 229

Surname: LOGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: 3 mths impt and transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: LOGAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/05/1799; Description of crime: Having arms in his possession; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: John Hart;
Record reference code: SPP 376

Surname: LOGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of document: 27/04/1801; Description of crime: Murder of James Spencer, Rathangan; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 701;
Comments: Convict has wife and six children and worked as a servant for James Spencer.

Surname: LOGAN; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Murphy;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ALBIAN 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Atkinson, residing at Loughgall.

Surname: LOGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LOGNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Logne; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 L 9

Surname: LOGUE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Date of document: 10/08/1846; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self, Robert & Mary Logue; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 312; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 L 16; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - discharged. Petitioner's residence given as Sion Mill, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: LOGUE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 240

Surname: LOGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/04/1836; Description of crime: Embezzling his employers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: LOGUE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 90

Surname: LOGUE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 152

Surname: LOGUE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: LOGUE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: LOGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/04/1836; Description of crime: Embezzling his employers; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1 P 77; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 19;
Comments: Convict discharged on condition of his removal with his family to a remote part of the country.

Surname: LOGUE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 L 27

Surname: LOGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LOGUE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: LOHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: LOMBARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Date of document: 02/01/1847; Description of crime:
Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 203; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 L 1; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork. Prisoner residence given as Tallow, Co. Waterford.

Surname: LOMBARD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/00/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 157; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Name struck through from Register

Surname: LOMBARD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 9

Surname: LOMBARD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: A rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 28 Jan 1834

Surname: LONDIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Making instruments for coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: LONDREGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 L 5; Comments: Convict has five children and her husband is a Weaver by trade.

Surname: LONDRIGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Lonergan, John;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 83
Surname: LONE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 04/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: LONEGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 D 46; Comments: Convicted with Edward Daly.

Surname: LONEGAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultuously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 May 1834.

Surname: LONEGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: BEING RIOTOUSLY AND TUMULTUOUSLY ASSEMBLE; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 May 1834.

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: ANASTATIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 270; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 339

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: DANL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1842; Description of crime: Throwing vitriol; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 35
Surname: LONERGAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Londrigan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder of W Roe; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 136

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 134

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Date of document: 29/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 203; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 L 15

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1843; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 180;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 184
Surname: LONERGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 1 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: JERIMIAH;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respiteing the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 L 91

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 11/04/1828; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3424; Comments: Convict was convicted for being a member of a gang that broke into the house of Darby Mulcahy and murdered him. States he was acquitted of murder.

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LONERGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: LONG; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Throwing vitriol with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39
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Surname: LONG; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 193

Surname: LONG; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Date of document: 30/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Long; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 L 17; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as care of John Going Esq. Chandler, Irishtown, West Gate, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: LONG; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112; Comments: See also Long, John and Murnane, M, TR 9, p 112

Surname: LONG; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26

Surname: LONG; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/12/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/04/1854

Surname: LONG; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: LONG; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/03/1854. See Long, David and Murnane, M, TR 9, p 112

Surname: LONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1853

Surname: LONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: LONG; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64

Surname: LONG; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, (00/09/1850); Record reference code: TR 6, p 18; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LONG; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 L 9

Surname: LONG; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Date of document: 07/08/1845; Description of crime: Threatening message/assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 L 13

Surname: LONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: LONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/09/1854

Surname: LONG; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, (18/05/1836)

Surname: LONG; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: LONG; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 96; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 L 10;
Surname: LONG; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 160; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LONG; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth imprisonment; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79

Surname: LONG; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 1805; Date of document: 03/09/1807; Description of crime: Receiving stolen notes from mail robbery; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3966; Comments: Convict resides in Cashel, Co. Tipperary. Petition endorsed: 'recommended for pardon on condition of transportation for life.' Included in a memorandum stating that the convict was indicted with his wife Mary for the same offence.

Surname: LONG; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the John&Ester; Date of document: 30/09/1798; Name of petitioner: James Bryan and 16 others; Record reference code: SPP 399; Comments: A native of Johnstown, Co Wexford.

Surname: LONG; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Date of document: 14/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 688 A; Comments: SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref. no. roll 23

Surname: LONG; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 09/10/1804; Name of petitioner: Mrs Fitzgerald; Relationship of petitioner: Aunt; Record reference code: PPC 1002;
Comments: Petitioning for a pass to see the convict above, to transact some private business. Endorsed; .... his case is not of a nature to admit of any relascation of a general rule in his favour;

Surname: LONG; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 17/03/1805; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1124;
Comments: Petitioning to be released from gaol to attend to his business affairs.

Surname: LONG; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 27/06/1805;
Record reference code: PPC 1125;
Comments: Letter from the convict to Edward Clarke, requesting him to contradict the malicious statements made claiming that he is violently opposed to the Government.

Surname: LONG; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Intent to do bodily harm; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc 8;
Comments: The petition was sent in by Joseph Harty, the victim requesting that death be commuted to transportation

Surname: LONG; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation and beating the inmates; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: LONGAN; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Harley, B;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 349

Surname: LONGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 217;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LONGAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 220; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (11/10/1836). Name struck through from Register.

Surname: LONGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: LONGFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LONIGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 W1; Comments: Other defendant: Michael Walsh.

Surname: LOOBY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50(F); Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LOOBY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 18/11/1862; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 166; Comments: Convict served in the 89th Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial Dublin. To be discharged from the Military Service on the expirition of his sentence.

Surname: LOOBY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted 15 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 L 10; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register.
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Surname: LOOBY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 10, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 L7

Surname: LOOBY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/03/1852

Surname: LOOBY; First name: MORRIS;

Sex: M; Age: 74; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and others; Record reference code: PPC 2273; Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Second petition dated 15 June 1824.

Surname: LOOBY; First name: MORRIS;

Sex: M; Age: 74; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and others; Record reference code: PPC 2273; Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged on removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824.

Surname: LOOBY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 03/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and five others; Record reference code: PPC 2435; Comments: Petitioning to be discharged or removed to Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Complaints of which are detailed.

Surname: LOOBY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: LOONAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Cannon, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 72

Surname: LOONAN; First name: -; Alias: Cannon;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 L 6

Surname: LOONEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 25;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 26;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LOONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Date of document: 11/11/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 115; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 L 26;
Comments: Prisoner had been a crown witness in the murder of Patrick Shine of Carrickparson, Co. Limerick.

Surname: LOONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/02/1839;
Record reference code: FS 1839 104;
Comments: Wife's name Honora Connell

Surname: LOONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2
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Surname: LOONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: LOONY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 101;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1853

Surname: LOONY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: LOPDELL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretencious; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 L 14;
Comments: Convict served in the 1st batallion of the 60 Queens Royals rifles.

Surname: LORCAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: LORCENY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: LORD; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Thompson, William;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 133

Surname: LORIGAN; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar Gaol. States convict was committed on 23 Feb 1799.

Surname: LORIMER; First name: UNKNOWN;

Sex: U; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 31/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: LORRIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: LORTON; First name: ANN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3803; Comments: Petition not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: LOUGHLIN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: New geneva, Co. Waterford; Date of document: 31/07/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Richard Brownrigg/ Others; Relationship of petitioner: Gentlemen Co. Wexford; Record reference code: SPP 689 A; Comments: SPP 670 - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm. Microfilm ref. No. roll 23

Surname: LOUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 23/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 690 A; Comments: SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm ref. no. roll 23

Surname: LOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 03/08/1836; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: FS 1836 29; Comments: Convicts wife, Anne Loughlan, residing in Cellarstown in the liberties of the City of Kilkenny, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname:** LOUGHLIN; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison, Dublin; Date of document: 30/04/1804; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE REBELLION (23\07\1803); Record reference code: PPC 1001; Comments: Report on the convict's arrest. Other defendant: Jeremiah Hickey.

**Surname:** LOUGHLIN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc100; Comments: List of convicts received on board the Hulk from Wicklow gaol.

**Surname:** LOUGHLIN; **First name:** ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 12/04/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

**Surname:** LOUGHLIN; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 28; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales. Wifes, name Margaret Loughlin.

**Surname:** LOUGHMAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 92

**Surname:** LOUGHMAN; **First name:** MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A list of prisoners signed by Major Sirr

**Surname:** LOUGHNAN; **First name:** MATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is confined 5 mths

Surname: LOUGHNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: LOUGHNANE; First name: CARROL;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Date of document: 08/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Loughnane; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 L 40; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LOUGHNANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 148; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: LOUGHNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board Columbine & Mary; Date of document: 09/1798; Description of crime: Illegal taking of arms; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 314; Comments: A native of Dromoyle, Kings CO.

Surname: LOUGHNANNE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: LOUGHNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 150

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2(F)

Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 5

Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Uttering counterfeit coin and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 182; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 326; 
Comments: Convict detained at [Depot]

Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: J.Murray,D.McCarthy,other; Relationship of petitioner: Local merchants;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 21; 
Comments: Prisoner lived in Belfast.
Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Date of document: 20/07/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 7;
Comments: Return of deaths on board the Middlesex. Convict died of Dysentery on 20 Dec 1839.

Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Counterfeit coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 L 31

Surname: LOUGHRAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: LOUGHRANE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: LOUGHRANE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LOUGHREA; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 1;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: LOUGHREY; First name: GRACE;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 194
Surname: LOUGHERY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: See comments; Date of document: 13/06/1823; Description of crime: Selling two stolen Stirks (Heifers); Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict & M Loughrey; Relationship of petitioner: Sister;
Record reference code: PPC 2035;
Comments: Three petitions from the convict sent from Londonderry Gaol, Cork Depot and The Hulk Surprise, dated 18 April, 16 June, 24 Aug 1823 Respectively. Convict has a wife and 4 children. Several character references from neighbours and inhabitants of Gortmore, Magilligan Parish, Co Derry. Sister resides @ Colerain

Surname: LOUGHERY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Rebellion;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 30 Jan 1799.

Surname: LOUGHRY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Name of ship: MEDINA 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salic the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Ann Loughry, residing in Co Londonderry.

Surname: LOUKIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: LOURIGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 77(F)

Surname: LOURY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Possessing a Guinea and a half note; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3866;
Comments: Convict was a Quarter Master in the Royal Irish Regiment of Artillery. States his mother is living. Petition not dated, circa 1796-1801.

Surname: LOVATT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 96

Surname: LOVATT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LOVATT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: LOVE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 23(F)

Surname: LOVE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 274

Surname: LOVE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126

Surname: LOVELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1815; Date of document: 1815; Description of crime: Stealing a pocket book; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1309; Comments: Includes several character references. Convict resides in Bandon, Co. Cork. © National Archives, Ireland
Surname: LOVELY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 10/12/1823; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2036; Comments: Refers to a former petition submitted by her mother on her behalf.

Surname: LOVETT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: LOVETT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of poultry; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: LOVETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: LOVETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80

Surname: LOVETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: LOVETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855
Surname: LOW; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 03/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: LOW; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109(F)

Surname: LOWE; First name: HELENA; Alias: Court;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 195

Surname: LOWE; First name: HELENA; Alias: Court;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 195

Surname: LOWE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 7;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: LOWE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 13/04/1823; Description of crime: Theft of clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2037;
Comments: Convict has a family, no details given.

Surname: LOWLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: LOWREY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: LOWREY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: LOWREY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Felony goat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: LOWREY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Bestiality; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 133

Surname: LOWREY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: GOVERNOR READY; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Eleanor Burke, residing at Cahir.

Surname: LOWRIE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: LOWRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 145; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L 6;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See Lowry, George, TR 5, p 145 Convict stole the cows from his uncle.

Surname: LOWRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 86

Surname: LOWRY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 9(F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 L 76; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register N.S.T.

Surname: LOWRY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 145; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See Lowry, Andrew, TR 5, p 145

Surname: LOWRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Entering a dwelling house of Robert Hickey; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88; Comments: Convict detained at Depot. cf. Boylan, Hugh, TR 6, p 88, Cosgrove, Patrick. Convict was also convicted of stealing Watch, Gun and Bank Notes and putting Eliza Hickey in bodily fear

Surname: LOWRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/09/1853

Surname: LOWRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95;
Comments: Convict died in Richmond Gaol, Dublin, 12/04/1851. Entry struck through from Register

**Surname:** LOWRY; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

**Surname:** LOWRY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Date of document: 01/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Jane Lowry; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 L 33; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin. Petitioner's residence given as Ballymena, Co. Antrim.

**Surname:** LOWRY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

**Surname:** LOWRY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: LONACH, 1825; Name of petitioner: Catherine Lowry; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2666; Record reference code 2: FS 1828 1; Comments: Convict has five children. Convict resides at Douvea Co Tipperary. Character references from the Parish Priest of Drum and Inch Co Tipperary and the Rector of Kilfithmore, (Tipperary) dated 20 April 1825.

**Surname:** LOWRY; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: L.Lowry snr. & C. Lowry; Relationship of petitioner: Father and Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, P 70; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 L 6; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 33, Chamber St., Dublin.

**Surname:** LOWRY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/01/1799; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Oliver Garrett;
Record reference code: SPP 691 A;
Comments: SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref. no. roll 23

Surname: LOWRY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Carlow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LOWRY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: LONACH, 1825;
Record reference code: PPC 2666; Record reference code 2: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the crown. Convicts wife, Catherine Mc Grath, residing in the Parish of Inch, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: LOWTH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 15/01/1831; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Lowth;
Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3580;
Comments: Convict worked as a Porter and helper for 30 yrs in the potatoe markets of Dublin city until his conviction. Petitioner states they have three children and reside at No. 13 Fishers Lane, Dublin. Several char. refs. from inhabitants of Dublin City

Surname: LOWTHER; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 282

Surname: LOYD; First name: JAMES; Alias: Layd, Jas;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 L 16

Surname: LOYD; First name: JOHN; Alias: Layd, John;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 33
Surname: LOYD; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 L 94;
Comments: Convict resides in Dublin City with his wife and children.

Surname: LUAGNE; First name: JANE; Alias: McGobrick;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73(F)

Surname: LUBE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 08/01/1799; Name of petitioner: A Cormick;
Record reference code: SPP 368;
Comments: See also Joseph Cormick

Surname: LUBEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Breaking a house and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 76;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: LUBY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: or Hynes;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY, 09/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: LUCAS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5(F)

Surname: LUCAS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: LUCAS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co. Donegal; Date of document: 12/04/1831; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3581; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children. Several char. refs. including the church wardens of Ardstraw, Co. Tyrone, where the convict was born.

Surname: LUCAS; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: St. Claire;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Date of document: 13/07/1826; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2970; Comments: Convict was convicted at the Lent Assizes. Crime committed in Knockenode, Co. Wicklow. Refers to a number of individuals living in Co. Wicklow for a character reference.

Surname: LUCEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: LUCEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 3 yrs failing bail within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: LUCEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

Surname: LUCEY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Ducey;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: LUCKER; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 19/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 L 15

Surname: LUCKEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 159

Surname: LUCKEY; First name: MARGARET; Alias: White;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: LUCY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 256; Comments: G.G. 19/04/1843

Surname: LUCY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LUCY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Luny, John;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: LUCY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing 5 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 48

Surname: LUCY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 17/06/1830; Date of document: 17/10/1830; Description of crime: Possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Lucy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3507; 
Comments: Petitioner states that she is a pensioner of 6d a day from the 46th Regiment of foot.

Surname: LUDDEN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: LUDDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 32; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged

Surname: LUDLOW; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 201; 
Comments: See Ludlow, Mary, TR 4, p 201

Surname: LUDLOW; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Having in possession stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 201; 
Comments: See Ludlow, Bridget, TR 4, p 201

Surname: LUDLOW; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 137; Record reference code 2: CRF 180 L 11; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with his son Michael, who was sentenced to 6 months imprisonment.

Surname: LUDLOW; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/07/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 24

Surname: LUGLY; First name: MARY; Alias: Quigley, Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 318

Surname: LUIANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: LUINCEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 L 8

Surname: LUMANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: LUMBARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife’s name Catherine Guiny

Surname: LUMBARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B10;
Comments: Convicts wife Catherine Guiny granted a free passage to New South Wales. She had been wrongly referred to as Catherine Daly by the Chief secretarys office

Surname: LUMBARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1831;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Catherine Daley, residing at Colmans Church, Limerick
Surname: LUMBARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;  
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Catherine.

Surname: LUNDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 246

Surname: LUNDY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: LUNNEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 94

Surname: LUNNY; First name: BARTLE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Violent assault so as to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 94;  
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: LUNNY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1854; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;  
Record reference code: TR 13, p 143

Surname: LUNNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: LUNNY; First name: NABBY;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 244

Surname: LUNNY; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen, Co Ferm; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault with intent to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 L7;
Comments: Convict resides in Aughnacully, near Ballyconnel, Co Cavan and is the sole support of his widowed mother and four children.

Surname: LUNNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 34;
Comments: Report of the Medical Attendant of Kilmainham gaol Dublin. A description is given of the convict's physical features.

Surname: LUNY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Lucy, John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: LUOHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LUPTON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of a silver spoon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 133

Surname: LURNEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 91;
Comments: Convict died in gaol, 09/10/1851
Surname: LURNEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 91;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison, Co. Cork, 09/04/1852

Surname: LUSTAN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: LUTHER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 162;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin.

Surname: LUTHER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing money;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 10 Feb 1836.

Surname: LYDAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LYDDENE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/10/1836; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 101

Surname: LYDEN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: LYDEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: LYDEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 17/11/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 L31; Comments: Convict is a Farmer and resides in Streamstown, Clifden, Co Galway.

Surname: LYDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register - died, 18/03/1848

Surname: LYDON; First name: MARY; Alias: Conneely, Mourne;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213

Surname: LYDON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218

Surname: LYDON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94

Surname: LYDON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: LYDON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857

Surname: LYDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 56; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, Kings Co., 30/10/1855

Surname: LYDON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75; Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/07/1850. Name struck through from Register

Surname: LYDON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: LYDON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 30/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 81

Surname: LYHANE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

Surname: LYHANE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21

Surname: LYHANE; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: LYHANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 24; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: LYHANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: LYHANE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/05/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(F)

Surname: LYMMDSDS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: (or Lymons);

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 5; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: LYMNSOS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: (or Lymmds);

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 5; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: LYNAGH; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114; 
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield, Co. Dublin

Surname: LYNAGH; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130

Surname: LYNAGH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: LYNAGH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 105

Surname: LYNAM; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62

Surname: LYNAM; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89(F); Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LYNAM; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Escaping while under sentence of transportation; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 132; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: LYNAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: LYNAM; First name: MARY; Alias: Eagen;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 285

Surname: LYNAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/02/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: LYNAM; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 37; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: LYNAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: LYNAM; First name: MARY; Alias: Mary Egan;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: LYNAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Having in possession instruments for coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 96

Surname: LYNAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106; Comments: Convict detained at Depot.

Surname: LYNAN; First name: JOHN;
Surname: LYNANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: LYNANE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: LYNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/08/1801; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 3942; Comments: Declaration signed by the convict consenting to voluntary transportation for 7 years in preference to standing trial. Address given at Youghall, Co. Cork.

Surname: LYNANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 17/07/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 141

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: LYNCH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 345

Surname: LYNCH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43(F)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 10(F)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Killing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 36;
Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House, Co. Dublin, 02/12/1836

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 90; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** HANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** HANORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 10; 
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 16/04/1833

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** HORORA;

Sex: U; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 3 months; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 301; 
Comments: Convict died in Grange Gorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/05/1853

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, (00/04/1852);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 72;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (unless bail given in 3 mths);
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation (failing bail in 3 months);
Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 23;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield, Co. Dublin. Ordered to be discharged, 29/01/1859. (See Grave offenders XV 1858)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 23

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90;  
Comments: See Hegany, William, TR 12, p 90

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

- Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
  Record reference code: TR 5, p 23;  
  Comments: Everything struck through except age from Register

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

- Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/05/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
  Record reference code: TR 5, p 30

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PETER;

- Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Stolen bank notes in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
  Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

- Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
  Record reference code: TR 7, p 72;  
  Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

- Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
  Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

- Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
  Record reference code: TR 11, p 63;  
  Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 14;  
Comments: Convict sent to Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Demanding a gun, with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 mth impr.;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 228;  
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 - partially struck through from Register.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 115

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 78; Comments: Convict's sentence commuted. Detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Government Gaol on 28/07/1851

Surname: LYNCH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/02/1854

Surname: LYNCH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LYNCH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Date of document: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 L 36; Comments: Convict's name struck through - died (See L-36-1847) Prisoner died, 21st October 1847.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: LYNCH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/07/1852

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony coat and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 79; Record reference code 2: CRf 1836 l 37; Comments: Convict is the only child of Catherine Lynch (widow), who resides at No. 114, New Street, Dublin.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Violent assault on police constable and riot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 months impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 114; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 L 39; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Ordered to be discharged, 01/06/1858

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/03/1854

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/11/1854
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Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 162;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1855

Surname: LYNCH; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 76(F)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** ANNE; **Alias:** Soughly;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 213

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27(F)

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 10(F)

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 10(F)

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1851; Description of crime: Stabbing and wounding with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 9(F)

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing 2lbs of beef; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63(F);
Comments: Convicted with Anne O'Brien

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** CATERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 11/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 36(F)
Surname: LYNCH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31(F)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 11/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85(F)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: LYNCH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/07/1858

Surname: LYNCH; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: LYNCH; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: LYNCH; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 L19

Surname: LYNCH; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony keg of cordial; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L 11; Comments: Convict has a widowed mother to support.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 11/02/1836

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 L 15

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 108

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 103

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DORCAS;

Sex: U; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 212

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing shawls; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 1

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Shooting at woman; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 18;
Comments: Convict was also commuted to Transportation 15 years, 27/08/1856. Ordered to be discharged, 31/12/1857

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation lif com transportatation 15 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 102;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1857

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43(F)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/05/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 01/08/1854

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony cloaks and coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig and Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 Yrs; Name of petitioner: Thomas Lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 L18

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 14; Comments: Convicts parents reside in Tralee, Co. Kerry.
Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Writing a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 200

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 98

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig and sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing £234; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 18; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Seizing arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 108; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 15; Comments: Convict resides in Corkamore, Co. Limerick.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 166

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/07/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 66

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing 2 ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/05/1855

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 18/08/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal Servitude 5 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 169; Comments: Convict served in the 5th Dragoon Guards and was sentenced by General Court Martial, Dublin. Detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin and Pentonville, London, 24/10/1866. Convicted of Fenianism. Sent from England to Western Australia, 00/10/1867

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dowd, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/03/1857

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 208; Comments: (See Spike Island Records)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/07/1845; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing hen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** JUDY; Alias: Farrell, J;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 37(F)

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 66(F)

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** LANCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** LEWIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Assault so as to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 20; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 L 4;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 222

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 279; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L 28;
Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843. Convict was convicted with Judy Dwyer. Convict has two children.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Desmond;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 332

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 174

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 11(F)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 373
Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26(F)

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 30/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 256; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony calice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 24; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 141; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 13/03/1844
Surname: LYNCH; First name: MAURICE; Alias: Marty;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/11/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 75

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 10

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/12/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 46

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/06/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 25; Comments: Convict resides in Kilfenny Common, near the Post Town of Adare, Co. Limerick.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 29; Comments: See Reed, Michael, TR 7, p 29
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Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARTY; Alias: Maurice;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/11/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 75

Surname: LYNCH; First name: NELLY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 244

Surname: LYNCH; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Attempting to compel Jas Donohoe to give up farm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L 1;
Comments: Convict has a large family to support.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/01/1846; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 214;
Comments: Convict died in Kilmainham Depot, Co. Dublin, 03/07/1847

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 L27

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 17
Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1843; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 113;  
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 72;  
Comments: Convict died 29/05/1848 - name struck through from Register

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing 2 cows; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 133;  
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 03/08/1836

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 38;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/10/1853. Name partially struck through from Register

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 98
Surname: LYNCH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/07/1840; Description of crime: Assault and inflicting grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 171; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin - discharged

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 117

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 L 3; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register N.S.T.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 5, p 115; Comments: Convict was sentenced to Death, 08/05/1844 respited, to 14/06/1844, to 27/06/1844, to 10/02/1845, to 14/05/1845 commuted discharge by Queen Bench. See Conway Edmond, TR 5, p 115. Name struck through from Register

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 25/02/1852

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Peter;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/12/1853

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174; Comments: See Lynch, Patrick

Surname: LYNCH; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 10; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 18/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 166

Surname: LYNCH; First name: ROSE;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: LYNCH; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony hat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: LYNCH; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 67

Surname: LYNCH; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony iron bacband of a car; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: LYNCH; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: LYNCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: LYNCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: LYNCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 166
Surname: LYNCH; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Dower;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: LYNCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 216; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: LYNCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 10/07/1820; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1508; Comments: Prays that his wife be permitted to accompany him to New South Wales.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 19/08/1820; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1509; Comments: Prays to be permitted to accompany her husband to New South Wales, states she is an orphan and just recently married.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 27/03/1825; Description of crime: Theft of money; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2667; Comments: Convict has a husband and six children. States she was employed with Marmaduke Grove as a servant for 7 years and on his death was accused of stealing.
money she found in his house. Convict resides in Tallow, Co Waterford. Several character references including the parish priest of Tallow. petition dated 21/4/2

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: Breach of the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Mothers,wives and sisters;
Record reference code: PPC 1926;
Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline events of the crime for which the convicts stand accused.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: Breach of the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation for 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Mothers,wives and sisters;
Record reference code: PPC 1926;
Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline the events of the crime for which the convicts stand accused.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 27/11/1827; Date of document: 03/12/1827; Description of crime: Passing Counterfeit Coins; Name of petitioner: Convict & Patt Mc Namee; Relationship of petitioner: Other convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3278;
Comments: Both convicts petitioning to be admitted to bail. Convict Lynch is a native of Cladaugh, Castbrahan, Co Cavan. A copy of the Committal order to Cavan gaol is included in the file.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1831; Date of document: 28/02/1831; Description of crime: Possessing empty stolen valued at 3s. 6d; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3582;
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children, mother living. States he served 7 yrs and 3 months in the Army.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 28/04/1832; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3680;
Comments: Letter, keeper of Cork Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence till further orders.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 18/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3681; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Ennis Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence till further orders.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, Co. Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 02/06/1832; Description of crime: Attack on house; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: ELIZA; Name of petitioner: Thomas Lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3682; Comments: Petitioner aged 75 yrs, states the family is dependant on the convicts support. Petitioner resides in Kilofin, Co. Clare. Included is an affidavit in testimony to the convicts innocence. Covering letter for petition endorsed:’Prisoner transported (Eliza)’

Surname: LYNCH; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 20/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 L 15; Comments: Convict has a wife, Sarah, and a grown up family.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 L 84; Comments: Convict was transported to Sydney on 17 May, 1836. Convict has a wife and large family and was a Farmer in the counties of Longford and Cavan, before his conviction.
Surname: LYNCH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/07/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 23;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas and Bernard McDonald for the same offence.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing five sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years, commuted to 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 L 50;
Comments: Convict is a Labourer by trade and has a wife and five children.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 56; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 L 2;
Comments: Convict resides in Co. Meath with his wife and five children.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1840; Date of document: 08/12/1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 122

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Date of document: 31/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self and Honoria Lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 36;
Comments: Petitioner's address given as Kilfoddabeg, Parish of Kilgawan, Co. Kerry.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of document: 25/04/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 L 16; Comments: Discharged.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 11/10/1798; Sentence: To serve abroad for life; Name of petitioner: General Johnson; Record reference code: SPP 312; Comments: See also John Lynch.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 11/10/1798; Sentence: To serve abroad for life; Name of petitioner: General Johnson; Record reference code: SPP 312; Comments: See also David Lynch

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 14/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 380; Comments: Surrended to Gen Brady at Leixlip, Co. Kildare and pray not to be transported

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 13/11/1797; Description of crime: Being a defender; Record reference code: SPP 27; Comments: Testimonial from the Magistrates of Co. kildare, stating that the convict is a butcher in Kilcock, Co. Kildare

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1799; Description of crime: Participated in the rebellion; Record reference code: SPP 416

Surname: LYNCH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; Comments: list of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife's name Jane Callaghan
Surname: LYNCH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/02/1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 B4;  
Comments: Convicts wife Jane Callaghan granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: LYNCH; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 10/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Father;  
Record reference code: SPP 692 A;  
Comments: Convicted with brother. SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref no. roll 23

Surname: LYNCH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Name of ship: BOYNE;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;  
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Jean Callaghan, residing in Tralee, Co Kerry

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/11/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 19/07/1844;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1844;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PAT;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: DANIEL;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 13/09/1824; Description of crime: Larceny on house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2380; Comments: Convict is a native of Athboy, Co. Meath. Father, Bryan Lynch is a cattle jobber by trade. Includes an affidavit of Thomas Bateman, 15 September 1824. Several character references.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARY;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: NICHOLAS;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JUDITH;
Surname: LYNCH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Setting fire to a house; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 L 11;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Collins for the same offence.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: LYNCH; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 17/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 09/11/1844; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 L 1

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 L 17;
Comments: Prisoner died in prison on 25th August 1845.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 12/08/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for seven years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 34;
Comments: Discharged because of ill health.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 06/07/1847; Sentence: Transportation for seven years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 17; Comments: Prisoner died in Kilmainham Gaol, 3 July 1847.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 20/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 years; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 5th Dragoon Guards.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Jane Callaghan.

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: / /; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** LYNCH; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/11/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 44

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of document: 17/04/1840; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: FS 1840 7;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Lynch, requests a free passage to New South Wales. She resided near Bailieboro, Co Cavan.

Surname: LYNCH; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LYNCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: LYNCH; First name: P;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
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Surname: LYNCH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 25/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: John Lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L8

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LYNCH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: LYNCH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: LYNCH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LYNCHY; First name: JOHNATHON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not tried; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 07/10/1798;
Record reference code: SPP 245;
Comments: Prisoner seeks to be allowed to emigrate America

Surname: LYNDAN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 L 26; Comments: Convict has a widowed mother.

Surname: LYNE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/01/1853

Surname: LYNE; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Patrick Lyons;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/09/1857

Surname: LYNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: LYNE; First name: TIM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/03/1823; Record reference code: PPC 1929; Comments: Lynes name was given in a statement by an informer Owen Sweeney, as one of a gang involved in Whiteboy practises in Co. Limerick, given at Tourneen Freenan Bruna Parish.

Surname: LYNE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: LYNNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

Surname: LYNNE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/10/1856

Surname: LYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: LYNN; First name: KITTY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: LYNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/02/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191

Surname: LYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast Lunatic Asylum; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 1837; Record reference code: CRF 1837 misc 5; Comments: Petition from the convict requesting that he be liberated and granted a free passage to one of his Majesty’s colonies.

Surname: LYNN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 06/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 L 20

Surname: LYNN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 03/04/1838; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc10
Surname: LYNORD; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/03/1828; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3426;
Comments: Convict has a wife and large family (no details given). States he served 16 years in the 14th regiment of foot.

Surname: LYNSKEY; First name: DOMENICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 31/10/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: LYNSKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 L 2

Surname: LYNSKEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 113;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Died 24/04/1847

Surname: LYON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 5 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 78

Surname: LYONS; First name: ABRAHAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 173;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: LYONS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 113;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843
Surname: LYONS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: LYONS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 282

Surname: LYONS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 266; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: LYONS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105

Surname: LYONS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 185; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/04/1857

Surname: LYONS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: LYONS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 388

Surname: LYONS; First name: EILEN;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: LYONS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing Sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11 (f)

Surname: LYONS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198; Comments: See Walsh, Ellen, TR 8, p 198

Surname: LYONS; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 159; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LYONS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Attack on Cappaquin Police Barracks; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256

Surname: LYONS; First name: JAMES; Alias: Lyons, Owen;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

Surname: LYONS; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mulloy;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 22/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of goods and former conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/01/1853
Surname: LYONS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: LYONS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 74

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHANNA; Alias: Brien;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1856

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 33

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 L 7; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/04/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 116

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/07/1852

Surname: LYONS; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a tub and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/09/1856

Surname: LYONS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 247

Surname: LYONS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: LYONS; First name: MARY; Alias: Salmon, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 291

Surname: LYONS; First name: MARY; Alias: Nugent, Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: LYONS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 36; Record reference code 2: CRf 1836 L 34; Comments: Convict detained at Pigeon House Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: LYONS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 15/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny of candlesticks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 266; Comments: G.G. 00/04/1843

Surname: LYONS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 186; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: LYONS; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: LYONS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: LYONS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

Surname: LYONS; First name: MICHAEL;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1852; Description of crime: Abduction of Mary McCreedy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137

**Surname:** LYONS; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 33; Comments: See Lyons, James

**Surname:** LYONS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/08/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34

**Surname:** LYONS; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: Lyne, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/09/1857

**Surname:** LYONS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 108

**Surname:** LYONS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75

**Surname:** LYONS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 85; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** LYONS; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: Lawless, Patrick;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 131; Comments: Convict taken out of North Burton - Free Pardon, 07/01/1843. Name struck through from Register

Surname: LYONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing shift and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/06/1854

Surname: LYONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a waistcoat and 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: LYONS; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/06/1840; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: LYONS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/12/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: LYONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: LYONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: LYONS; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: LYONS; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 50

Surname: LYONS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: LYONS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of document: 07/05/1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3297; Comments: Convict states that his wife died leaving three children, eldest 9 yrs.

Surname: LYONS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 1832; Description of crime: Shouting at excise officer; Name of petitioner: Convict, R.& M. O'Hara; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendants; Record reference code: PPC 3683; Comments: Convict was indicted with Roger and Michael O'Hara for the sam offence. Affidavit in testimony to convicts innocence, dated, 20 November 1832.

Surname: LYONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 L 31; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 31/12/1842.

Surname: LYONS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 78;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Denis and Owen Carroll and several others for the same offence.

Surname: LYONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 10; Comments: Convict was convicted with Timothy Wallace, for the same offence.

Surname: LYONS; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Waylaying and assaulting; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 L 41; Comments: Convict resides in Drangan, Co. Tipperary and is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/02/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 L 17

Surname: LYONS; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas prison; Date of document: 29/12/1798; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Christopher McAllister; Relationship of petitioner: Vicar of Rathcoole; Record reference code: SPP 322

Surname: LYONS; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas gaol; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: REV. Mc Allister/Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 355 A native of Co. Dublin

Surname: LYONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 364

Surname: LYONS; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1799; Record reference code: SPP 416 Was a yeoman in Ormsbys Corps in Rathcoole
Surname: LYONS; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas Gaol; Date of document: 07/06/1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 420; Comments: A native of Co. Dublin.

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 12; Comments: Convicts wife, Judith Collins, declined the offer of a free passage to New South Wales because of ill health.

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1830; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Judith Collins, residing at Kilmene, near Clonakilby, Co Cork.

Surname: LYONS; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim, Down in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost Prison and Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin. States convict resides in Newcastle and was arrested with his brother, Owen

Surname: LYONS; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim Down in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost Prison and Kilmainham, Gaol, Dublin. Convict was arrested with his brother Nicholas.

Surname: LYONS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/07/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the Rebellion at Maynooth (1803); Record reference code: PPC 1005; Comments: Document is a statement of evidence. Others defendant: William Duffy.
Surname: LYONS; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of document: 10/1823; Description of crime: Robbery at Glanmire, Co Cork; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 2105; Comments: Covering letter for information (not included) received from convict. Stating no terms were made that would impede his transportation. Refers to him as a dangerous character. Other defendant; [ ] Nagle.

Surname: LYONS; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Date of document: 16/10/1830; Description of crime: Selling a stolen mule; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3508; Comments: Character reference signed by several, including a parish priest of Kilconnel, Co. Galway. Petition endorsed: 'note there is a great similarity in the handwriting of the signatures'.

Surname: LYONS; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: T 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 L 7; Comments: Convict lives with his wife, Elizabeth at Cornanure, Co Monaghan. Convict rents six acres of land. Convict has five children.

Surname: LYONS; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co Monaghan; Date of document: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years - commuted to 6 mths impris; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 6

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Judith Collins.

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1830; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Judith Collins.

Surname: LYONS; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Cunningham;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: LYONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1845; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: LYPSA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4;
Comments: Military convict in the 72nd Regiment.

Surname: LYPSON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 22/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16;
Comments: Military convict 72th Regiment.

Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: DANIEL, BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond prison; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Date of document: 09/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation & attempting to compel quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs-commuted imprisonment;
Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation & attempting to compel quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 148;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See 4 other Lysaghts in list.

Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 32;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856.

Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation attempting to compel to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted imprisonment;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 148;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See 4 other Lysaghts in list.

Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 30;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856.

Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation attempting to compel to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted imprisonment;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 148;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See 4 other Lysaght's on P148 and 1 on P149.

Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation attempt to compel to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation attempt to compel to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 148;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See 4 other Lysaghts in list.

Surname: LYSAGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: ASIA 1825; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Children residing at Ballyadair, Carrickonlish.

Surname: LYSAGHTS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation & attempting compel to quit; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs, commuted to imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2 P 148; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 L 75;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his five brothers for the same offence. All six convicts were sentenced to transportation. N.S.T.

Surname: LYSAGHTS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: LYSAUGHT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: LYSETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/07/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 31;
Comments: Convicts children granted a free passage to New South Wales.
Surname: LYSETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship, Thomas Harrison, childrens names Rose and Michael

Surname: LYSETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 4;
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the Convict Penitentiary house at Cork and waiting a passage to New South Wales, convicts sons, John and Michael

Surname: LYSETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, John and Michael.

Surname: LYSSETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1825; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales Daughters name Rose Lyssett

Surname: LYSTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/11/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: LYSTER; First name: ROBERT ATKESON; Alias: Hennessy;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 67

Surname: LYSTER; First name: ROBERT ATKINS;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 L 17; Comments: The convict has a 19 year old wife and a family to support.

Surname: MAC ALISTER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 50 (F)

Surname: MAC CABE; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Peggy Tender Dublin; Date of document: 1803; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict, J.& M. Mc Cabe; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 845; Comments: Convict is a coach painter by trade. He states he is the sole supporter of his sister's three children whose father was killed in Military action on the continent. Includes several character references.

Surname: MAC DANIEL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim, Down in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost prison and Kilmainham, Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: MAC DONAGH; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cork; Date of document: 05/05/1832; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Baroness de Montesguien; Record reference code: PPC 3687; Comments: Included is a letter from Dublin Castle in reply to the Baroness's petition, stating that the convict's sentence has been commuted to transportation.

Surname: MAC GROGAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: HOOGHLY 1825; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Sarah Carr, residing in New Street, Ballymena, Co Antrim.
Surname: MAC LAUGHLIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: HOOGHLY 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Margaret Kenyon, residing in Parish of Cluanna.

Surname: MAC MAHON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of document: 08/10/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mac Mahon; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2068;
Comments: Convict has been imprisoned 2 years and 6 months. Included is a statement by the convict's prosecution testifying to her innocence, dated 24 Dec 1822.

Surname: MAC MAHON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ANNE & ANNELIA;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Margaret Collins, residing at County Place, Tullalash.

Surname: MAC MULLAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of document: 12/10/1823; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2072;
Comments: Convict has been imprisoned four years. Has four children.

Surname: MAC NAMARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAC NAMARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Halpin, residing at Kilmore.

Surname: MACANELLY; First name: FRANCIS MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convict. Wife, Raphael Glover, residing at Dublin Road, St. Mary's, Drogheda

Surname: MACARTHY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: MACARTNEY; First name: PATT; Alias: McCartney;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1805;
Record reference code: PPC 1160;
Comments: Testimonial of James Corcoran, 74 Thomas St, Dublin and Robert Read, 14, Fleet St, Dublin (and others), on behalf of the convict.

Surname: MACARTNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of trial: 29/03/1826; Date of document: 13/04/1826; Description of crime: Forcibly entering storehouse in Co Down; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2846;
Comments: Convict resides at Ballymullen, Co Down.

Surname: MACAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 23/10/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175

Surname: MACE; First name: HENNERY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 1823; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2073;
Comments: Convicts father (deceased) was a tradesman in Cork city. Mother and five children dependant on convict's. Petition received 20 April 1823.

**Surname:** MACGENNIS; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15.

**Surname:** MACHE; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: Mailie, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, (00/04/1852); Record reference code: TR 6, p 94; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** MACHESNEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

**Surname:** MACK; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 68(F)

**Surname:** MACK; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 17/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

**Surname:** MACK; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Doran;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 85; Comments: See Mathew Ennis

**Surname:** MACK; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MACK; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 13/10/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 78(F)

Surname: MACK; First name: MARY; Alias: McNamara;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/07/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 216

Surname: MACK; First name: PATRICK; Alias: McNamara, Patrick;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 186;
Comments: Convict died. Name struck through from Register

Surname: MACK; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Coyne, McDonagh, Coyle;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, (00/07/1851);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MACK; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

Surname: MACK; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony carpet bag; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: MACK; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 10/1849; Description of crime: receiving stolen goods; Sentence: transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 M67
Surname: MACK(S); First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony ribbons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: MACKAN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1849; Description of crime: Making base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27(F)

Surname: MACKAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33(F)

Surname: MACKAY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 103

Surname: MACKAY; First name: MARY JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 346; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MACKAY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Date of document: 21/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: ARABIAN; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 9; Comments: Prisoner was declared unfit for transportation.

Surname: MACKAY; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 42;
Comments: Return of convicts capitally convicted.

Surname: MACKEAN; First name: PHILIP; Alias: Hogg;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 93;
Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1854

Surname: MACKEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 85

Surname: MACKEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 87;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: MACKEN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Reilly, Pat;

Sex: M; Age: 30;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139;
Comments: See Reilly, Patrick, TR 4, p 139

Surname: MACKEN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: MACKEN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: MACKEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 55
Surname: MACKEN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 79

Surname: MACKEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony coal bags; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: MACKEN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: MACKENAGHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17

Surname: MACKERELL; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: MACKESNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: MACKESSEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/06/1832; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3693; Comments: Covering letter and medical certificate stating that the convict is inflicted with a contagious disease and should not be removed to the Hulk at Kingstown Harbour, Dublin.

Surname: MACKEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, (18/05/1836)

Surname: MACKEY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37(F)

Surname: MACKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 117

Surname: MACKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 201; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk (18/05/1836). Convict Ref. File: B. 17, 1836

Surname: MACKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PROEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 184

Surname: MACKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs impt; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 38

Surname: MACKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111
Surname: MACKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 146

Surname: MACKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25

Surname: MACKEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855

Surname: MACKEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110

Surname: MACKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Depot.

Surname: MACKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148

Surname: MACKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick gaol; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Date of document: 18/11/1851; Description of crime: malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: P Hennessy and others; Relationship of petitioner: parish priest; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M80
Surname: MACKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M34

Surname: MACKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Date of document: 26/07/1823; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Owen & Mary Mackey; Relationship of petitioner: Father and wife; Record reference code: PPC 2082; Comments: Convict has 4 children. Crime committed in Trim, Co Meath. Father resides at Navan, Co Meath.

Surname: MACKEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B17; Comments: Magistrate's report.

Surname: MACKEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 57; Comments: Prisoner was from Milltown, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: MACKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 57; Comments: Prisoner was from Milltown, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: MACKHANE; First name: CSSY;

Sex: U; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73(F)

Surname: MACKIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and House Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 182

Surname: MACKIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Louth, Drogheda; Date of trial: 27/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40; Comments: Detained Kilmainham 23/3/1837

Surname: MACKIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 131

Surname: MACKINSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHORISIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: MACKLIN; First name: JOSHUA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare, Athy; Date of trial: 13/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 103; Comments: Comment Name struck through

Surname: MACKLIN; First name: JOSHUA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kildare; Date of trial: 13/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs,Com.to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 8

Surname: MACNALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, Klngs Co; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 23/01/1837; Description of crime: Stealing arms; Sentence: Transprtation life; Name of petitioner: Anne MacNally; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 25

Surname: MACNAMARA; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 01/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 16/5/57

Surname: MACNAMARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a Yearling Heifei; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: MACNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Con Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 22

Surname: MACNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a Ewe with felonions intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: MACNAMARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: MACNAMARA; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192; Comments: Comment Died in Spike Island Prison 14 March 1852

Surname: MACNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: MACNAMARA; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: T 15 years commuted T 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1838 H 65; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with William Hayes for the same offence.

Surname: MACOURT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged 25/7/1836 Commuted Tlife; Name of ship: ESSEX (11/8/1836); 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 212; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 41; 

Surname: MACOURT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Sentence: Death (commuted transportation); 
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc115; 
Comments: A return of criminal cases brought under the consideration of the Lord Lieuten- ant from 1 July - 31 Dec 1836.

Surname: MACSHARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: MADDELLS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/06/1805; 
Record reference code: PPC 1155; 

Surname: MADDEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony money and cloak; Sentence: Transp.7 yrs,commuted to 2 years imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 4, P 233; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 12; 
Comments: Convict is an orphan brought up by an uncle and aunt, Judith and Edward Hanlon, whom she stole the money from. Convict worked in a dairy with her uncle and aunt.

Surname: MADDEN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving Stolen Goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, P55F

Surname: MADDEN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: MADDEN; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1848; Description of crime: Killing Sheep with intent to kill same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: MADDEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Kings Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 300

Surname: MADDEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 166; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 23; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children (two girls and two boys).

Surname: MADDEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 73; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 16/08/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: MADDEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing Clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 207

Surname: MADDEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MADDEN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Drogheda; Date of trial: 14/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 63

Surname: MADDEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 165

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 10/02/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 121

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (Discharged); Name of ship: MEDWAY; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 100

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Name of ship: MEDWAY; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 58

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 85

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 99; Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged, 9/6/55

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony habit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE OCT/49; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Violent assault and riot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109; Comments: name struck through

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134; Comments: Comment died at Spike Island 24/12/1854

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: MADDEN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbing from person; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106; 
Comments: Comment Dead 1st May 1849 Name struck through

Surname: MADDEN; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: MADDEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 286; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 15; 
Comments: Convict has a mother and father, who are dependant on her support, and four brothers who are all in the army.

Surname: MADDEN; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 184

Surname: MADDEN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 04/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: MADDEN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: MADDEN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 16/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 64; Comments: Comment Name struck through

Surname: MADDEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: MADDEN; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: MADDEN; First name: NAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: MADDEN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

Surname: MADDEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: MADDEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124; Comments: Comments Died in Spike Island prison 2 October 1852

Surname: MADDEN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/11/1838; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MADDEN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/11/1838; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 167

Surname: MADDEN; First name: THADY;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 121

Surname: MADDEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs (Discharged);
Record reference code: TR 9, p 99;
Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged, 11/7/55

Surname: MADDEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 31/05/1839; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: MADDEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: MADDEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny iron chain; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DATHORISIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 32

Surname: MADDEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 18
Surname: MADDEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: MADDEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/01/1817; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1411;
Comments: Memorial on behalf of the convict. States convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 30/12/1816; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 4078;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and two others) be granted a free pardon; endorsed: 'the three prisoners recommended not to be embarked but not to be discharged until further orders'.

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of trial: 1816; Date of document: 24/08/1816; Description of crime: Burglary and arson; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict:people of Moy;
Record reference code: PPC 4087;
Comments: Convict was born in Derryoughill, Clonfeile Parish, Co. Tyrone and is a cotton weaver by trade. States he has a wife and six children. File contains several petitions from the convict and documents in connection with the case (24 August 1816 - 19 February 1818)

Surname: MADDEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 16/12/1837; Description of crime: Stealing goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 100;
Comments: Convict is a native of Londonderry.
Surname: MADDEN; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 03/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 27; Comments: Convict was convicted with his son in law for the same offence. States he has a wife and large family.

Surname: MADDEN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 337; Comments: Recommended for liberation on a character given by James Hamilton, Dunboyne Castle, and Rev. Irvine of Normans Grove.

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Onboard the Alexandra; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Possession of pikes; Name of petitioner: Lord Fingall and others; Relationship of petitioner: Employers acquaintance; Record reference code: SPP 201

Surname: MADDEN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Castle; Date of document: 26/05/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 202; Comments: Petitioner is a native of Howth parish and is a smith by trade. Petition was taken and confined without trial

Surname: MADDEN; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 28/08/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 203; Comments: Petitioner requests 7 weeks liberty to settle his affairs prior to his emigration

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 05/11/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: James Nowlan/John Sall; Record reference code: SPP 693 A; Comments: SPP 670 A -699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref. no. roll23
Surname: MADDEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 04/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 694 A; Comments: SPP 670 A - 699A are to be found after SPP on the microfilm ref no. roll 23

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim; Date of document: 24/04/1800; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: PPC 525; Comments: Letter from Thomas Shepherd. Castletown, on behalf of convict (a servant to Captain Miller) stating that he knew him for 4 years when he was a soldier in the Deny Regiment.

Surname: MADDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 31

Surname: MADDEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MADDEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Prison; Date of document: 15/06/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Smithfield prison. Protestant prisoners.

Surname: MADDEN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Rose Madden; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 88

Surname: MADDEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 2

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MADDEN OR MCINERNEY; First name: JAS OR PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB 1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 13;
Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged, 23/6/1858

Surname: MADDIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 36;
Comments: Comment Name struck through

Surname: MADDIGAN; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 28/01/1799; Description of crime: On suspicion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 363;
Comments: Arrested in Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny

Surname: MADDIGAN; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 364

Surname: MADDIGAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Description of crime: Smuggling Tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Magistrates & Gentlemen;
Record reference code: PPC 3860;
Comments: Petitioning on behalf of the convict and three others (all named) who were convicted of smuggling tobacco at the Last Spring Assizes for the county. Two petitions not dated: circa 1821-28, 1833-34.

Surname: MADDIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/07/1847;
Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Daughters name, Mary Maddigan.

Surname: MADDIN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHORISIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: MADDINE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: MADDLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of bread from the Clones Workhouse; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 41

Surname: MADDLE OR SCOTT; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 265; Comments: Comment Everything struck through

Surname: MADDOCK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 13/07/1820; Description of crime: UTTERING A FORGED NOTE; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1531; Comments: Convict was travelling from Waterford to Wexford to see his wife and children when arrested.

Surname: MADDOCK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Murder during the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 514; Comments: Convict advacating his innocence. Several testimonials including one from John Pansoloy, Wexford, Landlord to convict at one time and Rev. William Sutton, Longbrage, Co. Wexford, Parish Priest.

Surname: MADDOCK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

**Surname:** MADGET; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/51;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

**Surname:** MADIGAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

**Surname:** MADIGAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 189

**Surname:** MADIGAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death 17 May commuted to life; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANEGEE OCT ‘49;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 19/5/58

**Surname:** MADIGAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

**Surname:** MADIGAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1854; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and taking firearms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 78;
Comments: Comment see Patrick Sheahan and Patrick Manne

**Surname:** MADIGAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 101; Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged 14/4/55

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUKLAND; Record reference code: TR 6, p 4

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: MURTY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 1

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged 17/6/51

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving Stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOV. 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: THODIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 75; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Madigan and several others for the same offence.

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 101; Comments: Detained; Spike Island

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged 8/12/56

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 115

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting Habitation; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE OCT ’49; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 09/10/1845; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation & administering an unlawful; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs oath; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting Habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comments: Comment See Connors, William TR 9, p 112

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 09/10/1845; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 27

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE O5/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 237

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MADIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY '51; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 4/1/56

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 11/12/1827; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in an homicide; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Judith Madigan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3306; Comments: Convict was convicted of assisting in the murder of Michael Cleary, first cousin to the petitioner, at Labasheedy, Co. Clare. Petitioner resides at Clanderlaw, Kildysart, Co. Clare. Several char. refs.

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 75; Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas Madigan and several others for the same offence.

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 45

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333;
Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during Rebillion period. Prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of document: 01/03/1823; Description of crime: Smuggling tobacco; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & M Cantwell; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 2074; Comments: Both convicts were convicted of the same offense.

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Charleville, County Cork; Date of trial: 05/1823; Date of document: 10/06/1823; Description of crime: Possessing gun powder; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Peggy Madigan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2075; Comments: Convict has 7 children. Petitioner resides at Charleville, Co Cork.

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 07/04/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: W.Punch,M.Molony & others; Relationship of petitioner: Co - accused; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 15

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: MUSTY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: MADIGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Date of document: 04/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Bridget Madigan; Relationship of petitioner: Sister;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 M 12

**Surname:** MADINE; **First name:** HARRIET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname:** MADIRE; **First name:** HARRIET;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 258

**Surname:** MADOLE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

**Surname:** MADOLE OR SCOTT; **First name:** PEGGY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 82F

**Surname:** MADOOLE; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 151

**Surname:** MAE; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

**Surname:** MAEAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

**Surname:** MAEVE; **First name:** DANIEL;
Surname: MAGAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MAGAGHERAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 17;
Comments: Died in Newgate Prison on 29 March 1852.

Surname: MAGAGLISTER; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 8(F)

Surname: MAGAHAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard house of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 332;
Comments: Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: MAGAHARAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: MAGAHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Shooting; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 102;
Comments: Discharged 31 March 1853 - Smithfield.

Surname: MAGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Surname: MAGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Date of document: / /;
Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 103;
Comments: Died in hospital 19 March 1850. Name struck through.

Surname: MAGAN; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 27/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 320

Surname: MAGAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Patrick McMahon;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 13/02/1841; Description of crime: House breaking and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: MAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: MAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Assault with intent to do bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 15;
Record reference code: TR 5, p192.

Surname: MAGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MAGARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1857; Description of crime: Robbery in an outhouse; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Surname: MAGARRY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/05/1837; Description of crime: ROBBERY IN AN OUTHOUSE; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50.

Surname: MAGAUGHRON; First name: LUCY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 218

Surname: MAGAURAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1841; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 73.

Surname: MAGAURAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years.;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 244.

Surname: MAGAURAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1803; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 837;
Comments: Convict is a tea, wine and spirit dealer and resides at Patrick St., Dublin. Includes several character references.

Surname: MAGAVERN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation Life.;
Record reference code: TRIO, p 266.

Surname: MAGAWRAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 20/12/1806; Description of crime: Uttering a forged Bank note; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1202;
Comments: Convict is resides in Belturbet, Co Cavan.
Surname: MAGEASE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/09/1800;  
Record reference code: PPC 511;  
Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade and resides at Swords, Co. Dublin statement signed by four to the effect that the convict had attended his work and was never absent from his family during the rebellion.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 11/08/1806; Description of crime: Shooting at John Ramsey; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Sarah Magee; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;  
Record reference code: PPC 3964;  
Comments: Petitioner in Garvagh, Co. Tyrone. Included are several letters in connection with the convicts case, Stating that the convict suffers from insanity.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Date of document: 20/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 2

Surname: MAGEE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/03/1799; Description of crime: Membership of a treasonable society; Name of petitioner: James Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Stepfather;  
Record reference code: SPP 696 A;  
Comments: SPP 670 A - 699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm. ref. no. roll 23

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin Barracks; Description of crime: Stealing Arms; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: SPP 697 A;  
Comments: SPP 670 A-699A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref. no. roll 23

Surname: MAGEE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years.;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MAGEE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years.; Record reference code: TR 11, p 5 (f).

Surname: MAGEE; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 08/12/1854

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 173.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JAMES; Alias: George Ginns;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 08/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/11/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 18/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 02/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 7.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 11; Comments: Convict has a wife and small family. Father and brothers died in Military Service.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 2.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 50

Surname: MAGEE; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 46

Surname: MAGEE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/04/1847; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 89.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 3 months. Detained on Spike Island.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 186.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31 (f).

Surname: MAGEE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 249.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 195.;
Comments: See Patrick Smith.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: NEIL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;

Surname: MAGEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 184.
Surname: MAGEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 19/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 67.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 01/12/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 31/07/1849; Description of crime: Administering poison with intent to murder; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 9, p (f).

Surname: MAGEE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 16/02/1805; Description of crime: STEALING FOWL; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1130; Comments: Convict is a tailor by trade and has a wife and three children. Second petition dated 08/05/1805.

Surname: MAGEE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of trial: 31/07/1817; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Burglary and theft of meal; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict, Roger Mc Dermott; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest; Record reference code: PPC 4090;
Comments: Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Convict was born and bred in the Parish of Kilfree, Co Sligo.

**Surname:** MAGEE; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast; Date of trial: 30/10/1843; Date of document: 01/1844; Description of crime: Stealing a chest of tea; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Magee; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 6; Comments: The prisoner was convicted along with James Hughes, of stealing a chest of tea belonging to J Dunville and Co of Belfast. Petitioners residence is given as Belfast.

**Surname:** MAGEE; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Date of document: 01/09/1849; Description of crime: Attempted murder; Sentence: Death commuted to t life; Name of petitioner: Peter Magee; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1849 M 45

**Surname:** MAGEE; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Stealing 6 bullocks and 1 heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 99

**Surname:** MAGEE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MAGEE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MAGENIS; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carthage Barrack; Date of document: 03/09/1816; Record reference code: PPC 1375; Comments: Letter from G.T. Hall, Deny, reporting the convicts arrest and two friends in Ennishoe.

**Surname:** MAGENIS; **First name:** JOHN;
Surname: MAGENIS; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison Belfast; Date of document: 07/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 698 A; Comments: Prisoner was a catholic priest. SPP 670 A -699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref. no. roll 23

Surname: MAGENIS; First name: IMELDA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194.

Surname: MAGENIS; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194.

Surname: MAGENIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 85

Surname: MAGENIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 38

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: U;

Sex: U; Age: 18; Date of document: 03/1816; Description of crime: Stealing a pistol; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Magennis; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts mother; Record reference code: PPC 1326

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Date of document: 24/07/1832; Sentence: Transportation commuted to 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: PPC 3692;

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: MARIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/04/1842; Description of crime: Stealing foul; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 31;
Comments: Convict is a widow and has eight children, 2 of which are old enough to work but are unemployed.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 07/03/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 3.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 33 (f).

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 140.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Date of document: 10/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 36(f).

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERBAD; Record reference code: TR 1, p 118.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 31/03/1843; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 47.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Johnson;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Tekan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Lovely Peggy; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: HIGHWAY ROBBERY; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1018; Comments: Convict is a weaver by trade and has a wife and two children.

Surname: MAGENNIS; First name: J;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans, commuted 1/2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 86; Comments: Convicts widowed mother and 6 other children are supported by the convict.

Surname: MAGENNISS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15.

Surname: MAGERATY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND; Record reference code: TR 9, p 103.

Surname: MAGERRIS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MAGERRITY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2.

Surname: MAGHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Mary tender; Date of document: 08/10/1798; Description of crime: Member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Mr Malone; Record reference code: SPP 204; Comments: Petitioner is a magistrate of Kings CO. who assents that the convict unwittingly became involved with the United Irishmen

Surname: MAGHER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board prison ship; Date of document: 30/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Henry Malone; Record reference code: SPP 217; Comments: petitioner states that prisoner is sole support of his family. Petitioner gives his address as Pallas Park, Tullamore.

Surname: MAGHER; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 4/4/1856.

Surname: MAGHER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, Michael Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3807; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Sullivan for Transgressing against the Law. Petition not lated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: MAGILL; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Mc Adorys;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 15/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 182.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 4/1/1856.

Surname: MAGILL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 10.; Comments: Returne from Bermuda on James 12/1/1854 and discharged from Spike Island.

Surname: MAGILL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BRIDE; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8.

Surname: MAGILL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Life transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Magill; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 4.

Surname: MAGILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

**Surname: MAGIN; First name: SAMUEL;**

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44.

**Surname: MAGIN; First name: ANTHONY;**

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony Gold Watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64.

**Surname: MAGINIS; First name: HUGH;**

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 27/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8.

**Surname: MAGINN; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Record reference code: PPC 3896; Comments: Letter, Joseph Glenny, Law Agent, requesting that he be permitted access to the convict (and three others) to prepare their defense. Convicts were removed from Newry Military gaol and discharged by the court of the Kings Bench, but later re-arrested.

**Surname: MAGINN; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1838; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Trans 14 yers; Record reference code: CRF 1838 G 31; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children and resides in Clogher, Co Tyrone. Other defendant; Michael Gorman. See also CRF 1838 M 46.

**Surname: MAGINNESS; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of document: 26/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: James O’Neill; Relationship of petitioner: Local Parish Priest; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 40; Comments: Prisoner was a native of Portadown.
Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 310.

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 17(f);
Comments: Transportation 7 years unless bail to keep peace within 3 months.

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 134.

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 57; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 225.

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 218.

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 164.

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless bail;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 310.

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER; Record reference code: TR 11, p 17(f).

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 55.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 4\5\1855.

Surname: MAGINNIS; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless bail; Record reference code: TR 10, p 310.

Surname: MAGIVERAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40.

Surname: MAGLIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 230.

Surname: MAGLINN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 229.

Surname: MAGLONE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 80; Comments: Convict worked as a servant boy. Convict was convicted with two other persons.

Surname: MAGNON; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Murphy;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47(f).

Surname: MAGONE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 09/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WHITBY; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196.

Surname: MAGONIGAL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 17/07/1822; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Sarah Magonigal; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1738; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Served in the army. Three brothers. two of whom are in the army. Refers to a former memorial on convicts behalf.

Surname: MAGONIGLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/10/1837; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Debt; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: MAGOOERIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 15.

Surname: MAGORMAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 98, p 248.3f

Surname: MAGOVERAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3
Surname: MAGOVERIN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 15/03/1837; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc25; Comments: Medical Inspectors report.

Surname: MAGOVERN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 76.

Surname: MAGOVERN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 193.

Surname: MAGOVERN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 57

Surname: MAGOVRAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69.

Surname: MAGOWAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/10/1847; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MAGOWAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p248.

Surname: MAGOWAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 282.

Surname: MAGOWAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick Co Down; Date of document: 23/03/1825; Name of petitioner: Convict and James Cummins; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 4143; Comments: Convict requesting a reply to a memorial which they had submitted. Convict resides in Cluntagh, Co Down.

Surname: MAGOWRAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 162; Comments: Convict resides in Kilmoon, Co. Meath with his parents and ten children.

Surname: MAGOWRAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 24\3\1853.

Surname: MAGOWRAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44.; Comments: Died in Spike Island 3\6\1855.

Surname: MAGOWRAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Trans life, commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 19

Surname: MAGRANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 03/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2 P 40; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 236; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: MAGRANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Date of document: 13/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 47

Surname: MAGRANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board tender Dublin; Date of document: 19/08/1798; Name of petitioner: Capt Ralph Smyth; Record reference code: SPP 205; Comments: petitioner is officer who arrested prisoner. Prays for prisoners release as the charges were not well founded. Order given for the prisoners discharge

Surname: MAGRANE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 07/01/1836; Description of crime: Assault against nature; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 176.

Surname: MAGRANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 03/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: JARDINE; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40.

Surname: MAGRANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of document: 19/08/1801; Description of crime: Robbing the Carlow mail coach; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1413; Comments: Letter requesting a respite of the convicts sentence. States that the convicts brother James was convicted for issuing a £20 note.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of document: 19/08/1801; Description of crime: Issuing a £20 note; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1413; Comments: Letter stating that an application has been made in favour of the convict. Convicts brother John, was convicted of robbing the mail coach.
Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc22; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Waterford County Gaol.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 01/05/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 07/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Dery; Record reference code: SPP 370

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/01/1798; Description of crime: Proven to be a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Richard Mungrave; Record reference code: SPP 311; Comments: Farmer, a native of Grange, Co. Waterford, see also Brian Farrell.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender in Dublin; Date of document: 02/01/1799; Description of crime: Had a pike; Record reference code: SPP 418; Comments: A native of Kings Co.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Birr, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 21/01/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 699 A; Comments: SPP 670 A -699 A are to be found after SPP 699 on the microfilm, ref. no. roll 23

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cove of Cork; Date of document: 14/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Richard Maguire;
Record reference code: SPP 700

**Surname:** MAGRATH; **First name:** ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 69.

**Surname:** MAGRATH; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 147.

**Surname:** MAGRATH; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 337.

**Surname:** MAGRATH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 44.

**Surname:** MAGRATH; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 105.

**Surname:** MAGRATH; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 198.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 95

**Surname:** MAGRATH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 28/04/1843; Date of document: 21/08/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 37.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 21 October 1863 of liver disease with rheumatism, old age and debility.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179.; Comments: Died in Mountjoy prison on 9 February 1852.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 163.

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Tipperary - Clonmel; Date of trial: 13/03/1846; Description of crime: Robbery and putting in bodily fear; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary - Clonmel; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 185.; Comments: Returned from Bermuda on JAMES 12.1.1854 and discharged from Spike Island.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 113.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/07/1845; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 32.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony sack and walnuts; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: FELONY SACK AND WALNUTS; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53.
Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/04/1845; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or bail within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 5, p 247.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary - Thurles; Date of trial: 30/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 85.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 90

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime:Stealing a ram; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime:Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/03/1848; Description of crime:Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 85.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 5/5/55.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 157.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 127.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 188.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 56.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 183.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Record reference code: TR 5, p 85.; Comments: See Sullivan, Patrick.
Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTENJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 204.;
Comments: Detained on Spike Island.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1852; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1852; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 135.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 77.;
Comments: Discharged from Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin on 6 December 1850.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery and Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 80.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 1\3\56.
Surname: MAGRATH; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 f.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 26/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 243; Comments: Discharge ordered 5 March 1857.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary - Thurles; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/02/1848; Description of crime: House robbery with menace and threat; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on 27\07\1837.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10.; Comments: To be hanged on 27\07\1837 and body burned in the goal. Sentence later commuted to Transportation life.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing Sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 1803; Description of crime: Being involved in the Rebellion; Name of petitioner: James Magrath; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 841; Comments: Petitioner resides at Rathfarnham, Co. Dublin. Convict is the youngest son. Includes several character references from the magistrates and inhabitants of Rathfarnham, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 11/1828; Description of crime: Purchasing £2 worth of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Joseph Magrath; Relationship of petitioner: Son; Record reference code: PPC 3475; Comments: Convict has five children (eldest a daughter aged 15 years). Convicts son resides at no. 28 Francis Street (Dublin). Both petitions received: 12 March 1829.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 28/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 48; Comments: Convict who lives with his widowed mother Mary is a Slatter by trade.

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 03/05/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transporation 7 years pay security to keep peace; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc18

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 94

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 27

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16; Comments: Military convict 66th Regiment.

Surname: MAGRAU; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M39

Surname: MAGREEVY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 18/07/1846; Description of crime: Aiding in carnal abuse of a girl under 10 years; Sentence: Sentence life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 225.

Surname: MAGREEVY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 17/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53.; Comments: Detained Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin.
Surname: MAGREGOR; First name: ISABELLA;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 14/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 248.

Surname: MAGRETT; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Armagh; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9.

Surname: MAGROGAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva barracks; Date of document: 18/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Michael Magrogan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 701

Surname: MAGUIGAN; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193.

Surname: MAGUIGAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Attempted arson; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 48; Comments: Convict has six children.

Surname: MAGUIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Date of document: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault so as to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61.

Surname: MAGUINNESS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55.
Surname: MAGUINNESS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 55.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\5\1855.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death respited; Name of petitioner: Convict & P Duggan;
Record reference code: PPC 209;
Comments: Patrick Duggan convicted of same crime. Both petitioning for mercy and liberty to enlist in Foreign Military Service.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/05/1800; Description of crime: Stealing a pistol and 4 ball cartridges; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict\other defendants;
Record reference code: PPC 278;
Comments: Crime took place at a house in Killinagh, Co. Kildare.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 20/04/1827; Description of crime: Assisting in an abduction; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict, Rose Maguire; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3075;
Comments: Convict was convicted for assisting Owen Mc Nally to abduct a woman McNally intended to marry. Several char. ref.including the parish priest of Kilmore,Co. Wexford. Mothers petition dated 27 April 1827

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PAT.

Sex: U; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Name of petitioner: Rose Maguire; Relationship of petitioner: mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3115;
Comments: Petitioner is a widow with six children and resides at Drumacaln, Co. Monaghan. States the convict is her only support. Several char. refs. including the Parish priest of Kilmare, Co. Monaghan. Petition received 22 June 1827

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 199;
Comments: Convict resides in Glanaul, Queens Co. and is a Dairyman by trade.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 184;
Comments: Other defendant: Morgan Mc Caffry.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 12 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 13

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Shooting at Revenue Police; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 11

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to Trans. 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2 P 135; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 185

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
**Surname:** MAGUIRE; **First name:** ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Court of Kings bench; Place of imprisonment: New prison, Dublin; Date of document: 13/12/1798; Description of crime: High Treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 207; Comments: Petitioner is the young son of a tradesman. He was taken into custody at Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh

**Surname:** MAGUIRE; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen gaol; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 208; Comments: Prisoner who resides with his wife and family in Dublin, is a native of Trillick Village in Co. Tyrone.

**Surname:** MAGUIRE; **First name:** BOYCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A List prisoners signed by Major Sirr

**Surname:** MAGUIRE; **First name:** ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen gaol; Date of trial: 10/1798; Date of document: 18/06/1799; Sentence: transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 702

**Surname:** MAGUIRE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: HMS Brunswick, Dublin; Date of document: 01/09/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 703

**Surname:** MAGUIRE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** MAGUIRE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: CATH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Tyrone; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73(f).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 320.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 123.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 69.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony of a purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLEAHEIM;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 75.;
Comments: Detained on Spike Island.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 188.
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK JUNIOR;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 18/05/1836; Description of crime: Shooting at Revenue police; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 18.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Description of crime: Sacriligious robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 79.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 96.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK SENIOR;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 18.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment. See Patrick Maguire junior.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 128.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 136.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Possession of coining mould; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 117.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 18.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 27.4.1855.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless security; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (f).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: SARAH ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 57(f).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1852; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 53.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72.; Comments: Detained on Spike sland.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony bag and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 53.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 28/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: TOM; Alias: Maguire, James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 150.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Find security within 3 mths or transportation 7 yr; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 53

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 235.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 11/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 231.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: CONNER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 137.
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: DAUL;

Sex: U; Age: 31; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 19.;
Comments: Name struck through - executed 22.4.1839.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 75.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 18.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless security;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73(f).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 296.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 11/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or bail in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 86.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 26/06/1843; Date of document: 21/08/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 150.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 200.; Comments: Name and sentence struck through.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222.; Comments: Pardoned.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18.4.1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 42; Comments: Detained Kilmainham 23.3.1837. Convict was born in the Parish of Boho, Barony of Clanawley, Co Fermanagh.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from a person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL;
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Grimley, Jas TR 9, p 49.;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 49.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1847; Description of crime: Burglary with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 55.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Stealing shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 67.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Fitzjames;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 11/03/1852; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 37.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Life commuted to transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 135.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 5.1.1856.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 150.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Maguire Tom;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 150.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 108.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 62

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 86.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 68.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 108.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 18/9/1855.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 152.
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 73.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 03/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CLYDE; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BAMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 83; Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: BARTLE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: BELL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime:
Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 216.;
Comments: Transportation 7 years - if they cannot find security to keep the peace in six
colors.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1843; Description of crime:
Receiving a stolen gun; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 129.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime:
Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 17.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\(\text{5}\)\(\text{5}\).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 349.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46 (f).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Reilly;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing
goose; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 231.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: BYRAN; Alias: Maguire, James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Description of crime: Malicious
Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 150.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: CATH;
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 8.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 124.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/10/1844; Description of crime: Stealing a horse and bride; Sentence: Transportation 10 years and 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 75.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Finnegan, Peter;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1853; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs & prison sentence 3 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 44.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 249.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 135.
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 211.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 8\7\1856.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 40 (f).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 17(f).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18.4.1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 79.;
Comments: Detained at Kilmainham 23.3.1837.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 29/11/1804; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1019;
Comments: Convict was involved in the Rebellion of 23 July 1803.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen, Fermanagh; Date of document: 04/04/1826; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants(Enniskillen); Record reference code: PPC 2848; Comments: Petitioner from the inhabitants of (Enniskillen) on behalf of the convict. States convict has a family (no details given) and an aged mother dependant on his support.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/03/1826; Description of crime: Passing base coins; Record reference code: PPC 3032; Comments: Letter, J. Galbraith, Acting for Crown Solicitor, Cavan, informing of the conviction of the convict and John (his brother).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/03/1826; Description of crime: Passing base coins; Record reference code: PPC 3032; Comments: Letter, J. Galbraith, acting for Crown Solicitor, Cavan, informing of the conviction of the convict and Edward (his brother).

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the provost. States convict is from Dundalk, Co Louth.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PHILL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/1825; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Margaret Maguire; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4195; Comments: Petitioner states that the convict is their only son and support. Petition received; 22 July 1825.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M;
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: 10 years trans commuted to 2 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 63;
Comments: Convicted with John Mc Cann (CRF 1841 Mc 63)

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Thomastown; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Date of document: 16/09/1844; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 42;
Comments: The prisoners husband, Patrick, was convicted of the same crime and received the same sentence. He sailed from Kingstown on the convict ship Enuly in July 1844.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 27/12/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/1846; Date of document: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 8;
Comments: Prisoner gave information about other crimes. He was allowed sail to America, promising not to return to Ireland within 7 years.

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MAGURK; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Louth - Drogheda; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Breaking & entering a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 40.

Surname: MAGURK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAGURN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 15/03/1837;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc25;
Comments: Medical Inspectors report.

Surname: MAGURN; First name: MARY; Alias: Cox;
Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MAHADY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1842; Description of crime: Breaking into house; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 40; Comments: Convict has a wife and family who depend on his support.

Surname: MAHAFFY; First name: BESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5 f.

Surname: MAHAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 94.; Comments: Detained in Richmond Goad, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 120.

Surname: MAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1838; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHAREY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAHARY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAHARY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 129; Comments: Convict is a blacksmith by trade and resides in Rathdowney, Queen's Co.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 130; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Michael for the same offence and both sentenced to transportation for life.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 130; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother James, for the same offence.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Compelling to quit employment; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M53

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/04/1846; Description of crime: Greivous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 20

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Habour; Date of document: 07/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Dery; Record reference code: SPP 370

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M;  
Record reference code: SPP 418

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of document: 01/02/1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5;  
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, wife's name, Margaret Moore

Surname: MAHER; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MAHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co.Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 M27

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/06/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 28;  
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Moore, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of document: 08/12/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;  
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Margaret Moore

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE 1827;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Moore, residing at Garesbridge.

Surname: MAHER; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MAHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 332.;
Comments: Unlawfully assembled and maliciously injuring property.

Surname: MAHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 228.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 21\5\1856.

Surname: MAHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 269.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment and name struck through.

Surname: MAHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15.11.1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 118(f).

Surname: MAHER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 251.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 7/11\1856.

Surname: MAHER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheepstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 191.

Surname: MAHER; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE OCT. 1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14.; Comments: Returned from Bermuda on JAMES 12 January 1854 and died on Spike Island.

Surname: MAHER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY; Record reference code: TR 10, p 260.

Surname: MAHER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 208.

Surname: MAHER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203.; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28\1\1836.

Surname: MAHER; First name: EDWARD; Alias: Scott;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50.

Surname: MAHER; First name: ESTHER;


Surname: MAHER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 161.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 30.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\4\1856.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 11\2\1857.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing 2 pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 86.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Compelling to quit employment; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 17.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202.; Comments: Detained on board Hulk 28\3\1836.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135.

**Surname:** MAHER; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110.

**Surname:** MAHER; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 92.

**Surname:** MAHER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135.; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham 23\3\1837.

**Surname:** MAHER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 160.

**Surname:** MAHER; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: House Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 64 f.

**Surname:** MAHER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 9, p 153.; Comments: Sentence commuted to Transportation for 14 years, April 4, 1849.

**Surname:** MAHER; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 1 December 1852.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 03/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 154.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 3/5/1855.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Surnames: MAHER; First names: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/11/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

Surnames: MAHER; First names: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63.

Surnames: MAHER; First names: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surnames: MAHER; First names: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 45(f).

Surnames: MAHER; First names: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 35.

Surnames: MAHER; First names: MARGARETHE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 209.

Surnames: MAHER; First names: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Tipperary - Nenagh; Date of trial: 31/07/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death Commuted to life.;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179.

Surnames: MAHER; First names: MARTIN;
Surname: MAHER; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 219.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 25/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 198.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death recorded but commuted to Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 215.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 34(f).

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1857; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(f).

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary (Thurles); Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257;
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 6/11/1856.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1842; Description of crime: Grevious bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113.; Comments: Crime - Unlawful Assembly. Sentence - 12 months imprisonment. Crime - Grevious bodily harm. Sentence - 6 months hard labour after completion of former absence.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 158.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 14 June 1852.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 11/10/1855.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 150.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Homicide; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 15/6/1853.
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 138.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 12\12\1856.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203.; Comments: Detained on board Hulk 18\5\1836.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder of Thos Comerford; Sentence: Death recorded 10 September 1849; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 9, p 157.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 14 years imprisonment. Died 21 February 1859 at Cabra.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tipperary - Nenagh; Date of trial: 01/05/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 113.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 93.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116.; Comments: Died on Spike Island 25/03/1854.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72.

Surname: MAHER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 10/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137.

Surname: MAHER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 month imprisonment & transportation 7 years.; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 6; Record reference code 3: CRF 1841 M 44; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: MAHER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154.

Surname: MAHER; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Breen, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147.

Surname: MAHER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144.

Surname: MAHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156.

Surname: MAHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136.

Surname: MAHER; First name: THOMAS;


Surname: MAHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151.

Surname: MAHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106.

Surname: MAHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged June 1856.

Surname: MAHER; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 11/05/1824; Sentence: 7 Years confinement in Dublin Penitentiary; Name of petitioner: Convict & James Graham; Record reference code: PPC 2425; Comments: Convict was tried and convicted with James Graham. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to transportation to New South Wales.

Surname: MAHER; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Teresa Maher; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3006; Comments: Petition received 3 August 1826.

Surname: MAHER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena. Convict comes from Co Kilkenny.

Surname: MAHER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 23/09/1825; Description of crime: Harbouring a coiner in Cross Patrick, Co Kilkenny; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Nicholas Maher; Relationship of petitioner: Son; Record reference code: PPC 4218; Comments: Convict was convicted with his son Nicholas for the same offense. States he is a widower 14 years and has six children. Petition endorsed; Denis Maher is re-ported unit, at present.

Surname: MAHER; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 23/09/1825; Description of crime: Harbouring a coiner in Cross Patrick, Co Kilkenny; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Denis Maher; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 4218; Comments: Convict was convicted with his father for the same offense. Petition endorsed Nicholas Maher is on the list of embarkation.

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: An unnatural crime; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M9
Surname: MAHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Date of document: 30/04/1844; Description of crime: Setting fire to a house; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 33;
Comments: Inquiry was conducted into the case, with evidence taken from sub inspector parker sub-constable Daniel Cunningham and Margaret Devanny about their role, and the role of a Constable Ogle in the prosecution of the prisoner.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Ballinasloe, Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 29/04/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 17

Surname: MAHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1835; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 1

Surname: MAHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Date of document: 18/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter;
Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Patrick Maher; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 M 14

Surname: MAHER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 66

Surname: MAHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Margaret Moore.

Surname: MAHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MAHER; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: PHOENIX 1826; Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Theresa Clarke, residing at 21 Moore St, Dublin.

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Ballinasloe; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: MAHER; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: MAHER; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MAHER; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MAHERAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1820; Name of petitioner: James Maheran; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 7

Surname: MAHERN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co.; Date of document: 29/09/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 42; Comments: Prisoner resided in Castletown, near Moate, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: MAHIDE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a gun and a powder horn; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156.

Surname: MAHON; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board 'Peggy', Dublin; Date of document: 06/09/1804; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder Lord Powerscourt; Name of petitioner: Convict, Catherine Mahon; Relationship of petitioner: Wifes; Record reference code: PPC 1023; Comments: Convict was arrested with his Father Edward and brother Christopher, for the same offence. States that he has three children. Character reference from the Parish Priest of Blackditch, Co. Wicklow, where the convict resides.

**Surname:** MAHON; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas prison; Date of document: 29/12/1798; Description of crime: participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Christopher McAllister; Relationship of petitioner: Vicar of Rathcoole; Record reference code: SPP 322

**Surname:** MAHON; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas gaol; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: REV. Mc Allister/prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 355 A native of CO. Dublin

**Surname:** MAHON; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas Gaol; Date of document: 07/06/1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 420; Comments: A native of Co. Dublin.

**Surname:** MAHON; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nass gaol, Co. Kildare; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 704

**Surname:** MAHON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Co; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** MAHON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc 4

**Surname:** MAHON; **First name:** ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 18/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 187.

Surname: MAHON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 82(f).

Surname: MAHON; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191.

Surname: MAHON; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72.

Surname: MAHON; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F

Surname: MAHON; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 215.

Surname: MAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 20/6/1856.

Surname: MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 104.
Surname: MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 59.

Surname: MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 163.;
Comments: Died in Smithfield Goal, 7 August 1849.

Surname: MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 201.;
Comments: Detained on board Hulk 5/2/1836.

Surname: MAHON; First name: MARGE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 14/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 118 (f)

Surname: MAHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 73f.

Surname: MAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 233.;
Comments: Died in Spike Island 9 December 1851,

Surname: MAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 111.

Surname: MAHON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 46.

Surname: MAHON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 104.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 16\9\1856.

Surname: MAHON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 56.; Comments: Died at Spike Island 11\5\1850. Name struck through.

Surname: MAHON; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/02/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 223.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months. Name struck through.

Surname: MAHON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221.

Surname: MAHON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50.; Comments: Certificate of former conviction and being found in a dwelling house with intent to steal.

Surname: MAHON; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Eagan, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36.; Comments: Detained and died in Smithfield Goal 28\5\1847.
Surname: MAHON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 50.

Surname: MAHON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/04/1826; Description of crime: Felony of 4s; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Judith Mahon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; 
Record reference code: PPC 2888; 
Comments: Character references from Fitzgerald of Mountgerald.

Surname: MAHON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Hulk or Transport; Date of document: 01/05/1825; Description of crime: Stealing 5s; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Wife; 
Record reference code: PPC 2894; 
Comments: Convict has a family (no details given) and parents dependant on his support. Refers to Mr Newton (to whom this town belongs) as having given testimony in defense of the convict at his trial.

Surname: MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough Gaol,; Date of document: 04/06/1803; Description of crime: Possessing stolen bank notes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 830; 
Comments: Convict has wife and family living, no other details given. He is a shoemaker by trade, but served as a soldier for the past seven years with the Waterford Regiment of Militia.

Surname: MAHON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Peggy; Date of document: 04/02/1804; Description of crime: HIGH TREASON; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 1023; 
Comments: Convict was arrested with his two sons Christopher and Hugh, for the same offens e. States he resides in Blackditch, Co Wicklow. Included are several petition s from the convicts sons and wives.

Surname: MAHON; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Peggy; Date of document: 04/07/1804; Description of crime: HIGH TREASON; Name of petitioner: Convict, Elizabeth; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1023; Comments: Convict was arrested with his father Edward and brother Hugh for the same offence. States he has five children. Character reference from the Parish Priest of Blackditch, Co Wicklow, where the convict resides.

Surname: MAHON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Queens Co; Date of document: 20/05/1805; Description of crime: Theft of a Hanket; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1133; Comments: Convict resides at Amore, Kings Co

Surname: MAHON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportatin (17 June 1805).

Surname: MAHON; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Assault and rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 10

Surname: MAHON; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 22/04/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 36; Comments: Convicts wife, Anne Mahon or Mc Mahon, offered a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: MAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Ellen Green, residing in Churchtown.
Surname: MAHONEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork gaol; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Stealing 2 rams; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M82

Surname: MAHONEY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: MAHONEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: MAHONEY; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: MAHONEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: MAHONEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: MAHONEY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MAHONEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Murray;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Johanna Hayes, residing at Dunmanway, Co Cork.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: ABIGEL;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Guild Hall, Cork; Date of document: 29/08/1825;
Description of crime: Stealing a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Mahony; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2701;
Comments: Petitioner resides in Cork.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Mahony; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 2702;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales in May 1825. Petitioner states she received the approbation of the Governor of the Colony for herself and her three children to join her husband there. Petitioning for some subsistence until they are transported. Resides in Dunmarray, Co. Cork. Petition received in 1825.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document: 21/07/1827; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3136;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the vagrancy Act. States that his family and friends are living in England.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mahon;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/03/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2 P 178; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 166

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 75; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael and Thomas Madigan and several others for the same offence.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Breaking Into a House; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M 33

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87.; Comments: Died February 22nd 1857 on Spike Island.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: AMAZON; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 10/4/1858.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing hens; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 8/12/1854.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 30.
Surname: MAHONY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/11/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 29.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 29/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 34.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DECLAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Surname: MAHONY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71.;
Comments: Died at Spike Island on 20 August 1854.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 11/11/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 180.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 25.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 6\11\1856.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 306.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 51;
Comments: Name struck through. Convict has a sick mother in hospital.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 331.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 191.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 11\8\55.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 32.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: AMAZON; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34.; Comments: To be discharged at expiration of 6 years from conviction.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 224.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony of boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 2 June 1852.

**Surname:** MAHONY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 32.;
Comments: Detained on board the Hulk 5.8.1836.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 19\6\1856.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 29/03/1837; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery and assault with intent; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\9\1854.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a goat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Winning money at thimble rigging; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 08/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 35.; Comments: Detained at Richmond Goal, Co. Dublin.
Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHANA;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 36.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHANA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(f).

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 212.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 204.; Comments: Discharge ordered 4\2\1857.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 115.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/10/1855; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 29.; Comments: This prisoner is a notorious bad character, was 16 times convicted previous to this time. Removed to Dundrum Lunatic Assylum from Philipstown prison 24\6\1862.
Escaped 22\4\1867. Reconvicted Cork City 30\6\1868. Burglary and robbery - 7 years

P.S

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 77.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\5\1855.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 80.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Breaking & entering with arms and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 173.;
Comments: Died in Mountjoy Prison, August 1856.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BRIDE;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 178.
Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 115.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 36.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 159.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 162.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 8\9\1855.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27.
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 37.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: KEANE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or bail in 4 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 253.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 6, p 252.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70(f).

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 250.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny 2 previous convictions; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 236.; Comments: Discharge ordered 20/4/1857.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Molorey, Martin;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131.
Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 275.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 15(f).

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 09/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 36.; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 20(f).; Comments: Everything struck through.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14(f).

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7(f).

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301.

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN; Record reference code: TR 12, p 270.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clover seed and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 12(f).

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 16/01/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 27.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 01/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 16/9/1856.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41.; Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation for 14 years.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MURTY;
Sex: U; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 66.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 6/12/1857.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: NORRY;

Sex: U; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: T W DARE DECEMBER 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31(f).

Surname: MAHONY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 306.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 30/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 81.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 62; Comments: Convict has a widowed mother.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 39(f).

Surname: MAHONY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 15/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: CAROLINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 259.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 211.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28.; Comments: Detained in Kilmainham Goal.
Surname: MAHONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 66.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 28.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation life.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Michael Sullivan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 136.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\5\1856.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 154.;
Comments: Died on Spike Island 28 August 1854.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 162.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\11\1855.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PATT;

Sex: U; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 20\6\1856.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PEG;  
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: T W DANE;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31 (f)

Surname: MAHONY; First name: PETER; Alias: Mohony;  
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/02/1840; Description of crime: Felony of a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  

Surname: MAHONY; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 89.;  
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\9\1855.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  

Surname: MAHONY; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 28.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;  
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Breaking & entering a church & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 87.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;  
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 36.;  
Comments: Detained and died in Smithfield Goal 15\7\1848.
Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death 23/4/1844;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 22.;
Comments: Name and sentence struck through.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Thos Mc Mahon;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 41.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 34.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 24/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 31/3/1855.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 28/11/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 34.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing saddle; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MAHONY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 16/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28.; Comments: Died 20\6\1848.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Gaol; Date of document: 1802; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 772

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 29/04/1823; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2078

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/12/1825; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: PPC 3034; Comments: Letter from the convict, Syndey Cove, New South Wales, to his wife (Mary, alias Rington) informing her that a petition has been submitted requesting permission for her and their two sons to join him in Australia. Included in file is a marriage cert (15 Feb 1810) signed by P.P of Dunmanway, Co Cork
Surname: MAHONY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Fermoy, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 07/01/1831; Date of document: 26/03/1831; Description of crime: Robbery of geese; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and Mary Connors; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3545; Comments: Convict was convicted with Mar Connors, for the same offense.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Thomas Mc Mahon;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Trans 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc71; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and has worked as a Servant.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: T;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing feathers; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 17; Comments: Convict has a brother serving in the 10th Regiment of Foot.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Egan, Thomas;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 31/05/1847; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 24; Comments: Prisoner died on 28 May 1847.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MIHCAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to 14 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 10

Surname: MAHONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: MARY 1819; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
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Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Ann Mahony, residing in Lucan, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: EARL ST. VINCENT 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Mahony, residing in Parish of Scull, Co. Cork.

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: MAHONY; First name: FLORENCE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: MAHONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 27/06/1854; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MAHONY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/02/1853; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: MAHOOD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: MAHUIRE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 263.

Surname: MAILE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171.

Surname: MAILEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth mailey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: SPP 705

Surname: MAILEY; First name: LAURENCE; Alias: Malie;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 27/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 1848; 
Record reference code: FS 1852 1; 

Surname: MAILIE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 94.

Surname: MAJOR; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 322.

Surname: MAKEEGAN; First name: MARGRETTA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 97.; 
Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal.
Surname: MAKEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 3.

Surname: MAKIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 11; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 116.

Surname: MALADY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1842; Description of crime: Breaking into house of Pat Farrelly; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127.

Surname: MALADY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 19/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 140.

Surname: MALAMEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35.

Surname: MALAMPY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18.

Surname: MALANAPHY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235.

Surname: MALANE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: MALANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MALCOLMSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 8.;
Comments: Died in Kilmainham Depot 11 June 1849.

Surname: MALCOMSAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Feloniously breaking into a house & Stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MALCOMSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 189.

Surname: MALCONISON; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 40.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\2\1860.

Surname: MALEDY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 125.

Surname: MALEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71.

Surname: MALEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a ewe sheep with intent to steal it; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218.

Surname: MALEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 234.

Surname: MALEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MALIA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 27/10/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 269.

Surname: MALIA; First name: P;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of document: 15/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Spike Island.

Surname: MALLARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 31\5\1856.

Surname: MALLEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mullen James;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 101.

Surname: MALLEN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years trns;
Surname: MALLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: MALLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 11/04/1831;
Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3590;
Comments: Convict was convicted at the last assizes (trial place not given).

Surname: MALLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of document: 10/06/1848; Description of crime: Robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Malley; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 44;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Parish of Killmolara, Barony of Kilmaine, Co. Mayo.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MALLEY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 153.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: SURPRIZE;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: BELLE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny on 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 357.

**Surname:** MALLEY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Wilfully killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

**Surname:** MALLEY; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 320.

**Surname:** MALLEY; **First name:** HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Wilfully killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

**Surname:** MALLEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death but sentence commuted to 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 122.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 113

**Surname:** MALLEY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a blanket; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

**Surname:** MALLEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 14/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114.

**Surname:** MALLEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: SURPRIZE 18/5/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173.
Surname: MALLEY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 26\5\1855.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 18\4\1855.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Castlebar; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 12; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Description of crime: Being armed and threatening another man; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 7; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of forcing Mathew Tierney to take an oath to leave the employment of Patrick Sweeney.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 5;
Comments: Convict's wife, Mary Malley, residing in Westport, Co. Mayo, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MALLEY; First name: AUSTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MALLIN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 month imprisonment & transportation 7 years;

Surname: MALLINS; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Malone;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/06/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 64.

Surname: MALLON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 17/03/1812; Description of crime: Rape of Sarah Mc Farlane; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: George Atkinson; Relationship of petitioner: Witness for the prosec; Record reference code: PPC 4022; Comments: Convict was convicted with George Quinn for the same offence. Petitioner petitioning for mitigation of the convicts sentence to transportation. Included is a letter from the judge before whom the convicts were tried, recommending on account of their youth that the convict Mallow be pardoned, but trans. for life

Surname: MALLON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 65;
Comments: Convicts family are dependant on his support.

Surname: MALLON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
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Surname: MALLON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or bail in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 346.

Surname: MALLON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 69

Surname: MALLON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 101; Comments: Convict supports wife, 2 children and wifes orphaned sisters.

Surname: MALLON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or bail in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 6, p 347.

Surname: MALLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 15/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168.

Surname: MALLON; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Description of crime: Stealing one loaf of sugar; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3809; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sentence to Military Service to join his brothers (Francis, James, William and Patrick) in the Royal Regiment of Artillery. States he is 5'10 in height. Petition not dated, circa 1828-33.

Surname: MALLON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a frock; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: MALLON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MALLON; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mullen, James;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Date of document: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Membership of Ribbon Society; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF1853 Misc 16

Surname: MALLON; First name: GARRET;
Sex: M; Date of document: 10/03/1848; Record reference code: FS 1848 1;
Comments: Convicts daughter, Bridget Dolon, residing in Ballymahon, requests a free pass- age to New South Wales. She is a widow with 4 children. The convicts other children went to New South Wales some years previously.

Surname: MALLOWNEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MALLOWNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62.

Surname: MALLOWNEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans commuted imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 45

Surname: MALLOY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis gaol; Date of trial: 01/1799; Date of document: 22/05/1799; Description of crime: seditious practices; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mallony; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 722

Surname: MALLOY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: 20/04/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Malloy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 155

Surname: MALLY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 21/01/1837; Description of crime: Kidnapping; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: FS 1837 27

Surname: MALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129.

Surname: MALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Description of crime: Armed by night; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 152.; Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation 10 years.

Surname: MALLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61.; Comments: Returned from Bermuda on board JAMES 12\1\1854 and discharged from Spike Island.

Surname: MALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/03/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 3; Comments: Convict requests that his wife, residing in Co Roscommon, be granted a free passage to Australia.
Surname: MALON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MALONE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3181;
Comments: Petition received 8 Sep 1827.

Surname: MALONE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/12/1840; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen ladder; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 1;
Comments: Convict is a Painter by trade and has a wife and family.

Surname: MALONE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/1847; Date of document: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Sarah Malone; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 49

Surname: MALONE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 324;
Comments: Journeyworker for many years for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin

Surname: MALONE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On Board John and Esther; Date of document: 30/10/1798; Description of crime: Infringement of Curfew; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 209;
Comments: Petitioner is recommended for liberation

Surname: MALONE; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board vessel Dublin; Date of document: CA 05/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 210; Comments: Petitioner is a native of Ballybrittas in Co. Wicklow

Surname: MALONE; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/11/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 706

Surname: MALONE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond gaol; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: James Malone; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 M62

Surname: MALONE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Convict ship Thomas Harrison, wife’s name, Bridget Grady

Surname: MALONE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MALONE; First name: SIMON; Alias: Muinogue, Simon;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BRIDE;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 22.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 21\4\1855.

Surname: MALONE; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139.

Surname: MALONE; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 234.
Surname: MALONE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58.

Surname: MALONE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 21/05/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34.; Comments: 12 months imprisonment at expiation of former sentence for riot at Ph. prison.

Surname: MALONE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30.

Surname: MALONE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48.

Surname: MALONE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 22/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony weaning apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88.

Surname: MALONE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Larceny; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16(f.); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 70; Comments: Convict has a 5 years old son.

Surname: MALONE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/06/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64.

Surname: MALONE; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23.

Surname: MALONE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 03/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony of a purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM; Record reference code: TR 6, p 75.; Comments: Detained on Spike Island.

Surname: MALONE; First name: ELLEN & CHILD JAMES;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony cloak and shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246.

Surname: MALONE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 54.; Comments: Detained at Richmond Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MALONE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 31/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony saddles; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60.

Surname: MALONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny of meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 124.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 10\7\1856.

Surname: MALONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 19/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony of book; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49.

Surname: MALONE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/02/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59.

**Surname:** MALONE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Felony of cow and heifer; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61.

**Surname:** MALONE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51.

**Surname:** MALONE; **First name:** JAMES;


**Surname:** MALONE; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121.

**Surname:** MALONE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 16/07/1851; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM; Record reference code: TR 11, p 116.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\11\1855.

**Surname:** MALONE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BRIDE; Record reference code: TR 10, p 282.

**Surname:** MALONE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MALONE; First name: LUKE;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 05/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 80.

Surname: MALONE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 201.

Surname: MALONE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;

Surname: MALONE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 14.

Surname: MALONE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 177.

Surname: MALONE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 104.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\18\1855.

Surname: MALONE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing goats; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24.

Surname: MALONE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 47.

Surname: MALONE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny (2nd); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50.; Comments: Everything struck through. Remitted 16 December 1844.

Surname: MALONE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50.

Surname: MALONE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 31/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony copper pipes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60.

Surname: MALONE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1842; Description of crime: Robbery and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62.

Surname: MALONE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 1801; Description of crime: Involved with seditious unions; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 715; Comments: Convict has wife and six children. Character reference from Justice of Peace, Co. Wexford stating he has received bail for convict.

Surname: MALONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.
Surname: MALONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: MALONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulk and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MALONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others;
Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: MALONE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 43;
Comments: Convict resides in Moate, Co Westmeath with his wife and family.

Surname: MALONE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Date of document: 12/1844; Description of crime: Stealing two cloaks; Sentence: Trans 14 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 52;
Comments: The crime was committed at Lusk Races on 31 July 1844.

Surname: MALONE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Richmond; Date of document: 14/02/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MALONE; First name: J;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 01/01/1851;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Richmond depot.

**Surname:** MALONE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 06/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

**Surname:** MALONEY; **First name:** RICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Bridget Gready, residing in Ballingarry, Ballroe.

**Surname:** MALONEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 24 Oct 1833

**Surname:** MALONEY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny & former conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 164.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\3\1856.

**Surname:** MALONEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 7\2\1856.

**Surname:** MALONEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72.; Comments: See Guerin Michael.

**Surname:** MALONEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing a ewe; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 32

Surname: MALONY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted 4 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 34

Surname: MALONY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 30; Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Grady, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MALONY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MALONY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168.

Surname: MALONY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Molony James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Embezzlement as an agent; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155.

Surname: MALONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 108.

Surname: MALONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 21.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 12\11\1855.
Surname: MALONY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 15.

Surname: MALONY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 01/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127.

Surname: MALONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 years - discharged 5\5\1855; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103.

Surname: MALONY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Bridget Grady.

Surname: MALONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 15/07/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Catherine Malony.

Surname: MALOON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184.

Surname: MALORS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: MALOWNEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 27/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony tools; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63.

Surname: MALOWNEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 19/10/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 140.

Surname: MALOWNEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 03/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing 2 shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 50.

Surname: MALOWNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Anne Ryan, residing at Meeting Lane, Tipperary.

Surname: MALOY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of mutton; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 223.;
Comments: Detained at Richmond Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MAMION; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 72.

Surname: MAMON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MANAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MANDERVILLE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 349.

Surname: MANEARY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ESSEX;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 212.

Surname: MANEARY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 22/03/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen guns; Sentence: Death commuted trans 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc65;
Comments: Convict has a wife Martha, and four children and resides in Lime Hill, Co Tyrone

Surname: MANGAN; First name: JOHN JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1815; Description of crime: Possessing forged stamps; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 1372;
Comments: Certificate of sentence.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 28/07/1816; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1377;
Comments: Letter from J.S. Rockford, on behalf of the convict, requesting that the convicts wife and child be permitted to accompany him if transported.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: On board Mary tender; Date of document: 20/08/1798; Description of crime: Suspected involvement in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Capt. F Beauman; Record reference code: SPP 211; Comments: Petitioner states that prisoner is a native of the parish of Inch in Co. Wexford Prisoner is his widowed mother s sole means of support

Surname: MANGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/11/1799; Record reference code: SPP 707; Comments: Discharged

Surname: MANGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MANGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MANGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MANGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 246.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 11/7/1855.
Surname: MANGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 144.; 
Comments: Died February 1848.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(f).

Surname: MANGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 26/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 29.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 133.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 150.; 
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9/1/1857.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; 
Name of ship: ELPHISTONE 4/9/1838; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 96.
Surname: MANGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transporation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 73.

Surname: MANGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MANGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MANGANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 27.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years. Name struck through.

Surname: MANGANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick Co.; Date of document: 02/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & James Mangane;
Record reference code: PPC 2426;
Comments: Convict was tried and convicted with James mangane. References to a former petition.

Surname: MANGANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick Co.; Date of document: 02/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Patrick Mangane;
Record reference code: PPC 2426;
Comments: Convict was tried and convicted with Patrick Mangane. Refer to a former petition.

Surname: MANGIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, County Offaly; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc 6

Surname: MANIGAL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16(f).

Surname: MANION; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129.

Surname: MANION; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77.

Surname: MANLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 264.

Surname: MANLEY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 25(f).

Surname: MANLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297.

Surname: MANLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 05/09/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 11\10\1855.
Surname: MANLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 32.

Surname: MANLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 153.;
Comments: See Hanly, James TR 10, p 153.

Surname: MANN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Murder of a child; Sentence: To be hanged 30 March 1850.;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 366.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation life on board Duke of Cornwall.

Surname: MANN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Stealing hay and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 22.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\5\1856.

Surname: MANN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 126.;
Comments: See Redding, John.

Surname: MANN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 24/07/1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death recorded.;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 66;
Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation 7 years.

Surname: MANN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Murder of her child; Sentence: To be hanged on 30th March - commuted to T Life;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 17
Surname: MANN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing hay; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MANNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 40(f).

Surname: MANNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 78.;
Comments: Died in Philipstown prison 8\3\1854. See Patrick Sheahan & Michael Madigan.

Surname: MANNING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 19 Sept 1833

Surname: MANNING; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Louth - Drogheda; Date of trial: 04/10/1838; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 40.

Surname: MANNING; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177.

Surname: MANNING; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 78.;
Comments: Senctence commuted and discharged from Spike Island.
Surname: MANNING; First name: JAS; Alias: Smith, John;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: Uttering a forged draft for money; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 64.

Surname: MANNING; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/05/1836; Description of crime: Felony meat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 77.

Surname: MANNING; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 5\2\1856.

Surname: MANNING; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 93.

Surname: MANNING; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 151.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 1 March 1856.

Surname: MANNING; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/08/1842; Description of crime: Felony of bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 222.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 69;
Comments: Convict worked as a Servant for Mr John Bennett, the person which she stole from

Surname: MANNING; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Surname: MANNING; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Description of crime: Passing forged Bank Notes; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3864; Comments: Petition not dated, circa 1798-1801.

Surname: MANNING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MANNING; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/04/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 12; Comments: Convicts son, John Manning, of Cove, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MANNING; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 25/06/1839; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Manning; Record reference code: FS 1839 142

Surname: MANNING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing 2 powder; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MANNING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44.; Comments: Discharge ordered 29\10\1857.

Surname: MANNION; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 21/08/1839; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Mannion; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 141
Surname: MANNION; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 217.

Surname: MANNION; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 220.

Surname: MANNION; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 35(f).

Surname: MANNION; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72.; Comments: He was convicted with his brother John.

Surname: MANNION; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 31/10/1853; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 96.

Surname: MANNION; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 82.

Surname: MANNION; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72.; Comments: Name Struck through.

Surname: MANNION; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73.

Surname: MANNION; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79.

Surname: MANNION; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 22/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 300.

Surname: MANNION; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 35(f).

Surname: MANNION; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 119.

Surname: MANNION; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 18/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 326.

Surname: MANNION; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 15/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Surname: MANNION; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 53.;
Comments: Discharge ordered 28/1/1858.

Surname: MANNION; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Galway; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 79.

Surname: MANNION; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 08/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72.

Surname: MANNION; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 137.

Surname: MANNION; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 82.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 11/8/1855.

Surname: MANNION; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BRIDE;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75.

Surname: MANNION; First name: RODY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to disable; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Surname: MANNION; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 76.

Surname: MANNION; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 76.

Surname: MANNION; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77.

Surname: MANNION; First name: RODY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 06/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Michael Mannion; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 D 25;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Crotta, Co Tipperary.

Surname: MANNISE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 4\1\1856.

Surname: MANNIX; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 19/04/1827; Description of crime: Putting cows in the pound; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Mannix; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3085;
Comments: Convict has five children. Verification on convicts testimony from Edward Meghegan, Paul Keegan of Caherlog, Co. Clare. Petitioners address given at Cork

Surname: MANNIX; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22.

Surname: MANNIX; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854Misc 34

Surname: MANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 44.

Surname: MANOW; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1840; Description of crime: Being a member of an illegal society; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167.

Surname: MANSFIELD; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cove of Cork; Date of document: 17/06/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Mary Mansfield; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 708

Surname: MANSFIELD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 26/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Ellen Mansfield; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 709

Surname: MANSFIELD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 26/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Ellen Mansfield; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 709
Surname: MANSFIELD; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MANSFIELD; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Security within 3 mths or transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 308.; Comments: Sentence commuted discharged. Name struck through.

Surname: MANSFIELD; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 192.

Surname: MANSFIELD; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48.

Surname: MANSFIELD; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 29/10/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 159.; Comments: Died at Spike Island 22 June 1854.

Surname: MANSFIELD; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 25/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95(f).

Surname: MANSFIELD; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195.; Comments: See Cox, Catherine.

Surname: MANSFIELD; **First name:** EDMUND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39.; Comments: Died at Spike Island 20 November 1853.

Surname: MANSFIELD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 73.; Comments: Detained at Spike Island.

Surname: MANSFIELD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89.

Surname: MANSFIELD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1825; Date of document: 03/1825; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Trans 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4150; Comments: Petition received; 1 April 1825.

Surname: MANSFIELD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Nenagh; Date of document: 13/05/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Mansfield & Self; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 22; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Borrisoleigh, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: MANSFIELD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MANSFIELDS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11
Surname: MANTLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14/5/1856.

Surname: MANTLE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 4

Surname: MANTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 84

Surname: MANUS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 31/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144.

Surname: MAOHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 158.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 20 February 1853.

Surname: MAONEY; First name: ILONORA;

Sex: U; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8.

Surname: MAPE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 18; Comments: Convict is serving in the 33rd Regiment of Foot.

Surname: MAPE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 183.

Surname: MAPE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Maiming a ram; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 22; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MARA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respiting the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: MARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas; Date of trial: 10/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 53

Surname: MARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 17/11/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 49

Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Columbine; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 10/11/1798; Description of crime: Member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Mary Mara; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 212; Comments: Petitioner states prisoner to be from Cullenwain, in the parish of Moneygall in Kings Co.Prisoner is the sole support of petitioner, his five children and his mother

Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Record reference code: SPP 418
Surname: MARA; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of
document: 04/06/1799; Name of petitioner: David Mara;
Record reference code: SPP 710

Surname: MARA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of trial: 06/1790; Date of document: 02/10/1790;
Description of crime: plotting assassination; Sentence: transportation life; Name of ship:
MARY 1; Name of petitioner: Gentlemen of Co. Tipper.;
Record reference code: SPP 715

Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Shinrone; Place of imprisonment: Dublin harbour; Date of document:
07/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Behalf of
his family;
Record reference code: SPP 716

Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MARA; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime:
Receiving stolen goods (2nd felony); Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship:
MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 39 (f)

Surname: MARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 23/08/1839; Description of crime:
Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 210.;
Comments: See Catherine Burke.

Surname: MARA; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 154.
Surname: MARA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 135.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\5\1856.

Surname: MARA; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177.

Surname: MARA; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing 3 cows intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(f).

Surname: MARA; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 234.

Surname: MARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 112.

Surname: MARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 177.

Surname: MARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 17.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MARA; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing 3 ewes with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74.

Surname: MARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 238.

Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/11/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 118.

Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 163.

Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 10 years transportation April 22, 1848.

Surname: MARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 90.

Surname: MARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 215.

Surname: MARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MARA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208.

Surname: MARA; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 134.

Surname: MARA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Demanding arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 156.

Surname: MARA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 103.;
Comments: Detained at Richmond Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MARA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 181.;
Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 30 April 1853.

Surname: MARA; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 143.

Surname: MARA; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Description of crime: Possessing 3 stolen handkerchiefs; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3810;
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Comments: Convict states he widowed mother is dependant on his support. Petition signed by the church warden of all. Petition not dated, circa 1828-33.

**Surname: MARA; First name: WILLIAM;**

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 21;
Comments: Convict resides in Clare St, Limerick City with his mother father brother three sisters and is the chief support.

**Surname: MARA; First name: ELLEN;**

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 74;
Comments: Convict mother of 6 young children.

**Surname: MARA; First name: EDMOND;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Bruff, County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 119;
Comments: Convicts father resides in Cush, Co Limerick.

**Surname: MARA; First name: MARGARET;**

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 27

**Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

**Surname: MARA; First name: MICHAEL;**
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** MARA; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling; Sentence: 14 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** MARAGA; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/04/1813; Description of crime: Offences under the Whiteboy Act; Sentence: Death, Commuted to transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4040; Comments: Official reply stating that the convicts sentence should be mitigated to transportation for 7 years. Convict is advanced in years. Other defendant: Denis Broder alias Browder.

**Surname:** MARAGA; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 26/04/1813; Description of crime: Being 'Caravats'; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict and Denis Broder; Record reference code: PPC 4046; Comments: Convict was convicted with Denis Broder for the same offence. States he has a wife and three children. Covering letter for petition sent on behalf of the mitigation of Co. Cork, (petition not included in the file).

**Surname:** MARAGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 80.

**Surname:** MARAGHAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** MARAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 112.; Comments: Detained on Spike Island prison.

Surname: MARCEUN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26.

Surname: MARCUS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95.

Surname: MARELAND; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: MARGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MARGARET; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 261.

Surname: MARHHAM; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23.

Surname: MARIT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MARKAM; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See Comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon

**Surname:** MARKEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 13 f.;
Comments: Name struck out.

**Surname:** MARKEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Reilly alias Markey; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3150;
Comments: Petitioner was sentenced to transportation for 7 years. Prays that her child Michael, age 5 years, may be permitted to accompany her in banishment. States her husband James Markey was transported for life from Trim, Co. Meath in 1822.

**Surname:** MARKEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others;
Record reference code: SPP 403

**Surname:** MARKEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Brunskill Tndr; Date of document: 23/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 213;
Comments: Petitioner seeks permission to be released and expresses his intention of going to America. Petitioner declares, he has enemies in Co. louth

**Surname:** MARKEY; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 184.
**Surname:** MARKEY; **First name:** MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 6.

**Surname:** MARKEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BRIDE;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 15.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14/5/1855.

**Surname:** MARKEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

**Surname:** MARKEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Markey, residing in Navan, Co Meath.

**Surname:** MARKS; **First name:** CORMACK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 155.

**Surname:** MARKS; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony bullocks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 29.

**Surname:** MARKS; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Breaking & entering with arms in out-house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 173.
Surname: MARKS; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31.; Comments: Died in Smithfield prison 30 May 1853.

Surname: MARKS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Suspected robbers and Rebels in Army;
Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: MARLAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 16/07/1804; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1024

Surname: MARLEY; First name: DOMNICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 09/08/1817; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, Commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict & several others; Record reference code: PPC 4090;
Comments: Included is a letter from Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Convict had served 9 years in the South Mayo Regiment.Petitions dated, 26 Aug.1817 and 16 Jan.1818.Letter in connection with convicts case,endorsed:Law to take its cours

Surname: MARLEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 15/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 711

Surname: MARLEY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274.

Surname: MARLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196.

Surname: MARLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124.

Surname: MARLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126.; Comments: Discharge ordered 11\8\1858.

Surname: MARLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 6\8\1855.

Surname: MARLEY; First name: JOHN DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32.

Surname: MARLEY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1817; Date of document: 25/08/1817; Sentence: Death respited; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4112; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. States he served years in the Louth Mayo Militia. Char ref from William Orme, Co Mayo with whom the convict had been employed as a labourer.

Surname: MARLEY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Name of ship: TYNE 1819; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Marley, residing in Magovenagh, Co Mayo.

Surname: MARLOW; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 days; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2.

Surname: MARLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: MARMELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 94.; Comments: Detained on board Hulk 18\5\1836.

Surname: MARMION; First name: MALACHY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\5\1856.

Surname: MARMION; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66.

Surname: MARMION; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 67.

Surname: MARMION; First name: PEGGY;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50(f).

Surname: MARMION; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 05/08/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 90.; Comments: Died 30\8\1847. Name struck through.

Surname: MARON; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Marsh, George TR 6, p 170;

Surname: MARREN; First name: JAMES;

Surname: MARRIN; First name: JOHN;

Surname: MARROW; First name: ANDREW;

Surname: MARSDEN; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Sullivan, Mary;
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Surname: MARSH; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 22/02/1847; Date of document: 08/06/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 36

Surname: MARSH; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 75.;
Comments: Transportation 7 years unless bail given within 3 months himself £5 + 2 securities of £2.10 each. Ordered to be discharged 13\3\1856.

Surname: MARSH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: See comments;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 75.;
Comments: To find security in £5. Himself + 2 securities of £2.10 each within 3 months if not, given transportation 7 years. Ordered to be discharged 14\7\1856.

Surname: MARSH; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Maron, George;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 170.

Surname: MARSH; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: See comments;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 85.;
Comments: Sentence: Transportation 7 years if security not given within 3 months from himself in £5 and 2 surities of £2.10 each. Ordered to be discharged 12\11\1855.

Surname: MARSHALL; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc23;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Mullingar Gaol, Co. Westmeath and tried at the Lent Assizes in 1839.
Surname: MARSHALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 04/04/1799; Name of petitioner: General Johnson;
Record reference code: SPP 394

Surname: MARSHALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva barracks; Date of document: 10/07/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 712

Surname: MARSHALL; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 265.

Surname: MARSHALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: Killing 2 colts; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 126.

Surname: MARSHALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEBRUARY 1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 83.

Surname: MARSHALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 18/06/1861; Sentence: Prison sentence of 4 years;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 165.;
Comments: General court martial. To be returned to service on completion of sentence.

Surname: MARSHALL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 251.

Surname: MARSHALL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 2.

**Surname:** MARSHALL; **First name:** SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 182.

**Surname:** MARSHALL; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 83.

**Surname:** MARSHALL; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 108.

**Surname:** MARSHALL; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 2.

**Surname:** MARSHALL; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 50

**Surname:** MARSHALL; **First name:** W.E;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MARSHALL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** MARTEN; **First name:** MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1841; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113.

Surname: MARTEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MARTENSON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Date of document: 31/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 124.

Surname: MARTIER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Description of crime: Theft of £1; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2852;
Comments: Convict states that his father and three brother served in the Navy. Character references from Parish Priest of Ballymurrin (Co Waterford or Wicklow). Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs Impt.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 36; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 173;
Comments: Name struck out at register. Convict was granted a free pardon. N.S.T.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of trial: 17/03/1794; Description of crime: Burglary and assualt, Killincooley; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 44;
Comments: Document is a certificate of conviction.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 15/04/1815; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1311;
Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: DENNIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin.; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Habouring a number of journeymen lawyers; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1025; Comments: Convict is a publican and resides at Wornwood Gate, Dublin, States he has a wife and family, no details given.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Francis Martin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1026; Comments: Convict has a family, no details given.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 23/01/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1027; Comments: Convict resides in Irishtown, Co. Dublin. Several character references from the inhabitants of Sandymount, Co. Dublin. Petition endorsed;"Very bad and had a command'.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/02/1834; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Canning; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3713; Comments: Convict was convicted with Maria Canning as an accomplice to the murder of her husband. File contains correspondence in connection with the case.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 1810; Date of document: 16/04/1810; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 3989; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp. life, commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2 P 162; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 123; Comments: N.S.T.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of a bag and cloak; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 226; Comments: Convicts father, James, resides at No. 20 Vicar Street, Dublin City.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/05/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 41; Comments: Convict has a list of crimes relating to drink when in the 74th Regiment.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1 P 40; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 33; Comments: Convict released on condition that his mother takes him to England.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2 P 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 181

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of document: 30/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 11

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MYLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/1848; Date of document: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com.to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 56; Comments: Prisoner resided in Coolbawn, Co. Wexford.

**Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of document: 12/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Martin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 52

**Surname: MARTIN; First name: DANIEL;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Posting a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs-commuted 18 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 38

**Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOSEPH;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname: MARTIN; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 13; Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Linn, refused the offer of a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname: MARTIN; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Name of ship: GOVERNOR READY 1829; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Linn, residing at Chapel St, Kilrush.

**Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
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Surname: MARTIN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 19/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 119.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 162.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 125.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 121.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 8/10/1858.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM; Record reference code: TR 12, p 108.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 27/07/1847; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 37.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1855; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 14, p 10.; Comments: Mountjoy 7\9\1855. All the above struck out. Transferred to Penal Servitude book this prisoners sentence having been altered to 4 years P.S. Letter written to the Under Secretary relative to this sentence 6\8\1855.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PHILIP; Alias: Jordan;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 7.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 10.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 20\12\1854.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: THADEUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Assault with a bludgeon; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 79.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/10/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 26/03/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM; Record reference code: TR 12, p 117.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 15/04/1837; Description of crime: Having a stolen pig in his possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2.; Comments: Brother David, sentenced for same crime.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: AMBROSE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 80.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 140

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BRIDE; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 26.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\5\1855.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 71

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 201.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 17/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/01/1846; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 213.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: CONNOR;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: CONNOR;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1841; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 10/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Having a stolen pig in his possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2.;
Comments: Brother William Martin sentenced for same crime.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Posting threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 70.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment with hard labour from date of committal. January 18 - June 24 1848. Name struck through.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 225.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7.;
Comments: Died at Smithfield 26 July 1854.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 262.;
Comments: Discharge ordered 4\8\1858.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ISAAC;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 46.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY; Record reference code: TR 9, p 98.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 66; Comments: Convicts mother resides in Newtownstewart, Co Tyrone.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1855; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 14, p 10.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 171.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 217.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 104.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 80.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 83.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 91.;
Comments: Died 7 October 1850.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BORMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18.;
Comments: Returned from Bermude on JAMES 12\1\1854 and discharged from Spike Island.
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Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Forged will; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 95.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 51; Comments: Convict has a wife and 4 children.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Connors, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129.; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Depot.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 5\1\1856.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 13/10/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 117.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\11\1858.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Assault with a bludgeon; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59.
Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/05/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 29.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 61.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 163.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 119.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1841; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 40.;
Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: LARRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MARGARET;
Surname: MARTIN; First name: MARKS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to a conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 182.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 2 July 1853.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MARTHA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 219.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony spoons and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29(f).

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 13\3\1856.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 213.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MILES;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MARTIN; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 21/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 184.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: REV.JONH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 24/03/1800; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 490;
Comments: Petitioning Richard Annesley to intervene on his behalf to prove his liberty.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 1800; Date of document: 07/09/1802; Description of crime: Robbery of house of Laurence Rafferty, Co. Monaghan; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 720;
Comments: Convict has wife and six children, is a dealer by trade and resides at Enniskeen, Co. Monaghan. Several character reference including the Parish Priest of Dundalk and Enniskeen.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin; Date of trial: 1800; Date of document: 16/05/1802; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 771;
Comments: Several character references.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: PPC 3876;
Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict and one other, requesting that mercy may be extended to them. No date.
Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1833; Description of crime: Assault on horse; Sentence: Life trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 40;
Comments: Convict in New South Wales.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 15/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc98;
Comments: Convict was received on board the hulk from Dublin City gaol with Thomas Martin.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 15/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc98;
Comments: Convict was received on board the hulk from Dublin City gaol with John Martin.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1841; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: 7 years trans commuted to 2 yr impment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 63;
Comments: Convict with Patrick Donovan and others.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1841; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: 7 year trans commuted to 2 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 63;
Comments: Convicted with Patrick Donovan, others.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 04/11/1841; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: 7 years trans commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 63;
Comments: Convicted with Patrick Donovan, others.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Date of document: 21/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 56

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 27/07/1847; Date of document: 31/07/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 55; Comments: Prisoners residence given as Glencross, Co Donegal.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 03/1835; Date of document: 24/06/1854; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Bridget Martin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF1854 Misc 30

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1848; Date of document: 04/07/1855; Description of crime: Membership of Young Ireland Movement; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1855 010; Comments: Convict was granted a pardon in March 1854, on condition that he didnt return to the United Kingdom.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Catherine Sinn.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/11/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2
Surname: MARTIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: GOVERNOR READY 1829; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Catherine Sinn.

Surname: MARTIN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MARTIN; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dundalk; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Date of document: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MARTYN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 77.

Surname: MARWELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of document: 17/09/1800; Description of crime: Stealing money from Patrick Muckendon; Sentence: Transportation for seven years; Name of petitioner: Convict & four others; Record reference code: PPC 510; Comments: All five convicts convicted of same offense. Convicts Thomas & Mary Maxwell have four young children and resides at Bowsbridge, St. James Parish, Dublin. Second petition dated 30/09/1800. Thirteen references from the inhabitants of Bowsbridge, Dublin, including a parish priest and church warden

Surname: MARY; First name: DONAGHY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of document: 18/06/1826; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2931; Comments: Convict is a widow with four children. States her husband had served in the Army.

Surname: MASON; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 30; Comments: Convicts father, John, mother, Anne and his three sisters are all dependant on his support and live at 20, Bishops Street, Dublin.

Surname: MASON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath & assaulting a master; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 13

Surname: MASON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61.

Surname: MASON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46.

Surname: MASON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limeick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90.; Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation 14 years from date of conviction. Ordered to be discharged 5/2/1859.

Surname: MASON; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Walsh, Pat;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Imposter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 90.

Surname: MASON; First name: HENRY JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/02/1848; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 56.
Surname: MASON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 24/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 270.

Surname: MASON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1846; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139.

Surname: MASON; First name: HENRY; Alias: Joseph;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/02/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement of monies; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 33

Surname: MASSEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Winifred Massey; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 713

Surname: MASSEY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 21/12/1838; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 26(f).

Surname: MASSEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 107.

Surname: MASSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 190.

Surname: MASTERSON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship Alexandria; Date of document: 18/09/1798;
Description of crime: Involvement in the rebellion 1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 214;
Comments: petitioner is employed as a servant in a malt house in Dublin. He is originally from Co. Meath, declares he was compelled to join the rebels. There was no objection to petitions release.

Surname: MASTErSON; First name: CATH;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 201.

Surname: MASTErSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1856; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 11.

Surname: MASTErSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony meat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MASTErSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ESSEX 22/7/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168.

Surname: MASTErSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of geese and turkeys; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 201.

Surname: MASTErSON; First name: ROSE ANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71(f).

Surname: MASTErSON; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: CA 03/1821; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict and others; Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged are removed to the Dublin penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health, 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824, 3rd dated 6 Aug 1824

Surname: MASTERSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MASTERSON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MASTERSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena. Convict comes from Co Mayo.

Surname: MASTERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MATCER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 44.

Surname: MATCHET; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 31/10/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 9.; Comments: Detained at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin.
Surname: MATEER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc16

Surname: MATERSON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Name of ship: ISABELLA 5 MARCH 1840; Record reference code: CRF 1839 D 52; Comments: See convict Mary Dolan - CRF 1839 D 52.

Surname: MATHEW; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 31; Comments: Convict is from Lifford, Co. Donegal.

Surname: MATHEW; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 05/07/1820; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1532; Comments: Two character references from former employers. Served as a labourer from 1811-1816 and as a herdman for years.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Corbaly;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 05/11/1823; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict/ Catherine Blake.; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 1817; Comments: Both convicts convicted of same crime. Mathews is a mother of three children, husband deceased. Several signatures with Dublin addresses, offering security for convicts future conduct.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: TULLY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co. Louth; Date of document: 07/10/1808; Description of crime: Robbery in Co. Louth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3975; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Military Service. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried stating that he is not deserving of such a favour.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1 P 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 111

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/11/1813; Date of document: 04/06/1814; Description of crime: Stealing sheep and lambs; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4061; Comments: Convict has a wife and large family (no details given). Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, stating that he does not feel that the convict is worthy of a 'further extension of mercy'.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forging a name; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 193

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 W 10; Comments: Convict was convicted with Robert Walsh and Thomas O'Donnell for the same offence.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 186.

**Surname**: MATHEWS; **First name**: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a bullock; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 20\12\1854.

**Surname**: MATHEWS; **First name**: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 117; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

**Surname**: MATHEWS; **First name**: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony of shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61.

**Surname**: MATHEWS; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17.

**Surname**: MATHEWS; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1836; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 80.

**Surname**: MATHEWS; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Stealing bed, curtains and blankets; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48.

**Surname**: MATHEWS; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 30/08/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MATHEWS; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/09/1842; Description of crime:
Felony of watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 62.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime:
Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33(f).

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/06/1840; Description of crime:
Felony frock and bib; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 57.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime:
Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 148.;
Comments: Detained at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime:
Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 40.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime:
Robbery of a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 117.
Surname: MATHEWS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: TOBY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\4\1855.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is from Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 35

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Trans, commuted 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 172

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 10/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 46

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MATHEWS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Louth; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation from person; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MATTEAR; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2.

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89(f).

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: BENJANUN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1837; Description of crime: Fake personation; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 6.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 3 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 127.

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175.;
Comments: Detained at Kilmainham 23/03/1838.

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 118.

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 28/10/1862; Sentence: P.S. 4;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 166.;
Comments: Reg. 1st Bat. 11th Fort. General Court Martial Cork.

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 26/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony of plow chains; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 68.

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 18.

Surname: MATTHEWS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: MATURE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 29(f).

Surname: MAUGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3592;
Comments: Convict states he keeps a public house. Petition not dated possibly 1831.
Surname: MAUGHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on 12 April; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 187.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation for life.

Surname: MAUGHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 91.

Surname: MAUGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 70.

Surname: MAUGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: SURPRIZE;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation 7 years.

Surname: MAUGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 25/09/1830; Description of crime: Robbery of Thomas Byrne; Sentence: Death, (commuted to transportation); Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3510;
Comments: Convict offering to prosecute other accomplices to the robbery of Thomas Byrne. Other defendant: Edward Mc Can.

Surname: MAUGHLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3592;
Comments: Convict states he 'Keeps' a public house. Petition not dated, possibly 1831.

Surname: MAULEY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny second conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 320.

Surname: MAUME; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Minerva Convict ship; Date of document: 24/06/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Relationship of petitioner: Minerva; Record reference code: SPP 714

Surname: MAUNSELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 07/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27.

Surname: MAURE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 85.

Surname: MAURICE; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Date of document: 12/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 55

Surname: MAWE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Mullingar, Co.Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of document: 17/09/1800; Description of crime: HOUSE BREAKING; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others; Record reference code: PPC510; Comments: 13 references from inhabitants of Bowsbridge, St. James Parish, Dublin including a Parish Priest and a church warden. All convicts convicted of the same offense.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Galway Town; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder of Mary Maxwell; Sentence: Kept in custody; Record reference code: TR 1 P 107; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 23; Comments: Insane.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder of Mary Maxwell; Sentence: See comments; Record reference code: TR 1, p 107.; Comments: To be kept at close custody until pleasure of the Lord Lieutenant be known.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Pat McGerr;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 6.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Mc Garry William;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 14/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 150.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 03/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 58.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1842; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 72; Comments: Convict resides in the town of Garvagh, Co Londonderry and was employed as a carrier between Belfast and Garvagh. Convict has a large family.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 53; Comments: Convict has a wife and 2 children.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: OLIVER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 21; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of document: 17/09/1800; Description of crime: Stealing money from Patrick.
Muckendon; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others;
Record reference code: PPC 510;
Comments: All five convicts convicted of same offence. Convicts Mary & Thomas Maxwell have four young children and reside at Bowsbridge, St. James parish, Dublin. Second petition dated 30/09/1800. Thirteen references from the inhabitants of Bowsbridge, Dublin including a parish priest and church warden

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 19/10/1801; Description of crime: Stealing a five guinea note;
Record reference code: PPC 771;
Comments: George Ellis convicted of same crime. Letter from High Sheriff, Co. Westmeath, recommending the convict as objects of compassion on the grounds of their innocence of the alleged crime. Bridget Judge found to be sole culprit.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of document: 15/06/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Smithfield prison. Protestant prisoners.

Surname: MAXWELL; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: DOROTHY 1820;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Daughter, Susannah Maxwell, residing in Boyle, Co Roscommon.

Surname: MAY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 61;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother, Laurence, for the same offence. Both convicts reside in Mount Loftus, Co. Kilkenny.

Surname: MAY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board ship Dublin; Date of document: 15/08/1798; Description of crime: Member of the United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 215; Comments: Petitioner who is an orphan is apprenticed to Mr William Hodges of Henry St., Dublin. No objection was made to the prisoner being discharged

Surname: MAY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 185.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 224.

Surname: MAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 186.

Surname: MAY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 186.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 61; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John, for the same offense. Both convict reside in Mount Loftus, Co Kilkenny. Laurence May has a wife and seven children

Surname: MAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 195.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 50; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 26/6/1843.

Surname: MAY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 59.

Surname: MAY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniscorthy, County Wexford; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years com 12 months impt; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 31

Surname: MAYLOD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MAYNATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Prison; Date of trial: 21/08/1848; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M16

Surname: MAYO; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 8\7\1856.

Surname: MC ADAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny (cow stealing); Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 24/8/57

Surname: MC ADAMS; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from barrack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

Surname: MC ADOO; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 44

Surname: MC ADOO; First name: RACHEL;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 262

Surname: MC ADORY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2; Comments: Convict discharged ordered 14/2/55

Surname: MC AFFREY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: MC AGGES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: MC ALEARY; First name: ARDLE;

Sex: U; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: MC ALEER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 2; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 4/4/57

Surname: MC ALEER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC ALEER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/04/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: MC ALEER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Strabane, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 36;

Surname: MC ALEESE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs comuted to 2 yrs Imptl;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 62;
Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MC ALEET OR MC ELEER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/06/1845; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 44;
Comments: Prisoners residence given as Thomas St., Dublin.

Surname: MC ALICE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of document: 24/06/1824; Description of crime: Stealing 6 shillings and 8p; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2385;
Comments: Convict states that ten children in his family have died. Father is living. Crime committed in Belfast, Co. Antrim.

Surname: MC ALICE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Biddy Mackleanton, residing at Bellenare.
Surname: MC ALINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215

Surname: MC ALISHTER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Forsecue; Record reference code: SPP 400

Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 46

Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3

Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1841; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27; Comments: Everything struck through on register

Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk'Essex' Dublin; Date of trial: 1825; Date of document: CA 1825; Description of crime: Theft of four pieces of linen cloth; Sentence: Transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2722; Comments: Convict was tired at the Summer Assizes at Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim. Parents living.
Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/09/1813; Description of crime: Being involved in a dispute; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4053; Comments: Convict was a soldier in the Londonderry Militia from 19 February 1811 to 3 August 1812. Character reference from the major in the Londonderry Militia.

Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/12/1798; Description of crime: Taking the oath of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: John Ogle; Relationship of petitioner: Neighbour; Record reference code: SPP 339

Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Description of crime: Robbery of money from petitioner; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Davison; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle; Record reference code: PPC 2561; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his nephews sentence to imprisonment. States convict is the only son of his sister. Petition received 20 May 1825.

Surname: MC ALISTER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC ALLEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 262

Surname: MC ALLISTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: death commuted to life (from death sentence); Record reference code: TR 2, p 3; Comments: Name struck through on register

Surname: MC ALLISTER; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 7
Surname: MC ALLISTER; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 232;
Comments: SEE Mc Cardle, Anne TR 5, p 232

Surname: MC ALLISTER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co. Donegal; Date of document: 30/03/1832;
Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3684;
Comments: Letter, govenor of Lifford Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting convicts sentence till further orders.

Surname: MC ALLISTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Death, commuted to trans.life, commuted 2 yrs. impris;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 207

Surname: MC ALLISTER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard house of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798;
Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 332;
Comments: Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: MC ALLISTER; First name: IAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC ALLISTER; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: REGALIA 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that Colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Jane Holden, residing in the Liberty of Carrickfergus

Surname: MC ALONEY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: MC ALOO; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 Mc 54

Surname: MC ALOON; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 87

Surname: MC ALOONE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen, Fermanagh; Date of document: 13/03/1826; Description of crime: Street Robbery; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Rosey Mc Aloone; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2827; Comments: Convict is a native of Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh. Second petition dated 31 March 1826.

Surname: MC ALOONE; First name: U;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/1826; Date of document: 23/07/1826; Description of crime: Being present during a petty robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Rosey Mc Aloone; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2983; Comments: Petitioner resides in the Parish of Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh. States her husband died 7 years ago, leaving four orphans.

Surname: MC ALPHINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11m o 56

Surname: MC ANALLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66
Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Having stolen money in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to three months;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 195;
Comments: Sentence commuted or giving security in 3 months, 2 surities of £5 each

Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 56

Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 56

Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 40;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/5/1856

Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: KENNEDY, JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 1

Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 43
Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 38

Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Robbery of £5; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3437; Comments: Convicts parents are deceased; one sister is living and dependant on his support. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: MC ANALLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 29

Surname: MC ANANY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Omagh; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Date of document: 28/06/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Name of petitioner: James Mc Anany; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 31; Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment.

Surname: MC ANDREW; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life commuted 1 yrs impt.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 210; Comments: Convict report No. Mc 210. Name struck through on register

Surname: MC ANDREW; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: MC ANDREW; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded commuted Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 45

Surname: MC ANDREW; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 11/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Charles Atkinson and ors; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord; Record reference code: SPP 748; Comments: Prisoner resided in Ballina, Co. Mayo

Surname: MC ANDREW; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 26/08/1817; Description of crime: Robberies; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & several others; Record reference code: PPC 4090

Surname: MC ANDREW; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC ANEARNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p p 44

Surname: MC ANERNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 12 mths impt.; Record reference code: TR 5, p 177; Comments: Convict name struck through on register

Surname: MC ANISTER; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 131; Comments: Convict name struck through on register - dead.

Surname: MC ANNALLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 17/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 1 June 1853

Surname: MC ANNALTY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Having a stolen cow in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: MC ANNASON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 27/01/1799; Record reference code: SPP 550; Comments: A private in the Royal Irish Dragoons.

Surname: MC ANULTY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of oatmeal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 43

Surname: MC ARAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Possessing stolen potatoes; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 54

Surname: MC ARDELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 27/07/1814; Record reference code: PPC 4064; Comments: Letter on behalf of the Governors of the Dublin House of Industry, recommending that the convict (and several others) be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: MC ARDILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Suspected of stealing a mare and sheep; Record reference code: PPC 1345

Surname: MC ARDILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Suspected of stealing a mare and sheep; Record reference code: PPC 1345
Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 25;
Comments: SEE MC CABE, BERNARD TR 10, p 25

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 122;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 4/7/56

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 108;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island 11/8/1854

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: JAMES; Alias: JAS;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 15/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 57

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 258

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail);
Record reference code: TR 6, p 352

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT. 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/05/1814; Description of crime: Stealing iron and handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4058; Comments: Recommendations from the Recorder, for the mitigation of the sentences of several convicts. States convict is to be removed to the Kilmainham Penitentiary.

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue; Record reference code: SPP 400

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 7 year trans com to 12 mth imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 32

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from Barn; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment, Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 41

Surname: MC ARDLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MC ARDREY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of imprisonment: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Date of document: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Mc 9

**Surname:** MC AREAVY; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

**Surname:** MC AREAVY; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a shovel; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Ca
der of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

**Surname:** MC AREE; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from persons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 249

**Surname:** MC AREE; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Waylaying and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 183

**Surname:** MC AREE; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** MC ARTHUR; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 277
Surname: MC ATEE; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5 (f)

Surname: MC ATEE; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1841; Description of crime: stealing a padlock; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: MC ATEER; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 216

Surname: MC ATEER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3

Surname: MC ATEER; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co. Louth; Date of document: 1808; Description of crime: Stealing one sheep; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict & D. Mc Ateer; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 3974; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Dominick, for the same offence. Petition endorsed: 'If the Judge has or does recommend let them be transported.'

Surname: MC ATEER; First name: DOMINICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co. Louth; Date of document: 1808; Description of crime: Stealing one sheep; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 3974; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Owen for the same offence. Petition endorsed: 'If the Judge has or does recommend let them be transported.'

Surname: MC ATEER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick; Date of document: 21/04/1845; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 13;
Comments: Prisoner states that he lived in Newtownards, Co. Down.

**Surname:** MC ATIMNY; **First name:** ROSE ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 31/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 11; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 mc 108; Comments: Convict is a widow with nine children and reside in Lurgan, Co. Armagh.

**Surname:** MC AULAY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 2

**Surname:** MC AULEY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191; Comments: Convict name struck through on register.

**Surname:** MC AULEY; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 118 (f)

**Surname:** MC AULEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 5 yrs in case he cannot (See below); Record reference code: TR 7, p 69; Comments: Sentence. find security to keep the peace within 2 months

**Surname:** MC AULEY; **First name:** PETER; Alias: LEONARD THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

**Surname:** MC AULEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: MC AULEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 20/11/1827; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3285; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: MC AULIFF; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: MC AULIFF; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Suspected of theft; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mc 39; Comments: Convict had been twice transported to Botany and had on both occasions effected his return to Ireland before completing his sentences. He was transported on the 1st count for theft and on the 2nd for vagrancy. Convict was arrested in Feb 1836 on suspicion of theft and confined for further investigations.

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Attempting to compell to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 157

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 40; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 MC43; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 5/8/1836

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

**Surname:** MC AULIFFE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: returning from transportation; Sentence: death recorded commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/5/1836

**Surname:** MC AULIFFE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict discharge ordered 14/3/57

**Surname:** MC AULIFFE; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: HORY, JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25

**Surname:** MC AULIFFE; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: HORY, JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 34; Comments: Convict died on the 5th April 1849 name struck through on register.

**Surname:** MC AULIFFE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

**Surname:** MC AULIFFE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Aiding in Rape; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 33

**Surname:** MC AULIFFE; **First name:** OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31; Comments: Convict died in hospital may 1850 Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 18/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person (with Riordan, Barthdowm); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE OCT 1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103; Comments: Returned from Bermuda per 'james' 12 Jan 1854 and died 15 March 1854 at Spike

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Attempting to compell to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 157

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 154; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 20 April /54

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Description of crime: Charged under the vagrant acts; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1522; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and resides in Co. Cork, states he has been employed as a clerk by some of the most eminent Attornies in Cork and Dublin for the past 20 years.

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: BYRAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: AIDING IN THE ABDUCTION OF MAY FARRELL; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him. Recommends the convicts sentence by delayed till next winter when it may be decided if he discharged on giving security.

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: ADMINISTRATION OF UNLAWFUL OATHS; Sentence: Transportation for life.; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him. Recommends the convicts sentence be delayed till next winter when it may be decided if he should be discharged on giving security.

Surname: MC AULIFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Suspected of theft; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mc 39; Comments: Convict had been twice transported to Botany and had on both occasions affected his return to Ireland before completing his sentences. He was transported on the first count of theft and on the second for vagrancy. Convict was arrested in Feb 1836 on suspicion of theft and confined for further investigations.

Surname: MC AULLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 322
Surname: MC AULLLAN; First name: U;
Sex: U; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC AVEENY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of
crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 70;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/8/55

Surname: MC AVENEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime:
Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 7

Surname: MC AVINE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

Surname: MC AVINEA; First name: ELEONOR;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of
crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK
FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: MC AVINNE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Date of
document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MC AVLIFF; First name: DAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Date of document: / /;
Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: MC AVOY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Convicted as a Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail (see below); Record reference code: TR 3, p 218; Comments: Sentence. given in 3 months to keep the peace

Surname: MC AVOY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 66; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 8/11/56

Surname: MC AVOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: House stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: MC AVOY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 Mc 47; Comments: Convict was the servant to the prosecutor before being convicted. Convict has a wife.

Surname: MC AWARD; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 43; Comments: SEE WARD, CHARLES TR 9, p 43

Surname: MC AWEEENY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 125

Surname: MC AWEEENY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 23/07/1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: MC AWEEENY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 30/07/1842; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 Mc 55

Surname: MC BAY; First name: ROSY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery; Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 3555; Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offense. State they were confined 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: MC BEIN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Stolen bank notes in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

Surname: MC BIRNEY; First name: GEO;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Date of document: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74

Surname: MC BREARTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 09/03/1857; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 31

Surname: MC BRIAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: ALLY;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 250

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** BENJAMIN;

Sex: U; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 23/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted Impt. 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 MC35; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/5/1836 Name struck through on register

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield prison 30 July 1853

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 142

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 06/04/1846; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprt.;
Comments: Commuted to 12 months imprisonment April 20/49
Record reference code: TR 9, p 8;

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs;
Comments: Name struck through on register.
Record reference code: TR 6, p 53;

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 119;
Comments: Died in Mountjoy prison 19 May 1851
Record reference code: TR 7, p 119;

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 249;
Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 212;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex 11/8/1836

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 12/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 17

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: MC KENNA, THOMAS TR 11, p 151

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 43

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MC BRIDE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 10/1845; Date of document: 14/08/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: James Mc Bride; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 48

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC BRIDE; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Co Londonderry; Date of document: 04/05/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 P4

**Surname:** MC BRIEN; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, pg 31 (f)

**Surname:** MC BRIEN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Date of document: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 14

**Surname:** MC BRIEN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

**Surname:** MC BRINE; **First name:** MARTHA;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC. 1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 F

**Surname:** MC BRINE; **First name:** JOHN;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 33

Surname: MC BRYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/07/1852; Description of crime: Appearing armed + assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 87

Surname: MC BUIRE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6,p.89;
Comments: Convict was detained on Spike Island

Surname: MC BUNEY; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 5,p.248

Surname: MC BURNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 7

Surname: MC BURNEY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: MC BURNEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen,Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of trial: 23/12/1842; Date of document: 31/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 4;
Comments: Convicted with wife Frances Mc Burney.

Surname: MC BURNEY; First name: FRANCES;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Enniskillen Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of trial: 23/12/1842; Date of document: 31/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: George Mc Burney; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc; Comments: Convicted with Husband George Mc Burney.

Surname: MC BURNIE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 31/07/1840; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: MC CABE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: MC CABE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: MC CABE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 61 (f)

Surname: MC CABE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: MC CABE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 02/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from D House; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25

Surname: MC CABE; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 75

Surname: MC CABE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: MC CABE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 248

Surname: MC CABE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 21/4/55

Surname: MC CABE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/08/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on 13/11/1841; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 51

Surname: MC CABE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 31/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: MC CABE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 122; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 17/10/56

Surname: MC CABE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69;
Comments: SEE MC CABE, JAMES TR 8, p 69

Surname: MC CABE; First name: GILBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: MC CABE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 8

Surname: MC CABE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 16/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 282

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JAMES; Alias: FRANCIS, MC CABE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing the coulter of a plough; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT. 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69; Comments: Crime. Having a stolen ass in possession Sentence. Transportation 7 yrs

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 0O/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (unless bail in 6 mths); Record reference code: TR 1, p 183; Comments: Commuted not to go for 6 months impr. Names struck through on register.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 119

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 201

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 10

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony soap; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 164

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

Surname: MC CABE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 21/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/11/58

Surname: MC CABE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 15/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 57 F;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/7/55

Surname: MC CABE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42 (F)

Surname: MC CABE; First name: MARY; Alias: JOHNSTON;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 218

Surname: MC CABE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN JAN. 20/48;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 229

Surname: MC CABE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing and receiving; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 3

Surname: MC CABE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11

Surname: MC CABE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11
Surname: MC CABE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 10 Feb 1855

Surname: MC CABE; First name: PATRICK;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 80;  
Comments: Convict name struck through on register.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: PETER; Alias: SCOTT MATHEW;  

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 09/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: MC CABE; First name: RICHARD;  

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: MC CABE; First name: SAMUEL;  

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 06/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd convict; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 32;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 28/7/51

Surname: MC CABE; First name: STEPHEN;  

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;  

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 166

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and assault; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, 143

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and Assault; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 01/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 116

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

Surname: MC CABE; First name: TIM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 27

Surname: MC CABE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Date of document: 07/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 282; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged and sent to America.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a sheet and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22; Comments: Convict died in Cork Co. Goal 27 June 1853

**Surname:** MC CABE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots; Record reference code: PPC 1323; Comments: Report of the Provost of Strabane, Co. Tyrone.

**Surname:** MC CABE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots; Record reference code: PPC 1323; Comments: Reports of the Provost of Strabane, Co. Tyrone.

**Surname:** MC CABE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 09/07/1822; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1739; Comments: Refers to a former petition submitted on his behalf.

**Surname:** MC CABE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Description of crime: Felony of cloth; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2697; Comments: Petitioning to be sent off on the next ship. States he was removed from the hulk at cove, Cork to the Penitentiary on account of his ill health. Petition received in the year 1825.

**Surname:** MC CABE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of trial: 1825; Date of document: 31/08/1827; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3276; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. Included is a letter from John Irwin, Flowerhill, Co Roscommon to the convict agreeing to provide bail for his release Petition received; 6 Dec 1827.

**Surname:** MC CABE; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of document: 26/09/1827; Record reference code: PPC 3305; Comments: Letter, William O'Reilly, acknowledging receipt of letter informing him of the convicts commutation of sentence to 12 Months imprisonment. States that the keeper of the hulk had not been informed of the decision and as a result the convict has had to endure two additional months in prison.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Theft of a cap; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 216; Comments: Convicts mother, Catherine, resides at No. 1 Johnstons Lane, Dublin City.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Goal of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 19/08/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 38

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Maryborough; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of trial: 22/10/1845; Date of document: 20/11/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 62

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 12/1845; Date of document: 13/02/1846; Description of crime: Breaking and entering; Sentence: Transportation for 20 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 12; Comments: Prisoners family lived in Stillorgan, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen gaol; Date of document: 20/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 373;
Comments: A Reputable merchant in the town of Kells, Co. Meath.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, embarked on board the Pyramus, female convict ship, wife's name Catherine Mc Brien

Surname: MC CABE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/09/1799; Description of crime: Membership of United Irishmen;
Record reference code: SPP 749

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, waterford; Date of document: 28/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 750;
Comments: Prisoner resided in kilsoughan, barony of castleknock, Co. Dublin

Surname: MC CABE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Newgate gaol; Date of trial: 25/02/1850; Description of crime: burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc29

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A51;
Comments: Convicts wife Catherine Mc Cabe granted a free Passage to New South Wales. She resided in Omagh, Co. Tyrone

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Mc Brien, residing at Barah, Co Tyrone.
Surname: MC CABE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MC CABE; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Provost Gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 1803; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 829;
Comments: Convict has mother and four brothers living but father deceased. He is a cotton weaver by trade and resides at Fordans Alley, (Dublin).

Surname: MC CABE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Peggy Tender; Date of document: 29/06/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 848;
Comments: Convict resides at Barony of Darby, Monaghan. States he has wife and six children. Includes several character references.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: John Mc Cabe; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 1006;
Comments: Convict is a Coach Painter by trade and resides at No 3 Tennis Court, Townsend St, Dublin. Petitioner states convicts mother and sister one living. Character reference from the inhabitants of St Marks Parish, Dublin.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board The Peggy; Date of document: 24/06/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1007;
Comments: Convict states he was on his way to Scotland with his wife to receive part of her brothers fortune when he was arrested. Convict has one six children.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).
Surname: MC CABE; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of document: 05/08/1828; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 3439;
Comments: Ten affidavits from inhabitants of Co. Meath and Co. Cavan in testimony to the convicts innocence. Included is a character reference signed by several inhabitants from the convicts parish. Convict resides in Brakey, Co. Meath.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 75; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others;
Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost,

Surname: MC CABE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Date of document: 20/07/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc17;
Comments: Return of deaths on board the Middlesex! Convict died of Fever on 29 Oct 1839.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: MC CABE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Date of document: 08/1847; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 40;
Comments: Prisoner was a native of Skibereen, Co Cork.
Surname: MC CABE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Date of document: 26/09/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Catherine Mc Cabe; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 Mc 43

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Catherine Mc Brien.

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC CABE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CABE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MC CABE; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74 (F);
Comments: Entered in Embarkation book but no return from clerk of peace

Surname: MC CABRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 1;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 3/2/1836
Surname: MC CADANE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 143

Surname: MC CADHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: MC CAFFATY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co. Donegal; Date of document: 03/02/1818;
Record reference code: PPC 4087;
Comments: Letter, Sheriff of Co. Donegal, reporting on the convicts conduct during his confinement.

Surname: MC CAFFERTY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: receiving and having stolen goods in his possessio; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, JULY 1881;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 18

Surname: MC CAFFEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing notes out of a post letter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs + Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 88

Surname: MC CAFFLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 13/8/57

Surname: MC CAFFRAE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Date of document: 17/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 2
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Surname: MC CAFFRAE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3;
Comments: Name struck through on register not fit 17 June

Surname: MC CAFFREY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: MC CAFFREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny {2nd conviction}; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 11, p.59;
Comments: Died at Spike Island 22 June 1854; Justice Monaghan Enniskillen Assizes.

Surname: MC CAFFREY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny {2nd conviction}; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 10, p.90

Surname: MC CAFFREY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p.5(f)

Surname: MC CAFFREY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Passing a forged 30 shilling note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2984;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her son, John, for the same offense. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences. States her husband served 15 years in the Army; Received two broken legs (the result of an accident) and is the only remaining support of their three children. Petition received: 26 July 1826

Surname: MC CAFFREY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Passing a forged 30 shilling note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Sarah Mc Caffrey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2984; Comments: Convict was convicted with his mother for the same offense. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences. States her husband served 15 years in the Army; received two broken legs (the result of an accident) and is the only remaining support of their three children. Petition received; 26 July 1826

Surname: MC CAFFREY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc 32

Surname: MC CAFFREY OR CAFFERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: MARINER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Corcoran, residing at Abberille.

Surname: MC CAFFRY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny with previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 11, p.57 f

Surname: MC CAFFRY; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious assault so as to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: CALCUTTA {18/04/1837}; Record reference code: TR 2, p.61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 184; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham 23/03/1837. Convicts wife Ellen, resides at Florence Court, Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh, with their one child.

Surname: MC CAFFRY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CAGHESH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 8, pg.1

Surname: MC CAGHEY; First name: PHILL;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Name of ship: CLYDE {08/05/1838}; Record reference code: TR 2, p.131

Surname: MC CAHILL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 23/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny {Post Office}; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 4, p.18

Surname: MC CAHON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardhouse Dundalk; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue; Record reference code: SPP 400

Surname: MC CAIGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 5, p.77

Surname: MC CAIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p.67

Surname: MC CAINE; First name: J;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Donegal; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC CALL; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 18
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Surname: MC CALL; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2 (f)

Surname: MC CALL; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 74 F

Surname: MC CALL; First name: ISABELLA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 74 F

Surname: MC CALL; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 74 F

Surname: MC CALL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11

Surname: MC CALL; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 74 F

Surname: MC CALL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 288; Comments: Convict name struck through on register.

Surname: MC CALL; First name: MARY; Alias: CONNORS, M;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 358

Surname: MC CALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 233;
Comments: Convict resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim, with his wife and five children.

Surname: MC CALLESTER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 70; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 212

Surname: MC CALLISTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 3

Surname: MC CAMPBELL; First name: MARY; Alias: SEE KELLY, MARY;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: MC CAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: H O BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: MC CAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Edenderry, Kings; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Murder, Mary & Netty Gratton, Lord Harberton servant;
Record reference code: PPC 197;

Surname: MC CAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 416

Surname: MC CAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 25/09/1830; Description of crime: Robbery of Thomas Byrane; Sentence: Death, (commuted to transportation); Name of petitioner: John Maughan; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3510; Comments: Convict was convicted with John Maughan for the same offense. Petitioner, petitioning on his own behalf.

Surname: MC CAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: MC CANAGHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Aramagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC CANLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CANN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 04/06/1799; Description of crime: Treating two stolen skins; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 203; Comments: Convict was tanner and currier by trade.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Spike; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: MC CANN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Surname: MC CANN; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: MC CANN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life;

Surname: MC CANN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 04/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837;

Surname: MC CANN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: MC CANN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: MC CANN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854;

Surname: MC CANN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: U; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Comments: Convict lived at Rush in Co. Dublin.
Surname: MC CANN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: MC CANN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 18.5.1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 128

Surname: MC CANN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: 0;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 18/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48;
Comments: Theophilus James Esq. ordered to be discharged 8/11/55

Surname: MC CANN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: MC CANN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transp.10 yeras, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 63;
Comments: Name struck through register.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 2 P 114; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 63;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary, resides in Killowen, Coleraine, Co. Londonderry.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: U;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 19/10/1798; Name of petitioner: George Cuming; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 340;
Comments: See George Cuming.
Surname: MC CANN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Having a stolen mare in possession; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 17

Surname: MC CANN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 07/01/1799; Description of crime: Having pike heads in order to join the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 362; Comments: A native of the parish of Munterconnaught, Co. Cavan

Surname: MC CANN; First name: JAMES; Alias: John Carroll;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Record reference code: TR 8 p60; Comments: See under John Carroll

Surname: MC CANN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 12/07/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: SPP 751

Surname: MC CANN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC CANN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison Dublin; Date of document: 11/02/1800; Description of crime: Suspected of seditoner; Name of petitioner: William Mc Cann; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 491; Comments: Large family, no other details given. Convict originally from Carberry, Co. Kildare. Several character refs. including Henry Proctor with whom convict worked as a labourer and inhabitants of Carberry, Co. Kildare.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life, commuted three months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mc 31

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others;
Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** DONALD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rioting;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 3

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Lurgan, County Armagh; Date of trial: 12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 15

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 111;
Comments: Convicted with G Murphy and others.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 60;
Comments: See Carroll John TR 8 p 60.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Weatmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR 4 p 301;
Comments: Notation; MW (Matthew Winter).

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: MC CANN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CANN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CANN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: MC CANN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 6 p 114 Special Notes; T Mc K (Theodore Mc Kenna C.S.O).

Surname: MC CANN; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: TR 1 p 5

Surname: MC CANN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; 
Record reference code: TR 2 p 104; 
Comments: Special Notes; T.D (Thomas Drummond)

Surname: MC CANN; First name: ELINOR;
Sex: F; Age: 66; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: P H (28/3/1836); Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 3 mths imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 1 p 209; 
Comments: Convict ref file; Mc 31, 1836.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 2 p 33 (f); Comments: Special Notes; TD (Thomas Drummond)

Surname: MC CANN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2 p 128; Comments: Special Notes; TD (Thomas Drummond)

Surname: MC CANN; First name: FREDERICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 01/12/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6 p 2; Comments: Special Notes; Depot H.O. Returned from Bermuda on James 12th Jan 1854 and discharged from Spike Island.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Ballymena; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: TR 10 p 1; Comments: Notations; Ballymena quortes sessions. Barrister for Antrim. Died at Spike 26 March 1854.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: TR 11 p 1; Comments: Notations; J Gibson Asst Ban Hilary Sess.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 03/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony bread basket; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 3 p 58; Comments: Special notes TD (Thomas Drummond)

Surname: MC CANN; First name: JAS;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 5 p 141;
Comments: See Smith John.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 04/06/1851; Description of crime: larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR 11 p 55;
Comments: Notations; Recored Easter gr sessions. Ordered to be discharged 12/7/55.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 commuted 2 years;
Record reference code: TR 4 p 47;
Comments: Name struck through.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Mc Connell;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of ship: BURGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6 p 89;
Comments: Special Notes; H.O.B.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Arson;
Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 10 p 153;
Comments: Notation; Robert Tighe Est A.B Limerick sess. Ship Rodney 23.9.51.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3 p 123;
Comments: Notations; Refer (?) Name struck through.

**Surname:** MC CANN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting and injuring habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR 5 p 130;
Comments: Notations; R.D.
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3 p 124; Comments: Notes Justice Dogherty Entry struck out.

Surname: MC CANN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: MC CANN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MC CANNA; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: MC CANNA; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: MC CANNA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: MC CANNELL; First name: JOHN; Alias: MC CANN, JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89

Surname: MC CANNIN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Mc Fomoly;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Passing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: MC CARDEL; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted Transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8; Comments: Convict Ref. File: Mc 29, 1841

Surname: MC CARDEL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 08/04/1841; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 months impt.; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC CARDLE; First name: ANNE; Alias: MC CALLISTER;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: MC CARDLE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict does not appear very guilty.

Surname: MC CARDY; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ci Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 08/04/1843; Date of document: 20/04/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years T; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 17

Surname: MC CAREY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: MC CARNEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Impt. 3 months to find bail unless bailed T. 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 92 (f)

**Surname:** MC CARNEY; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: 7 years trans, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 65;
Comments: Mother of the convict resides at 52 or 53 Fishamble St Dublin.

**Surname:** MC CARRID; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/01/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 281

**Surname:** MC CARROLL; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Green St, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 16/02/1826; Description of crime: Pickpocketing 15s; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2829;
Comments: Convict has three children, and a husband serving in the Army in Bengal, East Indies. States her deceased father had a farm in Powers Court, Co Wicklow but was forced to move to Dublin when his lease expired. Petition received in the year 1826.

**Surname:** MC CARRON; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 2 yrs Impt.;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 40;
Comments: Name struck through on register.

**Surname:** MC CART; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 06/04/1836; Date of document: 18/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 185

**Surname:** MC CART; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Date of document: 15/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 185

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC CART; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: MC CARTAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 20/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 27; Comments: Prisoner died in Carrick-on-shannon Gaol, 19 July 1847.

Surname: MC CARTEN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 47

Surname: MC CARTEN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 10, p.25; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 23 Jan 1853

Surname: MC CARTEN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96

Surname: MC CARTER; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 265

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Good Boy;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ANASTASIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 21 (f)

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 08/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 256

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CALLAGHAN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: give security or transported;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CALLAGHAN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death recorded commuted transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 218

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 28/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24 (f)

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 16/09/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/4/56

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: SURPRIZE 30/7/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 33; Comments: Convict was convicted with Cornelius Ryan.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Date of trial: 14/06/1866; Sentence: Life having been commuted from death by shooting; Record reference code: TR 14, p 167

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death recorded commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 30
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 84;
Comments: Baron Richards commuted to one yrs imprisonment May 18/49

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 12/08/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 79

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 31

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes from workhouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 33

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 33

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHAS;
Sex: U; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 12/6/55

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB/55; Record reference code: TR 11, p 159; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 28/2/57

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CONN;

Sex: U; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT. 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25; Comments: Convict name struck through on register.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/5/55

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 Mc 70; Comments: Convict is a Farmer. Other defendant: Michael Sheahan.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DAN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28; Comments: Bros of John, sentenced for same offence

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL; Alias: GOOD BOY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 25/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE OCT 1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 28/12/1857

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/6/1856

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 101

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE OCT. 49; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 27/4/55

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1849; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL; Alias: CARTHY DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/7/55

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 38

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 6/2/57

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing Sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 34

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/2/56

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT. 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 38

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 12 (f)

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a gown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** HUMPHREY;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 1 Jan 1854

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5 Oct 1855

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/51;
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 148;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island 24/3/1854

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1846; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 35

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 99;
Comments: Convict name struck through on register.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 39;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 19/6/56

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Died at Spike Island 24/2/54

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 32

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/07/1840; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Discharge ordered 7/7/57

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37; Comments: SEE LEAHY, JOHN TR 10, p 37

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/08/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 35
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Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 02/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 42

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to kill; Sentence: Death 26/11/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 27/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Date of document: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 08/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 68; Comments: Convicts wife and five children reside in Doneraile, Fermoy, Co. Cork.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/7/1856

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 225

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 256

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 20 (f)

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 191;
Comments: Discharge ordered 4/6/57

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 131;
Comments: SEE WALSH, MARY

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for Life;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12 (f)

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony Buttocks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p. 29

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing an ass and butter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 116

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 10/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 84

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death recorded commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: OWEN;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 6/10/55

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 20/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/5/1836

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/51; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 99

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/02/1851; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a rope; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: S. D. HAVENING;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 28

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 80

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT, 1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 83;
Comments: Ship: not entered before only in embarkation book

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31;
Comments: Died at Spike 20 Jan 1854

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 30;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/7/55
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 28

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 Mc 37; Comments: Convict support a wife and four young children.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 29; Comments: Discharged ordered 4/3/57

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Rape and abduction; Sentence: Death recorded commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 16; Comments: Also other convicts were sentence to transportation.
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a chair and 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 42

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 108;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 20 feb. 1853

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Being accessory the fact robbery/dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 21

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 35

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 97;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/3/1856

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 18/05/1838; Description of crime: receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 25 (f)
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 66 F

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Vagrants; Sentence: Security in 6 months or Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 206;
Comments: SEE MARGARET DENNY AND MARGARET MURPHY

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 210;
Comments: 2 yrs imprisonment from committal (Feb. 1843) Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, P 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 74

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SPIKE;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 25;
Comments: Name struck thorough on register.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a shift; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: U; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 206

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: U; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 47

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: U; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Soliciting to murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 21F

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK JUNIOR;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/01/1836; Description of crime: larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 39;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/5/1836

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: OR CARTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56
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Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 39;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 11/2/1836

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 204

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a goat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 27

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 255

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 04/02/1850; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 38;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Prison 30 May 1852

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/51;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CORNELUIS; Alias: Baruele;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 10/08/1812; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1276; Comments: Letter from the clerk of the crown, Tralee, Co. Kerry on behalf of the convict expressing his desire to enlist in Military Service. Endorsed: Mc Carthy not fit for service.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1816; Date of document: 03/01/1817; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1410; Comments: Convict is a Slater by trade and has a wife and two children.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1821; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1583; Comments: Convict has been in prison four years awaiting prison. Wife and six children.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Aiding in the abduction of Mary Farrell; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, Listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1827; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Julian Mc Carthy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3133; Comments: Petitioner is a widower. Convict resides in Cork. Character references form Timothy Herlihy, a relative to Catherine Herlihy, a glover by trade, with whom the convict had served as an apprentice for 2 years. Convict ahd been detained in Cork Gaol from 24 February - 26 May 1827

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co Kerry; Date of document: 15/09/1827; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict & E O' Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Other convict; Record reference code: PPC 3192;
Comments: Petitioning for permission to take his wife (aged 24 years) and two children (aged 6 years and 2 years) with him. Eugene O'Sullivan petitioning on his own behalf.

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1 P 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 Mc 68;
Comments: Convict resides in Ennis, Co. Clare.

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Appearing armed, breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** THOMAS; Alias: Thomas Carty;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of document: 22/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 39

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Carthy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 47

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Court Martial at Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 19/04/1799; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Sophia Mc Carthy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: SPP 377;
Comments: A native of Bantry, CO. Cork

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** FLORENCE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoners and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/09/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 SC 2; Comments: Convicts daughter, Mary Mc Carthy, residing in the house of correction, Clonmel Co. Tipperary, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 29/06/1799; Sentence: transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Sophia Mc Carthy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 752

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 4; Comments: List of the free steelers arrived at the convict penitentiary house at Cork, and waiting a passage to New South Wales, Convicts sons Jeremiah, Patrick, and James

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Name of ship: GOVERNOR READY 1829; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Donoghue, residing at Kilbroggin.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/11/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 8; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children arrived at the convict penitentiary house, Cork. Daughter's name, Mary

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Date of trial: 1781; Date of document: 03/05/1781; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 5
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 15/04/1823; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: SHEEP STEALING; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2040; Comments: Convict had served 10 years in the Royal Navy. Crime committed in Grafton St, Dublin. Prays mitigation of sentence to Military Service. Father deceased. Petition received 17 July 1823.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: HUMPHREY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 23/08/1824; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2386; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Description of crime: Manslaughter of his wife; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2387; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Military Service with the African Corps. Convict states he married a second time in the same Parish and has a wife and one child,a mother and two brothers dependant on his support. States he is 5’ 11 in height. Petition received in the year 1824

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Co.; Date of trial: 03/03/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Record reference code: PPC 2389; Comments: Convict was convicted with two others under the Insurrection Act for being unlawfully assembled with others during the day and driving cattle from the lands of Cusduff in the Barony of Muskerry, Co. Cork. State his father was a tenant on the said lands and outlines why he was forced to commit the offense

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to cause grevious bodily harm; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H 37; Comments: Convict is a sawyer by trade and resides in Dublin. Other defendant: John Hud- son.
Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Rape and Aduction; Sentence: Death com trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 16;
Comments: Convicted with Denis Mc Carthy and other convict (CRF 1841 Mc 16)

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 10/12/1842; Date of document: 06/02/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: T 7 commuted to 2 years imprisonment reduced to 1; Name of petitioner: Robert Bennett;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 7

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1843; Date of document: 28/10/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 56

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 10/1843; Date of document: 04/12/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 62

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 07/08/1844; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Regan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 38;
Comments: Petitioner asks that prisoner be allowed travel to America, where her brother is living. Petitioner states that she lives near the town of Castlemartyr, Co Cork

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 22;
Comments: Prisoners residence given as Ballylaneen, Co Waterford.
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Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 22

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co Kerry; Date of document: 03/03/1847; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 7;
Comments: Prisoner lived in Killarney, Co Kerry.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 - commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 2

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MARY; Alias: Walsh;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 131

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 40

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens land; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Date of document: 04/01/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: AUSTRALASIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc 2

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens land; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Date of document: 04/01/1854; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: EARL GREY;
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Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc 2

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Mary Donoghue.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: / /;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: BORODINO 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, residing at Castleisland, Co Kerry.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Mc Carthy, residing at Drumleague.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Name of ship: MARIA 1818;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Two sons of convict residing in Tralee, Co Kerry.

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Name of ship: PROVIDENCE 1811; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Margaret Mc Carthy, (wife) residing in Co. Clare.

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: GOVERNOR READY 1829; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name Mary Donoghue

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Deserting her child; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 5 March 1835.

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JOHN JNR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/02/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** MC CARTHY; **First name:** DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC CARTHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 24; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/7/1836

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: HENNY;

Sex: U; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 22/11/1839; Description of crime: obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 22/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 2

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 04/1826;
Description of crime: Theft of meal and seeds; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2887;
Comments: Crime committed in Ballymullan, Co Down. States his parents are dependant on his support. Character references.

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 01/05/1826;
Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2904;
Comments: Convict lived 10 years as a Servant to a farmer in Ballymullin Co Down. States his parents are dependant on his support.

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 30/05/1820;
Description of crime: Breaking meal store of Messrs, Mercers; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2917;
Comments: Convict resides in Ballymullan, Co Down. States he has an aged mother dependant on his support. Petition endorsed with note from convicts mother, Mary Mc Cartney, stating that her son was removed to the Hulk Essex in Kington Bay on the 13 May 1826

Surname: MC CARTNEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC CARTY; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC CARTY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 15/01/1843; Date of document: 26/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny of watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 100

Surname: MC CARTY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1821; Date of document: 04/1825; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4155;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Crime was committed in the Parish of Kilgarvin Co Kerry. Petition received; 6 April 1825.

Surname: MC CARTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Date of document: 28/02/1841; Description of crime: Accessory to burning a house;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc14;
Comments: The convict has not yet been convicted.

Surname: MC CAUGHLEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: MC CAUL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 51

Surname: MC CAUL; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 51

Surname: MC CAUL; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tyrone; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 51

Surname: MC CAUL; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Johnston;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 51

Surname: MC CAULEY; First name: ANNE, J;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 290

Surname: MC CAULEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 144; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island 13/2/1854

Surname: MC CAULEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 19/03/1825; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4157; Comments: Convict has a wife, two children and his mother dependant on his support. Char ref signed by the inhabitants of the City of Armagh. Other defendant; Jane Hanlow.

Surname: MC CAUSLAND; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: MC CAUSLAND; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Date of document: 09/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 63

Surname: MC CAVET; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

**Surname:** MC CAW; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 20/04/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a watch; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2042; Comments: Convict served 16 years in military Service, has a wife and large family, no details given.

**Surname:** MC CAWELL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

**Surname:** MC CAWLEY; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT. 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 43

**Surname:** MC CAWLEY; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 24

**Surname:** MC CAWLEY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 244

**Surname:** MC CAWLEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings co; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death on 31/8/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100; Comments: Name struck through on register.
Surname: MC CAWLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus Antrim; Date of document: 28/08/1827; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3174; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and is a native if Kiney, Co. Antrim. States he is a weaver by trade.

Surname: MC CAWLEY; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not tried; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 07/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 245; Comments: Prisoner seeks to be allowed to emigrate to America

Surname: MC CAWLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing Fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 146; Comments: Detained; Spike Island

Surname: MC CAY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33

Surname: MC CAY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 15/07/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Jane Mc Cay, sister- in-laws name, Eliza Doherty.

Surname: MC CELLA; First name: BARTLEY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of document: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 29

Surname: MC CENNEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Maliciously maiming a horse; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

Surname: MC CHESNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 02/06/1857; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMELL APRIL 1853; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 128

Surname: MC CHRISTLE; First name: MARY, ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, P 195; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 81

Surname: MC CLEAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837; 
Comments: Detained: Kilmainham 23 March 1837

Surname: MC CLEAN; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 3/2/1836

Surname: MC CLEAN; First name: JOHAN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Comments: Name struck through

Surname: MC CLEAN; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Comments: Convict has three children.

Surname: MC CLEAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 Mc 44; Comments: Convict was prosecuted by his own father from whom he took the cows.

Surname: MC CLEAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Possibly spelt Mc Lean;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 206; Comments: See also CRF 1837 Mc 199. John Mc Lean; as there is a possiblity that it may be the same convict.

Surname: MC CLEAN; First name: PHIL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexandria prison ship; Description of crime: Held without charge; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 234

Surname: MC CLEAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: MC CLEAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Record reference code: PPC 3896; Comments: Letter, Joseph Glenny, Law Agent, requesting that he be permitted access to the convict (and three others) to prepare their defense. Convicts were removed from Newry Military gaol and discharged by the court of the Kings Bench but later re-arrested

Surname: MC CLEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: MC CLEERY; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

**Surname:** MC CLELAND; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of document: 19/04/1824; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mother (name not given); Record reference code: PPC 2391; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of her sons sentence to Foreign Military Service. Petitioner is a widow and resides with three children at Banbridge, Co. Down and has a son in the Army.

**Surname:** MC CLELAND; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 09/1824; Date of document: 01/1825; Description of crime: Stealing 14 yrd of Linen; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4130; Comments: Convict is a widow with six children. Petition received; 18 Jan 1825.

**Surname:** MC CLELLAND; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 248

**Surname:** MC CLELLAND; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 206

**Surname:** MC CLELLAND; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 133

**Surname:** MC CLELLAND; **First name:** LODDY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 15/03/1837; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc25; Comments: Medical Inspectors report.

**Surname:** MC CLEMAN; **First name:** ARTHUR;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CLENAGHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 1

Surname: MC CLENAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3

Surname: MC CLENAGHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 29

Surname: MC CLENAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC CLENN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 88;
Comments: Detained Smithfield

Surname: MC CLENNAGHAN; First name: ALEX;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: MC CLEOD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33
Surname: MC CLEON; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC CLERY; **First name:** ARCHIBALD;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 2; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 26/7/56

Surname: MC CLIMART; **First name:** DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 10 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC CLIMONT; **First name:** DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 40; 
Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged 22/1/1858

Surname: MC CLINCHY; **First name:** FRANCIS;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: MC CLINCHY; **First name:** FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 26

Surname: MC CLINTOCK; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry city; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 120

Surname: MC CLINTOCK; **First name:** ISABELLA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 91; Comments: Convicts mothers resides near the town of Strabane, Co Tyrone. See Anne Meenan CRF 1836 M91.

Surname: MC CLINTOCK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Description of crime: Assault sheep robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Maryanne Mc Clintock; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 9

Surname: MC CLINTOCK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 18; Comments: Convicted with John Bradley and John Shields.

Surname: MC CLINTOCK; First name: ISABEL;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CLORKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 171; Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged 8/11/58

Surname: MC CLOSKEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 265; Comments: See Gallagher Anne TR 3, p 265

Surname: MC CLOSKEY; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 57; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 6.1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 262
Surname: MC CLOSKEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to trans. 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 183; Comments: Detained Kilmainham 3/4/1837 Name struck through.

Surname: MC CLOSKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 108.

Surname: MC CLOSKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 3.

Surname: MC CLOUD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford Co; Date of document: 20/09/1823; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2043; Comments: Parents deceased.

Surname: MC CLOUGHREY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing 2 knives; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1.

Surname: MC CLOUGHRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 123.

Surname: MC CLOY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1837; Description of crime: Setting fire to a house; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 (f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 205;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her father, Peter, for the same offence. Both convicts reside in the Parish of Maghera, Co. Londonderry.

**Surname:** MC CLOY; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1837; Description of crime: Setting fire to a house; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 205;

Comments: Convict was convicted with his daughter Mary, for the same offence. Both convicts reside in the Parish of Maghera, Co. Londonderry.

**Surname:** MC CLUNE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Sacrilege and Larceny from Church; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 Mc 76

**Surname:** MC CLUNEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Description of crime: Possessing stolen shirts and stockings; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Widow McCluney; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3056; Comments: Petitioner states five of her sons died fighting in the peninsula war, Convict is her sole support. Petition signed by the vicar of Dungannon, Co. Cork. Petition received, 6 April 1827

**Surname:** MC CLURE; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 1

**Surname:** MC CLURE; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 11

**Surname:** MC CLURE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co. Down; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

**Surname:** MC CLURE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim CO. gaol; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 235; Comments: Petitioner was an inhabitant of Belfast, when he was a jeweller. Petitioner states he has regularly applied for a trial but without success. Petitioner seeks to be granted bail

Surname: MC CLURE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of document: 26/07/1799; Name of petitioner: self; Record reference code: SPP 753

Surname: MC CLURE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: CO Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1867; Date of document: 06/06/1867; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life; Name of petitioner: Mathew Minch; Relationship of petitioner: Chairman Athy T C; Record reference code: CRF 1867 Mc 19

Surname: MC CLURKAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: uttering a forged note; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Comments: detained Kilmainham Jail 23 March 1837

Surname: MC CLURKAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3

Surname: MC CLURKIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 173; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Drummaul, Tamlough, Co. Antrim.

Surname: MC CLUSKER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: ROSE (OR KAIM);
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 2/1/1856
Record reference code: TR 3, p 265

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAXON APRIL 1852;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 28/7/51
Record reference code: TR 11, p 43

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: JAS;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: House Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORO;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 121

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death record 1st May 1841;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 283

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict had also been convicted for assault at the Lent Assizes of Carrickfergus Co. Antrim, and sentenced to two years imprisonment.
Record reference code: TR 1, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 Mc 73

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing yarn; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 222

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 16/08/1836; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mc 73

Surname: MC CLUSKEY; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years commuted 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mc 87

Surname: MC COAY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: MC COLGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: MC COLGAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 18/04/1810; Description of crime: Passing and putting off forged Guinea notes; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3994; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending remission of the convicts sentence on condition of transportation.

Surname: MC COMAS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: MC COMB; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14 February 1855

Surname: MC COMB; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged 5/1/56

Surname: MC COMB; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: MC CONAGHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: MC CONAGHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a watch, wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 49

Surname: MC CONAMY; First name: MARY;
Surname: MC CONBREY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 19/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2; Comments: Detained Spike Island

Surname: MC CONE; First name: JAMES;

Surname: MC CONE; First name: JAMES;

Surname: MC CONNAN; First name: JOHN;

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: ALEXANDER;

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: ELIZABETH;
Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 122

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/03/1856; Description of crime: manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 10

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 19/11/1838; Description of crime: Felony handerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 10/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person with violence; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 189

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 10/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person with violence; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 189

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Post Office Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 1;
Comments: commuted two years imprisonment from date of committal

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1856; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 10

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/06/1844; Description of crime: Stealing cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 75

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 50; Comments: Prisoner discharged from Londonderry Gaol, October 1949.

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1830; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Battle of Mackin (13071829); Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mc 127; Comments: Convicts wife Mary, resides in Mackin, near Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh with their seven children. Convict was transported to New South Wales for being involved in the Battle between the Orangemen and country people in Mackin.

Surname: MC CONNELL; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: MC CONNOLLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15; Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: MC CONNUIN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE 10/49; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17; Comments: Convict Ordered to be discharged 21/4/55

Surname: MC CONONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOV 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 41
Surname: MC CONVILLE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: MC CONVILLE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN (JAN 1848); Record reference code: TR 6, p 259

Surname: MC CONVILLE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 197

Surname: MC CONVILLE; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 11/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/3/1837 OR 15/11/37; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5(f)

Surname: MC CONVILLE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 182; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 17 February 1852 Reg. 1406

Surname: MC COOEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co.Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Date of document: 03/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 Mc 59

Surname: MC COOEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 12, p 108;
Comments: Feloniously causing bodily injury to Jas Eastwood dangerous to life with intent to murder him.

Surname: MC COOK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 26/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 53; Comments: Convict discharge ordered 20/04/57

Surname: MC COOKE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: I; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218

Surname: MC COOTE; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/57; Record reference code: TR 11, p 112

Surname: MC CORD; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 35

Surname: MC CORD; First name: PEGGY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 11, p 74 F

Surname: MC CORD; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alxander tender, Dublin; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: Arrested for not having a pass; Record reference code: SPP 236; Comments: A Letter from Capt. John Milliken testifies to prisoners good character. Prisoner is afreeman of the Corporation of Weavers and is of the protestant religion.

Surname: MC CORE; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander; Name of ship: ALEXANDER;

© National Archives, Ireland
Record reference code: PPC 3820;
Comments: Char refs from several, stating that the convict is a Silk Weaver by trade and resides in the Coombe, Dublin. Convict is a Freeman of the City of Dublin and the Weaver Corporation. No date, circa 1805-16.

Surname: MC CORKELL; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 (f);
Comments: Convict bailed in 3 months to keep peace for 7 yrs

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation Life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 57;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/7/1836

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 77

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 2 April 1850;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 159;
Comments: commuted to 6 months imprisonment. Hard Labour. Name struck through convict ref. File Mc3, 1836

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation Life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 77

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92; Comments: Detained Spike Island

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 176; Comments: commuted to 1 yr imprisonment convict ref. file; Mc23, 1836

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Cussack;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62; Comments: Convict discharge ordered 15/01/57

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 18/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving & having in possession stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72; Comments: convict ordered to be discharged 24/6/56

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 31/07/1845; Description of crime: Murder of his wife; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Patrick, John and Thomas; Relationship of petitioner: Sons; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 33
Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Felonius assault; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 24

Surname: MC CORMACK; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 15/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MC CORMACK OR DOWENS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139; Comments: See Dowens, Patrick TR 4, p 139

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 59; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 59; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 2

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: for twice receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/07/1853; Description of crime: stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB 1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126; Comments: convict ordered to be discharged 10/09/58

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of Indian meal and clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 131

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Lending a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JOHN; Alias: 18;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152; Comments: convict ordered to be discharged 23/8/56

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMEBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 57

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MALACHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and receiving goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 28/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89 (f)

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 23/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 87 (f)

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1844; Description of crime: Felony of sugar; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 53; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 170; Comments: Detained Kilmainham (15/11/1836)

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Felonious Assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE 10/49; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93; Comments: convict ordered to be discharged 15/5/55

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Assembling & imposing unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 171; Comments: Detained Kilmainham Discharged

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Violating a child; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 112; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy prison on 29 September l851

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177; Comments: Convict died in Mountjoy Prison 29 September l851

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 4

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Unlawfully taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 152

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 27/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 141

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 284

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 269
Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 15/01/1845; Description of crime: receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 325

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: ANNE JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 207

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 89 (f)

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTTER 6/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 251

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 268

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: CONNOR;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65;
Comments: convict ordered to be discharged 14/8/55 Discharged

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hilk Essex, 22/7/1836

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: REBECCA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 17/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J. W. DARE DEC. 1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony of Cruet Stand; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY 15/2/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (f); Comments: See Kyle, Sarah TR 9, p 73

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: STEWART;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4; Comments: commuted to 1 years imprisonment with hard labour

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: stealing bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield prison on May 24, 1852

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Date of document: 29/05/1827; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: William Robert Scott; Record reference code: PPC 3105; Comments: petitioner refers to a former petition which he had submitted on the convicts behalf. Petitioner resides at No.32 old Church St., Dublin.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.
Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 153

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/1848; Date of document: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 31; Comments: Discharged on medical grounds, August 1848.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 37

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 09/1835; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Cormick; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1835 10; Comments: Convicts wife requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 133; Comments: See also FS 1839 130

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 31/12/1839; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: FS 1839 130

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Sending threatening letters; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 07/1824; Date of document: 26/01/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of money from house; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Cormick; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2830; Comments: Petitioner refers to two former petitions submitted by her on her husbands behalf. States her son was killed by a 'Thunderbolt'.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1011; Comments: Convict is a Huxterer by trade and resides at school house lane, Dublin. States he has a family (no details given). Several character references from the inhabitants of Dublin.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of document: 26/05/1823; Description of crime: Robbery of a bleach green; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2045; Comments: Includes cover note for petition dated 9 June 1823 and endorsed. This is no case to refer to the judge.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 28/09/1824; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Mary Mc Cormick; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2393; Comments: Convict has four children and resides at lettergunnel, Co. Longford. Convicts petition recieved in the year 1824.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 29/08/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2394; Comments: Convict was convicted on suspicion of being concerned on having knowledge of a robbery. States he has a family, no details given. Several character reference including three Parish Priest of Co. Roscommon.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Londonderry.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Trans life, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mc 23

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of trial: 03/1824; Date of document: 16/04/1825; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen sack; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Mary Mc Cormick; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 4169; Comments: Convicts wife is pregnant with their fourth child. Petition signed by several including a Parish Priest. Convicts petition received; 2 April 1825.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Navan; Place of imprisonment: Trim; Date of trial: 02/01/1844; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 6

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 21

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Sending of threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 75

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Longford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Riley, residing at Marys Lane, Dublin.

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: MC CORMICK; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC CORMICK OR CONNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 57;  
Comments: See Connor, John TR 5, p 57

Surname: MC CORRY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 8;  
Comments: convict 5/4/1849 Died in depot

Surname: MC CORRY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 8;  
Comments: 5/4/1849 died in depot

Surname: MC CORY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 13/08/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct;  
Record reference code: TR 14, p 168;  
Comments: Mountjoy to Pentonville London 24/10/1866 convicted of Fenianism Sent from England to Austrilia Oct 1867

Surname: MC COURT; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: death 21st August;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 152;  
Comments: 7 March l849 Died in depot

Surname: MC COURT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 184

Surname: MC COURT; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Description of crime: Breaking into shop; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 132

Surname: MC COURT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 262

Surname: MC COURT; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 05/08/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Patrick Mc Court; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 29

Surname: MC COURT OR CLUKIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: co Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 129

Surname: MC COURTERAY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 19/07/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC COURTNEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 21/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/11/56

Surname: MC COWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Date of document: 19/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Mc 45

Surname: MC COY; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 178; Comments: Convict discharged order 06/07/57

Surname: MC COY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 118

Surname: MC COY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: MC COY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 04/1848; Date of document: 11/09/1848; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 65

Surname: MC COY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC COY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC COY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 13/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 61st Foot Regiment.
Surname: MC COY; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC CRACKEN; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 07/07/1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 19 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 41; Comments: everything struck through

Surname: MC CRACKEN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 71; Comments: File missing.

Surname: MC CRACKEN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 62

Surname: MC CRACKEN; **First name:** LUCY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/01/1855; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 254

Surname: MC CRACKEN; **First name:** LUCY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 13, p 233

Surname: MC CRACKEN; **First name:** HENRY JOY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 31/07/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 28; Comments: Prays to be removed to another part of the gaol on account of his ill health. Includes a letter on behalf of the convicts sisters, residing in Belfast, Co. Antrim requesting permission to see their brother
Surname: MC CRACKIN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of document: 19/06/1800; Description of crime: House breaking; Name of petitioner: Convict and 4 others; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 448; Comments: All convicts convicted of the same crime. Pray permission to enlist in the 18 Light Dragoons. Convict has a wife and family, resides at Newtownards, Co. Down and is a yeoman in the Newtownards Infantry.

Surname: MC CRAINE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 20/03/1795; Description of crime: Burglary of house, Newry, Co Down; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 56; Comments: Certificate of conviction

Surname: MC CRAITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: MC CRAITH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7 p 261

Surname: MC CRAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105; Comments: commuted to 18 months imprisonment name struck through

Surname: MC CRANCY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Name of ship: I; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC CRANEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: MC CREA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1;
Comments: See Collins, John TR 9, p 1

Surname: MC CREADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 85;
Comments: See Mc Creevy, John TR 10, p 85

Surname: MC CREADY; First name: ROBERT (JR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3

Surname: MC CREADY; First name: ROBERT (SR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3; Comments: Died Richmond Depot 28/2/1848

Surname: MC CREADY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 22/02/1848; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 6; Comments: Prisoner died in Richmond Convict Depot, 20 February 1848.

Surname: MC CREANOR; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots; Record reference code: PPC 1323; Comments: Report of the Provost of Strabane, co. Tyrone.

Surname: MC CREE; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Robbery of a watch; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and Jane Garner; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3566; Comments: Convict was convicted with Jane Garner, for the same offense. Petition not dated, possibly 1831.

Surname: MC CREEDY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55; Comments: See Mc Creery, John TR 11, p 55

Surname: MC CREEDY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONISIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 3

Surname: MC CREEDY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 19/10/1822; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Tran 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2048; Comments: Convicts wife deceased since the date of petition. leaving 4 children,

Surname: MC CREEDY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery; Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 3555; Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offence. State they were confined for 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: MC CREEDY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy - robbery; Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 3555; Comments: Convict was convicted with ten others females for the same offense. State they were confined 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.
Surname: MC CREEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of document: 09/03/1853; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 Misc17

Surname: MC CREERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY '57;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 25/5/55

Surname: MC CREERY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 10/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 197

Surname: MC CREERY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 8

Surname: MC CREETY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 235

Surname: MC CREEVY OR CREADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 85

Surname: MC CREIGHT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29

Surname: MC CRONEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 9

Surname: MC CRONY; First name: JAMES OR HULLY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Comments: Detained: Kilmainham 23/3/1838

Surname: MC CRONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 12/12/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 6

Surname: MC CROONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: MC CROREY; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 02/09/1824; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Mc Crorey; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2396; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of her sons sentence to Military Service. States she has seven children. Several character references. Endorsement; 'signature forgeries'.

Surname: MC CRORY; First name: TAIDY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: MC CRORY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: MC CRORY; First name: FERDINAND; Alias: Rodgers;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 104; Comments: Convicts parents are deceased.

**Surname:** MC CRORY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 07/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 245; Comments: Prisoner seeks to be allowed to emigrate to America

**Surname:** MC CRORY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: on board a tender; Date of document: 12/01/1799; Description of crime: Concerned in a conspiracy at Athlone; Name of petitioner: Major Sandy; Record reference code: SPP 417; Comments: Formerly attached to the Royal Downshire Militia

**Surname:** MC CRORY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** MC CRUDDEN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 143; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 5; Comments: Convict lived at Scotstown in Co. Monaghan and worked as a Farmer. Convict has a mother, father and wife to support.

**Surname:** MC CRUMB; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 26/07/1844; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 4

**Surname:** MC CRUMB; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: MC CRUNY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 46

Surname: MC CUADY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: TR 13, p 35

Surname: MC CUCKARD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Canvan; Date of trial: 08/07/1843; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: 3 mths bail if not Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15

Surname: MC CUDDEN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 14/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 327

Surname: MC CUDDEN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Date of document: 03/08/1827; Description of crime: Stealing 13 hanks of linen yarn; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3153; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children (from his wives previous marriage) and is a native of Lisnastrane, Clonor, Co. Tyrone. States that he moved to Ballygawley, from years previously to support his wife and her children.

Surname: MC CUDDEN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Dunleary; Date of document: 29/08/1827; Description of crime: Embezzling linen valued @ 1s 4d; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3227; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given). Signatures of a Parish Priest of Clinor verifying the convicts petition.

Surname: MC CUDDEN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years, commuted to 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 19; Comments: Convicts parents reside in Belfast, Co. Antrim. States he is their only son.

**Surname**: MC CUDDES; **First name**: BARNEY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; Comments: list of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife’s name Nelly Quinn

**Surname**: MC CUDDES; **First name**: BARNEY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A52; Comments: Convicts wife Nelly Quinn granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided at Caol Island, Co. Tyrone

**Surname**: MC CUDDES; **First name**: BARNEY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Name of ship: MORLEY 1829; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Nelly Quinn, residing at Coal Island, Co. Tyrone.

**Surname**: MC CUDDES; **First name**: BARNEY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Nelly Quinn.

**Surname**: MC CUDDIN; **First name**: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

**Surname**: MC CUE; **First name**: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded (commuted transportation life); Record reference code: TR 1, p 67
Surname: MC CUE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: MC CUE; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 22/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 196; Comments: Detained: P>H> (15/11/1836)

Surname: MC CUE; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 297

Surname: MC CUE; First name: ESTHER;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9 pg 31 (f)

Surname: MC CUE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: MC CUE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny of a Pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs Imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 272; Comments: Name struck through

Surname: MC CUE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163; Comments: Detained: P.H. (13/10/1836)

Surname: MC CUE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 07/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony sack and tups; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: MC CUE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

Surname: MC CUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 67

Surname: MC CUE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 22/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: MC CUE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: STEALING A BANK NOTE; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC CUEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 143

Surname: MC CUFFERTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC CULCHEEN (MC CUTCHEEN); First name: JOHN;
Surname: MC CULE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: receiving stolen plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 37 (f)

Surname: MC CULKIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 159

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218;
Comments: See Kinney, Anne TR 4, p 218

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless she finds security g/b;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 110 (f)

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 16/04/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 9 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 176;
Comments: Name struck through

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 49

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248; Comments: Died at Spike Island 14 February 1854

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: THOMAS (JR);

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 49

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: THOMAS (SR);

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 49; Comments: Dead

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1841; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171; Comments: Commuted Transportation 7 yrs

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 234

Surname: MC CULLAGH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 05/04/1797; Description of crime: Being a leader of the defenders; Record reference code: SPP 29; Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict stating that he is prepared to enter into military or naval service

Surname: MC CULLEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/5/55

**Surname:** MC CULLEN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/5/55 Discharged.

**Surname:** MC CULLOCK; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Administering poison; Sentence: Death commuted to Life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37 (f)

**Surname:** MC CULLOGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/11/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

**Surname:** MC CULLOGH; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Murder by poison; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 43; Comments: Return of convicts capitally convicted.

**Surname:** MC CULLOGH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Date of document: 09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 76

**Surname:** MC CULLOGH; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 76
Surname: MC CULLOGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Fifteen years trans commuted to 7 years; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 20;
Comments: Convict supports a widowed mother.

Surname: MC CULLOUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 1

Surname: MC CULLOUGH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85 (f)

Surname: MC CULLOUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 2;
Comments: Died in Belfast goal. 30 April 1852

Surname: MC CULLOUGH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield 17/6/1844; Date of trial: 03/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 42

Surname: MC CULLOUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 15

Surname: MC CULLOUGH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick; Date of document: 15/03/1844; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 15;
Comments: Prisoner states that he is a native of Newtownards, Co Down.
Surname: MC CUNE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1 (f)

Surname: MC CUNID; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/01/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 281

Surname: MC CUR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94; Comments: See Mc Hugh, John TR 10, p 94

Surname: MC CUSKEN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 185; Comments: Detained: Kilmainham 18/5/1836

Surname: MC CUSKER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHORISEE, APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: MC CUSKER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3218; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children, mother living. States he is a native of Lurgan, Co Armagh. Several character references. Petition received; 13 Oct 1827.

Surname: MC CUSKER; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 15/03/1824; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2397

Surname: MC CUSKER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballinamore; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on shannon; Date of document: 29/04/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc11

Surname: MC CUSKER OR MC QUADE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 (f)

Surname: MC CUTCHEN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/06/1799; Name of petitioner: M Aylmer; Record reference code: SPP 408

Surname: MC DADE; First name: NOHER;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into Dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHORSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58

Surname: MC DADE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/07/1831; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a cap; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: MC DAID; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 53 (f)

Surname: MC DAID; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 54; Record reference code 2: CRf 1836 MC 45; Comments: Convict detained on board hilk, 10/8/1836 convict has a wife and children

Surname: MC DAID; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 44

Surname: MC DAID; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Comments: Detained: Kilmainham 3/4/1837

Surname: MC DAID; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;

Surname: MC DAID; First name: MANUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;

Surname: MC DAID; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: MC DAID; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: murder; Sentence: To be hanged 7/4/1836 commuted to life; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/5/1836 Convict Ref. File: Mc 33, 1836

Surname: MC DAID; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation;

Surname: MC DAID; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 06/05/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 Mc 61; Comments: Convict has six children and a wife to support.

Surname: MC DAID; First name: MANUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of document: 23/03/1846; Description of crime: Receiving money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 17

Surname: MC DAID; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC DANES; First name: NATHANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 362

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Life commuted Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: H O MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/4/55

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: HONOR;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 02/07/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 18 months impt.; Record reference code: TR 5, p 305; Comments: Struck through

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death Recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 192; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/5/1836 Convict Ref File: mc 5 (Mc Donnell, James), 1836

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 08/10/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 46

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 19/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 45

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 50

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 3

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135; Comments: Detained: Kilmainham 23/3/1837

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 12/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 19

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: NEILL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 29/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 39

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Louth; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 45

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 14/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 94; Comments: Detained: Spike Island/Smithfield Died 10/7/1848

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: attempted highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of quart measure; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 35

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 188;
Comments: See Mc Donald, William

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 159;
Comments: Detained: Smithfield

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 24/06/1809; Description of crime: House Stealing; Sentence: Military Service, rejected; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1250;
Comments: Convict was refused for military service. States he has a wife and four children and is a native of Enniskillen, Co. fermanagh.

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of document: 27/05/1822; Description of crime: Assault and rioting;
Record reference code: PPC 1730;
Comments: Two letters, Abbeyleix, Queens Co., recommending that Mc Daniel and two other convicts, changed with same crime, be released on bail as they are required at home for the potatoe sowing season.

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co. Louth; Date of document: 20/08/1827; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3164;
Comments: Convict has six children; wife deceased. Several character references including a M. P. (member of Parliament) from Co. Louth.

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 26/07/1813; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4049;

Comments: Convict has a wife and children and resides in Co.Dublin. States he had lived in Monaghan town before moving to Dublin to follow his trade as an Architect and Carpenter. States he built a road at his own expense in Monaghan. Letter from Lord Rossmore, on the convict's behalf, stating convict worked as Carpenter for his uncles.

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 08/10/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 140;

Comments: Convict was convicted with John Connor, for the same offence. Convict resides in Ardee, Co. Louth, and is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard house of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 332;

Comments: Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathdrum; Date of trial: 26/04/1798; Date of document: 27/04/1798; Description of crime: Infringement of curfew; Sentence: Service in his Majesty's Navy or Army; Record reference code: SPP 237;

Comments: Petition of Magistrates who composed the court of sessions of Rathdrum in Co. Wicklow, seek to have Mc Daniel liberated.

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Anne Mc Daniel; Relationship of petitioner: mother; Record reference code: SPP 755

Surname: MC DANIEL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Drogheda; Date of trial: 19/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

**Surname:** MC DANIEL; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

**Surname:** MC DANIEL; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

**Surname:** MC DANIEL; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

**Surname:** MC DANNIEL; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 17/12/1787; Description of crime: Suspicion of burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 15; Comments: Convict has wife and one child.

**Surname:** MC DANNIEL; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/09/1802; Description of crime: Murder which was acquitted, later arrested, desertion; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 776

**Surname:** MC DARBY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 24; Comments: Convict served in her majesty's 17th Dragoon for 15 years. Convict is a farmer in Queens Co. and has seven children.

**Surname:** MC DARBY OR TALBOT; **First name:** ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 286

Surname: MC DAVID; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: larceny of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 24

Surname: MC DAWDELE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 10/07/1811; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to Life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 255

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 31 (f)

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Richard;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/07/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to Life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148
Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151; Comments: Detained: Spike Island Died 12/7/1848

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Felony previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 355

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98 (f)

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 69; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of document: 01/12/1835; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3715; Comments: Convict was convicted for forging signatures on a petition which he had written for the wife of a convict (Denis Beirne). Convict has 13 children and resides in Abbey Carton, Elphin, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2 P 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 47; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen Assizes; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship Cobh; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 20/06/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Wright; Relationship of petitioner: Magistrate; Record reference code: SPP 387

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westport, County Mayo; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Waylaying and assault; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Thomas Jeffers; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 3413; Comments: Convict was convicted with five others for waylaying and assaulting petitioner and his brother. Petitioning against the possible release of the convicts.

Surname: MC DERMOT; First name: TERENCE O' FALLON;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick; Date of document: 1840; Description of crime: Being associated with felons; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3875; Comments: Petition not dated, circa 1840.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 8, p 244 name struck through

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony lead pipe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 29/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 20/1/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 233

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163; Comments: Detained: P.H. 13/10/1836

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 21/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony blanket and gown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88
Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 31/05/1839; Description of crime: Stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1842; Description of crime: Felony of plate; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Relationship of petitioner: T; Record reference code: TR 6, p 156; Comments: Detained: Spike Island

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 4; Comments: See also Hamill, Archbald TR 5, p 4 and Mc Dermott, James TR 5, p 4

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPTEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 145

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Breaking and entering dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40; Comments: Detained: Kilmainham, 23 March 1838

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a Heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation Life commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141; Comments: Name struck through

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heiffer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 108

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: KEERAN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Riot and assaulting behaviour; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONSIE 4/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 53 F
Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 27 (f)

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 199

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to abduce (sil); Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 55; Comments: Convict is a soldier in the 87th Foot Fusiluis.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Having forged notes; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted to 14 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 Mc 20; Comments: Detained: 31/5/1839. Convict supports a wife and four children.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 12 mths impt.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141; Comments: name struck through

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON 1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (at his own request); Record reference code: TR 9, p 102
Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 12 months impt.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 141;
Comments: Name struck through

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Feloniously cutting and wounding; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 191

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: THOMAS; Alias: (nee);

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/03/1843; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 127 Detained: Kilmainham 24/4/1843

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: THOMAS; Alias: KIRWAN MALACHI;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 136;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14 February 1855 Discharged.
Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Date of document: 29/06/1827; Description of crime: Attempted sheet robbery of hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3123; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. States he served in the Army and fought in the Battle of Waterloo in which he lost his right leg.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of document: 12/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Catherine; Relationship of petitioner: Martin; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 26

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 342; Comments: Prisoner is willing to go to America provided passage is paid and is allowed time to prepare.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Patrick Mc Dermott; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 756; Comments: petitioners residence given as Hodgestown, Co. kildare

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: KIERAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Whiteboy Offence; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Anne Mc Dermott; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc 31

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/02/1802; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 777; Comments: Letter from convict to his wife, Jane, instructing her to obtain to secure his release. Included a certificate of security for future good conduct of convict signed by the inhabitants of Rathmore and tenants to Richard Nevill of Furnace, Co. Kildare (13/02/1802)

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1013; Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade resides in Mullingar Town, Co Westmeath. States he has a wife and three children. Several character references from the inhabitants of Co Westmeath.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Suspected of being concerned in the Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict and 3 others; Relationship of petitioner: wife, sisters; Record reference code: PPC 1014; Comments: Convict is a Grocer and resides in Naas Town, Co Kildare. States he has a family (no details given). Included is a memorial from James Conolly, Sackville St Dublin, (the convicts uncle), on his behalf, 27 Jan 1804. Other defendant; John Lawless

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/06/1824; Description of crime: Possessing stolen clothes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2399; Comments: Petition received 21 December 1824

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwaxes; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 2912;
Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petitioning to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/06/1824; Date of document: 02/03/1825; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4135

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen pocket; Sentence: 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to life trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 44

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 01/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 30; Comments: Prisoner died in Carrick-on-shannon Gaol.

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Date of document: 18/11/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 1

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick-on-shannon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 12/1839; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Mc Dermott; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 158
Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847;  
Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: MC DERMOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 26/06/1849;  
Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: 10 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MC DERMOTTE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 16/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 112

Surname: MC DEVITT; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 23/02/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 285

Surname: MC DEVITT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 160;  
Comments: Detained: Kilmainham 23/3/1838

Surname: MC DLLIGOTT; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 275

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB 1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 16/1/1858

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Place of imprisonment: ]; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Description of crime: Entering a dwelling house with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 166

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 22/07/1841; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: One month imprisonment and Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: otherwise COLEMAN P;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, p 75

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 trs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;

Record reference code: TR 6, 92

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 15/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, p 290

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** THADY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 19/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTON GEE BOMANGEE;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 72

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony wrappers and shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** THOMAS; Alias: MACK, COYNE, COYLE;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM (7/1850);

Record reference code: TR 12, p 73; Comments: Detained: Spike Island

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/9/59

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 17 (f)

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 164;
Comments: Convict order to be discharged 14/5/1856

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 59 (f);
Comments: See Daly, Bridget TR 9, p 59

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 19/12/1848; Description of crime: having obtained goods/money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 214;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8 June 1855

**Surname:** MC DONAGH; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854;
Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault (armed and by night) and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 92

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: HONOR;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 ys; Name of ship: BLACK FRNAI;
Record reference code: TR 9 pg 59 (f)

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 169

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 94

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: JOHN; Alias: James;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing Money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 4/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 62;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 12/2/1858

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 79;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 3 July 1852
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Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 02/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 78

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death on 12 August commuted to Life; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE OCT 1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99; Comments: commuted to transportation for life - returned from Bermuda per 'James' 12 Jan 1 853 - Died at Spike 30 March 1854

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 244

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 16

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC DONAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Entering a dwelling house with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21
Surname: **MC DONAGH**; First name: **ANNE**;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep killing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: **MC DONAGH**; First name: **MICHAEL**;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Life;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: **MC DONAGH**; First name: **ANNE**;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Ballinasloe; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: **MC DONAGH**; First name: **MARTIN**;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: **MC DONALD**; First name: **MILES**;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Athy. County kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Description of crime: Selling a stolen pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3265;
Comments: Convict is a native of Lyons, Co. Kildare and resides at Aughterard, Kill, Co. Kildare. States he is a labourer by trade. Petitioner received, 27 Nov 1827

Surname: **MC DONALD**; First name: **ANNE**;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickonshannon; Date of document: 27/11/1827; Description of crime: Forcibly taking possession of lands in Foomon; Name of petitioner: Convict and Pat McDonald; Relationship of petitioner: Son;
Record reference code: PPC 3268;
Comments: Convict was arrested with her son Pat, for the same offense. States her family hold the Fooman lands under lease from the Carleton family for over a century. Convict resides with her family eight children in Foomon, Cloone, Co. Leitrim.
Surname: MC DONALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3639;
Comments: Letter, Govenor of Roscommon Gaol, acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convicts sentence (and several others ) until further orders.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/07/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault and grevious bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 20; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 Mc 23;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Thomas, and brother in law,Pat Lynch, for the same offence. Convicts brother was sentenced to 1 year imprisonment.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: 17/07/1845;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Rose Mc Donald; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 36;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Tullamore, Kings Co.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1840; Date of document: 08/12/1840;
Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 122

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/04/1848; Date of document: 26/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 35;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Clones, Co. Monaghan.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 30

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Johnson, William;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Date of document: 28/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 55

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 19; Comments: Convicts wife, Sarah Duffy, residing at Church Row, Newtonards was granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Sarah Duffy

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Sarah Duffy, residing at Church Row, Newtonards, Co Down.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/06/1801; Record reference code: PPC 721; Comments: Two letter recommending that the convict be court Martialed. 2nd letter dated 27th June 1801. Included are copies of an oath of allegiance to the United Irishmen and a threatening letter demanding money, possessing of Mc Donald.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 10/07/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a petticoat; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Thomas Mc Donald; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2053;
Comments: Convict comes from a large family. Petitioner received 1 July 1823. Includes a report endorsed Mr Farrell observes that should this man be liberated he would return to his evil practices, dated 10 July 1823.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 03/04/1824; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: S.Kierans(Alias McDonald); Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2346;
Comments: Character reference from the Parish Priest, Curate and Rector of Clones, Co. Monaghan.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Date of document: 25/05/1827; Description of crime: Possessing stolen web of linen cloth; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mc Donald; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3330;
Comments: Convict has four children. Petitioner resides in Belfast, Co Antrim/Down.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co Monaghan; Date of document: 14/08/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 32

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Sarah Duffy.

Surname: MC DONALD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: MC DONALD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847;
Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: MC DONELL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: MC DONELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: MC DONLAD; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ANNE; Alias: Duffy, Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: False pictures; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, P 57 F

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 29;
Comments: Detained: Spike Island

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1849; Description of crime: Assembling and imposing unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: CoTipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: OWEN;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: CoRoscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Assembling and imposing unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 171; Comments: Detained: Kilmainham Discharged

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: CoKildare; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: CoClare; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB 1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 13; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/5/1858

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway Town; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Aggrieved Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 107

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize 30/7/1836

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime:
Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 28

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 34

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of
crime: Assembling and imposing unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 171

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ROBERT; Alias: MC DONALD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 1

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime:
Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life commuted 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRf 1837 Mc 164

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: STEWART;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs (see comments);
Record reference code: TR 2, p 4;
Comments: Sentence: commuted 1 year Imprisonment with hard labour. Name struck through

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: THOMAS; Alias: MC NALLY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime:
Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42;
Comments: Convict report number Mc 193

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: THOMAS; Alias: CUSACK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/05/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 227

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of goose; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ELENOR;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 9, p 40 (F); Comments: SEE BRIEN, ELLEN TR 9, p 40 (F)

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ELEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 300

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 03/11/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 174; Comments: convict detained on board hulk 30/7/1836
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Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: House Breaking and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPTEMBER 1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 86

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES(JR);
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Assembling and imposing unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 171; 
Comments: Convict died 22/1/1848 Name struck through

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 128; 
Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 6 July 1853

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES (SR);
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Assembling and imposing unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 171; 
Comments: Detained: Kilmainham

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 18 mths imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 17;
Comments: Detained Kilmainham 23 March 1837 Convict report no C228 Name struck through

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JEREMAH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/5/56

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN; Alias: BRADY, JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation Life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 46

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1844; Description of crime: Felony of handerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE OCT '49;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 01/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 112;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/2/56

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 84

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 93

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 09/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 37;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island 7 March 1850 See No. 76 Name Struck through

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 16/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 262;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/8/1856
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Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 196; Comments: Died in mountjoy female prison 4/10/1862, Disease of Heart

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Louth, Drogheda; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 260

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: SANDY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks, Waterford; Date of document: 07/01/1800; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Foreign Military Service comm. trans. Botany Bay.; Name of petitioner: Jane McDonnell; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 518; Comments: Petitioner prays that her son be liberated. Convict is soldier by occupation and has father aged 65 yrs.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 30/03/1807; Date of document: 12/11/1808; Description of crime: House stealing; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget McDonnell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1251; Comments: Convict has four children. 2nd petition dated, 15th July 1809.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHANNAGH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 04/1822; Description of crime: VAGRANCY; Sentence: transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: PPC 1751; Comments: Convict was born in Co. Cork and has three fatherless children.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: U;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Description of crime: Possessing stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret McDonnell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3141;
Comments: Convict has three children. Petition received: 1 August 1827.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 04/04/1810; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3988;
Comments: Petitioning to be removed to the County Gaol where he can benefit from the use of the yard available to prisoners there. States there is no yard for exercising in the City Gaol.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 04/06/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 19;
Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Capparoe, Parish of Kilmore, Barony of Upper Ormond, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board tender dublin; Date of document: 30/09/1798; Description of crime: Participated in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 343 Prisoner surrendered at Navan.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 37

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 H 37

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue;
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Record reference code: SPP 400

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Date of document: 12/06/1799; Name of petitioner: self;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Warrenstown, Co. Kilkenny

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 24/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 01/04/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of a piece of Frieze; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Mc Donnell; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3044; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides in the town of Westport, Co Mayo. States the convict is her only means of support.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/03/1804; Description of crime: Desertion; Record reference code: PPC 1015; Comments: Letter, Lieutenant Colonel Aylmer, Kilcock, Co Kildare, reporting the convicts arrest. Other defendants; Patrick and Oliver Mc Donnell.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/03/1804; Description of crime: Desertion; Record reference code: PPC 1015; Comments: Letter Lieutant Colonel Aylmen, Kilcock, Co Kildare reporting the convicts arrest. Other defendants; Edward and Oliver Mc Donnell.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: OLIVER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/03/1804; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Record reference code: PPC 1015; Comments: Letter, Lieutenant Colonel Aylmen, Kilcock, Co Kildare reporting the convicts arrest. Other defendants; Edward and Patrick Mc Donnell.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 11/10/1825; Description of crime: Stealing shoes; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4219; Comments: Convict has four daughters under the age of eight.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: STEWART;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing eight sheep; Sentence: Trans 10 years, commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Mc 8

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen testament; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

**Surname:** MC DONNELL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of trial: 14/02/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Donnell and Self; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 8;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of selling copper and lead which had been stolen from Mr Thomas Hunt in Love Lane, off Cork St, Dublin. Sentence commuted to one year imprisonment. Petitioners residence given as 17 Cork St. Occupation given as dealer in rags and bones

**Surname:** MC DONNELL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballymena; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of document: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 12;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of violently assaulting Martha Begley at Ballymoney. He gives is residence as Ballymoney.

**Surname:** MC DONNELL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of document: 30/09/1844; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 46

**Surname:** MC DONNELL; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 17

**Surname:** MC DONNELL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Date of document: 03/09/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Bridget Mc Donnell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Mc 54
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Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of document: 15/06/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Smithfield prison. Protestant prisoners.

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 61

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: R;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/08/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Loughrea, County Galway; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Date of document: 03/01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Name of petitioner: Bridget Mc Donnell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 3
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Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DONNELLY; First name: ELIZA; Alias: SLOANE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/09/1850; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: MC DONNELLY; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 216

Surname: MC DONNIL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1843; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3

Surname: MC DONOGH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 02/02/1799; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: SPP 758;
Comments: Prisoner was a schoolmaster in Co. Sligo

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Killing a cow with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, pg 34 (f)

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: BARTHOLOMEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 25/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 132

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Stealing flannel; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 189; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 04/08/58

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: NOOLAN ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 194; Comments: Convict discharge ordered 08/08/57

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of shirts; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 35 (f)

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing (1 wedden); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142; Comments: Convict died in Spike Prison on 19 May 1851

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: JAMES; Alias: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 62; Comments: Convict discharge ordered 12/2/58

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 12/01/1841; Description of crime: obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/06/1853; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 72

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOV. 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: killing a sheep with violent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 75; Comments: 10/5/1849 died in depot

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 27/07/1851; Description of crime: 2nd larceny conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63 (f)

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOV. 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, p 67

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 94;
Comments: Detained: Richmond

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a lamb with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Co. Sligo; Date of document: 17/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 60

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of document: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Bessy Mc Donough; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 50

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 24/07/1826; Description of crime: Being party to a conspiracy; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2985;
Comments: Convict states he has been confined twelve months.

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MC DONOUGH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC DONOUGHUE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DONOVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing candlesticks; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC DONOVGH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DONOVGH; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC DOUALD; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1857; Description of crime: Feloniously stealing a post letter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 46

Surname: MC DOUD; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: MC DOUGAL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: MC DOUGH; First name: MATHIAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 75

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (f)

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 19

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 03/03/1848; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 8

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81; Comments: See Dunbar, James TR 1, p 81

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 16/07/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 12 mths Imprisonmen; Record reference code: TR 5, p 4; Comments: Name struck through

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/2/1855

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 03/03/1848; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 8

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY '51;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 85;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 18/4/55

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 40

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: T 15 years;
Record reference code: TR4 p 19; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 44;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Fagan and is the only support of a widowed mother and five sisters.

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus; Date of document: 02/08/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mc Dowell; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 39;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment.
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852;Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of document: 15/06/1852;Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);Comments: Removed to Smithfield prison. Protestant prisoners.

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown Kings Co;Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;Record reference code: CRF 1854 Mc 24

Surname: MC DOWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation;Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: MC DREMOTT; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny;Sentence: Transportation 7 years, discharged;Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 45;Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged.

Surname: MC DRUMMARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Life;Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC DUNNARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/03/1832;Record reference code: PPC 3629;Comments: Letter, Govenor of Down Gaol, acknowledging receipt of orders for the reprieve of several prisoners sentences (all named).

Surname: MC EAGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC ELDEW; First name: U;
Sex: U; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC ELDUFF; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 92

Surname: MC ELDUFF; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 92

Surname: MC ELEARNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 132

Surname: MC ELEARNEY; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

Surname: MC ELEECE; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Antrim; Description of crime: Theft of calf skins and hides; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2056;
Comments: Convict has a wife and 6 children. Petition received 30 June 1823.

Surname: MC ELHANNON; First name: SALLY;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 262;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/2/1859

Surname: MC ELHANNON; First name: SALLY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 61

**Surname:** MC ELHARE; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151; Comments: Convict died at Spike 17 May 1853

**Surname:** MC ELHONE; **First name:** MARTHA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, Twice before convicted of a felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 47 F

**Surname:** MC ELHOUEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing leather; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 70

**Surname:** MC ELIVEE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

**Surname:** MC ELLEER; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 13/06/1845; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

**Surname:** MC ELLIGOT; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2 P 74; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 204

**Surname:** MC ELLIGOT; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 16/07/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 75;  
Comments: Convict the sole support of an aged and infirm father, aged 72. Also supporting eleven young brothers and sisters.

Surname: MC ELLIGOTT; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 07/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 240

Surname: MC ELLIOGT; First name: RODER;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: MC ELLYOH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC ELMEEL; First name: OWEN;
Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: MC ELMEEL; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 13

Surname: MC ELOOGUE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 56

Surname: MC ELRATH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged absolutely 16/5/56
Surname: MC ELRATH; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 225

Surname: MC ELREAVY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co and City Londonderry; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHAISIE APR. 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 120

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 16/07/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130; Comments: Everything struck through

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 15/07/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 146

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 26/03/1851; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 01/08/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 9

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 24/07/1825; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 2698;
Comments: Letter, Govenor of Monaghan Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a letter informing him of the decision to respite the convicts sentence.

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen Assizes; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship at Cobh; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 20/06/1796; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Wright; Relationship of petitioner: Magistrate;
Record reference code: SPP 387

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 16/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 21/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing 2 pigs; Sentence: Trns 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 37;
Comments: Crime was committed in Dec 1842. Prisoner requests that his 3 children, who were in Monaghan Poorhouse, be sent abroad with him.

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC ELROY; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MC ELVEEN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to life transport;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 12
Surname: MC ELVOGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: MC ELWAIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 188

Surname: MC ELWEE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportaiton 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 41

Surname: MC ENALLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 24; Comments: Returned from Bermuda on board James 12/1/1854 and discharged from Spike Island.

Surname: MC ENALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 145

Surname: MC ENALTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/1843; Date of document: 29/04/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: T 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 18

Surname: MC ENANY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/12/54
Surname: MC ENERTNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex 22/7/1836

Surname: MC ENERY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 109;
Comments: See MC INERHENY, MICHAEL

Surname: MC ENERY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: MC ENERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: MC ENIOY; First name: GERALD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted to life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 109

Surname: MC ENIRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 153;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/7/1836

Surname: MC ENIRY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 129;
Comments: Detained in Spike Island

Surname: MC ENIRY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 270

Surname: MC ENIRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

Surname: MC ENIRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize 30/7/1836

Surname: MC ENNERNY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1827; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Julia Mc Cabe, residing at Redmond's Hill, Dublin

Surname: MC ENNERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison on 21 May 1857

Surname: MC ENNYERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 13

Surname: MC ENREE; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 30;
Comments: Convicts wife Anne Mc Epee, requests a free passage to New South Wales

**Surname:** MC ENROE; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7 (f)

**Surname:** MC ENROE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Having possessoin of forged banknote; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18 APRIL 1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 14; Comments: Detained: Kilmainham 23 March 1838

**Surname:** MC ENROE; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trem, Co. Meath; Date of document: 26/08/1816; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbing; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1380; Comments: Convict is a Butcher. Letter from a Magistrate stating that the convict is an infamous villian and has three brothers with a similar reputation, all of whom are butchers.

**Surname:** MC ENROE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 07/01/1799; Description of crime: Having pike heads in order to join the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 362; Comments: A native of the parish of Munterconnaught, Co. Cavan

**Surname:** MC ENRY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Felony silk socks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

**Surname:** MC ENTEE; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 176; Comments: Convict detained in board hulk Essex 10/8/1836
Surname: MC ENTEE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 250

Surname: MC ENTEE; First name: PETER; Alias: CLARK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: MC ENTEE; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 183; Comments: Name Struck through Convict Ref. File: Mc 7, 1836

Surname: MC ENTEE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 08/07/1844; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15

Surname: MC ENTEGART; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Felony previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 355

Surname: MC ENTIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Being involved in an illegal society; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 68; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and resides in Tullyvin, Co. Cavan.

Surname: MC ENTIRE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 04/08/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 57

Surname: MC ENTIRE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Trans 7 years, remitted on finding sureties; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Mc 52

Surname: MC ENTRE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 11/07/1840; Description of crime: Being a member of a secret society; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 24

Surname: MC ENTYRE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 198

Surname: MC ENUFF; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 3 mths Imprisonment and Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 145; Comments: see also Isacc Courtney, Bernard Ruddy, Charles Plunket and Henry Fee all TR 5, p 145

Surname: MC ENULTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 24/3/55

Surname: MC ENVOY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, barracks; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Being a rebel; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3892; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children and resides in Mount Mellick, Queens County States he is a Shoemaker by trade.

Surname: MC EUIGOT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74; Comments: Name struck through
Surname: MC EUIGOT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: MC EUTISE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 99

Surname: MC EUYATT; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: MC EVADDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Name of petitioner: '\';
Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: MC EVAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: MC EVAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1851; Description of crime: Felony after former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 121;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 12/11/55

Surname: MC EVENY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of document: 15/06/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Smithfield prison. Protestant prisoners.

Surname: MC EVERY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of document: 23/10/1823; Record reference code: PPC 2057; Comments: Letter from convict offering bail. Covering note dated 23 Oct 1823 endorsed In my opinion not bailable, Oct 24\ 1823.

Surname: MC EVEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 136

Surname: MC EVILY; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Putting away bank paybills with forged endorsement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: MC EVIRY; First name: GERALD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Arson, and demanding arms; Sentence: Trans for life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 56; Comments: Convict supports aged and afflicted parents.

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: YOUNG, BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 8, p 230

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

**Surname:** MC EVOY; **First name:** MICK;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 90;
Comments: See MC NAMARA, MICK TR 9, p 90

**Surname:** MC EVOY; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

**Surname:** MC EVOY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120

**Surname:** MC EVOY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

**Surname:** MC EVOY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 150

**Surname:** MC EVOY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Felonious Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/8/55

**Surname:** MC EVOY; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: MC ENERY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: MC EVOY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 256;
Comments: Died in Spike Island Prison 11 June 1853

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: tr 6, P 72

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY JULY 1849;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 273

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 104 (f)

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 08/03/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 150
Surname: MC EVOY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;Record reference code: TR 10, p 195

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1843; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Lively tender, Dub.; Date of document: 06/07/1798; Description of crime: Arrested without a charge; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;Record reference code: SPP 238; Comments: Petitioner is an inhabitant of Lucan, Co. Dublin. Seeks to be discharged and permitted to return to his family

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow;Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: 7 years trans;Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 69; Comments: Convicts parents reside at No 48 Denzille St, Dublin.

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 1843; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: T 10; Name of petitioner: Self;Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 65; Comments: Died in prison 14-10-1843.

Surname: MC EVOY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: MC EVOY; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC FADDEN; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39

Surname: MC FADDEN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 101 (f)

Surname: MC FADDEN; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 03/04/1889; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1818; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: MC FADDEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Writing a threatening notice (see comments); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68; Comments: Crime: and threatening violence to check clerk

Surname: MC FADDEN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39

Surname: MC FADDEN; First name: MICH;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Having stolen money in possession; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

Surname: MC FADDEN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 22; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Clondahorky, Co. Donegal with his wife and seven children.

Surname: MC FADDEN; First name: HENRY; Alias: Mc Conomy;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 52

Surname: MC FADDIAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: MC FADDON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONSIE APRIL 1882; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 3

Surname: MC FALL; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282

Surname: MC FALL; First name: THOMAS (JR);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Louth, Droheda; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40

Surname: MC FALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of document: 04/1826; Description of crime: Possessing two stolen heffers; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2832; Comments: Convict is the only son and support of his aged parents. Character references from two Parish Priests.

Surname: MC FALL; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 01/04/1844; Description of crime: Selling stolen goods; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 18; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of offering for sale a stolen spoon, belonging to Mr William Doherty of Newtownlimavady. She states that her father William Mc Fall had been a soldier in the Royal Artillery for 18 years.

Surname: MC FARLAND; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony beef and mutton; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81

Surname: MC FARLAND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: MC FARLAND; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313

Surname: MC FARLAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 22/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 90

Surname: MC FARLAND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 12/04/1831; Description of crime: Stealing two cows; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3587; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children and is a Butcher by trade. States the cows were bought at the Fair of Derry. Petitioning to be permitted to emigrate to America with his family. 2nd petition also dated, 12 April 1831.

Surname: MC FARLAND; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 18/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Mc Farland; Relationship of petitioner: father;
Record reference code: SPP 759

**Surname:** MC FARLAND; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Omagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 03/02/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary and two others; Relationship of petitioner: Children;

Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 5

**Surname:** MC FEELY; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/08/1836; Description of crime: BURGLARY; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 18 mths imprisonment;

Record reference code: TR 1, p 167; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 Mc 85;

Comments: Detained: Kilmainham

**Surname:** MC FEELY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC FEGART; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;

Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC FETSIDGE; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 13/10/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;

Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

**Surname:** MC FLYNN; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc34

**Surname:** MC GAEVANE; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: MC GAWANE JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

**Surname:** MC GAFFIGAN; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation - Life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p.36

Surname: MC GAFFIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 97;
Comments: Other defendant: Patrick Flanagan.

Surname: MC GAFFIKIN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 9, pg.1

Surname: MC GAFFIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 242;
Comments: Convict resides in Dromore, Co. Down and is the sole support of his mother.

Surname: MC GAGHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: HAVENING;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg.8

Surname: MC GAGHRAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 7, p.18

Surname: MC GALVIN; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p.109(f);
Comments: Transportation 7 yrs. unless she finds security within 3 mths. for her good behaviour - herself in £10 + 2 securities in £5 each

Surname: MC GANAGHAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 42;
Comments: Convict lives at Market Hill, Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh.

Surname: MC GANCY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: MC GANICK; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 14/07/1843; Date of document: 28/07/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: RT 5, p.195

Surname: MC GANLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing flower; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 61;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison 21/4/1853

Surname: MC GANN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3

Surname: MC GANN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT 1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: MC GANN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: MC GANN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Waterford; Date of document: 24/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 760; Comments: Prisoner resided at Kilcullen Bridge, Co. Kildare

Surname: MC GANN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1844; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 3; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC GANN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westport, County Mayo; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Waylaying and assault; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Thomas Jeffers; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 3413; Comments: Convict was convicted with five others for waylaying and assaulting petitioner and his brother. Petitioning against the possible release of the convicts.

Surname: MC GARAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 04/07/1843; Date of document: 28/07/1843; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74

Surname: MC GARLAND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 12/12/1806; Description of crime: Passing a forged Bank Note; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1201

Surname: MC GARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2

Surname: MC GARRILY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6,p.200
Surname: MC GARRITY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation - life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p.313

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; + {see below}; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: WAVERLY;
Record reference code: TR 3, p.54;
Comments: Crime Description :Perjury and obtaining money under false pretences

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Perjury, robbery + {see below}; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p.60;
Comments: Crime Description :Perjury, robbery and obtaining money under false pretences

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 146

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANGEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 110

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 83 (f);
Comments: Convict detained 10/1/1839

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: HENRIETA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC GARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 128

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 77 (f)

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 186; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 15/04/57

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: MC KERVEY, MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 89

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Rioting and taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 172

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 128; Comments: Name struck through at register. Convict died at Richmond 5 July 1850

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC GARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 123

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: MAXWELL, WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9; Comments: See Maxwell, William

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: NEAL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 14 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC GARRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC GARTY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 25 (f); Comments: Convict discharged by direction of the Lord Lieutenant July 1853

Surname: MC GARTY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 320
Surname: MC GARVEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 4/1854; Record reference code: TR 12,p.56

Surname: MC GARVEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 18/03/1826; Date of document: 17/04/1826; Description of crime: Pickpocketing £1 and 4 shillings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2833; Comments: Convict has a wife and children and is a native of Co. Derry. Parents deceased.

Surname: MC GARVEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Date of document: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Harriet Mc Garvey & self; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1853 Mc 11

Surname: MC GARY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Longford gaol; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Date of document: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc3

Surname: MC GAUGHEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 7 yers trans; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 30

Surname: MC GAUGHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MC GAURAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 7 year trans;
Surname: MC GAVAN; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (see comments); Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 (f);
Comments: Sentence: unless bailed in 3 months to keep peace for 7 yrs.

Surname: MC GAWLEY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 09/1798; Description of crime: Treason; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: SPP 239;
Comments: Prisoner was confined on board the Columbine prison ship and was liberated after 6 weeks confinement. Prisoner was re apprehended by William Ruxton in Drogheda, Co. Louth. Ruxton expresses his intention of confining the convict in Louth Co. gaol and seeks an enquiry into prisoners release

Surname: MC GAWLEY; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/05/1799; Description of crime: Selling iron to make pikes; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 761 Prisoner resided in Ardee, Co. Louth

Surname: MC GAWLEY; First name: B;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: MC GEARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/1845; Date of document: 06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com.to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 41

Surname: MC GEE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 29/09/1820;
Record reference code: PPC 1517;
Comments: Letter from the high Sheriff, Co. Monaghan, Stating that the two signatures on the convicts, petition are forgeries.
Surname: MC GEE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of document: 08/1827; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Portadown; Record reference code: PPC 3165; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children and is a native of Canon, Seaga Parish. Co. Armagh. States he served in the Armagh Regiment of the Militia.

Surname: MC GEE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 89

Surname: MC GEE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 102

Surname: MC GEE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC GEE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 04/05/1823; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2058; Comments: Convict has a wife and 6 children and resides in Co Monaghan. Included is a letter from The Hulk Surprise where prisoner was later detained reporting that his safety is at risk by other prisoners on account of a statement they stole from Mc Gee in which he named Ribbowmer in N Ireland, dated 9 July 1823.

Surname: MC GEE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 04/1830; Date of document: 03/10/1830; Description of crime: Theft of lead; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3518; Comments: Convict states his parents are dependant on his support; Father served in the Army for over 30 years.
Surname: MC GEE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Gee; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3823; Comments: Convict has three children. Petitioner resides in Co Monaghan. Petition not dated, circa 1817-21.

Surname: MC GEE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc66; Comments: Convict is a native of Killerry Parish, Co Sligo and is the sole support of his father and family.

Surname: MC GEE; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen, Co Ferm; Date of trial: 10/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 29

Surname: MC GEE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC GETTIGAN; First name: BESSY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 6,p. 258

Surname: MC GEVIN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 24/06/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4; Comments: List of prisoners families who have applied to and obtained the sanction of the Government Authorities to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Ann Mc Gevin.

Surname: MC GHEE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12,p. 209; Comments: See KELLY,BRIDGET TR 12,p. 209
Surname: MC GHEE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR, p.114

Surname: MC GHEE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 176

Surname: MC GHEE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 151;
Comments: Detained at Spike Island

Surname: MC GHEE; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: MC GHEE; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 151;
Comments: Detained: Spike Island

Surname: MC GHEE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Pocket picking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120;
Comments: Name struck through

Surname: MC GHEE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 04/1843; Date of document: 20/04/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: T 10;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 24
Surname: MC GHEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MC GIBBON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 2404;
Comments: Convict has a wife and daughter. States he was an extensive merchant in Belfast and in partnership with the son of a banker in the town. Petition received 9 April 1824.

Surname: MC GIBNEY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR,pg 272;
Comments: Convict was detained -see C4969

Surname: MC GIBNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR,4 p.127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 35;
Comments: Convict was detained see McTierneys 12/04/1841 Convict ref. file -C4969

Surname: MC GIBNEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 35;
Comments: Convicted with Thomas Gibney (CRF 1841 Mc 35)

Surname: MC GIENA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR,4 p.44

Surname: MC GILE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR,13 p.119; Comments: Discharge ordered 07/07/1858

Surname: MC GILE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Convict discharged ordered 07/07/1858

Surname: MC GILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 01/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129; Comments: Everything struck through

Surname: MC GILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 146

Surname: MC GILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

Surname: MC GILL; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk; Date of trial: / / ; Description of crime: Breaking dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3010; Comments: Petitioning for permission for his wife and child to accompany him to Australia. Petition received: 3 August 1826.

Surname: MC GILL; First name: U;

Sex: F; Date of document: 08/03/1828; Description of crime: Theft of £2 and 10 shillings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: James Mc Gill; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: PPC 3443;
Comments: Convict is pregnant with her fourth child. Petitioner states he has served 16 years in the 12th regiment and was working as a Tailor at the Barracks at the time of his wife's conviction. Address given at Longford.

Surname: MC GILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MC GILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MC GILLARE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

Surname: MC GILLIAN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 16/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109 (f)

Surname: MC GILLIAN; First name: PAUL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex Dunleary; Date of document: 15/12/1825; Description of crime: Attempting to sell cattle; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Martha mc Gillian; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4233; Comments: Petitioner resides in the Parish of Ballinascreen, Co Londonderry.

Surname: MC GILLICK; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7 (f); Comments: Convict discharged by direction of Lord Lieutenant July 1853

Surname: MC GILLICUDDY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 12/07/1853; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131

Surname: MC GILLICUDDY; First name: JULIE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26 (f)

Surname: MC GILLIN; First name: PAUL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex Dunleary; Date of document: 12/10/1825; Description of crime: Attempting to sell cattle; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Martha Mc Gillin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4220; Comments: Petitioner has five children, convict is her eldest son. States she resides in the Parish of Ballinascreen, Co Londonderry.

Surname: MC GILLION; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/04/1828; Description of crime: Shooting and killing a man; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Cumber; Record reference code: PPC 3444; Comments: Convict is a native of the parish of Cumber, Co. Londonderry and has a child aged 8 years.

Surname: MC GILLYCUDDY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault under the statute; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87; Comments: Commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment June 2.49

Surname: MC GILLYCUDDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 24 March 1855. Discharged

Surname: MC GILLYCUDDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115
Surname: MC GILLYCUDDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: MC GIN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 19/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Atkins;
Record reference code: SPP 404

Surname: MC GINGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 195

Surname: MC GINITY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 13/03/1846; Date of document: 30/05/1846; Description of crime: Habitual drunkness, and striking superior officer; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 43;
Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 83rd Foot Regiment.

Surname: MC GINLAY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

Surname: MC GINLEY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 199

Surname: MC GINLEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: MC GINLEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 20/1/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

Surname: MC GINLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 27/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 37

Surname: MC GINLEY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: MC GINLEY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MC GINLEY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 50

Surname: MC GINN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of Lead from a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: MC GINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Life commuted Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 214; Comments: Convict report No. Mc 197. Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: MC GINN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 160; Comments: Detained: Kilmainham 23/3/1838

Surname: MC GINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted to transp.for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 197

Surname: MC GINN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Tyrone.

Surname: MC GINN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 23/05/1838; Description of crime: Possessing two forged notes; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc11; Comments: Convicts wife Ann, resides in Lisnamoughery, Clogher, Co Tyrone.

Surname: MC GINNELL; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25; Comments: See GINNELL, PHILIP

Surname: MC GINNESS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85 (f)

Surname: MC GINNESS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127; Comments: Taken out of Warrant 8/11/1839

Surname: MC GINNIS; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 233; Comments: Discharge ordered - see petition book 28/07/59

Surname: MC GINNTY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: MC GINNTY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY 26/11/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 54

Surname: MC GINTY; First name: CHRIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 14/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing an Ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: MC GINTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15

Surname: MC GINTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MC GINTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MC GINTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: MC GIRERU; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 08/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 3

Surname: MC GIRL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Aggravated Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs Imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 110;
Comments: Name struck through

Surname: MC GIRL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Date of document: 19/11/1843; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: T 7 com to 2 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 60

Surname: MC GIUGAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 128

Surname: MC GIVENY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 177;
Comments: See GIVENEY, THOMAS TR10, p 177

Surname: MC GIVERAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 7

Surname: MC GIVERAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC GIVERANN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 7;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex 3.2.1836

Surname: MC GIVNEY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: MC GIVNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 12/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 19

Surname: MC GLAUGHLIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: MC GLAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 22/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 10 Years trans commuted to 2 years & 3 months impr;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 44

Surname: MC GLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1837; Description of crime: Grevious bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: MC GLENAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

Surname: MC GLENDON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1854; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 73

Surname: MC GLENNON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: MC GLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 37

Surname: MC GLINCHY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC GLINN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/7/55

Surname: MC GLINN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 15/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 291

Surname: MC GLINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15

Surname: MC GLONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 14/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a duck; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 Mc 75;
Comments: Convict served his time as a tailor with his father.

Surname: MC GLONE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/1847; Date of document: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Glone; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 48

Surname: MC GLONE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/1847; Date of document: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Glone; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 48

Surname: MC GLORE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: MC GLORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 13/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: MC GLORIE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 160; Comments: Detained on Spike Island

Surname: MC GLORIE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 160; Comments: Detained on Spike Island

Surname: MC GLORIE; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR,6 p.160; Comments: Convict was detained; Spike Island

**Surname:** MC GLOUGHLIN; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 258

**Surname:** MC GLOUGHNAN; **First name:** DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felonies committed during the Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.

**Surname:** MC GLYNN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1847; Description of crime: Presented by Grand Jury as a vagrant (see comment); Sentence: Impt. 3 months and then Transportation 7 yrs Comm.; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68; Comments: Crime: and found guilty as such Sentence: unless within that period he gives security to be of peace and good behaviour himself in £5 and 2 sureties in £2.10 each

**Surname:** MC GLYNN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

**Surname:** MC GLYNN; **First name:** MARCUS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Harming and wounding a yelding; Sentence: Death commuted 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40; Comments: Convict Report No. Mc 62 Name Struck through

**Surname:** MC GLYNN; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1845; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

**Surname:** MC GLYNN; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

**Surname:** MC GOARTY; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

**Surname:** MC GOBRICK; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

**Surname:** MC GOBRICK; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (f);
Comments: See LUAGNE, JANE TR 9, p 73

**Surname:** MC GOBRICK; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Malicious and violent assault to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

**Surname:** MC GOE; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 229;
Comments: Commuted to 12 months imprisonment

**Surname:** MC GOLRICK; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person]; Sentence: Death commuted to Transportation for life; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 92 (f);
Comments: Convict Report No. C 206

Surname: MC GOLRICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/03/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation to Life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 87;
Comments: Returned from Bermuda on board 'James' 12/1/1854 and discharged from Spike Island

Surname: MC GONE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 248

Surname: MC GONIGAL; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 265

Surname: MC GONIGLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 30/07/1822; Description of crime: STEALING ONE SHEEP; Name of petitioner: Sarah Mc Gonigle; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 1746;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Lissan, Co. Tyrone, Endorsed; this case has already been decided.

Surname: MC GOOGAN; First name: NEAL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 3

Surname: MC GOORTY; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: MC GOREM; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 255; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 04/02/57

Surname: MC GORMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 71

Surname: MC GORRY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Description of crime: Murder of her child by starvation; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 6, p 244; Comments: Commuted to Life

Surname: MC GORRY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Co Cavan; Date of document: 24/04/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 12

Surname: MC GOUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: MC GOUGH; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: MC GOUGH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: MC GOUIRE; First name: SALLY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (see comments); Record reference code: TR 2, p 110 (f); Comments: Sentence: unless she finds security for good behaviour

Surname: MC GOULDING; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: MC GOURAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1847; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island

Surname: MC GOURTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 230; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 7/4/1858

Surname: MC GOURTY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 230; Comments: Convict order to be discharged 7/4/1858

Surname: MC GOURTY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126

Surname: MC GOVERAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Suprise' Cork; Date of document: 09/09/1824; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2405; Comments: Convict states that he has been imprisoned six years and six months.

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

**Surname:** MC GOVERN; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 193

**Surname:** MC GOVERN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 06/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

**Surname:** MC GOVERN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126

**Surname:** MC GOVERN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 88; Comments: Convict discharge ordered 04/06/1858

**Surname:** MC GOVERN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 131; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/5/1856

**Surname:** MC GOVERN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/05/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J N DAN DECEMBER 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 23 (f)

**Surname:** MC GOVERN; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/02/1837; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation - life; Record reference code: TR,p.126

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a mule; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: SURPRIZE; Record reference code: TR,1 p.147

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR,10 p.145; Comments: To be hanged on Monday 14/04/1851

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co.Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to Life transportation; Name of ship: BRIDE; Record reference code: TR,14 p.94; Comments: Sentence commuted to 10 yrs. Transportation 08/03/1854

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR,7 p.229

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 11/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR,8 p.212

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: THOS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co.Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 9, p.102; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 26/12/1852

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of trial: 28/06/1845; Date of document: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 30

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: / /; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1820; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2061; Comments: Convict is a Tailor by trade and has a family, no details given. Petition received 5 May 1823.

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of document: 10/10/1823; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2062; Comments: Convict has been imprisoned six years. Prays release.

Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years;
Surname: MC GOVERN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Date of document: 17/11/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 Mc 42

Surname: MC GOVERTY; First name: DOMINICK;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 20

Surname: MC GOWAIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 32;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Government Prison 01/09/54

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 171

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 15/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 171
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Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a silver watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (f)

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 32;
Comments: Convict order to be discharged 26/10/58

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 200;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham (18/5/1836)

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Murder of Hugh Moran; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict & several others;
Record reference code: PPC 4090;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition on transportation for life. Petition dated, 26 August 1817.

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a Rebel and robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 04/12/1847;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 49;
Comments: Prisoner died in Smithfield convict depot, 2 Dec 1847.
Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 04/11/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 41

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC GOWAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC GOWEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a mule; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 147; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise (18/5/1836)

Surname: MC GOWLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 7, p.96; Comments: Convict died in Gaol

Surname: MC GOWRAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: MC GOWRAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

Surname: MC GOWRAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MC GOWRAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 239;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/5/1836

Surname: MC GOWRAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 40;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 07/05/58

Surname: MC GRADY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others;
Record reference code: PPC 3847;
Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: MC GRAFFERN; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 73;
Comments: See GRIFFIN, TERENCE TR 8, p 73

Surname: MC GRALE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 27/02/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Bridget Mc Grale; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 16

Surname: MC GRAM; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: MC GRANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Co Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Date of document: 05/09/1847; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 38

Surname: MC GRANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 37

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 13/07/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1529; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence, convict has a wife and children.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1827; Description of crime: Stealing one sheep; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: James & Catherine McGrath; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 3229; Comments: Petitioners reside in Newtownstewart, Co Tyrone. States the convict has lost the use of a limb.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dungarvan, County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc22; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Waterford County Gaol.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 170; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 Mc 38

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Patrick Sullivan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kenmare; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 1;
Comments: Prisoner was a labourer, and lived in Cregeen, Co. Kerry. Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 22/03/1845; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 6;
Comments: Prisoners residence given as Shankalla, Co. Galway. Anthony Malley and James Howard also convicted, and sentenced to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Youghal; Date of trial: 07/1845; Date of document: 13/08/1845; Description of crime: Possessing coining instruments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 35

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of trial: 05/01/1846; Date of document: 01/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny and passing a base coin; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 10

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 20;
Comments: Prisoner was a native of Co. Tipperary.

**Surname**: MC GRATH; **First name**: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs, com. to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 53

**Surname**: MC GRATH; **First name**: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/08/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 206 Petitioner has been confined without trial. prays to be tried as he is confident of an acquittal

**Surname**: MC GRATH; **First name**: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Misdemeanor; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 09 July 1834

**Surname**: MC GRATH; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Darby Maher; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 07 July 1834

**Surname**: MC GRATH; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Robbery of a piece of rope; Sentence: Trans of 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Mc 99; Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides in Mary Street, Limerick.

**Surname**: MC GRATH; **First name**: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 79

**Surname**: MC GRATH; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Date of document: 06/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Surname: MC GRATH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Date of document: 1853;
Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 Mc 19

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Date of document: 28/02/1853;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self & Margaret Mc Grath; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 Mc 8;
Comments: Petitioners residence given as Bushfield, near Aranmore, Co Galway.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Date of document: 10/05/1850;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 C 26;
Comments: Convicted with Daniel Conway, Michael Connors, Edward Horan.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 18 Oct 1834.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Committing a rape;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 1 Feb 1836.

Surname: MC GRATH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: LONACH 1825; 
Record reference code: FS 1828 1; 
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, residing at Derry, Kilmurry, Kings Co.

**Surname:** MC GRATH; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; 
Description of crime: Riot and assault; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; 
Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

**Surname:** MC GRATH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; 
Description of crime: Taking fire arms; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; 
Comments: Committed 9 March 1835.

**Surname:** MC GRATH; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; 
Comments: Committed 13 Feb 1835.

**Surname:** MC GRATH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; 
Comments: Committed 13 Feb 1835.

**Surname:** MC GRAW; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Ballymoney; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of document: 24/05/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Charles & Margaret McGraw; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; 
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 29; 
Comments: The stolen pigs belonged to Mr Thomas Forsyth. Petitioners residence given as Carnbeg, near Clough, Co Antrim. Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

**Surname:** MC GREAL; **First name:** THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 18/06/1827; Description of crime: Burglary and administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Record reference code: PPC 3122; Comments: Convict was convicted with James Mc Greal and James Gray for the same offense at the Spring Assizes. States the jury recommended mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: MC GREAL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 18/06/1827; Description of crime: Burglary and administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Relationship of petitioner: Other dependants; Record reference code: PPC 3122; Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas Mc Greal and James Gray for the same offense, at the Spring Assizes. States the jury recommended mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: MC GREAL; First name: DAVIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 30 Oct 1798.

Surname: MC GREAVY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/09/1799; Name of petitioner: self; Record reference code: SPP 762

Surname: MC GREE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC GREEVY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of document: 01/04/1816; Description of crime: Possessing stolen cloths; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mc Greevy; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts wife; Record reference code: PPC 1378; Comments: Convict is a dealer by trade and has one child. States he served 7 years in the Leitrim Militia.
Surname: MC GREEVY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 20; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children.

Surname: MC GREEVY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 29/10/1824; Description of crime: Possessing stolen shawls; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2407; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: MC GROGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprt.; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC GROGAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Possessing stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2408; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: MC GROGRAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 34; Comments: Name struck through register. Convict has a wife and 7 children.

Surname: MC GRORY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/8/55

Surname: MC GRORY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Mc 15

**Surname:** MC GRUDER; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless Bail (see comments); Record reference code: TR 9, p 17 (f); Comments: Comment: within 3 months for good conduct

**Surname:** MC GUAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island 10/12/54

**Surname:** MC GUAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286; Comments: See MC GUIRE, PATRICK TR 10, p 286

**Surname:** MC GUAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** MC GUAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** MC GUANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

**Surname:** MC GUANE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Constealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35; Comments: Convict died at spike on 27 Feb 1854

Surname: MC GUANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

Surname: MC GUANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: MC GUCKEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: To be hanged 21/4/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, 212; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/5/1836. Convict Ref File: Mc 15, 1836. Commuted to Transportation for Life. commuted to Transportation 10 yrs.

Surname: MC GUCKIAN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: MC QUICKAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 127

Surname: MC GUIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 15/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and House Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 3/12/1857
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Surname: MC GUIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted for Life commuted 1 yrs Impt.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109 (f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 11; Comments: Convict report No. Mc 11 Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC GUIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 201

Surname: MC GUIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 2; Comments: Released to be discharged 9/2/55

Surname: MC GUIGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Conspiracy to obtain money under false pretences; Sentence: Imprisonment 1 month, 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1850 G 11; Comments: James Grimley also convicted.

Surname: MC GUIGAN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife residing in Ahoghill, Co. Antrim.

Surname: MC GUIKE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Dungannon; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Date of document: 15/09/1849; Description of crime: Theft of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Thomas Burn and others; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Mc 28

Surname: MC GUIL; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: HENRY PORCHER 1825; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Eugerty, residing at Kilcurry, Dundalk.

Surname: MC GUINESS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/09/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

Surname: MC GUINESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONSIE 4/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: MC GUINESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 42; Comments: Everything struck through on register.

Surname: MC GUINESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39

Surname: MC GUINEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond

Surname: MC GUINEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: MC GUINLEY; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Derry; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Description of crime: Stealing flax; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3824; Comments: Convict is a widow with three children. States her husband was drowned. Convict has been imprisonment three years. Petition not dated, circa 1822-7.

Surname: MC GUINNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANJEE 10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEE 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51 F

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 1, p 172; Comments: See JESSOP, MARY JANE TR 1, p 172

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Killing 2 sheep; Sentence: Transportation for Life commuted 6 mths impt.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 126; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: FELIX;

Sex: U; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Louth, Drogheda; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 72

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Felony shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58
Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 23/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony box and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 15/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: On Board Hulk; Date of trial: 03/1813; Date of document: 03/09/1813; Description of crime: Being a vagabond; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4052; Comments: Convict has six children. Included is a letter stating that the convict is a noted offender and had previously been confined in Dundalk Gaol, Co. Louth, for robbing a Bleach Green.

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of document: 30/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 22

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Date of document: 13/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Mc 61

Surname: MC GUINNESS; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 08/04/1842; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 347

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 347

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: CONNOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Ass Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125; Comments: Convict died in Trim Goal 23 April 1850 Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny in D. house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 10 December 1852

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing shop goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117; Comments: Discharge ordered 3/4/5?

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 201; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield 11/10/54

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 16/5/56

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 40 (F)

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 57; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: MARY; Alias: ROW;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 108

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 127

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: PATRICK; Alias: MC GUAN, MC GRIAN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry City; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 102

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: breaking into and stealing from a warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 143

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless she finds security; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110 F; Comments: Sentence: for good behaviour

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 4/4/1857

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/07/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 25

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: M. Mc Dermott & others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1848 W 43; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Mahon's Yard, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: ALEX;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: MC GUIRE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others; Record reference code: PPC 3847; Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.
Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 242; Comments: Convict died in Grange Gorman Prison 3/9/1855

Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing cereal articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 120; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 27 May 1852. Entered from death returns.

Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Description of crime: Breach of peace; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 10/02/1845; Description of crime: Breach of trust; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 2; Comments: Prisoner was discharged on a legal point.

Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 24/06/1799; Description of crime: Larceny of Lead; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: self;
Record reference code: SPP 763

Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MC GUIRK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC GUIRKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MC GUITY; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

Surname: MC GUITY; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

Surname: MC GURGAN; First name: DANL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 49

Surname: MC GURK; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths.;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 313
Surname: MC GURKE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of document: 10/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 38

Surname: MC GURNAHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: MC GUTGAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: to be Impt. with and Transportation 7 (see comment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 296;
Comments: Sentence: commuted discharged 27/9/1844 Name struck through on register.

Surname: MC GUTHEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168;
Comments: Discharg ordered to Convict 24/06/57

Surname: MC GUTHRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 112;
Comments: (SEE) MC GETHINS, PATRICK TR 11, p 112

Surname: MC GUTTRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 177;
Comments: SEE MC GETHINS PATRICK TR 10, p 177

Surname: MC HAGO; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 21
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Surname: MC HALE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted to 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 87 (f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 230

Surname: MC HALE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 18/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151

Surname: MC HALE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Riot and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: SURPRISE 1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 MC13; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize 18/5/1836

Surname: MC HALE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

Surname: MC HALE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: MC HALE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 16/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 87 (f)

Surname: MC HALE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former Convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/7/55

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC HALE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 20/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 153;
Comments: Convict died of fever 1/12/1847 Name struck through on register

Surname: MC HALE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Dublin; Date of document: 07/12/1847;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 48;
Comments: Prisoner died in Richmond Convict Depot, 4 Dec 1847.

Surname: MC HALE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC HALE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: MC HALL; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 23/07/1856; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 99

Surname: MC HAVE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: MC HELLAND; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC HELVEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Child murder; Sentence: Sentence of death; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (f); Comments: Commuted to transportation for Life. March 29 1849

Surname: MC HENNA; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MC HENNY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: MC HENRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226; Comments: SEE POWER, MARY TR 8, p 226

Surname: MC HENRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: tr 12, P 208

Surname: MC HENRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75; Comments: SEE JOYCE, MICHAEL TR 9, p 75

Surname: MC HENRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC HEPERR; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 40

**Surname:** MC HESNEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 51;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

**Surname:** MC HESNEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 77

**Surname:** MC HOARE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;

Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

**Surname:** MC HUGH; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Malicious and violent assault to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

**Surname:** MC HUGH; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;

Record reference code: TR 6, p 24

**Surname:** MC HUGH; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings co; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing weights; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 100

**Surname:** MC HUGH; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Galway; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

**Surname:** MC HUGH; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 152; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/8/55

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 152; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 9 Jan 1854

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 05/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 113

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: JOHN; Alias: MC CUR, JOHN A;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/1/56

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing shop goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 62

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 255

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: PAT (2ND);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: to be hand on 14/4/1841; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76; Comments: No return recorded

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 111

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Surname: MC HUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 15/04/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 04/09/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 764;
Comments: Prisoner resided at Castlebar, Co. Mayo

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh gaol; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: obtaining money through false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc23

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1826; Date of document: 08/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B13;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Dineny granted a free passage to New South Wales, she left her residence in Mosstown, Longford on 27 Dec 1834 and sailed on board the Neva

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Carrick - on - shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick - on - shannon; Date of trial: 01/1844; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 4;
Comments: Stolen pig was the property of Hugh Daly.

Surname: MC HUGH; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC HUY; First name: KITTY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

**Surname:** MC IIARATH; **First name:** JOHN; **Alias:** GILLESPIE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 21/8/1856

**Surname:** MC ILHAIR; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 51; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 193

**Surname:** MC ILHENRY; **First name:** NONAY;

Sex: U; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of
crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for Life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 313

**Surname:** MC ILHINNEY; **First name:** NANCY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of
crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

**Surname:** MC ILHINNY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 102;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfied Prison 25/3/1853

**Surname:** MC ILHONE; **First name:** TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 20/08/1817;
Description of crime: Robbery of John Mc Ilhone of potatoes; Sentence: Death, commuted
to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4082;
Comments: Included is a letter from the foreman of the Grand Jury before which the
convict was tried, recommending the convict as an object of mercy; Endorsed: 'Pardoned
on condition of transportation for life'.

**Surname:** MC ILHONE; **First name:** TERENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Name of ship: MARY 1819;  
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;  
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Catherine Mc Ilhane, residing in Cookstown, Co Tyrone.

Surname: MC ILKER; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Obtained money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC 1851;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 F

Surname: MC ILROY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 33 (f)

Surname: MC ILROY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: U; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 01/08/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

Surname: MC ILVEEN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Magee;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 17/04/1838; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Trans 14 years; Name of ship: ASIA, 16 AUGUST 1831;  
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc12;  
Comments: Convict reference file contains two petitions from the convicts son Samuel, enquiring as to whether his father ever reached New South Wales, as his name can- not be found among the Muster Rolls of convicts received in the Colony.

Surname: MC ILVEENE; First name: ELISA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: death recorded commuted to Life;  
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 193

Surname: MC ILVEENE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 57; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 209
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Surname: MC ILVENNA; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 30/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 2/4/56

Surname: MC ILVENNY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: MC ILVENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 Mc 42;
Comments: Convict worked for John Fetherston as an accounts collector.

Surname: MC ILWAIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 23/08/1825; Description of crime: Stealing 5 shirts and a pillow case and Burglary; Sentence: Trans for 14 years;
Name of petitioner: Convict, Elizabeth Mc I; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2674;
Comments: Convict is a shoe maker by trade. Mothers petition dated 2 Nov 1825.

Surname: MC ILWAIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kingstown Harbour, DN; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: William Cocharane; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor;
Record reference code: PPC 2836;
Comments: Convict mother is living. Petition received 24 Jan 1826.

Surname: MC INEINCHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc 37

Surname: MC INERHANY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Surname: MC INERHENY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85 (f)

Surname: MC INERHENY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: U; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 11 (f)

Surname: MC INERHENY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: MC INERHENY; First name: LAWENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: compelling to quit and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: MC INERHENY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 15/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 24

Surname: MC INERHENY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: MC ENERY, M;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/51; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 16/12/56

Surname: MC INERHENY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY ’51; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192
Surname: MC INERHENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31; 
Comments: SEE MC INERHERY, PATRICK TR 10, p 31

Surname: MC INERHENY (MC INERNY); First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of document: 13/08/1825; 
Description of crime: Murder of James O'Donal; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Moyarta; 
Record reference code: PPC 4204; 
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of the convicts sentence to confinement. States the convict has four children. Other defendant; Patrick Mylon.

Surname: MC INERHERY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: MC INERHENY, PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/11/55

Surname: MC INERHNEY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Having coining tools in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 164; 
Comments: Discharge ordered 05/03/57

Surname: MC INERNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC INERNY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 26

Surname: MC INNERNEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1848; 
Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc
Surname: MC INNERY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: MC INNERY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1848; Date of document: 19/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: MC INTEE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 33;
Comments: Convict supports a wife and a family of 4.

Surname: MC INTEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/03/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 32;
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Clark, was recommended for a free passage to New South Wales, but her character was reported as poor, and the offer was withdrawn. She resided in Bailieboro, Co Cavan.

Surname: MC INTEE; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC INTRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC INTYRE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of document: 28/04/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Hester Mc Intyre; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 34; Comments: Petitioner lived in Dungannon.

Surname: MC INTYRE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845misc4

Surname: MC INTYRE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: MC IRVINE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 51

Surname: MC JOEY; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (to be hanged 21/3/1846); Record reference code: TR 6, p 144

Surname: MC KAY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years, discharged; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 115; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged.

Surname: MC KEAGE; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 31/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H19

Surname: MC KEAGE; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 31/03/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 H19

Surname: MC KEAGE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC KEAL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a Rebel Captain, Rape and Robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of Convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.

Surname: MC KEE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard house of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Description of crime: Being United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 332 Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: MC KEE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue; Record reference code: SPP 400

Surname: MC KEE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MC KEENEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC KEENY; First name: DONALD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Sentence: 15 yrs transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MC KEEVER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, Down; Place of imprisonment: New Gate, Dublin; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 14/12/1799; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Thomas Mc Keever;
Record reference code: PPC 206

Surname: MC KEEVER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of document: 18/03/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Mc Keever; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 21

Surname: MC KEEVY; First name: WILLIAM JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 11/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC KELVEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Date of document: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Infanticide; Sentence: Death Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Mc 14

Surname: MC KELVY; First name: DAVIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 1799; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 193;
Comments: Letter of recommendation from the Magistrates of Co. Down that the convict should be granted mercy in terms of transportation or Foreign Military Service.

Surname: MC KEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Description of crime: Uttering a forged £1 note; Sentence: Trans for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2672;
Comments: Character references including the Pastor of Lower Clonfeile, Co Fermanagh. Petition received 17 April 1825.

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 24/01/1799; Date of document: 11/12/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Barnaby McKenna; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 198; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military Service. Character references: Charles M. Walburton, Parish Priest.

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 24/01/1799; Date of document: 11/12/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Barnaby McKenna; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 198; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military Service. Character references Charles M Walburton, Parish Priest.

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of document: 13/08/1827; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3189; Comments: Convict states he is blind in one eye and paralysed on one side. Character reference from the Doctor of Antrim Gaol. Character references including the Employers with whom the convict had served as a Porter for several years until his conviction

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 15/03/1837; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc25; Comments: Medical Inspectors report.

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 11/08/1842; Description of crime: Being a member of the Ribbon Society; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 Mc 38; Comments: Convict lives in the townland of Molloy, Co. Longford and has a wife and four children.

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dungannon; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 18/03/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Ann McKenna; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 7;
Comments: Petitioners residence given as Aughnacloy, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 08/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Kenna; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 1

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: JOHN; Alias: Kelly, George;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Date of document: 05/10/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: John Kelly; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 53;
Comments: Petitioner's address given as 42, Essex St., Dublin.

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard house of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 332;
Comments: Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Transport ship at Cobh; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Name of ship: THE LIVELY TENDER; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 391;
Comments: Ship destined for Botany Bay

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue;
Record reference code: SPP 400

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Derry; Date of document: 27/04/1801; Description of crime: Stealing cheese & breaking in the door of J.Mackay; Sentence: Transportation and pillaring; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 719;
Comments: Convict has wife and five children, and is a private in Monaghan Militia.
Surname: MC KENNA; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 01/1846; Date of document: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 15

Surname: MC KENNA; First name: FRANCIS JACK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MC KENNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Date of document: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life - Com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 16;
Comments: Prisoner was a policeman, and claimed that he was acting in self defence, while carrying out his duties. He was a native of Ballycastle, Co. Antrim.

Surname: MC KENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 15/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: TR1 P57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 MC41 Convicts father, Peter, resides in the parish of Dromara, Co. Down.

Surname: MC KENNY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a purse; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc69; Comments: Convict has lived in Omagh, Co Tyrone for over thirty years and has two sons, William aged 14 years and the youngest 2 years.

Surname: MC KEON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC KEON; First name: U; Alias: Kennedy;

Sex: U;
Surname: MC KEON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 07/1817; Date of document: 23/07/1817; Description of crime: Assisting in murder; Sentence: Death;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation endorsed; to be transported; also letter on behalf of the Magistrates of Co Longford, recommending mitigation of the convicts sentences. Other defendant; Wallace, first name not given

Surname: MC KEON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;

Surname: MC KEON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Date of document: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Riot and Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: PESTONEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Anne Mc Keon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;

Surname: MC KEON; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: REGALIA 1826;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Bridget McGuire, residing in the townland of Drummillie

Surname: MC KEON (MC EWEN); First name: HUMPHREY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 02/04/1823; Description of crime: Inspected of Acts of Vagrancy; Name of petitioner: Convict and 3 others;
Comments: Convict was arrested with 3 others on the 15 March 1823, in Gorey Co Wexford. A native of Co Wexford and a saddler by trade has been employed as a Servant by farming people. Included letter from Local Co Gaol Inspector for Wexford reporting on a number of vagrants confined includes convicts (14 April1823)
Surname: MC KEONE; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/1843; Date of document: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: 10 T; Name of petitioner: Ellen mc Keone; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 12

Surname: MC KEOWN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC KEOWN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 01/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 RI; Comments: See Thomas Reilly CRF 1836 RI.

Surname: MC KEOWN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1837; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: 1 week imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: MC KEOY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Mc 19; Comments: Convicts father William, a tradesman, resides with a large family in Cardonagh, Co Donegal.

Surname: MC KEVITT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: longford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC KEVITT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Newry, County Down; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Surname: MC KEW; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of trial: 20/08/1836; Date of document: 22/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death (commuted trans life); Comments: Other defendant; John Haslip.

Surname: MC KEW; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 20/08/1836; Date of document: 22/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death (commuted trans life); Comments: Other defendant; John Haslip.

Surname: MC KEW; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 20/08/1836; Date of document: 22/08/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death (commuted trans life); Comments: Other defendant; John Haslip.

Surname: MC KEWAN; First name: BRIEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex'Cork; Date of document: 04/10/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2700; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. States he served 12 yrs in the Navy. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Naval Service. 2nd petition dated 12 Oct 1825, 3rd dated 6 Nov 1825.

Surname: MC KEWAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC KEWER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry Gaol; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Date of document: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc14

Surname: MC KINNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 26/03/1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Mc18; Comments: Convict resides in Glebe, Parish of Faughanvale, Co Londonderry and has a wife and two children.

Surname: MC KINNY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 14/01/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: William Hawkshaw; Record reference code: SPP 406; Comments: A native of Donaghmore.

Surname: MC KNIGHT; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted transp. 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 P 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 36; Comments: Convict was transported in August 1837. Convicts wife Mary, and two children reside in Derrylattinee, Parish of Clonfeacle, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MC KNIGHT; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 22/04/1828; Description of crime: Theft of muslin from shop; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & C. Mc Knight; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3445; Comments: Convicts mother states she has been a widow for 12 years and supported her family by spinning yarn. Address given at Omagh, Co. Tyrone. Mothers petition dated, 22 April 1828.

Surname: MC KOIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of document: 10/05/1820; Description of crime: Offering a bribe; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1502; Comments: Convict states that he has been in gaol for four years.
Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 40

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Setting fire to an outhouse; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 40; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 Mc 48

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of document: 01/09/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 70

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Co. Donegal; Date of document: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 57

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, waterford; Date of document: 18/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Owen O'Donnell and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local inhabitants;
Record reference code: SPP 766;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Co. Mayo

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc34

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/11/1836; Name of ship: I;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 8;

© National Archives, Ireland
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, arrived at the convict penitentiary house, Cork. Wife's name Elizabeth McLaughlin

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2412;
Comments: Convict has nine children and resides at Seeaghanbaun, Co. Mayo. Character references from the Parish Priest of Kilfian, Co. Mayo. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 03/1825; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2838;
Comments: Convict states that he was tried but received no sentence. Enquiring for result of trial. Petition received 4 Feb 1826.

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 16/04/1828; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Name of petitioner: The people of Londonderry;
Record reference code: PPC 3446;
Comments: Convict has a wife and children (no details given).

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing wool; Sentence: Trans 7 years commuted 12 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Mc 122

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Attempted arson; Sentence: 15 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 24

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 111;
Comments: Convicted with Murphy and others.
Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC LAUGHLIN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/12/1840; 
Record reference code: FS 1840 3; 
Comments: Convict requests that his wife and family, residing in Letterkenny, Co. Donegal, be granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MC LEAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: possibly spelt Mc Clean;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of trial: 13/07/1837; Sentence: Transp.for life, commuted to 12 months imprisonment; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 199; 
Comments: See also CRF 1837 Mc 206: John Mc Clean; as there is a possibility that it may be the same convict.

Surname: MC LEAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 10; 
Comments: list of free settlers on board the transport, Margaret. Daughters names, Jane and Mary Ann

Surname: MC LENNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823; 
Record reference code: FS 1831 1; 
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Margaret Hickey, residing at Clanmare, outside Cahir

Surname: MC LOGHLEN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/01/1840; 
Record reference code: FS 1840 22; 
Comments: Convicts wife, residing in Letterkenny, Co Donegal. Requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MC LOGHLIN; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 1817; Date of document: 17/05/1824; Description of crime: Robbery and burglary; Sentence: Transportation to New South Wales; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Loughlin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2414;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Legmillan, Parish of Killargy, Barony of Dromahain, co. Leitrim.

Surname: MC LOUGHLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC LOUGHLAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 10/1807; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 4030;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Aiding in an escape from gaol; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: TR1 p217; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 Mc 53;
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children and resides in Waterford.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house and being armed; Sentence: transportation; Name of ship: SURPRISE 1836;
Record reference code: TR1 P147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 MC11;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his father,

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 17

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 14 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2 P 122; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 10; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/09/1836; Name of petitioner: Edward Barran; Relationship of petitioner: Chaplain, Waterford gaol; Record reference code: FS 1836 SC3; Comments: Convicts wife and children were granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 765; Comments: Prisoner was a labourer on a farm in Lucan, Co. Dublin

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 11/04/1799; Description of crime: Administering the United Irishman oath; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Record reference code: SPP 767

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Date of document: 08/09/1847; Description of crime: Appearing Armed and attacking a Dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc 26

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of document: 15/05/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 7;
Comments: List of wives of convicts who are recommended by the Governor of New South Wales for the indulgence of a Free Passage to that colony to join their husbands. Wifes name, Elizabeth Mc Loughlin.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 20/09/1839; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Maru Mc loughlin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 129

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation or board the Rowena. Convict comes from Londonderry.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, Male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Longford.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Derry; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Compelling another female to give her money; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Mc 85;
Comments: Convicts father a pensious from the Military.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Date of document: 18/03/1845; Description of crime: Theft of gun; Sentence: T 10; Name of petitioner: Bridget Mc Loughlin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 41

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 20; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of causing grevious bodily harm to Patrick Brien on 16 November 1843. Evidence in the prisoners favour was given by Thomas Cleary, a local farmer.

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/01/1847; Date of document: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 11

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 03/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after 10 previous convictions; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Mc 5

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Longford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Gonville French; Relationship of petitioner: Employer; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc 73

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: NEAL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC LOUGHLIN; First name: NANCY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

**Surname:** MC LOUGHLIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

**Surname:** MC LOUGHLIN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 16/04/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 16

**Surname:** MC LOUGHLIN (MC LAUGHLIN); **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/05/1824; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Jane Mc Loughlin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2413; Comments: Convict has nine children, eldest is 14 years, and resides at Seeaghaneduff, near Crossmolina, Co. Mayo.

**Surname:** MC MACKEN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRf 1845 M 29

**Surname:** MC MAHER; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC MAHON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 1797; Date of document: 04/05/1799; Description of crime: Stealing 3 sheep, property of father; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 207; Comments: Convict has a wife, three infants (eldest 5 years) and a sister. Shoe maker by trade.

**Surname:** MC MAHON; **First name:** -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of document: 05/10/1825; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Honora McMahon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2670; Comments: Petitioning to be permitted to accompany her husband to Botany Bay with her three children, two boys and one girl. Petitioners address given at No 17, Peter St, Dublin.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Description of crime: Uttering a forged £5 note; Sentence: Trans for 14 years; Record reference code: PPC 2671; Comments: Convict was later removed to a Hulk in Cork. Petition received 20 April 1825.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Crok city; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 17/08/1820; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict/and defendant; Record reference code: PPC 1450; Comments: Other defendant, Cornelius Cronin.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 24/09/1821; Description of crime: SUSPECTED OF SMUGGLING; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1728; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children, Served in the 27th Ref of Foot. for twelve 7 yrs, and fought in the battle of Waterloo.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of document: 02/04/1831; Description of crime: Robbery of 15 shillings in Belfast, Co. Antrim; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 3588;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending mitigation of convicts sentence (together with several others, all named), to transportation for life. Endorsed: 'The 6 prisoners named to be transported for life.' Convict was convicted with Hugh Quigley, for the same offense.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 13/04/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3701; Comments: Letter, Governor of Ennis Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 137; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 Mc 10; Comments: Convict resides in Rathe, Co. Meath.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 276; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 Mc 26; Comments: Name struck through register - Discharged.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1847; Date of document: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 20

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cavan; Date of document: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Surname: MC MAHON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 22/02/1848; Date of document: 22/04/1848; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 10

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 08/01/1838; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: FS 1839 79;
Comments: Convicts wife, Ann Mc Mahon, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Ramackin, parish of Termanmaquirk, Co.Tyrone

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford city gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: BETTY; Alias: Kennedy;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).
Surname: MC MAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Pent; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Tipperary.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 14/10/1830; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: PPC 3520; Comments: Convict has a wife aged 16 years. States his parents and six children are dependant on his support.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: MARY; Alias: Toler;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 08/04/1825; Description of crime: Stealing blankets; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bernard Toler; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: PPC 4162; Comments: Petitioner served several years in the 55th Regiment of Foot in the West Indies. States he travelled from Clonmel, Co Tipperary to submit the petition.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc 2

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1843; Date of document: 17/04/1843; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Ellen Mc Mahon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 13

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dundalk; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1839; Date of document: 11/02/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Peter Martin; Relationship of petitioner: None; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 25

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Ennis; Place of imprisonment: Ennis and Smithfield; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Date of document: 03/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 30; Comments: Prisoner gives his residence as Killoo, Co Clare and his occupation as farmer.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 11/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 44

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Description of crime: Infanticide; Sentence: Death commuted to life; Record reference code: CRF 1849 M c 42

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 46

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Elizabeth Fitzmaurice, residing in Kilmallock St., Gormanston, Ballincara

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Honora Kelly, residing at New Haggard, parish of Lusk

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/1848; Date of document: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Perjury; Name of ship: HAVERING 1849;
Record reference code: FS 1850 1;
Comments: Convicts father, Con Mc Mahon, residing in Castleblaney, Co Monaghan, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MC MAHON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MC MANAMMY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of ship: SURPRISE 1836;
Record reference code: TR1 P173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 MC37 Convict was convicted with his brother James, for the same offence. Both convict resided in Glencastle, Barony of Erris, Co. Mayo.

Surname: MC MANNON; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Mayo; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 63

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Aggrevated assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 19

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/03/1838; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation of Mary O'Brien; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2 P 116; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 12; Comments: Convict resides in Esker, Co. Longford.

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 P 47 (F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 Mc 57; Comments: Convict has three children.

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/07/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transp.10 years, commtued to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 Mc 77; Comments: Name struck through register.

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 08/1842; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 Mc 49; Comments: Convict lives in the Parish of Drumlara, Co. Cavan and has a wife Anne, and five children to support.

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/08/1798; Record reference code: SPP 240; Comments: Letter from Alderman Jenkins of 6 King St. South, seeking the release of Mc Manus, no enclosure

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 02/02/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 241; Comments: petitioner prays to be liberated to return to the North with his wife and family
Surname: MC MANUS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Watkins Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 26/11/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 242; Comments: petitioner is a farmer of Ballybrittas in the Queens Co. Prays to be released and expresses willingness to give bail for his future conduct

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 50; Comments: Convict was arrested in Belfast, Co. Antrim on the 17 Apr., on no apparent charge. Prays to be brought to trial at the next assizes in Antrim or to be admitted to bail

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/01/1799; Name of ship: ALEXANDER; Record reference code: SPP 768; Comments: Prisoner resided in Co. Wexford

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 10/03/1826; Description of crime: Conspiring to commit a felony; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2840; Comments: Convict was convicted with others for a felony in the house of Francis Duffy of Knockenode, Co Wicklow.

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Lonford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling house; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16; Comments: Convict was convicted under the White boy Act and was transported.

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MC MANUS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 64; Comments: Sentence commuted to 9 months imprisonment.

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 44

Surname: MC MANUS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: MC MAUGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 Mc 126; Comments: Convict resides in Coleraine, Co. Londonderry with his parents, Hugh and Elizabeth.

Surname: MC MAUGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 14/03/1826; Description of crime: CONSPIRING TO COMMIT A FELONY; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2841; Comments: Character references from James Clinch with whom the convict had lived as a Servant.

Surname: MC MAWS; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life;
Surname: MC MCAHON; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;

Surname: MC MEEKIN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;

Surname: MC MENAMEN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co. Donegal; Date of document: 08/04/1824; Description of crime: Larceny of house; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Comments: Convict has a family, no details given. Includes a statement of Hught, James and Anne Mc Menamen of Ballycarrigeen, Co. Wicklow, 6 April 1824.

Surname: MC MENAMER; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone;

Surname: MC MILLAN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Date of document: 02/10/1799; Name of petitioner: General French;
Comments: Was sentenced to transportation for life prior to the French taking over Castlebar and freeing prisoners. He joined the rebels at Westport.

Surname: MC MITCHELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;

Surname: MC MONAGH; First name: SHANE;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Surname: MC MOUGAL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Having stolen property in possession; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1852 G 2; Comments: Convicted with Bridget Mc Mouigal.

Surname: MC MOUGAL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Having stolen property in possession; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1852 G 2; Comments: Convicted with Peter Mc Mouigal.

Surname: MC MULLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC MULLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MC MULLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MC MULLEN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MC MULLEN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Passing a forged £1 note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mc Mullen; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3447; Comments: Convict is a stone mason by trade and has a family (no details given). Petitioner resides at Vaintfield, Co. Down. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.
Surname: MC MULLEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3825; Comments: Convict has four children. States her father is living. Petition not dated, circa 1822-7

Surname: MC MULLEN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Mc 25; Comments: Convicts father Patrick, resides in Corkey Parish of Loughguile, Co Antrim.

Surname: MC MULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Ballymoney County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 07/1843; Date of document: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 38

Surname: MC MULLIN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC MURRAY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a chair; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: MC MURRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC NALLY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Mc Donald;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/06/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transp.7 yrs, commuted 12 mths impr.; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 193
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Surname: MC NALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 1846; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Rose Mc Nally; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 41; Comments: Petitioner lived in King’s County.

Surname: MC NALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 12/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MC NALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 26/12/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: T 15; Name of petitioner: Thomas Simcocks; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 64

Surname: MC NALLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 05/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years - commuted to 2yrs impris; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 6; Comments: Sentencce was commuted because prisoner was declared unfit for transportation.

Surname: MC NALLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Mc 28

Surname: MC NALLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: MEDINA 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Mc Nally residing care of John Lawlor, 6, Catherine's Lane, Cross Stick Alley, Dublin.

Surname: MC NALLY; First name: FRANCIS MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Convicts wife, Rachel Gloud, residing at Dublin Gate, Drogheda.

Surname: MC NALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 12/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of document: 09/06/1825; Description of crime: Possessing stolen sheep; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2669;
Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children. States his brother was transported in 1822 for the same offense.

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: U;

Sex: U; Date of document: 29/05/1819; Description of crime: Robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 1338;
Comments: Report of the magistrate for Co. Limerick, naming the convict has one of a gang responsible for the robberies.

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 06/05/1799; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Robbery of arms and money; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 135;

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/04/1822; Date of document: 05/05/1823; Description of crime: Armed attack on house in Co. Limerick; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1865;
Comments: Convict was transported on the 03 June 1822.
Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transp. for 7 years, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 156

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted 6 mths imprison.; Record reference code: TR 1 P 220; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 Mc 1; Comments: N.S.T.

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 109; Comments: Convict resides in Ogunilly, Co. Clare, and is the sole support of his mother.

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 20/08/1840; Description of crime: Attempted murder; Sentence: Death, Commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 78

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife's name Mary Halpin

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B2;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Halpin, residing in Ennis, Co. Clare, granted a free passage to New South Wales

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Name of ship: MANGES 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Mary Halpin, residing in Parish of Kilmona

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Charged with sheep stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 28 August 1835

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Description of crime: Suspected of sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Honora Mc Namara;
Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2070;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Nenagh, Co Tipperary. Petition received in the year 1823.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of document: 20/03/1826;
Description of crime: Receiving and uttering £1 forged note; Sentence: Trans for 14 years;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2842;
Comments: Convict has five children.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tomgrany, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare;
Date of document: 20/01/1826; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2843;
Comments: Convict states he has been confined on no charge.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Limerick City.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** THADY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 26/08/1817; Description of crime: Robberies; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & several others;
Record reference code: PPC 4090

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Bruff County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/1843; Date of document: 27/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 61

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Mc Namara; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 2;
Comments: No trace was found of a prisoner named John Mc Namara in either the city gaol or the County Gaol of Cork. Petitioner gives his residence as Gardens Cross, in the Borough of Cork.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Killala; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of document: 12/05/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: John & Mary Mc Namara; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 28

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: Mack, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 43;
Comments: Prisoner died in Richmond Convict Depot, 1 Dec 1847.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1
Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9);
Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot.

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Mary Halpin.

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: R;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Leitrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret O'Connor, residing at Ballymakough, Newport.

Surname: MC NAMARA; First name: BRIEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Reddy, residing in the village of Murrisk.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Sarah Timlan, residing in Co. Mayo.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Eleanor Mc Namara, residing in Castlecomer, Co Kilkenny.

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC NAMARA; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** MC NAMCE; **First name:** THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Finglas, Dublin; Date of trial: 1789; Date of document: 1789; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 22

Surname: MC NAMEE; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 27/11/1827; Date of document: 03/12/1827; Description of crime: Passing counterfeit coins; Name of petitioner: Convict & Daniel Lynch; Relationship of petitioner: Other convict; Record reference code: PPC 3278;
Comments: Both convicts petitioning to be admitted to bail. Convict Mc Namee is a native of Cladaugh, Castlerahan, Co Cavan. A copy of the committal order to Cavan gaol is included in the file.

Surname: MC NAMEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing a pistol; Sentence: Trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16

Surname: MC NAUGHTON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC NEAL; First name: NEAL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1822; Description of crime: Possessing stolen garments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: James Kairns; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1713;
Comments: Convict was convicted with James Kairns and Richard Craig for the same crime.

Surname: MC NEAL; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Name of ship: SOPHIA 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Jane Mc Gill, residing at Bally gowen, Larne.

Surname: MC NEAL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Surname: MC NEAL; First name: ARCHILBALD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Jane Mc Gill.

Surname: MC NEAL; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: SOPHIA 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Jane Mc Gill.

Surname: MC NEELY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of document: 13/04/1846; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick and Ellen McNeely; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 37;
Comments: Prisoners wife received 12 months imprisonment for the same offence.

Surname: MC NEIL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MC NEIL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: THREE BEES 1813;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Whelan, residing at Castle Comer.

Surname: MC NEILL; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/07/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 3;
Comments: Convicts wife refused the offer of a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MC NEILL; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Name of petitioner: Daniel Mc Neill; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 770

Surname: MC NESBITT; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Patrick Nesbitt;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Belfast; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of trial: 01/07/1843; Date of document: 04/07/1843; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: T7; Name of petitioner: Timothy Mc Nesbitt; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 37

Surname: MC NEVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 30/07/1826; Description of crime: Theft of £4; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Mc Nevin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2999; Comments: Convict had served in the 86th Regiment of foot. Petitioner states she is pregnant. Requests a reply to be sent to Rev. Archdeacon Hobson, William St., Waterford.

Surname: MC NICHOLAS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of trial: 08/1843; Date of document: 21/08/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 47

Surname: MC NICKLE; First name: LETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MC NICKLE (MC NICOLE); First name: U;

Sex: U; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex' Kingstown; Date of trial: 23/06/1828; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Mc Nickle; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3448; Comments: Convicts father is living in America. Petitioner states convict left home 2 years previous to his conviction. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: MC NIGHT; First name: BENJAMEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/08/1837; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Robert Mc Night; Relationship of petitioner: Son;
Surname: MC NULTY; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 14; Comments: Convict was convicted with his father, John, and brother in law, John McNulty, for the same offence. All three convicts reside in Boleyboy, Kilasser Parish, Barony of Gallen, Co. Mayo.

Surname: MC NULTY; First name: JOHN (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted to transp. 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, P 132; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 Mc 14; Comments: Convict was convicted with his father and brother in law, John and Anthony McNulty. All three convicts reside in Boleyboy, Killasser Parish, Barony of Gallen, Co. Mayo.

Surname: MC NULTY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - Com.to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self, John Flynn & others; Relationship of petitioner: Clergy & Magistrates; Record reference code: CRF 1848 W 19

Surname: MC NULTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 98

Surname: MC NUTLY; First name: JOHN (SENIOR);

Sex: M; Age: 78; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transp. for life commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, P 132; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 Mc 14; Comments: N.S.T.R.

Surname: MC OWEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Marborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 26/03/1836; Description of crime: Attempted murder; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc73

Surname: MC OWSKEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MC PARLAND; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Mc 17; Comments: Convict has a wife and nine children.

Surname: MC PEAKE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1852; Description of crime: Passing base coin and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Mc 44

Surname: MC PEAKE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 04/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Catherine Mc peake; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 771; Comments: prisoner resided in the parish of Tamlaght, Co.Londonderry

Surname: MC PEAKE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 07/10/1799; Record reference code: SPP 772; Comments: prisoner resided in Co Londonderry

Surname: MC PHELEMY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of document: 17/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 14; Comments: Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment.

Surname: MC QUADE; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Surname: MC QUADE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Co Monaghan; Date of document: 29/05/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 26

Surname: MC QUADE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 Mc 34

Surname: MC QUADE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: HENRY PORCHER 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Convicts wife, residing in the Parish of Rossory, Co Fermanagh.

Surname: MC QUAID; First name: JANE; Alias: Amelia Hanlon;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 24/11/1825; Description of crime: Stripping a child; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Neil Mc Quaid; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 2945;
Comments: Petitioner resides at No. 19 Phoenix St. Dublin. States he has a wife and nine children. Several character reference from inhabitants of Dublin. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: MC QUAID; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of document: 14/04/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Elanor Mc Quade; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Mc 17

Surname: MC QUILLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 37;
Comments: Convicts wife, Anne Mackey, residing at Donoghmaine, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MC QUILLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of document: 12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 5; Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the convict ship Thomas Harrison, wife's name Mary Mackay.

Surname: MC QUILLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Mary Mackay.

Surname: MC QUILLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Name of ship: FERGUSON 1829; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Anne Mackey, residing at Dundrocher, Donoghmain.

Surname: MC QUILLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Mary Mackey.

Surname: MC QUILLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife’s name, Mary Mackey.

Surname: MC QUILLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: FERGUSON 1829; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Mary Mackey.
Surname: MC QUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 32

Surname: MC QUIRK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MC QURK; First name: NEAL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Riot and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MC RICHARDSAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MC RORY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is a Lunatic.

Surname: MC SHAFFERY; First name: GRACE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery; Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others;
Record reference code: PPC 3555;
Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offence. State they were confined for 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: MC SHANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in a robbery; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2845;
Convict resides in Belfast, Co Antrim and Down and is a tradesman by profession. States his parents are dependant on his support. Character references from the inhabitants of Belfast. Petition received in the year 1826.

**Surname:** MC SHANE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Essex' Dublin; Date of document: 20/07/1826; Description of crime: Theft of money; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Mc Shane; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2989;

Comments: Convict is a dealer by trade and the sole support of petitioner and small family (no details given).

**Surname:** MC SHANE; **First name:** DANIEL; Alias: James;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

**Surname:** MC SHANY; **First name:** S;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC SHANY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC SHEA; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

**Surname:** MC SHIMMER; **First name:** ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Being at large during sentence of transportation; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

**Surname:** MC SLOY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Mc 28

Surname: MC SORLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MC STRAVOCK; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Burns;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: MC SWEENEY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: TR1 p164; Record reference code 2: CRf 1836 MC 47 Convicts father Daniel resides in Henry St. Limerick and had served 21 years in the army.

Surname: MC TAGE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co. Donegal; Date of document: 03/02/1818; Record reference code: PPC 4087; Comments: Letter, Sheriff of Co. Donegal, reporting on the convicts conduct during his confinement.

Surname: MC TEAGUE; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co.; Date of document: 01/04/1816; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1387; Comments: Memorial of Rev. James Mc Cary, Dublin, on behalf of the convict, endorsed: 'to be respited'.

Surname: MC TEAGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Trans life commuted 6 mts impris; Name of ship: ESSEX 1836; Record reference code: TR1p165; Record reference code 2: CRf 1836 Mc51 n.s.t

Surname: MC TEAGUE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MC TEAR; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of document: 02/04/1831; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 3588;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending mitigation of convicts sentence (together with several others, all named), to transportation for life. Endorsed: 'The 6 prisoners named to be transported for life'.

**Surname:** MC TEGART; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 2 P 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 Mc 202

**Surname:** MC TIGART; **First name:** DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Date of document: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 31

**Surname:** MC TIGE; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Place of imprisonment: Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Date of document: 09/03/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: 7 years trans; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Mc 9

**Surname:** MC TYGE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway Town; Date of document: 01/07/1822; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1740;
Comments: Convict resides in Galway town where he was born and bred. Has a wife and seven children.

**Surname:** MC VAY; **First name:** TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/01/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** MC VEAGH; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 02/11/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

**Surname:** MC VEAGH; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

**Surname:** MC VEIGH; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of document: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com.4 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Ann Mc Veigh; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1848 Mc 12; Comments: Petitioner resided in Portadown, Co. Armagh.

**Surname:** MC VEIGH; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 09/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Tms 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 51; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing 2 shirts from Mr William Carrick.

**Surname:** MC VEIGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Mc 35

**Surname:** MC VOGUE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: possessign a stolen shawl and mantle; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1511; Comments: Convict is a weaver by trade and has a wife and six children.states his mother is living.

**Surname:** MC WEENY; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 20/02/1846; Date of document: 03/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Michael Doherty & others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Mc 19

Surname: MC WEENY (OR MULQUEENY); First name: HUGH; Alias: Hugh White;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Date of document: 13/08/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Mc 37

Surname: MC WILLIAM; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Derry; Date of document: 30/08/1827; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3167; Comments: Convict has a family and resides in the parish of Ballinarcreen, Co. Derry, char refs. from the parish priest and church warden of Ballinarcreen, 2nd petition dated 27 Oct 1827.

Surname: MC WILLIAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas gaol, Co Kildare; Date of document: 12/09/1798; Description of crime: member of United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Ann Mc William; Relationship of petitioner: Daughter; Record reference code: SPP 243; Comments: Petitioner prays for her fathers release. petitioner has a brother and sister dependant on prisoners support

Surname: MC WILLIAMS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans life commuted imprt 12 mts; Record reference code: TR1 p5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 Mc 57; Comments: N.s.t

Surname: MCARTHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 18/04/1827; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Honora Mc Carthy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3303; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to transportation. States they have seven children. Convict was convicted on the evidence of one man who had sought revenge for information which the convict had given of illegal stills in operation in the county. Petitioner resides in Clonakilty, Co. Cork

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MCAVAIRY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 03/05/1799; Description of crime: Stealing two pieces of cloth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 201; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Military Service. Convict employed as a game-keeper to William C. Fortique, Ravensdale Park. Transport ship bound for Botany Bay.

Surname: MCAVERNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: New gate; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MCBRIDE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Louth; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MCCABE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Sentence: o; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list of the women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board Thomas Harrison, wife's name Catherine Mc Brien

Surname: MCCABE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MCCAIN; First name: A;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Donegal; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCCARTHY; First name: JULIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: stealing clothes and former convict; Sentence: transportation 7 years; Name of ship: JW DARE; Record reference code: tr11 p11(f)

Surname: MCCARTHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Fermoy, Co.Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 07/01/1831; Date of document: 25/01/1831; Description of crime: Stealing Poultry; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3583; Comments: Convict states she is the sole support of her widowed mother and four children Petition signed by inahabitants of clonmel, Co. Cork.

Surname: MCCARTHY; First name: U;

Sex: U; Date of document: 01/1837; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; Comments: list of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, Daughter’s name, Mary

Surname: MCCARTHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCCORMIC; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCCOY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1818; Date of document: 02/1820; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1530; Comments: Convict has been held back from transportation for 2nd on account of her ill health.

Surname: MCCRANLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MCCRUMB; First name: WILLIAM;
**Surname:** MCCUE; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 26/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Comments: Prisoner was a native of Newtown, Co. Kildare

**Surname:** MCCUE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** MCDERMOT; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 12/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

**Surname:** MCDONAGH; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 12/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** MCDONALD; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickonshannon; Date of document: 27/11/1827; Description of crime: Forcibly taking possession of lands in Foomon; Name of petitioner: Convict and Ann McDonald; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3268;
Comments: Convict was arrested with his mother Anne, for the same offense. States his family held the lands under lease from the Carleton family for over a century. Convict resides with his family in Fooman, Cloone, Co Leitrim. Father deceased

**Surname:** MCDONNELL; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 29/01/1831; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict Alicia Strong; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3584;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Alicia Strong at the summer Assizes. trial Place not given for the same offense. Prosectutor is a publican in Boyle, Co. Roscommon
Convict states her widowed mother is dependant on her support.
Surname: MCELHARR; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MCENRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCGAEVANE; First name: JAMES; Alias: McGawang, James;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

Surname: MCGAFFIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: MCGAFFIKIN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: MCGAGHERN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: MCGAGHRAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: MCGALVAN; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Surname: MCGANICK; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 195; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: MCGANLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/04/1853

Surname: MCGANLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: MCGANN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 3; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCGANN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: MCGANN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: MCGARAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/07/1843; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74;
Surname: MCGARRELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2

Surname: MCGARRILY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: MCGARRANTY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Perjury and obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Perjury and robbery, obtaining money under pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 146

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin
Surname: MCGARRY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 83 (F)

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: HENRIETTA;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 77 (F)

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 186; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: McKervey, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Rioting and taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128; Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/07/1850 and convict’s name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 123

Surname: MCGARRY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Maxwell, William;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: MCGARTY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 25 (F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853

Surname: MCGARTY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: MCGARVEY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 56

Surname: MCGARVEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: MCGARVEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1855; Description of crime: Felonious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 32;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin 10/09/1855, at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 28/06/1856 and Bermuda 00/12/1856 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/05/1860. Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/11/1864.

Surname: MCGARVEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 13/03/1855; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 32;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin 10/09/1855, at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 28/06/1856, at Bermuda 00/12/1856, at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 29/05/1860.

Surname: MCGARVEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: MCGAUGHNEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin 03/04/1837

Surname: MCGAUGHY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 166

Surname: MCGAURAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Lockman, James;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: MCGAURAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 99; Comments: Convict report no. M 19. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCGAWAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 94

Surname: MCGAWANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 188;
Comments: See McGaevane, James TR 10, p 188

Surname: MCGEAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: MCGEAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: MCGEARY; First name: CATH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (F)
Surname: MCGEARY; First name: CATH;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (F)

Surname: MCGEE; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/07/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCGEE; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 08/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: MCGEE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 198

Surname: MCGEONE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs recommended for life;
Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 6;
Comments: See Down - 1857

Surname: MCGEOUGH; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 181;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: MCGERR; First name: PAT; Alias: Maxwell, William;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 6
Surname: MCGETHINS; First name: PATRICK; Alias: McGuttrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 177

Surname: MCGETHINS; First name: PATRICK; Alias: McGuthrick, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 112;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1851

Surname: MCGETRICK; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 284

Surname: MCGILE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MCGILE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/03/1843;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MCGILL; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Longford;
Record reference code: CRF1836 misc94

Surname: MCGINTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MCGLENAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2
Surname: MCGLENN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCGRANE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: MCGRARY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 30/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 9

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Charged with a riot;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway Town; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 298;
Comments: See Quirk, Peggy TR 10, p 298

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 170
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Surname: MCGRATH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 1

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 84

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: AMANTATIA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: ANASTATIA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 02/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 115 (F)

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: CATH;
Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 238

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sheep stealing; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 30

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 1; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/04/1850. Convict's name, sentence and crime struck through from Register.

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Having coining implements in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 7, p 243

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 12 (F)

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 24; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilige; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 233

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JOE;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: See Sullivan, Joe TR 7, p 28

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Attempting to compell to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 96; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/07/1857

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 161; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 81

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 30

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MCGRATH; First name: JONATHAN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen bacon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Comments: See Pat Connery
Record reference code: TR 3, p 125

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 22, p 66 (F)

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MARCUS;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/22/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2 (F)

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny and uttering false coins; Sentence: Transportation 3 mths and 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 150

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 250

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85 (F)

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 144

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Attempting to compell to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1840; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 125

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/05/1862; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 166; Comments: Convict served in the 87th Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial. Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/07/1862.

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/06/1853

Surname: MCGRATH; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Bullock stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/03/1853

**Surname**: MCGRATH; **First name**: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

**Surname**: MCGRATH; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Rape on a child; Sentence: Death commuted to life in Asylum; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname**: MCGRATH; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

**Surname**: MCGRATH; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Having coining tools; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 7, p 112; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/10/1832

**Surname**: MCGRATH; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 159; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1851 and convict's name struck through from Register.

**Surname**: MCGRAVE; **First name**: JOHN; Alias: Howard, John;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 157; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin
Surname: MCGRAW; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: MCGREAL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Surname: MCGREAL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: MCGREAL; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

Surname: MCGREARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: MCGREEVY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 225;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1858

Surname: MCGREGOR; First name: FRANCIS; Alias: Murray, William;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/12/1856; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 18;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/02/1857 and at Philipstown Gaol, King's County and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/05/1860
Surname: MCGRIAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 286;  
Comments: See McGuire, Patrick TR 10, p 286

Surname: MCGRILLIS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 1;  
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCGROGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 3;  
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCGROY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: MCGROY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 39;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: MCGROUGH; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 209;  
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843

Surname: MCGRUDE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 17 (F)
Surname: MCGUAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 19;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/12/1854

Surname: MCGUAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

Surname: MCGUANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

Surname: MCGUANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 35;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/02/1854

Surname: MCGUANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

Surname: MCGUANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 113;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCGUCKEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, 21/04/1836 commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, 212;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/05/1836
Surname: MCGUCKIAN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: MCGUICHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 127

Surname: MCGUIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 15/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/12/1857

Surname: MCGUIGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109 (F); Comments: Convict's sentence later commuted to 1 yrs impt. Convict report no. Mc 11 and name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCGUIGAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 1 mth impt + transportation 7 yrs, later discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 296; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCGUIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 201

Surname: MCGUIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MCGUILLYCUDDY; First name: EUSEBUIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of document: 14/05/1822; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation failing security; Name of ship: MANGLES; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1749;
Comments: Prays to be removed from the Mangles in Cork and sent back to Cork City gaol where he is willing to remain till the time of imprisonment expires and to give security for his future conduct. States he is from an ancient highly respectable family in Co. Kerry. Second petition dated 8 June 1822

Surname: MCGUINESS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/09/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

Surname: MCGUINESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 42;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: MCGUINESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 39;
Comments: Convict sent to Depot 14/03/1844

Surname: MCGUINEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 126;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCGUINNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford Port; Date of document: 04/08/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Patrick McGuinness; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 1527;
Comments: Petitioners address given at No. 15 Engine Alley, Dublin. Memo included stating that the ship has sailed.

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony box and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 70;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51 (F)

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Louth;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 172;
Comments: See Jessop, Mary Jane TR 1, p 172

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Killing 2 sheep; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 6 mths imprt;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 126;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Lough; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 72

Surname: MCGUINNESS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: Felony shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: MCGUINTE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 18/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Power and others;
Record reference code: SPP 363 A native of Ratheen

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/04/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 31; Comments: Convict has a wife 2 children who are dependant on his support.

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 347

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 347

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: CONNOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Ass stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict died at Trim Gaol, 23/04/1850.

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/12/1852

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 108
Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 127;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: PATRICK; Alias: McGuan, McGrian;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 102

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into and stealing from a ware-house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 143

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: SALLY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 110 (F)

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: MCGUIRE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Mc Guire; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 W 31; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Mahons Yard, Co Roscommon. Prisoner discharged, 15 September 1849.

Surname: MCGUIRK; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: MCGUIRK; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: MCGUIRK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 242; Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/09/1855

Surname: MCGUIRK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing cereal articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 120; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/05/1852. Convict's name entered from death returns.

Surname: MCGUIRK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Description of crime: Breach of peace; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61;
Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register

**Surname:** MCGUITY; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

**Surname:** MCGUITY; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

**Surname:** MCGURGAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 49

**Surname:** MCGURK; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313; Comments: G.G. 17/11/1843

**Surname:** MCGURNAHAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

**Surname:** MCGUTHEN; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1857

**Surname:** MCGUTHRICK; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 112;
Surname: MCGUTTRICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 177;
Comments: See McGethins, Patrick TR 10, p 177

Surname: MCHAGO; First name: JOHN; Alias: Glynn;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: MCHALE; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 87 (F)

Surname: MCHALE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 151

Surname: MCHALE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Riot and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCHALE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 152;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCHALE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: **MCHALE**; First name: **MARY**;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 87 (F)

Surname: **MCHALE**; First name: **MICHAEL**;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 120;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: **MCHALE**; First name: **PATRICK**;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 153;
Comments: Convict died of fever, 01/12/1847 and name struck through from Register.

Surname: **MCHALL**; First name: **ANTHONY**;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 23/07/1856; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 99;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/09/1856 and at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/06/1857

Surname: **MCHAVE**; First name: **JAMES**;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: **MCHELVEY**; First name: **MARY**;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Child murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life, 29/03/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (F)

Surname: **MCHENRY**; First name: **WILLIAM**;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MCHENRY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226; Comments: See Power, Mary TR 8, p 226
Surname: MCHENRY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208
Surname: MCHENRY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75; Comments: See Joyce, Michael TR 9, p 75
Surname: MCHENRY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 40
Surname: MCHESNEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851
Surname: MCHESNEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 77
Surname: MCHUGH; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Malicious and violent assault to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69
Surname: MCHUGH; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 24

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing weights; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 100

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 152; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 152; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/01/1854

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 05/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 113

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: JOHN; Alias: McCur, John A;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 94;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing shop goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 62

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 255

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: PAT (2ND);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 14/04/1841;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 111;
Comments: Convict sent to Bermuda per N Morrisson, 00/12/1856

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: MCHUGH; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 (F)

Surname: MCHUGO; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 11, p 64

Surname: MCHUY; First name: KITTY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: MCIARATH; First name: JOHN; Alias: Gillespie;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: MCILHAIR; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193
Surname: MCILHENRY; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 313

Surname: MCILHINNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 102; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1853

Surname: MCILKER; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Obtained money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 (F)

Surname: MCILROY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33 (F)

Surname: MCILROY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 01/08/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 9

Surname: MCILVEENE; First name: ELISA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: MCILVEENE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1943

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MCILVENNA; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/04/1856

Surname: MCILVENNY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: MCINERHANY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: MCINERHENY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85 (F)

Surname: MCINERHENY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11 (F)

Surname: MCINERHENY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: MCINERHENY; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Compelling to quit and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCINERHENY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 24

**Surname:** MCINERHENY; **First name:** MICHAEL; Alias: McEnery, M;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

**Surname:** MCINERHENY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192;
Comments: See p 191

**Surname:** MCINERHENY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31;
Comments: See McInerhery, Patrick TR 10, p 31

**Surname:** MCINERHENY; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/03/1849

**Surname:** MCINERHENY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Compelling to quit and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21;
Comments: Convict died, 05/02/1848. Convict's name struck through from Register.

**Surname:** MCINERHENY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Description of crime: Plead guilty of murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE 09/02/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 22
Surname: MCINERHERY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: McInerhenry, Patrick;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: MCINERHNEY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Having coining tools in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 164;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1857

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 34 (F)

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1855; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 13;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/09/1855, at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 21/08/1856, at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 29/06/1861

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Madden, Jas;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 13;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/06/1858

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 108

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 03/07/1836

Surname: MCINERNEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/05/1854

Surname: MCINTEGGART; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 66

Surname: MCINTIRE; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/04/1837

Surname: MCINTIRE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1840; Description of crime: Being a member of a secret society; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 24

Surname: MCINTYRE; First name: ALEZANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kildare Town; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 104; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCINTYRE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41 (F)

Surname: MCINTYRE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCINTYRE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: MCIRVINE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 48

Surname: MCIVORY; First name: WILLIAM;
Surname: MCKANG; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MCKAY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 189

Surname: MCKAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: MCKAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78; Comments: Convict died at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/04/1849

Surname: MCKAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 49; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3 (F); Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/10/1839

Surname: MCKAY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 05/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 (F)

Surname: MCKEAGH; First name: DANIEL;
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Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprise, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCKEAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 28/03/1836 commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836. Convict ref. file: Mc25, 1836

Surname: MCKEAGUE; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: MCKEARNEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33

Surname: MCKEARNEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: MCKEARNEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1855; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 5; Comments: Convict removed to Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/09/1855; Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/07/1856; Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 06/11/1856; Mountjoy Gaol, Co Dublin, 18/03/1857; Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 08/05/1857; Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/04/1859; Mountjoy Gaol, 23/12/1859, Spike Island 22/09/1860

Surname: MCKEARNEY; First name: SARAH; Alias: McKenna;
Sex: F; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 290

Surname: MCKEAVER; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 211; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/06/1856

Surname: MCKEE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62

Surname: MCKEE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCKEE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Twice receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2 (F)

Surname: MCKEE; First name: ESTER;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: MCKEE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 46; Comments: Convict has a large family dependant on his support.

Surname: MCKEE; First name: ISABELLA;
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/10/1856

Surname: MCKEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/10/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1843

Surname: MCKEE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: MCKEE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3 (F); Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: MCKEENER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: MCKEENY; First name: DONALD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 40

Surname: MCKEEVER; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

Surname: MCKEEVER; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 41

Surname: MCKEEVER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: MCKEEVER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 171

Surname: MCKEEVER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 16/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 176

Surname: MCKEEVER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 6, p 48

Surname: MCKEEVERS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: MCKEGUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: MCKENDRY; First name: ED;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** MCKENDRY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/03/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs after 6 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

**Surname:** MCKENDRY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register

**Surname:** MCKENERS; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Vagrant;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 03 August 1833

**Surname:** MCKENING; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

**Surname:** MCKENNA; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 324;
Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin

**Surname:** MCKENNA; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 271

**Surname:** MCKENNA; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 19/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 283
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Surname: MCKENNA; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: BIDDY JACK;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109 (F)

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: BIDDY JACK;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs + transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Kelly;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 262; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1858

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 108

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290
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Surname: MCKENNA; First name: FRANCIS JACK;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 17/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 7; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 189

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1; Comments: Convict died at Belfast Gaol, Co. Antrim, 12/04/1851. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 14/03/1844

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43; Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/05/1852

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: NEAL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 9

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: SARAH;
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Surname: MCKENNA; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/10/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods (2 counts); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs + transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony of watches; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 69

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: THOMAS; Alias: McBride, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 100

Surname: MCKENNA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 23/05/1800; Description of crime: STEALING FROM GEORGE GRIERSON; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 528; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to transportation or Foreign military service. Both parents of the convict are living, has 5 brothers and one sister. Convict is a dealer in the Countries Cavan and Monaghan by trade.
Surname: MCKENNEDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a rope; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/04/1854

Surname: MCKENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 15/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 57;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register and ordered to be discharged

Surname: MCKENNY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186

Surname: MCKENZIE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: MCKENZIE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: MCKENZIE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: MCKENZIE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: MCKEO; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

**Surname:** MCKEOGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

**Surname:** MCKEOGH; **First name:** TOBIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 161

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 05/04/1827; Description of crime: Possessing stolen habit cloth; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3070; Comments: Convict has a family and resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim, Down. States he is a Muslin weaver by trade. Several char. refs. including inhabitants of Ballymac- arret, Belfast, where he was served as a child.

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843.

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 (F)

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 18/01/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 170;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname**: MCKEON; **First name**: FRANCES;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 07/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85 (F)

**Surname**: MCKEON; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 186; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

**Surname**: MCKEON; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

**Surname**: MCKEON; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/03/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

**Surname**: MCKEON; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/05/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

**Surname**: MCKEON; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1856; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 yrs P.S.; Record reference code: TR 14, p 90; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/06/1856 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/04/1857

**Surname**: MCKEON; **First name**: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/08/1836; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 119;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

**Surname:** MCKEON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

**Surname:** MCKEOUGH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 113

**Surname:** MCKEOWN; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2
Surname: MCKEOWN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: MCKEOWN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: MCKEOWN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: MCKEROEY; First name: MICHAEL OR GARRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 67

Surname: MCKERVEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: McGarry, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89

Surname: MCKEVNEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1 (F)

Surname: MCKEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 75; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139; Comments: See Peter and John McKey

Surname: MCKEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139; Comments: See Daniel and Peter McKey

Surname: MCKEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/08/1840; Description of crime: Robbery Post Office; Sentence: Life commuted to transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34

Surname: MCKEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139; Comments: See Daniel and John McKey

Surname: MCKEY; First name: ROBERT JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: MCKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 55

Surname: MCKEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 47; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/06/1852

Surname: MCKIBBEN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 49; Comments: Convict died. Everything struck through from Register.

Surname: MCKIDNEY; First name: MAY (OR EVANS);
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/05/1851; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 74 (F)

Surname: MCKIERNAN; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 230

Surname: MCKIERNAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/06/1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 19; Comments: Convict report no. W.25. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCKIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 125; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCKILLICUDDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: MCKILLOP; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCKINES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 07/04/1855; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 158; Comments: Convict served in the 26th Foot Regiment and was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co Dublin 06/06/1855 and at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1856

Surname: MCKINLEY; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

**Surname:** MCKINLEY; **First name:** ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

**Surname:** MCKINLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 87; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** MCKINNEY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 233

**Surname:** MCKINNEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/03/1838; Description of crime: Assault and bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 05/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

**Surname:** MCKINNEY; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 269

**Surname:** MCKINNON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

**Surname:** MCKINNY; **First name:** ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 215; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCKIRGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 25/07/1853; Description of crime: Child murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 13, p 211; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/10/1866

Surname: MCKIVERIGAN; First name: ELEANOR;

Surname: MCKNIFF; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 21/11/1862; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 166; Comments: Convict served in the 89th Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial Fermoy, Co. Cork

Surname: MCKNIGHT; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Life commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159; Comments: Convict report no. Mc 197

Surname: MCKNIGHT; First name: ELLEN;

Surname: MCKNIGHT; First name: JAMES;

Surname: MCKNIGHT; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33 (F)

Surname: MCKNIGHT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: MCKONE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189; Comments: See Daniel Carroll and John Barry

Surname: MCKOWIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: MCLANGHLEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: MCLAUGHLAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 101; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin and died, 06/05/1849

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus; Date of document: 12/04/1827; Description of crime: felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: William Guiller; Record reference code: PPC 3058; Comments: Petition for mitigation of the convicts sentence. Petitioners address given at Ballymacaikion, near Dungavin, Co. Londonderry

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 127;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 87;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 3 mths impt + Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 8;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict's sentence commuted to 2 yrs impt.

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2 (F)

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 34 (F)

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 218
Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1840; Description of crime: Shooting at Edward McGee; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny of 2 rolls tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 224;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/03/1852

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: SALLY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30 (F)

Surname: MCLAUGHLIN; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Setting fire to an outhouse; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: MCLEAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: MCLEAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: King’s County; Date of trial: 04/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 269

Surname: MCLEOD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cloth cape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: MCLEONALD; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/07/1840; Description of crime: Grevious assault and grevious bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: MCLEVY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 13; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/04/1857

Surname: MCLIDOW; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: MCLINEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: MCLORLEY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: MCLOROUGH; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 313; Comments: See McLoughlin, Anne TR 6, p 313

Surname: MCLOUGHENY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wifes name, Elizabeth Mc Loughlin

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: BARNABY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny with previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 57 (F)

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny on two separate indictment; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 335

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: ANNE; Alias: MacLorough, Anne;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 313

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

**Surname:** MCLOUGHLIN; **First name:** BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 265

**Surname:** MCLOUGHLIN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of linen and a former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 41 (F)

**Surname:** MCLOUGHLIN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

**Surname:** MCLOUGHLIN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

**Surname:** MCLOUGHLIN; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 108;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/10/1858

**Surname:** MCLOUGHLIN; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 113

**Surname:** MCLOUGHLIN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 108;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/05/1852
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Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 219

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 159

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 126;
Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/06/1853

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Appearing armed; taking arms; assault; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 41

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 88;
Comments: Convict detained at Dundrum Asylum, 12/01/1857

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing goats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Suffering an escape from gaol; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 217; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 25/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 88; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/07/1854

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JANE; Alias: Kearney, Jane;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 14/10/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony letter and notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Magee;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house, riot, armed at night; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 147; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 11/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing blankets and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 37

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 53; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/07/1856

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/12/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1858

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 83; Comments: See Thomas Marshall, Patrick Halloran and John Marshall

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/11/1856
Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 108; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/10/1858

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40; Comments: See McLoughlin, John TR 13, p 40

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/05/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 195; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 Mc 2; Comments: Convict whose father was a Sergeant in the 64th Reg is the only support of a widowed mother and six children.

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143
Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MARY A;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5 (F)

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 31/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony metal pots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Stealing arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 150;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 27

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128
Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Child stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 262; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1859

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/05/1858

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 14 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing lead from off the dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 224; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/05/1852

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 19/07/1853; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 5;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1837

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 127;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/07/1853

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 8;
Comments: Convict's sentence commuted to 12 mths impt, 20/04/1849

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to pardon;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 162;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCLOUGHLIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60;
Comments: See Meates, William

Surname: MCLOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: MCMACKIN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 314

Surname: MCMAHAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: MCMAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/02/1854

Surname: MCMAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/04/1853

Surname: MCMAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/05/1853

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 18

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 173

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony of a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Magan, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 14;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 17; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 151;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 06/08/1846 commuted to transportation life;
Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 20/02/1840; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 15/03/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 143; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 Mc 19;
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing 2 sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/05/1853 and ordered to be discharged, 19/05/1856

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 136;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with a felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/03/1853
Record reference code: TR 9, p 194;

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin
Record reference code: TR 7, p 24;

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: ROGER;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 90

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7 (F)

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 114

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Killing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/04/1854

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20;  
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Description of crime: Cow stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20;  
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at persons and attacking pound; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20;  
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;  
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 18
Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41; Comments: See Mahony, Timothy TR 1, p 41

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 100; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 92 (F)

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Burning chapel; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 145

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder of infant child; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31 (F)

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 185;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 113;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/06/1854

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MCMAHON; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: MCMAHON; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 61;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCMAHON; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 11 (F)

Surname: MCMAHON; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: MCMAHON; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: MCMAHON; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

Surname: MCMAHON; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71;
Comments: Convict died at Tralee Gaol, Co. Kerry, 07/04/1851
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Surname: MCMAHON; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: ED;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 30; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 248

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 153
Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 06/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 mths impr; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 75; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 13/03/1844

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 75; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 13/03/1844

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES; Alias: Sharry, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 30; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/06/1848

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 7

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 21/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17 (F)

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/03/1853; Description of crime: Stealing post office letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 29; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1857

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Felony dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/05/1851

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Bullock stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/10/1853

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 25/03/1857

**Surname:** MCMAHON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 104
Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1851

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: JUDY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85 (F)

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/04/1843; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857. See Mary McMahon.

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing 2 sheep with felonious intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 214
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Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 262

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11 (F)

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43 (F)

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 283

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 208; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/01/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 357
Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 17

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 29/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/08/1855

Surname: MCMAHON; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115

Surname: MCMANAMNY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCMANAMNY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCMANGH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

Surname: MCMANIGLE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Received stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58

Surname: MCMANMON; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: MCMANNION; First name: NEAL;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: MCMANNON; First name: PHELIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: MCMANON; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: MCMANON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 276; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict ordered to be discharged.

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (F)

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/03/1838; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation of Mary O'Brien; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 116; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 147; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 94; Comments: Convict ref. file: Mc9 1836. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 125; Comments: cf Boyle, Patrick TR 6, p 125. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 19

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74 (F)

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Having stolen money in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112
Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 229; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18; Comments: See TR 2, p 15

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 23/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 326

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (F)

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 13/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ELPHISTINE 04/09/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 117

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 168; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 172; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Mohair, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/02/1852

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/10/1848; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149;
Comments: Convict to be drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution on the 13/11/1848 and there hanged until he be dead, his head then to be cut off and his body to be cut into 4 quarters, then disposed of as her Majesty shall think fit.

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: MCMANUS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/07/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 18 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 139;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: McMASTER; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: MCMATH; First name: ARCHIBALD;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: MCMAUGH; First name: ARCHIBALD; Alias: McMath;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: MCMAUGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 165;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836. Convict ref. file: Mc33, 1836.

Surname: MCMILLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

**Surname:** MCMOEMA(?); **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretence, embezzlement; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

**Surname:** MCMONIGLE; **First name:** BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15 (F)

**Surname:** MCMONIGLE; **First name:** BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 307; Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/12/1851

**Surname:** MCMONIGLE; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/01/1853

**Surname:** MCMORRIGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 41

**Surname:** MCMORROW; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

**Surname:** MCMORROW; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193; Comments: See Eliza McMullan Snr and Jnr

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 9 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 10; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: ELIZA JNR;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193; Comments: See same name Snr and Margaret McMullan

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: ELIZA SNR;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 1 (F)

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: MCMULLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 1

Surname: MCMULLARD; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: MCMULLEN; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

Surname: MCMULLEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Felony of plate and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: MCMULLEN; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: MCMULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1847; Description of crime: Felony satin and vesting; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 54; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCMULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 144

Surname: MCMULLEN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1838; Description of crime: Having in possession 6 sheep which were stolen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: MCMURDY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: MCMURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCMURRAY; First name: JOSEPH HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 111; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: MCMURRAY; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: MCMURRAY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: ANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Receiving said money believing it to be stolen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 199; Comments: Cf McNally, Rose TR 7, p 199

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 301; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 58

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 53 (F)

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 08/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 8; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 133; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 14/03/1844

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 08/03/1854; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 140; Comments: Convict detained at Dundrum Lunatic Asylum, 04/04/1860

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 12/11/1859; Description of crime: Assault and battery; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 mths; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 140; Comments: Convict detained on board Dundrum Lunatic Asylum, 04/04/1860

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 02/12/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 8 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 165; Comments: Convict served in the 16th Foot 2nd Bat. Regiment. Convict was sentenced by General Court Martial and ordered to be discharged at the expiration of his sentence of Penal Servitude.

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of 72 pounds; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 199; Comments: cf. McNally, Anne TR 7, p 199

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 28/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: McDonnell;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42;
Comments: Convict report no. Mc 193

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/04/1853

Surname: MCNALLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: MCNALTY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: MCNAMA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 125;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 14/04/1827; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3063;
Comments: Convict was tried with his widowed mother and three children who were acquitted. States he is a native of Sligo.

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of trial: 08/03/1827; Date of document: 03/05/1827; Description of crime: Pickpocketing £3; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3081;
Comments: Convicts mother was tried with him for the same crime but was acquitted. States his father died when he was nine yrs old. Leaving three children
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43 (F);
Comments: Possibly tried with sister Margaret

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 11 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 301;
Comments: Convict died in County Hospital, 01/06/1850. Entry struck through from Register

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 45 (F)
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 232; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1856

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 2 yrs hard work; Record reference code: TR 6, p 109; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1853; Description of crime: Feloniously abusing a child; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 19; Comments: See Joseph Hara

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 310

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 43 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 94;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny by servant; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 19

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny by servant; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JAMES; Alias: Walsh, James;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 6 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 220; Comments: Convict ref. file: Mc1 - 1836. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1840; Description of crime: Soliciting to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21;
Comments: No date fixed for execution of convict.

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 148
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/08/1851

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Having in his possession stolen mutton; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/01/1858

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 191

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43 (F); Comments: Possibly tried with sister Bridget

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 90
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 10 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 10 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 50 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12, p 216; Comments: See Mack, Mary TR 12, p 216

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MAT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 93; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/12/1854

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122;
Comments: See also Bryan McNamara

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 91;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 18

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 90; 
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/03/1849

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: A;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Description of crime: Assaulting her child and attempting to drown her; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 22; 
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting her child and attempting to drown her; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted 12 mths impt; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 203; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 39; 
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 306

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 348
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 45 (F)

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 90

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107; Comments: Convict returned and discharged, 05/11/1855

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110
Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 31/03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Compelling to quit and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Mack, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 186; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 83

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Longford Town; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1846; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 27

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: TERENCE; Alias: Sullivan, Terence;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: TERENCE; Alias: Sullivan, Terence;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/08/1858

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/04/1857

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, 130

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 150

Surname: MCNAMARA; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 247

Surname: MCNAMEE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: MCNAMEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843

**Surname**: MCNAMEE; **First name**: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony of shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37 (F)

**Surname**: MCNAMEE; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Having stolen pistol in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

**Surname**: MCNAMEE; **First name**: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 176; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

**Surname**: MCNAMEE; **First name**: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

**Surname**: MCNANLY; **First name**: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

**Surname**: MCNARARA; **First name**: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

**Surname**: MCNAREY; **First name**: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Surname: MCNAUGHTON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to 1 year impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk

Surname: MCNAY; First name: TERRENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116

Surname: MCNEAL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 323

Surname: MCNEIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: MCNEIL; First name: ARCHIBALD; Alias: O'Neill, A;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: MCNEILL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: MCNEILL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1
Surname: MCNEILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 18 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 1;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCNEMARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/10/1853

Surname: MCNERNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into shop and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/05/1856

Surname: MCNERNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs from 30/06/1840; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: MCNERTNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 125

Surname: MCNEVIN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 61

Surname: MCNICHOLAS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/07/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136

Surname: MCNICKLE; First name: SETTY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

**Surname:** MCNULLY; **First name:** CATHERINE; Alias: Shaw, Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 323

**Surname:** MCNULTY; **First name:** ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Life commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132; Comments: See also John McNulty and John McNulty Jnr

**Surname:** MCNULTY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 59 (F)

**Surname:** MCNULTY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 71; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 98 (F)

**Surname:** MCNULTY; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

**Surname:** MCNULTY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

**Surname:** MCNULTY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/12/1851

Surname: MCNULTY; First name: JOHN JNR;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 132; Comments: See also Anthony McNulty and John McNulty (Snr)

Surname: MCNULTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 78; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 132;
Comments: See also Anthony McNulty and John McNulty Jnr. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCNULTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a ewe; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 54;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: MCNULTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 96;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/04/1857

Surname: MCNULTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 96;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/08/1858

Surname: MCPARLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MCPARLAND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1846; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 147

Surname: MCPARLAND; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: MCPARLAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Assault with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: MCPARLAND; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 55

Surname: MCPARLAND; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55 (F)

Surname: MCPPARTLAND; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: MCPPARTLIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1841; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Mc 37
Surname: MCPEAKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: MCPEAKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 24/06/1856 - cancelled, ordered again to be discharged, 06/02/1857.

Surname: MCPEAKE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after termination 2 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

Surname: MCPEAKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1852; Description of crime: Uttering base coin and stabbing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs from 15/07/1852; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

Surname: MCPHADDEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 91; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCPHARSON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 12/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: MCPHEISON; First name: MARY; Alias: O'Neill;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 186;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: MCPHELENEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (F)

Surname: MCPHELEPS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7

Surname: MCPHELOMY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 18 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 176; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: MCPHIEL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58

Surname: MCPHILIPS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

Surname: MCPHILIPS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 146

Surname: MCPHILIPS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 weeks impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 145
Surname: MCPHILLIPS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 130;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: MCPOLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 232;
Comments: See Murray, Mary TR 5, p 232

Surname: MCPOLAND; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 203

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 233

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: KENENY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 131;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 38

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 16/01/1857; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 35;

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (F)

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: MARY; Alias: McCusker;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65 (F)

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: MCQUADE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/02/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 326

Surname: MCQUAID; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Sarah Mc quaid; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1515;
Comments: Petitioning to be permitted to join her husband in New South Wales with her child. Endorsed: 'Let her know why she cannot be permitted to go', states she lives in Dungannon, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MCQUAID; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 122;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

**Surname:** MCQUAID; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 02/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 57 (F)

**Surname:** MCQUAIDE; **First name:** ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

**Surname:** MCQUAIDE; **First name:** ALICE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of document: 08/1844; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Thomas Johnston;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Mc 41

**Surname:** MCQUAIN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 97;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

**Surname:** MCQUANE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 43 (F)

**Surname:** MCQUILLAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** MCQUILLAN; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 19
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Surname: MCQUILLAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: MCQUILLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 182

Surname: MCQUILLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: MCQUILLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Rachel Mc Quillon; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 773

Surname: MCQUIRK; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: MCREMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 133; Comments: See Redmond, John

Surname: MCREEVY; First name: WILLIAM JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40

Surname: MCREON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 266

Surname: MCREYNOLDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 7, p 153

Surname: MCROBERTS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: MCRORY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

Surname: MCRORY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/07/1843; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 176; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/08/1843. Convict not sent.

Surname: MCROY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCRYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: MCSALLY; First name: MARY; Alias: Quinn;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1855; Description of crime: Felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 254;

Surname: MCSAULEY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 90;
Comments: See McSorley, Owen TR 10, p 90

Surname: MCSHARRY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 100

Surname: MCSHARRY; First name: MAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 96;
Comments: Convict died. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCSLOY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: MCSONLEY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 59

Surname: MCSORLEY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: MCSORLEY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and second conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 90;
Comments: Entry struck through from Register

Surname: MCSORLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: MCSORLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: MCSPADDIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 2 (F)

Surname: MCSTALLOCK; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Burns;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: MCSTARRACK; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Behin;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 38

Surname: MCSTAY; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: MCSWEENEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 39 (F)

Surname: MCSWEENY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Unlawfully taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: MCSWENY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: Convict died at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/05/1855

Surname: MCSWENY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 164

Surname: MCSWENY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/05/1854

Surname: MCSWINE; First name: DONALD; Alias: Sweeny, Donald;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 30/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: MCSWINE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p

Surname: MCSWINE; First name: MYLES; Alias: Sweeny, Myles;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 30/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: MCTAVY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Surname: MCTEAGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 165;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: MCTEGART; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 67

Surname: MCTEGART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: MCTIERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: MCTIGART; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 280

Surname: MCTIGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 266;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/03/1853

Surname: MCTIGHE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MCTIGHUE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1834; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: MCTIGUE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 17; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 00/04/1843

Surname: MCTIGUE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARIA 00/03/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: MCTIGUE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: MCTIGUE; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/10/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 320

Surname: MCVEAGH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7

Surname: MCVEAGH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3

Surname: MCVEAGH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 212

**Surname:** MCVEAGH; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/09/1857

**Surname:** MCVEIGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

**Surname:** MCVEY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 262

**Surname:** MCWADE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 9

**Surname:** MCWADE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin and died there, 17/10/1848

**Surname:** MCWAID; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 30/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1525; Comments: Prays permission to take his wife with him to Australia. Endorsed:'Inform him why he cannot'.

**Surname:** MCWALTERS; **First name:** MARY-ANNE; Alias: Monaghan, Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 233

Surname: MCWEENEY; First name: HUGH; Alias: White, Hugh;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Robbery and administering oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

Surname: MCWILLIAMS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MCWILLIAMS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: MCWILLIAMS; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 165; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: MCWILLIAMS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Receiving, having in his possession stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: ME ELHOLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74

Surname: ME ELROY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 26/03/1854; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Mc 4

Surname: MEAD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 215.

Surname: MEAD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Mead, residing in Rockhill, Co Limerick, and near Charleville, Co Cork.

Surname: MEADE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 13/04/1832;
Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3701;
Comments: Letter, Govener of Ennis Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: MEADE; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 16(f).

Surname: MEADE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 92.

Surname: MEADE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 78.;
Comments: Discharge ordered 9/7/1857.

Surname: MEADE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344.

Surname: MEADE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 133.; Comments: Detained at Richmond Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MEADE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29.

Surname: MEADE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62.

Surname: MEADE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98.

Surname: MEADE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a yearling heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24.

Surname: MEADE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony coat and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 79.

Surname: MEADE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of document: 05/03/1825; Description of crime: Being a Government Spy; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4137; Comments: Convict is a Gardener by profession and resides in Ennis, Co Clare. Petitioning for an investigation into his case.

Surname: MEADE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 20

Surname: MEADE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with perjury; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 16 June 1834.

Surname: MEADE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: MEADON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 272.

Surname: MEAGER; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 323; Comments: Prisoner was a farmer at Ballystanely, Kings Co., See also John Coonan

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/02/1816; Description of crime: House burning; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1369

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: THADY; Alias: Timothy;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship/ Dublin; Date of document: 01/10/1798; Description of crime: A member of the United Irishmen; Sentence: To serve in the army and navy; Name of petitioner: Captain Rolleston; Record reference code: SPP 315; Comments: A native of Kings Co. Ballystandly

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board Mary, Dublin; Date of document: 06/11/1798; Description of crime: Member of United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Mary Meagher; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 216; Comments: petitioner states her husband was seduced into joining United Irishmen. The Prisoner is originally from Birr, otherwise Parsonstown, in Kings Co.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 123.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1845; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 308.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath to Patrick Lacy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 139.
Surname: MEAGHER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 162.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 254.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Tipperary - Nenagh; Date of trial: 07/11/1845; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 165.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath to Patrick Lacy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Maher;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 148.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 13\5\1858.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/10/1848; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149.; Comments: To be drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution on the 13th and there hanged until he be dead, his head then to be cut off and his body to be cut into 4 quarters, then disposed of as her majesty shall think fit.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary county gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts recieved at Cork.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts recieved at Cork.

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MEAGHER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MEAGHER (OR MAHER); First name: MARTIN; Alias: Martin Tierney;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 37

Surname: MEAHER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;  
Comments: Committed 19 May 1834.

Surname: MEAHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MEAHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: 10 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: MEALIA; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59(f).

Surname: MEALLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 45.;  
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\7\1856.

Surname: MEALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MEALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Appearing in arms and firing at; Sentence: Transportation for life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: MEALY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 191.
Surname: MEALY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50(f).

Surname: MEALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Felonious Assault; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 165.

Surname: MEALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 56.;
Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 3 March 1853.

Surname: MEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPTEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 102.

Surname: MEALY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 95.

Surname: MEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: MEALY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MEANE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: See comments; Record reference code: TR 8, p 130.; Comments: At the expiration of second imprisonment to be transported for ten years.

**Surname:** MEANEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 23.

**Surname:** MEANY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 20/04/1826; Description of crime: Assault and outrage on Michael Phelan; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Michael Phelan; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 2790; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of Convicts sentence to transportation on otherwise. Convict was convicted with William Hackett for the same offense. Convict reside at Mealiffe, Co. Tipperary.

**Surname:** MEANY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house of fire arms; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1 P 126; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 7; Comments: Convicts father William, resides at Pollagh Hill, Co. Kilkenny.

**Surname:** MEANY; **First name:** CATHARINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 263.

**Surname:** MEANY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: SURPRIZE 18/5/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 126.

**Surname:** MEANY; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MEANY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130.

Surname: MEANY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 26.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14 February 1855.

Surname: MEANY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MEANY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt Prison; Sentence: Transportation 15; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MEARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 1 P 201; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 15; Comments: Convict resides in Killowney, Parish of Ballymacky, Barony of upper Ormond, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: MEARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3 P 155; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 24; Comments: Convict resides in Moneygall, Kings County.

Surname: MEARA; First name: MICHAEL;
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Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship/ Dublin; Date of document: 01/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Sentence: To serve in the army and navy; Name of petitioner: Captain Rolleston; Record reference code: SPP 315; Comments: A native of Cullenwaine in Kings Co.

Surname: MEARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/01/1799; Name of petitioner: James Frith and others; Record reference code: SPP 418; Comments: A native of the Parish of Killmurry

Surname: MEARA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 21/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary & Robbery & (2) Shooting; Sentence: (1) Transportation 10 years & (2) 15 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1954; Record reference code: TR 11, p 91.; Comments: Sentence (1) & (2) to count as a 15 years sentence being concurrent.

Surname: MEARA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Housebreaking and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 66

Surname: MEARA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134.; Comments: ORDERED to be discharged 5/2/1856.

Surname: MEARA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, Tipperary; Description of crime: Purchasing stolen cattle; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Meara; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2083; Comments: Convict is cattle jobber by trade and has 8 children. Wife resides at Clonmel, Co Tipperary. Wifes petition received on 15 Nov 1823.

Surname: MEARA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Date of document: 1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 H 18

Surname: MEARA; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: CO Tipperary; Date of document: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Meara; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 31

Surname: MEARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: ASIA 1825; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife, Mary Fitzgerald, residing at Rathdowney, Queens Co.

Surname: MEARA; First name: M;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MEARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation beating the inmates; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: MEARS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 17.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment. Detained at Kilmainham Goal, 23 March 1837. Name struck through.

Surname: MEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MEARY; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: MEATES; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: McLoughlin;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 60.

Surname: MEATH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 62.

Surname: MEATH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127.

Surname: MEATHES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Date of document: 24/04/1844; Description of crime: Possessing stolen lead; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Meates; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 29; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of possessing lead from the roof of the residence of a Mr Stuart in Leinster St Dublin.

Surname: MEAURANT; First name: FERDINARND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Forgery; Name of petitioner: John Austin; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3724; Comments: Convict was apprehended with John Austin for the same offence. Petition not dated, circa 1796 - 98.

Surname: MEDICING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 12, p 102.; Comments: See Metern William TR 12, p 102.
Surname: MEE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 24/03/1848; Description of crime: Shootin at; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72.

Surname: MEE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 322.

Surname: MEEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32.

Surname: MEEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148.

Surname: MEEGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148.

Surname: MEEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 16; Comments: Convict served in her Majestys 22nd Regt.

Surname: MEEHAM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 18/09/1799; Description of crime: Publically insulting Richard Waller, Tipperary; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 199; Comments: Convict resides in Glassdrum, Parish of Donohill, Barony of Kilnamanagh, CO Tipperary.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Cork; Date of trial: 04/1798; Date of document: 07/01/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 200; Comments: Convict served 5 years in the 80th Regiment commanded by Lord Paget and Colonel Championery during which time he was wounded fighting under the Duke of York at the siege of Nimugen and was subsequently discharged.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: U;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 21/02/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 35; Comments: Convict is from Raheen, Co. Tipperary. Convict was convicted of killing John Keating. The murder took place nine years previous to trial.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of document: 09/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Meehan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 58; Comments: Petitioner resided in Kilemore, Lower Barony of Tulla, Co. Clare.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: 'Brimskill'Dublin Bay; Description of crime: A sergeant in the United Irishmen; Sentence: ]; Record reference code: SPP 418; Comments: A schoolmaster and surveyor from Shinrone.
Surname: MEEHAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, prison; Date of trial: 18/04/1848; Date of document: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M15

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipp; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Date of document: 13/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M24

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: CORMICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 103.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Assault and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: SURPRISE 3/8/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 222.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 23/02/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 22.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEBRUARY 1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60.; Comments: Died at Philipstown Goal, Kings Co., 4 September 1854.
Surname: MEEHAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1838; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 153.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151.; Comments: Died at Spike Island prison, 14 February 1854.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: BETTY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 265.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 279.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 227.
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 06/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 236; Comments: Discharge ordered 5\9\1857.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 21/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 221.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 295.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Michan, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Having coining tools in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 164; Comments: Discharge ordered 7\7\1857.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 279.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison on 25 November 1851.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1846; Description of crime: Threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent to steal it; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 148.; Comments: Detained in Spike Island prison.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145.; Comments: Died at Spike Island prison, 7 March 1854.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 234.
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 25/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 227.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: ROWLEY;

Sex: U; Age: 30; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/03/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 39; Comments: Convict is a Butcher by trade and has a wife and children.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed at night; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1844; Description of crime: Shooting at; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 17.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1845; Description of crime: Shooting; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 27.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 7 years from 22\4\1846. Detained at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 39;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 76.;
Comments: See Kelly William at above reference.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Mayo.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of trial: 21/03/1825; Date of document: 04/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of Corduroy; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4164;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. Petition received; 20 April 1825.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: MARY AND BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1843; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: T 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 51;
Comments: Convicts kept a Brothel in Limerick City.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis; Place of imprisonment: Ennis; Date of document: 16/03/1844; Description of crime: Firing a gun with intent to murder; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 14;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of firing at James Crotty in Bradford. he was seeking employment in the Blackwater area. His previous employer was a Mr John Waters of Newport, Co Tipperary. Prisoner had sought employment with Samuel Caswell, a merchant in Limerick, before going to Blackwater. He gives his residence Tipp

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Biddy Meehan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 54

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 22/04/1847; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 12

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Date of document: 11/1847; Description of crime: Firing at a person; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 8

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Maryboro convict depot.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: CORMACK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 80

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 14/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

Surname: MEEHAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1854 M 27

Surname: MEEK; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1 P 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 49; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Whitechurch, Talop, England, with his wife, Catherine, and two children. Convict was serving in the 2nd Dragoon Guards, guarding the removal of convicts from Co. Galway, at the time he was arrested.

Surname: MEEK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 24.

Surname: MEENAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 165.; Comments: Detained on board the hulk ESSEX 10/8/1836.

Surname: MEENAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2.

Surname: MEENAN; First name: MARGRETH;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5.

Surname: MEENAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation unless bailed in 6 months; Record reference code: TR 1, p 167.

Surname: MEENAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 33.

Surname: MEENAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 91; Comments: Convict resides in Londonderry and was convicted with several others for the same offense.

Surname: MEER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 06/05/1799; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Robbery of arms and money; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 135; Comments: Several character references including Magistrate for Co. Clare, members of the court Martial who tried the convict and Justices of Peace, Co. Clare. Convict removed to New Geneva, Waterford.

Surname: MEGAHEY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193.

Surname: MEGINDY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Aggravated assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 43.

Surname: MEGLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 1; Comments: Discharged.

Surname: MEGLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 155.

Surname: MEGRAW; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MEGRAW; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MEGRAW; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43.

Surname: MEHANNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 73.

Surname: MEHEAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MEHEGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Comments: Declared unfit at depot and died 5/5/1848. Name struck through.

Surname: MEHIGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes and potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE OCTOBER 48; Record reference code: TR 8, p 30.

Surname: MEHIGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes and potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 30.

**Surname:** MEHIGAN; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes and posatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 30.

**Surname:** MEHIGAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 30.

**Surname:** MEHIGAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 30.

**Surname:** MEIGHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/07/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 139.

**Surname:** MEIGHAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 155.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years from date of committal. Name struck through.

**Surname:** MEIGHAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 84.;
Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal 23\3\1838.
Surname: MEIGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/08/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to trans for life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 92

Surname: MEIGHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MEIGHNAHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary - Clonmel; Date of trial: 02/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178.

Surname: MEIRGANAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 78(f).

Surname: MELADY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny (subsequent felony); Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 91.

Surname: MELADY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 181.

Surname: MELANOPLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or find security in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 9, p 18.

Surname: MELIA; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268.

Surname: MELIA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95.

Surname: MELIA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 122.

Surname: MELIA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76.

Surname: MELIA; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 16/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MELICAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of document: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 8

Surname: MELICAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Grevous Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255.

Surname: MELICAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MELIZ; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;

Surname: MELLEN; First name: GEPRGE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder of Driver and Davis; Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Documents is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: MELLON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1843; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;

Surname: MELLOT; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 18/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Comments: Convict has a family, no details given. Convict ref file contains a petition from the inhabitants of Co Mayo on the convicts behalf.

Surname: MELLOTH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Comments: Detained at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva barracks; Date of document: 06/12/1799; Name of petitioner: self;
Record reference code: SPP 717

Surname: MELLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MELVAIE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 264.

Surname: MELVIN; First name: ROSANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 104(f).

Surname: MENAGHAN; First name: LOUGHLAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELlicherry;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MENAHON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74.

Surname: MENAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 11\2\1857.

Surname: MENARY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 27/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years commuted to discharge;
Record reference code: TR 5, p7.

Surname: MENARY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Date of document: 07/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing copper; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 37;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing copper from Mr Kidd's Distillery, Armagh. He states his occupation as collecting old rags, brass, iron and copper and claims that he sold the copper to Thomas Waring of Armagh. Prisoner is a native of Armagh. Charles Doran was convicted of the same crime.

Surname: MENEHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MENNS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 199.

Surname: MERCER; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 17/04/1827; Description of crime: an Abduction; Sentence: Transportation life.; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3313;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and resides in Ballymana, Co. Galway. States his father was convicted for the same offense and received the sentence of imprisonment in Galway gaol. Several char. refs.

Surname: MERCER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 44.

Surname: MEREDITH; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82.

Surname: MERGERS; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MERICK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 21/02/1831; Description of crime: Petty larceny of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3593; Comments: Convict is an orphan and resides in Galway. States he is a chimney sweep by trade.

Surname: MERINAGH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 23/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT. 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175.

Surname: MERNAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805),

Surname: MERNAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MERRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: the prison ship Mary; Date of document: 28/08/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 232; Comments: In a letter to a Major Sanders, prisoner prays to be liberated

Surname: MERRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p231.
Surname: MERRICK; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116.

Surname: MERRIGAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 03/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 266.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 16\8\1856.

Surname: MERRYFIELD; First name: MARTHA;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 225.

Surname: MERRYFIELD; First name: MARTHA;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MERRYMAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193.; Comments: Died in prison 13 July 1841.

Surname: MERSER; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to free pardon; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94.

Surname: MERVISE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death on 4\8\1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 163.

Surname: MESKIL; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14.; Comments: Returned from Bermuda and died at Spike Island prison 30/12/55.

Surname: MESKILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 92.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14/7/56.

Surname: MESKILL; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 12/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM; Record reference code: TR 11, p 21.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 16/6/56.

Surname: MESKILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1852; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1854 M 46

Surname: MESSETT; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/08/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49.; Comments: Died at Spike Island prison 30/12/1853.

Surname: MESSEY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/08/1827; Date of document: 04/02/1831; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to confinement.; Name of petitioner: Bridget Messey; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3596; Comments: Petitioning for her husbands liberty to emigrate with their child to America.

Surname: MESSITT; First name: STEPHON;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of document: 10/09/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Moved to Newgate.
Surname: METCALF; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony coats; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 59.

Surname: METCALF; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 85.

Surname: METSON; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Medicine, William;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Burglary; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 102.;
Comments: Died at Spike Island prison 3\4\1854.

Surname: MEURANT; First name: FERDINAND;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/01/1799; Sentence: Transportation to New South Wales; Name of ship: LIVELY; Name of petitioner: Sophia Meurant; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 190;
Comments: Petitioning to accompany her husband to Australia. State she has been married to him for eight years. Transport vessel bound for Botany Bay. 2nd petition dated 29/03/1799.

Surname: MEWELLY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol.

Surname: MEYERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 1839; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 50;
Comments: Convicts wife resides at 24 High St, Tullamore, Kings Co.

Surname: MICHAEL; First name: MAHER;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135.

Surname: MICHAIL; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26; Comments: See DWYER, DAVID TR 8, p 26

Surname: MICHAN; First name: MARY; Alias: MEEHAN, MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: having coining tools in posession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 164

Surname: MICHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of document: 27/09/1843; Name of ship: KINNEAR; Name of petitioner: Joan Michan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc11

Surname: MIDDLEBY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 148; Comments: Detained at Smithfield

Surname: MIDDLEBY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Joseph Middleby; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 16; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Miltowngrange, Co Louth.

Surname: MIDDLETON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

Surname: MIDDLETON; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/06/1840; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 63; Comments: Convict resides in Dublin City. States he was employed as a clerk in the Revenue of Customs.

Surname: MIDDLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Alender tender, Dub; Date of document: 25/09/1798; Description of crime: Suspected of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 218; Comments: Petitioner is a native of Ballinglin, Gorey, Co. Wexford

Surname: MIDDLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Bay; Date of document: 30/01/1799; Name of petitioner: James Giles and others; Relationship of petitioner: Residents of Village; Record reference code: SPP 718

Surname: MIHAN; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: U; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment (see comments); Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 320; Comments: Sentence: at the expiation of which Bail to be given for good behaviour herself in £5 and two sureties in £2.10 each if Bail is not given them to be transported for 7 yrs.

Surname: MIILIKEN; First name: ISRAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 11/12/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 351 Arrested in Belfast in April 1797

Surname: MIILIKEN; First name: ISRAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 352

Surname: MILAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73; Comments: SEE JOYE, JOHN TR 9, P 73
Surname: MILAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 20/03/1795; Description of crime: THEFT OF A PAIR OF BUCKLES; Sentence: Death commuted to transporation for life.; Record reference code: PPC 56; Comments: Certificate of conviction

Surname: MILANE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 30/03/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 108

Surname: MILEALY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen good; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MILES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29; Comments: Everything struck through - died 22/1/1848

Surname: MILES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 01/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: MILES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: MILES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5
Surname: MILEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 61

Surname: MILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 161; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 10/3/1856

Surname: MILLAN; First name: WILLIAM JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing two pigs; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 56

Surname: MILLANE; First name: ULICK;

Sex: U; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 65

Surname: MILLAR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1; Comments: Commuted to 18 months imprisonment. Convict Ref. File: M 15/41/, 1841

Surname: MILLAR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: MILLAR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 160; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham 23/3/1838

Surname: MILLAR; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1 (f)

Surname: MILLAR; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: MILLAR; First name: WESLEY;

Sex: U; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

Surname: MILLAR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 15/10/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

Surname: MILLAR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

Surname: MILLAR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/6/1856

Surname: MILLAR; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 29/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 162

Surname: MILLAR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** MILLAS; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Stealing post letters - being in the employ of P.O; Sentence: Transportation 10;

Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 35

**Surname:** MILLEA; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 333;
Comments: A native of the barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during rebellion period, prays to be liberated or a trial.

**Surname:** MILLEGAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 184

**Surname:** MILLEKEN; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: obtaining money with false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 195

**Surname:** MILLER; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny to previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 221;
Comments: Discharged ordered 15/01/57

**Surname:** MILLER; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of blanket and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

**Surname:** MILLER; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 24/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 57
Surname: MILLER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGLE BOMANGEE OCT '49; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 2

Surname: MILLER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Stealing letters from Post bag; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177

Surname: MILLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 60

Surname: MILLER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: MILLER; First name: MORTON;

Sex: U; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: MILLER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ESSEX 18/5/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 212

Surname: MILLER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: breaking into dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: MILLER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to Impt.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MILLER; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of document: 26/08/1817; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 1412; Comments: Letter in connection with the convicts respite.

Surname: MILLER; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 1837; Record reference code: TR 2 P 162; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 135; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children and resides in Co. Waterford.

Surname: MILLER; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Transp.for life, commuted to 9 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 132

Surname: MILLER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/08/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 66; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother and father.

Surname: MILLER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardship in Belfast; Date of document: 17/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 361; Comments: A native of Ballywater, Co. Down.

Surname: MILLER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 45;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family. States his parents are dependant on his support.

**Surname**: MILLER; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 12;
Comments: See CRF 1841 M 15, John Miller, possibly same convict as there appears to be a discrepancy over the convicts christian name.

**Surname**: MILLER; **First name**: JOHN; Alias: James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing tobacco; Sentence: 7 years trans, commuted to 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 15;
Comments: Convicts father resides at No 14 Grattan St, Belfast. Convict reference file contains a petition from the convicts father in which he refers to him as James. There would appear to be a discrepancy over the convicts christian name.

**Surname**: MILLER; **First name**: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Richmond Gaol Pent; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname**: MILLER; **First name**: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname**: MILLES; **First name**: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/07/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 143

**Surname**: MILLET; **First name**: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others;
Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

**Surname**: MILLIGAN; **First name**: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/2/55

Surname: MILLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Committing a rape; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 18 April 1835

Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 12, p 204

Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 20; Comments: Convict resides in Belfast and is a native of Ballyduff, Co. Antrim. Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: ISRAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 354

Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: ISRAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 30; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States his parents are dependant on his support.

Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: ISRAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others; Record reference code: SPP 379; Comments: Arrested in Belfast in 1797
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Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: ISRAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmalham; Date of document: 27/01/1798; Name of petitioner: Sampson Clarke; Relationship of petitioner: Employer; Record reference code: SPP 219; Comments: Petitioner is a hatter in Belfast, who states that the prisoner is in his employ as a shop and bookkeeper. Prisoner expresses an intention of going to America

Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co, Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim gaol; Date of trial: 20/10/1850; Date of document: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M22

Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: CO Antrim; Date of trial: 1841; Sentence: 7 years trans, commuted to 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 13

Surname: MILLIKEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 21

Surname: MILLIKIN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 287; Comments: Dischargd by Direction of the Lord Lieut July 1853

Surname: MILLIKIN; First name: ISRAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Killmainham gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 07/10/1799; Name of petitioner: James Millikin; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 719

Surname: MILLINGTON; First name: JOHN; Alias: HEYOOOD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 19/07/1859; Sentence: P.S. 4; Record reference code: TR 14, p 161
Surname: MILLS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 53 (F)

Surname: MILLS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/07/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: MILLS; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Felony bay mare; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 23/1/1836

Surname: MILLS; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: 4;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 03/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 183

Surname: MILLS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 28/02/1843; Date of document: 28/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 195

Surname: MILLS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/03/1832; Record reference code: PPC 3629; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Down Gaol, acknowledging receipt of orders for the reprieve of several prisoners sentences (all named).

Surname: MILLS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Moat, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/1840; Description of crime: Robbery of watch; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 43; Comments: Convict is a native of Scotland.
Surname: MILLS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/07/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 38

Surname: MILLS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 16/08/1830; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, James & Jane Mill; Relationship of petitioner: Brother and sister;
Record reference code: PPC 3511;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother James and sister, Jane, for the same offense. Parents are living. Character reference signed by several, including the parish priest of Headfort, Co. Galway. Four later petitions are included, dated from September to November

Surname: MILLS; First name: JAME;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 16/08/1830; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, Patrick & J. Mills; Relationship of petitioner: Brother and sister;
Record reference code: PPC 3511;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Patrick and sister, Jane, for the same offense. Parents are living. Character reference signed by several, including the parish priest of Headfort. Four later petitions are included, dating from September to November 1830

Surname: MILLS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 16/08/1830; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, Patrick & J. Mills; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers;
Record reference code: PPC 3511;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her two brothers for the same offense. Parents are living. Character reference signed by several, including the parish priest of Headfort. Four later petitions are included, dating from September to November 1830

Surname: MILTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Princess Cove of Cork; Date of document: 07/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Anne Milton; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 720

Surname: MINAGE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Bestiality; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

**Surname:** MINAGURE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

**Surname:** MINAHAN; **First name:** ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Attempt at Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 103;
Comments: Convict died on 3 May 1851 in Limerick City Goal

**Surname:** MINAHAN; **First name:** ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Attempt at Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

**Surname:** MINAHAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21

**Surname:** MINAHAN; **First name:** MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs 12 mths Impt.;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21;
Comments: Name struck through on register

**Surname:** MINCHIN; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: HMS Prince Cove of Cork; Date of document: 21/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Gentlemen of Killenaule;
Record reference code: SPP 721

**Surname:** MINCHIN; **First name:** CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Pent; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Queens Co.

Surname: MINCHIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of trial: 1839; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans, commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF1839 M 106

Surname: MINCHIN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: LARCENY; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 102; Comments: Wife and child to support.

Surname: MINEHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/7/55

Surname: MINEHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 05/11/1839; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Comments: Entire entry scratched out.

Surname: MINEHAN; First name: MURTY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a Bill and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22; Comments: Convict died in Cork Co. Goal 2 Feb. 1853

Surname: MINEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M19; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Upperchurch, Nenagh, Co Tipperary.
Surname: MINEHIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 03/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: MINGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 01/1846; Date of document: 18/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 6

Surname: MINGANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MINGAY; First name: SAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas County Kildare; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 3

Surname: MINGFIELD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 303

Surname: MINIHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 51;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 110;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island 21 June 1856

Surname: MININAGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing an watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 116
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Surname: MINNISS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2

Surname: MINNOGUE; First name: JAMES (JR);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 27/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92; Comments: Detained on Spike Island

Surname: MINNOGUE; First name: JAMES (SR);

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 27/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92; Comments: Detained on Spike Island

Surname: MINOGE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: MINOGUE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: MINOGUE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: MINOGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 12/5/55

Surname: MINOGUE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: MINOGUE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: MINOGUE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 26/07/1823; Name of petitioner: Convict and seven others; Record reference code: PPC 2209; Comments: Convict and 7 others convicted for different crimes petitioning to be sent off to one of the Colonies. All convicts are from Co Clare. Petition received 30 Nov 1824.

Surname: MINOGUE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Unnatural crime; Sentence: Death, commuted to 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 25.

Surname: MINONS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 153

Surname: MINOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Spike island; Date of trial: 25/06/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 156

Surname: MINTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 140

Surname: MINTON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/3/56

Surname: MINTON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 27/09/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 31; Comments: Convicts wife Margaret Minton, residing in the parish of Kinnitty, Kings Co. requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: MIRNA; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 69; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship in Dublin; Date of document: 15/09/1798; Description of crime: Involved in the 1798 rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Mirna; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 220; Comments: Prisoner is a protestant from the parish of Toome, in Co. Wexford.

Surname: MIRRIGAN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 229; Comments: Discharge ordered (Transportation of Life) 26/3/57

Surname: MISKELLA; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 19/6/56

Surname: MISKELLA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 23/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 169; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 12/11/55

Surname: MISKELLA; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: MISKILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 01 July 1834.

Surname: MISKOLL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: MITCHEL; First name: ANABELLA;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless she feels security;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 110 (f);
Comments: Sentence: for good behaviour

Surname: MITCHEL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 189

Surname: MITCHEL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/05/1848; Description of crime: Felony;
Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 57

Surname: MITCHEL; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing a gem; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 101

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 68 (f)

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony razor sheet and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 7, p 261; Comments: SEE RYAN ELIZABETH TR 7, p 261

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs at the end of 4 mths impt.; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny of money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/4/56

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Surname: MITCHELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 28/5/51

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Sligo, Droheda; Date of trial: 08/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 220

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 3 Agu 1853

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 151

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Felonious wounding; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 2/3/59

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77; Comments: Died in Spike Island Prison 16 Oct. 1852

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/06/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Mitchell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1829; Comments: Petitioner prays to be permitted to accompany her husband with her child to Australia.

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings County; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, gaol; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M 56

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Place of imprisonment: Botany Bay; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Attempting to steal arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Catherine Mitchell; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 28

Surname: MITCHELL; First name: REDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MITE; First name: MARCELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life;
Surname: MITHCELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Convict has an infant daughter and resides in Dublin.

Surname: MOAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9.; Comments: To be transported, unless he gives bail in 2 months to keep the peace self in £5 and 2 sureties in £2 each.

Surname: MOFFATT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 72; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 16/07/1856; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 14, p 35.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 4 years penal servitude 1\9\1856.

Surname: MOFFET; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235.

Surname: MOFFET; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69.

Surname: MOFFETT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48.

Surname: MOFFETT; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Dublin; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MOFFITT; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73.

Surname: MOFFITT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 145.; Comments: Died at Spike Island prison 17 January 1854.

Surname: MOFFITT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of document: 10/09/1852; Sentence: Transportation 15; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Moved to Newgate prison.

Surname: MOGAN; First name: MARLIN;

Sex: U; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 77.

Surname: MOGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 77.

Surname: MOGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 13/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 117.; Comments: Died 25 February 1849 at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MOHAIR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151.;
Comments: See McManus, Thomas.

Surname: MOHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 163.

Surname: MOHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or bail;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 326.

Surname: MOHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 201.

Surname: MOHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 194.

Surname: MOHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 28.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 11/2/1857.

Surname: MOLINEAUX; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is an old swindler.

Surname: MOLLAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127.
Surname: MOLLAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 57.

Surname: MOLLAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 66.

Surname: MOLLAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newry, County Down; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Trans 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 96;  
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and resides at No 5 High Street, Newry, Co Down.

Surname: MOLLOGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander tender; Date of document: 04/11/1798; Name of petitioner: W. Brownrigg;  
Record reference code: SPP 335;  
Comments: See also william Kelly

Surname: MOLLOGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/09/1798; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: T Archer and H Brownrigg;  
Record reference code: SPP 221;  
Comments: Prisoner is a publican of Newtown Mount Kennedy in Co. Wicklow

Surname: MOLLOURNEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;  
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;  
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Bridget Mollourney, residing in Rockhill, near Bruff, Co Limerick.

Surname: MOLLOWNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MOLUTIONNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MOLLOWNY; First name: NORRY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/05/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHENY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr. Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork, awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 1816; Date of document: 17/08/1816; Description of crime: Possessing a forged 30 shilling note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1381;
Comments: Convict is not a native of Ireland.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Description of crime: Stealing one sheep; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1743;
Comments: Convict and his father are tenants to the prosecutor, Thomas Robinson, Clonohie, Co. Westmeath.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, on Cove, Cork; Description of crime: Theft of a mare; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2703;
Comments: Convict was employed in Carlow and has a wife and family, no details given, petition received in the yr 1825.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing thirteen eggs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 75;
Comments: Convict lives with his father, Cormac, who is a widower, and has four brothers and two uncles serving in the British Army.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 49;
Comments: Convict's mother and father, Henry and Anne, are dependant on his support and his brothers Edward and Michael served as soldiers in the 63rd Regiment; the latter of which died while in the army. Convict worked as a waiter at a public house.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monasterevin; Date of document: 30/07/1798; Name of petitioner: Frances Flanagan;
Record reference code: SPP 222

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 259.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 10/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5(f).

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Louth; Date of trial: 08/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 271.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person;
Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 7(f).

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony leather;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 57.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a goat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 168.; Comments: Discharge ordered 5 February 1857.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 189.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 13/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ELPHISTINE 4/9/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 117.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 43.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary, felony whiskey and tea; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 56.; Comments: Everything struck through.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life transportation; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM; Record reference code: TR 11, p 77.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 28\7\1857.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/01/1838; Description of crime: Assault and shooting at; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 89; Comments: Convicts father is deceased, mother is living.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 23/10/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 73.; Comments: Detained at Spike Island prison.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault and highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 67.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 31; Comments: Name struck through - discharged.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 227.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MOLLOY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 105.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 216.;
Comments: Detained at Spike Island prison.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 19.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 99.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 61.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 28/02/1839; Description of crime: Felony knives and forks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 55.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 126.;
Comments: Convict detained on board SURPRIZE 30\7\1836
Surname: MOLLOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 77.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1857; Description of crime: Setting fire to haystack; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 46.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 88.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 18\4\1855.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Maiming and wounding cows; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 40.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of document: 20/06/1823; Description of crime: Theft on one sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Jane Molloy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2086;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Clonohie, Co Westmeath.
Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: CO Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1853; Date of document: 10/10/1853;
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 42

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: James Molloy; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 G 17;
Comments: Petitioners residence given as 2 Coleraine St, Dublin.

Surname: MOLLOY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MOLONE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 237.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1643;
Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, Listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him. Recommends mitigation of sentence to transportation for life, to take effect immediately.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the governments information, convicts tried by him. Convict previously recommended for remission of sentence.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 210; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 5; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 26/1/1843, due to Illness.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 49

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 210.; Comments: Sentence commuted 2 years imprisonment from conviction. Name struck through.
Surname: MOLONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 111.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 16/12/1856.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1857; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 18.;
Comments: Sentence commuted from death 20/4/1857 to transportation life.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Mahony, Martin;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 131.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48(f).

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 339.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 183.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/12/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 158.

Surname: MOLONEY; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/04/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136.

**Surname:** MOLONEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134.

**Surname:** MOLONEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 135.

**Surname:** MOLONEY; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts recieved at Cork.

**Surname:** MOLONEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Embezzlement, Breach of trust; Sentence: Transportation 14; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 24

**Surname:** MOLONEY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

**Surname:** MOLONY; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Dowdle, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 17

**Surname:** MOLONY; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
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Surname: MOLONY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1842; Description of crime: Grevious bodily harm & (2) Unlawful assembly; Sentence: (1)Transportation 7 yrs (2) 12 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113.;
Comments: Crime Description (3) Grevious bodily harm Sentence (3) 6 months hard labour after completion of former sentence.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 23/03/1853; Description of crime: Murder of her own child; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 174.;
Comments: Discharge ordered 23\1\1867.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 298.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 127.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

Surname: MOLONY; First name: HESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 47.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 29.
Surname: MOLONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 30/07/1854; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEBRUARY 1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 81.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Embezzlement as an agent; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 97.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Malony;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/11/1842; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 35.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838;

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 3.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 23/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 114.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dowdle;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 17.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 105.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100.; Comments: 2nd Crime - Murder at Spike. 2nd date of trial - 18 March 1857. 2nd Sentence - Death commuted to transportation for life.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JUDY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 12/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 189.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 23.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 18/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78.; Comments: Discharge ordered 17 December 1856.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 310.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 28.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 6 months imprisonment.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 230.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARY; Alias: Tighe;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204.; Comments: Discharge ordered 7\7\1857.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 115.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 81.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing ewe with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107.
Surname: MOLONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison, August 1853.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 4\3\1857.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 20.; Comments: Died in Spike Island 13 November 1853.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Surname: MOLONY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 22.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 103.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 19\12\1855.

Surname: MOLONY; First name: HONOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MOLONY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick Gaol; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Date of document: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny and forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 M 15

Surname: MOLONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: MOLONY; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: MARINER 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Honora Sullivan, residing near Mallow.

Surname: MOLOWNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of document: 27/04/1812; Description of crime: Highway robbery of an old handkerchief and 1lb tea; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 4028;
Comments: Letter from the judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for 7 yrs or military service

Surname: MOLOWNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 186.;
Comments: Detaine at Spike Island prison.

Surname: MOLOWNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 120.

Surname: MOLOWNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75.

Surname: MOLYNEAUX; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of document: 04/12/1827; Description of crime: Highway robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3294;
Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: JOHN;  
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convict's sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: RICHARD;  
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 90; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 57

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;  
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1 P 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 37; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children residing in Killyshandra, Co. Cavan. Convict was transported to New South Wales.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: DENIS;  
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens County; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M 35

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;  
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: As a vagrant; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 29 Aug 1833

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: EDWARD;  
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: ANDREW;  
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 26/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1.; Comments: Died at Spike Island prison 24 March 1854.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 2.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Bail in 6 months or transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 237.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 235.; Comments: Everything struck through.
Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 92(f).

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 276.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 40.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 40;
Comments: Convict resides in Tawlaght, Parish of Templecarne, Co Donegal and is the sole support of his mother and two children.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 18/10/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 159.;
Comments: Detained at Spike Island prison.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: LOUGHLIN;

Sex: U; Age: 35; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ESSEX 18/5/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 198.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Felony of a bay; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 110.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MARY; Alias: McWalters, Mary-Anne;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 233.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/07/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny - person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181.; Comments: Discharge ordered 22\8\1857.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 224.; Comments: Discharge ordered 8\11\1856.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 161.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 22/07/1836; Description of crime: Assault to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 18.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 99.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152.; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 90.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 146.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 246.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 04/1825; Description of crime: Theft of Lambs; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4153; Comments: Convict is a Shepherd by profession. Petition received; 4 April 1825.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 26/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc96; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Cavan gaol.

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Date of document: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1849 M 34

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MONAGHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: As a vagrant; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 Dec 1834.

Surname: MONAGUE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74.

Surname: MONAHAN; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder of his infant child; Sentence: Death to be hanged 15 August; Name of ship: BRIDE; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170.

Surname: MONAHAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 128.; Comments: Discharged July 25th 1848. Name struck through.

Surname: MONAHAN; First name: JOHN OR MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Sheepstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50.

Surname: MONAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 29/12/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57.

Surname: MONAHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219.

Surname: MONAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50.; Comments: See Monahan John, TR 13, p 50.

Surname: MONAHAN; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219.

Surname: MONAHAN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless security; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65(f).

Surname: MONAITY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 279.

Surname: MONARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115.

Surname: MONAYHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 8.

Surname: MONCKS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander, Dublin Harbour; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 223; Comments: Petitioner seeks to be released and restored to an aged and helpless father and family

Surname: MONCRIEF; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126.

Surname: MONDAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184.

Surname: MONDAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MONDAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford; Date of document: 03/05/1823; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Death reprieved till further orders; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2088;
Comments: Convict has worked on several farms in the parishes of Raphoe and Donaghmore since childhood.

Surname: MONGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163.

Surname: MONGAVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261.

Surname: MONGHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(f.);
Comments: Died at Grange Gorman 4th June 1849.

Surname: MONISON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath and riot; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 155.;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 and half years imprisonment from 22\8\1843.

Surname: MONKHAM; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192.

Surname: MONKS; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: House breaking and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64.

**Surname:** MONKS; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony of hankerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82.

**Surname:** MONKS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 03/09/1839; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 116; Comments: Convicts mother in Service at No 11, Riddell Row off Coles Lane Market, Dublin City.

**Surname:** MONNEGHAN; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138.

**Surname:** MONOGHAN; **First name:** MICHAEL; Alias: Kelly;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65.

**Surname:** MONOW; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1840; Description of crime: Being a member of an illegal society called(Ribbon; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: TR3 p167; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 93; Comments: Convicts parents are dependant on his support.

**Surname:** MONTAGUE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14\7\1855.

**Surname:** MONTAGUE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 1.

Surname: MONTEITH; First name: ALBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 57.

Surname: MONTFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 01/03/1838; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 116.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 44;
Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal 23\3\1838. Convict resides in Cavan, Parish of Clonbroney, Co Longford and is the sole support of his widowed mother and two orphan grand children.

Surname: MONTFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths & armed attacks; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Whiteboy Act and was transported.

Surname: MONTGOMERY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/11/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 273.

Surname: MONTGOMERY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 204.

Surname: MONTGOMERY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 197.

Surname: MONTGOMERY; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 17/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 212.

Surname: MONTGOMERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43.

Surname: MONTGOMERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3.

Surname: MONTGOMERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Date of document: 30/11/1844; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Edward Scarlett; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 24; Comments: Petitioners father was killed in 1829 during a confrontation between Roman Catholics and Orangemen in the townland of Mackin, Co. Fermanagh.

Surname: MONTGOMERY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/08/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 29; Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Maguire residing near Enniskillen, requests a free passage to New South Wales. Part of this file filmed as FS 1840 31

Surname: MOODY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots; Record reference code: PPC 1323; Comments: Report of the Provost of Strabane, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MOODY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/09/1816; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Donnemana riots; Record reference code: PPC 1323; Comments: Report of the Provost of Strabane, Co. Tyrone.
Surname: MOODY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 04/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 D 30

Surname: MOODY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1857; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 75.

Surname: MOODY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65(f).

Surname: MOODY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193.

Surname: MOODY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 222.

Surname: MOODY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Murder; 
Sentence: Death, commuted to life transport; 
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Mc 12; 
Comments: Convicted with Eliza Mc Elveer (CRF 1841 Mc 12)

Surname: MOODY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of document: 27/11/1839; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Bridget Moody; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; 
Record reference code: FS 1839 147

Surname: MOOGAN (MUGAN); First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar; Date of trial: 03/1846; Date of document: 07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 10

Surname: MOON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 9.

Surname: MOONE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MOONEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 1800; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 515; Comments: Prays mercy on the grounds of ill health. Convict has a family, no details given.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Provost prison; Date of document: CA 1804; Description of crime: Suspected of sedition; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1029

Surname: MOONEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/1842; Description of crime: Riot; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 43

Surname: MOONEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Govener of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: ED;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1 P 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 116; Comments: Convict has a mother and six brothers and sisters dependant on his support, and resides in Dublin City.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 B 39; Comments: Convict was convicted with James Bergin for the same offence.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Ballinasloe; Date of trial: 09/10/1845; Date of document: 07/11/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Mooney; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 52

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 41

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen gaol; Date of document: 20/05/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 373; Comments: A farmer from Ballyshannon

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Geneva barracks; Date of document: 27/12/1799; Name of petitioner: landholders kings Co.; Record reference code: SPP 723

Surname: MOONEY; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 21/08/1837; Description of crime: Terryalt offences; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Bridget Mooney; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 29

Surname: MOONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Convict committed 24 Oct 1833

Surname: MOONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MOONEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\5\1856.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Kildare - Naas; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 104.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136.; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal, 23\3\1838.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 82.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73.
Surname: MOONEY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 222.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53(f); Comments: See McDaid, Anna - TR 9, p 53(f).

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 27/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 08/04/1842; Description of crime: Stabbing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Louth - Drogheda town; Date of trial: 07/07/1856; Description of crime: Assault with intent and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 14, p 38.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Hering, Bridget;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 195.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 232.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 209.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 3/1/1857.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181.; Comments: Discharge ordered 5/9/1857.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3.; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 305.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 50.; Comments: Discharge ordered 12/2/1858.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 272.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surname</th>
<th>First name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Place of trial</th>
<th>Date of trial</th>
<th>Description of crime</th>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Record reference code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOONEY</td>
<td>MARY</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kildare</td>
<td>25/03/1844</td>
<td>Vagrant</td>
<td>Transportation 7 years, bailed.</td>
<td>TR 5, p 259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONEY</td>
<td>PATRICK</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Galway</td>
<td>30/10/1845</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 years</td>
<td>TR 6, p 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONEY</td>
<td>PATRICK</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Louth - Drogheda</td>
<td>22/07/1841</td>
<td>3 several larcenies</td>
<td>Transportation 10 years</td>
<td>TR 4, p 50.; CRF 1841 M 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONEY</td>
<td>PATRICK</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Westmeath</td>
<td>07/01/1845</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 years</td>
<td>TR 5, p 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONEY</td>
<td>PETER</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Galway</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 years</td>
<td>TR 2, p 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONEY</td>
<td>PETER</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Meath</td>
<td>26/06/1846</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 10 years</td>
<td>TR 6, p 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONEY</td>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Kings</td>
<td>05/04/1849</td>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>Transportation 7 years</td>
<td>TR 9, p 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONEY</td>
<td>THOMAS</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45.; Comments: Died at Spike Island prison, 6 March 1854.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 172.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM; Record reference code: TR 12, p 124.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Date of document: 1781; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 6; Comments: Petition includes a signed recommendation by the members of the jury who tried the convict. Convict is a widow and owner of a public house in Dublin. Several character references.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim, Down, in response to a request for information regarding a number of convicts confined in the Provost Prison and Kilmainham gaol, Dublin.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/04/1828; Description of crime: Assaulting Thomas Thompston; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Bernard & (Rose) Mooney; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 3433;
Comments: Petitioners reside at Globe of Tam Taght O'Crilly, Kilria, Co. Londonderry.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 18 Oct 1798.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Desertion and robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: MOONEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Naas; Date of trial: 25/03/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc10

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Western Australia; Date of trial: 24/04/1849; Date of document: 15/12/1855; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of ship: BLENHEIM; Record reference code: CRF 1855 M 61

Surname: MOONEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Western Australia; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Date of document: 15/12/1855; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: BLENHEIM; Record reference code: CRF 1855 M 61

Surname: MOONEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MOONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MOON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: SURPRIZE 18/5/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99.

Surname: MOONY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 27/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 65.

Surname: MOONY; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218.

Surname: MOONY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168.

Surname: MOORCROFT; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 196.

Surname: MOORE; First name: HUMPHREY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 26/09/1794; Description of crime: Robbery and assault, Killady, Co. Cork; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 47; Comments: Cerificate of conviction.
Surname: MOORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board 'Peggy' Dublin; Date of document: CA 1804; Description of crime: Suspected of being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1030; Comments: Convict is an engineer by profession and resides at No. 13 Engine Alley, Dublin. States his parents are living. Character reference from Robert Hall, with whom the convict served as an apprentice.

Surname: MOORE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 18/07/1820; Sentence: transportation; Name of ship: SURRY; Record reference code: PPC 1524; Comments: Report, head police office, stating a convict by same name attempted several escapes from prison. Convict sent to New South Wales. Physical description given. Corn porter by trade, if same convict, should only have been imprisoned.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of document: 27/05/1822; Description of crime: Assault and rioting; Record reference code: PPC 1730; Comments: Two letters Abbeyleix, Queens Co. recommending that Moore and two other convicts changed with the same crime, be released on bail as they are required at home for the potatoe sowing season.

Surname: MOORE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Green St., Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 05/03/1822; Description of crime: A STREET ROBBERY OF £15; Sentence: Tramportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict/B NowlanM Cuthbur; Record reference code: PPC 1753; Comments: All three convicted of the same crime.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 03/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 14; Comments: Convict has a husband and an aged mother.

Surname: MOORE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/10/1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 4

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of document: 10/1832; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Honora Moore; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3694; Comments: Convict has four daughters and one son. Petitioner resides in Corofine, Co. Clare. Petitioning for her husbands liberty on permission to accompany him to New South Wales. 2nd petition not dated, possibly 1832.

Surname: MOORE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of cow; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2 P 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 114; Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 P 49; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 138; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 22/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 12; Comments: Convict is a labourer and has a wife, Catherine, and two children to support.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: TR 5, P 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 16; Comments: Convict live at Ardfinan, Co. Tipperary, with his wife, Bridget, and their children. See Also: CRF 1843 M 39

Surname: MOORE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony tools; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1 P 88; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 176; Comments: Convict is an only child.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2 P 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 194

Surname: MOORE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 64; Comments: Convict lives in Castlepollard, Co. Westmeath and has a wife, Judith, and a widowed mother.

Surname: MOORE; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 20/07/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 59

Surname: MOORE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 27; Comments: Convicted with Timothy Sheehan.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1848; Date of document: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 58; Comments: Petitioner lived in Milltown, near Dingle, Co. Kerry.

Surname: MOORE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 04/12/1798; Record reference code: SPP 326

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of document: 24/07/1798; Sentence: Transportation to Botany Bay; Name of petitioner: Thomas and Mary Moore; Relationship of petitioner: parents; Record reference code: SPP 225; Comments: Petitioners are inhabitants of Newtown Limavady, Londonderry, where they are the tenants of Lord and Lady Connolly. Petitioners seek to have the sentence of perpetual banishment mitigated to one of exile in America

Surname: MOORE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The tender Mary; Date of document: 16/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Mrs Plunkett; Record reference code: SPP 226; Comments: Letter from Mrs Plunkett enclosing char. reference for prisoner from Lieutenant Fawcett of 5th Dragoons. Prisoner is a native of Kings County

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: CA 08/1798; Description of crime: Involvement in the 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 227; Comments: Petitioner is an inhabitant of Athboy, Co. Meath. Character refs. from William B Swan Esq. and Francis Hopkins are included.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison; Date of document: 18/07/1798; Description of crime: Member of United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Mary Moore; Record reference code: SPP 224; Comments: Petitioner and her father husband at 119 Thomas St. Petitioner states that the prisoner is ill and has become deranged due to his confinement

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/06/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 SC 5; Comments: Convicts wife Honora Moore, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Corofin.

Surname: MOORE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 10; Comments: List of free settlers on board the transport Margaret, wife's name: Hannah Hall

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MOORE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife’s name Hannah Hall

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, embarked on Board the Pyramus, female convict ship, wife's Honora Moore

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/08/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 7;
Comments: Convicts son, John received a free passage to New South Wales on board the Earl Grey

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar gaol; Date of document: 02/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Doctor at gaol;
Record reference code: SPP 724

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 18/11/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 725

Surname: MOORE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1829; Date of document: 07/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B17;
Comments: Convicts wife, Hannah Hall, residing in Clones, Co. Monaghan, granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: MOORE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Name of ship: HERCULES 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to
the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Hannah Hall, residing in Parish of Kildallon

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/12/1835;  
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 44;  
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Bowling, offered a free passage to New South Wales. She had resided in Carrick-on-Suir, but went to Newfoundland before 1835.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826;  
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Booling, residing at Carrick-on-suir.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 3 Spet 1833

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** ADAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 2.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 94;  
Comments: Convict about 20 years of age. Supporter of elderly widowed mother and their younger children. Father died while convict was imprisoned.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 138.;  
Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 282.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259.

Surname: MOORE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88.

Surname: MOORE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 64(f).

Surname: MOORE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged 11\4\1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 364.; Comments: See Dooley, Mary, TR 10, p 364.

Surname: MOORE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 286.

Surname: MOORE; First name: CAROLINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 207.

Surname: MOORE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 39; Comments: Convict resides in Cappauniac, Co Tipperary.

Surname: MOORE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44.

Surname: MOORE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 10/07/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged 27/8/1852; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 66.

Surname: MOORE; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 286.

Surname: MOORE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 49.

Surname: MOORE; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197.

Surname: MOORE; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76(f).

Surname: MOORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1850; Description of crime: Breaking out of Co. Goal; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 20/6/1857.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 30.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Felonious assault, assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 151.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JAMES; **Alias:** Patterson, William;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Forging and uttering a promissory note; Sentence: Transportation life\imprisonment 6 months.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 145.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 265.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Comments: Died in Grange Gorman prison 1\4\1858.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\2\1855.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 55.; Comments: Died in Richmond Goal 10\9\1851.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 71.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony shirt, stocking and cap; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 127.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN SNR.;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Obtaining maintenance under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 3.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 46.

**Surname:** MOORE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79.
Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be executed 19 August 1840; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 15/06/1860; Sentence: P.S. 6; Record reference code: TR 14, p 162.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/08/1853; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181.; Comments: Discharge ordered 14\3\1859.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Spear;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 286.; Comments: See Kilduff, Margaret - TR 4, p 286.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house & stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75.; Comments: Died in Mountjoy prison 22\2\1855.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MATHEW; Alias: Farrell, Mathew TR 9, p24;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 12/2/1851.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MATHEW; Alias: Farrell, Mat.;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136.; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal, 23/3/1838.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158.

Surname: MOORE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 112(f).

Surname: MOORE; First name: NORAH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony cape; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 207.

Surname: MOORE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON;
Surname: MOORE; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51.

Surname: MOORE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55.

Surname: MOORE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 17/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150.

Surname: MOORE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183.

Surname: MOORE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of cow; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47.

Surname: MOORE; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 102.

Surname: MOORE; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 26/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 243.

Surname: MOORE; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51.

Surname: MOORE; First name: THOS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 31/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony sugar trough; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60.

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 46.

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years following present sentence; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 217.; Comments: Detained at Spike Island prison.

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49.

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/12/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125.

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 10/08/1860; Sentence: P.S. 7; Record reference code: TR 14, p 163.; Comments: General Court Martial, Limerick. Mountjoy Goal, 20\11\1860.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 13/11/1800; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 494; Comments: Letter stating that the information given by the convict may lead to the apprehension of several criminals.

Surname: MOORE; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 20/05/1800; Description of crime: Stealing from George Grierson; Sentence: Transportation to Botany Bay for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 529; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence and states she has been confined in prison for 2 years. Widowed with family, no details given. Supported her family by carrying out Plain-work for persons of distinction and respectability in Dublin. Nine character reference

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 14/10/1800; Date of document: 22/10/1800; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 501; Comments: Convict has one son and two daughters, mother deceased.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballymena, County Antrim; Date of document: 18/08/1800; Description of crime: Rebellious activity; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Jane Moore; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 504; Comments: Prays that her son be permitted to transport himself to America. Convict is an only son, father died in 1781. Petitioner resides at Kilraught, Co. Antrim.

Surname: MOORE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: HORSE STEALING; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2089; Comments: Convicts husband was convicted of same offense and sent to New South Wales. States she has 3 children. Petitioner received 24 Sep 1823.

Surname: MOORE; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Description of crime: Pawning stolen articles; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3814;
Comments: Convict is a widow with one daughter. States her father was a respectable merchant in Cork. Petition not dated, circa 1798-1801.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 6 Nov 1798.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: MOORE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Purchasing stolen goods; Sentence: 7 year trans, commuted to 12 mth imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 33

Surname: MOORE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 34; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his widowed mother.

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/06/1867; Description of crime: Treason; Record reference code: CRF 1867 M 35

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 36

Surname: MOORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Life transportation;
Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing fowl (2 cases); Sentence: Transportation 7, 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 85

Surname: MOORE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Date of document: 09/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Margaret Moore; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 43

Surname: MOORE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1853; Date of document: 20/09/1853; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Moore; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 39;
Comments: Petitioners residence given as 58 Meath St, Dublin.

Surname: MOORE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's, name, Honora Moore.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Mary Booling.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOSEPH;
Surname: MOORE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 16/11/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2;
Comments: Military convict in the 32nd Regiment.

Surname: MOORE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: REGALIA 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Jane Manning. Residence given as Polbeck St., at the German Church House, Dublin

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Margaret Booling.

Surname: MOORE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 16/11/1844; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16;
Comments: Military convict 32 Regiment.

Surname: MOOREHEAD; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).s

Surname: MOOREHOUSE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE 28/1/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 223.

Surname: MOORHEAD; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390.

Surname: MOORHOUSE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1846; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 56; Comments: Prisoner lived in Dublin.

Surname: MORA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MORAGHAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of document: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 33; Comments: Discharged, July 1848.

Surname: MORAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 192.; Comments: Free Pardon. Name struck through.

Surname: MORAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92.
Surname: MORAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison, 11 March 1852.

Surname: MORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 16/06/1827; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Daniel Doran; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3097; Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas Byrne on the evidence of Daniel Doran, Petitioning on his own behalf, who was accomplice to the crime.

Surname: MORAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 09/07/1823; Description of crime: Breach of the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mothers,wives and sisters; Record reference code: PPC 1926; Comments: Convict was convicted with nine others for the same offense. Petitioners outline the events of the crime which the convicts stand accused.

Surname: MORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp.life, commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1 P 228; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 M 17

Surname: MORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Trans. for 14 years; Record reference code: TR 2 P 56; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 83; Comments: Convict is a Builder and resides in Dublin City.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 21/10/1848; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Anne Moran; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 72; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as 143, Upper Dorset St., Dublin.
Surname: MORAN; First name: GREGORY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Duncannon; Date of document: 20/05/1798; Name of petitioner: Margaret Moran; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 328

Surname: MORAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: CA 06/1798; Description of crime: Member of the United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Rev. Michael/Peter Moran; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: SPP 228; Comments: prisoner is a glover of Castle St., Dublin City. Petitioners, who are officiating clergymen in the Adam and Eve Chapel, seek access to the prisoner for themselves and his wife

Surname: MORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Name of ship: ELIZA; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2; Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Bridget Mangle, residing in Co Sligo

Surname: MORAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Date of document: 17/12/1851; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M83

Surname: MORAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: ];

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 06/05/1836; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: FS 1836 32; Comments: Convicts wife Catherine Moran, residing in Curraghmore, Fethard, Co. Wexford, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: MORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 30/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16
Surname: MORAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 69f.

Surname: MORAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 335.

Surname: MORAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 30/12/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5(f).

Surname: MORAN; First name: CHRIST.;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 183.

Surname: MORAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHAIM JULY 1851; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 39.

Surname: MORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ESSEX 26/3/1836; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 228.; 
Comments: Sentenced commuted to 18 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; 

Surname: MORAN; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218.

Surname: MORAN; First name: ELIZA.;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 269.

Surname: MORAN; First name: ELIZA.;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/03/1838; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43(f).

Surname: MORAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 117.; Comments: Detained at Pigeon House prison, 18\5\1836.

Surname: MORAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 125.; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony waistcoat and other clothing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56.

Surname: MORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/01/1841; Description of crime: Felony cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58.

Surname: MORAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Assault and felony money; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76.

Surname: MORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 25/03/1867; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: P.S. 10; Record reference code: TR 14, p 169.; Comments: Offering violence against his superiors by throwing stone at superior officer, also damaging the mess property of 85th Regt.

Surname: MORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64.

Surname: MORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night & attacking dwelling; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p94.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/10/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 202.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 20/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 301.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 28/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 68(f).

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 256.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 354.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 51; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 24/06/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 200.; Comments: Died in Mountjoy female prison 28/1/1863 Chronic Rheumatism.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 207.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Duffy, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 121.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 12/11/1855.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 5/1/1856.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Real assault with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58.; Comments: Died 14 May 1849, Spike Island prison.

Surname: MORAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/02/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p84.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 31\6\1855.

Surname: MORAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72.; Comments: Detained at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin and died 27\11\1848.

Surname: MORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 year from 5\2\1853.; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143.

Surname: MORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94.; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal, 23\3\1837. Crime committed with Patrick Keating.

Surname: MORAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 198.; Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation life commuted 2 years imprisonment. Names struck through.

Surname: MORAN; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Surname: MORAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/07/1846; Description of crime: Riot and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years commuted to 2 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169.; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MORAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 214.; Comments: Detained at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 81.

Surname: MORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158.

Surname: MORAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 172.

Surname: MORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 8; Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MORAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 12 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 130.

Surname: MORAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MORAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick on Shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of trial: 11/03/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a Bullock; Sentence: Tran for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2092; Comments: Petition received 14 April 1823.

Surname: MORAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 03/06/1826; Description of crime: Contempt of court; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2916; Comments: Convict has two children presently in the care of his employer. Father is living. States he has two sisters; and two brothers who are serving in the Army. Refers to a former petition which he had submitted, dated 24 April 1826.

Surname: MORAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough; Date of document: 14/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 20

Surname: MORAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Louth; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 14/06/1847; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 29; Comments: Prisoner died on 13 June 1847.

Surname: MORAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 7

Surname: MORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 7; Comments: Prisoner lived in the parish of Croom, Co Limerick.

Surname: MORAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 76

Surname: MORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MORAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MORAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 28;

Surname: MORAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Honora Moran residing in Limerick City.

Surname: MORAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MORAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MORAN; First name: FRANCES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: MORAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MORAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of handerchief; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MORANY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1
Surname: MORCRIEF; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Date of document: 20/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self & Anne Moncrief; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 4; Comments: Petitioner resided in Cookstown, Co.

Surname: MORE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of document: 10/04/1813; Description of crime: Stealing goods valued cost £13; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4045; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, favourably recommending the convict; endorsed: 'to be transported for 7 years.' Other defendant: Patrick Keegan.

Surname: MORE; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a saddle sheep and a horse; Sentence: See comments; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131.; Comments: Sentence: For the 2 former crimes 7 months imprisonment and to be transported for the latter for the term of 10 years at the expiration of the former sentence.

Surname: MORELAND; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 21/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57.

Surname: MORELAND; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 218.

Surname: MORETON; First name: THOS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony copper funnel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of trial: 1794; Date of document: 29/08/1799; Description of crime: Cutting a man's ear; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 192; Comments: Petitioning for liberty to enlist in Foreign Military Service with Captain Johnston.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 198

Surname: MORGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 20; Comments: Convict resides in Derrylard, Co. Armagh.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 06/1846; Date of document: 25/10/1846; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 53; Comments: Prisoner died in Trim Gaol, 24th October 1846.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MORGAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Louth - Drogheda; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 260.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years commuted free pardon; Record reference code: TR 2, p 29.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 36; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 10/08/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37.; Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Doyle;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony furniture; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 79.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 30/06/1838; Description of crime: Stealing wool; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 142.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/05/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1857;
Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEBRUARY 1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 8.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 46.;
Comments: Mountjoy 14\1\1857 Spike 22\10\1857 Mountjoy 28\5\1859 philipstown 14\2\1860

Surname: MORGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 19/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 155.;
Comments: Died. Name struck through.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 40.;
Comments: Died in Smithfield prison, 7 February 1856.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/10/1801; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 724

**Surname:** MORGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/10/1801; Sentence: Death commuted transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 724;
Comments: Character references from Moore Smith, Killincoole Castle, Bellingham (09/04/1801) and J. Pollock, Mounlans Town, Mavan (09/04/1801).

**Surname:** MORGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** MORGAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 19;
Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Upperchurch, Nenagh, Co Tipperary.

**Surname:** MORGAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 03/1840; Date of document: 03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: James Morgan; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 22;
Comments: Petitioner asks that prisoner be given a free passage home to Ireland when his sentence expires. Petitioners address given as Derrylard.

**Surname:** MORGAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

**Surname:** MORIARTHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 26/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 256.

**Surname:** MORIARTY; **First name:** DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 1797; Date of document: 06/11/1798; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 95; Comments: Included is a petition form the sheriffs of Limerick City for the convicts release on the grounds that he agreed to execute ten prisoners tried by Court Martial in Limerick for their part in the rebellion. At the time no other executioner could be found.

Surname: MORGAN; First name: EDMOND;

Surname: MORGAN; First name: ELLEN;

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JANE;

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Surname: MORGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 101.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 16/03/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 84.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 84.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 114.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MORIARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46.;
Comments: See Moriarty, Timothy - TR 9, p 46.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 114.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: TIMOTHY (THOMAS);

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 66(f).

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery post office mail; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 77.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 86.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 17/08/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 52.
Surname: MORIARTY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/10/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 98.;
Comments: Died 13/5/1847.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 81.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Date of document: 29/06/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Self and three others; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers and Sisters;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 30;
Comments: Prisoner was a shoemaker and one of seven orphans. Residence is given as Auno- garry, Co Kerry.

Surname: MORIARTY; First name: BARTHOLMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 02/05/1867; Date of document: 25/04/1868; Description of crime: Treason felony; Sentence: Penal servitude 7 years;
Name of petitioner: J.N.S. Wallis and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local magistrates;
Record reference code: CRF 1868 M 4;
Comments: Prisoner was a stone mason from Millstreet, Co Cork.

Surname: MORISON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Morris, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 161.;
Comments: Died at Spike Island prison, 1 February 1854.

Surname: MORISON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: 10 years trans reduced to 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 34;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family to support.

Surname: MORISSEY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transp.10 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 26; Comments: Convict lives in the parish of Ballygran and has a mother, father and large family, who depend on his support.

Surname: MORISSON; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 54; Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides at Abbeyfeale, Co Kerry.

Surname: MORISSY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel,; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 80; Comments: Convicts father is a Farmer. Brother of Patrick Morrissey (CRF 1839 M80).

Surname: MORKAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165.

Surname: MORLEY; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 78.

Surname: MORLEY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Smithers, Henry;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 27/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 69.

Surname: MORNANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 99.

Surname: MORNANE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: MORNANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MORONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 31/01/1816; Description of crime: Attacking a Sentinel on duty; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Moroney; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 1371; Comments: Convict had served in The Royal Navy. States he resides in Clonmel, Co. Tipperary

Surname: MORONEY; First name: U;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of document: 02/06/1831; Description of crime: Singing during the elections; Name of petitioner: Thomas Moroney; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: PPC 3595; Comments: Petitioner states his wife is a Ballad Singer. Petitioning against her prosecution.

Surname: MORONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 46

Surname: MORONEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Princess in Cork; Date of document: 13/05/1799; Description of crime: Having been sworn; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: William Walker; Record reference code: SPP 393; Comments: A native of Clough, Co. Limerick
Surname: MORONEY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116.

Surname: MORONEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 4\6\1856.

Surname: MORONEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 261.

Surname: MORONEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 236.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9\8\1856.

Surname: MORONEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 4\4\1856.

Surname: MORONEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 100.; Comments: Detained at Spike Island prison.

Surname: MORONEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of document: 17/03/1826; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: James Moroney; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3036;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sons sentence to Military Service. States the convict is 5'10 in height. Petitioner served in the Army for 22 years and four of his sons were killed in Military action.

Surname: MORONY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath & assaulting a master; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 13

Surname: MORONY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MORONY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 105.

Surname: MORONY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 5/2/1859.

Surname: MORONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: SURPRIZE 3/7/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 159.

Surname: MORONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 231.

Surname: MORONY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from a chapel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MORONY; First name: MACKIN;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Clare; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;

Surname: MORONY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 41.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 9/5/1855.

Surname: MORONY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 286.

Surname: MORONY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;

Surname: MORONY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 24/07/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 78;
Comments: Sentence commuted 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MOROWEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Ennis County Clare; Date of document: 11/03/1826; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: James Morowey; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 2855;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sons sentence to Foreign Military Service. Petitioner resides in the town of Ennis, Co Clare. Petition served twenty-one years in the 13th Regiment of Foot. Second petition received 28 March 1826.

Surname: MORRICY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286.

Surname: MORRICY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19.; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 17\6\1857.

Surname: MORRICY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19.

Surname: MORRICY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19.

Surname: MORRICY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286.

Surname: MORRICY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAI JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19.

Surname: MORRICY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MORRICY; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: MORRIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Attempting to sell stolen oats; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 219;
Comments: Convict is married with seven children.

Surname: MORRION; First name: MARCELLA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MORRIS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickonshannon; Date of document: 25/03/1812; Description of crime: Writing threatening notices; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Rev. James Agar; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor;
Record reference code: PPC 4023;
Comments: Petitioner petitioning for mitigation of the convicts sentence to transportation petition resides in Carrigallen, Co. Leitrim. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation

Surname: MORRIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 01/01/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 74;
Comments: Convict resides in Garrymorris, Co. Tipperary and is the sole support of his widowed mother and family.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Mary tender, Dublin; Date of document: 06/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 229;
Comments: Prisoner is an inhabitant of Balliboy in King Co. Henry Malone and Michael Kearney, Pastor of Balliboy give testimony in favour of prisoners character.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 10/1822; Date of document: 10/02/1837; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Cecila Morris; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 30

Surname: MORRIS; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Walsh Bridget;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: I.W. DARE DECEMBER 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35(f).

Surname: MORRIS; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72.; Comments: Died in Smithfield Depot, 5 February 1850.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: JOHN JUNIOR;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;

Surname: MORRIS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 136.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of key; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY 26/11/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 54.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 176.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170.

Surname: MORRIS; First name: CONSTANTINE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: England; Date of trial: 1849; Description of crime: Assault stabbing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 64

Surname: MORRIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MORRIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MORRIS (WALLACE); First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MORRISEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 24 oct 1833

Surname: MORRISEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38.

Surname: MORRISEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 16/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 25.

Surname: MORRISEY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Stealing pigs;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 4 Jan 1836.

Surname: MORRISEY; First name: JAMEY;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Attempt to murder John Quinlan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 27 Oct 1836.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dungannon; Date of document: 10/06/1799; Description of crime:
Being United Irishmen;
Record reference code: SPP 726

Surname: MORRISON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 23/10/1845; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 326.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 40(f).

Surname: MORRISON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 151.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 63.; Comments: Sentence commuted to transportation 7 years and kept to hand harbor until transportation.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 23/06/1837; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: MARGRETTE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/08/1840; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 221.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 3.; Comments: Detained at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin - 17\6\1844.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 04/09/1824; Description of crime: Stealing a small quantity of tobacco; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Morrison; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: PPC 2433; Comments: Petitioner aged 20 years is the only support of seven children since the death of their parent. States they are tenants to 3 acres of land near Colloony, Co. Sligo. Several character references.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 20/07/1843; Description of crime: Attack house; Sentence: T 7 years com 2 years impt; Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 44; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 27/4/1844.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: False pretences (obtaining money); Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE - SEPT 1848; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1854 M 37; Comments: The convict is now in New Norfolk in Van Diemers land.

Surname: MORRISS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 125(f).

Surname: MORRISS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195.

Surname: MORRISS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150.

Surname: MORRISS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: MORRISS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168.

Surname: MORRISSAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 20/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34.; Comments: Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MORRISSEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Receiving money under false pretences; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 18 April 1835

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kanturk, County Cork; Date of trial: 24/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 79; Comments: Convict was tried with his wife and daughter (both were acquitted) for the same offence.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 54; Comments: Convict was convicted with John Hutchinson and convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police, and robbery of flour; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 8

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 8

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 M 50

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 10 Feb 1834

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Appearing in arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 17 Dec 1833
Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Grealy;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 186.; Comments: Discharge ordered 7\71857.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Tipperary - Clonmel; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police escorting flour & robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 28.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 17/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Attempting to murder; Sentence: Death 19\3\1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 217.; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 140.; Comments: Discharge ordered 9\91857.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary - Clonmel; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police escorting corn and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181.
Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 33.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 20/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 239.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 28.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Grecious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 163.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113.;
Comments: Sentence commuted 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Killing and stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 207.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 168.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 163.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing 10 sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: 3;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing wheat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110.; Comments: Detained at Spike Island prison.

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 51

Surname: MORRISSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MORRISSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 191; Comments: Convict resides in Conoher, Co. Mayo with his mother and three other children.

Surname: MORRISSON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 06/09/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 309.

Surname: MORRISSON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Stabbing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 174.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: False pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88.; Comments: Detained at Smithfield Goal, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 11/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Fermanagh; Date of document: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 25; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 27th Foot Regiment.

Surname: MORRISON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of document: 23/05/1832; Description of crime: Taking a bayonet from a soldier; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: ELIZA; Record reference code: PPC 3695; Comments: Convicts parents are living. Several character references including the Parish priest of Templemore and Mr. Carden, on whose estate the convicts family have lived as tenants for several generations. Later reference endorsed: “Transported Eliza.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 137.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 84.;
Comments: Detained at Kilmainham Goal, Co. Dublin 23/3/1838.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 127.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 90.;
Comments: See Dunne, John TR 9, p 90.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 16/03/1837; Description of crime: Passing a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 95(f).

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 137.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 24/7/1856.
Surname: MORRISSY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 274.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 4/9/1856.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 1/12/1854.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 36.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 137.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 173.

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MORRISSY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 80;
Comments: Convicts father is a Farmer. Brother of Thomas Morrissy (CRF 1839 M 80).
Surname: MORRISY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: MORRISY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MORRON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8.

Surname: MORRON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/04/1802; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 778; Comments: Letter from R.G. Hill to Alexander Marsden, informing him that the convict has been granted a respite of his sentence (24/02/1802).

Surname: MORROW; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen, Fermanagh; Date of document: 18/03/1812; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 4024; Comments: Letter from the judge before whom the convict was tried recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Included are several letters recommending that conditional pardon be granted.

Surname: MORROW; First name: ROSANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 56; Comments: Convict has a mother, Elizabeth, who is a widow. Convict was ordered to be discharged, 25/08/1842.

Surname: MORROW; First name: MARY JANE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: JOHN CALOUS; Record reference code: TR 7, p 181.

Surname: MORROW; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1.

Surname: MORROW; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 15/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43.

Surname: MORROW; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297.; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MORROW; First name: SARAH JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 210.

Surname: MORROW; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 18/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 195.

Surname: MORROW; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 01/01/1836; Description of crime: As for Eliza. Doherty; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 56.

Surname: MORROW; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277.
Surname: MORROW; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 15.

Surname: MORROW; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1856; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 32.

Surname: MORROW; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 313.

Surname: MORROW; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MORROW; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 112;
Comments: Widowed mother to support.

Surname: MORROW; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MORROW; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 18

Surname: MORTAL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/11/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148.

Surname: MORTAL; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: MORTILL; First name: JOHN;

Surname: MORTILL; First name: JOHN;

Surname: MORTIMER; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Kennan;

Surname: MORTIMER; First name: MARY;

Surname: MORTON; First name: JOHN;
Surname: MORTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 189.

Surname: MOSES; First name: BRIEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 1800; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 248; Comments: Convict has a family and an aged father.

Surname: MOSS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony bacon; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62.

Surname: MOSSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted to transp. for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 197; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: MOSSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Date of document: 24/02/1846; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: NEPTUNE; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 33; Comments: Prisoner claimed his sentence was transportation for 7 years.

Surname: MOSSEY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mosey James;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159.

Surname: MOTLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 10/05/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 years; Record reference code: TR 14, p 164.;
Comments: Will not be discharged from military service but will be liable to serve after completing their periods of Penal Servitude. Died in Mountjoy 2/5/1862 of consumption.

Surname: MOUAHAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Crampton Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39(f).

Surname: MOUGHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva barracks; Date of document: 23/08/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 372; Comments: A native of Cloonagh, Ardagh, Co. Mayo, taken prisoner at the Battle of Ballinamuck

Surname: MOUNT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: ESSEX 18/5/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 183.

Surname: MOUNTAIN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94.

Surname: MOUNTAIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94.

Surname: MOUNTAIN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 42 (f).

Surname: MOUNTAIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 42(f).

Surname: MOURNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/03/1837; Description of crime: Petty Larceny; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 150; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Brien for the same offense.

Surname: MOURNICAN; First name: DAVID; Alias: Gordon, David;

Surname: MOVLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: MOVLEY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: MOVLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: MOWLES; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny of pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1 P 133; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 105; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children and is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of document: 21/03/1846; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 G 7

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 310.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 96.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Bail in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 5, p 224.; Comments: Sentence transportation 7 years commuted discharged.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings; Date of trial: 02/03/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 119.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/08/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless bail in 3 months; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged 3/10/1843; Record reference code: TR 5, p 161.; Comments: Name struck through.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 133.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/09/1855; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 14, p 43.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 163.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: MOYLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 36.;
Comments: Died. Name struck through.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation;
Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2143;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 05/06/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29;
Comments: Prisoner was released because of ill health.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Date of document: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Alice Moylan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 4;
Comments: Petitioner resided at John Street, Limerick.

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Queens County; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 M 29

Surname: MOYLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Anne Fennelly, residing at Ballystanley.

Surname: MOYLES; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 16.

Surname: MOYLET; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76.

Surname: MOYLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 M31

Surname: MOYLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 27.

Surname: MOYLEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71.

Surname: MOYLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71.;
Comments: Died in Spike Island Prison 1\8\1851.

Surname: MOYNAGH; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Reilly;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 276.
Surname: MOYNAHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29.;
Comments: See Moyrichane, Daniel, TR 11, p 29.

Surname: MOYNAHAN; First name: DARBY (JEREMIAH);

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 112.;
Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 5 July 1853.

Surname: MOYNAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Surname: MOYNAHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 112.;
Comments: See Moynahan, Darby TR 10, p 112.

Surname: MOYNAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 30

Surname: MOYNE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 116.

Surname: MOYNEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 10 years;

Surname: MOYNEHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35.; Comments: Died in Spike Island prison 6 January 1853.

Surname: MOYNEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56.

Surname: MOYNEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82.; Comments: Died at Spike Island prison 26 January 1854.

Surname: MOYNIHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 13/04/1844; Description of crime: Stealing mule; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 84.

Surname: MOYNIHAN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26(f).

Surname: MOYNIHAN; First name: CORNELIOUS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24.; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 65; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Name struck through.

Surname: MOYNIHAN; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211.

Surname: MOYNIHAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Listowel; Date of trial: 04/1844; Date of document: 04/1844;
Description of crime: Stealing a Mule; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Moynihan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 25;
Comments: Petitioner states that prisoner has been afflicted with temporary insanity since his wife died eleven years previously. The crime took place in 1837. The petitioner gives his residence as Tralee, and his occupation as man servant.

Surname: MOYRICHANE; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Moynahan, Daniel;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing flints and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29.;
Comments: Ordered to be discharged 12\5\1855.

Surname: MUBRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 15/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128.

Surname: MUBRONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of fire arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76.

Surname: MUCKLE; First name: ROBERT ADAMS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: 15/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 43.

Surname: MUCKLEMAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: 7 year trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 L 31;
Comments: The convict was convicted with Mary Linn.

Surname: MUCKLENAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 91
Surname: MUGAN; First name: HONOR; Alias: Magan, Honor TR6, p 320.;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 27/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 320.

Surname: MUGAN; First name: HONOR;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 23/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MUGGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 150.; Comments: Detained at Richmond Goal. Died 19\9\1848.

Surname: MUGHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 82.

Surname: MUHE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 299.; Comments: Everything struck through.

Surname: MUGAY; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Firing at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 90.

Surname: MUINOGUE; First name: SIMON;

Surname: MUKLER; First name: ELIZA;
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Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 210.

Surname: MULAHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Being riotously and tumultuously assembled; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 May 1834.

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: ELLEN; Alias: REAL NAME POWER, MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC. 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66 F

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/57; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108; Comments: Returned from Gibraltar and ordered to be discharged 8/11/55

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 25; Comments: Convict has a wife and 2 young children.

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

**Surname:** MULCAHY; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83

**Surname:** MULCAHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

**Surname:** MULCAHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/9/57

**Surname:** MULCAHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

**Surname:** MULCAHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 175

**Surname:** MULCAHY; **First name:** JUDITH;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 mths); Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

**Surname:** MULCAHY; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 50 (F)
Surname: MULCAHY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE OCT. 49;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 21/4/55

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 1847

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life commuted to 6 mths impt.;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 162; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 120;
Comments: Name struck through on register. N.S.T.

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1845; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT. 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 156
Surname: MULCAHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 112;
Comments: Convict died at Spike 24 Feb 1854

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 11 May 1852

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Middleton, Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 72;
Comments: Convict is the eldest of six children and the principle support of the family, who reside in Glantaughlin (Glanturkin) Co. Cork.

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/03/1800; Description of crime: Being a United Irishmen; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 522;
Comments: Convict farmer by occupation and resides at Heywood, Co Tipperary. Letter signed by four magistrates before whom convict was tried recommending his release/

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Attacking house; Sentence: T 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 11;
Comments: Convict is a tenant with 50 acres of Land. Convict has a wife and 3 children.

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Misdemeanor with deserting her child;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 28 March 1834.

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: MULCAHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 88; Comments: 8 Aug 1834. Committed.

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving goods that were stolen; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc 34

Surname: MULCAHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MULCAIR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 164

Surname: MULCAIR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: convict ordered to be discharged 24/3/55

Surname: MULCARS; First name: CHAMA;

Sex: U; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 24/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 262

Surname: MULCHAHY; First name: JOHN;
Surname: MULCONRY; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Date of document: 18/04/1840; 
Record reference code: FS 1840 35; 
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Hogan, residing at Nenagh, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MULDOON; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1844; Date of document: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 74

Surname: MULDOON; First name: CHARLOTTE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 1 (f)

Surname: MULDOON; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Date of document: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 94

Surname: MULDOON; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1847; Description of crime: stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 68

Surname: MULDOON; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: U; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 198

Surname: MULDOON; First name: CHARLOTTE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 177; Comments: Convict resides at Scotch Row, off Cormac Street, Belfast, Co. Antrim. States her father has been in a lunatic Assylum in Belfast for over 15 years.

Surname: MULDOON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of document: 09/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Muldoon; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 2846 M 10; Comments: Petitioner lived in Armagh.

Surname: MULDOON; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co Meath; Date of document: 13/04/1800; Description of crime: Variety of offences, no details given; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 524; Comments: Letter from Captain Cane, Rataoth in connection with 5 men by the name Muldoon, stating it would in inadvisable to release any of these men.

Surname: MULDOON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Date of document: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Stealing a suit of clothes; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Miles Muldoon; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 21; Comments: Prisoner had been a servant to a Mr Nixon of Enniskillen until a fire destroyed Nixons premises. Petitioner states that he has been resident in Co Fermanagh for 40 years and gives his address as Enniskillen.

Surname: MULDOWNEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 85

Surname: MULDOWNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 95

Surname: MULDOWNEY; First name: TADEUS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 164

**Surname:** MULDOWNEY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

**Surname:** MULDOWNEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Duncannon; Date of document: 20/05/1798; Name of petitioner: Mary Muldowney; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 328

**Surname:** MULDOWNY; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/5/1836

**Surname:** MULEAHY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Date of document: 25/04/1843; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180

**Surname:** MULEAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78

**Surname:** MULENIR; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 06/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 258

**Surname:** MULHAILE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2
Surname: MULHAIR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 299;
Comments: Everything struck through on register.

Surname: MULHAIR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 269

Surname: MULHALL; First name: EDMOND; Alias: MULHALL, EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/03/1840; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: MULHALL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: MULHALL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 80;
Comments: Convict died at Phillipstown Prison Feb. 11 1855

Surname: MULHALL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 23/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 92

Surname: MULHALL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep intent to steal concess and skin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 84

Surname: MULHALL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: MULHALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Died in Spike Island Prison 8 April 1853

Surname: MULHALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: MULHALL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board the Lively Tender; Date of document: 22/11/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 318

Surname: MULHALL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The lively tender, Cork; Date of document: 02/02/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 415

Surname: MULHALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MULHALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MULHALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MULHALL; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Date of document: 25/01/1800; Description of crime: Suspected of plotting the murder of informers;
Record reference code: PPC 534;
Comments: Letter, London, protesting at the release of convict. Also a letter, relating the details of her arrest and stating that she had given birth to a son whom he believed was murdered by the convict moter.

Surname: MULHALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Duncannon Fort; Date of document: 17/08/1800;
Description of crime: Harbouring robbers after the Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation;
Name of petitioner: James Mulhall; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 503;
Comments: Convict is a farmer and resides at Kilronelia, Co. Wicklow. Character references from William kirpatrick on whose land in Talbotstown, Co. Wicklow. The convict and family lived as tenants for 9 years.

Surname: MULHALL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On Tender; Date of document: 04/09/1803; Description of crime: Suspected of being involved in a riot; Name of petitioner: John Mulhall;
Record reference code: PPC 847;
Comments: Convict was confined on no charge. Petitioner states that his son was employed by the Grand Canal Company in Dublin. Includes memo. of Adjutant Brady stating that the convict was arrested as part of the procedure the night of the riots but that he was not caught in any act of riot.

Surname: MULHALL; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: MULHALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICCHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).
Surname: MULHALL; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of document: 1830; Description of crime: Possessing stolen apparel; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3513; Comments: Convict states her mother and seven children are dependant on her support. Petition not dated, possibly 1830.

Surname: MULHANE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28; Comments: Convict died at Spike 13 Sept. 50 Name struck through on register

Surname: MULHEERAN; First name: PATT; Alias: BOYLE, JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: MULHEERAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT. 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 266

Surname: MULHERAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon gaol; Date of document: 22/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 729

Surname: MULHERAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Rape and Robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.

Surname: MULHERIN; First name: ELENOR;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Surname: MULHERN; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 20/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30 (f)

Surname: MULHERN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 23/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 259

Surname: MULHERN; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 72;
Comments: Other defendant; Honor Glancy.

Surname: MULHERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MULHERNE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 220

Surname: MULHOLLAND; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2 (f)

Surname: MULHOLLAND; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Stealing from a person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 312
Surname: MULHOLLAND; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1843; Date of document: 27/04/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 23

Surname: MULHOLLAND; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: 21/12/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted transportation for life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 124; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Patrick, for the same offence and both were transported to New South Wales. Convicts lived in Portglenone, Co.Antrim.

Surname: MULHOLLAND; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1843 M1

Surname: MULHOLLAND; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 8 p 87; Comments: Notation; Hyderabad Sept 1850 only entered in embarkation book.

Surname: MULHURN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 05/11/1860; Record reference code: TR 14 p 163; Comments: Notes # 69 (24) general court martial fermoy. Mountjoy 19 02 1861. Regiment 13th Foot S. P.S.6.

Surname: MULINILITH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 8 p 164; Comments: Notation; Asst Bar ship Lord Dalhousie April 1852.

Surname: MULKEARR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 8 p 185; Comments: Notation; Ass Bar R Tighe.
Surname: MULKEEN; First name: JEAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 219;
Comments: Notation; Ass Bar Tumnann.

Surname: MULKEIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR 11 p 64;
Comments: Notations; Baron Lefroy Galway Assizes. Plead Guilty.

Surname: MULKERIN; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Leitrim; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 71 (f);
Comments: Special Notes; TD (Thomas Drummond).

Surname: MULKERN; First name: GREGORY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Smithfield; Place of imprisonment: Galway Gaol; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 73;
Comments: Name struck through - died 17/3/1840 at Smithfield.

Surname: MULKERN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: TR 12 p 57;
Comments: Notations; 7 ordered to be discharged 1/11/56.

Surname: MULKERN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Smithfield; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 04/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: THYDEVABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7 p 73

Surname: MULKIRRIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 05/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 4.1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 7/7/1858

Surname: MULKUINN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: MULLACKEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1842; Description of crime: malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 77; Comments: SEE ALSO BLAKE, PETER TR 4, p 77 AND BLAKE, MARTIN TR 4, p 77

Surname: MULLAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MULLAHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC. 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27 (f)

Surname: MULLALLY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation if security not given within 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 3, p 240

Surname: MULLALLY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: MULLALLY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 29/6/51

Surname: MULLALLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 67; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR

Surname: MULLALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Grievous bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, 206

Surname: MULLALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: MULLALLY; First name: PIERSE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing wheat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110

Surname: MULLALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 11/1836; Date of document: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Ellen Mullally; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 151

Surname: MULLALY; First name: EDWARD; Alias: KENNEDY, JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

Surname: MULLAMPHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/01/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE 9 FEB. 1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 136

Surname: MULLAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 04/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 259

Surname: MULLAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

Surname: MULLAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: MULLAN; First name: GEORGE, TANNER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 14/10/1846; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: MULLAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 166

Surname: MULLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 1

Surname: MULLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/11/1843; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 176

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MULLAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: HARRISON, JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 55; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 3/9/51

Surname: MULLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1838; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 (f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 71; Comments: Convict has seven children.

Surname: MULLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

Surname: MULLAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152; Comments: SEE TRENA, JOHN

Surname: MULLAN; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 31/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 297

Surname: MULLAN; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a sheet; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 82; Comments: Convicts mother is dead. Convict comes from the town of Omagh, Co. Tyrone, but was lodging in Strabane when the crime was committed.

Surname: MULLAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MULLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 16/01/1797; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 32; Comments: Convict was arrested in Co. Armagh. States he has been dependant on the charity of the gaoler since his confinement and has no other person to keep him supplied in food

Surname: MULLAN; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Munro;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MULLAN; First name: BIDY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery; Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 3555; Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offence. State they were confined to 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: MULLAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MULLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dungannon; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of document: 12/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 53

Surname: MULLAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/10/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 F 43
Surname: MULLAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of document: 15/04/1839; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Mullan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 154

Surname: MULLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MULLANE; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: U; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 30

Surname: MULLANE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from jail; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 47

Surname: MULLANE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: MULLANE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 72

Surname: MULLANE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 28
Surname: MULLANE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 02/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 16/9/56

Surname: MULLANE; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 45

Surname: MULLANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island 11 April 1854

Surname: MULLANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38

Surname: MULLANE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: H O BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: MULLANE; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 66; Comments: SEE MOLLAN, PHILIP TR 10, p 66

Surname: MULLANE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 38

Surname: MULLANE; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 62; Comments: Convicts family are dependant on his support.

**Surname:** MULLANEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Appearing Armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M36

**Surname:** MULLANNY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

**Surname:** MULLANNY; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 19/2/55

**Surname:** MULLANNY; **First name:** RYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 19/2/55

**Surname:** MULLANNY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 170

**Surname:** MULLANY; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 94; Comments: Name struck through on register.
Surname: MULLANY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1843; Description of crime: uttering forged promising note; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 160; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 43; Comments: Convict is employed in the purchase and selling of cattle. Convict has a wife and five children.

Surname: MULLAR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offense; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: MULLAVY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 18

Surname: MULLAVY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 18

Surname: MULLAWRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 274

Surname: MULLEDY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3815; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children; mother is living. Petition signed by several including the Parish Priest of Drumrany, Co Meath. No date, possibly post 1816.

Surname: MULLEN; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tryone; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: to be hanged 20/8/53; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126

Surname: MULLEN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 10/04/1841; Description of crime: felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 232

Surname: MULLEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/03/1841; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 297

Surname: MULLEN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 35 (f)

Surname: MULLEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny of a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 107

Surname: MULLEN; First name: DENIS, OR GEMON, PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1809; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: MULLEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 16/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: MULLEN; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 03/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1853; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44
Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony of delph and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 26/03/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 M 32

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 6

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: MALLEN, JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 101

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 4, p.183

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Breaking into house of Pat. Samuel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 4, p.127

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JOHN; Alias: 20;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 5, p.145

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Entering a building and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 12, p.161; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 14/03/1856

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 7, p.1

Surname: MULLEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 11,p.64; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 17/07/1855 AB Galway session

Surname: MULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2,p.65; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 M 165; Comments: Convict has a wife and family and resides in Ballinakill, Clifden, Co. Galway.

Surname: MULLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Name of ship: RODNEY 11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p.60

Surname: MULLEN; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 12, p.213

Surname: MULLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

Surname: MULLEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 319

Surname: MULLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 52; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: MULLEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 73; Comments: See MULKERN, THOMAS TR 7, p 73

Surname: MULLEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 136; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island 4 Aug 1854

Surname: MULLEN; First name: WILLIAM, JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: MULLEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121; Comments: See CARROLL, FRANCIS TR 10, p 121

Surname: MULLEN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of trial: 03/1793; Description of crime: BURGLARY AND ASSUALT, KILLINCOOLEY; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 45; Comments: Deed of conviction.

Surname: MULLEN; First name: BRIEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of document: 10/09/1814; Description of crime: House stealing; Sentence: Death, committed transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1293; Comments: Letter from Lord Fingal, Kileen Castle, acknowledging receipt of communication regarding the convict.

**Surname: MULLEN; First name: -;**

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Description of crime: Embezzling a watch; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Mullen; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3219; Comments: Petitioner resides in Belfast, Co Antrim/Down. Petition received 15 Oct 1827.

**Surname: MULLEN; First name: MARY;**

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 01/1810; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of goods behaviour.

**Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/1841; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 61; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children all dependant on his support.

**Surname: MULLEN; First name: JOSEPH;**

Sex: M; Date of document: 1799; Record reference code: SPP 769; Comments: Prisoner resided in Ballymoney, Co. Antrim

**Surname: MULLEN; First name: MARY;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 22 feb 1834

**Surname: MULLEN; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 25/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2
Surname: MULLEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cork; Date of trial: 05/09/1824; Date of document: 14/01/1824; Description of crime: Stealing a horse and jaunting car; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2434

Surname: MULLEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: 15 yr trans, commuted to 8 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 32

Surname: MULLEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Date of document: 20/07/1840; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc17; Comments: Returns of deaths on board the Middlesex! Convict died of Dysentery on 4 Jan 1840.

Surname: MULLEN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1848; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 14/06/1847; Date of document: 09/08/1847; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 44; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 68th Foot Regiment.

Surname: MULLEN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 15
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Surname: MULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Date of document: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Breaking and entering; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 M 10

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MULLEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MULLENS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 02/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 164; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/1/1856

Surname: MULLENS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT. 1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: MULLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: MULLER; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/06/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of a shirt; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MULLER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 15/06/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of purse and money; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MULLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs Impt. hard Lab; Record reference code: TR 5, p 137; Comments: Name struck through on register

Surname: MULLHALL; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/11/1796; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of spurs from Id Grannard; Sentence: Transportation to Betany Bay.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 59; Comments: Served in Military Service in Nimuigan in HOlland.

Surname: MULLHALL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MULLHOLLAND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham(23 March 1837; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837; Record reference code: TR 2 p 1; Comments: Special Notes; TD (Thomas Drummond).

Surname: MULLHOLLAND; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 7 p 82

Surname: MULLHOLLAND; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 3 p 1; Comments: Special Notes; TD (Thomas Drummond)

Surname: MULLHOLLAND; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: HYDERABAD (SEPT 1850); Record reference code: TR 6 p 10

Surname: MULLIAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Date of document: 13/03/1844; Description of crime: With intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 141

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 1; Comments: Convict died at Spike 9 August 1854

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing 3 cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB 55; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 29/6/51

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 14/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANGEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 96

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 14/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 229 Convict detained on bord hulk, Essex 18/5/1836

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: DALTON, PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: richmond; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 146

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 124

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 116;
Comments: Name struck through on register Died in Co Gaol 31 Dec. 49

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: PATT;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: SUSANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 18/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 194

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 16/9/1856

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6 p.143

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/3/56

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/12/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: WILLIAN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 54

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC. 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55 F

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74 (f)

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 02/03/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 296

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony table cloths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony of sinew; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE 10.1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: FREDERICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 69
Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 91

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of document: 07/1820; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1526; Comments: Convict served in the 60th Regiment of Foot for 3 yrs and was wounded at the Battle of Cafferland, which left him disabled.

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Date of document: 28/07/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Mulligan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 32; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Gronard, Co. Longford.

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Gaol; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Date of document: 20/05/1851; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M 44

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kildare; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingstown, Dublin; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Judith Mulligan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3816; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of her sons sentence to confinement on account of his ill health. Petitioner is a widow and resides at Churchtown, (Co Dublin). Petition not dated, circa 1822-8.

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 03/02/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 H 22; Comments: Convict lives in Belfast with his wife and family.

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self & Margaret Mulligan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 12

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MULLIGAN; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 12/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: TR 4 p 182; Comments: Notations; WH

Surname: MULLIHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/11/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 6 months and Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: MULLIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29 (f)

Surname: MULLIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 4/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 131

Surname: MULLIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 214

Surname: MULLIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: MULLIN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 08/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109

Surname: MULLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: MULLIN; First name: MORGAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT. 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94

Surname: MULLIN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway town; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 104; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 19/6/56

Surname: MULLINGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 13/07/1826; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2976; Comments: Convict states he has a mother aged 90 years dependant on his support. Character reference from William Moyers, Rathfarnham, Co. Dublin and the curate of Tancy Parish, Co. Dublin.

Surname: MULLINGAR; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1834; Date of document: 15/07/1838; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 111; Comments: Convict is believed to have died while on board the hulk at Kingstown, Co Dublin Convict reference file contains a letter from the Parish Priest of Tore, Co Westmeath, requesting evidence of the death as the convicts wife wishes to re-marry.

Surname: MULLINS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76 F

Surname: MULLINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: MULLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 33; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 16 January 1853

Surname: MULLINS; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 29/09/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

Surname: MULLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 92; Comments: Convict has a widowed mother.

Surname: MULLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180
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Surname: MULLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 45;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island 9 January 1855

Surname: MULLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 149

Surname: MULLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/08/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (5/9/1843);
Record reference code: TR 5, p 95; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 50;
Comments: Name struck through on register - executed, see Downey, James.

Surname: MULLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 25/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 78

Surname: MULLINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: robbing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 27;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/4/55

Surname: MULLINS; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 72

Surname: MULLINS; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 119

Surname: MULLINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 13/08/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 15/9/1856

Surname: MULLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Shooting at the sheriffe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: MULLINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Breaking and entering with arms out house stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: MULLINS; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1848 M18

Surname: MULLINS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co.Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: As a vagrant; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 03 July 1835

Surname: MULLINS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 65; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1830; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen loaf of sugar valued at 7s; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 3514; Comments: Convict states she has two orphan grandchildren dependant on her support. Petition not dated, possibly 1830.

Surname: MULLINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10; 
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9);
Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot. Constantly plotting escape.

Surname: MULLINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Convict committed 13 March 1834.

Surname: MULLINS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 March 1835.

Surname: MULLINS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 02/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MULLONEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

Surname: MULLONEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 3639; Comments: Letter, Governor of Roscommon Gaol, acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) until further orders.

Surname: MULLOWNEY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 297

Surname: MULLOWNEY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE 4/7/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MULLOWNEY; First name: CHAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: MULLOWNEY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 131

Surname: MULLOWNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 181

Surname: MULLOWNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

Surname: MULLOWNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: MULLOWNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 3

Surname: MULLOWNY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 03/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and five others;
Record reference code: PPC 2435;
Comments: Petitioning to be discharged or removed to Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health, complaints of which are detailed.

Surname: MULLOWNY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: MULLOWNY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Provost, Dublin; Date of document: CA 1804; Description of crime: Suspected of being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1037;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family, no details given.

Surname: MULLOWNY; First name: RATT;

Sex: M; Age: 84; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with 7 others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Second petition dated 15 June 1824.

Surname: MULLOWNY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 08/1822; Date of document: 22/12/1824; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict and S Brisnen;
Relationship of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 2202;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Stephen Brisnen for the same offense. States he has a wife and four children.

Surname: MULLOWNY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 84; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. 2nd Petition dated 15 June 1824.

Surname: MULLOWNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 H 57;
Comments: Convict was convicted with John and Anthony Hoban for the same offense. Convict has a wife and four children.

**Surname:** MULLOWNY; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of document: 14/09/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 60

**Surname:** MULLOWNY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of document: 14/09/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 60

**Surname:** MULLOY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/4/56

**Surname:** MULLOY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16

**Surname:** MULLOY; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 18/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 242

**Surname:** MULLOY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58; Comments: SEE LYONS, JAMES TR 10, p 58

**Surname:** MULLOY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140

Surname: MULLOY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29 (f)

Surname: MULLOY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 21

Surname: MULLQUEEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Killing 1 heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: MULLRONE; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69

Surname: MULLS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: MULQUEEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: MULQUEENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35
Surname: MULRAHY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, barracks; Record reference code: SPP 727

Surname: MULREADY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of cows; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: PESTONGER BOMANGER OCT 49; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 22

Surname: MULREDY; First name: C;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MULREDY; First name: O;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MULRENY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 337

Surname: MULRINE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Breaking into the house of Thomas Donoghue; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: MULRINE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: MULRINE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 15/4/57

Surname: MULROE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: MULRONE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New geneva Barracks; Date of document: 15/10/1799;
Name of petitioner: self;
Record reference code: SPP 728;
Comments: Originally from Killmeena, in Co. mayo

Surname: MULRONE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva barracks; Date of document: 15/10/1799;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 728;
Comments: Originally from Killmeena on Co. mayo

Surname: MULROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 270

Surname: MULROONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 95

Surname: MULROONEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Assault with into to maim; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT. 1850;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: MULROONY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Sentence: Death on 18 April; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE OCT 49;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 114;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 1/4/58

**Surname:** MULROY; **First name:** PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a Rebel Sergeant; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 6 Jan 1799.

**Surname:** MULRYAN; **First name:** PATRICK; Alias: RYAN PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109; Comments: SEE RYAN, PATRICK TR 4, P 109

**Surname:** MULSHEERIN; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

**Surname:** MULSHINOUGH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

**Surname:** MULVANERTY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 189; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/7/1856

**Surname:** MULVANEY; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 10 (f)

**Surname:** MULVANY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Wilful murder of James Mulanythe Elder; Sentence: To be hanged on Sat 3/8/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124
Surname: MULVANY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder of James Mulvany; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 88;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his nephew James Cosgrave for the murder of his father.

Surname: MULVEHIULL; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 143

Surname: MULVEY; First name: GEOYE;

Sex: U; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 71

Surname: MULVEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 2/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 144

Surname: MULVEY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 26/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony Watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: MULVEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 9, pg 32 (f)

Surname: MULVEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 F
Surname: MULVEY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing Cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 10

Surname: MULVEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 13, p.10; Comments: see also MATHEW MULVEY AND PATRICK WARD

Surname: MULVEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1844; Description of crime: uttering forged bill of exchange; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: MULVEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Posting a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: MULVEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: MULVEY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: MULVEY THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 10/02/1838; Description of crime: Stabbing a women; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: MULVEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: CA 1804; Description of crime: SUSPECTED OF BEING INVOLVED I THE REBELLION; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1036; Comments: Convict resides in Parliament Street, Dublin

Surname: MULVEY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickonshannon; Date of document: 27/03/1831; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3597; Comments: Convict states he is partly disabled. Certificate from a surgeon residing in Drumshambo, Co. Leitrim, testifying to Convicts disability. 2nd Petition not dated possibly 1831.

Surname: MULVEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Maliciously stabbing Catherine Carr; Sentence: Death, Commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 235

Surname: MULVEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Murder by stabbing; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc34

Surname: MULVEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon(LTM); Date of document: 10/08/1824; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2436; Comments: Convict has a family, no details given.

Surname: MULVEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/04/1831; Description of crime: Taking possession of a house; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Daniel Beirne; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3535; Comments: Convict was convicted with Daniel Beirne (his employee) for the same offense.

Surname: MULVEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 23/01/1844; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 1; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of the forgery of a Bill of exchange for £300 in Dublin in September 1841. He states that he had been in America from January 1842 to September 1843, in search of a legacy bequeathed to his mother Elleanor Murray by her brother John Murray, of Ohio.
Surname: MULVICAL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 14/08/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1856; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79

Surname: MULVIHILL; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 8, p.258

Surname: MULVIHILL; First name: HANORA;
Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: MULVIHILL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison on 4 June 1851

Surname: MULVIHILL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: ESSEX 22/7/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 168

Surname: MULVIHILL; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: MULVIHILL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Comments: SEE FOX, PATRICK TR 10, p 32

Surname: MULVIHILL; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: See comments; Date of document: 20/05/1800; Description of crime: Stealing two cows; Sentence: Transportation to Botany Bay; Name of ship: GUARDSHIP; Name of petitioner: Convict and G. Colebert; Record reference code: PPC 322; Comments: Petition for a trial. Colebert convicted of same crime, included statements, Co Waterford of the events by which both convicts were implicated in the crime with which they were unjustly charged (20 May 1800). Convict has large family, no other details given and resides at Alea Parish, Co Limerick. Farmer by trad

Surname: MULVIHILL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them.

Surname: MULVIHILLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: MULVIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 26/08/1817; Description of crime: Robberies; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & Several others; Record reference code: PPC 4090

Surname: MULVY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown Gaol; Date of document: 24/05/1799; Description of crime: House robbing; Name of petitioner: V Darby; Record reference code: SPP 409

Surname: MULVY (MULVEY); First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of document: 07/1845; Description of crime: Posting a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years]; Name of petitioner: Bridget Mulvy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 35; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Mohill, Co. Leitrim.
Surname: MUNAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: MUNAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: PETTY LARCENY; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 131; Comments: Convict has a wife and ten children and owns a farm in the Barony of Coolavin, Co. Sligo.

Surname: MUNAY; First name: LAWRENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years trans, commuted to 18 mnth imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 88; Comments: Convicts trade is Carpentry. Supports a wife and 4 young children.

Surname: MUNDLES; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from a church; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 4/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/1/1858

Surname: MUNDY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: OR MURRAY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in a Dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195

Surname: MUNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/38; Record reference code: TR 2, p 131

Surname: MUNFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

**Surname:** MUNGAVAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 24/03/1827; Description of crime: Murder of Timothy Anglia; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Record reference code: PPC 3053; Comments: Convict was convicted with two others for the same crime. States he is married with a family, no details given.

**Surname:** MUNGAVIN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/7/55

**Surname:** MUPRHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 13/01/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 195

**Surname:** MUPRHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 10

**Surname:** MUPRHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

**Surname:** MUPRHY; **First name:** WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 03/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 80

**Surname:** MURAY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Trans for life commuted to 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 98

Surname: MURAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839; Comments: Convict has a family of 6 children to support.

Surname: MURDOCH; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: MARINER 1825; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of Applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the Expense of the Crown, convicts daughters residing in Armagh

Surname: MURDOCH; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: HOOZLEY; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife residing at Lisdevin, near Strabane, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MURDOCK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Having a stolen sheep in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69

Surname: MURDOCK; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 08/11/1824; Description of crime: Possessing stolen cloth; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2437; Comments: Convict is a widow with two daughters.

Surname: MURDOCK; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy - robbery; Sentence: Bail within six months; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 3555; Comments: Convict was convicted with ten others females for the same offense. State they were confined 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: MURDOCK; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 13/03/1824; Date of document: 21/01/1825; Description of crime: Possessing two stolen marks of Linen; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict,Sally Murdock; Relationship of petitioner: Daughter; Record reference code: PPC 4131; Comments: Convict has two daughters and resides in Co Armagh.

Surname: MURDOCK,; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: smithfield; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Having a stolen sheep in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69

Surname: MURDY; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1841; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 272

Surname: MURHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: SURNEY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: MURHY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74

Surname: MURHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: MURLEY; First name: DENIS; Alias: MURLEY JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny of dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for Life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: MURLEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: MURLEY DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny of dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for Life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: MURMANE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: MURMANE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: MURMANE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: MURNAHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed 23 Feb 1799.

Surname: MURNANE; First name: EDMUND;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 185;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike island

**Surname:** MURNANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assaulting a habitation; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/7/1836

**Surname:** MURNANE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112

**Surname:** MURNANE; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: House Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/4/55

**Surname:** MURNANE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

**Surname:** MURNANE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/7/1836

**Surname:** MURNANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M28

**Surname:** MURNEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for Life;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Byrne;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 178

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 92
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison 23 May 1852

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs 10 yrs on death;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 35;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison 23 May 1852

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 154

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 155;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/5/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 156

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Cutting and Wounding Cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 157;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 17/8/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 255;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Prison 27 July 1853

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 155;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 18/4/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 36

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 118;
Comments: Convict died on Spike prison 20/12/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 41;
Comments: See FALVEY, JOHN TR 1, p 41

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 2/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 138;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 4/5/1858

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 13/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing money from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 191;
Comments: Died on Spike Island prison 10 April 1853

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE OCT. 49;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 26/10/1847;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208;
Comments: SEE SPIKE RECORDS ALL ON SPIKE RETURNS

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 3

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELENOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC. 1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 66 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELISA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny having been previously convicted of felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC 1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 49 F

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1800; Description of crime: Felony of watch and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 232

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 163;
Comments: Detained at P.H. (May 1836)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J N DAN DEC. 51;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny previous conviction felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 353

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 218
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Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 24/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 291

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: P. H.; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 18/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 36

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 57 F

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 288

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 104 F

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 6, p.253

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 11,p.64

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 14/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 244

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 09/09/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 187

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 25 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 305;
Comments: SEE BRIAN, ELLEN TR 10, p 305

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ETHER;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 290

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheeo stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 03/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 18/10/51

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 79;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/5/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 10

Surname: MURPHY; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: MURPHY; First name: HARRY;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: MURPHY; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 month Imprisonment and Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 125

Surname: MURPHY; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 26 (f)

**Surname**: MURPHY; **First name**: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 17/06/1855; Description of crime: Forgery of a promisory note; Sentence: Transportation Life (on Petition); Record reference code: TR 14, p 225; Comments: convict ordered to be discharged by his Ex order 05/06/1860 See also Johanna O Brien

**Surname**: MURPHY; **First name**: HONORA;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and former convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J N DAN. DEC. 51; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11 (f)

**Surname**: MURPHY; **First name**: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 166; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 19; Comments: Convict resides in the Parish of Erriglekeeran (Errigal Keerogue), Co. Tyrone, and has a wife and four children.

**Surname**: MURPHY; **First name**: HUMPHRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 05/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: SURPRIZE (18.5.1836); Record reference code: TR 1, p 100

**Surname**: MURPHY; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

**Surname**: MURPHY; **First name**: MARY; Alias: NICHOLSON;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 13/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/8/1856

**Surname**: MURPHY; **First name**: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 78 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 1 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: I; Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 182; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Government prison 6 June 1851

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/11/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 14/02/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 3 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 14

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1836; Description of crime: Felony Handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 30/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 35

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL; **Alias:** LEHANE, DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 29

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 16/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 274

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 181;
Comments: Convict died in Spike island prison 23 august 1851

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Date of document: 26/04/1843; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for Life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 159

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 124;
Comments: Returned from Bermuda on James 12/1/1854 and discharged from Spike Island.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 05/03/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death 15/4/1845; Record reference code: TR 5, p 181; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Forgery drafts; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 105; Comments: Convict is a Brewer by trade, and resides in South Gloucester Street, Dublin City. States he has a wife and family.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 22/3/58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford city; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 169

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 10,p.94; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 20/12/1854

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 11,p.32; Comments: Ordered to be discharged 29/06/1851 > W. Beiwick Esq. Asst. Banister, Youghal sess.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 9, p 61; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 4/1/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1; Comments: Convict died in Margate 15 March 1854

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 3/12/1856
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 49

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/04/1856; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 29

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 22/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 5; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 09/07/1857

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 2.1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 7/7/58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1853; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 6 August 1853

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Comments: Convict pleaded guilty.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Felony and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Aggravated Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 126; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/5/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: ; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: BYRNE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 95

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/4/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/6/1859

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Date of document: 23/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/4/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: PATRICK, BYRNE HENRY;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58; Comments: SEE MURPHY PATRICK TR 4, p 58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: MURPHY, JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 16/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods and previous convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPTEMBER 1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intention (see comments); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Comments. to steal part of the carcass.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to Life; Name of ship: CLYDE 8/5/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: WALSH, JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Having coining mistrusts in his possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 217; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk 30/7/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony till and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ]; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Riotous assault and assaulting dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 76;
Comments: Convict died in Smithfield prison 26 April 1852

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 60;
Comments: Everything struck through on register. Half of the entry act way when the volume was being rebound

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY 16/2/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 18/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of lead pipe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: To be imprisoned for 1 month see comments;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 154;
Comments: pay a fine of 6 - and to be transported for 7 yrs. Convict ordered to be discharged 8/12/54

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg.193

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: DIAMOND; Record reference code: TR 2, p.2(f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Quinn;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 67; Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides in Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford. States she is dependant on her daughters support.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE; Alias: BOSWELL, KENNEDY;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportatio 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 13 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony trousers and Coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 M 55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 21/02/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 133;
Comments: No. struck through

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 122 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 206;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 29/4/1858

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 288

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 295

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 296

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 270

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 4/10/1856

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dubin; Date of trial: 23/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony harness; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 21 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 259

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/1834; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of ship: DIAMOND; Record reference code: TR 2,p.59{f}

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 11,p.57 F

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Record reference code: TR 9,pg.45{F}

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 25/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 210

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing from shop; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 20 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 262

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: p. h; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 18/05/1836; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 117; Comments: Commuted to Life.
Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 266

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Breaking a Curtilage and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 35 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/07/1842; Description of crime: felony diamond pin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, pg 233

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: MAGNON;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 28/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER JUNE 1832;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71 F

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: murder; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to life; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 191; 
Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, pg (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CHAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 06/08/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 35

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CONNOR;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in an outhouse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 77; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 28/7/51

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 19/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/1/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLEMHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 35

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL; Alias: GRADY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 4/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64; Comments: Discharge ordered 08/10/57

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 15 Feb. 1855.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32; Comments: Walter Berwick Es. ordered to be discharged 11/10/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 19/8/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 4/1/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166;
Comments: Detained at Kilmainham 23/3/1838

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony of boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 73

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 32; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 5/8/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: having base coin in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/8/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27;
Comments: Everything struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 113;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/12/54

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 15;
Comments: Name struck through on register - died in Prison 22/4/1845

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing £15; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 133;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 3/8/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation: Life;
Record reference code: TR 1,p.126;
Comments: Convict Ref. file: B13,1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 118

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Name of ship: PESTONGER BOMANJEE OCT 1849; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 18

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48; Comments: Died at Spike Island 20 July 1850. Name struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: SURPRIZE 18/5/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 173

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204; Comments: Detained at Spike Island

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 96

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 198; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/5/1836 Names struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES; Alias: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/51; Record reference code: TR 9, p 114

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 08/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, commuted 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 29

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: U; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 6;
Comments: Convict has a widowed mother, 54 years old, who depends on his support.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: U; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 39

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: U; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 42

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: U; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: U; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: U; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 7/6/51

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing timber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 32

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods having been previously; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 388; Comments: Crime: convicted of felony

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/08/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 126; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 3/7/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 126; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/5/1836. Convict ordered back on 2/7/1836. Convict Ref. File: M 35, 1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: JAMES REILLY;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 18

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of sheet & wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168; Comments: SEE MURPHY, JOHN

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 20/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 68 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JULIA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: p. h.; Date of trial: 15/01/1836; Date of document: 11/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46; Comments: HALARAN, HONORA TR 1, p 46

Surname: MURPHY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 173

Surname: MURPHY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT. 1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

Surname: MURPHY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Assault on dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 25; Comments: Convict resides in Rosmakeagh, Co. Louth.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 62 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Waterford City; Place of imprisonment: P. H.; Date of trial: 02/1836; Date of document: 18/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 226

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 284; Comments: Everything struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 23/03/1853; Description of crime: Murder of her own child; Sentence: Death. Commuted to Life by warrant 6/4/1853;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 174

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Vagrant;
Sentence: Security in 6 mths or Transportation 7 yrs.;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY JULY 1849;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 273

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN JAN. 1848;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 241

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 66 F

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 232;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/7/1856

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J. W. DAVE DEC. 1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 24 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 88

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 134

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 16/01/1843; Date of document: 25/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 113

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 136;
Comments: Convict died on voyage to V. Diemens Land on 2 Jan. 1851

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison 14 March 1853

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a Candlestick and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony coats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Stealing Clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 263

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY A.;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 5 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs Impt.; Record reference code: TR 3, p 284; Comments: Name struck through on register.

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64 F

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing 2 coats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 225

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 03/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 9 (F)

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 29/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: 3 mths Impt. unless security be (see comments);
Record reference code: TR 5, p 232;
Comments: given for 7 yrs - herself for £10 + 2 sureties in £5 each otherwise. Transportation 7 yrs Name struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY; Alias: MC POLAN;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 28/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 352

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Date of document: 24/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 209

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail in three months;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 203;
Comments: Sentence. himself in £5 and two sureties in £2.10 each

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1857; Description of crime: Administering poison with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation for Life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 185

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 23/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 200; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 7/2/1856

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 09/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 14 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 250

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Imprisonment 1 month and Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 296

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 199

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 207
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Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 13/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 249

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny Geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382; Comments: SEE WRIGHT, MARY TR 10, p 382

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/05/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Description of crime: Stealing Clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 5/2/1859

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1846; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 150; Comments: Detained on Spike Island

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder of James Grant; Sentence: To be hanged 10 April (Commuted); Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 9, p 98

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing'; Sentence: Transportation to life commuted impt 6 months; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Comments: Convict Ref. File M 29, 1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL; **Alias:** LAVILLE, MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 32

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8; Comments: Commuted to two yrs imprisonment with hard labour may 15/49

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON APRIL 1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 19

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICK; **Alias:** ;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 09/1852;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: MOSES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, JULY 1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 39

Surname: MURPHY; First name: NORRY;
Sex: U; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 218;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 3/1/1857

Surname: MURPHY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: U; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: MURPHY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/01/1855; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 29

Surname: MURPHY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 33

Surname: MURPHY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANGEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 77

Surname: MURPHY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 145
Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 01/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 25/10/1837; Date of document: 09/11/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 162

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: To give bail within 1 mth or Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 16/06/1843; Date of document: 21/08/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 77

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 07/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony til and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 56;
Comments: Convict died in prison 18/6/1839

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 04/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony bacan; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/5/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 3/4/57

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Coining and having coining implements; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; Comments: Convict discharged 11/8/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/3/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex 22/7/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 30/10/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 122

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 156

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 146; 
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison 29/10/54

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 13/3/56

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 148

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 14 days Impt. and Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 131
Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/08/1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs + 1 mth Impt.;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 34

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death Recorded commuted 12 mths impt.;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 150;
Comments: Convict name struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 53;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: JOHN, BYRNE HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a bank note; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Life commuted Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PHELIN;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/10/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 2/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 168

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation for Life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: MURPHY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 39

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 155

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ROSANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 259

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ROSE; Alias: CLEARY, MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 198

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of poultry; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 201

Surname: MURPHY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 27/06/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into and stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 242; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/7/1856

Surname: MURPHY; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 09/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 73

Surname: MURPHY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: MURPHY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 27 (f)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony Tarpaulin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 189

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 67; Comments: Convict has a wife, father and mother and children all dependant on his support. Convict lives at Craig near Newport.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony of book; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Breaking and entering shop; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 146; Comments: Discharge ordered 21/10/58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117; Comments: Convict died at Mountjoy 1/3/54

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Louth, Drogheda; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 49

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 133

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 23/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony sack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 185

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 26/06/1843; Date of document: 26/08/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1837; Description of crime: Felony watches; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/4/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 121

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 28/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 35

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Riotous assault and assaulting a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 124

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Death recorded;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 101;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/8/1836

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 124;
Comments: Convict name struck through on register

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: KEOHANE, THOS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Prison 8 March 1853

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 135
Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 114;
Comments: SEE MURPHY, JAMES

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 156;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/7/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/02/1853; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 43

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 99;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/7/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: 0;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 08/08/1843; Date of document: 21/08/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 47

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 3 May 1855

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 89; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/7/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 84

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, pg 37; 
Comments: Dead 27 May 1848 Name struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 84; 
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 2/1/1852

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 22; 
Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 34

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 32

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 34

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 9.1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 76

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Louth, Drogheda; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling House; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 72

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1843; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 95

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** WILLIAM HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny (being servant); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44; Comments: Discharge ordered 29/6/57

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/5/1856

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death on 24 April 1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life commuted 4 mths; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 12/6/55

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM FEB. 1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44; Comments: Discharge ordered 20/5/58

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/03/1798; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Pillaried and transportation; Name of petitioner: Major Mathews, Magistrate; Record reference code: PPC 94; Comments: Includes a recommendation from Charles Fitzgerald, High Sheriff of Co. Dublin.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/1799; Date of document: 02/11/1799; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: [ ]; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 194; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military Service. Convict has wife and five children.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 23/04/1799; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Colonel Joseph Blake; Record reference code: PPC 196; Comments: Petitioner was requested by others to intervene on the convicts behalf and recommends mitigation of sentence to transportation. Petition endorsed with the Lord Lieutenants decision to grant convict pardon on condition of transportation for life. Convict is stone-layer by trade and resides in Tuam, Co. Galway

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/12/1807; Date of document: 1809; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of cotton cloth; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1248; Comments: Includes character reference from the prison inspector of Kilmainham gaol, Dublin. Convict resides in Co. Kerry.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Portlaois, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1814; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: APPEARING ARMED AND BREAKING AND ENTERING HOUSE; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and other convict; Record reference code: PPC 1286; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Portlaois, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1814; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: BURGLARY; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others; Record reference code: PPC 1286; Comments: Convict was convicted with four others under the Whiteboy Act for the same offence. Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of document: 05/03/1819; Description of crime: Robbery in Co. Louth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1434; Comments: Convict was arrested on his return from Australia on the grounds of not having any documentation to verify his release from the colony to which he was transported.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Monaghan; Date of document: 05/03/1819; Description of crime: Robbery in Co. Louth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 1434; Comments: Convict was arrested on his return from Australia on the grounds of not having any documentation to verify his release from the colony to which he was transported.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 08/09/1804; Description of crime: Suspected of being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1038;
Comments: Convict served in the Navy for 14 yrs and had returned to Ireland in Sept.1800. States he has a wife and family, no details given, and is a tailor by trade.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Date of document: 07/05/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion 23/07/1803;
Record reference code: PPC 1041;
Comments: Letter, Colonel Vesey, Lucan, Dublin, reporting the convicts arrest.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 23/10/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion 23/07/1803;
Record reference code: PPC 1044;
Comments: Letter in connection with the convicts arrest.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: PPC 1045;
Comments: Testimonial of Captain George Roth, Goresbridge Infantry. States convict is a soldier.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 13/07/1804; Description of crime: Suspected of treason; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1047;
Comments: Convict states he was arrested in England. 2nd petition dated, 10 Aug 1804.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convited under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk in Dublin; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3084;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his wife for the same crime. Petitioning for permission to be sent with his wife and to live together when they arrive in Australia, wife is detained in Naas, gaol. States he served 8 years in the army. Petition received 8 May 1822

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryboro, Queens Co.; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro, Queens Co.; Date of document: 30/11/1821; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1585; Comments: Letter from Lord Norbury, on behalf of the convict and one other, requesting that they be sent to Cork for transportation.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 25/04/1822; Description of crime: Being involved in an arson attack; Record reference code: PPC 1736; Comments: The attack took place on a house, in Liscarrol, Co. Cork was being prepared for the occupation of troops. Letter, Kilbrack, on behalf of the convict, statement included dated 5 April 1822.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MATT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co. limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Description of crime: Misappropriation of £28; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2704; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children and was employed for 16 yrs as a gardener in Co.Wexford. Later employers listed. He was arrested in Liverpool where he has hoped to obtain a passage to America. Petition received in the year 1825.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 08/1822; Date of document: 18/06/1825; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2705; Comments: Petitioning to be transported on next ship if not liberated. States he has a widowed mother and six orphans dependant in his support.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/07/1827; Date of document: 25/07/1827; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & Peter Weldon; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3143; Comments: Convict was convicted with Peter Weldon for the same offense. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence. Several character references.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Description of crime: Stealing three pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3151; Comments: Petition received: 9 August 1827.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Description of crime: Robbery of a watch; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Ann Murphy; Record reference code: PPC 3194; Comments: Petitioning is a widow and dependant on her sons support. Petitioners address given at No 11 South King Street, Dublin. Character references from L M Ershaw No 35 Summer Hill, Dublin with whose father the convicts uncle had served as a coachman for 23 years and in whose house the convict had resided for 7 years.
Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Description of crime: Stealing a quantity of Tobacco valued at £1.11d; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3261;
Comments: Convict is married with six children, mother living Char. refs. from inhabitant of Ballinahown, Co. Wexford. Petition received 20 Nov 1827

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of document: 02/04/1831; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 3588;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending mitigation of convicts sentence (together with several others, all named),to transportation for life. Endorsed: 'The 6 prisoners named to be transported for life'.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, at Cove, Cork; Date of document: 12/02/1831; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Margaret Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3598;
Comments: Petition to be permitted to accompany her husband in his banishment. States they are both orphans. Petition resides in Michelstown, Co. Cork.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 13;
Comments: Convict has a mother aged 80 years.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 122
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 10/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3686; Comments: Letter, Governor of Trim Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convict's sentence (and several others) until further orders.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: HENRY JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/1807; Date of document: 1807; Description of crime: Possessing forging implements; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, D. & W. Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers; Record reference code: PPC 3968; Comments: Convict was convicted with his two brothers for the same offence.  

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/1807; Date of document: 1807; Description of crime: Possessing forging implements; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, H. & W. Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers; Record reference code: PPC 3968; Comments: Convict was convicted with his two brothers for the same offence.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/1807; Date of document: 1807; Description of crime: Possessing forging implements; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, D. & H. Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Brothers; Record reference code: PPC 3968; Comments: Convict was convicted with his two brothers for the same offence.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WINIFORD;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield, Dublin; Date of trial: 08/07/1808; Date of document: 19/01/1810; Description of crime: Felony of shoes and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3985; Comments: Convict states she was held back from transportation on account of her ill health. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom she was tried, stating that if the convict's health is impaired, it would be humane to pardon her on condition of giving security for her future good behaviour (24 January 1810).
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/11/1837; Description of crime: Stealing two cloaks; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 112; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing ten sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to transp. 7 yrs.; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 169

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 200

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transp. commuted 9 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 205

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 206; Comments: Convict resides in Kilkenny and is the sole support of his widowed mother and three other children.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 22/06/1837; Description of crime: Garden robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 225

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc32; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.
Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder his wife; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 46;
Comments: Convict resides in Ballincollig, Co. Cork.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 C 78;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Denis and Owen Carroll and several others for the same offence.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1831; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 73;
Comments: Convicts father Patrick, resides in the Parish of Abbey, Co. Clare.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN & JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 M 28;
Comments: Convicts wish to enlist in the army.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1840; Date of document: 16/10/1846; Description of crime: Assault and rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 54; Comments: Prisoner was transported to New South Wales. He was a native of Ballygawley, Co. Tyrone.

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Date of document: 18/08/1846; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 38; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 83rd Foot Regiment.

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 12/08/1845; Description of crime: Attempted murder and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 25

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 50

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a transport; Date of document: 21/11/1798; Name of petitioner: John Blake and 9 others; Record reference code: SPP 334

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/01/1799; Name of petitioner: George Smith; Record reference code: SPP 360; Comments: A native of Buckstown, Co. Wexford.

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Date of document: 01/08/1851; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M64

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 M61

Surname: MURPHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: SPP 412;
Comments: A list of prisoners signed by Major Sirr

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 1799;
Record reference code: SPP 421;
Comments: A list of rebels from Wexford. Prisoner is a native of Askakeel, Co. Wexford, now in the navy hospital.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CAVAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Mary Smith

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CHARLOTTE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Wexford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 05/07/1799;
Name of petitioner: Mary Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: mother;
Record reference code: SPP 730;
Comments: Morphy was from Bucks town, Co. Wexford

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/09/1799; Description of crime: Being United Irishman;
Name of petitioner: Joseph Woods;
Record reference code: SPP 731;
Comments: Originally from Anddown parish, Co. Clare
Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/05/1798; Date of document: 16/01/1799; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Braddell; Relationship of petitioner: landlord; Record reference code: SPP 732;
Comments: Originally from Bullinrush Co. Wexford

Surname: MURPHY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/08/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Record reference code: SPP 733;
Comments: Originally from Cloondriihara, Leyny, Co. Sligo

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 23/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Catherine Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 734;
Comments: Originally from Waterford City

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva barracks; Date of document: 16/08/1799; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: William Hughes and others; Relationship of petitioner: Wexford Loyalists; Record reference code: SPP 735;
Comments: From Ballyshown, Co. Wexford

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City gaol; Date of trial: 29/04/1799; Date of document: 29/05/1799; Description of crime: Assembling at night with United Irishmen; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 736

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New geneva Barracks.; Date of trial: 21/07/1799; Date of document: 18/09/1799; Description of crime: taking part in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 737

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of document: 18/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Henry Mc Dougall; Record reference code: SPP 738

Surname: MURPHY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 739

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Daniel Hunt; Record reference code: SPP 740 From Anadown, Co. Clare

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 16/06/1799; Description of crime: Sharpening a door hinge to make a pike; Name of petitioner: self; Record reference code: SPP 741; Comments: From Roseath, Co. Wicklow

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt gaol; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M13

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Waterford City; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen Goods; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M 38

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/07/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 33; Comments: Convicts wife requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CAVAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A57 Convicts wife mary Smith granted a free passage to New South Wales
Surname: MURPHY; First name: CAVAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6;
Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wifes name Mary Smith.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CAVAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Mary Smith.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CAVAN;

Sex: M; Name of ship: MANGLES 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Smith, residing at Powers-court, Cuddlestown.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JONATHAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 13/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/09/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbing a church; Sentence: Transprtation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 05/09/1800; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 508; Comments: Convict has wife and seven children and resides at Little Ardaragh, Co. Wexford. Several character references including two parish priest of Co. Wexford.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 05/05/1801; Name of petitioner: Mary Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 720; Comments: Convict is a butcher by trade and resides at Ormond, Market Dublin.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 14/09/1801; Description of crime: Rape of Johanna Cronneen; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 722
Surname: MURPHY; First name: M.;
Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Transport vessel, Dublin; Date of document: 25/07/1802; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 769;
Comments: Two letters petitioning on behalf of the convict (24/07/1802, 25/07/1802).

Surname: MURPHY; First name: -;
Sex: U; Date of document: 1802; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for Botany Bay; Name of petitioner: Recuitta Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 775

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison Dublin; Date of document: 20/10/1803; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection; Name of petitioner: Robert Jones; Record reference code: PPC 831;
Comments: Convict is a tailor by trade and resides at Thomas St., Dublin. Petitioner resides at 21, Peter St., Dublin. Crime was committed on 00/00/1798. Includes character reference from Philip Butler, Castlegrace, Co. Carlow. Convicts place of origin: Co. Carlow

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 01/11/1803; Description of crime: Being involved in the Rebellion;
Record reference code: PPC 832;
Comments: Convict is a tailor by trade, and resides at Iregh, Co. Carlow. Includes several character references from Co. Carlow.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro, Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/04/1803; Description of crime: Stealing a quantity of oaten meal; Sentence: Death, commuted to Military Service, commuted Trans;
Record reference code: PPC 1098;
Comments: Report memorandum and letter in connection with the case. Convict has a large family (no details given). States convict was unfit for Military Service.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City; Description of crime: Seditious practices;
Record reference code: PPC 1137;
Comments: Convict has a family (no details given) and resides in Limerick.

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Record reference code: PPC 1159; Comments: Memorandum stating that the convict was committed to the Provost on 01\03\1804 under military warrant.

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** MURPHY; **First name:** DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 03/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2095; Comments: Convict has a large family, no details given. Petition received 21 May 1823.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft of a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2097; Comments: Convict is married. Petition received 4 Dec 1823.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of document: 31/01/1823; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict Andrew Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2098

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Date of document: 31/01/1823; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & P Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 2098

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/07/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Stephen & Bridget Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: PPC 2438; Comments: Convict is the only child and support of his parents. Petitioners reside at 41 Bidgefool Street, Dublin. Character references from Dublin shop keeper.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Co; Date of document: 28/08/1824; Description of crime: Stealing £6; Name of petitioner: Mary Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2439; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. Petitioner resides in Waterford. Convict is an only son.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining
after embarkation on Board the Rowena.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of
crime: Greenwaxes; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others;
Record reference code: PPC 2912;
Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petitioning to be
discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining
after embarkation on board the Rowena.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Pent; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document:
10/04/1827; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak valued @ 2s.6d; Sentence:
Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3334;
Comments: Convict has seven children. Char ref from Joseph Godwin, Cork with whom
the convict had been employed as a Dairy Woman.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1828;
Date of document: 28/03/1828; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence:
Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3435;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 14/04/1830; Description of
crime: Theft of £3; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of
petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3515

Surname: MURPHY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3818;
Comments: Convict has a family (no details given), and resides in Thomas Street, Dublin. Petition not dated, circa 1798-1801.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BRIEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others;
Record reference code: PPC 3847;
Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of document: 08/09/1817; Description of crime: Uttering forged note; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4100;
Comments: Convict was born in Westmeath in the suburbs of Athlone. States he has worked as a Labourer since the death of his father 6 years ago, to support his mother. Char ref from Richard Longworth with the convict was employed.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 56;
Comments: Convict has a wife and 2 children.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798);
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798);
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798);
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798);
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798);
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Suspected deserter;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JONATHAEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3908;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is from Dundalk, Co Louth and for the King of Russia (possibly for Military Service).

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is from Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of document: 02/03/1825;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4136;
Comments: Convict is a widower with six children. States he owns a Public House. Refers to a former petition which he had submitted requesting a mitigation of his sentence.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of document: 07/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a few shillings; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Edward Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 4197;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Edward (aged 10) who received the sentence of 6 months confinement for the same offense. Petitioner is a Labourer by trade and resides in the town of Carlow. Petition received; 23 July 1825.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 08/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a horse; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4205;
Comments: Convict states, since his convictions his father has deserted his mother and five children, leaving them without any support.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 11/07/1825; Date of document: 02/09/1825; Description of crime: Theft of 12s 8d; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Edward Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 4212; Comments: Petitioner states he is aged 70 years and has a wife and a couple of daughters. Petition is signed by the Rector of Carlow.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/04/1842; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: T life; Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 29; Comments: Convict was convicted for murdering Kennedy O'Brien of Lacknavie, Newport, Co Tipperary.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 45; Comments: Convict lives with his mother, Anne father Michael and seven brothers and sister

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: 7 years trans commuted to 12mth imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 40

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 03/1841; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 43

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Stealing watch; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 64; Comments: Convict is the mother of 8 Children.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans life commuted six months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 29

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 31; Comments: Convict has a wife Mary and large family and resides at No 22 Clanbrazil Street Dublin.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: Trans life, commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 35

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing £15; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 65; Comments: Convict lived in service in Kilkenny City.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 66

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rioting; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 3

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: CO Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 21

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 43; Comments: Convict resides in Co Tipperary. Other defendant; James Perkins.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Taking up arms; Sentence: 7 years trans, commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 111; Comments: Convict has 8 small children.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: T 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1843 M 61; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 3/7/1843.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 27/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 9

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 7 years trans commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 24

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1843; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20; Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1843; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20; Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: MURPHY; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Date of document: 28/12/1843; Description of crime: Entering a house with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 M2;
Comments: Prisoner states his occupation to be house painter.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: MURPHY; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk; Date of document: 28/04/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Michael Murphy;
Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 18;
Comments: Petitioners address given as Loughbrickland, Co. Down.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of document: 28/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 17

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/09/1847; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: TORY;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 3;
Comments: Died during voyage.
Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Mc 22

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy, Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self and other convicts;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 16/08/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death- commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 48

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Peter Murphy;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Date of document: 30/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 M 24

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Date of document: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: A Talbot and others; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 M 52

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 05/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 2

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 23/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 29

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 30

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to thats being sent out to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: CAVAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and Children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Mary Smith.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow gaol; Date of document: 15/07/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Spike Island.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 48

Surname: MURPHY; First name: ;-;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond depot; Date of document: 28/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;
Surname: MURPHY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 08/04/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Mountjoy.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 03/08/1853; Description of crime: Felony from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1854 M 11

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Cork; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 8

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Description of crime: Robbery of arms, administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 11

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: MURPHY; First name: PEARSE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Murphy residing at Slegough, Co Waterford (near Rathdrum).

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MATHEW; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: MURPHY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 23/07/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 2; Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Murphy, residing in Portlaw, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1832; Record reference code: FS 1832 5; Comments: Wife, Mary Atkinson, and children, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicite the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Honora Murphy residing in Parish of Galmoy, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Honora Murphy residing near Canturk, Co. Cork.
Surname: MURPHY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Children residing with their grandmother, Nell Murphy, in Co. Waterford. Convicts wife already in Australia as a prisoner.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: LONACH 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown. Wife residing at New England, Parish of Tyllarone, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 10/01/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 16;
Comments: Convicts wife, Margery Murphy, residing in Ferns, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 08/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Ellen Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 144

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 19 Jan 1836.

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: MURPHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: MURPHY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 15/06/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of carpeting and trimmings; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/02/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: 14 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MURPHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 10/04/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MURPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 24/01/1853; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: MURPHY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: MURRAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 10;  
Comments: List of free settlers on board the transport Margaret, wife's name Bridget Nangle

Surname: MURRAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/09/1836;  
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;  
Comments: List of free settlers, Sons, for whom a free passage has been provided to New South Wales on board the St Vincent male convict ship, Son's name, John and William

Surname: MURRAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;  
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Biddy Mangles, residing in the Parish of Ballinkerry.

Surname: MURRANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 20/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: MURRANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick city; Place of imprisonment: P.H.; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 13/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 163

Surname: MURRAY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 19/12/1847;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208;  
Comments: All on Spike returns.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 157
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Surname: MURRAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 09/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: MURRAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 164;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/2/55

Surname: MURRAY; First name: ELIABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 272

Surname: MURRAY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHION 11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: MURRAY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/11/1837; Description of crime: receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 25 (f)

Surname: MURRAY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, pg 27 (f)

Surname: MURRAY; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 200

Surname: MURRAY; First name: FARRELL;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239

Surname: MURRAY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: MURRAY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony parasols and caps; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 08/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/07/1845; Description of crime: Robbery of dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 213
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Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Date of document: 23/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1842; Description of crime: Felony of trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing Indian meal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Principal in 2nd degree to felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 277; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/8/1856

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny (former conviction of this case); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30; Comments: Convict died on Spike Island Prison 19 April 1853
Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: U; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 225

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 16/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/5/56

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN (JR);

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34; Comments: SEE MURRAY, JOHN SR. TR 6, p 34

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway town; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Money stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 104

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 103

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 23/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony sacks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111
Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of cow; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 19/11/1838; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 03/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: MURRAY; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprt.; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165; Comments: Convict name struck through on register Convict report No. M 88

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 251

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Description of crime: Felony of painting; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/02/1857; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 281

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: P.H.; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 17/05/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 220

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: smithfield; Date of trial: 23/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 10/49; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** ALICIA;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 29/12/1837; Description of crime: Conspirary to rob and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43 (f)

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 118 (f)

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 329

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/02/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 31/12/1838; Description of crime: Stealing poultry; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 30 (f)

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 151

Surname: MURRAY; First name: BATTERSBY;

Sex: U; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837;

Surname: MURRAY; First name: BATTERSBY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18 APRIL 1837;

Surname: MURRAY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation for Life;

Surname: MURRAY; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: MURRAY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Murder of her infant; Sentence: Death recorded commuted Transportation life;

Surname: MURRAY; First name: CAT;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 05/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: MURRAY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: MURRAY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 301

Surname: MURRAY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 256

Surname: MURRAY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, pg 280

Surname: MURRAY; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing shirts and former convicted; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: MURRAY; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for Life commuted 9 mths. impt.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MURRAY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172

Surname: MURRAY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: MURRAY; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 161

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 221;
Comments: SEE WATSON, MARY

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: J W DAVE DEC. 1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66 F

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 4/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 26/2/1857

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 100; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/8/1836

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 159

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/04/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/3/57

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 207

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 4/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: MURREY, MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42; Comments: Convict report number N. 29
Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

Surname: MURRAY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from prison; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 M 89

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 10/01/1838; Date of document: 23/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 10/01/1838; Date of document: 23/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Judgement for death recorded commuted to life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 171

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 17; Comments: Convict is a native of Trim, Co. Meath.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 08/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 21; Comments: discharge ordered 30/5/57
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Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 31/08/1861; Description of crime: Royal artillery; Sentence: P.S. 10; Record reference code: TR 14, p 165

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 143; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island prison 14 november 51 see Reg. 1169

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 82

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 34

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 51; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 18

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 153; Comments: Convict name struck through on register.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/05/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY NOVEMBER 1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 102;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 8/12/54

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: OR CAHILL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 26/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony goods value £20; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Robbing a church; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL APRIL 1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 29

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Date of document: 23/03/1838; Description of crime: Breaking and stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/2/1856

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE MAY 51; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 25/5/55

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny (subsequent felony); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR JUNE 1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 91

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 20/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 months impt.; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 M 4; Comments: Name struck through on register.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 9/5/1856

Surname: MURRAY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: FRANCISMC GREGOR;
**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 29/12/1856; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 18

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM JULY 1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of document: 15/03/1820; Name of petitioner: Margaret Murray; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1514; Comments: Convict was transported to Van Diemems Land in Aug 1820. Petitioning to be permitted to join her husband with their five children. States convict obtained a postion as a clerk in the Comissionsonist deptartment in Van Diemens Land.

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 1802; Date of document: 10/06/1804; Description of crime: SUSPECTED OF TREASON; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1049; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. Character reference from Thomas Radcliff Castlecoote, with whom the convict has been employed as a servant for three years.

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Theft of shoes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1742

**Surname:** MURRAY; **First name:** MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 20/06/1827; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict/Sarah Cummins; Relationship of petitioner: Other convict; Record reference code: PPC 3116; Comments: Convict and Sarah Cummins petitioning to be permitted to take their children to New South Wales. Convict states she has two children, Andrew, 14 yrs and Ellen, 5 yrs, 'now begging about the streets of Cork City.'

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 04/08/1827; Date of document: 06/09/1827; Description of crime: Grand Larceny; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3178; Comments: Petitioning for admittance to the Richmond Pentitentiary, Dublin.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Rape of Ellen Oliver; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3599; Comments: Convict has a wife and family and reside near Fair Green of Muff, Co. Cavan. Petition not dated, possibly 1831.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp. 10 years, commuted to 1 month imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, P 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 55; Comments: Name struck through register.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp. for life, commuted to 9 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 125

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop and stealing goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc31; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yeras; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1846; Date of document: 27/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 2

Surname: MURRAY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Date of document: 22/04/1846; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 M 59

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender/Dublin; Date of document: 30/09/1798; Description of crime: Participated in the 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 343; Comments: Prisoner surrendered at Navan.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 04/12/1798; Record reference code: SPP 325

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Columbine guardship; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Involvement in the rebellion 1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 230; Comments: Petitioner is an inhabitant of Castlecavan in Co. Wicklow. Petitioner declares his innocence and claims he was accused of being a United Irishman by People on his refusal to join their conspiracy

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: on board a tender; Date of document: 22/09/1798; Record reference code: SPP 231; Comments: Prisoner was arrested on 07-06-1798. Prisoner resided in Gorey, Co. Wexford and in a letter professed his loyalty
Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: CA 1798; Description of crime: Being a leader in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 233; Comments: Petitioner surrendered himself in Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Prays to be released and united with his wife and children.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender in Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 12/1798; Name of petitioner: James Doyle; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A native of Craane, Co. Wexford, see also Stephen Murray, Brother.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender in Dublin habour; Date of document: 12/1798; Name of petitioner: James Doyle; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: See also Patrick Murray, his brother

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: HMS Alexander Dublin; Date of document: 17/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 742; Comments: From Castlekavan, Co. Wicklow

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: HMS Lively, Dublin; Date of document: 21/01/1799; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: HMS LIVELY; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 743

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 09/07/1799; Name of petitioner: self; Record reference code: SPP 744; Comments: From Craan, Co. Wexford

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Wicklow Town; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow gaol; Date of document: 24/12/1799; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Mary Murray; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 745

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 16/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 746

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: HMS Alexander; Date of document: 28/05/1799; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 747

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M 14

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/11/1803; Description of crime: Being an active rebel; Name of petitioner: John Doyle;
Record reference code: PPC 842;
Comments: Petitioner resides at 107, Francis St., Dublin. convict has a wife. Crime committed on 23/07/1803.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin;
Record reference code: PPC 935;

Surname: MURRAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1805; Description of crime: Stealing two silver spoons;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1138

Surname: MURRAY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of document: 11/05/1826; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of cloth; Name of petitioner: Mary Donnaghy; Relationship of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 2903;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Mary Donnaghy for the same offense. Endorsement on petition from the Keeper of Antrim Gaol stating that the convict has been confined several times under similar charges.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/04/1823; Date of document: 05/05/1823; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2100;
Comments: Convicts mother dependant on his support. Second petition dated 10 May 1823.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 11/09/1823; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2103;
Comments: Convict had served in the Royal South Down Militia, 1810-1815. States he has a wife and 3 children, a mother and sister dependant on his support. Character references including a Timber Merchant with whom the convict was employed.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of document: 06/07/1824; Description of crime: Theft of £6; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Sally Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2441;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Tuam, Co Galway. States convict is the only support of herself and five children.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of document: 15/09/1830; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3517; Comments: Convict was convicted at the last Assizes at Queens Co. Included a note from his wife Maria Murray, 136 Francis Street, Dublin (dated: 5 October 1830) requesting a reply to her husband's memorial.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felonies committed during the Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convict in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 7 Dec 1798.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 2

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years commuted imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 81

Surname: MURRAY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/11/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 4; Comments: Convict is married and is pregnant with her second child.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE 1838; Record reference code: CRF 1839 C 80; Comments: Letter, Government House, Sydney, Australia, enquiring about the term of the convict's sentence, which the convict claims is transportation 7 years.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 05/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Murray and Self; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 20; Comments: Petitioner gives her residence as Ballina, Co Mayo.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Date of document: 24/07/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Michael Mc Kenna; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1844 M 38; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing two pictures. Petitioners address is given as 18 Bow St, Dublin.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/12/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 1

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of trial: 11/1846; Date of document: 05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: WAVERLY; Name of petitioner: Mary Murray; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 21

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 11/1846; Date of document: 05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Murray; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 21

Surname: MURRAY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 49

Surname: MURRAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Surname: MURRAY; First name: GARRET;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: / /;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Rose Murray, residing at Garthfin, Co Tyrone.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committing 18 Oct 1834.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Govt Prison;
Date of trial: 14/05/1851; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Family residing with Mr Francis D Murphy, Cork.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Margaret Murray residing in Parish of Ardrigool, Co Mayo.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Murray, residing at St. Catherine's, Dublin.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 10 Nov 1836.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Peter Murray; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 11;
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Mahons Yard, near Strokestown, Co Roscommon.

Surname: MURRAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1830; Date of document: 20/10/1852; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: MURREN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: list of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife's name Bridget Nangle

Surname: MURREN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B20;
Comments: Convicts wife Bridget Nangle, granted a free passage to New South Wales
Surname: MURREN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Bridget Nangle.

Surname: MURREY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 3817; Comments: Letter, Sheriff of Longford, expressing the apprehensions of the Farmers in the area that the convict may be released. States he is a member of a gang that steal cattle in order to sell them. No date (Circa 1830).

Surname: MURRIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 15/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: MURRIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Petty larceny; Sentence: Trans.for 7 years, commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 128

Surname: MURRIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURRONEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130

Surname: MURRONY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN JAN 20/48; Record reference code: TR 7, p 275

Surname: MURRY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Conspiracy to assault and assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136

Surname: MURRY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 28

Surname: MURRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72

Surname: MURRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/8/55

Surname: MURRY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN JULY 48; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: MURRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE APRIL 1852; Record reference code: TR 8, pg 22

Surname: MURRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of document: 26/07/1814; Description of crime: Breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1295; Comments: Reports stating that the convict was pillared at Elphin and that a clergyman had to be removed by force for attempting to inform the crowd that the convict was innocent. Other dependant: Peter Banaghan.

Surname: MURRY; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176; 
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the 
jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: MURRY; First name: FARREL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 04/1823; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen purse; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 2102; 
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to Military Service. Convicts father was killed in Military action in N America. Second petition from Cork City Gaol received 24 May 1823. Convict has 2 children and is the sole support of his mother and sister. 3rd petition requesting that his wife be permitted to accompany him 24/5

Surname: MURRY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Assault and theft of 10d; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 3436; 
Comments: Several signatures in verification to the convicts petition. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: MURRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURRY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Feloniously breaking warehouse and stealing there; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/57; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 66

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Louth, Drogheda; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 72

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Weatmeath; Date of trial: 27/02/1843; Description of crime: Child murder; Sentence: Death commuted to Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 322; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 M 7

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/10/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND SEPT. 1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 266

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121; Comments: Convict report No. M 188

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 M 47

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to trans. 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 188

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Date of document: 18/05/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M41

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of coat and ribbons; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 72; Comments: Convict is the sole support of her father and family.

Surname: MURTAGH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: MURTHA; First name: ANNE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony ribband; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: MURTHA; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: MURTHA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 06/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14

Surname: MURTHA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD SEPT. 1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 73

Surname: MURTHA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Louth; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 31/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a sheep, with intent to steal it; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 148

Surname: MURTHA; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/01/1867; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: P.S. 5; Record reference code: TR 14, p 169

Surname: MURTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/07/1845; Description of crime: Felonious Assault; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: MURUEUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 M 83

Surname: MUSGRAVE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 09/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 348

Surname: MUSGRAVE; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 02/08/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 33; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he is a doctor by trade and resides in Co. Antrim

Surname: MUSKETT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/07/1827; Description of crime: Murder of Richard Cross of Limerick; Name of petitioner: William O'Brien; Record reference code: PPC 3129; Comments: Convict and two others, were named by the petitioner (petitioning on behalf of his brother, Henry) for the murder of Richard Cross. O'Brien states that his brother was convicted on the evidence of Patrick Riley (a cousin of the convict) as an act of revenge

Surname: MUSTON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 22/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 24th Regiment.

Surname: MUSTON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 24th Regiment.

**Surname:** MUYLAN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 93

**Surname:** MYAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

**Surname:** MYERS; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Description of crime: Threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 10

**Surname:** MYERS; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 28/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

**Surname:** MYERS; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a building and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73 F; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 30/1/1855

**Surname:** MYERS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

**Surname:** MYERS; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16
Surname: MYERS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of document: 02/04/1845; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Ruth Myers; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 13; Comments: Prisoner had been a policeman for 14 years. He lived in Black Lion, Co. Carlow.

Surname: MYLAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, pg 11 (f)

Surname: MYLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 19/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony lead pipes and brass lock; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: MYLES; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: MYLES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing barley and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21

Surname: MYLES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205

Surname: MYLES; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Murder of her child; Sentence: Death, commuted to trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 M 99
Surname: MYLOH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 27;
Comments: Convict supports his widowed mother.

Surname: MYLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of document: 13/08/1825; Description of crime: Murder of James O’ Donal; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Moyarta;
Record reference code: PPC 4204;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of the convicts sentence to confinement. States the convict has six children. Other defendant; Michael Mc Inerny.

Surname: MYRO; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 93

Surname: MYTE; First name: MARELLA AND CHILD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: NAGELE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: NAGHTEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: NAGHTON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens Land; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 06/05/1845; Description of crime: Attaking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Thomas Dillon;
Surname: NAGLE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/07/1852

Surname: NAGLE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 194

Surname: NAGLE; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: NAGLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: NAGLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 5, p 164; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NAGLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: NAGLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/04/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136
Surname: NAGLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 30;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: NAGLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: NAGLE; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of document: 10/1823;
Description of crime: MANSLAUGHTER; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 2105;
Comments: Covering letter for information (not included) received from convict stating no terms were made that would impede him transportation. Refers to him as a dan- gerous character. Other defendant; { } Lyons.

Surname: NAHILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Date of document: 23/07/1840; Name of ship: AUGUSTA JESSIE, 1839 - 40;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 N 16;
Comments: Convict died 1 February, 1840, Dysentery on board the Augusta Jessie on his way to New South Wales.

Surname: NAIL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: NAILER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: NAILOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 228; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: NAILOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: NAILY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 217

Surname: NAILY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Date of document: 21/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 56

Surname: NALLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 N 6

Surname: NALLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and wounding; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99

Surname: NALLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

Surname: NALLY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 272

Surname: NALLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 229; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 N 26

Surname: NALLY; First name: OWEN MYLES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/03/1841; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 N 3; Comments: Also in file NO CRF 1841 N3, is that of William Newal imprisonment for a forfeited Recognizance.

Surname: NALLY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: NALLY; First name: BRYAN; Alias: Bernard;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 N 8

Surname: NALTY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: NANGLE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: NANGLE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: NANGLE; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 121; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: NANGLE; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: NANGLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/02/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188; Comments: Convict's sentence commuted to 18 mths impt. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: NANGLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: NANGLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/02/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted 7yrs transportation com to 18 mths; Record reference code: CRF 1841 K 12; Comments: The convict was convicted with Patrick Kenna (CRF 1841 K 12).

Surname: NANY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny merino; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 207

Surname: NAOIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** NARGLE; **First name:** MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Violent assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 30 Sept 1834.

**Surname:** NARRY; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

**Surname:** NARY; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/10/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 121

**Surname:** NARY; **First name:** PIERCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transpotation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** NARY; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Firing a gun; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

**Surname:** NASH; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 218

**Surname:** NASH; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Bank notes stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 31; 
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: NASH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 18; 
Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/02/1858

Surname: NASH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: NASH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: NASH; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: NASH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 112; 
Comments: See Culhane, Michael TR 9, p 112 Dempsey, Patrick TR 9, p 112

Surname: NASH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 165; 
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: NASH; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 01/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 167

Surname: NASH; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Returned from transportation before sentence over; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 176; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 N 10

Surname: NASH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: NASH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of document: 13/08/1823; Description of crime: Kidnapping a 7 years old; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 2106;  
Comments: Five petitions dated from 13 Aug - 3 Dec 1823, expressing her innocence.

Surname: NASH; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork city depot; Date of trial: 02/1824; Date of document: 03/1825; Description of crime: Outrage committed on Neville P Newman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and Joseph Nash; Relationship of petitioner: other defendant;  
Record reference code: PPC 4138;  
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Petition received; 9 Mar 1825.

Surname: NASH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt Prison; Sentence: Transportation 15;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: NASH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: NASH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 15 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: NATTLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/05/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 188;
Comments: Returned from Bermuda on James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: NAUGHLIN; First name: SISLEY OR SISSEY;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 87 (F)

Surname: NAUGHTAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing heifer with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 95;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: NAUGHTEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: NAUGHTEN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 114;
Comments: Convict ordered back with Finn, Patrick; Toomey, Thomas; and Connell, Francis.

Surname: NAUGHTEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24

Surname: NAUGHTEN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128

Surname: NAUGHTEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 04/10/1859; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 161; Comments: Convict served in the 30th Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial, Curragh Camp. Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/09/1860.

Surname: NAUGHTER; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Alexandria; Date of document: 16/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and T Beauman; Record reference code: SPP 401; Comments: A native of Ballinacarrig, Co Wexford.

Surname: NAUGHTER; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander guardship; Date of document: 18/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Joseph Bass and ors; Relationship of petitioner: Yeoman; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A native of Ballinacarrig near Gorey, Co. Wexford. A certificate of character signed by several inhabitants of Gorey dated 24 Sept 1798

Surname: NAUGHTIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 279

Surname: NAUGHTIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 03/07/1836
Surname: NAUGHTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71

Surname: NAUGHTIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 28

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: TOOMEY;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 N 12

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 95;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 165;
Comments: Convict detained at Depot

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 133

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: MALACHY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 148;
Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/12/1855

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/03/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night and attacking houses; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 152; Comments: See also Edward Tiernan, Thomas Tighe and Michael O'Hara, TR 5, p 152

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 93; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 23/04/1828; Description of crime: Burglary and theft of 15 shillings; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3450; Comments: Several character reference including the parish priest of Slaseragh.
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Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of document: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation - commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Naughton; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 N 10; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Mayors Walk, Waterford.

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 T 3; Comments: It was decided that the prisoner was entitled to a new trial, but he died in New South Wales.

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 16/09/1799; Description of crime: Administering United Irishmen oaths; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 774; Comments: Prisoner resided in the Parish of Kilmanman and Barony of Tenehinch, Queens Co.

Surname: NAUGHTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Appearing in arms and firing at; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: NAVAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: TL commuted T7; Record reference code: TR2 p121; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 N32; Comments: Convicts mother resides at Westport, Co Mayo and dependant on her sons support.

Surname: NAVIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 6 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 N1;
Surname: NAVIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121; Comments: Convict report no. N. 32

Surname: NAVIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: NAVIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 15/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Richard Baker and others; Record reference code: SPP 775

Surname: NAWBAIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: NAYLOR; First name: WILLIAM (SQUIRE);

Sex: M; Date of trial: 31/05/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 162; Comments: Convict served in the 3rd Foot 2nd Bat. Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial, Limerick. Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin 23/07/1860 and at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/05/1861.

Surname: NEAD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1840; Date of document: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc19; Comments: Return of convicts reported as unfit for transportation to New South Wales. Includes the Medical officers comments.

Surname: NEADE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/02/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148; Comments: Convict taken out, case not decided

**Surname:** NEAGLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

**Surname:** NEAGLE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83

**Surname:** NEAGLE; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: PPC 2107; Comments: Covering letter refering to the convict and { } Taylor. Little detail given. Letter received Oct 1823.

**Surname:** NEAGLE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** NEAL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 N 7

**Surname:** NEAL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife's name Bridget Cody

**Surname:** NEAL; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 121;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NEAL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 99;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/08/1857

Surname: NEAL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to 12 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 9;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NEAL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 72;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/02/1858

Surname: NEAL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 N 18;
Comments: Convict resides in Manger, near Baltinglass, Co Wicklow.

Surname: NEAL; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/10/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 776;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Shanballa, Co Cork.

Surname: NEALAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Shooting at persons; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 23;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836
Surname: NEALE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Portlaois, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1814; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: Appearing armed and breaking and entering house; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others; Record reference code: PPC 1286; Comments: Convict was convicted with four others under the White boy Act for the same offense. Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: NEALE; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Portlaois, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1814; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: APPEARING ARMED AND BREAKING AND ENTERING HOUSE; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others; Record reference code: PPC 1286; Comments: Convict was convicted with four others under the Whiteboy Act for the same offense. Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: NEALE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of imprisonment: Columbine,Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 15/08/1798; Description of crime: Involvement in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 244; Comments: Petitioner is an inhabitant of Ballynacore in Co. Wexford. Petitioner is charged with the support of nine children and prays to be released

Surname: NEALE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow Gaol; Date of document: 03/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Atkins; Record reference code: SPP 545; Comments: States that it is the wish of every loyal person in the neighbourhood that the prisoner be hanged at Croghan.

Surname: NEALE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 15/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B6; Comments: Convicts wife Bridget Cody, residing in kilkenny, granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: NEALE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827; 
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2; 
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Bridget Cody, residing Freshford, Co Kilkenny

Surname: NEALE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64; 
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/11/1853

Surname: NEALE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 159; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/12/1855

Surname: NEALE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1854; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 119

Surname: NEALE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: NEALE; First name: GREGORY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/07/1798; 
Record reference code: PPC 3887; 
Comments: Letter, Clifden, Co Galway, requesting an official order for the release of the convict and his two sons and nephew, as new evidence have appeared in their favour.

Surname: NEALE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Bridget Cody.

Surname: NEALES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: NEALON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Uttering forged bills of exchange; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151

Surname: NEALON; First name: JAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: NEALON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: NEALON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: NEALY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: NEARNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 N 14;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

Surname: NEARY; First name: CATHARINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: NEARY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to discharge;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 124;
Comments: See Peter Fetherston. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: NEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Impt 1 week and transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: NEARY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 71; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 05/04/1853; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 70;
Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/07/1854

Surname: NEARY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Cow and pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

Surname: NEASSY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: NEATON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 05/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 138
Surname: NEATON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 05/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1854

Surname: NEAVE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: CA 1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 N 15

Surname: NEE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1851 M26

Surname: NEE; First name: BRIDGE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33 (F)

Surname: NEE; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing heifers with intent; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: NEE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/09/1850

Surname: NEE; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 322;
Comments: See Nee, Sarah
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Surname: NEE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 62; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1856

Surname: NEE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 73; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NEE; First name: SARAH; Alias: Judith;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 322

Surname: NEE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Govt Prison; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 N 4

Surname: NEEDHAM; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 N 31; Comments: Convict was discharged by order, 17 August 1837.

Surname: NEEDHAM; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 N 14; Comments: Convict sells oysters for a living.

Surname: NEEDHAM; First name: ANNE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: NEENAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/01/1852

**Surname:** NEGLE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

**Surname:** NEIL; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 28/09/1813; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1283; Comments: Letter from Rev W Ormsby, Castlecomer, Co Kilkenny, on behalf of Lady Ormond, in connection with her application on behalf in favour of the convict.

**Surname:** NEIL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/1816; Description of crime: Burglary; Record reference code: PPC 1315; Comments: Bill of Indictment. Convict resides in St. Peter's Parish, Dublin City.

**Surname:** NEIL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/11/1804; Description of crime: Stealing half a guinea; Record reference code: PPC 1060; Comments: Report from Edward Lee, Tramore Lodge, Co. Waterford, on the convicts arrest.]

**Surname:** NEIL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 N 20

**Surname:** NEIL; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board the Thomas; Date of document: 07/07/1798; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 326

**Surname:** NEIL; **First name:** ARTHUR;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MANGLES 1828; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government, wife Bridget kennedy, residing at Dunlavern

Surname: NEIL; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31 (F)

Surname: NEIL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 172; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NEIL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 269; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: NEIL; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing swine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: NEIL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: NEIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56
Surname: NEIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 189;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/02/1854

Surname: NEIL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 117

Surname: NEIL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 8 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31 (F)

Surname: NEIL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 191

Surname: NEIL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: NEIL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: NEIL; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855
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Surname: NEIL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 162;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1854

Surname: NEIL; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: NEIL; First name: THOMAS JNR;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 180;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: NEIL; First name: THOMAS SNR;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 180;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: NEIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 02/09/1800; Description of crime: Robbery of house of Patrick Shaonnon; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 539;
Comments: Letter, Wexford in connection with the case (10 Sep 1800) and a covering note, Wexford for a statement of convict in which he recommends mitigation of his sentence to transportation.

Surname: NEIL; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 6 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 6 others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co Tipperary.

Surname: NEIL; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and six others; Record reference code: PPC 2270; Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: NEIL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Catherine Neil; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3827; Comments: Address for reply to petition given c/o John Carrigan, Co Tipperary. Petition not dated, possibly post 1821.

Surname: NEIL; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim; Place of imprisonment: Trim; Date of document: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 N 2; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a straddle from a stable on 12 October 1843.

Surname: NEIL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: NEIL; First name: MURTY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: NEIL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/06/1799; Record reference code: SPP 777; Comments: Prisoner resided at Gorey Bridge.

Surname: NEIL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Dublin; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Date of document: 10/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 N 13
Surname: NEIL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARINER 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Nevell, residing in the village of Moon, Castle Dermot.

Surname: NEIL; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Bridget Kennedy, residing at Dunlavan.

Surname: NEILAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 289

Surname: NEILAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 19/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 140

Surname: NEILAND; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Fleming;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 94;
Comments: Convict died at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1851

Surname: NEILE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 misc36;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: NEILE; First name: ALICE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 220; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NEILE; First name: MARY; Alias: Stack, Ann;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26 (F)

Surname: NEILE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 220

Surname: NEILE; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1846; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181

Surname: NEILE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/07/1854; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 45

Surname: NEILE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1854; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 149

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 02/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self & Julia Neill; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 N3

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 8 Oct 1835

Surname: NEILL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs] Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: NEILL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: NEILL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: NEILL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158

Surname: NEILL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/07/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 20/11/1844 commuted to discharge; Record reference code: TR 5, p 163; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NEILL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 61

Surname: NEILL; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 mths;
Surname: NEILL; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Kelly, Elizabeth;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 294

Surname: NEILL; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 215

Surname: NEILL; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1844; Description of crime: Stealing blankets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

Surname: NEILL; First name: GEOFFREY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 158

Surname: NEILL; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 1

Surname: NEILL; First name: GREGORY;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 13;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/07/1836

Surname: NEILL; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 135;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837
Surname: NEILL; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48 (F)

Surname: NEILL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NEILL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/08/1843; Description of crime: Felony sugar; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: NEILL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239

Surname: NEILL; First name: ABRAHAM;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 166

Surname: NEILL; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

Surname: NEILL; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/01/1844; Date of document: 20/05/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 325; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 N5; Comments: Prisoner lived in Carlow.
Surname: NEILL; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 141

Surname: NEILL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Several larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: NEILL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: NEILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 293

Surname: NEILL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Date of document: 10/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Name of petitioner: Jane Neill; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 N 5;
Comments: Prisoner was a native of Belfast.

Surname: NEILL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 10

Surname: NEILL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/11/1838; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44 (F)

Surname: NEILL; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 63 (F)

Surname: NEILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35 (F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/05/1855

Surname: NEILL; First name: CHRISTINA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: NEILL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

Surname: NEILL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 162

Surname: NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King’s County; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99; Comments: See Nevin, Thomas TR 9, p 99

Surname: NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: See Neville, James TR 12, p 135

Surname: NEILL; First name: JAMES;
Surname: NEILL; First name: JAMES; Alias: O'Neill, James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into an out-house and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 188;
Comments: See letter from Convict Department from Van Diemans Land dated 27/04/1865 stating that James Neal received a conditional pardon on 12 June 1865 and that nothing further is known respecting him.

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 117;
Comments: convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1852; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 73;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/08/1839; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 22/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 N 17;
Comments: The convict kept a small grocery shop in Banbridge. The convict supports a wife and 6 children.

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 131;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NEILL; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 167;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 159;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 2 mths;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 19 (F)

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 277;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 208;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 14 (F)

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a piece of linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 253

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 383

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41 (F)

Surname: NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/11/1856

Surname: NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/05/1851

Surname: NEILL; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: NEILL; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/04/1836; Description of crime: Assault, grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 'Surprize', 18/05/1836

Surname: NEILL; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: NEILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 41
Surname: NEILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/04/1836; Description of crime: Assault and grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 'Surprize', 18/05/1836

Surname: NEILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 N 4

Surname: NEILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 140

Surname: NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151

Surname: NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254

Surname: NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/10/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14

Surname: NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 34

Surname: NEILL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 27

Surname: NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing butter and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: NEILL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28

Surname: NEILL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: NEILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 161; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/03/1856

Surname: NEILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/01/1839; Description of crime: Tendering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WAVERLY 16/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

Surname: NEILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/05/1853

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/01/1801; Date of document: 1801; Description of crime: Stealing three cows; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 725; Comments: Character references from F. Archer, Inspector, General of Prisons (05/11/1801).

Surname: NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh City; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 09/1821; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2108; Comments: Convict has a wife and 2 children. Petition received 5 March 1823.

Surname: NEILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Navan, County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 D 61; Comments: Patrick Neil was convicted with Patrick Downs (CRF 1841 D61)

Surname: NEILL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/1847; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 N 7

Surname: NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Neill; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1853 N 9

Surname: NEILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Sarah Neill, residing near Rathdrum, Co Wicklow.

Surname: NEILL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: NEILLE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 117; Comments: See also Moran, Ellen

Surname: NEILLE; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 251; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: NEILLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: NEILS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/06/1805; Record reference code: PPC 1153; Comments: Report of the Sheriffs of Cork on the arrival of convicts ordered for transportation. States that the convict had escaped from the Gaoler of Co Waterford while on his way to Cork.

Surname: NEILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 354

Surname: NEILSON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Convict; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Comment: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he was arrested in Belfast, Co. Antrim

Surname: NEILSON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 04/09/1796; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 35; Comment: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail

Surname: NEILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others; Record reference code: SPP 379 Arrested in Belfast in 1797

Surname: NEILSON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison Dublin; Date of document: CA 1798; Name of petitioner: SPP 245; Record reference code: SPP 245; Comment: Prisoner seeks two months liberation to settle his affairs prior to his exile to America. Seeks to have his papers returned. Prisoner encloses letter from 7 men at New Geneva Barracks, who wish to be allowed go to America

Surname: NEILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not tried; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 16/12/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 246; Comment: Petitioner states that his health has been impaired by his confinement. He has agreed to the conditions of Voluntary exile but states he has no means of procuring security and could not defray the expense of emigration

Surname: NEILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 02/08/1797; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Record reference code: SPP 49; Comment: Convicts come from Belfast, Co. Antrim. State they are receiving no form of gaol allowance

Surname: NEILSON; First name: ISABELLA; Alias: Elison;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of document: 12/04/1825; Description of crime: Pickpocketing £1.1s.6d; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4161; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of her sentence on that her husband, who was confined to nine months imprisonment for the same offense, be permitted to accompany her in her banishment.

Surname: NEILSON; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 05/1825; Description of crime: Robbery of £1.6d; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4179; Comments: Convict was convicted with her husband James Neilson, who was sentenced to imprisonment for the same offense. Petition received; 10 May 1825.

Surname: NEILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 778

Surname: NELIGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NELIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 80; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NELIGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56

Surname: NELIS; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: NELLIGAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 6, P 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 N 6; Comments: O.D. 30/5/1855

Surname: NELLIGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin and ordered to be discharged 30/05/1855

Surname: NELLIGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: NELLIGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 N12; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 'Surprize', 18/05/1836

Surname: NELLIGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Date of document: 31/07/1853; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 N 6

Surname: NELLIGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1854 N 17
Surname: NELPHIN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 136;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: NELSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 272

Surname: NELSON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: NELSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/02/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 325;
Comments: G.G.L. 28/07/1843

Surname: NELSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: NELSON; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: NELSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 1 mth impt and transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 296
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Surname: NELSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to impt;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 23;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: NELSON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: NELSON; First name: SUSANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 258

Surname: NELSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Date of document: 09/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs; Name of petitioner: Jane & Mary-Anne Nelson; Relationship of petitioner: Sisters;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 N 9;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment. Petitioners address given as 43 Alexander St, Belfast.

Surname: NELSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: TI commuted impt;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 N 5

Surname: NEPEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Vagrancy and robbery; Sentence: Bail within six months;
Record reference code: PPC 3555;
Comments: Convict was convicted with ten other females for the same offense. State they were confined 2 years in Londonderry gaol. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences.

Surname: NEPHIN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 C 34

Surname: NERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 N 29

Surname: NESBIT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 4, p 188

Surname: NESBITT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1842; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transp.7 years or bail in 3 months; Record reference code: CRF 1842 N 7; Comments: Convict is a Hather by trade. Convict has four children and a wife. Ordered to be discharged 12/05/1842.

Surname: NESBITT; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 167; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NESBITT; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1; Comments: Convict died at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/05/1852

Surname: NESBITT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 N 2; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843
Surname: NESBITT; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 1

Surname: NESBITT; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/09/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

Surname: NESTER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: NESTER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 121; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: NESTER; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/05/1850

Surname: NESTOR; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/12/1854

Surname: NESTOR; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the Jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).
Surname: NETHERCOAT; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: NETTELS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98

Surname: NETTLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/01/1850. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: NEVILE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/03/1823; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 2110; Comments: Letter, Limerick, reporting the conviction of convict and James Fitzgibbon.

Surname: NEVILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 18/04/1827; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3095; Comments: Convict states he is the sole support of his mother and three children. Petition verified by the signatures of the parish priests of Cathkerle, Co. Limerick and the Mayor of Limerick.

Surname: NEVILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 109

Surname: NEVILL; First name: MICH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: NEVILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Description of crime: Searching for arms in Co Waterford; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2111; Comments: Petition received 7 July 1823.

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: U;

Sex: F; Date of document: 03/04/1831; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Neville; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3600; Comments: Convict has two children and a husband serving in the Army. Petitioner states he was 15yrs in Military Service. Convict was convict two years ago. Petitioner resides in Limerick.

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/01/1852. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/09/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: DANIEL; Alias: Daly, Daniel;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34
Surname: NEVILLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 159;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 114

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Neill;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 135

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen’s County; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 33;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen’s County; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 137
Surname: NEVILLE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 16/03/1826; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: PPC 3033; Comments: Magistrates report of several convictions in Limerick. Convict was convicted for going to the villages in the Barony of Lower Connell in June 1825 and swearing the people to a test or oath of a horrid description.

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 66; Comments: Convicts mother resides in Clondeglass, Queens Co and has four other sons; Michael, Laurence, Andrew and John, all of whom are in Military Service. Convict was convicted with Thomas and Patrick Dunne. See also CRF 1838 D 68.

Surname: NEVILLE; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 22/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 779

Surname: NEVIN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 26/01/1852; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 239

Surname: NEVIN; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Irwin, Charles;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony of a pocket book and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 75; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
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Surname: NEVIN; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56

Surname: NEVIN; First name: FRANCES ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 26/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33 (F)

Surname: NEVIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony door; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: NEVIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork. See Neill, James TR 9, p 99.

Surname: NEVIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwaxes; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 2912; Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petitioning to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: NEW; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100; Comments: Convict report no. N 6

Surname: NEW; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/07/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170
Surname: NEWBURY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 1 (F)

Surname: NEWCOMBE; First name: BARBARA;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 175; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 N 22

Surname: NEWCOMBE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 29/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: NEWEL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 277; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 N 4; Comments: Convict is an orphan and is the only support for five orphan brothers and sister and her own child.

Surname: NEWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: NEWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Date of trial: / /; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: NEWELL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218

Surname: NEWELL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

**Surname: NEWELL; First name: MICHAEL;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a ewe sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

**Surname: NEWILL; First name: MARY A;**

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from persons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 57 (F)

**Surname: NEWLAN; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

**Surname: NEWMAN; First name: THOMAS;**

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 Yrs; Name of ship: BANGLARE, 09/02/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, P 101; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 N 2;
Comments: Convict lived in Ballinroan, Co. Limerick.

**Surname: NEWMAN; First name: HONOR;**

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 301

**Surname: NEWMAN; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

**Surname: NEWMAN; First name: JOHN;**

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and stealing plate; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: NEWMAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: NEWMAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE 09/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: NEWTON; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 46

Surname: NEYLAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of document: 03/10/1823; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2113; Comments: Convict states he stand accused of a murder committed by others, Resides 6 miles from the town of Ennis, Co Clare.

Surname: NEYLON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: NICHOL; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Description of crime: Stealing flax valued @ 3p; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2859; Comments: Convict has four children. Character references. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: NICHOLL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: NICHOLLS; First name: DUNCAN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: NICHOLLS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 40; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836. See also Stevenson, Henry.

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 12/12/1827; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3286; Comments: Convict has eight children and is a Flaxdresser by trade.

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (F); Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 N 4; Comments: The convict supports her widowed mother.

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91
Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 258

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 287

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35 (F)

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213; Comments: See Murphy, Mary TR 12, p 213

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/07/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 357

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Stealing from a person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 144; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 N 12; Comments: Convict discharged on return from Bermuda, 14/04/1855 File missing.

Surname: NICHOLSON; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: NICKLE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 165; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: NICKLE; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 9, p 43

Surname: NICODEMUS; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of plaid; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

**Surname:** NIELE; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30

**Surname:** NIHANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/09/1851; Description of crime: Stealing shoes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

**Surname:** NIHANE; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 35; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** NIHILL; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing two heiffers; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

**Surname:** NIMMONS; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 N 2

**Surname:** NINIHANE; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/06/1849

**Surname:** NIX; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/06/1822; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1754;
Comments: Convict resides in Co. Limerick and has a wife and six children. Convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his house between seven and eight O'clock one night.

Surname: NIX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: NIX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 151;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and sent to Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork. Convict later discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: NIX; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 151;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged 12/06/1857.

Surname: NIX; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Appearing armed, assaulting a habitation; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 154;
Comments: See Edmond Meara

Surname: NIXON; First name: JACOB;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Dublin; Date of document: 24/08/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 36;
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he is a surgeon and Apothecary by profession and resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim

Surname: NIXON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony table cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: NIXON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 mths;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 61

Surname: NIXON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 N 4; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/08/1843

Surname: NIXON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 170; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: NIXON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: NOBLE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Donegal; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: NOBLE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: NOBLE; First name: ARTHUR;
Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 04/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 N 11; Comments: Prisoner states that he lived near Raphoe.

Surname: NOBLE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 57; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1856

Surname: NOBLE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1837; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (F)

Surname: NOBLE; First name: LETITA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing a silver watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47 (F)

Surname: NOBLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 92

Surname: NOBLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 1830; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3522; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children. Petition not dated, possibly 1830.

Surname: NOCTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 2 weeks;

© National Archives, Ireland
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

**Surname:** NOCTON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158

**Surname:** NOCTUM; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/12/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 140

**Surname:** NODWELL; **First name:** ALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/07/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313; Comments: G.G. 17/11/1843

**Surname:** NOHILLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, P 107; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown, 19/03/1855

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queens, Co; Place of imprisonment: Queens, Co.; Date of trial: 07/03/1847; Date of document: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Infanticide; Sentence: Death, 20/04/1848, Com. to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 253; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 N 3

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** ANASTASIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 289

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: NOLAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 6 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 215; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: NOLAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/09/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: NOLAN; First name: BERNARD; Alias: Conlan, Bernard;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127; Comments: See Conlan, Bernard TR 4, p 127

Surname: NOLAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Infanticide; Sentence: Death, 20/04/1848 commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7. p 253

Surname: NOLAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50 (F)

Surname: NOLAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208; Comments: See Stewart, Maria TR 12, p 208

Surname: NOLAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/12/1849; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27 (F); Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NOLAN; First name: CORN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27; Comments: Convict died, 21/04/1849

Surname: NOLAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 9

Surname: NOLAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 290

Surname: NOLAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 14/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 159

Surname: NOLAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/12/1849; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27 (F); Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NOLAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 107; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 19/03/1855

Surname: NOLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 164; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/05/1852

Surname: NOLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony cheese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72; Comments: See McDonald James, TR 12, p 72

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Delaney, George;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 137

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 175; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co., Cork, 22/11/1853

**Surname:** NOLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: NOLAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 198

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 238

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 186;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/08/1858

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Rooney, M;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 mths;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 285;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43 (F)

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 114
Surname: NOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a surtoute coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 04/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery and putting in bodily fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 99

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; Comments: Convict detained on board 'Bride' ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged 25/05/1855.

Surname: NOLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1857

Surname: NOLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 11; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 N 8; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: NOLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 9; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: NOLAN; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 N 8

Surname: NOLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 09/08/1856; Sentence: Penal Servitude 21 yrs and transportation 21 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 159; Comments: Convict served in the North Tipp. Militia Regiment. Convict's sentence was commuted to Penal Servitude for 6 yrs and later to 4 yrs, 05/01/1856. Convict nothing further is known respecting him.

Surname: NOLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 15;
Comments: See Hynes, William TR 8, p 15

Surname: NOLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3828; Comments: Refers to a former petition submitted on his behalf. Petition signed by several no date, circa 1817-21.

Surname: NOLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 13/07/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a cheese; Sentence: 7 years trans commuted to 18 month imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 N9

Surname: NOLAN; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Murphy;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 05/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 year trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 N13;
Comments: The convicts father died with Cholera in 1832, leaving a wife and several children. The convicts mother resides at 6 Hart Street, North Strand, Dublin.

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 - commuted to Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 N 9

Surname: NOLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self and other convicts;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: NOLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Bridewell; Date of document: 10/09/1852; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Moved to Newgate prison.

Surname: NOLAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Nowlan;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 N 19

Surname: NOLAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: NOLLACK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: NOLOHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 169

**Surname:** NOON; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc14;
Comments: Memorandum of letters and parcels sent to Sydney, New South Wales on board the 'Isabella'. Includes an entry for one letter sent to the convict, Care of the Govener, Sydney.

**Surname:** NOON; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1839; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death recorded;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

**Surname:** NOON; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: Armstrong;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 61;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** NOON; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

**Surname:** NOON; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

**Surname:** NOON(S); **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 3
Surname: NOONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. waterford; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Wade; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 25 march 1835

Surname: NOONAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 07/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: NOONAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 246

Surname: NOONAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11 (F)

Surname: NOONAN; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24 (F)

Surname: NOONAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation failing bail; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/03/1855. See Noonan, Timothy TR 12, p 24.

Surname: NOONAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

Surname: NOONAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: NOONAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29

Surname: NOONAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 40; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/04/1836. See also Boyd, Denis or David.

Surname: NOONAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life, 09/03/1844; Record reference code: TR 5, p 114; Comments: See Houlihan, Robert 22/07/1843

Surname: NOONAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 10/04/1854

Surname: NOONAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 15/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: See Richard Hackett, TR 13, p 130

Surname: NOONAN; First name: TIMOTHY OR MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 2 mths; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/03/1855

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: NOONAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1843; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: NOONAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 25/10/1856; Description of crime: Burglary (a returned convict); Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 87; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/12/1856 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/10/1857. See also Edmund Ryan A.22

Surname: NOONAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: NOONAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 31

Surname: NOONAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: NOONAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 138; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1857

Surname: NOONAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Surname: NOONAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 187

Surname: NOONAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: NOONAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: NOONAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: NOONAN; First name: ELIZ;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 weeks impt;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27 (F)

Surname: NOONAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 99;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: NOONAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: NOONAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/05/1852

Surname: NOONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38

Surname: NOONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing food and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: NOONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: NOONAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 N7; Comments: The convict upon conviction was pregnant, had 3 young children.

Surname: NOONAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: NOONE; First name: LUKE;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66

Surname: NOONE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/02/1850; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: NOONE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 90

Surname: NOONE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: NOONE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway Co; Date of document: 04/04/1824; Description of crime: Stealing one lamb; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2445; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children.

Surname: NORIS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 18

Surname: NORMAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Cawlin;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: NORMOYLE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 306

Surname: NORMOYLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: NORMOYLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 279

Surname: NORRIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Date of document: 28/06/1846; Description of crime: Counterfeiting; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, P 37; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 N 9; Comments: Prisoner lived in Doneraile.

Surname: NORRIS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

Surname: NORRIS; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: NORRIS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 18/06/1841; Date of document: 08/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: William & Anne Norris; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 N1; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing 2 shillings.

Surname: NORRIS; First name: JEFFREY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: NORRIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 29/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 45; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 14/03/1844

Surname: NORRIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Description of crime: Counterfeiting; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: NORRIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/03/1857; Description of crime: Murder of William Reddy; Sentence: Death, 27/04/1857 commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 15, p 18; Comments: See also Edmond Power

Surname: NORRIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157

Surname: NORRIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/03/1857; Description of crime: Murder at Spike; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157

Surname: NORROW; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: NORTH; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 20/07/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 33;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Steven, residing in Athlone, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: NORTHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 07/08/1867; Description of crime: See below; Sentence: Penal Servitude 5 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 169;
Comments: Disobeying and using insubordinate language towards his superior officer and destroying his regimental clothing. Convict served 67th Foot Regiment and was 94 Prison, London, 23/03/1867. Convicted of Fenianism, to be retaine d as supernumerary in the army

Surname: NORTON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 125 (F)

Surname: NORTON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 390;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853

Surname: NORTON; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Byrne, E;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: NORTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Felony hat and case; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: NORTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 2 weeks;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147
Surname: NORTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of hay; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: NORTON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (F)

Surname: NORTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 18/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 207;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NORTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into house and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 80

Surname: NORTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1855

Surname: NORTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: NORTON; First name: KITTY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: NORWICK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: NORY; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: NOUDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/05/1799; Name of petitioner: B O'Neal Stratford; Record reference code: SPP 395; Comments: A deserter from the Carlow Militia, sentenced to death escaped from Ballinglass

Surname: NOUGHTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: CA 1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion 23/07/1803; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1052; Comments: Convict is a tailor by trade and resides in Naas, Co. Kildare, where he was born States his father is also living in Naas, Co. Kildare and that he has a widowed sister and four children on his support.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE REBELLION 23/07/1803; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1053; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. Several character references from past employers with whom the convict has served as a coachman and postillion.
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Green St., Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond penitentiary; Date of trial: 06/1820; Description of crime: A street robbery of £15; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict/M Cuthbert C Moore; Record reference code: PPC 1753; Comments: All three convicted of same crime.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 19/02/1822; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1755; Comments: Convict is from where his ancestors resided for over a century. Parent living. Several signatures certifying petition.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop and stealing goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc31; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Attempted robbery of two quarts of malt spirits; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 N 1; Comments: Convict reference file contains a petition from the convicts prosecutor, stating that the convict has a widowed mother and several brothers all of whom are tradesmen. Convict is registered with another, Patrick Nowlan under the same reference number as a result of a registration error.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 21/11/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a silver fork; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 N 1; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children. Convict is registered with another, Patrick Nowlan under the same reference number as a result of a registration error.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during Rebellion period. Prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during rebellion period, prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 25/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Margaret Nowlan; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: SPP 392; Comments: A native of Castlebar, Co. Kilkenny, prays that the promise to liberate prisoner should be fulfilled

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Thomas Guardship, Dublin; Description of crime: Being disaffected towards his king and Government; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 247; Comments: petitioner is a tailor who is the sole support of aged parents, 3 sisters and a wife with child. Professes his innocence. Petitioners liberation from the tender is recommended

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412 A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1799; Record reference code: SPP 416; Comments: Case referred to the magistrates of his neighbourhood for a report

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1833; Date of document: 18/03/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 34;
Comments: Convicts wife Mary Nowlan requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/07/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 31;
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Bryan, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided at Cappawhite, Doone.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: list of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife's name Mary Bryan

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co.Limerick; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Mary Bryan

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Mackey;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1830;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Bryan, residing in Parish of Doone.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony parasols and caps; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 51; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 N 34;
Comments: Convict widowed mother Jane resides at No 1 Brides Alley Dublin.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1849; Description of crime: Robbery in a Church; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Comment: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1855
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Comment: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comment: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/11/1837
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comment: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/07/1836; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comment: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836 Convicts wife Bridget resides with their two children at No 42 New Market Athy Co Kildare or Dublin City. Convict is a Blacksmith by trade.
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Comment: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: ANASTATIA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN;
Comment: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin
Comments: See also P 289

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 19/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 140

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: CATH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 40 (F)

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: McDonough, Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 194; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 226

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 5 (F)

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/10/1850

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 175; Comments: Convict died at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 11/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 185

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 18/06/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 149;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 158

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 24 (F);
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1851

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 299;
Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 40 (F)

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny on 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 357

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 18/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 95 (F)

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Butler;
Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony bonnet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43 (F)

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: PAT; Alias: Doyle, James;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/04/1840; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 172
Surname: NOWLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 173

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 21/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 01/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 02/10/1849; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 92

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 9 mths impt; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 195; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/04/1843

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; 
Record reference code: PPC 997; 
Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Antrim, Down in response to a request for 
information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost prison and Kilmain- ham, 
Gaol, Dublin.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Date of document: 15/06/1805; 
Record reference code: PPC 1155; 
Comments: Report of the Sheriffs of Cork of deficiencies not accounted for among the 
divisions of convicts for Co Carlow sent to Cork.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176; 
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the 
jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; 
Record reference code: PPC 3909; 
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is from Ballymore, 
Eustace, Co Galway.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of 
trial: 11/1824; Date of document: 26/04/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a jaunting can 
harness; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Michael Nowlan; Relationship of 
petitioner: Son; 
Record reference code: PPC 4171; 
Comments: Petitioner resides at No 64 Grafton Street, Dublin.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MARIA; Alias: Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/10/1835; Sentence: 
Trans 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc51

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 26/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc96; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Kildare.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: LAWRENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Date of document: 19/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 780; Comments: Prisoner resided in Co Wexford.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 29/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Smith and others; Record reference code: SPP 781

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 25/02/1799; Description of crime: Harbouring persons of a suspicious character; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 782; Comments: Prisoners residence given as Ballywilliam, Co Carlow.

Surname: NOWLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 07/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 783

Surname: NOWLAN (SIC); First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 14/03/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 8

Surname: NOWLAND; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board John/Esther; Name of petitioner: Thomas Eager and others; Relationship of petitioner: Inhabitants Kilcavin;
Record reference code: SPP 399 A native of Laraheen, Co. Wexford.

Surname: NOWLAND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender in Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 12/1798; Name of petitioner: James Doyle;
Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A native of Laraheen, Co. Wexford

Surname: NOWLAND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Name of ship: GUILDFORD, 1818; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife residing with Mr. Patrick Hobins, Tallow, Co. Carlow.

Surname: NUCKLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/03/1858

Surname: NUGENT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/03/1799; Description of crime: Passing a forged note; Name of ship: MINERVA; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 212; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. Several character references including the Curate and Parish Priest of Cloonegeash.

Surname: NUGENT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 01/1822; Date of document: 26/03/1822; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1756; Comments: Mother living. Several character references from inhabitants of Dublin City.

Surname: NUGENT; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of imprisonment: Kingstown, Co. Dublin; Date of document: 17/09/1825; Description of crime: Theft of 15 s; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Nugent; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2706; Comments: Convict was a stone Mason by trade but as a result of accident he was forced to earn his living by trading in handkerchief. Resides in the Town of Cavan.

Surname: NUGENT; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1846; Date of document: 05/08/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs, com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self, W. & C. Nugent; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: TR 6, P 129; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 N 10; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Ballinaguard, Co. Limerick.

Surname: NUGENT; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Keeping forcible possession; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 21 July 1834

Surname: NUGENT; First name: TIMOTHY;

Surname: NUGENT; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** NUGENT; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 272

**Surname:** NUGENT; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

**Surname:** NUGENT; **First name:** CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

**Surname:** NUGENT; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1840; Description of crime: Having in her possession stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

**Surname:** NUGENT; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1840; Description of crime: Having in her possession stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

**Surname:** NUGENT; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45

**Surname:** NUGENT; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195
Surname: NUGENT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Riot and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93

Surname: NUGENT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 158; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/09/1853

Surname: NUGENT; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: NUGENT; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: NUGENT; First name: MARY; Alias: Lyons, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: NUGENT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

Surname: NUGENT; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 50

Surname: NUGENT; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: NUGENT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 161; 
Comments: Convict died at Maryborough Government Depot, 03/07/1853

Surname: NUGENT; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: NUGENT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY 26/11/1847; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 163; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: NUGENT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 110; 
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: NUGENT; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 07/1825; Date of document: 05/11/1825; Description of crime: Possessing stolen articles; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; 
Name of petitioner: Catherine Nugent; 
Record reference code: PPC 2860; 
Comments: Petitioner resides at No 114 Abbey Street, Dublin. Convicts father is deceased. Character references from the Deputy Keeper of Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin where the convict had been imprisoned.

Surname: NUGENT; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 1825; Description of crime: Stealing some ribbon; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Boylan (Nugent); Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4208; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides at No 37 Essex Street, Dublin. Convict is an only child.

Surname: NUGENT; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 07/1825; Date of document: 17/01/1826; Description of crime: Petty Larceny; Name of petitioner: Catherine Nugent; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4241; Comments: Petitioner resides at No 114 Abbey Street, Dublin. Refers to a former petition which she had submitted on behalf of her daughter.

Surname: NUGENT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years years; Name of ship: MEDWAY 26/11/1847; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 N 15; Comments: O.D. 14/4/1855.

Surname: NUGENT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 3

Surname: NUGENTS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: NULTEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 155

Surname: NULTY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 03/06/1804; Description of crime: Suspected of being involved in the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict, Bridget Nulty; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1054; Comments: Convict is a labourer by trade and resides in Chapelizod, Co. Dublin. States he has a wife and four children, wifes petition dated 4 June 1804.

Surname: NULTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 N 11

Surname: NULTY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: NULTY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 16/10/1839; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: NUNAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath & assaulting master; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 13

Surname: NUNAN; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: NUNAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857

Surname: NUNAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97
Surname: NUNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname: NUNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing two kids; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: NUNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: NUNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97

Surname: NUNAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/03/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 month impt and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 N 6; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children.

Surname: NUNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname: NUNAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856
Surname: NUTLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: NYLON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: NYX; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Nyx and self; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1844 N12; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of assaulting Patrick Connors. He was transported to Norfolk Island. Petitioner's residence given as Rapla near Nenagh, Co Tipperary.

Surname: O BEIRNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1823; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2120

Surname: O BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 28/10/1798; Description of crime: Arrested for not having a pass; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 248; Comments: petitioner is an inhabitant of Dublin City

Surname: O BRIEN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Garrison of Duncanon; Date of document: 01/05/1798; Name of petitioner: William O Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 249; Comments: Petitioner is an inhabitant of Kinnegad, Co. Westmeath. Prisoners liberation was ordered.

Surname: O BRIEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: O BRIEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: O BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 21/05/1823; Date of document: 09/06/1823; Description of crime: Idle and disorderly behaviour; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret O'Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2119; Comments: Petitioner is a widow 7 years, has 4 children and resides with convict at Ballincloher, Co Kerry. Convict was convicted for being absent from his home two nights.

Surname: O' BRIEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Cove, Cork; Date of document: 03/07/1827; Description of crime: Accomplice to a robbery of a bundle of clothes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: William O'Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 3129; Comments: Convict has a wife and children (no details given). Other dependant: James Toomey. Petitioner states that he had Daniel Purcell, William Muskett and William Barry convicted for the murder of Richard Cross, Co. Limerick and in retaliation for which Patrick Rieley (a cousin of the men) gave false evidence against his brother.

Surname: O CONNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co Kerry; Date of document: 26/08/1823; Description of crime: Murder of Charles MC Carthy in 1814; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2121; Comments: Convict lived in Salthill, Co Clare for 6 years prior to his conviction.

Surname: O CONNOR; First name: RODERICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athlone Garrison; Date of document: 30/07/1798; Record reference code: SPP 250; Comments: Letter seeking to be released on bail or else brought to trial.
Surname: O' CONNOR; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork Gaol; Date of document: 19/04/1799; Description of crime: High Treason; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Jane O'Connor; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 377; Comments: A native of Bantry, a Doctor of Physic

Surname: O DONEL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 2861; Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children (six daughters and one son aged 6 years), and resides in Castlebar, Co Mayo. Several character references. Two petitions received in the year 1826.

Surname: O DONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co Kerry; Date of document: 01/03/1823; Description of crime: Whiteboyism; Sentence: Trans for life; Record reference code: PPC 2123; Comments: Prosecutors report on case. Convict was convicted with William O Donnell(Brothers). Included testimonial of the parish priest and inhabitants of Iraghliconnor Clanmaurice, Co Kerry. Convicts reside at Irish Geal Parish, Barony of Iraghliconnor, Co Kerry

Surname: O HARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Pententiary; Date of trial: 1823; Description of crime: Theft of clothes; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2124; Comments: Convict has a husband and aged father. Petition received 24 July 1823.

Surname: O' HARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/1822; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1757; Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to military service.

Surname: O LOUGHLIN; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 26/07/1823; Name of petitioner: Convict and 7 others; Record reference code: PPC 2209;
Comments: Convict and 7 others convicted for different crimes petitioning to be sent off to one of the Colonies. All convicts are from Co Clare. Petition received 30 Nov 1824.

Surname: O LOUGHLIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co CLare; Date of document: 09/08/1824; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Margaret O Loughlin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2449;
Comments: Petitioning for her husbands pardon or permission to accompany her with their five children.

Surname: O MARA; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: O MARA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: O NEALE; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: O NEIL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others; Record reference code: PPC 2143;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: O NEIL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: O NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of document: 10/09/1823; Description of crime: Pick pocketing; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2125;
Comments: Convict resides at Aughnacloy, Co Tyrone and is an itinerant pedlar by trade. States he has a widowed mother and seven brothers and sisters dependent on his support. Several character references. Two later petitions dated 27 Oct, 18 Nov 1823

Surname: O NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 04/1823; Date of document: 21/08/1823; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2126;
Comments: Convict resides at Kilkenny City. First petition received 8 May 1823, Second received 12 Sep.

Surname: O REGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: O REGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: OAKES; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: OAKES; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: OAKES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: OATES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self, M. Mc Dermott & other; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1848 W 43; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Mahon's Yard, Barony of Ballintobber, Co. Roscommon

Surname: OATS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 127; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: OATS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 137; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/03/1854

Surname: OATS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 137

Surname: OATS; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/10/1823; Description of crime: MURDER; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Oats; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2118; Comments: Petitioner resides at Gurtinregh, Ruskey, Co. Leitrim.

Surname: O'BEIRN; First name: JOHN;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131

Surname: O'BERNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: O'BERNE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/04/1852

Surname: O'BERNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: O'BERNE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: O'BERNE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison; Date of document: 30/07/1799; Record reference code: SPP 784;
Comments: Prisoner resided near Castlewilliam.

Surname: O'BOYCE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Children's names, Margaret and Elizabeth.

Surname: O'BOYCE; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found.

Surname: O'BOYCE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: SOPHIA 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Elizabeth Mc Kan, residing at Kilwaters, Antrim.

Surname: O'BOYCE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Daughters names, Margaret and Elizabeth.

Surname: O'BOYLE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1828; Date of document: 04/07/1835; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: FS 1836 36;
Comments: Convicts children Margaret and Elizabeth O'Boyce residing in Carnmoney, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: O'BOYLE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

Surname: O'BOYLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 280

Surname: O'BRIAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provist Prison, Dublin; Date of document: CA 1804; Description of crime: Suspected of treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1055; Comments: Convict is a carpenter by trade.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Concealing and pawning Lady Meaths rings; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict, lady Chareville; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts employer; Record reference code: PPC 1057; Comments: Convict is a footman by profession. States he has an 18 yr old wife and an infant.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 03/05/1804; Record reference code: PPC 1058; Comments: Lord Powerscourt report on the convicts arrest, at the three rock mountain, Co. Wicklow. Other defendant: Joseph Curran.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the governments information, convict tried by him. Recommends mitigation of sentence to transportation for life to take effect immediately.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Date of document: 28/08/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Maria O'Brien and self; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, P 129; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 O 9

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 81

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Killarney, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 10/1835; Date of document: 15/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B84; Record reference code 2: TR3 P252

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tullamore, Kings Co; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Violating and assaulting a woman; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 F 12; Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides in Banagher, Kings Co. States her second son is serving in the 89th Regiment. Other defendant: Anthony Flanagan.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing from a person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co. Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 1/12/1846, commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 O 14

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 11/04/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 O 1
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Brien;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of document: 13/04/1846; Description of crime: Attacking a policeman; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 B 11; Record reference code 2: TR 6, P 180

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/06/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 321 Convict is a native of Pitt St. Dublin, was employed as a messenger in the house of Lords.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/09/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6; Comments: List of free settlers, sons, for whom a free passage has been provided to New South Wales on board the St Vincent, male convict ship, son's name Michael

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/09/1830; Record reference code: FS 1836 37; Comments: Convicts wife Johanna Hannigan, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in the parish of Magillighan

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 272

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing 2 lbs of beef; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11 p 63 (F);
Comments: Convicted with Catherine Lynch

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 279; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 18/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 309

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43 (F)

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181; Comments: Convict transferred to Dundrum Asylum, 31/05/1853, ordered to be sent back to Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/11/1856. Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/03/1857.

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 04/04/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 116

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 054; Comments: Convict resides at Cloonroosk, Co Limerick with his wife and family.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 130; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a ram; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 29

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 10/11/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 29

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/10/1855

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Date of document: 06/09/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 225; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 08; Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 yrs impt, see Papers S.O. Prisoner was discharged due to ill health.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/01/1836; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 26/06/1858; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 160; Comments: Convict served in the 16th Foot Regiment. Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/08/1858, Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/04/1859 and Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin 08/05/1861.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/07/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 01/12/1846 commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/11/1855

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 136;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/07/1856. See Jeremiah O'Brien.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/11/1854

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 73

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Date of document: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: John O'Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 256; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 03;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing £40 from the house of a Mrs Williams where she worked. Richard Galway also convicted. He was a private in the 1st Royals, then stationed in Tralee. Prisoners father had been a private in the 84th Regiment

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Rape and aiding; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100; Comments: See Anthony Flanagan

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 93

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Brien, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 06; Comments: Convicts parents reside in Bride Street, Dublin City.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 129

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1856

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a handkerchief and drawers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony rope; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 54

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 013; Comments: Convict detained on board Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 14 yrs, 12/09/1857; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, 105; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/10/1851

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 114

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/04/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Verdict insanity; Record reference code: TR 10, p 156

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Verdict insanity; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856 but died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/07/1856. See Patrick O'Brien.
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1855; Description of crime: Forgery of a promissory note; Sentence: Transportation life commuted P.S. 6 yrs, 17/05/1861;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 225;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork Depot, Co. Cork, 10/09/1855 and Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/09/1858. See also Honora Murphy.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 160;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/04/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Description of crime: Felony gowns and cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 66

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 014;
Comments: Convict who lived at Crolane in Co Limerick is the only support for his parents.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 103

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Not legible; Sentence: Verdict insanity;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 91

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 92;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/02/1852

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Simpson, Thomas;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 10/01/1867; Description of crime: Desertion and mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal Servitude life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 169;
Comments: Convict served in the 85th Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial in Dublin. He was sent from Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin to Millbrook Prison, London, 23/03/1867. Convicted of Fenianism, to be retained as supernumerary in the army

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 371

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 71 (F); Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 210

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 292

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of gold lace and wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95 (F)

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 371

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 241; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 26/02/1856

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 203

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 17/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, p 247

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 6, p 310

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;

Record reference code: TR 11, p 43 (F)

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 20/01/1848;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 235

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 224;

Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 116

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 17/05/1848 commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183; Comments: Convict discharged on return from Bermuda, 00/04/1855

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 17/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 175

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and ordered to be discharged 04/03/1851.
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74; Comments: See Michael, Brien TR 8, p 74

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153; Comments: Convict died at Ennis Government Gaol, Co. Clare, 08/05/1852

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: NANNO;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and killing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/09/1851

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods and grave assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs + transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/09/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/05/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE 28/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23

**Surname:** O'BRIEN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/08/1853

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony clothes and other articles; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 110

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 91;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/04/1856

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JEMMY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 20/07/1800; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 551;
Comments: Letter, Dublin, requesting that the convicts sentence be respited.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford Gaol; Description of crime: Being a captain in the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mother, Wife & 3 Children;
Record reference code: PPC 726;
Comments: Convict states his father was murdered during rebellion and resides at Folkesmill.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 03/11/1827; Sentence: Trans;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3342;
Comments: Petitioning to be removed to the Hulk in order to be transported at carbest opportunity. States his brother died after four days of illness as a result of convict's confinement: parents living.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kerry.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Limerick City.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1830; Date of document: 02/09/1830; Description of crime: Theft of shawls; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3523; Comments: Convict has a son; wife deceased. States he was a schoolmaster in one of the Hibernian Society Schools in Scarrig, Parish of Mynor, Co. Clare but was forced to resign as a result of a stroke which left him partly paralysed. Resides in Scarrig. Other defendant: Nancy Linard

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1830; Date of document: 02/09/1830; Description of crime: Theft of shawls; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3523; Comments: Convict has a son; wife deceased. States he was a schoolmaster in one of the Hibernian Society Schools in Scarrig, Parish of Mynor, Co Clare but was forced to resign as a result of a stroke which left him partly paralysed. Resides in Scarrig. Other defendant: Nancy Linard

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 12/04/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 O 1;
Comments: Convict resides in Liscahane, Parish of Kilfarboy, Barony of Ibrickan, Co Clare, and is the sole support of his widowed mother.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DENNIS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3907;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wexford gaol.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Kenedy;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 06;
Comments: Convict resides in Listowel, Co Kerry and is the sole support of his parents and four children.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Green St, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: 7 years trans;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc15

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of document: 10/04/1844; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc12;
Comments: Prisoner was formerly a member of 84th Foot Regiment. He asks that a certificate which he sent with a previous petition be returned to him.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 03/1847; Date of document: / /;
Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 O11;
Comments: Prisoner was native of the Parish of Kilmeedy, Co Limerick.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Francis;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 24/05/1867; Date of document: 06/06/1867;
Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death - commuted to penal servitude for life;
Name of petitioner: Matthew Minch; Relationship of petitioner: Chairman of Athy T C;
Record reference code: CRF 1867 Mc 19

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1848; Date of document: 04/07/1855;
Description of crime: Membership of Young Ireland Movement; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1855 010;
Comments: Convict was granted a pardon in March 1854, on condition that he did not return to the United Kingdom.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime:
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 011

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of document: 24/06/1847;
Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: List of prisoners families who have applied to and obtained the sanction of the Government Authorities to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Mary O'Brien.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Welsh, residing at Kilkady

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: MEDINA 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Johanna Hannigan, residing in the Parish of Magillighan.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife residing in Tralee, Co Kerry.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: FS 1840 1;
Comments: Petitioner requests permission to emigrate to Australia.

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/03/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103
Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; 
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; 
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: O'BRIEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: O'BRIENS; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Limerick; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: O'BRINE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 10/07/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude; 
Record reference code: TR 14, p 163; 
Comments: Convict served in the 59th Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial, Athlone. Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/09/1860 and Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/05/1861.

Surname: O'BRYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 3260; 
Comments: Convict is a native of Broadford, Co Kildare. Several character references. Petition endorsed; Their signatures not genuine; Petition received; 20 Nov 1827.
Surname: O'BRYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of document: 22/10/1835; 
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6; 
Comments: list of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife's name Johanna Hannigan

Surname: O'BRYAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 118 (F)

Surname: O'BRYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 23; 
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: O'BRYAN; First name: -;

Sex: U; Date of document: 1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; 
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found.

Surname: O'BRYEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 23; 
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: O'CALLAGHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 22; 
Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 26/06/1844

Surname: O'CARROLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of document: 10/08/1797; Name of petitioner: W O'Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle;
Record reference code: SPP 37; Comments: Convict was arrested with his brother, William. Both convicts served in the Limerick Militia. Several petitions praying that they may be brought to trial or admitted to bail.

**Surname:** O’CARROLL; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Date of document: 10/08/1797; Name of petitioner: W O’ Carroll; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle; Record reference code: SPP 37 Convict was arrested with his brother John

**Surname:** O’CONNELL; **First name:** CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

**Surname:** O’CONNELL; **First name:** DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

**Surname:** O’CONNELL; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

**Surname:** O’CONNELL; **First name:** DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

**Surname:** O’CONNELL; **First name:** DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** O’CONNOR; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'surprise', Cork; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: CA 1825; Description of crime: Robbery of a coat; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2708;
Comments: Convict was tried at the Summer Assizes in Waterford. States he has a wife and four children.

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of clothes; Sentence: Transp.for 7 years, commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 O 37;
Comments: Convict resides at No. 74 Marys Lane, Dublin City.

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Date of trial: 02/06/1831; Date of document: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Whiteboyism; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 O 45;
Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales. Convict reference file contains a letter (27 December 1835), from the convict, addressed: Neatsfield, Patrick's Plaines, Hunters River, where he is employed as a shepherd with a Mr. Dangan. Letter is addressed to Rev. James Martin, Kilmurry Glibe, Kilrush Knock, Co. Clare.

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath and assault the master; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 13

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Prison; Date of document: 15/09/1798;
Record reference code: SPP 251;
Comments: Prisoner seeks his liberation.

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others;
Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony shawl and boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 02; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/05/1848; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 251; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: MARY; Alias: Lenihan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing tobacco and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OR CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90
Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 10

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 291

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1831; Description of crime: LARCENY;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 08;
Comments: The convict is in New South Wales, Australia.

Surname: O'CONNOR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: O'CONNORS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 21

Surname: O'DAY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 12/03/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 99

Surname: O'DEA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ses comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: O'DEA; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 10 (F); Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/07/1849. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: O'DEA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/10/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 09; Comments: Convict is a widower and has 2 children Daniel and Margaret. Convict lived in the parish of Ballywilliam, Co Tipperary.

Surname: O'DEA; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

Surname: O'DEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856

Surname: O'DEA; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

Surname: O'DEA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61

Surname: O'DEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Anne O'Dea; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3830;
Comments: Petitioner is pregnant with their fifth child and resides in Limerick City. Petition not dated, circa 1828-33.

**Surname: O'DELL; First name: DANIEL;**

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 012

**Surname: O'DELL; First name: WILLIAM;**

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/12/1852

**Surname: O'DOUGHERTY; First name: KEVIN;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1848; Date of document: 04/07/1855; Description of crime: Membership of Young Ireland Movement; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1855 010; Comments: Convict was granted a pardon in March 1854, on condition that he did not return to the United Kingdom.

**Surname: O'DOHERTY; First name: KEVIN;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/11/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: J. Ennis and others; Relationship of petitioner: Residents of Dublin; Record reference code: TR 8, P 58; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 O 15; Comments: Prisoner resided in Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

**Surname: O'DOHERTY; First name: KEVIN;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/11/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

**Surname: O'DONEL; First name: EDWARD;**

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

**Surname: O'DONEL; First name: MARY;**

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/04/1851; Description of crime: Child stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 53 (F)

Surname: O'DONELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 32; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: O'DONNEL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administrating oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life.; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: ADMINISTRATING OATHS; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 14/11/1800; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3935; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given). States he was on parade with the Kilfinnan Corps in Kilfinnan, on the day the crime (not given) was committed and that he had returned directly home after the parade had been dismissed.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 24/09/1840; Description of crime: Possessing and attempting to utter a forged note; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1840 O 25; Comments: Convict reference file contains a petition from the convicts wife requesting that his sentence be commuted on that she may be permitted to emigrate to New South Wales to join him. States convict lived in Limerick City and was employed as a Plasterer before his conviction.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 W 10; Comments: Convict was convicted with Robert Walsh and Thoams Mathews for the same offence.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/05/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 O 8; Comments: Convict has a wife, Catherine, and five children who live in the Parish of Peakel and Tulla, Co. Clare.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 13/03/1846; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Attempting to pass a forged note; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary O'Donnell;
Record reference code: FS 1837 32

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 151

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: CON;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 104

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 134

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 13/03/1846; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 179

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1840; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 3, p 125; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 015; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/03/1855

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportatin 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1855

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Aggravated assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 37

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274
Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 28

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MARY; Alias: Browne;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 240

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/07/1857

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1843; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 113;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 26;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Feloniously cutting and damaging pair of bellows; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 74; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 04; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Convict has a daughter, Catherine and a wife who live in the Parish of Tearmena- mongar in Co Tyrone.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 7; Record reference code: TR 3, p 74; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 06; Comments: The convict has a wife, children.

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1843; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: O'DONNELL; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny, Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 11;
Comments: Convict died in Gaol, 01/03/1836. Everything struck through from Register.

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/06/1856; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 86; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/09/1856 at Philipstown Gaol, King’s County, at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/07/1859

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of box gloves; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 139

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 73

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: FELONIES COMMITTED DURING THE REBELLION; Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Attempting to pass a forged note; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 O 11; Comments: Convict resides in Limerick City with his wife.

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 28/03/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 06

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1846; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 O8

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of mutton; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1854 05

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 012

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: DENIS;
Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine King, residing at Castlebar.

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTLEY 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine Connell, residing at Clashmare.

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine King, residing in Castlebar.

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Leitrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836;
Surname: O’DONNELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years Transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: O’DONOHOE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/09/1856

Surname: O’DONOHUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Violent assault and riot; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 6 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109;
Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register. See John Madden.

Surname: O’DRISCOLL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; 
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: O’FLANAGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/09/1858

Surname: O’FLINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1789; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 785;
Comments: Prisoner was a wine and spirits dealer in Capel St, Dublin.

Surname: O’GARA; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 212
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Surname: O'GRADY; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: O'GRADY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 10/04/1850 commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 05;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: O'HAGAN; First name: NEALE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: O'HALLORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/11/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: O'HALLORAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: PPC 3831;
Comments: Page with convicts name; no other information.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Strokestown, Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 04/1831; Date of document: 30/11/1831; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3602;
Comments: Convict has a husband and children, no details. Refers to a former memorial which was submitted on her behalf.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: NEALE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 28/03/1831; Description of crime: ROBBERY; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Mara O'Hara; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3603;
Comments: Convict has four children.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 1832;
Description of crime: Shouting at excise officer; Name of petitioner: Convict, Lyons & M.O'Hara; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendants;
Record reference code: PPC 3683;
Comments: Convict was indicted with Michael Lyons and Michael O'Hara for the same offence. Affidavit in testimony to convicts innocence, dated, 20 November 1832.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 1832;
Description of crime: Shouting at excise officer; Name of petitioner: Convict, Lyons & R.O'Hara; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3683;
Comments: Convict was indicted with Michael Lyons and Roger O'Hara for the same offence. Affidavit to convicts innocence, dated, 20 November 1832.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: BRABAZON;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Date of document: 06/05/1803;
Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3952;
Comments: letter, Dublin Castle, ordering respite of the convicts sentence.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 46;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Martin, and Thomas Reynolds (no relation) for the same offence.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing shoes; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted 18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 O 18

Surname: O'HARA; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 46;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Patrick and Thomas Reynolds (no relation) for the same offence.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: Bryan;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 09/10/1798

Surname: O'HARA; First name: Anthony;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 03/1835; Date of document: 20/08/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Mary O'Hara; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 33

Surname: O'HARA; First name: Margaret;
Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 247; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 05

Surname: O'HARA; First name: Martha;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: O'HARA; First name: Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 262

Surname: O'HARA; First name: Mary;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen's County;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 190;
Comments: See Stenson, Mary

Surname: O'HARA; First name: Martin;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151
Surname: O'HARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/03/1844; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night and attacking houses; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152;
Comments: See Edward Tiernan, Peter Naughton and Thomas Tighe, TR 5, p 152

Surname: O'HARA; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

Surname: O'HARA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: O'HARA; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/00/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/05/1858

Surname: O'HARA; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 45 (F)

Surname: O'HARA; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Patterson, Thomas;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73

Surname: O'HARA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 26/03/1852; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 112
Surname: O'HARA; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 173;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: O'HARA; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 388

Surname: O'HARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 26/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 224;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: O'HARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 131;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: O'HARA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 010

Surname: O'HARA; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 66; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of document: 29/06/1800; Description of crime: Possessing blank paper for forging notes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 545;
Comments: Convicts husband is the principle forgerer in Ireland. Convict resides with one daughter in Dublin City.

Surname: O'HARA; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of document: 30/05/1825; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4185;
Comments: Convict refers to a former petition which he had submitted in Feb 1825. States he resides at Shanes Castle, Co Antrim.

Surname: O‘HARA; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Ballymena, County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/03/1837; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 6 months in a house of correction;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: O‘HARA; First name: JAMES; Alias: James Short/ Pat Short;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 21/06/1843; Date of document: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: T 10; Name of petitioner: James O‘Hara; Relationship of petitioner: Grandfather;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 08

Surname: O‘HARA; First name: BRENDA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: O‘HARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens Land; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 06/05/1845; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Thomas Dillon;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 10

Surname: O‘HARE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dundalk; Date of trial: 04/03/1820; Date of document: 19/04/1820; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1536;
Comments: Convict is a widow with two daughters, Living at Balbriggan.

Surname: O‘HARE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/08/1798; Description of crime: Inciting rebellion; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 252;
Comments: Petitioner is a tallow chandler; stands convicted of inciting people to take the town of Dundalk in Co. Louth; prays to have his sentence of death commuted to one of transportation.

Surname: O'HARE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 LIST 4;
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the Convict Penitentiary House at Cork and waiting a passage to New South Wales. Convicts sons, Edward and James.

Surname: O'HARE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 38;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine O'Hare requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: O'HARE; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife's name Jane O'Hare

Surname: O'HARE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/09/1835; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 3;
Comments: Wife Nancy Fitzpatrick and 5 children, recommended for a free passaeg to New South Wales

Surname: O'HARE; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/09/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 11;
Comments: Convicts wife, Ann O'Hare, requests a free passage to New South Wales. Her address is given as care of Mr Mark Mc Cartan, Castlewellan, Co Down.

Surname: O'HARE; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 05/10/1834;
Record reference code: FS 1834 1;
Comments: Convicts wife and eight children granted a free passaeg to New South Wales, wife's name, Jane O'Hara
Surname: O'HARE; First name: JAMES; Alias: Short;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/06/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: O'HARE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: O'HARE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 23/07/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: 7 years trans; 
Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 30; 
Comments: Convicted with John Brady (CRF 1842 B 30 ) and others.

Surname: O'HARE; First name: -;

Sex: U; Date of document: 28/01/1836; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3; 
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, Daniel and James.

Surname: O'HARE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1823;  
Record reference code: FS 1831 1; 
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Nancy Fitzpatrick, residing in Parish of Kilkoo

Surname: O'HARE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1824;  
Record reference code: FS 1828 2; 
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Nancy O'Hare residing at Kilcoo, Co. Down.

Surname: O'HARO; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 96; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1857

Surname: O’HARRA; First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: O’HEAR; First name: MARY;

Surname: O’HEAR; First name: BERNARD;

Surname: O’HEAR; First name: DANIEL;

Surname: O’HEAR; First name: MARY;

Surname: O’HEAR; First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: O’HEAR; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: O’HEARN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 55

Surname: O’HEIR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Judith Kennedy, residing at Kinreagh.

Surname: O’HERON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1839; Sentence: Trans 10 Years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 016;
Comments: Convict has a wife and child.

Surname: O’KEEFE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath & assaulting master; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 13

Surname: O’KEEFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

Surname: O’KEEFE; First name: HERCULES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: O’KEEFE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: O'KEEFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 20

Surname: O'KEEFFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Limerick City; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 108

Surname: O'KEEFFE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 163

Surname: O'LAUGHLIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: O'LAUGHLIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

Surname: OLDEN; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168

Surname: O'LEARY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 45 (F)

Surname: O'LEARY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

Surname: O'LEARY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 19; Comments: For another possible interpretation of the name see Olvany

Surname: OLIVER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: O'LOGHLIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/12/1855

Surname: O'LOUGHLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Having forged banknote in possession; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 243; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: COLEMAN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing ewe with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing and stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/12/1855

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 21; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/05/1852

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: ROSS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/02/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 18

Surname: O'LOUGHLIN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 164

Surname: OLVANY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: OLVANY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: O'LYNN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: O'MALEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/01/1858

Surname: O'MALEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: O'MALLEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 30/06/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 O 12; Comments: Convicts mother, Mary, father, eight brothers and sisters depend on his support.

Surname: O'MALLEY; First name: AGNES;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 02/01/1846; Date of document: 09/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 320; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 O 11

Surname: O'MALLEY; First name: AGNES;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 320

Surname: O'MALLEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 30/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Surname: O'MALLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/04/1845; Date of document: 17/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 2 mths imprt; Name of petitioner: Edward O'Malley; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 5, p 78; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 04; Comments: Petitioners address given as MountBellew Bridge.

Surname: O'MARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 122; Comments: Other defendant: James Dunne.

Surname: O'MARA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/08/1842; Description of crime: Stealing bankers notes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 O 17

Surname: O'MARA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death recorded; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: O'MARA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 02

Surname: O'MEARA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: See comments; Date of document: 25/09/1798; Description of crime: See comment; Sentence: 400 lashes and transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 92; Comments: Convict was convicted on the Prison ship Mary at the Cove of Cork, and was accused of endeavouring, to procure arms for Daniel Sullivan to shoot Ralph Smyth. Convict reside in Parish of Loorha, Co. Tipperary. Several character references including Magistrates for Tipperary

Surname: O'MEARA; First name: PHILIPP;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: O'NEAL; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 1

Surname: O'NEAL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 93

Surname: O'NEAL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: O'NEAL; First name: SARAH ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313
Surname: O'NEAL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 23 Feb 1799.

Surname: O'NEAL; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 02/04/1825; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Record reference code: PPC 2709; Comments: Affidavit four inhabitants of Cavan and a char. ref. from the Minister and Church wardens of Ballintemple, Co. Cavan. Convict resides in the town of Ballinagh, Co. Cavan. Convicts brother Thomas was charged for the same offense.

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 02/04/1825; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Record reference code: PPC 2709; Comments: Affidavit from inhabitants of Cavan and a char. ref. from the Minister and church wardens of Ballintemple, Co. Cavan. Convict resides at Coraween, Co.Cavan Convicts brother Patrick was charged for the same offense.

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 1827; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3190; Comments: Refers to a former memorial which had been submitted on his behalf and signed by several gentlemen and magistrates of Co Clare. States the murder occured during a riot at Kilofin, Co Clare. Petition received 12 Sept 1827.

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 O 30;
Comments: Convicts father, Patrick, at No. 45 Dolphins Barn Lane, Dublin and is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219 (A)

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 168; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 99; Comments: Convict report no. 0.4

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: O'NEIL; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 165;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: O’NEIL; First name: PHELIX;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 01/08/1800; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Name of petitioner: Convict, E Armstrong;
Record reference code: PPC 546;
Comments: Convict has 5 children, is a farmer and weaver by trade and resides at Clontebret Parish, Co Monaghan. Character reference signed by the Parish Priest and inhabitants of Clontebert, Co Monaghan.

Surname: O’NEIL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Uttering a forged Bank Note; Sentence: Trans 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3832;
Comments: Convict is a native of Queens Co where his father and family still reside. Petition not dated, circa 1814-19.

Surname: O’NEIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Embezzling money; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 O 17;
Comments: Convict resides in Warrington Place, Dublin and was employed as a letter carrier in the Post Office in Dublin.

Surname: O’NEIL; First name: GREGORY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 O 22;
Comments: Convict is a native of Co Carlow and has a wife and three children together with three other children from a former marriage.

Surname: O’NEIL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: O’NEIL; First name: CHARLIE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/1819; Date of document: 1820; Sentence: Transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1535; Comments: Convict is weak from old age and suffers from a fractured leg.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 19/12/1822; Date of document: 11/07/1822; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1759; Comments: Convicts father is deceased, lives with his mother and two sisters.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1846; Description of crime: Demanding money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years, commuted to 2 years; Record reference code: TR 6, P 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 O 8

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of document: 30/12/1816; Description of crime: Possessing forged bank notes; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 4078; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and two others) be granted a free pardon; Endorsed: 'The three prisoners recommended not to be embarked but not to be discharged until further orders'.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny (having stolen arms); Sentence: Trans.for 7 years, commuted 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1842 O 2; Comments: Convict is the only support of a widowed mother. Convict lives in the Parish of Donoughmore, Co. Down.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Surname: O’NEILL; First name: STEPHAN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 O 5

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep killing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 O 5

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Transport ship at Cobh; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Name of ship: THE LIVELY TENDER; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 391; Comments: Ship destined for Botany Bay

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 02/08/1797; Description of crime: Sedition; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 38; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he is the principal of an Academy in Belfast, Co. Antrim

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: CORMAC;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 56

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 74; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 O5; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork File missing.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES; Alias: O'Neill, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94; Comments: See O'Neill Thomas, TR 4, p 94

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JAMES; Alias: Neill, James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 195

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN; Alias: Cooke;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 282; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/05/1853

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and quilt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: STEALING A SHIRT AND QUILT; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Comments: See also Hewitt, Thomas and Large, James (ibid)

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 51

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Abduction of Honora Cleary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1844; Description of crime: Obtaining property under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Found guilty of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 150

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 118

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 156
Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1846; Description of crime: Demanding money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 109; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Escaping from prison being a transportee convict; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 132; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1857

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: LANCE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 269

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: ARCHIBALD; Alias: McNeill, Archibald;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 035; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: O’NEILL; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 108

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 61;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 (F)

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 282

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Several larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth impt and transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 19
Surname: O’NEILL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1844; Date of document: 22/04/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 05;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 99;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/07/1854

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: EDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 242;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony of gold watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: O’NEILL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 07

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: O'NEILL; First name: FRANCIS;  
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 010;  
Comments: Convict has seven children. States his wife has died since his confinement.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MARGARET;  
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 53 (F)

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MARY;  
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 282

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MARY; Alias: McPheison;  
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 13, p 186;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MARY;  
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 13, p 208;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/06/1858

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;  
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 282

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;  
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 10/04/1849; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 105;
Comments: Respite until 17/04/1849, commuted to transportation for life 14/04/1849. Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/07/1858.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death recorded; Record reference code: TR 1, p 13

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Obtaining army subsistence pretending desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 11

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/01/1846; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to maim; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 213

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104
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Surname: O'NEILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 01/10/1859; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 161;
Comments: Convict served in the 7th Foot Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial. Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/01/1860 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/09/1860.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 298;
Comments: See Quirk, Peggy TR 10, p 298 McGrath, Peggy TR 10, p 298

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 110

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 80 (F)

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5 (F)

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 153;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Convict died 24/01/1849.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 214;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/02/1853
Surname: O'NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1842; Description of crime: Felon of trousers and coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth impt and transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 043

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 153;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Convict died 18/03/1849.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: THOMAS; Alias: O'Neill, James;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny and breaking out of Bridewell; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: REV PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: GENEVA BARRACKS, WFORD; Date of document: 07/03/1800; Description of crime: Assessory to a murder; Sentence: Transportation and 500 lashes; Name of petitioner: Theobald Mckenna;
Record reference code: PPC 549;
Comments: Convict is a Roman Catholic Priest and resides at Ballymacoda, Youghal. Included are letters from petitioner in connection with the case and one states the transport for Botany Bay has already left. (16 May; 16 July 1800)

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 12/04/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 O 3;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Patrick, for the same offence. Both convicts are farmers and reside in Ballyhawkish, Co Limerick.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 12/04/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 O 3; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Owen, for the same offence. Both convict are farmers and reside in Ballyhawkish, Co Limerick.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen coat; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a 1lb weight; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: HANS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 year trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 012

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick and Kilmainham; Date of document: 14/03/1844; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self & Ellen O'Neill; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1844 02

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: SARAH ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Omagh; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Date of document: 26/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 011;
Comments: Prisoners mother Margaret O'Neill, was also convicted and was sentenced to six months imprisonment.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicet the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary O'Neill, residing in Irishtown, Athlone.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicet the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Johanna O' Neill, residing in Tralee, Co Kerry.

Surname: O'NEILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 06/03/1840; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: FS 1840 11; Comments: Convicts parents, Cornelius and Mary O'Neill, residing at 39 Bishop St, request a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: O'NEILLE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116; Comments: Convict returned and order for discharge issued, 08/10/1855

Surname: O'NEILLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 18/03/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: O'NEILS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fernamagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216
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Surname: ONIONS; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 268

Surname: O'PLEUR; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ORAM; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: O'REGAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1844; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 115

Surname: O'REILLY; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Leitrim; Date of trial: 14/07/1846; Description of crime: Writing a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Susan O'Reilly & Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 O 10;
Comments: Jury failed to reach a decision at first trial. At second trial, prisoner was found guilty, but a legal point was raised and he remained in prison until judges reached a decision on this.

Surname: O'REILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 342;
Comments: Prisoner is willing to go to America provided passage is paid and is allowed time to prepare.

Surname: O'REILLY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 52;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** O’REILLY; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/02/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

**Surname:** O’REILLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 86

**Surname:** O’REILLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Date of trial: 30/06/1866; Sentence: Penal Servitude 20 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 168;
Comments: Convict served in the 10th Huzzars Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial. Convict was sent from Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin to Pentonville Gaol, London, 04/09/1866 and convicted of fenianism. Convict sent from England to Western Australia, 00/10/1867

**Surname:** O’REILLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 6

**Surname:** O’REILLY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/11/1839; Description of crime: Felony shawl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

**Surname:** O’REILLY; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Publishing and circulating a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 126;

**Surname:** O’REILLY; **First name:** ROBERT ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Surname: O'REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Publishing and circulating a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: ORFORD; First name: WILLIAMW;

Sex: M; Age: 10; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of shirt; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 O 46; Comments: Convicts widowed mother Elizabeth, resides at No. 47 Mabbott Street, Dublin City and is dependant on her sons support.

Surname: ORGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: ORME; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: ORME; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

Surname: ORMOND; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 19/06/1857; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 167; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/08/1857 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/04/1858

Surname: ORMSBY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 272

Surname: ORMSBY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: ORNAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: ORPEN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 05/10/1824; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 2453; Comments: Letter, Tralee, Co Kerry, from the convicts prosecuton stating that the convict is a dangerous man and should not be held back from transportation.

Surname: ORR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 02/03/1831; Description of crime: Assaulting and inflicting a lethal wound; Record reference code: PPC 3604; Comments: Letter Govenor of Londonderry gaol, stating that the convict, a soldier in the Royal Sappers and Miners, is confined in the gaol and will be tried on 2 April 1831

Surname: ORR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Date of document: 12/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, P 240; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 O 8

Surname: ORR; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: ORR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/09/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 07; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: ORR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 240

Surname: ORR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 8;
Comments: See Stewart Thomas, TR 9, p 8

Surname: ORR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/03/1851

Surname: ORR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1805; Description of crime: Taking up arms; Sentence: Transportation to Botany Bay; Name of ship: FRIENDSHIP, 1799; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Orr; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1140;
Comments: Petitioner resides in the Parish of Antrim, Co Antrim. Convict was transported to Botany Bay in 1799 and was granted his freedom by the Governor of Port Jackson on the grounds of good behaviour. States convict is a matchmaker by profession

Surname: ORR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/08/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 786

Surname: OSBORNE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 26/01/1821; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Theft of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1758;
Comments: Convicts father, Samuel an officer in the army, was killed in action. His mother, Sarah has received a pension ever since.

**Surname:** OSBORNE; **First name:** MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

**Surname:** OSBORNE; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY 00/07/1849; Record reference code: TR 6, p 273

**Surname:** OSBORNE; **First name:** THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/01/1854

**Surname:** OSBOURNE; **First name:** ANNE;
Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232; Comments: See Mullen Anne, TR 4, p 232

**Surname:** OSBOURNE; **First name:** SAMUEL; Alias: Campbell;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/06/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

**Surname:** OSBURN; **First name:** ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 03/1830; Date of document: 18/02/1831; Description of crime: Theft of yarn; Sentence: transportation 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3605; Comments: Convict states she stole the yarn from the Dartley Mills where she had been employed. Mother is living.

**Surname:** O'SHEA; **First name:** P;
Sex: U; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: / /;
Surname: O'SHEA; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: O'SHEA; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 262

Surname: O'SHEA; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

Surname: O'SHEA; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 45 (F)

Surname: O'SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: O'SHEA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 6 mths hard labour; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict Ref. File: Mc3, 1836

Surname: O'SHEA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: O'SULLIVAN; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Kerry; Date of document: 15/09/1827; Sentence: Death, commuted to trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and J Mc Carthy; Relationship of petitioner: Other convict; Record reference code: PPC 3192; Comments: Petitioning for permission to take his eldest son, aged 9 years with him. States he has a wife and two younger children. John Mc Carthy petitioning on his own behalf.

Surname: O'SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 24/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 207; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: O'SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 18/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 175

Surname: O'SULLIVAN; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Date of document: 17/04/1844; Description of crime: Robbery of Post Office; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 05; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 26/06/1844 Prisoner had been postmaster at Castletown, Berehaven.

Surname: O'SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 S 14

Surname: OTWAY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 06/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 65; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: OVEREND; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 04; Comments: Convict is a native of Portadown, Co Armagh. Convicts father had a Baking establishment in Portadown.

Surname: OWEN; First name: MARY; Alias: Farmer;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: OWEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARINER 1827; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Carey, residing at Ballimore, near Dublin.

Surname: OWENS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/03/1817; Record reference code: PPC 1414; Comments: Letter from the convict offering to give information, in return for a full pardon, about a gang of robbers operating in Dublin.

Surname: OWENS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 14/08/1827; Date of document: 09/1827; Description of crime: Felony of reticule with money; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Catherine Owens; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3207; Comments: Convict is an only child and the sole support of his parents. States he is a Locksmith by trade. Petitioner resides at No 14 South Earl Street, Dublin. Second petition dated 19 Nov 1827.

Surname: OWENS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Date of document: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs - Com.2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 O 2
Surname: OWENS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: OWENS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: OWENS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 232; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 024

Surname: OWENS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: OWENS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199

Surname: OWENS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: OWENS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

Surname: OWENS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: OWENS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 66

Surname: OWENS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 4

Surname: OWENS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/01/1840; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: OWENS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/08/1847; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 54

Surname: OWENS; First name: PAUL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 141

Surname: OWENS; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 75

Surname: OWENS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Receiving and having in possession stolen pistol; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

Surname: OWENS; First name: U;
Sex: U; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of document: 17/03/1828; Description of crime: Theft of watch; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Bryan Owens; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3453; Comments: Petitioner has a small family (no details given); wife deceased. Several signatures from inhabitants of Co. Cavan in verification to the petition.

Surname: OWENS; First name: -;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of document: 17/03/1828; Description of crime: Theft of a watch; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Bryan Owen; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3453; Comments: Petitioner has a small family (no details given); wife deceased. Several signatures from inhabitants of Co Cavan is verification to the petition.

Surname: OWENS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Hulk EssexKingstown; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: Felony of a reticule; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Owens; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3833; Comments: Convict is a Locksmith by trade and the sole support of his parents. Petitioner refers to a former petition which she had submitted on her sons behalf in the month of September last. States she resides at No 14, South Earl Street, Dublin Petition not dated, circa (1828) c/r See PPC 3207

Surname: OWENS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: OXFORD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1837; Description of crime: Felony of shirts and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: PACEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 10/07/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 11; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 P 29; Comments: Convict was transported in 1839. Convict has a wife and family.
Surname: PACKENHAM; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: PADNAIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: PAFSMORE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Riot of malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;

Surname: PAGE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into an outhouse and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: PAGET; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: PAIR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 06/01/1848;

Surname: PAIRTRADGEST; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: PAISLEY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 166; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 P8;
Comments: Convict is a Labourer by trade and in Fivemiletown, Co Tyrone. Convict ref file contains a petition from the convicts widow mother Jane, of Maguiresbridge, Co Fermanagh, on her sons behalf, stating that he is the eldest in the family.

Surname: PALLAID; First name: TNO (?);

Sex: U; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: PALLAS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: PALLISAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 21 Jan 1835.

Surname: PALLISER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/04/1804; Description of crime: Suspected of desertion;
Record reference code: PPC 1059;
Comments: Major J Knox, Sligo Militia, reports from Kildare on the convicts arrest. Included a detailed physical description of the convict. States convict is a farmer and comes from Eyton, Yorkshire, England.

Surname: PALMER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1821; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1586;
Comments: Convict has been in prison three years and was held back from transportation on account of ill health. Husband deceased, mother of three children. Prays mitigation of sentence to confinement. Endorsed this appears appropriate case for the penitentiary
Surname: PALMER; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: John and Esther tender; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Bridget Palmer; Relationship of petitioner: Daughter;
Record reference code: SPP 253

Surname: PALMER; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/08/1798;
Record reference code: SPP 253 A;
Comments: James Riddall of Cornmarket and Michael Doyle of Newross are proposed as Bondsmen for prisoner.

Surname: PALMER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: PALMER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/01/1857; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 18;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/02/1857 at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 12/11/1857 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/07/1859

Surname: PALMER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: PALMER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/07/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: PALMER; First name: WILLIAM GEO;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 15/10/1852; Date of document: 23/12/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Name of petitioner: Henry Palmer; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 P 8;

Surname: PALMER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 1; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/06/1855

Surname: PALMER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick Co; Date of document: 07/08/1824; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Trans for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2454; Comments: Convict has a wife and six children and is a native of Co Limerick.

Surname: PALMER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise cove; Date of trial: 07/1824; Date of document: 06/04/1825; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Trans 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4158; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.

Surname: PALMER; First name: JOFFREY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 14/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 787; Comments: Prisoner resided in Co Kilkenny.

Surname: PAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: PANTRADGE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 P9; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 22/07/1836 Convicts wife Mary resides in Clogher near Hillsborough Co Down with their 3 children. Other defendant; Samuel Carrothers.
Surname: PAPER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38;
Comments: See Power William, TR 8, p 38 Pope William, TR 8, p 38

Surname: PARDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 124;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: PARK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Felonious cutting and wounding; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 P 19

Surname: PARK; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 3

Surname: PARK; First name: STEWART;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: PARKE; First name: STEWART;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen basket; Sentence: 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: PARKER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: PARKER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF1845 misc2

Surname: PARKER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: PARKER; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 103;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: PARKER; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/10/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 200;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/08/1857

Surname: PARKER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: PARKER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1857; Description of crime: Stealing watches in dwelling house value; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted Penal Servitude 10;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 46;

Surname: PARKER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/12/1841; Description of crime: Sacrilige; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: PARKER; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 9

Surname: PARKER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1878;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: PARKER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 17/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 46

Surname: PARKER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/10/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 104

Surname: PARKER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co W-Meath; Description of crime: Rape; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2130;
Comments: Convict resides at Rathowne, Co Westmeath. States he served many years in the army. Petition received 3 November 1823.

Surname: PARKER; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 26/07/1823; Name of petitioner: Convict and 7 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2209;
Comments: Convict and 7 others convicted for different crimes petitioning to be sent off to one of the Colonies. All convicts are from Co Clare. Petition received 30 Nov 1824.

Surname: PARKER; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a reticule; Sentence: 12 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

**Surname:** PARKES; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Date of trial: 1820; Date of document: 05/12/1820; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen bundle; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4121;
Comments: Convict is married with six children and resides in Donaghanie, Omagh Co Tyrone.

**Surname:** PARKINSON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1836; Description of crime: Stealing table cover; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 67;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 10/08/1836

**Surname:** PARKS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

**Surname:** PARKS; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 11;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** PARKS; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief and cap; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

**Surname:** PARKS; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: PARLAND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 171

Surname: PARNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 18/07/1834; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 P 13; Comments: Convict was transported to Van Diemers Land. Convicts widowed mother Mary, res- ides with her five children in the Parish of Roscomroe, kings County.

Surname: PARR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 165

Surname: PARR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199; Comments: Convict died at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/01/1848

Surname: PARR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 03/1847; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 2

Surname: PARR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Date of document: 05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 N 8

Surname: PARSONS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 17/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218

Surname: PASLEY; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Geeson, George;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 62

Surname: PASS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: PATRICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/04/1800; Record reference code: PPC 559; Comments: Convict is a doctor by profession and resides at Ballymena Co Antrim. Letter from J Duffus to T Crowe asking him to intervene on behalf of convict who was arrested on no charge and whose life was in danger from the Rebels for dressing the wounded Loyalist at the fight at Ballymena

Surname: PATTEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 10/12/1804; Description of crime: Treasonable practices 23/07/1803; Name of petitioner: Convict, Margaret Patten; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1061

Surname: PATTEN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1809; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing a £100 note; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour and on account of her age and ill health.

Surname: PATTEN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248
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Surname: PATTEN; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Accessory before the fact to a felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 P 9; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/08/1852. See Convict Ref. 2174

Surname: PATTEN; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick on Shannon; Date of trial: 10/03/1824; Description of crime: Theft of £3; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2455; Comments: Convict has a wife and family, no details given. States he served in the Army and Navy. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion 23/07/1803; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1062; Comments: Convict is a butcher by trade and resides in Naas, Co. Kildare. States he has a wife and four children.

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: DAVIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Hulk'earl of essex'; Date of document: 24/10/1825; Description of crime: Riding a stolen horse; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2710; Comments: Convict was arrested in Ballyaghey, Co. Derry.

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan assizes; Place of imprisonment: On board the lively; Date of document: 19/10/1798; Description of crime: Being a sworn united Irishman and robber; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 309; Comments: A native of Co. Monaghan.

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3
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Surname: PATTERSON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 204

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a duck; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 285

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Demanding money with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 P 9; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/12/1853

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: THOMAS; Alias: O'Hara, Thomas;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 73

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Forging and uttering a primissory note; Sentence: Transportation life or impt 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena.

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 21

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of trial: 1838; Sentence: Trans life, commuted trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 P 5; Comments: Convict is a Weaver by trade and resides in the Parish of Magheradreol, Co Down.

Surname: PATTERSON; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Name of ship: JOHN BULL, 1821; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Daughter residing with Thomas Mc Gowan, Rookery, Ballymacarraty, Belfast.

Surname: PATTISAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: PATTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of document: 29/03/1820; Description of crime: Stealing a silk handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1538

Surname: PATTON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 202
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Surname: PATTON; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: PATTON; First name: MATT; Alias: Staunton, Charles;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: PATTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of document: 08/09/1800; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 554;
Comments: Prays liberty to transport himself to America.

Surname: PAUL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Having in his possession stolen carpenters tools; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 114;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/03/1837

Surname: PAWTRADGE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: PAYNE; First name: JOHN JR;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary, felony money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 56;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: PAYNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/02/1856; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 43; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/03/1856 at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 15/12/1856 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/04/1858.

Surname: PAYNE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of pistols; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: PAYNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: See Kane William, TR 10, p 84

Surname: PAYNE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cork; Date of document: 19/08/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2131; Comments: Convict was convicted for being absent from his house at night. States he has a wife and five children.

Surname: PAYNE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: PAYTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 140; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: PAYTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 D 51

Surname: PEACOCKE; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 77 (F)

Surname: PEADON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/08/1841; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

Surname: PEAKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 279; Comments: See Farmer Margaret, TR 3, p 279 Peake Margaret, TR 3, p 279

Surname: PEAKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: PEARCE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 18; Comments: Probably convicted with 3 others

Surname: PEARL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 71

Surname: PEARSAN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: PEARSE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans; Record reference code: CRF 1838 P 32
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Surname: PEARSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 30/08/1837; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Barbara Pearson; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 34

Surname: PEARSON; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10

Surname: PEARSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth impt and transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 P37

Surname: PEATON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: CANADA 1815; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Kennedy, residing at Blue Ball Inn, Killoughy, near Tullamore

Surname: PEDLER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 47; Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/01/1851

Surname: PEEBLES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Sacrilege and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: PEGGS; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1837; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 P 34;
Comments: Convicts father, Thomas, had served in the Navy and died in Jamaica in 1822.

Surname: PEILE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 271

Surname: PELAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: PEMBATON; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 166

Surname: PEMBERTON; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRf 1839 Misc31;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co. Tyrone.

Surname: PEMBROKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 39 (F)

Surname: PEMBROKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: PEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: PENDER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork penitentiary; Date of document: 04/09/1822; Description of crime: Robbery of £13.5s; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1764; Comments: Mother living

Surname: PENDER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony in the dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213

Surname: PENDER; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/11/1854

Surname: PENDER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 12/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 150

Surname: PENDER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 198

Surname: PENDER; First name: MATGE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 08/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: PENDER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: PENDERGASS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 165; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: PENDERGAST; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Accessory to burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk

Surname: PENDERGAST; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84

Surname: PENDERGAST; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277; Comments: See Baird Sarah, TR 7, p 277

Surname: PENDERGAST; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: PENDERGAST; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: PENDERGAST; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136

Surname: PENDERGRASS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: PENNEFATHER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1832; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67 (F)

Surname: PENNEFATHER; First name: MARY A;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/07/1854; Description of crime: Larcen after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 233; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1863

Surname: PENNER; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/01/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 30; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Penner, residing near Cahir, Co Tipperary, was offered a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: PENNINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 15/05/1824; Description of crime: Pick Pocketing; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Ann Pennington; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2456; Comments: Convict is on his way to Cork to embark for Botany Bay. Petitioner resides in Belfast, Co Antrim and Co Down. Several character references including vicar of Glenarey with whom the convict had served for 2 years. Petitioner states she lost 2 sons in the Peninsular War under the command of the Duke of Wellington

Surname: PENNINGTON; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Description of crime: Pickpocketing 10s; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Ann Pennington; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3834; Comments: Petitioner states she is a widow and dependant on the convicts support, having lost two sons in the Pennisular War. Crime was committed at the Fair of Ballin. Petition signed by the Vicar of Down and Connor. No date, circa 1821-28.

Surname: PENNY; First name: JOSHUA;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Prison; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prte 62nd Regiment.

Surname: PENNY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 30/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 82nd regiment.

Surname: PENNY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 82nd Regiment.

Surname: PENROY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 11/11/1808; Description of crime: Stealing a large quantity of muslin and calico; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3976; Comments: Letter from a member of the commission before whom the convict was tried recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Other defendants: John Coffey and Christopher Hickey.

Surname: PENTLETON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: PEPPARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/07/1852

Surname: PEPPARD; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Limerick City.

Surname: PEPPER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: PEPPER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: PEPPER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: PEPPER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1837; Description of crime: Felony shirts and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: PEPPER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep and subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/02/1853

Surname: PEPPER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Attempted fraud; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3835;
Comments: Convict has a wife (pregnant) and three sons. States his family (who had lived in Co Wexford) were murdered by the Rebels in 1798 in the Parish of Ferns for their loyalty to the Sovereign. Two petitions not dated, circa 1801-06.

Surname: PERCY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1854; Description of crime: Rape on Ellen Jones; Sentence: Transportation life commuted Penal Servitude 10yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 120

Surname: PERCY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 06/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 40

Surname: PERKINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: PERKINS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 185;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: PERKINS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 M 43;
Comments: Convict was convicted with John Murphy.

Surname: PERKINS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: PEROSE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: PERRIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 7 (F)

Surname: PERRY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of document: 02/07/1816; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: PPC 1386; Comments: Letter stating that the convict has been identified as the soldier responsible for the murder.

Surname: PERRY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: PERRY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 62

Surname: PERRY; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Description of crime: Stealing watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 247

Surname: PERRY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 21/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony money and coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: PERRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 13/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from barrack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 40; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: PERRY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 11

Surname: PERTTER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: PETER; First name: HOEY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 03/06/1842; Description of crime: Being armed illegally; Sentence: Fine; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 38

Surname: PETER; First name: HARTE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 21/05/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Fine; Record reference code: CRF 1842 H 37; Comments: Convict has a large family.

Surname: PETERS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: PETERS; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felonious assault and shooting; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 P65; Comments: Convict Report No. C 248

Surname: PETERS; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: shooting with intent to kill; Sentence: Death commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 248; Comments: Other defendant; Thomas Collins.

Surname: PETIT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 161; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856

Surname: PETIT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/07/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

Surname: PETIT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

Surname: PETIT; First name: CATHERINE AND CHILD;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony muslin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: PETIT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Dublin; Date of document: 23/06/1847; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 5; Comments: Prisoner died, 21 June 1847.

Surname: PETRE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Record reference code: SPP 254; Comments: Occupation - Minature Painter.

Surname: PETTIT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/04/1847; Description of crime: sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 146;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/06/1847

Surname: PETTY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 17/04/1827; Description of crime: Robbery of 30s; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPc 3315;
Comments: Convict has a wife and children, no details given. States the prosecutor, John Horan is his brother in law.

Surname: PETTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 57;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/01/1858

Surname: PETTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/07/1852; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 57;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 26/09/1855

Surname: PEYTON; First name: JOE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 173;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: PEYTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 128;
Comments: Convict died at County Gaol, 05/05/1850. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: PEYTON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1858

Surname: PHEALAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/03/1844; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: PHELAN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of document: 1816; Description of crime: Burglary; Record reference code: PPC 1362; Comments: Document is a Bill of Indictment.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co.; Date of document: 31/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3699; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Queens Co. Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 P 2; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Michael, for the same offence. Convicts mother Judith (a widow) resides in Knockballymaher, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 P 2; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John, for the same offence. Convicts mother Judith (a widow) resides in Knockballymaher, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: CANICE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2
Surname: PHELAN; First name: CANICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 64 (F)

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 250

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 339

Surname: PHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 84
Surname: PHELAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: PHELAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1845; Description of crime: Pig Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 95

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing heifer calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 123

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing heifer calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 123

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Whelan, Thomas;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/01/1858

Surname: PHELAN; First name: CAMICE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 96

Surname: PHELAN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Rafter;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 196;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/01/1856

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 84

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 148; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 P45;
Comments: Convict resides in Co Tipperary with his wife and child and is the sole support of his parents.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M;
Surname: PHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153;
Comments: See Whelan, Jeremiah

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 83;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/07/1854

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle killing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE 04/02/1848;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 111

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 155;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after her confinement in city; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after her confinement in city; Record reference code: TR 7, p 224; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 6 others; Record reference code: PPC 2270; Comments: Convict was convicted with 6 others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co Tipperary.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and six others; Record reference code: PPC 2270; Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 D 66; Comments: Convict was convicted with Thomas and Patrick Dunne for the same offense. See also CRF 1838 D 68.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/10/1843; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20; Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.

Surname: PHELAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: PHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: City Dublin; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 P 10

Surname: PHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: PHELANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: PHELANS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 250

Surname: PHIBBIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: PHICK; First name: THADY;
Surname: PHILBEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Tl; Record reference code: TR1 p173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 P3; Comments: Convict resides in Cloonliffen, Parish of Ballinrobe, Co Mayo.

Surname: PHILBIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1837 O 41; Comments: Convict resides in Cloonenagh, Ballinrobe, Co. Mayo. James Philbin (possibly convict's brother) was convicted for the same crime and sentence to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: PHILBIN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151

Surname: PHILBIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: PHILBIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 215; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: PHILBIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152
Surname: PHILIMORE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 21/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Edward Bayly;
Record reference code: SPP 389

Surname: PHILIPS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 21/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Edward Bayly;
Record reference code: SPP 389

Surname: PHILIPS; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/07/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856

Surname: PHILIPS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 45

Surname: PHILIPS; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 23 (F)

Surname: PHILIPS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1857

Surname: PHILIPS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 69
Surname: PHILIPS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Stealing horses; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: PHILIPS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Flood John;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Name of ship: HOUGOUMONT; Record reference code: FP 427; Comments: Prisoner was born in Dublin, and resided on the Isle of Man.

Surname: PHILIPS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/07/1799; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: William Philips; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 788; Comments: Petitioner resided in Bangor, Co Down. Prisoner was a Surgeon.

Surname: PHILLIPS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: PHILLIPS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: PHILLIPS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Description of crime: Theft of wearing apparel; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3869; Comments: Convict is a Soldier in the 51th Regiment of Foot. Petition not dated. (Petition torn in half, only half remains).

Surname: PHILLIPS; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9); Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot.
Surname: PHILLIPS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: PHILPOT; First name: PIERCE;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender, Mary Dublin Harb.; Date of document: 08/08/1798;
Name of petitioner: Pierce Philpot;
Record reference code: SPP 255;
Comments: Petitioner kept lodgers.

Surname: PHINE; First name: OWEN; Alias: Shing, Owen;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: PHLEMON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and six others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with six others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: PHLEMON (FLEMIN); First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 27/07/1824; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict and 6 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2270;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 6 others. Details of crime on trial not given. All seven convicts are from Cullen, Co Tipperary.

Surname: PHOENIX; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 45

Surname: PHYLAM; First name: JOHN; Alias: Daly, John;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125;  
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Convict returned from  
Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork,  
00/00/1854.

Surname: PHYLAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Daly;  
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 12/10/1848; Description of crime:  
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;  
Record reference code: CRF 1850 P 14

Surname: PICKETT; First name: PATRICK;  
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime:  
Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR  
00/06/1853;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 159

Surname: PICKIN; First name: JOHN;  
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Burglary and  
larceny; Sentence: Trans 10 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1839 P 4;  
Comments: Convicts wife died in October 1838, leaving four children and a father  
dependant on his support.

Surname: PICKLES; First name: JAMES; Alias: Holland, Charles;  
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Description of crime:  
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73;  
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: PICKLEY; First name: DAVID;  
Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape;  
Sentence: Death recorded commuted to life;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 P47;  
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: PICKLEY; First name: D;  
Sex: U; Place of trial: Cork;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: PICTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: PIDGEON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Date of document: 18/08/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 P 4

Surname: PIERCE; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Kiely;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12 (F)

Surname: PIERCE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: PIERCE; First name: NATHANIEL;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/07/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 222

Surname: PIERCE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 72

Surname: PIERT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during Rebellion period. Prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: PIERT; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 132

Surname: PIGEON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 49 (F)

Surname: PIGEON; First name: MARTIN JR;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Assault and larceny money from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 112; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 06/02/1854

Surname: PIGGOT; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 35; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: PIGGOTT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 19/04/1854

Surname: PIGOT; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 16/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: PIGOT; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 09/1842; Date of document: 07/04/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: T10; Name of petitioner: James Mc Patrick; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest; Record reference code: CRF 1843 P5
Surname: PIGOTT; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 388

Surname: PIGOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: PIGOTT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: PIGOTT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/02/1881

Surname: PIKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny of a sheet and quilt; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 P 2; Comments: Convicts sister Elizabeth Tanner, resides in Mount Melick, Queens Co.

Surname: PILKINGTON; First name: HARVEY;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: PILKINGTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207
Surname: PILKINGTON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 34

Surname: PILLSWORTH; First name: JOHN (M);

Sex: M; Date of trial: 22/02/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 162;
Comments: Convict served in the 8th Foot 2nd Bat. Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial. Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/05/1860 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/02/1861.

Surname: PINDAR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 01/08/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc 7

Surname: PINDER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/05/1798; Name of petitioner: W. Greene;
Record reference code: SPP 256;
Comments: Petitioners address is Millbrooke near Castledermott.

Surname: PINDER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing a ewe; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: PINE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 324;
Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin

Surname: PINE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31
Surname: PINE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: PINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Stealing pigs heads; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 217

Surname: PINE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: PINE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 3 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 165;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: PINE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/12/1853

Surname: PINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 16 Nov 1836.

Surname: PINE (SR); First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 30
Surname: PIPGARD; **First name**: PATRICK;

Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84;  
Comments: See Peppard, Patrick, TR 10, p 84

Surname: PIPPING; **First name**: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a bible; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CLAVIN 20/01/1848;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 225

Surname: PIRDAN; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 7 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: PITTS; **First name**: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment;  
Record reference code: CRF 1842 P 12;  
Comments: Convict works on his fathers farm at Larrycormick, Co. Londonderry. Convict has 2 brothers, one in the army and the other in America.

Surname: PLUCK; **First name**: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship, Dublin Harb.; Date of document: 11/1798; Name of petitioner: William Strong & 4 others;  
Record reference code: SPP 257;  
Comments: Prisoner is a native of Ballyman, Co. Dublin and the only support of his parents.

Surname: PLUMER; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/05/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 181;  
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: PLUNKET; **First name**: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Surname: PLUNKET; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 3 mths impt + Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 145; Comments: See also Isaac Courtney, Bernard Ruddy, Henry Fee and John McEnuff, TR 5, p 145

Surname: PLUNKET; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Prendergast, Ellen;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

Surname: PLUNKET; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/02/1843; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 133

Surname: PLUNKET; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 258

Surname: PLUNKET; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Feloniously cutting and damaging pair of bellows; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 139

Surname: PLUNKETT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Geneva; Date of document: 29/10/1798; Description of crime: Very active in 1798 Rebellion in Wexford; Name of petitioner: H.L. Frizell; Record reference code: SPP 258; Comments: Prisoner wishes to go to America and will give security never to return.

Surname: PLUNKETT; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 181;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: PLUNKETT; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 93

Surname: PLUNKETT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: PLUNKETT; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony baskets and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: PLUNKETT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/10/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: PLUNKETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Lough; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk; Date of trial: 03/1843; Date of document: 07/04/1843; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: T 15 commuted to 10 years trans; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 P 6

Surname: PLUNKETT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 26/03/1799; Name of petitioner: James Gordon and others; Relationship of petitioner: Lord Clergymen; Record reference code: SPP 789; Comments: Prisoner resided in Co Wexford.

Surname: POBB; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 07/1842; Date of document: 09/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of ship: NORTH BRITAIN; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1856 P 5
Surname: POE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 193; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 P30; 
Comments: Convict served in the 12th Regiment of Infantry for thirteen years.

Surname: POGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

Surname: POGUE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 04/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: POLAND; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 186; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/08/1858

Surname: POLLACK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: POLLAND; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1842 P 2; 
Comments: Convict has a husband and eight children.

Surname: POLLAND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 134;
Comments: c.f. Byrnes, William TR 7, p 134 Costigan, Thomas Tr 7, p 134. Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/09/1847, Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: POLLARD; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

Surname: POLLARD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: POLLARD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1854; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation and grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 119;
Comments: See Casey, Michael TR 13, p 119. Convict died at Clonmel Gaol, Co. Tipperary, 08/05/1854.

Surname: POLLARD; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

Surname: POLLARD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 26/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 C 43

Surname: POLLEN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Having forged notes in possession; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 23;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: POLLOCK; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 P 5; Comments: Convict's father John resides in Newry, Co. Down. States he served sixteen years in the Armagh Militia and that his other son, Robert, is serving in the East Indies.

Surname: POLLOCK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: POMFRET; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: POMPET; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: POOLE; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: POOLE; First name: MARIANNE;

Surname: POOR; First name: JOHN;
Record reference code: PPC 3718;
Comments: File contains the brief on evidence for the Crown. Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence; at the Summer Assizes.

Surname: POOR; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 306

Surname: POPE; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 06/11/1798; Description of crime: Being at a reserve the day before rising; Name of petitioner: Lee, Thomas;
Record reference code: PPC 90;
Comments: Convict residing at 9 Mile House, Waterford and is a mason by trade

Surname: POPE; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Power , Paper, William;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/08/1851

Surname: POPE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 10/03/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 162;
Comments: Convict served in the Royal Artillery 9th Bat. Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial. Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/07/1860. Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/07/1867.

Surname: POPE; First name: WALTER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 10/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 790;
Comments: Prisoner resided at Nine Mile House, Co Tipperary.

Surname: PORT; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 240;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register
Surname: PORT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 05/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Henry Usher; Relationship of petitioner: Local curate; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 P 13

Surname: PORT; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 14; Comments: Prisoner was discharged in May 1848. Her husband Robert Port, had been transported previously.

Surname: PORTER; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, P 169; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 P 6

Surname: PORTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 324; Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin

Surname: PORTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: PORTER; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: PORTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 2

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: PORTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: PORTER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, having been convicted of felony before; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 274; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1856

Surname: PORTER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 75

Surname: PORTER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282; Comments: G.G.L. 14/02/1844

Surname: PORTER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1 (F)

Surname: PORTER; First name: MARY JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 4 mths if bail paid; Record reference code: TR 4, p 195

Surname: PORTER; First name: MARY JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 186
Surname: PORTER; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 83; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1843; Description of crime: False personation; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 P 4; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: PORTER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 171

Surname: PORTER; First name: WILLIAM JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: PORTER; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Anne Porter; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 11; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 41st Infantry Regiment, and was billeted in Stroke stown, where the crime took place. Charles Jones was also convicted, and sentenced to transportation.

Surname: POTTER; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199

Surname: POTTERS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31 (F); Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/02/1850. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: POTTTS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 68; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: POTTS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: POUND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to disable and assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: POUND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

Surname: POUND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: POUND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 188; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 P 3; Comments: Prisoner was discharged in June 1847 due to ill health.

Surname: POWDERLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 04/10/1838; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40

Surname: POWELL; First name: AMOS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: POWELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 322

Surname: POWELL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 P 8

Surname: POWELL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 29;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: POWELL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 141;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/03/1844

Surname: POWELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 194;
Comments: See Hanrahan Margaret, TR 12, p 194

Surname: POWELL; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Hanrahan, Margaret;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 13 (F)

Surname: POWELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 253
Surname: POWELL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 49;
Comments: See Murphy Richard, TR 5, p 49

Surname: POWELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: POWELL; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1820; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Burglary and theft of arms; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3836;
Comments: Petition not dated, circa 1822.

Surname: POWELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 7;
Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 41st Foot Regiment.

Surname: POWELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: POWER; First name: GARRETT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1804; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE REBELLION 23/07/1803;
Record reference code: PPC 1063;
Comments: Statement in connection with the case states that the convict was apprehended with several others in Blessington, Co. Wicklow with cars containing looms and other objects.

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; 
Record reference code: PPC 1934; 
Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/08/1801; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; 
Record reference code: PPC 3942; 
Comments: Declaration signed by the convict consenting to voluntary transportation for 7 years in preference to standing trial. Address given at Youghall, Co. Cork.

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Princess Cove, Cork; Date of document: 10/07/1798; 
Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 259; 
Comments: Prisoner is a native of Ballyfermot, Co. Dublin and had served his apprenticeship to Mr. Turkington of Chapelizod, Callico Printer.

Surname: POWER; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork gaol; Date of document: 22/06/1798; Description of crime: Refusal to give evidence; Name of petitioner: Raymond Barry; 
Record reference code: SPP 344

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; 
Record reference code: TR 8, P 104; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 P 5

Surname: POWER; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1799; 
Record reference code: SPP 416; 
Comments: Case referred to magistrates and gentlemen of his neighbourhood

Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 10;
Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife’s name Mary Nowlan

Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/07/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 26;
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Nowlan, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: POWER; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Riot and assault on Jeremiah Geary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Riot and assault on Jeremiah Geary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: POWER; First name: JEFFERY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Riot and assault on Jeremiah Geary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault on Jeremiah Geary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: POWER; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault on Jeremiah Geary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: POWER; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 7 March 1834

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: A robbery of arms; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 5 March 1834

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 15 jan 1834

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 24 Oct, 1833
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Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Charged with a riot;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Convict committed 24 Oct 1833

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Charged with a riot;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Convict committed 24 Oct 1833

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 24 Oct 1833

Surname: POWER; First name: PAUL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 24 Oct 1833

Surname: POWER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Abandoning her child;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 01 July 1834

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF1845 misc4
Surname: POWER; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 157;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Breaking and entering dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 146

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 04/09/1841;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 156;
Comments: c.f. Power, John, TR 4, p 156. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/11/1855

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 27; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/11/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 34; Comments: Convict died in Gaol, 13/05/1852

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 169

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 239

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 270;
Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into warehouse and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 260;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/03/1856

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 207

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a mule; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 185;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 178
Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 04/09/1841; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. c.f. Power, James, TR 4, p 156

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny of cows; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BRIDE; Record reference code: TR 11, p 154; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855.

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 11/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 93

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN; Alias: or Whelan, John;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: POWER; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 06/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

Surname: POWER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny cloths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: POWER; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

Surname: POWER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 261

Surname: POWER; First name: MARY; Alias: McHenry, Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: POWER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a building and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73 (F)

Surname: POWER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony shawl dress and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: POWER; First name: MARY; Alias: Mulcahy, Power, Ellen;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: POWER; First name: MARY; Alias: Greene, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35
Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 30/12/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 70; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/06/1854

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a building and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 9

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 15

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into a house with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165
Surname: POWER; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: POWER; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: POWER; First name: NICHOLAS (JR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164; Comments: See Power, Nicholas Snr., TR 8, p 164

Surname: POWER; First name: NICHOLAS (SR);

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164; Comments: See Power, Nicholas Jr, TR 8, p 164

Surname: POWER; First name: PAEISE?;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 150; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/12/1853

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 123

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/07/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/05/1848; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 33; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 25/10/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, P 179

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857
Surname: POWER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 10/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 115 (F)

Surname: POWER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 18/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71 (F)

Surname: POWER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 31/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 279

Surname: POWER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31 (F)

Surname: POWER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: POWER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Setting fire to house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 224; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: POWER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211
Surname: POWER; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 18/12/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166

Surname: POWER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/03/1857; Description of crime: Murder of William Reddy; Sentence: Death, 27/04/1857 commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 18;
Comments: See also Patrick Norris

Surname: POWER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 131;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/01/1858

Surname: POWER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing and murder at Spike Island Gaol; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs changed to Death;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 159

Surname: POWER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/01/1836; Description of crime: Forgery of a bond; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 222;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: POWER; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 66 (F);
Comments: See Power, Mary Mulcahy, Ellen

Surname: POWER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1857
Surname: POWER; First name: PIERCE;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/1837; Description of crime: An aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: POWER; First name: PIERCE;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Description of crime: An aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 P45; Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: POWER; First name: PIERSE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: POWER; First name: SIBBY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 225; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 161

Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 137
Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1854; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131; Comments: Possibly commuted to 14 yrs Penal Servitude by Royal Warrant dated 07/11/1860. See Hogan, John, TR 13, p 131

Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/09/1852

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: POWER; First name: ALLEY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and receiving (former conviction); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 196; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

Surname: POWER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 17/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 295

Surname: POWER; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 P27; Comments: P.H. 15/11/1836 Convict resides in Kilrush Co Clare. Convicts husband William Power was transportated to New South Wales for seven years. Convict reference file contains a petition from the convict requesting permission to join her husband in the colony

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 24

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 38; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/08/1851. See Pope William, Paper William.

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 203

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Pig Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1855

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Forging a Bank Note; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Waterford; Record reference code: PPC 3868; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of the convicts sentence. Convict is a Cooper by trade and resides in Graigenemanna, Co Kilkenny. Petition not dated, circa 1790-93.

Surname: POWER; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Forgery of a Bond; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 P13; Comments: Convict was living in Carrick-on-Suir, Co Tipperary where he had a spirit busin- ess before he was transported to New South Wales.

Surname: POWER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 19/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 26

Surname: POWER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Date of document: 08/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Catherine Power; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 8; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Cannon St, Waterford.
Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Mary Nowlan.

Surname: POWER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: POWER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Cow stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 17 Oct 1834.

Surname: POWER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 791;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Ballyfermot, Dublin.

Surname: POWER; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 792;
Comments: Prisoner states that he was a prisoner at the physic school in Dublin.

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Date of document: 03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Bridget Power; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 P 1

Surname: POWER; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Convict committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: POWER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Commuted 12 March 1835.

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 5 March 1835.

Surname: POWER; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Larceny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 20 Jan 1835.

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Abduction of Margaret Lynch; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 23 Dec 1836.

Surname: POWER; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: POWER; First name: JOHN;
Surname: POWER; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/05/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: PRATT; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148

Surname: PREE; **First name:** OWEN; Alias: Kilbride, Owen;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: PRENDERGASS; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 1808; Description of crime: Stealing cloth valued at 4S\8D; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1231; Comments: Convicts former husband was a soldier who was killed in action. States her present husband will enter into Military Service if she is released. Convicts mother is living and her brothers reside in Spain.

Surname: PRENDERGAST; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of trial: 13/09/1821; Date of document: 18/07/1822; Description of crime: FRAUD; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1762; Comments: Convict was on his way to Dublin from Vicarstown, Queens Co. where he had been visiting his brother when he was implicated in the robbery. Has two orphan sisters, Mary and Anne, also living in Vicarstown.

Surname: PRENDERGAST; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1837 P 40

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs commuted to 6mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Plunket, Ellen;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113; Comments: See also TR 2, p 102

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/03/1838

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64(F)

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/10/1857

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 P 25; Comments: Convicts parents and four sisters reside in the parish of Inchicronin, Bunratty, Co Clare.

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Sending threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Kennedy;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1857

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Gaol, Dublin; Description of crime: Treasonable practices at Blaris Camp, Co. Antrim; Sentence: Death commuted transportation Botany Bay; Record reference code: PPC 728; Comments: Convict is shoemaker by trade and a soldier in the Tipperary Regiment, and resides at Killarney, Co. Kerry. Correspondence between convict, his brother, Michael of Tarbet and Richard J. Herbet and Sir J. Duff in connection with his pardon. Several character references from the inhabitants of Killarney, Co. Kerr.

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the
jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: DAVID;

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: R;

Surname: PRENDERGAST; First name: MARY;

Surname: PRENDERVILLE; First name: JAMES;

Surname: PRESLY; First name: ANNE;

Surname: PRESTAGE; First name: ROE;
Surname: PRESTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 287

Surname: PRESTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 127

Surname: PRESTON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: PRESTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: PRICE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 10; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: PRICE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/12/1851

Surname: PRICE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: PRICE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Rape of Eleanor Murray; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 119;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 26/03/1836. Convict Ref. File: C 21, 1836(?)

Surname: PRICE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Quin;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 3

Surname: PRICE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56 (F)

Surname: PRICE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: PRICE; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Rebellion;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 27 Feb 1799.

Surname: PRICE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 21

Surname: PRICE; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 7; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 41st Foot Regiment.

Surname: PRIEST; First name: ELLINOR;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELlicherry; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: PRIEST; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELlicherry; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: PRIGGS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Sacrilege and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 yrs; Name of ship: London; Record reference code: TR 8, P 8

Surname: PRINCE; First name: SUSANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 12/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny and Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 249; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 P 15; Comments: Convict resides in Kilkenny City. States her husband serves in the 23rd Regiment of Foot.

Surname: PRIOR; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 86

Surname: PRIOR; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 68;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** PRITCHARD; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/07/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 155; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 P 4

**Surname:** PROCTOR; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Date of trial: 21/07/1863; Sentence: Penal Servitude life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 167;
Comments: Convict served in the 11th Hussars Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial. Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/04/1869.

**Surname:** PROCTOR; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 9

**Surname:** PROCTOR; **First name:** G;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** PROMPET; **First name:** THOMAS; Alias: Pornfict;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Leitrim Town; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 110

**Surname:** PRUNTY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Maliciously assaulting James King; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 P3;
Comments: See also Casey, James, TR 4, p 127 Convict has a widowed mother, a brother and sister to support.

**Surname:** PUDDY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of Mannanstown House, Co. Meath; Sentence: Transportation;
Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1080;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 11 others for the same offence. Some of the convicts were tenants on the Mannanstown Estate, Co. Meath.

Surname: PUMES; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: PUNCH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 10/1846; Description of crime: Rescuing cattle; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Philip Punch; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1846 P 7; Comments: Petitioners address given as Mertyleville, Co. Cork.

Surname: PUNCH; First name: HANNAH;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25 (F)

Surname: PUNCH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/12/1845; Date of document: 09/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 39; Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 1; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/02/1847

Surname: PUNCH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 116

Surname: PUNCH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31; Record reference code: CRF 1836 P5; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836. See also Patrick Hurley, TR 1, p 31. Convict resides in Kinsale, Cork.

Surname: PUNCH; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation, administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: PUNCH; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Tracyf;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: PUNCH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 116

Surname: PURCEL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperay; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Attempt to defraud; Sentence: 7 year transportation commuted to 12mth imp.; Record reference code: CRF 1841 P5; Comments: Also included in file No CRF 1841 P5 is that of Mary Anne Platt for assault and imprisoned because she could not pay the fine.

Surname: PURCELL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/07/1827; Description of crime: Murder of Richard Cross of Limerick; Name of petitioner: William O'Brien; Record reference code: PPC 3129; Comments: Convict and two others were named by the petitioner (petitioning on behalf of his brother, Henry) for the murder of Richard Cross. O'Brien states that his brother was convicted on the evidence of Patrick Riley (a cousin to the convict) as an act of revenge

Surname: PURCELL; First name: U;

Sex: U; Age: 13; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: William Purcell; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3606; Comments: Petition state is a native of Waterford City. Petition not dated, possibly 1831

Surname: PURCELL; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police escorting flour and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years, com. to 18 months;
Surname: PURCELL; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 8

Surname: PURCELL; First name: REDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow gaol; Date of document: 23/12/1799; Description of crime: killing Issac Langrill during rebellion at Gorey; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 390;
Comments: A native of Clonamagh, Co. Wicklow

Surname: PURCELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1851; Date of document: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 11,p162; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 P7

Surname: PURCELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 77;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1856

Surname: PURCELL; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1848; Description of crime: Demolishing a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 93;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: PURCELL; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 181;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/04/1858

Surname: PURCELL; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 199

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/01/1853

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 04/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 81

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/02/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 P3; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/03/1843. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 26/10/1857

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/06/1856

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged at expiration of 6 yrs

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: PURCELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: PURCELL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 339

Surname: PURCELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 112 (F)

Surname: PURCELL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

Surname: PURCELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 23; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: PURCELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: PURCELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162

Surname: PURCELL; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police escorting flour and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: PURCELL; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 75; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1841; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict Ref. File: P 5 - 1841

Surname: PURCELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 12/12/1836; Description of crime: 2 Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: PURCELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: PURCELL; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: PURCELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 204;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: PURCELL; First name: TOBIAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: PURCELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of trial: 07/07/1826; Description of crime: Theft of trousers; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Martin & Mary Purcell; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: PPC 2978;
Comments: Petitioner states his wife and family (no details given) are dependant on the convicts support. Petition received: 20 July 1826.

Surname: PURCELL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 16/03/1826; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3033;
Comments: Magistrates report of several convictions in Limerick. Convict was convicted for being in a party of armed men, who in the month of January 1818, broke into the house
of Christopher Sparling in the Barony of Pubble Brien (Co. Fermanagh or Tyrone) and murdered Samuel Cross

Surname: PURCELL; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 16/03/1826; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3033;
Comments: Magistrates report of several convictions in Limerick. Convict was convicted for being in a part of armed men, who in the month of January 1818, broke into the house of Christopher Sparling in the Barony of Pubble Brien (Co. Fermanagh or Tyrone) and murdered Samuel Cross

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3865;
Comments: Convict states he served over six years as a Sailor on Board his Majestys ship Le Babet Petition not dated, circa 1802-06.

Surname: PURCELL; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict has been in custody sin- ce the last assizes.

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 P 6

Surname: PURCELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 P 4

Surname: PURCELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: PURCELL; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: PURDON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny of hay; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 P 33

Surname: PURDON; First name: CHARLOTTE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89 (F)

Surname: PURDON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 P 4; Comments: Convicts father is dead twelve years. States he is the sole support of his mother and three children.

Surname: PURDY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: PURSE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 13/11/1798; Description of crime: Arms robbery; Name of petitioner: James Cleland; Record reference code: SPP 320; Comments: Convict is a native of Newtownards.

Surname: PURSLEY; First name: VIOLET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 211; Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/08/1854

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: **PURTELL; First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: **PURTELL; First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: **PURTILL; First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/04/1861; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

Surname: **PURTILL; First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 18 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict report no. C. 228.

Surname: **PURTILL; First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: **PURTLE; First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: **PURVIS; First name:** ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Child Murder; Sentence: Death, 21/08/1847; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: PURVIS; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1847 P 6

Surname: PWICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: PWICK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: PYATT; First name: GEORGE; Alias: James George Andrews;

Sex: M; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16; Comments: Military convict 67th Regiment.

Surname: PYNE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/12/1837; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 9 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 162; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See also Maurice Flynn.

Surname: PYNE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1852; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: PYNE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15yrs commuted 2yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 P 9

Surname: QUAID; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: QUAID; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: QUAID; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: QUAIL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 18

Surname: QUAILL; First name: JEREMIAH; Alias: or Donovan;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/07/1853; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 21

Surname: QUAIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/12/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 14 (F)

Surname: QUAIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/03/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 H7;
Comments: Convict resides with his wife and two children in Coonagh, Limerick City. Other defendant: Patrick Hickey.
Surname: QUALTER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 26/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 53;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: QUAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 159;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: QUANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: QUANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 22/02/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 102;
Comments: Convict executed

Surname: QUANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing roots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: QUEALY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 189

Surname: QUEALY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 193

Surname: QUEALY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: QUEALY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Convict committed 18 March 1834.

Surname: QUERK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: QUICKLESK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/04/1843

Surname: QUIGHLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of document: 02/04/1831; Description of crime: Robbery of 15 shillings in Belfast, Co. Antrim; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 3588; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending mitigation sentence (together with several others, all named),to transportation for life. Endorsed:'The 6 prisoners named to be transported for life'. 2nd letter from the judge in response to a petition from the convict. Petition dated 17 Sept. 1831

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: GRACE;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 181;
Comments: See Bell, Mary Anne

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1842; Description of crime: Breaking into house of Pat Farrelly; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127;
Comments: c.f. Malady, James, TR 4, p 127

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/07/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 76;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/04/1854

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 113;
Comments: See Farrell, Patrick) Connors, Mathew) TR 9, p 113

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JOHN;
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Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 31/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from fowl house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 362

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 132

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: RODERICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing glass covers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/12/1851

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 105; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/04/1857

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 17/07/1854; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 147

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: MARY; Alias: Lugly, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 318

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a box; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: GRACE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen gown; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions, 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Date of document: 29/10/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 D 37

Surname: QUIGLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of document: 04/09/1827; Description of crime: Felony of sheaves of corn valued @ 6d; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict, widow quigly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3182; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. Mothers petition received 2 Oct 1827.

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 342; Comments: Prisoner is willing to go to America provided passage is paid and is allowed time to prepare.

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing swine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 28/07/1849; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 228

Surname: QUIGLEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document: 24/03/1828; Description of crime: Stealing two sheaves of corn; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3454; Comments: Convict was convicted at the Spring Assizes. Mother is living.

Surname: QUILETY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 47
Surname: QUILL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Surname: QUILL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: QUILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 29

Surname: QUILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36

Surname: QUILL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26; Comments: See Woods, John, TR 7, p 26

Surname: QUILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Felony of a calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38 (F)

Surname: QUILL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: QUILL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/02/1852

Surname: QUILL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: QUILL; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Quilty;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1858

Surname: QUILLAN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/07/1812; Description of crime: Uttering a forged bank note; Record reference code: PPC 4037; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for 7 years or Military Service.

Surname: QUILLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 21/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: QUILLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: QUILLIGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Coining and having coining materials; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: QUILLIGAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 164

Surname: QUILLINAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing 2 sheep; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 149

Surname: QUILTER; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: QUILTY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98

Surname: QUILTY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1858. See Quill, Patrick, TR 12, p 14

Surname: QUILTY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname: QUILTY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165

Surname: QUILTY; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Woods, Tim;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Comments: See Woods, Timothy, TR 4, p 157
Surname: QUIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: QUIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 06/05/1827; Description of crime: Purchasing stolen castle; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & Timothy Quinn; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 3147;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Timothy, for the same offense. Convicts were later detained on board the Hulk at Cove, Cork. 2nd Petition dated, 8 August 1827, petitioning for mitigation of their sentence from 'life' to a shorter term.

Surname: QUIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 05/1827; Description of crime: Purchasing stolen cattle; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & John Quinn; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: PPC 3147;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother John, for the same offense. Convicts were later detained on board the Hulk at Cove, Cork. 2nd petition dated 8 August 1827, petitioning for mitigation of their sentence from 'life' to a shorter term.

Surname: QUIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 H 133;
Comments: Other defendant: William Hickey.

Surname: QUIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander Guardship; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a united Irishman;
Record reference code: SPP 260;
Comments: Prisoner is a native of Tomcoyle in the Parish of Kilnenor, Co. Wexford.

Surname: QUIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Atkins;
Record reference code: SPP 405

Surname: QUIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender, Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 12/1798; Name of petitioner: James Doyle; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A native of Co. Wexford.

Surname: QUIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas Gaol; Date of document: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Ann Quin; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 38

Surname: QUIN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: QUIN; First name: BERMARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 7; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: QUIN; First name: BESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: QUIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 29/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 291

Surname: QUIN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 43 (F)

Surname: QUIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 19/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: QUIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 151

Surname: QUIN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: QUIN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: QUIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 152;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: QUIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/12/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 176

Surname: QUIN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Sutherland, James;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
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Surname: QUIN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 34;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: QUIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 18/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 82

Surname: QUIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 233;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1858

Surname: QUIN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: QUIN; First name: MARY; Alias: McSally;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1855; Description of crime: Felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 254;

Surname: QUIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 1 mth;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 212

Surname: QUIN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 137
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Surname: QUIN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: QUIN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 113

Surname: QUIN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/09/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 102;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: QUIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: QUIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: QUIN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal the carcasses; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 172;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: QUIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: QUIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 17

Surname: QUIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth hard labour; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: QUIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: QUIN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Robbery from a person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 147

Surname: QUIN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal the carcass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: QUIN; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: QUIN; First name: SUSANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 04/03/1857; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 263;

**Surname:** QUIN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 115

**Surname:** QUIN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 24;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** QUIN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 180;
Comments: Convict died in hospital of Richmond and Bridewell, 14/04/1850. Convict's name struck through from Register.

**Surname:** QUIN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 128

**Surname:** QUIN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/03/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

**Surname:** QUIN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts recieved at Cork.

**Surname:** QUIN; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 12/12/1842; Date of document: 20/12/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Q 1

Surname: QUIN; First name: HIRAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1834; Date of document: 01/09/1842; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: ROYAL ADMIRAL 1835; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Q 8

Surname: QUINAN; First name: DEBORA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31 (F)

Surname: QUINELLY; First name: DOMINIC;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing for the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of document: 03/1848; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Martin Quinlan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1848 C 45; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Ballybritt, King's Co.

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 26 Oct 1833

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 77 (F)

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: AUSTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 97;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/08/1856

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 40;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Grevious bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 205

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11 (F)

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 22
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Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Felony dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 27/06/1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 96

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 28;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/10/1841; Description of crime: Stealing in a counting house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1848; Description of crime: Demolishing a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 93;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 58
Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 20/07/1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 227

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 29;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 266;
Comments: G.G. 00/04/1843

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 226

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 38 (F)

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: MARY ANNE; Alias: Scannell;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 27/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 210

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90;
Comments: Convict died at Ennis Gaol Government Depot, Co. Clare, 02/06/1853

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/01/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Entering a dwelling with intent to commit larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85 (F)

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 99

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 205; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: QUINLAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 126;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 00/07/1836

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 93

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged commuted to life transport;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 Q1;
Comments: The convict was a private in this majestys foot regiment. Before that he was by trade a labourer.

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife residing at Freemount.

Surname: QUINLAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: QUINLAN (CUD); First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 09/04/1849; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154; 
Comments: Respited until further order

Surname: QUINLESK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Q 3

Surname: QUINLINAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Quinlan, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 17; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: QUINLINAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Quinliran, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 79; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/11/1857

Surname: QUINLIRAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Quinlinan, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 79; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/11/1857

Surname: QUINLISH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 229; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857
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Surname: QUINLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the insurrection act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: QUINLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: QUINLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18

Surname: QUINLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: QUINLIVAN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: QUINLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1851; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 145; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 Q 4

Surname: QUINLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18)

Surname: QUINLON; First name: JAMES; Alias: Quinlan, James;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: QUINLON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 09/03/1838; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc13

Surname: QUINN; First name: SUSANNA; Alias: Cosley (Cossley);

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 218

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 30/03/1798; Description of crime: Stealing 1 yard of Marseilles Yarn valued at 10 s; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 89; Comments: Certificate of conviction

Surname: QUINN; First name: U;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 15/04/1820; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Terence quinn; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 1539; Comments: Petitioner requests that his son is transported immediately from prison where he is under bad influence from the other inmates.

Surname: QUINN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 17/03/1812; Description of crime: Rape of Sarah Mc Farlane; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: George Atkinson; Relationship of petitioner: Witness - Prosecution; Record reference code: PPC 4022;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Henry Mallow for the same offence. Petitioners pet. for mitigation of the convicts sentence to transp. Included is a letter from the judge before whom the convicts were tried, recommending on account of their youth that the conv. Quinn be pardoned on condition of Trans. 7 yrs - H. Mallow Trans. lif

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Carlow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 J 18;

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: £2 fine or imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Q 22

Surname: QUINN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 Q 1

Surname: QUINN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transp. 7 years, commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 Q 5;
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 31/3/1843.

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 09/1842; Description of crime: Taking arms; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 Q 6;
Comments: Convict lives at Kilcoursey, Co. Longford, with his parents and family, of which he is the chief support.

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 11/04/1846; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 O 1

Surname: QUINN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Date of document: 15/10/1839;  
Record reference code: FS 1839 127;  
Comments: Convicts wife, Honara Quinn residing in Listowel, Co. Kerry granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Imprisonment 1 mth and transportation 7 years;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 83 (F)

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE; Alias: Murphy;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 198

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 04/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yrs impt;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 83 (F);  
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 250;  
Comments: G.G. 21/04/1843

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/10/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48 (F)

Surname: QUINN; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/02/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/08/1855

Surname: QUINN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony watches and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: QUINN; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 195

Surname: QUINN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 255

Surname: QUINN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/05/1844; Description of crime: Felony shawls; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: QUINN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1844; Description of crime: Felony gown and glove; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 246

Surname: QUINN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: White, Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39 (F)

Surname: QUINN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: QUINN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 168; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: QUINN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: QUINN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 26/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132

Surname: QUINN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/04/1856

Surname: QUINN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: QUINN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: QUINN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 268
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Surname: QUINN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 13/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 222; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: QUINN; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 26/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 239

Surname: QUINN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 69

Surname: QUINN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 6; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: QUINN; First name: HENRY; Alias: Kiely, Philip;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/08/1863; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction for felony; Sentence: 6 mths impt after expiration of sentence passed; Record reference code: TR 15, p 18

Surname: QUINN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1858

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51
Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 77; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1846; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 97; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 18

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/01/1852

Surname: QUINN; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 77; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 10

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 168; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 77;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: QUINN; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Felony of a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 292

Surname: QUINN; First name: LETITIA;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 17 (F)

Surname: QUINN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 61 (F)

Surname: QUINN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: QUINN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

Surname: QUINN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/02/1853

Surname: QUINN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 250; Comments: G.G. 21/04/1843

Surname: QUINN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 246

Surname: QUINN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843

Surname: QUINN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/11/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 274

**Surname:** QUINN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 143

**Surname:** QUINN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after a former conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

**Surname:** QUINN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112

**Surname:** QUINN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

**Surname:** QUINN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing brasis (sic) and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/04/1857

**Surname:** QUINN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1853; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131

**Surname:** QUINN; **First name:** MICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/11/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 160

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248; Comments: Convict died at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 29/05/1851

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Unlawfully taking a pistol, gunpowder and shooting; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127; Comments: cf. Evers, James, TR 4, p 127

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 14/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 14

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 79; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1837

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Casey, Patrick;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

Surname: QUINN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124; Comments: Convict Report No. 25

Surname: QUINN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74

Surname: QUINN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/04/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843

Surname: QUINN; First name: SUSANNA; Alias: Cossley;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: QUINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

Surname: QUINN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony of shawl, calico and flannel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 Q2; Comments: The convict has a wife 2 children to support.

Surname: QUINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 123; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 Q 6

Surname: QUINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/12/1852

Surname: QUINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/06/1852

Surname: QUINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing sheep and lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: QUINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: QUINN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152
Surname: QUINN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 2 mths; Record reference code: TR 10, p 66

Surname: QUINN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in building; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80

Surname: QUINN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 94; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork and Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. c.f. McDaniel, Patrick, TR 6, p 94

Surname: QUINN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162

Surname: QUINN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1857

Surname: QUINN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk, Co Louth; Date of document: 1827; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3349; Comments: Convict has a wife and child, mother living. Several character references including the Parish Priest of Cragon, Dundalk, Co Louth.

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Fermanagh; Date of document: 01/04/1826; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in theft of £4.10s; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Henry Quinn; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
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Record reference code: PPC 2863; Comments: Petitioner has three daughters and one son, wife dead eight years. Petitioners address given at Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh. Second petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 30/04/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a cow; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Quinn; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 2134; Comments: Convict has eight children.

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 03/05/1828; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3455; Comments: Convict was convicted with Peter Gillespie for the same offense. Convict resides at Gortindaragh, Parish of Pomeroy, Co Tyrone and is a Cooper by trade.

Surname: QUINN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare.; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1830; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Honor Quinn; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3524; Comments: Petitioning to be permitted to accompany her husband with their children to New South Wales. Petition not dated, possibly 1830.

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Description of crime: Perjury;
Record reference code: PPC 3837; Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict (and two others) requesting that her case be given consideration. No date.

Surname: QUINN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 29/08/1825; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4211;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given). Crime was committed at the Fair of Ballyconnell, Co Cavan. Convict is awaiting trial.

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of document: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc20;
Comments: Return of female convicts considered unfit to undergo sentence of transportation.

Surname: QUINN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of trial: 07/1843; Date of document: 17/08/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a purse; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc13

Surname: QUINN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/10/1839; Date of document: 25/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony of watch and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc19;
Comments: Return of convicts reported as unfit for transportation to New South Wales. Includes the Medical officers comments.

Surname: QUINN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 06/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc14;
Comments: Prisoner died in prison. Coroners report is dated 21 February 1844.

Surname: QUINN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 05/05/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Q 2

Surname: QUINN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Date of document: 09/12/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Q 4

Surname: QUINN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 Q 2

Surname: QUINN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: QUINN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 793; Comments: Prisoner was a native of Co Tyrone and resided in Co Clare.

Surname: QUINN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wifes name, Anne Quinn, formerly Anne Lyons.

Surname: QUINN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Convict ship, Dublin; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 02/05/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen money; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: John Coghlar; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: CRF 1843 Q 4

Surname: QUINN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** QUINNA; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

**Surname:** QUINNE; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

**Surname:** QUINNS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

**Surname:** QUINTAN; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 14/04/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 162;
Comments: Convict served in the 20th Foot 2nd Battalion Regiment. Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/07/1860 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/05/1861.

**Surname:** QUINTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

**Surname:** QUIRK; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 253

**Surname:** QUIRK; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

**Surname:** QUIRK; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: QUIRK; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 270; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: QUIRK; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: QUIRK; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 80; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: QUIRK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: QUIRK; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: QUIRK; First name: PEGGY; Alias: McGrath, O'Neill;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: QUIRK; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/04/1851

Surname: QUIRK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 10, p 260; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: QUIRK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 23/04/1800; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 561; Comments: Prays mitgation of sentence to Foreign Military Service.

Surname: QUIRK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: QUIRKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: QUIRKE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: QUIRKE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76 (F)

Surname: QUIRKE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/01/1857

Surname: QUIRKE; First name: MARTA; 

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 80; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: QUIRKE; First name: PATRICK; 

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 107; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/12/1856

Surname: QUIRKE; First name: THADY; 

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159

Surname: QUITLY; First name: TIMOTHY; 

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: QUITTY; First name: TIMOTHY; 

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Appearing armed and committed a highway robbery; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: QUNAN(?); First name: BRIDGET; 

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: QUNILIVAN; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Supple, William;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

**Surname**: QUORISH; **First name**: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 145

**Surname**: RABBIT; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

**Surname**: RABBIT; **First name**: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/10/1840; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 74

**Surname**: RABBIT; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 10/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 R 7

**Surname**: RABBIT; **First name**: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

**Surname**: RABBIT; **First name**: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 50; Comments: Convict resides in Cullagh (Co Mayo).

**Surname**: RADDINS; **First name**: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 201

Surname: RADLEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Stealing hair and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: RADLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1817; Date of document: 22/08/1817; Description of crime: Stealing three cows; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 4088; Comments: Letter from the Grand Jury and Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict is pardoned on condition of transportation for 7 years. convict was tried at the Summer Assizes. Letter endorsed: 'Pardoned on terms proposed'

Surname: RAFERTY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 mths impt; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 37 (F)

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost; Date of document: 16/12/1799; Name of petitioner: Lord Fingal; Record reference code: SPP 357; Comments: Prisoner sent from Rathoath, Co. Meath

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16
Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 R 4; Comments: Convict lives with her mother Mary.

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: BERNARD; Alias: Rafterby;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1 (F)

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 2; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/05/1853

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/03/1845; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 76

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 33/03/1837

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 238

Surname: RAFFERTY; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

**Surname:** RAFFERTY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 21/07/1843; Description of crime: Cutting with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 119

**Surname:** RAFFERTY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 26/03/1836

**Surname:** RAFTER; **First name:** CATHERINE; Alias: Phelan;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent larceny conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 196; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

**Surname:** RAFTER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/02/1842; Description of crime: Assault and felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 R 8; Comments: Convicts lived with his parents, Peter and Elizabeth at 10 Whites Lane, Dorset St, Dublin.

**Surname:** RAFTER; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

**Surname:** RAFTER; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 295

**Surname:** RAFTER; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: LARCENY; Sentence: Death respited until further order; Record reference code: TR 1, p 100; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 R5; Comments: See Rafterry, John, Galway City

Surname: RAFTERRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Shooting at John Cullinane Sr; Sentence: Death, 18/04/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 107; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836. See Rafterry, John, Co. Galway.

Surname: RAFTERY; First name: BERNARD; Alias: Rafferty;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: RAFTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 77

Surname: RAFTERY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 29/07/1843; Description of crime: Assault with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 R 30

Surname: RAGNELL; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Bagnall, Eliza;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 243

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: JOHANNA; Alias: Bahilly;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10 p344

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/06/1853

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Date of document: 04/05/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (T10 crossed out); Name of petitioner: Self & Johanna Rahilly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 R 11

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31 (F); Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/07/1850. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 33;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344; Comments: See Bahilly, Johanna

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43 (F)

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: RAHILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Imprisonment 1 mth and transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 79

Surname: RAINSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 200

Surname: RALAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42

Surname: RALEIGH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: RALEIGH; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: RALEIGH; First name: RICHARD; Alias: Ralagh, Richard;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113; Comments: See also TR 2, p 102

Surname: RALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

Surname: RALLIE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: RALPH; First name: MORRIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: RALPH; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a petticoat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 229; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857

Surname: RALPH; First name: MORIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: RALPH; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; Comments: See Byrne, Simon, TR 11, p 132

Surname: RALPH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena.

Surname: RALPH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/10/1825; Date of document: 03/11/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a bonnet; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4222; Comments: Convict is a widow with three children.

Surname: RALPH; First name: MORRIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 06/08/1844; 
Date of document: 15/10/1844; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: 
Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Ralph; Relationship of petitioner: Father; 
Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 35; 
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a cloak belonging to Patrick Farrell on 31 
July 1844. Patrick Malone also convicted. Petitioners residence given as 25 New Market, 
Dublin.

Surname: RALPH; First name: MORRIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 06/08/1844; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: RALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/01/1839; Description of 
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: RALSTON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 29/06/1846; Description of 
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 233

Surname: RAMSAY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 11/10/1841; Description of 
crime: Stealing linen cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: RAMSAY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/1839; Description of crime: 
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY 09/02/1839; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: RAMSAY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: 
Felony beef and mutton; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 81

Surname: RAMSAY; First name: MARY; Alias: Johnston, Mary;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 31/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

Surname: RAMSAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Sentence: Transportation - pay security to keep peace; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc18

Surname: RAMSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 56

Surname: RAMSEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: RANAHAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 237

Surname: RANAHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 237

Surname: RANAHAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/04/1841; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118; Comments: Convict Ref. file: R 11/1841. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: RANDAL; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Reily, Reynolds;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/06/1845; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 263
Surname: RANDALL; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Margaret Kelly;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 14/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: RANKIN; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 09/11/1831; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 3607;
Comments: Medical certificate stating that the convict is unfit to undertake a long voyage

Surname: RANKINS; First name: CAROLINE;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 40 (F)

Surname: RANSOM; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/07/1839;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc18;
Comments: Copy of a reply to a memorial from Bridget Ransom, stating that the Lord Lieute- nant has no power to order the return of a convict from the place of Transporta-
tion.

Surname: RANTIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of trial: 03/1824; Date of document: 26/05/1824; Description of crime: Possessing stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2462;
Comments: Convict served in the Army for 22 years, is a weaver by trade and resides at Releigh, Co Down where he lived as a child. Several character references from the inhabitants of Releigh.

Surname: RAPHIE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 114;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RATH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 3 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122 (F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R 81; Comments: Convict report no. R 81

**Surname:** RATH; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 05/09/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 165; Comments: Convict served in the Royal Artillery Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial in Cork.

**Surname:** RATHWELL; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: the Lively tender; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 336; Comments: See Alexander Sparrow

**Surname:** RATTIGAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/03/1852

**Surname:** RAVERTY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 6

**Surname:** RAW; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 14/01/1799; Description of crime: Membership of United Irishmen; Name of petitioner: Anne Ormonde; Record reference code: SPP 794

**Surname:** RAWLEY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

**Surname:** RAWLEY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RAWLINS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 78 (F)

Surname: RAY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/01/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 R 1

Surname: RAY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/12/1852

Surname: RAY; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 55

Surname: RAY (ROE); First name: SHEA;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: REA; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: REA; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: REA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 3

Surname: REA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 6; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843 File missing.

Surname: REA; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Colerain, County Londonderry; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 25; Comments: Convict resides in Drumard, Co Londonderry with his family.

Surname: READ; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim. Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of Mannanstown House, Co. Meath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others; Record reference code: PPC 1080; Comments: Convict was convicted with eleven others for the same offence. Some of the convicts were tenants on the Mannanstown Estate, Co.Meath

Surname: READ; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 18/10/1846; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1846 R 32

Surname: READ; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: DUblin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: READ; First name: CATHY; Alias: Boyd, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: READ; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex 26/03/1836

Surname: READ; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 61

Surname: READ; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: READ; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Killing and stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: READ; First name: MATTY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (F)

Surname: READ; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: READ; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: READ; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 25/07/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 88; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/03/1858

Surname: READ; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 20/04/1824; Date of document: 09/08/1824; Description of crime: Theft of an Ostrich feather; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2463; Comments: Convict is a widow of a soldier and has one infant. States her father was killed in Military Action.

Surname: READ; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3870; Comments: Petitioning for a license to be granted to Joseph Rolleston and John Deering, His Majestys Counsellors at Law, to plead for him. States his trial will be held at the next assizes of Omagh, Co Tyrone. Convict resides in Killin, Co Donegal. Petition not dated, circa 1829-30

Surname: READ; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/11/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 72nd Regiment.

Surname: READ; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: READ; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Surname: READ; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/11/1844; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16;
Comments: Military convict 72th Regiment.

Surname: READE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 218

Surname: READE; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: READE; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55 (F)

Surname: READE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175

Surname: READE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others;
Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: READY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 3 mths impt;
Surname: READY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 19/02/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 176

Surname: REAF; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 01/12/1823; Description of crime: THEFT OF A COW; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2137;
Comments: Convict has three children.

Surname: REALTON; First name: ALFRED;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/10/1857

Surname: REAMES; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Lifford gaol; Date of trial: 27/03/1799; Date of document: 10/09/1799; Description of crime: Offended a member of the grand jury; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 385 Wishes to join army or navy rather than be transported

Surname: REARDON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 262

Surname: REARDON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing boots and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 194;
Comments: Convict died at Cork City Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/02/1852

Surname: REARDON; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

**Surname:** REARDON; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/11/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

**Surname:** REARDON; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/08/1855

**Surname:** REARDON; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26

**Surname:** REARDON; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

**Surname:** REARDON; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen’s County; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

**Surname:** REARDON; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/09/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25 (F)

**Surname:** REARDON; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156
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Surname: REARDON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: REARDON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the crown. Wife, Honora Casey, residing at Ballynavourney, Co. Cork.

Surname: REARSON; First name: ALLEY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: REARY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: RECHILL; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 24

Surname: RECROFT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: REDDAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault (armed and by night); Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 91
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Surname: REDDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 29;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REDDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

Surname: REDDAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 203

Surname: REDDAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 180;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: REDDAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 1847; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: James & Mary Reddan; Relationship of petitioner: Parents;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 R 30;
Comments: Petitioners resided in Co Tipperary.

Surname: REDDEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16;
Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Limerick City.

Surname: REDDING; First name: JOHN; Alias: Moran;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 126;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/09/1853

**Surname:** REDDING; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24 (F)

**Surname:** REDDISH; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 07/1820; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1541;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence on the grounds of failing sight. Convict is from Cloughan, Lusmough, Kings County.

**Surname:** REDDY; **First name:** BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare; Date of document: 13/05/1832;
Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3700;
Comments: Letter, Governor of Naas Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting convict's sentence till further orders.

**Surname:** REDDY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary;
Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 81;
Comments: Other defendant: John Ferguson.

**Surname:** REDDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

**Surname:** REDDY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 99

**Surname:** REDFERN; **First name:** ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 06/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 261; Comments: Prisoner requests that he be given free passage to America for himself, his wife and three children.

Surname: REDFERN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others; Record reference code: SPP 379 Arrested in Belfast in 1797

Surname: REDFERN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 39; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he has a wife and family and was arrested in Belfast, Co. Antrim

Surname: REDFERNE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 22/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Self & Margaret Redferne; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 795

Surname: REDINGTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing indian meal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/07/1851

Surname: REDLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown; Date of document: 21/07/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 215;

Surname: REDMOND; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/03/1831; Date of document: 30/03/1831; Description of crime: Concealing stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3608

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 F 81; Comments: Other defendant: John Ferguson.

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA /4/1837; Record reference code: CRF 1842 R 18; Comments: Convict lived with his mother and father, Philip and Catherine, at 16 Spring Gardens, Dublin, and is their only son.

Surname: REDMOND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guardhouse,Dublin Castle; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 262; Comments: Prisoner is a native of Donnybrook and was employed as a bricklayer.

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1839 misc94

Surname: REDMOND; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/09/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 23 (F)

Surname: REDMOND; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 274;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1855

Surname: REDMOND; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 23/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 122 (F)

Surname: REDMOND; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: REDMOND; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony umbrellas; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 18/01/1859; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 160;
Comments: Convict served in the 9th Foot Regiment. Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/03/1859 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/11/1859. Sentence commuted and ordered to be discharged, 02/05/1864

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kildare Town; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 103;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Assault and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 175; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: REDMOND; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin 23/03/1838

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 26/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 R 42; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN; Alias: McRedmond, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 133

Surname: REDMOND; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71 (F)

Surname: REDMOND; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 270

Surname: REDMOND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: REDMOND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 02/02/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 796;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Co Wexford.

Surname: REDMOND; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 797;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Co Wexford.

Surname: REDMONDS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board tender dublin; Date of document: 30/09/1798; Description of crime: Participated in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 343;
Comments: Prisoner surrendered at Navan.

Surname: REDMONDS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Date of document: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: FS 1839 150;
Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Redmonds, residing in the Parish of Killabin, Queens Co requests a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname:** REECE; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78; Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/05/1850

**Surname:** REECE; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

**Surname:** REED; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of document: 28/04/1820; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1547; Comments: Convict is a widow with 5 children. Husband, James Reed was a soldier in the 1st Royal Third Battalion and was killed in the Battle of Gupec.

**Surname:** REED; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 R 7

**Surname:** REED; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** REED; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/04/1843; Description of crime: Felony carpet bag; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

**Surname:** REED; **First name:** ESTHER;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 290
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Surname: REED; First name: JANE;
Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 291;
Comments: see Charleton, Jane, TR 4, p 291

Surname: REED; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 128;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/05/1855

Surname: REED; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: REED; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 215; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 R 33;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836 Convict reference file contains a petition from the convict requesting permission to join her four brothers living in America.

Surname: REED; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Lynch;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 29;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork. Convict’s name struck through from Register.

Surname: REED; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: REED; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: REED; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 163

Surname: REED; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Date of document: 28/06/1826; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Jane Reed; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 2963; Comments: Petitioner resides at No. 9 Rosemary Lane, Dublin. States she is over 70 years of age and dependant on her sons support. Refers to a former petition she had submitted on his behalf signed by members of the Jury who tried him.

Surname: REED; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods valued @ 5s; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3838; Comments: Convict states he spend years on board a war ship employed as a Smith responsible for the fitting and maintenance of the ships amunition. Petition not dated circa 1787-90.

Surname: REED; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is an invalid and a Pensioner.

Surname: REED; First name: JANE; Alias: Frame;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 10/12/1820; Description of crime: Stealing muslim; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4121; Comments: Convict is a widow with five children and resides in Strabane, Co Tyrone.

Surname: REED; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 13/08/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 34; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of assaulting Thomas Gurst at Lismacrory on 10 April 1844 Prisoners residence given as Ballingarry, Co Tipperary.

**Surname:** REED; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Date of document: 09/06/1851; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: William Reed; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 31

**Surname:** REED; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

**Surname:** REEDY OR READY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 1; Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the Crown.

**Surname:** REEGAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/04/1838

**Surname:** REEGAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail; Record reference code: TR 6, p 352

**Surname:** REEHILL; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 122;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: REEHILL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 15;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/06/1858. Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857.

Surname: REEHILL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: REELEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felony;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 18 Oct 1798.

Surname: REEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: FS 1839 118;
Comments: Convicts wife and children granted a free passage to New South Wales. Two of his daughters are married

Surname: REENIAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 341;
Comments: see Reenian, Margaret, TR 10, p 341

Surname: REENIAN; First name: MARGARET OR BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 mths failing bail within 3 mths; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 341
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Surname: REEVES; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1842; Description of crime: House breaking and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 222

Surname: REGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 20/08/1827; Description of crime: Stealing a web of linen cloth; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Regan;
Record reference code: PPC 3185;
Comments: Convict has four children (eldest is 5 years, youngest 3 months), and is a Shoe maker by trade. Petitioner states she travelled from Ballyshannon, Co Donegal to Dublin to submit her petition. Character references from the inhabitants of the Parish of Innes

Surname: REGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing two lambs; Sentence: Transp.for life, commuted to 1 year imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 74

Surname: REGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co. Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 104; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 R 28;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Kilmallock, Co. Limerick.

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/06/1798;
Record reference code: SPP 353 See also Michael Bourke Smith

Surname: REGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1836; Name of ship: I;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, embarked on board the Pyramus, female convict ship, wife’s name Johanna Regan

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Convict ship, Thomas Harrison, wife’s name, Catherine Mc Grane

Surname: REGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/08/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 7;
Comments: Convicts sons, John and Daniel, received a free passage to New South Wales on board the Earl Grey

Surname: REGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 16/02/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 39;
Comments: Convicts wife, Johanna Regan, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/07/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 18;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Mc Grane, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Name of ship: TYNE 1819;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Mc Grane, residing in Swords, Co Dublin.

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** REGAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/05/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/12/1857

**Surname:** REGAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/09/1855

**Surname:** REGAN; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 13 (F)

**Surname:** REGAN; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Sailed in ten months; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12 (F)

**Surname:** REGAN; **First name:** JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14 (F)

**Surname:** REGAN; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 85

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 171

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing wheat in sheaf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: REGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 11, p 14 (F); Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/08/1852

Surname: REGAN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/08/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 R 44; Comments: Convicts father is dead nine years. Convict reference file contains a petition from the convicts mother on her sons behalf, stating that he is her only child.

Surname: REGAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Clancy;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 87; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 04/01/1855

Surname: REGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: REGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/12/1857

Surname: REGAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: REGAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/09/1856

Surname: REGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/01/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156

Surname: REGAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: REGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/10/1840; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 133; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 R 55; Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides in Bresnagh, Barony of Costello, Co Mayo. States convict is the sole support of herself and eight children in the family.

Surname: REGAN; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Ryan, T;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1855; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 120; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 30/04/1855 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1856 Convict commited with Michael Hogan.

Surname: REGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing iron and second conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: REGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32
Surname: REGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: REGAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 30; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/06/1851

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing shirts and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/08/1853. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing hens; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON
00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 290

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Harrington;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing hens; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: REGAN; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR
00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9 p 8

Surname: REGAN; First name: ANNE; Alias: or Tahenny;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1855; Description of crime: Felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14 p 254;
Comments: Convict was detained at Cork Prison, Co. Cork, 07/11/1855

Surname: REGAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/09/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND
15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24 (F)

Surname: REGAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 20 (F)

Surname: REGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 12/04/1856

Surname: REGAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 19/08/1859

Surname: REGAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: REGAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 R 15

Surname: REGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144

Surname: REGAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

Surname: REGAN; First name: ELIZA JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 185
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Surname: REGAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 234

Surname: REGAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: REGAN; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Ryan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/08/1849; Description of crime: Stealing gingham; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 13 (F)

Surname: REGAN; First name: FLORENCE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/08/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 84;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/06/1852

Surname: REGAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: REGAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: McCarthy, Margaret;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 228

Surname: REGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 149;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/04/1858

Surname: REGAN; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 114

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/10/1853

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing flannel and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/10/1853. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing flannel and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 44; Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: REGAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Carrying provision for the use of the French Army; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 2 Dec 1798.
Surname: REGAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REGAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Catherine Mc Grane.

Surname: REGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Johanna Ryan.

Surname: REGAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 04/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 6

Surname: REGAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: MARQUIS OF HUNTELY 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Johanna Donovan, residing at Ballinagrati, near Kinsale.

Surname: REGAN; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: LONACH 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Mc Carthy, residing at Drumeleague, near Bantry Bay

Surname: REGAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Unlawfully seizing arms; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of document: 26/05/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 8

Surname: REGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens Land; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 06/05/1845; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Thomas Dillon; Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 10

Surname: REGEIN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 354

Surname: REGIN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REID; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of document: 26/04/1827; Description of crime: Uttering bad notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3076; Comments: Convict is a native of Clonfeille Parish, Co. Tyrone. Refers to a former petition which he had submitted signed by the inhabitants of Clonfeille.

Surname: REID; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 52

Surname: REID; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to Trans, 7 yrs.; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 83; Comments: Convicts parents died in 1836, leaving four children dependant on his support.

Surname: REID; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 01/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 212

Surname: REID; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 36; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: REID; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/10/1829; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: REID; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181

Surname: REID; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 171; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/06/1854

Surname: REID; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: REID; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: REID; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 148

Surname: REID; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: REID; First name: WILLIAM JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1855; Record reference code: TR 10, p 1

Surname: REID; First name: JOHN; Alias: Reade;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 10/04/1851; Date of document: 11/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 R 15

Surname: REID; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REID; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 15/06/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of quantity of paper; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: REID; First name: ELLEN;
Surname: REIDY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: REIDY; First name: JOHN];

Surname: REIDY; First name: DENIS;

Surname: REIDY; First name: HONORA;

Surname: REIDY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: REIDY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: REIDY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
**Surname:** REIDY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/10/1850; Description of crime: Escaping from transportation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

**Surname:** REIDY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 106; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857

**Surname:** REIDY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/12/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 13; Comments: Convicts father resides in John Street, Waterford.

**Surname:** REIDY; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 31/07/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Daniel Reidy; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 28; Comments: Petitioners address given as Dromlohan, near Pallas-kenry, Co Limerick.

**Surname:** REIDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/9/1851; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 R 39

**Surname:** REIDY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life - Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Hanna Reidy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 84

**Surname:** REILEY; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 09/03/1838; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc13

Surname: REILEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: REILLEY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: COUNTESS OF HARCOURT 1829; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Ann Kenny, residing at Mill Town.

Surname: REILLEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: COUNTESS OF HARCOURT 1827; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Eleanor Brannan, residing at Enagh, Castlerahew.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/1799; Description of crime: Desertion; Name of ship: FRIENDSHIP; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 216; Comments: Convict was a soldier with the Prince of Wales, Leicester Fencibles. Transport ship bound for Botany Bay.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 29/09/1804; Description of crime: Stealing a pair of iron hinges, Property J. Pasley; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Jonas Pasley; Relationship of petitioner: Prosector; Record reference code: PPC 1070; Comments: Petitioner states the convict was employed by him as a Wine Porter fro three yrs Convict has a wife and three children.
Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/07/1820; Date of document: 1820; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1544; Comments: Prays to be removed from the Gaol and sent with the other convicts to Australia. Served as a soldier in the Spanish war at Corunna.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/03/1822; Date of document: 06/1822; Description of crime: Stealing a cool of butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Bridget Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 1768; Comments: Petitioner is a widow and resides at Round Tower, Dublin

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 28/07/1827; Description of crime: Stealing 3 handkerchiefs valued cost 6 shillings; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3150; Comments: Petitioning for permission to take her son Michael, aged 5 years, with her. States her husband James Markey was transported for life from Trim, Co. Meath in 1822. Petition received: 14 August 1827.

Surname: REILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Kingtown, Dublin; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3212; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. States he lives with his parents and family in James Parish, Dublin. Several character references from inhabitants of Dublin. Petition received 10 Oct 1827.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 02/06/1827; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 3322; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Monaghan Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant enduring a respite of the convicts sentence.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 29/05/1831; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Possessing stolen silver; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3609;

Comments: Convict states he deals in jewellery and kept a stand on Essex bridge in Dublin city. Petitioning against his removal to the hulk as he fears for his safety among the other convicts on account of information he had given the police concerning the robbery of Donnybrook church. Petition dated possibly 183

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;

Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;

Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;

Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: REILLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 05/06/1828; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3727;

Comments: 2 letters, Joseph Hamilton, on behalf of the convict, stating he believes she is deserving of consideration. States she committed the felony for which she is charged when she was abandoned by her husband. Convict is a mother, no details given. (First pages of first letter are missing). 2nd letter dated 6 June 1828.

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 10/11/1808; Description of crime: Accomplice to robbery of tea and silver; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3976;
Comments: Convict is a native of Stradone, Co. Cavan and was working in Dublin where the crime was committed. Included is a letter requesting mitigation of the convict's sentence and a letter in reply, stating that the convict will be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. (11 November 1808). Other defendant: T. Kell.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 12/1809; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030;
Comments: Letter from the judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour. States that the convict's father is desirous to receive and support her.

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/11/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Name of petitioner: James and Mary Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: TR 6, P 69; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 R 26;
Comments: Petitioners state that of their 14 children, 13 have died.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Newry, County Down; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc30;
Comments: Return of convicts tried at the General Quarter Sessions.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castle Guard;
Record reference code: SPP 263

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On Board the Thomas; Date of document: 07/07/1798; Description of crime: Suspicion of being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 326

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a transport; Date of document: 21/11/1798; Name of petitioner: John Blake and 9 others;
Record reference code: SPP 334;
Comments: Prisoner is a native of Ballyduff in the parish of Kilcomb, Co. Wexford.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 07/01/1799; Description of crime: Having pike heads in order the join the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 362

A native of the parish of Munterconnaught, Co. Cavan

Surname: REILLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 1835; Date of document: 15/03/1836; Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: FS 1836 40;
Comments: Convicts wife Anne Reilly residing at Dundalk, Co. Louth requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: REILLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 43;
Comments: Convicts wife, Anne Coffee, residing in Weavers Square, Clonmel, Co Tipperary, offered a free passage to New South Wales. Her mother states that she hasn't seen her for 9 years.

Surname: REILLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: MARLEY 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Anne Coffee, residing at Weaver Square, Clonmel.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/04/1839;
Record reference code: FS 1839 105;
Comments: Wife's name, Isabella Mc Carthy

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 83(F); Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Stolen goods in her possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY; Alias: Traynor, M;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 323

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1857

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Kielly, John;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234
Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony of tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY 16/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 91

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Date of document: 02/07/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 142; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 23; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register, died.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dolan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 22/02/1842; Description of crime: Stealing heiffers; Sentence: Transportation 10yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127
Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from chapel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 29

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 89; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 R20;

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18;
Comments: Convict Ref. File: R 21 1841. see also John Reilly, Tr 4, p 18.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855.
Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Co. Dublin; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 146

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/11/1850; Description of crime: Breaking and entering warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 18

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 125; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/03/1854

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 11, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/06/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 R 8

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1842; Description of crime: Felony of plated coaster; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: REILLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/01/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, p 213

Surname: REILLY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: REILLY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 188

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 22/06/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 195; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony shawls and cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 185

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing linen and fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/01/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 2, p 118(F); Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WHITBY 09/02/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 298

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33(F)

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 17/04/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218; Comments: G.G.L. 20/03/1843

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 7(F)

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/02/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 296

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY; Alias: see Reilly, Anne;

Sex: F; Age: 20;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 222

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 49(F)

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1837; Description of crime: Felony of money and watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37(F)

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1838; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44(F)

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 189
Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 24/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Macken, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: REILLY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 123; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 R 7;
Comments: File missing

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81;
Comments: Convict's crime committed with John Fox.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 214;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 85

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 84; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 71; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 122; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/11/1857.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: REILLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life, 14/04/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/07/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/06/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 18; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/08/1857, Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/06/1858, Philipstown Gaol, King’s County, 21/10/1859 and Dundrum Gaol (Dublin), 07/11/1860. Reconvicted of larceny, 10/08/1863 and sentenced to 6 mths impr after initial sentence. See also Henry Quinn and Philip Kiely

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery, former conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 16; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1859

Surname: REILLY; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 02/10/1851

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from farm; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/07/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 233;
Comments: see Reilly, Catherine, TR 5, p 233

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 287

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 1 (F);
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 222;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1856

Surname: REILLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 20/03/1843

Surname: REILLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 9, p 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/11/1850

Surname: REILLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: High robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: REILLY; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/00/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57

Surname: REILLY; First name: BIDDY; Alias: Rose;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 285; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of notes and money; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1844

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/06/1858

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/07/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 101

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of spoons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88; Comments: Convict died of cholera at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1849

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 R 20; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857. Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43; Comments: See Mathew Reilly and Thomas Ward

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 14/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78; Comments: See also Myles Burke and Patrick Lennon (chf 1836 - B 27)

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Comments: Convict detained on board Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 03/03/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/06/1858

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 248

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33 (F)

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Maguire;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/11/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 69

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Place of imprisonment: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Date of document: 31/05/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 R 14

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 23/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 111

Surname: REILLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/07/1843; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 233; Comments: see Reilly, Anne, TR 5, p 233

Surname: REILLY; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Moynagh, Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 276

Surname: REILLY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: REILLY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to Hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: REILLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45

Surname: REILLY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 37; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: DAVID; Alias: Leviney, Timothy;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Ripping lead with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: REILLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 08/07/1843; Description of crime: Posting a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: REILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 101; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 20/08/1856

Surname: REILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120

Surname: REILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 125; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: REILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 29/06/1837; Description of crime: Having stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 175

Surname: REILLY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 213

Surname: REILLY; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 322

Surname: REILLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 287

Surname: REILLY; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Gallagher, Ellen;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: REILLY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 10/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 92 (F)

Surname: REILLY; First name: FELIX;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony flannel drawers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 67

Surname: REILLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/08/1845; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68
Surname: REILLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 145; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80

Surname: REILLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: REILLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: REILLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/08/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: REILLY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel and bed clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 11; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/08/1854

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Brady, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/01/1840; Description of crime: Entering dwelling house with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 156; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 18

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Having stolen lead in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing post letter bags; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 157

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 170

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/07/1852; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 87

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 15

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Williamson, John;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 24; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 70

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 30/10/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 23; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/05/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: REILLY; First name: OWEN; Alias: Bite, Owen;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

Surname: REILLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: REILLY; First name: OWEN; Alias: Ryan, Owen;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183

Surname: REILLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into building and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/02/1855

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a duck; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/10/1850; Description of crime: Felony after former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Roach, Joseph;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 141; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham 13/03/1844

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/01/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 13/03/1844

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: REILLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/10/1846; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 156

Surname: REILLY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: REILLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1843

Surname: REILLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/05/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/10/1856

Surname: REILLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1855 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

Surname: REILLY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: REILLY; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128

Surname: REILLY; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42; Comments: See Patrick Reilly and Thomas Ward

Surname: REILLY; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 18

Surname: REILLY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 63

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7 p 96; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18; Comments: Convict Ref. File: R 21, 1841
Surname: REILLY; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 29/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 276

Surname: REILLY; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 17/11/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 296

Surname: REILLY; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 285;
Comments: See Reilly, Biddy, TR 5, p 285

Surname: REILLY; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony blankets and sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: REILLY; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 15/03/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 116;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 11/05/1857 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/01/1858

Surname: REILLY; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony sacks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: REILLY; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Date of document: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 126; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 R 16

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing harness; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing post letter bags; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 157

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 04/04/1838; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 131

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 128; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict is a native of Kilmore, Co Kildare. Other defendant; Michael Mc Keown.

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Confined 1 mth and transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 20; Comments: Convict detained, 22/08/1839

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 R1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836 Convict is a native of Kilmore, Co Kildare. Other defendant; Michael Mc Keown.
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Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 20; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 16; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/10/1855

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/02/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48
Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, second offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 124;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 98;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny second offence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 56;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 56

Surname: REILLY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Martha Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 2140;
Comments: States convict stole the sheep to feed his starving family. Convict resides in the mountains of Erris, Co Mayo and has seven daughters the eldest 14 years. Refers to a former petition. Wifes petition received 3 May 1823.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 01/06/1800; Description of crime: Drinking seditious toasts; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 564; Comments: Included is a certificate of bail, letter and 2 testament. Convict at Dundrum Ballintemple Union, Cashel, Co Tipperary. Several character references from the inhabitants of Cashel and Dundrum, Co Tipperary. 

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 03/07/1800; Description of crime: Attempted attack on Tipperary Town; Record reference code: PPC 565; Comments: Two letters regarding the forging of signatures on petition from the convict. Second letter dated 6/7/1800.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 11/03/1800; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bryan & Catherine Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother and Father; Record reference code: PPC 570; Comments: Prays for their sons liberation. Character reference having several signatures of the inhabitants of Cashel and Dundrum, Co Tipperary including the Magistrates and Parish Priest. Convict resides at Gurtaffa, Ballintemple Union cashel, Co Tipperary.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 09/05/1800; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 574; Comments: Request trial.

Surname: REILLY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 28/01/1826; Date of document: 02/1826; Description of crime: Theft of 18s; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2866; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children and resides in Dublin City, a Taylor by trade.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Stenson;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of document: 23/05/1827; Description of crime: Passing a £1 (forged); Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3337;
Comments: Convict is married with three children.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 05/01/1823; Description of crime: Possessing two stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2139;
Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children and resides at Kilmore Parish, Barony of Erris, Co Mayo. Several character references from the inhabitants of Kilmore Parish.

Surname: REILLY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 23/09/1829; Date of document: 1830; Description of crime: Theft of money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3525;
Comments: Petition not dated, possibly 1830.

Surname: REILLY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3841;
Comments: Convict states he has been imprisoned four months on no charge. Petition not dated.

Surname: REILLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of document: 24/02/1791; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 3881;
Comments: Letter from the Judge, before whom the convict was tried stating that the convict escaped from gaol and has since committed several other offenses for which he has been rearrested. Recommends that his original sentence be countermanded as he is a dangerous and desperate villain

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 21/03/1825; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4140;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sentence to Foreign Military Service.

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Kingstown, Dublin; Date of trial: 05/03/1825; Date of document: 08/07/1825; Description of crime: House breaking and attempted robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4192; Comments: Convict states that his parents have business in the town of Kinnegad, Co Westmeath. States there are eleven children in the family.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/06/1836; Date of document: 25/06/1836; Description of crime: Breaking and entering a house and theft therein; Sentence: Death commuted trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 27; Comments: Convict is a Glover and Dyer by trade and is the sole support of his widowed mother. Other defendants; Patrick and Hannah Lennon, Miles Burke.

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 21

Surname: REILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 19; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Keegan and several others for the same offence.

Surname: REILLY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 19; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Keegan and several others for the same offence.

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 10; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his widowed mother and seven children residing in Polboy, Navan, Co Meath.

**Surname**: REILLY; **First name**: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 7; Comments: Convict is a Mechanic by trade and has a wife and children.

**Surname**: REILLY; **First name**: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assaulting and waylaying; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 15

**Surname**: REILLY; **First name**: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 24/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 32; Comments: Convict was transported to Syndey, New South Wales. Convicts two brothers James and John reside in Kilmore, Co Kildare.

**Surname**: REILLY; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 54; Comments: Convict has a wife and family.

**Surname**: REILLY; **First name**: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/05/1838; Description of crime: Robbery of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 41; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children.

**Surname**: REILLY; **First name**: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Trans 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 54;
Comments: Convicts wife resides in Pullamore, Co Cavan.

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Theft of a box containing money; Sentence: Transported commuted to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 55

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc23;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Mullingar, gaol, Co Westmeath.

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape;
Sentence: Death, commuted 12 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 37

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** PHELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/12/1840; Description of crime: Theft of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 56;
Comments: Convicts parent Felix and Mary, reside at No 13 West Essex Street, Dublin City.

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 58; Place of trial: Moate, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen delph saucer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years commuted 1yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 20

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation commuted to 7 years T; Record reference code: CRF 1841 R 21; Comments: Also convicted was his brother Philip Reilly. Both of them are married, one with a child. The other supports his wife, and his aged parents. They both support two young sisters.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 06/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years trans com to 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 R 21; Comments: The convict was convicted with file ref CRF 1841 R 21

Surname: REILLY; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 R 12

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 10/1842; Date of document: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Horse theft; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 R 14

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Ballina; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 03/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc15; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of the robbery of two handkerchiefs belonging to Bartholomew Newcomen of Ballina.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/1844; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc16; Comments: Prisoner was transported to New South Wales. Lord Lieutenant says he has no power in relation to prisoners already transported.

Surname: REILLY; First name: CATHERINE;
Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Carrick on Shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of document: 12/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 1; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a cow belonging to Mr John Roycroft. Prisoner lived in Co Leitrim.

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Carrick on Shannon; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of document: 12/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 1; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a cow belonging to Mr John Roycroft. Prisoner lived in Co Leitrim.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 01/1833; Date of document: 07/1844; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 2; Comments: Prisoner was transported to New South Wales in 1833. Petitioners residence given as Stillorgan, Co Dublin. Stolen cattle belonged to Walter Bourne of Stillorgan.

Surname: REILLY; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar; Date of document: 16/02/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 4; Comments: Prisoners residence given as Ardnare, Parish of Kilmore, Co Mayo.

Surname: REILLY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 03/1826; Date of document: 19/01/1844; Description of crime: Street robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PHOENIX; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 28;
Comments: Prisoner was transported to New South Wales in 1826. The Governor of New South Wales asked in 1844 that an inquiry be made into the length of his sentence. The prisoner claimed he had been transported for only 7 years.

Surname: REILLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Boyle; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 6

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Samuel Thomas Potter;
Relationship of petitioner: Solicitor;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 R 26

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Margaret and Eliz Reilly;
Relationship of petitioner: Sisters;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 R 6

Surname: REILLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 24/07/1867; Date of document: 04/11/1867; Description of crime: Treason; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 years; Name of petitioner: Stephen Huggard; Relationship of petitioner: Attorney;
Record reference code: CRF 1867 R 26

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 R 12

Surname: REILLY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 15/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Mountjoy after attempting to escape from Smithfield.

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Date of document: 07/1853; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 R 7; Comments: Prisoner resided in Bailieboro, Co Cavan.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Date of document: 1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Margaret Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1853 Mc 43

Surname: REILLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Anne Coffee.

Surname: REILLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: REILLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: REILLY; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 10/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 798; Comments: Prisoner resided in Co. Cavan, and previously in Co. Meath.

Surname: REILLY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: 'John and Esther' Poolbeg; Date of document: 11/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 799

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 27/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 800

Surname: REILLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: 'Friendship' Passage; Date of document: 20/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Mary Reilly and self; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 801

Surname: REILLY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 24/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 802; Comments: Prisoner resided in Westport, Co. Mayo.

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1799; Record reference code: SPP 803; Comments: Prisoner was a member of the North Cort Militia.

Surname: REILLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 24/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Bridget Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 806;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Granard, Co. Longford.

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: SPP 807;  
Comments: Prisoner was a bricklayer, and resided in Ranelagh, Co. Dublin.

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison;  
Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;  
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM /7/1851;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 R 20

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Gaol; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 R 30

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1839; Date of document: 18/02/1840; Sentence: Transportation 7;  
Record reference code: FS 1840 24;  
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Reilly, residing at 3 Bow Lane North, Dublin, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname:** REILLY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Name of ship: HADLOW 1820;  
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;  

© National Archives, Ireland
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Bridget Reilly, residing at Bailieborough, Co. Cavan.

Surname: REILLY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Name of ship: HADLOW, 1820; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Anne Reilly, residing at Bailieborough, Co. Cavan.

Surname: REILLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: REILLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: MORLEY 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Anne Coffey.

Surname: REILLY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: REILLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 22/01/1843; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: REILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, Commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 56

Surname: REILY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Board the Alexander; Date of document: 22/05/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a rebel; Name of petitioner: Lord Norris and others; Record reference code: SPP 360; Comments: A native of Buckstown, Co. Wexford

Surname: REILY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board tender; Date of document: 12/01/1799; Description of crime: treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Mary Sandy; Record reference code: SPP 417; Comments: Formerly a soldier with the north Cork additional gunners

Surname: REILY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 18/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 302

Surname: REILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: REILY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a ewe sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: REILY; First name: MARY; Alias: Randal, Reynolds;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/06/1845; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 263

Surname: REILY; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: REILY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 239; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 22/07/1836

Surname: REILY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 286

Surname: REILY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/05/1853

Surname: REILY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 104; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/08/1854

Surname: REILY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Attacking dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 158

Surname: REILY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: REILY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing a bullock with intent; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74
Surname: REILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: REILY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3840; Comments: Convict is a House keeper by profession and resides at No 6 Lower Comb, Dublin. States he has a family; no details given. Petition not dated, circa 1801-06.

Surname: REILY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 05/1825; Description of crime: Theft of £1; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4176; Comments: Convict has four children. Petition received; 4 May 1825.

Surname: REILY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of trial: 31/10/1843; Date of document: 17/05/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Martha and Andrew Reilly; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: CRF 1843 R 40

Surname: REILY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Anne Reily; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 14

Surname: REILY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: REILY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: REINY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 13/04/1832; Sentence: Death, respited; Record reference code: PPC 3701; Comments: Letter, Governor of Ennis Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: REIRDON; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 06/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1848 R 35

Surname: REIRDON; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: REIRDON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 33 (F)

Surname: RELIHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kerry.

Surname: RENAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1842 R 14;
Comments: Convict was convicted with James Renehan and David Kelly Jnr.

Surname: RENAHAH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: RENEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Riot and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 93; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 R 21; 
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin. Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851.

Surname: RENEHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: RENEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: RENLONDS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Reynolds, George;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: RENNICKS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/03/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 296

Surname: RENNIX; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: RENNULSON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: RENNY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 42

Surname: REORDAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname:RESSOCK; First name: DAVID; Alias: or Rourke;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 M 124; Comments: Other defendant: Daniel Mulholland.

Surname: REWACK; First name: PATRICK; Alias: or Rourke;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: REWBERRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cork; Date of trial: 27/02/1816; Description of crime: Being absent from his house; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Rewberrry; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3842; Comments: Convict was convicted for being absent from his house after 9.00 p.m. Petitioner states she is pregnant with their fifth child. Convict is a Carpenter by trade. Petitioner resides in Thomastown, Barony of Clanwilliam, Co Tipperary. Petition not dated, circa 1816-17
Surname: REYBUINE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 1 mth; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: REYCROFT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail in 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55 (F);
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Sarah Reynolds; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 124; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 R 9

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Sarah Reynolds; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 R 9

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bromskill, Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 17/08/1798; Name of petitioner: Henry Foster & 2 others;
Record reference code: SPP 264;
Comments: Prisoner carried on a business in Blackrock for three years.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing lead and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 28

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 163

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Date of document: 1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Thomas Reynolds; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 11; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Drumshambo, Barony of Mohill, Co Leitrim.

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/07/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 19

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 R 11; Comments: Convict has eight children.

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/04/1843

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 105; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 R 11; Comments: Convict has eight children.

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny and receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122 (F)

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a ewe sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/07/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 272; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 31; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: MARY; Alias: Randal, Reily;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/06/1845; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 263

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 29/06/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 233

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/08/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 46; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1855

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 24

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 56; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and stealing dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 R 18; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 Convict is a Corporal in the 18 Royal Infantry. Convict father Bernard, had served in the 27th Foot Regiment.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 57; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/07/1854

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 1

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: BARNARD; Alias: Faughlon;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 303; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 229
Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/10/1855; Description of crime: Cattle stealing and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 154; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 16/12/1856 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/10/1857

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 175; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 21/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 322; Comments: G.G. 17/11/1843

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1853; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 184; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/12/1855

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 27/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 69 (F)

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 16/03/1850; Description of crime: Obtaining money by false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 132
Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: FRANK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 09/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 99;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: GEORGE; Alias: Reyonds, George;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 123

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and former conviction of felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 105;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/07/1856

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 19/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JOHN M;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 248

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 31/10/1842; Description of crime: Stealing trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 R 46; Comments: Convict was convicted with Martin and Patrick O’ Hara for the same offense. Convict reference file contains a press cutting giving a physical description of the convict.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin prison ship; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/03/1826; Description of crime: Burglary and abduction; Record reference code: PPC 3032; Comments: Letter, J. Galbraith, acting for Crown solicitor, Cavan, informing of the conviction of the convict and his brother John.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/03/1826; Description of crime: Burglary and abduction; Record reference code: PPC 3032;
Comments: Letter, Cavan, J. Galbraith, acting for Crown Solicitor, informing of the conviction of the convict and his brother Hugh.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 11/03/1825; Description of crime: Sentenced under Insurrection Act; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Cahill; Relationship of petitioner: Father in law; Record reference code: PPC 4146; Comments: Petitioning on behalf of the convict who is married to petitioners daughter. Petitioner resides in Castletown Roche, Co Cork and is a Shopkeeper and Farmer by profession.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 02/03/1825; Date of document: 21/03/1825; Description of crime: Attempted theft of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Reynolds; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4175; Comments: Petitioners address given at Dublin.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 30/07/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Reynolds; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 25; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Parsonstown. A second petition gives her residence as Shinrone, Co Tipperary. She ask that she be allowed to accompany her husband abroad. Sentence commuted to 7 years transportation. Prisoner was a member of the Repeal Association.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Co Longford; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 12 mths imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 R 18

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: LOUGHLIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: P;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: J;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Leitrim;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1818;  
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;  
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 04/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10;  
Record reference code: FS 1840 13;  
Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Reynolds, residing in Mohill, Co Leitrim, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: 7 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: REYNOLDS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname:** REYNOLDS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation;

Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** REYNORDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;

Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname:** RHALL; **First name:** OWEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of document: 10/03/1848; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - Com. to 1 yr imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;

Record reference code: CRF 1848 R 8

**Surname:** RHATIGAN; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** RHAWL; **First name:** ODDY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt;

Record reference code: TR 7, p 111;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** RIARDAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 52;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

**Surname:** RIARDAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: RIARDEN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

Surname: RIBBIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Killing a cow with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: RIBBON; First name: NAPPY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: RIBBON; First name: NAPPY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 218

Surname: RICE; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: RICE; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: RICE; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4
Surname: RICE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 320

Surname: RICE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/04/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 191

Surname: RICE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: RICE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 08/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 46

Surname: RICE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: RICE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/07/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: RICE; First name: KYLE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 2;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/12/1857

Surname: RICE; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 2 mths; Record reference code: TR 9, p 19

Surname: RICE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 16/01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a silver cased watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 220

Surname: RICE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 01/1848; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: RICE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 19/07/1853

Surname: RICE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 17/07/1848; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132; Comments: Convict executed

Surname: RICE; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Bourke, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1846; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder P Clarke; Sentence: Death, 30/04/1846; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180; Comments: Convict executed. See Hayes, Patrick TR 6, p 180

Surname: RICE; First name: PIERCE;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Receiving money knowing it to be stolen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 84; Comments: see Sullivan, James

Surname: RICE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 04/10/1838; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 40; Comments: Convict committed crime with Manning, Francis and Fay, John

**Surname:** RICE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks.

**Surname:** RICE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cootehill, County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 20/06/1824; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2470; Comments: Character references.

**Surname:** RICE; **First name:** MARIANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: HIGHWAY ROBBERY; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 R3

**Surname:** RICE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 23/02/1842; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1842 B 30; Comments: Convicted with John Brady and others.

**Surname:** RICHARD; **First name:** GIBBONS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/12/1798; Name of petitioner: J.W.O'Donnell; Record reference code: SPP 310; Comments: See also Christopher Crump

**Surname:** RICHARDS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of document: 05/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 265; Comments: Prisoner is a surgeon and a native of Broughshane.

**Surname:** RICHARDS; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: RICHARDS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: RICHARDS; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: RICHARDS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 30

Surname: RICHARDS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Cove of Cork; Date of document: 05/09/1823; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Richards; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2142; Comments: Petitioner states convict is on board a transport vessel. Prays that she may be permitted to accompany her husband to Botany Bay. Refers to a testimonial signed by the Magistrates and gentlemen of Co Clare.

Surname: RICHARDS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 16/03/1828; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3456; Comments: Convict has two children.

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 13/02/1812; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: PPC 1272; Comments: Covering note for a petition for the convict and Jeremiah Corbitt. Petition is not included.
Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/06/1798; Name of petitioner: James Richardson; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: SPP 266

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 30/01/1798; Description of crime: Treasonable Practices; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 267; Comments: Prisoner is a native of Belfast and has a wife and five children.

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 24/04/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 40; Comments: Prays that his attorney and council may be permitted to visit him in gaol

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 49

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 48

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: CHARLOTTE; Alias: Kerr, Charlotte;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 297

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: EMILY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/01/1843; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1848; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny out of a letter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 183

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 11/12/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 165; Comments: Convict was sentenced by General Court Martial. Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/12/1863.

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1853
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Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 18;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: THOMAS, WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 19/09/1824; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2471;
Comments: Petitioning for his two children (eldest 5 years) to taken into asylum. States his wife was convicted at the Clonmel assizes for the same offence and is confined in the Richmond Penitentiary in Dublin.

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: RICHARD; Alias: George;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 09/01/1843; Date of document: 12/01/1843; Description of crime: Obtaining money by false pretences; Sentence: T 7; Name of petitioner: Richard Richardson; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 R 1

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dungannon; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Date of document: 25/01/1845; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 7

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: JONATHON;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/02/1799; Name of petitioner: William Bisset; Record reference code: SPP 804

Surname: RICHARDSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 805; Comments: Petitioner resided in Co. Antrim.

Surname: RICHAY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions. Convict was convicted for several other offences at different intervals

Surname: RICHIE; First name: ALEY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: RICHIE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 06/04/1852

Surname: RICHMAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73(F)

Surname: RICHMOND; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1848; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RICHMOND; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 29/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73 (F)

Surname: RICKABY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/11/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 69

Surname: RICKARD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: RICKARD; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 117

Surname: RICKARD; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/05/1858

Surname: RICKERBY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 277

Surname: RICKERSTAFF; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: RICKEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: RIDDEN; First name: TERANCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 33

Surname: RIDDLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: RIDDLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: RIDDLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: RIDDLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 5

Surname: RIDDLES; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: RIDDLES; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Seven years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: RIDDY; First name: JOHN; Alias: see Ryan, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204

Surname: RIDGEWAY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 27/12/1803; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3954; Comments: Petitioning for permission to meet with his brother in order to settle his personal financial affairs as he has been threatened with bankruptcy since his confinement.

Surname: RIEDY; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: RIEDY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation, administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: RIEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/07/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: RIELEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 11/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 9

Surname: RIELEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: SOPHIA 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Crahan, residing in the Parish of Kells.

Surname: RIELLY; First name: SILVESTER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 10/08/1812; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1276; Comments: Letter from the clerk of the crown, Tralee, Co. Kerry, on behalf of the convict expressing his desire to enlist in Military Service. Endorsed: Rielly refused to enlist.

Surname: RIELLY; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 11/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 136

Surname: RIELLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 15

Surname: RIELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Kelly, John;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 3 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict ref. file: L3 1836

Surname: RIELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/03/1846; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 132

Surname: RIELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: RIELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: RIELLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: RIELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: RIELLY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost, States convict came from Trim Gaol, Co Meath.

Surname: RIELLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RIELLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RIELLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RIELLY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: RIELLY; First name: PETER;
Surname: RIELLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 11/05/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RIELLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 229;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: RIELLY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274;
Comments: Convict detained at Grangorman Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RIELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 189

Surname: RIELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: RIELLY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 16/03/1826; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 3033;
Comments: Magistrate's report of several convictions in Limerick. Convict was convicted for being in a party of armed men, who in the month of January 1818, broke into the house of Christopher Sparling in the Barony of Pubble Brien (Co. Fermanagh or Tyrone) and murdered Samuel Cross
Surname: RIELY; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RIERDAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34

Surname: RIERDEN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: RIERDON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: RIGLEY; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony of glue; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: RIGNEY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Date of document: 15/08/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE /10/1849; Name of petitioner: Eleanor Rigney; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 8, P 77; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 R 34; Comments: Prisoner was a native of King's Co.. Petitioner's residence given as Banagher, King's Co.

Surname: RIGNEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2
Surname: RIGNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: RIGNEY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: RIGNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 28/10/1844; Date of document: 12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 R 39; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a razor. Petitioner lived in Kings County.

Surname: RIGNEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 11/04/1850; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: RIGNEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 24/07/1847; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 123; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RIGNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 R 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: RILEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 198; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: RILEY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony 135 handkerchiefs and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 79

Surname: RILEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc100; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Wicklow gaol.

Surname: RIND; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony bible and prayer book; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: RINEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 11/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102; Comments: Convict executed

Surname: RINEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

Surname: RING; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 29/11/1827; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3272; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given). States he lived in Mallow, Co Cork before enlisting in the 66th Regiment of Foot in 1809 in which he served as a Private Soldier till 1818. On his return from Service he lost the use of his left hand and was forced to move to Cork City to earn a living singing song
Surname: RING; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1853; Date of document: 12/07/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 56; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 R 20

Surname: RING; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: RING; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: RING; First name: JOHN; Alias: Sullivan, John;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: RING; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: RING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29(F)

Surname: RING; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: RING; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: RING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 169

Surname: RING; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/11/1839; Date of document: 01/06/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 22

Surname: RING; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway City; Place of imprisonment: Galway City Gaol; Date of trial: 31/07/1851; Date of document: 06/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER /06/1852; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29 (f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 R 38

Surname: RING; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Date of document: 20/10/1852; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: RINGROSE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1851; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147

Surname: RINGROSE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 21

Surname: RINGWOOD; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59(F)

Surname: RIORDAIN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Date of document: 31/03/1823; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others; Record reference code: PPC 1970; Comments: All five convicts were convicted of the same offense.

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Description of crime: Coining counterfeit money; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3118; Comments: Convict has a family and resides in Bandon, Co. Cork. States his hovel was situated on the great road leading from Skibbereen to Bandon. Convict was employed as a labourer with the Honourable Capt. Bernard. Petition received 25 June 1827

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 43; Comments: Convicts wife resides in Brond Street, Limerick with their four children.

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 R 12; Comments: Convict is the mother of 14 children, nine of whom are living. Convict lives at Ballywilliam, Co. Limerick.

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Attempt of arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84(F)

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31; Comments: Convict committed with Patrick McAuliffe

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: CATH; Alias: McCarthy, Julia;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11(F)

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Murphy, Catherine;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/12/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 35

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855
Surname: RIORDAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 114

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, 147; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 228

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 228

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny heifers and pig; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 23/10/1857

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1857

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JEREMIAH; Alias: Riordan, Patrick;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1855

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 114; Comments: Convict died at Kerry Gaol, Co. Kerry, 25/12/1850

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/05/1852

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36; Comments: Convict died at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 150; Comments: Convict died at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 05/08/1854

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1851

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298
Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31(F)

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 224; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 236; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1856

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 114; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/01/1852

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 29;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1855

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 1 mth and 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 98

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth and afterwards transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 156;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/02/1854

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Sheedy;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 32

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 30;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1855

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Seizing arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 108

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 137

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/04/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30
Surname: RIORDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See Comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others; Record reference code: PPC 2143; Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of twelve sheep; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc76; Comments: Convict resides in Dromtrasmacollins, Co Limerick with his wife and six children and is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/05/1838; Description of crime: Pick pocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 28; Comments: Convicts father John, resides at No 22 Market Street, Cork and is a Labourer by trade.

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 26; Comments: Convicted with Michael Costello and others.

Surname: RIORDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 18/07/1844; Date of document: 05/11/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 38; Record reference code 2: TR 5 p30;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a watch from the premises of a Mr Jackson, Castle St, Cork. He pleaded guilty and asked to be transported. His wife had been transported previously sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

**Surname:** RIORDAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** RIORDAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Calnan, residing at Gaggin, Ballymudin.

**Surname:** RIORDAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 04/10/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** RIORDAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

**Surname:** RIORDEN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 34

**Surname:** RIORDEN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

**Surname:** RIORDEN; **First name:** DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 31; 
Comments: Convict died, 03/01/1849

Surname: RIORDEN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 113; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856

Surname: RIORDON; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise @ Cork; Date of document: 28/06/1823; 
Record reference code: PPC 2144; 
Comments: Two letters from the Prison Keeper of the Hulk reporting the escape and later apprehension of the convict. States convict is a native of Cork.

Surname: RIPPY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: RIRKE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Rourke, John;

Sex: M; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 67

Surname: RISPICE; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 117

Surname: RISPIN; First name: GARRET;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 21/10/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Mary Rispin; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: CRF 1849 124

Surname: RITCHIE; First name: CATHERINE;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 R 14;
Comments: The convict supports a crippled widowed mother.

Surname: RITCHIE; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen plane; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: RIVERS; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Athlone; Date of trial: 10/05/1844; Description of crime: Assaulting a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: EMILY;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 19;
Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 4th Regiment of Dragoon Guards.

Surname: RIX; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 61;
Comments: Robert Henry Rix

Surname: RLING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Assaults; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

Surname: ROACH; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 120;
Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/12/1848

Surname: ROACH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 23/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: ROACH; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY 26/11/1847;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 54

Surname: ROACH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 06/04/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 185; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 R 25;
Comments: Convict states that if he is discharged he will go to America.

Surname: ROACH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 R12;
Comments: The convict supports his mother, his own family.

Surname: ROACH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony box and candles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: ROACH; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Reilly, Thomas;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 141

Surname: ROACH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 R 10;
Comments: Convict has a wife Margaret.

Surname: ROACH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/02/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 9 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 40;
Comments: Convict’s sentence changed to transportation for life for stabbing another convict. Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1869.

Surname: ROACH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/12/1857

Surname: ROACH; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/07/1852

Surname: ROACH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ROACH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MARINER 1827; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Langan, residing near Youghal.

Surname: ROACHE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: ROACHE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony purse of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51

Surname: ROACHE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ROACHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 101

Surname: ROACHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 13/10/1838; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 R 64; Comments: Convict resides in Outerand, Co Galway and is a Victualer by trade. States he has a wife and family.

Surname: ROACHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

Surname: ROACHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: ROACHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

Surname: ROACHE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony saddle and bridle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: ROACHE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/11/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 113

Surname: ROACHE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: ROAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: ROARK; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Having counterfeit bank notes in possession; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted 6 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 166; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. Convict's report no. R 40.

Surname: ROARKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 R 5

Surname: ROARKE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: ROARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen horse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 282; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: ROARKE; First name: MARIA;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 272

Surname: ROARKE; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: ROARKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tullamore, King's Co; Place of imprisonment: Tullamore, King's Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 6;
Comments: Convict has six children.

Surname: ROARKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of document: 14/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Anne Roarke; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 R 29

Surname: ROBB; First name: AGNES;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 197

Surname: ROBBINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault (armed by night) and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 92;
Comments: Convict died in hospital at Bermuda

Surname: ROBBINS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault (armed by night) and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 92
Surname: ROBERT; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: ROBERTS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/02/1853; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43

Surname: ROBERTS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: ROBERTS; First name: PHEBE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

Surname: ROBERTS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/10/1851

Surname: ROBERTS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Date of document: 16/10/1847; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: LADY ROWENA; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc4; Comments: Transportation on 19 Jan 1826.

Surname: ROBERTS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ROBERTS; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Western Australia; Date of trial: 05/02/1853; Date of document: 09/03/1855; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1855 G 20

Surname: ROBERTS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 03/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Anne Roberts; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 808; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Rathmore, Co. Kildare.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1073; Comments: Convict is a Brazier by trade and resides in Church Street, Dublin. An endorsement on the petition states that the convict was arrested on information connecting him with a gang of robbers and that he was in the habit of receiving stolen goods.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King’s Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Date of document: 19/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Philip and Eliza Robinson; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: TR 6, P 120; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 R 1

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 1829; Date of document: 03/09/1836; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: FS 1836 Sc 1;
Comments: A free passage to New South Wales is requested for the convicts wife and children.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: ALEX;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: ALFRED;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: CAROLINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 00/01/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 207

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 276; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 R 22;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register N.S.T.R

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 92

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 07/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 139

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 209;
Comments: G.G.L. 24,04/1843

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 6;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Feloniously inciting Michael Flanagan to rob; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 85;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. See Michael Robinson.

**Surname:** ROBINSON; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 2

**Surname:** ROBINSON; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1841; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

**Surname:** ROBINSON; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

**Surname:** ROBINSON; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1837; Description of crime: Picking pocket; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R 98; Comments: Convict is a native of Co Kildare.

**Surname:** ROBINSON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 30/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder, convicted of manslaughter of John Pierce; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

**Surname:** ROBINSON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 18

**Surname:** ROBINSON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 29/10/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 218; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 3

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of lead, same being fixed to the dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 197

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 135;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Feloniously inciting Michael Flanagan to rob; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 85;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 50
Surname: ROBINSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 18;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 10/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 174

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 120;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/08/1839; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 49; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 R 45;
Comments: Convict resides in Maryborough, Queens Co. Convict ref file contains & pet from the convicts sister, Mrs Captain Elizabeth Murray, Sandymount, Dublin City on his behalf, stating that he comes from a highly respectable family, whose uncle was a magistrate in the Queens Co

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony tin box; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 R 47; Comments: Convict resides in Ballymoney, Co Antrim with his wife and child.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 29/07/1839; Description of crime: Sacrilege and larceny from church; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 56

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 3; Comments: Convict died, 07/03/1848

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 195; Comments: Other defendant; Thomas Carroll.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Accessory to burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 38; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Hannah Robinson; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc18; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as No 1 Catherine's Lane, Parish of St Catherine, Dublin.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 809

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: MARY JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 02/04/1852; Date of document: 22/11/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Imprisonment 18 months; 
Record reference code: FS 1852 6; 
Comments: Convict requests permission to emigrate to Australia.

Surname: ROBINSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Louth; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; 
Record reference code: PPC 1771; 
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: ROCHE; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard ship, Wexford Port; Date of document: 10/07/1798; 
Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Roche; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: SPP 268

Surname: ROCHE; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/10/1798; Description of crime: Participation in the 1798 rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; 
Record reference code: SPP 341

Surname: ROCHE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; 
Description of crime: tumultuous riot; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88 Committed 21 July 1834

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 236; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Description of
crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of
crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND
00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of
crime: Perjury; Sentence: Impt 1 mth, pay fine or transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 154;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/07/1854

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime:
Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/12/1851

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1848; Description of crime: Cattle
stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: ROCHE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/07/1840; Description of
crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: ROCHE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1857

Surname: ROCHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 22;
Comments: Convict sent to Constaby 07/02/1843

Surname: ROCHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 205

Surname: ROCHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into an out-house and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 188

Surname: ROCHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1850; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 255

Surname: ROCHE; First name: REDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/10/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs declared unfit commuted 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 32;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ROCHE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

Surname: ROCHE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/03/1857; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 15, p 46; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 22/02/1858 Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/12/1853 Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1869

Surname: ROCHE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/10/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: ROCHE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71

Surname: ROCHE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 266; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: ROCHE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/03/1856

Surname: ROCHE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1856
Surname: ROCHE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43

Surname: ROCHE; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Swift, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 12;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853

Surname: ROCHE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 274;
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: ROCHE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/06/1856

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1842; Description of crime: Felony of plated coaster; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a goat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 27;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: ROCHE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Breaking into a house in daytime and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/04/1853

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Burke;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 251; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 384; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 00/07/1853

Surname: ROCHE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: ROCHE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/10/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

Surname: ROCHE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1856

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 1817; Date of document: 28/07/1817; Description of crime: Stealing a shop keeper's drawer and cash; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others; Record reference code: PPC 4090; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Supple and Andrew Feely for the same offence Petition endorsed; the law to take its course; Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, stating he is not deserving of any mitigation

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: ROCHE; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Burk;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9); Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot. Constantly plotting escape.

Surname: ROCHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 23

Surname: ROCHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Assaulting the military police;
Surname: ROCHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: ROCHFORD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/04/1832; Description of crime: Fraud; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Michael Rochford; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3702;
Comments: Included is a letter from the conviction Ennis Gaol, to his father in Knockbrack dated, 7 April 1832.

Surname: ROCHFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 19/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Robert Atkins;
Record reference code: SPP 404

Surname: ROCHFORD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: CattleStealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: ROCHFORD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134

Surname: ROCHFORD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/08/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 35

Surname: ROCHFORD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: ROCHFORT; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co.; Date of document: 01/04/1816; Description of crime: Rebellious activity; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1387; Comments: Memorial of Rev. James Mc Cay, Dublin, on behalf of the convict, endorsed:'to be respited'.

Surname: ROCHFORT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 30/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: ROCHFORT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co Westmeath; Date of document: 15/03/1826; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2868; Comments: Petitioning for a respite of sentence. Convict has a wife and four children and resides in the Parish of Killucan, Co Westmeath.

Surname: ROCK; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: ROCK; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: ROCK; First name: CONSTANTINE;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105;
Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity. States convict had a leg amputated.

**Surname:** ROCKE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 104; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** ROCKETT; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 173; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 R 26; Comments: Convict ref. file: R 26, 1841

**Surname:** ROCKETT; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Smuggling tobacco; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2147; Comments: Character reference from the Minister of Duncannon, Co Waterford where the convict and his family reside. Petition received 25 April 1823.

**Surname:** ROCKETT; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Description of crime: Smuggling tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Magistrates & Gentlemen; Record reference code: PPC 3860; Comments: Petitioning on behalf of the convict and three others (all named) who were convicted of smuggling tobacco at the Last Spring Assizes for the county. Two petitions not dated; circa 1821-28; 1833-34.

**Surname:** ROCKNEEN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath and riot; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 155; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843. Convict's name struck through from Register.

**Surname:** RODAHON; **First name:** ROGER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrick-on-shannon; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 06/06/1823; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ann Rodahon (alias, Ward); Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2148; Comments: Convict has five children, eldest 7 years old. Endorsed Death respited, Tran for life.

Surname: RODDIE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Whinstanley;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Felony watches and jewellery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: RODDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 214; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/07/1853

Surname: RODDY; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: RODGERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/08/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 28/07/1849; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 181

Surname: RODGERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: RODGERS; First name: MATILDA;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843
Surname: RODGERS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 176;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: RODGERS; First name: MARTHOL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 19;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853

Surname: RODGERS; First name: HANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 23/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 326

Surname: RODGERS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 31/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 125

Surname: RODGERS; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 209;
Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: RODGERS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 26/03/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection (23/07/1804);
Record reference code: PPC 870;

Surname: RODGERS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Charged with being a Ribbon Man; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 R 7;
Comments: The convict has owned an Inn for the past 15 years. The convict has a wife and family with a mother and 4 sisters to support.

Surname: RODGERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Trim; Date of document: 23/03/1844; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Rodgers; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 8

Surname: RODGERS; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Date of document: 06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1849 r 21

Surname: RODY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co.Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 241

Surname: ROE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: kilmainham; Date of trial: 18/10/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: breaking and entering a building; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: ROE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 08/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 164

Surname: ROE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: ROE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: ROE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Grogan;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 62;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/04/1857

Surname: ROE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 390;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 00/08/1853

Surname: ROE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: ROE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Description of crime: Breaking/entering building and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: ROE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/08/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 57;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: ROE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: ROERTY; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30
Surname: ROFFEY; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Date of trial: 25/07/1866; Sentence: Penal Servitude;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 167;
Comments: Convict served in the H Battery 8th Brigade Royal Artillery and was sentenced by Court Martial, in the Curragh, Co. Kildare

Surname: ROGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 30/11/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 8142 R 33;
Comments: Convict lived with his widowed mother at Lurgankeed, Co. Louth.

Surname: ROGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Date of document: 03/1844; Description of crime: Attacking the house of Patrick Gibbons; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 C 23; Record reference code 2: TR 5, P 152

Surname: ROGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board The Mary; Name of petitioner: Edward Rogan; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: SPP 273;
Comments: Petitioner is a native of the Parish of Kilcavin, co. Wexford.

Surname: ROGER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1825; Date of document: 09/04/1825; Description of crime: Robbing John Domville; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2633;
Comments: Convict lived with William Howard, Lower Mount St Dublin for six years. Character references.

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Mc Crory;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co. Clare; Date of document: 22/11/1819; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1435;
Comments: Convicts son James and daughter Mary, were executed for the same crime.
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 30/07/1812; Description of crime: Uttering a forged bank note; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4038; Comments: Included is a covering letter from Henry Faulkner with whose brother in law (Captain Martin), the convict had served as a Coachman.

Surname: ROGERS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 04/08/1843; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: M. McDermott & others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1848 W 43; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Mahon's Yard, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: ROGERS; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: ROGERS; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1858

Surname: ROGERS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: ROGERS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 13; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ROGERS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 141;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/03/1844

Surname: ROGERS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: ROGERS; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5

Surname: ROGERS; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

Surname: ROGERS; First name: THADEUS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/04/1858

Surname: ROGERS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 127;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: ROGERS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 22/07/1836

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: ROGERS; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Felony sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: ROGERS; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 272

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary, robbery and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Breaking into house of Thomas Donoghoe; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 123; Comments: see Thomas Fenally and Edward Multine

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1841; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198; Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 13/03/1844

Surname: ROGERS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

Surname: ROGERS; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: ROGERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 1824; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2473; Comments: Convicts brother was convicted of a similar offense in 1823 and sentenced to imprisonment. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1839; Date of document: 11/11/1843; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Peter Rogers; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1843 R 37

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of document: 15/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Spike Island.

Surname: ROGERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: ROHAN; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny heifers and pig; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: ROHAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24

Surname: ROHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/10/1855

Surname: ROHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny heifers and pig; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: ROHAN; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Roughan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 16/04/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self and Dennis Rohan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 16; Comments: Petitioner resided at Clashnavin, near Nenagh, Co Tipperary.

Surname: ROIDAN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: RONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110

Surname: RONAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: RONAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/08/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191

Surname: RONAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Name of petitioner: Jane Ronan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3844; Comments: Petitioner refers to a former memorial, signed by the convicts employer, Mr Cockburn, Mark Street, (Dublin), which she had submitted on her husbands behalf. No date, circa 1801-06.

Surname: RONAYNE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 349

Surname: RONAYNL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 206

Surname: RONEEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 55

Surname: RONEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Rouen, James;

Sex: M; Age: 10; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177

Surname: RONEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ship Belfast Lough; Date of document: 14/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Arthur Roney; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 384; Comments: Ship has left Belfast for Waterford, a native of Downpatrick

Surname: RONEY; First name: BILL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 53; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RONEY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co.Down; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 16/11/1823; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and two others; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments; Record reference code: PPC 1910; Comments: All three convicts were convicted of same offense. Convict resides with his parents in Downpatrick, Co. Down.

Surname: ROONEEN; First name: CONNELL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

Surname: ROONEEN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

Surname: ROONEY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3159; Comments: Convict states he is the sole support of his parents and five children. Several character references from the inhabitants of the Parish of Killinvay, Barony of Athlone, Co. Roscommon. Petition received: 28 August 1827.

Surname: ROONEY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Date of trial: 1827; Date of document: 17/09/1827; Description of crime: Pick pocketing; Sentence: Trans for 7 year; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3198;
Comments: Convict was convicted at the last spring assizes. States he is the sole support of his mother and two sisters.

Surname: ROONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 15/10/1827; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3220; Comments: Crime commuted at the Market of Athlone, (Co Roscommon).

Surname: ROONEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 01/08/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc 7

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, P 318; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 R 29

Surname: ROONEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 202; Comments: Other defendant: James Mc Tegart.

Surname: ROONEY; First name: BELL;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 18/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: ROONEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 322; Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/02/1844

Surname: ROONEY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing cattle with intent to steal carcasses; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180

Surname: ROONEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 125; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1851

Surname: ROONEY; First name: EDWARD;

Surname: ROONEY; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 259

Surname: ROONEY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: ROONEY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: ROONEY; First name: JOHN;

Surname: ROONEY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/08/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79
Surname: ROONEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 218

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 67;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/05/1853

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 14/07/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 248; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 16;
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: ROONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 174

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY; Alias: Nolan, M;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony small clothes, watch and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42;
Comments: see Ann Henry
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Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 271

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 287; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 318

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Down; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Date of document: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 203; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 R 8

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 09/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 81

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 77; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/04/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into shop and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 94; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: ROONEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: ROONEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: ROONEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Grevous Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 R 2; Comments: Convicts wife is pregnant with their second child. States his parents are dependant on his support.

Surname: ROONEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 27/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 182

Surname: ROONEY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 291

Surname: ROONEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1830; Description of crime: Assault and attempted destruction of house; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3526;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her husband (name not given) for the same offense. States her husband was transported in accordance with the sentence passed on him but she was held back on account of her being pregnant with her fourth child; child has since been born. Petitioning to be released

Surname: ROONEY; First name: -;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1830; Description of crime: Assault and attempted destruction of house; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Rooney; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3526;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his wife for the same offense. Petitioner (petitioning on her own behalf) states her husband (not named) was transported in accordance with the sentence passed on him, but she was held back on account of being pregnant with her 4th Child. Child has since been born. Petitioning (released)

Surname: ROONEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 22/05/1838;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16;
Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Dublin City.

Surname: ROONEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/01/1839; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 21;
Comments: Convict is the eldest of four children and the sole support of his widowed mother and family, who reside at No 21 Manowbonelane, Grand Canal Harbour, Dublin.

Surname: ROONEY; First name: ISABELLA;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 01/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 27

Surname: ROONEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Date of document: //; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 R 18

Surname: ROONEY; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 11/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Rooney; Relationship of petitioner: Father; 
Record reference code: SPP 810

Surname: ROONEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Govt. Prison; Date of trial: 27/12/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY /11/1852; Name of petitioner: Ellen Rooney; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 182; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 R 44

Surname: ROONEY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with murder; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 16 Nov 1836.

Surname: ROONIAN; First name: BRYAN; Alias: Connors, Mark;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: ROONY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Impt 2 mths + transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 16; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: ROONY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a bank note; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 186; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: ROOTH; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 274; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856
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Surname: ROREY; First name: BELL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 18/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 258

Surname: RORKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/02/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion 23/07/1803;
Record reference code: PPC 1075;
Comments: Testimonial of Peter Locke, No. 11 Lower Gloster Street, Dublin on behalf of the convict, states that convict's father is a free holder in the county of Dublin.

Surname: RORKE; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas Gaol; Date of document: 07/06/1799; Description of crime: A leader in the 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 420;
Comments: A native of Co. Dublin. See also Charles Rorke.

Surname: RORKE; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas Gaol; Date of document: 07/06/1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 420;
Comments: Formerly a private in the Rathcoole Cavalry. See also Felix Rorke.

Surname: RORKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 110;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RORKE; First name: WILLIAM JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 46

Surname: RORKE; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Caneney;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 61

**Surname:** RORKE; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

**Surname:** RORKE; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Conspirancy to murder; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** RORKE; **First name:** CON;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

**Surname:** RORKE; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

**Surname:** RORKE; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 23/03/1837

**Surname:** RORKE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102
Surname: RORKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 126

Surname: RORKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 125;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RORKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery and burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 10;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RORKE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: RORKE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: RORKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 233

Surname: RORKE; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 320
Surname: RORKE; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 21/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 209; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/12/1856

Surname: RORKE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Carnally knowing a child under 10 yrs of age; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836. Convict Ref. File: R 7, 1836

Surname: RORKE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: RORKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 R 17

Surname: RORKE; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: RORKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3845; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children. States Philip Ormsby merchant of Thomas Street, Dublin and Richard Rinkle, Farmer of Rathcoole, Co Dublin, will provide security for him. Petition not dated, circa 1801-06.

Surname: RORKE; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Sligo; Description of crime: Assisting in abduction of Elinor Conolon; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3846; 

Surname: RORKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; 
Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: RORKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; 
Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: ROSE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1838; Description of crime: 
Felony linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: ROSE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: 
Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

Surname: ROSE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 31/01/1840; Description of crime: 
Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

Surname: ROSE; First name: MAGUIRE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: 
Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 296.

Surname: ROSE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Prison; 
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; 
Comments: Prte 7th Dragoons.
Surname: ROSNEY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 06/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 45

Surname: ROSS; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of document: 02/04/1831; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 3588;
Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending mitigation of convicts sentence (together with several others, all named), to transportation for life. Endorsed: 'The 6 prisoners named to be transported for life'.

Surname: ROSS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Place of imprisonment: Co. Louth; Date of trial: 02/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 R 21

Surname: ROSS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen Assizes; Place of imprisonment: Prisonship at Cobh; Date of trial: 1799; Date of document: 20/06/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Wright; Relationship of petitioner: Magistrate;
Record reference code: SPP 387

Surname: ROSS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 02/07/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 147

Surname: ROSS; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 198

Surname: ROSS; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

**Surname:** ROSS; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

**Surname:** ROSS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/08/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 49

**Surname:** ROSS; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/02/1799; Record reference code: SPP 811

**Surname:** ROSSITER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during rebellion period, prays to be liberated or a trial.

**Surname:** ROSSITER; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** ROSSLEWIN; **First name:** -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/10/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 26; Comments: Convicts wife and children granted a free passage to New South Wales on board the Mary Anne.

**Surname:** ROUAYNE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1859; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149
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Surname: ROUEN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Ronen, James;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 177

Surname: ROUGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years, commuted to 2 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 90; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 R 10;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Gilroe, Co. Galway.

Surname: ROUGHAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Rowan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 90;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ROUGHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/09/1851

Surname: ROUGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Felonious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: ROUGHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: ROUGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 16/04/1844; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self and Dennis Roughan; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 16;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of assaulting Patrick Brien. Petitioners residence given as Clashnarin near Nenagh, Co Tipperary.

Surname: ROUGHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 20

Surname: ROUGHMAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Bridget Burns, residing in the parish of Killaden, Castlebar

Surname: ROUNDFREE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: ROUNTREE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126

Surname: ROUNTREE; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of document: 04/12/1827; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3294; Comments: Letter. Peter Flanigan, Convicts prosecutor, requesting some renumeration for the expense incurred in prosecuting. Other defendants, Bernard Monaghan and James Callen.

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/05/1804; Description of crime: Being armed with pikes, the night of Insurrection; Record reference code: PPC 969; Comments: Report on the convicts arrest.
Surname: **ROURKE; First name: CHARLES**;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas Prison; Date of document: 29/12/1798; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Christopher McAlister; Relationship of petitioner: Vicar of Rathcoole; Record reference code: SPP 322

**Surname: ROURKE; First name: FELIX**;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas prison; Date of document: 29/12/1798; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: Christopher McAllister; Relationship of petitioner: Vicar of Rathcoole; Record reference code: SPP 322

**Surname: ROURKE; First name: FELIX**;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas gaol; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: REV. Mc Allister/Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 355 A native of Co. Dublin.

**Surname: ROURKE; First name: CHARLES**;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Naas gaol; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 rebellion; Name of petitioner: REV. Mc Allister/Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 355

**Surname: ROURKE; First name: GARRETT**;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 31/03/1799; Name of petitioner: Thomas Archer; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord; Record reference code: SPP 358 Was apprehended near Rathdrum

**Surname: ROURKE; First name: JOHN**;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname: ROURKE; First name: ANNE (ELDER)**;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/08/1855

**Surname: ROURKE; First name: ANTY**;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/07/1855

Surname: ROURKE; First name: BRIEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

Surname: ROURKE; First name: BRIEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83

Surname: ROURKE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 80; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/12/1856

Surname: ROURKE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kildare Town; Date of trial: 25/10/1845; Date of document: 06/11/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 103; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 37

Surname: ROURKE; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 17/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 198

Surname: ROURKE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 159; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 144

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Having in possession stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Rirke, John;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Burke;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/07/1850; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 11

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JOHN;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 159; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: ROURKE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 279

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 15/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 15/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep killing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 216

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 252

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 31/12/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 293

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 R 11;
Comments: Convict is a Dealer by trade and resides in Cork City with his wife and two children.

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Surname: ROURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 180

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 26/04/1848; Description of crime: Having in his possession stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 11

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/06/1856

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 137;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1856

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Rewark, Patrick;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 148
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Surname: ROURKE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 87

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Having stolen lead in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: ROURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/11/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 69; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: ROURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 153

Surname: ROURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: ROURKE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Description of crime: Stealing table linen; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2869;
Comments: Convict states she has recently married and is pregnant. Table linen was taken from the Bray Hotel where she had been employed as a Servant. Petition received 31 Mar 1826.

Surname: ROURKE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 10/08/1824; Description of crime: Theft of woolen yarn; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2475; Comments: Convict has a family, no details given, and resides at Dysart (Queens County). Several character references including the inhabitants of Dysart.

Surname: ROURKE; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Carnally knowing and abusing an infant; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1836 R7

Surname: ROURKE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Possessing a forged bank note; Sentence: Transportation for 4 yrs, com. 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 40

Surname: ROURKE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self and other convicts; Record reference code: CRF 1849 A7

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Name of ship: THREE BEES 1814; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Jane Rourke, residing in Clane, Co Kildare.

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MORY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: ROURKE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Leitrim;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94  

Surname: ROURKES; First name: U;  

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1799;  
Record reference code: SPP 416 Was a yeoman in Ormsbys Corps in Rathcoole  

Surname: ROUSE; First name: MICHAEL;  

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 15/01/1844; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 155;  
Comments: Convict detained at Depot, 13/03/1844  

Surname: ROUSE; First name: JOHN;  

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 03/07/1799; Description of crime: Concealing arms; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: SPP 812;  
Comments: Prisoner resided in Lusk, Co. Dublin.  

Surname: ROVAN; First name: JOHN;  

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 113  

Surname: ROVEEN; First name: BRYAN;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 03/1827; Date of document: 11/01/1845; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 21  

Surname: ROWAN; First name: CHARLES;  

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co. Galway; Date of trial: 08/1819; Date of document: 24/01/1820; Description of crime: Stealing 2s.6d; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 1546;  
Comments: Convict served 11 yrs in the galway Regiment of Militia as Corporal. Has a wife and two children.  

Surname: ROWAN; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Richmond penitentiary; Date of document: 09/1822; Description of crime: Robbery of 2s6d; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Jane Rowan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1766; Comments: Convict has been confined since 23May 1819. Father of two children, the eldest is four yrs old.

Surname: ROWAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

Surname: ROWAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Roughan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 90; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ROWAN; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: ROWAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony coat and vest; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: ROWAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 60

Surname: ROWAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 02/03/1838; Description of crime: Unlawfully compelling P Ward to quit his job; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 116;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 and taken out 04/09/1838

Surname: ROWAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113

Surname: ROWAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 131; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: ROWAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: ROWAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict & 12 others; Record reference code: PPC 3847; Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: ROWAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Armed assault; Sentence: Transportation for life, com. transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16; Comments: Convict was convicted under the Whiteboy Act.

Surname: ROWAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from Co Longford.

Surname: ROWAN; First name: SYLVESTER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 24/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Anne Rowan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 813; Comments: Prisoner resided at Constitution Hill, Dublin, and previously at Dorset St., Dublin.

Surname: ROWE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Gaurd Ship, Wexford Port; Date of document: 10/07/1798; Name of petitioner: Andrew Rowe; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 269; Comments: Prisoner supported aged parents and four sisters. Petition is signed by 25 persons mostly yeomen of the town of Wexford.

Surname: ROWE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 R 31; Comments: Discharged, on condition that he emigrates.

Surname: ROWE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 324; Comments: Prisoner for many years worked journeywork for several shoemakers in Dublin City and was arrested with others of said trade in South Earl St., Dublin

Surname: ROWE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford gaol; Date of document: 30/12/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: General Grose; Record reference code: SPP 383

Surname: ROWE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: ROWE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851. Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855.

Surname: ROWE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

Surname: ROWE; First name: MARY; Alias: McGuine, Mary;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: ROWE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66

Surname: ROWE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/04/1845; Date of document: 09/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self and Judith Rowe; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 14

Surname: ROWE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/04/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 163

Surname: ROWE; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: ROWEN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Posting a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essez, 26/03/1836

**Surname:** ROWLAND; **First name:** DOM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

**Surname:** ROWLAND; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

**Surname:** ROWLEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113

**Surname:** ROWLEY; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

**Surname:** ROWLEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony cotton cord; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

**Surname:** ROWLEY; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calendar of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 19 Feb 1799.

**Surname:** ROWSON; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).
Surname: ROYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Description of crime: Attacking house; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 153

Surname: ROYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 128

Surname: ROYAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 175

Surname: ROYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwaxes; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others;
Record reference code: PPC 2912;
Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petitioning to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: ROYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwaxes; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others;
Record reference code: PPC 2912;
Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petitioning to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: ROYAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwaxes; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others;
Record reference code: PPC 2912;
Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petitioning to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: ROYAN; First name: (HURLER);
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 29/05/1826; Description of crime: Greenwaxes; Name of petitioner: Convict and ten others; Record reference code: PPC 2912; Comments: Convict was arrested with ten others on the same charge. Petitioning to be discharged until the next quarter sessions are held for the county.

Surname: ROYAYNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1855

Surname: ROYCRAFT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: ROYCROFT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: ROYSTAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Breaking bail; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: ROZNANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RUANE; First name: BESSY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 215; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1857
Surname: RUANE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 173; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: RUANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: RUANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 09/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

Surname: RUANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RUANE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RUANE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 1 yr impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RUANE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 1 yrs impt;
Surname: RUBY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Sullivan;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/1841; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: RUDDELL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Tralee, Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co Kerry; Date of document: 19/04/1828; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3457;
Comments: Convict states she is an orphan.

Surname: RUDDEN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 10;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: RUDDEN; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: RUDDLE; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 108

Surname: RUDDOCK; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71

Surname: RUDDY; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 3 mths imprisonment and transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 145; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 19;
Comments: see Issac Courtney, Charles Plunket, Henry Fee and John McEnuff, TR 5, p 145

Surname: RUDDY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: RUDDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 112;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/11/1857

Surname: RUDDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: RUDDY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Cavanagh, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/07/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 77

Surname: RUDDY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: RUE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 04/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 221

Surname: RUHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 163
Surname: RULAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/02/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 93; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/02/1857

Surname: RULLY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 14/07/1843; Description of crime: Posting a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self and John Fleming; Relationship of petitioner: Co - Defendant; Record reference code: CRF 1843 R 26

Surname: RULLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: RUNIAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Richmond, Dublin; Date of document: 20/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 R 4

Surname: RUNIAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RUNIAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 96

Surname: RUPSEL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

**Surname:** RURKE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

**Surname:** RURKE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

**Surname:** RUSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 16/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 35;
Comments: Convicts wife and child granted a free passage to New South Wales, but declined the offer.

**Surname:** RUSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Connor, residing in the Parish of Kilmaine.

**Surname:** RUSH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 67; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

**Surname:** RUSH; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 26

**Surname:** RUSH; **First name:** MATHIAS; **Alias:** Walsh, Mathias;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Surname: RUSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: RUSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: RUSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/11/1825; Date of document: 1825; Description of crime: Theft of a pocket book; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4224

Surname: RUSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Mary Connor.

Surname: RUSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Mary Connor.

Surname: RUSHFORD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 28/10/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

Surname: RUSSEL; First name: ANTY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258
Surname: RUSSEL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 7

Surname: RUSSEL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 259

Surname: RUSSEL; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHONEIL 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 21

Surname: RUSSEL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Forcible abduction; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 69;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RUSSEL; First name: ARTY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 145;
Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: RUSSEL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 386

Surname: RUSSEL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. W/Meath; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 1820; Description of crime: In company with a person with stolen money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1542; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County W/Meath; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 15/07/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1549; Comments: Letter from convict's wife, Margaret Russell, asking whether her husband is to be detained in Ireland or transported.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: Conviction under Insurrection Act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict & 23 others; Record reference code: PPC 1934; Comments: All the convicts were convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from their homes.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 51

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 93

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 12/07/1846; Date of document: 29/09/1846; Description of crime: Assault and felony of lead; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 R 24

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY JANE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 01/1848; Date of document: 30/01/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 R 7

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1797; Record reference code: SPP 41; Comments: No file on convict. Paper with name and endorsement: 'Taken off by the A.D.K on the 24/05/1957

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 137

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 06/09/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 309

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 18/04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 132; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/11/1856

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 214; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 R 5; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 164

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Date of document: 1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 26; Comments: Crime took place at Ballyporeen, Co Tipperary 12.05.1845. Convict resided at Coolprivane, Co Tipperary. CO accused; William Russel, John Sisk and Michael Brien.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Felony and grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112
Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 6 mths;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R115;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register N.S.T. Discharged.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail in 6 mths;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 167

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 12

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com.to imprisonment 1/5/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 181

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 29

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 108; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R 82;
Comments: Convict report no. R. 82

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1858

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: OWEN; Alias: see Ryan, Owen;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 24/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years, com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 6, p 207; Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: RUSSELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 26; Comments: Crime took place at Ballypooreen, Co Tipperary 12.05.1845. Convict resided at Coolprivane, Co Tipperary. Co-accused; Michael Brien John Sisk and John Russell

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 26/07/1845; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 114

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 100; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 203

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 22/07/1836

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 1828; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Tipperary; Record reference code: PPC 3458; Comments: Petition from the Magistrate, Parish Priest and others of Mullearny, Co Tipperary, on behalf of the convict petitioning for mitigation of sentence to Transportation. Petition not dated, possibly 1828.

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 91; Comments: Convict has an uncle residing in the Parish of Ardstraw, Co Tyrone. See Anne Meenan CRF 1836 M91.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 C 26; Comments: Convicted with Michael Costello and others.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1837; Date of document: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny of blankets; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2 p7; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 R 36; Comments: Convict is a Shoe maker by trade and the sole support of his mother and two children.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Forcible abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 35; Comments: Convict resides in Magherareagh, Co Donegal.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/1844; Date of document: 04/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 R 41; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a shawl from a public house. He was a soldier in the 2nd Regiment, stationed in Kilkenny at the time. Sentence commuted to 18 months imprisonment.

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29
Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 20

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RUSSELL; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife residing at Ballinaguard, Co Limerick.

Surname: RUTLEDGE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: RUTTEDY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 57;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RUTTERLY; First name: MARIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 246

Surname: RUXTIN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: RYALL; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 03/06/1848; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28; Comments: Respited until 17/06/1848 - executed

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman Penitent.; Date of trial: 11/1820; Date of document: 02/04/1822; Description of crime: Uttering a forged £1 note; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1769; Comments: Convict is a widow with two daughters.

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/08/1816; Date of document: 24/08/1816; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Record reference code: PPC 1389; Comments: Certificate of conviction.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 03/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1543; Comments: Prays permission to take his wife and son (aged 10) with him to New South Wales.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 14/04/1827; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel and other articles; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3061; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. states he has lived in the service of some respectable families in the county, Limerick.
**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/11/1827; Description of crime: Forcibly demanding £1; Sentence: Trans for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3254; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children; father living, aged 80 years.

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1807; Date of document: 06/08/1807; Description of crime: Stealing tobacco from the custom house guard; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3967; Comments: Convict has a wife and five children. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom he was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of enlisting in the Navy (24 December 1807).

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self and John Dalton; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest, Newport; Record reference code: TR 6, P 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 R 8; Comments: Prisoner lived near Newport, Co. Tipperary.

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbing arms; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: TR 6, P 128; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 R 18

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Uttering a forged 30 shilling note; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 D 167; Comments: Convict was convicted with Samuel Dixon for the same offence.

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 75

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryborough, Queens Co.; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 86

Surname: RYAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 87

Surname: RYAN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 R 31; Comments: Convict has a widowed mother.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 R 24; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 30/09/1842

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tullamroe, Kings Co; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 07/1845; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 16; Record reference code 2: TR 6, P 119

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self and John Dalton; Relationship of petitioner: Parish Priest, Newport; Record reference code: CRF 1846 R 8; Comments: Prisoner lived near Newport, Co. Tipperary.
Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 23/11/1798; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 271; Comments: Prisoner has procured a character reference signed by 60 of the most respectable inhabitants of Ballyragget and its vicinity.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Mary Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 28/05/1798; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Jane Ryan; Record reference code: SPP 272; Comments: Character reference signed by Ph. Despard Rathangan, stating that prisoner served him for 7 years and 6 months.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 189; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 R 22

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Nenagh, Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 R 23

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTYN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/06/1798; Record reference code: SPP 353 See also Michael Bourke Smith

Surname: RYAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 05/06/1798; Record reference code: SPP 353 See also Michael Bourke Smith

Surname: RYAN; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Brownrigg and others; Record reference code: SPP 359;
Comments: Lived near Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PEIRSE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva barracks; Date of document: 31/10/1799; Description of crime: Crime committed on the day of the battle of Ross; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 382

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMUND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 29/04/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 SC4;
Comments: Convict wife, Bridget Ryan, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, embarked on board the Pyramus, female convict ship, wife's name, Bridget Ryan

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 01/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, wife's name, Nancy Lucas

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of document: 01/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, wife's name, Catherine Mc Grane

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B9;
Comments: Convicts wife Catherine Ryan, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in the Barony of Coonagh, Doone

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 01/02/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 41;
Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Green declined the offer of a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: RYAN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Date of document: 21/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 39;
Comments: Convicts wife, Nancy Lucas, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Date of document: 30/06/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 16;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Birmingham, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of Free settlers Convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife’s Catherine Birmingham.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife’s name, Nancy Lucas.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAME;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife’s name, Catherine Birmingham.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 26/09/1835; Name of ship: BORODINO;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 3;
Comments: Wife, Mary Greene residing near Ballyingarry and 6 children recommended for a free passage to New South Wales.
Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: JANE 1831; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2; Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wifes name, Catherine Ryan

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Name of ship: LARKINS 1829; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Nancy Lucas, residing at Maryborough, Queens Co.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: MEDINA 1823; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Birmingham, residing at Belscaddin.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Patrick Ryan and family; Relationship of petitioner: Children of Ryan Sen.; Record reference code: FS 1839 137

Surname: RYAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/10/1839; Record reference code: FS 1839 128; Comments: Convict wife, Mary Dwyer, residing in Co. Tipperary granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Eliza Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Daughter in Law; Record reference code: FS 1837 35

Surname: RYAN; First name: BARNABY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Eliza Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 35

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, children's names, Bridget, Mary and John

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Cow Stealing; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 17 Dec 1833

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: highway robbing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)
Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Burnes;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house and stealing therin; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 9

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/08/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: HEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter of James Stapleton; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 149

Surname: RYAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 04/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 160; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: JEREMIAH; Alias: see Hennright, Jeremiah;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 9; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1838; Description of crime: Felony coat and umbrella; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony till and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 260; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/01/1851

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Collins;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/05/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 203; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Riddy;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Ryan, Denis;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 173

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Sheehy, John;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Conny(?), John;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856 Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/02/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/03/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 R 37; Comments: Convict was convicted with Edmond Ryan for the same offense. Both convicts reside in Knockeravoola, Parish of Upperchurch, Co Tipperary.
**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 135

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 118;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/08/1858

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 119

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 102;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RYAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/09/1850; Description of crime: Stealing geese and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 43;
Comments: Convict died at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/07/1851

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Assault with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Compelling to quit; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Grevious bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 205

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS; Alias: see Ryan, John;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 143

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS; Alias: see Ryan, John;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 178;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 137

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 112

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1846; Description of crime: Assault and habitation; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 236;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 28/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 159;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1857
Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1832;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 43

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Felony lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 00/01/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 258

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Administering person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 262

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: King’s County; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 256

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 322; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 31; Comments: Prisoner was declared unfit for transportation due too old age.

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 232; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 45

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony hat and handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 81

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 114

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 100;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 155;
Comments: convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855
Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1851

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 143; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/03/1854

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1852; Description of crime: Stealing shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/01/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 130; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Crowe, Michael;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Felonious assault with intent to disfigure; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/07/1852

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 138; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/05/1853

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: RYAN; First name: MIRIA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16

Surname: RYAN; First name: MORTIMOR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny in a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/08/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134

Surname: RYAN; First name: OWEN; Alias: Reilly, Owen;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183

Surname: RYAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 108; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/04/1853

Surname: RYAN; First name: OWEN; Alias: Russell;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation, armed, grieved assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: RYAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 28

Surname: RYAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: RYAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: RYAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: RYAN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Name of petitioner: Mary Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 R 33; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Ballacasy, Barony of Lower Ormond, Co Tipperary.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: King’s County; Date of trial: 11/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 72

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in a church; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/06/1852

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Ryan, Harry;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 177

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Delivering a threatening notice to C. Burke; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, P 185; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Ryan, James;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/07/1855; Description of crime: Felonious assault on John Seanlan; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 120; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/09/1855 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/07/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Mulryan, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 15/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 22; Comments: Convict executed

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Appearing armed and having stolen gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R 75

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing 10 lambs; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forcible possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 2, 149;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 187

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 22;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY 16/02/1839;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 31;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Demanding money with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 203;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 123

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 26/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 130;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RYAN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 47

Surname: RYAN; First name: ALLY; Alias: Friar, Ally;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 250

Surname: RYAN; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/02/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: RYAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 40

Surname: RYAN; First name: ANTHONY;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Posting threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 112; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 R6

Surname: RYAN; First name: AUGUSTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 190;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/07/1853

Surname: RYAN; First name: BARNABY;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 202;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forcible possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 149;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register
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Surname: RYAN; First name: BATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147

Surname: RYAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 170; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R 54; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837 Convict’s name struck through from Register Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/10/1837

Surname: RYAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 31/03/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 269

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 17/09/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 115

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48
Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 231

Surname: RYAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 160;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize 30/07/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: CONNER; Alias: Byrne, Conner;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: RYAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Grewious bodily injury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: RYAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1856; Description of crime: Shooting at soldiers with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 4 yrs P.S.;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 121;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/09/1856 While entry struck out convicted with John Barrow, Edmund Laflan, Wm Cummins and Thomas Carr

Surname: RYAN; First name: CORNELOUS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 106
Surname: RYAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: RYAN; First name: DAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/03/1852

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Date of document: 04/04/1845; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 12; Comments: Convict detained in depot

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Comments: Convict executed, 25/07/1836 and buried in Gaol

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165
Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 118;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMOND; Alias: Gorman;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1850; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1843; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 163;
Comments: see C. 15141

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery in dwellinghouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 185;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD; Alias: see Noonan, William;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 21/10/1856; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 87;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/12/1856 Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 23/09/1857 Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/12/1858

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD; Alias: see Ryan, John;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 122;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/02/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 104;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 98;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELIZ;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony cloth apron; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 2, p 42
Surname: RYAN; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 57

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: or Mitchell;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 261

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 339

Surname: RYAN; First name: ELLEN; Alias: see Regan, Ellen;
Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 13
Surname: RYAN; First name: FRANK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: RYAN; First name: FRANK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 144

Surname: RYAN; First name: HARRY; Alias: see Ryan, Patrick;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 177

Surname: RYAN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 177

Surname: RYAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

Surname: RYAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 229;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: JACK; Alias: see Ryan, John;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Attack on Cappoquin Police Barrack; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 256

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 119

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 146; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/10/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of Rev. J Tarry; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 205; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: or Fitzgerald;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter of James Stapleton; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 149

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: or Fitzgerald;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 R 31; Comments: Convict report no. R 31

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted 2 yrs hard labour; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 116; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 9; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Prisoners residence given as Cahironlish, Co Limerick. Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mths imprisonment and transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 100

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 30/10/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 91
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 18; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King`s County; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 121; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 22/07/1845; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 18; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;
Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Description of crime: Felony;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 207

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 36;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a yearling calf; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder of Richard Cummins; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 150;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/10/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Attack on Cappoquin Police Barrack; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS (RODY);

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 24/09/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134; Comments: Convict executed. see Ryan, Michael (Gosha), TR 7, p 134.

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Date of document: 17/04/1845; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 116; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 18; Comments: Prisoners residence given as Gurthbrien, Co Limerick.

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 110; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Stealing swine; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 R 8; Comments: Convict has a wife and child and has been employed as a Servant with various families in Co Tipperary.

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 218

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Bawn, Thomas;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 189; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 169

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1851

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Death commuted to 3 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/10/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing thread and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Attacking habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156; Comments: see Connell, Connor, TR 9, p 156 Ryan, William TR 9, p 156

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Date of document: 04/04/1845; Description of crime: Assault habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to discharge; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 12; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Prisoner discharged.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 25/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/05/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 164

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 182; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN, NED;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/07/1849; Description of crime: Felony in house and frightening inhabitants; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN OR JACK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 23 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 R 43; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN DARRIG;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/02/1848; Description of crime: House robbery with menace and threat; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE 04/02/1845; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder J H Bayley; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147; Comments: see Carty, William, TR 8, p 147

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling into house and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 188; Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/03/1851

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Robbing a chapel; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 189; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 183

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 10/04/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 92

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 154; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a bridle and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 09/02/1853

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JOHN, DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 143

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 07/03/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 09/04/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137; Comments: Convict executed, 09/04/1850

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** WILLIAM; Alias: Bryon, James;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 95

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 07/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102; Comments: Convict executed

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/11/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 182; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Felonious assault and shooting at; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Attacking habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/10/1856 see Connell, Connor) Ryan, John ) TR 9, p 156.

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 145

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1833; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 07/06/1855
Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Not given; Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Felonious assault to disfigure; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 147

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1850; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 154;
Comments: Convict died at Ennis Government Gaol, Co. Clare, 11/05/1852

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 143;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 91

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1852; Description of crime: Receiving; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Assault with intent to maim; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 15 yrs, 24/06/1856; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 88

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 97

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 233;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing hay; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 114;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 05/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: RYAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 78

Surname: RYAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257; Comments: see Mary Ryan

Surname: RYAN; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226; Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/06/1849 Everything struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: LANLY;

Sex: U; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: RYAN; First name: LANNCELOT;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1837; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R 119; Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales.

Surname: RYAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836
Surname: RYAN; First name: LAURENCE F;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/02/1840; Description of crime: Forging money with intent to defraud; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/07/1839; Description of crime: Uttering base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 13/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 06/07/1837; Description of crime: Offering forged note knowing it to be forged; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 1 yr impt;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R 97

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 43

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 28/10/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 45

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Attempting to burn a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 2 mths; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 315

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 16/10/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 84; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James, 12/01/1854 and died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1854

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: To give bail within 1 mth or transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 163

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 2; Comments: File missing.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836
Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 163; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 R 8

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery and shooting with a pistol; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 186; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1858

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/08/1848; Description of crime: Shooting at; Sentence: Death, 16/09/1848; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Accessory before the fact to a felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbing arms; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 128; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/07/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 20/01/1848;
Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/06/1858

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 327

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BALCK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 298

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 21

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Kingletire, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;
Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing promising notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 16; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 203

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 11

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 13/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 3 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 307; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 20; Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 181

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/05/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Houlihan;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 259

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 200

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Hannan;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 66

Surname: RYAN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

Surname: RYAN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/10/1845; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Not given;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 68;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 76

Surname: RYAN; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 92
Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in building; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/06/1855

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 17/05/1848; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1840; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 R 36; Comments: Convict was convicted with Mathew Duhigg and Patrick Hayes for the same offense.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 13/03/1845; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Braves;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/07/1855; Description of crime: Murder of Denis Molony; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life, 06/08/1855; Record reference code: TR 14, p 120; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/08/1855 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL (GOSTA);

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 24/09/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134; Comments: Convict executed see Ryan, Thomas (Rody), TR 7, p 134

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1843; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 163

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28
Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and injuring cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 91

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/05/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/11/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 182; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kennedy, Michael;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 1, p 202

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny as servant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Prison, 30/08/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/11/1858

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL; Alias: see Royan, Michael;

Sex: M;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 128

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 56;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 15/05/1867; Description of crime: Insubordination and assault; Sentence: Penal Servitude 5 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 14, p 169;  
Comments: Convict served in the 17th Regiment and was sentenced by General Court Martial in Cork

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 18/08/1848 commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 135;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/03/1854

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 13, p 116;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 26

Surname: RYAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 189

Surname: RYAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 R 73

Surname: RYAN; First name: RICH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30

Surname: RYAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony of shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 R 8

Surname: RYAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: RYAN; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: RYAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: RYAN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: RYAN; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 310

Surname: RYAN; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery and shooting with a pistol; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 186;
Comments: Convict died at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/06/1848

Surname: RYAN; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 80;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 08/01/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 157

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1853; Description of crime: Stealing knives; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 116
Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS (SMALL);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855. Convict's name struck through from Register.

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1852; Description of crime: Unlawful assembly and injuring cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 91; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1857

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 13

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: RYAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1843; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 159; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

Surname: RYAN; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Regan, T;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1855; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 120; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 30/04/1855 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/06/1856

Surname: RYAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny (3rd conviction); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: RYAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 67; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 22/04/1843; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 119; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: RYAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 79; Comments: Convict died at Ennis Gaol, Co. Clare, 19/12/1853
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Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/06/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72;
Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/09/1853

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/03/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 81

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2143;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2143;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 18/03/1823; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 13 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2143;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 13 others under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home.
Surname: RYAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co Tipperary; Date of document: 23/05/1801; Description of crime: Murder of William Price; Record reference code: PPC 698; Comments: Covering note from Major General Clonmel, Co Tipperary, for proceedings of Court Martial at which the convict was tried. Proceedings are not included.

Surname: RYAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Attack on Rev. W. Galway of Limerick; Record reference code: PPC 729; Comments: Letter from Rev. Galway requesting mitigation of sentence to transportation (4th July 1801).

Surname: RYAN; First name: MALACHY; Alias: Micheal;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: RYAN; First name: MALACHY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2151; Comments: Convict resided in Limerick with his mother. Petition received 18 June 1823.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of document: 14/03/1826; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: PPC 3033; Comments: Magistrates report of several convictions in Limerick. Convict was convicted for murdering Daniel Connell on Lord Stradbrokes estate at Bilboa, Barony of Coonagh, Co. Limerick. States he had been evicted from his farm for non payment of rent. 2nd report dated 16 March 1826.
Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kilkenny City,

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Bridget;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Limerick City.

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Lonford; Date of document: 04/06/1827; Description of crime: Whiteboyism; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Ryan (alias Royan);
Record reference code: PPC 3331;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Whiteboy Act. Convict has one child and resides in Kiel, Parish of Kilglass, Co Longford.

Surname: RYAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 10/04/1828; Description of crime: Rape of Eliza Phair; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3460;
Comments: Character references from the Rector of Ardurgeehy (Ardnageehy, Co Cork), also the Domestic chaplain to the Earl of Shannon.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex Kingstown; Date of document: 06/10/1830; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Dowling (Martin); Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 3527;
Comments: Petitioner states she has three sons, one serving in the 6th Dragoon Guards as a Private Soldier. Convicts father (deceased), served in the Army for over 30 yrs. Included are char ref from 2 individuals with addresses in Dublin, with whom the convicts father Philip, had lived for short periods

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 04/1830; Date of document: 08/10/1830; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3528; Comments: Petitioning to be transported.

Surname: RYAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1830; Description of crime: Murder of William Spelman; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Patt Spelman; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 3529; Comments: Petitioning against any mitigation of the Ryans sentences. States that the convicts were responsible for the murder of his other brother. Convicts (names not given) reside in the Parish of Doon, Co Limerick. Petition not dated, possibly 1830

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 72; Description of crime: Pickpocketing 11d; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3849; Comments: Convict has a husband and six children. States her husband served 20 years in the Militia. Petition not dated, circa 1821-8; 1833-4.

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Bridget Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3850; Comments: Petitioning to be permitted to take her five children to New South Wales to join her husband. Petition endorsed; 'usual answer; no dates, circa 1832.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted; Record reference code: CRF 1836 B17; Comments: Magistrates report.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 166

Surname: RYAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of trial: 08/03/1824; Date of document: 25/04/1824; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4166; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given).

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Compelling Pat Ward to quit employment; Sentence: Trans life commuted trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 C 119; Comments: Convict was convicted with Owen Costello, for the same offense. Convict resides in the Parish of Ballymahon, Co Longford.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16; Comments: Convict resides in Gurteen Parish of Shule, Co Longford.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1838; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16; Comments: Other defendant; Thomas Farrell. Convict was convicted for Whiteboy offenses.

Surname: RYAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F34; Comments: Report of the Medical Attendant of Kilmainham gaol, Dublin. A description is given of the convicts physical features.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Trans life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 29; Comments: Convict reference file contains a petition from the inhabitants of the Parish of Hollyford, Barony of Kilnemanagh, Co Tipperary, on the convicts behalf.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Trans 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 R 46; Comments: Convict resides in Rath, Co Limerick and is the sole support of his parents.

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Felonious assault and shooting at; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: RYAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 61; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 17/09/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc26; Comments: List of convicts declared unfit to undergo sentence of transportation. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 R 18; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his widowed mother and one sister. States his father died in Military Action.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Co Dublin; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Trans 7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 R 17

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Robbing house; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 R 5

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro; Date of trial: 25/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc21

Surname: RYAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 16/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 24/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: RYAN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1844; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc27; Comments: Sheriff requests prisoners immediate removal for transportation.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/03/1845; Description of crime: Attempted murder; Sentence: Death - commuted to transportion life; Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 10

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Nenagh, County Tipperary; Date of document: 28/03/1845; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 R 17

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/09/1847; Sentence: Tranportation; Name of ship: TORY; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 3;
Comments: Died during voyage.

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 R 4; Comments: Prisoners residence given as Glantane, near Burrisoleigh.

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1; Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent out to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Clare; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 R 20

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Nancy Lucas.

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** RYAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
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Surname: RYAN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RYAN; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RYAN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2;
Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife’s name, Mary Greene.

Surname: RYAN; First name: J.;
Sex: U; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RYAN; First name: M.;
Sex: U; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;
Surname: RYAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 17

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 28/10/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 21

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 20/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 22

Surname: RYAN; First name: THADEUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 24

Surname: RYAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; 
Record reference code: CRF 1851 R 3 Convicted with brother Patrick.

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: RYAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 06/03/1799;
Record reference code: SPP 814;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Ballykinalee, near Newport, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: / /; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 815;
Comments: Prisoner resided at Glenealy, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 20/02/1799;
Name of petitioner: Robert Vicars; Relationship of petitioner: Local Curate;
Record reference code: SPP 816;
Comments: Prisoner resided at Derrycappagh, Parish of Coolbanagher, near Mount Mellick, Queens Co.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 25/07/1799; Name of petitioner: Catherine Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 817; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Freshford, Co. Kilkenny.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 818

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 819

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 22/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Bridget Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 820

Surname: RYAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 28; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales. Daughters names Mary and Margaret Ryan.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Bridget Tiby, residing at Kilmurray.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Margaret Dwyer. Residence given as Ana Carty.
Surname: RYAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: LONACH 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Hawks, residing in Kilbride.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ELIZA 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine Moran, residing at Patricks Well.

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife residing at Newport, Co Tipperary.

Surname: RYAN; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Judith Ryan, residing at Drumbawn, Co Tipperary.

Surname: RYAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W.; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 25/09/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Mary Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1839 164

Surname: RYAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: BORODINO;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Mary Greene.

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 2 March 1835.

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Attacking Cappoquin police barracks; Sentence: Transportation 14 - commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1850 R 28

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97
Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Reddy;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: RYAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: RYAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/03/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Appearing armed and committed highway robbery; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Appearing in arms and firing at; Sentence: 17 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Appearing in arms and firing at; Sentence: 17 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Life;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: RYAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Bulleen;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: RYAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: RYAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/03/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RYAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: RYAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RYAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RYAN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: RYAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: RYAN (BURNES); First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: RYANS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/04/1823; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen watch; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Michael Ryan; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 1949;
Comments: Petitioner resides at Kilcock, Co, Kildare. Several character references.

Surname: RYDER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2);
Comments: military convict 89th regiment

Surname: RYDER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

Surname: RYDER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: RYLAND; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

Surname: RYLAND; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/11/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 69

Surname: RYND; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/11/1836; Description of crime: Possessing stolen books; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 R 48;
Comments: Convict is a native of Belfast, Co. Antrim, where he has a business in the Linen and cotton trade and are one also in Dublin.

Surname: RYNER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States the convict is from Dunlavin.

Surname: RYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 183
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Surname: SADLER; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/02/1839; Description of crime: Felony of iron; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 55

Surname: SADLER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: SADLER; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony coal bags and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: SADLIER; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder of Timothy Crough; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SAFFEY; First name: THOMAL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66; Comments: Convict taken out, 08/05/1838

Surname: SAFFRY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: SAGE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 7, p 18
Surname: SAGERTON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Forde, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 94; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SALE; First name: HANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31

Surname: SALLINGER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/10/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 150; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/10/1858

Surname: SALLINGER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

Surname: SALLY; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: SALMON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing an iron candlestick; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

Surname: SALMON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 187;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged

**Surname:** SALMON; **First name:** MARY; Alias: Lyons, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 291

**Surname:** SALMON; **First name:** MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1856

**Surname:** SALMON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** SAMPSON; **First name:** W;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mary and Peggy; Name of petitioner: Mrs. Dubourdier; Relationship of petitioner: Sister;
Record reference code: SPP 275

**Surname:** SAMPSON; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

**Surname:** SAMPSON; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/04/1836; Description of crime: Felony sacks and malicious assault; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

**Surname:** SAMPSON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 22; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 61

**Surname:** SANDERS; **First name:** EDMUND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house (commuted with Walsh, John); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: SANDERS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: SANDERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: SANDERS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/10/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131; Comments: Convict ided at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 22/08/1855

Surname: SANDERS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Not given; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: SANDERSON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: CAMBRIDGE 1827; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Sarah Sloane, residing at Carrick-a-clougher.

Surname: SANDES; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204
Surname: SANDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: SANDS; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: 5 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: SANDYS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/08/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 42;
Comments: Prays to be set at Liberty or admitted to bail

Surname: SANDYS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 75; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 08/03/1841; Description of crime: Unlawfully marrying; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to 12 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 148;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SANES; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: SANSE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 75

Surname: SAPPING; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 20
Surname: SAPPLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: SARDYS; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 124

Surname: SARGEANT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: SARGENT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1846; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on medical certificate, 31/08/1847

Surname: SARKEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 23/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 300

Surname: SARSFIELD; First name: MARY ANNE; Alias: Murphy;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: TR 10, P 344; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 S 31

Surname: SARSFIELD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged

Surname: SARSFIELD; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 27/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162

**Surname:** SARSFIELD; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/09/1836; Description of crime: Felony shirt and hosiery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

**Surname:** SARSFIELD; **First name:** MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

**Surname:** SARSFIELD; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/06/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

**Surname:** SAUCE; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 06/09/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 309

**Surname:** SAUNDERS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** SAUNDERS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** SAUNDERS; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 175; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1855
Surname: SAUNDERS; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 04/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 218; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SAUNDERS; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 04/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

Surname: SAUNDERS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 31

Surname: SAUNDERS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: SAUNDERS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: SAUNDERS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/11/1839; Date of document: 15/08/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: John & Mary Saunders; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: CRF 1840 S 30

Surname: SAUNDERSON; First name: DAVIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 05/05/1827; Description of crime: AN ABDUCTION; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3314;
Comments: Convict has a wife Sarah Sloane and seven children. States the alleged offense took place on the road between Newry and Castlebalaney. Char. refs. from Edward Sterling Roberts, rector. stating has known the convict from birth.

**Surname:** SAUSE; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 18/08/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 166

**Surname:** SAVAGE; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1816; Date of document: 11/09/1816; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Record reference code: PPC 1395; Comments: Bill of Indictiment.

**Surname:** SAVAGE; **First name:** MARK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board the Princess; Date of document: 08/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Martha Savage; Record reference code: SPP 276

**Surname:** SAVAGE; **First name:** ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 195

**Surname:** SAVAGE; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 229

**Surname:** SAVAGE; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

**Surname:** SAVAGE; **First name:** CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 50; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/09/1857

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 115; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/07/1853

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 5

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 118

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 1; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/03/1843; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 10; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 18; Comments: Convict has a wife and 2 children.

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder of his wife; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 24 Sept 1834.

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: SOPHIA 1829; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Ann Jordan, residing at Tollymore, Maghara.

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SAVAGE; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: JANUS 1820;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Children residing at Dundalk, Co Louth.

Surname: SAVAGE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford;
Description of crime: Murder of M Savage;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 4 Nov 1834.

Surname: SAWER; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny of woolen cloths; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 299

Surname: SAYER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 17/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 128

Surname: SCAFFOLD; First name: BARTLY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: SCAHILL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 130

Surname: SCALLAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Derkin, John;
Sex: M; Age: 20;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 176
Surname: SCALLIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 27/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 248

Surname: SCALLION; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Londonderry; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Description of crime: Receiving money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, Commuted to 7 yrs imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 6 P 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 S 35

Surname: SCALLION; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 60

Surname: SCALLION; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 12/01/1847; Description of crime: Receiving money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: SCALLON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 27/12/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: SCALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Philipstown, Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co.; Date of document: 05/05/1812; Description of crime: Escaping from Birr Gaol, co. Offaly; Sentence: Death, commuted to Military Service; Name of petitioner: Convict & James Horan; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; 
Record reference code: PPC 4043; 
Comments: Convict was convicted with J.Horan for escaping from Birr Gaol where they had been confined for a ‘misdemeanor’. Both convicts were granted pardon on condition of enlisting in Military Service but reported unfit. Document in the file is endorsed: To be liberated on giving security for their good behaviour.

Surname: SCALLY; First name: BETTY; Alias: Scally. Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Possessing base coin and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 295

Surname: SCALLY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 14/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 329

Surname: SCALLY; First name: MARY; Alias: see Scally, Betty;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 295

Surname: SCALLY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Scully;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 164

Surname: SCALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Murder of Isabella Brennan; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142; Comments: Convict executed on Wednesday 21/03/1849 and body buried within precincts of the Gaol

Surname: SCALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: SCALLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

Surname: SCALLY; First name: ROGER;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Shooting at; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 114;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/04/1851

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 31;  
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 33;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 189;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/03/1850

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 177

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Govt Gaol; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 S 20

Surname: SCANLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: SCANLIN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting the dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JOHNNAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 S 40; Comments: Convicts mother lived in London.

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing pistols; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM OO/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 222

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/07/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 85

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: SCANLON; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 125; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SCANLON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 20/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 62

Surname: SCANLON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 17/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 262

Surname: SCANLON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 335

Surname: SCANLON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109

Surname: SCANLON; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: SCANLON; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/03/1854

Surname: SCANLON; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 43

Surname: SCANLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: SCANLON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

Surname: SCANLON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

Surname: SCANLON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 10/07/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 S 34; Comments: Convict ref. file: S. 34 - 1841 The convict supports his aged mother, his wife and 5 children and his two sister

Surname: SCANLON; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56

Surname: SCANLON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: SCANLON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: SCANLON; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 62; Comments: Convict resides in Listowel, Co Kerry.

Surname: SCANLON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 05/1823; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Conict; Record reference code: PPC 2154; Comments: Petitioning to be put on board a transport ships in Cork. Petition received 2 Aug 1823.

Surname: SCANLON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 58; Comments: Convicts father resides in Doonbeg, Co Clare. States convict is an only child.

Surname: SCANLON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 16/03/1849; Date of document: 18/06/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 S 15

Surname: SCANLON; First name: MICHAEL;
Surname: SCANLON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SCANLON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/04/1856; Description of crime: Felonious assault on a warden in Neogate Prison; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 44; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/04/1856 Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 14/04/1856 Philipstown Gaol, King's County 22/04/1858 Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 14/12/185

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: MARY, ANNE; Alias: Duinlan, Mary, Anne;

Sex: F;
Surname: SCANNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/09/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 S 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged and name struck through from Register

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Stealing from a house; Sentence: T 7 years, commuted 2 years imprisonment.;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 S 18.

Surname: SCANNELL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: MEDINA 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Catherine Scannell, residing at Newcastle, Ordagh, Co Limerick.

Surname: SCANNOLL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Perjury;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: SCANTLAN; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SCANTLON; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 210

Surname: SCARFF; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/07/1843; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 198;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin 28/07/1843

Surname: SCAUTHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 03/11/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: SCHOOLE; First name: -;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/08/1812; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 1277;
Comments: Letter from Henry Shiel, Castledawson, Magherafelt, Co. Londonderry, in connection with his previous application on behalf of the convict who wishes to reveal information to the advantage of the police.

Surname: SCILLY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: SCOLLAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 232

Surname: SCOTT; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 09/03/1800; Description of crime: Having illegal possession cattle during rebellion; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 587; Comments: Prays his case be brought to trial. Convict is labourer by trade and resides at Baltiboys, Co. Wicklow. Parents living, several char. refs. from members of Ca pt. Graydons Infantry, Colonel Wales core and Capt. La Touch’s Cavalry.

Surname: SCOTT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 19/01/1800; Description of crime: HAVING ILLEGAL POSSESSION CATTLE DURINGREBELLIONL; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 589; Comments: Convict is alabourer by trade and resides at Baltiboys, Co. wicklow. Several char. refs.. Parents, 5 sisters and brothers living.

Surname: SCOTT; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1260; Comments: Two memos recommending the convict as a fit object for consideration on account of her having a child.

Surname: SCOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 28/08/1804; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1077

Surname: SCOTT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7 P 67; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 S 4 File missing

Surname: SCOTT; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SCOTT; First name: BETTY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 201

Surname: SCOTT; First name: CAROLINE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

Surname: SCOTT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 208; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1857

Surname: SCOTT; First name: CHARLOTTE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: SCOTT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 10; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: SCOTT; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/12/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

Surname: SCOTT; First name: EDWARD; Alias: or Maher;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 119
Surname: SCOTT; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/03/1857; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 263;

Surname: SCOTT; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 209;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/04/1843

Surname: SCOTT; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Date of trial: 28/06/1837; Description of crime: Several larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

Surname: SCOTT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 37

Surname: SCOTT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 259

Surname: SCOTT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 193
Surname: SCOTT; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 19

Surname: SCOTT; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 129

Surname: SCOTT; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 19/07/1844; Date of document: 02/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 S 1

Surname: SCOTT; First name: HILL;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 1

Surname: SCOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/01/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 75;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/10/1851

Surname: SCOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: SCOTT; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SCOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail in 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 86

Surname: SCOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 71

Surname: SCOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 203;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: SCOTT; First name: JOHN; Alias: McDonnell, Christopher;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 62

Surname: SCOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 214;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SCOTT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: SCOTT; First name: MATTHEW; Alias: McCabe, Peter;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: SCOTT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Stealing flour; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork Convict died 19/07/1848

Surname: SCOTT; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

Surname: SCOTT; First name: PEGGY; Alias: Madole, Peggy;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 82

Surname: SCOTT; First name: PEGGY; Alias: Madole;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 265; Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: SCOTT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/07/1854

Surname: SCOTT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: SCOTT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 67

Surname: SCOTT; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Stealing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 89; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** SCOTT; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HIBER; Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

**Surname:** SCOTT; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 19/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 38; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 43; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** SCOTT; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co Westmeath; Date of document: 15/03/1826; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2872; Comments: Petitioning for respite of sentence. Convict has a wife and four children. States he served in the Army for over nine years.

**Surname:** SCOTT; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** SCOTT; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

**Surname:** SCOTT; **First name:** ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1829; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions. Convict was convicted for seven offences at different intervals.

Surname: SCOTT; First name: MAJOR;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Jail, Dublin; Date of document: 03/09/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 822

Surname: SCOTT; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: HMS Princess, Cork Cove; Date of document: 12/08/1799; Name of ship: HMS PRINCESS; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 823

Surname: SCOTT; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Date of document: 14/01/1840; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: FS 1840 1; Comments: Petitioner requests permission to emigrate to Australia.

Surname: SCREEN; First name: MARY; Alias: Johnson;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 20/12/1824; Description of crime: Uttering a forged note; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2477; Comments: Convict is a native of Belfast and married to a soldier serving in Jamaica. Several character references.

Surname: SCRIVEN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 15/07/1858; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 160; Comments: Convict served in the 11th Foot Regiment Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 21/08/1858 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/04/1859

Surname: SCULLAN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of document: 22/03/1831; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Henry Hall; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3571; Comments: Convict was convicted with George Hall for the same offense.
Surname: SCULLIAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Cheating; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: SCULLION; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

Surname: SCULLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 28/05/1820; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportaton 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1555; Comments: Convict suffers from impaired sight as a result of his confinement. Prays to be liberated, that he may crawl the remainder of his existence among his friends

Surname: SCULLY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny city; Date of document: 18/01/1831; Description of crime: Knowingly possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3611; Comments: Convict has a wife, and three children and a mother dependant on his support. States he is a native of Kilkenny city and has carried on a business as a broker in the city for 14 yrs. Refers to a former memorial submitted on his behalf.

Surname: SCULLY; First name: ROGER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 5

Surname: SCULLY; First name: DENIS; Alias: Sullivan, Mortogh;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a coat and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855

Surname: SCULLY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

**Surname:** SCULLY; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: see Scully, John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 S 15; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 30/07/1836 Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** SCULLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

**Surname:** SCULLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1851

**Surname:** SCULLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 15/07/1839; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

**Surname:** SCULLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 148

**Surname:** SCULLY; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

**Surname:** SCULLY; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: see Scully, James;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 S 15; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 30/07/1836 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SCULLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95; Comments: Convict died, 31/05/1849

Surname: SCULLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: SCULLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: SCULLY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: see Scally, Michael;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 164

Surname: SCULLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 15/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

Surname: SCULLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/04/1853; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: SCULLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/08/1843; Description of crime: Felony coal bags and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: SCULLY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 06/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 116

Surname: SCULLY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SCULLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 20/03/1825; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4144; Comments: Convict has a wife and child. States he served 25 years in Military Service.

Surname: SCULLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1832; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of fire - arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 S 58; Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales where he is employed as a Servant to Mrs Lucy Hassell, Mc Quarry Grove, Cow Paster, New South Wales. Convict refer- ence File contains a petition from his mother, Bridget a widow residing in Capard, Barony of Maryboro West, Queens Co

Surname: SCULLY; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 15/08/1799; Description of crime: Rebelious activity; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 824

Surname: SCULLY; First name: JOHNS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SCULLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: SCULLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 10/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: SCULLYS; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SEAHILL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ISABELLA; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Hannah Joyce, residing in Westport.

Surname: SEALE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218; Comments: G.G.L. 20/03/1843

Surname: SEALLY; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Murder of Isabelle Brennan; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 9, p 66; Comments: Convict executed, Wednesday 21/02/1849 and buried within precincts of Gaol.

Surname: SEAMOUR; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 1, p 61

Surname: SEARBY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 22/10/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 163; Comments: Convict served in 60th Rifles Regiment Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1861

Surname: SEELLASY; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 S 1; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SEERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/03/1815; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1314; Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict recommending a mitigation of his sentence.

Surname: SEERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 B24; Comments: Convicts wife Mary Fox, residing in Mullingar, grabted a free passage to New South Passage

Surname: SEERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Name of ship: GUILDFORD; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 2; Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the secretary of state for his Majestys gracious allowance, wifes Mary Fox, residing in Mullinga

Surname: SEERY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny (subsequent felony); Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: SEERY; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Death, 13/02/1846;
Surname: SEERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: King’s County; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 10/03/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 139

Surname: SEERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 90;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

Surname: SEERY; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/07/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 1 mth impt;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

Surname: SEERY; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

Surname: SEERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Mary Fox.

Surname: SEFFEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: SEFFERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 02/05/1822; Description of crime: House stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1775;
Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Widowed mother and family dependant on his support. Second petition dated 27 June 1822.

**Surname:** SEFTON; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin 26/04/1843

**Surname:** SEFTON; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

**Surname:** SEGG; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** SEGRORE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/06/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40

**Surname:** SELF; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 20/07/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

**Surname:** SELLERS; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/03/1854

**Surname:** SENIOR; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/03/1838; Description of crime: Felony hat and bedclothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

**Surname:** SEPHER; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1; Comments: see Seper William Snr, TR 5, p 1 Seper William Jnr, TR 5, p 1

**Surname:** SEPHER; **First name:** WILLIAM JNR;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1; Comments: see Seper William Snr, TR 5, p 1 Seper Thomas TR 5, p 1

**Surname:** SEPHER; **First name:** WILLIAM SNR;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1; Comments: see Seper, William Jnr, TR 5, p 1 Thomas TR 5, p 1

**Surname:** SERGENT; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Hannah Quinn and others; Relationship of petitioner: Mother & locals; Record reference code: TR 6, P 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 S 3

**Surname:** SERGENT; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/12/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 57

**Surname:** SERGENT; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 1

**Surname:** SERGENT; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 26/04/1847; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 S 24

Surname: SERGERSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of document: 04/1823; Description of crime: Possessing stolen linen; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2155; Comments: Convict is a native of Fintona, Co Tyrone and a boot and shoe maker by trade. States he has two motherless children. Several character references from the inhabitants of Fintona, Co Tyrone.

Surname: SERVICR; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 161

Surname: SEVLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: SEWELL; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 3, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 S 19; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SEXTAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SEXTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1796; Description of crime: stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 62; Comments: Character reference William A Regan, council for petitioner/
Surname: SEXTON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 18

Surname: SEXTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 282; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 S 36; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: SEXTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 01/12/1846; Record reference code: TR 6, p 28; Comments: Convict executed and name struck through from Register

Surname: SEXTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: SEXTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213

Surname: SEXTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 114; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/07/1857

Surname: SEXTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110
Surname: SEXTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

Surname: SEXTON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Ennis, Co Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 P 32;
Comments: Convict was convicted with John Pearse and two others for the same offense.

Surname: SEXTOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

Surname: SEYERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 30

Surname: SEYMOUR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/02/1849; Date of document: 17/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Catherine Seymour; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 S 14;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Belfast.

Surname: SEYMOUR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: SEYMOUR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of cows; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23
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Surname: SEYMOUR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/08/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: SEYMOUR; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of cows; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: SEYMOUR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of cows; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: SEYMOUR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of cows; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: SHAKLETON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 91

Surname: SHALLOV; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Shallow, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 165;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHALLOV; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Shallow, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 165;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHALVEY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1837; Description of crime: Assault and theft of cloak; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 81;
Comments: Convict is married with six children and resides at No. 18 Purdon Street, Dublin City. See also TR 2 P 42 (F), Anne Shalvey, possibly same convict, though the crime is not the same.

Surname: SHALVEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: SHALVEY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 17/11/1796; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 43;
Comments: Convict is awaiting trial. States he is a conveyancer in Belfast and a proctor in the consistorial courts of the dioceses of Down and Connor, and has a wife and five children

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 152;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 29;
Comments: Convict died in Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/08/1848

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 156;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder of John Lanigan; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 149

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 203;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 286

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/06/1857

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 17/10/1851; Description of crime: Attacking dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 88;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/04/1853

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 109

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 98

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 41;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/05/1855

**Surname:** SHANAHAN; **First name:** THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

**Surname:** SHANAHAN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 189

**Surname:** SHANAHAN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 130

**Surname:** SHANAHAN; **First name:** TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 150;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/04/1853

**Surname:** SHANAHAN; **First name:** DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 26;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SHANAHAN; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

**Surname:** SHANAHAN; **First name:** HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 180

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158;
Comments: Convict given extra 12 mths imprt at expiration of sentence for riot at Philipstown Gaol, King's County. Convict ordered to be discharged and transported to Tullamore Gaol, King's County

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Date of document: 13/09/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31; Record reference code 2: CRF 1853 S 24

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 204;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 C 249;
Comments: Convict was transported. Other defendant; Patrick and James Carroll.

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Mary Cunningham, residing at Gregnaman.

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: MANGLES 1822;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicet the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Catherine Shanahan, residing at Langstown, Co Tipperary.

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: SHANAHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/09/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: SHANE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/10/1839;
Record reference code: FS 1839 123;
Comments: Convicts wife Esther Patten, granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: SHANKLEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 2; Comments: Everything struck from Register

Surname: SHANLEY; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony of watch; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 118

Surname: SHANLEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Anne Shanley; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1848 S 29; Comments: Petitioner resided in the Parish of Kilgloss, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: SHANLEY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Anne Shanley; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1848 S 29; Comments: Petitioner resided in the Parish of Kilgloss, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: SHANLEY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Rioting and taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHANLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/05/1836; Description of crime: Felony meat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: SHANLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 1 mth; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 353
Surname: SHANLEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/06/1863; Description of crime: Took delph and glasses; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: SHANLEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/04/1847; Description of crime: Rioting and taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 172; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHANLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 17/07/1845; Description of crime: Appearing armed; taking arms; endangering life; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 124

Surname: SHANLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: SHANLY; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Hart;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 96; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHANLY; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; 
Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: SHANLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mathew Shanly; Relationship of petitioner: Father; 
Record reference code: PPC 2935;
Comments: Petitioner resides in Abbeyshrule, Co. Longford. Convict is the sole support of his parents and eight children. Several character references. Petition received: 23 June 1826.

Surname: SHANLY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHANNAHAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/03/1842; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: SHANNAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 116

Surname: SHANNAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SHANNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHANNON; First name: ANNE, JENE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Date of document: 08/05/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: James Shannon; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 346; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 S 11

Surname: SHANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board The Mary; Date of document: 27/09/1798; Description of crime: Taking an unlawful oath; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 277;
Comments: Prisoner pleads to be brought to trial.

**Surname:** SHANNON; **First name:** ANNE, JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 314

**Surname:** SHANNON; **First name:** ANNE, JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

**Surname:** SHANNON; **First name:** CELIA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 05/04/1841; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 277

**Surname:** SHANNON; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony sacks and bacon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

**Surname:** SHANNON; **First name:** HUGH; Alias: Shannon, William John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs after 3 mths impt; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

**Surname:** SHANNON; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Killing and stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

**Surname:** SHANNON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/03/1840; Description of crime: Breaking into a dwelling house and stealing therin; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 86
Surname: SHANNON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 120

Surname: SHANNON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1852; Description of crime: Cattle stealing and receiving stolen cattle; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: SHANNON; First name: PATRICK JNR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing and killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: SHANNON; First name: PATRICK SENR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 08/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing and killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 137;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/03/1856

Surname: SHANNON; First name: RACHAEL;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Attempt to poison; Sentence: Death; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 20; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 108;
Comments: Convict brought back

Surname: SHANNON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 178; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 151

Surname: SHANNON; First name: WILLIAM, JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony of cattle; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs after 3 mths impt; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Surname: SHANNON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: SHANNON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: SHANNON; First name: RACHAEL;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHARBET; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 20/07/1847; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 335

Surname: SHARKEDY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 14;
Comments: Convicts parents and widowed sister and child are dependant on his support.

Surname: SHARKETH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: SHARKETT; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 55

Surname: SHARKETT; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 7, p 259

Surname: SHARKETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 02/08/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 7, p 131; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SHARKETT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: SHARKETT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 03/1829; Date of document: 01/02/1847; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Sharkett; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1847 S 6

Surname: SHARKEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 57

Surname: SHARKEY; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1856; Description of crime: Administering poison with intent; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 14 yrs P.S.; Record reference code: TR 14, p 128; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/06/1856 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/05/1857

Surname: SHARKEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

**Surname:** SHARKEY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

**Surname:** SHARKEY; **First name:** SARAH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/07/1857

**Surname:** SHARKEY; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

**Surname:** SHARKEY; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

**Surname:** SHARKIT; **First name:** ELLENOR;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 03/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 256

**Surname:** SHARKITT; **First name:** ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 253; Comments: see P 253 for accomplices

**Surname:** SHARMAN; **First name:** RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 02/1802; Description of crime: Robbery of a watch during a riot in Dame St, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Sharman; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 781; Comments: Convict has wife and three children and is a shoemaker by trade. Character reference from Dillon Rush, landlord to convict, John Dillon, Shoemaker with whom he had served his apprenticeship: Thomas Saunders, Optician, Church Lane, Dublin

Surname: SHARP; First name: JAMES; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: TR 2, P 178

Surname: SHARP; First name: JAMES; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 152

Surname: SHARP; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/06/1850 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHARPE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: SHARPE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Breaking and entering Church and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 87; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: SHARPE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: Killing two colts; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 126

Surname: SHARPLES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 25/05/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 165; Comments: Convict served in the 36th Foot Regiment Convict was ordered to be discharged from the army

Surname: SHARRY; First name: PAT; Alias: McMahon, James;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 30; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 27/06/1848

Surname: SHAUGHENESSY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/09/1850 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHAUGHENNESSY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/08/1798; Description of crime: Possession of forged notes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: J.C. Thompson; Record reference code: PPC 87; Comments: Requesting postponement of convicts sentence, to enable petitioner to procure information for him.

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convict from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Pawning stolen clothes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3612; Comments: Convict resides in Limerick city. Petition not dated, possibly 1831.

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 73

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 218

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: ELENOR;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 263

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: JUDY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 299

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 238
Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/04/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 87;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/09/1852

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/03/1841; Description of crime: Stealing wood; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 128

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855
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Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/10/1839; Description of crime: Having mutton and beef in his possession; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 148

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 96;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: DR Hardings journal of attenance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 26/07/1823; Name of petitioner: Convict and 7 others;
Record reference code: PPC 2209;
Comments: Convict and seven others convicted for different crimes petitioning to be sent off to one of the Colonies. All convicts are from Co Clare. Petition received 30 Nov 1824.

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dubin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Mail coach robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: ELEANOR;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of document: 15/05/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Spike Island.

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MILES;

Surname: SHAUGHNESSY; First name: MARY;

Surname: SHAUGHNISSEY; First name: THOMAS;

Surname: SHAUGNESSY; First name: MARY;

Surname: SHAUGNESSY; First name: RICHARD;

Surname: SHAUGNESSY; First name: RICHARD;

Surname: SHAW; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 202; Comments: Other defendant: James Tegart.

Surname: SHAW; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 01/08/1837; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc 7

Surname: SHAW; First name: W;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 09/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 348

Surname: SHAW; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 10

Surname: SHAW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 13/11/1796; Description of crime: High Treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 3; Comments: Convict is awaiting trial. Petitions for letter conditions during his confinement

Surname: SHAW; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/06/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

Surname: SHAW; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: McNully, Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 323

Surname: SHAW; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SHAW; First name: ESSY; 
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 220 

Surname: SHAW; First name: HONORA; 
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 26 

Surname: SHAW; First name: JANE; 
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 19 

Surname: SHAW; First name: JOHN; 
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30 

Surname: SHAW; First name: JOHN; 
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/12/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Name of petitioner: William Waybe; Relationship of petitioner: Father; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 72; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 S 34; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork Petitioners residence given as Old Church Chambers, Manchester. 

Surname: SHAW; First name: JOHN GRACE; 
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony umbrella and parasol; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 56 

Surname: SHAW; First name: STEPHEN; 
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 155
Surname: SHAW; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: SHAW; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: SHAW; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery an outhouse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 77;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1851

Surname: SHAW; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1838; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 6 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 116;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHAW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 03/06/1843; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: 2 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 Misc15;
Comments: Prisoner requested to be transported in petition to Lord Lieutant.

Surname: SHAW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1840; Sentence: Provision of Bail;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 6;
Comments: Convict resides in Dunadry, Co Antrim. States he has been imprisoned for over 2 years under a rule of Bail and requests permission to emigrate to either America or New South Wales.

Surname: SHAW; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Catherine Mc Nally;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: SHAW; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 43

Surname: SHAW; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 13/11/1796; Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 3; Comments: Convict is awaiting trial. Petitions for better conditions during his confinement.

Surname: SHAWE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 02/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 144; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

Surname: SHAWE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 02/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 139; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: SHAWE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 28/02/1838; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: TL commuted 6 month impt; Record reference code: TR2 p 116; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 12

Surname: SHEA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of document: 02/1822; Description of crime: CONVICTED UNDER THE INSURRECTION ACT; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1774;
Comments: Convict is a classical teacher by profession and is the only son of his widowed mother.

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny City; Date of document: 09/1822; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1785

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transp. life, commuted to six months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 124

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of document: 17/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 S 6

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** THOMAS; Alias: Dwyer/William;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Kings Co.; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Date of document: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 7 P 93; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 S 9 Convict resides in Blakefield, Co. Tipperary

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender; Date of document: 18/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Edward Kennedy;
Record reference code: SPP 278;
Comments: Address of petitioner given as Johnstown.

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender; Date of document: 20/11/1798; Description of crime: Being a sworn united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Charles M. Ormsby;
Record reference code: SPP 279;
Comments: Prisoner was a Yeoman in the Rathcoole Infantry. See also John Shea.
Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender; Date of document: 20/11/1798; Description of crime: Being a sworn united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Charles M. Ormsby; Record reference code: SPP 279; Comments: See also Pat Shea.

Surname: SHEA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On board The Thomas; Date of document: 08/06/1798; Name of petitioner: John Dowlan; Relationship of petitioner: Employer; Record reference code: SPP 280; Comments: Petitioner is a Shoemaker and lives at Drury Lane, Dublin. Prisoner had served three years apprenticeship to the petitioner.

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender in the R. Liffey; Date of document: 08/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Peter Locker; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord; Record reference code: SPP 381 Lived in the Rathcoole area

Surname: SHEA; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tender in the Liffey; Date of document: 08/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Peter Locker; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord; Record reference code: SPP 381; Comments: See also John Shea

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 27; Comments: Convicts wife, Johanna Casey, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County kerry; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list of the Free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Johanna Cadly

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Johanna Casey

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Name of ship: BORODINO 1828; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Johanna Casey, residing at Kilgarvin.

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/02/1839; Record reference code: FS 1839 109; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Mullaly, residing in Mullinahone, Co. Tipperary, granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 75; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 Convict report no. C 16

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 S 42; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from church; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 156;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN JNR;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 99

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Attack on Police Barracks; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN; Alias: Fox;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/01/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 84

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 100;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 31/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/03/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with felonous intent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: SHEA; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 36

Surname: SHEA; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 36

Surname: SHEA; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHEA; First name: LAURENCE; Alias: Sullivan, Laurence;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 13/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Surname: SHEA; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 26;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/02/1858

Surname: SHEA; First name: MANUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 113;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: SHEA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 238

Surname: SHEA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 218

Surname: SHEA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing cotton, 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

Surname: SHEA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 36

Surname: SHEA; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 194;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: SHEA; First name: MAT;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: SHEA; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/11/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 35

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 71

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing hens and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 115

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/06/1856

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/10/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 114;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: SHEA; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/02/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: SHEA; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: SHEA; First name: BESSY;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 191; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1857

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 242; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and breaking the curtilage and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 196; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 266; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856
Surname: SHEA; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Coat stealing; Sentence: Not given; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: SHEA; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/12/1852

Surname: SHEA; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/02/1856

Surname: SHEA; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: SHEA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74

Surname: SHEA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/03/1846; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 98; Comments: Convict declared unfit

Surname: SHEA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836
Surname: SHEA; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 6 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHEA; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

Surname: SHEA; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 27

Surname: SHEA; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: SHEA; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: SHEA; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: SHEA; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/03/1855
Surname: SHEA; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 106

Surname: SHEA; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: SHEA; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327; Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 29/11/1851

Surname: SHEA; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67

Surname: SHEA; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 36

Surname: SHEA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: SHEA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: SHEA; First name: JAMES; Alias: Smith, James;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158; Comments: Convict was executed, 20/08/1842

Surname: SHEA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158

Surname: SHEA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 34; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEA; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 78

Surname: SHEA; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOE; Alias: Walsh, Joe;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 114

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Convict report no. C 228

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dilhunty, John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 93

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/07/1845; Date of document: 22/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 39; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 S 23

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board James, 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 162

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 1 mth impt and then transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 79;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEA; First name: MURTO;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: SHEA; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 42;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/05/1853

Surname: SHEA; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 42;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/05/1853

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Felony and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/09/1856

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 78;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 S 17;
Comments: Convict resides in Bunane, near Kenmare, Co Kerry.

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 110

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oaths; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 23;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK; Alias: see Brown, Thomas;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 85;
Comments: Convict executed, 22/04/1848

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 29;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 138; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1857

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Convict died, 18/07/1848

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 19/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/10/1851

**Surname:** SHEA; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838
Surname: SHEA; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/05/1853

Surname: SHEA; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 143; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: SHEA; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126

Surname: SHEA; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: SHEA; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 93

Surname: SHEA; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162

Surname: SHEA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/08/1855
Surname: SHEA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/08/1855

Surname: SHEA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 70; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/03/1858

Surname: SHEA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: SHEA; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Dwyer, William;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93

Surname: SHEA; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/10/1855

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111
Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/08/1840; Description of crime: Subordination of perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 34

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 156; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: SHEA; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: SHEA; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick City Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 23/02/1826; Description of crime: Theft of jug valued @ 2s and whiskey @5s; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3042;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to confinement in the Richard Penitentiary, Dublin.

Surname: SHEA; First name: BIDDY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: SHEA; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tralee, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 25/06/1824; Description of crime: Rioting; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2480

Surname: SHEA; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Description of crime: Possessing stolen copper candlesticks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3851;
Comments: Convict states he is a stranger to Kilkenny City where the offense was committed Petition not dated, circa 1821-28.

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing three lambs; Sentence: T life commuted T 7 years;
Surname: SHEA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing hens; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 68;
Comments: Convict was convicted with her sister Margaret for the same offense. Both are orphans and under the age of sixteen and resides in Cork.

Surname: SHEA; First name: NORRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mallow, County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing hens; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 68;
Comments: Convict is a widow with three children and resides in Cork.

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: T life, commuted transportation 7 years; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 5 APRIL 1838;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 16

Surname: SHEA; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 22;
Comments: Convict is a native of Emly, Barony of Clanwilliam, Co Tipperary and was living in Limerick where he was employed as a Broker. States he has a family.

Surname: SHEA; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 S 6;
Comments: Convict resides in Cashel, Co Tipperary and is a Labourer by trade. Convict ref file consists of a petition from the convicts father on his behalf, stating that he is an only son and support of his parents and three sisters.

Surname: SHEA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 S 25;
Comments: Convicts parents are dependant on her support.

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 7 years trans commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1841 M 24; Comments: Convicted with Patrick Murphy - CRF 1841 M 24.

Surname: SHEA; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 10

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 04/1847; Description of crime: Breaking into a store and stealing fish; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of ship: MEDWAY - 19TH NOV 1847; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 8; Comments: There are 2 petitions in this file - both for John Sheas of Co Kerry. Both were transported.

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Kenmare, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Bermuda; Date of trial: 17/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of ship: HAVERING - 30TH JULY 1849; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 8; Comments: There are 2 petitions in this file - both for John Sheas of Co Kerry, both were transported.

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Johanna Casey.

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in New South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Johanna Casey.
Surname: SHEA; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Jane Shea, residing in Parish of Ballyhagran, Co Limerick.

Surname: SHEA; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: BORODINO 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1;
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name Johanna Casey

Surname: SHEA; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHEA; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SHEA; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SHEA; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork Co; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: SHEA; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork Co; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: SHEAFY; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Attacking Robin Banahan; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165

Surname: SHEAGHAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 150

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Meehan;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Bail within 3 mths or transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 308; Comments: Convict's sentence commuted to 2 yrs impt Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: see Meehan, Catherine;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 5, p 308

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81; Comments: Convict removed to Tralee Gaol, Co. Kerry, 15/05/1851

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 163

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Unlawfully assembly and taking firearms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: see Patrick Munne and Michael Madigan

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/10/1851

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: JAMES;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise' Cove, Cork; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendants; Record reference code: PPC 3750; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Coughlan, Thomas Culhane and Edward Sheehy under the Insurrection Act for the same offence. Convict states his parents are dependant on his support. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28 (possibly 1822).

Surname: SHEAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Mc 70; Comments: Convict was convicted with Cornelius Mc Carthy for the same offense. Convict is a Farmer.

Surname: SHEAHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: SHEAL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412; Comments: A list of convicts signed by Major Sirr

Surname: SHEAL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 1

Surname: SHEAL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: SHEALE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of Mannanstown House, Co. Meath; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1080; Comments: Convict was convicted with eleven others for the same offence. Some of the convicts were tenants on the Mannanstown Estate, Co. Meath.

Surname: SHEALS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 05/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: SHEALS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 8

Surname: SHEALS; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: SHEALS; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: SHEALY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 31;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: SHEAN; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of document: 02/1840;
Record reference code: FS 1840 28;
Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales. Wifes name, Esther Patten.

Surname: SHEARES; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing ass and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SHEARMAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship cove of Cork; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 825;
Comments: From Dungarvan, Co. Kilkenny.

Surname: SHEARN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 175

Surname: SHEE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: On board a tender; Date of document: 24/10/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 281;
Comments: Prisoner is the eldest son of a farmer living at Coalmanstown in the Parish of Newcastle, Co. Dublin.

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: ANDREW; Alias: see McNamara, Andrew;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Delivering a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and 1 mth impt; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 188

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/04/1852; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 14

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 165; Comments: Convict detained in Depot

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Riordan, Patrick;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 190

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 115

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mc Namara;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: JAMES; Alias: Mc NAMARA;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc19

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Appearing armed, and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 M 31

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Appearing in arms and firing at; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: SHEEDY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 27; Comments: Convicted with Edmond Moore.

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 30/11/1839; Record reference code: FS 1839 116; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Sweeny, granted a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 78; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 100; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 130

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling house being armed; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/05/1851

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/04/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into a country house and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1855

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a bag and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: ED;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE.; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: ELENOR;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 294

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 210; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 5; Comments: Convict is a prostitute.

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing turkey; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAXON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep killing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 36

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sack and hair and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHNN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 130

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHNN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling being armed; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHNN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37; Comments: Convict died in hospital, Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/11/1850

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHNN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Maliciously cutting and destroying a warp of linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/05/1842; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1855

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/09/1852

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 218

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 3 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 228; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 247; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 S 19

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 12

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 78

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 273

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 164

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 25;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/12/1847; Description of crime: Larcent potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 33;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 27

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing goats; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/01/1853

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yr impt;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 247;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/11/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 206; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 4;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 234; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 6

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing lead and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 44

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing lead and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 89

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Dowling, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 23;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 31/03/1853

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 25/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 75

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MURTY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 65

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Felony of an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of document: 17/08/1824; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2482;
Comments: Petitioning to be included in the next convict order.

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted TL;
Record reference code: TR 1 p46; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 S 33;
Comments: Convict resides in Cork City.

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1839; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc30;
Comments: Return of convicts from Wexford gaol after the Lent Assizes.

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 06/09/1844; Date of document: 23/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 S 11;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Nenagh; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of document: 05/04/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years or bail within 3 months; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 S 15

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: MURTO;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 14/09/1852; Description of crime: Mountjoy;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1;
Comments: Prisoners sent to Spike Island preparatory to their being sent to V.D.L. with ticket of leave.

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 28/05/1852; 
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); 
Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 1845; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc11

Surname: SHEEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of trial: 03/1849; Description of crime: Ass stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 1848; Date of document: 20/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1848 S 37; 
Comments: Prisoner was discharged so that he could emigrate to America, where his father had been living for 10 years. His father, Jeremiah Sheehy, was a native of Woodfield, near Rosscarbery, Co. Cork.

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 275; 
Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843
Surname: SHEEHY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Administering unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 24;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Assaulting with fire arms habitation of J Ryan; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 01/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64;
Comments: convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 113;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 101

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Ryan, John;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 181
Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 103

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 29

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 17/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 114; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/06/1854

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97; Comments: Entry in Register states that the convict received an absolute discharge from Dundrum Lunatic Asylum, 00/02/1863

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Date of document: 17/11/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Name of petitioner: Judith Sheehy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Surname: SHEEHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 09/01/1857; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to P.S. 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 96; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/03/1857 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/12/1857

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/05/1852

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: ROGER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 14/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, sentenced 14/12/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk 'Surprise'Cove,Cork; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and three others; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendants; Record reference code: PPC 3750; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael Coughlan, Thomas Culhane and James Sheahan, under the Insurrection Act for the same offence. Convict has a wife and six children. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28 (possibly 1822).

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 30/05/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 38; Comments: Also convicted - Robert Sheehy.

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 30/05/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 38; Comments: Myles Sheehy also convicted.

Surname: SHEEHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Honora Sheehy residing at Ballylongford, Listowel, Co Kerry.

Surname: SHEEL; First name: MARTY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 13/09/1799; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 222; Comments: Convict has a wife, 6 children. Parents living. Convict is an only son.

Surname: SHEEL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 06/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

Surname: SHEEL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: SHEELY; First name: EDMOND; Alias: Thomas Culhane;

Sex: M; Record reference code: PPC 3852; Comments: Page with convict's name and James Sheehan, endorsed; see Thomas Calhane; possibly an alias.

Surname: SHEENAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork County; Date of document: 15/07/1820; Description of crime: Stealing 3 cows; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1552; Comments: Convict has a wife and 3 children. Both parents living. Crime took place in Youghal.

Surname: SHEENAN; First name: CORNELUIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 12/11/1822; Description of crime: Attack on horse; Record reference code: PPC 1778; Comments: Report on the examination of the convict and the evidence, pronouncing him to be innocent of the crime. Convict was in Mallow, Co. Cork on the night of the attack.

Surname: SHEENAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Surname: SHEENAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHEENAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 30/12/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SHEENAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 06 Jan 1834

Surname: SHEERAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 S 45

Surname: SHEERAN; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 04/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 256

Surname: SHEERAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Unlawfully taking arms; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: SHEERIN; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1845; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 155

Surname: SHEERING; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 25/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 S 30

Surname: SHEERMAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 275

Surname: SHEFFUIGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: SHEHAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 45

Surname: SHEHAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 209

Surname: SHEHAN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 154; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: SHEIDAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 04/02/1826; Description of crime: Contempt of court; Record reference code: PPC 3029; Comments: Covering note, 41 Trench St., Dublin, for convicts petition (not included in file).

Surname: SHEIL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 97

Surname: SHEIL; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SHEIL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 14/09/1824; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2481; Comments: Convict is the only child and support of his parents.

Surname: SHEIL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHEILLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep killing and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: SHEILLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1847; Description of crime: Threatening Notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 24; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHEILLS; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony linen and flannel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: SHEILS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/07/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

**Surname:** SHEILS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 147; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SHEILS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 120; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

**Surname:** SHEILS; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

**Surname:** SHEILS; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 78

**Surname:** SHEILS; **First name:** MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 103

**Surname:** SHELLY; **First name:** HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 104

**Surname:** SHELLY; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120

Surname: SHELLY; First name: JOHN; Alias: or Cross;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY 26/11/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 47; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda per James 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHELLY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 11/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 252

Surname: SHELLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147

Surname: SHELLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 135; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: SHELLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 12/03/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 201; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHELTEN; First name: ALEX;

Surname: SHENAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 15

Surname: SHENAN; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 23/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 18

Surname: SHENAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/07/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 27/08/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 66

Surname: SHENDEN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28

Surname: SHENNAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony sacks and bawn; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 62

Surname: SHENTON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 S 8; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged April 1840.

Surname: SHEPHARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 166

Surname: SHEPHERD; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given;
Surname: SHEPHERD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, commuted trans life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 S 13

Surname: SHEPPARD; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: SHEPPARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

Surname: SHEPPARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: False pretence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 46;
Comments: convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: SHEPPARD; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHERCOTT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 61
Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of trial: 25/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Duncannon Fort, Waterford; Date of document: 18/10/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 44;
Comments: Prays that the conditions of his confinement may be improved

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Co; Date of trial: 08/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 188

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Date of document: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 52; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 S 2

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 353

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 49

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218; Comments: G.G.L. 20/03/1843

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Gallaher;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1851

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Gallaher;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 100

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/12/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 73; Comments: Convict died 28/12/1847 Convict's name struck from Register

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1837; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Date of document: 01/05/1845; Description of crime: Threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Sheridan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 5, p 196; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 S 14

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 07/1843; Date of document: 20/03/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 S 5 Prisoner was convicted of the assault and murder of Patrick Mc Entee in Cavan. Anne Hughes, Rose Hughes and Bridget Johnson were also convicted.

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1843; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth impt and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 26; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 182

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing banknotes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 32; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/07/1850 Convict's name struck through from Register
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Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Coining and obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 98; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 30/09/1856

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: REDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 189

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 218; Comments: G.G.L. 28/07/1843

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 74

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 2, p 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 21; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/10/1840; Description of crime: Obtaining money by false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 S 6; Comments: The convict supports his widowed mother.

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Record reference code: PPC 734; Comments: Letter from Dublin Castle to Mr. Cottingham in connection with the vadility of the references in the original memorial presented on Sheridans behalf.

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Waterford, Barrack; Date of trial: 1797; Date of document: 27/02/1800; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years to Botany Bay.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 737; Comments: Convict has wife and 7 or 8 chilren. Several character references. Second petition dated 10/02/1801. Two memorials from J H Cottingham. Cavan to Alex- ander Marsden on behalf John Sheridan (17/04/1800, 29/03/1801).

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a Rebel captain; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 14 Feb 1799.

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of document: 01/08/1830; Description of crime: Stealing an heifer; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Patrick Sheridan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3530; Comments: Convict was sentenced to 7 years trans conditionally, that upon the recommenda- tion of some gentlemen of the County, the sentence would be commuted to 1 yr imprisonment, subject to bail for his future good conduct. Petitioner states the convict is the sole support of his parents. Pet address is Newtown Forbe

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
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Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of document: 18/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: William Browne; Relationship of petitioner: Chaplain, Mullingar; Record reference code: FS 1840 19;
Comments: Petitioner recommends the convicts wife and child for a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: SHERIDAN; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 22/12/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: SHERLOCK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 49

Surname: SHERLOCK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHERRIDAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 28;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1851

Surname: SHERRIDAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 88
Surname: SHERRIDAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SHERRY; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison, Dublin; Date of document: 01/05/1804; Description of crime: Possessing ammunition;
Record reference code: PPC 1079;
Comments: Letter reporting the convicts arrest.

Surname: SHERRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: SHERRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 362

Surname: SHERRY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 18

Surname: SHERRY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co Tyrone.

Surname: SHEVLAN; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 105
Surname: SHEVLIN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 25

Surname: SHIEL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180

Surname: SHIELDS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: SHIELDS; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 6, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHIELDS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 108

Surname: SHIELDS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1845; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 78

Surname: SHIELDS; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of trial: 02/08/1830; Date of document: 02/09/1830; Description of crime: Forging a death certificate; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3531; Comments: Convict was convicted for forging a ministers signature of on a death certificate in an attempt to obtain a pension form the Royal Navy, for the widow of a Soldier.
Convict served in the Navy for 16 years (encounters listed). States he has a wife and family

Surname: SHIELDS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 21/07/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Ann Shields; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 18; Comments: Convicted with John Bradley and John Mc Clintock.

Surname: SHIELDS; First name: FRAN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Gaol; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Date of document: 28/11/1851; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 S 37

Surname: SHIELLS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 6 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 124; Comments: Convict ref. file: K 19, 1836

Surname: SHIELLS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Place of imprisonment: Co Cavan; Date of document: 22/04/1847; Description of crime: Writing a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 S 7

Surname: SHIELS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/03/1836; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 1, p 212; Comments: Convict's name struck through Convict ref. file: M 11, 1836

Surname: SHIELS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855
Surname: SHIELS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, 147; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHIELS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 113; Comments: see also TR 2, p 102

Surname: SHIELS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102

Surname: SHIELS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing 2 bags; Sentence: 12 months in house of correction; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: SHIELY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26

Surname: SHILLS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kildare; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: SHIMMERS; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: SHINAHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 18

Surname: SHINE; First name: DARLY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of Tithe Proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the Crown Court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated, 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork

Surname: SHINE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 S 15

Surname: SHINE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/11/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 8; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHINE; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 41; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: SHINE; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 30/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 310
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Surname: SHINE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: SHINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 33

Surname: SHINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 23/08/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous Conduct; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 168; Comments: Convict was in the 2nd 60th Rifles Regiment and was sentenced by Court Martial in Dublin for Fennianism and sent from Mountjoy Gaol, Dublin to Pentonville London, 24/10/1866 and from England to Western Australia, 00/10/1867

Surname: SHINE; First name: OWEN; Alias: Phine, Owen;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: SHINE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 01/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 2nd Batallion, 60th Rifles.

Surname: SHINKWIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 19

Surname: SHIRKY; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 1834; Name of petitioner: Margaret Shirky; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1834 2; Comments: Petitioner requests a free passage to New South Wales
Surname: SHIRLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 4;
Comments: Convicted with Thomas Doran.

Surname: SHIRLEY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: Unlawfully assembled and injuring property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

Surname: SHIRLEY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1850; Description of crime: Unlawfully assembling and injuring property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 S 4

Surname: SHIRRY; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Sherry;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to 7 yrs transportation; Record reference code: TR 1, p 176; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Essex, 18/05/1836 Convict ref. file: B 1, 1836

Surname: SHIRY; First name: DAVID; Alias: King, David;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, p 101; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SHOE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: SHORT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 7; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836
Surname: SHORT; First name: JAMES; Alias: see O'Hare, James;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 6

Surname: SHORT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/02/1842; Description of crime: Maliciously beating and endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 52;
Comments: see also Paul Duff

Surname: SHORT; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/11/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: SHORT; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: SHORT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/11/1843; Description of crime: Felony coat and trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

Surname: SHORT; First name: PAT (YOUNGER);

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 60

Surname: SHORT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 S 54;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SHORT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is under sentence of a court martial.

Surname: SHORT; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 27;
Comments: See; Patrick Murray, CRF 1836 M 27

Surname: SHORTALL; First name: ELLENOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: SHORTALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 126;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: SHORTELL; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 18/10/1830; Description of crime: Ribbonism; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Michael Kehoe; Relationship of petitioner: not given;
Record reference code: PPC 3532;
Comments: Petitioner petitioning on behalf of the convict, requesting a reprieve of his sentence. Address given at Abbeyleix, Queens Co.

Surname: SHORTEN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 42;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1856

Surname: SHORTH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SHORTLY; First name: CAROLINE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 15/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 301

Surname: SHOUGHNESSY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: SHUMIRS; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Attendant at Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 80; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: SHUMMAHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Arsan; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SIGGAL; First name: PAT; Alias: Giggal or Tiggal;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: SILK; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/02/1826; Name of petitioner: James and C. Keating; Relationship of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 2814; Comments: Petitioning to prefer a change against Edmond Silk for robbery and corruption and praying a redress. Petitioners reside at Loughrea, Co. Galway.

Surname: SILK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 11

Surname: SILK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

**Surname:** SILK; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 246

**Surname:** SILK; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

**Surname:** SILK; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 03/05/1852; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/10/1856

**Surname:** SILK; **First name:** TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 153;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/10/1850

**Surname:** SILK; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: HUlk at Kingstown,Dublin; Date of trial: 12/1824; Date of document: 06/06/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a parcel containing Bank bills; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Silk; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 4186;
Comments: Convict has three children. Petitioning states that her husband had served several years in the Army.

**Surname:** SILK; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 1823; Date of document: 10/1825; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Bridget Murry (Silk, alias; Relationship of petitioner: wife; Record reference code: PPC 4238; Comments: Convict was transported to New South Wales in August 1824. Petitioning to be permitted to join her husband there. Petitioner resides in Abbey Knockmoy, Co Galway.

Surname: SILLERY; First name: ROBERT; Alias: Halfpenny, Robert;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: SILLIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 110

Surname: SILVER; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 05/12/1800; Date of document: 1800; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 594; Comments: Convict is a glass blower by trade and has a wife and four children. Originally from Staffordshire, Great Britain. Several character references from Glass manufacturers, Mess. Williams of Potters Alley, Dublin with whom convict had worked

Surname: SILVERTON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: SIMM; First name: COLLEY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30

Surname: SIMMONS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/10/1836; Description of crime: Stealing two coats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SIMMS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Barracks in Belfast; Date of document: 22/08/1798; Description of crime: High Treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 330

Surname: SIMMS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 413;
Comments: Sailed for Scotland, 25 March 1799

Surname: SIMMS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fort George, N. Britain; Date of document: 04/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 826;
Comments: Originally from Belfast. Offered to emigrate to America.

Surname: SIMON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 136

Surname: SIMONS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: SIMONSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 67

Surname: SIMPSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of Mannannstown House, Co.Meath; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others;
Record reference code: PPC 1080;
Comments: Convict was convicted with 11 others for the same offence. Some of the convicts were tenants on the Mannannstown Estate, Co. Meath.

Surname: SIMPSON; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of imprisonment: Antrim County; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 09/05/1822; Description of crime: Purchasing a stolen horse; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1776;
Comments: Convict has a wife and five children

Surname: SIMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 10/05/1799; Description of crime: Having arms in his possession; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: John Hart;
Record reference code: SPP 376

Surname: SIMPSON; First name: REV WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of document: 1799;
Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: SIMPSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1857;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: SIMPSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 136;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

Surname: SIMPSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: SIMPSON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

**Surname:** SIMPSON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/07/1850; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 201;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/08/1856

**Surname:** SIMPSON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/01/1867; Description of crime: Desertion and Mutinous Conduct and Fenianism; Sentence: Penal Servitude life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 169;
Comments: Convict was sentenced by court martial in Dublin and sent from Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin to Millbank Gaol, London, 23/03/1867. Convict to be retained as Supernunenery in the Army. Convict served in the 85th Foot Regiment.

**Surname:** SIMPSON; **First name:** REV. JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 1798; Date of document: 11/02/1799; Description of crime: Rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Eliza Simpson; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: SPP 827;
Comments: Transportation was to America. Originally from Newtonards.

**Surname:** SIMPTON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 120;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 28/10/1857

**Surname:** SIMS; **First name:** FREDERICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 28/03/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 164;
Comments: Convict served in the 4th Lt. Dragoons Regiment. Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/05/1861

**Surname:** SIMS; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 207
Surname: SIMS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SINCLAIR; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/05/1832; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 3704;
Comments: Letter of acknowledgement Dublin Castle for a petition submitted by Margaret Sinclair on behalf of the convict, stating that the Lord lieutenant regrets that he cannot interfere in the matter.

Surname: SINCLAIR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of document: 1799;
Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: SINCLAIR; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

Surname: SINCLAIR; First name: REV. WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/1798; Date of document: 12/04/1799; Sentence: Transportation to America; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 828;
Comments: From Newtonards, Co. Down.

Surname: SINCLAIR; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SINCLAIRE; First name: U;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Will Sinclaire; Relationship of petitioner: Brother;
Record reference code: SPP 282;
Comments: Address of petitioner is given as Belfast.

Surname: SINDON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/02/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: SINGER; First name: JAMES; Alias: Solan or Dolan;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Selling counterfeit coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: SINGLETON; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Age: 65; Place of imprisonment: Bridewell, Dublin; Date of document: 27/07/1798; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: vance, James; Relationship of petitioner: Alderman, Dublin city; 
Record reference code: PPC 86

Surname: SINGLETON; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: SINGLETON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVENING; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 8

Surname: SINGLETON; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: ALMORAH 1820; 
Record reference code: FS 1831 1; 
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Lachlan. Residence given as between Pertumnligh and Lochray

Surname: SINNETT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 206

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SINNOT; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/07/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 134

Surname: SINNOT; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Co. Waterford; Date of document: 26/03/1799; Description of crime: Rebellious Activity; Name of petitioner: John Redmond and others; Relationship of petitioner: Magistrates & Yeoman; Record reference code: SPP 829; Comments: From Tullamara, Co. Wexford.

Surname: SINNOTH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/07/1837; Description of crime: Felony skins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 304

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1850; Description of crime: unlawfully assembling and injuring property; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 332

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/08/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 304

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: JOSHUA;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 304

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/06/1852

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 59

Surname: SINNOTT; First name: J;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: PPC 626; Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: SIRCENY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 12/07/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: SISK; First name: MARY; Alias: Goldspring, Mary;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12, p 195

Surname: SISK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 R 26; Comments: Crime took place at Ballyporeen, Co Tipperary 12/05/1845. Convict resided at Coolprivane, Co Tipperary. Co - accused; Michael Brien and John and William Russell.

Surname: SISK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/10/1855; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to P.S. 12 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 183; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/09/1855 See also Mary Kelly

Surname: SIZE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SIZE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Felonies committed during the Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 10 Dec 1798.

Surname: SKARTER; First name: MARY; Alias: Tuite, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/09/1841; Description of crime: Felony coat and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232
Surname: SKEFFINGTON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway Co.; Date of document: 27/08/1822; Description of crime: Stealing oatmeal; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1777;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to transportation. States he stole the oatmeal for his starving wife and four children. Convict is a tenant to Joseph Burke of Glinsk and lives in Curgarkiff, Co. Galway.

Surname: SKEFFINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 44

Surname: SKEFFINGTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: SKEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 203;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SKEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 201;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: SKEHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/01/1848; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death on 22/02/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 102

Surname: SKEHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE 28/01/1848;
Surname: SKEHAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 204;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: SKEHAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 33;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/09/1853

Surname: SKELLY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: SKELLY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 40;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SKELLY; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 68; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 S 23;
Comments: Convict is a widow and resides in Birr, in the Kings County with her five children.

Surname: SKELTON; First name: STEPHEN;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 09/08/1856; Sentence: Transportation 21 yrs commuted to P.S. 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 159;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged (by L. L’s order) 07/01/1859 Convict served with the North Tipperary Milita Probably tried with 5 others
Surname: SKERRITT; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 18/12/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 165;
Comments: Convict served on 36th Foot Regiment Discharge documents not to be provided for confirmation until a short time previous to release, see 41 Government 62

Surname: SKEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/03/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 S 26;
Comments: Convict has a wife and four children to support.

Surname: SKIDDY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 34

Surname: SKIFFINGTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: SKIFFINGTON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 209;
Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: SKILLEN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Down;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: SKINNER; First name: LUKE;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 1810; Description of crime: Manslaughter;
Record reference code: PPC 1269;
Comments: Convict resides in Co. Clare. Crime was committed on 20 oct 1810.

Surname: SLACK; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony of a silver watch; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

**Surname:** SLACK; **First name:** RANDAL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** SLAILE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

**Surname:** SLAMON; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95; Comments: Convict died 00/04/1849

**Surname:** SLANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/03/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 192

**Surname:** SLANE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

**Surname:** SLANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

**Surname:** SLATER; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 88

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SLATOR; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 188

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 15

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 22/10/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6;
Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wifes name Honora Slattery.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/08/1835; Name of petitioner: Honora Slattery; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1835 12;
Comments: Convicts wife residing in Kilrush. She requests a free passage to Australia.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 02/04/1853

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 24
Surname: SLATTERY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Taking up arms and appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 S 21; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836 Convict resides in Grangebeg, Barony of Tereragh, Co Sligo with his wife and child.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: House stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 74; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/02/1857

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 112

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1848; Description of crime: Robbery of arms and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE 28/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 29/02/1848; Description of crime: Riot and assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 09/04/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 164

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 153; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 30/09/1854

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/04/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin 26/04/1843

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stabbing with intent to kill; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836 Convict Ref. File: S.7, 1836

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 113

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 149

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny, killing and stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 26/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 164

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 156

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Snapping loaded pistol; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: PAUL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 28/05/1800; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Margaret Slattery(Healy);
Record reference code: PPC 584;
Comments: Prays for her husbands liberation. Convict has large young family.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 08/12/1824; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2484;
Comments: Convict has a family, no details given.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitenitary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Limerick City.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of document: 20/06/1825; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Honora Buckley (Slattery); Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 4190;
Comments: Convict has six children. Petitioner resides in Kilrush, Co Clare. Refers to a former memorial which she had submitted on behalf of her husband.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc29;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Co Tipperary. Includes details of convicts physical features.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 06/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 24

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Catherine Slattery, residing in Monaghan.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: SIR GODFREY WEBSTER 1826; Record reference code: FS 1832 6; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Norry Buckley, residing at Killard.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, kate Slattery, residing in Co. Limerick.

Surname: SLATTERY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/10/1844; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: SLAVEN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/02/1845; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 146

Surname: SLAVIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 17/07/1812; Date of document: 17/07/1812; Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: PPC 1271;

Surname: SLAVIN; First name: BARNEY;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 2 mths;
Record reference code: TR;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

Surname: SLEAKER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Assault;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 14 Feb 1835.

Surname: SLEATOR; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 282;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: SLEAVAN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/01/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 36;
Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Sleavan, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: SLEAVAN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Bridget Sleavan

Surname: SLEAVAN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Bridget Sleavan.

Surname: SLEAVIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony coal stopper; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

**Surname:** SLEAVIN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 213

**Surname:** SLEAVIN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

**Surname:** SLEEVAN; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 15/10/1855; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery and former felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 4 yrs P.S.; Record reference code: TR 14, p 10

**Surname:** SLEVEN; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clock from hedge; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

**Surname:** SLEVEN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** SLEVIN; **First name:** LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Name of ship: MANGLES 1827; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Bridget Slevin, residing at Carrickmacross.

**Surname:** SLEVIN; **First name:** CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes from a hedge; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 50; Comments: Entry struck from Register and re entered in the female section in its proper place, see P 221

Surname: SLEVIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/10/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 77

Surname: SLEVIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: SLEVIN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3; Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked on board convict ship 'Surrey' at Dublin. Sons name, James.

Surname: SLEVIN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 2; Comments: List of persons who refuse to join their relatives in new South Wales, or who cannot be found. Wife's name, Bridget Slevin.
Surname: SLEVIN; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/08/1836; Name of ship: MANGLES; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 List 1; 
Comments: A list of such wives and families of convicts as have declined accepting the Government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wifes name, Bridget Slevin.

Surname: SLEVIN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: SLOAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: On Board the Alexandria; Date of document: 20/09/1798; 
Name of petitioner: Prisoner; 
Record reference code: SPP 350 See also William Keogh

Surname: SLOAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1845; Date of document: 26/07/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1856 S 20; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SLOAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: SLOAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 06/1801; Date of document: 20/04/1802; 
Description of crime: Petty felony; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: convict; 
Record reference code: PPC 783; 
Comments: Convict resides at Co. Wexford. Several character references.

Surname: SLOAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29
Surname: SLOAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dungannon; Place of imprisonment: Omagh; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Date of document: 10/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 S 8

Surname: SLOANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 7

Surname: SLOANE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 314

Surname: SLOANE; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 159; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: SLOANE; First name: ELIZA; Alias: McDonnelly, Eliza;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: SLOANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Aggravated and malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 S 11; Comments: Convicts wife and five children reside in Derryinver, Co Armagh.

Surname: SLOANE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: REGALIA 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine Lynn, residing at 4 Green St, Belfast.
Surname: SLOEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: SLOEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 17;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: SLOOTHERS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Date of document: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 S 3

Surname: SMALL; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 216

Surname: SMALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/07/1847; Description of crime: Shooting at with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 20;
Comments: Convict died, 13/03/1857

Surname: SMALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: SMALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 24/06/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2;
Comments: Military convict in the 72nd Regiment.
Surname: SMALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 72nd Regiment.

Surname: SMALLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony horse, carriage and harness; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 74

Surname: SMEATON; First name: MARY, ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1856

Surname: SMEATON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 3 mths hard labour and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 42

Surname: SMILEY; First name: ELENOR;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Description of crime: Theft of sheets and blankets; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2485; Comments: Convict has a 2 year old child; father living, mother deceased. Several character reference from inhabitants of Belfast in the counties of Antrim and Down. Petition recieved in the year 1824.

Surname: SMIT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Bass;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: Westmoreland;
Record reference code: TR 2, P 55;
Comments: Westmoreland (embarked), 18/04/1837

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 25/03/1793; Description of crime: Highway robbery and assault, Waterford; Sentence: Death commuted to transporation life;
Record reference code: PPC 34;
Comments: Document is a certificate of conviction

Surname: SMITH; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 26/09/1794; Description of crime: ROBBERY AND ASSAULT, KILLADY, CO. CORK; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.;
Record reference code: PPC 47;
Comments: Certificate of conviction.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 26/09/1794; Description of crime: ROBBERY AND ASSAULT, KILLADY, CO. CORK; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.;
Record reference code: PPC 47;
Comments: Certificate of conviction.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 03/1795; Description of crime: BURGLARY OF HOUSE, NEWRY, CO DOWN; Sentence: Death commuted to transporation for 7 years;
Record reference code: PPC 57;
Comments: Certificate of conviction

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus Castle; Date of document: 30/01/1800;
Record reference code: PPC 590;
Comments: Prays to be brought to trial. Convict was arrested in 1798 for a seditious and treasonable offence and was sentenced to transportation but was released. He has since been detained on no charge.

Surname: SMITH; First name: REV. JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickferfus, Co.Antrim; Date of document: 27/09/1800;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 591;
Comments: Prays liberation as no chargd was procured against him.

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Being involved in the rebellion;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 592;
Comments: Convict is a callico printer by trade and resides at Leixlip, Co. Kildare. Several character references including a Magistrates and a letter of recommendation from the Duke of Leinster, 17th September 1800. Mother living.

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** REV. JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim.; Date of document: 31/03/1800;
Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 593;
Comments: Convict resides at Kilrea, Co. Derry. Prays liberation as no charge was procured against him. Resides at Kilrea, Co. Derry.

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/02/1816; Description of crime: Selling pack of playing cards, bearing forged stamp;
Record reference code: PPC 1393;

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 05/05/1827;
Description of crime: Misconduct towards Henry Higgenbottom, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3092;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family, no details given, and resides at No.6 Patrick St. Dublin. Several char. refs. including John Ardyl with whom the convict had served 7 yrs as an apprentice Cotton Weaver. Petition endorsed: 'Transported'.

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 03/1820;
Description of crime: Stealing £1 note; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 1551;
Comments: Convict was a governor of the St. Michaels Parish, Dublin City. Suffers from apoplexy and failing eyesight. Father of five children. Address, No.8, Brennswich St., Dublin City.
Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 03/1820; Description of crime: STEALING 3 COWS; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1554;
Comments: Convict was a govenor of the poorschool of St. Michens, Dublin City. Has a wife and five children, 2 boys and 3 girls. Suffers from apoplexy.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 14/07/1820; Description of crime: Rape of Bridget McPhilips; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1556;
Comments: Convict states that the motive behind the prosecution was to force him into marrying. Testimonial of Parish Priest of Killeevan, Aughaboy, Co. Monaghan.

Surname: SMITH; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 18/07/1820; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1559;
Comments: Convict has been in prison 3 yrs awaiting sentence. prays to be transported to Botany Bay.

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Wife and children;
Record reference code: PPC 1560;
Comments: Petitioners, Elizabeth, Mary Ann, Isabella, William. Martin and wife Margaret, address, No.8 Brennswich St. Dublin. Physicians report. 29/03/1820.

Surname: SMITH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/04/1822; Description of crime: Theft of a silver watch; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Anne Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 1788;
Comments: Convict is a cripple having the use of only one leg and is the only support to his widowded mither. Petitioner and husband lived at one time under Marquis Willesly. Lord Lieutenant of Ireland at Dangan, Queens Co. at the time it waslet to colonel Burrows. Petitioner lives at Phoenix Street, Dublin City
Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 12/06/1832; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 3705;
Comments: Medical certificate stating that the convict did not go with the other convict on account of an ulcerous leg.

Surname: SMITH; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Street robbery;
Sentence: Transportation for life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 E 20

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: M; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pick Pocketing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: I;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 94;
Comments: Discharged.

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36;
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: SMITH; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 01/1842; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 S 14;
Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged 12/1/1842

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 S 24

Surname: SMITH; First name: SIMON; Alias: Jack the Sailor;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Date of document: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs-Com to 7 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 S 15

Surname: SMITH; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Granard; Date of document: 02/10/1798; Description of crime: Participating in the battle of Granard; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 283; Comments: Prisoner is a native of Aughanoran, Co. Longford. Lived with his son Patrick, Patrick's wife and family.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 14/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 380; Comments: See also Patrick Lynch

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/01/1799; Description of crime: participated in rebellion; Record reference code: SPP 416 Formerly lived at lucan with Mr Clark, a callico printer

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 07/02/1797; Description of crime: Suspected of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 45; Comments: Prays to be set at liberty. States he is a Corporal in the city of Limerick Militia.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of document: 01/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5; Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the Penitentiary house, Cork, wife's name, Letty Smith

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5; Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Convict ship, Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Letty Smith
Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 10/07/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 5;
Comments: Convicts wife, Letty Smith, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1829; Date of document: 22/10/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6;
Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wifes name Letty Smith.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Letty Smith.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Name of ship: FERGUSON 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Letty Smith residing at Lismag-erl, near Bailieborough, Co Cavan.

Surname: SMITH; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 15/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Sarah Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: FS 1837 36

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94
Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: SMITH; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Entering and robbing a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 257;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/03/1855

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 222

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin Convict died, 07/03/1849

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 272

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony cheese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony scarves and shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 193

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 306

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 151

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: or Manning James;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: Uttering forged draft for money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 9;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/08/184?

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/08/1843; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN; Alias: McCann James;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 03/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 141;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 62;
Comments: Convict died at Newgate Gaol, Co. Dublin, 13/10/1854

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 23/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 111;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hughes, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: SMITH; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 51

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANDREW; Alias: Wilson, Andrew;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/05/1858

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 14; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin 23/03/1837 Convict resides in Beagh, Killenkerr Parish, Co Cavan.

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16; Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 241

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony snuff box; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 14/06/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 23

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 246

Surname: SMITH; First name: AUSTY OR ANSTY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: SMITH; First name: BENJAMIN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 49

Surname: SMITH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 261

Surname: SMITH; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: see Gibson, Bridget;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12, p 246

Surname: SMITH; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 272

Surname: SMITH; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 13/04/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3;
Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: SMITH; First name: CHARLES; Alias: see Brackey, Charles;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6

Surname: SMITH; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1858

Surname: SMITH; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60

Surname: SMITH; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 107;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: SMITH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 158;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/09/1851

Surname: SMITH; First name: EDMUND;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 22/02/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: SMITH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony bedclothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: SMITH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 42; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk

Surname: SMITH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70

Surname: SMITH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELISA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 57

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 26/11/1836; Description of crime: Stealing 5 geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 72

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1838; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: Turner, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 124

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZABETH (SR);

Sex: F; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 358

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 288; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

Surname: SMITH; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132
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Surname: SMITH; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: SMITH; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: SMITH; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/03/1847; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 205; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SMITH; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 131; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: SMITH; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 6;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/05/1858

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony cloak and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 127

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 5; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a pocket book; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59
Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 16;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/02/1857

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES; Alias: Gallon, James;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 11/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail within 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 218;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 86

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES; Alias: Shea, James;

Sex: M; Age: 22;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 53

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/07/1844; Date of document: 14/08/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: James Smith and Self; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle; Record reference code: TR 5, p 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 S 26; Comments: Petitioner (prisoners uncle) was the prosecutor in the case.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 69; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 128; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/02/1855

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 162

Surname: SMITH; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 45

Surname: SMITH; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony candlestick; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES; Alias: Candell, J;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/12/1841; Description of crime: Felony of tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/12/1840; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 67

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony decanters; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN; Alias: or Boswell;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/06/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 80; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1856

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 3 mths impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 87; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 24/10/1853; Description of crime: Felony subsequent to conviction for same; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/05/1836; Description of crime: Felony coats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 40;
Comments: Convict died at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/03/1854

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/02/1852; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/10/1858

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Bass;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 7

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1835;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 107;
Comments: Convict detained at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/03/1837

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 51
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 222

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony money and watch; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 72; Comments: Sentence later commuted to 1 yr impt from 12/12/1836 Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 290

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/07/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 235

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 250

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/09/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 295

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 286

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 63

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 02/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5
Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY; Alias: Graham;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 276

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 46; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 59;
Comments: Convict may have been convicted with Bridget Tracy

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY A;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 61

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 207;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Convict died, 21/05/1848

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY, ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY ANN; Alias: or Hughes;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 05/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 196

Surname: SMITH; First name: MAY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: SMITH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1851

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 79; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1837

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 24/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 19

**Surname:** SMITH; **First name:** OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 27; Comments: Convict who worked as a Servant, lives with his widowed mother Anne at 53 Pill Lane, Dublin City.

Surname: SMITH; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 11/04/1838; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 132

Surname: SMITH; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 20; Comments: Convict was convicted with Catherine, his wife and his children Peter Thomas and Mary and a friend Anthony Kiernan.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 51; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 S 15

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/07/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to P.S. 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 51;
Comments: Bermuda, 00/12/1856

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony sugar; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/01/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: SMITH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 17

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 18; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 218

Surname: SMITH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/07/1853
Surname: SMITH; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 17;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/04/1855

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 18

Surname: SMITH; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: SMITH; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1844; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: SMITH; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: SMITH; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 151;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/05/1855
Surname: SMITH; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 124;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: SMITH; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 61

Surname: SMITH; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs commuted to 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 6;
Comments: Convict is the only support of his parents. Convict was convicted with Hugh & Francis Gafferey.

Surname: SMITH; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1851; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: SMITH; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

Surname: SMITH; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 6;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/11/1837

Surname: SMITH; **First name:** PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 186; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 S 33

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SMITH; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Stealing wool; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 127; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: SMITH; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PEstonJee BomanJee 02/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 17

Surname: SMITH; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Not available; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERabad 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 60; Comments: see Smith, Philip TR 8, p 58

Surname: SMITH; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/12/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: SMITH; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: SMITH; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/07/1853; Description of crime: Firing at with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 110

Surname: SMITH; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 02/04/1863; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 166;
Comments: Convict served in the 8th Regiment, 2nd Battalion

Surname: SMITH; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 234

Surname: SMITH; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: SMITH; First name: SIMON; Alias: Jack the Sailor;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 34;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin Convict sent to Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/06/1848

Surname: SMITH; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: SMITH; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 156;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SMITH; First name: TERENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 11;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/03/1855

Surname: SMITH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1842; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: SMITH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Felony (of) boots; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 60; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/05/1855

Surname: SMITH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 19

Surname: SMITH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 1 yr impt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 127; Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 16/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 196

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 124

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/06/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchiefs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Comment: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1851

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction for felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comment: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 60

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 28/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comment: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comment: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 26

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Description of crime: PASSING FORGED NOTES; Record reference code: PPC 1094; Comments: Convict was convicted with Samuel Watson for the same offense.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Description of crime: Rape of Bridget Smith; Name of petitioner: Bridget Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 3343; Comments: Petitioning against an attempt made by the Orangemen of Co Cavan to procure bail for the convict. Petitioner resides at Crobery, Parish of Anegeliff, Co Cavan. Petition received 16 Nov 1827.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/04/1803; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 858; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. Character reference from Thomas Limerick, with whom the convict's father, Philip, had been employed for several years since 1793. (This petition is a copy of the original which is badly torn with portions of the text missing)

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks.

Surname: SMITH; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Description of crime: Sheltering a man who stole cotton; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2874; Comments: Convict was arrested with his wife. Petitioning to be released on bail. States he has five children and owns a public house in Virginnia, Co Cavan. Petition received 13 Jan 1826.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Cork cove; Date of document: 12/03/1823; Description of crime: Possessing a forged 30s note; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict & C Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2159; Comments: Convict has four children and had been living in Dublin twenty years. Convict's petition received 28 June 1823.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carrickfergus, Co.Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Co. Antrim; Description of crime: Stealing a shawl; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2486; Comments: Convict is a native of Greenock, Scotland and served in the Navy for nine years. Several character references including Minister of Greenock. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 05/06/1826; Date of document: 07/07/1826; Description of crime: Street robbery of a waistcoat and trousers; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2955; Comments: Convict was convicted with Robert Keane for the same offense.

Surname: SMITH; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/02/1826; Description of crime: Possessing stolen goods; Record reference code: PPC 3035; Comments: Covering note for convict's petition (not included in file) and letter from Rev R Sargart, Virginnia, Co Cavan, in connection with the case. States convict was in the habit of selling spirits without a licence. Convict resides in the town of Virginnia.

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Date of document: 13/09/1830; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3533; Comments: Convict states she has two children (eldest 5 years) and an aged mother dependant on her support.

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 08/1825; Description of crime: Stealing money from Mr Kilfoyle; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4125; Comments: Petition received; 9 Aug 1825.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Date of document: 01/1825; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 4128; Comments: Petitioner is a widow with six children and resides at No 30 Charles Street, Dublin. States her husband served in the Army for 25 years. Petition received; 14 Jan 1825.

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/1825; Description of crime: Stealing money from Mr Kilfoyle; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4132; Comments: Petition received; 23 Feb 1825.

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Date of document: 05/1825; Description of crime: Theft of clothes and shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: William Smith (Senior); Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 4178; Comments: Petitioner states he is a Freeman of the City of Durham, England, and has ten sons, eight of them are in the Army. Petitioner had served in the Army and Navy Petition received; 10 May 1825.

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM (JUNIOR);

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Date of document: 05/1825; Description of crime: Theft of clothes and shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4181; Comments: Note from the convicts father William Smith requesting that a reply be sent to No 1 Black Pits, Dublin City. Received; 11 May 1825.

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 69; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1836; Date of document: 12/12/1836; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 S 55

Surname: SMITH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 17/11/1836;
Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 B 55

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery of money and watch; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 128;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Andrew Byrne.

Surname: SMITH; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Possessing a forged Bank Note; Sentence: T 14 years, commuted 1 yr imprisonment.;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 13

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Kings Co; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 years commuted transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 19;
Comments: Convict resides in Bell-hill, Kings County with his wife and two children.

Surname: SMITH; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbery of a purse; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 T 26;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Jane Thompson for the same offense.

Surname: SMITH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Possessing stolen plants; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: SMITH; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 08/08/1841; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: 7 years trans; Record reference code: CRF 1841 S 42; Comments: The convict has 2 children from his marriage.

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 02/05/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 7

Surname: SMITH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 02/05/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1845 K 7

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 33

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Date of document: 10/05/1853; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 S 12

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Letty Smith.

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3
Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked on board convict ship 'Surrey' at Dublin. Sons names, Philip and James.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: ALMORAH 1820;
Record reference code: FS 1830 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Catherine Timmins, residing at Mount Venus, Rathfarnham, Co Dublin.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN; Alias: John Hughes;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Govt Prison; Date of trial: 30/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 S 19

Surname: SMITH; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Castle; Date of document: 23/08/1799; Description of crime: Taking part in Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 831

Surname: SMITH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 10/04/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Warsen and others; Relationship of petitioner: Loyalist of Wexford;
Record reference code: SPP 832

Surname: SMITH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: SMITH; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: MANGLES 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Lechen, residing at Chapel Lane, Navan.

Surname: SMITH; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9 153; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 S 23

Surname: SMITH; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Dorr, Bridget;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of document: 27/02/1832; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: BROTHERS 1827; Record reference code: FS 1832 6;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Family residing at St. Mary's Athlone.

Surname: SMITH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1822; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Smith, residing in Cavan.

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings County; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 11/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15; Name of petitioner: Bridget Smith; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 146 A

Surname: SMITH; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SMITH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: 15 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: SMITH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SMITH O’BRIEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/10/1848; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death recorded*; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 148; 
Comments: *to be drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution on the 13th Nov. and there hanged until he be dead, his head then to be cut off and his body to be cut into four quarters then disposed of as her Majesty shall think fit. Respited until further order on 28/10/1848. He was detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dubli

Surname: SMITHERS; First name: HENRY; Alias: Morley, William;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/12/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 69

Surname: SMITHWICK; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 114; 
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SMITHWICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: SMITHWICK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 144; 
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: SMITHWICK; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: SMITTS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SMOLLEN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF1836 misc94

Surname: SMYTH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 03/04/1794; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.; Name of ship: ]; Record reference code: PPC 51; Comments: Certificate of conviction. Convict convicted of assault and having unlawful carnal knowledge of Mary Ryan, aged twelve.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar, Co. Westmeath; Date of document: 03/04/1816; Description of crime: Appearing armed at the town of Donoughoe; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1392; Comments: Letter from W.P. Kelly, Ballymena, Co. Antrim, on behalf of the convict, stating that the convict and his father lived in his neighbourhood for the past twenty years.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 18/09/1827; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Trans for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3199; Comments: Convict states she was left an orphan at an early age.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 30/05/1832; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3706;
Comments: Convict has a wife and six children. Refers to a former petition which his wife had submitted on his behalf, signed by several including Rev. William Bush of Templeport, Co. Cavan and other inhabitants of Co.Cavan.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 12/1809; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing bank notes; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing a child; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 63; Comments: Convict is a widow with five children.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 28/12/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: SMYTH; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A tender in Dublin Bay; Date of document: 19/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others; Record reference code: SPP 365; Comments: A native of Kildare in the parish of Arklow.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 69; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SMYTH; First name: ANNE; Alias: Seely, Anne;
Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: SMYTH; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 02/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 144;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin 18/05/1836

Surname: SMYTH; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 22/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 118

Surname: SMYTH; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/03/1838; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 1 yr impt;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 99;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register see Convict Report No. S. 13

Surname: SMYTH; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 299

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/08/1840; Description of crime: Felony tea; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 15/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 20/07/1836; Description of crime: Stealing wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 03/08/1836 Record reference code: TR 1, p 133

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/02/1836; Description of crime: Felony sheep; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 15/07/1842; Description of crime: Possession of stolen pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 99

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1857 Record reference code: TR 13, p 43

Surname: SMYTH; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Kelly;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 219

Surname: SMYTH; First name: MARY, ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: SMYTH; First name: MARY, ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 247

Surname: SMYTH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling house and putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin 04/07/1849

Surname: SMYTH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: SMYTH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1857

Surname: SMYTH; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: SMYTH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus Gaol; Date of document: 10/01/1801; Description of crime: Possessing a 3 guinea note, property of J. Wightman; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Smyth; Record reference code: PPC 732;
Comments: Convicts father deceased, was killed while in service abroad. Resides at Lisburn Town, Co. Antrim.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1804; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Smyth; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1082;
Comments: Convict is a soldier by profession and resides in Nurney, Co Carlow. States he has six children.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 03/11/1824; Date of document: 10/11/1824; Description of crime: Stealing silk; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2487;
Comments: Convict has a wife and family, no details given.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Disorderly conduct; Sentence: Transportation 7 years failing bail in 3 months; Name of petitioner: William Smith (Sr & Jn); Relationship of petitioner: Father and brother; Record reference code: PPC 3856;
Comments: Petitioners reside at No 11 Lower Liffey Street, Dublin. Petition not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Conveying stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3867;
Comments: Convict was reared in the Engine-weaving trade. States his mother and sisters are dependant on his support. Petition not dated.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 S 7;
Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides in Bray, Co Wicklow.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years, com. 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 S 12

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 S 13;
Comments: Convicts widowed mother resides in Belfast, Co Antrim.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Date of document: 27/08/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 S 26

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: SMYTH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: SMYTH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: SMYTH; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 1799; Record reference code: SPP 833

Surname: SMYTH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 25/09/1799; Record reference code: SPP 834; Comments: From Kells, Co. Meath.

Surname: SMYTH; First name: REV. JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast; Place of imprisonment: Belfast Gaol; Date of trial: 08/1798; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Miller; Record reference code: SPP 835

Surname: SMYTH (SMITH); First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Description of crime: Rebellion; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 830

Surname: SMYTHE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 216

Surname: SMYTHE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

Surname: SMYTHS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hanley;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: SNOCEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 106

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SNOCEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 27; Comments: Everything struck through from Register

Surname: SNODDEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 02/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 128

Surname: SNOWE; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: SOANS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/07/1848; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57; Comments: [Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin.]

Surname: SOFTLY; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: LONACH 1825; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Rachel Lavery, residing at Loughgall, Co Armagh.

Surname: SOLAN; First name: GABRIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1847; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 135

Surname: SOLAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Singer;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Selling counterfeit coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

**Surname:** SOMERS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing harness; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

**Surname:** SOMERS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 S 9; Comments: Convict resides in Ballycahill, Co Tipperary.

**Surname:** SOMERS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 27/02/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 195; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/04/1845

**Surname:** SOMMERS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/12/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in building; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 80

**Surname:** SOMMERS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 02/1843; Date of document: 07/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1843 S 25

**Surname:** SONDREY; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Convict committed 24 Oct 1833

**Surname:** SOPPIN; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 66

Surname: SORAGHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/04/1855

Surname: SOUGHLY; First name: ANNE; Alias: Lynch, Anne;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213

Surname: SOUTHWELL; First name: JOHN; Alias: Southwill, John;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony sheets and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: SOWNEY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 232

Surname: SOY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: SPAIN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given; Record reference code: TR 8, p 272

Surname: SPAIN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felonious assault and shooting at; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Surname: SPAIN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail within 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/06/1855

Surname: SPAIN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 23/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs or bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SPANI; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SPARKLING; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11 p 103; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 S 14

Surname: SPARROW; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: board the Lively tender; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 336; Comments: See also John Rathwell

Surname: SPEAR; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Moore, Margaret;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 282

Surname: SPEARING; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855
Surname: SPEED; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/03/1856; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 117;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 12/04/1856 at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 13/02/1857 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/12/1858

Surname: SPEEDY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: SPEER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 29/01/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 284;
Comments: Prisoner was formerly a Wollen Draper in Belfast.

Surname: SPEER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others;
Record reference code: SPP 379;
Comments: Arrested in belfast in 1797

Surname: SPEER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 46 Prays to be brought to trial or admitted to bail. States he resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim.

Surname: SPELLANE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 132;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: SPELLANS; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Connsford;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 11/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 338

Surname: SPELLEPY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22

Surname: SPELLING; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 03/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 20/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 235

Surname: SPELMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 10 yrs trans.; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: SPELMAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 18/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: SPELMAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/01/1858

Surname: SPELMAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 7, p 217

Surname: SPELMAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/11/1838; Description of crime: Felony copper and lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SPELMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/07/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/01/1852

Surname: SPENCE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Londonderry City; Date of trial: 13/03/1848; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 7, p 240

Surname: SPENCE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53; Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/04/1850

Surname: SPENCE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: SPENCE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 2

Surname: SPENCER; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

Surname: SPENCER; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SPENCH; First name: JAMES;
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Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast, Co Antrim/Down; Date of document: 14/08/1804; Description of crime: Sending seditious and threatening letters; Record reference code: PPC 1083; Comments: Testimonial from the inhabitants of Portglenone, Co Antrim, where the convict resides.

**Surname:** SPERIN; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 13/04/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2489; Comments: Convict was convicted for being part of party who extorted money from the Parish Priest of Croagh, Co. Limerick and on other. States he has a wife and five children.

**Surname:** SPILLAND; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 33; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SPILLANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 06/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 C 29; Record reference code 2: TR 6, P 33

**Surname:** SPILLANE; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of document: 01/08/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a mare and a colt; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Ellen Spillane; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 8, P 33; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 S 31; Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Ahaveel, near Bantry, Co. Cork.

**Surname:** SPILLANE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/07/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 7; Comments: Convict's wife, Julia Mc Carthy, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname:** SPILLANE; **First name:** DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/07/1850; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 41

Surname: SPILLANE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a mare and colt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 33; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/02/1850

Surname: SPILLANE; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/07/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 21

Surname: SPILLANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 33; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SPILLANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Rape and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; Comments: see Wall, John TR 9, p 111 Walsh, Timothy TR 9, p 111

Surname: SPILLANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 150

Surname: SPILLANE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: SPILLANE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: SPILLANE; **First name:** JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 218;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

Surname: SPILLANE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 68; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 307;
Comments: G.G.L. 23/04/1843

Surname: SPILLANE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: SPILLANE; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; 
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: SPILEN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1835; 
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 4; 
Comments: List of free settlers arrived at the convict penitentiary house at Cork, and waiting a passage to New South Wales, convicts sons, William and Michael

Surname: SPILLER; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 22/10/1835; 
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 6; 
Comments: List of Free Settlers (convicts wives with their children) for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales. Wifes name Julia Spiller.
Surname: SPILLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Name of ship: BORODINA 1828;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Julia Mc Carty, residing at Blarney Lane, Shandan, Co Cork.

Surname: SPILLER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 3;
Comments: List of free settlers (sons of convicts) embarked from Penitentiary House, Cork, on board 'Surrey' convict ship on 23 and 24 December 1835. Sons names, William and Michael.

Surname: SPILLING; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 163

Surname: SPILMAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: SPIRIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments;
Record reference code: PPC 1771;
Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: SPLAHAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

Surname: SPLANE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 224 G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: SPOONAR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Comments: Convict's name struck through

Surname: SPOTT; First name: BARTLY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: SPRAHAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 29/03/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 297

Surname: SPRATT; First name: RACHEL;

Sex: F; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Possessing counterfeit notes; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 19 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 96

Surname: SPRATT; First name: RACHAEL;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: SPRATT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: SPRATT; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 2 mths; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

Surname: SPRATT; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204

Surname: SPRING; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 10/12/1853

Surname: SPRING; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/04/1854

Surname: SPRUHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: SPUNNER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Maryborough, Queens Co; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years, com. 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 S 6

Surname: SQUIRES; First name: FRANCES;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt; Record reference code: TR 6, p 279; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: ST. JOHN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-Shannon; Date of document: 17/04/1812; Description of crime: Rescuing cattle detained for rent; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4027; Comments: Requesting an answer to a memorial which he had submitted.

Surname: ST. JOHN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Kildare town; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Felony (of bank notes); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 103

Surname: ST. LEDGER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh Prison; Date of document: 30/07/1798; Description of crime: High Treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 274; Comments: Prisoner served in the army for 16 years in Canada and the West Indies where he was nearly totally disabled.

Surname: ST. LEGER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Minerva, Cove of Cork; Date of document: 08/04/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 821

Surname: STACK; First name: ANN; Alias: Neik, Mary;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/12/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26

Surname: STACK; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: STACK; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 65; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 7, p 219

Surname: STACK; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: STACK; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: STACK; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 105

Surname: STACK; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 68; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1839; Description of crime: Maliciously killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 S 5; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: STACK; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: STACKPOLE; First name: -;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Abduction of Catherine Owens; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Catherine & John Owens; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor & brother; Record reference code: PPC 3366; Comments: Convict was convicted with two others (Cremin and Callaghan) for the same offence. Petitioning for mitigation of their sentences. Convict has a large family (no details given). Petition not dated, possibly 1828.
Surname: STACKPOOLE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 29/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 164

Surname: STACKPOOLE; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/02/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 29/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 164;
Comments: See also Bridget Stackpoole

Surname: STACKPOOLE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 23/02/1853; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 29/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 13

Surname: STACKS; First name: KIREIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 11/01/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 93

Surname: STAFFARD; First name: RICHARD; Alias: White;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of document: 07/1820; Description of crime: Coining and counterfeiting bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1558;
Comments: Convict to be transported to Botany Bay. Mother of eight children, whose father is deceased

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 176;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836
Surname: STAFFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 66;
Comments: Convict ordered to Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 S 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to Hulk, 23/01/1836 Convict is a Butcher and has a wife, Catherine and five children.

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 121

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 222;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 125

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/10/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 92

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Murder in the Rebellion (1798); Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: STAFFORD; First name: RICHARD; Alias: William White;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 S 5; Comments: Convict was discharged by order 18th April 1836.

Surname: STAINLAND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief and watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: STALION; First name: PATRICK; Alias: see Halion, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 143; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1857

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: STANDFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1853; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs, penal servitude 18 mths; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40; Comments: 2nd sentence passed for prison breaking and larceny, sentence passed on 18/10/1855

Surname: STANDFORD; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Fermanagh; Description of crime: Stealing £4.10s; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Henry Quinn; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2863; Comments: Petitioner petitioning on behalf of his daughter, Anne Quinn, who was convicted of aiding and assisting in the robbery for which the convict stands accused. Other defendant; Anne Mc Aloone. Petition received in the year 1826.

Surname: STANDFORD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: STANDON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 18/04/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 310

Surname: STANFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 29/04/1796; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 4; Comments: Convict was sentenced by court martial to receive six hundred lashes of which he received four hundred and fifty and is to be ordered back to military service States he is unfit to return to service.

Surname: STANFORD; First name: JOHN; Alias: Standford, John;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1853; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs, Penal Servitude 18 mths; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40; Comments: 2nd sentence for prison breaking and 6 mths for larceny, sentence passed 18/10/1855
Surname: STANFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/07/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 134

Surname: STANFORD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Cork; Date of document: 29/04/1796; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 4; Comments: Convict was sentenced by Court Martial to receive six hundred lashes (of which he has received four hundred and fifty), and is to be ordered back to Military Service. States he is unfit to return to service.

Surname: STANFORD; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway Town Gaol; Date of document: 07/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 836

Surname: STANKART; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 27/12/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: STANLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/06/1822; Description of crime: Smuggling; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mathew Cullen; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle; Record reference code: PPC 1783; Comments: Petitioner is 82 yrs and was born and bred in the parish of Killadrima, Co. Wicklow where he still lives. States he has heased a small farm from Lord Ftzwilliam during the life of the convict.

Surname: STANLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Breaking into a shop and stealing goods; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc31; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: STANLEY; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: STANLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony caps and parasols; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51

Surname: STANLEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (or bail in 6 mths); Record reference code: TR 6, p 250; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: STANLEY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 319

Surname: STANTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of document: 19/05/1822; Description of crime: THEFT OF A SILVER WATCH; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1787; Comments: Prays to be released on bail.

Surname: STANTON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Brunswick, Dublin; Description of crime: Suspicion of Aiding the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A native of Ballyglin near Gorey, see also Bryan Stanton

Surname: STANTON; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Columbine, Dublin; Description of crime: Suspicion of aiding the rebellion; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 421; Comments: A native of rebellion of Ballyglin near Gorey, see also Edward Stanton.

Surname: STANTON; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 05/04/1847; Description of crime: Rioting and taking property without consent; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: STANTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 22/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 96

Surname: STANTON; First name: PATRICK; Alias: see Collins, Patrick;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 37

Surname: STANTON; First name: PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 26/07/1823; Name of petitioner: Convict and 7 others; Record reference code: PPC 2209; Comments: Convict and 7 others convicted for different crimes petitioning to be sent off to one of the Colonies. All convicts are from Co Clare. Petition received 30 Nov 1824.

Surname: STANTON; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/09/1825; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Robbery of gown and lace cap; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2940; Comments: Convict lived as a housemaid at No. 10 William St. Dublin. Petition recieved in the year 1826

Surname: STANTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 01/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Self and Luke Staton; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: SPP 837

Surname: STANTON; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 01/11/1799; Name of petitioner: Self and Patrick Stanton; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: SPP 837

Surname: STANTON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow Town; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow Gaol; Date of document: 11/05/1799; Description of crime: Stealing lead to make cutters; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 838; Comments: From Ballinahinch, Co. Wicklow.

Surname: STANTON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Brunswick, Dublin Bay; Date of document: 23/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Self and Bryan Stanton; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: SPP 839; Comments: From Ballygullen near Gorey, Co. Wexford.

Surname: STANTON; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Brunswick Dublin Bay; Name of petitioner: Self and Edward Stanton; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: SPP 839; Comments: From Ballygullen near Gorey, Co. Wexford.

Surname: STANTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: MINERVA 1818; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicet the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Stanton, residing at 133 Great Britain St, Dublin.

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respiteing the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 04/04/1851; Description of crime: Setting fire to house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 91

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/01/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 15, p 46; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/01/1857 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 22/10/1857 at Philipstown Gaol, King’s Co., 22/04/1858 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/12/185

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Felony wine and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 77

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing wheat in sheaf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 72; Comments: [Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin] Convict died in Depot, 10/11/1848

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111
Surname: STAPLETON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 148; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 54; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 12/07/1848; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Shooting at and felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 21; Comments: File not found.

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felonious assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 147; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 99

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 15

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 204; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 S 17; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 08/03/1841; Description of crime: Robbery from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 148
Surname: STAPLETON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing wheat in sheaf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 72

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at Cove, Cork; Date of trial: 08/1826; Date of document: 24/04/1828; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Four Stapletons; Relationship of petitioner: Sisters;
Record reference code: PPC 3462;
Comments: Petitioners reside at Carrick on Suir, Co Tipperary.

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Shooting with intent to murder; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Michael Maxwell; Relationship of petitioner: Uncle;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 S 2

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/03/1828; Name of ship: HOOGLEY 1825;
Record reference code: FS 1828 1;
Comments: List of applicants for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales at the expense of the crown. Wife, Mary Norris, residing at Raghill, Co. Tipperary.

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: STAPLETON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 01/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc97
Surname: STAR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 159; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize 18/05/1836

Surname: STARR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 139

Surname: STARS; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: / /; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: STATHERMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 96

Surname: STAUKARD; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 3 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 272

Surname: STAUNTAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Leitrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 04/04/1799; Name of petitioner: general Johnson; Record reference code: SPP 394 States that the prisoner is not fit for service and should be liberated without ample security for his future good behaviour

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: CATHERINE;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/03/1852; Description of crime: Felony after former conviction; Record reference code: TR 12, p 243; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/06/1858

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Patton, Matt;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 199

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 26; Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork]

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/04/1856

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: JOHN; Alias: see Stawston, John;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 156

Surname: STAUNTON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing petticoat and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 195

**Surname:** STAUNTON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen mutton; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs com.2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 11;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Convict was a member of the Spanish Legion. Convict lived in the town of Port- umna, Co Galway. Convict has a wife and 2 children.

**Surname:** STAUNTON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com.to 2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 33

**Surname:** STAUNTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 9;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/09/1857

**Surname:** STAUNTON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1824;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Staunton residing in Co Mayo.

**Surname:** STEACY; **First name:** JONAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 25/08/1800; Description of crime: Being involved in a robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC586;
Comments: Conducted the Co. Louth Militia voluntarily to Vinegar Hill at the time of the rebellion and marched against the rebels. Has wife and one infant, resides in Co. Wicklow but originally from Co.wexford.

**Surname:** STEED; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: STEED; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: / /; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: STEEL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1841; Description of crime: Unlawfully taking arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 127

Surname: STEELE; First name: JOHNATHON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not tried; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 07/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 245; Comments: Prisoner seeks to be allowed to emigrate to America

Surname: STEELE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

Surname: STEELE; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 256

Surname: STEELE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY 00/07/1849; Record reference code: TR 6, p 273

Surname: STEELE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 09/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Surname: STEENSON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 12/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 203

Surname: STEENSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 144;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 13/02/1854

Surname: STEENSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Antrim Town; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: STEEVEN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin prison ship; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: STELTONG; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

Surname: STENEFORD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/07/1854; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 2;
Comments: Convict's sentence was commuted to transportation 14 yrs and penal servitude 9 yrs

Surname: STENSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 09/03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836

Surname: STENSON; First name: MARY; Alias: O'Hara, Mary;
Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 11/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 190

Surname: STEPHENS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/07/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 226; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 S 19

Surname: STEPHENS; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Having in his possession a forged note; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Comments: Convicts father and three sisters are dependant on his support.
Record reference code: TR 2, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 61

Surname: STEPHENS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 07/07/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 223

Surname: STEPHENS; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 240

Surname: STEPHENS; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 19/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/09/1856
Record reference code: TR 12, p 48

Surname: STEPHENS; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 24/07/1837; Description of crime: Uttering forged papers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 170

**Surname:** STEPHENS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to discharge;

Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

**Surname:** STEPHENS; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life, apparently not sent;

Record reference code: TR 2, p 14;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham, 23/03/1837 Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** STEPHENS; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 3, p 18

**Surname:** STEPHENS; **First name:** ROSANNA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on board the Rowena.

**Surname:** STEPHENS; **First name:** ROSANNA;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/12/1824; Date of document: 09/1825; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4213;
Comments: Convict was convicted with James Finn and Jane Armstrong for the same offense. Convict states she was a lodger in the house of Margaret Shaw in Drury Lane, Dublin City.

**Surname:** STEPHENSON; **First name:** ABRAHAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Forging a bill of exchange; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 150; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 130;
Comments: Convict resides in Carrick on Suir, Co Tipperary.
Surname: STEPHENSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 209; Comments: G.G.L. 17/11/1843

Surname: STEPHENSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 360

Surname: STEPHENSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 55

Surname: STEPHENSON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 29/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 200

Surname: STEPHENSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a coat and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: STEPHENSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: STEPHESON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

Surname: STERNE; First name: P.B.W.D;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tower of Dublin; Date of document: 30/12/1806; Description of crime: Supposition charges; Record reference code: PPC 1205; Comments: File contains letters from the convict requesting that his life long conduct be investigated to clean the changes brought against him. Includes a list of persons acquainted with the convict.

Surname: STEVANS; First name: JOHN;

Surname: STEVENS; First name: JOHN;

Surname: STEVENS; First name: JOHN;

Surname: STEVENSON; First name: FRANKLIN;

Surname: STEVENSON; First name: HENRY;

Surname: STEVENSON; First name: JAMES;
Surname: STEVENSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 194

Surname: STEVENSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 28/05/1823; Description of crime: POSSESSING A FORGED 30S NTE; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2162;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: STEVENSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 07/1844; Date of document: 05/11/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 S 31

Surname: STEWARD; First name: FRANCES; Alias: French, Mary Ann;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 200

Surname: STEWARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 111

Surname: STEWARD; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: STEWARD; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 08/10/1799;
Description of crime: HORSE STEALING; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 224;
Comments: Petitioning for a trial. Convict has a wife and family, no details given. Resides in Belfast and is a weaver by trade.

Surname: STEWART; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of document: 19/06/1800; Description of crime: House breaking; Name of petitioner: Convict and 4 others; Relationship of petitioner: See Comments;
Record reference code: PPC 448;
Comments: All convicts convicted of the same crime. Prays permission to enlist in the 18 Light Dragoons. Convict has wife and family, resides at Newtownards, Co. Down and is a yeoman in the Newtownards Infantry.

Surname: STEWART; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Mullingar, Co.Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of document: 17/09/1800; Description of crime: HOUSE BREAKING; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and four others;
Record reference code: PPC 510;
Comments: 13 refs. from the inhabitants of Bowsbridge, St. James Parish, Dublin including a Parish Priest and church warden. All convicts convicted of the same crime.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Date of document: 12/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Thomas Montgomery & other; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy;
Record reference code: TR 8, P 46; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 S 28

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of document: 01/02/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the penitentiary house, Cork, wife's Margaret Daly

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B12;
Comments: Convict wife Margaret, residing in Ardee, Co. Louth requests a free passage to New South Wales.
Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: STEWART; First name: ELISA;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 3;
Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/01/1839

Surname: STEWART; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/03/1842; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: STEWART; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: STEWART; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 10

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 05/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 166

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 43

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 46

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 21/12/1853

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 S 53; Comments: See CRF 1841 S 46. An information is the same. The only difference is the spelling of Stewart.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/03/1844; Date of document: 26/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Catherine & Eliz Stewart; Relationship of petitioner: Wife and Mother;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 S 11;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844 Prisoner was convicted of assaulting John Mc Sparran and John Mc Henry. Prisoner’s residence given as Ballylough, Co Antrim.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 21;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Convicts lives in the townland of Dromore, parish of Clogher, Co Tyrone. Convict has a wife and eight children to support.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 166

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 3

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: STEWART; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 198

Surname: STEWART; First name: ARCHIBALD;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 07/03/1842; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 7;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Convict ordered to be discharged 3/1842, on condition he emigrates.

Surname: STEWART; First name: BELLA;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: STEWART; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 233

Surname: STEWART; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 23/10/1841; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: STEWART; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 10/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: STEWART; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 9

Surname: STEWART; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 1

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 41

Surname: STEWART; First name: MARCIA; Alias: Kane, Marcia;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208; Comments: alias Nolan, Catherine; Howard, Catherine; Howard, Maria; Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/11/1856

**Surname:** STEWART; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 20/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 354

**Surname:** STEWART; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/12/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313; Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/02/1844

**Surname:** STEWART; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

**Surname:** STEWART; **First name:** MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 115; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 63; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Thomas for the same offense. Convicts parents are dependant on their support. States they reside in Grove, Co Londonderry.

**Surname:** STEWART; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 17/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 191

**Surname:** STEWART; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 05/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing from a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/02/1843; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 48

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Orr;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 8

Surname: STEWART; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16

Surname: STEWART; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 2

Surname: STEWART; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex,Kington,DN; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2911; Comments: Convict has one child and resides in Co Antrim. Petition received in the year 1826.
Surname: STEWART; First name: MARY A;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038; Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Londonderry.

Surname: STEWART; First name: MARYANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 1825; Date of document: 29/04/1825; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen piece of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4177

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 63; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Mathew, for the same offense. Convicts parents are dependant on their support. States they reside in Grove, Co Londonderry.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co Tyrone.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc31; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the gaol of Omagh, Co Tyrone.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/01/1837; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing shoe brushes; Sentence: 3 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.
Surname: STEWART; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield prison; Date of document: 22/09/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Newgate prison; Date of document: 15/06/1852; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8); Comments: Removed to Smithfield prison. Protestant prisoners.

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Margaret Daley.

Surname: STEWART; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Name of ship: RECOVERY 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14; Record reference code: FS 1840 18; Comments: Convicts father, John Stewart, transported for receiving stolen goods. Convicts mother, Mary Stewart, residing in Omagh, Co Tyrone, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: STEWART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 14;
Record reference code: FS 1840 18; Comments: Convicts son, James Stewart, transported for burglary. Convicts wife, Mary Stewart, residing in Omagh, Co Tyrone, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: STEWART; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 27/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: STEWART; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 3

Surname: STICKEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Hickey, Michael;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: STICKGY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Hickey, John;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191

Surname: STINES; First name: HONOR;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: STINES; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: STINSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 03/1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 13; Comments: Convict resides in the Queens Co.

Surname: STINSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Name of ship: CASTLE FORBES 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Family residing in Ballymena, Co. Antrim.

Surname: STIRUNG; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 189

Surname: STOKES; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: STOKES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportaion 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255

Surname: STOKES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 255

Surname: STOKES; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: STOKES; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 20 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: STOLEN; First name: ARTH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny of wool and killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

Surname: STONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 23/10/1799; Name of petitioner: J.J. Blackwood;
Record reference code: SPP 841

Surname: STONEHAM; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 237;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: STONEHAM; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of trial: 1836; Date of document: 13/09/1836; Description of crime: Street robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc82;
Comments: Convict has a child aged 4 years.

Surname: STONEY; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 256

Surname: STONEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony glass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: STORAN; First name: DAVID;
Surname: STOREY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Prison; Date of document: 01/02/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 285

Surname: STOREY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Description of crime: Conspiring to murder; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: SPP 47; Comments: Prays to be brought to trial on Co. Antrim or admitted to bail

Surname: STORIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 151

Surname: STORIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 92

Surname: STORMAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 241

Surname: STORY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of document: 13/02/1798; Name of petitioner: W. Skeffington; Record reference code: SPP 329

Surname: STORY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 179; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 S 3
Surname: STORY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/04/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

Surname: STORY; First name: ROBERT; Alias: see Doyle, Robery;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 80

Surname: STORY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 152

Surname: STORY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 99;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: STOUT; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

Surname: STOWRAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: STRACHAN; First name: SPEAR;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 17/12/1799; Name of petitioner: John Strachan; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: SPP 842;
Comments: Originally from Co. Antrim.

Surname: STRAFFORD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: STRAPP; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: STRATTON; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 11/03/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 231

Surname: STRETCH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc27; Comments: Sheriff requests prisoners immediate removal for transportation.

Surname: STRETCH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc27; Comments: Sheriff requests prisoners immediate removal for transportation.

Surname: STRETCHER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: STRETTON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 80; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: STRITCH; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 29/02/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 302

Surname: STRITCH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 302

Surname: STRITT; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2

Surname: STROFFORD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing 2 cows; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151

Surname: STRONG; First name: ALICIA;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 29/01/1831; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict, B Mc Donnell; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3584; Comments: Convict was convicted with Bridget Mc Donnell at the summer Assizes (trial place not given), for the same offense. Prosecutor is a publican in Boyle, Co. Roscommon. Convict states her widowed mother is dependant on her support.

Surname: STRONG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 10/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: STRONG; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 279

Surname: STRONG; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 10/03/1850; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Date 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 137

Surname: STROTHERS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of oats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 199

Surname: STRUDGEON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92

Surname: STRUDGEON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 92

Surname: STUART; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Name of ship: WATERLOO 1831; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2; Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Margaret Daley, residing in Ardee, Co Louth

Surname: STUART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/07/1841; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: STUART; First name: TERESA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212
Surname: STUART; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of document: 14/03/1826; Description of crime: Selling stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2875; Comments: Convict has one child and is a farmers servant. Several character references.

Surname: STUART; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: David Stuart; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 843

Surname: STUART; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: STUBBS; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dungannon Forth; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 03/05/1798; Name of petitioner: Henry Ormsby; Record reference code: SPP 286

Surname: STUDHAM; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 09/01/1856; Sentence: Penal Servitude; Record reference code: TR 14, p 158; Comments: Convict served in the 2nd foot regiment Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: STULE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: STUNDON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/10/1855

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: STURAT; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 S 46;
Comments: The convict is a watchmaker by trade. See CRF 1841 S 53.

Surname: STYLES; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 06/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 167

Surname: STYLES; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: STYNES; First name: JAMES; Alias: see Hynes, James;
Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: SUCAY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SUGHNEE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 112;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: SUGHRNE; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: SUGHRNE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SUGHRUE; First name: HANORA;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Abducting a child; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31

Surname: SUGHRUE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 83

Surname: SUGHRUE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Date of document: 15/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 S 6;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/01/1852 Convict's name struck through from Register Prisoner was convicted of assaulting Michael Foley on 12 Feb 1844. M Sullivan Crone & T Dawley were also convicted and were sentenced to 2 yrs imprisonment

Surname: SUGHRUESEN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 84;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/10/1853

Surname: SUGRUE; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 14/03/1844; Description of crime: Assault endangering life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 84

Surname: SUGRUE; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing geese and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Deane;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, P 210

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cavan; Date of document: 12/04/1832; Description of crime: Larceny and pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Rev. Mathew McQuade; Relationship of petitioner: Curate of Cavan; Record reference code: PPC 3708; Comments: Petition requesting that the convict's personal possessions taken from him at the time of his arrest, be handed over to the petitioner in accordance with the convict's wishes. Reply from Dublin Castle states that the property has been forfeited to the crown.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1832; Date of document: 24/09/1832; Description of crime: Murder of two Tithe proctors; Sentence: Suspended till further trial; Record reference code: PPC 3712; Comments: Convict was convicted with several others for the same offence at the Summer Assizes of 1832 and 1833. File contains briefs for the crown court and press cuttings from The Constitution or Cork Advertiser, dated 28 March and 24 August 1833. Crime was committed at Castlepook, Co. Cork.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 22/05/1816; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1352; Comments: Letter from the High Sheriff of Cork, stating that the convict wishes to transport himself, endorsed: to be transported.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Old Castle, Cork; Date of trial: 04/04/1816; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 1394; Comments: Bill of Indictment and conviction.
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Description of crime: Driving a sheep at night; Sentence: transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3094; Comments: Several char. refs. including the parish priest of Granagh, Co. Cork.Petition received 16 May 1827.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Aiding in the abduction of Mary Farrell; Sentence: Death comitted to transportation.; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing fro the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Aiding in the abduction of Mary Farrell; Sentence: Death comitted to transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing fro the Governments information, convict tried by him.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administering oaths (in Co. Kerry); Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643; Comments: Letter, Baron of the Exchequer, listing for the governments information,convicts tried by him.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 09/09/1822; Description of crime: Administering oaths (in Co. Kerry); Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: PPC 1643;
Comments: Letter, Baron of the exchequer, listing, for the governments information. Convicts tried by him.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 26/06/1822; Sentence: Transportation for 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1782;
Comments: Refers to a former petition which he had submitted.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 31/08/1822; Description of crime: Administrating an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1784;
Comments: Convicts aged parents dependant on his support. Several char. refs. including the Magistrates for Co. Kerry.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kenmare, County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 16/04/1827; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Boetius Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: PPC 3074;
Comments: Petitioner resides in Killarney, Co. Kerry and is aged 80 yrs. Convict is a victualler by trade. other defendant, Garret Fitzgerald. 2nd petition received 18 May 1827.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 19/01/1831; Description of crime: Accomplice to robbery of a garden; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3615;
Comments: Convict has a wife. States he had been employed by the agent for the canal Co. in Limerick city but was dismissed for being drunk. 2nd petition not dated poss ibly 1831. Other defendants; Michael and Rody Hourigan.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: PPC 3626;
Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the sheriff has received a warr- ant respiting the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of document: 10/05/1832; Description of crime: Rape of Catherine Tobin; Name of petitioner: Margaret Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3707;
Comments: Petitioner (a widow) refers to two former petitions which had been submitted on behalf of the convict, and signed by the Noblemen, magistrates and Gentry of the neighbourhood. Petitioner resides in Castleventry, Co. Cork. Included is a note of recommendation signed by the Parish Priest of Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Eliza Marsden;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 136;
Comments: Convict is married with five children.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1846; Date of document: 28/09/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 98; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 S 26

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Co. Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Description of crime: Rape and aiding; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 98; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 S 21;
Comments: Prisoner lived in Killarney.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: EUGENE; Alias: Dirran, Eugene;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs,com. to 6 months hard labour; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 S 20;
Comments: Prisoner resided in Cahirdaniel, Co. Cork.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/08/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Margaret Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 S 30;  
Comments: Petitioner's residence given as Caherkeen, near Castletown, Berehaven, Co. Cork.

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 7

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/02/1851; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 10 years for forgery;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 11

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MURTHA;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: A Tender in Dublin; Date of document: 07/08/1798; Name of petitioner: James Doyle; Relationship of petitioner: landlord;
Record reference code: SPP 327;  
Comments: See also Michael Keegan

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** DAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** SEREMRAK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 04/01/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Sentence: 7 yrs transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 04/01/1845;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Record reference code: CRF 184 misc2

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 06/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 39; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/12/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1843; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 13; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; 
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Stealing money from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 33

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/08/1840; Description of crime: Assault with intent to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 S 29

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 19/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 203
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 3 mths;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 29;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 233

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 160;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, Surprize, 30/07/1836

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 202

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 144;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 158

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/03/1853

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 78

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1842; Description of crime: Uttering; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 114

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/08/1846; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 39

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181; Comments: Convict died 18/03/1849

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 25

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 05/08/1842; Description of crime: Throwing vitriol; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 35

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36; Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 80; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: House burning; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/08/1836

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth imprisonment, fine and transportation 7 year; Record reference code: TR 7, p 158

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 30

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 24; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/05/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/04/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin Convict died in Depot, 25/09/1848

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/02/1855 Entered from Discharge, see also convict Ref. 6C/55

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL OR DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny cows; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 31; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: EDMOND;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 117

Surname: SULLIVAN; **First name:** EDMUND;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 32; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk

Surname: SULLIVAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 03/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 40; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: SULLIVAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Date of document: 16/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self and Patrick Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: TR 5, p 151; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 S 4; Comments: Convict was detained in Depot Petitioners residence given as 3 Kilsahhaw Court, Milton St, Liverpool England.

Surname: SULLIVAN; **First name:** EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 75

Surname: SULLIVAN; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 21

Surname: SULLIVAN; **First name:** ABIGAIL;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: THE DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 20

Surname: SULLIVAN; **First name:** ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 03/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/00/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 240

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: or Cassure, B;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Deane;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 24/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 13/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 193

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/05/1839; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 210;
Comments: Convict sentenced, 24/05/1839

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 14/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 261; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 S 32;
Comments: Convict reference file contains a petition from the convict praying that the initial sentence to be carried into effect.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 224

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1857;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 30;
Comments: Convict died 14/09/1848. [Letter attached from F Lloyd to J Blake that convict is not dead but transported to Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 14/09/1848. There are two Cornelius Sullivans.]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1858

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 73;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/10/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 30;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register. [Letter attached from F Lloyd to J Blake stating that convict was transported to Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork 14/09/1848.] Letter was in answer to a query from J Blake concerning the alleged death of convict. There were two Cornelius Sullivans

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/11/1847; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 32;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/02/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 39;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/11/1851; Description of crime: Stealing and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 31/05/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL OR DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 08/11/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 21/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1851; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 63;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 09/05/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Patrick Mahony;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 19

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/12/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 38;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MORTOGH; Alias: Scully, Denis;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MORTY OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 05/08/1836

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: TOFNRY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MURTY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 38;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** OWEN JNR;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 106;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda James 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 80; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24;
Comments: Convict's name struck from Register, convict died

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/02/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 35;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 28;
Comments: Convict sent to Bermuda, 00/12/1856

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery of plate; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: N MORRISSON;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 22;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 233; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/01/1853

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHANA;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/04/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 274; Comments: [Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/07/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a pack mare; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/03/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 26/04/1854
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Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 37;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/09/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/12/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 24/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 207;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 100;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 232;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/12/1854

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 98

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 100

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co.Kerry; Date of trial: 31/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 64;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 39;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/06/1857

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 99

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 34;
Comments: Convict died at Cork Co. Gaol, 26/01/1852

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 100;
Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island, Co. Cork.]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Stealing geese and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 06/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 145;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 192;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 19/06/1851

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/12/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 32

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1852; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 232

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DARBY; Alias: Deneen, Darby;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 89;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 18/06/1850; Description of crime: Housebreaking and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 16;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DAVID; Alias: Leigh, David;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 26;
Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork.]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 47;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 00/02/1852

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 156;
Comments: [Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Cork; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 10/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 133

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co.Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS; Alias: see Sullivan, Daniel;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 31

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/10/1851; Description of crime: Stealing a shift and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Secreteing himself in house with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 11, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS; Alias: or Flynn;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/09/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: or Crowley, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 240

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 17/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 26

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/03/1844; Date of document: 24/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 256; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 S 24; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of burglary at the house of John Hurly, Tralee.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 42

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 289

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 39
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 73

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OR CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 12

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: EUGENE; Alias: Dirran, Eugene;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths hard labour; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: EUGENE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 34; Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork.]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: FANNY OR FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 191; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/05/1857
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: FLORENCE;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 29; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 05/07/1853

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: FLORENCE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 28/12/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: FLORENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Date of document: 05/08/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from person and assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 7, p 219; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 S 17

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: FLORENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from person and assault; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: FLORENCE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: FRANCES (OR FANNY);
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 191; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/05/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/12/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sugar and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/09/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: see Rice, Pearce;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Date of document: 29/06/1844; Description of crime: Receiving money knowing it to be stolen; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Margaret Sullivan;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbing dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Robbing dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 19; Comments: Convict died at Ennis Gaol, Co. Clare, 23/06/1851

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 13/04/1853

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/10/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 158

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing coat and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Ass (Donkey) stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 25/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, 20

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856 Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 33;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 20/06/1852

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 137;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 90;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 85

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 78;
Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/11/1852; Description of crime: Stealing lead and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 25;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/10/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 28

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 31;
Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/05/1853; Description of crime: Stealing boots and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 20;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/08/1854

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOE; Alias: otherwise McGrath;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 275

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 344

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 274; Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1850; Description of crime: Stealing cushions and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 301

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 303

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 70

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 195;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/01/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY; Alias: see Kelly Mary;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 195

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 43;
Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 22

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, being convicted of felony before; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 274; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 29; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/05/1858

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 56; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856 See brothers Patrick and Peter

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 88; 
Comments: Convict was detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 89; 
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/02/1851

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 36; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/07/1846; Description of crime: Rape and aiding; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 98

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/02/1842; Description of crime: Felonious assault; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: Tr 4, p 182

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, 13/08/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 80; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 S 40; Comments: Convicts name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 92; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/08/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL JR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of 2 sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 30; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/02/1851; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/02/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 26

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 22; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 29/08/1854

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 30/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 132; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 184

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing boots and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1846; Description of crime: Taking money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 35; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 160; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 13

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22; Comments: Convict stated to have been convicted for sheep stealing 27/02/1849 - died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/03/1850 Convict's name struck through

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway City; Date of trial: 16/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork]
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 194; Comments: Convict died at Ennis Gaol, Co. Clare, 16/04/1851

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25; Comments: Convict's name struck through Convict died 21/05/1847

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 33; Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/01/1851; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing/receiving stolen sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: see Dennehy, John;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing coat and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 29

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Ring, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/02/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 39

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing money person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/07/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: or Leigh, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 119;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/04/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/11/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 20/02/1848; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 209;
Comments: Entered in Embarkation Book only

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of bread; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 32

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 38;
Comments: Convict died 21/05/1847 Convict's name struck through

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Highway larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 38; Comments: Convict's name struck through Convict died 29/06/1847

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 158

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JULIA; Alias: see Connell, Johanna;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JULIAN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: LAURENCE; Alias: see Shea, Laurence;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 8, p 168

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: LEIG; Alias: see Sullivan, Timothy;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 12, p 65

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 292

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 218

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MARGARET; **Alias:** Cullinane, Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 20/12/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 305; Comments: Convict discharged by direction of the Lord Lieutenant, 00/07/1853

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing cotton and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 11

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Stealing cotton and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10 p 303

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/05/1848; Description of crime: Larceny clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/12/1851; Description of crime: Stealing sugar and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 13

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 66

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARCIA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 20; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 S 19

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 04/08/1854

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 28/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 77; Comments: [Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork]

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 78; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/02/1858

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 26; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/07/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 206

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep killing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 42

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 218; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/04/1858

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 275

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 305

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 206

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 210

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 38

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/10/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 200

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/10/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 200; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/01/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY; Alias: or Larkin;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 15/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 46

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 251

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 16/07/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 352

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY; Alias: Eliza Marsolen;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 327

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com.to 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 75;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 56

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 119;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/04/1843

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 08/04/1851; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 168;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/03/1854

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 211;
Comments: Entry struck out
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 115

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 70; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/03/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 47

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 152
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 19/02/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com.to 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 72;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 26;
Comments: Convict died 08/08/1848

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 103;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/04/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 285

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 19

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 111; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 42; Comments: Convict not sent

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 36; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/11/1853

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 157; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 82

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 25/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 08/01/1855
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/09/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 24;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DLAHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 30

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/06/1854

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 83

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 37;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 38;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Assault with intent to kill; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com.2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 85; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10 p 114; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 65; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/12/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/06/1845; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 98

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 80

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: SILVESTER;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/03/1842; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 84; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 9

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TERENCE; Alias: McNamara, Terence;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipperary town; Date of trial: 07/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TERENCE; Alias: McNamara, Terence;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 183;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THADEUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 254

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 114
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs com.2 years imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 25; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 S 14; Comments: Convict is a Labourer by trade and resides in Deerpark, Middletown, Co Cork. States he is the sole support of his widowed mother and five children.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 23; Comments: Convict sent to Depot, 26/06/1844

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Ruby, Thomas;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 23/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1857

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/09/1853
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Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 07/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 64; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 112; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/11/1837

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 19/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 112; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 06/03/1837; Description of crime: Lamb stealing; Sentence: Transportation life com.to 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 74;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 25;
Comments: Convict died 18/04/1849 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing from dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY, LEIGH;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 65

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 21 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 248;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/02/1851

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 254;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/02/1851

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 24

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 27

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 34

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Leigh, Timothy;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 26

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Pickpocketing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 101;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a freize; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 36

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 158
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Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 S 13; Comments: Convict died 04/11/1842 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 08/05/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30; Comments: Convict died at Cork Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/10/1851

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: M;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Attempt at arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 163

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Attempt at arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 38;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** WINIFRED;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 77; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 3; Comments: Convict resides with her father Charles, in Mary Street, Limerick.

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts recieved at Cork.

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/08/1805; Record reference code: PPC 1143; Comments: Letter from Alexander Marsden, enquiring about the convicts sentence.

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** SULLIVAN; **First name:** CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of document: 05/05/1823; Description of crime: Theft of a great coat and cloak; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2164

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: HONORA; Alias: Direen;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining
after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kerry.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Name of petitioner: Convict and Denis Magher; Relationship of petitioner: Other
defendant;
Record reference code: PPC 3807;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Denis Magher for Transgressing against the law.
Petition not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: PPC 3811;
Comments: Letter stating that the convicts sentence has been commuted to transp on the
recommendation of the Judge who tried him, no date, possibly post 1816.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk at cove, Cork; Date of trial:
1825; Date of document: 17/06/1825; Description of crime: THEFT OF A PARCEL
CONTAININ BANK BILLS; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Anne
Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 4188;
Comments: Petitioner is a widow with five children and resides in Limerick City. States her
husband died 5 years ago. Convict was employed as a Labourer is a Mercantil e House in
Limerick City until the time of his arrest. Character references signed by several
citizens of Limerick

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co Kerry; Date of trial:
07/1825; Date of document: 10/09/1825; Description of crime: Stealing £3.15s; Sentence:
Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4214;
Comments: Convict has a husband (Daniel Sullivan) and is pregnant with their second
child. States her husband resides in Caherciveen, Barony of Iveragh, Co Kerry.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: TL;
Record reference code: TR2 p23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 167;
Comments: Convict resides in Kilmartin, Donaghmore Parish, Co Cork.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years, com.6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 20

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 years, com.2 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 56

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 02/02/1843; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self and Michael Rea; Relationship of petitioner: Co - Defendant;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 S 3

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARIA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny and assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2 p20 (f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 93;
Comments: Convict has a child aged five years.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Middleton, County Cork; Date of trial: 12/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a trunk; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 S 4;
Comments: Convict is a widow with two children.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 04/11/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs, com.6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 S 59

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/12/1841; Description of crime: Stealing pigs; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 S 58; Comments: The convict supports a wife and 2 children.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/11/1848; Date of document: 1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1849 S 1

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 13/03/1844; Date of document: 23/06/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 24/04/1845; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1845 S 12

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Middletown Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Date of document: 22/05/1849; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Judith Sullivan; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 S 16

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 19;
Comments: Died spike - -2/1852

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 22

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 09/05/1850; Description of crime: Stealing turnips; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 S 34

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of trial: 17/03/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MATHIAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 07/08/1799;
Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 844

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt Prison; Sentence: Transportation 15;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MARINER 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that Colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Ellen Ready, residing at Rowland Egars Esq, Tralee, Co. Kerry

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kerry; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MARINER 1827;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Ellen Ready, residing at Rowland Egars Esq, Tralee, Co Kerry
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824; 
Record reference code: FS 1831 1; 
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine Granfell, residing in Dingle.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: BRAMPTON 1823; 
Record reference code: FS 1831 1; 
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that Colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife residing in the Parish of Drumlake.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: BOYNE 1826; 
Record reference code: FS 1830 1; 
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Mary Kealy residing at Ballyporeen, Co Tipperary.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1821; 
Record reference code: FS 1828 2; 
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Name of ship: EARL ST. VINCENT 1823;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Catherine Sullivan, residing in Skibbereen, Co. Cork.

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARTY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 10/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Misc 5

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16
Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DARBY;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 10/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing a goat; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 23/10/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 06/04/1853; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42
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Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny Co; Date of trial: 21/06/1853; Sentence: 15 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Sentence: 10 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 10 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: SULLIVAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 15 years transportation;  
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: SULLIVAN, MCGRATH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1845;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: SULLLIVAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Dorly, John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;  
Record reference code: TR 1, p 112;  
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: SULLY; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 117

Surname: SULLY; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Meath; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 21/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE -/4/1852;
Surname: SUMERS; First name: MORGAN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3908;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: SUMMERIL; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 29/09/1799;
Name of petitioner: Thomas Burke and others; Relationship of petitioner: Men of Co. Galway;
Record reference code: SPP 845;
Comments: From Athinny, Co. Galway.

Surname: SUMMERS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88;
Comments: Committed 22 July 1834

Surname: SUMMERS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford;
Description of crime: Larceny;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 16 July 1834

Surname: SUMMERS; First name: ROGER;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

Surname: SUMMERS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Stealing harness; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: SUMMERS; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 85
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Surname: SUMMERVILLE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 05/06/1856; Sentence: Penal servitude 6 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 158;
Comments: Convict served in the 69th foot regiment Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1856 at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 11/06/1857

Surname: SUMMERVILLE; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1843; Date of document: 02/04/1844; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Name of petitioner: John Boyd; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 42; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 S 42;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/06/1844

Surname: SUNDERLAND; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Green St. Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 18/09/1824; Description of crime: Theft of a watch; Name of petitioner: Jane Sunderland; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: PPC 2492;
Comments: Convict is a widow with one child. Petitioner resides at Court Charlemont St. Dublin. States she is a widow and her son Richard served in the Army for 18 years.

Surname: SUNERY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: SUNSI; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SUPPLE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 270

Surname: SUPPLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 143;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

**Surname:** SUPPLE; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 143; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/03/1855

**Surname:** SUPPLE; **First name:** WILLIAM; Alias: Quinlivan;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 27

**Surname:** SUPPLE; **First name:** DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 27/02/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

**Surname:** SUPPLE; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 24; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 S 24; Comments: Convict and his wife are natives of Mallow Town, Co Cork. States they have one child.

**Surname:** SUPPLE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Tipperary town; Date of trial: 11/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 185; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** SUPPLE; **First name:** MARY; Alias: Hickson;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46

**Surname:** SUPPLE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 143;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co, Cork, 25/04/1853

Surname: SUPPLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of trial: 1817; Date of document: 28/07/1817; Description of crime: Stealing a shop keepers drawer and cash; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and 2 others; Record reference code: PPC 4090;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Andrew Feely and James Roche for the same offence. Petition endorsed; the law to take its course; Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, stating he is not deserving of any mercy

Surname: SUTHERLAND; First name: JAMES; Alias: Quin;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SUTTLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 32;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 05/08/1836

Surname: SUTTLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: SUTTON; First name: MATT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/10/1798; Description of crime: taking part in the 1798 rebellion;
Record reference code: SPP 341

Surname: SUTTON; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/10/1798; Description of crime: Taking part in the 1798 rebellion;
Record reference code: SPP 341

Surname: SUTTON; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Prison ship, Wexford Harb; Date of document: 19/07/1798; Description of crime: Involvement in battle of Enniscorthy; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 287; Comments: Prisoner is a native of Enniscorthy and claims that he was forced to join the rebellion.

Surname: SUTTON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford gaol; Date of document: 09/04/1799; Name of petitioner: General Grose; Record reference code: SPP 356

Surname: SUTTON; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 193

Surname: SUTTON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 8, p 270

Surname: SUTTON; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1851; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: SUTTON; First name: REBECCA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: SUTTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 26/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 60

Surname: SUTTON; First name: P; Alias: Redmond;

Sex: M;
Surname: SUTTON; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: SUTTON; First name: ANABELLA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Tyrone;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SUTTON; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Friendship; Date of document: 14/06/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self; Relationship of petitioner: Friendship;
Record reference code: SPP 846

Surname: SWAINE; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 218

Surname: SWAINE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: SWAYNE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Sheep stealing;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 28 Feb 1835.

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 06/03/1823; Description of crime: Whiteboyism; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1929;
Comments: Statement of the convict informing on his fellow accomplices to the numerous breakins the Co.Limerick. Convict resides at Abbeyfeale, Co. Limerick.
Surname: SWEENEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing two cows; Sentence: Transportation life, commuted to imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1837 S 100

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: TIM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co. Cork; Date of trial: 05/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1848 S 23; Comments: Prisoner resided in Skull, Co. Cork.

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 185

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 19/11/1851

Surname: SWEEENEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/04/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 81

Surname: SWEEENEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 18

Surname: SWEEENEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 8, p 37; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 S 29; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: SWEEENEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 153

Surname: SWEEENEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life com.to 6 months imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 33; Comments: Convict's name struck through

Surname: SWEEENEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204

Surname: SWEEENEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/12/1847; Description of crime: Felony bullock and cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of hair; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/05/1857

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 57; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 25/08/1858

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/05/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/10/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 29
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Surname: SWEENEY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 75; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: TERENCE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 153

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: To be hanged on 08/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 147

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1174; Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: SWEENEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 21/07/1825; Date of document: 08/08/1825; Description of crime: Theft of a cow; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4200;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sentence on to be permitted to take his wife and two children with him.

**Surname:** SWEENEY; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation for life, comm. to 1 yr imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 2 p94; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 102

**Surname:** SWEENEY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Cow stealing; 
Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1838 S 57; 
Comments: Convict resides in the Barony of Tulla, Co Clare.

**Surname:** SWEENEY; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Lifford, County Donegal; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Theft of two cows; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1839 S 17; 
Comments: Convicts parents resides in Bundoran, Co Donegal.

**Surname:** SWEENEY; **First name:** JOANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Lismore, County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; 
Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; 
Record reference code: CRF 1839 Misc22; 
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Waterford County gaol.

**Surname:** SWEENEY; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** SWEENEY; **First name:** G;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** SWEENEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Donegal; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94
Surname: SWEENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Ennis Govt Prison; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: SWEENY; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SWEENY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/04/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: SWEENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of document: 31/04/1851; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: SWEENY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Abduction on Anne Kelly; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 G 79; Comments: Other defendant: Peter Gallagher.

Surname: SWEENY; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co.Leitrim; Date of trial: 29/08/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 S 28

Surname: SWEENY; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1842; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 S 31;
Comments: Convict was convicted with a person called Halloway.

Surname: SWEENY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 300

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 23/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 200;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1856

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 24/10/1845; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 244

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MARY; Alias: Keefe;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing 2 pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 209

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 366

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SWEENY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 1, p 36

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 21/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 11, p 53

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 21/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 5, p 15

Surname: SWEENY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 1, 46

Surname: SWEENY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;

Record reference code: TR 10, p 214

Surname: SWEENY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: TR 6, p 109

Surname: SWEENY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 08/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;

Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: SWEENY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/05/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 30; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1855

Surname: SWEENY; First name: DONALD; Alias: see McSwine Donald;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: SWEENY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 08/07/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham 28/06/1843

Surname: SWEENY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 09/03/1837; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation life com.to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 94; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837 Convict taken out of ship

Surname: SWEENY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Home breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 58; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 23/02/1853

Surname: SWEENY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 143; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/07/1850

Surname: SWEENY; First name: JOANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 292

Surname: SWEENY; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 122

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 234; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 40; Comments: Convict detained 26/09/1839

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1855

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/07/1854; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 13, p 45

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 156

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 155; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/05/1855

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Date of trial: 22/10/1847; Record reference code: TR 6, p 208

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 01/04/1837; Description of crime: Assault on dwelling with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: SWEENY; First name: MYLES; Alias: see Myles, McSwine;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39

Surname: SWEENY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Goat stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

Surname: SWEENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SWEENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 20;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/03/1855

Surname: SWEENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/06/1855; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 13

Surname: SWEENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/03/1837; Description of crime: Violent Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 102; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 S 107;
Comments: Convict was born in Gortnacreha, near Newcastle, Co Limerick and has a wife and two children.

Surname: SWEENY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 35

Surname: SWEENY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/02/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 214

Surname: SWEENY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs com.18 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 S 33;
Comments: Convict’s name struck through from Register

Surname: SWEENY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 08/03/1844; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 29

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1840; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** MICHAEL; Alias: Jordan;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Date of trial: 24/12/1823; Date of document: 05/01/1824; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Francis Sweeney; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 2494; Comments: Convict was tried before for a petty offence and sentenced to 12 months imprisonment but was released. Petitioner resides at No. 29 Wood Street, Dublin and is a painter and glazier by trade.

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** SWEENY; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 07/02/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: James Sweeney; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: SPP 847; Comments: From Donaghamore, Co. Kilkenny.

**Surname:** SWEETMAN; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 5, p 59

**Surname:** SWIFT; **First name:** ELIZABETH; Alias: see Roche, Elizabeth;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 11, p 12

**Surname:** SWIFT; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 S 31; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: SWIFT; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 390

Surname: SWIFT; First name: DEANE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 23/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 848

Surname: SWINEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/1852; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1852 S 25

Surname: SWINEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 14

Surname: SWINEY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 30

Surname: SWINEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 12/05/1855

Surname: SWINEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: SWINEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/07/1852; Description of crime: Not given; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;

Surname: SWINEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: SWINEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Murphy, John;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

Surname: SWINEY; First name: ANNE; Alias: see Geane, Anne;

Sex: F;

Surname: SWINEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 24/08/1857; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;

Surname: SWINEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/05/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surname: SWINEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: SWINEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/09/1849; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 32

Surname: SWINEY; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 21

Surname: SWINEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 14/05/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: SWITZER; First name: ELIZA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: SWITZER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: SWITZER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 07/03/1851; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 156;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 23/03/1854

Surname: SWORDS; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Surname: SWORDS; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: SWORDS; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Name of petitioner: Self and other convicts; Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: SWORDS; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Alexander, Dublin; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Being a united Irishman; Name of petitioner: Jane Fleming; Relationship of petitioner: sister; Record reference code: SPP 849

Surname: SYAN; First name: ANASTASIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: SYAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 26/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 215

Surname: SYNNOTT; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 07/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: William Johnson & others; Relationship of petitioner: Inhabitants of Wexford; Record reference code: SPP 850; Comments: From Monovolin, Co. Wexford.

Surname: SYRON; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 131

**Surname:** TAAFE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HIBER;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

**Surname:** TAAFE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 10/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 322

**Surname:** TAAFFE; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Dublin City.

**Surname:** TAAFFE; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing 3 pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

**Surname:** TACRANT; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** TAGERTY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/08/1841; Description of crime: Writing a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 182

**Surname:** TAGGART; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 1831; Date of document: 28/08/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 42
Surname: TAGGART; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 4

Surname: TAHENNY; **First name:** ANNE; **Alias:** (or Regan);

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1855; Description of crime: Felony after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 254;
Comments: Convict was detained at Cork Gaol, 07/11/1855

Surname: TAHENNY; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 20/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CLAVIN 20/01/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 229

Surname: TAIT; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Reveiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 204

Surname: TAITE; **First name:** SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/07/1855; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 35;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol Co. Dublin, 12/09/1855 at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 28/07/1856 Bermuda [Island] 00/12/1856

Surname: TALBERT; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 22

Surname: TALBERT; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 34;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 05/06/1852

Surname: TALBOT; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 12

Surname: TALBOT; First name: ELLEN; Alias: see McDarby Ellen;
Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 286

Surname: TALBOT; First name: FANNY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 11/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony cap and bonnet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: TALBOT; First name: MARIA;
Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

Surname: TALBOT; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: TALBOT; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: TALBOT; First name: EDWARD; Alias: John;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 22/07/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Edward Talbot; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1843 T 4

Surname: TALBOTT; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 01/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 266

**Surname:** TALBOTT; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 36

**Surname:** TALLAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 108

**Surname:** TALLANT; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

**Surname:** TALLON; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 11/09/1854

**Surname:** TALLON; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 17/07/1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1838 T 26; Comments: Convict is the eldest of seven children; father is a Machine Manufacturer and resides at No 52 Coombe, Dublin City.

**Surname:** TALLY; **First name:** BARTHOLMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/10/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 74

**Surname:** TALLY; **First name:** FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124

Surname: TALTY; First name: JOHN; Alias: see Falty, John;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 30

Surname: TALY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 38

Surname: TAMERRY; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Mary Tamerry, residing in Co Monaghan.

Surname: TAMEY; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: see Famey, Michael;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128

Surname: TAMMAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 T 2

Surname: TANHEY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 02/04/1851; Description of crime: Bulk stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: TANNER; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Stealing coal and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 11, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/01/1856

Surname: TANNER-MULLAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 14/10/1846; Description of crime: Whiteboy offences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 140

Surname: TANNY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 160

Surname: TANSEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 150

Surname: TANSEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 75; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: TARLTON; First name: THOMAS (M);

Sex: M; Date of trial: 04/03/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 6 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 164; Comments: Convict served in 13th Lt Foot Regiment General Court Martial Fermoy Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol Co. Dublin, 16/05/1861

Surname: TARPY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 74

Surname: TARPY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 93; Comments: See also under Tarssy, John, TR 6, p 93

Surname: TARRANT; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 02/12/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 42; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk

Surname: TARSEY; First name: JOHN; Alias: Tarpy, John TR 6, p 93;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 93; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin.

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1852; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath & assaulting master; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1852 M 13

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: ALLY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: ALLY;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Assault and robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 167

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 04/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 144

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31;
Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol Co. Dublin, 18/12/1849 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: DAVID OR JOHN; Alias: see Fletcher David, John;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 125

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 115; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 T 17;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 25/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 165;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JAMES;
Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: To give bail within 1 mth or Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 18 mths imp; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 T 4; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 210

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and House Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 40; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/10/1857

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 72; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Having in possession stolen carpenters tools; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 114; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 31/03/1837

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JOHN; Alias: see Kennedy John;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Record reference code: TR 5, p 161

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JOHN OR DAVID; Alias: see Fletcher John, David;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Date of document: 25/08/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Name of petitioner: James & Catherine Taylor; Relationship of petitioner: Parents; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 T 7

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 20/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 24

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 29/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs (commuted); Record reference code: TR 11, p 59; Comments: Convict commuted by Lord Lieutenant

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Breaking into a country house and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 39; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to transportation 7yr; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 27/12/1854

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 114

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 31

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death recorded commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: -;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: PPC 2107;
Comments: Covering letter refering to the convict and { } Neagle. Little detail given. Letter received Oct 1823.

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin;
Description of crime: THEFT OF A PIECE OF RIBBON; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2167;
Comments: Convict has two children, husband deceased. Petition received 2 Dec 1823.

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: BARTHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Description of crime: Whiteboyism; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3858;
Comments: Requesting an investigation into the circumstances surrounding the release of 15 prisoners who had been arrested on information given by the convict. Petition not dated, circa 1822-27.

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/1840; Name of ship: CAPTAIN COOK, JULY 1836;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc14;
Comments: Memorandum of letters and parcels sent to Syndey, New South Wales on board the Isabella. Includes an entry for one letter sent to the convict.

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Johanna;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a cloak; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 18 months imprisonment.;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 T 15

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green St, Dublin; Date of trial: 02/04/1834; Date of document: 20/02/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a watch; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc10;
Comments: The convicts father resides at 2 Kingsley Court, Brown St, Salford, Manchester, England.

Surname: TAYLOR; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 T 11

**Surname:** TAYLOR; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Date of document: 02/07/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Susan Taylor; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1853 T 7

**Surname:** TAYLOR; **First name:** JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin County; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

**Surname:** TAYLOR; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

**Surname:** TAYLOR; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

**Surname:** TAYLOR; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101; Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from gaol.

**Surname:** TAYLOR; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** TEAGNE; **First name:** SALLY;

Sex: F; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 25/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65
Surname: TEAHAN; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheepstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: TEAHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 19/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 154

Surname: TEAHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tralee; Date of document: 08/1845; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 T 5;
Comments: Sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonment.

Surname: TEALEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 12/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 256;
Comments: G.G.L. 14/02/1844

Surname: TEASY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/03/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 85

Surname: TEEFEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 146;
Comments: Convict died at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 17/05/1850 Convict's name struck through on Register

Surname: TEGART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 1837;
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 202;
Comments: Other defendant: Michael Curran. See under Michael Curran.
Surname: TEGGART; First name: RACHEL (SEN);
Sex: F; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Date of document: / /; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: TELFORD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: TEMPLE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENGEIM 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: TEMPLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 22/05/1802; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation for life.; Name of ship: ATLAS; Name of petitioner: Easter Temple; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 784;
Comments: Convict has wife and one infant son, resides at Rasharkin, Co. Antrim. Petition endorsed Received too late, the ship having sailed. Character reference from Rector of the Parish Rasharkin, Co. Antrim.

Surname: TEMPLETON; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict/H Templeton/and 1; Relationship of petitioner: Convicts mother;
Record reference code: SPP 52;
Comments: Convict was arrested with William Kean in Belfast, Co. Antrim, on the 17 April and confined on no apparent change. States he is the sole support of his widowed mother who resides in Belfast Town

Surname: TEMPLETON; First name: ALEXANDER;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/07/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852;
Surname: TENELON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; 
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: TENET; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: House Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 139;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: TENNANT; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Artillery Barracks, BFs; Date of document: 22/08/1798; Description of crime: High Treason; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 330

Surname: TENNANT; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: TENNENT; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast Provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 413;
Comments: Sailed for Scotland 25 March 1799

Surname: TENNENT; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Fort George, Scotland; Date of document: 14/02/1801; Description of crime: No charge procurred; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 739;
Comments: Convict is merchant by trade and resides at Belfast.

Surname: TENPENNY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 29/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 9
Surname: TENPENNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 7;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin.

Surname: TERENCE; First name: KELLY;

Sex: M; Date of document: 11/11/1808; Description of crime: Accomplice to robbery of copper and silver coins; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;
Record reference code: PPC 3976;
Comments: Letter from a member of the commission before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Other defendant: Thomas Kelly. Robbery was committed in Francis Street, Dublin

Surname: TERENCE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/03/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 90

Surname: TERNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 342;
Comments: Prisoner is willing to go to America provided passage is paid and is allowed time to prepare.

Surname: TERNAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens Land; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 06/05/1845; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Thomas Dillon;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 10

Surname: TERNAN; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens Land; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 06/05/1845; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Thomas Dillon;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 10

Surname: TERNILL; First name: LUKE;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 107

Surname: TEVAN; First name: MARGARET; Alias: see Magenniss Margaret;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: TEVLAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143; Comments: Convict convicted of 2 larcenies

Surname: TEVLIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Longford; Date of document: 14/01/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation for 14 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 1

Surname: TEVLIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 18; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 T 22; Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836 Convict ordered to be discharged on account of ill health.

Surname: TEVLIN; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Place of imprisonment: Co Longford; Date of document: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 T 1

Surname: THACKERTON; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).
Surname: THADENS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: THADENS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/10/1855

Surname: THAKEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/08/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: THOBURN; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: THOMAS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 29/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERBAD; Record reference code: TR 5, p 92

Surname: THOMAS; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim town; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 4; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 22; Comments: Convict is an American Seaman and has a widowed mother in Philadelphia and a child of his own.

Surname: THOMAS; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62
Surname: THOMAS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 94

Surname: THOMAS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 152;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 22/01/1852

Surname: THOMAS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 189

Surname: THOMAS; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/12/1836; Description of crime: Felony linen and cotton goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 83

Surname: THOMAS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 30/09/1843; Description of crime: Felony baize; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: THOMAS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: THOMAS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny of shoes, coat and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 T 2;
Comments: Convicts mother is dependant on his support.

Surname: THOMAS; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Date of document: 22/02/1847; Description of crime: Attacking a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 T 4; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 85th Foot Regiment.

Surname: THOMAS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 10/1847; Date of document: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 H 42

Surname: THOMBERY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: N.S.W; Date of trial: 1838; Date of document: 09/07/1839; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Catherine Thombery; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 149

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick; Date of document: 02/01/1820; Description of crime: Accomplice to theft of sheep; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: convict; Record reference code: PPC 1563; Comments: Convict born in Armagh. Several character references.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of document: 07/05/1822; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1789; Comments: Refers to a former petition which he had submitted.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of document: 16/05/1822; Description of crime: Sheep stealing in Downpatrick; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Ann Thompson; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 1793; Comments: Convict has been in prison two years.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ABIGAIL;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Dublin; Date of document: 01/06/1822; Description of crime: Theft of a web of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1794

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 01/04/1823; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Inhabitants of Co. Down; Record reference code: PPC 1892; Comments: Pray that the convict be granted pardon on condition of providing information of about the perpetrators of the breakins and vandalism of the church in Seapatrick Co. Down.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co Antrim; Date of document: 28/03/1831; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3616; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 16/07/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1842 T 28; Comments: Convict died 17 May 1843.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not tried; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 07/10/1798; Record reference code: SPP 245; Comments: Prisoner seeks to be allowed emigrate to America

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Not tried; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 07/10/1798;
Record reference code: SPP 245;
Comments: Prisoner seeks to be allowed emigrate to America

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** MARY ANNE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 12/07/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 19/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 38; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 19;
Comments: Convicts father Samuel, resides in Downpatrick, Co Down.

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/11/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 54;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous convict; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 57;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged
Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Date of document: 13/06/1843; Description of crime: Felony of plaid; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 4, p 60; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 T 8

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 30

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 02/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 13, p 44

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1848; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 111

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 27/05/1836; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: Tr 2, p 5

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Having stolen money in possession; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WAVERLY OO/O7/1849; Record reference code: TR 6, p 273

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Tipperary town; Date of trial: 08/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 339

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 259

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 71; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 32; Comments: Convict died at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/04/1855

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 15/03/1850; Description of crime: Harbouring Catherine Moore (Murderess); Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 364;
Comments: See Catherine Moore, TR 10, p 364

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 12/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 64

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny of poultry; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 201

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** ELIZA;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** ELIZA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 8, p 212

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** GARR;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** HENREITTA;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 07/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 201; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 T 19

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 29/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony book; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 04/06/1851; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 55;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/07/1855

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 5;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 31/10/1836

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/04/1840; Description of crime: Felony copper funnel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 216

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 14/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: Queen’s County; Date of trial: 11/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4 p 286

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 24

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Stealing money and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 21;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/01/1856

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 11/04/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 171

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 137;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder Insane; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ROSANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/11/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ROSE ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless security within 3mths;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 231;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register and bailed before expiration of 3 mths

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/08/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 188; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 02/05/1853

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony of brass plate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 63

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 08/01/1857; Description of crime: Cutting and wounding; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 15, p 46; Comments: Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol Co. Dublin, 14/01/1857 at Philipstown Gaol, King's County, 22/10/1857 at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 14/12/1858

**Surname:** THOMPSON; **First name:** WILLIAM; **Alias:** Lord, William;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 03/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 11, p 133
Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bail given in 2 mths; Record reference code: TR 2, p 7

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 19/03/1839; Description of crime: Assault and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 171; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 T 21; Comments: Convict who lives in the Parish of Enniskillen, Co Fermanagh, has a wife, Franc- is and child.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/10/1840; Description of crime: Felony wood; Sentence: Trasnportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Highway Robbery aimed; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 99; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1857

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 16/07/1842; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 73

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855
Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ELLIS THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 60;
Comments: Convict sent to America

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mullingar, County Westmeath; Date of document: 15/03/1826; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2878;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to transportation. States he has a wife, six children and an aged mother dependant on his support. Character references including the Parish Priest of Rathaspick, Co Westmeath and J.W, Murray with whom he had lived 2 years employed as a Post boy in Rathowen, Co Westmeath

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Ann Thompson;
Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: PPC 3859;
Comments: Convict has been imprisoned three and a half years. Petitioner refers to two former memorials signed by Gentlemen in Co Down, which had been submitted on the convicts behalf. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Receiving a stolen purse; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 T 26;
Comments: Convict is a widow with children. Other defendants; Margaret Farrell and Eliza Smith.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing 5 yrd of Cashmere;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8;
Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 03/04/1838; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing 1/2 pint measure; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions. Convict was convicted for sever- al other offences at different intervals

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a handkerchief; Sentence: 2 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calender of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. Information entered above are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JAMES;

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: HUGH;

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: THOMPSON; First name: JOHN;

Surname: THOMSIT; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Lifford, Co Donegal; Description of crime: Obstructing an officer in his duty; Name of petitioner: Convict and John Duncan; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3871; Comments: Convict was apprehended with John Duncan for the same offense. Petitioning for a license to be granted to John Deering, one of his Majestys Counsel, to plead for them at the next assizes at Lifford. Petition not dated.

Surname: THOMTAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: THORN; First name: WILLIAM ROMANIE;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 26/07/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 29; Comments: Convict possibly military convict - see HACKER, Elizah, TR 13, p 29

Surname: THORNBERRY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 37; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, 23/03/1838

Surname: THORNTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Sentence: transportation 15 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: THORNTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: THORNTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8 p 118
**Surname:** THORNTON; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 241

**Surname:** THORNTON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs impt.;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72;
Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register

**Surname:** THORNTON; **First name:** PATT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/04/1850; Description of crime: Killing heifers; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 94;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

**Surname:** THORNTON; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 8;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** THORNTON; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 13

**Surname:** THORNTON; **First name:** THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny of sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 91;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** THORNTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 78
Surname: THORNTON; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1847 T 3

Surname: THORNTON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: THORP; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 26/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

Surname: THORPE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 8, p 175

Surname: THORPE; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: THORPE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/06/1845; Description of crime: Felony (of trousers); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: THORPE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of document: 09/05/1799; Description of crime: Murder; Name of petitioner: Peter Dunne; Relationship of petitioner: Father in law; Record reference code: PPC 3901; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brothers in law, James and John Dunne for the same offense. Petitioner states that they were ordered to be discharged but the gaoler has refused to release them.
Surname: THORPE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 20/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 T 7;
Comments: Convict worked as a Servant.

Surname: THORPE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: THREEHY; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/02/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 253

Surname: THUNDER; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of copper tools; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: THUNDER; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 25/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony locks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 66

Surname: THURTAGH; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 126

Surname: TIBS; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 80

Surname: TIDD; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 14/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 14/10/1844;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Description of crime: Attacking houses by night; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 T 10

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night and attacking houses; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152;
Comments: see also Peter Naughton, Thomas Tighe and Michael O'Hara, TR 5, p 152

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 142; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 T 1

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/01/1844; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 T 2;
Comments: Convict transferred to Depot, 13/03/1844

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 156;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Description of crime: Attacking houses by night; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 T 3; Comments: see James Donlan, TR 5, p 152 Prisoner was convicted of attacking the house of Michael Rush on 13 Feb 1844. James Donnellan and Martin Moogan were also convicted. Prisoners residence given as Doughill, near Roscommon town

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 3 mths impt and transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130; Comments: Convict ordered up 08/05/1845

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 14/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 142

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 177

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 30/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 112

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 18/06/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).
Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co. Kildare;
Date of trial: 20/04/1824; Date of document: 30/04/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2495;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home after sunset. Resides at Bolton, Co. Kildare.

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Naas, Co Kildare;
Date of trial: 20/04/1824; Date of document: 30/04/1824; Description of crime: See comments; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2495;
Comments: Convict was convicted under the Insurrection Act for being absent from his home after sun set. Resides at Bolton, Co Kildare.

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: DOMINICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 20/03/1844; Date of document: 21/03/1844; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc27;
Comments: Sheriff requests prisoners immediate removal for transportation.

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Meath; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 06/01/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)
Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1845; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATHLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: TIERNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MURTAGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 24/05/1842; Description of crime: Armed robbery; Sentence: Transp.15 years, commuted to 3 years imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 T 26

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: The Mary prison ship; Date of document: 02/10/1798;
Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 347

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 19/08/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, embarked on board the Pyramus, female convict ship, Daughter's name, Johanna Tierney or Hogan

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 B11;
Comments: Convicts daughter Johanna, was granted a free passage to New South Wales, she was married to William Hogan and had 3 children, residing at Crawfords Lane, Bruff.

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Name of ship: MANGLES;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whose application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to
Surname: TIERNEY; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/03/1844; Date of document: 05/1844; Description of crime: Assault and appearing in arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 162; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 T 7;
Comments: Petitioner was Parish Priest of Birr, Kings County and Lockeen, Co Tipperary. Prisoner was resident in Parish of Lockeen. Patrick Harte was also convicted.

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 295

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 34

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault and injuring habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 187;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 155;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 29/01/1850

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: DAVID;
Surname: TIERNEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1855; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 13;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol Co. Dublin, 10/10/1855 at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork 28/06/1856 departed to Bermuda 23/10/1859 detained at Smithfield Gaol Co. Dublin 01/03/186

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 88;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1856; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 220

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 25/09/1850 Convict's name struck through from Register

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 25/10/1836; Description of crime: Grevious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 12 mths impt;
Surname: TIERNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 27/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 176

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/08/1849; Description of crime: Murder of Thos Burke; Sentence: To be hanged on Wed 12/09/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 26/07/1847; Description of crime: Attacking houses and stealing arms; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 123

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 81

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 14/10/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 101

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MARTIN; Alias: Maher, Martin;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1845; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (01/12/1845) commuted to life;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/04/1857

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 07/03/1844; Description of crime: Posting a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprt; Record reference code: TR 5, p 106; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 T 8; Comments: Convict's name struck through from Register Prisoner was convicted of posting a notice and firing a shot into the house of William Green of Ballinakil, Kings County. Prisoners residence given as Ballina kil, Barony of Clonlisk, Kings County, sentence commuted to 2 years imprisonmen

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 5, p 78

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted to 1 yr imprt; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 16/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 83
Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 64;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 06/04/1853

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: MURTOCK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing arms from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 105

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 90

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/12/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 127;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King’s County; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Assault with intent to rob; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 08/07/1836; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 168;
Comments: Convict detained on board huld Essex, 22/07/1836

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2 p 59
Surname: TIERNEY; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 243

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 09/08/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8 p 77

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 20/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/08/1851;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Longford; Date of document: 18/02/1841; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting a rape;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 2;
Comments: Convict is awaiting trial.

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1848; Date of document: 19/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing;
Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Daughter's name, Johanna Tierney.

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 26/03/1799; Name of petitioner: D Daly; Relationship of petitioner: Landlord;
Record reference code: SPP 852;
Comments: Originally from Co Galway.
Surname: TIERNEY; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Govt Prison; Date of trial: 23/03/1847; Date of document: 27/08/1850; Description of crime: Feloniously attacking a house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 T 4

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Ellen Reagan, residing in Bruff, Co. Limerick.

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: REGALIA 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Brien, residing at Bridge St, Glenarm.

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 22/10/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

Surname: TIERNEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 14/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: TIGHE; First name: FRANCIS;
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Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 08/04/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 71

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Killing cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs (08/12/1847); 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 110

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 172

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** MARY; Alias: Molony, Mary;

Sex: F; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 373

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County leitrim; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing weights; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 100

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 28/12/1849; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 92; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 02/02/1856

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Shooting at; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/04/1843; Description of crime: Felony watches; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night and attacking houses; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 152; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 T 4;
Comments: See also Tiernan, Edward and Naughton, Peter and O'Hara, Michael Prisoner was convicted of firing a pistol at Martin Kenny with intent to maim him.

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 15/01/1844; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 155

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mayo County Gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Kilkenny; Date of document: 03/1847; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 B 6

**Surname:** TIGHE; **First name:** MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Date of document: 03/09/1799; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Name of petitioner: Margaret Tighe; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: SPP 853; Comments: From Summerhill, Co Meath.

Surname: TIGHE; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of document: 24/06/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4; Comments: List of prisoners families who have applied to and obtained the sanction of the Government Authorities to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Margaret Tighe.

Surname: TIGHE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Van Diemens Land; Date of trial: 1844; Date of document: 06/05/1845; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Thomas Dillon; Record reference code: CRF 1845 F 10

Surname: TIGUE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of trial: 17/06/1847; Date of document: 19/01/1853; Description of crime: Forcibly taking property; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1852 T 1

Surname: TILSEN; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 176; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: TILSON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Trim, County Meath; Date of document: 20/06/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc84; Comments: Note requesting that no decision is reached regarding the convict without consulting the writer.

Surname: TILSON; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of document: 24/06/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: List of prisoners families who have applied to and obtained the sanction of the Government Authorities to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Margaret Tilson.

Surname: TIMBLIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3898;
Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict has been confined since the last Assizes.

Surname: TIMMAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: TIMMIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 18

Surname: TIMMINGS; First name: COLEMAN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 61;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/01/1858

Surname: TIMMINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Name of ship: I;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: TIMMONS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Picking pockets; Sentence: Transp.7 years, commuted to 2 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 T 14;
Comments: Convict lived with his mother, Francis, at 57, Marlborough St., Dublin, and worked as a paper stainer in Sackville St. Dublin.

Surname: TIMMONS; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

Surname: TIMMONS; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 142

Surname: TIMMONS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 151

Surname: TIMMONS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 05/01/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs and Penal Servitude 3 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 62

Surname: TIMMONS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 79; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1837

Surname: TIMNEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dungannon; Date of trial: 03/1844; Date of document: 04/1844; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Timney; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1844 T 6; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Portadown, Co Armagh.

Surname: TIMONY; First name: ROSE ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1836; Description of crime: Stealing cloth valued @ 7/s; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 T6; Comments: Convict a widow resides in Portadown Parish, Drumchree, Co Armagh with her nine children.

Surname: TINSEY; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Tivry, Charles;
Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

**Surname:** TIPPING; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/03/1839; Description of crime: Uttering counterfeit coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 290; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 T 17; Comments: Convict is a native of Moy, Co Tyrone and is a widow with five children. Convict file contains petitions from the inhabitants of Moy and Dungannon, Co Tyrone on the convicts behalf, stating that she is aged about 50 yrs.

**Surname:** TISDALL; **First name:** ANDREW; Alias: Kelly, Andrew;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 140

**Surname:** TISDALL; **First name:** ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

**Surname:** TIVANE; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 25/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 80

**Surname:** TIVRY; **First name:** CHARLES; Alias: Tinsey;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 22/11/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

**Surname:** TOAL; **First name:** HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 07/01/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 T 3; Comments: Convict has a wife, Sarah, and 3 children. Convict lives at Castledawson, Co Londonderry.

**Surname:** TOBIN; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc36; Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation but held back on account of ill health.

Surname: TOBIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary Town; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Assaulting police escorting flour and robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Mary Tobin and Self; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: TR 6, P 181; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 T 8

Surname: TOBIN; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 14/06/1798; Name of petitioner: John Bell; Record reference code: SPP 319

Surname: TOBIN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: TOBIN; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 15/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny, 2nd Conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35

Surname: TOBIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/12/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 39; Comments: Prisoner was detained at Spike Island gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: TOBIN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 191; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island gaol Co. Cork, 09/04/1854
Surname: TOBIN; First name: EDMUND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 100

Surname: TOBIN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Soliciting to attack Police Barrack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256

Surname: TOBIN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 04/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

Surname: TOBIN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: TOBIN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 11, p 14

Surname: TOBIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1843; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Record reference code: TR 5, p 6; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 T 7; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham gaol, Co Dublin, 27/04/1843

Surname: TOBIN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 29/09/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to bedischarged 08/09/1855
Surname: TOBIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Meath; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transporation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: TOBIN; First name: JOHN (BRIEN);
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 15/03/1856; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 19

Surname: TOBIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Kerry City; Date of trial: 01/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 75;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham gaol Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: TOBIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/03/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transporation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 129

Surname: TOBIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 108

Surname: TOBIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Feloniously killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation Life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 131;
Comments: Convict detained at Pegeon House gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: TOBIN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: TOBIN; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/07/1849; Description of crime: Cowstealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 157

Surname: TOBIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of trial: 02/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs (Died); Record reference code: TR 11, p 27; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island gaol Co. Cork, 25/03/1853

Surname: TOBIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: horse stealing; Sentence: Transporation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: TOBIN; First name: MOSES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/11/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 37; Comments: Convict has a wife. Other defendant; John Cullen.

Surname: TOBIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 02/07/1836; Description of crime: Felonously killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 126; Comments: Convict detained on board huld Surprise, 30/07/1836

Surname: TOBIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Tipperary city; Date of trial: 21/07/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting police escorting flour and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 181

Surname: TOBIN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254

Surname: TOBIN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 15

Surname: TOBIN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75

Surname: TOBIN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1854; Description of crime: Bestiality; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Convict died at Mountjoy gaol Co. Dublin, 10/02/1855

Surname: TOBIN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/01/1858 or 07/07/1858

Surname: TOBIN; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: TOBIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery of Post Office letters; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: TOBIN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co Clare; Date of trial: 11/07/1843; Date of document: 03/08/1843; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 5, p 17; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 T 9; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham gaol, 21/08/1843

Surname: TOBIN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/09/1857

Surname: TOBIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 32

Surname: TOBIN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: CO Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Feloniously killing sheep; Sentence: TL; Record reference code: TR 1 p131; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 T 14

Surname: TOBIN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 T 14

Surname: TOBIN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Tedner Dublin bay; Date of document: 15/04/1799; Name of petitioner: People of Conahill,; Record reference code: SPP 854

Surname: TOBYN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/06/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 321; Comments: A native of Pitt St. Dublin, employed as a messenger in the House of Lords.

Surname: TODD; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Receiving Stolen Goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: TODD; First name: HANNA;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 109

**Surname**: TODD; **First name**: ISABELLA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Co Leitrim; Date of trial: 16/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 259

**Surname**: TODD; **First name**: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/09/1824; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2496; Comments: Convict has five children. Petition received 8 Dec 1824.

**Surname**: TODD; **First name**: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: New Prison (Dublin); Date of trial: 09/1824; Date of document: 21/03/1825; Description of crime: Selling forged notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4142; Comments: Convict is a widow. States her husband had served in the 44th Regiment and her two sons are now serving in the same corps in the East Indies.

**Surname**: TOGHER; **First name**: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 14; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham gaol Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

**Surname**: TOGHER; **First name**: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 28/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny purse - 1 shilling; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 8, p 142

**Surname**: TOGHER; **First name**: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Appearing armed and attempting to compel N Caffrey; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 F 16
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Surname: TOGHER; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Appearing armed and issuing threats; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc15; Comments: convicts parents and pregnant wife are dependant on his support.

Surname: TOHEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: TOHILL; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 257

Surname: TOLAN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 04/02/1799; Description of crime: Suspicion of being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and 9 others; Record reference code: SPP 379; Comments: Arrested in Besfast in 1797

Surname: TOLAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 151; Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: TOLAN; First name: PERCY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Antrim City; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5

Surname: TOLAND; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 11/12/1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 351; Comments: Arrested in Belfast in april 1797

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: TOLAND; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 20/03/1798; Name of petitioner: prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 352

Surname: TOLAND; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 12/09/1797; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: SPP 50;
Comments: Convict has been confined since 17 April on no apparent change. Prays to be brought to trial at the next assizes at Antrim or to be admitted to bail. States he resides in Belfast, Co. Antrim and has a wife and family

Surname: TOLAND; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 T 29;
Comments: Convict has three children and his mother dependant on his support.

Surname: TOLAND; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny of linen; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 T 24;
Comments: Convict has three children and his mother dependant on his support. Includes a character reference from the inhabitants of Belfast, Co Antrim.

Surname: TOLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict and 12 others;
Record reference code: PPC 3847;
Comments: Petitioning for their liberty. State they were rejected for Naval Service on account of their infirmities. Petition not dated, possibly 1801-06.

Surname: TOLER; First name: THOMAS DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 30/06/1817; Date of document: 18/08/1817; Description of crime: Making and Possessing counterfeit tokens; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Relationship of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4097;
Comments: Convict has 3 daughters (eldest 12) wife deceased. States he served severl yrs in the Army (encounters listed) as a Quarter Master and returned to Ireland and settled in Drogheda, Co Louth where he started a cotton business. Included is a letter from the Judge whom the convict was tried recommending the convict

Surname: TOLIN; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham gaol; Date of document: 10/03/1799; Relationship of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 354

Surname: TOMALTY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1852 T 12

Surname: TOMILTY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from prison; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 128

Surname: TOMILTY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 201

Surname: TOMKIN; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/04/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 357

Surname: TOMKINS; First name: ELISA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1831; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Death, commuted to trans life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3617; Comments: Petition not dated, possibly 1831.

Surname: TOMKINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 21/12/1837; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 54

Surname: TOMKINS; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: TOMKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 56

Surname: TOMKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs comuted to imprisonment; Record reference code: Tr 2, p 55; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 1

Surname: TOMLIN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 13/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 6, p 60

Surname: TOMMY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: TOMNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 158; Comments: Convict served in the 15th Foot Regiment. Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 31/03/1856 at Spike Island gaol, Co. Cork, 16/02/1857 at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/185

Surname: TOMPKINS; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony Waistcoating; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225
Surname: TOMPKINS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 16/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 3, p 56

Surname: TOMY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/02/1837; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: Tr 2, p 140;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: TONE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/10/1835; Description of crime: Rioting; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 T 15;
Comments: Convict resides in Tullaroan, Co Kilkenny and has a wife and three children.

Surname: TONER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 54;
Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: TONER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 1

Surname: TONER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/11/1828; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Joseph Druitt; Relationship of petitioner: Vicar of Denn Glebe;
Record reference code: PPC 3465;
Comments: Vicar of Denn Glebe, Co Cavan, petitioning on behalf of the convict. States the convict has seven children. Petition endorsed; Transported in the Ferguson Convict ship.

Surname: TOOHEY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Forgery of bank notes; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 21; Comments: Convict was detained at Grangegorman Gaol, Co Dublin, 10/01/1839

**Surname:** TOOHEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 45; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Toohey, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in Nenagh, Co Tipperary.

**Surname:** TOOHEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Name of ship: ANDROMEDA 1830; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Mary Skahill, residing at Knockkalton, Lisbonny.

**Surname:** TOOHEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 128

**Surname:** TOOHILL; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 8, p 258

**Surname:** TOOHILL; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256; Comments: Convict was detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1885

**Surname:** TOOHY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1830; Date of document: 22/10/1835; Name of ship: I; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 6;
Comments: List of free settlers, convicts wives and their children for whom a free passage has been provided on board the Roslyn Castle to New South Wales, wife's name Mary Skahill

Surname: TOOHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of document: 08/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name Margaret Skahill

Surname: TOOHY; First name: DAVIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation Life;
Record reference code: Tr 1, p 202;
Comments: Convict was detained on board hulk, 28/03/1836

Surname: TOOL; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 16/01/1857; Description of crime: Larceny from Person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 35;
Comments: Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol Co. Dublin, 23/02/1857 at Spike Island Gaol Go. Cork, 23/11/1857

Surname: TOOL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 00/00/1848;
Record reference code: TR 7, 215

Surname: TOOL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 72; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: CA 03/1821; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Description of crime: Smuggling tobacco; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824, 3rd petition dated 6 Aug 1824

Surname: TOOL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 03/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and five others; Record reference code: PPC 2435; Comments: Petitioning to be discharged or removed to Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Complaints of which are detailed.

Surname: TOOLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of document: 01/08/1820; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Peter Toolan; Relationship of petitioner: Brother; Record reference code: PPC 1478; Comments: Convict resides in Boyle, Co. Roscommon. other defendant, Patrick Flynn.

Surname: TOOLAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/06/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: Tr 9, p 66

Surname: TOOLE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 66; Date of trial: 20/06/1807; Date of document: 12/02/1810; Description of crime: STEALING A POCKET BOOK; Sentence: transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1258; Comments: Memo in connection with the convict.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/12/1807; Description of crime: Stealing some wine; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3967; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that he be granted a pardon on condition of enlisting in the Navy.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 43; Comments: Return of convict capitally convicted.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 412;
Comments: A List of Prisoners signed by the Major Sirr

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 24/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 05/11/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHUSIE 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN JNR;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/01/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 25/02/1840; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death (executed 19/03/1840);
Record reference code: TR 3, p 183;
Comments: Name struck through, see Thomas Glennon

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 03/08/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 40

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 16/10/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kings; Date of trial: 24/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 68; Comments: Convict detained at Grangegorman Gaol Co. Dublin, 07/11/1837

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony of Sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 91

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1840; Description of crime: Misdemeanor; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 303

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 16/03/1853; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 13, p 114; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/26/1858

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 13/11/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 209; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 04/12/1856

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTORGE

BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 223;
Comments: Convict was detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 11/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from barrack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 211

Surname: TOOLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: Tr 6, p 61;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork

Surname: TOOLE; First name: PAT; Alias: Toole Peter;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 72

Surname: TOOLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 32

Surname: TOOLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Killing of Sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 74;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 07/08/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: TOOLE; First name: PATT;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 113; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: TOOLE; First name: PETER (OR PAT);

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 72; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 31/05/1859

Surname: TOOLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 32

Surname: TOOLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 04/01/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 7, p 73; Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 11/02/1839; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: TOOLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 188

Surname: TOOLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 08/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 120; Comments: Convict was ordered to be discharged, 18/04/1855

Surname: TOOLE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 123

Surname: TOOLE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/03/1853; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1857

Surname: TOOLE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony door; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: TOOLE; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN; Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: TOOLE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 10/02/1838; Description of crime: Assault with intent to kill; Sentence: Death commuted to life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 4; Comments: Convicts parents reside at No 10 Harmony Row, Dublin City.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 13; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/02/1852; Description of crime: Assault with intent to commit highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 45; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/11/1858

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 22/11/1823; Description of crime: Theft of 20 yrds of Linen; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2169; Comments: Convict is a widow with two children, a son and daughter. Petition received 17 Dec 1823.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Insurgency; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 04/07/1799; Description of crime: Acts of Insurgency; Record reference code: PPC 3907; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wexford Gaol.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3908; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in Wicklow Gaol.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: AUSTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of document: 14/07/1799; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery;
Surname: TOOLE; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict is a Lunatic.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799;
Description of crime: Stealing copper;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Co Mayo; Date of document: 06/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 T 9

Surname: TOOLE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy, Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self and other convicts;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9);
Comments: Removed to Ennis Convict depot. Constantly plotting escape.

Surname: TOOLE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: TOOLE; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost Prison; Date of document: 11/04/1799; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Bartholomew Chamney; Record reference code: SPP 855

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/07/1827; Description of crime: Accomplice to a robbery of a bundle of clothes; Name of petitioner: William O'Brien; Relationship of petitioner: Brother of other depen; Record reference code: PPC 3129; Comments: Convict is a named accomplice to the crime for which Henry O'Brien (petitioners brother) was convicted and sentenced to transportation.

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Stealing one cow and one heiffer; Sentence: Transportation for life, commuted to trans.7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 T 38

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: JERMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 21/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 3 mths impt.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 T 49; Comments: Convict's name struck through

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: J W DARE 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 51

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 114; Comments: Convict ordered back with Naughton, Cornelius; Finn, Patrick; and Connell Francis.
Surname: TOOMEY; First name: BARCHOLEMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 203

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 31

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 10/03/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 T 3; Comments: Prisoner returned from New South Wales to Ireland in 1847 for a new trial.

Surname: TOOMEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 T 23

Surname: TOOMY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork Co; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc42

Surname: TOONEY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/07/1845; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 2 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 127; Comments: Convict's name struck through

Surname: TOONEY; First name: CATERHINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 02/11/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN 20/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 235

Surname: TOORISH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: T 7 years, commuted 1 year imprisonment.; Record reference code: CRF 1838 T 12

Surname: TOPHAM; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 31/08/1838; Description of crime: Felony sugar and whiskey; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: TOPPEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 12/04/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Stealing asses; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: TORMEY; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1850 T 12

Surname: TORPEY; First name: MATRIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: TORPEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Posting threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERBAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 24

Surname: TORPHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: TORPY; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 348

Surname: TORPY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 104; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: TORRENS; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 06/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: TORRY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/1837; Description of crime: Robbery of money; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 T 31

Surname: TORSSEY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 14/03/1856

Surname: TOSBERRY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 98; Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 24/02/1855

Surname: TOUCHBWRN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/11/1855

Surname: TOUCHSTONE; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 21/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 10, p 155; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 26/04/1852

Surname: TOUHY; First name: ALICE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 13, p 208; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/01/1857

Surname: TOUHY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 06/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: TOUHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 12/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 103

Surname: TOUHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 28/02/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 21

Surname: TOURY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: TOWMY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 02/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from Person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 52

Surname: TOWNER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 5, p 58

Surname: TOWNLEY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 02/03/1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: HIBER; Record reference code: TR 2, p 119

Surname: TOWNSEND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/02/1840; Description of crime: Obtaining money by false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189

Surname: TOWNSEND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/08/1845; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 32

Surname: TOWNSEND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 64; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1837; Description of crime: Base coin in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 121

Surname: TOWNSEND; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: TOWNSEND; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost. States convict will enlist.

Surname: TOWNSEND; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Description of crime: Robbery;
Record reference code: PPC 3909;
Comments: Calendar of convicts confined in the Provost, States convict will enlist.

Surname: TOWROE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 T 15;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children.

Surname: TOY; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 26/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 114

Surname: TOY; First name: TATT;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Abduction Riot and Assault; Sentence: Death commuted to 18 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 132;
Comments: Convict's name struck through

Surname: TRACEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 16/07/1842; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death, commuted to 3 weeks imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 T 24

Surname: TRACEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Philip Ryan;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 164; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 T 3

Surname: TRACEY; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 12/02/1848; Date of document: 17/03/1848; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 T 5;
Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 74th Foot Regiment.

Surname: TRACEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 20/06/1840; Description of crime: Intent to disable, felonously wounding with; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: TRACEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 05/03/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 164

Surname: TRACEY; First name: JERMIAH;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1853; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 117;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/02/1857

Surname: TRACEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 29/03/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 91;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 10/11/1853

Surname: TRACEY; First name: JUDITH;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 08/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 2, p 65;
Comments: Convict detained at Grangeforman Gaol, 10/01/1839

Surname: TRACEY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to cause grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 H 37;
Comments: Convict is a sawyer by trade and resides in Dublin. Other defendant: John Hud- son.

Surname: TRACEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault of Susan Lloyd; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1840 T 13;
Comments: Convict resides in Dublin City with his widowed mother.
Surname: TRACY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: TRACY; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 57; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59; Comments: Convict may have been convicted with Mary Smith

Surname: TRACY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 15/03/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation Life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 135; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: TRACY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 148

Surname: TRACY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 18/04/1850; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHEOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273

Surname: TRACY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132

Surname: TRACY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 09/04/1850; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 26/09/1852

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: TRACY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215

Surname: TRACY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72

Surname: TRACY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 28/10/1836; Description of crime: Assault with intent to kill; Sentence: Death 26/11/1836; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: TRACY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 08/08/1843; Description of crime: Conspiracy to murder; Sentence: Death commuted to Transportation for Life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 95; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 T 11; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 21/08/1843

Surname: TRACY; First name: THOMAS (PUNCH);
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 153

Surname: TRACY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 28/02/1848; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 93

Surname: TRACY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Irvine Prison; Date of document: 01/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 856

Surname: TRACY; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath;
Surname: TRAINOR; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 01/12/1846; Description of crime: Burglary and Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James 12/01/1854 and discharged from Spike Island

Surname: TRAINOR; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/10/1854; Description of crime: Breaking a shop and larceny therefrom; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 127; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol Kings County, 20/05/1858

Surname: TRAINOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 22/10/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: TRALEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1851; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 11, p 98

Surname: TRALEY; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 22/04/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 107

Surname: TRAMOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Down; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 T 12

Surname: TRANT; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Frant;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/07/1852; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 12, p 24;
Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Gaol Co. Dublin, 18/01/1857

Surname: TRASSY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of document: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Sibina Tressy; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1847 T 8; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Woodford, Near Loughrea, Co Galway.

Surname: TRAVERS; First name: BRYAN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 2, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 8; Comments: Convict is a native of Co Leitrim and is the sole support of his parents and family.

Surname: TRAVERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 9, p 17; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/09/1855

Surname: TRAVERS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 T 17; Comments: Convict has a wife, Bridget and five children.

Surname: TRAVERS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare Town; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Felony (of pig); Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 104; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Co. Cork

Surname: TRAVERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 33; Comments: Convict declared unfit at depot and detained at Smithfield Gaol Co. Dublin
Surname: TRAVERS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 T 13;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his wifes brother, Patrick Dunn, for the same offense Convict has two children.

Surname: TRAWLEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 106

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 24/08/1822; Description of crime: Possessing forged notes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1779;
Comments: Convict had served in the army in North America and was discharged in 1802. Has a wife and four children.

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co. Down; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 30/07/1822; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1790;
Comments: Convict had served in the army and fought in North America. Has a wife and four children. Several character references.

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 27/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 25/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 221

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 69

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 28/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: Tr 4, p 301

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: MARY; Alias: Reilly;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 12/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 323

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Highway Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 146; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Co. Cork

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/12/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 155

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 19/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 184

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 24/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony books and paper; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 61

Surname: TRAYNOR; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Name of ship: EARL ST. VINCENT 1823; Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Ann Traynor, residing in Parish of Mullabrack, Co. Armagh.

Surname: TRAYORS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/07/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE
00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: TREACY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: TREACY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: TREACY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: TREACY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF1845 misc4

Surname: TREACY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 5, p 96

Surname: TREACY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 07/03/1839; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 3, p 100
Surname: TREACY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/07/1844; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 5, p 96

Surname: TREACY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/07/1842; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted to 3 weeks imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 158;
Comments: Convict's name struck through

Surname: TREACY; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny City; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny of 1s 4d; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 T 38;
Comments: Convicts widowed mother and family are dependant on her support.

Surname: TREATY; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 06/02/1846; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 T 6

Surname: TREANOR; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Callaghan;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of imprisonment: Co. Armagh; Date of trial: 31/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, P 196

Surname: TREANOR; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Callaghan;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 31/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 145

Surname: TREANOR; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 145

Surname: TREANOR; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: TREANOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Sheep Stealing; Date of trial: 27/07/1839; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 8

Surname: TREEHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queens County; Date of trial: 09/03/1847; Description of crime: Assault on a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 165; Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork.

Surname: TRELFORD; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Malicious Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: TREMBLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 26/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 214

Surname: TRENDA; First name: JOHN; Alias: Robert Mullan;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 26/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: TRENDLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny highway; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 25; Comments: Convict’s name struck through. Convict died 23/07/1847

Surname: TRENWITH; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: LARCENY HIGHWAY; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 T4; Comments: Convict’s name struck through Convict joined his family in America.

Surname: TREPY; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 201

Surname: TRESSEN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 07/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11,p 23; Comments: Convict detained on board 'J N Dan' 00/12/1851 (John William Dare)

Surname: TRESSEN; First name: CATHERINE; Alias: Caroline Hatton;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Grange gorman; Date of trial: 07/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: John O'Leary; Record reference code: TR 11 p 23 (f); Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 T 21

Surname: TREVOR; First name: ANNE; Alias: See Ward Anne;

Sex: F; Record reference code: Tr 4, p 218

Surname: TREVOR; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 15/06/1839; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation Life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 48

Surname: TRIGY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 261

Surname: TRIHY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/04/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1842 T 25; Comments: Convict who lived in Tipperary Town is a Carpenter by trade.

Surname: TRIHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Stealing 5 Cloth Caps; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 152

Surname: TRILEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/07/1842; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 158

Surname: TRIMBLE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Co. Westmeath; Date of trial: 1847; Description of crime: Larceny and Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1848 T 1

Surname: TRIMBLE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/07/1846; Description of crime: Appearing armed; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 169

Surname: TRIMBLE; First name: WILLIAM (M);

Sex: M; Date of trial: 24/08/1854; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs Penal Servitude 14 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 14, p 158; Comments: Convict served in the 57th Foot Regiment Convict released on licence on 10/04/1861 and committed suicide by hanging himself at Clonmel on 25/07/1864

Surname: TRIMMING; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of document: 1817; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 18 others; Record reference code: PPC 4105; Comments: Convicts petitioning for mitigation of their sentences on the grounds of old age and infirmity.

Surname: TROFSEY; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/03/1847; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 91

Surname: TROY; First name: CATERHINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 23/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 144; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 11/10/1836

Surname: TROY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 20/03/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: TROY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 01/06/1841; Description of crime: Felony of a cap; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: TROY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: TROY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of a grate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: TROY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148

Surname: TROY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 05/01/1849; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 165
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Surname: TROY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 23

Surname: TROY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1844; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: Tr 5, p 195;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 13/03/1844

Surname: TROY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 08/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 130;
Comments: Convict was detained at Richmond Gaol Co. Dublin

Surname: TRUELOUE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 200

Surname: TRUELOVE; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Co Tyrone; Date of document: 08/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Abraham Truelove; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 T 12;
Comments: Petitioners residence given as Wombwell, Yorkshire, England.

Surname: TUAHEY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: TUAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 165
Surname: TUBARTY; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Cork city; Date of trial: 04/08/1801; Date of document: 19/08/1802; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 758; Comments: Convict has 6 children and resides in Dublin city and she states her husband is a sergeant in his Majestys Service in the East Indies. Character reference from Robert Hardins Inspector, Cork Gaol.

Surname: TUBBS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 339

Surname: TUCKER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 07/04/1838; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 12 mths impt.; Record reference code: TR 2, p 30; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 11; Comments: Convict's name and sentence struck through

Surname: TUITE; First name: MARY; Alias: See Skarter Mary;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: TUITE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/02/1850; Description of crime: Robbery in Dwelling House; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 05/03/1856

Surname: TULLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: TULLY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Subsequent Felony; Sentence: Transportation 8 yrs; Name of ship: MIDLOTHIAN 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 246

**Surname: TULLY; First name: BERNARD;**

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 29/03/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 95; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 T 24;
Comments: Convict was detained at Smithfield Gaol Co. Dublin

**Surname: TULLY; First name: FRANCIS;**

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 25

**Surname: TULLY; First name: FRANCIS;**

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and Former Conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 15;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

**Surname: TULLY; First name: FRANCIS;**

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 04/03/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 104

**Surname: TULLY; First name: HUGH;**

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 15; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 41;
Comments: Convicts father and nine children, natives of Co Cavan, are dependant on his support.

**Surname: TULLY; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/07/1838; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 61

**Surname: TULLY; First name: JAMES;**

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 10

Surname: TULLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 09/06/1857; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 15, p 46;
Comments: Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol Co. Dublin, 16/07/1857 at Spile Island Gaol Co. Cork, 21/04/1858

Surname: TULLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 60

Surname: TULLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 18/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: TULLY; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 17/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 248

Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 03/07/1843; Description of crime: Stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 14;
Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol 28/07/1843

Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 32
Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 28/07/1841; Description of crime: Horse Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 4, p 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 T 11; Comments: The convict supports a wife, 4 children.

Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK; Alias: See Farley Patrick;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 1, p 228

Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11,p 21; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King' County 02/11/1856

Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 09/10/1850; Description of crime: Stealing a Heifer; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 34; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol King's County, 05/02/1854

Surname: TULLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: Tr 3, p 20

Surname: TULLY; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 13/07/1839; Description of crime: Assaulting a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: TULLY; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 5; Comments: Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin 18/05/1836
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Surname: TULLY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Cattle Stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yr; Record reference code: TR 10, p 95; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 20/12/1854

Surname: TULLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Selling goods under false pretence; Sentence: transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2497; Comments: Convict has two children. Character references from inhabitants of Dublin City. Petition received in the year 1824.

Surname: TULLY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 10/04/1828; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3466; Comments: Convict was convicted at the Last Assizes of Roscommon.

Surname: TULLY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Attack on dwelling house and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 T 18; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Phill, and Patt Donohoe for the same offense. All three convicts reside in Moneycass, Co Cavan.

Surname: TULLY; First name: PHILL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Attack on dwelling house and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 T 18; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Peter and Patt Donohoe for the same offense. All three convicts reside in Moneycass, Co Cavan.

Surname: TULLY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Longford; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter of a Constable; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 T 15;
Comments: Convict is the eldest son and sole support of his widowed mother and children, all of whom reside in Lettergullen, Co Longford.

Surname: TULLY; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond and Mountjoy; Date of document: 05/01/1852; Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 1

Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Date of document: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 T 2

Surname: TULLY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 07/07/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: TUMILTY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 29/03/1832; Record reference code: PPC 3629; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Down Gaol, acknowledging receipt of orders for the reprieve of several prisoners sentences (all named).

Surname: TUMMINS; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: TUMMINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: TUMMINS; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Meath; Date of trial: 03/03/1844; Sentence: Life; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: TUMMINS (SMITH); First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: TUMMON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70

Surname: TUMMON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: TUMMULTY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Life; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: TUMMUS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Queens; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: TUMULTY; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/10/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 131

Surname: TUNEY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: House Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 71; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 10/05/1855

Surname: TUNNEY; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 12/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: TR 5, p 313; Comments: G.G. 22/04/1843

Surname: TUNNY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Maiming cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 71; Comments: Convict died 09/04/1848 Convict's name struck through

Surname: TUNNY; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 192

Surname: TUNNY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 27/10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 192

Surname: TUOHY; First name: HANORA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 05/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 240

Surname: TUOHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 113; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: TUOHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Robbery in Dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112

Surname: TUOHY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 21/06/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: RODNEY 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192

Surname: TUOHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/04/1850; Description of crime: Felony after second conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 187

Surname: TUOHY; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 12/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 178

Surname: TUOHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: TUOHY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: TUOHY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 18

Surname: TUOHY; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1850; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 10, p 35

Surname: TUOHY; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: See Tuohy Michael;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 192
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Surname: TUOHY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Attempted fraud; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2171; Comments: Convict is awaiting trial. States he served his apprenticeship to Patrick Thomas Tuohy, the acting clerk of the Crown and Peace for the Co, City of Limerick. Petition received 24 Sept 1823.

Surname: TUOL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 72; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of trial: 03/1821; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Description of crime: Smuggling tobacco; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and others; Record reference code: PPC 2273; Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824, 3rd dated 6 August 1824.

Surname: TUOMEY; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 11/08/1855

Surname: TUOMY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 35

Surname: TUPLIRY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy, Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Duck stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self and others convicts; Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: TURIS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 08/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 299

Surname: TURISH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 10/03/1838; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 160; Comments: Convict was removed from Westmoreland Convict's name struck through on Register Convict was detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: TURKINGTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 26/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 9

Surname: TURNER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 101; Comments: Convict died 28/04/1848

Surname: TURNER; First name: JANE; Alias: Devlin Jane;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Co.Londonderry; Date of trial: 14/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

Surname: TURNER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 256; Comments: G.G.L. 14/02/1844

Surname: TURNER; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing a donkey; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 18

Surname: TURNER; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of document: 02/1840; Record reference code: FS 1840 28; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on the Isabella for New South Wales. Sons name William Turner.
Surname: TURNER; First name: CORNELIUS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1847; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONGEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 30;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork

Surname: TURNOR; First name: ELIZABETH; Alias: See Smith Elizabeth;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 124

Surname: TURPY; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: TUSKEY; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 306

Surname: TUTE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Enniskillen; Date of document: 07/01/1799; Description of crime: Having pike heads in order to join the rebellion; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: I; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 362;
Comments: A native of the parish of Munterconnaught, Co. Cavan

Surname: TUTTY; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1823; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2172;
Comments: Convict has a wife and three children. Several character references from inhabitants of Dublin.

Surname: TWANLEY; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Fisanley (may be);

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND 18/04/1838;
Surname: TWEEDY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 147;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork

Surname: TWIGG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 1824; Description of crime: Breaking and entering a house; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4134;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his three sisters. Petition not dated, circa 1821-8 or 1833-34.

Surname: TWIGG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/1826; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4145;
Comments: Convicts parents are living. Petition received; 26 Mar 1825.

Surname: TWOHIBG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 31;
Comments: Convict was detained on board Hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: TWOHIG; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a horse; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY 23/09/1851;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 29;
Comments: Convict was detained at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork

Surname: TWOHY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 29/10/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: I;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 163;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855
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Surname: TWOHY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 06/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 130;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol King's County, 20/01/1855

Surname: TWOHY; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1850; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: 1 mth impt - pay find of 6s, transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 154;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/05/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 20

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 18/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yrs impt;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 32;
Comments: Convict's name struck through Register

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 19/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 15
Surname: TWOMEY; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/01/1857

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 23/08/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from Person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 52;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 08/12/1854

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 32; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 T 45;
Comments: Convict detained on board Hulk, 05/08/1836 Convict was transported to New South Wales. Convict ref file contains a memor- al from the Magistrates and inhabitants of Co Cork on behalf of the convict, states the con is from Carrick mahon, Co Cork and was a Boatman by trade

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: JEREMIAH;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: TWOMEY; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: TWOMY; First name: TIMOTHY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 31
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Surname: TWOMY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 27;
Comments: Convict's name struck through on Register

Surname: TWOMY; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc94

Surname: TWOOMEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 181

Surname: TWOOMEY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Stealing an ashe tree; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 28

Surname: TWOOMY; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 06/02/1852; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 34;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 05/01/1856

Surname: TWRNPANE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 09/08/1856; Sentence: Transportation life commuted to 10 yrs P.S.; Record reference code: TR 14, p 159;
Comments: Convict's sentence was later commuted to 4 yrs P.S. Convict was detained at Mountjoy Gaol Co. Dublin, 13/09/1856 at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 25/06/1857 at Smithfield Gaol Co. Dublin 16/02/186

Surname: TYGE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Philipstown, Kings Co; Date of document: 01/04/1826; Sentence: Transportation failing bail; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 2881;
Comments: Petitioning to be transported as he cannot procure bail. Petition endorsed; to be transported.
Surname: TYNAN; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kings County; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, P 300; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 T 9

Surname: TYNAN; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: King's Co; Place of imprisonment: King's Co.; Date of trial: 10/1845; Date of document: 16/02/1847; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1848 T 2;
Comments: Prisoner died on 15 February 1847.

Surname: TYNAN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 24/06/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 200;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/09/1857

Surname: TYNAN; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 27/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 300

Surname: TYNAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 16/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 156;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, 20/08/1851

Surname: TYNAN; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1836; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 139;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: TYNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 14/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 81
Surname: TYNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Judgement recorded commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 66;
Comments: Convict ordered to hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: TYNAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/01/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into building and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 174;
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 02/10/1853

Surname: TYNAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 157; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 T 20;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of a wife, child, sister and father. Convict is from Rusheen parish, Borrisoleigh, Co Tipperary.

Surname: TYNAN; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 117;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/05/185?

Surname: TYNAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Donegal Town; Date of trial: 06/02/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

Surname: TYNAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death commuted Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1 p66; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 T 1

Surname: TYNAN; First name: FRANCIS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 20/07/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self and Bridget Campbell; Relationship of petitioner: Bigamous Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1843 T 3

Surname: TYNAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Co Waterford; Date of document: 25/03/1799; Description of crime: Being an United Irishman; Name of petitioner: John Barley; Relationship of petitioner: Employer; Record reference code: SPP 857; Comments: From Queens County.

Surname: TYNDAL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 24/08/1804; Description of crime: Being an active leader in the Insurrection; Record reference code: PPC 1090; Comments: Report of Colonel Aylmer, Kilcock, Co Kildare.

Surname: TYNDALL; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 18/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony coat and trousers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 59

Surname: TYNDALL; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 17/02/1843; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Mary Tyndall; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: CRF 1843 T 2

Surname: TYNE; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 14/09/1830; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3533A; Comments: Character references signed by several, including a Parish Priest.

Surname: TYNON; First name: FANTON;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/02/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 42;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol Co. Dublin, 26/04/1843

**Surname:** TYRELL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 9

**Surname:** TYRELL; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 172

**Surname:** TYRELL; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 180; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged 03/10/1849

**Surname:** TYRELL; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 195; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol Co. Cork, 21/08/1854

**Surname:** TYRELL; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Provost, Dublin; Date of document: 22/08/1799; Record reference code: PPC 3909; Comments: Calender of convicts confined in the Provost.

**Surname:** TYRREL; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Queen's County; Date of trial: 14/04/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132

**Surname:** TYRREL; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 23/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 147
Surname: TYRREL; First name: ELINOR;

Sex: F; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Handings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: TYRRELL; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Place of imprisonment: Mullingar; Date of trial: 03/04/1849; Date of document: 1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery;
Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 T 6

Surname: U; First name: HEARNE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/10/1799; Description of crime: Administering oaths;
Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Thomas Mc Kenna;
Record reference code: SPP 388

Surname: U; First name: POWER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 25/10/1799; Description of crime: Administering oaths;
Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Thomas Mc Kenna;
Record reference code: SPP 388

Surname: U; First name: LONG;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 04/04/1799; Name of petitioner: General Johnson;
Record reference code: SPP 394 Was embarked on board the De Vries transport on 26 February 1799

Surname: U; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: USHART; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Date of document: 20/08/1845; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: William Matthews; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergyman;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 V 1
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Surname: USHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life - 18 mth impris; Record reference code: TR 2, p 162

Surname: USHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: USHER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol; Date of trial: 1837; Date of document: 08/1837; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death - Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Catherine Lewis; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: CRF 1837 V 7

Surname: VAHY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co Mayo; Date of document: 27/02/1799; Description of crime: Being concerned in the Rebellion; Record reference code: PPC 3898; Comments: Calender of convicts in Castlebar gaol. States convict was committed on 19 Feb 1799.

Surname: VAILE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Throwing fire into a hazzard; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 18 April 1835

Surname: VALENTINE; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Doyle, Margaret;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 303

Surname: VALENTINE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Dorothy Valentine; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 V 1
Surname: Vallally; First name: James;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 2

Surname: Vallely; First name: James;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 1

Surname: Vallely; First name: John;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 5

Surname: Valence; First name: Mary;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/01/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: Vallentine; First name: Catherine;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 272

Surname: Vallily; First name: John;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: Vance; First name: Robert;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 09/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: Vandeleur; First name: John;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/01/1852

Surname: VANES; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 06/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 24

Surname: VARDEN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 01/05/1828; Description of crime: Selling a stolen table cloth; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3467; Comments: Convict was arrested in Galway where she had been visiting her parents.

Surname: VARIAN; First name: ANNE; Alias: Green, Anne;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a lamb; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 13

Surname: VARIAN; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 03/09/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/08/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: VARIAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42

Surname: VARRILLY; First name: JUDY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 282

Surname: VAUGH; First name: ARNOTT;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 19/07/1848; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs after 2 mths confinement; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 21/09/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 04/07/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 105

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 08/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 29

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Houlihan, John;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 29

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 29; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 V2

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 23; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: VAUGHAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Surname: VEAL; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: VEAL; First name: WILLIAM;

Surname: VEALE; First name: BRIDGET;

Surname: VEALE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 75; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: VEALE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 264

Surname: VEALE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Description of crime: Smuggling tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Magistrates, Gentlemen; Record reference code: PPC 3860; Comments: Petitioning on behalf of the convict and three others (all named) who were convicted of smuggling tobacco at the last spring Assizes for the County. Two petitions...
not dated, circa 1821-28; 1833-34. Convict has a wife and six daughters (eldest 9 years)

Surname: VEECH; First name: BRYAN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 15/07/1847;
Record reference code: FS 1847 4;
Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Bridget Veech.

Surname: VENABLES; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: VERDEN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Administering poison; Sentence: Death commuted to life transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 V 2

Surname: VERDON; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Poisoning with intent to murder; Sentence: To be hanged commuted transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Surname: VERNER; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Misdemeaner;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Convict committed 24 March 1834.

Surname: VESEY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/08/1794; Description of crime: ROBBERY AND ASSAULT, KILLADY, CO. CORK; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.;
Record reference code: PPC 48;
Comments: Certificate of conviction.

Surname: VICARS; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 206

Surname: VICTORY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 62; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 17

Surname: VICTORY; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 26/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony umbrellas; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: VINCENT; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 29/01/1847; Date of document: 23/04/1847; Description of crime: Striking a superior officer; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1847 V1; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 47th Foot, Regiment.

Surname: VINT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Provost prison, Belfast; Date of document: 20/08/1804; Description of crime: Treasonable practices; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1091; Comments: Convict is a farmer and resides in Co Antrim, states he has a family (no details given).

Surname: VOSSER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 16/11/1855; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 43; Comments: Convict Detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/03/1856 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 16/02/1857

Surname: VOUGHAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and unlawful oath; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on James, 12/01/1854 and later ordered to be discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork
Surname: VOUGHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: VOUSDAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Forgery of a will; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: CRF 1839 V1;  
Comments: Convict has a wife and seven children and resides in Ballinrobe, Co Mayo.

Surname: WADDILL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 28/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 2

Surname: WADE; First name: THOAMS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 07/03/1820; Description of crime: Receiving money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation for 7yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict and Emily Wade; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;  
Record reference code: PPC 1567; 
Comments: Prays permission to transport himself to a country where he claims to have mercantile connections. Escaped from prison but was rearrested. Convict has 11 children including 5 orphans of his late sister. Trade by profession in Dublin City. Wifes petition dated 07 Dec 1819

Surname: WADE; First name: THOAMS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 04/02/1820; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Emily Wade; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;  
Record reference code: PPC 1569;  
Comments: Prays for her husbands removal to Kilmainham, Dublin, to be close to his family and friends. Petitioner resides at 7 Burnett Place. States that convict has been kept in heavy irons his attempted escape from the gaol.

Surname: WADE; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 299
**Surname:** WADE; **First name:** EDMOND;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 118

**Surname:** WADE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 25/05/1844; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162; Comments: See also Wade, Thomas

**Surname:** WADE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28

**Surname:** WADE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Killing and stealing a pig; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

**Surname:** WADE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperay; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs & 1 mths imprisonment; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 146; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/05/1851

**Surname:** WADE; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 18/03/1852; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 34; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/08/1853

**Surname:** WADE; **First name:** MARGARET;
Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 12 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 W18;
Comments: Convicts husband was a naval officer but drowned while on duty. Convict has 2 children.

Surname: WADE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Highway robbery & shooting with a pistol; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 186; Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on hulk James, 12/01/1854 and later discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WADE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 13/10/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY, 26/11/1847; Record reference code: TR 7, p 163

Surname: WADE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/04/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 25/05/1844; Record reference code: TR 5, p 162; Comments: See also Wade, John

Surname: WADE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 08/02/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3030; Comments: Letter from the convict, Camden, New South Wales, to his wife encouraging her to come out as a free settler. States he has been granted permission by the government for her to join him.

Surname: WADE; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: WADE; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: WADE; First name: JOHN;
Surname: WADE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: WADSWORTH; First name: EDWARD MAYNE;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/02/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 198

Surname: WADSWORTH; First name: EDWARD MAYNE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co Wicklow; Date of document: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Dawson Wadsworth; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1843 W 11;
Comments: Petitioners residence given as the City of Dublin. He previously resided in Rockcorry, Co Monaghan.

Surname: WAFER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentuary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. Second petition dated 15 June 1824.

Surname: WAFER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Date of document: 20/05/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and others;
Record reference code: PPC 2273;
Comments: Convict petitioning with seven others to be either discharged or removed to the Dublin Penitentuary. Convict was held back from transportation on account of his ill health. 2nd petition dated 15 June 1824.

Surname: WAFER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 03/07/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and five others; Record reference code: PPC 2435; Comments: Petitioning to be discharged or removed to Dublin Penitentiary. Convict was held back from Transportation on account of his ill health. Complaints of which are detailed.

**Surname:** WAFFER; **First name:** FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: PPC 626; Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

**Surname:** WAGSTAFF; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/12/1846; Description of crime: Sending a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 35

**Surname:** WAID; **First name:** ROSE; Alias: Byrne;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: CA 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, P 125(F)

**Surname:** WAID; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

**Surname:** WAID; **First name:** ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 125

**Surname:** WAINWRIGHT; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 29/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

**Surname:** WALDEN; **First name:** WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 25/02/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 105

**Surname:** WALDON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 12/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 172; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** WALDON; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Ballinasloe; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

**Surname:** WALDRON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 02/11/1799; Description of crime: Robbery of 18 quineas; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 158; Comments: Petitioning for himself and another prisoner, Patrick Hear, for pardon. Convict residing in Portumna, Co Galway.

**Surname:** WALDRON; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/11/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 34

**Surname:** WALDRON; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/04/1825; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: PPC 4167; Comments: Letter from the prosecutor on behalf of the convict requesting that his sentence be mitigated to transportation 7 years on confinement. States convicts mother is dependant on his support.

**Surname:** WALDRON; **First name:** BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: Ballinasloe; Place of imprisonment: Co Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1849; Date of document: 19/12/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of Butter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1849 Misc 2

**Surname:** WALLEN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co Tyrone; Date of document: 28/04/1831; Sentence: Trans; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3618; Comments: Petitioning to be permitted to take his 8 year old daughter with him to New South Wales. States his brother sailed to New South Wales, Kingstown, Dublin, in June 1830 on the Heekless and his parents sailed 3 years previously from Cork on the Joseph Burnet

**Surname:** WALLEN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 25/08/1829; Record reference code: FS 1829 1; Comments: Wife and family were granted a free passage to New South Wales.

**Surname:** WALLEN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Name of ship: ISABELLA 1824; Record reference code: FS 1828 2; Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who solicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Sarah Walen, residing, in Carrick Hill, Co. Antrim.

**Surname:** WALKER; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/12/1821; Date of document: 20/06/1822; Description of crime: STEALING GAMS; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict/H Gordon/M Kinsly; Record reference code: PPC 1718; Comments: All three convicted of the same crime.

**Surname:** WALKER; **First name:** ELISABETH;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Co. Fermanagh; Date of document: 15/03/1837; Record reference code: CRF 1837 Misc25; Comments: Medical inspectors report.

**Surname:** WALKER; **First name:** MATHEW;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballymena; Date of trial: 01/1846; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years; Name of petitioner: Margaret Walker; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 20

Surname: WALKER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 79; Comments: Convict died of natural causes, 26/02/1849

Surname: WALKER; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/01/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 75

Surname: WALKER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 W 3; Comments: Convict resides in Ballyconnell, Co Wicklow with his wife and children.

Surname: WALKER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 79; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 25/03/1837 See also William Halligan and Michael Maguire

Surname: WALKER; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 10; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: WALKER; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 15/07/1837; Description of crime: Uttering base coins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 159; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 58; Comments: Convict resides in Stranorlar, Co Donegal.
Surname: WALKER; First name: ABRAHAM;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 17/06/1837; Description of crime: Forgery of bill of exchange; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 51; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 67; Comments: Convict is a Merchant in Dublin City and has a wife and seven daughters.

Surname: WALKER; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony of a gown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 221

Surname: WALKER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/03/1856

Surname: WALKER; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 05/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 301

Surname: WALKER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 W 17

Surname: WALKER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 11/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94

Surname: WALKER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: WALKER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 28/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny of his master's property; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 120

Surname: WALKER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 12/04/1850; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 120

Surname: WALKER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 20/07/1839; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 2

Surname: WALKER; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Shoplifting; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: WALKER; First name: MARTHA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Shoplifting; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 78

Surname: WALKER; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 125

Surname: WALKER; First name: MATHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/12/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 1

Surname: WALKER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 130

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: WALKER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Downpatrick, County Down; Place of imprisonment: Downpatrick, Co Down; Date of document: 1825; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4244; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. Petition not dated, circa 1801-08.

Surname: WALKER; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1852; Date of document: 23/05/1853; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1853 G 14

Surname: WALKER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 02/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: WALKER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: WALKER; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 28/09/1799; Record reference code: SPP 858

Surname: WALKER; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of document: 15/07/1847; Record reference code: FS 1847 4; Comments: Return of Free Settlers embarked on board the Waverley convict ship to join their husbands and parents in New South Wales. Wifes name, Anne Walker.

Surname: WALKER; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 29/06/1840; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: FS 1840 10; Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Walker, residing in Carlow, requests a free passage to New South Wales.
Surname: WALKER; First name: ABRAHAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WALKER; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Longford; Date of trial: 22/01/1843; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: WALKERS; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Waters;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 29/10/1856; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 14, p 151; 
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/12/1856, and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/10/1857 Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/09/1862

Surname: WALKINS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Death recorded; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 205

Surname: WALL; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 1814; Description of crime: Cutting and felony of cloth; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; 
Record reference code: PPC 4058; 
Comments: Recommendation from the Recorder, for the mitigation of the sentences of several convicts.

Surname: WALL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; 
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: WALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cashel; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel; Date of document: 12/03/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; 
Name of petitioner: Eleanor Wall; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; 
Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 5

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: WALL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 24 Oct 1833

Surname: WALL; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: WALL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 256

Surname: WALL; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 15/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 286; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 W3

Surname: WALL; First name: JOAAC;

Sex: U; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 167

Surname: WALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 21/07/1856; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted Penal Servitude 12yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 59;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/09/1856 and later at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co 01/07/1857, and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork 26/04/1858

Surname: WALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/01/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 179

Surname: WALL; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Rape and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; Comments: See also Spillane, John and Walsh, Timothy

Surname: WALL; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 73

Surname: WALL; First name: LAURENCE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: WALL; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/03/1853; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/11/1853

Surname: WALL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 224

Surname: WALL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 10

Surname: WALL; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857
Surname: WALL; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 24/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWILL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 85

Surname: WALL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: WALL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: WALL; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 158

Surname: WALL; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107

Surname: WALL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 170

Surname: WALL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1855

Surname: WALL; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Felonies assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 150

Surname: WALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Housebreaking; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 20; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/05/1858

Surname: WALL; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 23/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 109; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1856

Surname: WALL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Attack on Cappaquin police barrack; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256

Surname: WALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 145

Surname: WALL; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 18/02/1859; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Penal Servitude 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 160; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/03/1859 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 23/11/1859

Surname: WALL; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826; Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after embarkation on Board the Rowena. Convict comes from Kildare.

Surname: WALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Louth; Place of imprisonment: Co Louth; Date of trial: 17/07/1867; Date of document: 22/08/1867; Description of crime: Treason felony; Sentence: Penal servitude 5 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1867 W 13

Surname: WALL; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Sligo; Date of trial: 16/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 W 6

Surname: WALL; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: WALL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 12 March 1835.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Down; Description of crime: possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3109; Comments: Convict resides at Comber, Co. Down. Other defendant, John Baxter, Petition received 12 June 1827

Surname: WALLACE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Co. Antri; Date of document: 20/12/1804; Description of crime: Being concerned in seditious practices; Name of ship: ]; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3956;
Comments: Convict has a wife. States he was forced to transport himself to America having been involved in the 1798 rebellion and had returned and was arrested for being concerned in the insurrection on 23th July 1803

Surname: WALLACE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 13

Surname: WALLACE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/03/1848; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent to steal carcass; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Name of petitioner: Mary Wallace; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: TR 8, P 72; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 W 14; Comments: See Egan John.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of document: 1799; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: WALLACE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 05/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 99; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Date of document: 03/04/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Bryan Reynolds; Relationship of petitioner: Father of Rape victim; Record reference code: TR 5, p 129; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 W 19

Surname: WALLACE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Surname: WALLACE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 71;
Comments: See also Wallace, Patrick

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 152;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/08/1855

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 01/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 152;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprize, 18/05/1836

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 154

Surname: WALLACE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 24/04/1846; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 169;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WALLACE; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Killing a heifer with intent to steal carcass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72; Comments: See also Egan, John

Surname: WALLACE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 06/03/1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 108; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 W 10; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Lyons for the same offense.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 13; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 290

Surname: WALLACE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: WALLACE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 213; Comments: Convict died in Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 01/07/1856

Surname: WALLACE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

Surname: WALLACE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Description of crime: Horse robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 71; Comments: See also Wallace, Edward

Surname: WALLACE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD OF AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 10, p 266

Surname: WALLACE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 03/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 131; Comments: Convict died in Trim hospital, 19/11/1850

Surname: WALLACE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 14/07/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 153

Surname: WALLACE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/04/1860; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 162; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 03/07/1860 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 20/03/1861

Surname: WALLACE; First name: ARTHUR;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/08/1800; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: John Cox,; Relationship of petitioner: Brother-in-law; Record reference code: PPC 609; Comments: Convict has wife and 2 children, a girl and a boy. Petitioners resides at No 25 Skinner Row Dublin.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 08/1821; Date of document: 23/12/1824; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2235

Surname: WALLACE; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Longford; Date of trial: 07/1817; Date of document: 25/07/1817; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 4093;
Comments: Letter from the Judge (before whom the convict was tried), stating that the convict has been transported. Other defendant: John Mc Keon.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford City; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 21/03/1825; Description of crime: House burning; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 4141;
Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of his sentence to imprisonment or to be transported on the next ship.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 34;
Comments: Convicts parents reside in Newcastle Town, Co Limerick.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Richmond; Date of document: 28/05/1852;
Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(8);
Comments: Removed to Smithfield.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Antrim; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 860;
Comments: From Muckamore Antrim.

Surname: WALLACE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/1846; Date of document: 08/06/1846; Description of crime: Riot and assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: John Boyd and others; Relationship of petitioner: Local clergy;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 13

Surname: WALLACE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 25/06/1852; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34
Surname: WALLAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of document: 09/07/1837; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Ann Wallan(Farrell); Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1837 37

Surname: WALLAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: WALLAN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Westmeath; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WALLER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 161

Surname: WALLES; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Date of trial: 07/1815; Date of document: 04/09/1817; Description of crime: Stealing a Coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4110; Comments: Convict served several years in the 87th Regiment.

Surname: WALLIS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 8, p 34; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: WALLIS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR10, p 41; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 19/06/1856
Surname: WALLIS; First name: CHRISOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 15/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 34

Surname: WALLS; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 68

Surname: WALLS; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 10/03/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 211

Surname: WALMSLEY; First name: MARY ANNE; Alias: Wanslow;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 154

Surname: WALPOLE; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851; Record reference code: TR 11, p 64

Surname: WALPOLE; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 374

Surname: WALPOLE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/04/1841; Sentence: Fine; Record reference code: CRF 1841 Misc11

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 15/10/1799; Description of crime: Stealing sugar from merchant; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 226; Comments: Convict has a wife, 3 children. Mother living. Several character references. Petition endorsed by friends and neighbours of convict.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 30/11/1799; Description of crime: Stealing sugar from merchant; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: PPC 228; Comments: Letter on behalf of the convict requesting postponement of sentence to enable relatives to present his case as deserving of mercy. Convict is due to transported the next day.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk, Co.Louth; Date of trial: 17/03/1794; Description of crime: Robbery and assault of John Thompson; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life.; Record reference code: PPC 49; Comments: Certificate of conviction

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Trim, Co. Meath; Date of document: 1804; Description of crime: Taking possession of Mannannstown House, Co. Meath; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and 11 others; Record reference code: PPC 1080; Comments: Convict was convicted with 11 others for the same offence. Some of the convicts were tenants on the Mannanstown Estate, Co. Meath.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/07/1820; Record reference code: PPC 1565; Comments: Memo. stating that no grounds can be traced in the case of the convict why a recommendation of clemency should be given, except that two gentlemen(named), will enter into security for him.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway town; Date of document: 04/06/1820; Sentence: transportation 14 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1566;
Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. Parents living.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork penitentiary; Date of trial: 1821; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1584;
Comments: Prays to be transferred to the penitentiary, where he can carry out his trade as a shoemaker. States he has been in prison two years.

Surname: WALSH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Cork City; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 05/05/1820; Description of crime: Stealing two sheep; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1568;
Comments: Convict was held back from transportation through the interference of John Freeman of County Cork, and Sir James Laurence letter. Has a wife and five children.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of imprisonment: Tralee, Co. Kerry; Date of document: 16/08/1820; Description of crime: Purchasing stolen property; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1571;
Comments: Convict from Dingle, Co. Kerry. Supports his father, three sisters and a brother, mother deceased. Employed in a shop in Dingle. Several character references from the inhabitants of Dingle.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 31/11/1822; Description of crime: Taking by force a letter;
Record reference code: PPC 1797;
Comments: Letter in favour of admitting the convict to bail. Endorsed; 'At present there seems no ground for any interference with the course of law'.

Surname: WALSH; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork City; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1819; Date of document: 1822; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1799;
Comments: Convict has been confined three yrs in prison. Second petition dated 1822.
Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 08/04/1827; Description of crime: Abduction of Alicia Murphy; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict and Philip Cahill; Relationship of petitioner: other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3064; Comments: Convict was convicted with Philip Cahill for the same offense. Refers to a former petition.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wexford; Date of document: 09/08/1827; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3148; Comments: Convict has five children.

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Castlebar, Co. Mayo; Date of trial: 09/08/1817; Date of document: 24/08/1817; Description of crime: Burglary and theft of oatmeal; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & several others; Record reference code: PPC 4090; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict be pardoned on condition of transportation for life. Petitions dated, 24 August 1817.

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Athy, County Kildare; Date of trial: 08/1802; Date of document: 1803; Description of crime: Aiding and assisting in murder; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3949; Comments: The murder was committed at Rathhangan, Co. Kildare at the time of the Rebellion (1798).

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Trans. life, commuted transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1837 W 56; Comments: Convict is the only son and support of his widowed mother and six sisters.

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 W 69; Comments: Convicts father, Anthony, resides in Youghal, Co. Cork. Other defendant: James Bryan.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 18/02/1799; Name of petitioner: John Power and others; Record reference code: SPP 363; Comments: A native of Bishopslough

Surname: WALSH; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Date of document: 29/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 30; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 W 42

Surname: WALSH; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs - com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self, Patrick Hyland, other; Relationship of petitioner: Local clergy & gentry; Record reference code: TR 8, P 119; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 W 19; Comments: Prisoner resided in Shanvare, Parish of Toomore, Co. Mayo.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 26/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 372; Comments: A native of Rathbale, Co. Mayo. Taken prisoner at the Battle of Ballinamuck.

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1798; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: R Dundas; Record reference code: SPP 331 A publican from Rathangan, Co Kildare.

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City Gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333;
Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 333;
Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during Rebellion period. Prays to be liberated or trial.

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva; Date of document: 15/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a sworn United Irishman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Henry Briscoe and others; Relationship of petitioner: Neighbours;
Record reference code: SPP 386;
Comments: A native of Ballytarsney, Co. Kilkenny

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Alexander prison ship; Date of document: 26/02/1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner;
Record reference code: SPP 414

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate; Date of document: 1799; Name of petitioner: Prisoner and others;
Record reference code: SPP 403

Surname: WALSH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford Gaol; Date of document: 01/03/1799; Description of crime: Participation in 1798 Rebellion; Name of petitioner: J Kennedy;
Record reference code: SPP 410

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 09/05/1797; Record reference code: SPP 48;
Comments: Letter on behalf of Judith Walsh requesting permission for her to visit her brother

Surname: WALSH; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/1832; Date of document: 26/07/1836; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: FS 1836 44; Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Walsh residing in Cashel, requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: WALSH; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 07/07/1839; Record reference code: FS 1839 121; Comments: Convicts wife, Mary Walsh granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in lickfinn, Co. Tipperary

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Violating the person of Mary Hickey; Record reference code: CRF 1836misc88; Comments: Committed 12 Nov 1833

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with a riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Convict committed 24 October 1833

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Sentence: Transprotation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: WALSH; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/04/1845; Sentence: transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: WALSH; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kerry; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 184 misc2

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kerry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clare; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WALSH; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: WALSH; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 20/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 279; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 W 26;
Comments: Convicts parents are deceased. States she is the sole support of eight children.

Surname: WALSH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 11/03/1853; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 186

Surname: WALSH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 08/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

Surname: WALSH; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 195

Surname: WALSH; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: WALSH; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 101

Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 04/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 245
Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 252

Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: Morris;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1851; Description of crime: Larceny 2nd conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 35 F

Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 41 F

Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/04/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 31 F

Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 10 F

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 118;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 11/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/10/1844; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 96

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/03/1836; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 6 mths; Record reference code: TR 1, p 57

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen cattle; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 66; Comments: Convict ordered to be detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 31/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 11/07/1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 01/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 30/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted discharge; Record reference code: TR 3, p 140

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 42

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/01/1854; Description of crime: Attacking dwelling by night; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 04/01/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: WALSH; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 31/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 45 F

Surname: WALSH; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 277

Surname: WALSH; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 31/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony iron scoop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 225

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOE; Alias: Shea, Joe;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperay; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 190

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 236; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1857

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHANNA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/09/1848; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 168; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1858

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 15/09/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Assault / aggravation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/02/1853

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 67; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/07/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 20/01/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/04/1852; Description of crime: Felony and former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 75; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/10/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 215; Comments: Convict on completing 2 yrs imprisonment, 09/08/1847

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 178

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 94

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/10/1837; Description of crime: Felony grate; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 53

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/07/1846; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 203

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 10/1839; Description of crime: Malicious; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 21

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 01/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 06/07/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 137
Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/07/1842; Description of crime: Being a member of an illegal society; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 134; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 W 25

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 01/04/1852; Description of crime: Entering a building and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 161; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing matches; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 150

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/07/1850; Description of crime: Soliciting to attack police barrack; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 10, p 256

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/10/1846; Description of crime: Stealing wheat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 192
Surname: WALSH; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/04/1853; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 204;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: WALSH; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48 F

Surname: WALSH; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 21/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 98 F

Surname: WALSH; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 01/02/1850; Description of crime: Felony and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 305

Surname: WALSH; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 208

Surname: WALSH; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 03/09/1856; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 44;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/09/1856 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/06/1857. Convict accidentally killed on the works at Haulbooline, 14/03/1867

Surname: WALSH; First name: CHRISTOPHER;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/09/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 58
Surname: WALSH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

Surname: WALSH; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 07/03/1854; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 131

Surname: WALSH; First name: DOMINICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 02/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p p 158; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/07/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/08/1858

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1850; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 126

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/01/1841; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 156

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/10/1857

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 28/01/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 54; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 W 15; Comments: Convict is a Carpenter by trade and the sole support of his widowed mother and four children.

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/01/1838; Description of crime: Grevious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 1, p 13

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/01/1841; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 256; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 W4; Comments: The convict supports her aged grandmother.

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Wilson, Brady, Anderson;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 22/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony window blinds and rug and sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Louth; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 8 mths; Record reference code: TR 8, p 205

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 301; Comments: See also Hartnett, Margaret

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/04/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 87 F

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny in shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 288

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Lyons, Ellen;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 198

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/10/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 383

Surname: WALSH; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/04/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 343

Surname: WALSH; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 03/09/1839; Description of crime: Felony cloaks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: WALSH; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/10/1849; Description of crime: Felony house breaking and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 188; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged and sent to America from Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/06/1850

Surname: WALSH; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death, 01/09/1847;
Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 02/11/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 62;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1858

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Robbery in a dwelling; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 85;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/10/1857

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/02/1842; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 61

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony of cow; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 47

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 06/07/1842; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 13

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/08/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1858;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 44;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/05/1858

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 06/11/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs and 1 mths imprisonment;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 135;  
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny in a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 168

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 111;  
Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1822; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted transportation 14 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 5, p 22

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1837; Description of crime: Having stolen plate in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 41

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES; Alias: McNamara, James;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;  
Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES; Alias: Walsh, James;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 29/12/1838; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 60

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;
Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 138

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 88

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 17

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 04/03/1844; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 180

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 102

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 02/03/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 204; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 14/09/1853

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 13/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 53

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/08/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 07/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 22

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN; Alias: Murphy, John;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Wilful murder; Sentence: To be executed, 22/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 75

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 19/10/1842; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 230;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/03/1853

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/01/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 85
Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/10/1849; Description of crime: Killing a ewe with intent to steal same; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 9, p 77

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 73

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 13/01/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 148

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 155

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 100; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/01/1852; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 21; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/05/1853
Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 29/10/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 159

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep and clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 26

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 30/11/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 35

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 31

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 26;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/03/1851

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 99;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/07/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 162;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/11/1855
Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 05/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny money and arms; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 33

Surname: WALSH; First name: BYRAN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Several larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: WALSH; First name: BYRAN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 14/03/1838; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 W 18; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 Convicts widowed mother is dependant on his support.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JUDITH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 14

Surname: WALSH; First name: JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: WALSH; First name: LAURENCE;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 03/03/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: WALSH; First name: LILIA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 9, p 59

Surname: WALSH; First name: LUKE;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/04/1845; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 30/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 212

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 246

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 263

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 30/10/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 331

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 327
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Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny in shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 288

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 04/12/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 319

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 13

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 02/03/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 82

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 65

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 72

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 28/02/1853; Description of crime: Stealing glass; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 53

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/03/1838; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 175; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 W 8; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838 Convict resides in Ballymacara, near New Ross, Co. Wexford. States he is the sole support of his parents.

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 90; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 18/11/1857

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 58; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 24/07/1855; Description of crime: Assault with intent to kill and murder his wife; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 69; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 14/08/1855 and later died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/03/1862

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/06/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 40; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 12/09/1852

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 10/01/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY; Alias: McCarthy;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 14/01/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 131

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 35

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/00/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 06/08/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 250

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/08/1847; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 00/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 191

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 08/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 174

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 295; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 W 1; Comments: Convict has a husband James and 3 children. Convict lives in Clonmel and her husband is a labourer.

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 306

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 229; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 199

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 57

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 04/08/1851; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 11, p 36; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 281

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 28/06/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 13 (F)

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 23/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 35 (F)

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/12/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 13

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 76

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 29/07/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 27

Surname: WALSH; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 18/07/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 125

Surname: WALSH; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 30;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836
Surname: WALSH; First name: MATHIAS; Alias: Rush, Mathias;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 15/06/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 154

Surname: WALSH; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 57; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 04/03/1853; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 29; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 27/02/1854

Surname: WALSH; First name: MAURICE;
Sex: M; Age: 46; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 73; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 14/08/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 52

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 230

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/01/1836; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 76; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 W 1; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 05/07/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 61

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 03/03/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 127;
Comments: Convict returned from Bermuda on board `James', 12/01/1854 and later ordered to be discharged from Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/06/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 32

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Kelly, Patrick;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 27/07/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 113

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 11/12/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 50;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 22/10/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 72

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 25/07/1850; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 126

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 72

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 84

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 87

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 136;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/10/1856

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 30/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 158;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 12/07/1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation for life,com.transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 144

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 11/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 18/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/10/1851; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 21; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/11/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Malicious assault and grievous bodily harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 152

Surname: WALSH; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: WALSH; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Armed assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 8, p 119

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 21/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 152

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Carnal knowledge of child; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 106; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 17/04/1850
Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/07/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 30/06/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 02/11/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 175

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 03/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 120

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 20/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 86

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;
Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 170

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 78

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 30/01/1850; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/10/1853

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 11/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 01/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony chamois skin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT; Alias: Mason, George;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1839; Description of crime: Imposture; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 90

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 11/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, com. to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 186

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 28/07/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 14/04/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 44

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 16/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1843; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 114

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 01/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Description of crime: Felony of horse; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 181

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 122

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing 3 bullocks; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 80

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 05/01/1850; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 273;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 25/02/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 17

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1836; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 140;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 10/08/1836

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 18/08/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 71

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Felony in dwelling house; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 126; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 10/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony writing desk; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/12/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 18

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/01/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 04/11/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 56; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/12/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict also convicted of cattle stealing and sentenced to 4 years penal servitude.

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 136; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/04/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing a candle stick; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 8, p 27

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 20/03/1852; Description of crime: Stealing a coat and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 22; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 09/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 177

Surname: WALSH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 26/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 84; Comments: Convict died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/07/1854

Surname: WALSH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Receiving and being in possession of stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 104;
Comments: Convict died in Naas Gaol, 14/07/1848

Surname: WALSH; First name: PIERCE;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a mare; Sentence: Transportation for life, comm. to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 148; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 48

Surname: WALSH; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: WALSH; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 66

Surname: WALSH; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 254; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 13/03/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 13/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony hat; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57

Surname: WALSH; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/02/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 124; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 W 10; Comments: Convict resides in the parish of Abbeylara, Co Longford. Other defendants: Thomas O'Donnell and Thomas Mathews.

Surname: WALSH; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 13/01/1837; Description of crime: Felony boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42
Surname: WALSH; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 13/03/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 61; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/01/1858

Surname: WALSH; First name: SIMON;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 22/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 32

Surname: WALSH; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 30/05/1842; Description of crime: Felony of work box; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 62; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 W 24; Comments: Convict lives with his widowed mother, Margaret, at 2 North King Street, Dublin.

Surname: WALSH; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony brass cocks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: WALSH; First name: Taidy;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 18

Surname: WALSH; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 30

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 71; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/06/1855
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Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/11/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 205

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 14/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 150

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1848; Description of crime: Robbery in dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 111; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 05/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 132; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 139

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 207
Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/07/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 147;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 11/08/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 01/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 26/06/1848; Description of crime: Killing a cow; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 74

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 24/10/1850; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 256;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Walsh, James;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 85

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 14/04/1854; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/05/1856

Surname: WALSH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 13/07/1849; Description of crime: Rape and robbery; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 9, p 111; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 See also Wall, John and Spillane, John, TR 9, p 111

Surname: WALSH; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 17/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 112; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 00/08/1853 See also Gregg, Michael and Patrick, TR 9, p 112

Surname: WALSH; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/03/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 101

Surname: WALSH; First name: WALTER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 19/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 9, p 129

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 26/03/1842; Description of crime: Felony of purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 W 13; Comments: Convict lives at 14 Robert St, Dublin with his father who is a master carpenter. Convict's brother is serving with the Indian Army.

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/05/1855

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/03/1851; Description of crime: Breaking into a warehouse; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: T 7 years after 3 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 03/09/1850; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 30/03/1837; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 48

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/01/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 163

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny in country house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 131
Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Description of crime: Rebellious activity; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 741; Comments: Letter and note in connection with case (16/10/1801).

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of document: 27/04/1801; Description of crime: REBELLIOUS ACTIVITY; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 742; Comments: Several character references from Major and inhabitants of Kilkenny.

Surname: WALSH; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/04/1801; Description of crime: REBELLIOUS ACTIVITY; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 743; Comments: Convict has wife and 3 children, and is a porter with Jenkin and Huddart.

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Naas, County Kildare; Date of document: 04/05/1804; Description of crime: TREASONABLE PRACTICES; Record reference code: PPC 1092; Comments: Convict was a 14 year old apprentice at the time of his arrest. He was probably involved in the insurrection of 23 July 1803. to a tradesman. Convict was probably involved in the Insurrection of the 23 July 1803.

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Date of trial: 07/07/1827; Date of document: 15/08/1827; Description of crime: Stealing £25; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3345; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children. Includes a list of employers with whom he had lived as a servant from 1819 to 1826. Convict is a Private in the 73th Regiment of Foot.

Surname: WALSH; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham Gaol, Dublin; Date of document: 1803; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 860; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children, eldest is 8 years old.

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 29/10/1804; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 1101; Comments: Convict to be removed to penitentiary, 7 November 1804.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Hardings journal of attendance on Convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1822; Description of crime: Assault burglary; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Mary Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2019; Comments: Convict was convicted with John Kenny for same offense. Has 5 children. Petitioners received 24 March 1823.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork city; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 07/1821; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2176; Comments: Petitioning to be put on board a transport ship at the first opportunity.

Surname: WALSH; First name: OWEN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 26/04/1824; Description of crime: Theft of two heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2499; Comments: Petition received 21 May 1824.

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Description of crime: Theft; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2500; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his widowed mother. Character references. Petition received 14 Dec 1824.

Surname: WALSH; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 14/05/1825; Date of document: 21/05/1826; Description of crime: Robbery of a cloak and a pair of shoes; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Mary Byrne; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 2927; Comments: Convict was convicted with Mary Byrne for the same offense. Petitioner was held back from transproation on account of being pregnant.

Surname: WALSH; First name: U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk, Dunleary, Dublin; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Mary Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 3006; Comments: Petition received: 3 August 1826

Surname: WALSH; First name: U;

Sex: U; Place of imprisonment: Clonmel, Co. Tipperary; Date of document: 11/12/1828; Record reference code: PPC 3468; Comments: Covering note for a petition from the convict's family, residing in Carrick on Suir, Co. Tipperary. Petition is not included in the file. that the petition be submitted to Lord Devison (gainer) for his opinion.

Surname: WALSH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 22/04/1830; Date of document: 13/09/1830; Description of crime: Robbery of house; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3531 B; Comments: Convict has two children, eldest aged 4 years and youngest 12 months. Second and third petition dated Oct 1830.

Surname: WALSH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 14/09/1830; Description of crime: Suspected of house robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: John Foy; Relationship of petitioner: Husband; Record reference code: PPC 3533B;
Comments: Convict has two children (eldest 4 years). Petitioner states they were married in England at the church of Ashton on the 21 Nov 1825.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Rathkeale, County Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Cork City Depot; Date of trial: 02/1824; Date of document: 03/1825; Description of crime: Outrage committed on Neville P Newman; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict and John Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 4138; Comments: Convict has a wife, three children and his parents dependant on his support. States his brother was transported for the same offense. Petition received; 9 Mar 1825.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 59; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Co Limerick; Date of document: 30/03/1825; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4152; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given). States he served 25 years in the 63th Regiment of Foot and on his discharge he resorted to selling and repair ing clocks and watches for a living.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4246; Comments: Petition not dated. Circa 1828-29; 1830-33.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 10/1821; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4247; Comments: Convict is a Shoe Maker by trade. Refers to a former petition which he had submitted. Petition not dated, circa 1821-28.

**Surname:** WALSH; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Place of imprisonment: Co Cork; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4248; Comments: Convict has a wife and two children and resides in Glountane, Co Cork. Petitions not dated, circa 1817-21.
Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/1836; Description of crime: Stealing a gun and pistol from dwelling house; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 M 7;
Comments: Convict is a smith by trade and has a wife and two children. Convict's father, Andrew, resides at Shortallstown, Co Kilkenny. Other defendant: James Meany.

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1837 B 132;
Comments: Convict was convicted with Edward Brien.

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 W 9;
Comments: Convict resides in Ballyhaunis, Co Mayo, and is the sole support of his widowed mother and six sisters.

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ballinrobe, County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/1837; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1838 W 23;
Comments: Convict is the sole support of his widowed mother and five sisters. States his father has been dead 18 years.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1838 W 17;
Comments: Convicts wife resides in Parsonstown, Queens County with their four children.

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Ennis, County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 1843; Date of document: 30/05/1843; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Bigamous wife; Record reference code: CRF 1843 W 21
Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 1839; Sentence: Transportation commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 36; Comments: Convict was held back from transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Clare; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 46; Comments: Convict resides in Killdysort, Co Clare.

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar, County Mayo; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Robbing the mills in Ballinrobe, Co Mayo; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 48

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Belfast, County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/04/1840; Date of document: 25/07/1840; Description of crime: Stealing a coat; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1840 Misc 8; Comments: Calendar of convicts awaiting trial at the June Sessions 1840 for Co Antrim, and who have served sentences before in Co Antrim gaol. are the details of their previous convictions.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 01/1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1841 W 2; Comments: The convict has served in the Navy for more than 18 years. See file CRF 1841 W 19. The only difference in the spelling of Walsh.

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 W 14; Comments: The convict supports a wife, 2 sons and a daughter.

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1841 W 28

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of trial: 17/01/1844; Date of document: 18/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1844 Misc20; Comments: Prisoner has been declared fit to undergo transportation.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 03/04/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Johanna Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: CRF 1844 W 7; Comments: Petitioners residence given as Castletown Berehaven, Co Cork.

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 28/02/1844; Date of document: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1844 W 11

Surname: WALSH; First name: MYLES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of trial: 03/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1847 W 32

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/1847; Date of document: 22/10/1847; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: James Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1847 W 27; Comments: Petitioner resides near Abbeyfeale, Co Limerick.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Westmeath; Date of trial: 04/1847; Date of document: 08/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 commuted to 2 years imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Elizabeth Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 W 16

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of trial: 10/1846; Date of document: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Anne Barry (Anne Walsh); Relationship of petitioner: Sister;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 W 7;
Comments: Petitioner resided in Tullamore, Kings Co.

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Athy Co Kildare; Date of document: 24/07/1849; Description of crime: Stealing meal; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1849 A 7

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Date of trial: 01/01/1852; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 14;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 W 21

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Martin Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: CRF 1853 W 5

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829;
Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: WALSH; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Sligo;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: WALSH; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of trial: / /; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: WALSH; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 26/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Judith Walsh; Relationship of petitioner: Sister; Record reference code: SPP 861; Comments: Letter sent from Dungannon.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of imprisonment: H.M. Tender Jenny; Date of document: 10/09/1799; Record reference code: SPP 862

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens County; Place of imprisonment: Queens County; Date of document: 10/06/1799; Record reference code: SPP 863

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 12/02/1799; Description of crime: Aiding and a betting the French Invaders; Record reference code: SPP 864
Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Barracks New Geneva; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 865;
Comments: From Toomadilly, Co Wexford.

Surname: WALSH; First name: NICHOLAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 12/1799; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 866

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Dungannon; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Treason; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 867

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin; Date of document: 08/04/1799; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Mary Walsh and others; Relationship of petitioner: Mother and Sisters;
Record reference code: SPP 868

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 18/02/1799; Description of crime: Breaking curfew; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 869;
Comments: From Ballytrasna, Co Kilkenny.

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 1848; Description of crime: Larceny from a shop; Sentence: Transportation 7;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 W 24

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Wexford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Wexford Gaol; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 W 24

Surname: WALSH; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 63; Place of trial: County Kildare; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 06/04/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF 1851 W 25

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MORLEY 1828; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Julia Langford, residing in Portarlington.

Surname: WALSH; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: BORODINO 1828; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Catherine Fanning, residing at 30, Lower Exchequer St., Dublin

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 18 May 1834.

Surname: WALSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Murder; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88 Committed 18 June 1834.

Surname: WALSH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Assault; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; Comments: Committed 13 June 1834.

Surname: WALSH; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Charged with murder;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 6 Juen 1834.

Surname: WALSH; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: Misdoneaner;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committed 3 June

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Waterford; Date of trial: 06/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: WALSH; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mayo; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 28/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: WALSH; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Mayo; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1852 Misc 2

Surname: WALSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Tyrone; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Date of document: 20/10/1852; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Surname: WALSHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant respiting the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: WALSHE; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Date of document: 03/04/1832; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: PPC 3626; Comments: Memorandum, Gaoler, Co Tipperary, stating that the Sheriff has received a warrant to respite the execution of the convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

Surname: WALSHE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Castlebar; Date of trial: 03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 10

Surname: WALSHE; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 01/1834; Date of document: 08/09/1835; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Mary Walshe; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1835 13; Comments: Convicts wife requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: WALSHE; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 119

Surname: WALSHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Breaking into and assaulting a habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

Surname: WALSHE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 156

Surname: WALSHE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 143; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/12/1856

Surname: WALSHE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 01/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: WALSHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/10/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 147; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surname: WALSHE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 28/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 80; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 24/07/1856

Surname: WALSHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 76; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1857

Surname: WALSHE; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 51

Surname: WALSHE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 15/03/1841; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 76

Surname: WALSHE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 15/01/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 83

Surname: WALSHE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 16/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 95

Surname: WALSHE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 06/01/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 12, p 134; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1856

Surname: WALSLY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: WALTERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 23/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny previously convicted; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 273; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/02/1855

Surname: WALTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/08/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 108; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/09/1855

Surname: WALTON; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 16 (F)

Surname: WALTON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 121; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1850

Surname: WALWOOD; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 25/06/1839; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 19

Surname: WALWOOD; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 1 year imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 25.

Surname: WANEN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 11/01/1844; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59

Surname: WANNSLEY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/04/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 88

Surname: WANSLOW; First name: MARY ANNE; Alias: Walmsley;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 154

Surname: WARBURTON; First name: MARTHA; Alias: Doherty, Sally;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 12/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 216
Surname: WARD; First name: MATHIAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 24/02/1831; Name of petitioner: Convict;  
Record reference code: PPC 3621;  
Comments: Convict requesting a reply to a former memorial which he had submitted.

Surname: WARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 14/07/1837; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation for life;  
Record reference code: CRF 1837 Mc 207;  
Comments: Other defendant: John Mc Allister.

Surname: WARD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing a calf; Sentence: Trans.life, commuted to 6 months imprisonment;  
Record reference code: CRF 1837 W 50

Surname: WARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin City; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: House breaking; Sentence: Transportation for 15 years;  
Record reference code: CRF1837 Misc 39;  
Comments: Return of convicts under rule of transportation.

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Galway; Place of imprisonment: Galway; Date of document: 04/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs, com. to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Self;  
Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 9

Surname: WARD; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Date of document: 27/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Bridget Ward; Relationship of petitioner: Mother;  
Record reference code: TR 7, P 73; Record reference code 2: CRF 1848 W 11;  
Comments: Petitioner resided in Ballinasloe.

Surname: WARD; First name: IAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim;
Surname: WARD; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Date of document: 04/03/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 43;
Comments: Convicts wife, Catherine Ward, requests a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Date of document: 12/12/1835;
Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 41;
Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Sweeney, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Name of ship: ELIZA 1829;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Bridget Sweeney, residing in Roscommon.

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of document: 13/05/1839; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: FS 1839 113;
Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget Sweeney, residing in Roscommon, granted a free passage to New South Wales.

Surname: WARD; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/01/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 218

Surname: WARD; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/08/1842; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 222

Surname: WARD; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 28/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Surname: WARD; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 48; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 02/03/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 219

Surname: WARD; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 03/08/1848; Description of crime: Stealing geese; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: WARD; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 06/03/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed within 6 months;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 33 (F)

Surname: WARD; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 16/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 192

Surname: WARD; First name: CATHARINE;
Sex: F; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 241

Surname: WARD; First name: CHARLES; Alias: Mc Award, Charles;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 17/03/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 43

Surname: WARD; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 49

Surname: WARD; First name: PAT;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 13/03/1849; Description of crime: Malicious assault with intent to do grievous harm; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 127

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 7

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 04/08/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 18 months imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 81

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/07/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 90

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 20/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 2 years imprisonment; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 95

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; 
Record reference code: TR 1, p 152;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 20/06/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; 
Record reference code: TR 13, p 10

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 128

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: WARD; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 11/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 179

Surname: WARD; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 215

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 27/10/1837; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 43

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 07/08/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 114

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Surname: WARD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 29/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony clarinet; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

Surname: WARD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/04/1851; Description of crime: Stealing flints and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 29;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 31/05/1855

Surname: WARD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: WARD; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 04/1800; Description of crime: MURDER; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 608;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to foreign military service. Convict is a sailor. Crime committed in Thomas Street, Dublin.

Surname: WARD; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 29/03/1800; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 613;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to naval service. Convict is a sailor.

Surname: WARD; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Being involved in a scuffle in Thomas St., Dublin; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 616;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to naval service. Convict is a sailor.

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Being involved in the insurrection of 23 July 1803; Record reference code: PPC 1093; Comments: Statement of the events on the night of the insurrection in Dublin. Convict resides in Kevin Street, Dublin. Other defendants: William Lawless, Christopher Carroll.

Surname: WARD; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: WARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise Cork; Date of document: 19/12/1824; Sentence: Transportation; Record reference code: PPC 2501; Comments: Letter from the convict to his father, John, c/o James Armstrong, 45 Cook Street Dublin, asking him to petition for mitigation of his sentence to confinement.

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of document: 1828; Description of crime: House breaking and causing damage to property; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Catherine Ward; Relationship of petitioner: Mother; Record reference code: PPC 3469; Comments: Petitions for mitigation of her son's sentence to confinement in a lunatic asylum, claiming he is insane. Petition is not dated, possibly 1828.

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Roscommon; Date of document: 17/04/1828; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3470; Comments: Convict has a wife (pregnant) and two daughters. Character references signed by several inhabitants of the town of Roscommon.

Surname: WARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise, Cork; Date of document: 01/1825; Description of crime: Stealing a small gold pin; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Ward (Senior); Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 4127;
Comments: Petitioner is a labourer by trade and resides at 45 Cook Street, Dublin. age 17.

Surname: WARD; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Wicklow; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 W 13

Surname: WARD; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Co Galway; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Stealing ducks; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 W 27

Surname: WARD; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: Co Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Prison; Date of trial: 19/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 74; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 W 24

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife’s name, Bridget Sweeny.

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: WARD; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Mary Dublin Harbour; Date of document: 1799; Description of crime: Making Pikes; Sentence: Transportation; Name of ship: MARY; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 870

Surname: WARD; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Surname: WARDE; First name: CELIA;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 110

Surname: WARDE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 04/1836; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 107;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: WARE; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 17/05/1799; Description of crime: Rebellious Activity; Name of petitioner: Patrick Ware; Relationship of petitioner: Father;
Record reference code: SPP 871

Surname: WARING; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: WARING; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 14/03/1845; Description of crime: Perjury; Sentence: T 7 years after 1 month imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: WARK; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/06/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 165; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 W 20; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836 Convict had been in military service for 18 years.

Surname: WARNER; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4; Comments: Military convict in the 56th Regiment.
Surname: WARNER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WARNER; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of trial: 02/10/1844; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16; Comments: Military convict 56th Regiment.

Surname: WARNOCK; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Antrim city; Date of trial: 30/06/1837; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 2; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 74; Comments: Convict has previous convictions for drunkness, assault and disorderly conduct.

Surname: WARNOCK; First name: ISABELLA;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

Surname: WARNOCK; First name: ISABELLA;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 08/04/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: WARREN; First name: FANNY;
Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 289

Surname: WARREN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 142

Surname: WARREN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/04/1839; Description of crime: Aggravated assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: WARREN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/03/1850; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: WARREN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 02/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2; Comments: Military convict in the 56th Regiment.

Surname: WARRINGTON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Date of trial: 1812; Date of document: 24/02/1813; Description of crime: Murder of Thomas Mc Kracken.; Sentence: Death, respited; Name of petitioner: Convict;John Mc Kracken; Relationship of petitioner: Prosecutor; Record reference code: PPC 4021; Comments: Prosecutor, brother to the victim Thomas Mc Kracken, petitioning that the convicts sentence be enforced. Included are several letters in connection with the convicts case. Crime was committed in Co. Monaghan, where the convict resides with his family (no details given)

Surname: WARRINGTON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 31/03/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: WASHINGTON LEACH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 61; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/07/1843; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 74; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 28/07/1843

Surname: WATCHORN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1837;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 172

**Surname:** WATERS; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Co. Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1846; Date of document: 10/04/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self;

Record reference code: TR 6, P 169; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 W 11

**Surname:** WATERS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR 00/06/1853;

Record reference code: TR 11, P 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1852 W 18

**Surname:** WATERS; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dundalk Guardhouse; Date of document: 06/02/1799; Description of crime: Being a United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Matt Fortescue;

Record reference code: SPP 400

**Surname:** WATERS; **First name:** CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Record reference code: TR 13, p 179

**Surname:** WATERS; **First name:** EDMUND;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: Galway city; Date of trial: 12/03/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;

Record reference code: TR 12, p 61

**Surname:** WATERS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 25/06/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Record reference code: TR 6, p 175

**Surname:** WATERS; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 10/04/1849; Description of crime: Shooting at person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 76 (F)
Surname: WATERS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 20/10/1852; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 168;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 03/11/1856

Surname: WATERS; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Walkers;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 29/10/1856; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods after previous felony; Sentence: Transportation 14 years;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 151;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/12/1856 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/10/1857. Died at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 09/09/1862

Surname: WATERS; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Walters;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 273

Surname: WATERS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 139

Surname: WATERS; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/04/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 48;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/03/1856

Surname: WATERS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 31/03/1846; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 169

Surname: WATERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of document: 01/1826;
Record reference code: PPC 3038;
Comments: List of convicts, male and female, in the Penitentiary House, Cork, remaining after others had embarked on the Rowena. Convict comes from Galway town.

**Surname:** WATKINS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 27/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 30

**Surname:** WATSON; **First name:** U;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down Gaol; Date of document: 25/04/1799; Description of crime: Treasonable offences; Name of petitioner: Mr. Price;
Record reference code: SPP 419;
Comments: A native of Newtownbreda.

**Surname:** WATSON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

**Surname:** WATSON; **First name:** ALLY ANNE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 210

**Surname:** WATSON; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 09/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony brass cock; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 227

**Surname:** WATSON; **First name:** ELIZABETH; Alias: Hill;

Sex: F; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 233

**Surname:** WATSON; **First name:** GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 18;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/07/1836
Surname: WATSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Killing a cow with to steal carcass; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3

Surname: WATSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: WATSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198

Surname: WATSON; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Holden;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 294

Surname: WATSON; First name: MARY; Alias: Murran;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 221

Surname: WATSON; First name: MARY ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1841; Description of crime: Stealing shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 222

Surname: WATSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 04/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 46

Surname: WATSON; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 7, p 42

Surname: WATSON; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 09/08/1842; Description of crime: Felony of wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 222

Surname: WATSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 31/12/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 84

Surname: WATSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 82

Surname: WATSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and returning from transportation; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: WATSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/02/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/01/1857

Surname: WATSON; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: James Murphy;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Spike Island; Date of trial: 24/10/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58; Record reference code 2: CRF 1849 W 10; Comments: Escaped from Spike Island. Arrested for burglary and robbery whilst on the run and sentenced to transportation for life.

Surname: WATSON; First name: SAMUEL;
Sex: M; Description of crime: Passing forged notes; Record reference code: PPC 1094; Comments: Statements confirming the convict's innocence. Other defendant: Elizabeth Smith.

Surname: WATSON; First name: GEORGE;

Surname: WATSON; First name: JOHN; Alias: #;

Surname: WATSON; First name: JAMES;

Surname: WATT; First name: DAVID;

Surname: WATT; First name: ELIZA ANN;

Surname: WATT; First name: ELLEN;

Surname: WATT; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Watt, Mary;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny and previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 287

Surname: WATT; First name: MARY; Alias: Watt, Ellen;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 287

Surname: WATTERS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Guard House of Dundalk; Date of document: 31/12/1798; Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 332; Comments: Seeking to be liberated and offering bail.

Surname: WATTS; First name: ANN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 21/12/1838; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26 (F); Comments: See also Massey, Jane

Surname: WATTS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 194

Surname: WATTS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 06/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26 (F)

Surname: WATTS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Stealing lambs; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 23

Surname: WATTS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: WAUL; First name: MICHAEL; Alias: Wall;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva, Waterford; Date of document: 03/10/1799; Name of petitioner: Michael Waul & others; Relationship of petitioner: Family; Record reference code: SPP 859; Comments: From New Ron Co Wexford.

Surname: WEALCH; First name: ALEXANDRA;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of document: 05/1822; Description of crime: THEFT OF A WEB OF CLOTH; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1795; Comments: Convict is a shoemaker by trade and has a wife and two children

Surname: WEANNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/03/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 72

Surname: WEANY; First name: FELIX;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed within 3 months; Record reference code: TR 10, p 248

Surname: WEAVER; First name: HANS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 08/02/1799; Description of crime: Making a Pike; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 873

Surname: WEBB; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 24/02/1842; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

Surname: WEBB; First name: BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 27/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: RODNEY, 23/09/1857;
Surname: WEBB; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/02/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 188

Surname: WEBB; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony shoe; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 59

Surname: WEBB; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 25/10/1839; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 33

Surname: WEBB; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 26/02/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 146;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 06/11/1857

Surname: WEBBS; First name: HANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 280

Surname: WEBBS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/07/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: WEBSTER; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 186

Surname: WEBSTER; First name: THOMAS;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1857; Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

**Surname:** WEEKES; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Felony asault with intent to disable; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

**Surname:** WEEKES; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 223; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

**Surname:** WEEKES; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 03/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny keys; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

**Surname:** WEER; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 05/07/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years unless bailed; Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 (F)

**Surname:** WEILAHAN; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 31/07/1847; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 7, p 14

**Surname:** WEIR; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus, Antrim; Date of document: 20/11/1796; Record reference code: SPP 5; Comments: Letter from Jane Weir, Convicts wife, Dunmurry, Co. Antrim, in appreciation of the favour granted her of seeing the convict. Requests that this privilege may be continued. See also Thomas Brady SPP 10

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: WEIR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WEIR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WEIR; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 22/10/1836; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 1, p 21; Comments: Convict detained in Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/11/1836

Surname: WEIR; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 6, p 86; Comments: Convict detained in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WEIR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 11, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/03/1857

Surname: WEIR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/03/1851; Description of crime: House breaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 10, p 66

Surname: WEIR; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 09/01/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 5

Surname: WEIR; First name: MARGARET; Alias: Dwyer, Margaret;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 01/08/1850; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 322

Surname: WEIR; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1

Surname: WEIR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 4, p 3; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 W 22; Comments: Convict lived with his mother Isabella in Belfast.

Surname: WEIR; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing and killing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: WEIR; First name: JOHN; Alias: Samuel Weir;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Belfast County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Belfast; Date of trial: 13/01/1843; Date of document: 28/01/1843; Description of crime: Stealing handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: John Weir; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1843 W 3

Surname: WEIR; First name: NEIL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Edinburgh; Date of trial: 21/05/1845; Date of document: 19/07/1845; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1845 W 10; Comments: Prisoner was a private in 2nd Regiment Dragoons.

Surname: WELBINGE; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/08/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: WELDER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 17/10/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 2, p 141

Surname: WELDON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of trial: 11/07/1827; Date of document: 25/07/1827; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict & Nicholas Murphy; Relationship of petitioner: Other defendant; Record reference code: PPC 3143; Comments: Convict was convicted with Nicholas Murphy for the same offense. Petitioning for mitigation of sentence. Several character references.

Surname: WELDON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 30/06/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 25

Surname: WELDON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 16/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: TR 8, p 104

Surname: WELDON; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Drogheda, County Louth; Date of trial: 07/1823; Date of document: 03/11/1823; Description of crime: Robbery of 1 penny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2180

Surname: WELLS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 11/02/1800; Date of document: 20/02/1800; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 606; Comments: Convict has wife and three children.

Surname: WELSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 16/08/1820; Description of crime: Possessing stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1571;
Comments: Convict is a native of Dingle, Co. Kerry, Father and four children dependant on his support. Convict employed in the shopkeeping business. Several char. refs. from the inhabitants of Dingle, Co. Kerry

Surname: WELSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork City; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 30/05/1822; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 1798;
Comments: Refers to a former petition which was signed by several affluent gentleman from the City of Cork.

Surname: WELSH; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

Surname: WELSH; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Cork Depot; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: John Welsh; Relationship of petitioner: Husband;
Record reference code: PPC 4245;
Comments: Convict has three children. Petitioner is a cordwainer by trade and resides in Limerick city. Petition not dated, circa 1828-29; 1830-33.

Surname: WELSH; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Monaghan; Date of trial: 1841; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 W 19;
Comments: The convict served in the Royal Navy for 18 years. See file CRF 1841 W 2. Both convicts have the same name, difference is in the spelling of Walsh.

Surname: WELSH; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Sligo; Name of ship: EARL ST VINCENT 1823;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the Crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Wife, Eleanor Welsh residing in Parish of CastleConnell, Co Sligo.

Surname: WEN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Londonderry;
Surname: WEST; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 11/07/1836; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: T 7 years unless bailed within 6 months;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 61

Surname: WEST; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 14/06/1844; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to T 10 yrs to 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: WEST; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 353

Surname: WEST; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 22/03/1804; Description of crime: Being involved in both Rebellions (1798 and 1803);
Record reference code: PPC 1095;
Comments: Letter from Henry Baker, North Great Gorges Street, Dublin, reporting the convict's arrest.

Surname: WESTGATE; First name: SAMUEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 130;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 15/10/1853

Surname: WESTIN; First name: BERNARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: WESTMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 13/07/1842; Description of crime: Killing a sheep with intent to steal the carcass; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surnames: WESTMAN; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 01/02/1854

Surnames: WESTMAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;

Surnames: WESTON; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 15/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;

Surnames: WEXTED; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Tipp Co; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 07/08/1836;

Surnames: WEXTED; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surnames: WEXTED; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 09/01/1857

Surnames: WEXTED; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 02/07/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 48 (F)

**Surname:** WEXTED; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/03/1849; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 106;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/12/1856

**Surname:** WEYMES; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: T life commuted to 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 N I;
Comments: The convict was convicted with Michael Navin.

**Surname:** WEYMES; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's County; Date of trial: 03/03/1841; Description of crime: Administering an unlawful oath; Sentence: T life commuted to 6 months imprisonment;
Record reference code: CRF 1841 N I;
Comments: The convict was convicted with Michael Navin.

**Surname:** WHALAN; **First name:** JOSEPH; Alias: Bourke;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Name of ship: JAMES PATTISON;
Record reference code: FS 1835 List 2;
Comments: List of 24 individuals whos application for their wives and families to be sent out to New South Wales to join them at the expense of Government are recommended to the Secretary of State for His Majestys Gracious allowance. Wife, Catherine Fitzpatrick, known to Lord De Vesci, Abbeyleix

**Surname:** WHALAN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 11/03/1861; Sentence: Penal Servitude 6 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 164

**Surname:** WHALLEY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 27/02/1841; Description of crime: Felony of pocket book; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58
Surname: WHATELY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Stealing blankets; Sentence: T 7 years commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 W 2

Surname: WHEALAN; First name: HONORA;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76 (F)

Surname: WHEALAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 27/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 20

Surname: WHEALLY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 27/05/1858; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 160; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 09/06/1858 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/03/1859 and later at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin 28/05/1861

Surname: WHEATLEY; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 19/10/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: WHEATLY; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 18/03/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 3, p 246

Surname: WHEELAHONY; First name: ESTHER;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Fowl stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 59 (F)

Surname: WHEELAY; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 18

Surname: WHEELEN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Assault and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 217; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on completing 2 yrs imprisonment from 09/08/1847

Surname: WHEELER; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny of potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 133

Surname: WHEELY; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1846; Date of document: 02/09/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 18

Surname: WHEELY; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 1846; Date of document: 02/09/1846; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 14; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1846 W 18

Surname: WHELAHAN; First name: MAURICE; Alias: Wheelen, Maurice;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 29/06/1847; Description of crime: Assault and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 217; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on completing 2 yrs imprisonment from 09/08/1847

Surname: WHELAHAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 26/06/1843; Date of document: 26/08/1843; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 150
Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilkenny; Date of document: 21/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited;
Record reference code: PPC 3709;
Comments: Letter, Governor of Kilkenny Gaol, acknowledging receipt of a warrant respiting the convict's sentence until further orders.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 17/12/1797; Date of document: 1798; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation for life; Name of ship: LIVELY; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 85;
Comments: Convict's wife deceased, four children living. Transport vessel bound for Botany Bay.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 20/11/1831; Sentence: Trans commuted to imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 3622;
Comments: Convict's sentence was mitigated from transportation to imprisonment.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Date of document: 08/04/1799; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: T Fitzgerald; Relationship of petitioner: Magistrate;
Record reference code: SPP 378

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837;
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9;
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, for next embarkation, wife's name, Jane Botts

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Burke;
Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1837; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 list 9; 
Comments: List of free settlers, wives and children, foe next embarkation, wife's name Catherine Fitzpatrick

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Date of document: 09/07/1832; 
Record reference code: FS 1836 45; 
Comments: Convicts wife, Jane Botts, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resides in Naas

Surname: WHELAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: CO. Waterford; 
Description of crime: Riot and assault on Jeremiah Geary; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; 
Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; 
Description of crime: Riot and assault on Jeremiah Geary; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; 
Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; 
Description of crime: Charged with a riot and assault on Jeremiah Geary; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88; 
Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co.Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; 
Description of crime: Feloniously cutting of the ear of a mare; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; 
Comments: Committed 21 July 1835

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; 
Description of crime: Murder of Jeremiah Gray; 
Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88 Committed 06 June 1835
Surname: WHELAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Vagrant; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: Committed 03 August 1833

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co. Waterford; Description of crime: Tumultuous riot; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc88; Comments: committed 21 July 1834

Surname: WHELAN; First name: M;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Kilkenny; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin city; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Attempting to compel to give up land; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/01/1847; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on return from Bermuda, 00/04/1855

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 12/03/1841; Description of crime: Uttering a forged bill of exchange; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 99

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 14/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 75

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 154

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 223; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 23/10/1843; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 198; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 W 6; Comments: Stolen cow was the property of Patrick Laughlin.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 07/01/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 116; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/12/1856

Surname: WHELAN; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 04/01/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 31; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PAT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/12/1848; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/11/1850; Record reference code: TR 8, p 51

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 28

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 95; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 W 20; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/06/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 18 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 4, p 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1841 W21; Comments: The convict is a blacksmith by trade.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 21/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing asses; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 135

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 31/07/1846; Description of crime: Attempting to compel to give up land; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 182

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 22/06/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 5, p 9; 
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 04/08/1843

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 27/06/1850; Description of crime: Having base coin & moulds for coining; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 126; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 10/02/1855

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep and stealing carcass; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 83; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/08/1856

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Killing a sheep and stealing the carcass; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10 p 127

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Thurles;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 03/01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 72

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 02/07/1842; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 231

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PEGGY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 21/03/1849; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 226

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 05/07/1836; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 13; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 W 16;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 22/07/1836

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 16/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 73;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork Convict died in Richmond hospital, Co. Dublin, 19/06/1850

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal some; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/01/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 150

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PHILIP;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1848; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 8, p 146

Surname: WHELAN; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 19/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny cow; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 172

Surname: WHELAN; First name: TERRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 144; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 15/07/1840; Description of crime: Felony purse and money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 64

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 09/07/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 167

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 25/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 171

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 25/10/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 25; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Phelan, Thomas;

Sex: M;
Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/07/1847; Description of crime:
Stealing a calf; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 14

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Thurles;
Sex: M; 
Record reference code: TR 4, p 22

Surname: WHELAN; First name: WALTER; Alias: Kelly, Pat and Thomas;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 16/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 12, p 49; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

Surname: WHELAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 14/10/1850; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 208

Surname: WHELAN; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 223; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 19/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny silver spoons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 31

Surname: WHELAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 02/11/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 219
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Surname: WHELAN; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 20/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 293

Surname: WHELAN; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 11/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 243

Surname: WHELAN; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

Surname: WHELAN; First name: DANIEL;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 155

Surname: WHELAN; First name: DARBY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Abduction; Sentence: Death commuted to T life then to T 14 years; Record reference code: TR 3, p 101

Surname: WHELAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: WHELAN; First name: DENIS;
Sex: M; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Armagh; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 138

Surname: WHELAN; First name: ED;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 6, p 219

Surname: WHELAN; First name: EDMOND;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 08/01/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10,

Surname: WHELAN; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 22/06/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 167

Surname: WHELAN; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 29/10/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 224; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/06/1855

Surname: WHELAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 27/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 228

Surname: WHELAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 110

Surname: WHELAN; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 16/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 137

Surname: WHELAN; First name: HONORA;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 76 (F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 42; Comments: Convict resides in Limerick City with her widowed mother who has 7 children.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 151

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Description of crime: Breaking into a house and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 127

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JAMES; Alias: Gore, Arthur;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 13/01/1838; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 55

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 09/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 84; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1838

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 18

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 158

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JAMES;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 22/03/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 140

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DUKE OF CORNWALL; Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JEREMIAH; Alias: Phelan;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 9, p 153

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JERRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 12/03/1851; Description of crime: Highway robbery being armed; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 234

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 13/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 258

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 17/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 27

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 27/08/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 65

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 84;
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Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 51;
Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 15/05/1855

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 184

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 27/10/1838; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 154

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 6, p 165; Comments: Detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 19/03/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 09/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 56

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 22/11/1848; Description of crime: Killing sheep with intent to steal them; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78
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Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Power;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 12/04/1849; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/071851; Record reference code: TR 9, p 173

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 30/12/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 18

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JULIA;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 24/10/1851; Description of crime: 3rd larceny conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59 (F)

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARIA;
Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 13/08/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 13 (F)

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 24/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony carpet bag; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 288

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 07/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 59 (F)

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 22/07/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 263

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MATTHEW;

Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 26/07/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 132; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 05/04/1845; Record reference code: TR 5, p 62

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 03/07/1850; Description of crime: Killing and stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 23/02/1841; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tipperay; Date of trial: 27/01/1848; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE, 04/02/1848; Record reference code: TR 7, p 136; Comments: See also Coonan, Patrick and Hogan, Timothy

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 54; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 20/03/1847; Description of crime: Felony in a dwelling house & putting in fear; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 186

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 30/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc111; Comments: Convict was received on board the hulk from Carlow County gaol but was considered unfit for embarkation on account of having ulcers in both legs. See also CRF 1836 Misc 116.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham, Dublin; Date of document: 22/05/1838; Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc16; Comments: List of convicts in Kilmainham gaol, Dublin, who have not been disposed of. Convict is from King's County.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 75; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael and Thomas Madigan and several others for the same offence.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1840; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1840 M 75; Comments: Convict was convicted with Michael and Thomas Madigan and several others, for the same offence.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 11/01/1844; Description of crime: Attempted robbery; Name of petitioner: Michael Whelan; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1844 W 2; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of attempting to steal hams in D'Olier St, Dublin. Petitioner's residence is given as Lower Exchange St.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Date of document: 11/11/1845; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: James Mc Carthy; Record reference code: CRF 1845 W 11

Surname: WHELAN; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Carlow; Date of trial: 20/01/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 W 21

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of document: 08/1852; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1852Misc1(9); Comments: Removed to Ennis convict depot.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Burke;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4; Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offer of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Catherine Fitzpatrick.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Waterford; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WHELAN; First name: -;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 27/06/1799; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 874

Surname: WHELAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 27/08/1799; Record reference code: SPP 875; Comments: Born in Co Galway.

Surname: WHELAN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: HMS Alexander; Date of document: 02/10/1799; Name of ship: ALEXANDER; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 876
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Surname: WHelan; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Date of document: 28/11/1850; Description of crime: Robbery and burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self & Michael Whelan; Record reference code: CRF 1851 W 3

Surname: WHelan; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Nenagh; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Date of document: 28/11/1850; Description of crime: Robbery and burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10; Name of petitioner: Self & Daniel Whelan; Record reference code: CRF 1851 W 3

Surname: WHelan; First name: TERRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt. Prison; Sentence: Transportation for 10 years; Record reference code: CRF1851Misc1(18

Surname: WHelan; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Wexford; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: COUNTESS OF HARcourt 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a Free Passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Byrne, residing at Irish Street, Newtown Barry

Surname: WHelan; First name: KERAN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Kings Co; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: MANGLES 1826; Record reference code: FS 1831 1; Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Mary Keating, residing at Main St., Ferbane.

Surname: WHelan; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: PRINCE REGENT 1824; Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Jane Botts, residing at Water Lane, Naas.

Surname: WHELAND; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 70; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of document: 31/08/1827; Description of crime: Stealing three pigs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3166; Comments: Convict has a wife and eight children. States he was prosecuted by his brother in law, James Kelly, who is married to the convicts sister.

Surname: WHELAND; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: WHELAND; First name: EDWARD;

Surname: WHELEHAN; First name: WALTER;

Surname: WHELEHAN; First name: PATRICK;

Surname: WHELLER; First name: THOMAS;
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children. Letter from Capt Thomas J Rawson, stating that he believes the convict to be innocent. Several character references

Surname: WHELON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork; Date of document: 1800; Sentence: Transportation to Botany Bay; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 602;
Comments: Prays mitigation of sentence to Foreign Military Service or if no that, his wife may be permitted to accompany him to Australia. Several character references.

Surname: WHERRY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 51; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 89

Surname: WHERRY; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 02/07/1847; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1850 B 52

Surname: WHETTON; First name: JEREMIAH;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/07/1851; Description of crime: Stealing flour and having previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 32;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 24/06/1852

Surname: WHILFORD; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 18/05/1849; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE, 00/10/1849;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: WHINSTANLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 04/08/1838; Description of crime: Felony watches and jewellery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 58

Surname: WHIRRET TTY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 37; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 08/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47

Surname: WHISTE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 25/07/1832; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 3

Surname: WHISTLE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1853; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 149; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/01/1858

Surname: WHITAKER; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 31/05/1853; Description of crime: Larceny person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 43; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/02/1858

Surname: WHITE; First name: ISAAC;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 22/06/1827; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3112

Surname: WHITE; First name: ISSAAC;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 25/07/1827; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 3138; Comments: Convict has a wife and family (no details given) and is a native of Co. Down.

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Clare; Place of imprisonment: Co. Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1846; Date of document: 12/08/1846; Description of crime: Threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation for 7 yrs,com.to 2 yrs,com.to 1 yr.; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 27; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 W 7

Surname: WHITE; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: City gaol, Waterford; Date of document: 1798; Name of petitioner: Prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 333; Comments: A native of the Barony of Gowran, Co. Kilkenny. Arrested on suspicion during rebellion period, prays to be liberated or a trial.

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Michael Carr;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Record reference code: TR 3, p 189; Comments: See under Michael Carr

Surname: WHITE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1835; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: FS 1836 46; Comments: Convicts wife, Bridget white, residing at Silvermines near Nenagh, Co. Tipperary requests a free passage to New South Wales

Surname: WHITE; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Record reference code: CRF 1836 misc94

Surname: WHITE; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 04/07/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 310

Surname: WHITE; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

Surname: WHITE; First name: HANNAGH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 17/08/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 26 (F)

Surname: WHITE; First name: HUGH;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 26/06/1845; Description of crime: Robbery and administering oaths; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 6, p 143

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 02/03/1843; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 5, p 105

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/03/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 66

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 6; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 14/05/1856

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/10/1856; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 20; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 18/12/1856 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 22/10/1857

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 09/04/1847; Description of crime: Felony bullock and heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 54

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** JAMES; Alias: Bracken, Thomas;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 30/04/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: ROBERT SMALL, 00/04/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 232

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 08/03/1843; Description of crime: Stealing a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 150

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Lang, John;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 03/04/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 131

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 189; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged on completing 6 yrs imprisonment from date of conviction, 23/02/1855

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/12/1856; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 41; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/02/1857 and later at Spike Island, Co. Cork, 23/11/1857

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 27/02/1846; Description of crime: Threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 27

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 05/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 97; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/06/1856

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** JULIA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 31/08/1846; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 272

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** MARGARET; **Alias:** Luckey;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/03/1840; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Waterford city; Date of trial: 28/02/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 7, p 281

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 12/01/1850; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 94

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 10/03/1845; Description of crime: Writing a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 192

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 230

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 24/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: WHITE; First name: MARY ANNE; 

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 14/01/1840; Description of crime: Felony books; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: WHITE; First name: MARY; 

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Cavavn; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 201

Surname: WHITE; First name: NICHOLAS; 

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 15/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 3, p 170

Surname: WHITE; First name: PATRICK; 

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 70

Surname: WHITE; First name: PATRICK; 

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 09/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 10, p 115

Surname: WHITE; First name: PATRICK; 

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing leather; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 8, p 70

Surname: WHITE; First name: PATRICK; Alias: Doyle, James; 

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 18/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and having former conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 168;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/04/1853

Surname: WHITE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 05/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony of coats; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: WHITE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 03/01/1848; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 79

Surname: WHITE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/07/1845; Description of crime: Violent assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 127

Surname: WHITE; First name: PETER;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 08/06/1840; Description of crime: Felony wearing apparel; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 63

Surname: WHITE; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 26

Surname: WHITE; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 12; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/04/1841; Description of crime: Felony of cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: WHITE; First name: SIMON;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 09/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony workbox; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 58

Surname: WHITE; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 21/10/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 361

Surname: WHITE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 15/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 20

Surname: WHITE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: Queen's Co; Date of trial: 13/03/1850; Description of crime: Robbery of a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 207

Surname: WHITE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 79; Comments: See also Bracken, Thomas Bracken, James White, James

Surname: WHITE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 107; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 10/04/1852

Surname: WHITE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: WHITE; First name: VIOLETH;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/04/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 346

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 17/03/1843; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 57
Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/01/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 W 4; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing a knife from an officer of a ship stationed in Kingstown. Petitioner's residence given as care of Mr Carrick, Kingstown.

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 08/08/1840; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 139; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 W 29; Comments: Convict's widowed mother resides in Ballinbay, Co Monaghan, with his five brothers and sisters, all dependent on his support.

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 23/02/1836; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 192; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 W2; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Surprise, 18/05/1836

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 11, p 1

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 01/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** WILLIAM HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Limerick city; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 110

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 27/04/1837; Description of crime: Felony cloak; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 50

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Having stolen goods in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 216

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** BARTHOLOMEW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 06/05/1852; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 23; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/09/1856

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 274

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** CATHERINE; **Alias:** Quinn;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 22/07/1851; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: MARTIN LUTHER, 00/06/1852; Record reference code: TR 11, p 39 (F)

**Surname:** WHITE; **First name:** CLARKE;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 04/10/1843; Description of crime: Felony carpeting and velvet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 55; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 W 5;
Comments: Prisoner was convicted of embezzling the property of his employers, Joseph and John Watson, linen drapers of 66 Great Britain St, Dublin. He did so to pay off debts he owed to a man named Neville of Britain st. Prisoner was previously employed by E W Irvine of Grafton St. He was son of Rev R Clark White

Surname: WHITE; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 29/06/1839; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 165

Surname: WHITE; First name: HARRY;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Kerry; Date of trial: 01/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 56

Surname: WHITE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/10/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 194

Surname: WHITE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 30/06/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 95

Surname: WHITE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/07/1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 141

Surname: WHITE; First name: ELONER;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 02/09/1839; Description of crime: Felony boots; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: WHITE; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 24/10/1838; Description of crime: Felony ribbon; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44 (F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 W 70;
Comments: Convict has three children.

Surname: WHITE; **First name:** ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1846; Description of crime: Stealing from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 312

Surname: WHITE; **First name:** WILLIAM; Alias: Carr, Michael;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 02/07/1839; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 189

Surname: WHITE; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wexford; Date of trial: 1780; Date of document: 13/11/1780; Description of crime: Convicted under the Whiteboy Act; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Loftus, Edward;
Record reference code: PPC 3;
Comments: Petitioner is a Magistrate for the counties of Kilkenny and Wexford

Surname: WHITE; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary county gaol; Date of document: 1805; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 1174;
Comments: List of convicts received at Cork.

Surname: WHITE; **First name:** PAT;

Sex: M; Date of document: 27/03/1800; Description of crime: Murder;
Record reference code: PPC 626;
Comments: Document is a covering letter for a list of convicts confined in Wicklow County Gaol awaiting trial. Details of crimes included.

Surname: WHITE; **First name:** JACOB;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carlow; Date of trial: 04/1800; Date of document: 04/09/1800; Description of crime: Assault and Murder; Sentence: Death; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: PPC 621;
Comments: Prays that his case be given consideration on the grounds of his alleged innocence. Two character references.

Surname: WHITE; **First name:** PATRICK;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Pidgeon House, Dublin; Record reference code: PPC 745; Comments: Convict is widower and has 4 children; originally from Parish of Ellis, Co Wexford but now residing in Co Wicklow.

Surname: WHITE; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Clonmel; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: WHITE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: WHITE; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Kilmainham, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 11/1820; Description of crime: Robbery of £137; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4249; Comments: Petition not dated, circa 1821-28; 1830-33.

Surname: WHITE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Green Street, Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 28/06/1817; Date of document: 01/07/1817; Description of crime: Possessing a forged die; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Ann White; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 4097; Comments: Three petitions on behalf of the convict dated; 1 July 1817; 31 July 1817; 18 Aug 1817. Included is a letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried stating that he does not feel that the convict is deserving of mercy. Convict has a large family of daughters

Surname: WHITE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2
Surname: WHITE; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Date of document: 22/05/1799; Name of petitioner: Nicholas Dodd;
Record reference code: SPP 878

Surname: WHITE; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Name of ship: GUILDFORD 1818;
Record reference code: FS 1828 2;
Comments: List of prisoners of the crown in the colony of New South Wales who salicit the favour of having their wives and families sent out to them. Daughter Mary Ann, residing in Dublin.

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise; Date of document: 14/08/1836;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc101

Surname: WHITE; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Westmeath; Date of trial: 07/03/1845; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc16

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 21/06/1851; Date of document: 09/08/1854; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: 10 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1854 Misc34

Surname: WHITE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 02/01/1849; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 Misc 1

Surname: WHITEHEAD; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Date of trial: 07/07/1863; Sentence: Penal Servitude 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 167

Surname: WHITEHILL; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of document: 25/08/1831; Name of ship: REGALIA 1826;
Record reference code: FS 1831 1;
Comments: List of wives and families of convicts in New South Wales who are recommended by the Governor of that colony to be provided with a free passage for the purpose of joining such convicts. Wife, Julia Walsh, residing at Malahide, Dublin.

Surname: WHITESIDE; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1850; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/12/1854

Surname: WHITESIDE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 26/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/11/1856

Surname: WHITETIG; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Waterford; Place of imprisonment: Co Waterford; Description of crime: having coin in his possession;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc88;
Comments: Committing 18 Oct 1834.

Surname: WHITLEY; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WHITNEY; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 144

Surname: WHITNEY; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 24/02/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 145

Surname: WHITNEY; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 07/07/1847; Description of crime: Burglary and stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 110; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 R 18

**Surname:** WHITNEY; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 22/03/1851; Description of crime: Stealing from the person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 28; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/05/1855

**Surname:** WHITTAKER; **First name:** ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Carrick on Shannon; Date of trial: 10/03/1824; Date of document: 31/03/1824; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2504; Comments: Convict is a native of Manorhamilton, Co Leitrim.

**Surname:** WHITTEN; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/04/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 61; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 W 19

**Surname:** WHITTLE; **First name:** SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 03/01/1843; Description of crime: Felony money and rings; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 245

**Surname:** WHITTON; **First name:** THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/07/1852; Description of crime: Appearing armed and assault; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 87

**Surname:** WHITTY; **First name:** ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 7, p 55

**Surname:** WHOLAHAN; **First name:** JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 24

Surname: WHOLEHAN; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 29

Surname: WHOLEY; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 2, p 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 37; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged.

Surname: WHOLIHAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/09/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; 
Record reference code: TR 11, p 33; 
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 28/07/1857

Surname: WHOLIHAN; First name: PHILIP;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 03/03/1849; Description of crime: Appearing armed by night and taking a gun; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; 
Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: WHOLIHAN; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; 
Record reference code: TR 6, p 37; 
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WHOLIHANE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; 
Record reference code: TR 7, p 25

Surname: WHOLLY; First name: ELLEN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 192

**Surname:** WHOLLY; **First name:** JEREMIAH; **Alias:** Driscoll;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 29/12/1851; Description of crime: Stealing shawl and having previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 34; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/02/1856

**Surname:** WHOLLY; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 09/10/1846; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 34

**Surname:** WHOLOHAN; **First name:** DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/02/1848; Description of crime: Stealing sheep; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 34

**Surname:** WHOOLEY; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 02/02/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 22

**Surname:** WHYTE; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Date of document: 28/05/1804; Description of crime: BEING INVOLVED IN THE REBELLION (23/07/1803); Record reference code: PPC 997; Comments: Letter from John Wolfe, Newry, Co Down in response to a request for information on a number of convicts confined in the Provost prison and Kilmain-ham, Gaol, Dublin.

**Surname:** WICKER; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 27/01/1799; Description of crime: Possession of a gun; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: SPP 879

**Surname:** WICKHAM; **First name:** CATHERINE;
Surname: WICKHAM; First name: JAMES;
Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 16/01/1841; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 304

Surname: WICKHAM; First name: MARY;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 23/04/1842; Description of crime: Felony of key; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 62

Surname: WICKHAM; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 07/04/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 186

Surname: WIDRIFF; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 23/07/1851; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 147;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 15/11/1855

Surname: WIER; First name: ANNE;
Sex: F; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 227

Surname: WIER; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 13/03/1841; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: WIGGINS; First name: GUY;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 24/06/1853; Description of crime: Stealing 2 heifers; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 48; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 04/10/1856

Surname: WIGGINS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 17/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing a heifer; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 70

Surname: WIGGINS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 06/01/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 69; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Depot, Co. Dublin, 25/05/1849

Surname: WIGGINS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Having a stolen heifer in possession; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 53; Comments: Convict died at Philipstown Gaol, King's Co, 27/07/1854

Surname: WILD; First name: RICHARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 24/01/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 149

Surname: WILEY; First name: EDWARD;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HAVERING; Record reference code: TR 6, p 35

Surname: WILEY; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 18/06/1852; Description of crime: Larceny from dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 122; Comments: Convict died in Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin, 07/10/1855

Surname: WILFARTON; First name: JOSHUA;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 1822; Date of document: 12/08/1822; Description of crime: Selling stolen cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1796; Comments: Convict had served for 14 yrs in the army and has a wife and seven children.

Surname: WILFERTON; First name: JOSHUA;

Sex: M; Age: 60; Place of trial: Omagh, County Tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh, Co. Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/03/1822; Date of document: 10/11/1822; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict and C Wilferton; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: PPC 2185; Comments: Convict has seven children and is a cord weaver by trade. Wife's petition dated 11 June 1823. Convict's 2nd petition dated 15 Aug 1823.

Surname: WILKENSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 09/03/1848; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BONNANJEE,00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 102

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: CHARLES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 27/02/1838; Description of crime: Felony waistcoat and 2 other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: WESTMORELAND, 18/04/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 56

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 30/11/1836; Description of crime: Felony tobacco; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 82

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 24/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony watch; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/09/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life;
Surname: WILKINSON; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 04/01/1838; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 4

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 07/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 3

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: MATTHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 01/01/1836; Description of crime: Felony coats and other articles; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 76; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 23/01/1836

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 16/09/1845; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 68

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kildare;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WILKINSON; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Fermanagh;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WILLEY; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 30/03/1842; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 134

Surname: WILLIAM; First name: JAMES; Alias: Byrne, James;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/08/1846; Description of crime: Breaking into a house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 61

Surname: WILLIAM; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Penitentiary; Date of trial: 09/1808; Date of document: 01/05/1812; Description of crime: Stealing a bank note; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Record reference code: PPC 4030; Comments: Letter from the Judge before whom the convict was tried, recommending that the convict (and several others) be pardoned on the grounds of good behaviour.

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 11/10/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 247

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 15/02/1840; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, 227

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 09/10/1839; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 58

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: CORDER;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 49; Comments: Probably c. 1849. No further information given in register.

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 08/11/1858; Sentence: Penal Servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 160; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 19/01/1859 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 06/10/1859

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co. Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/01/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERBAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 183; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/01/1841; Description of crime: Uttering forged drafts; Sentence: transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 58

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134; Comments: See Williamson, James

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JAMES; Alias: Jordan;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 28/04/1859; Sentence: Penal servitude 4 yrs; Record reference code: TR 14, p 161;
Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 15/06/1859 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 05/04/1860

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 24/11/1840; Description of crime: Felony shirts; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 20/06/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 40 F

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27 F

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JANE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 209;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 17/01/1857

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JOE;

Sex: M; Age: 49; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 24/06/1842; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BONNANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 172;
Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 03/02/1843; Description of crime: Felony coat; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 56

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 13/07/1836; Description of crime: Felony shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 79

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 11/10/1849; Description of crime: Stealing money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 33

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 10/08/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 52

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** JOSEPH; Alias: Withers;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 02/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Description of crime: Stealing a gold pin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 235

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** MARK;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 11/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 6; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 08/11/1837

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 20/06/1836; Description of crime: Felony of clothes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 72

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/08/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 318

**Surname:** WILLIAMS; **First name:** MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 18/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 213

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: MARY-ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 14/03/1857; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1857; Record reference code: TR 11, p 27 F

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Assaulting habitation; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 26/03/1843

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 17/07/1844; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 2 yrs imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 5, p 158; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 W 20

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 25/07/1839; Description of crime: Felony bridle and reins; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 57

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 9

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 219

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/10/1836; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 81

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 25/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 180

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 15/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 12/07/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 28; Comments: Convict died 31/01/1848

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JOSEPH; Alias: Withers;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 02/06/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from house; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 28

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 K 19; Comments: Convict was convicted with Patrick Keegan and several others for the same offence.

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tipperary; Date of trial: 04/03/1843; Description of crime: Attacking a dwelling house; Sentence: Transportation 7; Record reference code: CRF 1843 W 16

Surname: WILLIAMS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 29/07/1836; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc99

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: JANE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of trial: 18/08/1825; Date of document: CA 1825; Description of crime: Accomplice to robbery of £1.15 and coat; Sentence: transportation for 7 yrs.; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2723; Comments: Convict's father and two brothers served in the Army.

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: A;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 01/02/1836; Record reference code: FS 1836 list 5; Comments: list of free settlers, wives and children, who have arrived at the Penitentiary house at Cork, wife's name Mary Henderson

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 06/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835-6 A 2;
Comments: Convicts wife, Margaret Henderson, granted a free passage to New South Wales. She resided in the Parish of Templepatrick.

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of document: 08/12/1835; Record reference code: FS 1835 list 5;
Comments: A list of the free women and children for whom accommodation is to be provided on board the Thomas Harrison, wife's name, Margaret Henderson

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Name of ship: COUNTESS OF HARCOURT 1827; Record reference code: FS 1835 List 1;
Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of Government. Wife, Margaret Henderson, residing in the Townland of Kilgreel, Temple Patrick.

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 21/08/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 2

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 20/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 92 F

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 05/03/1849; Description of crime: Bigamy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 134

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: JOHN; Alias: Reilly, James;

Sex: M; Age: 34; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 27/02/1839; Description of crime: Sacrilege; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 10/07/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs unless bailed in 3 mths; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2 F

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 30/07/1840; Description of crime: Pig stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 9; Record reference code 2: CRF 1840 W 30;
Comments: Convict is a native of Lisburn, Co Antrim and is a journeyman baker by trade. States he has a wife and three children.

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: STEPHEN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1839; Description of crime: Robbery of arms; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 18

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Co Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Date of document: 24/04/1847; Description of crime: larceny; Sentence: T 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Sarah Jane Williamson; Relationship of petitioner: Wife;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 141; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 W 9

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 43; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 05/01/1842; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of document: 03/12/1823; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 2183;
Comments: Letter, Surgeon C.H. Todd, Kildare St., Dublin, stating the convict's sentence was not carried into effect on account of her ill health which was produced by her own contrivances. Details the instances.

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Date of document: 01/1836;
Record reference code: FS 1836 LIST 4;
Comments: List of women and children who have accepted the government offers of a free passage to New South Wales. Wife's name, Mary Henderson.

Surname: WILLIAMSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 7 years transportation;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: WILLIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy prison; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM 1851;
Record reference code: TR 8 P 78; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 W20

Surname: WILLIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Stealing calves; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: CRF 1851 M26

Surname: WILLIS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: WILLIS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WILLIS; First name: JANE; Alias: Brien, Mary;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 10, p 302

Surname: WILLIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/08/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: WILLIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 30/06/1851; Description of crime: Housebreaking and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 168

Surname: WILLIS; First name: NATHANIEL;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 30; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 18/05/1836

Surname: WILLIS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 02/04/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 5

Surname: WILLIS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 08/12/1837; Description of crime: Larceny from barracks; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 6 mths imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 29

Surname: WILLIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 29/10/1846; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 120; Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin
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Surname: WILLIS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78

Surname: WILLIS; First name: FRANCIS;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Description of crime: Stealing cloth; Sentence: Transportation for life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 2987; Comments: Petitioning for mitigation of sentence to military service. States he has a wife and family (no details given). Petition received: 27 July 1826.

Surname: WILLIS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin County; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: WILLIS; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WILLISON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 65

Surname: WILLS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Fort Duncannon, Wexford; Date of document: 06/07/1800; Description of crime: Stealing oats, property of his master; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 619; Comments: Convict has wife and family, no details given. Mother aged 80 yrs living in Carrick-on-Suir. Convict's brother was shot dead by rebels in Co Kilkenny.

Surname: WILLS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M;
Record reference code: PPC 740;
Comments: Several character references from inhabitants of Carrick-on-suir including the Vicar, Nicholas Herbert and Martha Herbert with whose family Wills had lived and worked, 7 and 14 July 1801.

Surname: WILLSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Kildare; Date of trial: 03/1836; Date of document: 24/03/1836; Description of crime: Robbery from dwelling house; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1836 C 21

Surname: WILMOT; First name: JOHANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 20/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 262

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1846; Date of document: 12/05/1846; Description of crime: Vagrant; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years (or bail in 3 months); Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 6, P 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1846 W 14

Surname: WILSON; First name: -;

Sex: M; Date of document: 21/06/1797; Description of crime: Robbery; Name of petitioner: M Aylmer; Record reference code: SPP 408

Surname: WILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Belfast provost prison; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: prisoner; Record reference code: SPP 413

Surname: WILSON; First name: ADAM;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County tyrone; Place of imprisonment: Omagh gaolCo. Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny, previously convicted; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSEIE 1852; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 10 P 248; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 W 34

Surname: WILSON; First name: SUSAN;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin;  
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WILSON; First name: DANIEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RATCLIFFE;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc16

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Louth; Date of trial: 22/10/1844;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WILSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845;  
Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WILSON; First name: ADAM;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 11/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny previously convicted; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852;  
Record reference code: TR 10, p 248

Surname: WILSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 12, p 144;  
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 01/07/1857

Surname: WILSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Possession of stolen plates; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 2, p 15

Surname: WILSON; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 8, p 46
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Surname: WILSON; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 06/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 1

Surname: WILSON; First name: ANDREW; Alias: Smith, Andrew;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 1; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 20/05/1858

Surname: WILSON; First name: BESSY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 05/04/1853; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 227; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 07/05/1857

Surname: WILSON; First name: BRIDGET;
Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 25/02/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p

Surname: WILSON; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 30/03/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

Surname: WILSON; First name: CHARLES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 01/01/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 126

Surname: WILSON; First name: DAVID;
Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 04/03/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 44; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 W 4
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Surname: WILSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 05/08/1844; Description of crime: Felony of handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 60

Surname: WILSON; First name: ELIZA;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/07/1841; Description of crime: Felony of boots and shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: WILSON; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Brady; Anderson; Walsh;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 22/09/1840; Description of crime: Felony window blinds, rug and sheet; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 228

Surname: WILSON; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Cunningham, Eliza;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 53 F

Surname: WILSON; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Young;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5 F

Surname: WILSON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1849; Description of crime: Corn stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 5 F

Surname: WILSON; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 16/03/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 250

Surname: WILSON; First name: ELLEN; Alias: Kennedy, Ellen;

Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 195
Surname: WILSON; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 03/01/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 94

Surname: WILSON; First name: HANNAH;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony calico; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 232

Surname: WILSON; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 18/10/1850; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 10; Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851, and later ordered to be discharged, 07/07/1858

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 14; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 23/09/1837; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 52; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 68; Comments: Convict is the eldest of six children and resides with his parents and family at No 33 Mary's Lane, Dublin.

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 28/03/1848; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 17

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 44

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/04/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 50
Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 47; Record reference code 2: CRF 1842 W 35; Comments: Convict has a wife Mary, who lives at 2 Beresford St Dublin.

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 21/03/1836; Description of crime: House robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 119; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 26/03/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 145

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 24/03/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838; Record reference code: TR 2, p 131

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 04/10/1848; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BONANJEE,00/10/1849; Record reference code: TR 8, p 58

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Date of trial: 20/08/1866; Description of crime: Desertion and mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal Servitude life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 168; Comments: Convict removed from Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin to Pentonville Gaol, London on 24/10/1866. Convict also convicted of Fenianism and was later sent from England to Australia, 00/10/1867

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 13/07/1838; Description of crime: Stealing a bank note and silver; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Surname: WILSON; First name: JANE;
Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 21/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 189

Surname: WILSON; First name: JANE; Alias: Henry, Jane;
Sex: F; Age: 41; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 18/10/1837; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 2 F

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 30/06/1846; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 198

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/04/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 212;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/10/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 53;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 28/06/1851; Description of crime: Burglary and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 94

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 22/10/1844; Description of crime: Assault to endanger life; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 133
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Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 05/07/1844; Description of crime: Obtaining money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 1 mth; Record reference code: TR 5, p 199

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 6, p 23; Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 31/12/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 9

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARGARET;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 21/07/1848; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 203

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARIA;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 20/10/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: DIAMOND, 15/11/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 112 F

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARIA;
Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 03/09/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 212

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARTIN;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony, shooting a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 7, p 23;
Comments: Convict detained at Smithfield Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 25 F;
Comments: Convict discharged by direction of the Lord Lieutenant, 00/07/1853

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 04/01/1851; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Longford; Date of trial: 27/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 268

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 30/06/1849; Description of crime: Breaking into dwelling house and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 82 F

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 23/03/1837; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 81 F

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 04/03/1850; Description of crime: Larceny from shop; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN WILLIAM DARE, 00/12/1851;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 296

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 03/10/1849; Description of crime: Larceny;
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 27
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Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/07/1852; Description of crime: Larceny previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 12, p 204; Comments: Convict died at Grangegorman Gaol, Co. Dublin, 17/10/1854

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARY, JANE;

Sex: F; Age: 31; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 14/08/1841; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail; Record reference code: TR 4, p 283

Surname: WILSON; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 04/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: EARL GREY, 00/12/1849; Record reference code: TR 9, p 5 F

Surname: WILSON; First name: OLIVER;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 20/01/1852; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: AMAZON, 00/04/1854; Record reference code: TR 12, p 144; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 02/09/1857

Surname: WILSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 25/02/1851; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 174; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 12/02/1857

Surname: WILSON; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Age: 39; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 24/06/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 109; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 W 27; Comments: Convict has a wife and three children.

Surname: WILSON; First name: REBECCA; Alias: Carroll;

Sex: F; Age: 35; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 31/03/1849; Description of crime: Having stolen money in possession; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 31 F
Surname: WILSON; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 12/08/1841; Description of crime: Felony of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 59

Surname: WILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 10/01/1853; Description of crime: Felony after previous felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 13, p 93; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 05/02/1859

Surname: WILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 01/01/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 54; Comments: Convict detained at Richmond Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: WILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 56; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 03/04/1848; Description of crime: Stealing fowl; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 69

Surname: WILSON; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 20/12/1846; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850; Record reference code: TR 6, p 54

Surname: WILSON; First name: ROSANNA;

Sex: F; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 27/12/1839; Description of crime: Felony ribbons; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 226

Surname: WILSON; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 30/09/1836; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 46; Comments: See also Jameson, Margaret
Surname: WILSON; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Kelly;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 16/04/1844; Description of crime: Housebreaking and stealing therein; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 49

Surname: WILSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 21/05/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 166

Surname: WILSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 69;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851; returned from Bermuda on the James, 12/01/1854. Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/07/1859. Other defendants; Kerr, Thomas and Cathcart, Robert (same ref).

Surname: WILSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

Surname: WILSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Carrickfergus; Date of trial: 01/03/1843; Date of document: 17/04/1844; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: T 7 yrs commuted to 2 yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 5, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 W 10

Surname: WILSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 170;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride, ship 00/05/1851

Surname: WILSON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 77

**Surname:** WILSON; **First name:** WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: LORD AUCKLAND, 00/09/1852;

Record reference code: TR 9, p 156; Record reference code 2: CRF 1850 W 11

**Surname:** WILSON; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Maryboro, Queens Co; Date of trial: 12/04/1802; Date of document: 30/08/1804; Description of crime: Stealing a bank note valued £1.14.1; Sentence: Military Service, commuted to transportation 7 yrs;

Record reference code: PPC 1098;
Comments: Report, memorandum and letter in connection with the case. Convict was declared unfit for Military Service.

**Surname:** WILSON; **First name:** RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Queens Co; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY;
Record reference code: PPC 1176;
Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

**Surname:** WILSON; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Tyrone; Date of trial: 07/04/1836; Description of crime: Robbery of two tumblers; Sentence: Trans 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 W19;
Comments: Convict resides in Strabane, Co Tyrone.

**Surname:** WILSON; **First name:** MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Richmond Penitentiary; Date of trial: 23/07/1836; Date of document: 26/06/1838; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Record reference code: CRF 1838 Misc20;
Comments: Return of female convicts considered unfit to undergo sentence of transportat- ion. Convict ordered to be discharged, 3 July 1838.

**Surname:** WILSON; **First name:** PATIRCK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Limerick; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Stealing a large sum of money; Sentence: Transportation 7 years;
Surname: WILSON; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 07/01/1845; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: WILSON; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 15; Place of trial: Co Down; Place of imprisonment: Co Down; Date of document: 03/05/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1845 W 4

Surname: WILSON; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Date of trial: 20/08/1866; Date of document: 03/10/1866; Description of crime: Mutinous conduct; Sentence: Penal servitude for life; Record reference code: CRF 1866 H 19; Comments: Prisoner was a private in the 5th Dragoon Guards.

Surname: WILSON; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 13; Place of trial: Galway; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1850 W 16

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: WILSON; First name: EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin City; Date of trial: 03/08/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 2

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: WILSON; First name: JOHN;
Surname: WILSON; First name: DOCTOR THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Louth; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Convict Depot; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 Misc 4

Surname: WILSON; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Co Clare; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy Govt Prison; Date of trial: 01/03/1848; Description of crime: Felony and shooting a horse; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: BLEINHEIM /7/1851; Record reference code: TR 7 p 23; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 W 19

Surname: WINCHESTER; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Age: 45; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 07/07/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 189

Surname: WINDRUM; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 27/06/1853; Description of crime: Larceny after felony conviction; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 105; Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/02/1858

Surname: WINDSOR; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 172

Surname: WINE; First name: JOHN; Alias: Wrin;

Sex: M; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: WING; First name: JOHN; Alias: King;

Sex: M;
Surname: WINGEAOR; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 207

Surname: WINGFIELD; First name: CATHERINE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 27/12/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 303

Surname: WINKLE; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 21/10/1843; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 250

Surname: WINSLOW; First name: OWEN;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 07/09/1849; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 41

Surname: WINTER; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 19/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 104;
Comments: Convict detained at Spike Island

Surname: WINTER; First name: TAIDY;
Sex: U; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: CLYDE, 08/05/1838;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 66

Surname: WINTER; First name: BERNARD;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Armagh; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Rioting;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc 3

Surname: WINTERS; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 21/06/1849; Description of crime: Felony and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 102

Surname: WINTERS; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 75; Comments: Convict died on Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/01/1851

Surname: WINTERS; First name: MICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 25/01/1851

Surname: WINTERS; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Cavan; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of ship: CALCUTTA, 18/04/1837; Record reference code: TR 2, p 14; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: WINTERS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Monaghan; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: WINTUS; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 30/12/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 78; Comments: Convict died, 13/06/1849

Surname: WIRE; First name: WILLIAM; Alias: Cosgrove, William;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Kildare; Date of trial: 25/06/1845; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 103

Surname: WISE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Date of document: 17/06/1822; Description of crime: Convicted under the insurrection act; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: See comments; Record reference code: PPC 1771; Comments: Thirty convicts from Co. Limerick pleading innocence and petitioning for pardon.

Surname: WISE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 26/10/1852; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs commuted to 7 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855; Record reference code: TR 12, p 150

Surname: WISEMAN; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Wexford; Date of trial: 12/07/1849; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 82 F

Surname: WISEMAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1843; Date of document: 12/05/1843; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 5, p 22; Record reference code 2: CRF 1843 W 31

Surname: WITCHELL; First name: EDWIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: New South Wales; Date of trial: 03/1846; Date of document: 13/04/1854; Description of crime: Desertion; Sentence: Transportation 14 years; Record reference code: CRF1854 Misc 18; Comments: Convict was a private in the 31st Regiment.

Surname: WITHEROE; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cashel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 10/1840; Description of crime: Riot; Sentence: Transportation 7 years commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: CRF 1840 W 11

Surname: WITHERS; First name: ANTHONY;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 02/01/1840; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 154

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: WIXTEAD; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Stealing a cow; Sentence: Transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 205;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk, 30/07/1836

Surname: WOGAN; First name: CHRISTOPHER;

Sex: M; Age: 35; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 10/04/1850; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 84

Surname: WOGAN; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Sligo; Date of trial: 18/07/1839; Description of crime: Defrauding a man of money under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 46

Surname: WOLFE; First name: DENNIS;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 18/06/1836; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: SURPRISE, 30/07/1836;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 152

Surname: WOLFE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 26/07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 2 yrs imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 136; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 W 39

Surname: WOLFE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/08/1848; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 76

Surname: WOLFE; First name: DENIS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Surprise;
Record reference code: CRF1836 Misc103;
Comments: List of convicts received on board the hulk from Limerick County and City.

Surname: WOLFERTON; First name: JOSEPH;

© National Archives, Ireland
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Cork Penitentiary; Date of trial: 1821; Date of document: 24/09/1825; Description of crime: Possessing a stolen web of cloth; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 4216

Surname: WOLLOGHAN; First name: CONNOR;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New south Wales; Date of document: 23/11/1839; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Biddy Malloy; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: FS 1839 139 f

Surname: WOODCOX; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 30/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BANGALORE; Record reference code: TR 7, p 173

Surname: WOODLOCK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Tipperary; Date of document: 07/08/1831; Description of crime: High treason; Sentence: Death, commuted to transportation; Record reference code: PPC 3623; Comments: Letter, Thomastown, Kilkenny, recommeding mitigation of convicts sentence from death to transportation for life. Convict was convicted of high treason for possessing instruments for counterfeiting coins. States convict was a respect- able Farmer by trade. Letter endorsed; to be transported for life

Surname: WOODLOCK; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1831; Description of crime: Having coining implements in his possession; Sentence: Transportation for life; Record reference code: CRF 1842 W 37; Comments: Convict was a Farmer with 56 acres of land in Shanballaduff, Co. Tipperary. Convict was transported to New South Wales in 1831. Convicts sentence was commuted to transportation for 14 years.

Surname: WOODRIFFE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1847; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 14 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: WOODRIFFE; First name: WILLIAM;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: 14 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

Surname: WOODROFFE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/1847; Description of crime: Forgery; Sentence: Transportation 14 years commuted to T 7 years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1849 W 6

Surname: WOODS; First name: MAURICE;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Limerick; Date of trial: 03/1797; Date of document: 19/12/1798; Description of crime: Stealing a saddle from Mr O'Callaghan; Sentence: Transportation for seven years; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 84; Comments: Includes Testimonial to friends and neighbours in the Co, Kerry and a reference from the sheriffs in the Bridewell where he had been confined. Convict originally from Kerry.

Surname: WOODS; First name: PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Monaghan; Date of document: 18/03/1832; Sentence: Death respited; Record reference code: PPC 3638; Comments: Letter, Govenor of Monaghan Gaol acknowledging receipt of an order respiting the convicts sentence (and two others) until further orders.

Surname: WOODS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Armagh; Date of trial: 20/07/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WOODS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Armagh; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WOODS; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89 F

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: WOODS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 25/02/1845; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Record reference code: TR 5, p 232

Surname: WOODS; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 197

Surname: WOODS; First name: DAVID;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: Cork city; Date of trial: 19/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON; Record reference code: TR 7, p 35

Surname: WOODS; First name: FANNY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Fermanagh; Date of trial: 10/07/1850; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR; Record reference code: TR 10, p 320

Surname: WOODS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 1, p 183; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 W3; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 10/08/1836

Surname: WOODS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: WOODS; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny from person; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 201

Surname: WOODS; First name: JAMES;
Surname: WOODS; First name: JANE;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 03/01/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 128; Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 07/03/1853

Surname: WOODS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Woods, James;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 16/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 6, p 141

Surname: WOODS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 31/12/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 128

Surname: WOODS; First name: JOHN; Alias: Quill;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 21/06/1847; Description of crime: Felony; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 7, p 26

Surname: WOODS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 52; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 99; Comments: Convict died 20/04/1848

Surname: WOODS; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 23/07/1850; Description of crime: Embezzlement; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PHOEBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 10, p 16

Surname: WOODS; First name: MALACHY;
Sex: M; Age: 36; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 40; Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin, 23/03/1837

Surname: WOODS; First name: MALACHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1837; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 2, p 140

Surname: WOODS; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 08/03/1847; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail within 3 mths; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 6, p 347; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 W 12

Surname: WOODS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/07/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 89 F

Surname: WOODS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 198

Surname: WOODS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 17/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 205

Surname: WOODS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/07/1854; Description of crime: Larceny after previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 233

Surname: WOODS; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 04/07/1850; Description of crime: Arson; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Surname: WOODS; First name: MATHEW;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Burglary and felony; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: WOODS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 14/07/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: RODNEY, 00/11/1852;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 112

Surname: WOODS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 09/04/1840; Description of crime: Receiving stolen goods; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 127

Surname: WOODS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 19/10/1852; Description of crime: Subsequent felony; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 117;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 16/09/1856

Surname: WOODS; First name: MICHAEL;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 10/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny on highway; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: PESTONJEE BOMANJEE;
Record reference code: TR 7, p 25

Surname: WOODS; First name: MYLES;
Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/04/1848; Description of crime: Larceny of lambs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 99

Surname: WOODS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 01/03/1849; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 125;
Comments: Convict detained on board Bride ship, 00/05/1851 and later ordered to be discharged, 21/04/1855

Surname: WOODS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 28/12/1841; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 139

Surname: WOODS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 21/02/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation life commuted 18 mths imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 133

Surname: WOODS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 1838; Description of crime: Rape; Sentence: Death commuted free pardon;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 151

Surname: WOODS; First name: PATRICK;
Sex: M; Age: 55; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 11/08/1841; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 8

Surname: WOODS; First name: ROBERT;
Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 29/02/1836; Description of crime: Felony handkerchief; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 76

Surname: WOODS; First name: ROSE;
Sex: F; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 06/07/1846; Description of crime: Vagrancy; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs failing bail;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 326

Surname: WOODS; First name: SARAH;
Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 1 yr imprisonment;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 85 F; Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 41

Surname: WOODS; First name: THOMAS; Alias: Kinna, John;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 04/11/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: BLENHEIM, 00/07/1851; Record reference code: TR 8, p 39

Surname: WOODS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 17; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 20/07/1844; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 5, p 7

Surname: WOODS; First name: TIMOTHY; Alias: Quilty, Timothy;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 28/06/1842; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death; Record reference code: TR 4, p 157

Surname: WOODS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 15/08/1851; Description of crime: Larceny and having previous conviction; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 33

Surname: WOODS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Tipperary; Date of trial: 05/03/1840; Description of crime: Stealing ewes; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 155

Surname: WOODS; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 14/03/1848; Description of crime: Stealing railway chairs; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 28

Surname: WOODS; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/08/1805; Name of ship: TELLICHERRY; Record reference code: PPC 1176; Comments: Dr Harding's journal of attendance on convicts on board the hulks and in the jails in Cork awaiting transportation (17 June 1805).

Surname: WOODS; First name: JAMES; Alias: John;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry, Co Derry; Date of document: 17/10/1823; Sentence: Transportation;
Record reference code: PPC 2186; Comments: Letter, sheriffs of the City and Co of Derry in reply to an enquiry regarding a John Woods. States that a man by the name of the convict is in their prison. Endorsed let this mans name be corrected.

**Surname:** WOODS; **First name:** PATRICK;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dundalk; Date of document: 28/04/1845; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: T life commuted to 18 months imprisonment; Name of petitioner: Thomas Woods; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 18

**Surname:** WOODS; **First name:** MALICHHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Roscommon; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** WOODS; **First name:** SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Louth; Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

**Surname:** WOODS; **First name:** JOHN; Alias: James Woods;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Co Londonderry; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield Govt Prison; Date of trial: 15/03/1847; Description of crime: Robbery from person; Sentence: Transportation 7; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: CRF 1851 W 11

**Surname:** WOODS; **First name:** JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Londonderry; Date of document: 08/05/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: 7 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 23

**Surname:** WOOL; **First name:** JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Cork; Date of document: 15/05/1829; Name of ship: LONACH 1825; Record reference code: FS 1830 1; Comments: List of convicts who have applied for their wives and families to be sent to New South Wales at the expense of the Government. Wife, Mary Connel, residing at Clayne.

**Surname:** WOOLAGAN; **First name:** JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WOOLAHAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 50

Surname: WOOLL; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Hulk; Date of trial: 1824; Date of document: 07/05/1825; Description of crime: Uttering forged notes; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: William Wooll; Relationship of petitioner: Son; Record reference code: PPC 4180; Comments: Petitioning to be permitted to accompany his father in his banishment. Petitioner states he is the eldest of eight children and resides in Cloyne, Co Cork.

Surname: WOOLOGAN; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Cork; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Co; Date of trial: 08/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WORRALL; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 10/1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 161

Surname: WRATH; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 01/07/1842; Description of crime: Horse stealing; Sentence: Life commuted to transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: WRAY; First name: HUGH;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 10/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 120; Comments: Convict detained, 31/05/1839

Surname: WRAY; First name: JOSEPH;
Sex: M; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Donegal; Date of trial: 21/07/1855; Description of crime: Aggravated manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Record reference code: TR 14, p 32; Comments: Convict detained at Mountjoy Gaol, Co. Dublin, 10/09/1855 and later at Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 29/09/1856

Surname: WRAY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 40; Place of trial: Co Donegal; Place of imprisonment: Mountjoy; Date of trial: 21/07/1855; Date of document: 04/09/1855; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation life; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: CRF 1856 W 10

Surname: WREN; First name: DORA;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 23/10/1848; Description of crime: Stealing timber; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 274

Surname: WREN; First name: NANCY;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 16/06/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: JOHN CALVIN, 20/01/1848; Record reference code: TR 6, p 247

Surname: WREN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 90

Surname: WREN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: King's Co; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 138

Surname: WREN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 04/1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 113; Record reference code 2: CRF 1839 W 40; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother and five children residing in Clare Street, Dublin. See also CRF 1839 W 14.
Surname: WREN; First name: THOMAS;

Sex: M; Age: 41; Place of trial: Kings Co; Place of imprisonment: Tullamote; Date of trial: 04/03/1851; Description of crime: Malicious assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Name of petitioner: Self; Record reference code: TR 11 p 90; Record reference code 2: CRF 1851 W 16

Surname: WRENN; First name: TIMOTHY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Limerick City; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 14; Comments: Convict is the sole support of his mother and family, residing in Limerick City.

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Name of ship: I; Record reference code: CRF 1845misc2

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Down; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Antrim; Place of imprisonment: Smithfield; Date of document: 27/01/1845; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc4

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ALEXANDER;

Sex: M; Age: 16; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 16/04/1838; Description of crime: Felony leather; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 57

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 24; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 4

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: CORNELIUS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LORD DALHOUSIE, 00/04/1852; Record reference code: TR 8, p 1

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ELEANOR;

Sex: F; Age: 15; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 06/03/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 8, p 262

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ELLEN;

Sex: F; Age: 27; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 08/12/1842; Description of crime: Felony shoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 233

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 44; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 17/03/1845; Date of document: 24/03/1845; Description of crime: Coining; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282; Record reference code 2: CRF 1845 W 2

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: Antrim; Date of trial: 29/06/1838; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 5; Record reference code 2: CRF 1838 W 41

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Down; Date of trial: 09/10/1844; Description of crime: Grievous assault; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 43

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 08/01/1840; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 73

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/07/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 131
Surname: WRIGHT; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 17/06/1852; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 12, p 1

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 50; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 27/07/1842; Description of crime: Selling base coin; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 4, p 125

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 18/07/1851; Description of crime: Assault and robbery; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: WILLIAM, 00/02/1855;
Record reference code: TR 11, p 157;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 29/06/1857

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Clare; Date of trial: 31/10/1848; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 28;
Comments: Convict died at Smithfield Depot, 25/01/1850

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: MARY; Alias: Murphy;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Tyrone; Date of trial: 03/01/1850; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: BLACK FRIAR;
Record reference code: TR 10, p 382

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ROBERT;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Monaghan; Date of trial: 10/03/1849; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD, 00/09/1850;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 138

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ROSE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 26/02/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 5, p 233
Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: 01/04/1828; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: George Wright; Relationship of petitioner: Father; Record reference code: PPC 3471; Comments: Petitioner resides at No. 88 James Street, Dublin. States he served over 20 years in the 28th Regiment of Foot and fought on the continent and in Egypt.

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: ELIZABETH;
Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Grange Gorman; Date of trial: 17/03/1844; Date of document: 23/08/1845; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of ship: TASMANIA; Record reference code: CRF 1845 M 29

Surname: WRIGHT; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Dublin Castle; Date of document: 07/08/1799; Name of petitioner: Susanna Wright; Relationship of petitioner: Wife; Record reference code: SPP 881

Surname: WRIGHTS; First name: ANDREW;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Antrim; Date of trial: 25/06/1844; Record reference code: CRF 1845 misc2

Surname: WRIGHTSON; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 30/06/1853; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 204

Surname: WRIN; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 155

Surname: WRIN; First name: JOHN; Alias: Wine;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Limerick; Date of trial: 01/01/1851; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 11, p 97

Surname: WRINGLE; First name: HENRY;
Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Limerick; Date of document: 20/03/1832; Sentence: Death, respited;  
Record reference code: PPC 3674;  
Comments: Letter, keeper of Limerick Gaol, acknowledging receipt of warrants respiting convicts sentence (and several others) till further orders.

**Surname:** WRINKLE; **First name:** NICHOLAS;

Sex: M; Date of document: 31/01/1799; Name of petitioner: People of Village;  
Record reference code: SPP 882

**Surname:** WRYNNE; **First name:** PETER;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Carrick-on-shannon; Date of document: 08/05/1847;  
Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 years;  
Record reference code: CRF 1847 L 24

**Surname:** WTERSON; **First name:** ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 40; Place of trial: County Armagh; Date of trial: 12/04/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 3, p 195

**Surname:** WYAN; **First name:** -;

Sex: U; Place of trial: Clonmel, County Tipperary; Date of trial: 18/11/1800; Date of document: 1800; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death recommended for transportation;  
Record reference code: PPC 627;  
Comments: Document is a list of courts martial.

**Surname:** WYLIE; **First name:** EDWARD;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 10/1847; Description of crime: Perjury;  
Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted to 2yrs imprisonment; Name of petitioner: John Wylie; Relationship of petitioner: Foster Father;  
Record reference code: TR 7, p 1; Record reference code 2: CRF 1847 W 34

**Surname:** WYMMES; **First name:** MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 10/10/1842; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;  
Record reference code: TR 4, p 109

**Surname:** WYNE; **First name:** TOBIAS;
Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 08/04/1836; Description of crime: Sending a threatening letter; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 229; Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 18/05/1836

Surname: WYNN; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/01/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 281; Comments: See also Mary and Margaret Wynn

Surname: WYNN; First name: MARGARET;

Sex: F; Age: 60; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/01/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 281; Comments: See also Mary and Catherine Wynn

Surname: WYNN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 30; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 04/01/1840; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 281; Comments: see also Catherine and Margaret Wynn

Surname: WYNN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 28/10/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 271

Surname: WYNN; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Louth; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2, p 85 F

Surname: WYNN; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/07/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148; Comments: Convict later commuted to imprisonment See also Wynn, Thady

© National Archives, Ireland
Surname: WYNN; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 19/07/1847; Description of crime: Robbery with violence; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: HYDERABAD; Record reference code: TR 7, p 127

Surname: WYNN; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 03/07/1839; Description of crime: Murder; Sentence: Death commuted transportation life; Record reference code: TR 3, p 148; Comments: See also Wynn, Michael

Surname: WYNN; First name: TOBIAS;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Mote, County Westmeath; Date of trial: 02/04/1836; Description of crime: Writing a threatening notice; Sentence: Transportation 7 years; Record reference code: CRF 1836 W14; Comments: Convict has a wife and four children and resides in Colehill (Co Meath).

Surname: WYNNE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 1847; Date of document: 04/08/1848; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Transportation for 7 years; Name of petitioner: M. McDermott & Others; Relationship of petitioner: Local Clergy; Record reference code: CRF 1848 W 43; Comments: Prisoner's residence given as Mahon's Yard, Co. Roscommon.

Surname: WYNNE; First name: MARTIN;

Sex: M; Place of trial: County Waterford; Date of trial: 28/06/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: PHOBE DUNBAR, 00/06/1853; Record reference code: TR 9, p 174

Surname: WYNNE; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 29; Place of trial: County Carlow; Date of trial: 09/03/1840; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 13

Surname: WYNNE; First name: HENRY;

Sex: M; Age: 19; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 08/04/1844; Description of crime: Felony lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 59
Surname: WYNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 23; Place of trial: County Mayo; Date of trial: 12/01/1853; Description of crime: Malicious assault and larceny from the person; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 13, p 96

Surname: WYNNE; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Age: 38; Place of trial: County Roscommon; Date of trial: 09/01/1847; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 170; Comments: Convict died in Richmond Depot, 07/02/1848

Surname: WYNNE; First name: PETER;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: County Leitrim; Date of trial: 01/03/1847; Description of crime: Cow stealing; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Name of ship: MEDWAY; Record reference code: TR 6, p 126

Surname: WYNNE; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Age: 26; Place of trial: Tipperary city; Date of trial: 21/07/1845; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 15 yrs; Record reference code: TR 6, p 178

Surname: WYNNE; First name: MARY;

Sex: F; Place of trial: Co Louth; Date of trial: 03/03/1837; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: T 7 years commuted 1 yr imprisonment; Record reference code: TR 2 p 85 (F); Record reference code 2: CRF 1837 W 66; Comments: Convict has four children.

Surname: WYNNE; First name: MICHAEL;

Sex: M; Age: 47; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life, comm impris.; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 28; Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Thady for the same offence. Convict was rejected for transportation on account of ill health.

Surname: WYNNE; First name: THADY;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Co Roscommon; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Manslaughter; Sentence: Death, commuted transportation life; Record reference code: CRF 1839 W 28;
Comments: Convict was convicted with his brother Michael for the same offence. Michael was declared unfit for transportation and his sentence commuted to imprisonment. Convict Thady has a wife and seven children residing in Curreentorpan, Co Roscommon

Surname: WYNNE; First name: MARY;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Louth;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: YATES; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 33; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 06/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 61;
Comments: Convict detained at Kilmainham Gaol, Co. Dublin

Surname: YEATES; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 06/05/1853; Description of crime: Obtaining goods under false pretences; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 13, p 43;
Comments: Convict ordered to be discharged, 08/05/1857

Surname: YEATES; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Westmeath; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Robbery; Sentence: Death commuted to transportation life;
Record reference code: TR 1, p 228;
Comments: Convict detained on board hulk Essex, 26/03/1836

Surname: YEATES; First name: MICK;
Sex: M; Age: 28; Place of trial: County Kilkenny; Date of trial: 30/10/1848; Description of crime: Highway robbery; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 90

Surname: YEATS; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 05/02/1847; Description of crime: Burglary; Sentence: Transportation 10 years; Name of petitioner: Convict;
Record reference code: CRF 1847 Y 1

Surname: YELVERTON; First name: THOMAS;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: Co.Kildare; Date of trial: 23/06/1842; Description of crime: Stealing an ass; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 89

Surname: YELVERTON; First name: WILLIAM;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Dublin City; Place of imprisonment: Hulk Essex; Date of document: 31/03/1829; Record reference code: CRF 1846 Misc 2

Surname: YONCASKEY; First name: JOSEPH;

Sex: M; Age: 53; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 3, p 27

Surname: YORK; First name: ANDREW;

Sex: M; Age: 32; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 12/06/1837; Description of crime: Stealing lead; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 2, p 42

Surname: YORKE; First name: BRIDGET;

Sex: F; Place of trial: County Meath; Date of trial: 02/04/1849; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 9, p 61 F

Surname: YOUNG; First name: JAMES;

Sex: M; Age: 20; Place of trial: Dublin; Place of imprisonment: Kilmainham; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Date of document: 24/03/1850; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: 10 years transportation; Record reference code: CRF1850misc2(2)

Surname: YOUNG; First name: SUSAN;

Sex: F; Age: 16; Place of trial: County Londonderry; Date of trial: 04/01/1844; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 282

Surname: YOUNG; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 27/03/1850; Description of crime: Stealing potatoes; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 10, p 38;
Comments: Convict died in Spike Island Gaol, Co. Cork, 03/04/1852

Surname: YOUNG; First name: MARY ANN;
Sex: F; Age: 28; Place of trial: Dublin city; Date of trial: 01/09/1838; Description of crime: Felony money; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 2, p 44 F

Surname: YOUNG; First name: MARY;
Sex: F; Age: 19; Place of trial: Limerick city; Date of trial: 07/1839; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 3, p 261

Surname: YOUNG; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 22; Date of trial: 18/07/1853; Description of crime: Unknown; Sentence: Transportation life or Penal Servitude life;
Record reference code: TR 14, p 157

Surname: YOUNG; First name: JOHN;
Sex: M; Age: 18; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 19/03/1849; Description of crime: Cattle stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 1

Surname: YOUNG; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 25/10/1849; Description of crime: Sheep stealing; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Name of ship: LONDON;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 54

Surname: YOUNG; First name: JAMES;
Sex: M; Place of trial: Kilkenny city; Date of trial: 26/10/1848; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 8, p 93

Surname: YOUNG; First name: JANE; Alias: Cooke, Jane;
Sex: F;
Record reference code: TR 9, p 74 F

Surname: YOUNG; First name: GEORGE;
Sex: M; Age: 27; Place of trial: County Antrim; Date of trial: 12/04/1842; Description of crime: Burglary and larceny; Sentence: Transportation 10 yrs; Record reference code: TR 4, p 2

Surname: YOUNG; First name: GEORGE;

Sex: M; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 05/01/1844; Date of document: 02/1844; Description of crime: Larcenies; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 5, p 49; Record reference code 2: CRF 1844 Y 1; Comments: Prisoner was convicted of stealing property from the Royal Barracks belonging to a Dr Boyce and a Captain Aldridge of the 60th Rifles.

Surname: YOUNG; First name: ELIZABETH;

Sex: F; Age: 21; Place of trial: County Wicklow; Date of trial: 1836; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 1, p 242; Record reference code 2: CRF 1836 71

Surname: YOUNG; First name: ELIZA; Alias: Wilson, Eliza;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 9, p 5 F

Surname: YOUNG; First name: CATHERINE;

Sex: F; Age: 25; Place of trial: County Galway; Date of trial: 27/12/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs; Record reference code: TR 7, p 215

Surname: YOUNG; First name: BRIDGET; Alias: McEvoy, Bridget;

Sex: F; Record reference code: TR 8, p 252

Surname: YOUNG; First name: SARAH;

Sex: F; Place of imprisonment: Newgate, Dublin; Date of document: CA 1804; Description of crime: Stealing a quantity of hardware; Sentence: Transportation; Name of petitioner: Convict; Record reference code: PPC 1099; Comments: Convict's husband (not named) was also sentenced to transportation for the same offence. States they have two children.

Surname: YOUNG; First name: MILES;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Carlow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: YOUNG; First name: JOHN;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: Newgate Prison; Date of document: 19/10/1799;
Description of crime: High treason; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 883

Surname: YOUNG; First name: RICHARD;

Sex: M; Place of imprisonment: New Geneva Barracks; Date of document: 09/1799;
Description of crime: Being United Irishman; Name of petitioner: Self;
Record reference code: SPP 884

Surname: YOUNG; First name: EDGAR;

Sex: M; Place of trial: Wicklow;
Record reference code: CRF 1836 Misc94

Surname: YOUNGER; First name: JOHN; Alias: Beche;

Sex: M; Age: 22; Place of trial: County Cork; Date of trial: 18/03/1847; Description of crime: Larceny; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 36

Surname: YOURELL; First name: ANNE;

Sex: F; Age: 42; Place of trial: County Dublin; Date of trial: 07/04/1847; Description of crime: Stealing a shirt; Sentence: Transportation 7 yrs;
Record reference code: TR 6, p 263